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MEDICINE, like all other Sciences, is, and always must be, subject to Changes; and it is impossible it should be otherwise, particularly in the Practice of Phyic. For the Discovery of any considerable Simple of great Efficacy, or of any important Virtues in those we were before acquainted with, must necessarily induce considerable Alterations in the Practice of the Art. Thus the Introduction of the Bark absolutely altered the whole Practice of Physicians with respect to Fever. And perhaps the greatest Revolution, that ever happened in Phyic, was brought about by the Discovery of the Virtues of Mercury, a Drug before well known, in the Cure of Distempers. Formerly it was the Custom for the Writers of Dispensatories to embarrass their Compositions, and for Physicians to overload their Prescriptions, with a great Number of superfluous Ingredients; and hence the Efficacy of Medicines was rendered less certain, and the Practice of Phyic more precarious. But, for the last twenty or thirty Years, Physicians of the first Reputation for Learning, Sense, and Skill in their Profession, seem to have united in their Endeavours, to reduce this Luxuriance within the Bounds of Sense and Science; to prune away the Branches of Phyic which bear no Fruit, and to restore the Art to that useful Simplicity which alone is productive of Pleasure and Advantage. And this Spirit of Reformation has induced a very considerable Change in the Bodies of Practice, whilst it affords us the agreeable Prospect of having the remaining Superfluities retracted.

A new Dispensatory, therefore, suited to the modern Taste in Prescribing, appeared both a useful and necessary Work. And this I have endeavoured to execute in the following Manner:

First, I have given a plain and intelligible Account of the grand Implements, by which all the Changes in Sublimy Bodies are brought about both by Art and Nature; I mean the Air, Water, Earth, and Fire, particularly so far as they relate to Medicine and Pharmacy.
Secondly, I have attempted to give a just Idea of Acids and Alcalis; and of their Influences in the Continuation of Life, the Preservation or Recovery of Health, and the Production of Diseases.

Thirdly, I have given some Account of all those Operations, by which Changes are induced in all those Bodies, which are the Subjects of Pharmacy, and Chymistry.

Fourthly, I have given Dissertations on the various Classes of Medicines, into which Simples are usually divided, in order to explain what is meant by those Divisions, how the Effects ascribed to them are brought about, and how far they may be depended upon, consistent with sound Philosophy, and, what is much better, Experience.

Fifthly, I have taken care to specify the medicinal Virtues and Uses of all the Simples employed in Medicine, from the best Authorities, whether antient or modern. These I have divided into three Classes, that of Vegetables, of Animals, and of Minerals; this Division appearing to me the most commodious. And I have distributed each of them alphabetically, according to the Latin Names. The English Names are referred to from the general Index.

The last Part consists of Preparations and Compositions; and with respect to the latter, I think myself under no Necessity of making an Apology to the Public for having been more frugal of them than former Writers; because I am certain that there are more than sufficient to answer every Occasion; and, besides, a perfect Acquaintance with the Materia Medica will enable the Judicious to combine Simples, and adapt them to particular Cases and Constitutions, in such a Manner, as to answer better Purposes than any of the Compositions of the Shops. And I must farther confess, that I think the unbounded Licentiousness of former Authors of Dispensatories, with respect to the Number of Compound Medicines, together with the Encomiums they have bestowed upon each, have greatly prejudiced true Physic, by inducing abundant Perplexity, Error, and Confusion; and, after all, the Physician’s Excellence can never depend upon the Multiplicity of Prescriptions, but upon a judicious Application of a few well-chosen Remedies.

The last Attempts of the Colleges of London and Edinburgh have done a great deal towards the Reformation of our Dispensatories, yet I am inclined to believe it would have been better if they had proceeded farther, and altered, or rather exchanged their Medicines, whose Composition, notwithstanding their Antiquity, render them extremely ridiculous; such I mean, as, in the Quantity commonly given for a Dose, contain the Fraction of a Grain of some Ingredient, which alone might be taken in the Quantity of half an Ounce, without any considerable Effect, or Efficacy.
In a Book not intended so much to be regularly perused as occasionally consulted, an Index should seem to be absolutely necessary; I have, therefore, procured one, which appears to be more extensive and useful, than any that have occurred to me in Books of this Kind. As it consists of near ten thousand plain References, the Reader will without difficulty turn to whatever Subject he pleases.

In the whole Course of the Work, I have industriously suffered the Names of Barc, Fuller, Quincy, and even Salmon, with the rest of the Dispensatory Writers of our Country, to rest in Peace; neither disturbing them by Censures, nor perfuming them with Incense; because I apprehend that mere Books of Prescriptions are of too little Importance to be taken notice of, much less to be transcribed; and besides, they tend to promote Quackery, to cover Ignorance, and veil the dirty Craft of the Designing and Ungenerous, without producing any one Advantage as an Equivalent.

But if any one should think otherwise, they are already in the Hands of every male and female Practitioner, and may be consulted without much Embarrassment to their Admires.

As nothing is more uncertain and undetermined than the Doses of Simples, and nothing more difficult than to lay down general Rules with respect to the Quantities adapted to particular Ages, Constitutions, and Distempers, I hope I shall be excused for having been less particular upon this Subject than might have been expected. In general, I am afraid 'tis customary to give too small Doses of simple Medicines. This was remarkably the Case of the Bark when it was first known in Europe, of which a few Grains only were exhibited at a Time; and for this Reason it had grown into Disrepute, and had so continued if an Empiric had not learned by Experience, that much larger Doses were necessary to effect a Cure. At present, Musk, which may be exhibited to very good Purposes in the Quantity of half a Dram, is only given, generally, in a Dose of four or five Grains; and the same may be said of many others. I should, therefore, recommend it seriously to all Practitioners, as a Thing of the greatest Consequence, to endeavour to determine, by all prudent Means, in what Quantities Simples may be safely exhibited, and with what Effect.

With respect to my present Undertaking, it may be expected that I give some Reasons for publishing a Dispensatory, after Quincy, whom I have represented in another Place as an excellent Judge of Pharmacy. In the first Place then it must be considered that, since his Time, the Physicians of Edinburgh have published an excellent Dispensatory, and this Example has been followed by our own College, Besides, Boerhaave, Stahl, Hoffman, Neuman, and several other Writers, of the first Class, have made many useful Discoveries in the
the Chymical Pharmacy, to which it appears he was an absolute Stranger. And many Advances have been made, towards a more intimate and certain Acquaintance with the Materia Medica, which either escaped his Researches, or came to the Knowledge of the learned World so late to be expected in his Writings.

This Author has, farther, done no small Prejudice to true medical Knowledge by his great Licentiousness in Philosophizing, and reasoning mechanically, as he calls it, upon Principles either manifestly false, or at best precarious; frequently proposing uncertain Suppositions of his own, or of other Authors, as undoubted Facts, and thus imposing upon the Injudicious the Chimæras of a luxuriant Imagination, for Physical Truths. Quincy has given a great Number of Prescriptions from Authors of our own Country, as Bates, Fuller, and even Salmon, which are in the Hands of every Body, and universally known; but he has taken no manner of notice of a great Number of celebrated Compositions which occur in foreign Writers, and which it would have been more useful to describe, because the Understanding these Authors would thereby have been facilitated; and the Shops would more readily have known what was meant, when these Medicines were taken notice of in the Prescriptions of foreign Physicians, or our own.

In the Execution, therefore, of this Undertaking, I have endeavoured to preserve the Excellencies of Quincy, to avoid his Errors, and to supply his Defects; and how far I have succeeded, I must leave to the Judgment of others.

In order to render this excellent Work as compleat, and at the same Time as compact as possible, Care has been taken in this Edition to retrench whatever Matter did not immediately concern the Practice of Physick, and to substitute in its Stead a Collection of elegant and efficacious Forms and Prescriptions from the most approved modern Authors corresponding with all Medicinal Intentions of Cure; with an Indication subjoined under each Formula of its respective Use and Virtue. So that it is to be hoped it will now be looked upon as the Repository of every Thing that can possibly be required by the most anxious Practitioner, in the Course of his Endeavours to relieve the Disorders committed to his Circumspection and Management.
THE NEW

English Dispensatory.

BOOK I.

CHAP. I.

Of AIR.

The Air in general is that fluid Matter, which every where surrounds the Terraqueous Globe. 'Tis called the Atmosphere, is so applied to the Surface of our Earth as continually to touch all the Parts thereof, and is not only the Seat of Tempelts, Storms, and Thunder, but also the common Vehicle, or Medium, thro' which Sounds, Smells, and Light are conveyed.

This Air in which we continually imbue is impregnated with Corpuscles of all Kinds, infinuates itself into the penetrable Interstices of all Bodies, remains concealed in these Interstices, and is again discharged from them, when such Bodies are resolved into their Elements or constituent Parts. This Fluid is absolutely necessary to the Preservation of Life, since we draw it in during Inspiration, and force it out in Expiration; so that both Nature and Art seem to use its Influence and Affittance in all their Works: For which Reason it is called the Principle necessary to promote the Generation of Things, and by Sence, a necessary Part of the Universe.

The Air consists of Parts, which, though invisible by means of the finest Microscope, are yet continually in Motion, and endowed with a mutual Attraction. The Air is also remarkably elastic, and at the same time an Aggregate of many and highly heterogeneous Corpuscles, containing in it the most minute Particles of all Bodies, which are mixed with it, fluctuate in it, and are conveyed to it by way of Exhalations, either in a humid Form as in moist Vapours, or a dry one by way of Powder or Dust. Thermometers sufficiently manifest the greater Degree of Heats in the Air. There is always Water in the Air, raised from the Waters of our Globe by the Heat of the Sun, or the Influence of subterraneous Fire. This Water in the Air is the Matter of Dew, Clouds, Rains, Fountains, Rivulets, Rivers, Ice, Hoor-Frost, Snow, Hail, and perhaps Meteors depending on these. This Water also constitutes the greatest Part of the Weight in the Air, but at the same time diminishes its Elasticity. The Presence of Water in the Air is evinced by
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by exposing a fixed alkaline Salt to a free Air apparently dry, by which Means the Salt is dissolved, has its Weight augmented, and may be again separated from the Water by Distillation. Other Bodies contained in the Atmosphere are the Spirits exhaled from all Kinds of Vegetables, all Kinds of Oils, Salts, Earths, the Elements of Vegetables, and even their entire Parts, the Semporiana perceptible Matter of Animals, their Excrements, all the Elements of Animals and their impregnated Eggs, and, in the Fossil Kingdom, Salts, Sulphurs, and Metals.

But the most remarkable Substance, contained in the Air, is the universal Acid, with which Providence has taken Care plentifully to furnish it for many, and those very important, Purposes. The Existence of this Acid is manifest by its Effects; for by this all the base Metals, exposed to the Air, are corroded. 'Tis this that neutralizes alkaline Salts if long exposed to the Air. On this account the Manufacturers of Nitre prepare Beds of Earth, which they impregnate with Animal and Vegetable alkaline Salts, that receive and retain this Acid in great Plenty. And they remark, that it is principally conveyed to their Strata of Earth by the Winds, which blow from any Points betwixt the North and East. Now, as these Winds are generally cold, it should seem that there is some Analogy betwixt Cold and Acids; and that this Acid of the Air is the grand Preservative against Putrefaction.

As the Air contains the Particles of almost all Kinds of Bodies, so it will produce the Effects not only of Air as such, but also of the Substances contained in it. Thus it may be said to be an universal Seminary, rich in all Kinds of Materials, committing to the Earth those Elements of Bodies which it first received from it; and thus by a kind of Revolution generating most Sorts of Bodies. And as the Corpuscles, contained in the Air and perpetually in Motion, meet each other, they may produce the almost infinite Effects depending upon the Combination of their particular Virtues. On this account, in the Schools of Experimental Philosophy, the Preceptors generally, with good Reason, begin their Courses with Experiments on the Nature of the Air. And the Teachers of Chymistry can hardly be said to do Justice to their Subject, if they neglect to treat of the Properties of Air. For Air contains not only Water, but also saline, oleous, and other Parts. Hence it surprisingly affects and changes Bodies, promotes many artificial Effects, and by means of the Corpuscles it contains acts as an universal Menstruum, by mixing, macerating, relaxing, dissolving, drying, corroding, putrefying, and fermenting Bodies, according to their Condition, or Disposition to undergo particular Changes. For it seems sufficiently obvious, that, according to the Commixtion, Reaction, and Exhalation of the various Salts in the Air, different Species of Salts may be generated. Thus the Caput Mortuum of Vitriol, when long exposed to the Air, is again impregnated with its acid Salt. Calcined Alum, also, soon receives again its aluminous Salt into its Pores; and even exhausted Ores, when exposed to the open Air, again produce their respective Minerals. Fixed alkaline Salts, when exposed to the Air, become volatile. Pot-ashes, when long exposed to the Air, are in a great measure converted into a neutral Salt like Vitriolated Tartar, or the Arcanum Duplicatum. Dew and Hoar-Frost by their corrosive Virtue evince their Contents, which are also discovered by a Chymical Analysis: And Thunder and Lightening sufficiently denote the Existence of
an inflammable Sulphur in the Air.

Thus having considered Air as a principal Chymical Instrument, I proceed to Water, another very important Agent in the Combination and Dissolution of Bodies.

CHAP. II.

Of Water.

Water, according to the celebrated Boerhaave, is a Liquor highly fluid, inodorous, insipid, pellucid, without colour, and which, in a certain Degree of Cold, is condensed into a brittle, hard, and vitreous Substance, commonly called Ice.

Water insinuating itself into some Bodies only gently coheres with them, and is again separated from them, whereas it is firmly concreted with others. Hence, wooden Chests, and the Doors of Houses, which in wet Weather are firmly shut, in a dry Weather open spontaneously, on account of their Contraction, after the Expulsion of the Water. On the contrary, every dry Salt, only by a violent Fire, yields Spirits by Distillation, from which the Water is separated by Rectification, and sometimes by means of an alkaline Salt. The same holds true with respect to Sulphur distilled into a Spirit. After Water has insinuated itself into other hard Bodies, it adheres so intimately to them, as not to be perceptible, tho' at the same time it constitutes a Part of such solid Bodies; as is obvious from dry quick Lime after the Expulsion of the Moisture in Calcination. This quick Lime, by an Affusion of Water, is reduced into a ductile Paste, consisting of Water, Sand, and Lime, which, being dried, becomes hard like a Stone, and yet this Hardness depends entirely on the Water contained therein; but, when expelled by the Fire, the Elements of the Lime no more cohere with each other. Water, also, concretes with the most hard and solid vegetable Bodies, as is obvious from the Distillation of Guaiacum made by itself. The hard and driest Parts of Animals, by Distillation, yield a volatile Spirit, which contains a large Quantity of pure Water. Hence 'tis obvious, that Water enters the Composition of many Bodies, and proves the strongest Glue or Cement, by which their Parts adhere to each other. 'Tis also equally obvious, that the solid Parts of the Human Body derive their Texture from the glutinous and adhesive Quality of Water.

There are Bodies which Water not only penetrates, but also dissolves, in such a manner as that equal Qualities of such Bodies are equally distributed thro' all the Parts of the solvent Water. All Salts, whether in a liquid or solid Form, are, according to their Natures, more or less dissolved by Water. Water in a Commotion always dissolves a larger Quantity of Salt, and more expeditiously, than that which is at rest, and warm Water more than that which is cold; so that the hotter the Water is, the more Salt it dissolves and retains; whereas the colder it is, the more of the dissolved Salt it lets fall; so that, during intense Frost, the Salt is almost entirely expelled from freezing Water. This is the Reason why Sea-water is not so easily converted into Ice, as fresh Waters; as also why it is more salt in hot, than in cold, Climates. It seems to be sufficiently certain that Water, entirely delitute of Heat, which is the coldest of Ice, can dissolve no Salt. The same Quantity of Water dissolves one Salt more quickly than another, and more of some than of others. 'Tis also observable, that the Water, which has been dissolved
dispersed as much of any given Salt as it possibly can; so that, if any more of the same Salt is thrown into this *Lixivium*, it remains undispersed at the bottom, may yet dissolve a large quantity of another Salt, when thrown into it, without separating the Salt, which was first dissolved, from the Water. From some salts, when dissolving in Water, arises Cold, from others Heat, and from others neither Cold nor Heat. Thus Cold is excited by Nitre, Borax, Sea Salt, Vitriol, Verdigrase, Alum, Rhenish Tartar, Cream of Tartar, volatile Salt of Urine, and all alkaline volatile Salts. But among all Salts, the greatest Cold is excited by Sal ammoniac. Heat is produced by common brown Sugar, by Salt of Tartar, Aqua-Portis, Spirit of Sea Salt, and Spirit of Nitre; but the greatest Heat is produced by Oil of Vitriol. Neither Heat nor Cold is produced, by dissolving in Water Oil of Tartar per Deliquium, the recent Urine of a found Perion, Vinegar, and previously putrefied human Urine.

Water, also, dissolves *Alcohol* of Wine, if strongly shaken with it; but if it be gently poured to the *Alcohol*, it passes thro' it, and subsides to the bottom, the *Alcohol* swimming above. But it does not very soon dissolve the *Alcohol*, which, after Conquassation, fluctuates thro' the Water in a kind of pungent *Strix*, tho' it is at last equally distributed thro' the whole Water. Now as *Alcohol* is a pure Oil of Vegetables, which by the Efficacy of a due Fermentation is changed into the Nature of Spirits, which desagrate in Fire, and mix with Water, we know, that Oils themselves, thus previously changed, may be also perfectly mixed with Water; tho' this happens the sooner and the more easily, if they have been before diluted with a small Quantity of Water; for common Spirit of Wine, which contains much Water, is more easily mixed with Water, than the purest *Alcohol*. When Water is mixed with pure *Alcohol* rectified by itself, the Mixture produces Heat with an Effervecence. The same also happens with common Spirit of Wine, tho' in a smaller Degree; but with alcalized Spirit of Wine the Heat is les, and the Effervecence none at all. But with Water entirely saturated with dissolved Salts, such as Oil of Tartar per Deliquium, for Instance, *Alcohol* cannot be mixed by Shaking or Ebullition, for the *Alcohol* always appears uppermost. But even in this Respect there is a Difference between Salts: For if the Water be richly impregnated with any Salt which easily suffers itself to be separated from the Water, such as that of Epsom, for Example, then the *Alcohol* will be united with the Water poured to it, and the Salt, disengaged from the previously solvent Water, will be precipitated to the Bottom of the Vessel. If Water is mixed with *Alcohol*, in which a distilled Oil is dissolved, it forces the Oil from the *Alcohol*: Water also separates any Resin, as also Camphire, which has been previously dissolved in *Alcohol*.

Water also dissolves all Soaps composed of Oil and alkaline Salts, or all oleaginous Bodies, by which Means a Mixture is produced capable of dissolving some Substances, which Water alone cannot dissolve; such as Oils, oleous Substances, Resins, resinous Substances, Gum-Resins, and tenacious Bodies compounded of them. Hence the Power of Water to dissolve Bodies is much increased by the Virtue of Soap. And hence the Method of rendering Oils capable of mixing with Water is sufficiently obvious.

Water alone is capable of dissolving essential Oils, if these are before duly mix with pure *Alcohol*, by means...
means of Digestion and repeated Distillations.

Water also dissolves sulphureous Substances united with thole of an alcaline Nature, as likewise Balsams, Colophanies, and Resins, if they are first united with alcaline Substances. Water also dissolves the Air itself, and receives into its Pores a certain Quantity thereof, which does not act as Air so long as it remains in these Pores. The Air contained in Water is sufficiently discovered by its Ebulition, when the external Preffure of the Air is removed from the Surface of the Water, by means of an Air-pump. Since, then, Air contains Bodies of all Kinds, hence 'tis obvious that these must also with Air be conveyed into the Pores of the Water.

Water is, also, capable of dissolving many terrestrial Bodies, if they are first thoroughly corroded in their proper Acids. Of this Kind, are Oyster-shells, the Shells and Claws of Crabb's, Shells of Snails, Shells of Fishes, whether of the Sea or River kind, Stones, and Horny Concretions, Horns, Bones, and Hoofs of Animals, Chalk, Pearls, Mother of Pearl, calcined Stones and Flints. But as these terrestrial Bodies corroded in their Acids become dissolvable in Water, so on the contrary alcaline Substances, intimately united with Earth, cannot afterwards be dissolved in Water, as may be instanced in Glass; and the highly subtile and volatile alcaline Salts of Animals, intimately united with Earth, constitute a Fals which can by no means be dissolved by Water. But Water is the most powerful Solvent when raised in Vapours by Means of Fire, as is evident from that Species of Calcination which is termed Philosophical.

As for the Uses of Water, they are various; but the most extensive Advantage of Water depends upon its Solvent Quality. For by its Means we separate the Salts from Bodies and render such Salts, as are dry, active, and fit for medicinal Purposes, by dissolving them in Water. Some Bodies are mixed, others precipitated from each other, and Spirits are diluted and weakened, by Means of Water; and hence many extraordinary Effects are produced in the Works both of Art and Nature, as Putrefaction, Fermentation, Effervescences, and many others.

CHAP. III.

Of FIRE.

FIRE is one of the grand Instruments in natural and artificial Chymistry; tho' it is highly difficult, if not absolutely impossible, to give a just and accurate Definition of it. Boerhaave has taken a great deal of Pains to prove, that tho' all Bodies whatever are capable of receiving, and retaining Fire, yet it is the Oil only which supports Flame and is wafted thereby, fo as to be the true Pabulum, Food, or Support thereof. And that pure Alcohol of Wine, which is an extremely subtile and attenuated vegetable Oil, is the only Thing known that waftes entirely by Fire, fo as to leave no Fumes. He does not mean, that either of these is actually converted into Fire, or wafted; but that they are dissipated, and entirely changed with respect to their Form, by the Action of Fire. And it appears by his Experiments, that 'tis only a Part of Oils, and even of Alcohol, that is the true Pabulum of Fire; for it should seem, that a great deal of Water, which we know is not inflammable, is separated from Alcohol whilst it burns. Now I think it highly probable, tho' I would only suggest this to the Learned, that it may be the Acid, a constituent Part.
of all Oils, however it may be disguised, that is the Part convertible into Flame, and the real Food of Fire. It will give Light to this Affair, to consider the Nature and Composition of Gunpowder, and its Effects when Fire is applied to it. This, we know, is made of Charcoal, which contains a black and highly inflammable vegetable Oil, and serves as a Sort of Tinder to kindle the Sulphur, a necessary Medium between the Coal and the Nitre, which is the third Ingredient, and is known to abound with an Acid, which it receives originally from the Air. When Fire is applied to this Composition, it catches the black Oil of the Coal, which instantly kindles the Sulphur, and this communicates the Fire to the Nitre, in a Degree sufficient to make it burst out into a lucid Flame.

As, therefore, we find much the same Ingredients in all Combustibles, with those that enter the Composition of Gunpowder, I am inclined to consider all Flame, as a continued Explosion of the Acid included in the Body subjected to the Action of Fire.

As Fire is an Instrument absolutely necessary for Chymical Productions, the just quoted Author has divided it into fix Degrees.

The first of these is that within the Compa$s of which Nature brings about the Work of Vegetation in Plants; so that it is highly probable, that this Degree of Heat is best suited to impregnate Oils with the choice Spirit of some Vegetables, without dissipating the richest Part of them.

The Second is most commodiously estimated from the highest Degree of Heat observed in healthy Persons. Within the Compa$s of this Heat are included the vital Action of Animals, the Fermentation of Vegetables, and the Putrefaction both of Vegetables and Animals, and the Generation, Breeding, Hatching, Birth, and Nutrition of Animals. This Degree of Heat Chymists use, to prepare their Elixirs, Tinctures, and in many other Processes which require a gentle Heat.

The Third is from the extreme Degree of the Second, to that in which Water generally begins to boil; and this Degree of Heat serves for the Distillation of the Oils, and the medicinal Waters of Vegetables. The fanguineous and serous Juices of Animals are in boiling Water coagulated into a sciffile Mafs, whilst all their Solids are destroyed by it, and reduced to a thick and tenacious Liquid; and hence it is absolutely destructive to all Animals.

The fourth is from the extreme Degree of the Third, to that within the Limits of which all Oils, saline Lixiviums, Mercury, and the Oil of Vitriol recede from the Fire, fly upwards, and by this Means distil. In this Heat Lead and Tin are put in Fusion, and may be mixed with each other. By this, also, the Oils, Salts, and sapronacions Juices of Vegetables and Animals, are rendered volatile and acrid, and become more or less alcalefcent. The solid Parts of them are by this Heat dried, and, if they are calcined, they are converted into a very black Coal, are all absolutely destroyed, quite altered in their Qualities, and entirely lose their Virtues. By this Heat too Chymists sublimate the Sulphur, and Sal-ammoniac.

The fifth is from the highest Degree of the Fourth, to that in which the rest of the Metals are put in Fusion. Glafs, Gold, Silver, Copper, and Iron, for a considerable time bear this Degree, which destroys every Thing else. In this Heat all other fixed Bodies grow
grow white, the fixed Salts of Vegetables and Fossils are put in Fusion, are deprived of almost all their Oils, acquire a greater alkaline Acrimony, and with Sand or Flints are converted into Glass. In this Heat Lime-stones are calcined, and other Bodies either vitrify, or become volatile, and are diffipated in the Air.

The sixth and last Degree comprehends the whole Compass of caotropical and dioptrical Fire, which scarcely any Body is able to reft. By this Gold itself suffers very considerable Alterations. This the Eastern Magi seem to have understood, when they prophesied that the whole World would at last be destroyed by Fire, and that it would then be converted into pellucid Glass.

It is of the greatest Consequence for the Chimney to know accurately the Methods of raising and supporting these various Degrees of Fire according as the Intention requires; for on this principally depend all the Operations in Chymistry.

'Tis to be observed, that it is far more difficult to preserve a great Degree of Cold for a considerable time, than it is to keep up a very great Heat, as is sufficiently obvious from the intense Fires requisite in Metal and Glass Works. The first Way of exciting and supporting a moderate Heat depends upon the Choice of such a Pabulum as may produce the Strength of Fire requisite for our Purpose. Alcohol of Wine yields a weak and equable Flame, which may be increased or diminished by a greater or smaller Number of Wicks. When we are therefore resolved upon the Degree of Heat we intend to use, we are to light a Lamp with as many Wicks as, by the Thermometer, appear necessary to excite the Degree desired. Next to Alcohol are the light and porous and spongy Kinds of Pabulum, such as Rushes, Straw, dry Leaves, Hair, Shavings of Wood, dried Stalks of Buck-wheat, Chaff, and Bran. Next to those are Oils, Tallow, Wax, Campfire, Pitch, Refin, Sulphur, and other Compounds. Next are thick, heavy, hard, and compact Woods, and the Coals prepared of them; and last of all red hot Metals and fossil Coals.

Various Degrees of Fire, the greatest not excepted, may be excited by the Quantity of the combustible Matter used; for if a large Quantity of Fuel is set on Fire all at once, the Fire thus produced will be proportionably stronger, the Force of it all being united together.

There is a great Difference in the Heat with respect to the Object it acts upon, according to the Distances at which Bodies are exposed to the Fire, the Heat always decreasing as they are removed farther off. But the Proportion of this Decrease is not easily ascertained.

The Degrees of Heat, also, depend much on the Agitation, Combination, and Compression of the Fire when it is excited by its Pabulum, and included within its aerial Arch; for by these the Violence of it is greatly increased, and the more so, the stronger they are. As we cannot possibly procure this Agitation and Compression of Fire more conveniently and effectually, than by blowing the Air forcibly on the Fire, so Bellows are the Instruments by which we give the Preßure of the Air on the Surface of the Fire, by which Means its Parts are agitated with great Violence. Thus if the Wind of several large Bellows is, from different Parts, directed upon the Center of the same Fire, it will act with so much the more Strength upon the Body placed in that Centre.
The New English Dispensatory.  Book I.

The Fire of Suppression is, when in order to distill per Descensum, the Fire is laid above the Matter, so that the Moiture, forced from it by Means of the Heat, is precipitated to the Bottom of the Vessel; or when the Body of a Retort, or other Vessel, is covered over with Fire, this is called a Fire of Suppression.

Inolation is, when any Matter designed either to be put into Fermentation, or dried, is exposed to the Rays of the Sun.

The Heat of Horse-dung, called also the Horse's Belly, is when a Vessel, containing any Matter either to be digested or distilled, is placed in a large Heap of Horse-dung.

A Heat of the Skins of Grapes, collected in large Quantities after the Vintage, may, like the Bath of Horse-dung, serve for Digestions and Distillations.

The Heat of quick Lime, moistened, may serve for some Distillations; when, for Instance, after being mixed with Sal-ammoniac, it makes a very subtil Spirit distil from it, without the Assistance of any other Fire.

The Fires of Sand, Filings of Iron, and Ashes, have generally their Degrees from the first to the third; but that of the Filings of Iron has a stronger Heat than the others, because they easily become first hot, and then red. The Fire of Ashes is the most moderate, because they do not retain so great an Heat as the other Substances.

The Reverberatory Fire has its Degrees from the first to the fourth, which is that generally raised to the greatest Violence.

A Vessel may receive different Degrees of Heat from a lighted Lamp, by either keeping it at a certain Distance, or gradually advancing it nearer; but when the Vessel is once heated, an equal Heat may be always continued.
The Balneum Mariæ and Vapour Bath have also their Degrees; for according as the Water of the Bath is more or less heated, the Distillation is more or less promoted. We may, therefore, call it the first Degree of the Balneum Mariæ or Vapour Bath, when the Bath or Vapour are only moderately tepid, as they ought to be when any Matter is put in a Vessel and exposed to them for the sake of Digestion. Their Heat of the second Degree is when the Water of the Bath and Steam of the Water are so hot, that a Person cannot hold his Hand in them, as they ought to be when a gentle Distillation is to be produced. Their third Degree of Heat is, when the Waters of both Baths boil, in order to hasten the Distillation.

The Fire of Suppression has, also, its Degrees. For sometimes warm Ashes are only used in order to excite a very mild and gentle Heat, which is the first Degree. At other times a small Quantity of live Coal is mixed with the Ashes, which is the second Degree; and at other times they place, upon a thin Bed of Ashes, a large Quantity of live Coals, which is the third Degree of Heat peculiar to this Fire of Suppression.

Infusion has, also, its Degrees in Proportion to the Heat of the Sun to which Substances are exposed. The best Infusion is made in the Months of July and August, because the Sun has then more Force and Vigour than at other times.

The Baths of Horse dung and grape Skins have also their Degrees, according to their Qualities, and the Heat of the Places where they are.

The Heat of quick Lime also has its Degrees. For according as we desire it more or less strong, we expose it in Powder, a longer or shorter Time to the open Air.

Another Method of exciting and supporting a long continued Heat, is by Means of that Furnace which Chymists call an albanor, which is so contrived as to keep up a gentle Heat for any Length of Time, by supplying it every twenty-four, or sometimes every forty-eight, Hours, or at longer Intervals, with a proper Quantity of Coals. This Method is very useful in Cases where a long continued Heat is required.

C H A P. IV.

Of Earth.

By the Word Earth, Philosophers and Chymists mean, a simple, hard, friable, fossil Body, which is fixed, but not melted, in the Fire, nor is capable of being dissolved in Water, Alcohol, Oil, or Air. What is commonly called Virgin Earth is so simple, that it appears as uniform and homogeneous as Metals themselves. When it is perfectly separated from every Thing else, it is hard and constant notwithstanding its exceeding Fineness. The Matter of Earth is friable, because it always suffers itself to be reduced to a fine Powder, in which Respect it widely differs from true Metals and Gems. But its greatest Difference from these Substances consists in this, that it remains so fixed and immutable in the most intense Fire, that when it is entirely alone it is impossible to put it in Fusion.

Elementary Earth answers the same Purposes in Animals and Vegetables, since it gives a firm Contexture to their Bodies, and affords a solid Basis for the rest of the Elements. For these must all be united with this Earth, that by this Means they may
may be fixed and held together, and thus reduced to the shape of any particular solid body. This earth alone gives all bodies their proper form, and when this is separated from them, they either sink into an irregular mass, or, being resolved and disengaged, become volatile, and are dispersed from each other. This earth, by its fixed and tenacious nature, proves a proper cement to bind, unite, and properly dispose all the other parts among themselves, and thus hardens the body arising from this conjunction, so that it becomes capable of resisting the air, water, sun, and some degree of fire, without any inconvenience. But then, on the other hand, pure dry elementary earth requires the assistance of water or oil, as a kind of cement to hold together its separate elements, and thus to form them into one mass.

Those of the moderns, who have treated of the analysis and composition of metals, mention an earth which will vitrify, as entering their composition, and which is the basis of them all, yet this substance does not at all answer the characters, and consequently cannot deserve the name of earth. Mercury, indeed, when brought fresh out of the mines, and pressed through a thick leather, seems to leave some earth behind it; and if, when it is thus depurated, we diffil it in a clean glass vessel, it will leave a very small quantity of fæces. But this cannot properly be called earth, because the genuine properties of earth do not appear to be in it. But if we examine all the other metals with the greatest accuracy, we find no earth in them. For the calxes of metals always remain true metals; and, tho' they are insipid, inodorous, fine, and sometimes capable of being reduced to a powder, yet, by the addition of some reducing powders, they may be brought back to their original form. Whoever, therefore, looks upon these calxes as true elementary earth, may with equal reason suppose, that he is able to transmute earth into metal whenever he pleases. Besides, calcined metals may by the efficacy of fire alone, or by the admixture of some other substances with them, be converted into true glass, which cannot be affirmed of pure simple earth.

Simple elementary earth, then, concurs as a constituent principle in the formation of the particular corporeal fabric of animals, vegetables, and some fossils of the less simple and durable kinds. Secondly, those bodies, which owe their origin to the very same earth, must, in this respect, greatly agree with each other; nor do they only resemble each other with respect to their earth, but also, generally, in the great affinity there is between their other concurring principles. Thus the elements of animals are perpetually supported, and nourished, by the vegetables they take in, and assimilate to their natures, and which afterwards actually enter their very make. Thirdly, bodies, which owe their origin to the same earth, are easily transmuted into each other. Fourthly, iron, which of all the metals seems to come nearest the earth of animals and vegetables, must be allowed, also, to come nearest to animals and vegetables in nature, and seems as if it could in some measure be dissolved in them. Hence it yields a noble and safe remedy for various diseasés of the human body; whereas the rest of the metals act with more violence. For these, as they have not earth, but mercury, for their basis, seem to remain immutable in all bodies, and incapable of being digested by our concave faculties.
ly, Earth principally furnishes the Chymists with their Instruments and Vessels. For all Kinds of Glasses have a great Quantity of terrestrial Matter united with their fixed alkaline Salts. Sixthly, Pure Earth, mixed in a proper Quantity with pure fixed Salts, prevents their running into a Mafs when they are exposed to a strong Fire, which would certainly have been the Case had the Earth been away. Seventhly, Pure Earth, also, of great Service to Chymists, when they want to purify animal or vegetable Salts from the Oil, which tenaciously adheres to them, and renders them impure. For when these are exceeding foul with the empyreumatic Oil united to them, by the Admixture of pure Earth, they are, in a proper Heat, raised with an extraordinary white Colour, and deposited all their Oil into the bibulous Earth. Eighthly, Earth, when mixed with a great many Substances, disposes them to discharge a flatulent Vapour, which otherwise, upon the Application of Fire, would make them puff up to such a Degree, that, not being able to bear the Heat necessary for the Distillation, they would swell and rise in the Retort, so as to run over into the Receiver; and, thus confounding every thing together, prevent the desired Effects of the Operation. Thus if, for any valuable Purposes, a Person designs to distil Honey or Wax, he loses his Labour if he distils those two Substances by themselves. Ninthly, What has been said of elementary Earth is by no means to be applied to common Sand, which is falsely taken for true Earth. For pure Sand, upon Examination with a Microscope, discovers itself to be an Heap of small pellicud and multangular Crystals, every one of which is of a different Size and Figure. These, in Conjunction with a fixed Alcali, will easily run into Glasses. The wife Author of Nature has dispersed these over the Surface of the Earth, that the fruitifying Water may be able to inuninate itself thro' the Pores of the Ground, which would otherwise very easily unite and coalesce into one Mafs, and by this Means in a short Time acquire a perfect Stony Hardness, to the infinite Detriment of Mankind. Neither are we to confound elementary Earth with Boles of medicated Earths, since these are compound Substances; tho', by the utmost Action of Fire and Water, they approach nearer to the Nature of true Earth: but in that Case they lose their medicinal Virtues. But least of all are we to take for elementary Earth, that Earth on which we tread, and which furnishes us with the Supplies both of Health and Life. For this our Earth evidently contains pungulous Boles, medicated Earth, barren Sand, Pebbles, Water, Air, Oils, Salts, all the Elements of Animals resolved into their Principles, and all the Principles of dissolved Vegetables blended and confounded together. So that common Earth is so far from being a pure Element, that it is to be looked upon as a Chaos of all the natural Elements, and the various Bodies compounded of them.

CHAP. V.

Of ACIDS.

AN Acid is that Body, which when applied to the Tongue, or the Nostrils, excites that Taste and Smell which everyone calls Acid. So that all those Substances are acid, which are capable of exciting the Sensation or Perception of Sourness. These consist of Particles highly rigid, long, subtile, and furnished with the most acute Spicula;
by which Means they enter the Forco easily, Stimulate the Papillae
of the Tongue, and affect the Or
gans of Taste. Acids are either
Manifest, and fall under the Notice
of the Senses, or Disguised; as
when they are so sheathed up in
oleous or earthy Particles, or so
diluted with aqueous Fluids, that
they are not perceptible to the Sen
ses, but remain concealed, and dis
guised. Acids of the first Kind are
simple and pure, whereas those of
the second comprehend the various
Degrees of auffere and sweet
Acids.

Acids are known from their Ori
gin, Properties, and Effects. With
respect to their Origin, they are
either spontaneous and native, or
factitious, and prepared by Art.
The native Acid of the vegetable
Kingdom is found almost in all
Plants; the auffere, crude, Acid in
the Juice of unripe Fruits, and some
times in the woody Parts, the Bark
and Leaves of Vegetables; whilst
an Acid of the sweet Kind, which
contains many oleous Parts, is found
in some Fruits duly concocted and
rigened by the Heat of the Sun, as
in Cherries, Strawberries, Apples,
and many others. A simple Acid,
also, occurs in some ripe Fruits, as in
Citrons, Oranges, and Lemons.

Very few native Foffle Acids are
to be found. Nor do Animals affo
d any manifest native Acid. For
all animal Juices, left to themselves,
always putrify, and do not become
auffeent; whilst all Acids taken a
long with the Aliments are, by a
found Body, subduced and divested
of their Acidity: so that auffeent
putrid, volatile, and fetid Salts are
rather generated in Animals. Milk,
also, drawn from the Breasts of a
found Woman is never acid, but al
ways of a sweet and mild Taste.
The Urine is, also, continually a
uffeent, even in Persons who use
large Quantities of auffeent and acid
Food and Liquors. Nor have
the Excrements an acid, but rather
a putrid Smell, unless auffeent or
acid Substances have been previously
used. Nor is the Blood Acid; for
supposing a pure Acid to be, from
the Aliments, conveyed with the
Chyle to the Blood, it there immedi
ately finds a Principle of an auffeent
Nature, with which it engages, and
assumes a neutral Quality, so as to be
changed into a tartareous or an am
moniacal Salt. Much less are the
other Liquors, secreted from the
Blood, such as Bile and Sweat, to
be called Acids, since they are ra
ther of an auffeent Nature. But
if any Acid is found in Animals, it
is entirely formed by the Use of acid
or auffeent Substances, and, by rea
son of a Defect of the vital Force in
Digestion, is deposited in the Prime
Vitae in the unconcocted Chyle, or in
the Mammary Vesicles. Hence, in
some Patients, a Sweat manifestly of
an acid Smell denotes the previous
Use of Acids, and the languid Force
of Nature. Hence if there is any
other Acid than this in the found
Blood, or other Humours of Animals,
which have been concocted by the
Force of Nature, it is highly la
tent and involved in oleous Particles,
and consequently cannot act as an
Acid.

The factitious or artificial Acids
latent in Vegetables, and obtained
from them, are: Firf, A virous Acid
by Fermentation; and this is either
a simple Acid, or an auffere Acid,
or a sweetish Acid, which are ei
er liquid in the Form of Wine, or
solid as Tartar. A simple Acid is
also produced by Fermentation, in
auffeent Meals: as is sufficiently known
to Bakers. Secondly, A fermenting
Acid, when Vegetable Juices are in
the very Act of Fermentation, or in
the intermediate State between their
native Condition, and that, which
they
they acquire after the Fermentation is past, as is observable in recent Malt, and Ale fermenting in a Bottle.

Thirdly, An acetofe Acid, produced by the second acetofe Fermentation, as in Vinegars. Fourthly, An Acid by Distillation from some Woods distilled by themselves from a Retort, by which Means they yield, first, an acidulated Water, and then, by increasing the Fire, an acid Spirit.

The Woods of this Kind, are Guaiacum, the Juniper Tree, the Oak, the Box Tree, the Cedar, and some others. Fifthly, An Acid by burning Pieces of Wood, especially such as are green, from the Extremities of which laid upon a large Fire, whilst the Middles of the Boughs are agitated by the Fire, flows a Liquor like a frothy Water, which is a pure Acid, highly resembling that which naturally exists in most Trees, and consequently is a native Acid. Sixthly, An Acid is obtained from the expressed Juices of Plants by crystallizing them into their native or essential Salts. But none of these Acids can ever be obtained pure, but are always mixed with other Parts, especially those of the oleous and aqueous Kinds.

Acids obtained from the Fossil Kingdom are rarely found in a solid, but almost always in a liquid Form. Among these are the Acid of Sulphur, otherwise called the Oil or Spirit of Sulphur by the Bell; the Acid of Alum expressed by the greatest Force of Fire, and generally called the Oil of Alum; and the Acid of Vitriol, by the greatest Violence of Fire forced into a Spirit, commonly called the Oil of Vitriol.

The other simple fossil and acid Spirits are, the acid Spirits of Nitre and Sea-Salt, Aqua Fortis, and the Spirit of Nitre, Spirits of Sea-Salt, Fountain-Salt, and Sal Gemmæ. Whence 'tis obvious, that there are very few simple fossil Acids, Per-

haps the only Instance of a true Acid being obtained in a solid saline Form, is in the Salt of Amber.

From the Animal Kingdom we obtain an Acid; as when Milk, drawn from an Animal fed with acefcent Vegetables, is kept in a warm Place; for in such a State it grows more and more acefcent, as is obvious from four Milk, four Whey, and Butter-milk.

As for the Use of Acids in Medicine it's certain, that there is a great Difference betwixt the Strength of vegetable and fossil Acids. Hence these last are for the most part only employed for external Use by Surgeons, when they want corrosive and caustic Medicines; but cannot be exhibited internally, till they are diluted with aqueous Liquors, or dulcified with Spirits of Wine. And as vegetable Acids are of various Kinds, and different Virtues, so nothing concerning their Use in Medicine can be advanced which is equally applicable to them all. However, that we may be enabled to form as just an Opinion of their Effects, as possible; we shall observe, that Some are afraid of Acids, on account of their corrosive and dissolving Quality; whilst Others are apprehensive of their Strength and coagulating Virtue. Both are in the right, if their Opinions are under stood with a due Restriction. As all fossil Acids are of a corrosive Quality, we shall say no more of them, but confine ourselves to vegetable Acids; which, as they are weaker than the former, may con sequently be more easily subdued by the digestive Powers. But 'tis carefully to be observed, that vegetable Acids, obtained from the very same Plant, often produce widely different Effects. For we must accurately distinguish between affringent, and resolvent, Acids. Thus there is a resolvent Acid in ripe Summer-Fruits, which,
which, when eaten copiously, prove purgative; whereas, before they
are ripe, they contain an astringent
Acid, which produces Coitioneis,
and all the Diseales arising from a
Contraction of the capillary Veinels,
and a Coagulation of the Fluids; of
which Kind is a particular Species
of Itch, to which the poorer Sort of
People are subject, on account of
their eating four and unripe Fruit.
Among vegetable Acids, therefore,
we find that the *Omphactium*, or
Juice of unripe Grapes, is astringent,
whilst that of such, as are ripe,
so resolves the Humours, as to in-
duce fatal Diarrhaes, and CholeraS.
This Juice of ripe Grapes, when
fermented, produces Wine, which,
when recent, is still more solvent,
and at the same time hot and pro-
ductive of Gomotions; but old
Wine is not solvent, though it be-
comes more hot. Of Wine is pre-
pared Vinegar, which is still more
solvent. But as the moderate,
the daily, Use of Vinegar, cannot
be prejudicial to Health, when sub-
duced, and changed by the concoc-
tive Powers; so the immoderate
Use of it produces those Diseales
which arise from a predominant
Acid, and which are either produced
by the too copious Ingestion of acid
Substances, or by the languid Con-
dition of the concocive and di-
gerive Powers. The celebrated
Helmout Justly informs us, "That
in any other Part, than the Sto-
mach, all Acidity is preter-natu-
ral, and unfriendly; for that in
the Intelliines it produces GripeS;
in the Urinary Paflages, a Stran-
gury; in Ulcers, a Corrosion of
the Parts; in the Skin, the Itch;
and in the Joints, the Gout.---The
Truth of this Affertion, subjoins the
Author, is evinced from this, that
recent Urine, discharged without
any Pain, produces great Uneasines
in the Urinary Paflage, when
mixed with a few Drops of tar-
tish Wine, and injected with a
"Syringe." Diseales, also, fre-
fquently happen in the Stomach,
from a redundant Acid, as is obvi-
ous from the Heat, Uneasines, pun-
gent Pains, difficult Concoctions,
acid Eructations and Vomitings with
which it is aflifted. When, there-
fore, 'tis certain that an Acid pre-
dominates in the Body, we may,
from what has been laid, discover
what Medicines are to be oppofed
to it; that is, aqueous Diluents, miti-
gating and obtunding Substances,
mild oleous Medicines, Alterants,
earthly Absorbbnts, and saline alca-
line Substances.
If in sedentary Persons the Hu-
mours are disposed to Acidity, the
Disorder is more properly removed
by due Exercife, than by the Exhibi-
tion of alcaine Salts, by which
the Humours are no lefs resolved,
than the Fibres corroded and ab-
raded. It is absurd to affert
that all Diseales have a peecant
Acid for their primary and funda-
mental Caufe; fince different Acids
produce different Effects, and since
the animal Functions, when too vi-
gorous, spontaneously dispose to Di-
feales arising not from Acidity, but
from Alcalesence and Putrefaction.
Besides, 'tis certain from Experi-
ence, that Acids not only prevent, but
also cure, many Diseales. For when
the Body is over-heated, and the
Motion of the Blood preternaturally
accelerated, Acids are so far from
being injurious, that they excellently
alay the Heat and Thift, excite a
keen Appetite, and procure a laud-
able Digestion. Acids, also, refift
Putrefaction, and change the alcale-
scent Salts of the Body into those of
a neutral, mild, Kind, which greatly
contribute to the Prefervation of
Health. Hence nothing is more ef-
ficacious for guarding against the
Contagion of malignant Diseales, than
Acids,
Acids, of which Wine Vinegar and Lemon Juice are the most consider-
able for this Purpofe. Acids frequently prove beneficial to Dropfeal
Patients, both on account of their stimulating Quality, and because they
change the putrid Salts into thofe of a compound neutral Nature,
which excellently refift Putrefaci-
on. Mild and grateful Acids, fuch
as ripe Summer-Fruits, are proper
in Apoflems of the Lungs, or Em-
pyemas. As Acids moderately ufed
contribute to Health, fo, when taken
to Excess, they are highly injurious;
but in a particular Manner, both
Meats and Drinks, of an acid Kind,
are prejudicial to thofe who have
weak Stomachs, in which the juici-
es eaflly turn acfecent, are long
retained, and do not pafs duly off
by Stool. Among Perfon十一 of this
Class, are Children, old Perfon
felves exhausted by previous Diseafes,
or Grief, but effpecially Hypocon-
driac, and Gouty Patients, Hypertetic
Women, and Perfon十一 labouring un-
der Disorders of the Head, or
Spasms. All these are greatly injur-
ed by ripe Fruits, which contain a
large Quantity of Acid, and which,
by Fermentation, are changed into
acid Juices. Some by taking a
fmall Quantity of any Acid, fuch as
Rhenifi Wine, immediately perceive
an Uneafiness in their whole Bodies;
and 'tis remarkable, that fome Per-
fon十一 who have Issues, foon after the
Ufe of Acids, perceive a Pain and
Iching in thefe Parts. Acids are
always prejudicial to the Bones, fo
that in spreading and malignant Ul-
cers 'tis an abfurd Practice to ap-
ply Acids, in order to prevent a Ca-
ries of the Bones. 'Tis customary
with Some to ufe highly acrid Acids
in order to beautify the Teeth,
which by this Means are foon ren-
dered dull, torpid, and fo loose, that
they drop out.

C H A P. VI.

O F A L C A L I E S.

T H E Name of Alcabi was origi-
nally given to the Salts of Vege-
tables procured by burning them,
from Kali, a word well known in the
East and in Egypt, which signifies a
certain Herb replete with Salt, which
grows about the Sea Shore, and the
Banks of the Nile, and alfo thofe of
the celebrated River Belus in Syria,
as Pliny affures us from the Testimo-
y of antient Authors. This Plant,
if burnt when it arrives to its full
Growth, produces Ashes, remarkable
for theirSalt and acrid Taste, an Evi-
dence of its abounding with Salt.
When these Ashes are boiled in
Water, they yield a strong acid Salt
Lixivium or Lye, conflituting of the
Salt communicated by them to the
Water; which being properly sep-
ated, there remains a greyfih Part,
which will neither difolve in Water,
nor burn in the Fire, but is perfect-
ly inftipid, and of the Nature of
Earth. If this Lixivium, or Lye, is
evaporated to a Drynefs in an Iron
Vefsel, a white solid Mafs, of a moft
acrid caufic Taste and perfectly fi-
labile in Water, is left behind. This
Salt only is properly an Alcali; but
because other Bodies produce much
the fame Appearances upon being
mixed with Acids, all Substances
that raife an Effervescence with
Acids have been called Alcaline; as
the volatile Salts of Animals, tho-
ese procured from fome acrid Vegeta-
bles, and thofe arifing from potar-
ted Vegetables, in Distillation.
And not only alkaline, fixed, and
volatile Salts, but alfo fome other
Bodies produce almoft the fame Ef-
fefts in regard to Acids. Hence we
generally refer to the Number of Al-
calies, firft, Such Substances as are

purely
purely of an earthy Nature, such as Lime, Marble, and the Sealed Earths.

Secondly, stony Concretions formed in the Bodies of Animals, such as the Stone in the Human Bladder, Be-

zoar Stones, and Crabs - Eyes. Thirdly, Tefaceous Substances, such as Pearls, Oyster-Shell, the Bone of the Cattle Fish, the Claws and Eyes of Crabs. Fourthly, Those Parts of Animals, which in Process of Time have assumed a Stony Hardness, or are changed into Earth. Fifthly, All Plants of a stony Nature, or Sea Lithophytes, as Coral; all which Sub-

stances are called Abborbents, or the Wood of green Reeds and a large Copper Vessel, into which they prepared from some Sorts of Wood burnt. From which it is plain, that they knew a Method of preparing the Salts, not unlike that of Techeni, so as to make them less acrid, and to come nearer to the Na-

ture of the native neutral Salt. Hence Pliny afferts, that Ashes have the Quality of Salt, but are milder. And that the burnt Peaces of Wine have the Virtues of Nitre (the antient Nitre.) And, in another Place, he speaks of the Nitre produced from burnt Oak, which, he says, yields

but a small Quantity, L 31. C. 10.

We farther learn from Pliny, that Ashes were in his Time used medici-

nally, and the Lixivium made of them drank as a Remedy. All thes

E. Authorites, to which more might be added, sufficiently evince, that the Discovery of Alcalies is not so mo-

dern as Some imagine.

Amongst Alcaline Salts, the most common is, that, which is usually called Pot-Ash. This is imported in great Quantities from Courland, Ruffia, Poland, and other Parts of the North, where it is prepared from the Wood of green Firs, Pines, Oaks, and others of the like Nature; of which they make large Piles in pro-

per Trenches, and burn them till they are reduced to Ashes. These are im-

mediately sifted, and were by the Antients called Lix, by the Moderns Cineres Clavellati, a Name taken from the Clavi, Billets, into which the Wood is cleft, to make it burn the more readily. These Ashes are then dissolved in boiling Water, and when the Liquor, which contains the Salt, is deprived by subfiding, it is poured off clear, and makes a Lixi-

vium. This is immediately put into large Copper Vessels, and is there boiled for the Space of three Days and Nights, till at last a Salt is left, which takes the Name of Pot-Ash, from the Pots the Lixivium is boiled in.

One Property of Alcaline Salt is, to unite intimately with distilled vege-

table Oils. For if the molt acrid, pure, dry, Alcaline Salt is thrown very hot into a distilled Oil, it attracts

the Oil greedily, with a considerable thickening Noife, and unites it so with its own Substance, that there is im-

mediately formed a kind of Soap; and the Oil is more firmly united to the Alcaline Salt, and the Soap is ren-

dered more perfect, if the Mixture is set in a subterraneous Place. For by this Means both of them become femi-
Whether Acids abound plentifully with Air, whilst Alcalies contain none at all? So far is certain, that the strongest Alcali, taken out of the Fire, and so probably deprived of all its Air, will, if it is thrown into an Acid Liquor, produce a prodigious Efferveence, and a great Quantity of Air will be generated. Hence may we not arrive at the true Reason, why Acids, when they are predominant in Animal Bodies, are productive of so much Flatulency? Do not Neutral Salts, produced from a Combination of Alcalies and Acids, lose the greatest Part of their Air; and are they not, for this Reason, found to be very little flatulent in the Human Body? Are not acid, or at least accecnt, Bodies, the only Substances which are disposed to ferment, because of the latent Air they contain? And is not this latent Air the Source of that prodigious Quantity of Air, which is generated by Fermentation? Does Fermentation, therefore, naturally tend to the Generation of Acids, whilst an intense Fire produces Alcalies?

From what has been said it appears, that amongst Natural Causes, by which Motion is excited in the Universe, we reckon Alcalies and Acids, at the Time when these are mixed together; which Motion ceases, as soon as ever this Combination is compleated.

The Motion, thus excited, seems of considerable Importance in Vegetation, or rather in preparing the Earth. People concerned in Husbandry are sensible, that frequent ploughing or digging the Earth, melows it, as they call it, and renders it fertile; or, to speak more philosophically, difunites the Parts of the Earth, which otherwise cohere together, and form large Glebes, and reduces them into small Particles, better suited to the subsequent Solution they are to undergo, in order to the First, Whether Acids abound plentifully with Air, whilst Alcalies contain none at all? So far is certain, that the strongest Alcali, taken out of the Fire, and so probably deprived of all its Air, will, if it is thrown into an Acid Liquor, produce a prodigious Efferveence, and a great Quantity of Air will be generated. Hence may we not arrive at the true Reason, why Acids, when they are predominant in Animal Bodies, are productive of so much Flatulency? Do not Neutral Salts, produced from a Combination of Alcalies and Acids, lose the greatest Part of their Air; and are they not, for this Reason, found to be very little flatulent in the Human Body? Are not acid, or at least accecnt, Bodies, the only Substances which are disposed to ferment, because of the latent Air they contain? And is not this latent Air the Source of that prodigious Quantity of Air, which is generated by Fermentation? Does Fermentation, therefore, naturally tend to the Generation of Acids, whilst an intense Fire produces Alcalies?

From what has been said it appears, that amongst Natural Causes, by which Motion is excited in the Universe, we reckon Alcalies and Acids, at the Time when these are mixed together; which Motion ceases, as soon as ever this Combination is compleated.

The Motion, thus excited, seems of considerable Importance in Vegetation, or rather in preparing the Earth. People concerned in Husbandry are sensible, that frequent ploughing or digging the Earth, melows it, as they call it, and renders it fertile; or, to speak more philosophically, difunites the Parts of the Earth, which otherwise cohere together, and form large Glebes, and reduces them into small Particles, better suited to the subsequent Solution they are to undergo, in order to the
Producing a Plant. Now when the Earth is once furnished with an Alcaline Salt, that Salt is immediately united with the earthy Particles; because these Salts, attracting the Water floating in the Atmosphere run into an Oil per Deliquium, and sink into the Ground. The same Salts attract, also, the Acid of the Air, till they are saturated, and both together rendered Neutral. Whilst, therefore, this Neutralization is effecting, an Efferveescence is made leisurely, and by degrees, as the Alcaline Salt imbibes the Acid. Hence Motion is excited in the Parts of the Soil which were impregnated with the Alcali, and by this Motion the Particles of the Earth are separated from each other more effectually, than either by Ploughing or Digging.

With respect to the Effects of fixed Alcaline Salts, considered as Medicines, it must be remarked, that they soon destroy all the Acid in the Body; for there they meet but with a small Quantity, and that too, a mild vegetable Acid, only residing in the Prime Vitas, that is, in the Stomach and Intestines.

If they meet with an Acid there, they produce an Efferveescence, generate Wind, and cause Eruptions, stimulate by their Activity, and are converted, together with the Acid, into a Neutral Salt; which then becomes harmless, penetrating, aperient, diaphoretic, diuretic, and productive of new Effects by Virtue of their Neutralization, which are sometimes attributed to the Alcaline Salts, because subsequent to their Exhibition.

By Means of the Efferveescence they stimulate the Nerves, move the Spirits, and incline both to Motions different from what they had before. Hence they often cure the Spasms of Hypochondriacal Men, and Hysterical Women, and the Distempers depending on them; an Instance of which we see in the celebrated Anti-Emetic of Riverius, consisting of an Alcaline Salt mixed with the Juice of Lemons, which, if drank in the Act of Efferveescence, cures the Cholera Morbus, and stops obstinate Vomittings, which resist all other Methods.

They attenuate and resolve whatever is coagulated by an Acid; and hence when Milk is curdled in the Stomach they have very good Effects, if prudently administered. They are also capable of resolving other tenacious Concretions.

They attenuate glutinous, oily, and fat Concretions, and render them more easily mixable with Water, and hence become Detergents. Fullers, Laundresses, and Diers are sensible of this Property in a Lye of these Salts, and therefore they use them to remove viscid greasy Concretions from Cloths. If moderately used, therefore, they free the Organs devoted to the Forming of the Chyle from all glutinous Impurities.

They resolve Coagulations of the Bile, Lymph, Blood, and Serum, when admitted into the internal Parts of the Body, and there agitated by the Vital Powers.

By their acrid Stimulus they put in motion Bodies that were before unactive, and hence they provoke Urine, Sweat, and Perspiration; and for this Reason are numbered amongst Diuretics, Diaphoretics, and Sudorifics. The Intestines also they stimulate to a Discharge of their Contents.

In Difeases, therefore, attended with unactive mucous Viscidities, where an Acidity prevails in the Stomach and Intestines from acecent Aliment; where there is Load of acecent asfure Crudities, manifest by the Coagulations it produces; where a watery Serum, or fat tenacious Concretions abound; or where Distempers have been generated by these Causes, as the Drop-
In [ty, Gout, Rheumatism, and Scurvy. In these Cases this Salt is of great Use, if prudently given, that is, well diluted, in small Doses, and those administered at a proper Time, and properly repeated. That Species of Gout, which is caused by an abundant Acid, scarce admits of a more successful Method of Cure, than that which may be performed by a continued Use of these Salts, taken in small Doses. But it does not follow from their Effects in this Case that they are to be extolled as universal Remedies for the Gout. For they will do a great deal of Prejudice to Gouty Patients, whose Bile is exalted into an acrid Alcaline Nature, and whose Humours tend spontaneously to an acid Putrefaction.

These Salts are also of considerable Use to the Surgeons. For, as Cautics, they are employed to raise Efcars, in order to make Issues; and, by a temperate Lixivium of these, forbid, putrid, Ulcers are successfully cleansed. Parts that are corrupted by a Gangrene, if it arise almost to the Quick, and then fomented with a Lixivium of these Salts, contract into a Crust, and then admit of a Separation from the living Part; and by these Means, the Mortification is prevented from spreading farther, and a Cure is happily effected. They extripate Warts, also, and eat away small Cancers with Safety; and, if sufficiently diluted, they will effectually take away Dicolorations or Spots of the Skin.

It is, however, necessary to remark, that the Use of these Salts is highly pernicious in every Disease, where the native animal Salts begin to degenerate into an acid, alcaline, putrid, volatile Nature; or where the natural Oils of our Bodies are disposed to turn acid, fetid, putrid, rancid, and volatile; which is manifested by a disagreeable Smell, peculiar to this Kind of Putrefaction, and a Redness of the Urine. But these Salts are particularly destructive, when the Bile is thus degenerated into an acrid Alcaline Nature, and when the Humours of the Patient are to much dissolved, fluid, and putrid. Hence in the Plague they are almost an immediate Poison, and this pernicious Quality is even communicated to the Soap in which they are an Ingredient. Hence, therefore, in Inflammations, Suppurations, Gangrenes, a Sphacelus, continued, putrid, Fevers, and Diseases arising from too great a Velocity of the Blood, the internal Use of these Salts must be absolutely forbid.

C H A P. VII.

OF MENSTRUUMS.

THE old Chymists, in some of their Solutions, used a moderate Fire, for a Philosophical Month, that is forty Days; and hence their Solvents were called Menstrual Solvents, and at last, Menstrua, and hence arose this Term now applied to all Dissolvents.

It is customary to divide Menstruums into Solid and Fluid. Thus Metals, and Semi-metals, dry Salts, hard fossil sulphureous Bodies, and what the Refiners call Cements, which confit of Salts, Sulphurs, and powdered Brick, are accounted solid Menstruums.

In order to constitute a Menstrum, properly so called, it is necessary that the Solvent together with the Solvend should be so united, as to become one homogeneous Fluid. Hence it appears that solid Menstruums cannot act as such, till they are reduced by Fusion to Fluidity.

The first Class of fluid Menstruums consists of Water, and aqueous Li-
Acids. Water, as a Menstruum, dissolves all those Bodies called Saline, and which contain Salts, as a principal Part in their Composition. Such are, first, The native Soaps of Vegetables, as all the ripe Juices of Summer Fruits, being a Mixture of Water, Oil, Spirit, and Salt. Secondly, Certain concreted Juices perfected in particular Parts of Plants: As the Pulp of Caffia, Manna, Sugar, and Gums; which are Soaps containing a copious Oil mixed with Salt. Thirdly. The more fluid Juices of Vegetables circulating through the Vessels, and whole Structure of the Plant. Fourthly. All known animal Juices except Fat; though none more easily than Bile. Fifthly. All the Soaps made of expressed vegetable Oils, and fixed vegetable Alcalies, mixed by Means of boiling Water with the fiery Part of Quick Lime, and by Boiling reduced to an hard Mafs. Sixthly. Vitriols, especially of the acid Kind, are dissolved in Water, whilst they retain their true transparent Form; but when the Water is exhaled by a gentle Heat, so as to render the Crystals opaque, the metallic Parts are thereby less disposed to dissolve in Water; and, if highly dried, will not dissolve at all. Hence Water dissolves Metals, only on account of the Acid adhering to the Surfaces of their Particles, and therefore quits the Metals so dissolved, as soon as the Acid is removed. Thus Metals dissolved in Acids, and largely diluted with Water, become potable, so as to be received into the Body, mix with the Fluids, act upon the Solids, and produce considerable Effects; though this Power lasts no longer than they remain dissolved; and their Solution depending principally on the Acid, that being removed, the Metal is no longer potable, but turns to a Calx. What is said of the Action of an Acid, with respect to Water, also holds true of those Metals which are dissolved by Alcaline Salts. This, however, does not hold true of all Metals. For though Butter of Antimony be highly acid, yet, instead of being diluted with Water, it immediately, upon the Effusion thereof, lets fall the Antimony into a white Calx, which, being fused by a strong Fire, affords a fine Regulus of Antimony, incapable of being dissolved in Water. 

Alcalies, intimately united with Earth, as in Glass, cannot be afterwards diluted with Water; so great is the Difference between the Solution of Earth with one Kind of Salt and another. Sulphurs are not of themselves dissolved in Water, but, when intimately mixed with Alcalies, they readily unite with it. Whence we may easily understand the Medicinal Virtues of sulphureous medicinal Waters. Volatile-alcaline Salts, also, dissolve Sulphurs, and render them miscible with Water, so that Water, by the Assistance of Alcalies, becomes an excellent Solvent for Sulphurs.

Th' Bodies of a glutinous, viscid, or hard Substance remain untouched by Water, yet these may be rendered perfectly soluble in it, by being intimately united with fixed or volatile Alcalies. Thus Soap, Honey, Sugar, and the Yolks of Eggs, being mixed with these tenacious Bodies, render them commodiously dissolvable in Water, which by this Means generally acquires a detergent Quality. Oils, Balsams, Gums, and the like, are also to be mixed with Water by this Treatment.

Oil, considered as a Mentrueum, is a Juice either fluid, or capable of being rendered so by a small Degree of Heat. It is of an unctuous Nature, inflammable, and immiscible with Water. Alcohol is excluded from the Class of Oils, by its being easily mixed with Water, whilst, in other Properties...
Properties, it has a perfect Resemblance to them.

The dissolving Power of Oils is not exerted, unless they are in a fluid Form; and as some of them freeze sooner than Water, their dissolving Power is less durable with respect to Cold, than that of Water. But those, which remain fluid in all the Degrees of natural Cold, constantly retain their dissolving Power. Whence it appears difficult to fix a common Point of Heat, at which the dissolving Power of Oils begins, though it may be nearly estimated in any one Species of Oil, after it has been once accurately observed. But it is surprising, that though Linseed Oil remains fluid in the keenest Frost, yet it is then no hotter than Ice, or any other congealed Oil.

When Oil is gradually heated, it does not boil, like Water, with two hundred and twelve Degrees of Heat, but grows constantly hotter without boiling, till the Heat rises to fix hundred Degrees. Whence we see why boiling Oil is so much hotter, and more scalding than boiling Water. But the most subtile Oils boil the soonest, whereas others bear a great deal more Fire before they boil. Hence 'tis very difficult to determine the dissolving Power of Oils; because in Linseed Oil, for Instance, this Power begins with the greatest Degree of natural Cold; whence it increases to that Degree of Heat, which is capable of melting Lead.

As Oil receives almost thrice as much Fire as Water, we may hence easily understand, why the dissolving Power of Oils, which in Menstruums depends upon Fire, must be greater than that of Water. For 'tis obvious from many Experiments, that the Power of Heat in Linseed Oil is, to that of Water, as ten to three; and as many Oils, inspilfated by Boiling, may thus receive much more Fire, so the Scale of the Power of Heat may be still farther extended in such Oils.

Some Metals may be intimately dissolved in particular Oils, by Boiling; and by this Means various useful Discoveries have been made, both for Mechanical and Medicinal Purposes. But in order accurately to explain the dissolving Power of Oils, 'tis to be considered, that every expressed crude Vegetable Oil constantly contains Water, as is obvious by boiling expressed Oil of Almonds in Chemical Glasses. For, by this Means, an aqueous Vapour is raised, and condensing in the Neck of the Vessel, forms visible Drops, which, falling back upon the boiling Oil, occasion great Commotion, and Crackling, which may in some degree affect the Manner of Solution. Hence after this Water is discharged by boiling, the Property of Oil, as a Menstruum, is changed.

Besides this Water, Oils contain a subtile latent Salt, supposed to be very penetrating, which is generally acid, and volatile, as in some of them is obvious from the Smell. These Salts appear in the Form of acid Spirits, collecting themselves like Water, and separating from the Oil, so as not to be again readily mixed with it; though 'tis not easy, perfectly to free the Oil from its acid Spirit, which rises in the whole Distillation; but in the greatest Quantity at first.

We ought, therefore, carefully to examine, whether the dissolving Power of Oils does not depend on the Water and Acid they contain; otherwise we may fall into egregious Errors. For, in Painting, Colours, which have been dissolved in boiled Oil, unite and sink in better, dry quicker, and remain more beautiful, than when mixed up with crude Oil. Thus also the particular Power, which the fofteft Oils are supposed to
to have, in dissolving Metals, in a gentle Heat, seems principally to proceed from the latent Acid, and not from the oleous Part; since when Olive Oil is mixed with very fine Filings of Iron, Copper, or Lead, and long digested together, a Part of the Metal is taken up by the Oil, so as to give it a new Colour, and other Properties. Hence the Power of Oil, simply considered, has been carried too far, as a Solvent. For this Power does not remain in them, after they have been boiled, and are deprived of their latent Acid, which, by Experiments, Hoffmann has shewn to be contained in Distilled Oils.

Moist Oils are capable of being mixed and incorporated; First, with other Oils, though some of them not easily, as in the Distillation of Turpentine and Amber; where the Oils, raised by different Degrees of Fire, are different in Weight, Consistence, Colour, and Situation, so as not readily to unite with each other. Secondly, True refrinous Bodies melt and dissolve in Oils. Thirdly, So do many of those Gums, which have a Mixture of Rosin. Fourthly, So, likewise, do condensed Oils or Balsams. Fifthly, So do Sulphurs, natural and artificial, liquid or solid, though concealed in other Bodies. Thus Antimony, finely powdered, or sublimed into Flowers, when boiled with Oil, soon yields a red Balsam of Antimony, dissolved by the Oil, which leaves the metallic Parts untouched; and the same holds true of the other Semi-metals abounding with Sulphur.

As for spirituous Menstruaums, properly so called, Chymists assert, that Alcohol cannot be united with a pure fixed Alcali, because this Effect may be prevented by the least aqueous Moisture, either in the Salt, or in the Alcohol. But if pure Alcohol is applied to perfectly dry Salt of Tar-
Liquor, as the pure Alcaline Spirit of Sal-ammoniac. And to this Class belong the numerous Alcaline Salts, obtained both from Animals and Vegetables, after they are deprived of the Oil which adheres to them. The more compound Kinds generally consist of Water, the volatile Salt now mentioned, and a fetid Oil, into which three Parts they may be separated, and are therefore a Sort of volatile Alcaline Soap, diluted with a Portion of Water just sufficient to dissolve it. The acid and commonly volatile Liquors, by the Chymists called Spirits, when examined, prove to be acid Salts, dissolved in pure Water; so that we may properly call them, Saline Menstruums.

As for fixed Alcaline Menstruums, 'tis certain that not only these, but also volatile Alcalies have a solvent Power. First, upon animal, vegetable, and mineral Substances, so far as those contain Oils, Balsams, Gums, Resins, or gummy Resins, or consist of unctuous Matter; as also upon Sulphurs, whether pure, compound-ed, or joined with other Materials; all which these Alcalies excellently open, attenuate, resolve, and dispose to mix intimately with Water, Alcohol, and Oils. Secondly, These Alcalies also act as a Solvent upon those Bodies, whose component Parts are held together by an acid Cement, which being thus attached by the Alcali, the component Parts thus separate or fall asunder. Thirdly, After certain Bodies have been dissolved by an acid Menstruum, pure Alcalies often exert a new Force, so as to dissolve such Bodies better than if applied to them before they were thus dissolved by the Acid. Hence, Alchymists, in order to obtain the Mercury of Metals, direct the Metals to be first calcined by Acids, and afterwards treated with Alcalies.

But there is a Difference, in the Manner, in which fixed, and volatile Alcalies act. For volatile Alcalies act and are agitated spontaneously, or by a small Degree of Heat; whereas those of the fixed Kind require a much stronger Assistance from the Fire, in order to their Acting. Volatile Alcalies fly off the moment they are heated, and therefore do not exert their solvent Power, when applied to hot Bodies; whereas fixed Alcalies sooner enter the Bodies they dissolve, when assisted by Heat, and remain constantly applied to every fixed Subject they act upon. But when volatile Alcalies are purposely kept close to a Substance to be dissolved, a moderate Heat increases, and quickens their dissolving Power; as we observe, for Instance, upon applying the volatile Salt of Urine to the warm Skin, and covering the Salt, with an adhesive Platter. For thus there soon arises Heat, Pain, and Inflammation, followed by an Ulcer, and a black Eschar.

As to acid Menstruums, the Acids can hardly be obtained pure, but blended with other Bodies, so that 'tis exceedingly difficult, to treat of their proper Action. Yet we know the Virtues of some of them, by their Effects upon certain Bodies; since the fresh Juices of Oranges, Citrons, and Lemons, dissolve Lead, Tin, Copper, and Iron, and pretty strongly calcine them, as well as fossil Acids.

There are in Vegetables certain Acids, of an eleous and balsamic Quality. For if the Woods of Guaiacum, Juniper, Oak, and a great many others, are reduced to dry Shavings, and carefully distilled in a Retort, they yield a limpid, reddish Liquor, which is very acid, especially, if depurated by Filtration, and permitted to stand quiet. And the solvent Power of this Menstruum is perfectly singular; since, in the Human Body, it produces wonderful Effects, by attenuating, preserving, stiffening,
mulating, and resorting Putrefaction, and carrying off the peccant Matter, by Sweat and Urine. If in these Menitrums, therefore, the medicated Virtues of Plants are dissolved, the Solutions become exceedingly efficacious, as they act by their highly subtil, penetrating, Acid, and exalt the Qualities of the Bodies dissolved in them. All these vegetable Acids are capable of dissolving many animal, vegetable, fossil, and metallic Substances. For, by Digestion and Coalition, they dissolve Horns, Hoofs, Bones, and the Flesh of Animals. The Shells of Fishes, and other Animals, they corrode into a pellucid Liquor, but do not dissolve Mercury, Silver, nor Gold.

Some fossil Acids readily dissolve Iron, Copper somewhat flower, Silver with a good deal of Difficulty, and Mercury not at all, except placed in an intense Degree of Heat.

Neutral Salts are also found, in many Cases, to be Menitrums. For Sal-Ammoniaci, which easily dissolves in Water, and runs per Diligium in a moist Air, thus makes an extremely pungent, penetrating, Liquor, capable of dissolving, gross, gelatinous, putitious, and gummy Concretions, in the Bodies of Animals; being not only admirably attenuating, resolving, and incising, but also diuretic, sudorific, stimulating to the Salivual Glands, and, at the same time, greatly preventive of Putrefaction. This Solution of Sal-Ammoniac boiled, or digested with gummy, or resinous, Vegetables, renders them intimately, and dipoles them to be dissolved in aqueous or spirituous Menitrums. Filings of Iron, boiled in it, are excellently dissolved, and converted into an admirable, aperient, and invigorating Medicine. When digested with Filings of Copper, it produces a beautiful blue Liquor, a few Drops of which, taken upon an empty Stomach, often prove good against Worms, and Epileptic Fits.

The pure dry Salt, sublimed into Flowers, well ground, mixed with Powders, and sublimed together in close Vessels, produces very extraordinary Effects, as a Menitrum, for which Reason the Alchemists have called it the White Eagle, or the Philosophical Pfeile. If Sulphurous Bodies, Metals, or Semi-Metals, are thus treated, they are attenuated, opened, volatilized, and perfectly changed; whereas most excellent Medicines are prepared in this Manner, and hardly so well in any other.

The Sea-Salt, Sal-Gemma, and Fountain Salt, differ in their Origins, yet they easily dissolve in Water, and run per Diligium in a moist Air, so as to make a Brine, or an excellent Menitrum, producing nearly the same Effects, as the Brine of Sal-Ammoniaci.

Common Nitre is easily turned to a fixed Alcali, and a volatile Acid. It also appears of a particular Nature, when applied to Bodies, as a Menitrum; in which Case its Operations are sometimes so intricate, as to be hardly explicable. When exposed to the Fire in a pure and dry State, it flows with certain Bodies like Water, and thence surprisinglly promotes their Melting, tho' otherwise of difficult Fusion; and thus attenuates, divides, and intermixes their Parts, even whilst it acts upon them in no other Respect, for which Reason, it is used as a Flux for Metals.

If the Matter, thus mixed with the Nitre, contains any thing oleous, unctuous, or sulphurous, this suddenly deflagrates with the Nitre in the Fire, raises a violent Flame, and greatly increases the Heat. Whence the Application of the Nitre being stronger, it greatly divides, fusits, changes, and separates the Bodies, in a different Manner from
what is otherwise known; the Nitre, at the same time, losing its own Nature, and becoming a Kind of *Sal Polychrome*, which has a dissolving Power, different from that of Nitre. Whence the Action of Nitre upon Bodies is of one Sort, before it deflagrates them, of another during the Deflagration, and of a third, after the Deflagration is over.

When Nitre is melted along with a vegetable Coal, its Parts are so strongly agitated, as to produce a similar Agitation in the Bodies to be dissolvd; at the same time emitting particular active Fumes, capable of dissolving and penetrating many Bodies in the Fire. But when the Nitre is thus changed to a fixed Alcali, it does not flow, unless the Fire be violent, and then, according to its penetrating and particular Nature, begins to act as a fixed Alcaline Menftruum, and thus acquires and exerts a new dissolving Power.

If the Bodies, to be dissolvd by Fusion with Nitre, contain Earth, Stone, Alum, Vitriol, Bole, or any other similar Substance, the Nitre is immediately changed into a strong acid volatile Salt, or Spirit of Nitre; which, being agitated by a violent Fire, penetrates, dissolves, and changes the Subject, acting with one of its Parts like *Aqua Fortis*, while the other Part, remaining at the Bottom, acts by a very different dissolving Power.

From what has been said, we may easily conceive, that various Combinations of Salts may produce many new Kinds of Saline Menftruums, of singular and uncommon dissolving Powers. So that 'tis easy to confute the Error of the modern Chymists, who make *Alcalis* and *Acids* the Principles of all Things, and affert that their Virtues are destroyed, by mixing them together. On the contrary, 'tis certain, that the pure *Alcali* of Tartar, mixed with the volatile Acid of Vinegar, forms a neutral Salt of a much greater Virtue, than the separate Acid, or Alcali. When a pure volatile Alcali is exactly saturated with strong Spirit of Vinegar, we have a limpid, flighty saline, volatile, and compound Liquor, able to pass through almost all Bodies, so as to dissolve them, without any considerable visible Conflict. Whence, Some have greatly extolled this Liquor in curing Disorders of the Eyes and Ears, arising from Congeactions. What has likewise been accounted a great and successful Secret, for resolving cold and glandulous Swellings, is to foment them with a Mixture of putrefied Urine, and Vinegar, the Part being first rubbed, and the Liquor applied warm.

When pure volatile Alcaline Salts are mixed with Vitriol or Aluminous Waters, or their unctuous Sediments, a particular Kind of Ammoniacal Salts is produced, which may be called a Semi-volatile Vitriolated Tartar; and highly deserves to be regarded by Chymists, on account of its remarkable dissolving Property, and by Physicians, on account of its aperient, attenuating, resolving, and stimulating Virtues.

Some Menftruums arise from the Combination of fixed Alcalies with fossil Acids, obtained by Fire. Thus when a pure fixed Alcali is perfectly saturated with the Acid of Sea-Salt, Sea-Salt seems to be regenerated. When saturated with the Acid of Nitre, it re-produces Nitre; and, with the Acid of Oil of Sulphur, or Vitriol, it conftantly produces Vitriolated Tartar. Hence it appears, how many and what surprizing Actions of Menftruums arise from the mixing of certain Bodies together, and applying them to the Fire; and, without an exact Knowledge of all these Particulars, we can never have an adequate
quate Comprehension of the Chymical History of Menstruums.

A cautious Physician, upon finding a Body dissolved, will not thence infer, that an Acid, an Alcali, or a Neutral Salt, was the Cause of the Solution, unless other Circumstances determine which of them it is. For suppose a Person, sure that Gold was dissolved into its least Particles, and that there was no other known Salt, which would dissolve Gold, besides Sea-Salt, or the Preparations of it, yet he could not justly infer, that in this Case the Sea-Salt is the only Solvent. For pure Silver, also, dissolves Gold, though Quick-silver be as far from an Acid, Alcaline, or acrimonious Saline Nature, as any known Substance in the World.

There is no general, or absolutely dissolving, or corrosive Acimony, this being always relative, and holding only true, of the Solvent, and Solvend, and not of the Solvent with respect to all other Bodies. If upon seeing the corrosive Virtue of Aqua Fortis in a thousand Instances, we should conclude that it would dissolve all other soft and tender Substances, we might soon correct our Error, by observing that it will not dissolve soft Wax, or brittle Sulphur.

We ought not then to infer, that, because a Menstruum proves innocent to the Human Body, it will not therefore dissolve other Bodies. For Oyl of Olives may be safely taken into the Stomach, though it readily dissolves Sulphur, and Wax, which Acids will not touch. So that tho' the Cancer and the Stone have hitherto proved incurable, yet we ought not to despair of finding Remedies for them; and particularly of finding a Method of dissolving the Stone without injuring the Bladder; since it by no means follows, that the Bladder should be corroded by the same Remedy, which dissolves the Stone.

It is an Error to suppose, that, the purer any Menstruums are made, the more purely and perfectly they always dissolve; because their solvent Power is often diminished, in Proportion to their Purification. Thus Lead is the more difficultly dissolved in Aqua Fortis, the more strong the Aqua Fortis is made, and the more easily, when the Menstruum is diluted with a due Proportion of Water.

Nor is there any thing more remarkable in the Doctrine of Menstruums, than the Production of new Powers by their Action, which before existed not either in the Solvent, or Solvend; but depend entirely upon the Union of both after the Solution is performed. Thus an Infant may safely swallow a few Grains of Quick-silver, or a very few Drops of the Spirit of Salt; but if those are so united as to form Corrosive Sublimates, three or four Grains of this last will prove a violent Poison.

CHAP. VIII.

Of CALCINATION.

CALCINATION, by Some called Chymical Corrosion, is that Operation in Chymistry, which produces a Destruction of the former Connection and Cohesion of all the Particles of Bodies, together with a Change of Colour, Smell, Taste, and other Qualities of a like Nature, depending upon the entire Texture of the whole Body; so that the Bodies, subjected to this Operation, are reduced to a Powder, or into small Portions, or at least become friable. For which Reason, Calcination is also, called, a Chymical Pulverification. Thus, by Etmüller, Calcination is defined, "A Corrosion and Dissolution of compact Bodies into their minutest Parts, by which Metals..."
Chap. viii. Of Calcination.

and Minerals are reduced to a Calx, and Vegetables to Ashes, or at least, whereby the Body, whatever it is, becomes friable.

Calcination receives different Names, according to the various Manners in which it is performed; and the Effects resulting from these several Methods, are no less various, than the several Names, the Methods themselves have received. In that Method, which by way of Eminence, we commonly call Calcination, the combustible Parts of the Bodies are consumed, by being exposed either to the common Fire, or to that of the Sun, while such Parts, as elude the Action of the Heat, are left behind, and this may be properly called Calcination by Actual Fire. Of this Kind are not only the Calcinations of Metallic and other Mineral Substances, but also the Incineration, observable in the Deflagration of Vegetables, for preparing Lixivials Salts, and in the Calcination of some Animals, as Crabs, Moles, and others of a like Nature. Calcination is called Fusion, when applied to Harts-horn, Alum, and Brass; and these Substances themselves are distinguished by the Epithet Burnt. This Operation is, also, called Toasting, when applied to Rhubarb, and some other Substances. When Bodies are rarified, and reduced to a Powder, by the Reflexion of Flame or Heat from the Sides and Top of a Furnace, Calcination is, in this Case, called Removal; and when common Salt is calcined, Deprecitation is the Term, which Custom has made expressive of the Thing.

Another Species of Calcination is performed by the Addition of proper Menstruums, either with or without the Assistance of Fire, and this is properly called Corrosion, or Calcination by Potential Fire. Of this Kind are, Firstly, The immerseive and vaporese Calcinations, or Corrosions of Bodies; when, for Instance, the Body, to be calcined, is either immersed in its proper Menstruum, as Copper in Spirit of Nitre, and Lead in Vinegar; or when the Body is suspended in a close Vessel, in such a Manner, that the Streams arising from the Menstruum may act upon it; as when Iron is suspended over Aqua Fortis, in order to be calcined into CROCUS OF MARS; or when Copper and Lead are suspended over Vinegar in order to be converted into Verdis, and Cerufs. Of this Kind, in a particular Manner, is that Species of Calcination, called Philosophical Calcination, or Calcination without Fire; when some Parts of Animals, as Bones, Horns, and Hoofs, are, in the Distillation of Waters, suspended in the Head of the Still, that, being penetrated by the ascending Vapour, they may become more porous and friable. But, in the Shops, Bones are sometimes not philosophically calcined in an Alembic, but boiled in Water till they are rendered soft and friable by the Hand; then, after they are cleansed, and the black exterior Scurf taken off, they are dried, and reduced to a Powder. The Cornu Cervi Philosophicum, the Human Cranium, the Tooth of the Boar, and that of the Sea-horse, are sometimes thus prepared. Secondly, To the Calcination by Potential Fire, belongs that, by Immersion, when neither the Steam of the Menstruum, nor Immersion in it is used, but the Body to be calcined is only anointed with it, as when Oil or Spirit of Vitriol, or of Sulphur, is laid upon a Plate of Iron, in order to produce a Corrosion. Thirdly, To the same Kind of Calcination belongs Analgamation. Fourthly, Fumigation. Fifthly, Detonation. Sixthly, Granulation, which is also called Fusory Calcination. Seventhly, Cementation, or Stratification. Eighthly, Extinguishment, or Extinguory Calcination, as when
when ignited Crystal is extinguished in common Water, and then reduced to a Powder. That Species of Calcination, which is performed by Fire alone, or by Means of a dry Menstruum, is called Dry Calcination; whereas, that, which is performed by Means of a liquid Menstruum, is called a Moist or Humid Calcination. Bobnius calls that Species of Calcination, performed by Fire with the Addition of a Menstruum, Mixed Calcination. The Calcinations of Minerals performed by the Air, or rather in the Air, do not constitute a particular Class, but are to be ranked among those performed by a liquid Menstruum; because such a Menstruum, capable of calcining Metallic Bodies, is lodged in the Air; whilst, for Instance, the Saline corrosive Particles, with which it is impregnated, being dissolved by its humid Parts, and applied to the Metallic Body, corrode it; or whilst the Humidity of the Air itself penetrates the Saline Parts of the Mineral Body, dissolves, and puts them into such a Commotion, that they corrode, and, as it were, calcine the Body in which they reside.

From what has been said, 'tis sufficiently obvious, not only what a Calx is, but, also, that the several Species of Calxes must vary.

First, According to the Substances or Bodies, from which they are obtained.

Secondly, According to the Nature of the particular Menstruum used in the Preparation. And

Thirdly, According to the greater or smaller Degree of Fire applied; or according to the greater or smaller Quantities of humid inflammable Parts expelled; or according as the Parts of the Bodies are more or less divided by the Calcination.

'Tis also obvious, that all Calcinations of Bodies are performed by taking away the aqueous, oleous, and combustible Substances, connecting the Parts with each other, or by interposing some foreign and heterogeneous Substance, which destroys the Connection and Cohesion of the Parts. From what has been said, we may also conceive, how, in some calcined Bodies, Something is lost, that is, those Parts which can either be destroyed or exhaled by the Fire; and how in some others there is an Addition made, by Means of the Menstruums, of which they retain some Parts in the Calcination, and consequently have their Weight increased. Hence we may, also, comprehend, how some Calxes, by the Expulsion of that Part of the Menstruum which they retain, may be restored to their original Form, and how some others may be so, by a Restitution of what they lost in the Calcination. Of the former Kind are the Calxes of Metals produced by corrosive Menstruums; and of the latter Sort are Metallic Calxes produced by Fire alone. 'Tis an Observation of no small Importance in Medicine, that as Substances calcined by Menstruums, or what we call Potential Fire, retain Something of the Menstruum employed, by which a Change is induced on their Natures, which are to be judged of by the respective Menstruums used, so, also, Substances, calcined by actual Fire, undergo a certain Change, and assume an acrid, heating, and drying Nature, which they before were destitute of. Thus Shells when calcined become Lime, and have very different Effects, in Medicine, from the same Substances reduced to Powder by Trituration.
Of Clarification, and Correction.

CHAP. IX.
Of Clarification.

The Apothecaries are said to clarify any thick and turbid Liquors, the expressed juices of Vegetables, for Instance, Decotions, or Syrups, when they render them more transparent, pure, and free from Faces. There are many Ways of doing this, as by setting the Liquor in a cool Place, and suffering it to settle for some Time, that the earthy and feculent Parts may gradually and spontaneously subside to the Bottom. This is by Chymists called Clarification per Subsidentiam, or Clarification per Residentiam. Liquors are, also, clarified by Filtration or Colation, by which Method the groffer Parts remain in the Filtrate, whilst the finer and more subtile pass through it. Fermentation is, also, another Method of clarifying Liquors, since by the fermentative Motion the großer Parts are carried to the Bottom. Another Method of Clarification is by the Affusion of other Liquors, according to the Nature of the Liquid to be clarified, by which Means being rendered turbid, and a Precipitation produced, it becomes more clear and pure.

Another Method of Clarifying Liquors, is to beat them, with the Whites of Eggs, to a Froth, and then to boil them. For by this Means the gros Parts, which render the Liquor turbid and foul, will rise to the Top, together with the Egg, in the Form of a Scum, which may be taken off with a Spoon, or separated from it, by Straining.

This Method renders a Medicine more light and neat, but in no degree augments its Virtues, and in many Cases impairs them; as wherever they depend upon a mucilaginous and viscid Texture, which by Clarification, is in a great measure destroyed. Thus Quincy remarks, that the Clarification of the Decoction for the Syrup of Marsh-mallows absolutely spoils the Medicine, by destroying that mucilaginous Contexture, upon which its Virtues depend; and that to clarify a Decoction of Poppies for the Diacodium, is to take from it the principal Part of the Efficacy, expected to be communicated to it from the Poppy, for the like Reasons.

CHAP. X.
Of Correction.

The Word Correction in Pharmacy has several Ideas affixed to it. Thus draffic Medicines, or such as operate with Violence, are said to be corrected, when, in their Composition, some Ingredient is added, which proves a kind of Check or Ballance to their violent Operation, or prevents the Misfortunes which they generally bring on without such a correcting Ingredient. Thus, for Instance, some Carminatives, such as the Seeds of Fennel or Anise, are added to Senna-Leaves, which, when exhibited alone, generally produce Flatulencies and Gripes.

Correctors have a Reference either to the noxious Quality, the Viscidity and Toughness, the Coldness, the Narcotic Nature, the Emetic Virtue, or the violent Operation of the Medicines to which they are added. Thus, for Example, Alcalies are corrected by Acids, Acids by Alcalies, and Substances of any given Nature by those of directly opposite Qualities. The universal Correctors...
Correctors of such Medicines as operate too violently, are, First, Water, which dilutes Acrimony; and Secondly, mild and balsamic Oils, which obtund and sheath up the stimulating and irritating Spicula of any Medicine. To this Species of Correction, also, belongs such a Preparation of Medicines, as weakens or impairs their violent and drastic Operation; when, for Instance, the Root of Arum is rendered milder, and less violent in its Operation, by being dried, or macerated in some proper Liquor. But Corrections are sometimes bestowed on in consequence of an Ignorance of the Nature of Medicines, to which Corrections are added; when, for Example, Opium is thought to be corrected by Caffor, and an Addition of other heating and aromatic Substances, because the Antients imagined, that Opium proved prejudicial by its excelle Coldness. Thus, also, some Corrections are made, which rather deserve the Name of CoIfrations, as when the Seeds of Coriander, or Cummin, are macerated in Vinegar. According to Helmont, Some boil Scammony in acid Liquors, in order to correct, or render it more mild in its Operations. But every one, who is in the least versed in Medicinal Affairs, knows, that, when Scammony is exposed to the acid Steam of Sulphur, it is entirely divested of its Properties, and recedes from the Nature of Scammony in Proportion to the Quantity of the Acid it has imbibed. With respect, therefore, to such Corrections, we may affirm, that they are made without any Knowledge of Qualities, Parts, and mutual Relations of the Correctors, and Substances to be corrected. It is surprising, that some Substances should, by Correction, have their Qualities and Medicinal Virtues directly inverted and reversed, which happens to Afromacca upon being boiled.

Medicines, which operate in a slow and languid Manner, are, also, said to be corrected, when they are so prepared, as either to accelerate, or augment their Operation; as when Salts are mixed with evacuating Medicines of a gummy and viscous Nature, that, by this Means being more resolved or attenuated, they may operate more powerfully. Thus, with this very Intention, Salt of Tartar, or Sal Polychreftum, is added to Infusions of Sena; and Ingredients added with this View, are called adjuvantia, Assisting Medicines. But when more drastic Substances of the same Virtues are added, in order to augment the Operation of the Composition, these additional Ingredients are called Aventia, or Sharpening Medicines.

Nauseous and ungrateful Medicines are said to be corrected, when they are prepared in such a Manner as to become more acceptable and agreeable to the Palate. But as the Sense of Taste is not the same in all Mankind, the Corrections of this Sort must necessarily vary according to the peculiar Taste of different Patients. Medicines, intended for Children, are generally corrected or rendered agreeable, by an Addition of Sugar. In like Manner, Substances, of an ungrateful and disagreeable Smell, are to be corrected by an Addition of fragrant Ingredients, of an agreeable Smell.

C H A P. XI.

Of CRYSTALLIZATION.

CrySTALLIZATION is that particular Operation, by which the solid Parts, which in any Fluid are highly attenuated, extended, or disengaged, are reduced to a Body, that is dry, hard, compact, diaphanous, and either foliaceous, or of some Geometrical
Of Crystallization.

trical Figure, such as Cubical, Prismatical, or Conical.

The Crystallization of Salts and Saline Substances is performed, when a Liquor which is generally aqueous, and contains a Salt dissolved in it, is depurated, and insipiated by a slow and continued Evaporation, till a Pellicle appears on its Surface, which may be called the first Beginning of Crystallization. The Evaporation is generally thought to be completed, when a Drop of the Solution poured upon the Nail of the Finger, or any cold Substance, is forthwith concreted into a Salt. The Evaporation may be performed either by the Fire, or the Heat of the Sun, in which last Manner Sea-Salt is better crystallized than any other. This Evaporation must be made in large-mouthed Vessels, the best of which are Glasses, and the next to these are Earthen Pots well baked, and such as will not suffer the Salts to pass through their Pores. But Metal Vessels are corroded by the Salts, and subject to be spoiled by Rust. The insipiated Liquor is to be deposited in some cool Place, and kept in Vessels of Glass, Wood, or Earth, with considerably large Mouths, that the crystallized Matter may be the more commodiously taken out. Some time after, the latent Particles of Salt, dispersed through the Liquor, are approximated, brought together, and at the Sides of the Vessel form Saline Crystals, which are greater or smaller according to the Quantity of the Solution. In either Case all the Crystals are not equally large, but are endowed with the Figure peculiar to each Salt, single, beautifully shining; and the more elegant and large, the more slowly the Evaporation has been made. But the whole Saline Substance is not found formed into Crystals; but there is a large Number of irregular Concretions, especially in that Balse, in which the larger Crystals are planted, and which seems to be, as it were, the Matrix, from which these Crystals arise. Now all the dissolved Salt, which was in the Liquor, formed into Crystals, but a Quantity of it remains sufficient to saturate the Fluid. Hence when the Crystals formed are taken out, there is a Neceffity for a new Evaporation, and the Liquor must be lodged in a cool Place, in order to obtain more Crystals; and these Measures are to be repeated, till no more Crystals can possibly be formed. But since, for the Purposes of Crystallization, some Quantity of Fluid is always required, the Salt cannot possibly be totally extracted from the Liquor by Crystallization, but Evaporation becomes necessary for drawing off the Remainder. Sometimes, in order to obtain the more elegant Crystals, Twigs are put into the Vessel, or Threads are stretched in it as proper Supports, to which they may adhere, as is usual in collecting the Crystals of Alum, Copper, and Sugar. The collected Crystals are in the Shops dried on coarse Paper, by the Heat of the Sun. These, however carefully they may be freed from the Humidity adhering to their Surfaces, scarce afford so genuine a Salt, but that it contains some Mixture of Earth and Water. This supplies the Place of a Glue or Calx, for uniting, as it were, the Saline Crystals. For the Union is dissolved, when the Water is expelled, or by Calcination, as we may observe in decr ipted Sea-Salt, Alum, and Vitriol calcined. Some Salts undergo a better and more perfect Crystallization, when, to their Solution, a Calcareous Earth is added, as is proved by Géfeov in the Substance of Borax. Those salts, to which an Oil adheres, are unfit for Crystallization, and proportionally more so according to its Quantity. Because the Oil, interposed between the small Portions of Matter,
Matter, by its Tenacity prevents the Union of the similar Particles; and if, in some measure, they should happen to unite, yet they never acquire a due Degree of Solidity, but are forthwith melted down, on the Access or Contact of a moist Air. Hence the Salters of Herrings take care, that in Boiling no Fat be mixed with the Salt-Water; and skilful Chymists, when they suspect an Admixture of oleous and pinguous Parts, after a proper Evaporation pour Spirit of Wine upon it, which dissolves the oleous Parts, receives them, as it were, into its Bosom, and so separates them from the saline; by which Means they facilitate the Concretion of the Crystals. This Observation is of singular Use to Physicains, with respect to the Formation of Stones in the Human Body, and points out the most effectual Remedies, by which their Concretion may be prevented. Hence we learn, that Salts, diversified of all pinguous Parts, are most easily crystallized. The white Colour of the saline Crystals is somewhat darkened by the adhering Oil. This Colour is also variegated by Metalline Particles, almost infinitely divided, and combined with their solvent Salt, as appears in the blueish Vitriol of Copper, and the green Vitriol of Iron, that consists of a Metal, which is kept dissolved by an acid Salt, and a little pure Water.

The Use of Saline Crystallizations is,

First, To separate Salts, in a dry Form, from their solvent Liquor.

Secondly, To deparate Salts. For the Water, leaving the Sordes, retains the Salts. For which Reason, the better these are depurated, the more elegant Crystals they yield in Crystallization.

The Ætiology of these Crystallizations is obvious, if we consider, that in order to their Production there is requisite too small a Quantity of Water, to keep them dissolved. Secondly, the Rest of the particular Liquor, in which the dissolved Salt is lodged; and, thirdly, Cold. For when the solvent Menstruum begins to prove defective, a slender Pellicle is formed on the Surface of the saline Parts, which can no longer be kept in a State of Solution by the Liquor. Then this Pellicle becomes gradually thicker, till at last becoming specifically heavier than the rest of the Solution, it is broken into different Parts, sub-divides, and forms itself into different Molecules, or Crystals, of different Bulks, which could not be produced, unless the Liquor was in a State of Rest; because then the Principle of Solution, which is Motion, proving defective. Nothing hinders the Approach of the saline Parts to each other. For, as the Want or Defect of Humidity hangs the Parts nearer to each other, it consequently lays a Foundation for their Union. Thus the Diminution of Motion renders the Fluid unfit for separating the Parts, when they happen to adhere. But when Liquors are compressed by the cold Air, many of the Particles flying off from the solvent Liquor, the contained saline Parts are by the Confriction more and more expelled, and thrown out from the Pores of the fluid Mass. And the more intense the Cold is, the larger Crystals are formed; but these are continually moved upon the Accession of Heat. Hence it happens, that, in a warm Air, very small Crystals are generally formed. Crystallization is therefore performed, when a sufficient Quantity of Moisture, Motion, and Heat, which are the Causes of Solution, prove defective. Crystallization indeed of Salts happens, when their highly saturated and warm Solutions are left to themselves; in which Manner Volatile

Salts,
Salt, such as that of Hartshorn, Vipers, and others obtained from the Animal Kingdom, are crystallized. But these are very near to a State of Crystallization. For the Evaporation is performed with the Design, that the Solution, which remains after the Diminution of the Liquor, may become more saturated. But even in an highly saturated Solution, a very small Quantity of Crystals is formed without previous Evaporation. 'Tis therefore obvious, that Evaporation, that is, a Diminution of the solvent Liquor, is absolutely necessary to the Crystallization of any Salt. Hence likewise it is obvious, why in a Receiver from which the Air is extracted, as also in a close flop Vessel, Crystals are not formed; because, in these Cases, a very small Evaporation or none at all is made. We must carefully consider, that the Crystals of Salts, peculiar to each Species, are not obtained by every Kind of Concretion. For when the Solution of any Salt sufficiently warm is suddenly cooled, when, for Instance, the Vessel containing it is put into cold Water, the dissolved Salt, lodged in the Liquor, is precipitated to the Bottom, in the Form of a Powder. For then the Solution is, with a kind of Impetus, condensed, and forced too precipitately to deposit its Salts. Nor does the Salt acquire its peculiar Figure by a sudden and continued Evaporation on the Fire, till the whole Liquor is totally exhaled, or at least rendered thicker than it ought to be. Nor the Heat, exciting a preternatural Commotion in all the Parts, hinders the Saline Parts from receding from each other, but, being forced to run, in all Directions, with tumultuous Confusion, and being preposterously mixed, they are formed into less elegant Crystals. As therefore a precipitate Refrigeration, so also an intense Heat, hinders Crystallization. The best Evaporation is made without boiling, and the Place, fitted for Refrigeration, is that, which is of the same Temperature with Cellars about the Months of June and July. But there are some Salts, which are more commodiously crystallized in pretty warm Air, such as rich and acrid Alcaline Salts; and for the Crystallization of Sugar in the Pans, a pretty brisk Heat is necessary; perhaps, because Salts of this Kind require little Moiture for their Solution, and retain it closely, which must be afterwards leftened by Evaporation, and a Continuation of the Heat. For it must be observed, that the Salts, which require a large Quantity of Water to keep them dissolved, are first formed into Crystals. On the contrary, the more easily and quickly and with the smaller Quantity of Water Salts are dissolved, the more firmly they seem to retain the Water they receive; Salt of Tartar, for Instance, which of all Salts requires the smallest Quantity of Water for its Solution. Hence if different Salts are dissolved in the same Water, some of them will be formed into Concretions sooner than others, and each of them will be distinguished by the particular Figure of its Crystals. Thus, for Example, the Crystals of common Salt are quadrilateral Pyramids, with a square Base; those of Sugar are oblong, and have rectangular Bases; the Hexagonal Crystals, arising in Alum, have also hexagonal Bases; the Crystals of Vitriols for the most part resemble Iceicles variously interwoven, and Polygons interposed, or lying between them; Sal-Ammoniac elegantly resembles the Branches of a Tree; and Salt of Hartsthorn, Arrows placed in a Quiver. In the Sal Mirabile Glauber, which is made of common Salt and Vitriol, the Figures of both Salts are exhibited. Nitre is formed...
formed into prismatical Columns, not unlike Faggots of Wood; and between these are some Figures, sometimes Rhomboidal, and sometimes pentagonal, which seem to approach pretty near to common Salt. In the Salt of Tin, small Lines, like Pins, do run out in every Direction from the Center, as to form a Star, such as that observed in the Martial Regulus of Antimony. 'Tis surprising that the Crystals of the same Salt should be perpetually formed in the same Figure. Willis, in order to account for this Phenomenon, affirms, that the Author of Nature granted such particular Modes of Figuration to Salts, as well as other natural Concretions, according to the Propollence of the Spirit or Salt, and their Commixture with the other Principles. But this is no more than a formal and explicit Declaration, that we are ignorant of the Physical Cause of this surprising Appearance. Maffchenbrock also denies, that this has hitherto been accounted for by any one, any more than this other Phenomenon, Why green Vitriol, and Alum, dissolved and mixed with Water, return to their own Crystals, and do not become a third Salt, of a different Kind.

From what has been said, 'tis sufficiently obvious, that Crystallization may be called a Species of Coagulation; and that it is a surprising Geometrical Operation of Nature, in which she exhibits herself to the Eye of the Spectators, not in a false and varnished, but in her genuine and real, Dres.

Chap. XII.

Of Detonation.

Detonation may be looked upon as a Kind of Calcination, per-

Chap. XIII.

Of Digestion.

Solution is that Operation, by which the Cement, which holds together the Parcels of a solid confusible Body, is so destroy-
ed or altered by a proper Menstruum, as-
as to permit the Particles thereof to be so minutely divided, as to unite intimately with the Solvent, and be equably and invisibly suspended therein. In order to bring this about, Heat is always necessary; but sometimes the Heat of the Atmosphere being not sufficient, the Solvent and Solvend, included in a proper Vessel, are exposed for a time to a due Degree of Fire, which is generally very gentle, in order to promote the Solution. And this is called Digestion. This is the common Acceptation of the Term; but in general it imports the Application of a gentle continued Heat, to any Body included in a Vessel, that is intended to be acted upon, tho’ not with a View to Solution; as when two or more Liquors are exposed in this Manner to a Heat, in order to unite them the more intimately. In this Operation, for whatever Purposes designed, the Fire rarifies and agitates the Air, Water, and whatever else is contained both in the Solvend and Solvent, and makes the confluent Particles of the Body, to be dissolved, recede from each other; by which Means the Menstruum has a more easy Ingress into the Pores, where by its Rarefaction, and increased Activity, it produces greater Effects, than it could do in a less Degree of Heat.

To this Article Circulation may be referred, which is performed in a particular Species of glass Vessel, called a Circulatory; in which the contained Liquor, when put over the Fire, performs certain Gyration, and circulates by ascending and descending, in such a Manner, that the more volatile Part of the Liquor, raised by the Fire, not finding a Passage, may always fall back; a Pelican constitutes such a Vessel. But, in the room of these, we may substitute Phials with long Necks hermetically sealed; or a Cucurbit, with a blind Alembic placed upon it. A Cucurbit, or glass Bottle with a sufficiently long Neck, is so disposed, that having first put in the Materials, another lesser Phial, whose Neck may enter it, is placed upon it. Then the Joynings are to be carefully luted, after the Vessels and Materials are become sufficiently warm for carrying on the Process. For then the Air, being heated and expanding itself, goes out of the Vessels, the Joynings of which being afterwards luted, the Fire may safely be raised and continued at pleasure. But in this Process it generally happens, that the Liquor, falling cold on the warm Bottom of the Glass, cracks it. For which Reason, we must proceed cautiously in raising the Fire. Hence ’tis obvious, that what we commonly call Circulation, is no more than a certain Species of Digestion, and that to circulate a Liquor is to put it in Digestion, that its more volatile Parts may be continually raised and fall back; and thus, passing as it were in a Circle, may become finer and more attenuated.

CHAP. XIV.

Of DISTILLATION.

DISTILLATION may be justly defined a close Evaporation; for Evaporation in an open Vessel is exactly the same, as Distillation in a close Vessel.

Every Distillation supposes Air and Heat; so that an Half or a Third of the Vessel, in which the Matter to be distilled is placed, must necessarily be left empty. The Air, rarified by the Heat, receives into its Pores the Fluid which is strongly agitated by the Heat, and its own Intestine Motion.
so that the Air, ascending, raises along with it the most minute Particles of the Fluid, which being condensed form a Liquor or Fluid.

There are Examples of Distillation performed without the Application of Fire. For Instance, when highly rectified Spirit of Nitre is poured upon highly rectified Spirit of Wine, an intense Heat is produced, and the Spirit of Nitre is raised in Vapours.

All Bodies incapable of Evaporation, or which do not emit Exhalations capable of being easily influenced by the warm aerial Fluid, are improper Subjects for Distillation. Of this Sort are Sugars, all Kinds of Earths, Neutral Salts, Stones, and Bones. Neither can those Bodies be distilled, which, when agitated by Heat, diffuse no Smell; whereas those Substances, which, when triturated or agitated, emit a Smell, may be distilled; and the more penetrating the Smell is, the greater Quantity they yield, in Distillation, of an aqueous Fluid.

The more subtle Fluids are, the more easily they are distilled: whereas the more thick and heavy they are, they are raised with the greater Difficulty, and require the more Fire. Among all the Parts fit for rising, the inflammable Spirits, and the volatile Salts rise first, whether by themselves or combined with Ethereal Oils; and after these the aqueous Phlegm ascends. But Acids cannot be distilled with a greater Heat.

When Spirit of Wine is distilled, the Spirit first rises, and then the Phlegm; but when Vinegar, or any other acid Liquor, is distilled, the Phlegm is first discharged, and then an acid Spirit.

Among Acids, the most easily distilled are, the acid Spirit of Ants, then Spirit of Nitre, Spirit of Salt, Spirit of Vitriol, and Oil of Vitriol, which two last ought not to be distilled by an Alembic, but by a Retort.

Expressed Oils do not admit of Distillation with Water by the Worm; but ethereal, aromatic, and subtle Oils are commodiously distilled in this Manner, but require a greater Degree of Heat.

Distillation is either moist or dry: Moist, when the Body, to be distilled, is put into a fluid or spirituous Liquor; or when it is distilled alone, if it is a Fluid. But dry Distillation is, when the Body distilled is solid and dry; when, for Instance, Harts-horn, Amber, Ivory, Tartar, and Soot are distilled. Distillations, also, differ with respect to the Degrees of Heat, and some are performed in Horles Dung, the Balnemum Maris, or Vapour-Bath; whilst others are accomplished by Means of Sand, Salt, Ashes, or the Filings of Iron.

That Distillation is most violent, which is performed in a naked Fire, in such a Manner as that the Fire acts immediately upon the Vessel, in which the Substance to be distilled is contained; as in the Distillation of Spirits from Salts. There are, also, Differences in Distillation with respect to the Vessels; some of which are high, as Cuber-bits, whether of Glass or Stone; and others low, as Retorts, and some others, either of Glass or Stone.

Those Substances, whose Particles are subtle and easily evaporated, require but a gentle Heat; and may be distilled in tall Vessels. But such Substances, as consist of more fixed Parts, and such as are not easily and speedily evaporated, require a greater Heat, and lower Vessels.

As various Bodies are subjected to this Operation with different Views, Chymists have contrived a great many Machines, to answer their Purposes. But as all those Instruments are better un-
underlood in an Hour by examining a Laboratory, than by all the Descriptions that can be given, I advise those, who are desirous of being acquainted with the Nature of them, to learn it by inspecting them, and seeing the Operations performed by them.

CHAP. XV.
Of Effervescence and Ebulition.

Effervescence, or Ebulition, is said to happen, when the most intense Motion is made, by Liquids mixed with each other, or by Solids mixed with Liquids, accompanied with a copious Elevation of Bubbles, an Eruptation of Vapours and Smoke, and a more or less intense Heat.

The Cause of an Effervescence is the impetuous Discharge of the aereo-etherial Fluid from the Pores of Bodies, whether Liquid or Solid; by which quick Motion, and Discharge of the ethereal Fluid, the Turgescence of the Liquor, the Heat, and the Bubbles are produced.

Every Fluid does not produce an Effervescence with every other Fluid, nor every Liquid with a Solid; but only these Bodies produce an Effervescence with each other, whose Parts are disposed to enter the Pores of each other, that, by this Means, the Ethereal Fluid lodged in them may be expelled copiously, and violently.

Every manifest Acid produces an Effervescence with Alcalies, whether faine, earthy, volatile, or fixed. The Effervescence between an acid and alcaline Substance lasts but for a short time; and the Tastes of both are abolished, and so contemperated, as to form a neutral Substance of a faine Taste.

All concentrated acid Spirits, totally freed from their aqueous Parts, such as Oil of Vitriol, Spirit of Nitre, and Spirit of Salt, produce an Effervescence with the most subtle ethereal Oils, such as those of Turpentine, Cloves, Saffafra-wood, and a Heat is generally excited.

The more sulphureous concentrated acid Spirits are, such as concentrated Spirit of Nitre, the greater Heat they produce, and even take Flame, when joined with heavy ethereal Oils.

Acid Spirits concentrated with highly rectified Spirit of Wine, which is only an Oil by Fermentation resolved into aqueous Parts, excite the quickest Ebulition; un-concentrated Acids do not act on sulphureous ethereal Substances, but leave them untouched.

The Bodies of Metals and Minerals, with proper Acids, or such as have an Ingrels into their Pores, in the very Act of Solution produce an Effervescence. Thus Gold produces an Effervescence with Aqua Regia, and Silver, Mercury, Copper, and Iron with Aqua Fortis, which Effervescence lasts till the particular Body is dissolved.

Every Effervescence does not depend upon Acids and Alcalies. For common Water poured upon highly calcined terreo-faline Bodies, such as Shells, Coral, burnt Stones, and Salt of Tartar, produces a violent Effervescence; because the Water, by its Weight, enters the Pores of the calcined Substances, from which it forces the aereo-etherial Particles with a violent Force.

Recent and highly concentrated Oil of Vitriol, by an Addition of common Water, or of Ice, becomes hot, with a violent Effervescence; because the Oil of Vitriol is a concentrated acid Salt, which, on account of the great Quantity of ethereal Particles interpersed with the Acid, remains in a State of Fluidity.
Then the Water takes a Possession of its Pores, and expels this Subtilt ethereal Matter with Violence.

All Effervescences are not accompanied with Heat, some being entirely without it. Thus Chalk produces a considerable Effervescence without any Heat, with the Spirits of Nitre, Sal-ammoniac, Vitriol, and Salt. This Effervescence may be flopt by an Affusion of highly rectified Spirit of Wine, which in a moment acts upon the Acid, and unites with it, so as to render it milder.

CHAP. XVI.
OF EXTRACTION.

Extraction, in Pharmacy, is the Separation of the pure and medicinal Part of a Body from the impure and unactive, by Means of a Menstruum which is capable of dissolving the Parts required, and leaving the rest untouched; and when the solvent Menstruum is separated from the dissolved Body, by Distillation, or Evaporation, the Remainder is called An Extract. All Medicines, whose Virtues consist in Parts that are very volatile, are improper for this Operation, because such Parts evaporate in a Heat sufficient for performing it. All the Judgment, required in this Process, consists in adapting the Menstruum to the Parts intended to be procured, and regulating the Degrees and Continuance of Heat necessary for the Solution, and subsequent Evaporation.

CHAP. XVII.
OF FERMENTATION.

Fermentation is that Intellest Minutes in vegetable Fluids, which tends to the Production of an inflammable Vinous Liquor, miscible with Water, and intoxicating; or an acid un inflammable Liquor, called Vinegar.

The only Place Fermentation retains in the Modern practice is, where it is used preparatory to the Distillation of Simple Waters. For as Vinous Spirits and Vinegar, its sole great Ends, may be procured with less Ex pense and Trouble from Those who prepare them for common Purposes, the Production of these is now no longer a Part of Pharmacy.

As to the raising a Fermentation previously requisite to the Distillation of Simple Waters; the Substances, being first bruited, are to be infused in Water impregnated with Yeast sufficient to bring on a Fermentation, and so to be continued, till it is evident from the Froth and Working, that the Fermentation is begun; and then the Whole is to be immediately committed to Distillation.

CHAP. XVIII.
OF FILTRATION.

Filtration is the passing any Fluid thro' a Strainer, of Filtre, in order to separate from it any gross Particles it contains, and render it limpid. To filtrate Fluids of any Kind, Chymists and Apothecaries fold a Piece of bibulous or coarse Paper in such a Manner as to fit a funnel; the small End of which they place in the Mouth of the Vessel intended for the Reception of the filtrated Liquor. Then they pour the Liquor into the Paper, permitting it to drop gradually thro' it, and taking care not to put in too much at a time, for fear of bursting the Paper. Filtration may be, also, performed by Means of a conical woolen or linen Bag,
commonly called Hippocrates's Sleeve. But we must be directed in our Choice of one or other of these, by the particular Nature of the Fluid to be filtrated.

CHAP. XIX.

OF FILTRATION, FUSION, LIQUEFACTION, &c.

FUSION is the Reduction of solid Bodies into a State of Fluidity, by Means of Fire. It is altogether superfluous to give any Directions concerning this Operation, it being in itself perfectly simple, and performed without the least imaginable Difficulty.

CHAP. XX.

OF INCORPORATION.

INCORPORATION consists in the Mixture of certain Substances that will not spontaneously unite together. The Incorporation of Metals, and dry fusible Substances, is brought about by Fusion, and sometimes by Amalgamation. Liquids are sometimes incorporated by Agitation, Digestion, or Circulation; Liquids and Solids, by Solution. But what is usually meant by this Term is, the Union of two Liquids, of themselves incapable of Mixture, by Means of a third Substance added to them. Thus Syrups and Oils will not spontaneously unite. But if a due Portion of Sugar, Salt, or any Thing else capable of destroying their Vicinity, be first rubbed with the Syrup, and the Oil be then gradually dropped into the Syrup, they will then unite, and form a Substance which is called an Ecosmema, or Linus, of a thicker Consistence, than either the Oil or Syrup separately. Thus, also Balsams and Turpintines, which alone will not mix with an aqueous Liquor, are brought to unite with it, if the Balsam, or Turpentine, is previously mixed with the Yolk of an Egg. Tho' I am far from thinking, that this Treatment, in either Instance, imparts any additional Virtue to the Medicine. Other Methods of Incorporation are taken notice of under the Article of Menstrua.
Salt. Iron precipitates Copper from Spirit of Nitre, or from any acid Menstruum, because Acids more readily dissolve Iron than Copper.

Silver dissolved in Spirit of Nitre, or Aqua Fortis, is precipitated by the Addition of Copper; because the Spirit of Nitre more readily dissolves Copper, than Silver, which must, for that Reason, necessarily be precipitated. Mercury, dissolved in Aqua Fortis, is precipitated by Zinc, or Bismuth; because the Bismuth is much more easily dissolved in the Aqua Fortis, than the Mercury.

All Metals, dissolved in acid, corrosive, Menstruums, are precipitated by the Addition of alkaline Bodies, and alkaline Salts; because Acids quickly unite with alkaline Substances.

Another Cause of Precipitation is, when the solvent Liquor intimately mixes with the added precipitating Liquor, so as to produce a Third, which is no longer fit to retain the Body before dissolved in its Pores. Thus all resinous and sulphureous Substances, distilled Oils, and resinous Gums, dissolved in rectified Spirit of Wine, are precipitated by the Affusion of common Water, by which Means the Mixture becomes not only turbid, but also whitish, if the Refin is pure. By this Means Refins are prepared, whilst the Spirit of Wine extracts the resinous Parts, which afterwards, being precipitated, coalesce and constitute Refins. Thus the Refins of Storax, Aloes Wood, Labdanum, Guaiacum, Jalap, and Scammony, are generally prepared in the Shops.

The Reason of this Precipitation is, because the best rectified Spirit of Wine intimately and quickly mixes itself with the aqueous Particles, which are very congeous to its Pores; so that the resinous Parts, lodged in the Pores of the rectified Spirit of Wine, are precipitated thence.

An Example of this Kind of Precipitation we have in the Precipitation of Milk, Blood, and the gelatinous and glutinous Parts of Animals, by Means of highly rectified Spirit of Wine; because the rectified Spirit of Wine readily unites with the Water, which is, also, generally the Vehicle of the Spirit; so that the gross and solid Parts, lodged in the Pores of the Fluid, must necessarily be precipitated to the Bottom, where, uniting, they often form a firm and solid Mass.

Volatile Salts dissolved in Phlegm to the Point of Saturation, or all volatile urinous Spirits prepared with Water, and well saturated, are precipitated by the Addition of highly rectified Spirit of Wine.

Another Example of this Species of Precipitation is, when Spirit of Nitre, or Aqua Fortis, is poured upon Butter of Antimony. For the Spirit of salt in the Butter of Antimony intimately unites with the Spirit of Nitre. Hence a Precipitation, and some time after a violent Effervescence is produced; because from these Spirits is generated an Aqua Regia, which violently dissolves the Antimonial Part. Thus, also, Silver, dissolved in Spirit of Nitre, is precipitated by the Addition of Spirit of Salt; and Silver, dissolved in Aqua Fortis, is precipitated by Spirit of Vitriol. For these Spirits mix with each other, and afterwards produce an incongruous Menstruum for Silver.

A third Cause of Precipitation is, when the Precipitant imparts an additional Weight to the Corpuscles dissolved in the Menstruum, so that they can be no longer sustained in the Fluid. Thus the Solutions of Galls, Effences of Aloes Wood, Tormentil,
Of Precipitation.

Torrentil, Peruvian Bark, Japan Earth, and Infusions of Orange and Pomegranate Peel, precipitate Solutions of Vitriol, and all Tinctures of Iron, in which they produce an inky Colour. All aqueous Gums, as Gum Tragacanth, Gum Arabic, and Cherry Tree Gum, are precipitated by Acids, because Acids joined to the gummy Parts coagulate the Particles, and thus produce a Precipitation.

All Acids precipitate Milk, Blood, Serum, and Emulsions of various Kinds, because the Particles of Acids, joined with the oleous Parts of these Substances, not only increase their Weight, but also procure a closer and stronger Union between them; whence arise a Coagulation and Precipitation.

All astringent Liquids, consisting of an Acid, and an earthy Principle, for the same Reason, coagulate Milk, Serum, and Blood. On this depends the Operation of Styptics, and such Medicines as stop violent Hæmorrhages. A Solution of Alum precipitates almost all vegetable Juices; by which Means, the Magisteries of Herbs are obtained; when, for Instance, this Solution of Alum is poured upon their Juices. For the heavy and earthy Particles of the Alum, adhering to the alcaline and gummy Parts of the Vegetables, render them heavier; in consequence of which they subside, and quit the Pores of the Menstruum.

Ifinglafs dissolved in Water clarifies turbid Wine, and the same Effect is produced by Litharge. The Reason is, that when the sulphureous and earthy Particles lodged in the Pores of the Wine, and preventing its Clearness, intimately unite with the gummy Parts of the Ifinglafs, they have their Weight by this Means increased, and fall to the Bottom.

Sugar dissolved in Water precipitates Ink; because a Solution of Sugar, as being heavy, tends to the Bottom, and carries with it the Chalybeate and Earthy Particles lodged in the Ink.

The heaviest Mercury, added to Solutions of Metals, precipitates those Metals; because the Metallic Particles amalgamate themselves with the Mercury, and are with it carried to the Bottom.

A fourth Cause of Precipitation is, the Narrowness of the Pores of the Menstruum. For it is sufficiently known, that Cold precipitates dissolved Substances; because the cold Air operates partly by diminishing the Pores of the Fluid, partly by preventing the Motion of Fluidity, and partly by moving the Particles from the Circumference to the Center, by which Means the dissolved Particles are united and subside. This is the Reason, why various Kinds of Salts, dissolved in Water to a sufficient Degree of Saturation, when exposed to the cold Air, are precipitated and crystallized; whilst the plain Filaments of the Salts are intimately joined together, and constitute a firm crystalliform Substance.

It is remarkable, that various Tinctures, Solutions, and Essences, as the Tinctures of Sulphur, Zewler's Tincture of Mars, and the Essences of Myrrh, and Gum-ammoniac, are rendered turbid, and precipitated in the Winter-time, or when the Weather is very cold.

All alcaline Substances, together with all Metals and Minerals, dissolved in an acid Menstruum, are precipitated by alcaline Salts; as for Instance, by Oil of Tartar per Deliquium, a Solution of Pot-ash, Lime-Water, the Liquor of fixed Nitre, and by all the fixed Salts of Vegetables. For the Alcali unites with the Acid, and Both together become a neutral Salt.
All Substances dissolved in acid Menstruums are precipitated by volatile urinous Salts and Spirits, as the Spirit of Sal-ammoniac, and the volatile Salts of Harts-horn, or of Urine.

A Solution of Mercury, precipitated with Oil of Tartar per Deliquium, yields a reddish Magistery, or Tarpeth Mineral. But when it is precipitated with Spirit of Sal-ammoniac, a Magistery as white as Milk is produced.

Hence 'tis obvious, that volatile Salts added to precipitated Substances induce a different Quality and Alteration, than when they are precipitated by fixed Salts.

All Kinds of Sulphurs, together with resinous and oleous Bodies, dissolved in alkaline Menstruums, whether volatile or fixed, are precipitated by all Kinds of Acids, as Vinegar, Solution of Tartar, the Spirits of Salt, Vitriol, and Alum.

Sulphureous Bodies, dissolved in lixivial Menstruums, are precipitated by those neutral Spirits, in which an Acid predominates; by the Solutions, for Instance, of Nitre, Lead, Coral, Sal-ammoniac, and Vitriol, but not by common Salt, Vitrilated Tartar, and the Arcanum Duplicatum; because in these the Acid is strictly united with the Alcali, but more loosely in the other earthy Bodies.

Alcaline or Metallic Substances, precipitated, are called Magisteries, especially if they are of a whitish Colour. But it is to be observed, that Magisteries are always heavier than the Bodies themselves before the Solution; which sufficiently evinces, that the Menstruum and Precipitant intimately add some Particles to the Substances precipitated. For which reason Magisteries are not so much esteemed in Medicine, as the Substances themselves prepared, and reduced to a Powder.

All alcaline Substances and fixed Salts, without Solution, dissolve mineral Sulphur, and by this Means precipitate the Metal detained by it. On this depends the Method of obtaining the Regulus from Antimony, of separating Metals from their Ores, of reducing Calxes and Magisteries to their former Substances, and of reviving Mercury coagulated under various Forms.

All the Calxes of Minerals prepared with an Acid, or with Fire, may be reduced to the former Metals by Means of Nitre and Charcoal, or fixed Nitre. In this Manner Mercurius Vitæ, Diaphoretic Antimony, Ceruf of Antimony, the Anti-hecticum Poterii, the Magistery of Lead, Minium, the Flowers of Antimony, and the Magistery of Bismuth, are reduced to their original metallic Bodies.

The mercurial reguline Part of Antimony is precipitated either by fixed alcaline Salts of all Kinds, which unite with and detain the Sulphur, or by metallic Bodies of an alcaline Nature, such as Iron or Copper.

All metallic Ores containing Sulphur, when treated in a dry Manner with Charcoal, Nitre, fixed and especially oleous Salts, precipitate the Metal contained in them.

CHAP. XXII.

Of SUBLIMATION.

Sublimation may be called a dry Distillation, performed in a close Vessel, with a violent Degree of Heat; by which some Bodies, divided into extremely subtile Parts, are elevated in the Form of Flowers, without having their Texture destroyed. The principal Substances among Vegetables, subjected to this Progress, are Camphire and Benzoin;
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Benzoin; among Animals, their volatile Salts. Sal Ammoniac not only rises very easily itself, but also carries along with it many other Bodies, which, when alone, are fixed, and incapable of being sublimed; and hence the Chymists it is called the Eagle. Sulphur, and many sulphureous Minerals, are capable of Sublimation themselves, and render many other Bodies, which alone will not sublume, volatile. Hence the great Art of separating Metals from their Ores consists in destroying the mineral Sulphur contained in them, which carries away the metallic Particles, when subjected to a sufficient Degree of Fire, instead of fusing them.

Sublimation is frequently performed in Glafs Vessels of various Sorts; as in a Body fitted with a blind Head, that is, one without an Orifice or Beak on the Side, that the Matter in the Body may be confined and collected in the Head; or in a common Mortar, or a Florence Flask, or in Vessels made on purpose, called Subliming Vessels. Sometimes earthen Vessels are employed. But Stahl recommends, as the most commodious, two very large Crucibles, the one inverted upon the other and close-lutted together. The lowermost is exposed to a naked Fire, and the uppermost receives the sublimed Matter. This Method is very convenient, when a great Heat is required.

Sometimes Aludels are made Use of. Many of these are generally employed at the same time in the following Manner. The Matter to be sublimed is put into a Body, or Pot, the superior Part of which is fitted into a Hole on the lower Part of an Aludel; and the superior Part of the Aludel is received into the inferior Part of the next Aludel, and so on, till as many Aludels are set one upon another, as the Process requires. To the superior Part of the uppermost Aludel, a Head or Alembic is fixed, to receive the Matter which sublimes. So that there is a continued Tube formed by the Aludels, from the Pot which contains the Matter to be sublimed, to the Head or Alembic which receives it, in the Manner that a continued Channel is formed by a Number of Elm Pipes. The Use of Aludels seems to be, to remove the Matter, sublimed in the Head, to a Distance from the Fire.

C H A P. XXIII.

Of Trituration, and Levigation.

These are the two most simple Operations in Pharmacy, and are principally employed in reducing hard diffusible Substances to the Form of a Powder. I should chuse to fix the Term Trituration to the Operation which is performed in a Mortar; and that of Levigation, to that which is executed by rubbing or grinding on a Porphyry, or Marble. And in this Sense, I think, the Terms are generally used.

Mortars are made of Wood, Marble, Iron, Brass, Lead, or Glafs; but they must not be used indiscriminately, since acid and corrosive Substances corrode Metals, and, if pounded or triturated in Metal Mortars, are impregnated with the Qualities of the particular Metals; in consequence of which they can never answer the Purposes for which they were primarily intended; and hard Substances wear away a Part of all Kinds of Mortars, so that their Qualities must be in some Measure altered by this Means.

It is also to be observed, according to Quincy, that in powdering every Preparation, the whole Ingredient, or Ingredients, with all their Parts to be used, should pass through the Sieve, and be equally mixed before
fore any is used; since, through a Neglect of this Kind, several Medicines will in different Parts have different Efficacies, according as the most efficacious Parts, being more or less friable, pass the Sieve first, or remain behind; both which Circumstances will render particular Parts of the Medicine either too strong or too weak. Besides, in preparing Medicines of different Textures and Cohesions, some of the Ingredients pass the Sieve much sooner than others; so that there is an absolute Necessity of mixing them carefully after the Whole is passed. Thus in powdering Jalap, Ipecacuanha, and other Substances, whose Virtues lie in their most resinous Parts, these, being more brittle, break in the Mortar, and pass the Sieve first; in consequence of which the Patients, who use the first, are oversold, while those who use the last, which are only the fibrous and woody Parts, are miserably disappointed in their Expectations.

Those Medicines, also, whose Efficacy depends on the peculiar Shape and Points of their component Parts, are considerably altered by Trituration. For the finer they are powdered, the less powerfully they operate. Thus Calomel may be rendered much gentler, and consequently capable of being exhibited in far larger Doses, when it is thoroughly triturated in a Glass Mortar. For the continual Trituration has the same Effect upon it as repeated Sublimation, by breaking the saline Spicula, till the Medicine becomes almost plain Mercury. But in resinous Substances, especially the Purgative Kind, this Observation is reversed.

C H A P. XXIV.
Of LUTES.

BY the Name of Lute or Luting, Chymists understand a mixed,
Chap. xxiv. Of Lutes.

dispersing it in a close Vessel. This Powder is to be rubbed with an equal Quantity of strong quick Lime, and wrought into a Paste with the White of Eggs, first beat thin; and this Luting is immediately to be applied to the Juncures of the Vessels, the Vessels being first a little heated. If it be not applied quick, it presently dries to a flaky Hardness, so as to be untractable; but, when properly used, it confines all the saline Spirits like Glass itself. Or a Luting for the same Purpofe may be prepared without much Trouble, in this Manner. Beat pure Sand and Potters Clay together in such Proportion with Water, till the Matter no longer sticks to the Fingers; then add one fourth Part of common Lime, so as to make the Paste sufficiently strong; and the drier this is applied, the better for the Purpofe, provided it be left ductile; for thus it hardens into an excellent Cement, and the Cracks, if any should happen, are easily loft up with the fame.

It is a great Inconvenience in the stronger Distillations with a naked Fire, that, when the Vessels are violently heated, they are subject to crack, and fly to Pieces, upon opening the Door of the Furnace, and letting in the cold Air, or throwing in fresh Fuel. And it is highly proper here to defend the Vessels by a Coating from this sudden Impulfe of Cold. And this is frequently necessary, also, when the Operation is performed in glass Vessels, and a Sand Heat, if the Fire be fo strong as to endanger the Melting of Glass. The best Lu­ting, for this Purpofe, is made, by beating fat Potters Earth, and powdered Sand, with Water, into a well wrought Paste, which will not stick to the Fingers, adding thereto a little common Lime at the lat, and beating them well together. Then the Vef­fel, to be coated, being warmed and expofed to the Vapour of hot Water, that its whole Surface may become dewy, let this Cement be spread all over it equally with the Hand; afterwards sprinkle the Surface of the Coating with hot and dry Sand, and let the Vefsel in a cool Place, that the Coating may dry slowly, taking care to fill up the Cracks in the fame Manner, if any should happen in the drying. If thus the Coating should be thoroughly dried, the Vefsel will fustain the Action of a violent Fire unhurt.

There is another Kind of Cement made ufe of by some Chymifts of London, to afwer the fame End, consisting ofifted Wood-Ashes beat up to a due Confiilence with the White of Eggs and a little Gum-Water. The fame Service may be had in a more excellent Manner, as well for cracked Glasses as broken China, or the like, from what the Painters call drying Oil, or a Mixture of Linseed Oil and Cerufs, made by Infolation or Decoction, into a perfectly white Balfam, and afterwards ground upon a Marble with fresh Cerufs, till the Whole is perfectly fine, and become of the Confiilence of an Unguent. This dries slowly but is very effectual.

The End of the First BOOK.
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BOOK II.

Of the Operation of Medicines.

SINCE almost the whole Duty of a Physician consists in seasonably administering such Things as are proper to preserve or restore Health, and are effectual to relieve the Sufferings of his Patient, and at the same time in artfully avoiding whatever may be unwholesome, or prejudicial, it is plain, that Nothing is so necessary to accomplish these Purposes to a desirable Degree of Perfection, as a distinct and accurate Knowledge of the Instruments by which Health is preserved or restored. Now this Knowledge supposes not only an Acquaintance with their Efficacy and Virtues, but, also, with their Elements and Manner of Operation. By which Means a Physician may be enabled to judge, by solid Reason, what are the Things, in all the Materia Medica, which are serviceable, or prejudicial, in this or that Distemper, to this or that peculiar Person, at such or such a Season, with a due Regard to all other Circumstances. That he may rightly conduct himself in these Affairs, and be ready-furnished with proper Means to answer all Emergencies; Nothing seems fitter, and more conducive to the Purpose, than an artful and compendious Distribution of all the Materia Medica, under certain Heads, according to their Principles, their Way of Operation, and the Effects, which, under such and such Conditions, they are adapted to produce.

Medicines may be disposed under their general Heads in a proper and compendious Way, if we consider, that whatever is subservient to the Ends of Medicine, is directed in its Manner of acting towards the Removal of the Causes of Diseases. But in every Disease there is a Depravation, either in the Motion, or in the Matter which is moved, or even disposed to move. And since Motion is excessive or defective, either in the Whole, or some Part of it, and Matter is in the Fault either upon account of its Quantity or Quality, all Remedies, must, in general, be concerned in the Regulation of depraved Matter or Motion. To Matter, vitiated in Quality, we appros
appropriate Alterations; to Matter, offending in Quantity, Evacuants; if, on the other hand, Motion is defective, or impaired, or if the Parts have lost their proper Tone, restorative and corroborative Medicines are to be used. And if the Motion is too intense and accelerated, or the Parts racked with Spasms, then and in that Case, sedative and compositional Medicines are, of all others, most efficaciously administered.

These are the few general Classes of Medicines, to which all the Stores, with which indulgent Nature has enriched the Art of Physic, may be reduced. For by this Means, and by the Affiance of these Helps, all the several Intentions of the Medicinal Art, may be exactly and effectually answered. So that Hippocrates has given a Definition of Physic, which is at once beautiful, and truly mechanical, when he says, that it is, "No more than an Addition and Subtraction reasonably made; a Subtraction of those Things which exceed, and an Addition of those Things which are defective. He, who best can do these two Things, is deservedly esteemed the best Physician; and the less a Man is qualified for carrying on these two Designs, the more ignorant he is of the true and genuine Principles of Physic." De Flatusibus, 1. 3.

Then as to what relates to the Influence and Operation of Medicines, they act directly and immediately, either upon the fluid, or the solid Parts of the Body; so that the alterative and evacuating Medicines are appropriated to the Fluids, and those of a corroborative and compositional Quality to the Solids. But as liquid as well as solid Bodies are of different Qualities, so they produce their respective Effects in different Ways. For some Medicines, by their immediate Action, affect the most subtle, and easily moveable Fluid which is lodged in the Brain and Nerves, and is the chief Instrument of Motion and Sensation, either by augmenting its Quantity, or accelerating its Motion, such as analeptic, cordial, and fragrant Medicines; or by quelling and becoming its more violent Motions, such as Anti-hysteric and Anodyne Medicines, Opiates, and Febrifids; which, even when exhibited in very inconsiderable Doses, produce very sudden and almost instantaneous Effects. Other Medicines operate immediately upon the Blood and Juices themselves, such as those of the diluting, incrusting, and attenuating Kinds; and, also, such as are endowed with an absorbent Quality, or are calculated for subduing any corrosive or sulphureous Acrimony.

Those Medicines, which induce a Change upon the Solids, produce their immediate Effects upon the more nervous Parts, as the Stomach and Intestines, which are endowed with a most exquisite Sensation. To this Class belong all the medicinal Preparations of Minerals, which produce their Effects when given in small Doses, resolve themselves into Particles of an incredibly small Size, without losing their Texture and Virtues, enter the minutest Recesses of the nervous Parts, and are with some Difficulty washed away; such as, among Emetics, Emetic Tartar; among Salivating Medicines, White Precipitate; among Sulphurs, the Sulphur of Antimony; to which Volatile Salts may be added. Other Substances strongly stimulate the nervous Parts, by that subtle caustic Salt with which they abound; such as, among Poisons, Arsenic; among Purgatives, white and black Hellebore, Gomphoge, Resin of Jalap, and some more of the same Kind, together with all Insects, especially Cambarides. 'Tis nevertheless to be observed, that, of Medicines of this Kind, some affect particular
particular nervous Parts more than
others; for Instance, Mercurial Pre-
parations affect the Glands, the
Lymphatic Ducts, and the Fauces;
Emetic Preparations of Antimony
affect the Biliary Ducts; Prepara-
tions of Colocynth, the Nervous Coat
of the Intestines; Hellebore, the
Osophagus, Larynx, and Apeura
Arteria; Cantharides and other In-
fects, the Nervous, Urinary, and Se-
minal Ducts; and in fine, oily volatile
Salts, and Sudorifics prepared of
the volatile Salts of Animals, affect
the Coats of the Arterial Vessels.
Some others of those Medicines, that
are appropriated to the Solids,
infuut their Virtues more effectually
into the Muscular and Fibrous, than
into the Nervous and Membraneous,
Parts; among the Number of which
are all those Corroborative which
abound with a phulphureous or with
a mild astringent, fixed, and earthy
Principle.

The whole Body of Medicines in
general is in this Manner is with Reason distinguished
in this Manner; and in this Manner
are we to form our Ideas of their
respective Methods of operating. But as
the Art of Physic, in order to
become rational, must be built up
on most evident Causes, all obscure
ones being rejected, as Celsus says,
not only by the Physician, but also
from the Art of Physic itself; so
that particular Branch of Physic,
which displays the Virtues of Me-
dicines, and accounts for their Me-
Method of Operation, is to be drawn,
not from obscure and too remote
Causes, nor from the atomical and
geometrical Principles of the Magni-
tude and Figure of the Parts, which
are in reality incomprehensible; but
from Causes that are evident, im-
mediate, comprehensible, subjected
to our Senses, and made known by
Experience.

CHAP. I.
Of EMETICS.

Amongst the several Medicines of
the evacuating Kind, Emetics
of such as excite Vomiting, are none
of the least considerable. These
are either mild and gentle, or of
a more strong and drastic Nature.
Among the former, we may justly
reckon common Water rendered te-
pid, with the Addition of a little
Salt and Honey, or expressed Oil or
Fat; or a Decoction of the Seeds or
Root of Horse-Radish, or the Seeds
of Dill with Water, or the Waters
of warm mineral Springs drank in
large Quantities at a time.

Among those of the more violent
Kind, the Vegetable Kingdom sup-
plies us with the following. The
Leaves and Root of Asafrabacca,
white Hellebore, the Juice of the
middle Bark of the Elder Tree,
Gamboge, Ipecacuanha, and all the
draffic Purgatives exhibited in too
large Quantities. Among Metals
and Minerals, all Preparations of
Copper, such as white Cyprian Vi-
triol, the Gillia of Paracelsus, and
Angelus Sala, prepared of the Caput
Mortuum of the Oil of Gofl-Vi-
triol, which partakes of the Nature
of Copper; the Crystals of Verdigreaca, as, also, fuch Substances as
receive their Emetic Qualities from
the reguline Part of Antimony they
contain; such as Emetic Tartar, Glafs of Antimony, and the Prepa-
rations thereof, the Mercurius Viteo,
especially when prepared of the rec-
tified Butter of Antimony by Preci-
pitation with common Water, or Oil
of Tartar per Deliquium; the Gold-
en Sulphur of Antimony, and many
others. The milder Emetics, and
such as are pretty much of a diure-
tic Nature, were much used by Ga-
len, and the Ancients, as they are
safe, and, generally, by their Quan-
tity,
tity, stimulate the Stomach to vomit especially when it is weak, and disposed to throw up its Contents; which may be discovered by a Naus-

ea, Emetication, Bitterness of the Mouth, and the uneasy State of the Patient. But these do not act beyond the Limits of the Stomach, from which they very advantageously evacuate crude, phlegmatic, and bilious Humours, produced by improper Aliments, or a bad Digestion.

The more strong and drastic Emetics, when exhibited in a small Dose, by their fiery, caustic, saline-sulphurous Acrimony, act not only on the Nervous Coat of the Stomach and Intestines, by spasmodically contracting them, but, if exhibited in a somewhat larger Quantity, they penetrate beyond the Stomach into the highly nervous Biliary Ducts, into the Glands of the Intestines, Myfentery, and Pancreas, as also into the Liver, and expel their contained Humours from these Parts. Sometimes, also, they affect the whole Nervous System, and prove highly injurious to the Constitution.

The Ancients as an Emetic of the most drastic Kind used white Hellebore, as Celsus, in his 13th Chapter of his Second Book, informs us, in Epilepsies, Madness, and other terrible Disorders, when not accompanied with a Fever; but he justly advises, that the Body should be duly moistened, before this Medicine is used. But in our Days, as we have more safe Emetics, we justly abstain from this drastic Medicine, and make Choice of such of the above-mentioned, as are more friendly to Nature and the Nervous System, and may be exhibited with less Danger:

Among which we may justly give the Preference to that American Root Ipecacuanha, half a Dram or more of which may be exhibited for a Dose. This Root, besides its saline, subtle, and acrid Principle, also contains one of a balsamic and corroborating Quality, and has this particular Advantage attending it, that it soon produces its Effects; for which Reason it is very properly used where Delays may be attended with bad Consequences. And because in vomiting the peristaltic Motion of the Stomach, and by Consent that of the Intestines, is inverted, if the Vomiting is very intense in a Diarrhea, or Dysentery, the Flux is by that Means checked and ftopt for some Time. Thus Celsus justly affirms, that Vomits stop Fluxes, and render the Body soluble when collive. The most commodious Succeedeum for Ipecacoanha is Alasarabacca, the Root and Leaves of which are posieced not only of a subtle, acrid, volatile, and caustic Principle, which in boiling exahles, but, also, of a corroborating and balsamic Quality, and afford singular Relief in inveterate Fivers of the Tertian and Quartan Kind, as, also, in Dropses, and the Jaundice.

Among Antimonial Preparations, we give the Preference to Emetic Tartar, prepared of the Crocus Metallo-rum, and not of Glafs of Antimony, which is as strong again. Three or four Grains of this Tartar, either alone, or in a smaller Dose with Ipecacoanha, prove an excellent Vomit. And if the Intention is to purge, at one and the same time, two or three Grains of Emetic Tartar may be added to a Decoction of Manna; and, in a pituitous Althina, this End is sometimes very commodiously answered, by two or three Ounces of Oxymel of Squills. But as for the Emetic Preparations of Copper, which by their destructive Quality long exagitate the nervous Coats of the Stomach, and other Parts, as, also, the Reguline Powders of Antimony, the Glafs of Antimony, and the Mercurius Vitæ, whose Effects cannot
cannot be depended on, since they act either too strongly or too weakly, according to the State and Disposition of the Humours in the Stomach, we ought carefully to abstain from their Use, and may be very well without them in the Materia Medica.

Draffic Emetics are sometimes not only useful, but absolutely necessary for expelling Poisons, especially of the Narcotic Kind; as, also, the infectious Particles, which exhale from Patients labouring under contagious Diforders, which, defending to the Stomach, there mix with the Juices, and, unless soon carried off, are conveyed into the Mass of Blood. In like Manner, drafic Emetics are necessary for evacuating the corrupted and peccant Humours arising from the Commixture of heterogeneous Aliments, the Bile, and fermenting salivall Humours, which flagrantly in the Stomach and Intestines, especially the Duodenum, become corrupted by their Continuance there, and frequently give Rise to Fevers of the flow, the Quotidian, and Quartan Kind, as, also, to chronic Coughs, to violent Diforders of the Head, Melancholy, a Hemiplegia, and sometimes to an Epilepsy, or Apoplexy.

In Diseases, arising from thick Bile, formed, as it were, into a viscid Coagulum, and obstructing the Biliary Ducts, such as the black and yellow Jaundice, a Cachexy, and some others, Emetics are sometimes used with Success, when other Medicines prove ineffectual; since they attenuate the bilious Sordes, which give Rise to these Diforders.

In Anaftarcas, Leucophlegmatias, Edematous Swellings of the Parts, and a curable Ascites, Emetics, exhibited in a pretty large Dofe, frequently carry off by Stool, but rarely by Vomit, the aqueous Serum from the Liver, and the Ducts and Glands of the Intestines, Myfentery, and Pancreas.

In all feverish Paroxysms, Inflammations of the Stomach, or Cales where it is affected with Spasms, as for Instance, in Cardialgias, violently Hysterical, and Hypochondriac Diforders, and where there is a Disposition to Spitting of Blood, or an immoderate Discharge either by the Menses, or Hemorrhoidal Veins, as, also, in all Diseases arising from super-abundant Humours derived to the Head, such as Apoplexies, Palsies, Vertigo, violent Head-aches, a Loofe of Hearing, or Sight, Vomits are never to be used; nor are they to be exhibited to plethoric Patients, till the Plethora is removed by Bleeding; nor to those whose Intestines are stuffed with Feces, till they are previously evacuated, and purged off.

'Tis proper, in order to make Emetics work more easily, to exhibit them always in a liquid Form, or in a sufficient Quantity of some moi-fiftening, relaxing, and pinguous Vehicle. For Vomiting not only requires a powerful Confinement of the Pylorus, and Bottom of the Stomach, but also a Relaxation of the superior Orifice of the Oesophagus.

During the Operation of Emetics and after it is over, the Patient is carefully to guard against Cold, to abstain from cold Liquors, from the Sallies of Passion, from hot and stimulating Medicines, from acid and salt Aliments; and rather to use such as are of a demulcent Nature, affording laudable Juices, and are of easy Digestion. It is of singular Use to drink a few Ounces of Asses Milk, if it can be had, about four Hours after the Operation of the Vomit is over.

It is laid down as a perpetual Rule by the best practical Authors, that, in acute Cales, Bleeding should always precede the Exhibition of an Emetic.
Chap. ii.
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Common Salt is given to check the too violent Operation of Emetics, which it does by inclining them to pass off by Stool. Violent Vomiting are, also, stopped, by copious Draughts of warm diluting Fluids; by mild Oils, by Opiates, Aromatics, grateable Acids, and corroborating Medicines, either taken internally, or applied externally to the Region of the Stomach.

CHAP. II.

Of CATHARTICS.

Among the several Species of Evacuants, none are of greater Importance than those, which eliminate and discharge the recrimentitious and peccant Matter, contained in the Body, by Stool. The Medicines of this Kind are either mild and gentle, or strong and drastic. Those which safely, mildly, and without any Injury to the Stomach, and Nervous System, render the Body soluble, are called Laxative, or Laxatives, Medicines. Those, which evacuate the Contents of the Intestines in a more efficacious and forcible Manner, come under the Denomination of Purgatives. Of the former Kind the principal are, among vegetable Substances, Manna, Rhubarb, Cassia, Agaric, Tamarinds, Sena Leaves, Aloes, Buckthorn Berries, Raisins, Polypody, Peach Flowers, those of the Egyptian Thorn, as also the Flowers and Seeds of Violets. Amongst Salts, common Salt, Borax, and Nitre; as also those obtained from Medicinal Springs, such as those of Epsom, and many others. Among Substances supplied by the Animal Kingdom, Milk, especially that of Asses, and Whey. Among Chemical Preparations, the Terra Foliata Tartari, Vitriolated Tartar, Cream of Tartar, a Salt prepared of Alum and Salt of Tartar, the Essential Salt of Wood-Sorrel, the Magnesia, Sal Polycheireum, Aurum Fulminans, Mercurius Dulcis, Flowers of Benjainin, as also many Compound Medicines. These gentle Laxatives, without greatly disturbing or weakening the peristaltic Motion of the Stomach and Intestines, not only evacuate the Faces; but, when exhibited in pretty large Doses, copiously discharge the Serum from the Glands of the Intestines. Nor, like the more drastic Purgatives, do they operate by an acid, subtile, and caustic Salt, which proves noxious to the Nervous Parts, but, by an innocent and harmless Kind of Substance; which, however, is of a fine saline and stimulating Nature, and which evaporates, and is lost by long boiling; as is obvious from Manna, Rhubarb, Aloes, and Sena Leaves, which for this very Reason, are more properly infused than prepared by Decotion. But these Laxatives act either by a certain saline and stimulating, but mild, Principle, as Manna, Cassia, Raisins, and Polypody; or by a certain subtile, sulphureous, bitterish, and Earthly Salt, as Aloes, and Rhubarb; or by an acid Salt, which venticates the Fibres, as Tammarinds, Cream of Tar, and Salt of Wood-Sorrel; or they act by Means of a neutral Salt, as Nitre, Borax, Sal Gemme, the Arcanum Duplctatio, Vitriolated Tartar, Salts obtained from Medicinal Waters, and the essential Salts of Herbs; of they operate by Means of a certain calcarius and bitterish Salt, as the Salts of some Mineral Waters; or, lastly, they act by Means of a calcarius Earth, as the Magnesia, which, being dissolved by the Acid of the Prima Viæ, is converted into a neutral, acrid, and stimulating Salt.

These highly safe laxative Medicines, which are of singular and un-
common Use in the Cure of many Disorders, were little known to the Ancients, in whose Works we find not the least Mention of Aloes, Rhubarb, Tamarinds, Sena Leaves, and Agaric, but only of Caffia and Polypody, among the gentler Purgatives. Dioscorides was the first who wrote any Thing concerning Rhubarb and Aloes, and from him Pliny and Galen took what they delivered concerning their Medicines. But Tamarinds, and Sena Leaves, were first known to the Arabian and Egyptian Physicians. But tho' all Laxatives agree in this, that they render the Body soluble, without Danger, Violence, or Commotion, yet, in Practice, they ought necessarily to be distinguished according to the Differences of Diseases, and the various Constitutions of Patients. Manna, for Instance, Caffia, Raisins, and Polypody are exhibited with singular Advantage in Disorders of the Breast, such as a Cough, a Spitting of Blood, a Pleurisy, and a Phthisis; as also in those Diseases which arise from a saline, acid, and scorbutic Serum, such as Gouts, Rheumatisms, Itches, and purple Eruptions. In these Cases, the abovementioned Medicines are preferable to others, because they not only discharge the internal Feces, but, at the same time, alloy, and correct the saline Acrimony of the Fluids. Gentle Acids, such as Tamarinds, Cream of Tartar, Salt of Wood Sorrel, as also the essential Salts obtained from nitrous Herbs, Sal-Polychrefts, and Antimoniated Nitre, are highly proper in hot Climates, and in the Summer-time, for Patients of Choleric Habits, as, also, in Disorders arising from too large a Quantity of Bile, and those attended with a preternatural Heat, in continued, double, and Summer Tertians, as, also, in a burning Fever, attended with an insatiable Thirst. In these Cases the Medicines now mentioned are preferable to others, not only on account of their evacuating Quality, but, also, because they check the intestine Motion of the sulphureous Parts of the Blood, and correct the exorbitant Acrimony of the Bile. In Disorders arising from a Defect of Bile, and the Want of a balsamic Sulphur in the Blood, such as Cachexies, and almost all Chronical Diseases, which are attended with an Inpiration of the Juices, and an Inflammation of the Viscera, bitter Laxatives, such as Preparations of Rhubarb and of Aloes duly corrected, are justly preferable to all other Medicines. But in Disorders arising from tough and viscid Humours lidded in the Prime Vae, and producing Loss of Appetite, Distentions of the Hypochondria, Eruptions, and Flatulencies, all neutral Salts, whether chymically prepared, or the native Salts of Medicinal Springs, exhibited in a pretty large Dose, and with a sufficient Quantity of some proper Liquor, render the Body soluble, and discharge the thick and viscid Recrements. When an Acid, as it generally happens in Hypochondriac and Melancholic Patients, as also those labouring under Qua ran Fevers, abounds in the Habit, and eludes the Force of the most acrid Purgatives, in this Case, besides Preparations of Manna, the Magnesia is singularly beneficial, which, as it is entirely dissolved by Spirit of Vitriol, and passes into a neutral Salt of a bitter Taste, an purgative Quality, so it assumes the same Virtue and Nature, when it meets with an Acid in the Stomach. But, on the contrary, when a dissolvent Liquor is not found in the Body, it operates little or none, and proves more injurious than beneficial. Aurum Fulminans and Mercurius Dulcis are, indeed, generally classed among the Laxatives, but their Use is not altogether safe. For when Aurum Fulminans is thoroughly edulcorated
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Constitutions, where a large Quantity of thick and viscid Humours is lodged in the Prime Vic, or in the Vessels. Hot and cold Mineral Springs, which are singularly efficacious both for the Preservation and Cure of chronic and obtinate Deforders, derive their aperient, deter-
vive, and purgative Qualities from the aqueous, but much more from the saline, Principle they contain.

Among Flowers of a laxative Qual-
ity, the most considerable are those of the Egyptian Thorn, Peaches, Violets, and Roses. But they ought to be recent, and be only infufed, but not prepared by way of De-
coction. These are most advantage-
ously exhibited with sweet Whey, or 
Asses Milk, particularly in the Spring;
and the Patient, especially when de-
licate and tender, ought every Morn-
ing, for some Weeks, to drink a-
bout half a Pint of such a medicat-
ed Draught, in order to purify the Blood. For both Whey and Asses Milk are possess'd of a certain laxa-
tive Quality, as Celsus Lib. 2. Cap.
12, thus informs us, "There are "(says he) certain Difeases, in which "Purging by Milk is highly proper. And a little after he subjoins; "The Ancients, after adding a little "Salt to the Milk of Asses, Cows, "or Goats, boiled it, and, removing "the coagulated Parts, ordered "their Patients, in certain Cases, to "drink the remaining Whey."

Laxative Preparations of Aloes are Medicines of uncommon Efficacy, if the Aloes is, by a proper Method, previously freed from its prejudicial, sulphureous, and volatile Principle, and from its Refin, which firmly ad-
heres to the Coats of the Intestines. But even after these Precautions, the 
Dose must be small, and must up with bitter Extracts, and mild bal-
foral Ingredients. Pills, made up
on this Model, may be advantageou-
ly

rated, its Operation is very languid, or absolutely none at all. On the contrary, when it is richly impregnated with Saline.Nitrous Spicula, it indeed renders the Body soluble, be-
cause, in consequence of its Gravity, it strongly adheres to the Coats of the Stomach, and Intestines; but, in 
delicate Patients, it excites violent 
Gripes, Flatulencies, and other terri-
ble Symptoms. Besides, it proves 
highly prejudicial, where there is a 
large Quantity of Acido-corrosive Hu-
mours, or caustic Bile lodged in the 
Stomach, or Duodenum. Many, in 
order to heighten the purgative Qua-
}
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by prescription, not only with Intention to render the Body gently solable, but also in order to restore and corroborate the Tone of the Intestines; which, being weakened in many Diseases, is still more impaired by the Use of Draffic Purgatives. And tho' these Pills produce but faint and almost insensible Effects in Patients of robust Constitutions, and such as abound with Blood, yet their Operation is more speedy and considerable in Persons naturally delicate, or such as are weakened by the Shock of a Distemper; as also in Child-bed Women, or those whose Monthly Evacuations are irregular or obstructed. For Patients, whose Digestion is weak, when recovering from any Disorder, they are also highly proper, for correcting and evacuating crude Juices; as also for Hypochondriac Persons, whose Stomachs continually throw up acid Crudities. On the contrary, Preparations of Aloes exhibited in large Doses, and without proper Correctors, throw the Blood into violent Commotions. For which Reason plethoric Patients, those of delicate Constitutions, and such as are subject to Evacuations of Blood, ought entirely to abstain from them; because, when preposterously exhibited, they are attended with this particular Disadvantage, that they excite very painful blind Hemorrhoids, and drive the Blood to the Region of the Loins, and the Parts contained in the Pelvis.

But the Contents of the Intestines are evacuated in a far more efficacious and powerful Manner, by what we call strong Purgatives. Of this Class the most considerable are, the Roots of black and white Mechooan, of Jalap, of black and white Hellebore, common Flower de Luce, Bryony, and Eiula, the Herbs, Soldanella, Gratiola, purging Flax, Coloquintida, purging Nuts, the Seeds of the Cataputia, Turbitb, the mid-

dle Bark of Elder, Gamboge, wild Cucumber, and Scammony, together with the Shop Preparations of these.

The Principle, by which those Draffic Medicines operate, is of a highly virulent Nature; and the fine caustic and inflammatory Salt, which, in a very small Dose, attacks the nervous Membranes, not only of the Stomach and of the Intestines, but also of the whole Body, in the same Manner Poison does, acts with Violence on these Membranes, and generally excites spasmodic Contractions, and Uneasiness of the Pericardia, Cardialgias, and Gripes, accompanied with frequent Stools, Hiccups, inflammations of the Stomach and Intestines, Coldness of the Extremities, and sometimes Convulsions. For that the Salt, contained in these Purgatives, is highly subtil and active, and diffuses its Virtue thro' the whole Mass of Humours, is sufficiently obvious from this, that the Child is purged by the Milk of the Nurse who has taken such a Purgative. And sometimes, by the external Application only of Purgatives, violent formidable Fluxes have been brought on. Thus Herium in Comment. Hippocrates informs us, that the Ancients purged themselves by washing their Feet in a Decotion of white Hellebore. Walerus de Meth. Med. informs us, that a Piece of Hellebore, used for cleaning an Issue, excited a Vomiting, and proved purgative. And an Ointment, in which Coloquintida is an Ingredient, laid upon the Navel, purges not only Children, but also Adults. But the Caustic and inflammatory Nature of strong Cathartics is sufficiently obvious from this, that, when externally applied, they burn the Skin, and excite Blisters like a Vesicatory. The Juice of the Eiula consumes Warts, and the Essence extracted from the draffic Purgatives, such as Jalap, Mechooan, and Scammony,
mony, when swallowed, burns and corrodes the Fauces, and Oesophagus, and excites hot Pufules and Aphetiae. And certainly the virulent and poifonous Quality of draffic Pur- gatives is sufficiently evinced by the Experiments of Weffer, who in his Tract. de Cicuta aquatica informs us, that he gave various Pur- gatives in a certain Quantity to Whelps; immedi- ately after which, Vomiting, Con- vulsions, and at laft Death ensued. Upon dissecting these Animals, the Stomach and small Intes- tines were found inflamed, and marked with red Spots, just as if they had taken Arfenic. And what deserves our Attention is, that, according to the express Words of the Author, the fame Phenomena are exhibited, and the fame Effects produced, by the Refin of Jalap, so much ufed in our Days.

Since, therefore, the Operation of the more acrid and draffic Cathar- tics is fo violent, dangerous and sometimes fatal, the prudent, ratio- nal, and cautious Physician ought feldom to prefer them. 'Tis sufficiently confirmed by Experience, that in all Ages greater Havock, or more terrible Consequences have not been produced by any Medicine, than by draffic Pur- gatives preposterously and unskillfully exhibited. None of the Shop Preparations fo quickly and powerfully impair the Strength, change the Pulse, injure the Stomach, or prejudice and disturb the natural Strength thereof, and the Intes- tines, as acrid and draffic Pur- gatives. 

Hoffman takes notice of feveral Pa- tients, who, by a frequent and re- peated Ufe of thefe, have brought on themselves Dropities, Hypochon- drian Disorders, Inflammations of the Stomach, accompanied with Fefers which have proved mortal, Dyfent- eries, a Cholera Morbus, and some- times a Palpy of the right or left Side. The Ancients, indeed, to whom the mild Laxatives and the Ufe of the Salts were in a great meafure unknown, frequently prefireibed these draffic Pur- gatives; and Hippocrates himself purged his Patients principally with Elaterium, and Hellebore. But if we carefully look into their Works, we find that they did not exhibit these draffic Pur- gatives, except in Cafes where the Danger of the Patient rendered them neceffary; and even then they made their Patients drink Milk before and after the Exhibition of the Elaterium, to the Virtues of which they attributed a great deal; and they corrected the Hellebore with an Admixture of Mullum, Oil, or Milk. Besides, they did not promifcuoufly ufe these Medicines, but accurately diftingu- ished in what Cafes they were proper, and in what not. And Hippocrates expressly forbids the Ufe of them in all Fefers, and inflammatory Di- orders. Besides, that the bad Con- sequences produced by draffic Pur- gatives were not unknown to the moft skillful of the ancient Physicians, is sufficiently obvious from the Precepts and Maxims every where occurring in their Works. This is afferted in express Words, in the 37th Aphorifm of the Second Section, where we are told, "That thofe, who are in a State of perfect Health, are speedily reduced to a deplorable Condition, by being purged." And in the 16th Aphorifm of the Fourth Section, Hippocrates confirms this Truth. 

Hurnius, in his Attempt to demon- strate the Truth of this Aphorifm, adds, "I have been found and hea- thy Perfons, to whom a simple Purgative Apozenm of Pufitary and Sena Leaffes, rarely exhibited, has proved fatal." Celsus, in Lib. I. Cap. 3, informs us, that as Pur- gatives are sometimes neceffary, fo, when frequently ufed, they prove dangerous. And, in the 12th Chap- ter of his Second Book, he has thefe Words:
Words; "Purgatives generally in- 
"jure the Stomach, weaken the Pa-
tient, and are never properly pre-
scribed, except in Disorders un-
accompanied with a Fever." Dios-
corides, Lib. 4. Cap. 178. declares 
himself of the same Sentiments, and 
affirms, that Purgatives are highly 
prejudicial and unfriendly to the Stom-
ach. But Campugus, in a particu-
lar Book, has treated of the poisonous 
and hurtful Quality of Purgatives, in 
a more full and circumstantial Manner 
than any who went before him. Hel-
mont, also, and his Followers, as also 
Bonteche, did not scruple to call 
Purgatives mortal Poisons. Montanus, 
Crate, and delloander, Men well ac-
quainted with the Healing Art, were 
much afraid of precribing them, 
but frequently used Pills of bitter 
Extracts, Gums, and Aloe. But 
the dratic Purgatives are in a partic-
ular Manner hurtful and injurious to 
Patients of weak Constitutions, Chil-
dren, old Persons, and to those who 
are recovering from a Disease, whose 
Stomachs are weak, or whose Ner-
vous System is subject to disorderly 
Motions. Nor is there any Medi-
cine more prejudicial to Men of cho-
leric and delicate Constitutions, after 
the uneasy Shocks of Grief and 
Sorrow, than dratic Purgatives; by 
the Use of which several Patients 
have been taken off; in consequence 
of an Inflammation of the Stomach, 
and a subsequent Cholera. Those 
who are subject to Hemorrhoidal Co-
lics, and Hypochondriac and Hysteric 
Spaifs, ought, also, carefully to ab-
stain from dratic Purgatives, unless 
they are in love with Pain, and fond 
of Mifery. This Species of Medi-
cine is, also, highly prejudicial to 
Children, especially when struggling 
with the Pangs of a difficult Den-
tion. 

But however terrible the Conse-
quences to be apprehended from the 
Use of Purgatives are, yet as Poison 
carefully and circumspectly exhibited 
becomes a Medicine, as is obvious 
from Mercurials, and Antimonial E-
metics, so there are, also, some 
that very few, Cafes, where strong 
and drastic Cathartics are properly 
prescribed. In an Anafarca, for In-
stance, especially when it does not 
arise from an Induration, or a cir-
rous State of the Vifera and Glands, 
but from a sudden Stagnation of 
Water, consequently to a Suppression 
of the Menstrual or Hæmorrhoidal 
Discharges, or from too great Vo-
racity in or after a Disease. Fre-
deric Hoffman says, he has seen a 
few Ounces of the Juice of common 
Flower de Luce, as also Gamboge, 
Elaterium, and Extract of Esula, suc-
cessfully exhibited with Half a Pint 
of Milk. The Dose may, also, be 
fewer times repeated, as the State of 
the Patient shall require. For by this 
Means, a surprizing Quantity of 
Water is not only discharged by the 
Anus, but also, in Women, some-
times from the Uterus. And these 
dratic Purges have been known to 
have evacuated only a small Quan-
tity of Excrements, but excited a very 
copious and salutary Discharge of 
Urine. For Hydropic Patients, in 
consequence of the relaxed and tor-
pid State of the intestinal Fibres, are 
the better able to bear these Purga-
tives; and these Fibres require a 
strong and powerful Stimulus, to ex-
cite and roufe them to their proper 
excretory Motions. These acrid and 
dratic Purgatives may, also, be pro-
perly prescribed in Paralytic Resolu-
tions of the Limbs, Lethargic Dis-
orders, and Cases where the languid 
State of the Patient requires an effi-
cacious Medicine; as also in Mad-
ness, agreeable to which Celus in 
the twelfth Chapter of his second Book 
informs us, that "Black Hellebore is 
"properly exhibited to those who 
"abound with black Bile, who are 
"melancholy mad, or whose Nerves
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"are, in any Part of the Body, be come paralytic." The above quoted Hoffman affirms, that he has found from Experience, that violent Pains of the Os Ichium and Os Coccygis, which now and then affect the Thighs, have been relieved by drastic Purgatives; which, by procuring seven or eight brick Stools, have removed the Load of bilious and ill concocted Juices, which was the Cause of the Disorder.

Men of robust Constitutions, who live in the more northerly Climates, and use Aliments which are coarse and hard of Digestion, may, if Necessity requires it, have the drastic Purgatives exhibited to them. But the Dose must be very small, either in Powder in conjunction with Salts, such as Cream of Tartar, or Vitriolated Tartar, with an Addition of a few Grains of Diaphoretic Antimony. Or let the Extract of black Hellebore, Scammony, Resin of Jalap, or other Substances of the like Nature, be reduced into the Form of Pills, together with such Things as allay and correct their virulent Quality; such as Cinnabar, Vitriol of Mars, Saffron, Caltor, Salt of Amber, Amber, and Myrrh. 'Tis however always to be remembered, that, where a strong Evacuation is required, 'tis far more proper to excite it by an increased Dose of the more gentle Purgatives, than to force it by those which are highly acrid and virulent.

CHAP. III.

Of Alternatives.

Alternatives are principally employed in correcting Matter that is faulty as to Quality. But as the Matter to be corrected in Diseases may be faulty in different Respects, so it is plain that there must be various Species of Alternatives adapted to the various Defects of the offending Matter. For Instance, if the Juices of a Human Body, which in their natural State are benign, mild, and balsamick, should either acquire a Saline-acid and corrosive Quality, or assume a hot, subtile, sulphureous Intemperature, or become thick, vifcid, and tenacious, or over acid and corrosive: In such an Instance, Alternatives of different Kinds should be administered: that is, Absorbents for imbibing and blunting the Acid; tempering Medicines for dissolving and attenuating the thick and viscid Juices; and, in fine, Demulcents for soothing and mitigating the burning and corrosive Acrimony.

In the first Kind of Alternatives are included Absorbents, the principal of which are of marine Substances, as the Mother of Pearl, Cockle-shells, Oyster-shells, all the Species of Coral, red, and white, and the Bones of the Cuttle Fish; of Animals, the Bones and Horns, whether subjected to Boiling and softened by Evaporation, or burnt in an open Fire; the Teeth, the Claws, and Eyes of Crabs, the Jaws of Fishes, the animal and fossil Unicorn; of subterraneous Substances, the Lapis Specularis, Chalk, prepared Crystal, Osteocolla, all Stones calcined and burned, and various Kinds of Boles, Clays, and Sealed Earths; of Metals, the Filings of Steel; of Chymical Preparations, all Salts prepared by Incineration, Cineres Clavellati, Salt of Tartar, fixed Nitre, the urinous Spirit of Sal Ammoniac, volatile Sal Ammoniac, the Magnesia Alba, Tincture of Salt of Tartar, and of Antimony.

'Tis the Nature and Property of all these Absorbents speedily to incorporate with any Acid that falls in their Way, to imbibe it, blunt, and destroy
destroy its corrosive Quality, and to be along with it changed into a third neutral, and inoffensive Body. This Effect is plain from the Example of extremely corrosive Spiritus Nitri Fumans; from Oil of Vitriol, Sublimate Mercury, Aqua Regia, Aqua Fortis, and other highly caustic Liquors; which, by the Addition of the Filings of Iron, the Mixture of an alcaline Salt, and an earthly absorbent Substance, lose the Whole of their acid and corroding Qualities. But although all saline and earthy Alcalies agree in this, that they subdue an Acid, and change it into a third Substance, yet there is this Difference between them, that alcaline and lizivious Salts are quickly and totally dissolvido in the Body, not only by an acid, but likewise by an aqueous Fluid; whereas earthly Substances are not without Difficulty entirely dissolved, as is plain in Corals, Filings of Steel, and quick Lime, which are never thoroughly dissolved by an Acid, especially of the vegetable Kind, but always remain a Kind of fixed earthly Substance. And which is still more, Alcaline Salts, besides their absorbent Quality, after they have in a Manner embraced the Acid, acquire a new and additional medicinal Virtue, which is that of attenuating and colliquating the viscid, slimy, and tenacious Juices. They are, likewise gently stimulating, and either open the Belly, or promote a Discharge by Urine, or even by Perspiration; and are besides attended with this Advantage, that they quickly pass through the excretory Duets. But many other Alcaline Substances, instead of being calculated to quicken and forward the Secretions, rather prove astringent by their Effects; which is usually the Case with Filings of Steel, Corals, Boles, and Sealed Earths.

Since, then, as earthly Alcalies are not dissolvido but by an Acid, we ought to be cautious in exhibiting them in Disorders, where the first Organs of Digestion, (the Scene where Absorbents produce their principal Effects,) are loaded with a Collection of crude and viscid Juices; lest they should adhere to them undisolved, and so oppress the Stomach, destroy the Appetite, and Digestion, and render the Belly more creptive; as has sometimes happened in Fevers of the burning, bilious, and hectic Kind, which were attended with a Decay of peristaltic Motion, or of the constrictory or retentive Force of the Stomach.

On the other hand, because these Absorbents so readily destroy and consume the Acid, and because Acidity is what principally infringes and interferes with the Efficacy of Cathartics and Emetics, they are very usefully, where there is any just Supposition of the Redundance of an Acid, preferred before Vomiting and Purging, by way of Digestive. Tho' all earthly Substances absorb and blunt an Acid, yet upon Account of their different Natures and Textures, it sometimes happens, that they produce very different Effects, and such as are often contrary to the Intention of the Prescriber. 'Tis therefore necessary we should be very cautious in our Choice of such as we design to use. When, for Instance, a Physician desires, besides an absorbent Quality, a corroborative and astringent Virtue, marine Substances are chiefly proper for answering his Intention; such as Coral, Oyster-shells, the Shells of Eggs, and the various Species of Earths, or Marls, especially such as are called Sealed Earths. If he desires a gentler Astringent, Mother of Pearl, and Shells best answer his Intention; and if a Flux of the Seminal Matter isto be restrained, the Bones of the Cuttle Fish are peculiarly proper for that Purpose. When by Absorbents a laxative 

Effect
Effect is at the same time to be produced, the Magnesia Alba duly prepared of a Lixivium of Nitre, is to be administered; which, being entirely dissolved by an Acid, is changed into a bitter Salt, of a middle Nature, which occasions a speedy Discharge of the Excrements. For this Reason, the Use of singular Efficacy in Hypochondriacal Cakes, and when the first Organs of Digestion abound with acid Juices, or when the Belly is colitive. When the Effects of Diuretic Medicines are to be produced by Absorbents, the Claws and Eyes of Crabs, Shells, or Coral calcined, and Osteocolla, are in that Case most efficacious. For procuring a free and plentiful Perspiration in any Disease, the Bones of Animals burned and philosophically prepared are of all other Medicines the best calculated, and most effectual; and, in fine, for resolving the flagrant and condensed Humours, and the Blood itself when coagulated, Nothing is more proper than a Medicine, which contains the Eyes of Crabs dissolved in Vinegar.

The absorbent Medicines are very simple, and generally speaking very easily prepared, yet their Virtues and Efficacies are almost superior to those of all others, nor can they be sufficiently commended. For none of all the Tribe of Alteratives are endowed with such a Power of speedily subduing the bad Qualities of noxious Juices; nor are any of them so safe and innocent as Absorbents, where not used to Excess. Add to this, that the Body is very subject to be affected by an Acid, especially in those whose bile is deficient, such as Women, and old Men, those who lead a sedentary Life, or drink freely of Liquors abounding with an Acid; and in many Disorders, especially those of the Melancholic and Hypochondriacal Kind, the Quantity of Acid in the Body is scarcely credible.

But Acids by their coagulating Quality are hurtful to the Human Constitution, obstruct the Circulation of the Vital Juices, and lay too sure a Foundation for very terrible Disorders, especially of the Chronical Kind. Tis therefore evident, that Absorbents are endowed with singular Virtues, and accommodated to a great Number of Diseases. But they were very sparingly used by the Ancients, and only brought into Credit by Helmont and Bauhuis, and their two Followers in Holland, Sylvius and Bouthevius: who assigned an Acid as the Cause of many Diseases, and prescribed Absorbents for their Cure.

The second Class of Alteratives comprehends those Medicines which are of a lenient and temperating Quality, such as check the hot intestine Motion of the sulphurous Particles of the Blood, and qualify, subdue, and cool the scorching hot and bilious Humours in the Intestines themselves. Of Vegetables, the principal of this Kind are, the Root and Herb of Sorrel, Wood-Sorrel, Citrons, Oranges, China-oranges, Pomegranates, Strawberries, Barberries, Cherries, and the Juices of them prepared, and likewise Syrups and Water distilled from thefe. Add to these the four greater cold Sees, and Decoctions of Oats, Whey, Butter-Milk, the Juice of Crow-Fish, a Decoction of Tortoiseshell, thin Decoctions of the Shavings of Harts-horn, and Vipers Grass, or without Barley, Jellies of Harts-horn, and Water distilled from the Shavings of Harts-horn. Of the Mineral Tribe, well purified Nitre is the best and most efficacious, and becomes still better if restored from Aqua Fortis to its former State, by the Addition of Salt of Tartar. Of Chymical Preparations, the effential Salt of Wood Sorrel, Cream of Tartar, Phlegm of Vitriol, Tinctures of
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of Roses, Daily Flowers, and Violetts, prepared with Spirit of Vitriol, are good tempering Medicines.

Tempering Medicines act in three several Manners. For they either by their acid Salts bind up the volatile sulphurous Particles, and, by fixing and coagulating them, jeffen in some measure their Intestine Motions; or they operate by an expansive and aero-elatic Quality, such as that which is inherent to Nitre; or, in the last place, they restore the Moisture consumed by the Heat; by diluting and dissolving the sulphurous Parts, and at the same time jeffen the too great Elasticity of the Vessels, upon which the Heat in a great measure depends, as is observable in the Use of Watery Liquors, Whey, Decoctions of Harthorn, and of Oats.

These tempering and qualifying Medicines are of great Use in Phytic, wherever a preternatural Heat is to be extinguished; and therefore cannot be wanted in Fevers of all Kinds, Inflammations, Spasms, and grievous Pains, which almost always are occasioned by too great a Commotion of the Blood. But Nitrous Preparations are deservedly to be preferred to Acids. For Nitre is not only cooling, but anti-spasmotic, and relaxes the Rigidity of the Parts. In like Manner it promotes the Discharge by Urine, and Stool. Besides, asthiole cooling and acid Fluids condenfe and coagulate, and as Nitre rather rarifies and attenuates thick and viscid Humours, so, when sprinkled, either in Powder or dissolved in Water, upon a black coagulated Blood, it renders it more florid. For this Reason, Nitre is not only preferable to Acids in Inflammations, and even in Inflammatory Fevers, which arise from a black coagulated pent-up Blood, but is likewise a noble and efficacious Preservative against Inflammations; because it effectually fuses and dissolves the viscid Serum, which is easily to be observed in the Blood of those who are subject to Inflammations.

In chronic Fevers, such as those of the slow and hectic Kind, which for the most part owe their Origin to a Defect of Putresfaction in some of the Viscera, and when a Cough or Spitting of Blood is joined with them, or when the Lungs themselves are faulty, not Acids but nitrous and diluting Remedies, especially such as are taken from the Animal Kingdom, are to be used, such as: Whey, the Decoction, and Jelly, of Harts-horn. When, also, a feverish Heat accompanies Diarrheas, Dysenteries, or a Cholera Morbus, cooling Acids are to be abated from, and diluting, gelatious, and mucilaginous Medicines, and temperating and absorbing Powders, with the Addition of a Grain or two of Nitre, are to be used.

In the third Class of Alteratives are comprehended incising and attenuating Medicines; among which may be reckoned the Roots of white Burnet, Dragons, Sweet Flag, Acrabacca, wild Radish, Elecampane, Succory, Florentine Orris, Solomon's Seal, Swallow Wort, the Herbs Leopards Bane, Brook Lime, Scurvy Grass, Water Cresses, or Cress, Dittander, Rosa Solis, Fumitory, Buck Bean, the Jetfer Centaury, Hyssop, Germander, Chervil, Carduus Benedictus, Jetfer Houfe-leek, the several Species of Garlic, Leeks, and Onions, Guaiacum Wood, and its Bark, the Spices, Pepper, and Ginger, the Seeds of Muffard, Scurvy Grass, and Water Cresses, the Gums Ammoniacum, Galbanum, Sagapenum, Opopanax, Myrth, Benzon; of Chymical Preparations, Mercurius Dulcis, æthiops Mineral, Flowers of Sulphur, fixed Alcaline Salts of Vegetables reduced to Alhes, especially Salt of Tartar,
Tartar, and of Wormwood, also, neutral Salts, as Sal-ammoniac, Sal-polychrestum, Epson Salt, Vitriolated Tartar, Terra foliata Tartari, Arcanum Duplicatum, a Solution of Crabs Eyes, of Nitre and Sal-ammoniac, urinous Spirit of Sal-ammoniac, and Oxyymel of Squills, acrid Tincture of Antimony, Essence of Gum-ammoniac, and of Indian Pepper, Renin of Guaiacum; Syrup of Tobacco, of Hedge Mustard, Pecula of Arum; and Medicinal Waters, also, which, besides their diluting add opening Virtue, are possessed of an attenuating and inciting Quality; as also, Infusions in the Form of Tea, which, by their great Store of an aqueous Element, disjoin the coalescent Globules; and lastly, sweet Whey, which, on account of the sweet and subtile Salt it contains, is destructive, and opens the excretory Ducts.

Of these, some act upon the fluid, and others upon the solid, Parts of the Body. Those, which affect the Fluids by immediate Contact, are very few in number; and those either consist of aqueous Diluters, which are very efficacious for suffing the glutinous and viscid Juices, or of alkaline fixed and volatile Salts, and nitrous Salts, which when mixed, especially in a liquid Form, with thick and coagulated Blood and Humours, liquify and attenuate them in such a Manner, as even to be perceptible to the Eye. All the rest operate upon the Solids by augmenting their Tone, their Strength, and contractile Force, and by adding to the elastic Powers of the Vessels, by which Means they strongly press and agitate the contained Juices, accelerate their progressive and intestinate Motions, and, forcibly and frequently propelling them thro' the capillary Vessels, divide and disjoin the viscid Juices into small Globules, upon which Fluidity depends.

This Action upon the Solids is, in some Medicines, performed by a fixed acrid Salt; as in the Roots of Arum, white Burnet, Asarabacca, Florentine Orris, Solomons-Seal, the Herbs German Leopards Bane, Dittander, Rosa Solis, Pepper, and Ginger, which are indeed of an acrid Smell, but, being distilled with Water by an Alembic, neither yield a volatile acrid Oil, nor a Water of an acrid Taste, which is a sufficient Proof, that they are of a fixed Nature. Other Medicines, again, produce their Effects by an acrid, subtile, and volatile Salt; such as wild Radish, Elecampane, Water Cresles, Scurvy-Gras, Mustard, and all Kinds of Onions, Garlic, and Leeks. Some act by their stimulating neutral Salts, of which Kind are those Salts, whose Acrimony and irritating Quality are not only discoverable by their Taste, but by their Effects. For which Reason, when exhibited in large Doses, they open the Belly and prove diuretic. Others produce their Effects by an acrid Salt, which contains many sulphureous Particles, as is obvious in Gum Ammoniac, Sagapenum, Opoponax, Guaiacum, and its Renin; which, besides their acrid Salt, contain an Oil, which upon Distillation they yield in Abundance. Lastly, some Medicines perform their Work, by a penetrating, subtile, and metallic Salt, as Mercury, and especially Mercurius Dulcis, and Ethiops Mineral.

The Virtues of attenuating and incidinc Medicines are so extensive, that, on account of the great Variety of their Effects, they are usually ranged under different Denominations. For when tenacious viscid Humours not only stagnate in the Cavities of the Vessels, but sluff up and obstruct the small Tubes of the Intestines and Emunctories, these Medicines, by their incising and attenuating Quality, disengage the impeded
packed Humours, remove the Obstructions, and may, for that Reason, be called Aperients, since they produce the same Effect. They also deserve the Name of Anti-Scorbutics, and Purifiers of the Blood. For since the Purity and good State of the animal Juices depend upon the due Secretion and Excretion of superfluous and recremonious Matter; and since Secretion and Excretion cannot be carried on, if the small Canals of the Glands and Emunctories are blocked up by viscid and tenacious Humours, 'tis plain, that those Medicines, which are endowed with a Power of incising viscid Juices, and removing Obstructions, must not only be Purifiers of the Blood, but also Preervative against the Scourby, in which the Juices are of a bad Quality, and loaded with various heterogeneous, viscid, salt, sulphureous, and sharp Particles. Now since attenuating Medicines produce so different Effects, the Physician ought to know, what particular Attenuants are best adapted to particular given Cases.

In Disorders of the Stomach, and first Organs of Digestion, for incising and attenuating viscid Humours, the following Medicines are excellently calculated: The Root of Arum, of white Burnet, and of Calamus Aromaticus, Pepper, Ginger, purified Sal Ammoniac, Vitriolated Tartar, Arcanum Duplicateum, Salt of Wormwood, Spirit of Salt, simple or dulci\nifies. And if crude and ill concocted Juices are to be evacuated by way of Excrement, the neutral Salts are preferable; especially the Sal Polychrestum, and the Eph\noms Salts taken in large Doses, and drank in a sufficient Quantity of some aqueous Vehicle.

In Disorders of the Breast, when viscid Humours are to be attenuated and thrown up by Spitting, the most effectual are the Roots of Elecam-
Roots of Marsh Mallows, of white Lillies, of Liquorice, and of Vipers Gras, the five emollient Herbs, Lettice, Bears Breech, Pellitory of the Wall, the Flowers of Elder, of Mellilot, of Mallows, of Mullein, of Yarrow, of Camomile, of white Lillies, of Borage, of the wild Poppy, of the Lime Tree, of the Egyptian Thorn, of Violets, and most of all Saffron; the Seeds of Flax, of Fenugreek, of Anife, of Quinces, of Flea Bane, of white Poppies, the four greater and Isler cold Seeds, sweet Almonds, Figs, Pine Nuts, Pistaches, Cherry Tree Gum, Gum Arabic, Gum Tragacanth, Shavings and Jelly of Harts-horn, Human Grease, that of a Dog, of a Capon, the Marrow of their Bones, the Fat about their Omentum, Bones, and Myfentery; the native Oils of Animals, fresh Butter, Cream, Milk, Crystals of Milk, Sperma Ceti, Honey, the Yolk of an Egg, and its White dried and reduced to Powder. Of prepared Medicines, Oil of sweet Almonds, Linseed Oil, Rape Oil, Oil of the Male Balfam Tree, Decoctions of Harts-horn, and Vipers Gras, mixed with the Juices of Citrons, the common Ptian, sweet Whey, Fernelius's Syrup of Marsh Mallows, Ointment of Marsh Mallows, simple Diachylon plaster, that of Mellilot, and that of Frog Spawn.

The Virtues of these Medicines are twofold; the one appropriated to the Solids, the other to the Fluids. In the Solids, they relax, soften, and render moveable the hard, stiff, and tenfe Fibres, and at the same time enlarge and dilate the Channels of the small contracted Vessels; but in the Fluids they, by their viscid Mucilage, bind up, involve; and as it were, inclose in a Sheath the piercing Points of the sharp corroding Salts; and by that Means prove excellent lenitive Medicines; and, when exter-
Whey. But they are to be used in large Quantities, and for a long time, with the Addition now and then of a Spoonful or two of Oil of sweet Almonds, together with Bathing in fresh Water with Milk.

Fresh Fat and Grease of Animals, especially the Marrow of Bones, which abounds with a very subtle Oil, are used internally with Success, in a sharp scorbutic Disposition of the Humours.

In a Dryness of the Parts, and when the Joints can scarce move without making a Noise, and in Arthritic Pains, these emollient Medicines produce wonderful Effects. But these fat Substances are to be used when the Stomach is empty, and not in large, but frequent, Doses, drinking some suitable warm Draught after them.

In Exulcerations of the Kidneys, and Discharges of bloody Urine, which sometimes happen in the Small Pox on account of the Acrimony of the Humours, Cherry Tree Gum, and even Tragacanth, or the dried White of an Egg dissolved in Whey, are of singular Use. But in Disorders of the Breast, for blunting the Acrimony, which is the Cause of the Cough, and dispersing the Matter for Expectoration, the following Medicines are excellently calculated: Decoction of Oats, Sperma Ceti, Liquorice, the Oil of sweet Almonds, Saffron, Figs, Syrup of Violets, and Flowers of Poppy, and Elder.

In continual hectic Fevers, and if the sweet Juices, by a continued flow Fever, acquire a saltish Alcaline Acrimony, Cream and new Butter, on account of their demulcent Qualities, are found to produce excellent Effects.

In a Cholera Morbus, also a Dysentery, a Scurvy, or scorbutic Decay, a Consumption, and, in general, wherever the Acrimony of the Humours gives Rife to the Disease, gelatinous Decotions of Flesh, of Bones, and especially of Harts-horn, Calves Feet, and Sheep's Feet, are of a singular Efficacy and Advantage, as well used internally by way of Drink, as injected by way of Clyster.

When the Intestines are violently contracted, and the Excrements pent up by Flatulencies, emollient, demulcent Medicines, such as Oil of sweet Almonds, Whey, Decotions of Oats, and Hartshorn, produce very great Effects; but should rather be injected by way of Clyster, than taken by the Mouth.

Emollient Flowers and Herbs, if boiled with a small Quantity of Saffron, inclosed in a Bladder, and externally applied over the internal Part affected, procure almost incredible Ease and Relief, as may be experienced in a Pleurisy, an Inflammation of the Liver, a Colic, or when the Anus suffers by the blind Haemorrhoids.

When any extravasated and impacted Humour is to be converted into Pus, no Applications can be more properly made than Liniments and Cataplasmis, made of emollient Fats and Milk; but especially of the Flowers and Leaves of white Lillies, Saffron, Figs, roasted Onions, Beans, Meal, Yolks of Eggs, and Honey. But these are not to be used, when the Matter is contained in hardened and scirrhous Parts, where it cannot be converted into Pus, unless we are inclined to bring on a fatal Putrefaction.

Mucilages made of the Seeds of Quinces, and Flea Bane, with Rope Water, or Frogs Spawn Water, often afford immediate Relief, in excoriated and exulcerated Parts, attended with Heat and Pain; such as the ulcerated Aphthae in the Mouth, blind and painful Haemorrhoids, a Tenesmus, Gonorrhæa, or a corroding Fluor Albus.
SOPORIFICS, if they are of a potent Nature, take the Name of Narcotics, and are such Kind of Remedies, as by their subtile, noxious, deleterious Exhalations; diminish, or quite destroy, the Sense and Motion of the solid Parts. Among Soporifics, the most eminent are those which are usually prepared for Medicinal Uses of the whole Poppy, as Opium, which by the Antients was called Lactyra Papaveris; the Tear of the Poppy; and Meconium, which is the Extract of the Poppy made by Boiling. Stupefactive and Soporifics are, not without good Reason, reckoned amongst Poisons; since they exert their noxious Influence in a short Space of Time, when taken in a small Quantity: and a Quantity a little larger than ordinary proves mortal. Besides, their principal Operation is on the noblest Parts of the Body; which are the Origins of Sense and Motion; and, moreover, they act by Means of an Element quite opposite to Nature; a noisome sulphurous Vapour, by which they diminish to a considerable Degree, or quite destroy, the Sense and Motion of the motive Fibres.

The Operation of stupufactive Poisons is directly opposite to that of Caustics. These latter, with their highly acrimonious and penetrating Salts, excite unnatural and violent Motions; the other, by their sulphurous Vapour, retard or stop those Motions and Sensations, which principally belong to the nervous Membranes, and by that Means render the Circulation of the Blood more languid, and the Excretions slower and more imperfect.

The Life of the Human Body, and the Integrity of its Functions, con-...

fists in the due Tone of the Solids, and the free and equable Motion of the Fluids. The first depends on their moderate and equable Syntole and Diastole, or their Contraction and Dilatation; the other in a proper Temperament, Quantity, and Ventilation of the Blood. Whatever, therefore, in a speedy and effectual Manner destroys that due Tone of the Solids, and disfurb the equable Motion of the Fluids, is naturally qualified to subvert all the Functions of the animated Body, and, if it works such an Effect in a violent Manner, it may be justly called Poison. And when Soporifics and Narcotics in too great a measure diminish the Motion, and injure the Tone of the solid Parts, or render the Circulation of the Blood more languid and imperfect, they are highly destructive to Nature.

We are assured by undoubted Experience, that the Effects of Opium and Narcotics, especially when taken in an immoderate Quantity, are a weak, low, and small Pulse, a Straitness, and Difficulty of Breathing, a soporous Indisposition, and Heaviness of the Head, a Dullness of the Senses, and oftentimes a Delirium, attended with a Diminution of Appetite, Coffivenefs, a Defect in Digestion, and a remarkable Decay of Strength. All these Symptoms proceed from no other Cause, than a too slow Progress or Stagnation of the Blood and Fluids. For since the Motion of the Fluids depends only on the Tone, Strength, and Syntole and Diastole Motions of the solid Parts, it plainly appears, that the Animal Spirit, that Fluid of the Brain, which directs and regulates the Motion of all the other Fluids, is primarily and preternaturally affected by these Remedies.

The Elements, by which Narcotics operate, are of an highly volatile and penetrating Nature, since they
do deeply imninate themselves, like a Vapour, into the Pores of the Membranes and Nerves, and, by contaminating that moist pure and moveable Fluid, deprive, by little and little, the Solids of their Tone and Motion.

That the Elements by which Narcotics exert their Force are extremely volatile and penetrating, may be proved by severall Arguments. First, Their Virulence is almost entirely destroyed by long and vehement Boiling. Secondly, If they are applied in Ointment or Epithems to the Head, or other nervous Parts, as the Soles of the Feet, and Palms of the Hands, or only received by way of Smell, they induce a Sleepiness. Dioscorides affirms Opium to be soporiferous by Smell alone. And Plutarch in his Sympathies relates, that the Vapours proceeding from the Poppy have, for want of due Caution, proved fatal to those who have gathered the Juice. And Thirdly, It is found by manifold Chymical Experiments, that there are no better Correctives of their Virulence than Acids; such as the Juice of Quinces or Citrons, Wine Vinegar, or Spirit of Vitriol, which have a great Influence in fixing the volatile Sulphur.

And Opium is well known to lose its Virtue by being roasted on an heated Plate. All Narcotics and Hypnotics exhale a strong and malignant Kind of Vapour, as we are astounded by the Smell, which is a manifest Indication of an ungrateful Sulphur contained in them.

Narcotics act on the nervous Membranes of the Stomach and Intestines, principally by Means of a vaporous and fetid Sulphur. For as the Stomach and Intestines first and immediately feel the Force and Efficacy of Remedies, they are so much more liable to suffer from the Influence of Medicines, which are of a stronger and more penetrating Nature than ordinary. Opium or any other Narcotic, after it is taken, and begins to be dissolved by the internal Heat and Moisture, diffuses its noxious Vapours, which being received into the Pores of the nervous Membranes, the Fluid on which their Tone and Motion depends, loses its Nature. Hence the Sensation, and, also, the perifaltic Motion of the Intestines become more languid. For if a strong Smell, as in the Case of Hysterics, received up the Nostrils, such, for Instance, as proceeds from burnt Feathers, or Afa Fertida, has so sudden an Effect in composing the turbulent and disorderly Motions in the nervous and membraneous System; and if, on the contrary, a fragrant Vapour has the Force of immediately disturbing the whole Frame of the Muscles by violent Spasms, why may not the foul and noifome Exhalations of Narcotics, by contaminating a Fluid of consummate Activity, as well injure or put a Stop to its Motion? But those Things, which act on the Nerves, are most speedy in their Effects; because their Influence is immediately diffused over the whole Nervous System. An Opiate as soon as taken, or before it is out of the Stomach, very soon caufes an Inclination to Sleep, and Relief from Pain in distant Parts. And Opiates, most of all, exert their Influence on the Nerves, by Virtue of which, those wracking Pains which are incident to the Intestines, are remitted in a Moment, being succeeded by a Vomiting.

Narcotics have, also, a considerable Influence on the Membranes of the Brain; where, by gently diminish ing the Spring and Syllode of the Arteries, which are furnished with very thin Membranes, they cause a Stagnation of the Blood therein, with
Diffusions of the Vessels of the Head, by which Means they induce a Torpor, Drowsines, Deliriousnes, with frightful and troublesome Dreams.

There is Nothing in the Nature of Things that will render a wife and intelligent Person a Fool, and stupid, so soon as a Narcotic. That the Datura has such an Effect is well known; and that the Solidanum Furiae, and its Berries, will suddenly render a Man of Sense a Maniac, is confirmed by many Observations in Matthiolus, Comment. in Dioscorid. Wierius, de Præcognition, Mercureialis, de Venenis, and Labetius in Adversariis Serpantium. To these we may add the following Observation of Frederic Hoffman. A certain Person, labouring under an Haemopoe, having thro' want of Care, taken too large a Dose of a Medicine containing a good Quantity of the Seeds of Henbane, was deprived of all Sense and Memory, and continued walking for some Days. And something like this happened from Pills of Hounds-tongue given in too large a Dose to reprije Vomiting. Even an external Application of Henbane may procure Madness, as Platerus affures us on the Testimony of Ren delius; and the pernicious Effects of these Kinds of Remedies were not unknown to the Ancients. Hence Callius Aurelianus, Lib. I. Cap. 34, says, "They soon become delirious, who take the Papaver, Mandragoras, or Hyosgyamus inwardly; but their Pulse at such time is very slow," and Helmont, Lib. I. de Lithiasis, says very justly of Opi um, "That they are guilty of a very great Error, who endeavour to cure a Mania with Opiates, since every Opiate is mad in itself." And in another Place; "Narcotics will hardly procure Sleep to mad Persons, tho' given in a quadruple Dose, but will increase the Madness." To this Purport also is, Obs. 78. Decr. 11. M. Nature & Curiosorum, of a Person labouring under a Dyfentery, who was made delirious with a Clyster of a Pint of a Decoction of Hyoscyamus, and continued in that State for fix Weeks.

Narcotics, or stupefactive Remedies, were always very much suspected by the wisest Physicians among the Ancients in the Cure of Difeases, on account of their deleterious Quality. For a Proof hereof we shall give a few Testimonies selected from innumerable others. Galen was very fearful of exhibiting Opium, and Lib. II. de Medicamentis Compositis. Cap. 10. he says, "That living Bodies suffer something of every Remedy composed of Opium, Hyoscyamus and Mandragoras." And Celsus, Lib. III. Cap. 18, pronounces, "That if Sleep must be procured by Medicines, Moderation is necessary in exhibiting them, lest we should never be able to remove the Person from the Sleep into which we have cast him." And Lib. Y. Cap. 25, he says, "To use Anodynes, without urgent Necessity, is a wrong Step, for they are a violent Kind of Medicine, and injurious to the Stomach." But the Effects are worse which Scribonius Largus Compos. 166. Cap. 48. enumerates. "Opium, says he, taken, induces Heavines of the Head, Refrigeration, and Lividness of the Limbs, and cold Sweats, besides a Difficulty of Respiration, Stupidity, and Loss of Reason." Trad. Lib. III. Cap. 5, writes, that a certain Person, by the sole Use of Opium, had lost his Voice and Speech, by such a Manner, that he could never afterwards be recovered. Nor must we omit Eius, who very well describes the pernicious Effects of Opiates in the following Manner. "Opiates, says he, never cure the Diseased themselves, on which the Pains attend; but, by inducing a Stupor..."
Stupor and Dullness of Sensation on the Parts, procure a Kind of Reft to the Pains." And, in another Place, to the fame Purpofe, he fays, that "They induce, indeed, an immediate Celfation of the Pain, but protract the Caufe thereof, and in a little time afterwards bring on Paintings and Death, or long incurable Diforders." And, to fpeak the Truth, fo fudden and pernicious have been the Effects, which Physicians of all Ages have recorded, from the Use of Narcotics, that they are by no means to pass unregarded, but to be esteemed as an Evidence of fome very active and latent Principle, which has Power to hurt. For which Reafon Physicians ought to be careful and circum­fept in the Use of these Kinds of Remedies.

Tho' much Mifchief and Danger may attend the Effects of Narcotics, fo that they may be esteemed not far removed from the Nature of Poifons, Physicians, however, both ancient and modern, have at all times ex­perienced great Benefit from hypno­tic Anodynes, efpicially in violent Pains and Fluxes. For what greater Benefit can we receive, than to be delivered from intolerable Anguifh? Besides, fuch is the Nature of Pain, that, if it be of any long Continu­ance, it either weakens the Powers of the Mind and Body to fuch a Degree, as to render a Difeafe, other­wise favourable, evidently mort­tal, or else brings Death itfelf. Whoever, therefore, fhall be fo happy as to know how to remove thefe Pains, and avert fo great Dangers, moft certainly confers an extraordin­ary Benefit, and admifters, I had almost faid, divine Confolation to the miserable Patient. And therefore if we confult the moft antient Compositions, of which Sciriborius Largus has principally made a Collection, or Celius, we fhall find many Precriptions againft Pains and Fluxes, of which Opium is commonly the Basis. Thus the Theriaca Androma­chi, Mithridate, and Philonium, with an infinite Number of modern Preparations, enough to fill a Vo­lume with their bare Titles, are but Correction of Opium, and Compo­itions which have for their Basis Opium, celebrated by Some as an univerfal Remedy; and Some en­deavour to extract a Panacea from it. It were indeed heartily to be wiied, that fome eminent Physici­ans had not been fo profufe in their Encomiums on this Remedy; fince none has been fo freely, and with fuch Impunity, abused to the Diftruction of Mankind, efpicially in our Times, on which Subject, Stbal de Impofituris Opii deferves to be con­fulted. I cannot avoid taking the Opportunity here to remark, that there is a Custom too prevalent in our Times, when we would repro­ce an Hæmorrhage, or alleviate a Pain, of exhibiting Pills of Hounds-tongue, which, having a Mixture of Opium in them and the Seeds of Henbane, and often leaving behind them, an extraordinary Stupor of the Head, ought to be ufed with the greatest Caution, and never but when milder Remedies will not answer the Inten­tion; nor then, if the Body be very weak.

In Diforders of the Stomach and Inte­lines all Things which induce a Stupor are very cautiously, or never at all, to be exhibited; because no Kind of Medicine is fo pernicious, and injurious to the Tone and Motion of the nervous Parts.

To prefervc Health, and prevent Difeafes, Nothing is fo effectual, as to maintain the Tone, Strength, and Motion of what they call the Prime Vitis, or first Paffages. Because the moft valuable Excretion which is performed by Stool, and discharges the Sordes, which are the Re­crements remaining after Digestion,
or are collected from all Parts of the Body, depends chiefly thereon. Where this Evacuation is suppressed, or else performed after a slow and remis Manner, a Deluge of vicious Humors is soon collected, and becomes the Cause as well as Fomentor of Diseases. Now there is Nothing which so effectually diminishes the peristaltic Motion of the Intestines, and suppresses the intestinal Excretion, as Sedatives and Anodynes, the Truth of which is attested by Experience. For as all Remedies, so especially those which are of a violent Quality, exert their Efficacy principally upon the Stomach and Intestines.

It is very dangerous to administer Opiates and Anodynes, where the Stomach and Intestines are inclining to an Inflammation and Sphacelus, or where an extraordinary Impurity disposes them to Corruption.

That a firm Rest and Stagnation of the Blood in the Vessels, ever productive of an Inflammation, will end in a sphacelous Putrefaction, unless reasonably discussed, is not to be questioned. Whenever, therefore, these Parts, I mean the Stomach and Intestines, labour under violent Pains and Spasms, and the Body is infirm or impure, an Inflammation is justly to be apprehended. "Tis, therefore, the Business of every prudent Physician, in a Dysentery, an Iliac Passion, a Spasmodic Colic, and a violent Cardialgia, diligently to consider, not only the Strength of the Patient, but also the various Stages of the Distemper, and the Disposition of the Humours, before he exhibits Medicines of a sedate Quality; otherwise, instead of affording reasonable Relief, he procures the Death of the Patient. Thus Some of the best Authors inform us, that mortal Symptoms have withstood been produced by Opiates taken in-ternally, or injected by way of Clyster. Influences of this Kind occur, in Thenerus in Observat. Lib. iii. Cap. 5. Waldschmidius in Differt. de Naja Opist. Tellings de Opio. Sennerius Lib. vi. Præcaes. P. 3. Cap. 1. and Marcellus Donatus in Hist. Med. Mirabil.

Since Medicines of a sedative and stupefying Quality so effectually destroy and impair the Strength of the Intestines, hence it is obvious, that Nothing has a more effectual Tendency both to produce and cherish Hypochondriac Disorders, than a frequent Use of such Medicines. That the Hypochondriac Disorder arises from continual Inflammations and Spasms of the Stomach and Intestines, which are of a nervous Nature, and that it is the Effect of the Suppression of the Discharge by Stool, and the large Congestion of peccant Humours arising from that Circumstance, are Things so certain, that they cannot be doubted of. Since, therefore, Medicines of this Kind, by producing Convulsions, weaken the Strength and Force of the Intestines, Nothing can be more prejudicial in this Disorder; and it is frequently observed, that the immoderate Use of Opiates and Astringents in checking Diarrheas, Dysenteries, and Intermittent Fevers, has produced a violent Hypochondriac Disorder, or in Women Hysterics, which generally afflicted the Patient during the remaining Part of Life. And if a Physician, by the frequent Use of Anodynes, checks the Pain, and other Symptoms accompanying the Disorder, he by that Means alleviates them for a time, but lays a Foundation for their recurring with greater Violence.

Sedative Medicines, especially those of the somniferous and stupefying Kind, are, also, injurious to the Head, and increase the Disorders incident to it. Because, by rendering the Motion and Pullication of the Carotid
rotid Arteries, which consist of tender Coats, more languid, they occasion a slow Circulation of the Blood through the Head. Hence the Stagnations of Blood, there produced, generate formidable Disorders. In order to keep the Head free from Disorders, it is of the last Importance to preserve the Tone of the Membranes of the Brain, and the due Circulation of its Blood through its Vessels. Now Nothing is more injurious to the nervous Coats of the Brain, than all Vapours, fetid, and strong smelling Substances; by whose Means their Strength and Tone are diminished, the sypholic and elastic Force of the small Arteries impaired, and consequently the Circulation of the Blood through the Head rendered slower. And this slow Circulation is succeeded by a Secretion of the serous Humour, which lays a Foundation for the most considerable Disorders of the Head, such as a Palsy, an Abolition of Memory, an Aphony, Difficulty of Hearing, Lethargic Disorders, Hemiplegies, and fixed Pains; or in consequence of the too great Dilatation of the Vessels of the Brain, by the infaring Blood, Melancholy, which is frequently accompanied with a palpable Depravation of the Fancy, an imaginary Appearance of Spectres, terrible Dreams, and a Madness, which easily degenerates into Fury. These vaporous and stupefying Medicines have an uncommon Tendency not only to generate, but also to support and cherish, these Disorders. And by the incautious Use of them, it has been frequently observ'd, that wild Disorders of the Head have been converted into Misfortunes of a more terrible Kind. An Head-ach, for Instance, has been transformed into a Lethargy; an Hemiplegia into Stupidity; a Palsy into an Apoplexy; a Vertigo into an Epilepsy; and a Difficulty of Hearing into a confirmed Deafness.

As Anodynes and Opiates are so unfriendly to the Membranes of the Brain and Intestines, by diminishing their Tone and Strength, Children and old Persons ought in a particular Manner to abstain from the Use of them. First, because they retard the Discharge by Stool; and secondly, because they weaken the nervous System and Membranes; two Circumstances highly prejudicial, as the Disorders, principally incident to these Ages, arise either from Coffin-nefs, or a Weakness of the Brain and Nerves.

'Tis certain from Experience, that by a liberal Use of Anodynes, Children contract a Dullness of Genius and Memory, which lasts for a considerable Time. For a violent Injury done to the tender Structure of their Brain is not easily repaired. For this reason Scalpier Vander Wiel, Cent. i. Obs. 42. jullly orders, "That Women and Nurses should not, when the Children committed to their Care are first affected with Pain and Un easines, forthwith exhibit Anodynes; since, tho' they do not generally by that Means destroy them, they yet often weaken their Brain and Nerves to such a Degree, as to induce violent Tremors, Palpites, and Stupidity." Of the same Opinion is Dr. Willis, who in Pharm. Rat. P. 1. informs us, that, by Medicines of this Kind, he knew some seized with Swolleness of Genius and Stupidity, and others with Dotage.

Anodynes and Opiates are highly injurious to Persons naturally weak, to those whose Strength is impaired by Age or Disorders, to those whose Pulse is languid, whose vital Motions are defective, or whose Fluids have a Tendency to Corruption. It ought to be a constant Rule in Practice, never to exhibit strong Sedatives, where the Strength is small, and the Pulse, which is always lessened by Opiates, already weak. Opiates and Anodynes...
Of Anodynes.

Dynes are scarce ever useful when the Viscera are infarcted, and their Tone destroyed, as in Chronical Disorders. Nor are such Medicines to be exhibited in Cakes, where the Blood and Humours are highly impure, as in Cacochymic and Scorbutic Habits; in which the inmoderate Use of Opiates, in order to remove Pains and Spasms, proves mortal, because it quickly induces a Sphacelus. When violent Pains have greatly diminished the Strength, or a profuse Sweat been excited, these Medicines should be sparingly used, lest a Palsy, or some other Nervous Disorder, should be induced. For this Reason, 'tis far more expedient to Use Opiates and Anodynes in the Beginning of Diseases, when the Strength is entire, than when it is exhausted by the long continued Shock of the Disorder.

As the two principal Indications for stopping Pain are, its Violence, and the Hardness and Strength of the Pulse, so, when these happen, an Hypnotic may be used; especially when the Pain proceeds from an external Cause, such as Worms, the Stone, the Eruption of a Tooth, the Puncture of a Tendon or Nerve, a Division of the Nails by some sharp Instrument, or the thrusting a Nail deep into the Sole of the Foot, which not only frequently induces a terrible Train of Symptoms, but also sometimes proves mortal.

As in all Cakes mild and safe Medicines are preferable to those of a more dangerous and draffic Nature, so, in mitigating Pain, we are never to have recourse to strong Anodynes, provided those of a mild and gentle Kind prove sufficient. Among these Hoffman recommends Anodyne Sulphur prepared from Vitriol, Spiritus Nitri Dulcis duly prepared; among Vegetable Substances, Saffron and Nutmeg, of fragrant Substances, Mulk and Amber; and of Shop Preparations, the Oils of Camomile and Yarrow. To this Class also belongs Opium depurated with Rain Water, and corrected by a due Addition of Analeptics, Purgatives, or Alexipharmics.

CHAP. V.

OF DIURETICS.

Those Medicines which elimate the Salt Serum, impregnated with grotes, terrestrial, and recrementitious Parts, by the Urinary Passages, are called Diuretics. The Medicines of this Kind are, by Celso, in the thirty-first Chapter of his second Book, characterized and enumerated as follows. "Every fragrant Vegetable, which is cultivated in Gardens, provokes a Discharge of Urine; such as Smallage, Rue, Dill, Bafil, Mint, Hydtop, Anise, Coriander, Garden Cresses, Rocket, Fennel, Asparagus, Capers, Catmint, Thyme, Savoy, Nipplewort, Parfimp, Skinet, and Onions." But of the Vegetable kind, Hoffman recommends as Diuretics, the Roots of Parsley, Asparagus, Graps, Liquorice, Madder, Parnip, Crowfoot, Persea-brava, Asmella, the Herbs Parsley, Ground Ivy, Horle Tail, Chervil, common Nettle, all Leeks, and all the Species of Garlic, the Flowers of Batchers Broom, and blue Bottles, the Seeds of Carrot, Parsley, Fennel, Groomwell, common Nettle, Violets, the four greater cold Seeds, the Seeds of Clubmofs, Winter Cherries, Doghips, Juniper Berries, Strawberries, the Wood of the Juniper Tree, Saffraths and its Bark. Among Resins and Balfams, Maftich, Amber, the Balsam of Meeba, and the Balsam of Capivi. In the Animal Kingdom, Cantiarides, Milleepedes, May Worms,
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Worms, Scorpions, Toads, Earth Worms, Cochineal, and Whey.

To the Class of Diuretics, also, belong all Alcaline Salts prepared by Incineration, as also the Salt of Amber, the Arcanum Duplicatum, a Solution of Crabbs Eyes and Nitre. The Compound Medicines belonging to this Class are, the Tincture of Tartar, and acid Tincture of Antimony, the Terra soliata Tartari, soluble Tartar, the Spirit of Turpentine, Balsam of Juniper, Oil of Juniper, the Syrupus Dialysand, the Trochize Alkekengi, and many others.

As the Discharge of the Urine may be impaired and rendered difficult from several Causes, such as, first, a Defect of due Moisture in the Blood; or secondly, thick and tenacious Juices, obstructing the small Urinary Ducts of the Kidneys; thirdly, a violent spasmotic Confinction of the Renal Ducts; or fourthly, their preternatural Relaxation and Weakness; so also the Medicines, calculated for restoring a due Discharge of the Urine, must be adapted to the Removal of those several Causes. Thus, for Influenza, some Substances, by conveying a due Degree of Fluidity to the infilrated Blood, augment the Discharge of Urine, of which Kind are all aqueous diluting Medicines, liberal Draughts of Spring Water, whether cold or warm, especially if Herbs of a diuretic Quality are infused in them. This Intention is likewise answered by Tea and Coffee, as also by Mineral Waters, either hot or cold; as they not only dilute the Blood, but by their alcaline Quality dissolve the viscid and tenacious Humours, and remove the Obstruction of the Kidneys. The same Effect is produced by Whey, which is polleffed of an aqueous, abiferent, and gently stimulating Principle, as also of a sweet nitrous Salt. Other Substances dissolve the tough viscid Humours, which obstruct and block up the secretory Ducts of the Kidneys, and by that Means render them fit for performing their Functions. Of this Kind are all fixed Salts, and the Lixiviums prepared from them; as also Tincture of Tartar, and the acid Tincture of Antimony, the Terra soliata Tartari, the Tartaruss Tartarifatus, the Arcanum Duplicatum, a Solution of Crabbs Eyes, and the Magnesia Alba, which, with the Acid of the Primae Vae, is converted into an aperient Salt; as also the Tincture of Quick lime, Mother of Pearl, and Coral prepared with Lemon Juice, as also the Salts obtained by Exhalation from Mineral Waters.

Other Substances soothe and alleviate the spasmotic Confinction of the Kidneys, which obstruct and prevent the due Discharge of the Urine. The most confiderable and efficacious of this Kind are Nitre, the four greater cold Seeds, and Emulsions prepared from them, the Seeds of the white Poppy, Carrot, and of Club-moles, as also Winter Cherries and Troches prepared of them. The same Intention is answered by the Anodyne Mineral Liquor, which is both a safe and efficacious Medicine, as also by Saffron and its Essence, the Juice of Grains, and Asparagus, and the Oil of sweet Almonds, which is a Liquor of a highly demulcent Quality. Other Substances, by their oleous, subtle, and balsamic Principle corroborate and strengthen the Kidneys, such as Myrtis, Amber, the Balsamum de Mecha, the Balsam of Capivi, Turpentine, the Wood and Berries of the Juniper Tree, Saffrastras, Parlyle, Fennel, Anise, Crow-foot, and the Oils, Essences, Spirits, Decotions, and Infusions of them. Other Medicines corroborate the Kidneys by their strengthening, fixed, terrefrual, and sulphurous Principle. Of this Kind
Kind are Dog-hips, Rob of Juniper, and dried Straw-berries, Pareira brava, Ground Ivy, the Bark of the Root of the Egyptian Thorn, Horsetail, Pauls Betony, and Chervil. Lastly, Other Medicines powerfully stimulate the Renal Ducts, when they are so far weakened, as to have their Functions either impaired, or totally destroyed. Of this Kind are almost all Insects, especially Cantharides, Millepedes, Spiders, Scorpions, and dried Toads; and, in the Vegetable Kingdom, all the Species of Leeks, and Garlic.

Since there is so great a Difference between Diuretic Medicines, with respect to the Principles and Manner of Operation, their Use must of course be different, and they must be judiciously adapted to the particular Nature of different Cases. For if to plethoric Patients, labouring under the Stone, we should, before Venefection and the Diminution of the Quantity of Blood, exhibit hot Substances impregnated with a subtitle balsamic Oil, such as Preparations of Turpentine, and Juniper, or the Balsams of Meba, Caponi, or Peru, or acrid Substances, or such Insects as abound with a caustic Salt, Garlic, Onions, or Leeks, we should certainly injure the Patient, bring on an Inflammation of the Kidneys, and promote the Generation of Stones. On the contrary, in moist, less delicate, and more robust Patients, who live upon coarse Food, as also in Diseases arising from a Redundance of impure Serum, a Fluor Albus, a Gonorrhoea, a Disposition to an Anaemia, and Leucoplagmatia, these dratic Medicines are of singular Use and Service.

Still greater Misfortunes are produced by acrid and stimulating Substances, in Cases where consequently to Spajmodic or Neprctic Pains a Discharge of the Urine is suppressed. Diseases of this Nature are far more safely and efficaciously removed by such Medicines as alleviate Pain, and relax Strictures; such as Winter Cherries, the Seeds of Carrot, Club-mofs, white Poppy, and Gromwell, as also Emmulsions of the four greater cold Seeds, the Trachisci Alhekeni with Opium. Antimoniate Nitre depurated, the Water of the Leaves of Meadow-fweet, of the Lime Tree, and of the Egyptian Thorn, Oil of sweet Almonds, sweet Spirit of Nitre, the Anodyne mineral Liquor, Whey; and externally, emollient Baths and Fomentations; the Virtues of all which are so great, that, by alleviating the wracking Spasms, they not only restore the free Dijcharge of the Urine, but also facilitate the Progress of the Stone thro' the Ureters, and promote its Expulsion.

In Disorders arising from a Redundance of Salt and tartareous Serum, which is generally the Cause of Arthritic and Rheumatic Pains, this peccant Humour is carried off by gentle Diuretics, tho' not of the hot Kind; left by their Means the Points of the Salt should be put into a brisker Motion, and the Parts in which they are lodged be more violently racked. The gentle Diuretics, by which this Intention is most effectually answered, are, the Roots of Sarrafaparilla, Pareira brava, Saffrafas, and China-Root; as also thofe of Liquorice, Aparagus, Maddur, Succory, Fennel, Parsley, and Gras, together with the Wood of the Juniper Tree, and the Preparations of those boiled in Broth made with flesh, or in Water. To this Class, also, belong Whey, and more especially the temperate Mineral Waters, and warm Springs.

But in Cases, where peccant, vicid, and tenacious Humours are lodged in the Urinary Bladder, and especially when the Intention is to expel the first Rudiments of a Stone, more acrid and powerful Medicines be-
become necessary. This Intention
is answered by Garlick, exhibited
with Spirit of Juniper, as, also, by
the Powder of Milledrakes, May
Worms, Essence of Pantharies,
Tincture of Cantharides, Tincture
of Antimony, and Infusions of Quick-
Lime; which may also be cautiously
exhibited in a virulent Gonorrhca,
when a viçid and tenacious Matter
lodged in the Prostrata, the Neck
of the Bladder, or the Urethra, is
to be carried off by Urine.

But the more safe and efficacious
Medicines for procuring a free Di-
charge of Urine are, all Kinds not
only of Alcaline fixed Salts, but
also of those called neutral. For
they not only dissolve the tough
and viçid Juices, which obstruct
the Urinary Ducts, but also by a
gentle Stimulus promote their Di-
charge. This Intention is excel-
ently answered by Solutions of the
Salt of Tartar, Pot-ash, and fixed
Nitre, as also the Tartareum Vitriolat-
us, Salt of Wormwood, Atractum
Duplicatum, a Solution of Crabb's-Eyes
soluble Tartar, the Terra foliata
Tartari, Antimoniated Nitre, and
Sal Palsecholinum.

These Medicines not only con-
tribute to restore a due and na-
tural Discharge of the Urine, but
also produce some other excellent
Effects in the Cure of Diseases.
For, as many of them are poiffetted
of an aperient and incising Quality,
as others of them are corroborative,
balfamic, and restore the Tone of
the Parts, and others are of an an-
odyne Nature, so they prove highly
efficacious in those Chronical Disor-
ders, which arise from an Obstruc-
tion of the Glands of the Viccera,
and Emunctories, or from an Impu-
ritvity of the Juices, or a Redundance
of saline, acid, and tartarous Serum.
And certainly, if Relief is to be
expected from any Medicines in
Dropgles, OfEdematous Swellings,
Stony Concretions, the Gout, and
Arthritic Pains, we are to look
for it from the prudent Use of
Diuretics. But we are to be a-
ware of all hot, acid, and cau-
sic Diuretics, and to recur to those
which are of a milder Nature, and
fit for common Use, such as small
Moselle Wine, the mild Mineral
Waters, and such Ales and Decotion
as are gently diuretic.

C H A P. VI.

Of ALEXIPHARMICS.

An Alexipharmac seems origin-
ally to have signified a Remedy
to expel, or prevent the ill Effects
of Poisons taken internally, and this
is Galen's Explanation. But since
Some among the Moderns have con-
jured up a chimerical Poison, in or-
der to inflame, or otherwise affect
the imaginary Animal Spirits in a
cute Diftempers, Alexipharmics have
been understood to mean Remedies
adapted to expel this Poison by the
Cutaneous Pores, in the Form of
Sweat. Hence it appears, that Alexi-
pharmics mean just the fame as Sudo-
rifics. I am persuaded that few
Theories have ever been introduced
into Medicine, so as to be muchde-
pended upon, without very ill Ef-
fects upon Practice; but that, which
paved the Way for Alexipharmics,
has exerted extraordinary Heroisms,
and made uncommon Havock a-
mongst Mankind.

Hippocrates, in his Treatise de Ra-
tione Vitis in Acutis, has the follow-
ing Passage: Whoever in the Begin-
ning of an inflammatory Diseafe at-
tempts the Cure by Cathartics, does not
in the least diminish the Tenfion, and
Inflammation of the Part affected, for
the Disfemper, in this State of Cruidity,
will not yield to such Medicines. On
the contrary, this Method of Treat-
Chap. vi.

Of Alexipharmics.

ment liquefies and washes the sound Parts, which would otherwise resist the Distemper, and when the Body is in this Manner weakened, the Disease gets ground, till at last it becomes incurable.

Tho' this is said with a great deal of Jullness and Propriety, I am persuaded it may with stronger Reason be applied to Sudorifics, that is, to Alexipharmics, which frequently do considerable Mischief; and indeed there is Nothing in which the lower Class of Practitioners in Physic make more Errors, than in the Use of Alexipharmics, which I have frequently known exhibited to young People, of plethoric Habits, in the very Beginning of Fevers, and even without previous Evacuations.

About the Year 1723, 1724, and 1725, a Fever appeared with uncommon Virulence, and was more universal than any I have ever known; and, by this, great Numbers of working People perished, in so much, that in many Countries scarce enough were left to gather in the Fruits of the Earth; and this Sort of Fever continued many Years after. In this Disorder it was remarkable, that a warm Regimen, or hot Medicines, seldom or never failed to render the Fever continual, and keep it off, bringing on Deliriums, and all Symptoms of Malignity; whereas a cool Regimen, with Evacuations by Bleeding, and Purging with Caution, and an entire Abstinence from hot Medicines, almost always brought the Fever to a regular Intermission, and then the Bark effectually took it off. As I had an Opportunity of seeing a great Number of Patients under this Fever, I was abundantly convinced, that more died of Alexipharmics, than of the Distemper.

But that I may not appear singular with respect to this Sort of Medicine, I shall give the Opinion of the illustrious Hoffman upon this Subject, who having just before mentioned Cathartics goes on thus.

There is another Sett of Evacuants which carry off the more subtle Parts of the Morbid Matter by the Pores of the Skin, in a plentiful, less offensive, gentle, and more imperceptible Manner. The Remedies most conducive to this are Sudorifics, by whose Operation a sensible Moiure is perspired through the Cutaneous Glands. Of the Vegetable Kind the most efficacious for this Purpose, are the Roots of a very acid, penetrating, oily Taste, as those of Angelica, the different Species of Maiter-wort, Butter Burr, Elecampane, Lovage, Swallow-wort, Valerian, Contrayerva, Virginia Snake-root, Woods of Guaiacum and Saffraafs, with their Barks. In the Mineral Kingdom, Crude Antimony, Regulus Antimonii Medicinalis, volatile Tincture of Sulphur prepared with Quick-lime, Sal-ammoniac and Sulphur, corrected and fixed Sulphur of Antimony, and also the Mixtura Simplex. Likewise, Venice Treacle, its Essence, Spirit and Water, all Spirits, and volatile Salts prepared from the Parts of Animals, particularly Harts-horn, Ivory, and Earth-worms, Spirit of Silk, Soot, the Essences of the Woods, and the distilled fetid Oils, as fetid Oil of Harts-horn dissolved in Spirit of Wine.

These nobler Medicines, of the Sudorific Kind, owe the Virtue of their Operation to the Power they possess of increasing the Syphilitic Motion of the Heart, and the Elasticity of the Arteries, as to the Number and Force of their Vibrations, by which Means, a greater Velocity being added to the Circulation, they protrude the perspirable Matter thro' the outward and porous Substance of the Skin. This they perform, either by a subtile, acid, hot Oil, as the Roots above-mentioned which are called
called Alexipharmics, or by a volatile empyretumatic Salt of an igneous Nature; such as are all the Spirits, volatile Salts, and Oils from Animals; or by an acrid refrinous Salt, more or less fixed, as the Root of white Burnet, Guaiacum, and its Bark, Contrayerva, Virginia Snake-root: Or lastly they act, and that very powerfully, by Means of a very fine mineral Salt and Sulphur, by which they rude the nervous Fibres to a violent Motion, and for this Purpose a very small Dose is sufficient. Thus a single Grain of Diaphoretic Mercury, or two or three Grains of fixed Sulphur of Antimony, will raise a Sweat over every Part of the Body; a Decoction of the Woods and Regulis Antimonii Medicinalis have the same Effect.

These strong Sudorifics, tho' given in a large Quantity, will by no means raise a Sweat, unless the porous Substance of the Skin be sufficiently open and lax, or unless the Blood be enough diluted. Wherefore if any one, in the Cure of a Disease, thinks Sweating required, it will be necessary for him to give the above-mentioned Sudorifics with a sufficient Quantity of some Liquid to dilute the Blood, for Example, a weak Tea, or a Decoction of Barley; and that the Pores of the Skin may obtain a due Relaxation, the Person to be sweated should be put in a warm Bed, or hot Stove, or into a Bath, especially a Vapour Bath, that a plentiful Sweat may be excited.

These very active Sudorifics rarely find a Place in Medicine, and are not to be administered but with singular Caution. For a Sweat neverstaries in a healthful and natural State, unless the Blood is put into an extraordinary Motion; nor when this happens is it a Sign of Health, like indefinable Perspiration; the Matter of which is void of Acrimony, warty, of Kin to the nutritious Juices, and almost without either Taste or Smell, and differs very much from Sweat, which is of a salt Taste, a fetid Smell, and approaches the Nature of Urine. Besides, these Sudorifics excite a great Commotion and notorious Orgy; for they act not with Moderation but Rapidity. Whence it comes to pass, that in Bodies full of Blood, or contaminated Serum, by impelling the Fluids with too much Violence to the small narrow Vessels, they bring on dangerous and acute Symptoms, occasioned by the Inflammation, and Redundance of Humours. But they are most injurious where the Prima Via are obstructed by a Load of vicious Humours, where the Body is eczematous, and when they are administered immediately after a violent Fit of Anger. By this pernicious Practice, Arthritic and Rheumatic Pains, slow and hectic Fevers, which have proved of long Continuance, and been attended with eminent Danger, have been excited.

In all Acute Catches, as inflammatory and scarlet Fevers, Sudorifics are to be entirely banished, or at least to be administered very seldom, and that with great Caution. For the profligate Use of Alexipharmics, as the Cufom too generally prevails, only serves to increase Heat, Anxiety, and the Violence of the Symptoms. These Remedies are called Alexipharmics, as are also all those of the Theriacal Kind, from a Virtue attributed to them of refuting Poisons, and malignant Humours; for which Reason they are highly extolled by Physicians in the Plague, and other contagious Dilemperers. But the Truth is, they are much more powerful for the Prevention than Cure of these Diseases, especially when an epidemical and malignant Disease owes its Birth to an over wet, foggy, cloudy Station, which
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which has been long delitute of the East and North Winds; or to a Deluge or Inundation of Waters. But in this Case it will be much better and safer to give them in Wine Vinegar diluted with Water, or to infuse the sudorific Roots in Vinegar; which by this Means being impregnated with their alexipharmic Virtue, two or three Spoonfuls may be drank in any convenient aqueous Vehicle.

But Sweating is very serviceable in those Distempers which proceed from an external Cold, and obstructed Perpiration, as in Catarrhs, Rheumatilms, Fluxes, Stoppages of the Head, Coughs, and glandular Tumors; also, when Danger is apprehended from a Person's having drank a large Quantity of cold Liquor, when very hot, or in a Sweat. But then they should be admininstered in the Beginning of these Disorders. Nor is a Sudorific of less Service in the Beginning of any infectious Distemper, taken immediately after a mild Emetic. But perhaps Camphire is the best of Alexipharmics.

Likewise in those Diseases which have their Seat in the porous and fibrous Sublance of the Skin, and consist of an acrid viscid Matter, which destroys and deforms its Texture, as an inveterate Itch, the Ring-worm, Leprosy, and Venereal Pustules, and Ulcers, a plentiful Sweat may be excited to great Advantage with proper Remedies. The same may be also praftised in Arthritic and Rheumatic Pains in any Part of the Body. For by this Means the acrid, viscous, and flagrating Serum, which adheres to the nervous Membranes, is thrown off and discharged. For the same Reason, in all those Diseases which are called Cold, as in Dropsiies of every Kind, the cold Scurvy, Pox, settled Gout, Sciatica, Palsy, and those of the same Nature, Sudorifics are of great Efficacy; because they promote and restore the Elasticity and contractile Power of the Heart and Vessels, which in Disorders of this Kind are very much depressed, and increase the Circulation of the Blood, for the better Separation of the morbid Matter. But this Course must be persifled in for some time.

Sudorifics always operate best, when taken with a sufficient Quantity of some warm Liquid. Celsius in the sixth Chapter of his third Book, commends warm Water for this Purpose; his Words are these, "When you perceive the Sweat approaching, you should give warm Water to drink, which hath a most healthful Effect, if it excites a Sweat over the whole Body." It is notorius that this is procured in the most plentiful Manner by a Decoction of the Woods, whose Use in Venereal Cafes, and other cold Distempers, cannot be enough commended. Several Country-People have been happily cured of Intermittent Fevers, and Tertian and Quartan Aiges, by taking a few Hours before the Fit a Vomit, and immediately after it, a Sudorific of Rob of Elder, Salt of Tartar, and a few Corns of Pepper, mixed together in a Spoonful or two of Brandy.

Diaphoretics are inferior in their Power of acting to Sudorifics, but much superior to them in their healthful Qualities, as they gently increase and promote Perpiration. Of these the chief in the Vegetable Kingdom are, the Roots of China, Sarsaparilla, the Carlina Thistle, and Gentian; of Herbs, the holy Thistle entire, its Seeds, and all the Preparations from it, whether Essences, Waters, Extracts, or Salts, Water Germander, the Elder, and Dwarf Elder with its Flowers, Rob, and Water; also Fumitory, Scabious, Saffron, the Flowers of Marygold, and Opium. In the Animal King-
all Bones, Hoans, and Teeth of Animals, whether rasped or burnt to Ashes, and chymically prepared, especially those belonging to the Stag, the Stones, Shells, and Claws of Crabs. Of Earths, all Sealed Earths, and different Kinds of Plants procured by burning, and Nitre. Of precious and exotic Stones, the Petra di Poro, the Eastern and Western Bezoardic Mineral, and Paterius’s Antihectic. Of Compounds, Goatstone, which is compounded of Oriental Bezoar, Tragacanth, and Ambergrease, Senmertus’s Bezoardic Powder, the Mineral Anodyne Liquor, Wine-Vinegar, or distilled Vinegar with Elder-flowers, or Crabs’ eyes infused in it.

The Operation of Diaphoretics is manifold and various. For either they act in a privative Manner, by absorbing and changing the Acid in the Prime Visc, which carried into the Blood depresses its Spirituosity, Fluidity, and intestin Motion; or of which Kind are all the Earths of an Alcaline Nature: Or by imbibing the superfluous Moisture, and braising the relaxed Fibres; as the Sealed Earths, Boles, and Marles, also Bones and Horns, both those burnt and those chymically prepared, and the Unicorns Stone: Or by relaxing and mollifying, in Diseases of the Skin, its contracted Superficies, by their mild, anodyne, and vaporous Sulphur, as the different Species of Elder, especially the Flowers, Saffron and its Extracts, the Flowers of Red Poppy, or Corn Rose, the Anodyne Mineral Liquor, the Emulsions of Poppy Seed, corrected Opiates; Or by compoasing and quieting the too violent intestin Motion of the Blood, as the Remedies of the Nitrous Kind, corrected by being joined with the more fixed Diaphoretics; as also Spirit of Nitre dulciﬁed, Emulsions of the four greater cold Seeds, and the milder Acids, as Juice of Lemons, and Vinegar: Or lastly, in a positive Manner, by gently stimulatting the Fibres and languid Vessels, of which Sorts are the holy Thistle, Water Germander, Fumitory, China, Sarafarilla, the Jefter Centaury, Scabious, Carlile Thistle, and Gentian.

Now as the Evacuation of theinner Parts of the Morbific Matter, thro’ the Pores of the Skin, ‘by insensible Transpiration, is of all others the most healthful; and as the Obstruction thereof is the Occasion of many Maladies; so the Use of Diaphoretics, which promote this Cutaneous Excretion, is certainly very great, universal, and almost inﬁllable, in almost all Diseases, even those which, from their present Symptoms, we are not thoroughly acquainted with; so that a Physician can by no means be without them. For an increased Circulation of the Blood, and an enlarged Perspiration, are the grand Mediums and Instruments of Nature, by which the Morbific Matter in any Disease is corrected, digested, resolved, and at last thrown off; and thus the Distemper is cured without Danger. Particularly in all acute Diseases, as Fevers and Inflammations of all Kinds, these alone given in some convenient Vehicle in small Doses, and continued for some time, answer every Intention of Cure, and are in Truth the best Purifiers, and Purifiers of the Mafs of Blood.

Because excessive Heat, especially in Summer, and in choleric and bilious Constitutions, as also in choleric and bilious Fevers, dries too much, consumes Moisture, and hinders Perspiration, acidulated and nitrous Remedies, and particularly Crabs Eyes with Nitre, given in a Julep of Diaphoretic Waters, and Syrup of Lemon Juice, by moderating the too great Heat, and procuring a plentiful Diaphoresis, give great Relief to the Patient.
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Thus Hoffman very juftly distin- guishes between Sudorifics or Alexi- pharmacis, and Diaphoretics; fince the former are fuch Medicines as excite a violent Hear and Motion, and a conderable Orgasim in the Body, which tend to extort profufe Sweats, and do a great deal of Vio- lence to Nature, which is by this Means deprived of a large Quantity of the more fluid Parts of the Blood, that might otherwife be highly be- neficial in preferring the whole Mafs in a due State of Fluidity, in pro- moting the Diffolution of the flag- nant and obstructing Humours, and afiliing the Expulfion of the Morbi- fic Matter from the Limits of the Circulation; whereas Diaphoretics are Medicines endued with a gently Stimulating and perhaps relolvent Quality, by which they afili Nature in carrying on her own futilary Pur- poses, without any Tendency to do her any Violence, or divert her from the Method he has began to pursue.

In order to account for the sud- den Effects of some Alexipharmics in railling a Sweat; before they can well be suppoofed to enter the Mafs of Blood, we muft obferve, that A- lexipharmics confift of highly penen- trating and Stimulating Particles: fo, that when thefe act upon the nervous Coats of the Stomach, the Stimulus thereby produced derives a greater Fluid (if any fuch there be) into thefe Nerves, and all the correpon- dent nervous Ramifications distribu- ted from the fame Trunk. Now the Stomach receives a great many Nerves from the defcending Trunks of the Par Vagum, and fome Bran- ches immediately from the Plexus Cardiacus, formed by the fame Par Vagum, and fitated a little above the Heart, from which Plexus the Heart is alfo furnished with Nerves. Whatever therefore Stimulates the Nerves of the Stomach, muft alfo proportionally affect thofe of the Heart; the Confequence of which is, that the Force and Frequency of the Contraffions of the Heart muft be increafed, and of course the ge- neral Heat of the Fluids circulating, by Means of fuch Contraffions, aug- mented, becaufc the Motion and Friction are greater than before. The Blood, thus circulating with grea- ter Velocity, muft be impelled more frequently with greater Force towards the Surface of the Body, by which Means an increafed Evacuation by the Cutaneous Pores is procured. Tho’ I am far from be- ing abolutely certain that what we commonly call the Nervous Fluid, or Animal Spirits, has a real Ex- itence in Nature, yet, let the im- mediate Vehicles of Sensation and Motion be what they will, what is above advanced with refpect to the Stimulus of the Nerves, is by Ex- perience found to hold true.
But since Weakness does not only arise from a Defect of good Humours, and a flaccid Indisposition of the Vessels, but oftentimes from a Redundance of Humours, a thick and stagnating Blood, with an Obstruction of the Vessels from too great a Rigidness, Contraction, or Compression, it follows that what we call debilitating, refrigerating, relaxing, resolvent, and evacuating Medicines, belong to the Class of Cardiacs, in as much as they remove a present Weakness of the Body, by acting immediately and directly in Opposition to the Cause of that Weakness. Riverius, justly observes, that as the Heart may be debilitated sometimes by a hot, and sometimes by a cold, Intemperance, some Cardiac Medicines must of course be of a hot, and others of a cold, Nature. Lindeloff, in his Treatise de Venenis, says, that "the Vulgar, indeed, are of Opinion, there are some Medicines that immediately corroborate and exhilarate the Heart; but I have as yet found out none of this Kind. For all Substances, which corroborate the Heart, or occasion its Strong and frequent Contraction, are the most violent Poisonous, and of a Quality the most unfriendly to the Constitution. Of this are all acid, metallic, acid, and alkaline Poisonous, and the putrefactive Poisonous of Animals. For by large Doses of these Substances the Motion of the Heart is increased, and the Ruin of the Constitution promoted at the same time. And as Diseases arise from different Causes, whatever Medicine is contrary to a Disease, may be said to be poisoned of a Cardiac or Cordial Quality; not because it corroborates the Heart, but because it proves grateful and agreeable to the whole Habit. Thus in putrid Fevers, and such as arise from a predominant Alcali, all acid, metallic, and vegetable
getable Substances are Cordials. On the contrary, in Disorders arising from a predominant Acid, we are to have recourse to alkaline Substances, as the most proper Cordials. In Diseases produced by Rage and Wrath, we must enjoin Calmness and Composure of Temper; in Grief and Sorrows, Joy and Cheerfulness; and in every Disorder, what seems most directly opposite to it.

Volatile and dissolvent Cordials which stimulate the Fibres, raise the drooping Spirits, and over-heat the Body, universally and indiscriminately exhibited to Patients of all Constitutions, are by no means to be approved of. 'Tis become, however, almost universally customary to use inflammable Spirits, and balsamic and aromatic Medicines, in order to raise the Spirits, when sunk and rendered languid, by whatever Cause. It must, indeed, be confessed that such Substances rout the Spirits, and procure a momentary Easle to the Patient; but, when unfeasably or excessively used, they excite too violent Comotions in the Juices, and dissipate those which are most fluid; by which Means those which are too thick, and unfit for Circulation, are left behind in the Body. Hence spring Dryness and Rigidity of the solid Parts, and a Weakness arising from Obstructions; and if, in Cases of this Nature, the Use of these Cordial Medicines is repeated or permitted in, these Disorders are augmented and increased. In a word, the Man who foolishly attempts to restore his Strength, or raise his Spirits, by this Method, has the Fate of him, who, by blowing Fire, renders it indeed brisker, but at the same time less durable, than it would otherwise have been. Paulus Valeriansus, in his Medicina Rationalis, endeavours to shew, that what proves a Cordial to one Patient, may prove a Poison to another. The Origin and fatal Consequences of this wretched Custom are by Dr. Cheyne, in his Essay of Health and Long Life, excellently described in the following Manner, when speaking of the idle Habits of some Ladies drinking Cordials; "A Fit of the Colic, or of the Vapours, a Family Misfortune, a casual Disappointment, the Death of a Child, of a Friend, with the Assistance of the Nurse, the Midwife, and the next Neighbour, often give Rise, and become the weighty Causes of to fatal an Effect. A little Lowness requires Drops, which readily pass down under the Notion of Physic. Drops beget Drams, and Drams beget more Drams, till they become without Weight and without Measure; so that at last the miserable Creature suffers a true Martyrdom, between its natural Modelly, the great Necessity of concealing its Cravings, and the still greater one of getting them satisfied someway. Higher and more severe Fits of Hysterics, Tremors, and Convulsions, beget by these, bring forth farther Necessity upon Necessity of Drops, Drams, and Gills, till at last a Kind of Dropy, Nervous Convulsions, Nervous Atrophy, or a Colliquative Diarrhœa, if not a Fever, or a Phrenzy set the poor Soul free."

Give me leave to remark, that Dr. Cheyne might have added, as a frequent Cause of the horrid Custom of drinking Drams, to these above mentioned, the habitual Usage of any warm diluting Fluids, such as Tea, which in consequence of their Warmth, relax the Digestive Organs; from whence proceed Flatulencies, Lowness of Spirit, and a Necessity for Drops, or something else, in order to raise depressed Nature.

There are, however, some Cases, in which Cardiac Medicines of this Kind may be properly exhibited. In Palpitations of the Heart, for
Instancs, and Synopses, when these Disorders arise from a cold and aqueous, or an inert and mucous, State of the Juices; in which Cases the distilled cohobated Waters, and the distilled essential Oils of Baum and Lemon-peel, are principally proper.

Esmiiller informs us, that the Cephalico cardiac Medicine comminicated by Elizabeth Queen of England to the Emperor Rudolphus the Second, confifled of Amber, Musk, and Civer, dissolved in the Spirit of Roses. According to the celebrated Hoffman, in his Medicina Rationalis, we are not to imagine, that a true and permanent Restoration of Strength is to be procured by such Medicines, as communicate Motion to the Spirits, and solid Parts; since in various Disorders, especially Fevers and Convulsions, the moving Force of the Heart, Arteries, and Membranes, is sufficiently great, and yet the natural Strength is languid and impaired: so that the true and genuine Perfection of the natural Strength for the most part depends upon proper Aliments, and Liquors converted into laudable Juices and Blood; of which is afterwards generated that highly subtile Fluid, which is separated in the Brain, conveyed thro' the Nerves to the Muscles and muscular Coats, and which imparts Strength and Vigour to the Body, and all its Parts. The best Analeptics are, therefore, those nutritious Substances which are possessed of the most salutary Qualities. Of this Kind are Jelly, Broths of Fishes, Capons, Bones, and their Marrow, prepared by boiling in Water, in a clofe Vessel, with an Addition of a little Wine, a few Slices of Lemon, a little Salt, Powder of Mace and Cloves. Of this Kind is also the Broth prepared of coarse Bread, Water, Wine, and Eggs. To this Class also belong Chocolate with or without Milk, Aifes Milk, Water distilled from coarse Bread, and Lemon-peel; Wine, especially old generous Rhenish Wine, and genuine Hungarian Wine. But these Nutritive and Alimentary Medicines are most proper for recruiting and restoring the Strength, tho' not immediately under the Disease itself, nor when the whole Mafs of Blood and Membranes of the Brain is exhausted and impaired by the Shocks of a previous Disorder, the Sallies of exorbitant Passions, excessive Watchings, Labour and Fatigue of Body and Mind, or profuse Haemorrhages; and even in these Cases a cautious and prudent Moderation is to be used; because these Substances very quickly pass into the Mafs of Blood, and augment its Quantity.

With respect to the Use of Cordials in hot Disorders, such as Continued Fevers, the incomparable Sydenham delivers his Sentiments thus; "Cordials, as I have experienced, when exhibited too soon, do Mischief; and, unless Bleeding has preceded, may derive the crude Matter of the Disease upon the Membranes of the Brain, or upon the Pleura. For this Reason I never exhibit them, when either no Blood, or but a little, has been previously taken away, or when no other considerable Evacuation has been made, or the Patient has not pafted the Meridian of Life. For whilst the Blood remains rich enough of itself, it should not be rendered richer, to the endangering the Patient; nor does it require to be raised and exalted, so long as no remarkable Evacuations have diminished its natural Heat. Patients of this Kind have Cordials stored up within themselves, which render those of the external or adventitious Kind either superfluous or prejudicial. In Cases of this Nature, there-
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therefore, I either prescribe no Cordials at all, or those of the weakest Kind. But if the Patient should be greatly weakened, and dispirited by copious Evacuations, or if he should be in the Decline of Life, I generally admit of Cordials, even in the Beginning of a Fever. And on the twelfth Day of the Disorder, when the Crisis is just approaching, I think a freer Use of the hotter Remedies allowable, and they may be exhibited sooner, provided there is no Danger of the febrile Matter falling upon the principal Parts. For, at this time, the more the Blood is heated, the more the Business of Conceit is promoted. And a little after he subsides; "In this Distemper I use the milder Cordials at the Beginning, when the Excitation is most violent, and gradually proceed to the hotter, according as the Fever, or the Degrees of Ebulition require; always remembering, where Venenation has been freely used, or when the Patient is advanced in Years, to administer those of a stronger Kind, than when no Blood has been previously taken away, or when the Patient is in the Vigour of Life. The milder Cordials are such as are made of the distilled Waters of Borage, Lemons, Strawberries, and the compound Scordium Water, with a Mixture of the Syrup of Baum, Cloves, or Juice of Lemons. But the stronger are Gelsemium's Powder, Bezoar, Correction of Hystein, Venice Treacle, and others of a like Nature." All the modern Dispensatories are so full of Cardiacs or Cordials, both of the dry and liquid Kind, that these alone would take up a Volume, was I to specify them all; and that to very little Purpose, because they are generally very insignificant and trifling Medicines. The best Cardiacs are those Remedies that remove the Disorders of which Lownes of Spirits is the Consequence; and next to these is Wine, which exhibited in proper Quantities, and more or less diluted, as Circumstances require, will generally answer better Purposes than the more pompous Cordials, whilst it is less capable of doing Mischief.

I shall conclude this Article, with the Opinions of Harvey and Vallisneri with respect to the Cardiac Powders of the Shops. The former of these affirms, that there is more of a real Cordial Quality in a Spoonful of good Broth, or a few Drops of Brandy, than in a whole Ounce of those Official Powders, distinguished by the pompous Epithet of Cordials.

Vallisneri, in his Operæ Fisico Medicæ T. 3. informs us, that those are mistaken who imagine, that earthy Substances, such as Armenian Bole, Sealed Earth, Samian Earth, Pearls, and Bezoar are, in malignant and pestilential Fevers, properly exhibited with an Intention to rectify the Putrefaction, which is generated by an Excess of Heat and Moisture; since this Putrefaction arises purely from Obstructions, and must be great in Proportion to them; and since by earthy, cold, and dry Substances, Obstructions, and consequentally the Putrefaction arising from them, are augmented.

CHAP. VIII.

Of CEPHALICS.

UNDER the Denomination of Cephalics are comprehended all those Medicines, which have a peculiar Relation to the Brain. So that Cephalic Remedies in general are such, as promote the Secretion and Distribution of the Spirits. This Intention is answered by all such Sub-
flances as procure a free Circulation of the Humours through the Vessels of the Brain. Hence Cephalics are different, according to the Diversity of Causes which may happen to obstruct or hinder the Circulation of the Humours in the Brain. If the Cause is of the cold and mucous Kind, the Cephalics to be prescribed must be of an heating, stimulating, fragrant, and aromatic Quality; if, on the contrary, the Disorder arises from an Excess of Heat in the Body, the Cephalics to be exhibited must be of a cooling and refrigerating Nature. Thus Correctors, universal Evacuants, and other Medicines deserve to be dignified with the Epithet, Cephalic, when they have a Tendency to weaken or remove the Cause, which produces any particular Disorder of the Head. Since therefore, different Disorders of the Head draw their Origins from opposite Causes, those must certainly be in a palpable Error, who only give the Title of Cephalics to heating and volatile Substances, which have often been found to prove prejudicial in Disorders of the Head. The various cephalic Remedies are, therefore, to be taken from the general Titles or Classes of Medicines opposite to the morbid Cause. Cephalic Medicines are either internal, when for Instance they are exhibited by the Mouth, in order to produce their Effects by the general Circulation of the Fluids; or by way of Clysters, which often produce the most happy Consequences, by making a Revulsion from the superior and more noble Parts; or they are such as are applied externally to the Head, to which Classes belong Erhrines, proper Liquors for washing the Head, medicated Caps, and other Remedies commonly called Topics, the Materials of which are, also, used against the Disorders of other Parts of the Body. With respect to cephalic Topics in general, we must observe, that the Head is less capable of bearing moist than dry Applications; because the former, by distending or relaxing the Vessels, produce Congestions of Humours, which prove hurtful and prejudicial to the Brain. Nor do moist Preparations applied to the Head ever answer any valuable Purpose, except in those Cases alone, where the Disorder arises from an Excess of Heat and Dryness, or from an inflammatory Disposition in the Head. For, in this Case, moistening Fomentations, and Epithems, applied to the Head, Neck, and Throat, generally produce happy Effects; so that the Blood passes more freely thro’ them, and consequently prefures less forcibly upon the Brain. Decoctions, then, of the Flowers of Marsh-mallows, Mullein, and other Emollients, or moderately warm Oxy- mel, or Water and Elder Vinegar, are proper, for Instance, in Deliriums, according to Beerhaue Aph. 792. in Comas, Aph. 706. in oblit- nate Watchings, Aph. 781. in a Phrenitis, Aph. 809, and in a Hy- drophobia, Aph. 114. N. 5. In Wounds of the Head and Pericranium, we must not according to Hoff- man use oleous or pungious Su- blances and Ointments, because, by ob- structing the Pores, they bring on violent Inflammations. But, in their room, we must substitute either dry Substances, such as the Powders of Florentine Orris, Mastich, and Am- ber; or Honey, with an Admixture of a small Quantity of Persian Balsam. In other Disorders of the Head, such as Pains arising from a cold Cause, medicated Bags stuffed with heating Ingredients, such as Sage, Marjoram, Frankincense, and Salt, are generally used with Success. The Patient’s Head is also to be washed with a Lixivium, in which Ingredi- ents of a heating Quality have been boiled,
boiled, since they are highly proper for attenuating the obstructing Matter, and corroborating the Brain.

Sennerius, in his Institutiones Medicinae, informs us, "that tho' Liquors for washing the Head are by some absolutely condemned and rejected, yet they are not altogether useless, since they open the Pores of the Skin, that the Fumes, pent up in the small obstructed Vessels, may be exhaled; but they must not be used, when the Patient labours immediately under a Catarrh, or a Head-ache; for they are more properly and with greater Success applied, in the Intervals of their Disorders. As for the Method of using them, the Head must be washed either in the Morning, or an Hour before Supper; and, when it is sufficiently washed, it must be dried with moderately warm Linen Cloths. Washing of the Feet is, also, proper, not only with a View to remove the for-did Matter collected about them, but also to derive the Humours from the Head." Campegius in his Campus Elysium Galliae gives us the following Cautions with respect to the Use of heating medicated Bags. "Let them (says he) be applied after a considerable, but gentle, Evacuation, and at the Height, or in the Decline, but not in the Beginning or Increase of the Disease, nor before a gentle Evacuation is made; left, by their hot and attracting Influences, they should draw the Humours to the Head, and by that Means do more harm than good."

Cheyne tells us, that the greatest Advantages accrue to the Eyes, Ears, and whole Head, from shaving it frequently, and bathing it daily in cold Water, mixed with a few Drops of Lavender, or Hungarian Water. The Benefits, says he, arising from this Method, abstracted from the Pleasure it affords, are only known and relished by such as have experienced them. To rub the Head after it is shaved proves an instantaneous Cure for a Cephalalgia, a Stiffness of the Head, and a Weakness of the Eyes, arising from a languid and relaxed State of the nervous Fibres. And as, by every fresh Evacuation of the Humours, their Quantity is not only lessened, but also their recrimentitious Parts derived thither, so the more frequently the Head is shaved, the larger Quantity of Humours is discharged; so that the frequent Shaving of the Head and Beard is like a perpetual Fontanel, or Venticatory. From frequently washing the Skin of the Head with Soap and Water, and then having it, arises another considerable Advantage, which is the cleansing the Mouths of the Cutaneous Pores, from the Scurf and Scales, which block them up. By which Means a free Discharge is procured to the perspirable Matter, which, when retained, proves highly prejudicial to the Head and Brain. Then, by plunging the Head in cold Water, and carefully washing it, the Scales of the Cuticula are closely braced up, and hindered from gaping in an unseemly Manner, so that too large a Quantity of the perspirable Matter should be discharged, and that they may the better resist the Influence of the external Cold. By which Means Persons of an infirm State of Health suffer very considerably. For which Reason all valetudinary Persons should shave every day, or at least as often as they conveniently can, and then wash their Heads with cold Water. Cellius, in the fourth Chapter of his first Book, gives the following Directions, with respect to the Management of the Head. "The Perfon (says he) who has a weak Head, provided his Digestion is good, ought gently to rub it with..."
his Hands in the Morning, never if possible to keep it covered, nor to have it close to the Skin. It is proper he should avoid the first Influence of the Moon, especially before her Conjunction with the Sun; he must also take care not to go abroad immediately after Meals. If he has Hair he must daily comb it, and walk much, but neither in the House nor in the Sun. He must also in a particular manner avoid the Heat of the Sun after Meals, or the Use of Wine. He must rather anoint than bath, and when he does it, he must never be before a violent Fire, where there is an Eruption of Flame, but sometimes before a gentle Fire where the Coals are alive and clear. But if he intends to use a Bagnio, he must first sweat a little, covered with Cloths in the Tepidarium, where he must also be anointed, thence he must go to the Sweating Room. When he has sweated, he must not go into the bathing Cistern, but pour large Quantities of Water, first moderately warm and then cold upon his Head, and whole Body, but he must pour it longer on his Head than upon the other Parts; then he must rub his Head for some time, and at last of all wipe himself and anoint. Nothing so beneficial to the Head as cold Water. He therefore who has an infirm Head ought, during the Summer, daily to plunge it in a pretty large Vessel of Water; and tho’ he should anoint without bathing, or cannot endure the Influence of the Cold over his whole Body, yet he ought always to pour cold Water on his Head. When he has not an inclination to have the Water touch any other Parts of his Body, he must bend his Head downwards, that it may not reach his Neck; and that the Eyes and other Parts of the Face may partake of the common Benefit, he is every now and then to apply it to these Parts with his Hands, as it runs down. He must necessarily use a spare Diet, and such as is of easy Digestion; and if his Head is prejudiced by Fasting, he may, also, eat in the Middle of the Day; but if it sustains no Injury by Fasting, it is more advisable to eat only once a day. For his extraordinary Drink, his more expedient he should use mild diluted Wine, than Water. It is also proper that, when his Head begins to ache violently, he should have a Place adapted for his Repose to betake himself to. Wine or Water, used continually by themselves, are not proper for him; since they only prove Medicinal when used alternately. He must neither write, read, nor dispute after Supper. But of all other Circumstances, Vomiting is most prejudicial to one in his State.” From what has been said we see, that there are two principal Clases of Cephalies, and these are Medicines of the refrigerating or cooling, or of the warming and heating Kind. For since, as Riveius justly observes, the Brain is sometimes attacked with cold, and sometimes with hot Disorders, the Medicines calculated for its Relief must, also, be of two Kinds, in order to remove the several Indispositions to which it is subject. “Heating Medicines (says the last quoted Author) not only heat and dry the Brain, but also incite and attenuate the Phlegm, contained in it; whereas those of a refrigerating Quality partly correct the hot Intemperature of the Brain, and partly implicate the acid saline Phlegm and other noxious Humours, which produce violent Defluxions.” To these two Clases of refrigerating and heating Medicines we may refer what Hoffmann in his Annotat. ad Poster. proposes in the following Manner. “Two Kinds of Medicines are principally proper in Disorders of the Head, which arise from an irregular and delusory Motion of the Spirits
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Spirits; or from Obstructions of the Nerves and Vessels of the Brain. Of the former Kind are Anodynes, which, by their grateful Exhalations, stop the tumultuous and disorderly Motions of the Spirits; such as the Flowers of the Cowslip, of the Lime, of Piouy, of the Egyptian Thorn, of Elder, of Roses, of Violets, of the wild Poppy, and of Lillies of the Valley; as also odoriferous and scented Substances, such as Musk, Caftor, Amber, and Saffron. To the latter Class belong such Substances as contain a volatile oleous Salt, of which Kind are all oleous Substances, and volatile Spirits obtained from Animals; as also Marjoram, Rue, Lavender, Valerian, Aloes, Wood, Garden and wild Rosemary, Cardamoms, Cubebs, Mother of Thyme, Balsam, Amber, Ambergrise, and Peruvian Balsam; all which boiled with Water or Wine, or infused in any proper Menstrua, prove excellent Medicines for Disorders of the Head.

But such Substances as relax the too much constricted Vessels (in consequence of which Constriction; a brifter Motion of the Humours, and a greater Heat in the Body are procured) retard the accelerated Motion of all the Humours. As to what we call cephalic Species, which by a peculiar Virtue act upon the Head, and remove its Disorders, without influencing any other Parts of the Body, and are consequently indiscriminately proper in all Indispositions of the Head, from whatever Cause they may arise, we must in this Affair be cautious in passing our Judgment, since Some maintain, that there are really such Medicines, whilst others deny the Fact, and engage the opposite Party with Experience, the most conclusive of all Arguments. Wedelius, in his Centurio Exercitationum Medicinarum Cent. 1. Dec. 7. informs us, that Hyssop was the cephalic Specific of Hippocrates, as appears from his Book de Morbo Sacro, compared with what he has said concerning Hyssop. But this Plant can only be proper in one Species of Epilepsy; when, for Instance, it is produced by a Redundance of Phlegm, concerning which Species Hippocrates treats in that Work. In this Case, indeed, heating and drying Medicines are proper. Hyssop is a Plant of this Kind, and Wedelius himself informs us, that it abounds with a volatile oleous Salt. Hippocrates, also, in his Work de Dieta, Lib. 2. informs us, that Hyssop is hot, and evacuates Phlegm.

CHAP. IX.

Of BALSAMICS.

The very word Balsam seems, in all Ages, to have had an Idea of Excellence and Efficacy affixed to it, above any other Branch of the Materia Medica. For the ancient Physicians, by this Word, mean any Species of Medicine, which powerfully recommended itself by a grateful and delicious Fragrance, and whose Use, both internal and external, was of singular Efficacy in preventing Putrefaction, and refitting Corruption. Balsams, tis true, were originally used, for embalming and preserving the dead Bodies of thofe, who had signalized themselves by great and heroic Deeds, or endeared themselves to Mankind by the Practice of the social Virtues. And when the thinking and sagacious Part of Mankind observed, that the Bodies of the Dead were, by Means of Balsams, enabled to defy the Attacks of Corruption, for an immense Series of Years, they began to imagine, that their Virtues might extend to the Living, protract Life, and corroborate what they called the Calidum G 4. In natum
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Innatum in the Blood. But however unintelligibly they may have talked upon this Subject, yet it is certain, that the Notion was just and well grounded; since we are taught by Experience, that among the vast Variety and infinite Store of Medicines, with which the Mineral, Animal, and Vegetable Kingdoms supply Mankind, none are more powerful, none more efficacious, than those which come under the Denomination of **Balsams**, and **Balsamies**. But as all **Balsams** are not alike efficacious, nor equally adapted to medicinal Uses, I shall only consider those **Balsamies** which seem best calculated to answer the Intentions of Medicine, whether Preventive- or Curative. I shall farther specify the Principles by which they operate, enumerate their several Virtues, and give Directions with regard to their Uses. Mean time, it may not be improper to enquire into the Origin of the word **Balsam**, and ascertain the precise and determinate Idea, which ought to be affixed to it.

Since, then, the Inhabitants of **Palestine** and the Coasts of **Phoenicia**, and perhaps their Neighbours the **Arabians** and **Egyptians**, were, according to the best Accounts, the first who used **Balsam**, common Sense directs us to the Genius of the oriental Languages for the Origin of the Name. Whether then it is a simple Word, which is most probable, and most consonant with the Genius of the **Eastern** Language, and derived from **Balsam**, a Word peculiar to the **Hebrews**, for expressing the most fragrant and delicious Substances, and in which other Nations have probably inserted an additional Letter, as in many other Infantces they did; or whether, with others, we maintain that it is compounded of **Baal Sche-**, which signifies, the chief or Prince of **Oils** and **Spices**, yet fill it amounts to the same Thing; since, by the Import of the Word in both Cases, it is plain, that only the best Spices, Oils, and Refins, and such as excelled all others in their Virtues, the Fragrancy of their Smell, and the Sweetness of their Taffe, were called **Balsams**. And the Idea, which the word **Balsam** or **Balsamite** should now convey, is that of a Medicine, possessed of a sulphurous, reinous, and oleous Principle, which at the same time must be fragrant and friendly to Nature, and by Means of which it operates. Two things must, therefore, concur to characterize and constitute a **Balsam**. The First is, that the greater Part of its Substance ought to be inflammable, that is, either of an oleous, or reinous, Nature. The second Circumstance necessary to constitute a **Balsam**, is, that its Substance be of a grateful Smell, and pungent Taffe, that it may give Proof of its Efficacy, and of the Smallness and Minuteness of its Parts. So that, according to this Doctrine, all Sulphurs, and reinous Substances, as also all inflammable Oils, tho' of the Confinence of a **Balsam**, are yet to be excluded from the Class of genuine **Balsamies**, if they want the Fragrancy of Scent, and Deliciousness of Taffe, which are requisite to constitute a **Balsam**. Thus **Naptha**, or **Roch Oil**, **Jews Pitch**, **Resin of the Pine**, the **Oils of Turpentine**, and **Fir**, ought by no means to be ranked among the Clafs of **Balsamies**, tho' they are inflammable penetrating Substances, excellent for the Purposes of embalming, and promise very salutary Effects, both when used internally and externally. Yet because they abound in a too strong acrid and penetrating Sulphur, which is not altogether friendly and agreeable to Nature, they are therefore less fit for restoring lost Vigour, and recruiting impaired Strength. Nor are Substances whose sole Property is Fragrancy of Smell, such as **Civet**, **Musk**, **Musk**,
Mulin, and the fragrant Flowers of Jaffamine, Oranges, or the Hyacinth Tuberofts, to be properly esteemed Balsamies; because Fragrancy alone, which is owing to a fine and easily exalted Sulphur, is not sufficient to constitute a Balsam; but 'tis necessary, that this fragrant Principle be blended and incorporated with a subtle acrid Oil, and an inflammable Resin.

'Tis, therefore, justly to be doubted, whether a true and genuine Balsam is to be found in the Animal Kingdom. Mean time the Vegetable Kingdom is richly stored with Medicines of this Class, of which the most ancient, and that which first bore the Name of Balsam by way of Excellence, is the Opobalsamum of the Arabian; and Egyptians.

This Balsam was always had in so great Esteem by the Antients, that they made it an Ingredient in their most noble Antidotes, which were sold for double their Weight in Silver, according to Theophrastus, Pliny, and Dioscorides. This is easily accounted for, since the Balsam-tree being very small, and not able to afford a great Quantity of Opobalsamum, its Price must of course run high. This, also, was the Reason why the Opobalsamum of the Ancients, according to Lobelius in Animadversionibus, was often vitiated with Cypress Turpentine, or the Oil of the Maffich-tree. Since, then, the Balsam of Moschea, of all others the finest, is without doubt the True Opobalsamum of the Egyptians, exactly resembling it in all its Qualities, its Use in Physic is to be highly recommended; and of this, dissolved and prepared with a spirituous Menstruum, very efficacious and elegant Medicines may be made for internal Use.

The Balsam of Tolu is the next in Value, as a Medicine, and is frequently used as a Succedaneum to the true Opobalsamum.

The next is that which is brought from Peru, and is called Peruvian, and Indian Balsam. It is possessed of very singular and efficacious Qualities, as is sufficiently obvious from its fragrant Smell, and aromatic Taste. It was at first only used as an external Medicine; but, in Process of Time, some Physicians and Chymists began to use it internally, sometimes mixing it with Pills, at other times dissolving it in highly rectified Spirit of Wine, and on other Occasions incorporating it with Sugar, or any other Ingredients they thought most likely to answer their Intention.

The next is the Balsam of Copiaba or Copaiba, which has of late Years acquired an uncommon Reputation, and not undeservedly.

Having taken notice of the liquid Balsams, with which Nature has bountifully supplied us, I shall consider those which are of a more dry and solid Nature, such as the resinous fragrant Gums, impregnated with an agreeable Oil. Of these the principal are, Benzoin, pure Storax, Calamita, Ladanum, Myrrh, and Mastic. These are produced by making an Incision in the Bark of the Balsam-bearing Trees, which are always green, in the hottest Season. From these Trees a tenacious Liquor drops, which becomes gradually more solid, as its humid Parts are exhaled by the Heat of the Sun. For which Reason these resinous Gums are justly called dry Balsams, because in all Points they agree with Balsams. For their whole Substance is inflammable, they have a fragrant Smell, are of a penetrating Taste, they are dissolved, tho' not totally, in highly rectified Spirits of Wine, and yield an Oil when subjected to Distillation.
Having mentioned the Balsamic Gums and Refins, it remains that I direct my View to those Woods which are impregnated with a balsamic Principle. Among these the first Place has been universally assigned to Aloes Wood, otherwise called Xylo-

aotes, the whole of which is resinous, of an aromatic and bitter Taste, and of a fragrant grateful Smell, especially when reduced to Powder.

The Lignum Rhodium deserves to be considered. Its Root is resinous, and of an aromatic Taste, and a fragrant rosy Smell. It grows in the Canary Islands, and, when subjected to Distillation, yields a very fragrant Oil, the Use of which is highly extolled.

The next in Order is the Yellow-Sanders, which abound with a fragrant Resin. This is plain, from the Spirit of Wine drawn off this Wood, which smells almost like Amber; and if the Tincture is made with rectified Spirit of Wine, and the Spirit is drawn off by a gentle Heat, a most fragrant oily Liquor remains, of the Consequence of Peruvian Bal-

fam. A Decoction of this Wood is highly to be valued on account of its penetrating Resin.

Of the Balsamic Barks the principal are, the Bark of the Saffafras Wood, Peruvian Bark, Winters Bark, that of Cascarilla, and the true Costus. They are endowed with a resinous, Balsamic, and subastringent Principle, which is not only discovered from their penetrating Taste and Smell, but, also, from the highly penetrating Oil, which these Barks yield, upon being distilled with Water.

In the Northern Countries the Juniper-tree, is truly of the Balsamic Kind. For not only its Wood and Leaves, but particularly its Berries, abound with a subtile penetrating Oil, which they yield in great Quantities, when subjected to Distillation by the Worm. And this Oil, when pure and unadulterated, is an excellent Strengthener of the Nerves, and powerfully promotes a Discharge of the Urine, as most other Balsams do. There is also a Decoction prepared of the Wood itself, which is of singular Use in the Cure of the Scourvy.

But besides these Simples already mentioned, of a fragrant Smell, and penetrating Taste, with which Nature has bountifully furnished us, Oils also of the same Qualities ought to be reckoned among Balsamics or Balsams. For subtile etherial Oils are certainly liquid Refins, or Bal-

sams. For the principal Element which is the Source of the fragrant Smell, the penetrating Taste, and healing Quality, by which all Balsams, whether liquid or solid, act, is no other than a subtile, volatile, Oil, which being taken away, the Substance in which it was lodged becomes effete and useless.

For this Reason it may be ascertained for Truth, that all those Aromatics, which in Distillation yield a fragrant and penetrating Oil, such as Cinnamon, Cloves, Nutmegs, Mace, Cardamoms, Cubbebs, Lemon and Orange peels, are justly to be ranked among the principal of the Balsamics. For this very Reason, Valerius Cor-

dus, in his Dispensatory, orders Oil of Cloves to be used as a Succedaneum to the Opebalsamum, in all the Antidotes in which it is ordered for an Ingredient. "There are not, says he, in our Days, Opebalsamum, Car- pebalsamum, and Xylobalsamum to be found, which come up to the true Descriptions given us of them; but as we are taught by Experience, that the distilled Oils of Cinnamon and Cloves, of which the Ancients were ignorant, are equal in their Virtues to the true Balsam, for this Reason we have, in our Theriaca, substitu-

ted the Oil of Cloves instead of the Ope-
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Opobalsamum. It would not be improper to substitute instead of Car- pobalsamum, Cubebs or Cloves, or Cardamoms and Aloes Wood, instead of the Xyloba·lamum."

These aromatic Oils, then, are subtle spirituous Balsams, of so uncommon Virtues and Efficacy, that the other oriental Balsams can scarcely be expected to come up to them. For these produce their Effects only by a subtle Oil. Neither is it difficult to reduce these very penetrating and liquid Oils, either to the Confluence of a Balm, or to the Form of a Refin, provided a concen·rated acid Spirit, such as the Oil of Vitriol, be duly mixed with them.

In our own Country there are also spirituous Balsams of this Kind, which, both on account of their Virtues and Fragrancy, render it a dubious Point, whether they are not of equal Value with the oriental Balsams, and aromatic Oils; and these Balsams produced in our own Country are Oils distilled from aromatic Herbs, of a fragrant Smell, and penetrating Taste.

The principal Herbs of this Kind are Rosemary, Lavender, common Spike, Marjoram, common and Turkish Baum, Basil, Mother of Thyme, Roman Chamomile, and all the Species of Mint, Water-Mint, Cow·mary, Field and Mountain Calamint, curled Mint, and Origanum commonly called the wild Marjoram. These Herbs, when duly distilled, yield very fragrant and efficacious Oils; but as these Oils are rarely to be met with pure in the Shops, but are adulterated in their Distillation with Turpentine, it happens that they do not discover the Efficacy of which the genuine Sorts are poified, in corroborating the Tone of the Nerves, and of the other solid Parts. They are most conveniently used when dissolved and reduced to E-

fences; and Quercetum, in the End of his Pharmacopoeia Restituta, has these remarkable Words concerning them. "In Germany an Expedition is lately found for reducing the penetrating Oils into some pure and grateful Eflence, which preserves the Colours, Smells, and Tastes of the peculiar Oils, without any other Mixture, than the Celestial Manna well purified, which extractsthe Virtue of these Oils, and by its Admixture proves an excellent Corrector to them." There is no doubt but the Menftruum, so highly commended by this Author, is highly rectified Spirit of Wine, prepared according to Art for a thorough Diffolution of their Oils.

From what has been said, I think it plainly appears, that the Vegetable Kingdom supplies us with the noblest and most efficacious Balsams, which, when skilfully used, are of singular Service in curing Diseases, and preserving Life and Health. Neither is it to be forgot, that the Balsamic Plants and Trees, produced by the bountiful Parent of the Human Race, for their Comfort and Preservation, are distinguished, as it were, by an external Mark or Characteristic, expressive of their latent and inherent Efficacy against Corruption, and consequently of their Balsamic Nature. And this Characteristic is, that almost all of them flourish perpetually, and are what we call Evergreens. We are, also, on this Occasion to enquire, whether Heaven, who in all its Measures consults the Interest of Mankind, has not concealed Balsams for the Preservation of the Human Species, under the Earth, and in the Bottom of the Sea. If we then diligently enquire into the Nature of the Bodies lodged there, we shall find two dry Balsamchid under the Earth, and diffused thro' the Sea, which seem to vie with the other Balsams procured from the Vegetable.
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is not a little corrected by the Addition of these aromatic Substances, Cinnamon, Nutmegs, Cloves, and Spanish Wine. The Elixir Proprietary invented by Paracelsus, and the Pil. Ruffi and Pil. Adiunctarum, prepared of the same Species, have retained their Reputation for a great while; because by the Addition of Myrrh, which is of a balsamic Nature, and Saffron, the cathartic Violence of the Aloe is much corrected and subdued.

Balsamics are, therefore, very properly mixed with evacuating Medicines, not only in order to correct their drastic Qualities, but also to assist Nature in performing the several Excretions, and to preserve the Strength which Evacuants generally impair. For this Reason, they are very properly combined with Emetics; as also with Sudorifics. 'Tis sufficiently known to every Practitioner, how efficacious balsamic Medicines are in curing the Disorders of the Glands, and removing those Diseases which arise from their too great Laxity, a Defluxion of Humours upon them, or too copious a Discharge of their Contents. Balsamics are, also, excellent Pectorals, because they remove Obstructions of the Lungs, promote Expectoration, and surprizingly corroborate the Pulmonary Vessels. Medicines of the balsamic Kind afford considerable Relief, in Pains arising from the Stone in the Kidneys, or Bladder. Besides, when the Menfes are either defective or too copious, or when too frequent Abortions, or Sterility on some other account, destroy the Prospect of a hopeful Progeny, no Medicines are better calculated than Balsamics, for corroborating the relaxed Tone of the Uterus; that Nature may be thus rendered able to subdue and eliminate what is noxious, and by that Means provide a proper
proper Receptacle for cherishing and perfecting the Focuss.

The celebrated Frederic Hoffman afferts, that balsamic Medicines are truly universal, and of extensive Use in Physic, and that their Virtues are as great as those of any other Class of Medicines whatever; since they are suited to all Constitutions, easily incorporated with all other Remedies, and exquisitely calculated for subduing and removing almost all Diseases. Balsamies have this peculiar to themselves beyond other Medicines, that they are friendly to the Human Constitution; and contrive, as it were, and contract an Affinity with it. Of this we may easily be convinced, by observing how speedily Strength impaired by chronical Disorders, old Age, or any other Accident, is restored by the timely and seasonable Use of Balsamies. For this Reason no Medicines are so effectual in Paintings from whatever Cause, as Balsamies; and, in a word, they wonderfully recruit, restore, and preserve that which is the original Source of Life, and imparts Strength, Pullation, and Tone to the Heart, Arteries, and Nerves, whether we call it Principle, Spirit, Soul, or Nature. For they seem to be transformed into the Nature and Genius of that noble and wonderful Sub stance, which is the Director and Source of Motion in all our Members. For in a Syncope they so suddenly restore Motion to the oppressed Heart, purely by their Smell, that we cannot enough admire their Efficacy. For such is the Nature of all Substances which abound with a penetrating and fragrant OIl, that, when used either internally or externally, they singularly cherish and preserve the Strength of our Constitutions. On the contrary, every Thing that is putrid and fetid, and the Reverse of Fragrant, is highly prejudicial to Strength, and the vital Motions, which it soon oppresses and destroys. For every Degree of Putrefaction is highly prejudicial to Life; and when it either begins, or is increased, in a Human Body, the Strength and vital Motions forthwith fail and are destroyed, as we evidently see in Plagues, malignant Fevers, and Mortifications of the internal Parts. For this Reason Remedies prepared of Balsamies are justly titled the Bal samis, the Waters, and Spirits of Life, since they have such a direct and immediate Influence upon it.

Since then Balsamies convey Motion, Strength, and Tone, to all the Parts of the Body, we may easily see, that these Medicines must be singularly efficacious in those Disorders and Indispositions, where the Strength and vital Motions are impaired, or where the Viscera and other Parts are too much relaxed, and deprived of their due and proper Tone. For this Reason, they will never frustrate the Expectation of the Physician, who prudently exhibits them in Weakness of the Brain and Nerves, Imbecillity of the Memory and Senes, a Palsy of the Members, and Privation of Voice, a Hemiplegy, Inaptitudes, Loathings of the Food, Vomitings, Diarrhoeas, and Gripings of the Belly; in Cafes where Flatulences prove unceily, in Langours of the whole Body, in Paintings, and in all cold Catarrhous Defluxions, in Coughs that are too moilt, a Coryza, a Fluor Albus, a Gonorrhoea, a moift Asthma, and in a word in all Cafes where the Parts are to be strengthened. Then again, as the best and most valuable Balsamics convey Strength and Energy to the solid Parts of our Bodies, especially to the Heart and muscular Fibres, which move and impel our Fluids, hence it follows, that they are
are the surest and most efficacious
Preservatives against all Kinds of
Diseases, as will sufficiently appear
from the following Considerations.
As long as the Blood and Humours
are quickly and uninterruptedly car-
ried off thro' proper Strainers and
Eunctories, so long the whole Body,
and each particular Part of it,
are in a State of Health, and daily
perform their respective Functions.
But as soon as this Motion is dis-
turbed, or interrupted, in the whole
Body, or any of its Parts, or when
the necessary Secretions are not du-
ly made, a surer Foundation is, by
these very Means, laid for Disease.
Now Nothing is of more Efficacy for
preferving the vital Circulation of
the Humours, and carrying on the
necessary Business of Perspiration,
than those Substances which strength-
then and corroborate the Heart,
the principal Part of the Body,
with their balsamic Qualities. But
our noble Balsamies are particula-
ry and singularly useful as Preferva-
tives with uncommon Success, when
epidemical Disorders rage. They are,
also, very properly joined with A-
lexipharics in the above mentioned
Disorders, because they retiit Putre-
facts, recruit the Strength, and
promote a due Circulation of the
Humours. And since they so power-
fully guard against Putrefaction,
which is so prejudicial to Life, they
are, for this Reason, very properly
and successfully used in the Venereal
Disease, which is truly of a putrid
Kind, and in those Scurvies which
are the Result of an impure Air, and
unwholesom Aliments. For the De-
coctions, Elixirs, and Essences of the
Woods, derive their Virtues and Ef-
ficacy from the balsamic Qualities of
the Ingredients. Besides, Balsamies,
especially of the fragrant Kind, have
this singular Advantage attending
them, that they calm the exorbit-
tant Motions of our Fluids, and al-
lay Pain. For this Reason, in vio-
Ient Head-achs, Tooth-achs, and
Pains of the Ears, they often afford
great Relief, even when only exter-
nally applied. Neither is it to be
forgotten, that Balsamies prove ex-
cellent Evacuants and Anodynes; for
they remarkably qualify their Vir-
tues, by their Qualities. For this
Reason Balsamies are very happily
joined, with almost all evacuant and
anodyne Medicines. From all these
Considerations it appears, how pro-
per and efficacious Balsamies are,
for the Cure of a large Number of Di-
ses.

But as Nothing is in every Respect
perfect and compleat, as there is no
Medicine however valuable in itself,
but what produces bad Consequenc-
es when imprudently exhibited,
there is no doubt to be made, but
this is also the Case with Balsamies.
For when there is in the Body too
large a Quantity of hot and fervid
Blood, when its Motion is too much
accelerated; and the Pulse quick
and vehement, Nature has, in these
Cases, more need of a Check than a
Stimulus. For which Reason we
must neither attempt to excite, nor
augment, the Motions of the Fluids.
Befides, fragrant Substances have this
Disadvantage attending them, that
when the Brain, in consequence of
some Weakness, with Difficulty
transmits the Blood, and the Vein-
ids of the Head are become turgid with
Humours, they occasion a greater
Derivation of Humours to it, and
sometimes increase the Pains, Tor-
pors, Vertigos, and Oppressions of
the Senses. I must here add, that
Physicians have not as yet sufficiently
discovered the Virtues and Efficacy
of Balsamies, in the Practice of
Medicine, since they are more
powerful and efficacious than is commonly believed. The spurious Balsams, which are commonly sold, and which ought to be made of the purest, ethereal, aromatic, and cephalic Oils, are for the most part sophificated and adulterated, so that Physicians have no reason to be surprized, if they do not produce the Effects they would do, if they were pure and genuine. I must in the last place observe, that Physicians are very faulty in drowning, as it were, Balsamis in spirituous Liquors, since they almost always either mix them with Spirit of Wine, or join them with it by Distillation, by which Means the Virtues of the Balsamis are infringed, which assume a violently hot Nature. The more then their genuine Natures are retained, the more efficacious and useful they are.

CHAP. X.

OF EMMENTagogues.

Emmenagogues are Medicines which promote the Menstrual Flux; tho' Hoffman includes under this Name those Remedies, which cause a Discharge of Blood from the haemorrhoidal Veins. Among those which best and most commodiously answer this Intention, we may reckon the Roots of Birthwort, Zedoary, and the five aperient Roots, the Herbs Mugwort, Calamint, Feverfew, Pennyroyal, Baum, Savin, Poly Mountain, Rue, Marjoram, Rosemary, Wallflowers, Saffron, Bay-berries, Juniper-berrics; the Gums Bedilium, Galbanum, Opoponax, Sagagenum, and Amber; Among purgative Substances, Aloes, Rhubarb, and Bryony; as also Aromatics, and Animal Salts, Castor, and Chalybeate Preparations, which excel all others of the mineral and chemical Kind.

The more these Excretions are subservient to Life and Health, the more it were to be wished, with Hippocrates, that we had certain and efficacious Medicines for regulating them and by that Means preventing and curing several very terrible Disorders. But as these Secretions are principally the Work of Nature, and in Women appear, return, and end at certain Periods, but are neither incident to all Men, nor fo periodical as the Menstrum; and as a certain Redundance of Blood, together with a certain State of the Vessels of the Anus and Uterus, disposed to a spontaneous Evacuation, are requisite in order to these Discharges; and as these Evacuations may be obstructed, or totally destroyed by various Causes, it must of course be a difficult Task, to fall upon effectual Means of restoring these Evacuations when fopt; or inlarging them when impared; neither of which Ends can ever be attained, without knowing the Cause from which the Misfortune proceeds.

But supposing that there is a Redundance of Blood, the principal Cause of this Evacuation, supposing also, that the Vessels of the Uterus and Anus are disposed, that they may be distended, by a large Quantity of Blood flowing to them, and be capable of discharging this Blood; yet if the Excretions are not duly carried on, either on account of Obstructions, or spasmodic Contractions of the small lateral Vessels of the Arteries, in consequence of which the Blood does not circulate naturally; or on account of a Diminution of the spirituous Principle of the Blood, and the elastic contracile Force of the Heart and Arteries, then the above enumerated Medi-
Medicines afford the desired Relief. For the capillary Vessels are excellently opened, and Obstructions removed, by the five Aperient Roots, Birthwort, Rhubarb, Briony, and Wall-flowers, especially if exhibited by way of Decoction with some saline Stimulus, such as Borax. This Invention is, also, excellently answered by the Gums exhibited with Aloes, and other Purgatives, in the Form of Pills. The small capillary Ducts, when spasmodically constricted, or preternaturally contracted, are excellently relaxed and opened by Mugwort, which is of a demulcent Nature, as also by Yarrow, Saffron, and Caltor. In order to restore the spirituous Principle of the Blood, strengthen the Solids, and confirm the Tone of the Fibres and Vessels, such Corroboratives are to be used, as operate by their fine volatile and oleous Salts, among which we may reckon all Aromatics, Myrrh, the Berries of the Bay, and Juniper Trees, Rosemary, Penny-royal, Baum, Savory, Savin, Wall-flowers, Calamint, Amber, Filings of Steel, Chalybeat Tinctures, and volatile Oleous Salts.

When the Evacuation is impaired, or rendered slow, by a Redundance of Blood, which too powerfully refills the Elasticity of the Vessels, the Emmenagogues already mentioned, especially those of the hotter Kind, are by no Means to be exhibited. For by these the Blood is thrown into violent Commotions, and a Train of formidable Symptoms is frequently brought on. In this Case, therefore, Venefection is the first to be recommended, since by Means of that alone those salutary and critical Evacuations are often happily restored.

Nor are the Emmenagogues already enumerated proper in Cases, where there is a Deficiency of Blood, and laudable Juices, as in Peri ons recovering from the Shock of a Disease, those whose Prime Vae are loaded with viscid Sordes, or those whose villous Coats of the Stomach are lined with a viscid Mucus, by which means Digestion and Chylification are unduly carried on. In Cases of this Nature, the principal Intention of the Physician ought to be, not only the Regeneration of good and laudable Blood by nutritive, gelatinous, Substances, and Broths easily convertible into Blood and Juices, but also, if necessary, the Restititution of the Digestion, and Elaboration of the Chyle by Emetics, gentle Purgatives of a saline aperient Nature, and bitter Stomachics.

These Evacuations are frequently fopt, by Obstructions and Infarations of the vascular Substance of the Anus in Men, and the internal Part of the Uterus and Vagina in Women; in consequence of which they admit no Blood however strongly propelled to them. In these Cases forcing Remedies are not only superfluous, but pernicious, unless the indurated and infarcted Vessels are previously relaxed and soined, by proper Medicines. And this Intention can be neither more speedily, nor efficaciously answered, than by Baths and Pomentations, or Vapour-Baths, so contrived that a Vessel full of warm Water, impregnated with Mugwort, Penny-royal, and Chamomile Flowers, may be placed under the Abdomen in such a Manner, that the Stream may ascend, and penetrate into the Uterus and adjacent Parts. This is to be done in a warm Room, with the Patient's Body well covered; and in order to keep the Water warm, red hot Flints are now and then to be put into it. Frictions of the Legs and Thighs with warm Cloaths, especially
especially after Bathing with sweet Water, also, contribute very much to the Production of this Effect.

But in Disorders arising from Suppression, a Defect, or Irregularity of the Menses, or Haemorrhoidal Discharges, nothing is more certain, safe, and effectual, than a prudent Use of proper Mineral Waters. By these all the Intentions of Cure are excellently answered. For by drinking these Waters, the viscid Humours are attenuated and evacuated, and the Obstructions of the Capillary Vessels removed; whilst by Bathing, in Others, the Stricture of the Parts is removed, and the Vessels are so enlarged, as readily to admit the Blood, and again discharge it.

As in Medicine 'tis a difficult Task to keep the Menstrual Discharges in due and natural Order, so it is still more difficult to manage the Haemorrhoidal, when a large Quantity of Blood attempts its Discharge by the Veins of the Anus, but does not find them disposed for its Evacuation. But the Discharges of this Kind are most powerfully promoted by Pills prepared of Aloes, which, by their highly subtile, resinos, and sulphureous Particles, not only excite a violent Orgasm in the whole Mans of Blood and Humours, but also, by stimulating the Coats of the Colon and Rectum by their tenacious viscid and resinous Parts, excite a greater Aflux of Blood to those Parts. Yet when the Blood, after it has arrived here, cannot make its Way through the Vessels, it partly protrudes them, like so many Tubercles accompanied with Pain, and, partly stagnating between the nervous Coats of the Intellines, and preffing them, produces violent Inflations, Spasms, and other terrible Disorders of the Abdomen. A Discharge, therefore, of Blood from their Vessels is to be attempted, by Inflations over a Vessel filled with hot Water, in such a Manner, that the Vapour of the Water may arrive at the Region of the Anus. For by this Means the Vessels are distended, and swell; and then the Parts are to be rubbed with Fig leaves, or coarse Flannels, in order to solicit a Discharge.

CHAP. XI.

OF VISCERALS.

VISCERAL Remedies, in general, are those which impart Strength and Firmness to the fanguineous Viscera, such as the Liver, Spleen, Uterus, Kidneys, and Lungs; by which Means they are rendered capable of more happily and expeditiously performing their respective Functions. To this Class we may, therefore, commodiously refer hepatic, splenetic, pneumonic, uterine, anti-cachetic, anti-hydropic, anti-icteric, anti-hysteric, and anti-phthisical Medicines. But the most considerable Viscerals are, the Roots of Gentian, long and round Birthwort, Succory, Zedoary, Fern, true Rhubarb, and Rhapontic, Turmeric, and Relf-Harrow, Peruvian Bark, Winters-Bark, the Bark of Tamarisks, the Ash, and Capers, together with Cloves, the Herbs Wormwood, the Iffer Centaury, Fumitory, Carduus Beneficius, Marsh Trefoil, Golden Trefoil, Baum, Spotted Lungworth, Spleen-Wort, Agrimony, Hore-bound, Dodder, Pauls Betony, Scabious, Spurge, Maidenhair, and Mouse Ear. The Viscera are, also, excellently strengthened by some of the resinous Gums, such as Myrrh, Aloes, Bdelium, the Gum of the Ivy-tree, Gum Armoniac, Olibanum, Sagapenum, Opopanax, and Aia Fectida. Some Minerals
nerals are, also, excellent Viscerals, such as the Flowers of pure common Sulphur, Filings of Steel, and all Preparations of that Metal. Some Chymical Preparations are, farther, powerful Viscerals, such as the Salts of Herbs obtained by Incineration, the Terra Foliata Tartari, Cream of Tartar, Sal Polychrætium, Antimonyed Nitre, Spirit of Sal Ammoniac, the Tincture of Mars extracted with Spirit of Wine, the Tincture of Tartar, the Tincture of Antimony, the Elixir Proprietatis, the Essence of Soot, and others of a like Nature. To the Class of Visceral Medicines, also, belong Mineral Waters, especially such as contain a certain subtile Chalybeate Principle, such as those of Pyrmont, Spaeve, and others; and much more thofe which contain a large Quantity of a Chalybeate Principle.

The Balsamic Viscerals, partly by a fulphureous, balsamic, and somewhat fixed earthy Principle, and partly by their alkaline, sulphureous, saponaceous, and bitter Quality, perform their Operation upon the Viscera, whose Vessels are obstructed and infarcted by gros and vicid Humours, by inciding and dissolving the tenacious Juices, and at the same time procuring a due contracting and elastic Force to the Vessels, and Fibres of the Viscera, which had loft their Strength and Tone. Hence they are of great Efficacy, both for the Prevention and Cure of thoè Chronical Difeases, which arife from any Disorder of the Viscera.

Though all the Viscerals agree in this, that they strengthen the Tone of the Viscera, and remove Infarctions and Obstructions, yet it is necessary to vary them according to the Diversity of the Viscera affected, and the Diseafes thereby produced. Thus, for Instance if the Liver is obstructed, and a Jaundice, Cachexy, or Scary produced by that Means, the moft efficacious Viscerals are thoè possessed of a certain saponaceous and dertive Bitternes; such as the five aperient Roots, Rhubarb, Turmeric, Opopotax, Bedelium, Venice Soap, Elixir Proprietatis prepared with an Acid, and all good Preparations of Steel. When there is too great a Relaxation or Infarction of the Lungs, and the Diseafes by that Means produced are precent, Myrrh, Gum Ammoniac, Flowers of Sulphur, Paul Betony, Scabious, Cher- vil, Lungwort, Mouse Ear, Horehound, and Maidenhair, are generally thought moft efficacious. When the Spleen, being preternaturally large and infarcted with Blood, favours the Generation of an impure Blood, and especially of a Cachexy, the Barks of Tamarisk and Capers, Fumitory, Spleenwort, Dodder, Spurge, the Roots of Restharrow, and Chalybeates, are preferable to other Remedies. When, from a too weak and relaxed Tone of the Kidneys, Nephritic Pains and Stones are formed, the Bark of the Egyptian Thorn Root, and an Infufion of it, as also Preparations of Hounds-tongue and Juniper are in a peculiar Manner efficacious. From a weak State of the Uterus, and its Vessels, and a flow Circulation of the Blood and Humours, arise numberles Chronical Difeases, which are efficaciously cured by long and round Birthwort, Mugwort, Myrrh, Feverfew, Galbanum, Bedelium, Opopotax, Amber, the fehid Pills, and other prepared in the fame Manner. If the Inte- fines and their Glands, the Secretory and Excretery, Biliary, Pancreatic and Lacteal Ducts, are fo deprived of Strength, that by a copious Defluxion of Humours, excessive Fluxes are produced, or if the Humours flaguating in the Vessels lay a Foundation for febrile Motions, and
and Paroxysms, Rhubarb, Perswian Bark, Winter's Bark, Cacacarilla Bark, and the most subtle Crocas and Effences of Mars, are found more efficacious than any other Remedies.

With respect to Corroboratives in general, it is to be observed, that they produce far better Effects, if not only before their Exhibition the redundant Blood is lightened, and the Sordes of the Prime Vae are evacuated by proper Laxatives, but if also, in order to render the Humours more fluid, they are exhibited in Decoctions or Infusions, or which is still better, with Medicinal Waters, or Whey. By which Means, the Operation of these Corroboratives, which are of an astringent Nature, is greatly assisted in removing violent chronic and inveterate Disorders; especially when their Use is for a considerable time perfixed in, with proper Exercise, whether by Riding or Walking.

CHAP. XII.

Of Astringents.

Astringents are very proper to restore a Tone and Elasticity to the animal Fibres, when debilitated by Disease, Intemperance, or Accident. But these are very seldom proper without a previous Attenuation of the Juices, and a Course of debilitant Medicines; because Obstructions are more firmly riveted, and the vitious Juices circulate with more Difficulty, when the Diameters of the Vessels are contracted by Astringents.

Among the several Classes of Corroborative Medicines, that of Astringents is none of the least considerable and important. The several Substances, which come under this Denomination, are also by the Latins called Vomitory, and by the Greeks, Traumatic Medicines. Their Virtue in general consists in a certain fixed and gently contrivasive Principle, by Means of which they brace up the Parts and Fibres that are too much relaxed, corroborate those which are weakened, and consolidate and agglutinate such as are corroded and wounded. The principal Medicines belonging to this Class are, the Roots of the Aven, Tormentil, Bifort, the greater Confound, Bugle, Saracen's Confound, Gooseberries, Agrimony, St. John's Wort with its Flowers, Yarrow with its Tops, Horsetail, Pauls Betony, Strawberries, Vervain, Mouse Ear, Male Speedwell, all Sorts of Plantain, Oak-leaves, Jerusalem Oak, Baum, Mint, Betony, and Lamium or the dead Nettle, the Flowers of Rofes, Balauftines, the Perswian Bark, that of Pomegranates, and of the Root of the Egyptian Thorn, Japan Earth, Dragons Blood, Hurtleberries, and Quinces. Of Species, the Nutmeg; of Mineral Substances, the Bloodstone, Alum, and all Species of Earths and Marles; and many Preparations.

The several Substances now mentioned operate by Means of a considerable fixed terrestrial Principle, in Conjunction with an Acid. And as by contriving the too much relaxed Fibres, they free them from a Congealition and Stagnation of Humours, so by bringing them into a nearer Contact with each other, they promote their Consolidation, and Coalescence. But this contrivasive Virtue is not equally strong and powerful in all the Substances we have mentioned. For in the Tormentic Root, in the Bifort Root, and its Extract, in the Balauftine Flowers, the Pomegranate Bark, the Oak-leaves, the Alum, 
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the Juice and Bark of the Egyptian Thorn, Quinces, and dried Hurtleberries, this astringent Quality is much stronger, than in what we commonly call the Vulnerary Herbs; which consisting of a subtile, earthy, and alkaline Principle, intermixed with Particles of a sulphureous, balsamic, and somewhat fixed Nature, operate more safely and mildly, and are of singular Use and Advantage in the Practice of Physic. But that these Vulneraries, as well as the stronger and more powerful Astringents, contain a Principle of a subtile, dissolvable, and earthy Nature, is plain from this, that rich Infusions of them, upon the Admixture of Vitriol of Mars, or even of any Chalybeate Liquor whatever, become black, and assume an inky Colour, just as they would do by the Addition of Galls.

If Skill and uncommon Caution are required in the Use of any Medicines whatever, they are certainly so in the Administration of Astringents. For since not only the Soundness of the Body in general, and of all its several Parts, but also Life itself, is maintained and preserved by the perpetual progressive and circulatory Motion of sufficiently attenuated and fluid Humours, thro' the Structure of the Body, which is almost entirely vascular, and composed of inconceivably minute and slender Ducts; and since, at the same time, such are the Natures, and Properties of Astringents, as to insipilate our Fluids mixed with them, and brace up the Pores and Ducts of our Solids, it is therefore obvious, that Remedies of this Class must be unfriendly to the very Natures and vital Motions of animal Bodies. For which Reason they are not so safe and secure as some may imagine, unless when used with the utmost Care and Circumpection: For daily Experience convinces us, that Medicines of an Astringent Quality, rashly and unskillfully applied for stopping Haemorrhages, or Fluxes, produce numerous fatal Consequences, and generally bring on flow Fevers, Cachexies, Edematous Swellings, Spasmodic Disorders, Colics, and Hypochondriacal Indispositions. For this Reason we are carefully to avoid the imprudent and immoderate Use of the Peruvian Bark, for carrying off the Paroxysms of Intermittent Fevers. Since, by its Astringency, the viscid, bilious and salival Sordes, lodged in the Prime Vice, and which ought to be discharged, are so much the longer confined and retained, by which Means a still more formidable Disorder is sometimes brought on.

If Necessity should at any time call for the Use of Astringents of this Nature, they are not to be administered all at once; but successively, in gentle Doses, and in Conjunction with a sufficient Quantity of some proper Liquid; prescribing at the same time a due Degree of Exercise.

'Tis highly unsafe and dangerous to repress excessive Vomiting, Discharges of bloody Urine, Haemorrhages of the Nose, Uterus, or Anus, and Spitting of Blood, by Means of Astringents; since the Patients are always sure to suffer by such a Practice, unless the Spasms, on which these Discharges of Blood for the most part depend, as much as Effects do upon their immediate Causes, are first footed, the violent and impetuous Motions of the Fluids checked, and the exorbitant and preternatural Afluence of Humours derived to other Parts.

The traumatic or vulnerary Herbs, and Decoctions of them, are of very singular and uncommon Service, not only in Wounds, Erosions, and Solutions of Continuity, but also in some Diseases of a chronic and violent
violent Nature, such as a Phthisis, Scurvy, Cachexy, and Disorders arising from the Stone, when these Indispositions draw their Origins from a preternatural Stagnation of the Juices. But we ought at all times carefully to avoid using them in Cafes, when there is too great an Obstruction of the Vessels, a Constriction of the Fibres, or in a Phthisis, when the Lungs are full of hard Tumours and Tubercles. However, in other Cafes, Infusions of vulnerary and gently astringent Medicines are of singular Service, and produce excellent Effects, especially in preventing fabulous and stony Concretions in the Kidneys, which for the most part arise from an Exulceration or Relaxation of these Organs. This Intention is, also, very well answered by Infusions of Yarrow and its Tops, of Pauli Betony, Ground Ivy, Strawberries, Agrimony, and the Bark of the Egyptian Thorn Root. In involuntary Discharges of the Urine, arising from too great a Relaxation of the Spincter Mucel of the Bladder, whether in Children or Adults, Infusions of this Nature produce very happy Effects, applied externally, at the same time, rectified Spirits of Wine.

In Cafes where the external Parts are hurt or wounded, well rectified Spirit of Wine proves, by itself, a noble and efficacious Vulnerary; since it puts a speedy Stop to Defluxions of the Blood and Humours, and is of singular Service, where the more sensible Nerves, and tendinous Parts, have suffered by a too great Effusion of Blood. For Spirituous Liquors not only coagulate the Juices of the Human Body, as we find by making the Experiment upon Blood and Lymph, but also, by removing the superfluous Humidity, render the Fibres tense and rigid; and, by bracing them more strongly up, prevent Stagnations. Nor is the Spirituous Water called L'Eau de Arquebuse, or Aqua Selpetaria, a delipitable Vulnerary, (in the Opinion of Hoffman) since it is prepared by Distillation in Baloio Maris from some of the best Vulnerary Herbs; and Wine. But its Virtues and Efficacy are to be ascribed to the Spirit and the Wine, rather than to the Herbs, whose Virtues are lodged in a fixed earthy Principle, which does not come over the Helm of the Still.

CHAP. XIII.

Of Heating Medicines.

THAT the Natures and Qualities of the several Medicines coming under this Denomination may be more thoroughly understood, it is necessary to observe, that there may be Heat without the external Application of Fire; and that it discovers its Presence by numberless Effects, but in no Case more conspicuously than by the Dilatation of the Fluid in the Thermometer. The Means, then, by which Warmth is generated in Bodies, are the very same with those by which apparent Fire is produced. Where there is Heat, there also is a proportionable and correspondent Motion and Agitation of the Parts of the Body said to be hot; and, vice versa, where there is an Agitation of the Parts, there is a proportionable Heat, or Warmth. Motion, considered in an abstracted and metaphysical Light, does not generate Heat; since a Body moving in vacuo can never produce any such Effect. So that Warmth must be originally
ginally owing to a brisk and lively Attrition of such Bodies, as are naturally susceptible of Heat, and capable of communicating it. The Generation of Heat in Bodies, and its several Degrees, are determined by three mechanical Axioms, the first of which is,

That the more dense the Matter is, the Degree of Heat generated is proportionably the greater. For by the Laws of Mechanics, if two Bodies move with an equal Degree of Velocity, the Effects produced by them will bear a direct Proportion to their respective Densities, or Quantities of Matter.

Secondly, The greater or stronger the mutual Pressure of the Parts of one Body upon those of another is, the Heat generated is, ceteris paribus, proportionably the more intense. Thus two Plates of Iron, gently and slowly moved upon each other, do not produce the same Degree of Heat, as when the Attrition is stronger and brisker.

Thirdly, The denser Bodies are, the stronger their mutual Pressure, and the quicker their Motions, the greater is the Degree of Heat produced. For in Proportion as the Velocity is increased, so the mutual Resistance between the Body moved, and that which may be said to sustain the Motion, is augmented.

From these Considerations we come to understand, why such Human Bodies are dense, hard, ponderous, robust, accustomed to Exercise, and abound with compact Humours and Juices, are always found not only warmer, but also require a larger Time to become cold, than others. As such Bodies, by a vigorous Application of the Solids to the Fluids, are rendered dense by Compression, they may reasonably be supposed not only to generate a greater Degree of Heat, but also to retain it longer than Bodies of an opposite Make, or in another State. Hence, also, we understand, why the internal Parts of Carcasses deprived of Heat grow cold very slowly; whereas their external Parts become so very soon. On the contrary, 'tis obvious that lax, soft, languid, and weak Bodies can never excite an extraordinary Degree of Heat in their aqueous Humours; because the Attrition of their Parts being weaker, their Fluids must be less dense, and the Surfaces of their Parts the more lax, and consequently less capable of retaining the generated Heat. Aristeotle was well apprised how much the Density or Thinness of the Blood, flowing in the Vessels of Animals, contributed to generate or produce Heat in their Bodies, as is obvious from the following Passage, Lib. 2. Cap. 4. de part. Animal. "That Blood, says he, which is too much diluted is cold, and consequently cannot become hard. But those Animals, whose Blood abounds with a great Number of gross thick Fibres, have more of an earthy Principle in their Constitutions, and are fierce, wrathful, and furious. For Rage begets Warmth, and solid Bodies, and all Substances of a firm Texture, when become hot, warm more powerfully, than such as are of a moist and humid Nature. Now the Fibres of such Animals are solid and of a terrestrial Nature; so that, by Rage, Fermentations and preternatural Heats are excited in the Blood. Hence it happens that Bulls and Boars are of a fierce, a wrathful, and furious Disposition, because their Blood abounds more with solid Fibres, than that of some other Animals." For the Mafs of Blood confists not only of red Globules, such as come more strictly under the Denomination of Blood, but also of Serum, in which these Globules swim; and the larger the Quantity
Quantity of Serum is, the thinner and more diluted the Mass of Blood must of course be, and vice versa. On the other hand, the thinner the Blood is, the more faint and weak the Attrition caused by its Motion must be, and the weaker its Attrition is, the smaller the Degree of Heat generated must be; therefore the thinner the Mass of Blood is, the fainter the Heat produced by it must be, and vice versa. Hence the Reason is obvious, why Men of hardy, robust, Constitutions, who have their Vessels filled with a thick and rich Blood, are more subject to burning Fevers, and inflammatory Disorders, than those of lax and weak Constitutions, whose Vessels contain a thin and much diluted Blood. Hence, also, appears the Reason, why Venesection is the most infallible Method of diminishing the Heat of the Body; because, by lessening the Quantity of the Blood, its Attrition in the Vessels, on which the Density of the Humours depends, is proportionably lessened. But to consider the Method, by which Heat is generated and increased in the Human Body, a little more accurately: The Blood itself is a Body; the Heart also, and the Arteries are Bodies; and consequently the Heart cannot contract itself without pressing upon the Blood, and this Pressure is continued by the Arteries. When a Body moves through a Cylinder, the Attrition produced is little or none at all; whereas when the same Body moves from the Base towards the Apex of a conical Canal, it must strike against its Sides. Hence arises a Repercussion and consequently an Attrition. Now the Arteries of our Bodies are such conical Canals, and consequently reail the Impression of the Blood; therefore an Attrition must necessarily be produced; and by Natural Philosophy we are taught, that where there is Attrition, there also must be Heat: so that there can be no Heat in the Human Body, but what is produced by the Circulation of the Fluids; and when this Circulation is stopped, the Heat is of Course destroyed. Hence the Degrees of Heat in a Human Body are most properly estimated by the Pulse; since the faint Pulse denotes an equable Heat, diffused through all the Body; whereas the Pulse, preternaturally increased or diminished, indicates a proportionable Increase or Diminution of Heat. Hence the Reason is obvious, why the arterial Blood of the Brain is the coldest of any; since in the Arteries of the Brain the Syphole and Diaathole are very faint and languid, because, upon their entering the Cranium, they lose their muscular Coat. This Observation, for the same Reason, holds true with regard to the Blood in the Bones. The muscular Coat of the Arteries produces a proportional Pressure of the Parts of the Blood upon each other. Hence arises Attrition; and this Attrition ceasing or being diminished, the Heat accordingly ceases, or is impaired. From these Circumstances we are able to account for the arterial Blood being hotter than the venous Blood; since in the Arteries the Blood is always carried from wider to narrower Parts, where the Resistance, the Pressure, the Attrition, and consequently the Heat, are increased; whereas in the Veins the Blood is carried from narrower into wider Parts, where the Resistance, the Pressure, the Attrition, and consequently the Heat, are diminished. Hence the Reason why some Men, otherwise in a good State of Health, who faint away upon seeing Phlebotomy performed, first become cold at the Extremities, is, because in these Parts the Humours first begin to stop. Since, then, all the Heat in
A Human Body is produced by the Motion of the Fluids, and since the Excess of Heat bears a just Proportion to the Attrition of the moving Fluids with themselves, and with the Vessels in which they flow, it is obvious, that Whatever increases the Velocity of their circulatory Motion, must of course augment the Heat of the Body; so that by Motion and Exercise alone, the Degrees of Heat are not only increased in a Human Body, but also bear a Proportion to the Velocity of that Motion, whether it be Running, or any other Kind of Exercise. The Reason why Hippocrates in the fifteenth Aphorism of his first Section afferts, that in Winter and the Spring the Belly is naturally hotter than at other Seasons, is, because at these Times the Blood flows thro' the Vessels braced up, and rendered narrow by the Influence of the external Cold. For if the same Quantity of any Liquid is to move thro' a Vessel or Canal, narrower by one Half than the Vessel it formerly moved in, it will flow quicker by one Half than it did in the other; hence its Attrition, and consequently its Heat, must be increased. "The Circulation of the Blood according to Hoffman in Med. Rat. Syf. is the immediate and productive Cause of Heat in the Human Body; and all Substances, which increase this Circulation, produce correspondent Degrees of Heat in it; whereas such Substances, as retard its Motion, of course proportionably impair its Heat." From what has been said it is obvious, that under the Denomination of heating Medicines, all such are to be ranked, as increase the Velocity of the Circulation, and produce a greater Pressure of the Vessels upon the Fluids; since upon this Circumstance depends the Density of the Humours, which, as it is the principal Cause, so also may it prove the Effect of an increased Degree of Heat. Among the Medicines of this Kind we may reckon.

Stimulating Substances, among which are the four greater hot Seeds of Anife, Caraway, Cumin, Fennel; the four lesser hot Seeds of Bishops weed, Stone-parley, Smallage, and wild Carrot.

To this Class also belong Astringents, and such Substances as block up the Pores externally, such as immoderate Cold, a heavy Air, cold Water, tight Cloaths, or thick Bedcloaths.

Among such things as increase the Heat of the Human Body, we may also reckon Muscular Motion, and principally Frictions.

In the last place, to this Class belongs external Heat, whether occasioned by the Fire or the Air; to which we may, also, refer the warm Atmosphere immediately surrounding the Body itself, when deprived of all Communication with the adjacent cool Air; when, for Instance the Body, being covered close up in Bed, becomes gradually warmer by the Heat exhaled from itself. According to Celsius L. i. C. 3. "The Degrees of Heat are increased in the Body by Unction, by Salt Water, especially if hot, by all saline Substances, and by an auffere Wine." The Distinction of heating Medicines, according to their several Degrees, seems to bear an Air of Absurdity in it; since these Degrees cannot be absolutely determined, but are meerly relative to the several Constitutions, to whom such Medicines happen to be exhibited. As for Heat externally applied to the Body, 'tis to be observed, that a dry Heat is more proper for generating Warmth in the Constitution, than a moist one; since the latter at first excites the Sensation of Heat, but afterwards augments the Cause from which the Sense of Cold proceeds, by relaxing the
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the Vessels, diminishing their Resistance, and consequently impairing the Pressure which ought to be made upon the Fluids. In this Sense we are to understand Hippocrates, when in the sixteenth Aphorism of his first Section he afferts, that, "Too frequent an Use of hot Substances is attended with Tenderness of the Flesh, and Weakness of the Nerves."

Old Persons, and People of withered, dry, and rigid Constitutions, seem to be proper Exceptions to this Rule; since, in confequence of the Relaxation to be expected from a moist Heat, the Pasages of the Humours thro' their capillary Vessels are rendered more free and open. The Health of such Patients is, according to Valthius in his Philo­phia Sacra, most effectually consulted by following the Example of pious King David in the like Circumstances. Langius, in the twelfth Epistle of his first Book, among the Fomentations which afford the most kindly Warmth, reckons a young Puppy, or a little Boy laid in the Bofom of an old Man, and immediately subjoins: Thus when David was feventy Years of Age, and his native Heat so much exhausted, that he could not become warm by any other Means, he, by the Advice of his Physicians, got abifagh, the lovely Shunamite, to sleep in his Arms, that the decayed Strength of his Stomach might be restored by the kindly Warmth imparted by the blooming Lady.

When the Parts are refrigerated by the external Air, provided they are not become quite rigid by the Excess of the Cold, and the Blood is still capable of circulating, they are restored to their former Vigour, by being first immered in cold Water, and afterwards besprinkled with it, upon which they begin gradually to conceive a genial Warmth.

From what has been said it is obvious, that heating Medicines are not only proper, but neceffary, when thin and diluted Humours are to be infpiffated; where the fold Parts, become flaccid, are to be rendered tense; and where the Circulation of the Juices is either to be promoted when flert, or accelerated when too faint and languid; the Pulse of the Patient, in the mean time, directing the Physician how far to carry on his Design: So that heating Medicines, carefully applied, must be adapted to what we call cold Con­stitutions, to such as abound with a recriminatious Mucus, to such as are too much relaxed, to the Leucop­hlegmatic, and consequently to such as are afflicted with edematous Tumors. But they who practice Physic ought to take due Care, that heating Medicines be exhibited gradually, and that the Body be not warmed by their Influence all of a sudden; lest by that Means, the Fluids, stagnating in the flaccid Vessels, should be too hastily driven into the capillary Vessels, and thereby form the most dangerous Obftructions. A Man, for Instance, who by being long accustomed to a fedentary Life, and a Want of due muscular Motion, is become pale, and has acquired a flaccid State of all his Fibres, when all on a sudden he utes any violent Motion, or takes large Dofes of intensely hot Medicines of the more stimulating and acrid Kind, he immediately begins to breathe with Difficulty, and to be in Danger of a Suffocation, in confequence of the Humours moving too violently thro' the Vessels, as yet too lax, and unable to make a mutual Resistance to the Impulse of the Fluids, which of course rush into the capillary Vessels, and dilate them, sometimes to such a Degree as to burst them, and
and occasion a Discharge of their Contents. Accidents of this Nature happen not only in cacoehymic Habits, which abound with acrid and vitificd Humours, but also in plethoric Constitutions, where the Juices are good, but move in too slow and languid a Manner. But as a temperate Heat is absolutely necessary for the Preservation of Life and Health, so, as we are told by Hoffman in his Med. Rat. Syft. if this Heat is increased beyond its due Degree, an irreparable Loss of the finer Fluids is sustained, and all those Disorders are brought on, which draw their Origin from the Juices being too much infipilatcd, or rendered acrid by the Dissipation of their diluting, balsamic, aqueous Parts. According to Hoffman in Med. Rat. Syft. "Heat generates Salts in the Juices of Animals. For which Reason, when the Heat is increased, as happens in Fevers, the Urine contains a larger Quantity of Salts, and is of a deeper Colour; whereas the more moderate the Heat of the Body is, which is generally the Case with those habituated to a Life of Eafe and Temperance, the fainter the Colour of the Urine is, and the smaller Quantity of Salts it contains." From this Passage we learn, that a Change in the State and Condition of the Urine is another Sign of the Heat of the Body being increased or diminished; by which, as well as by the State of the Pulse, the Physician ought to be directed in the Use of heating Medicines. From what has been said it is obvious, that the Use of hot Substances is prejudicial in rigid Bodies, where the Juices move quickly, and with a considerable Force; and consequently that they must absolutely be abstained from in Feverish Heats, and acute Inflammatory Disorders. According to Hoffman in his Treatise last quoted, Hot Substances, and such as agitate the Blood too violently, easily convert a mild Humour into Poison, and a mild Disorder into one of the malignant Kind." He also, advices young Men, "and such as are in the Vigour of their Age, to abstain as much as possible from such Substances as are hot, or have a Tendency to throw the Blood into Commotions, left, by such a Piece of Imprudence, they should be suddenly carried off by inflammatory Disorders." That heating Medicines ought to be sparingly and cautiously exhibited to Infants, is also obvious; since their Juices are easily put into Motion, and their Vessels soon irritated. For, according to Hippocrates in the fourteenth Aphorism of his first Section, they, who are in a growing State, contain a great deal of innate Heat. Now that heating Medicines perform the various Offices of Corroboratives, Refolvents, and Dificutients, is sufficiently obvious to any one that considers, that the Fibres, the Membranes, and the Blood Vessels, derive a certain Tone, and elastic Force, from heating Substances, by which Means the Circulation of the Juices is rendered brisk and lively. But that an Excess of this Heat renders People weak and languid, is a Truth confirmed by Experience. The Reason of it seems to be, that the thin and aqueous Humours of the Body, being too much exhausted, the Blood of course will be deprived of the Matter destined by Nature for the Reparation and Nourishment of the Solids.

CHAP. XX.
Of TOPICS.

W I T H respect to External Applications, they are used in
in various Intentions; as to stimulate the Skin and raise Blisteres, in which cafe they are called Snaphims, or Vesicatories; to induce an artificial Sphacelus, and destroy the Part to which they are applied, and these are called Cauffics; to strengthen relaxed Parts, as is the Case in Astringents: To mollify hard and contracted Parts, as when Emollients and Relaxers are applied: To repel Humours: To attenuate Humours stagnated and concreted in any particular Part: To dispose these to Suppuration; and to deterge and clean Wounds, and Ulcers, and remove the Obstructions to their Healing.

In order to understand how these operate, it will be necessary to consider the Action of Heat, or Fire; and of Cold. Heat, therefore, produces Effects very different, in different Degrees.

Thus in a small Degree it relaxes the solid Parts of the Body, and attenuates the Fluids subjected to its Action, producing that agreeable Sensation which we call Warmth. And this Effect increases with the Degree of Heat, to a certain Point. And after this it begins to excite a painful and disagreeable Sensation; to destroy the Solids; and to coagulate the Fluids contained in them; and this Action increases ad infinitum, in Proportion to the Increase of the Heat, or Fire.

Cold, on the contrary, contracts, and braces up the solid Parts, and coagulates the Fluids; and therefore when the Effects of Heat begin to be disagreeable, Cold conveys a pleasing Sensation, which we name Coolness. In a greater Degree it becomes uneasy, and begins to retard the Motion of the Humours thro' the containing Vessels, both on account of its Action upon the Solids, and Fluids; and ultimately it induces a true Gangrene and Spha-
Vinegar, as a Topic; because many People erroneously imagine, that it coagulates the Juices; whereas, in Fact, there is scarcely any known Substance that attenuates more, and in a greater Degree disposes coagulating Juices to Fluidity.

The late Dr. Freind, in his History of Physic, seems to be of Opinion, that Oils prevent Resolution, by clogging and obstructing the Pores. But as we are not to be governed in Practice by Authority, but by Facts, it is worth while to consider, that the Poison conveyed by the Bite of a Viper coagulates the Juices, from the Part wounded even to the Heart, in Animals that die of it; and that by rubbing Olive Oil into the Part, this Coagulation is prevented, and the Animal is cured. And I see no Reason why we are not to believe it may prevent Coagulations of the Blood from other Causes. If we examine the Practice of the Antients, we shall find that it turned much upon Unctions, especially in Disorders arising from Stricture, that is, in Inflammations. And even People in a perfect State of Health frequently employed Unguents, after relaxing the Skin by Bathing. Now 'tis highly probable, that this was not done wantonly, and without Design; but that they found by Experience, that Unctions prevented the Coagulation of the Juices; and therefore they made Use of them not only as a Cure for, but as a Preventive against, Inflammation. And we know that whatever relapses, is attended with such Effects.

As practical Rules and Cautions are of infinitely more Consequence in Physic, than Philosophical Disquisitions on the mechanical Action of Medicines, I shall oblige my Readers with the following Dissertation on Topics, in the Words of the very eminent Frederick Hoffman.
Topics in general include whatever is externally applied to any Part of the Body, and consequently comprehend whatever is laid to Wounds or Ulcers, or any Injuries of the Limbs, whether it consists in the Application of the various Chirurgical Instruments, or in the Use of Ointments, Plasters, Injections, and Tents. But we shall confine ourselves to the Consideration of those Topics used in Disorders which arise from an internal Cauze, and consequently belong rather to the Province of the Physician, than of the Surgeon.

Baths, then, for the Head, whether prepared of simple Water, a Lixivium, or Wine boiled with cephalic and emollient Herbs, are often preposterously used by Persons ignorant of Medicine. These are generally prejudicial in all Disorders of the Head, and Weakness of the Brain, or Nerves; but they are in a particular Manner injurious in Achors, Catarrhs, and Ringing of the Ears, Dullness of Hearing, and Inflammations of the Eyes. I have often known an Epilepsy produced by preposterous Use of baths for Children's Heads; and I am of Opinion, that we ought totally to abstain from such Baths, and substitute in their room Frictions of the Head, and Substances of a drying and corroborative Nature. For the above mentioned Disorders are produced by an impetuous Conveyance of the Humours from the inferior Parts to the Head, and a Fulness and Stagnation of the Blood, either pure or serous, in that Organ. Now Nothing more disposes the Head to receive the Force of the Humours, and retain the serous Parts of the Blood, than these Baths, which, by their hot and tepid Moisture, render the Fibres flaccid, and hinder the congealed Humours from returning thro' the Veins. But in all Disorders of the Head, or superior Parts, we are rather to bath and relax the Feet and Legs, in order to make a Revulsion, and Derivation, from the superior to the inferior Parts.

I also condemn the Use of cephalic Plasters; when, for Instance, the whole Head is shaven, and covered with a Platter, as is usual in violent Haemorrhages, Epilepsies, and other Symptoms, generally produced by external Causes, such as Contusions or Blows. And tho' Some, upon this Occasion, make a Distinction of Plasters prepared of Balsams and Gums, and those which consist of viscid and glutinous Substances, yet, in my Opinion, both are more injurious than useful. The Reason of this Assertion is, that the freer the Perspiration of the Part affected is, the Cure always succeeds the better. Besides, the farther the Parts are moved from the Heart, the Source of Heat, or the less Blood circulates in them, of the greater Importance it is to promote Transpiration in them. Every one must, therefore, be convinced, that Plasters must prove prejudicial, by closing the Pores of the Head.

We can, therefore, from Experience recommend in their stead dry Powders, either sprinkled on the Head, or included in Bags; which, by their subtile, mild, and sulphureous Quality, corroborate the nervous or cold Parts, and preserve a free Perspiration. But if dry Powders are contraindicated, we may substitute, in their room, Bags, including cephalic Ingredients, boiled in Wine, or Liniments prepared of such Substances as are possessed of a penetrating Quality, by Means of a volatile oleous Salt, and a balsamic Resin, among which the most considerable are the Peruvian Balsam,
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...fam, Camphire, rectified Spirit of Wine, Sal-ammoniac, or volatile Salt of Worms, strengthened by the unadulterated Oils of Lavender, Marjoram, Rosemary, or Nutmegs, and impregnated with Essence of Caffor. These Liniments afford great Relief in all Disorders of the Head, whether they partake of the Nature of Convulsions, and Epilepsies, or are accompanied with Pain, and the Interception of any of the Senses. But my Intention is not to destroy the Use of all Plasters, which in certain Cases are beneficial, when applied to the Forehead, or Nape of the Neck. But I only speak of those Plasters which cover the whole or half of the Head. It is, also, to be observed, that frequently Powdering the Hair, especially with pounded Starch, is productive of bad Consequences. Thus a Gentleman of Distinction told me, that, by the frequent immoderate Use of such Powder in his Youth, he contracted a Weakness in his Eyes, which at last terminated in a perfect Cataract. Nor is it difficult to assign a Reason for this, since such tenacious Substances, by blocking up the Pores of the Head, greatly obstruct Perspiration, so necessary to the Health and Strength of the Part.

It is a common Error in Practice, to apply various Liniments and Balsams in most Disorders of the Head; especially a Vertigo, and Head-ach accompanied with a Sense of Weight, a Carus, an Apoplexy, a Torpor of the Senses, and an Hemicrania. Thus it is customary not only to anoint the Nostrils and Temples, but also the Crown of the Head, and Neck, with fragrant Balsams prepared of Musk, Amber, Civet, and Oil of Roses; because these are thought efficacious against Disorders of the Head. But such a Practice is not so innocent as it is imagined. For these are vaporous Medicines, and by their elastic Vaporosity infinuating themselves into the Pores of the Vessels, distend them too much, and in some measure fix the impetuous Motion of the Blood, and by their sedative and anodyne Quality dispose to Drowsiness. Hence every one must perceive, that we are to deal cautiously with Medicines of this Kind, which are not proper in Disorders of this Nature, where the Head, and its Vessels, are infarcted and distended by the Impetus and Quantity of Blood. In this Cafe, by increasing the Expansion of the Humours, and consequently augmenting the Danger of their Stagnation, they are experimentally found to produce Head-aches, Vertigoes, Ringing of the Ears, Drowsines, and greater Opoppifion and Torpor of the Mind and Senses. What Hippocrates says, in Apb. 28. Sect. 5. with respect to Fumigations, holds true concerning these Medicines, which is, that they would in many Respects contribute to the Production of good Effects, if they did not induce such a Heaviness of the Head, For which Reason, to the Remedies abovementioned, we prefer such balsamic Liniments, as only confit of highly rectified Spirit of Wine, in which Camphire, the Oils of Marjarom, Lavender, and Rue, but not adulterated with Turpentine, are dissolved. For these Substances rather operate by diffusing and opening the Pores, than by filling the Head with Vapours, and for that Reason are always safer in Cephalagias, and violent Apoplectic Fits.

We now proceed to the Topics generally used in Disorders of the Eyes. And so great are the Errors committed both by Physicians and Surgeons in this respect, that we may justly affirm, that more are deprived of Sight by a preposterous Appli-
Application of these, than by the Violence of the Disorders. Thus it is a vulgar Error, that cold Substances are friendly to the Eyes, whereas such as are hot are prejudicial to them. This indeed holds true when the Eyes are found, in which Case it is more expedient to wash them with cold Water, than with warm; because the latter, by corrodinating the Pores of the Coats and Sides of the Vessels, prevents an excessive Flux of Blood and Humours, and prefers the Eyes serene, lively, and sound. But this Rule is by no Means to be observed in a preternatural State of the Eyes, especially in an Ophthalmia, in which Case the Use of cold Substances is highly dangerous. Thus Forrest in Obs. Chirur. L. 2 Obs. 16. gives us an Account of a Woman, who, labouring under an Ophthalmia, used a Collyrium of Talc and distilled Water; but soon after her Eyes were favored with such an intense Pain and Heat, that an Ulcer succeeded. When the Eyes have been afflicted with an inflammatory Heat, I have seen them rendered turbid, and the Inflammation so greatly increased, that within a few Days the Sight has not only been obscured, but also sometimes totally destroyed, for want of proper Management. For as in all Inflammations skillful Physicians justly condemn the external Applications of cold, astringent, and incrustating Substances, so I see no Reason why we should admit their Use in Inflammations of the Eyes, whose capillary Vessels are far more tender than those of other Parts. For as the Cause and Origin of every Inflammation is an Infarction of Blood or Humour in the larger Vessels, on account of the Obstruction of the adjacent small Vessels. Now Obstructions are by nothing more confirmed, than by Things actually cold, which deprive the Juices of their Fluidity, and render them thick and incapable of Circulation.

In inflammatory Disorders of the Eyes, we not only reject such Collyriums as are actually cold, but also such as are possessed of an incrustating Quality, or invite a farther Afflux of the Humours to the Part affected; such as are all the Ophthalmic Waters, the Frogs Spawn Water, for Inflame, Rose-water, that of Plantain, that with Sugar of Lead, that of Alum, the White of an Egg, red Bole, and all mucilaginous Substances. Thus Forrest in Lib. 2. Obs. 26. observes, that oleous and pungious Substances are prejudicial to the Eyes. In Confirmation of which he tells us, that a Barber treated an Ulcer with hot Oil, till, breaking into the Tunica Cornea and Uvea, it at last degenerated into a Cataract. Greater Efficacy is to be expected from such Substances, which, without any great Acrimony or Heat, are possessed of a discutive Quality, among which Camphire is the most considerable; because, as in all other Inflammations, so also in this, it affords instantaneous Relief. If, therefore, the Inflammation is only slight and superficial, Elder-flower Water in which a little Saffron is dissolved, with the Addition of a few Drops of a well saturated Solution of Camphire, applied tepid, is of singular Service. If the Inflammation is accompanied with a fatine acrid Lymph, a Mucilage of Quince seeds, or Rose-water, mixed with Saffron and Camphire, are of singular Efficacy. But when the Inflammation is violent, deep, and dangerous, the Eye being almost deprived of Sight and Sensibility, I have found many happy Effects produced by tepid camphorated Spirit of Wine, mixed with Peru-
vian Balsam; by which Means the Sensation, Motion, Tone, and Colour of the Eyes, are gradually restored.

It is sufficiently known, that Vitriol, in Consequence of its partaking of Copper, is among Practitioners reckoned a great Arcanum in Disorders of the Eyes. But as it is almost promiscuously used in all Collyriums, great Misfortunes are sometimes produced by it. We are, therefore, to abstain from the Use of Vitriol in all Inflammations, and saline, hot, and acid Defluxions, accompanied with Redness and Itching; because Vitriol by its Acrimony increases all those Symptoms. But Vitriol is properly used, either when the Humours are thick, and formed into Sordes, or when they begin to form small Membranes in the Tunica Albuginea, which frequently happens after the Small-Pox and Measles. In such a Case, therefore, surprising Effects are produced by one Grain of Cyprian Vitriol dissolved in one Ounce of Celandine-water, with which Liquor upon a Feather the Part afflicted is to be touched frequently every Day.

But when a manifestly corroding and burning Matter is perceived, tempering, demulcent, and mucilaginous Substances are to be used; and of thefe the best are the Mucilages of the Seeds of Fleabane and the Sisoft Album without Opium, as also the Powder of Sarcocolla.

With respect to the Fat of Vipers, and of the Species of Fish called Umber, which is so greatly extolled in Wounds of the Eyes, and in that Disorder in their Corners which is generally called the Pannus, we are to observe, that these Fats ought to be recent; since when by Age they have contracted a Rancidity, they are not only injurious in these, but also in all other Disorders of the Eyes. Besides, Collyriums are of no Use, or rather hurtful, when from a Fault and Dyscracy of the Lymph and Blood, which often happens in a Scoury and Lues Venerea, the Eyes are red, painful, dropping, and turbid. In such cases Topics of all Kinds are useless. We must first correct the Juices by internal Medicines, which is excellently performed by a Decoction of the Woods, and of such Herbs as sweeten the Blood. It also sometimes happens, that in Consequence of an inveterate Tumour of the Glands of the Neck, an obstructed Discharge from the Ears, an Application of Cosmetics to the Face, or the Retropulsion of an Achor in the Head, the peculant Matter fixes its Seat in the Eyes. In this Case we are not to trust to Topics alone, but these are to be assisted by internal Medicines, and the Cause of the Disorder must be totally removed.

With respect to Disorders of the Ears, innumerous Errors are also committed. For nothing is more improper than in a Dullness of Hearing to put Oils, whether expressed, as the Oil of Sweet-Almonds alone, or mixed with cephalic Oils, into the Ears. Tho' this Piece of Practice is extolled by many Practitioners, yet I have rarely found it productive of good Effects. For a Dullness of Hearing proceeds either from too great Relaxation of the Tympaicum, or from an excessive Humidity of the Membrane surrounding the Organ of Hearing, that is, the Labyrinth and Cochlea; so that Oils, by producing a greater Relaxation, increase the Disorder; and Oils of an hot, acrid, or too spirituous Kind, produce intense Pain and Heat in that highly nervous and sensible Membrane, which surrounds the Auditory Passage. Besides, if we have recourse to the Observations of the most skillful Practitioners,
Of Practice to use digestive and ole- 
ous Ointments, such as those cold 
dry nervous Parts cannot bear. But 
such Abcences are rather solli- 
dated and hindered from degener- 
ting into Ulcers, by putting warm 
Balsamics into the Ear with Cotton, 
such as the Tinctures of Myrrh, 
Opobalsam, and Amber.

The Nosfrils have also their par- 
ticular Topics, which, when proper- 
ly applied, are very beneficial, but 
no less prejudicial when preposte- 
rously used; an Instance of this we 
have in the great Variety of Things 
thrust up the Nosfrils, in order to stop 
excessive Hæmorrhages. And tho' the 
Applications of this Kind are numer- 
ous, yet few of them are useful, or 
even innocent in Practice. For as an 
Hæmorrhage generally proceeds from 
an internal Cause, which for the most 
part is a Spasm, a violent Confir- 
tion, or Obstruction of some Parts re- 
move from the Nosfrils; and as the 
Blood is then impetuously conveyed 
to the Vessels of the Head, when 
this Blood is too must congested, it 
diffuses the Orifice of the Vessels, 
and at last breaks the Coats of the 
Nosfrils. Hence every one must per- 
ceive, that it is not only in vain but 
also dangerous in such Cases, to use 
external Stypitics and Repellents. 

For by closing up the Orifices of the 
Vessels by Atstringents, we derive the 
Disorder to other Parts of the Head, 
or perhaps to the Breast, whilst the 
internal Force of the Blood still re- 
ains. But if the open Orifices of the 
Vessels from which the Blood 
flows are situated pretty deep in the 
Fauces, so that the Efficacy of Styp- 
tics cannot reach them, and the No- 
sfrils in the mean time are so kept up, 
so as to afford no Discharge of the 
Blood, it falls from the Fauces upon 
the Aspera Arteria, sometimes not 
without danger of Suffocation. Be- 
fides, as all Stypitics are unfriendly to 
nerveous and glandular Membranes,
they greatly injure these Parts when thrust far into the Nostrils.

These Topics for the Nostrils are, therefore, of little or no Use, unless we previously derive the Blood from the Head by Veneciations, Frictions, and Immerisons of the Feet and Hands in warm Wine, or Water; as also by Diaphoretics, which without any great Motion and Heat, propel the Blood from the Center to the Circumference of the Body; and then there is no Necessity for these cold and styptic Repellents; since the Tincture of Terra Japonica alone, received into the Nostrils, is far superior to them all. This customary among the vulgar, in excessive Hæmorrhages of the Nose, to apply a Piece of silver Coin wet in cold Water, either to the Forehead, or Nape of the Neck. But these Practices cannot be used in the Beginning of the Hæmorrhages, without Danger of an Apoplexy. We do not, however, disapprove of such Epithems as are at once possessed of a diffusent and corraborative Virtue, such as Vinegar of Roses mixed with Nitre, Camphire, and Oil of Rose-wood, which Mixture, when applied tepid to the Temples and Neck, is of singular Efficacy, and preferable to all others.

We now come to consider the Topics generally used in those putrid and carious Ulcers of the Osfa Squamosa, which are familiar to those labouring under a Venereal Taint, or the Scurry. The Topics for these Purposes are generally the Water of Roses, Plaïtain, and House-Iceck, mixed with red Bole, Sugar of Lead, or Magistery of Lead; or if Ulcers penetrate to the Bones of the Fauces, or corrode or consume the Substance of the Uvula, Injections or Gargarisms are commonly used. But all these cold Preparations are of no Use, since they are by no means fit for stopping the putridinous Cor-

ruption. Disorders of this Kind require far more powerful and more penetrating Medicines, such as Oil of Cloves, which is an excellent Preserver of the Bones, especially when mixed with Peruvian Balm; Elixir Proprietatis prepared without an Acid, Essence of Amber, or Camphorated Spirit of Wine, cautiously injected thro' the Nostrils by Means of a Syringe, are also excellent for curing their feverish and malignant Ulcers. This Method I have often upon reflecting concluded good, and upon Trial found to answer my Expectations. Many Venereal Patients, on account of the Ignorance of their Surgeons, and the preposterous Applications of Medicines, are long afflicted with such fordid Ulcers, which at last corrode and consume the whole internal Structure of the Nostrils, the Uvula, and the Bone of the Palate, to the great Detriment not only of their Voice, but also of their Health. But Gargarisms, tho' prepared of the most efficacious Ingredients, are in vain applied, because they cannot reach the Root of the Disorder, and the Part affected, which is above the Bone of the Palate.

Many Topics are, also, prescribed both by Physicians, and the Vulgar, for the Tooth-ach; but most of these generally do more Injury than good. And tho' after the Use of gentle Astringents and Anodynes, the heat of which seems to me, to be, the Tincture of Terra Japonica mixed with an anodyne Tincture, there is some Alleviation of the Pain, yet it is very small, short lived, and at another time not to be obtained. And as the Tooth-ach is frequently epidemic, and rises from a Rheum, or an acrid Erysipelas Defluxion infecting the carious Tooth, and generally joined with a Catarrhous Fever, it is easy to perceive how idle and ineffectual an immediate Application to the Tooth must be. In this Case,
if any Benefit can be expected from external Applications, the Best we can use are paregoric Bags, prepared of diffusent, carminative, and anodyne Ingredients. And tho' the Oils of Cloves and Origanum are excellently appropriated to a Caries of the Teeth, accompanied with Pain, yet when in a carious Tooth a nervous Membrane is too much diffused, or corroded by an aqueous Fluid lodged between the narrow Interfaces of the Bone, we are rather to use the liquid Apoplectic Balsam, or the Balsam of Life, received into the Nostrils; or a tepid Decotion of Milk with Elder-flowers and Saffron, kept in the Mouth, will better alleviate such a Pain, than any other external Application whatever. And I can affirm from Experience, that Diaphoretics alone, such as Bezoardic Tinctures, Sulphur of Antimony, or Succinated Spirit of Hartshorn, mixed with the sweet Spirit of Nitre, used in violent Tooth-aches, with a Sudorific Regimen, after the Use of such Medicines as render the Body soluble, produce very happy Effects. Thus it is sufficiently obvious, how preposterously Topics are generally used in Tooth-aches.

Various errors are also committed, with respect to the Cure of cutaneous Disorders of the Face and Head. Thus Nothing is more customary among the Vulgar, than the curing, Achors, and scald Heads in Children, with various Lotions, Lixivi mens, Decotions, and Ointments prepared with Sulphur, Oil of Olives, and other unctuous Substances. But I have experimentally found this Method productive of the worst Consequences; since it is generally succeeded by Epilepsies, Inflammations, and Suppurations of the Eyes, an Epiphora, a Gutta Serena, violent Peri pneumonies, Affymas, and other Disorders of the like Nature. We are therefore, in such Cases, to deal very cautiously with External Appli-
pared of emollient and diffusent Herbs, that the Transpiration may remain free. Sometimes, however, Camphorated Spirits of Wine, mixed with Essence of Caffor, and Oil of Nutmegs, and with volatile Salt of Worms, Nitre, and a little Opium, used by Way of Ointments, produces very salutary Effects.

Thos. seem to be in a great Error, who for the Cure of a Gutta Rosacea, and Puttules, use Sublimate Mercury; since this, when received into the Pores, greatly disposes to violent Head-achs, Hemicranias, and Loosenees of the Teeth. But the Intention will be far better answered by Tincture of Benjamin, and with Magilery of Lead, Camphire, Sugarof Lead, Frogs Spawn Water, and Elder-flower Water.

When the Flesh of the Gums is corroded, that the Roots of the Teeth appear bare, the Disorder is generally thought to proceed from a Relaxation of the Fibres. Hence it is a common Custom to prevent this Misfortune by the External Use of Astringents, such as the Effences of Maffich, and Tormentil, Alum, and the Tincture of Japan Earth, which, instead of being beneficial, are rather prejudicial. For the Disorder is an Atrophy, and proceeds from a Defect of nutritive Juice, in consequence of an Obstruction of the minute and numerous Arteries of the Gums. Now if this Obstruction is confirmed by Astringents, the Gums must be still more deprived of their fine nutritive Juices. In such Cases, happier Effects are produced by Decoctions of Wine with Sage, Origanum, Rosemary, Camphire, Nitre, and a small Quantity of the Spirit of Sal Ammoniac. By washing the Mouth and Gums frequently with such Decoctions warm, the Vessels are opened, the Blood and Juices invited to the Part, the Fibres of the Gums corroborated, and the Use and Vigour of those Parts restored.

We now come to consider the Abuse of Topics in Disorders of the Thorax. In those inflammatory Tumours, therefore, of the Lungs, commonly called Pleurisies or Peripneumonies, Nothing is more customary than the External Use of Oleous Ointments; in order to allay the Pain. But I have rarely seen happy Effects produced by this Practice; since, when the Disorder might at first have been diffipated by internal Resolvents and Difcutients, they hinder its Difcussion, and dispofe it to a Suppuration; just as, in Erysipelas Diseases, the external Parts, these Ointments, by obstructing the Pores, and relaxing the Fibres, invite a farther Defluxion of Humours, and dispofe the Part to Suppuration, and Exulceration. If, therefore, as it often happens, the Pleurisy is spurious, that is, if an acrid saline Serum stagnates between the Membranes of the intercostal Muscles, in which Case it is a Species of Rheumatisms, the abovementioned Topics will be far more injurious than beneficial, by hindering the Transpiration and Excretion of the stagnant Matter; which, however, is absolutely necessary to the Recovery of the Patient. Some, in order to allay violent Pain, have a Custom of adding to those the Oil of Henbane, by which Means the Pain is indeed alleviated, but at the same time a Drowsines, a Langour of the Strength, and a difficult Expectoration succeed; which, especially in old Age, are not without Danger. Besides, in these Disorders it is customary with some, to apply Plasters, such as the Emplastrum Vigoris mixed with Mercury, Balm of Sulphur, and Camphire. But by this Means I have found, that when the Pleurisy has been spurious, and affected the intercostal Muscles and Mis-
Membranes, but not the Lungs, the Pain has indeed been dissipated, but the Matter has been conveyed to other Parts; and I have known the Matter repelled to the Substance of the Lungs, where it has produced Impotumations sufficiently chronic and dangerous.

In my Opinion, therefore, in all those inflammatory Disorders of the Thorax, we are either absolutely to abstain from all Topics; or if any are to be admitted, Camphorated Spirit of Wine mitigated, and rendered anodyne by an Addition of Calcis, Saffron, and distil'd Oil of Nutmegs, used by way of Ointment, seems preferable to all others. There are, however, some Disorders, in which pungious Ointments, those poissled of an anodyne Quality, and such as relax the Fibres, produce happy Effects, tho' they are rarely used. A Disorder of this Kind is the dry Chin-cough, in which not so much the Quantity, as the pectoral Quality of a thin and acrid Matter, stimulates the Pneumonic Nerves, and Thorax, to violent, convulsive, and concussive Motions. In which Cases it is necessary to allay these Motions, and relax the constricted Parts of the Thorax, not neglecting at the same time, to inspissate and correct the thin and acrid Humour. This Species of Cough is frequently very obilinite, and raging violently at certain Seasons, principally attacks Children and Infants. I have frequently seen good Effects produced by anointing the whole Breast with an Ointment, prepared of the Unguentum Potabile, Sperma Ceti, Badgers Fat, Ointment of Poplar, Oil of Anise, and Camphire.

We shall now subjoin something with regard to Topics, in a true Phthisis, or Exulceration of the Lungs. We have Instances of Phthisical Patients, who bear some Ointments and Plasters well; but others not without Injury. The Nature, therefore, of every Phthisis, and its particular Cause, are to be investigated. Topics are not therefore useless, when the Lungs are full of hard Tubercles, which for the most part gradually come to Suppurition. For this Purpose the Plasters ought not to consist of too hot Substances, nor those of too tough and unctuous a Kind. For the former increaseth the Pain and Inflammation, and the latter hinder a free Preparation. The best of all is Rulandus's Emplastrum Disalpburis, without the Colophony. But 'tis to be observed, that, in Disorders of the Lungs, Plasters are not to be applied to the Sternum, thro' which they cannot penetrate, but rather to the Back and Sides; because there the Pores are more open, the Blood more copious, and the Veins more numerous, in consequence of which, the subtile and salutary Parts of the Plasters are the better received and admitted.

We now come to consider some Disorders of the Stomach, in which Topics are beneficial, provided they are duly applied. No Pain is more cruel than that which is fixed in the right and left Orifices of the Stomach, which are highly sensible, and is generally called a Cardialgia. In this Disorder it is customary to take internally various Remedies for mitigating the Pain, and externally to anoint the Region of the Stomach with some spirituous Liniments, or an Ointment prepared of carminative and anodyne Ingredients. But this Method does not produce the desired Effect. For since the Pain is fixed in a very small Part, that is, in these nervous Orifices, it is sufficiently obvious, that a penetrating and efficacious Medicine is to be applied as near as possible to those parts. Now if either a Plaster, Liniment, or Ointment, is applied to the whole Region
Region of the Stomach, a small Quantity of any of them can only penetrate to the Orifices of the Stomach. Besides, as it is certain from Anatomy, that the inferior Orifice of the Stomach is nearer the Back and Vertebra, since it is situated hard by the Aspera Arteria, it is sufficiently obvious, that the Medicines, applied to the Pit of the Stomach, can by no means penetrate to it. Such Remedies are, therefore, to be applied to the Back, about the eighth and ninth Vertebra, before they can affect it. But if the right Orifice is affected, we are to apply our Remedies under the Stomach, towards the right Side. But, in Cases of this Nature, we are by no means to use too volatile Substances, such as Spirits, nor unctuous and emplastic Substances, which operate too slowly; but rather a pretty thick Liniment, in the Form of a Plaster, and prepared of Treacle, Saffron, Oil of Nutmegs, Camphire, Peruvian Balsam, and Oil of Henbane. I have often found this Preparation afford Relief, and, where it proves unsuccessful, Nothing is to be expected from other Topics.

Practitioners well know that, in Weaknesses of the Stomach, Vomiting, and Nauseas, nothing is more common than to apply Ointments, or oval stomachic Plasters, under the Sternum. But, upon differing Carcasses, we find that only a very small Portion of the Stomach, the Liver, the Intestinum Colon, and the small Intestines, are situated there. The Stomach inclines rather to the left Side under the Ribs, where at least three Parts of it are situated towards the Spine. If, therefore, we only apply generous and penetrating Medicines to the superior parts of the left Side, towards the Back, we shall find far more happy Effects produced on the Stomach by them.

The violent Pain arising from a Stone flicking in the Beginning or Middle of the Uterus, also, demands the Use of Topics. But they must be applied with great Caution. For ’tis sufficiently known, that a pretty large Stone, whilst lodged in the tubular Substance of the Kidneys, creates no Uneasiness; but excites an intolerable Pain, when it falls into the narrow and sensitive Ureters. Hence we perceive, that Topics for this Purpose ought not to be applied to the Loins, where the Kidneys are not fixed, but according to the Direction of the Ureters, that is, from the Loins, to the Groin. But, even in this, a violent Error is generally committed, whilst with the Ointments most Persons mix hot Forcing Substances, such as the Oil of Amber, Spirit of Turpentine, and the Oil of Juniper, which Practice is productive of very bad Effects. Many intend, by these hot Substances, to force the Passage of the Stone thro’ the Ureters, but it is by this Means rather fixed; and more violent Symptoms, such as a Suppression of Urine, Vomiting, and Convulsions, are excited. For that the Stone remains fixed in the Uterus, is not so much owing to its Bulk as to the painful Spasm of the Uterus. And as, by the Asperity of the Stone, the nervous Fibres are generally irritated, there happens an Influx of the Spirits, and Pain accompanied with Spasms and Contractions; and the more intense the Pain is, the more narrow and contracted the Passages are. For if Spirituous hot Substances are in such a Cafe applied, they excite an Influx of the Blood and Spirits, fix the Stone more firmly in the Part, increase the Pain, and induce many terrible Symptoms. ’Tis not indeed to be denied, that where there is neither Pain nor Spasms, or where there is a certain Laxity, or Want of Tone, in the nervous and membraneous Fibres of the Kidneys, such Things externally applied, because they strengthen the Tone of
the Parts, promote a Discharge of Urine. But they are by no means to be used, when there is any Pain or Spasm; in which Case we are rather to use emollient, paregoric, and anodyne Oils, such as the Ointments of Poplar, Henbane, Poppy-seeds, and white Lillies, Badgers-fat, and Camphire, which gives them a penetrating Quality. With these the Region of the Ureters is to be frequently rubbed, and anointed, with a warm Hand. For these Substances by checking the Impetus of the Spirits, and relaxing the contracted Fibres of the Ureters, occasion a far more easy and expeditious Palfage for the Stone. For this Reason, Sitting in a Bath is highly beneficial, and sometimes affords instantaneous Relief.

In excessive Discharges of the Menfes, and involuntary Eflufions of the Seminal Fluid in Men, 'tis customary to apply to the Lumbar Region, where the large Ramifications of Blood Vessels are situated, and freely exposed, such Medicines, as in some measure check the Impetus of the Blood to the Genital Parts; and it is of great Importance what Medicines are used on these Occasions, and at what time they are applied. For I knew a Woman, who, in an immoderate Flux of the Menfes, had a Plaster applied to the Loins, consisting of the Frogs spawn Plaster mixed with Sugar of Lead, and Oif of Henbane, but from that time her Menfes never returned, to the great Detriment of her Health. We are, also, carefully to abstain from all Things actually cold, and much more Narcotics; because all these by checking the Blood, if it tends too much to these Parts, produce a palliative Cure, but bring on much worse Misfortunes, such as Inflammations of the Kidneys, convulsive Colics, and spasmodic Disorders of the Abdomen. Hence it is the safest Method, especially in Evacuations of Blood, totally to abstain from these Topics; but rather to carry on the Cure by internal Medicines.

We now come to consider some Disorders which proceed from a Relaxation, Resolution, or Want of Tone and Strength, in the Ligaments; such as the Falling down of the Fundament in Infants, and of the Uterus in Women. Physicians and Surgeons, in consequence of the Relaxation, generally treat these Disorders with Astringents; and for that Purpofe foment the Parts affected with astringent Decotions. But as this Prolapsus, or Falling down, does not so much proceed from a Relaxation of the Uterus, or Invidia lupinum Rectum, as from a Relaxation of their Ligaments, on account of the Congestion and Accumulation of the Juices there, so every one must perceive, that this Method is idle and ineffectual, because these external Astringents cannot penetrate to the Ligaments themselves. Hence in a Falling down either in the Uterus itself, or of the Vagina, such Things immediately applied to the Uterus are of no Efficacy. But rather the Inguinal Region is to be fomented with balsamic and penetrating Liniments and Plasters, which being not so much poffefed of an earthy Stycity, as of a spirituous corroborating Quality, restore Vigour, Motion, and Tone to the moist and relaxed Parts. But 'tis here to be observed, that as in all other Cases, so also in these, 'Topics alone are not sufficient; but that internal Medicines are more universally necessary, in all internal, and even external, Disorders of the Body. I do not, however, reject Fumigations and Fomentations of Wine prepared with aromatic Herbs, such as are poffefed of a volatile oleous Salt, and a certain earthy Principle, by which these Parts may be immediately affected; since the
Force of Fumigations penetrates intimately, as do also the Effluvia arising from Baths.

With respect to blind Hæmorrhoids, it is sufficiently known, that great Uneasiness is produced by the Tumours of the Hæmorrhoidal Region, arising from the too great Afflux and Stagnation of the Blood, or of a viscid Serum. For the Cure of this Disorder, Physicians and Surgeons have invented numberless Medicines, especially Topicks. But how much they all fall short of their Intention, is too well known to the miserable Patients. For the Astringents recommended rather obstruct the Humours which produce the Tumour. On the contrary, emollient and anodyne Substances relax the Parts, and invite a farther Afflux of the Humours, whilst acrid Medicines corrode the Parts, and generally dispose them to malignant Ulcers, and even Fistulas. The Skill therefore of the Physician consists in distinguishing the Use of these according to Circumstances, and knowing what we ought to do. For if the Pain is excessive, anodyne and emollient Substances are beneficial. Hence Linseed Oil alone, applied in a sufficient Quantity, excellently mitigates the Pain. If the Tumour is troublesome by its Bulk, then not so much earthy Styptics, as Corroboratives, are to be used, such as Fermentations of Wine prepared with Mastic, Amber, Rose flowers, Balsalties, Frankincense, and Yarrow. Nor are Fumigations in such Cases to be excluded, especially such as are prepared of Things impregnated with a volatile oleous Salt; the Nature and Virtues of which are to inlicate themselves deeply, to strengthen the Pores, and dissipate the excessive Humidity.

From what has been said, I think it is sufficiently obvious, how preposterous a Practice it would be, when the Pain is greatest, to use astringent, cold, or acrid, Substances; or if, when there is a violent Tumour without Pain, we should apply emollient, anodyne, and relaxing Substances.

I now come to discuss this important Question, Whether, in excessive Effusions of Blood or Lymph from the Uterus, Injections may be properly used; especially since we find from Experience, that they are with great Advantage preferred in excessive Fluxes of the Semen. But as the Vulgar are of Opinion, that Fluxes ought not to be Rupt by Astringents, so Nothing is more dangerous, than to attempt the checking of excessive Discharges of this Kind by external Injections, possessed of an astringent Quality. I remember a Woman, who, when labouring under an excessive Discharge of the Menstrum, by an Injection of the Decotion of Yarrow impregnated with Alum, contracted an Ulcer, accompanied with a Consumption and Hætir Fever, which proved fatal to her. We are, therefore, to deal very cautiously with Injections, since they frequently do more Injury than Service.

We now come to consider the Disorders of the Joints. And certainly if Topicks are in any Cases abused, they are most so in Arthritic and Gouty Pains. For because the Disorder lies in the external Parts, Many are of Opinion, that the Remedy is immediately to be applied to the Part affected, that it may the sooner reach the Cause of the Disease. But in this they are greatly mistaken. For Topicks are not, in these Disorders, so requisite, but the Pain may be mitigated without them. We learn from Experience that, without any Topicks, by internal Medicines alone, opposite to the Morbid Cause, the Violence of these Pains may, in Process of Time, be not
only mitigated, but also totally removed. But we are above all Things to take care, that Repellents, especially in the Beginning of the Disorder, be not used. For these disturb the Motion of Nature, which is from the Center to the Circumference, repel the peccant Matter inward, and excite violent Symptoms. In the Beginning of a Gout, I knew the Application of a Plaster composed of the White of an Egg and Alum, in a plethoric Man, produce in one Night's time a Lethargic Disorder, which destroyed the Force of his Genius, and Strength of his Memory, all his Life after. Hagen-dorn in Cent. 1. Hist. 28. gives us a memorable Instance of a Merchant, who, labouring under a Scorbutic Tumour, had an Epithem prepared of distilled Waters, Cereus, and Camphire, applied to it, by which his Brain was alleviated; but he lost his Speech, and the Use of his Left Arm. With no better Success is attended the present Practice, of anointing the external Parts with Camphorated Spirit of Wine. It is hardly possible to enumerate the Misd_____tunes which may be produced by this Remedy, used without any Respect to the Patient, and his Circumstances. Thus, by the Application of it to Gouty Feet, I have frequently observed Cardialgias, Convulsive and Epileptic Motions of the Limbs, Palpitations, and other terrible Symptoms excited. 'Tis also, certain from Experience, that all Medicines are not beneficial to all Patients; since some Topics remove the Pain in Some, and increase it in Others; whilst Some are relieved by Spirituous Liniments, Others by analginous Plasters, and Others by Cataplasm prepared of Milk, and the Crumbs of Bread; whilst none of all these Remedies agree with Others.

The Cause of these particular Effects is not sufficiently adverted to, and investigated; since it is sufficiently known to Surgeons, that all Patients cannot equally bear the same thing in external Wounds. But the Cause of this is not so much the peculiar Disposition of the peccant Humours, as the extensive and tonic Constitution of the Fibres, Pores, and Vessels of the Skin. For all the Parts, especially the Emu-ntories and Strainers, have their peculiar Strength, Tone, Tenion, and Dilatation; which Species of Motion, so highly necessary to the Secretions and Excretions, principally depend upon the Influx of the Animal Spirits, and Tenion of the Nervous Membranes. Of what Kind, therefore, this Influx of the Animal Spirits, and Tenion of the Nervous Membranes is, in every Patient, in all Disorders, and their various Stages, ought to be diligently considered by Physicians, in the Application of their Topics. For every one feels that, when the Pores are contracted by Pain and Spasms, hot and spirituous Medicines are by no means proper, but rather such Medicines as gently relax the contracted Parts. On the contrary, if there is too great a Relaxation after the Pain, which appears from the Tumour, and the Decrease of the Pain, all moist, uncuous, and anodyne Ointments are very injurious. In such Cases we are, therefore, rather to use spirituous, nervous, Liniments. And 'tis Topic sometimes are beneficial in allaying Pain, and mitigating the Fever, yet they do not always produce the same happy Effects in the same Patients. In a word, the stronger Nature is in expelling, and the greater the Strength of the Body, and of the internal Motion, the les Danger Topics, if prudently applied, induce. But if the Vigour of the Motions has ceased, if the Patient is old, or afflicted with a Cachexy, Topics are absolutely to be rejected. For the principal
principal Intention of the Physician is not, by Topics, to hinder the Evaporation of the peccant Matter, but to promote it. And since great Judgment is necessary to this, it is safest to abstain from all Topics, to commit the whole Cure to internal Medicines, and keep the Parts affected in a gentle Heat.

I have also observed, that the Generation of Tophs, which principally happen in a fixed Gout, is for the most part, owing to an incautious Application of Topics, especially those of the stupefying and refrigerating Kind. Thus Wmedicus in his Tract. de Medicament. Facultat. informs us, "That many Arthritic Patients have suffered much, have had their wandering con
toured into fixed Gouts, and many Tophs formed, by using un
xious and pungious Plasters." To this Purpose, Galen in Method. Medeat. Lib. 4. Cap. 3. tells us, that, in the Gout, Tophs are produced by a thick and glutinous Humour, which is not gradually digerated, but suddenly dried by violent Remedies. And Fernelius in Conflict. t. z. observes, that Gouty Pains are produced by the same Means. But I am of Opinion, that all Tophs are not to be discarded in external Pains of the Joints. For when the Pain is inveterate, and accompanied with a certain Torpor and Ineffectibility, which frequently happens in old Age, then, after checking the internal Equilibrium of the Blood, we are, by nervous and balsamic Liniments, to corroborate the Nerves, and invite the Influx of the Nervous Fluid into the weakened Parts. We must not forget the common Practice of applying live Earth-worms to the Parts affected, in a wandering Scor-buttic Gout. Great Encomiums are belauded on this Remedy by practical Physicians, especially by Wither. And it is certain, that on account of the volatile, abdertive, and nitro-ful
phorous Salts these Animals contain they are of an excellent diffusent and sedative Virtue; which manifests itself not only internally, but also ex-
ternally, in various Kinds of Pains, and even in the Venereal Disease itself. Yet great Caution is requisite in the Application of these Animals.

For tho' in the most cruel Pain, when the Fluids are in motion, and the Strength entire, and the Patient young, these Substances produce happy Effects, yet they bring on quite contrary Symptoms in a fixed inveterate Gout.

We shall subjoin something more, with respect to an Erysipelas; for the Cure of which, most Surgeons and Physicians have immediate recourse to Topics, tho' the Errors arising from this Practice have been often exposed. But I would have it observed as a general Maxim, that an Erysipelas, arising from an external, ought to be distinguished from that arising from an internal Cause.

In the former produced by Contusions, and other Wounds, Tophs are not generally prejudicial. But when the Disorder proceeds from an Orgasm of the Humours, and a Fe-
brile Impetus, an heterogeneous Matter, generally of an acid and corrosive Nature, is protruded to the Surface of the Body. In which Case we must be very cautious, since the Matter is easily repelled; and since by those Tophs, which in other Cases prove beneficial, we may do an irreparable Injury to the Patient, by repelling into the internal Parts the peccant Matter, which then ac-
quires the Nature of a Poison. No-
thing is more common than by A-
stringents, such as the White of an Egg mixed with Alum, to render a flight Erysipelas fixed and profound, and to excite malignant Ulcers, In-
stances of which daily occur in Practice. Hence those Physicians act
In which Case, according to Avicenna, Oribasius, and Others, we are by no means to use Repellents. But when a Bubo tends to Suppuration, Nothing is more beneficial than the Application of the Diachylon Pla-
ster with the Gums, mixed with Oppo-

This sufficiently to be doubted, whether Topics are proper in the Small-Pox. We can affirm in general, that, as this Disorder is a critical Evacuation, great Caution is requisite. How-
ever, if before the Eruption the Pa-

ient is afflicted with a Delirium, we may with Advantage apply to the Forehead Spirit of Rose, mixed with Camphire. But, during the Erupt-

on and Suppuration, we certainly ought to abstain from Liniments. In the Decline, and at the Time of the Exfication of the Diseafe, when the Force of the Disorder is subdued, I cannot disapprove of Oil of Sweet Almonds, mixed with Camphire and Sperma Ceti, in order to prevent the Defedation of the Skin, and correct the Acrimony which generally lies pretty deep. For this Reason we are cautiously to proceed with Topics of this Kind, such as Spirit of Wine im-

regnated with Myrrh, and Sugar of Lead mixed with Rose Water.

The Itch, which is a pustulous Exulceration of the Skin, more or less moist, is generally thought incurable without the Use of Topics. Hence neglecting all internal Reme-
dies, they forthwith have recourse to various Sulphureous and Mercurial Liniments, which they apply either to the whole Surface of the Body, or only to the Joints, tho' frequently with very considerable Danger both to Life and Health. For it is never safe by Topics to cure external Dis-

orders proceeding from an internal Caufe. But as Nature expels the het-
terogeneous and morbid Matter, the \n
Physician ought to do the same, and never counteract the Intentions of Nature,
Nature, which is generally done by Repellents externally applied. Hence I am of Opinion, that the Cure of these Cutaneous Disorders ought not only to be begun, but also finished by such internal Medicines, as correct and dispose the Peccant Matter to Excretion, and at the same time eliminate it. To this Class of Medicines belong not only Diaphoretics, emollient, and laxative Injunctious, but also, if the Itch is inveterate and malignant, Preparations of Mercury and Antimony. Then, for the better Consolidation of the Skin, and the Restitution of its Beauty, we may use Baths, and drying, sulphureous, and saturnine Ointments. But we are always to abstain from external Mercurial Liniments, which can never be used without Danger, as is obvious from numberless practical Observations.

As for Mercurial Ointments and Fumigations used to excite a Salivation in the Venereal Disease, it is sufficiently known what violent Symptoms are brought on by these Means, and how precarious this Method of curing so obstinate a Disorder is. I am certain from Experience, that the Venereal Disease may be happily removed by proper Preparations of Mercury and Antimony, and Decotions of the Woods, exhibited internally in a due Manner, without any external Mercurial Applications, and often without exciting a Salivation, or any Train of uneasy Symptoms.

With respect to Topics applied to Paralytic Parts, tho' these excellent- ly assit the Operation of internal Remedies, yet they ought to be properly chosen, and cautiously applied. Those are, in my Opinion, greatly mistaken, who think that Fats, Lards, and unctuous Liniments ought to be applied, either immediately to the Parts affected, or to the Spine of the Back. For these Substances obstruct the Pores, and still more relax the Fibres, whose Tone is already destroyed; by which Means they dispose the Parts to a Tumour. On the contrary, spirituous, hot, and ethereal Oils alone do not produce the desired Effect; since most of them, in consequence of the Subtility of their Parts, fly off in the Air, and leave the Nervous and Muscular Fibres too rigid. This Intention is better answered by Ointments prepared of the Fats of Animals, and the distilled Oils, such as those of Rue, Marjoram, Lavender, Juniper, Cloves, and Rosemary. For the Tone of the Nervous Parts ought to be rendered natural; so that there be neither too great a Relaxation, nor Confinement; too great an Humidity, nor Dryness. Besides, 'tis to be observed, that in a Palsy arising from a Disorder of the Spinal Marrow, and Origin of the Nerves, these Medicines are not to be applied to the Parts definite of Sensation, and Motion; but to the Source of the Disorder; which is lodged in the Spinal Marrow. But it is quite otherwise in that Species of Palsy in which the Motion, but not the Sensation, of the Part is destroyed, which happens frequently to Miners. In which Case 'tis of no Use to anoint the Spinal Marrow, but the Part affected is to be frequently fomented with the abovementioned Medicines. With respect to oedematous Tumors, which frequently seize the Feet, great Caution is, also, requisite, as to the Application of Topics, since they, who treat them with Baths, commit a terrible Error. Thus I have seen cachetic Persons, by immering their Feet in warm Water, contract in one Night's time a considerable Tumour of them, which could not afterwards be easily removed. The Reason of this is obvious. For these Baths by their Moisture, which by Means
Chap. xiv.  

Of Topics; Means of the Heat infinuates itself into the Pores, render the weakened Fibres still more lax; so that the Humours flow down; and are not quickly received again into the Veins and Lymphatic Vessels. The same Effects are, also, produced by those, who attempt to dissipate such Tumors by Ointments and Plasters, for a Reason easily deduced from what has been said. Some have a Custom of tying different Herbs about the Feet, such as the greater Celandine, Fumitory, Wormwood, and Rue; but if these are moist and cold, they often increase the Tumor, instead of removing it. 'Tis, therefore, better to abstain from all these, and apply proper Bandages to the Feet, especially towards the Evening, when such Tumors are always observed to increase, that by this Means the Fibres may be corroborated and strengthened. Fomentations of strong Vinegar, mixed with Effence of Amber, and poured upon ignited Bricks, have often been found productive of happy Effects.

'Tis customary, in various Disorders, to apply Epithems and Plasters to the Pulses in the Wrists. This Practice, tho' not to be discouraged in itself, is nevertheless often abused, especially by Nurses, and the common People; who, whether a Disorder is of the cold or hot Kind, commonly have recourse to the celebrated Aqua Carbo-nisli, which they think of incredible Efficacy to restore Strength. But every one must perceive, that this is by no means proper in burning or acute Fevers, or in the Heat of an Intermittent Fever; in which Cases, rather penetrating Acids, such as Lemon-juice, and Vinegar of Rordes are proper. Epithems and Plasters are, also, applied to the Wrists, in order to remove the Febrile Paroxysms in Intermittents. For which Purpose they mix Alum, Vinegar, Rue, the greater Houseleek, and Spiders' webb. They, also, make a Plaster of Turpentine, Alum, and Powder of Spiders, which are often of great Service in mitigating the Paroxysms, and even in totally removing them, if the greater Part of the Febrile Matter is evacuated.

The Manner, in which these Medicines operate, is somewhat difficult to be conceived; and such an Experiment, in my Opinion, illustrates the Generation of Fevers of this Kind. For the Heart and Arteries, which have their proper Nerves and systaltic and diastaltic Motions, are the Instruments, by which the intense Motion of the Fluids is performed. Hence such Things, as in some measure check and hinder the excessive Motion of the Spirits to these Parts, when immediately applied to the Arteries, must necessarily, for some time, stop the febrile and intensely hot Motion of the Blood.

The End of the Second B O O K.
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Of the Simples used in Medicine.

CHAP. I.

OF VEGETABLES.

ABIES, the Fir-Tree. There are three Kinds of this commonly used in Medicine. The First of these is the Abies offic. Abies comis fursum specantibus, C. B. Pin. Abies taxi folio, frutiu fursum specant. Boerb. Ind. Alt. Plant. commonly called the Silver-Fir. The Tops of this Species boiled in Ale or Water, and mixed with Wine, are said to afford a Drink, in Rheumatic, Arthritic, and Scorbutic Cases, not inferior to Decoctions of the exotic Woods; especially if three or four Ounces of it are drank for a Month's time, before Meals, with proper Exercise. For, by exciting a Sweat, it frees the Blood from heterogeneous Particles; but if there is a Plethora, this must be diminished, before its Exhibition; because by its balsamic Quality it excites some Commotion in the Blood. 'Tis said that a considerable Quantity of the Leaves of the Tops of this Species of Fir enters the Composition of Brunswick Mum, and that a Decoction of the Wood, or Sawdust, is much used by the Inhabitants of some northern Countries, for the Flux, Albus, and all Disorders of the Urinary Passages. The Strasburg Turpentine is the Product of this Fir, and is called its liquid Resin, in Contra-distinction to its dry Resin, which resembles Frankincense.

The second Species of Fir used in Medicine is the Abies tenuior folio frutiu deorsum inflexo, Abies mas Theophrasti. Picca Latinorum, and Abies tenuior Folio, Frutiu deorsum specant. Boerhavia Ind. Alt. Plant. or the common Fir, which produces white Resin, Tar, common pitch, and Burgundy Pitch. This agrees pretty much in Virtue with the former; and 'tis reported that the Laplanders prevent the Scurvy, by procuring a copious Discharge of Saliva, by chewing Resin; as also that they remove the Uneasiness, produced by intemperate Drinking, by twisting the tender Twigs of this Tree round their Heads.
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The third species is the Abies Canadensis, Abies Minor pectinatis foliiis, Virginiana, Conis parvis subrotundis. Pluck Phytog. or Canada Fir-Tree, which yields a valuable Resin called the Balsam of Canada, which is used in cleaning and deterring internal Abscesses, previously mixing it in the Quantity of two or three Drums, with Broth prepared with Flesh, Oil of Sweet Almonds, or the Yolk of an Egg.

Abrotanum. Southernwood. Of this Authors have mentioned several Kinds; but the most considerable are the Abrotanum mas Officinarum, Abrotanum mas angustifolium majus, C. B. and Boerb. Ind. Att. Plant. Male Southernwood. This Plant is so very common, and so well known, that it does not require a Description. It is justly extolled on account of its heating, stimulating, incising, subastringent, and difficient Qualities. For which reason it is esteemed among the Uterine, Emmenagogue, Diuretic, Sudorific, Anthelmintic, and Anti-septic Medicines. Galen says, it diminishes the Fit of an Intermittent, if the Patient is rubbed with it before its Invasion. It is used in aqueous and vinous Infusions; but it may also be exhibited in Decoctions against Worms, since in such Cases highly bitter Medicines are required. Externally it is used for Uterine Baths and Fumigations. The distilled Water of the Plant is, also, possessed of the above-mentioned Virtues, and the Oil procured from it by boiling is used externally for Pains of the Abdomen and Intestines, as also against Worms. Hence we may understand in what Sense this Plant is said to be good against the Bites of Serpents and other Poisons. The dried Leaves are prescribed in the Fœtus Communis, of the last College Dispensatory.

The other Abrotanum referred to by the College is, the Abrotanum Fœmina feliiis tertibus. C. B. Sancta-

linea foliiis teretibus Tourn. Abrotanum fœmina vulgaris. Lavender Cotton-Park. The Leaves and Flowers boiled in Milk and taken fasting are esteemed good against Worms. It is also, commended against Poison, and the Wounds of venomous Animals; against Obstructions of the Liver, and Jaundice; and has the Reputation of promoting the Menstrual Discharge, taken by way of Infusion in Wine. It is, farther, esteemed diaphoretic, and good against the Colic.

There is another Abrotanum mentioned as used in Medicine. This is the Abrotanum Campfire, Boerb. Ind. A. Artemisia tenuifolia Off. Fine leaved Mugwort. This is sometimes substituted for the Abrotanum mas, and is said to mitigate Pains in the Stomach, and Nervous Parts. There are many other Species, but these are the principal in Use.

Absinthium. Wormwood. Of this there are various Kinds, but the most considerable, are the Absinthium Vulgare Offic. Park. Absinthium vulgare Majus. J. B. Wormwood is accounted a Plant of great Efficacy in Medicine. It is reckoned excellent for promoting an Appetite, and procuring Digestion.

Its recent expressed Juice drank in large Quantities, by irritatit the Vessels, dilating the Water, and attenuating the viscid Humours, is of Service in Dropies and Leucophlegmatis, arising from Langour and Cold, that is, from a Recurrence of Water or Phlegm.

This Plant is the principal Ingredient in the celebrated Wine called Vinum Absinthium, so much extolled in the Time of the Plague.

This Plant bruised with Vinegar, Wine, and Salt, and applied externally, proves highly difficient; and is often applied alone to the Soles of the Feet, in order to prevent the Formation of Sores.
tion of Tumours in them. Wormwood affords a large Quantity of fixed Salt, of the same Virtues with other laxative Salts of the same Kind. Of this a lixivial Salt is directed to be made by the College; and an essential Oil is prepared from the Leaves.

The other Species of Wormwood taken notice of in the College Catalogue is, the Absinthium marianum album Ger. Absinthium Serpifium Belgicunm C. B. This has been long used in the London Shops instead of the true Roman Wormwood, tho' Dioscorides and Galen affirm, that it is prejudicial to the Stomach. I dont know why the College have, in their Catalogue, so far complied with Custom, as to substitute this in the Room of Roman Wormwood, when it is universally agreed that the latter is much the better Medicine. The former, however, is more palatable. The College directs a Converse of this; and it is an Ingredient in the Aqua Aciditeria composta, both with and without Vinegar; in the Fucus Communis, and Oleum Viride. It grows in great Plenty in most of our Salt Marshes, and is generally sold in the Shops for the true Roman Wormwood.

Acacia. The Species of this mentioned by the Compilers of the last London Dispensatory is the hissiated Juice of the immature Fruit of the Acacia folis Scorpoidis Leguminosa C. B. which is also said to produce Gum Arabic. It is called Acacia Offic. Alpina, and Acacia vera, Rall Hitt. Tourn. Inf. and Boehr. Ind. Alt. The Egyptian Thorn. It is used for strengthening the Eyes, and preventing Inflammations therein, for curing Ulcers of the Mouth, and Fistules of the Lips, for softening the Teeth, and strengthening weak Joints, as also for stopping Haemorrhages and Fluxes. It is brought into Europe in Bladders containing globular Masses weighing between four and eight Ounces. The best, which is that expressed from the green Pods and insipiuated, is externally of a blackish, but internally of a shining brown, Colour, hard, brittle, and of an atherie Taste. It is exhibited when the Humours are to be insipiuated, and the solid Parts corroborated. It is given internally in the Form of Pills, Boiluses, or Solutions in some proper Liquor. Externally it is used, dissolved in Fomentations, and may prove beneficial in Disorders of the Eyes, where there is only such a slight Inflammation, as does not contra-indicate the Use of Astringents, and Repellents.

There is also another Acacia, called Acacia Germanica or German Acacia, which is no more than the expressed Juice of unripe wild Sloes, insipiuated in a Bath-heat. It is black like the common Juice of Liquorice, is esteemed an Astringent, and used as such. The Dose, according to Beerbaave, is from six Grains to a Dram and a half.


The Gum called Senegal resembles Gum Arabic, but is imported to us in Lumps, which are rough externally, but clear and transparent within. It is sometimes whitish, and sometimes of a red Colour, of an insipid aqueous Taste, viscid and without any finell. It is brought from Guinea, and as some think receives its Name from the River Senega. The London Apothecaries use the whitest and purest Parts of this Gum instead of Gum-arabic.

Acantbus, or Branca Urfina, Offic. Acanthus Sativus, or Mollius Virgillus C. B. This Plant grows spontaneously in Italy, Spain, and the Southern Parts of France, but is with us cultivated in Gardens, and flowers in July and August. It is rarely used except in Clysters, and Baths intended to remove Obstructions, and all-
viatic Pains arising from the Stone and Gravel.

Acetoja, Sorrel. This is the Acetoja Vulgaris, Oxalis offic. Acetoja Pratensis C. B. Common Sorrel is a Plant, which has many Virtues ascribed to it in Medicine. For it is of an aperient, moderately refrigerating, and corroborating Nature. Its Leaves and Roots, boiled in recent Whey, prove an excellent Remedy in Chronic Diseases, where there is a Tendency to Putrefaction. A Decoction of Sorrel with Whey, drank in the Morning in the Month of April, excellently purges the Body from the Feces collected during the Winter. But the principal Virtue of this Plant consists in its antiscorbutic Quality; since, if it is used fresh, it carries off the Putrefaction of the Gums, and fixes the loose Teeth. Boerhaave justly commends Sorrel, for Patients of hot, lax, putrid, and bilious Constitutions. Externally, the Leaves roasted under the Ashes are of great Service for suppuring Tumours. The Leaves also, when reduced to a Poultice with fresh Butter, prove beneficial to corded Ulcers. The native or essential Salt of Sorrel, in Taste resembling that of Cream of Tartar, is stimulating, purgative, astringent, corroborating, and proper in all Fevers of the burning, continual, and putrid Kind.

Acetoella, Wood Sorrel. This is mentioned in the College Catalogue by the Name of Ligula, or Oxys alba. Gris, and is called Oxys Flore albo by Boerh. Ind. A. The Juice of this Plant, according to Boerhaave, is somewhat oleous, acid, and nitrous; for which Reason it is beneficial in all hot, putrid, and pestilential Disorders. The Herb itself boiled in Water is excellent in Inflammations, Pleurises, and other Disorders of an acute Nature. It also, corrects hot Humours and Bile; and prevents Putrefaction, so that it is proper for Nausea and Want of Digestion, arising from putrefied Bile, or any alkalinefcent Humour lodged in the Stomach. It is also accounted an excellent Remedy in a Diarrhea, and Dysentery. A very good Conserve is ordered to be made of this Plant. But neither the Conserve nor the Plant are used so much as they deserve. Entire Volumes have been wrote on the Virtues of this Plant.

Acetum. Vinegar is no lees universally than justly celebrated, on account of its resolvent, and refrigerating Qualities. For which Reason it is classed among the Medicines of the alesipharmic and anti-pestitential Kind. The resolvent Nature of this Liquor is, according to Boerhaave in his Chymistry, sufficiently evinced from its colliquating the Cartilages, Bones, and Skins of Animals, which have been long boiled in it. In the Time of Pestilential Disorders, Vinegar is of all others the best Preservative for Physicians, before they visit the Infected; for which Purpose they generally drink a small Quantity of it, and apply a Sponge dipp'd in it to their Mouth and Nose, in order to correct the bad Quality of the Air. Vinegar diluted with Water, and mixed with Honey and Rue, is said to be an infallible Antidote against various Kinds of Poisons. In all Cases where the alkalinefcent Acrimony of the Humours is to be corrected, or a Coagulation of the Blood to be either removed or prevented, Vinegar exhibited internally is of all others the most efficacious Medicine. Vinegar, diluted with Water, extinguishes the most violent Thirst, after other Liquors have in vain been used for that Purpose. Hence 'tis obvious, that it must be serviceable in acute ardent Fevers, the Small-Pox, the Measles, a Scoury arising from an alkalinefcent State of the Humours, Hypochondriac, Convulsive, and
Hysterick Disorders. Hippocrates and Galen greatly extolled Vinegar in all Disorders of the Spleen. Vinegar warmed, and drawn up the Nostrils, effectually stops excessive Sneezing. When used with the Aliments, it not only creates an Appetite, but also promotes Digestion. Vinegar boiled with Wormwood, the Flowers of Elder, or Chamomile, and others of a like Nature, is by Surgeons found highly efficacious for curing an Erysipelas, Phlegmons, and putrid Ulcers; for softening and dispersing glandulous Tumours; for dispersing Sufstusions, the Effects of Contusions, and Tumors of the Feet. For the above Disorders a Spoonful of Vinegar is exhibited internally, whilst a proper Quantity of it is used externally in Epithems, Fomentations, Baths, Clysters, and Gargarisms. Vinegar is directed by the College to be used in the Emplastrum Viscatorium, the Urgentum Tripharmacum, and the Limmentum Tripharmacum.

Aconitum. Of this there are many Species, as the Aconitum carulcum, for Napellus primus, Borth. Ind. A. Napellus Offic. Monks-Hood. The Aconitum Ponticum, Offic. Aconitum Lycodonum tatum, Borth. Ind. A. Wolfbane. These are both esteemed poisonous to Man and Beast. Aconitum Verum, or Calamum aromatics, Offic. C. B. Borth. Ind. Alt. Plant. Sweet Flag. This is by Some esteemed a Plant of singular Virtues. For, as we are informed by Clytemnesth, the Inhabitants of Lithuania, towards Muscovy, carry the Root of this Plant about with them, and drink no Water till they have macerated some Portion of the Root in it. And Simon Pauli is of Opinion, that, in Camps and Armies, Dyenteries, Epidemic Fevers, and even PLAGUES, might be in a great measure prevented by the same Means. It is certain from Experience, that the aromatic, stimulat-
ing, and inciting Qualities of this Root are highly beneficial in Disorders of the Stomach, arising from a cold viscid Caue; in Cachexies of young Women; in Obstructions of the Menses; in Hysterick Disorders, and all Cases in which heating Medicines are proper. The Steam of Water in which this Root has been boiled, received into the Mouth thro' a Funnel, greatly relieves some Kinds of Coughs. It grows in many Parts of England in Rivulets, and marshy Places, and a great deal of it is imported from abroad. It produces Cattkins in July and August. It is an Ingredient in the Mithridate, and Venice Treacle.

Adiantum. There are several Plants called by this Name, the first of which is the Adiantum vulgare, Capillus Venetis Offic. Adiantum Capillus Venetis Rari. Capillus Venetis verus Ger. This is the true Maiden-hair, and bears Leaves resembling those of Coriander, let alternately on the Stalks. It is said to grow plentifully in Cornwall; but what is used here is brought from the South of France, especially MONTPELLIER. The best Way of administering it is in strong Decotions, or Infusions. The common Method of giving it by way of Syrup, must be very trifling; because the Quantity in a Dose must be too small to produce any considerable Effect. Few Plants have had greater Encomiums bestowed on them than this. It is good in Disorders of the Breast, purges the Lungs, and incases and evacuates those thick and viscid Humours, which adhere to the Sides of the Ramifications of the Al-pera Arteria.

Agallochum, Offic. C. B. Pin. Agallochum verum, Ephem. Germ. Dec. 11. An. 3 and Lignum Aloes Vul-gare, Ger. Aloes Wood. This Wood is imported to us from India and Arabia. It is odoriferous, of a bitterish
bitterish astringent Taste, and somewhat mottled. It is of an hard solid Texture, firm and ponderous, of a yellowish brown Colour, with several black or purple-coloured resinous Veins interpersed, of a bitterish, hot, aromatic Taste, but of no strong Smell till it is burnt. It is esteemed a great Strengthener of the Nerves.

_Agaricus fove Fungus Laries_, C. B. _Agaricus ex Laries_, Park. _Agaricum J. B. Agaric_. This is a kind of Fungus growing on the Larch Tree, which produces the _Venece Turpentine_. It is imported from Italy, France, and especially Dauphiny, and the southerly Parts of Germany; but that is accounted best which grows in Tartary. It requires a whole Year to acquire its due Bulk, and is taken off the Bark of the Tree when it begins to become dry, and chopped; after which it is exposed to the Sun for two or three Weeks, in order to be whitened. Then it is beaten with Sticks, that no Chinks may appear in it. Sometimes it is rubbed over with Starch, or well triturated _agarie_, but this is by most looked upon as a bad Sign. It is generally sold in Lumps as big as the Filt, of a Kind of a round angular Form, covered with a callous Bark, white within, at first of a sweetish, but soon after of a bitter, acid, nauseous, and gently astringent Taste. This Species is called the Female in Contradistinction to the male or Spurious _agarie_. It cannot without Difficulty be reduced to a Powder; and, before it can be duly triturated, requires an Admixture of the Gums. When immersed in an Acid, it produces an Effervescence, and is converted into a cretaceous Earth. It is ranked among the Phlegmagogue Purgatives, and is particularly recommended in Coughs and Athmas, where Purging is expedient.

_Ageratum, eupatorium _Melues_, Off. _Ageratum folis serratis_, C. B. _Boerh. Ind. Alt. Ageratum plerique_, Herba Julia quibusdam, J. B. _Ageratum Vulgare_, feu Coius Hortorum Minor, Park. Maudlin. The whole Plant has a strong tho' not an ungrateful Scent. It is a Native of Italy and the warmer Countries, but with us only grows in Gardens, and flowers in July and August. It is of a bitter Taste, of a warming and drying Nature, beneficial in Disorders of the Stomach, serviceable in the Jaundice and Obstructions of the Menfe, Diuretic, and Antihelmintic.

_Agnus Cufus, Vitex_, Offic. _Agnus folio von ferrato_, I. B. Raill. Hift. _Vitex Agnus Cufus_, Rand. _Ind. Vitex folis angustioribus_, Cannabis moda _dispositus_, C. B. _Boerh. Ind. Alt. Chaffe-tree_. It grows in the warmer Climates, as Italy, Naples, and Sicily, and flowers in August. Dioscorides informs us, that this Shrub received the Name of _Agnus_, or _Chaffe_, because the Matrons who lived chaffe during the _Thesmophoria_, or Feasts of _Ceres_, used to lie upon it. Not only the Seeds, but also the Flowers and Leaves are of an acid and moderately astringent Taste. The Antients highly extolled it for repressing the Violence of venereal Inclinations, as also on account of its heating, drying, and de-obtruent Qualities, and accordingly employed it, as one or other of these Intentions was to be pursued. But the Moderns generally look upon these Recommendations as ill grounded. Hippocrates, indeed, in _Lib. de Morb. Mulier._ recommends the Seeds of this Shrub for bringing away the Secundines. Some of the Moderns, also, extol it, as beneficial in a great Variety of Disorders; but as Experience has given it no considerable Sanction, the more skilful Physicians seldom use it in their Practice.


Berries
Berries of Holly are hot and dry, of thin Parts, and expel Wind. They are recommended for the Colic. Inwardly taken they bring away by Stool thick phlegmatic Humours. Holly, beaten to Powder and drank, is good for all Fluxes of the Belly, as the Dyfentery, and the like.

Agrimonia, Eupatorium Graecorum, Offic. Agrimonia Vulgaris, Park. Theat. Agrimonia Officinarum, Boerh. Ind. Alt. Eupatorium veterum seu Agrimonia, C. B. Pin. Agrimony. This is the Eupatorium of Dioscorides, Galen, and the ancient Greeks. It grows in Hedges and the Borders of Fields, and flowers in June and July. Some think it received the Name Agrimony from the large Quantity of it produced in Agris, in the Fields, and the Appellation of Eupatorium either from King Eupator, or from the first Discoverer of its Virtues. But be this as it will, 'tis certain that Agrimony is possessed of many singular Virtues. It contains a subaétheric, subastringent, and aromatic Juice; and is justly recommended for its aperient, detersive, vulnerary, corroborating, and mildly operating Qualities. Hence it is deservedly dignified with the Epithets of hepatic and viscerai; for, by restor- ing the Tone and Strength of the Fibres, it removes Obstructions arising from too great a Relaxation of the Vessels. Hence a Decoction of it is highly beneficial in Scurvies arising from Relaxations, Hepatic Fluxes, bloody Vomitings, and internal Hemorrhages, where Astringents are proper. It is by some singularly ex- tolled in Discharges of bloody Urine accompanied with Ulcerations of the Kidneys. Riverius gave the Herb reduced to a Powder, in Incontine- ncies of Urine. An Infusion of recent Agrimony with Water is accounted a Medicine, which acts by a gentle aromatic Stimulus, without any astringent Quality, and which, when drank every Morning, proves beneficial to Hypocondriac and Hy- feric Patients; is a good Reviver of the Spirits, and, by its resolvent Qua- lity, removes that peccant Matter, which, adhering to the Hypocondria, is the Cause of Flatulencies, Anxieties, and Sighs. If Whey, in which the recent Herb has remained for some time, is constantly used during the Summer, it is accounted an excellent Purger of the Body, and a Prefervative against many Diseases. For it is more grateful and less weakening than Whey alone. The expressed Juice of this Plant boiled, is a grateful and ex- cellent astringent Medicine. Tho' its distilled Water seems only to have a gently aromatic Quality, yet Moris- son, in his Historia Plantarum Uni- versali, informs us, that Cardinal Bembo found nothing more beneficial than its continual Use, for expelling Sand from the Kidneys. The Plant is beneficially applied externally to any Part to be strengthened by astringent Medicines. Hence a Decoction of it, in Form of a Cataplasm, con- tributes to the Resolution of inflamed Tumors and Contusions. Catapla- smis of it boiled in Vinegar or Wine, and applied to the Scrotum, are highly celebrated in inflammations of the Testicles.

Alerternus. The Name of a Plant, of which there are four Species, the first of which is the Alerternus, Offic. Alerternus major & minor, Park. Theat. Alerternus, 1. Clavi, & Minore felio, Boerh. Ind. A. Evergreen Pri- vet. It grows in Hedges, and is cul- tivated in Gardens. It contains much Oil and Phlegm, and but little Salt. It is of a detersive, astringent, and cooling Nature, and is used in Gar- garisms for inflammations of the Mouth, and for the Quinsy. The Root moderately binds the Belly.


The
The third Sort is the Cassina, Offic. 

Herba Cassina famen sitique retirando, J. B. Cassini. It grows in Carolina. It is accounted a very good Medicine for the Small-Pox, and restraining immoderate Fermentation of the Blood, without putting too great a Check upon the expulsive Faculty. It promotes Expectoration, prefers the Lungs, and keeps off the Small-Pox from the Head and Throat.

The fourth Sort is the Peryngra, Officinar. Mant. The Castia-Berry bulk. It is found in Carolina. The Fragments of the dried Leaves, and the Powder of the Stalks, are used. Sometimes it purges, at other times excites Vomiting, or promotes incontinent Perpiration, still acting as Nature inclines. It is accounted an excellent Specific in the Diabetes. A Tea made of the Herb is good in the Nephritic Colic.

Alcanna, Offic. Liguistrum Orientale, five Cyprus Dioecaldis & Plini. Park. Theat. Baccifera Indica baccis oblongis in umbella formam disjisis, Rai Hift. Eastern Privet. This is the Kenna of the Turks and Moors. Its Medicinal Virtues are emmenagogue and hysteric, and accordingly it is used in the Eastern Countries, to cause Abortion, and to bring away dead Children. The Leaves have an astringent Quality, by which they heal Ulcers in the Mouth, being chewed therein; and are good for Carbuncles, and other fiery Inflammations, if applied in a Cataplasm. The Decoction of them is good for Burns. The Flowers bruised in Vinegar ease Pains of the Head, being applied to the Forehead.

Alcea, Offic. Alcea Vulgaris, J. B. Raii Hift. Alcea vulgaris major, flore rubro roso, Boehn. Ind. Alt. Verain Mallow. This Species of Mallow differs from the common Kind in having its Stalks more hairy and growing more erect. The lower Leaves are smaller and roundish, serrated a-

bout the Edges, and growing on long Foot-stalks; the higher they grow the Foot-stalks are the shorter. The upper Leaves are cut into five deep Segments; the Flowers are larger, paler, and not fretted like those of the common Mallow. The Cheeseflower or Verviel is larger and blacker, the Root is hard, woody, and spreads in the Ground. It grows in uncultivated Fields and Hedges, and near High ways. It flowers in July and August, and in Autumn produces Seeds. It is possessed of the Virtues of the common Mallow; and its Root, Leaves, Flowers, and Seeds may be used as Emollients. Its Root is particularly celebrated against Dimness of the Eyes by Empirics, so that some foolishly believe that a Portion of it, suspended about the Neck, quickens and prefers the Sight. But this hardly seems credible. In Inflammations and Dryness arising from them, this Plant proves beneficial as other emollient, mucilaginous, laxative, moistening, and demulcent Medicines. Hence tis obvious that its Root, drank in Wine or Water, proves beneficial against Gripes, and Erusions of the Intestines.

Althimilla, Offic. Ger. Raii Hift. Althimilla Vulgaris, C. B. Althimilla Major Vulgaris, Park. LadiesMantle. It grows in Meadows and Pature Grounds, flowers in May and June, and in July and August produces its Seeds. On account of its astringent, viscid, and glutinous Juice it is classed among the vulnerary Plants, both applied externally with other Substances, and exhibited internally in vulnerary Potions and Decoctions. For it infinipates the thin Blood, and is for that Reason highly beneficial in the Fever Albus, and immediate Menstrual Discharges. A Decoction of it is useful for washing Wounds, which may, also, be advantageously covered with a Cloth.
dipt in the same Decoction. Bau-
bine informs us, that this Plant is of so
powerful a conglutinating Quali-
ty; as to cure Ruptures of the In-
testines, especially in Children; for
which Purpose the dry Powder is ex-
hibited in the Decoction, or the di-
filled Water of the Plant.

Alkekengi Halicacabum, Offic. Al-
ekengi Officinarum, Boerh. Ind. Alt.
Solanum vesicarium, C. B. Pin. Sol-
amum Halicacabum Vulgare, J. B.
Winter Cherry. It grows with us in
Gardens, where it is easily propagat-
ed, flowers in July and August,
and bears ripe Fruit in September.
The Taste of the Leaves is acid and
bitter, whereas that of the Fruit is
acid, and afterwards somewhat bit-
ter. The Seeds are, also, acid
and somewhat bitterish. The whole
of the Fruit is esteemed a celebrated
Remedy against Nephritic Pains, and
Calculous Disorders. It lubricates
the Urinary Passages, expels Stones,
and Gravel; contributes to the Cure
of excoriated Kidneys, temperates
the Acrimony of the Urine, re-
moves the Strangury and Dysuria;
and is for these Reasons mixed in a
great many Compositions, appro-
priated to Disorders of the Liver,
Bladder, and Kidneys. Caspar Hoff-
man informs us, that its diuretic
Quality is so well known to the
poor People of Germany, that for
that very Purposc they devour large
Quantities of it. According to Di-
efcorides, an Infusion or Decoction
of it with Whey is an effectual Re-
medy against the Epilepsy. When
reduced to a Powder and taken in
white Wine, or that of Juniper, it is
highly efficacious in exciting a Dis-
charge of Urine, and relieving those
afflicted with the Dropsy, Jaundice,
Gout, or Colic. Both the Leaves
and Fruit are with great Advantage
applied to Erysipelas Disorders of
the malignant Kind. These Effects
sufficiently evince, that it is of an
aperient Quality, which, when the
Medicine is used internally, operates
principally by Urine. There are
various Methods of using this Re-
medy. Thus Tournefort exhibits
five or six of the bruised Berries, in
an Emulsion. Arnaldus de Villanova,
who is said to have revived the ex-
ploded Ufe of this Plant, found the
Efficacy of a Wine prepared from it,
in a Retention of Urine, which
would yield to no other Medicines.
A proper Quantity of the Seeds an-
alone, bruised and drank with Coffee
or Tea, is highly extolled for purging
the Kidneys. Quacks and Mounteb-
banks, as we are informed by Dr.
Freind, pretend, that they can collect
all the peccant Humours fluctuating
in the Body, by rubbing any particu-
lar Part with Alkekengi; and when
by this Means they have excited an
Heat and Inflammation, they de-
mand their Reward as if the Diseafe
was cured by them, but the Part, be-
ing anointed with Oil, is forthwith
freed from the Pain,

C. B. Pin. Hesperis allium re-
dolens, Boerh. Ind. Alt. Saucce-all-
alone, or Jack by the Hedge. It
grows in Hedges and Bank-sides, and
flowers in May. This Herb atten-
uates, incides, and greatly refists
Putrefaction. Infusions of it, inter-
ally used, are far preferable to the
Bezoar Stone as a Diaphoretic, and
the Herb itself makes an excellent
Ingredient in Spring Saladis. There
is but little Virtue in the dried Herb;
for which Reason it is to be ga-
thcrd in the End of April or the
Beginning of May, and, after it is
dried a Day or two in a Shade,
cut small, and the Juice forthwith
expressed, either in a Mortar or Prefs.
This Juice, when put into Bottles
with a little Oil upon it, may be kept
for three Years. It may, also, be
infiltrated over a Fire, and kept for
several Years for the fame Purposes.
Fabritius Hildanus informs us, that this Juice, whether simple or infpissated, is an excellent Ingredient in Ointments designed for Gangrenes, and other putrid, fordid, and malignant Ulcers. Hence we justly deduce, that it is of a resolvent Quality. For if the recent Herb is malignant, it vifcid Humours in the Plant, and, in the Leaves into Seeds, and, in the Roots, when the Intentions of the Country People, to whom it is not only grateful, but also, by its volatile Salts, attenuates the Crudities of the prime vitæ, afflicts Con- cussion, and promotes insensible Perpiration. Hence Pliny justly afferts, that it guards against the Misfortunes arising from the Changes of Waters and Climates, and that it renders the Body of a freisher and more blooming Colour. Soldiers and Sailors often experience the happy Effects arising from the due Use of this Plant, as we are informed by Portius in Lib. de Sanitate Milit. Tuenda. From what has been said, 'tis sufficiently obvious, that Garlick is of great Efficacy in exciting an Appetite, and procuring Strength to the Stomach. Hence, as we are told in Lettres édu- fiantes & curieus, de quelques Misionnaires, it proved a sovereign Remedy in a Linterny, or Excretion of the Food without any Change. Fr. Hoff- man, also, in Med. Ral. tom. 2, informs us, that it is an instantaneous Remedy for Dysenteries produced by eating putrid Fleth. In the Ephime- rid. Natur. Carol. Decad. 2. Ann. 8. Ob. 222, we are assured, that it proved effectual for dissolving Milk coagulated in the Stomach. In flatulent Colics arising from cold, acid, or vifcid Cæules, it has often proved beneficial, especially when a Soup is prepared of it with Oil of Olives, and a little pure Wine. Galen gives us an Account of a labouring Man, who, being feized with the Colic, cloathed himself warm, eat some Gar- lick with Bread, and worked at his usual Business the whole Day; by which Means he was freed from his Difforder. Ramazzini, in his Trea- tise of the Diseases of Travefmen, informs us, that long protracted
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Quartans
Quartans have been cured by the Use of Garlick, and a large Quantity of unmixed Wine. In a Word, Garlick is properly exhibited in Cakes where the Body requires a Stimulus, or where the Vicissitude of the flagrant Humours produces the Disease; in exciting the Menfes, for Instance, provoking Urine, and removing Coughs. The judicious Sydenham informs us, that Dropsies have been cured by the Use of Garlick alone, without the Assistance of any other Evacuants. Many, afflicted with the Stone, find singular Relief from three, four, or five Bulbs of Garlick, taken with a Glass of Brandy; which Remedy Some order to be repeated every Month, at the new Moon; Others a Day before the new Moon; and Others every Week, on the Day immediately preceding the Quadratures of the Moon, as we may find by consulting the Ephimerides Natur. Curio; Cent. 1. Obf. 55. Vol. 2. Bartbolin. Epif. Cent. 3. and Hoffman de Remed. Domoj. Garlick bruised with green Coriander, and drank in unmixed Wine, is said to prove a Stimulus to Venery; for which Reason Carolus de Aquisino in his Nomenclator Agriculturae, informs us, that the Athenians used to give it to their Cocks before they began to fight. Travellers, also, use it in order to render themselves more brisk and vigorous; for which Purposes it is also given to Horses. Zacutus Lyfianus tells us of an old Man, who in the Winter time having travelled through the Snow, till the intense Heat of his Stomach was almost extinguished, fell dangerously ill. But as the hottest Remedies were of no Efficacy in restoring this Heat, Zacutus, according to Avicenna’s Directions, gave him dry Garlick covered with Honey; by which Means he became considerably better in four Days, and, by persifling in its Ufe for a Month, had his Health perfectly recovered. The external Ufe of Garlick is also highly recommended in many Cakes, since, by its stimulating Acrimony, it resolves, opens, and attracts. Garlick, when reduced to the Form of an Ointment with Oil of Olives, is extolled for resolving cold Tumours, and removing Corns on the Feet. According to the celebrated Prosper Alpinus, the Egyptians drop the warm Juice of Garlick into the Ears, in order to remove invertebrate Deafness, and Ringing. With recent Garlick bruised they, also, cure recent Wounds. They also apply burnt Garlick with Honey for the Cure of Scalp-heads. Infammations in Decotions of dry Garlicks with its stalks are highly beneficial in exciting the Menfes; and the Egyptians frequently procure an Expulsion of the Secundines, by ordering the Steam of the Decotion, or the Smoak of the Root burnt upon Coals, to be received into the Uterus. Arnoldus de Villanova tells us, that in Head-achs, arising from Phlegm, Garlick bruised, heated upon a Tile, and applied to the Part affected, removes the Pain; and that, when boiled and fired with a little Pennyroyal and Pepper with Oil, it removes an Hemiscranium, when applied to the Part affected. Hogs-lard, formed into an Ointment with Eggs and two or three Heads of Garlick, is said to prove an almost immediate Cure for Hoarseness, if it is applied warm at night to the Soles of the Feet, before a brisk Fire, taking care to keep the Feet warm in the Night-time. For this Purpose the Loins are also to be anointed with the same Ointment, after the Patient is in Bed. Obligate Intermittents, and even Quartan Fevers, when all other Means have failed, are often happily removed by applying bruised Garlick to the Wrists, where it produces a Blister; which being opened, the peculiar Matter is in some measure eliminated.
that an immoderate Gout. As Garlick takes no preventive effect, those whose Humours are strong, and whose Body, ver, without the greatest Circumpection, makes the Humours tend towards it, and by exciting Blisters eliminates the acrid and foreign Matter, which being mixed with the Mafs of Blood, creates such Comotions in the Body. Hence the Reason is obvious, why Garlick is successfully used as a Cataplasm, for maturing Pestifential Buboes. But Garlick not only sometimes fails to produce the desired Effects, but also, when immoderately or unreasonably used, proves highly injurious to Health. Thus in Eph. Nat. Curios. Dec. 2. An. 9. Obs. 127, where there is also Mention made of a Tooth-ach, considerably mitigated by exciting a Blister on the Elbow, by Means of bruised Garlick. According to Platerus, Garlick is to be applied to the Wrift on the same Side with the affected Tooth. Bartboline informs us, that the wandering Pains of Scorbatic Patients are diffipated by rubbing their Joints with the Juice of Garlick. Bartboline, also, informs us, that Garlick with Oil of Scorpions, is used by way of Cataplasm to expel the Stone, and Urine. Etmüller says, that a Decocation of this Plant in Milk, used by way of Pomentation to the Anus, brings away the Worms of the Intestines; and that the Hungarians, in the Camp-Fever, take a Bulb of Garlick, which they faturate with Spirit of Wine, and bruife. With this Poultice, they strongly anoint the Patient's Body; then disponing him to sweat by laying a large Quantity of Cloths upon him, he is forthwith relieved. Sydenham says, "That among the various Medicines which make a Revolution or Derivation from the Head, none seem to operate so powerfully as Garlick applied to the Soles of the Feet."— In Adults, therefore, labouring under the Small-Pox of the Contagious Kind, I generally apply a feliced Garlick, wrap up in a Cloth, to the Soles of their Feet, from the eighth Day till the Disease is no longer dangerous. This Application is to be renewed every Day; for, by its strongly stimula-
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dy. Its Viscidity is sufficiently e-
vinced by the Experiments of Du Hamel, who found its Juice to cement
and join the divided Parts of Glass
and China. Its Tendency to gene-
rate Flatulencies seems also to de-
pend upon its Viscidity. The mo-
derate Use then of Garlick is only
to be permitted as a Sauce, or a Me-
dicine, but not as a daily Aliment. For it is not without Reason, that B. Swadu in his Querela Venriculi
Renovatae, represents the Stomach as
making the following Complaints.
"How much Labour have I from
"Garlicks, Onions, and Leeks,
"whilst I hardly ever receive any
"Advantage from them, except
"when oppressed with thick and
"viscid Humours?" When there-
fore Heat is not to be increased in the
Body, the Acrimony and Strength
of Garlick are greatly to be sus-
pected. For in other Cakes, as Hippocra-
tes observes in Tr. de Viti. Rat. in A-
cut. "Garlick produces Heat, and
"Flatulencies about the Thorax,
"Heavines of the Head, Anxiety,
"and if there is any previous Disor-
"der it augments it." It is prob-
ably at all times safer to use Gar-
lick boiled, than crude. From what
has been said, we understand, that
the Antients only called Garlick Pur-
gative, because it resolved the viscid
and tenacious Matter in the Prime
Vie, and by that Means disposed it
for Evacuation. Hippocrates re-
commends the Eating of Garlick,
either when a Perfon is drunk, or
inclined to go a drinking; in the
former Case, because, by promoting
Perpiration, it dissipates the Intoxica-
tion; in the latter, because, by streng-
thening the Stomach, it subdues the Li-
quor, and expels it either by Urine,
or the Cutaneous Pores. A Syrup,
and an Oxymel, are directed to be
made of Garlick, in the last London
Dispensatory.

Allnis, Offic. Ger. Alius Vulgaris,

Park. Theat. J. B. Alnus Retunda
folia glutinosi vividis, C. B. Pin.
Boehr. Ind. Alt. The Alder-Tree. It
 grows in moist and marshy Soils; the
Wood becomes black in a Solution
of Vitriol. Alder then is poiffessed of
the astringent Property of Galls, and
may for that Reason be used in ma-
kimg Ink. But this astringent Qua-
"lity is most confiderable in the Fruit,
and especially in the Bark, which
when macerated in Water with old
rusty Iron, or the Scoriz of Iron,
serves to tinge Leather with a black
Vol. 3. Obs. 16, we are told, that
if the yellowish Bark, not only of the
Roots, but also of the Branches, is
boiled in common Water, it is of
fingular Efficacy in carrying off the
Water of Dropfical Patients. Pung
in Lib. 24. Cap. 10, informs us,
that the Leaves, taken out of boiling
Water and applied, are an effectual
Cure for Tumors. But the Observation
"can only hold true in Cakes, where
Repellents and Astringents are
proper. Barbarus in Comment. on
Vitruvius informs us, that some cover
the Floors of Rooms with its Leaves
besprinkled with Dew, in order to
destroy Fleas. For the Leaves, when
budding, contain a kind of pungious
tenacious Humours, to which the
Fleas adhering, as it were to Bird-
Lime, are killed. Tournefort in his
Plant. Paralip. Tom. 2, informs us,
that the Leaves of this Tree are in
the Alps used in Paralytic Cakes, es-
specially, when the Disorder has
proceeded from external Causes, as
lying in the Fields or damp Houfes.
For this Purpose some Sackfuls of
the Leaves dried either in the Sun,
or in an Oven, are spread for the
Patient to lie upon, being sufficiently
covered therewith, and with warm
Cloths, till he has sweated plentiful-
ly. This Remedy is, also, account-
ed good for the Rheumatifm, Sciat-
ica, and other Disorders of a similar
Nature.
Ind. Alt. Aloe Diascoridis, Colum. Aloe Diascoridis & Altorum, Sloan
Cat. Jam. Aloes. From this, and some other Species of the Plant, is obtained the Aloe of the Shops, which is a concreted brownish or blackish Juice, of a bitter Taste and disagreeable Smell. It is imported into Europe in Sheep-skins, or large Gourds. According to Gardel from Hermannus, the purest, or what is called the Succotrine Aloes, is the Juice gently pressed from the entire Leaves separated from their Roots; and inspissated in the Sun after it has deposited its most succulent Part. This Sediment when poured into another Vessel, and inspissated in the Sun, acquires an harder Consistence than the former, and is called Hepatic Aloe. And the Sediment of this second Species, when inspissated, is called Caballine or Horse-aloes. But other Authors are of Opinion, that these different Sorts of Aloes are produced of different Species of the Plant. The best Aloes is that which is pungious, of a dark Colour, in some measure friable, in Smell resembling that of Myrrh, and which when pounded yields a Powder of a golden Colour. In consequence of its bitter Taste, it is called the Gall of Nature, and also resembles the Bile in this, that when it is dissolved in Water, it becomes viscid, and always tinges the Faces with a yellow Colour. But, according to Boerhaave, it loses the Bitterness after it has undergone Fermentation. Aloes consists of two Substances, one resinous, which may be extracted by Spirit of Wine; and the other of a gummy Nature, which may be dissolved in Water. The purer Aloes is, the more of a gummy Portion it contains, whereas the more impure it is, the more resinous Parts it contains. The Caballine-aloes is, also, contaminated by a large Quantity of terrestrial Matter. In consequence of this Combination of a gummy and resinous Substance, Aloes has experimentally been found not only abiterfive and mild, when exhibited in a small Dose, but also attenuating and resolvent, and consequently aperient, emmenagogoe, and calculated for provoking the Hemorrhoidal Discharge, whether exhibited internally, or applied to the Anus. It is, also, of a balsamic Quality, and refists Putefaction. Aloes operates by resolving, in consequence of its faponaceous Virtue, and by stimulating, in consequence of its heating Nature. When, therefore, pituitous Humours are to be expelled, Aloes proves an highly powerful and efficacious Medicine. Hence it is above all Things beneficial in Distortions of the Prime Viscera; for which Reason it is by way of Emollients filled the Soul of the Stomach, since, by its balsamic, corroborative, and laxative Virtues, it absters and eliminates the viscid Humours; corrects such as are acid and vapid; and, by corroborating the relaxed Tone of the Stomach, removes the Spasms and Flatulencies of the Prime Viscera. Aloes has constantly been accounted one of the most considerable of the Purgative Medicines. But the Dose ought at most to be no more than half a Scruple, since it always produces better Effects in small, than in large, Quantities. Hence we justly infer, that the Ancients were in the wrong for prescribing a Scruple and more of this Medicine; since by this Means it excites too violent Comotions in the Humours, as is observ'd by Simon Pauli. Quadr. Bot. Eph. Nat. Carisf. Dec. 2, An. 5. Off. 218. Lemery Chym. Stab. ad Hera. Aloes is an Ingredient in almost all the laxative Compositions, and most celebrated Pills of the Ancients. We are by no means to exhibit Aloes
no Persons whose Vessels are tender or putrefied; since it is only proper for those of moist, cold, and mucous Constitutions, and such as are disposed to the Generation of Acids. Hence it is not to be recommended to old Persons, unless they are of dry Constitutions, because it is remarkably heating and drying; for which Reason it is less friendly to Persons of a dry, than to those of a moist, Constitution. In *Alca Hoffniensia*, Tom. 2 Obs. 64, we are told, that a Discharge of the bloody Urine was produced by an immoderate Use of Aloes. Aloes, also generally procures an Hemorrhoidal Discharge, whilst by its acrid Refin it stimulates the Veins of the Anus, and excites an Orgasm and Commotion in the Blood. *Hoffman* informs us, that, by an excessive Use of Aloes, Cal-

vvin was feized with ulcerous Hemorrhoids, and a Spitting of Blood. Too much, therefore, was attributed to Aloes, by the Authors of that Maxim, *Qui vult Vivere Amos Nox*, sumat Pilulas de Aloe, the Man who wants to live as long as Noa, ought to use Pills of Aloes. In the *Epimerides Nat. Curios. De-

cad. 2. An. 5. Obi. 211. we are told, that Aloes is Poison to a great many brute Animals, as well as some other bitter Substances. In consequence of its balsamic and abitergent Qualities, it is externally used for the Cure of Wounds, extracted with Spirit of Wine in the Form of a Tincture, to which is generally added a due Quantity of the Tincture of Myrrh and Amber. It's certain that its balsamic Virtue is so great, that Animalcules may be preferred in it for Ages, upon which account it is used in embalming Human Bodies. It is good against Worms, both internally and externally, so that antihelminthic Pills and Plasters are prepared of it. As it has been observed that the purgative and resolvent Qua-

lity of Aloes is lodged principally in its gummy Part, and its balsamic Virtue in its resinous Principle, hence 'tis obvious, that the lucid fuc-

cotrine Aloes is most proper for purging internally; whereas the hepatic Aloes is best accommodated for external and chirurgical Purposes. Hence if the purgative Quality of Aloes is desired alone, it must be dis-

solved, and the filtrated Solution evaporated to the Confidence of an Extract, which is called Prepared or *Washed* Aloes.

The Barbadoes Aloes is by Some said to be procured from the *Aloe*, Offic. *Aloe Vulgaris, seu temperosi-

um Marionum*, Ger. Emac. The Horse-aloes from the *Aloe Guineensis Caballina*, *volgar Similis sed tota Maculata*, Commel. Prelud. Bot. And the succotrine Aloes from the *Aloe Succotrina*, *Aloe Succotri-

na Anguifalfa Spinosa Flora Purpu-

ree*, Bryen. Prod.

An Extract and a Refin are ordered to be made from Aloes in the New Dispensatory; and it is an In-

gredient in the *Extractum Catharti-

cum*. The *Vinum Aleticum Alatil-

ium*, The *Tinctura Sacra*. The *Balsamum Traumaticum, Elixir Aloe*, *Hiera Piera*, Pil. *Aromatic, Pil. e* *Co-

cayntibide sum Aloe*, and the Pil. *Rufp*.


tory of the Wall, only it has no Aftringency. It is reckoned nutri-

tive, and therefore a wholsom Food for Perrons in an Atrophy or Phthisis. It is of an herby Taffe, a little saltish, its Salt resembles *Sal Ammoniac*. The distilled Water of *Chick*
Chickweed, or the Infusion of it in Wine, restores those who are emaciated, after long Diseases. *Schrader* commends it for the Phthisic. It is good for Convulsions in Children, and they give a Dram of its Root for the Epilepsy. Its Powder being laid on the Piles stops their immoderate Flux, and allivages the Pain. Its Juice is vulnerary and deterefive, good to cleanse the Mouth, and take away Inflammations. This Herb put into an Omelette instead of Parsley is good for Spitting of Blood. Applied to the Breasts, it dissolves curdled Milk.

*Althaea.* This is the *Althea Bifmalva, ibis*, Offic. *Althea Dicotylides* & Plini. C. B. *Boehn*. Ind. Alt. *Althea Vulgaris* Park. Marsh-mallows. It grows in Salt Marshes and maritime Places, flowering in the Months of *July* and *August*, producing Seeds in September and October. The whole Plant contains a Juice, which is glutinous, highly loofe, free from all Acrimony, and proper where there is an excessive Exficcation, Rigidity, or Contraction of the Fibres; or where there is an Acrimony, or too violent a Motion of the Blood. We use the Leaves or Herbs, which is one of the five emollient Herbs, the Flowers, the Seeds, and most frequently the Root, because it is more mucilaginous than the other Parts. These are all used both internally and externally, in Decotions, Clysters, Balms, Fomentations, Cataplams, Ointments, and Plasters, whenever the Intention is to mollify, mitigate, and allay. In preparing Decotions for internal Use, the Marsh-mallows is to be added towards the End, lest they should become too thick and glutinous. The Plant is most commended in violent Disorders of the Breast and Kidneys, as in an Heat and Retention of Urine, and Nephritic Colics. It is also an In-

gredient, in Pectoral Troches. *Hippocrates,* "ordered those who were wounded or afflicted with "Thirst, in consequence of a Defect of Blood, to drink the Juice of boiled Marsh-mallows, and the Plant itself to be applied with *Honey* and *Refins* to Contusions, *Luxations*, and Tumours, whether "in the Joints, or in Muscular, or "Nervous Parts. He also ordered *Asthmatic* and Dysemetic Patients "to drink this Plant in Wine." The Root of this Plant is also prescribed to be chewed in the difficult Dentine of Infants. It is also used for rubbing the Teeth, in order to cleanse them; but in order to disguise it, it is tinged with a red Colour, by boiling it with red Sanders and Alum, or with red Wine. Sometimes the Mucilage of the Roots and Seeds is used. For which Purposes these two Parts of the Plant are macerated in Water to become glutinous, then the Mucilage is express'd thro' a linnen Cloth, and has a proper Quantity of Sugar mixed with it. The external Use of this Preparation, is highly efficacious in Fissures of the Nipples, and Women's Breasts, and all other Excoriations. *Fromevert* is of Opinion, that the small Ulcers appearing on the *Penis* of Men labouring under the Stone, after the Application of the Root of this Plant bruised and boiled in Simple Water, are not owing to the acrimomious, but rather to the emollient Nature of Marsh-mallows, by which Means an Afflux of the acid Humours is procured to the relaxed Parts. It is used in the *Sympus ex Althea,* *Pulvis Tragacanthi compositus,* and the *Oleum Mucilaginis.*

*Amaranthus flos Amoris,* Offic. *Amaranthus maximus,* *Boehn*. Ind. A. *Flower* gentle. It is cultivated in Gardens, and flowers in *August.* The Flowers are only used, which both
both cool and dry. They are moderately astringent, and therefore used in all Fluxions, Spitting of Blood, Diarrhoeas, Dyenteries, and Uterine Fluxes.

Ambrosia, Offic. Ambrosia borten- fa, Park. Oak of Cappadocia. With us it is cultivated in Gardens. The Herb is used, which is esteemed of a repelling and repellant Quality. Galen says it is astringent. The Plant is of a most agreeable Scent, and abounds with heating and aromatic Virtues, and is therefore classed among the Cardiacs and Cephalics.

Ammi, Bishops-weed. Of this there are two Species, the ancient and the modern, the latter of which is thus distinguished, Ammi Vulgare, Offic. Ger. Raw Hift. Ammi majus, C. B. Pin. Boerh. Ind. Alt. Common Bishop's Weed. This Plant is cultivated in Gardens, flowers in June and July, and decays after it has perfected its Seed, which is the only Part of the Plant in Use. The Seeds are of a drying warming Nature, and consequent ly good to expel Wind and prevent the Colic. They are also diuretic and excite a Menstrual Discharge.

The Ammi of Dioscorides, or that of the Antients is thus distinguished, Ammi vulgar, Offic. Ammi Creticum, Ger. Ammi alterum semen api, C. B. Pin. True Bishops-weed, by Some called the Ethiopian Cummin. But the Seed of this Herb is much less than Cummin-Seed, and of the Taste of Origam. The Seeds of this Plant come from Alexandria and Crete. They are of an aromatic, heating, Nature, and are greatly extolled against Difficulties of Urine, and the Bites of venomous Animals. For which Reason it is they are an Ingredient in the Theriac. They are, also, recommended for exciting the Menstrual Discharge, but especially for removing Sterility in Women, and curing the Flour albus. Dioscorides in Lib. 3. Cap. 70. informs us, that, if mixed with Vescicators of Cantharides, these Seeds prevent the Strangury generally excited on such Occasions, and that, applied with Honey, they take off the livid Marks of Blows on the Face.

Amomum. According to the learned Salmasius, there is so great a Variety of Opinions with respect to this, that 'tis hardly possible for a Man to fix his Judgment; since Pliny affirms that Amomum is extremely brittle and friable, whereas Dioscorides affirms, that it is soft to the Touch. The former gives it the Leaves of the Pomegranate Tree, and the latter those of Briony. So that, amidst so great Uncertainty, we shall not pretend to Infallibility, but give the most approved Accounts of the two Species of Amomum most in Use. The first of these then is thus distinguished, Amomum, Offic. Amomum verum, Raw Hift. Amomum genuinum. Park. Theat. Amomum Racemosum, C. B. Pin. True Amomum. The Tree on which this grows, and which is called the Amomum-tree, has Leaves which are long, stout, and of a pale green Colour. Its Flowers resemble those of the white Stock Gilly flower. Its Fruit is pretty like the Muscadine Grape in Colour, Bulk, and Shape; but is not so full of Grains, and its Juice is a good Fruit, which the Pods, which have no Pedicles, are crowded together, and glued, as it were, on a long Nerve, which they surround to the very Top, and which serves as a Support to them. In the inner Side of these Pods, are found purple coloured Grains of an almost square Figure, distinct and covered with flan der white Membranes. The Taste of these Grains is sharp and acid, whilst their Smell is extremely penetrating and aromatic. The newest Amomum is always belted, and ought to have its Pods round, of a whitish flaxen Colour; whereas, that, whole Pods
Pods are black or shriveled, is little or not at all esteemed. The Fruit of this Tree is an Ingredient in the Theriaca, and is sometimes mixed with strong Purgatives, in order to qualify and mitigate them. It is also accounted carminative, alexipharmic, and diuretic. According to Linerry, it is inciting, digestive, refills Poisons, disperses Wind, strengthens the Stomach, creates an Appetite and Strength, and provokes the Menstrue.

Another Amomum is thus distinguished, Amomum, Offic. Sifon, Mor. Sifon fivs Officiinarum Amomun, Rall, Hift. Sifon quod Amomum Officiinis Nofiris, C. B. Pin. Boer, Ind. Alter. Baffard Stone Parley. It grows in Ditches, Banks, and moist Places, flowers in Summer, and in August bears ripe Seeds, which are the only Parts of it used. These Seeds are hot, dry, attenuating, and good for removing Obstructions, and cleaning the Kidneys from Gravel. They are also diuretic, emmenagogue, and alexipharmic, for which last Quality they are sometimes put into the Theriaca Andromachi, as a Succedaneum to the true Amomum.

Amorit Pontum, Offic. Ger. Poonum majus amaris fructu Rubro, Park. Solanum Pumiferum fructu rotundo. Striate Moll, C. B. Pin. Rain. Hift. Lycoperficon Galant. Boerhaave, Ind. Alter. Love-Apples. It is fown in Gardens, and flowers in July. The Fruit is ripe in September, and perishes with the first Frosts. In Italy the Love Apples are eaten with Oil and Vinegar, as Cucumbers are in England. They are sometimes used externally in cooling and moistening Applications for Inflammations and an Erysipelas. The Juice is by Some greatly recommended in hot Defluxions of Rheum upon the Eyes. But in general it is so little used, that it deserves no further Notice to be taken of its Distinctions and Virtues.

Amygdalus amara & dulcis, Offic. J. B. Amygdalus Sativa, C. B. Ralli. Hift. Amygdalus setiva, fructu majore, Boerhaave, Ind. Alter. The Almond tree. They grow spontaneously in the warmer Climates, as Spain, Barbary, Italy, and France; they flower early in the Spring, and the Fruit is ripe in August. Sometimes Trees, which before bore Sweet Almonds, begin to bear those of the bitter Kind; whilst those last often bear Sweet Almonds, if transplanted into a better Soil, or cultivated with more Care. Bitter Almonds prove mortal to many Animals, Quadrupeds, and Birds. In Storks, Doves, Cats, and Dogs, they excite Convulsions, as is obvious from the Experiments recounted in Wepfer de Crefu. Aquat. Bonet. Sepulcher, Anatom, and Eph. Nat. Carlof. Dec. 3. An. 1. Obs. 170. But to Mankind they afford a proper Medicine on many Occasions, tho' they are rarely eaten on account of their Bitternes. They are of a stimulating, detergent, aperient, and diuretic Quality. Hoffman ad Pater, speaks of them in the following Manner: "I cannot sufficiently recommend the Use of bitter Almonds, for preventing the Generation of the Stone, if three or four of them are eaten every Morning. "It is hardly credible how beneficial they are in calculous Dispositions, since they expel the Urine, and eliminate the Sand, which is the Element of the Stone, as I have found from frequent Experience." Many recommend them before drinking, in order to prevent Intoxication, after the Example of the Emperor Claudius. Simon Seth tells us, "that, in consequence of their attenuating Quality, they are proper for removing Obstructions of the Liver and Spleen, and dissolve Stones of the Bladder and Kidneys. Oil of Bitter Almonds expels the Urine, because it opens
The New English Dispensatory.  Book III.

Antispasmodic and Sedative, if exhibited to those afflicted with griping Fluxes. In Hoarsenefs, Coughs, Affhmas, Phthisis, and all Disorders of the Breast it is highly beneficial; especially if mixed with Sperma Ceti, and Sugar Candy. A few Spoonfuls of this Oil, exhibited in Broth prepared with Fleeth, are highly serviceable in spasmodic Colics, in violent Gravel-Pains, and in those Gripe, which generally accompany a Suppression of the Locbia. An Oil is ordered to be expressed from Sweet Almonds, which is a principalIngredient in the Sepo Almygdalium of the New Dispensatory. That Oil of Almonds is best which is white, pellucid, and expressed a little before it is used. Some Authors assert, that Oil of Bitter Almonds keeps longer free from Corruption, than that of the sweet Kind. Sweet Almonds are a principal Ingredient in the Emulsio Communis. 

Amylum. Starch. This is a Drug well known to every one, on account of its domestic Uses. It is made of Wheat macerated in Water, till it is soft, and then the white Pulp is pressed out, and dried. Disperides says it is good for Rheums of the Eyes, hollow Ulcers, and Pustules; that it stops Vomiting of Blood, and mollifies the Parts about the Alperea Arteria, taken in Milk, or with other Food. Orthosius recommends a forible Liquor, that is a Decoction of Starch in Water, in a Fever attended with a Diarrhea. He farther says it is excellent in a Dyfentery, taken either in Milk, Water, or alone. And I believe Experience confirms what he advances. Clutton, in a Treatise on Fevers, lays great Strefs on a Solution of Starch, given by way of Clyster, in a Diarrhea, accompanied with a Fever, or without one; and advices to make the Confection of Starch very thick, and to add to four Ounces of this, 

open the Paffages and relaxes the spasmodically constricted Parts. For which Reason it is also accounted a carminative Medicine, whether taken by the Mouth or injected by the Anus. It operates more powerfully than Oil of Sweet Almonds, because it is of a more penetrating Quality. Hence Schulius in Praeteti tells us, " that it is resolvent and difficient. " It is droppt into the Ears of those afflicted with a ringing and humming Noise. It is also applied to the Pubes in Retentions of Urine, with Lilly Roots, and Honey; it is commended for removing Freckles and Asperities of the Skin. "In the Disorders of the Ears, it proves effectual, if they proceed from impacted Sordes, which generally happen to those who remain long in the Cold, and amongst Dull. But we are by no means to use it in too large a Quantity, left the Tympanum should thence be preternaturally relaxed, which greatly injures the Hearing. For which Reason Some mix with it a small Quantity of Spirit of Wine, in order to demolish its relaxing Quality. Bitter Almonds are much used as a Cosmetic, in order to beautify the Hands, and render them white. An Oil of Bitter Almonds is directed in the last College Dispensatory. 

Sweet Almonds, if recent, are of a grateful Taitle, especially if macerated in Water, and freed from the Membrane, which covers them. They abound with an oleous Juice, are nutritive, and fit for making Emulsions. The Oil of recent Sweet Almonds is highly temperate, and proper, both internally and externaliy, in all Cafes where Acrimony is to be corrected, Rigidity softened, or Stricture relaxed. Hence they are with great Advantage prescribed in Emulsions for emaciated, Hectic, and Pleuritic Patients. The expressfed Oil of Sweet Almonds is an excellent
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accounts of its resolvent and abortive Qualities. Hence the Reason is obvious, why its Decoction, or expressed Juice, with Honey, are beneficial in removing Dimnes of the Sight; because it is resolvent, aperient, and procures free Passages to the flagnant Humour, if it is not too deeply impacted, in which Case more powerful Remedies are hardly of any Efficacy. The Decoction of the

Plant is recommended for provoking the Menes, because it is of a resolvent Quality.

The third Species is the Anagallis aquatica, Becabunga, Offic. Anagallis aquatica minor, filio subrotundo, C. B. Pin. Veronica aquatica major, fillo subrotundo. Boerh. Ind. Alt. Brook lime. It grows in Rills, and Ditches of running Water, flowers in June, and retains the Leaves all Winter. The whole Plant is used; and is a good deobstruent and antiscorbutic, abounding with volatile Parts; very good for the Scurvy, and therefore used as an Ingredient in the antiscorbutic Juices and Diet-drinks. It is also deterfive, cleansing, and useful in Obstructions of the Kidneys, by Gravel or fmy Humours, as also for the Stone and Dropy.

Ananas. The Pine Apple. This Fruit is now pretty commonly known, being much cultivated in the Gardens of the Curious, at a considerable Expence. It grows spontaneously in the warmer Parts of the East and West Indies, and is a most delicious Fruit. It is esteemed cordial, and analeptic; and is said to raise and exhilarate the Spirits, to cure a Nausea, and provoke Urine. But its Subject to cause a Miscarriage, for which Reason Women with Child should abstain from it.

Anchusa. There are various Species of this Plant mentioned by Botanists, but the most considerable is that thus distinguished, Anchusa. Offic. Chab. Anchusa punctis floribus, C. B. Pin. Boerh. Ind. Alt. Buglossum perenne minus, punctis floribus, Hist. Oxon. Alhanei. This Plant grows spontaneously in Langurdock, Italy, and Spain. It is also found in the warmer Parts of Germany, but the root is that of Con

Piant, from whence its Roots are brought, almost as thick and as

long
This Plant is of an aromatic, volatile, and vaporous Nature; for which Reason, when smelled to for a considerable time, its Exhalations may fill the Head, and induce Sleep, as also observed of Saffron, in which, however, this Quality is stronger. That the Steam of its Decoction should promote Sleep, is by no means surprising; since the Steam of Water alone removes the Causes of watching, such as excessive Dryness, Acrimony, and an accelerated Motion of the Fluids, arising from a Stricture of the Solids, as we are informed by Boerhaave in Infinit. Med. As Dill is possessed of an aromatic Quality, it will stimulate the Solids, and consequently roufe the Stomach, which when corroborated will digest the Aliments better. Hence arises the greater Quantity of Chyle, and consequently an Increase of Milk in Nurses. The common People are sufficiently acquainted with this Virtue of Dill; since they mix it with the Food of Cows, in order to increase their Milk. Dill is, perhaps, better against Flatulencies than most other Aromatics; because its Acrimony is tempered by a large Mixture of an oleous Principle. For this Reason it is a laudable Custom to pickle Cucumbers with the Umbels, or Tops of Dill. Since, therefore, Dill is of an aromatic, heating, corroborating, efficacious, and consequently resolvent Quality, the Reason is obvious why a Decoction of it is useful for exciting Urine and removing the Strangury, and Dysentery; especially when proceeding from Coldness and Relaxation. Hence we find a Decoction of Dill, in a sufficient Quantity of Water and Oil, greatly recommend against the Iliac Passion, arising from an Induration of the Pelvis. It is easy to conceive, that an Hiccusp, arising from a cold Cause, may
be suppressed by smelling to Dill. Whatever Effects the Plant performs, when reduced to Ashes, are owing to the Acrimony of these Ashes. But the Ashes of the Roots are more acrid than those of the Seeds; because the former have a smaller Quantity of Oil mixed with them. The Herb or its Tops are at present most frequently used in Clysters against flatulent Colics, but rarely in Decoctions for internal Use. The Seeds are preferable to the Tops, because the former are more aromatic, and may be kept for three Years, tho' they are the better to be renewed every Year. The Root is not at present prescribed. Oil of Dill is mixed with Ointments and Plasters, of an emollient, diffusient, and resolvent Nature. It is, also, added to emollient and carminative Clysters, and is properly used as an Ointment for the Temples, in a Cephalalgia, and in order to procure Sleep. *Si-meon Sethi* informs us, "that it alleviates Inflammations, procures Sleep, and maturates crude Humours, when used as an Ointment. It, also, diffuseth Flatulencies of the Abdomen, and proves beneficial to those who are fatigued with hard Labour; but Some affirm, that it is injurious to the Kidneys." The Oil obtained from the Seeds is an excellent Remedy, especially in *Elusfacborum*, against Flatulencies of the Stomach. An essential Oil is directed by the College to be drawn from the Seeds; and a Water.

*Angelica*. Botanists enumerate various Species of this Plant; but that most used in Medicine is thus distinguished, *Angelica*, Offic. *Angelica Sativa*, C. B. Pin. R. Hilt. Boerh- Ind. Alt. *Angelica*. It flowers and produces Seeds in June and July, the Root perishing after the ripening of the Seeds, which is the second Year. This is a Plant of an highly penetrating and aromatic Nature. Its Seeds and Roots are in a particular Manner resolvent and stimulating, and consequently purgative, alexipharmic, and proper to expel Pelletential Poison by Sweat. The Root is thought best, which, when chewed, has the Taste and Smell of Ambergrase and Musk, mixed together, and spreads a Kind of penetrating Gratefulness all over the Mouth, without exciting any Inflammation. Hence an Infusion, or a gentle Decoction of it, is commended against a fetid Breath; and, when used in the same Manner, it is affected to be beneficial in Coughs arising from Cold, or a viscid Mucus; because it renders Respiration more free and easy. From what has been said we may know, why the whole Plant is classed among Carminative Medicines; and for what Reason Some recommended a Dram of its dried Powder, taken with Wine, or Rob of Elder, in Intermittent Fevers. In Medicines the Root is more frequently used than the Seeds, whilst the Leaves are entirely neglected. According to *Valent. Mus.* Wormwood keeps the recent Root free from Rottenness. The Root, macerated in Vinegar, is in the Plague reckoned a great Preventive by Many, who keep a Piece of it in their Mouths, when they go to visit the Infected. The Root and Stalks preferred answer the same Intention, and a Confection of the Seeds is highly proper for those who would guard against the Injuries of a malignant Air. The Water, distilled from the Roots and Seeds of Angelica, contains the volatile Parts of the Plant, is gently stimulatting and diaphoretic, and may be properly used as a Vehicle for many Remedies. It is externally ordered against the Bites of venomous Animals, and Some recommend it as an Ointment to be used by those afflicted either with the Gout, or Ischiadic Pains. *Bauhinia* informs
Crabs Eyes is very properly exhibited to Children, against a peccant Acid in the Prime Vae; as also to Nurses, for the same Intention. Heurnius in Comment, in Seel. 3. Apb. 24. Hippocr. says, "for Gripes in Children generally give a Scruple of Aniseeds, powdered grostly in the first Spoonful of their Pap, by which they are purged in the same Manner as Adults are by Rhubarb;" For by resolving the Mucus, and stimulating the Fibres, they expel that which, being impacted in the small Intestines, had produced the Gripes and Flatulencies. Distilled Oil of Anise contains the most excellent Virtues of the Seeds. It is highly penetrating and proves carminative, if the Abdomen is anointed with it. In order to expel Urine, it is also applied to the Region of the Kidneys, and the Pubes. The Subtlety of this Oil is obvious from this, that two Drops of it will convey the Taste and Smell of Anise, to a large Vessel full of Water. The best is that which is white, swims upon Water, and in a moderate Cold is concreted like Sperma Ceti, but again becomes fluid by a gentle Heat. An essentail Oil is ordered to be drawn from the Seeds. It is a principal Ingredient in the Ag. Sem. Anisii Complexa, and enters the Composition of the Mithridate, and Theriaca Andromachi.

Anonis, Ononis Aresta, Bosvis, Offic. Anonis Spicusa flore purpurea, C. B. Pin Rari Hift. Boerhaave. Ind. Alt. Refharrow. It grows in waffe Grounds and by the Road side, flowering in June and July. The Root is one of the five smaller aperient Roots, of a penetrating Taste, and commended for its inciting, resolvent, aperient, and diuretic Virtues. The Bark of the Root according to Simon Pauli in Quadrirt. Botan. is a powerful Medicine for dissolving the Stone in the Kidneys and Bladder. The Root is used in Decotions, in
Chap. i. Of Vegetables.

Cales where Phlegm is to be incited, and a Discharge of Urine excited, The Root, boiled in Water or Vinegar, makes a Collusion for the Mouth, highly commended against Tooth-aches, and the exacerated Gums of Scorbatic Persons.

Aprium. Offic. Ger. Aparine vulg. garis, Boerh. Ind. Alt. Cleavers, or Goose Gras. It grows in the Fields, especially about the Roots of Bushes, and Hedges. It is of a subtile Nature, opens, expels, purifies, and dries. Boiled in Water, and drank, it removes Obstructions of the Liver and Kidneys, cures the Dysentery, and is beneficial in a simple Gonorrhæa. Its Juice, depurated and mixed with white Wine, may with Success be drank for the Dropsy. Its Juice, taken in Wine, cures the Bites of venomous Animals, and also Pains of the Ears, when warmed and dropped into them. The Herb itself, boiled with Salt, cures Excrefences, applied to them by Way of Platter. Reduced to Powder, it cures Wounds and Ulcers, and stops Haemorrhages. Tragus recommends its distilled Water for the Jaundice and Dysentery. It is also very efficacious in Disorders of the Kidneys. It cures racking Pains of the Breast and Hypochondria.

Apium. The Species of this Plant most in Use is thus distinguished, Apium vulgare ingratus, J. B. Apium palustre flave Offic. Ralh Hilt. Apium palustre & apium, Offic. C. B. Pin. Boerhaav. Ind. Alt. Smallege. It flowers and bears ripe Seeds in the Summer. It grows spontaneously almost every where in England, and is cultivated in Gardens on account of its Flowers, which it bears in June. The Plant is possessed of a stimulating Quality, and consequently is accounted diuretic, and emmenagogue. The Eruption of the Small Pox and Measles is greatly promoted by half a Dram of the Seeds, either alone or with an Emulsion prepared of Elder-Flower Water, or a Decoction of Figs. A Dram of the Seeds powdered with Saffron, and mixed informs us, "that Smallege, both boiled and crude, is diuretic, but the willd more so than the Garden kind." The Plant itself is of an highly penetrating, aromatic, and stimulating Quality, and is therefore accounted anti-scorbutic, aphrodisiac, aperient, abdergent, and diuretic. According to Tournefort, it contains a large Quantity of volatile Olicous Salt distilled in a great deal of Phlegm, and united to a considerable Portion of Earth, as also an urinous Spirit, and a small Quantity of a concreted volatile Salt. The Root is one of the five great aperient Roots, and is used both in Diuretic Decoctions, and in Cataplasmns and Fomentations with Coriander and Vinegar, for diminishing the Quantity of Milk in the Breast of Women. The Water, distilled from the Roots, is by the common People thought excellent against the Dropsy. The expressed Juice of the Plant is by Some greatly recommended in Intermittent Fears. The Seeds, which are among the four lesser hot Seeds, have the same Virtues with the Root, but are more efficacious. Thoe, who love Smallege, ought not to use too large Quantities of it; because it is prejudicial, especially to weak and Epileptic Patients.

Aquilegia Caruola, Ger. Aquil- gia Sylviearis, C. B. Pin. Aquilegia foere simplcici, J. B. Ral. Hilt. Columbines. It grows spontaneously almost every where in England, and is cultivated in Gardens on account of its Flowers, which it bears in June. The Plant is possessed of a stimulating Quality, and consequently is accounted diuretic, and emmenagogue. The Eruption of the Small Pox and Measles is greatly promoted by half a Dram of the Seeds, either alone or with an Emulsion prepared of Elder-Flower Water, or a Decoction of Figs. A Dram of the Seeds powdered with Saffron, and mixed
mixed with Wine, is thought good against the Jaundice, if the Patient waits for a Sweat in Bed. Emulsions of Columbine Seeds, prepared with a Decoction of Grapes or Figs, are by some greatly extolled in malignant Disorders. The Seeds, bruised and exhibited in Wine, are accounted good for difficult Labours. Camomilla extols the Seeds, incrusted with Sugar, as excellent against the Colic and Vertigo. The triturated Seeds are frequently used externally, for correcting the scorbutic Putrefaction of the Gums, and curing Ulcers of the Mouth and Fauces. According to Ray, the Leaves are often used in Collutions and Gargarisms, intended to remove hot Disorders of the Fauces, and Aperea Arteria. In Spain, the Inhabitants after long failing eat the Root, in order to expel Stones from the Kidneys. The Water distilled from the Flowers, or from the whole Plant, is said to remove Gripes, and expel Poisons. According to Tournefort, the Water of Columbines is an excellent anti-scorbutic Medicine, fit for deterring Ulcers, and for rendering the Gums firm, if used as a Collution.

**Areca**, Offic. The Indian Nut. Areca, fave Fausel. The drunken Date-Trec, Ger. fave Fausel aquelliana Indiana verdicolor. The discoloured small Indian Nut. This according to Mr. Geoffroy is the Fruit of a Species of Palm Tree produced in the East Indies. The outward Covering is of the Bulk and Shape of a Pullet’s Egg, and consists of numerous fine Filaments, running Lengthways from the Stalk to the Head, under which is contained the Fruit or Nut, externally of a brownish Colour, shaped like a Nutmeg at one End, but flattish at the other, with a Kind of Navel towards one Side. Within it is white, and like a Nutmeg marbled with purplish Veins; but it is of very little Taste. The Indians chew this Nut wrapped up in a Petel-leaf, in order to assist Digestion, and strengthen the Gums, as we are informed by Kempfer. When fresh, it is gently astringent, and of this Fruit is made that Extract which in the Shops is called Terra Japonica. To this Extract they sometimes join that of another Plant, called Lycium, as also calcined Shells.

**Argentina**, is thus distinguished, *Pentaphyllosides Argenteum, alatum, seu Potentilla, Tour. Inft. Boerh. Ind. Alt. Potentilla anserina, Offic. Pentaphyllosides argentina Dieta, Raulin Synop. Wild Tansey. It grows in moist and barren Places, and where Water has stood all the Winter, flowering in May. Tournefort informs us, that it is astringent, vulnerary, and astringent, that it is an excellent Ingredient in Piftas and Broths for a Loosening, Bloody-Flux, and Hæmorrhages; and that he has seen wonderful Effects produced by it in the Fluor albus, especially if seven or eight Crawfish are added to each Decoction of wild Tansey; that it abates Inflammations of the Kidneys and Bladder, and temperates the Heat of the Urine.

**Aristolochia.** Birthwort. Of this there are three Kinds used in Medicine, the first of which is the *Aristolochia vera rotunda major*, Offic. Rotunda, sive ex purpurea Nigro, C.B. and *Aristolochium*, Hippocrat. Round Birth-wort: It grows in Spain, Italy, and the Southern Parts of France, flowering in May. The Root is greatly extolled for exciting the Menfes, and expelling the Fæces and Secundines. When taken internally, by its hot and penetrating Bitterness, it pervades the whole Body, and puts all its Parts into Motion. Hence, by stimulating, heating, drying, and resolving, it is beneficial in many Diseases, as Dropseis, cachetic and leucophlegmatic Cholices, and violent Obstructions.
The Powder of the Root, and its Extract with Spirit of Wine, are used in Liniments, designed for cleaning inveterate, fordid, and malignant Ulcers.

Another Species of Aristolochia, used in the Shops, is thus distinguished: Aristolochia longa, Offic. J. B. Longa verae, C. B. Park. Altera Radice pollices Gratulatione, Calph. Long-rooted Birthwort. In Virtues it agrees with the round Birthwort, tho', according to Hoffman, the former is of a stronger Nature than the latter. Simon Pauli with the Powder of this Species of Aristolochia boiled in Water of Paul's Betony, and applied in a linen Cloth, in a few Days, happily consolidated a malignant Ulcer, the Cure of which had in vain been attempted by a Surgeon, for a whole Year. As the Root is of a pungent Nature, Some use it instead of Gentian, for Tents to dilate Filulas.

The third Sort is, the Aristolochia Longa Nostras, Offic. Aristolochia tenuis, Kóker. Car. Hort. Med. Harms. Clematitis Rośsa, C. B. Clematis vulgaris, J. B. and Aristolochia altera radice tenui. Creeping Birthwort. The Moderns have found this Species to be aromatic, penetrating, aperient, fusidic, detergent, and vulnerary. The Root, either in Powder or Extract, is recommended in the Hyterie Passion, leucophlegmatic Cachexies, Asthmas, and Intermitent Fevers, where the Intentions of Heating and Resolution are to be pursued.

Astraeis, Offic. Artemisia Vulgaris Major, caule & flore Purpurascenitis, & Allocentis. Boerh. Ind. A. Mugwort. It grows in Hedges and waste Places and flowers in June. The Leaves or Tops are used in Doccotions, Infusions, and Baths for the Feet. Baubine greatly extols a Decotion of Mugwort ulcerated with Sugar or Honey, for mitiga-

ting Coughs, attenuating viscid Humours about the Precordia, and expelling Stones from the Kidneys and Bladder. He also informs us, that Pains and Coldness of the Nerves and Joints are removed by fomenting them with a Decotion of the Flowers of Mugwort, Chamomile, and Eupatorium. The same Author from Arnoldus informs us, that the Flowers of Mugwort, boiled and applied to the Head after washing it with the Decotion, are of great Efficacy in removing an Hemicrania. Ray, from Parkinson, informs us, that the recent Herb, or its Juice drank in some proper Liquor, is of all others the most efficacious Remedy for those who have taken too much Opium. These Effects are produced by the attenuating, resolvent, and consequentlly aperient Virtues of the Plant.

Astranita, Cyclamen, Offic. Cyclamen orbiculato fólia inferne purpurañente, C. B. Pin. Boerh. Ind. Alt. Sow-Bread. With us this Root is cultivated in Gardens, but grows spontaneously in the Alps, and Mountains of Als etia and Styria. The Root is of a forcing Nature, and principally used to expel the Birth and Secundines, and excite the Menstrual Discharge. The Juice is by Some commended as an Errhine against vertiginous Disorders. It is also of Service against Cutaneous Eruptions.

Another Sort of Astranita is the Cyclamen, Astranita, Offic. Cyclamen Hedera & folio, Ger. Emac. Boerh. Ind. A. Common Sow-bread. This Species agrees in Virtues with the preceding, and is the Sort which is kept in our Shops.

and produces ripe Berries in July. The Boerhaave in Instr. Med. and Lansonius think that Arum, on account of its caustic Acrimony, is to be classed among the Poisons, yet the Root is used in the Shops, for the Purposes of incising, resolving Mucus, exciting Appetite, and curing Intermittent Fevers; but it is not generally exhibited till it is previously macerated in Water, Vinegar, or Bran- dy, and afterwards dried. The Powder of the Root is highly extolled as a powerfully stimulating, resolvent, aperient, diuretic, and sudorific Medicine, in Disorders of the inveterate and mucous Kind. As Arum, in consequence of its Acrimony, acts by resolving and incising, 'tis sufficiently obvious, that it is proper in many Diseases arising from inactive, pituitous, and mucous Humours. Thus in a violent Scarcity arising from the Inactivity of the Juices, and in a moit Athma, the Root, triturated and reduced to Pills, is of great Service in resolving the viscid Humours. According to Helmont, the Root boiled with Vinegar is highly efficacious in resolving Coagulations of Blood brought on by Falls from Eminences. According to Boerhaave, Arum is safe in Decoctions and Infusions. Wine also corrects its Acrimony, and becomes milder by being boiled. The Leaves and Root of Arum, used in warm Infusions, cure a Falling down of the Anus. It is an Ingredient in the Pulvis Ari Compositus.

Afa Pasteida, Offic. C. B. Afa fas- tida, Offic. J. B. Abish feu Afa fastida, Jaconis & maliis His Dicha Bon. Devil's Dung. This is a gummy Resin, brought to us in Lumps of different Colours, white, yellowish, blue, or brown, which last is the worst of all. Afa Pasteida is justly accounted an excellent Remedy, in all Hypertic Disorders, whether smelted to, or mixed with such other Substances as are exhibited internally. It is also said to be good for exciting Sweat, and corroborating the Stomach. The Dose is from twelve Grains to half a Dram. But for the Sake of the Stomach it is often necessary to give it in smaller Doses. Externally it is a good Resolvent, and with that View is made an Ingredient in the Ceratum de Galthano. It is an Ingredient in the Spiritus Volatilis, Tinctura Fastaide, Tinctura Pulvisini, Pulvis æ Myrrhae compositi, and the Pilulae Gummosae.

Afarum, Offic. Ger. C. B. Pin. Raii. Hist. Boerhaave. Ind. Alt. Nar- dus Rustica, Hoffman. Flo. Altorff. Afarabacca. It is planted with us in Gardens, and flowers in June, but the dried Roots are generally imported from Leghorn. This Plant is of an acid and very bitter Taste, nauseous and gently astringent. It is of an Emetic and Purgative Quality, tho' it does not always operate in these two Manners, but differently according to the Method of its Preparation. The crude Root reduced to a Powder, and exhibited either in a Bulus, or in some proper Liquor, proves a powerful Emetic and Purgative; but according to Etmuller it must be carefully triturated or reduced to a very fine Powder, otherwise it only proves Purgative. Half an Ounce of this Root, infused for a Night in Wine, is an Emetico-cathart Medicine, highly extolled against Intermittent Fevers, the Dropy, the Gout, Ischiadic Pains, and especially Dyfenteries and Diarrhoeas. But if a whole Ounce of the Root is digested with sixteen Ounces of Water, it no longer proves Emetic, but operates as a Diuretic. Etmuller informs us, that a Decocction of Afarabacca with Water well boiled is very Diuretic, and a powerful Diaphoretic, in Chronical Disorders, especially those arising from some Fault in the Prima Viva. From what has been said 'tis sufficiently
scently obvious, that the Use of this Plant is proper, in all Cales, where the languid Vessels require a Stimulus, and where tough and viscid Humours are to be resolved. Hence it is an excellent Remedy in Obstructions, not only of the Prima Vix, but also of the other Viscera, whether by way of Infusion, when Vomiting and Purgings are necessary; or in Decoctions, when the Cure is to be performed without producing great Commotions in the Body. Hence the Reason is also obvious, why Aferabacca has often proved effectual against the Jaundice, Intermittent Fevers, and Obstructions of the Menfes. Externally a Decoction of the Plant used by way of Fumigation, or dropped into the Ears, is good against Obstructions of the Auditory Paffage by Sordes, or a Ringing of the Ears.

Another Species of Ascurum is the Ascurum Virginianum & Serpentina nigra, Ofl. Ascurum Virginianum Pifoloehia folis subrotundis, Cyclaminis more maculatis, Rail Hilt. Black Snake-weed. The Roots of this Snake weed are brought over among the true Serpentina Virginiana, and are promiscuously used with them being diaphoretic, and alexipharmic. It is an Ingredient in the Pelvis Stenoutotorius.

Asclepias, a Plant thus distinguished, Vincetoxicum, & Hirundinaria, Ofl. Asclepias flore albo, Ger. Emac. Park. Theat. Bober. Ind. A. Swallow-wort. The Roots are bitter, acrid, and give a faint red Colour to the blue Paper; the Leaves are saltish, and dye Paper of a faint red Colour. A Pound of its Roots macerated in Wine, and boiled to a third Part, provokes Sweat, and is recommended for the Dropy. A Decoction of this Plant operates both by Urine and Tranpiration, renders the Humours volatile, and is preferable to that of Scorzonera, in Ma-

ligant Fevers and the Plague. The Herb, applied as a Cataplasm, dissolves Tumours of the Breasts, and the Powder of the Root is reckoned a great Counter-Poison, both against the bad Effects of apocynum, and other poisonous Herbs, and against the Bites of venomous Animals. It is also commended against the Jaundice. It grows with us only in Gardens, and flowers in June.

Ascurum, Ofl. Ger. Emac. Ascurum vulgaris, Park. Theat. Hypericum. Ascurum dicium, caule quadranigul, Boer. Ind. A. St. Peter's-wort. It grows in watery Places, and flowers in July and August. The Herb, Flowers, and Seed are used. The Herb and Flowers have the same Virtues as Hypericum, or St. John's-wort. The Seeds are useful in theSciatica, and purge bilious Humours by Stool. If used in a Cataplasm, they are good against Burning.

Asfalatus is thus distinguished Ligum Asfalarti & Rhodium Ligum, Geoff. Tract. Rose-wood, or Rhodium. This Tree is by Herman and others thought to be a kind of Cycelas. It is according to Geoffery brought from the Moroas, is very refinous and of a grateful Smell, resembling that of Roses. It is much esteemed in China, where an Infusion of it in Water is believed highly efficacious, both in curing and preventing many Diseases. An Essentiel Oil is obtained from it, which has so much the Smell of Roses, as to be often substituted for their Essentiel Oil; the Smell of the former is never so strong, as that of the latter.

**Avena.** Of this there are various Species, but the most common and at the same time the best for Use is thus distinguished, *Avena, Offic. Avena alba, J. B. Raii Hist.* *Avena vulgaris seu alba, C. B. Pin. Boerh, Ind.*
Ind. Alt. Oats. This Grain is of
singular Use, not only for Food, but
also for various Medicinal Purposes.
Hence Hoffman in Tr. de Remed. domes.
Prefani. when treating of the De-
cocion of extirpated Oats, speaks
thus: “Among all the domestic Re-
medies, none is more valuable than
this; which is highly proper in all
Dioorders arising from an Acrimony
of the Blood, or of the Humours in
the Primae Vite, as in Coughs, Ca-
tarrhs, Coryzas, Purple Fevers,
Measles, Small-pox, bilious and cho-
leric Fevers, Diarrhoas arising from
a Redundance of acrid Bile, and
Erofions of the Intefines. I have
frequently, in the above Dioorders,
with great Success, ordered a few
Pugils of common Chamomile
Flowers to be boiled in this Decoc-
tion, which is also commodiously in-
jected as a Clyfter in the fame Dio-
orders.” A Decocion of entire
Oats is also an excellent moistening
Medicine againft Febrile Heats; be-
caufe it retifs the Alcalefcence of the
Humours, by means of its great
Tendency to Acidity. Hoffman alfo
in the fame Treatife tells us, that a
Decocion of Oats in Water, with
the Addition of Succory-Roots, Ni-
tre, Honey, and Poppy-Flowers, is
of all others the most efficacious
Drink, in all acute Difeafes, Pains
especially of the Gouty Kind, and
for purifying the Blood in Scorbatic
Patients. Various other Subftances
may be added to this Decocion, ac-
ccording to the different Intentions to
be purfued. Boeckere highly extols
a Jelly of Oats, in Heedic Cafes, ta-
kem in the Broth of Oyfters and Ri-
ver Crabs. Oats are no lefs useful
for external Purpofes. For when put
into a Bag, and warmed, they are
fuccedfually applied againft Gripe of
the Abdomen, for difipating the
Flatulencies of Hyfteric Women,
and mitigating various Pains, espe-
cially of the Nephritic Kind, arifing
from Cold.

Aurantia. A Fruit-Tree thus di-
finguished, Maltus Aurantia, Office.
Ger. Ralliff. Melis Aurantia ma-
jor, C. B. Pin. Aurantia vulgaris,
Boerhaave Ind. Alt. The Orange
Tree. This grows in great Plenty
in Italy, Spain, and Portugal, and
bears Flowers and Fruit all the Year,
but the Fruit is principally gathered
in October and November. The Sevil
Orange is only used in Medicine.
The yellow Kind of Orange Peel is
of a Stimulating, heating, and confe-
quently Thomacick Quality. It is al-
fo, carminative, corroborative, and
cardiac. Recent Orange Peel put up
the Nose, in the Morning before
eating, as alfo in the Evening, exci-
ses Sneezeing, and purges the
Head, without producing any bad
Effects. A Scruple, or half a
Dram of the Peel, reduced to a
Power, and given in any proper Li-
quor, is beneficially exhibited in
Flatulencies and Gripe proceeding
from a cold Caufe, as alfo againft
Worms of the Intefines. When
taken in Wine it produces the Effects
of an Alexipharmick, in the Time of
the Plague. In difficult Discharges
of Urine, it is serviceable in Cher-
vil or Parley Water. The Peel, re-
duced to a Powder with Honey and
Alum, is greatly extolled as an Oint-
ment for the spreading Ulcers in the
Mouths of Children, called Apthe.
The white Pulp of the Peel is of an
affergent NATURE. The acid biffer-
ith Juice of the Fruit is refrigerating,
gently affergent, and confequently
proper for corroborating the relaxed
Flibers of the Stomach, and correc-
ting the Alcalefcent State of the Hu-
mours. Labat in his History of A-
merica informs us, that the Juice of
the Fruit is there used externally for
the Cure of inveterate and venereal
Ulcers. The Leaves and Flowers
are.
are also used for several Medicinal Purposes. It is an Ingredient in the Conserua Flavedinis Corticum Aurantium, Succus Scorbuticus, Aqua cortexm Aurantium, simplex & spirituosa, Aqua Raphani composta, Infusum amaranth simplex, & purgans, Vinum Ipsenanae, Tinctura amara, and in the Syrupus & Corticibus Aurantium.

 Auricula Indae & Fungi Sambuci, Offic. Fungus Membranaceus auriculam vestensis, fovea Sambucinae, C. B. Pin. Rait Hiit. Agaricae auricula forma, Boerhaav. Ind. Alt. Jews Ear. This is a Sort of Fungus adhering to the Trunk of the Elder Tree, generally of the Form and Bulk of a blackish grey Colour, and according to Lemery it contains a great deal of Oil and volatile Salt. When immerzed in Water it becomes soft and turgid like a Sponge. When boiled in Milk, or macerated in Vinegar, it is ordered as a Gargarism in Quinsys, and other Tumors and Inflammations of the Throat.

 Auricula Urti, Offic. Auricula urfi flore luteo, Boerhaav. Ind. Alt. Rait Hiit. Yellow Bears Ears. This Herb grows in great Plenty about Utrecht, Styria, Tyrole, and Switzerland, about the Middle, and on the Tops of large Mountains, and in many other Places. The Leaves are recommended for their vulnerary, abtergent, Qualities, whether taken internally or used externally, or their Juice applied externally in Ointments and Plasters. The Juice of the Flowers is said to remove Freckles, and render the Skin white.

 Balanitia, Offic. Ger. Emac. Malus Punica Sylvestris major, &ve Balaustium majus, Park. Theat. Punica flore pleno majoris, Boerh. Ind. A. The Balaustine Tree. Balanities are of an earthy Nature, very astringent, insipiiating, refrigerating, and drying. Whence they are very often used for all Kinds of Fluxes, as the Diarrhæa, Dysentery, the Uterine Flux, and others; and for stopping of Hæmorrhages from Wounds. It is an Ingredient in the Pulvis e Succorbitis.

 Balsamina. There are two Sorts of this Plant, the first of which is the Balsamina & Memordica, Offic. Momordica vulgaris, Boerh. Ind. A. Male Balsam Apple. It is cultivated in Gardens, and flowers in August. The Fruit, which is the Part used, is of a refrigerating and somewhat drying Quality, a Vulnerary, and mitigates Pains, especially of the Hæmorrhoids. Outwardly it is good for Wounds of the Nerves, Hernia, and Comblutions.

 The other Balsamina is thus distinguished, Balsamina lutea, free Noli me tangere, Boerh. Ind. A. Persicaria filigosa, Offic. Quick in Hand, Touch me not. It is cultivated in Gardens, and the Herb is used, which is so forcible a Diuretic as to induce a Diabetes, and is thought to be of a pernicious and deleterious Quality.

 Balsamita major, Coffus Hortorum, Offic. Ger. Emac. Balsamita major, Boerhaav. Ind. Alt. Mentha borutennis corymbifera, C. B. Comtmary. The whole Plant is of a soft pleasant Smell, is cultivated in Gardens, and flowers in July. The Leaves are principally used, being of a warm and drying Nature, good to heat and corroborate the Stomach, and to alleviate Head aches arising from any Disorder of it, to expel Wind, and prevent acid Eruccations. This Plant is said to resolve Obstructions of the Liver and Spleen; and is good against the Droply and Jaundice. Externally it is used in heating Fomentations for corroborating the Limbs.

 Balsamum Capiviri. This is obtained by making an Incision in a Tree thus distinguished. Capiviris, Offic. Pharmacopol. Copaiba, Rait Hiit.
Diaphoretic in Malignant Fevers, and
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Branches, Bark, and Leaves of the Tree. But this Species is also often adulterated, probably with liquid Storax. The adulterated Sort is thick and coagulated, wants the penetrating Smell and Taste, and is with great Difficulty dissolved in Spirit of Wine, but remains like a thick and oleous Magma. When one Part of genuine Peruvian Balsam is intimately mixed in a Mortar with an equal Weight of Salt of Tartar, and highly rectified Spirit of Roses is poured upon it, by being subjected to Distillation in a land Heat, it affords a fragrant and delicate Spirit, which is of singular Efficacy, especially if exhibited in a Solution of Amber or Musk. This Medicine, if used internally, restores lost and impaired Strength, and, being very friendly to the Nervous System, powerfully contributes to remove those Disorders which arise from its Weakness. An extemporaneous Balsamic Syrup, of many and great Uses, may be prepared by mixing an Ounce of it with one Pound of Rose-water and Sugar. This Syrup is commodiously mixed with Romachic and cephalic vinous Spirits. If Peruvian Balsam is distilled with the Worm and Refrigeratory, it not only gives the Water a grateful Smell like that of the Balsam, but also renders it Nervine and Diuretic. This Water, if liberally drank, is of excellent Service in Chronical Disorders, arising from the Scurvy, and a Weakness of the Nerves.

The black Peruvian Balsam, according to Geoffroy, is of a warming and strengthening Nature, containing the Brain and Nervous System; proves beneficial in Asthmas, the Colic, and Pains of the Stomach and Intestines. Externally used it corroborates the Nerves, alleviates the Cramp, relieves all Kinds of Convulsions, and Contractions of the Sinews, old Achs and Pains. It is, also, serviceable in Cuts and green Wounds. The celebrated Hoffman in his Obser. Physico. chem. has given an Account of some Medicines of singular and uncommon Efficacy, obtained from the Peruvian Balsam by means of various chymical Processes. It is an Ingredient in the Pilula Aromaticae.

Balsamum Tolutanum, Balsam of Tolu. This is the Produce of a Tree thus distinguished, Balsamum Tolutanum, Offic. Balsamum Tolutanum, folis Ceratice similibus, quod candidum, C. B. Pin. The Balsam Tree of Tolu. This Balsam is imported from Tolu in the West Indies, is of a tough resinous Constitution, growing dry and friable by Age, of a yellow brown Colour, of an highly fragrant Smell, and aromatic Taste. This is an excellent Pectoral Medicine, and consequently of great Service in all Disorders of the Lungs, as Coughs, Asthmas, and Consumptions. But what renders it still more valuable, is, that it has no nauseous oleaginous Tafte, as most other native Balsams have. With Sugar and the Yolk of an Egg it makes an agreeable Emulsion. It is also said to be reftorative, to strengthen the Vesicula Seminales, and stop old Gleet, and Strains, in either Sex. Externally applied, it deters and consolidates Wounds, refists a Gangrene, strengthens the Nerves, and is good against a Rheumatism and Sciatica. Its Dose, according to Geoffroy, is from fix to eight Grains. It is an Ingredient in the Syrupus Balsamicus.

Bania, is thus distinguished, Vanilia, Banilia, offic. Velubili filigoufa, Mexicana, folis Plantaginis, Railii Hift. Vanelloes, or Banillas. They grow in New Spain, and other Parts of the West Indies, whence they are brought to us. In Britain they are only used as an Ingredient in Chocolate, to which they give a pleasant Flavour.
Flavour. By Hernandez in Descr. Rev. Medic. Nov. Hispan. they are said to be grateful to the Stomach and Brain, to expel Wind, to provoke Urine, to promote the Birth, and bring away the Secundines, to refit Poison, and cure the Bites of venomous Animals.

Barbarea, Offic. Ger. Emac. Barbarea flore simplici, Park. Theat. Sisymbrium Erucæ folio, flore, intro, Boerh. Ind. A. Winter Creffes. It grows in the Fields, and is cultivated in the Kitchen Gardens for Sallad. It contains a great deal of effential Oil and Salt. It is detereive and vulnerary, excites Urine, and is recommended for the Scurvy, Dilecées of the Spleen, and for the Nepticus Colic, either used internally or externally. The expressed Juice of the Herb cures a Defluxion of feetid and scabrous Humours in the Mouth, and Loofeneis of the Teeth, and Excrefences of the Mouth, if the Gums are rubbed with it. The Herb, boiled in Wine or Milk, cures Sciatic Pains, if Lint is soaked in it, and applied hot to the Part afflictèd, The Seed provokes Urine, and expels the Stone: And may also be used in Sinapisms and Vehicato-ries.

Bardana, the Name of a Plant of which there are several Species; the first is the Bardana major, & Lappa, Offic. Ger. Emac. Lappa major Arctium Dioscoridis, Boerh. Ind. A. J. B. Burdock. It grows almost everywhere by the Way-sides, and flowers in June and July. The Roots, Leaves, and Seeds are used. The Roots are sudoricife, alexipharmic, and good in Malignant Fevers, for which Reason they were an Ingredient in the Aqua Tiberiacalis. They are, also, used against the Gout and Pains in the Limbs. The Leaves boiled in Milk, and applied as a Cataplasm, also, answer the fame Intention. They are good for Burns and Inflammations, and for that Reason were ordered in the Un- guentum Populaneum. The common People frequently apply them to the Feet and Wrists in Fevers. The Seeds, reduced to a Powder and exhibited in white Wine, are good to provoke Urine and alleviate Fits of the Stone.

Bardana arctium, Offic. Lappa major montana, capitulis tormentis, Boerh. Ind. Alt. Woody-headed Burdock. This grows about ruinous Buildings, and the Way-sides, and flowers in July. According to Dale the Roots and Seeds are used in Medicine, and have the fame Virtues with the former. A Decoction of them in Wine, held in the Mouth, mitigates the Tooth-ach; when used as a Fomentation, it removes Burns and Chilblains, and, when drank in Wine, is good for the Sciatica and Strangury.

Bdellium, Offic. Park. Bdellium omnium autorum, Rait. Hist. Bdellium gummi, Ind. Med. Gum Bdellium. According to Pliny in Lib. re cap. 9. The Tree which produces this Gum is prickly, black and as high as the Olive Tree, bearing Leaves which are ever green, and greatly resemble thofe of the Oak. There are terrible Disputes about the Parts of the World in which this Tree is produced; since Some will have it the Native of the Sarmatic Country, Others of Petra, and Others of still different Parts; so that among fuch a vast Variety of Sentiments, it feems hard, if not absolute-ly imposible, to diftinguish Truth from Error. In the mean time, forgetting the Speculations of the Curious, we fhall confine ourselves to what is certain and evident. The Gum Bdellium, then, is of a reddish brown Colour, deeper than that of Myrrh, and of a more tough and tenacious Consitence. It is with Difficulty dissolved in any Liquor, has
has a bitterish Taste, and a Scent next to that of Myrrh, tho’ not so pleasant. What is imported from Turkie and the Indies is accounted best, in large round Lumps, and of little, or no Smell, but this Species is less esteemed than the other. This Gum is of an hot and drying Nature, and is said to be beneficial against Congus and Impotlhumations of the Lungs, to provoke Urine and the Catamenia, and to expel the Serundines. Externally it is used as an Ingredient in diffolving and diffusive Plasters.

Belladonna. This is the Solanum lethale, Offic. Ger. Belladonna majoribus folis & florebus, Boerhaav. Ind. Alt. Deadly Night-shade. It grows among Rubbish, and by Highways, and flowers in June and July. The Fruit of this Plant taken internally is highly dangerous, as appears from many Observations which occur in the Works of practical Authors. The Leaves are said to be great Sweetners and Resolvents. Externally they are applied to the Piles and Cancers. Some boil them with Whey, or make Ufe of its Juice. Gerard informs us, that at Wifbaik, in the Isle of Ely, three Children eat the Berries of this Plant, by which Means two of them died, whilst the third was recovered by drinking Honey and Water till he vomited plentifully. Mr. Ray from Haecksseterus informs us, that a Mendicant Friar at Rome, by drinking an Infusion of this Plant in Wine, loft his Senfes, but was brought to himself by drinking a Glass of Vinegar. I know an Instance of a Man and his Wife, Child, and Father, who were rendered mad by eating this Plant boiled as Greens; and a Dog who lapped the Broth, in which they were boiled had the same Fate. The Dog recovered the same Day; the Man and his Wife, the next; the Child in two or three Days; and the old Man in a Fortnight.

Benzoin, Benzoinum, Offic. Benzoinum, Offic. C. B. Pin. Benzoinum, cujus arbor folio citri, J. B. The Benjamin Tree. This grows in the East-Indies to a considerable Height and Thickness, and bears long Leaves like those of the Citron and Lemon-trees, tho’ smaller, and not so green. The Gum produced by this Tree, commonly known by the Name of Benzoin, is a resinous inflammable Substantia, sometimes of a reddish, sometimes of a pale Colour, and generally very foul. It is of an agreeable Taste, a little acid, and is much used in Perfumes. It is brought us from the Philippine Islands, Siam, and Sumatra. The Druggists, according to Savary, keep two Kinds of Benzoin, that in Tears as it is called, and another Sort. The true Benzoin, which was brought into France by the Ambassador of Siam’s Retinue, was externally of a yellowish gold Colour, but white internally, with small clear white and red Veins distributed thro’ it. It was friable and without any Taste, but of a very agreeable and highly aromatic Smell. It differed very much from that Benzoin in Tears, which is commonly fold, and which is of a clear transparent Mafs, of a reddish Colour, and mixed with whitish Tears, resembling Almond, for which Reason it is called Amygdaloide Benzoin. This last Species ought to be chozen with Qualities as much approaching to the former as possible, and it ought, above all Things, to be pure and free from Dregs, a Property with which it is very rarely to be found. The other Sort of Benzoin is the most common of all, and very often counterfeited by a Fusion of several Gums together.
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The best of this Kind is pure, of an agreeable Smell, resinous, and intermingled with a great many whith Tears; that which is black, and without any Smell, is absolutely to be rejected. According to Geoffroy, Benzoin is very proper in Affmaes, to attenuate the Phlegm which oppresses the Lungs, and deters and cures Pulmonary Ulcers; but the Flowers of Benzoin are preferred for internal Use. Most Authors seem to agree that this Gum is of a warming, drying, discharging, dispersing, and purifying Nature, resists Putrefaction, is good against Diseases of the Breast and Lungs, and cures Oppressions of the Thorax. Amatus Lusitanus informs us, that he cured an obdurate and incontinent Cough, by Means of the Flowers of Benzoin, and those of Sulphur. Fabricius Bartolletus lib. 5. de Dyspnœa, cap. 1. says a great deal concerning its Efficacy in Disorders of the Breast, and Defects of Respiration, and calls it the Balsam of the Lungs. Externally it is used in all fragrant Compositions. For it proves Cordial by its agreeable Smell, fortifies the Senses by its Steam, dries up the cold Humours of the Cerebellum, dissipates Defluxions, and cures Toothaches. However, in burning Benzoin, we ought to take care not to swallow a great deal of the Smoke; because it not only quickly affects the Cerebellum, but also acts with such Force upon the Breast and Lungs, that it is apt to destroy Respiration. It is an Ingredient in the Balsamum Traumaticum, and Elixir Paregoricum.

Barberis, Oxyacantha, Galen, Offic. Barberis Dumetorum, C. B. Pin. Boerhaav. Ind. Alt. The Barberry or Pepperidge-bush. It flowers in April and May, and the Berries are ripe in September. The inner Bark, the Berries, and the Seeds are used. The first is opening and attenuating, and is accounted a Specific against the Yellow Jaundice, taken either by way of Infusion, or Decoction. The Fruit is very cooling and refrigent, and good to moisten the Mouth and extinguish Thirst in burning Fevers. The Conserve is beneficial in all Kinds of Fluxes, and the Yellow Jaundice. The Seeds are binding and astringent, tho' they are but rarely used.

Beta alba, Offic. Ger. Emac. White Beet. The Root, Leaves, and Seed are used in Medicine, which are somewhat nitrous, and loosen the Belly. It is sometimes employed in Errhines and Clysters. The Beet is one of the five emollient Herbs.

Beta rubra, Offic. Ger. Emac. Red Beet. Its Virtues and Uses are the same with the Beta alba: A Decoction of this, together with Lentils, is sometimes used to check a Diarrhea.

Betonica, Offic. Ger. Emac. Wood Betony. Betony grows in Woods and Thickets, and by Hedge-sides, and flowers in May and June. The Leaves and Flowers are used. The Leaves of this Plant have an Herby Taffe, and are a little saltish and aromatic, and give no Tincture of red to blue Paper. The Flowers and Roots, which are very bitter, stain it very little. Betony is full of Sulphur, mixed with a little oily volatile Salt and Earth. Betony is aperitive, diuretic, sweetening, good for the Diseases of the Brain, and lower Belly. A Tea of the Leaves is good for the Vapours, Sciatica, Gout, Pains in the Head, Jaundice, and Palsy. The Pufian of its Leaves, a cold Infusion of them in Water, the Conserve of its Flowers, the Syrup of the Flowers and Leaves, and the Juice and Extract of these Parts, have the same Virtues. They promote Expectoration and bring away purulent Matter; they consolidate internal Ulcers, and
remove Obstructions in the Bowels. The Roots purge both upwards and downwards. A Decoction of Herniaria and Betony is commended for the Stone in the Kidneys and Bladder. Others advise a Decoction of Betony to stop an immoderate Flux of the Lochia. The Surgeons mix it in their Cephalic Cataplasms. They make a Plaster of the Leaves for Wounds, especially those of the Head.

Betula, Offic. Ger. Emac. The Birch-tree. It grows in woody Places in several Parts of England. The Leaves, Bark, and Tears obtained from a Perforation made in the Trunk of the Tree, in the Spring of the Year, are used. The Leaves, which are bitter, are heating, attenuating, drying, abilergent, resolvent, aperient, and fit for evacuating Serum. For which Reason they are of singular Service in Dropssies and the Itch. As the Bark is of a bituminous Quality, it is heating, emollient, and proper for Fumigations destined to correct a bad Air. The Tears are recommended for diminishing Stones of the Kidneys, and Bladder, and for removing Spots of the Skin. A Wine is made of the Sap or Juice of the Birch, which is recommended for the Gravel and Stone.

Bidens, Offic. Eupatorium aquaticum femininum, Ger. Emac. Water Hemp Agrimony. It grows in watery Places, and flowers in August. The Herb is in Use, which is esteemd Hepatic and Vulnerary.

Bifloriata, Offic. Ger. Emac. Bifort, or Snakeweed. It grows in several moist Meadows, and flowers in May. The Root is of a heating, astringent, Quality, and of Use in Dysenteries, Bloody Fluxes, Dysenteric Exulcerations of the Intellines, and Vomiting of Blood. It cures an excessive Flux of the Meneses and Haemorrhoids, and removes violent Vomiting. Powdered, and thrown into recent Wounds, it stops the Effusion of Blood, and cures them. A Decoction of the Root, with Wine and Vinegar, stops immediately the most violent Effusions of Blood from Wounds, if washed with it. Some take two Parts of the Root reduced to Powder, and one Part of quick Lime, and mix them with Wine and Vinegar; and, after having evaporated the Humidity, use the Powder which remains in the Vessel, for curing the Cancer. The Root, mixed with some Water proper for Ulcers of the Mouth, cures Tooth-achis, fluxes loose Teeth, and hardens the Gums, by preventing a Fluxion of Humours to them. It is confidently affirmed, that it banishes all Infects from a House. It is an Ingredient in the Species Scordium sine Opio.

Bombax; Offic. Geoffrium sine Xylon, Ger. Emac. The Cotton Bulb. It is cultivated in Greece, Turkey, Sicily, and Malta; and flowers in June. In the Shops the Seeds and Wool of this Shrub are used. The Wool, burned, and reduced to Powder, stops the Effusion of Blood from Wounds, if put into them. The Seeds are good for Disorders of the Kidneys and Liver, but prejudicial to the Head and Stomach. They are also esteemd excellent for those who are afflicted with a Cough, or Difficulty of Breathing. They are good for the Stone, yield a wholesome Nourishment, strengthen the Constitution, and cure the Dysentery; for by their lenitive Quality they obtund the acid and exulcerating Humours. The Oil expressed from the Seeds removes Spots of the Skin, and cures running Sores of the Head. In Egypt, according to Proper Alpinus, they extract a Mucilage from the Seeds, just as they do from those of Fleabane and Quinces, which is of Use in burning Fevers, and corrosive
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Borago. They, also, restrain all immoderate Fluxes of the Menstrues. The Inhabitants of Malta fatten their Cattle with the Seeds of this Herb, which have a Taste resembling that of an Acorn.

Borus Henricus, Tota Bona, Mercurialis, Offic. Ger. Emac. Lappathum unifolium, five Bonus Henricus, Park. English Mercury. It grows in waste Places, and among Rubbish, and flowers in the Spring. It is of a pungent cleansing Quality. The young Shoots, before they come to Seed, boiled as Spinage or Asparagus, are pleasant to the Palate, cooling, soluble, and good for the Scurvy, and a Provoker of Urine. It is used in Clysters, and the Leaves made into a Cataplasm alleviate the Gout.

Borago, Offic. Borago Hortensis, Ger. Emac. Borago. It grows in Gardens, flowering in June and July. The Root, Herb, and Flowers are used, and are esteemed Cordial. It is said to fortify the Heart, to cure Fainting, to relieve Melancholy, and to depurate the Blood. Boerhaave commends the expressed Juice, in all inflammatory Diseases, as the Gout, Phrenitis, Paraphrenitis, and Peripneumony. The Flowers are one of the four Cordial Flowers.

Botrys, Offic. Ger. Emac. Chemonopodium Ambrosioides folio suave, Boerh. Ind. A. Oak of Jerusalem. It grows by the Sides of Precipices, and Banks of Torrents. This Herb is of a bitter Taste, and of a strong, but not disagreeable, Smell. It is of a heating, drying, diffolving, opening, cleansing, and purgative Nature. It refists Putrefaction, and is singularly efficacious in Oppressions, Coughs, and all cold Diforders of the Breast, and Difficulties of Breathing. It is also very effectual, for dissipating viscid Matter lodged in the Thorax. It opens ObSTRUCTIONS of the Liver, Kidneys, and Matrix; cures the Jaundice, prevents Drop-
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Cabbage, the first of which in the Brassica sativa, Caulis, Offic. Brassica capitata alba, Ger. Emac. Boerh. Ind. A. White Cabbage, and Coleworts. This sort of Cabbage is justly, it is said, preferable to other Pot-herbs, since, both raw and boiled, it is possessed of such salutary qualities, as to prevent Occasions for the Medicines used in the Shops. For this reason, when a certain foreign Physician came into Denmark with a Design to settle, and saw the Gardens of the Country People so wellstocked with Cabbage, he, with good Reason, prognosticated small Encouragement for himself in that Part of the World. It keeps the Belly in an easy and soluble State, and a Decoction of the Tops of its tender Shoots discharges such an incredible Quantity of Bile and Phlegm, that no Medicine proves a quicker, a safer, or a more efficacious Purgative; Hellebore and Scammony not excepted. The Juice of Cabbage is of such a Nature, as not only to afford a sufficient Supply of Nourishment to the Body, but also to correct the acrid Salts of the Juices, allay the Acrimony of the Blood, cleanse the Intestines, and scour the Kidneys. For this reason, Cabbage is highly salutary in Diforders of the Breast. A Decoct of Cabbage, with an Addition of Raisins, is used by Preachers and Plead-ers, in Hoar-fenes, and Defeats of Voice, arising from too long speaking. Its Juice is an excellent Remedy for the Scurvy. Konigius tells us of a Dropical Patient, who, after despairing of Relief from the Physicians, was cured by a Quack, by Cabbage infused in Wine, with proper Correctors. This Plant, a little boiled, with some Lemon Juice, and new Butter, is an excellent Remedy in Pthical and Hectic Diforders. Where Urine is to be provoked, or the Body rendered soluble, it, by its stimulating muriatic Acid, proves effectual, with such as are not accustomled to take Physic. Many People use pickled Cabbage for dissipating the Remains of a Debouch. It has been observed, that the Pickle of Cabbage, plentifully drank, has removed continued Fevers, cured Dropthes, and banished the most obstinate Tertian Agues. When the Peasants of Croatia are seized with Fevers, they successfully apply Cataplasm of pickled Cabbage to their Foreheads. The Pickle of Cabbage is good in Burns, Gangrenes, and the Beginnings of inflammations in the Fauces, where the Intention is to refrigerate and repel. Nor is unpickled Cabbage less useful for various external Purposes; since it refrigerates, repels, opens, and deters. After Veficatories are taken off, 'tis usual to apply the Leaves of Cabbage anointed with Butter, which ought to be removed every two Hours. Etmuller says, they may very properly be laid on Ulcers, in order to carry on the Discharge of the Matter, and prevent Consolidation. Nurses apply the Leaves of Cabbage to their Breasts, to prevent Coagulation of their Milk, and prevent it from being accumu­lated in too large a Quantity. Some apply them to Abscesses of the Breast, to hinder Inflammations, and promote the Consolidation of the Ulcer. Country People, to cleanse Wounds and Ulcers, pour the Juice of Cabbage into them, or apply its Leaves bruised to them. In Peptilental Diforders, the Leaves, anointed with Rape Oil, are successfullly ap­plied, for the Maturation of Ulcers and Carbuncles. A Cataplasm of the Leaves with Butter matures and breaks Impollhumations. Warts have been taken off the Hands, by anoin­ting them with the Juice of Cabbage. The Leaves with Salt, applied to the Soles of the Feet, allay feverish Heats.

The
Chap. i. Of Vegetables.

The second Sort is the Brassica cotitata rubra, Offic. Ger. Emac. Red Cabbage. This Sort of Cabbage is poiffessed of a medicinal Quality; and abounds with a Juice, which, by its nitrous, sweet, emollient, laxative, aperitive, attenuating, and stimulating Qualities, promotes those Excretions, which are absolutely necessary to the Preservation of Health. For this Reason it is not only a Preaffervative against Diseases, especially of the Chronical Kind, but also contributes very considerably to their Cure. When the Achors of Children are repelled, the Leaves of the red Cabbage, applied to them, never fail to make the Discharge of the Matter return.

Another Sort of Cabbage is the Caulis rubra, Offic. Brassica rubra, Ger. Emac. Red Coleworts. This Plant is cultivated in Gardens, and its Leaves only are in Use, a Decoction of which, sweetened with Sugar, is a celebrated Remedy in Asthmas.

A fourth Sort of Cabbage is the Brassica Sabauda, Offic. Ger. Emac. Savoy Cabbage. This Sort of Cabbage is cultivated for the Kitchen in the Gardens of England. It is very delicate and tender; for which Reason, it is much sought after, by those who have nice Palates, and are acquainted with its agreeable Tafte.

The fifth Sort of Cabbage is the Brassica florda, Offic. Park. Theat. The Colliflower. This Species of Cabbage is cultivated in Gardens, and is much used in the Kitchens. In Conjunction with other proper Ingredients, they add it to Pyes and Sauces, which are very agreeable both to the Sick and the Healthy.

Brassica Ruscus, Offic. Gars Emac. Butcher's Broom. This Plant grows in Hedges, and Thickets, flowering in Summer. The Root is one of the five opening Roots, good to remove Obstructions of the Bowels, and to evacuate by Urine. It is prefcribed in Broths, Ptizans, and Apozems for the Dropy, Cachexy, Jaundice, Stone, and Retention of Urine. A Pint of White Wine, in which a Dram of the Powder of the Root of Butcher's Broom, with the same Quantity of those of Figwort and Dropwort, has been infufed, is recommended for Scrophulous Tumours.

Bryonia, Bryony. There are two Sorts of Bryony used in the Shops, the first of which is the Bryonia alba, Offic. Ger. Emac. Vitus alba, vel Bryonia, J. B. White Bryony. It is found in Lanes, and by Hedge Sides, it flowers in May, and the Berries are ripe in September. The Root of this Plant is the only Part now used in Medicine, and all Authors are sufficiently agreed, that it is highly acrimonious and nauseous, provokes Urine, purges violently, and vomits briskly. The Dose of the Root, reduced to Powder, is from two Scruples, to one Dram. But when it is intended for internal Purposes, its drastic Qualities ought to be corrected, by the Addition of a proper Quantity of Cream of Tartar. Since, therefore, this Root, when used internally, acts by its stimulating and resolvent Acimony; 'tis sufficiently obvious, that it may be properly exhibited in Cafes, where healing Medicines are indicated, and when the Intention is to stimulate the Nerves strongly, and give a Kind of Con- cussion to the whole System. To this Qualify it is also owing, that it is so much excelled in Intermittent Fevers, in provoking the Menfes, curing those Uterine Disorders to which young Women are subject, and in killing and expelling Worms lodged in the Intestines. For, being poiffessed of an highly drastic Virtue, it powerfully incides the tenacious Juices, and surprizingly removes Obstructions. Thus Mr. Ray
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informs us, that the Bulk of a Nutmeg, of the Conferve made of its Root, taken twice a Day, and persisted in for a long time, often proves the happy Means of removing and entirely curing Epileptic and Hysteric Passions; and that the same happy Effect is produced, by continually putting a Piece of its Root into the Cup out of which the Patient drinks. *Fœtus* from *Avicenna*, informs us, that Patients rendered delirious, by dangerous Wounds, are in a great measure restored either by drinking Briony-Root, for some Days, in some refrigerating and diluting Liquor, or using it in any proper Food, capable of obtunding and blunting its Taint. The Root, externally applied, has in many Cases given incontestable Proofs of its solvent Qualities. Thus when newly bruised, and mixed up with Salt and Vinegar, it resolves cold Tumours, and removes the discoloured Marks arising from extravasated Blood, if applied to them. According to Etmuller, Briony-Root not only cures the Dropsey, when exhibited internally, but also evacuates the Waters collected in the Abdomen, when applied externally, by way of Cataplasm, to the Region of the Loins, either bruised by itself, or made up with Cows, Goats, or Pigeon's Dung. It is also applied to oedematous Swellings of the Feet and Legs, an Hydrocele of the Scrotum, and other Disorders of a similar Nature; in which Cases it carries off the Serum, and consequently discharges the Swellings. It is also properly applied to scrophulous Tumours, whether exulcerated or otherwise. If the Root of the white Briony is excavated in the Ground, and duly covered up, the Liquor collected in it proves an excellent Medicine for Arthritic Pains, if applied immediately to the Parts affected. The Root itself also, fresh bruised, mixed up with Linseed Oil, and applied warm, removes Sciatic and Arthritic Pains. This Medicine is to be repeated till the Morbid Matter is resolved and dissipated. As too violent Effects are to be dreaded from Briony-Root in Substance, Mr. Boulduc in Hift. Acad. Roy. des Sciences, An. 1712. thinks it more safe to have Recourse to Infusions, Decoctions, and Extracts of it. He also prefers Infusions to Decoctions of it, and approves more of infusing it in Wine than in Water. When the only Intention is to discharge the Waters from the Abdomen, he maintains, that Extracts from its Juice are preferable to those obtained by Infusion or Decoction. Some think that an Ounce of the *Raccula Bryoniae*, or Powder which subsides in the expressed Juice of its Root, is a safer Medicine than the Root itself; but it is an ineffectual Preparation, unless affiled with Chalybeates, since according to *Etmüller* it is no more than a dead Calx.

*Bryonia nigra*, Offic. Ger. *Bryonia sylvestris nigra*, Park. *Tamnus race-mosus*, *flor. minore latro pallens* Boerhaavi. Ind. Alt. Black Briony. It flowers in June, and is found in the same Places with the white Briony. According to Dioscorides, the Shoots of the first Budding are eaten as other Greens, provoke the Menstruals, and are good for Epileptic, Vertiginous, and Paralytic Patients. Ray informs us, that its Root incises and attenuates viscid Phlegm, especially in Disorders of the Thorax. *Lobelia* afferts, that it provokes Urine and the Menstruals, and discharges Sand from the Kidneys, if drank in a proper Liquor. But Gisner affirms, that it is poiffessed of very draftive Qualities, and is said to contain something of a poisonous Nature; for which Reason, it is improperly used instead of the white Briony.

*Buglossum, Offic. Buglossum an-guifolium*
Cause of the morbid Fluxions, being removed, these Disorders are cured. The Herb Bugle is most properly used in Decocations, or its expressed Juice may be used, which is highly faponaceous and opening. _Poterius_ recommends a Decocation of Bugle, made with Mutton Broth, as an excellent Medicine in a _Pebdis_, and internal Ulcers; affirming, that it gently relaxes the Belly, wonderfully recruits the Liver, and fortifies other Parts. _Ecmûller_ informs us, that the _Italian_, in the Spring, cleanses the Root and Leaves of Bugle, and uses them as a Sallad, which not only is grateful to the Palate, but also seems calculated to prevent Cachexies. Its Juice is an excellent Medicine in malignant Ulcers.

_Bulbocassia_, _Offic._. _Bulbocollia_ _majus_ & _minus_, _Offic._. _Nucula terrestris_ _majus_ & _minor_. _Park._ _Theat._ Earth Nut, Kipper Nut, Pig Nut, and Hawk Nut. It is emollient, and infilates the Juices, and is often recommended to those, whose Fluids are too thin, and to such as are phthisical, consumptive, and extenuated. _Trallian_ recommends it for Spitting of Blood. The Seeds of this Plant are of a diuretic Quality.

_Bursa Paforis_, _Offic._. _Bursa Paforis_ _majus_ vulgaris, _Park._ _Theat._ _Bursa Paforis_ _major_, _fœlius_ _pinnata_, _Boehr._ _Ind._ _A._ _Shepherd's_ Purse. It grows everywhere among Rubbish, Banks, and Walls, flowering all the Summer. The Juice of its Leaves drank, from four Ounces to fix, is an excellent Remedy in all Loffes of Blood, and in Defluxions attended with an Inflammation. A Handful of it, boiled in lean Broth, is used in Pufians, Glyffers, and Cataplafs. Its distilled Water has little or no Virtue. It is also recommended for Headachs, immoderate Fluxes of the Menfes, Dičharges of bloody Urine, Diarrheas, Dylenteries,
Buxus, Offic. Ger. Emac. Buxus arboreaens, Boehr. Ind. A. The Box Wood. It grows wild, in some Parts of Kent and Surrey. A large Quantity of Box Leaves, infused in near a Pint of white Wine, proves, according to Blegny, an infallible Cure for pituitous and flatulent Tooth-achs, warm. They dili from the Wood an Oil, which is very narcotic, and wonderfully extolled in Epileptics, Tooth-achs, and Rottenness of the Teeth. A Decoction of the Flow- ers of Box is reckoned sudorific, and 'tis said that one Dram of them prove a violent Purge. Rondelius don't doubt in the least, but that the Shavings of Box, in confluence of their sudorific Quality, would cure the Venereal Diseafe; but adds, that they are not to be used for that Pur- pose, because they excite Head-achs. Amatus Lufitanus cured an Hemi- crania, by a Decoction of Box-Wood, after all other Medicines had proved ineffectual. The Oil, distilled from the Wood, is recommended for Fe­ vers, Vertigoes, the Falling-Sicknes, and Hæmorrhoids.

Cacao Americae, seu Avellana Mexicana, J. B. Amygdalis Similis Guatimalensis, C. B. Pin. Arbor Cacavenous, Pif. Mant. The Cacao Tree. This grows to be pretty large, and is found in several Parts of the W i f t Indies, tho' thofe of the belt Kind are laid to be produced in Coracae, in Nov Spain. What ren­ ders this Tree very considerable, is its bearing the Cacao Nuts, twenty or thirty of which are included in a round Capsula or Pod. These Nuts are externally brown, and as large as an Almond, tho' rounder and thicker. The Juice expreafed from the mucilaginous Pulp, contained in the Husk of these Nuts, refembles Cream, and is poiffed of a grateful Taste, and cordial Quality. It is alfo of a detergent Nature, and, when used externally, very proper for removing Cutaneous Eruptions, and Aiperities. The Nuts themselves, included in the Husk or Shell, are said to be of fo nutritive a Quality, that one Ounce of them contains more real Nourishment, than a whole Pound of Beef. The Cacao Nuts when subjected to a chymical Analyfis, besides other Principles, yield a large Quantity of Oil, which is wonderfully pungent and penetrating, especially before it is separated from the volatile Salt, of which it contains a large Quantity. It is also highly aromatic and cordial. A certain Quantity of this Oil, di­ tillèd from a Cucurbit by the Heat of Ashes, yields an acutous Liquor, which concretes as it drops, and is called the Butter of Cacao. This Butter, when not rectified, may not only be used with Food as Olive Oil, but is alfo extolled as an highly ano­ dyne Medicine, and proper for cor­ recting the acrimonious Humours, which prove uneasy to the A fpera Arteria. Various other Virtues are also ascribed to this Butter by Prac­ ti cal Authors. But the Circumftance, which of all others renders the Cacao Nut moft celebrated, is its being the Basis or principal Ingredient of Cho­ colate, a factitious Subftance first brought from America into E urope by the Spaniards, about the Begin­ ning of the laft Century. Some dif­ solve this Subftance in Water, others in Milk, and others in Wine. But Water seems to be of all others the belt Vehicle for it; fince by its dilu­ ting Quality it best promotes the Distribution of its nutritive Prin­ ciples. Chocolate from its component Parts seems to be principally proper for Perfons of cold Conftitutions, for old People, for fuch as have their Strength impaired by continual Watchings, and for thofe who travel in cold Mornings. It is, alfo, by Some commended in C afes, where the
the Digestion is weak; but it is of too oleous and tenacious a Nature to be digested by a weak Stomach. For which reason Cheyne, in his Essay on Health, thinks that it ought not to be used by the weak and infirm, either as an Alimant or Medicine; but owns that it may produce all the salutary Effects of a wholesome Food, in vigorous and robust Constitutions; in which it may also be used as an Anodyne Medicine in Colics and Nephritic Pains; since by its Viscidity it stanches up and blunts the saline, acrid, and irritating Humours, that thus, by the brisk Impetuus of the Viscera, they may be discharged through proper Passages. It is, also, confirmed by the Experience of many Practical Physicians, that in hectic, Scorbutic, and Catarrhous Disorders, Aperities, malignant Itches, and Chin-coughs, Chocolate has proved a divine and miraculous Remedy; and that in these Disorders, when other Medicines have been ineffectual, the Physician has been obliged to have recourse to Chocolate, as the last and most effectual Remedy. The celebrated Hoffmann, in his Consultations, afferts that Chocolate prepared with Water, and drank at proper times, may conduct very much to the Cure of Melancholic Disorders, arising from too weak and lax a State of the Nerves; especially if a few Drops of the Essence of Amber are mixed with it. As Chocolate is nutritive, and corrects the Acrimony of the Juices, so we think, Dr. Stubbs in Philosoph Trans. was in the right when he affirmed, that well-prepared Chocolate was an excellent Diet, not only for such as are Scorbutic, afflicted with Arthritic Pains, or the Stone, for Women in Labour, and for preventing Convulsions, and expelling the Meconium of Children, but also for Hypochondriacal and Chronical Disorders. A Man in perfect Health may drink as much Chocolate as he has an Appetite for, provided he finds himself refreshed, and his Stomach not over-loaded by it. But he ought to remain in a State of Rest for Half an Hour, or an Hour, after he has drank it, lest Concoction and Digestion should be interrupted or irregularly carried on. He ought, also, to abstain from Food, for some time after he has drank Chocolate; for Chocolate is itself very good Matter of Nourishment. Hence the most proper time of using it is, when the Concoctions are finished, whether in the Morning, or the Afternoon. And since in hot Air the Powers of Digestion are fainter and more languid than in a cold State of the Atmosphere, 'tis sufficiently obvious, that Chocolate ought to be used in smaller Quantities, and more rarely in Summer than in Winter. The aromatic Ingredients of Chocolate recruit the languid Stomach; but Caldera advises, that if, during an excessive Heat, the Person who intends to drink Chocolate is thirsty, he should a little before take a moderate Draught of cold Water, lest the Chocolate should render the Thirst more intense than it was before. When Chocolate is prescribed as a Medicine, the Physician must determine the Quantity, and fix the proper Seasons of Exhibition. Those, who are become weak in consequence of Inanition, may judge of the Quantity from the Sense of Refreshment they feel; but, at the same time, they ought to use it more sparingly than those who are vigorous and robust. Chocolate, when moderately used, contributes to the Health of those, who are in no Danger of having their Juices stimulated into too brisk a Motion, or their Conjsitions over-heated by the Use of Aromatics. As also of those, who
whose Stomachs are able to concoct and subdue the pungious Substance of the Cacao Nuts. Hence 'tis obvious, that those Persons must abstain from the frequent and immoderate Use of Chocolate, who are in the full Vigour of their Youth, whose Juices are easily thrown into preternatural Commotions, who have spare dry Constitutions, and whose Prime Vae, in consequence of having lost their Tone, are unfit for the due Consideration of the Aliments. Baglivi informs us, that, in hot and sanguine Constitutions, the immoderate Use of Chocolate, by insipiating the Blood and rendering it lefs fit for Circulation, produces Inflammations of the Villera, long Mafenteric Fevers, and Apoplexies.

Calamintha. There are five Sorts of this Plant made Use of in Medicine; the first is the Calaminthia montana, Offic. Calamintha vulgaris, Park. Calamintha vulgaris vel Officinarum, Boerh. Ind. Alt. Calamint. It is found in Hedges, flowering in June and July. The Antients extolled it for its heating, alexipharmic, resolvent, and diffusive Qualities, and prescribed it to the external and internal Use of it, affirming, it killed Worms. It is good for phlegmatic Constitutions, and such as are afflicted with Flatulencies, and is very conducive to the Relief of Women labouring under Obstructions of the Uterus, a Fluor Albus, or a Catarrhous Disorder of the Womb. It is a powerful Provoker of the Menstrual Flows, and even excite them in Women big with Child, and kills the Feetus. It is said to expel the Lochia, Secundines, and Feetus. It is an excellent Diuretic, cleanses Ulcers of the Kidneys, and cures Discharges of bloody Urine. Boiled with Oxymel, it is of great Service in Asthmas, or Orthopneas. It ought not to be exhibited to those who have no Occasion for an additional Stimulus; for it acts by producing a Heat, which, tho' small, is nevertheless often found prejudicial to the Asthmatic. But where the languid and relaxed Fibres are to be stimulated, or the sluggish Humours roufed into a brisker Motion, Calaminth will be found of singular Use and Importance; and is, therefore, justly ranked in the Claffes of cordial, alexipharmic, homopathic, carminative, uterine, and emmenagogue Medicines; and is used in Clysters, Cataplams, Fomentations, and such Baths as are intended for the Purposes of Resolution, Discussion, and Provoking the Menstrues. It is an Ingredient in the Iberica Andromachi.

The Second, is the Calaminthia magnifica, Boerh. Ind. A. Calaminthia montana praefantior, Ger. Park. Mountain Calamint. It is cultivated in Gardens, and agrees in Virtues with the former.

The Third, is the Calaminthia, Offic. Calaminthia odorae Pulegii, Ger. Calaminthia altera, odorae Pulegii, foliis masulosi, Park. Calaminthia Pullegii odorae, seu Nepeta, Boerh. Ind. A. Field Calamint. It grows about the Roots of Hedges, and by the Sides of Fields, flowering in June. The Herb is used, and agrees in Virtues with the first Species, to which it is a Succeedeanum.

The Fourth, is the Calaminthia paludis, Offic. Calaminthia aquatica, Ger. Mentha arvensis verticillata birifuta, Boerh. Ind. A. Water Calamint. It grows in moist Places, blowing in July. The Herb is used, which agrees in Virtues with the Pulegium, or Penny-royal.

The Fifth, is the Calaminthia incana, Ocyini foliiis, Hoary Calamint, with Leaves like Basil. This Species is possessed of the fame Medicinal Virtues as the first Sort.

Camphora. Camphire. This is not mentioned by the ancient Greeks, and
and was first introduced into the *Materia Medica* by the Arabian. It is a Substance of a very singular Nature, dry, friable, powdered with a penetrating Smell, and, to Some, greatly offensive. It flames in an open Fire, and when kindled burns till it is totally consumed. In Water it, also, burns, and sends forth a thick dark Smoak, which likewise produces a blackish Soot. When put into a pure glafs Vessel, with an Alembic fitted to it, it melts by the Force of Fire, ascends into the Alembic, and there concretes again into the Form of Camphire, without the least Alteration. Many celebrated Chymists have taken Camphire for a solid volatile oleous Salt, formed in the same Manner as the *Offa Helmontiana*, of a saline and oleous Principle; but this Opinion is rejected by others. *Beerhaave* affirms it to be a highly perfect, most simple, and volatile Rezin, or an Oil of a solid Form and Confinement. *Hoffman* affirms, that Camphire is, as it were, a distilled Oil in a dry Form, or a most subtile volatile Oil, which seems to have in its Composition a certain subtile Acid, to which its Form is owing, and of which it may be deprived, if mixed with Salt of Tartar, and subjected to Distillation with highly rectified Spirit of Wine. For, in this Case, a Spirit is yielded, whose Taste and Smell discover it to be sufficiently faturated with the Corpuscles of the Camphire, and which, when poured into Water, does not become milky, nor is any of the Camphire precipitated, as happens with Camphorated Spirit of Wine. What remains after the drawing off of the Spirit, is a well satureted Solution of Camphire. But when dropped into Water, it does not run into a thick Coagulum, like Camphorated Spirit of Wine, but may without Difficulty be mixed with the Water. For the Salt of Tartar, entering into the most intimate Texture and Composition of this Substance, dissolving the oleous and thick Parts, and inducing a Change on the more subtile Acid, occasions a Resolution of this Substance into highly subtile Parts, not afterwards to be coagulated; and the Change of its Colour, from white to brown, is owing to the Sulphur, or inflammatory Principle, being disentangled, and set at Liberty by the Alcali. In the Truth of Camphire's being a pure inflammable Oil, in a solid Form, we are confirmed by this Circumstance; that in hot Climates, and sometimes even in Europe, aromatic Substances are often heated to such a Degree, that their Oils are converted into Camp­ hire, as happens in the Distillation of the Oil of Anise, Cardamoms, Cara­ way, Fennel, Laurel, Zedoary, Cinnamon, Southernwood, and Thyme. The same Phænomenon is sometimes observed to happen, when these Oils, dropping thro' a long narrow or cold Worm, form themselves into a solid kind of Mass, which blocks up the Cavity of the Worm, but may be again dissolved by Heat. But because these Camphorated Substances want either the Hardnes, the Smell, or the other Properties of the common Camphire of the Shops, we shall only here treat of that Camphire, which is produced by the *Arbor Camphorifera*, and which is called the *Camphora Japanensis* or *Camphora Sinensis*. If Camphire, when put upon hot Bread, becomes moist, it is a Sign of its being good and genuine; but if it become dry, it is a Proof of its being bad and spurious. When it is marked with reddish or black Spots, they are said to be produced by handling it with impure Hands; or to be the Effects of Moisture; but this is easi­ ly prevented, by gathering it in a linen
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...Cloth, and immersing it in warm Water, with an Addition of Lemon Juice. Thus, when it is well washed, it must be dried in a shady Place, by which Means it becomes white. Formerly it was the Custom, in order to prevent the Exhalation and Diminution of Camphire, to keep it in Linseed, the Seeds of Fleawort, or some others of a like Nature; which, by their large Quantities of Oil, might, as it were, entangle the volatile Parts of the Camphire, and prevent their flying off. Others think that the same Effect is produced by Pepper; but what has given Rise to this Notion is somewhat hard to determine. The best way to preserve Camphire, is, to anoint its Surface with expressed Oil of sweet Almonds. For the Pores being by these Means blocked up, its more subtle and volatile Parts, will not so easily fly off, as otherwise they would do; but as it may be well enough preserved in glass Vessels well stop'd, to prevent the Admixture of Air, so there is no great Necessity for the preceding Method. Camphire is applied to various Uses. The Indians mix it with acrid and aromatic Substances, of which they form Troches, for promoting a Discharge of the Saliva, when chewed; because Camphire in former times was thought to be possessed of cold Qualities. Tralles recommends it in Scorbatic Disorders. It is said to be possessed of an alexipharmic Quality when used internally, against the Wounds of Serpents. The Notion of its being possessed of a cold Quality may possibly have taken its Rise from the Observation of its cooling Effects, in Inflammations of the Eyes, and Burns. For it is of singular Efficacy in removing external inflammations, as also internal, and which threaten a Sphacelus and Death if they are severe; but more especially if they are situated in the Membranous Parts; for answering which Intentions, it is most happily exhibited with Nitre; as, also, in continued Fevers, which for the most part have something of an inflammatory Nature in them. Likewise in most other Kinds of Inflammations, Pleurities, Phrenies, Quinleys, and Inflammations of the Uterus. The celebrated Hoffman used Camphire with the Addition of Bezoardic Powder, with great Success. For immediately after the Exhibition of this Medicine, the burning Heat, the Delirium, the Thirst, and the Watchings were greatly abated. Stahl cites Camphire, the Subduer of all Inflammations; and the learned Werbofius found very happy Effects arise from three or four Grains of Camphire in Nitrous Emulsions, taken every two or three Hours in acute Fevers, Phrenies, and Deliriums. The learned Tralles excellently demonstrates the refrigerating and antiphlogistic Qualities of Camphire, and how efficacious it is, in Conjunction with Nitre, in a Pleurisy. An Inflammation whereof he gives us in his Work intitled De Remediis Terreis. Capuccius, an Italian Physician, affirms the Virtues of Camphire to be very great, both in curing and preventing Pestilential Fevers; for which Purpose one or two Grains of it may be chewed, and swallowed by itself, three or four times a Week, unless the State of the Patient renders the more frequent Use of it necessary. Graan, a celebrated Dutch Physician, in a Phreny, Madness, Pleurisy, and Peripneumony, highly extolls Camphire with Spirit of Nitre. In Inflammations of the Kidneys he recommends Sal Prunella and Camphire. For allaying the Thirst in continued Fevers, he orders three Grains of Camphire to be added to proper Powders; which Medicine, with the Bezoardicum Minerale, he also commends in Pestilential Fevers. The
The Philosophical Transactions afford us some Instances of Maniacs cured by half a Dram of Camphire exhibited in a Bolus, Morning and Evening. Simeon Sethi and Rhasei inform us, that Camphire cures the most acute Disorders; as Pains of the Head arising from Heat and Inflammations, and those especially of the Liver. Taenemius informs us, that Ariene was the first of the Practical Physicians, who observed the Virtues of Camphire in acute Disorders; and called it the Theriaca contra Venena calida, or the Theriaca against hot Poisons. Du Verney thinks Camphire, exhibited in cordial Potions, an excellent Remedy against the Head-ache in malignant Fevers, and tells us that he himself frequently prescribed it, with that Intention. Mindereus, in his Work De Peste, ranks Camphire among the strongest Antidotes against the Plague; and affirms, that it is more efficacious than any of the Bezoaric Preparations, as it prevents Putrefaction, and expels the poisonous Effluvia. Hoffman, in all putrid Disorders, and in the Plague at its Acceffion, and about its Crises, recommends Camphire to be given in an acid Vehicle, as also with Balsamicks, in a Gonorrhea. In all dangerous and terrible Hemorrhages, especially such as accompany malignant Fevers, as also in Spittings of Blood arising from internal Caufes, such as the Spafs of the Vifcera, Camphire is of singular Ufe. In Vomittings of Blood, after Venelelion, Rivierius orders half a Scruple of Camphire, to be exhibited in four Ounces of Oxyrate, or Plantain-Water. Joubert affirms of his Miter Rondeltrii, that in all Vomittings of Blood, especially those proceeding from acrid Defluxions, he successfully used Camphire, and sometimes gave a whole Scruple of it, diluted in a Glass of Spring-Water, with a little Vinegar. Camphire, when mixed with Nitre, is of the greatest Efficacy in all Hæmorrhages. Besides, Nothing is found more useful in promoting the accustomed Evacuations of the Blood, than Camphire; especially when exhibited in conjunction with balsamick and antispafmodic Specifics. Wedelius, de Medicam. Facultat. justly observes, that Camphire is of singular Efficacy, in promoting the brisk and lively Motion of the Blood; and must consequently be improper, when the Fluid is too much rarified, or put into an Effusion; since, by that very Means, the Watchings, the Thrift, and Heat would be increased. Mindereus is of Opinion, that Camphire ought never to be exhibited to such as have infirm Heads, or weak Stomachs. Hence it is, that Studious and sedentary People, and Women of delicate Constitutions, who cannot bear strong Smells, have a thorough Aversion to Camphire; and that these latter, by the Ufe of it, fall into Hysterical Fits; to which, however, it puts a Stop, in more robust Constitutions. With respect to the external Ufe of Camphire, Some put a Grain or two into a rotten Tooth, and even use it as a Gargarism in the Tooth-ache. Camphire, worn as an Amulet, has been experienced an effectual Remedy against Fevers; as we learn from the Miscellanea Curiosa Medico Physica Academiae Naturae Curiosorum. J. Boccherius gives the following Account of it; "Somehang Camphire about their Necks, for the Cure of an intermittent Fever, and the Camphire is sure to fly away, but the Fever very often remains." However, this I dare afferr, that Camphire hung about the Neck, in Pestifential Times, so as that the Effluvia may be received into the Nostrils, is no improper Preservative. Because it corrects the Atmosphere of the Body, and so prevents the ill Effects of the con
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contagious Air. Camphire is a usual Ingredient in Ointments and Plasters, for the Sake of its Stimulus, which is of Service in mollifying and dis­
cussing hard Tumours, and also o­
pens the Way for the Virtues of the other Ingredients to penetrate deeper thro' the Pores of the Skin. When it is to be mixed for a Plaster, the best Way, as Eimuller advices, is to dissolve it with Balsam of Peru. The Water of Camphire, according to the Account given us by the Arabsians, diffils from the Tree which produces the Camphire. But Garcia observes it to be a Fable. Others, therefore, call by this Name the Water, in which kindled Camphire has been immered, and recommend it to be drunk by Women labouring under Hysters, in which it is excellent. A Water of this Kind is prescribed in the Pharmacopœia Pauperum, under the Title of Jutapissum Camphoratum. Horſius relates, that some Virgins, taken with a Furor Uterinus, met with most Relief, by using for their ordinary Drink, Water, or Beer, in which kindled Camphire had been quenched. The Solution of Half an Ounce of Camphire in a Pint of highly rectified Spirit of Wine (tho' the London and Edinburgh Dispen­satories direct an Ounce of Camphire) is a very common Topic in Contusions, Luxations, and Rheumatism; because it readily dissolves the Stag­nations of the Humours, in different Parts of the Vessels, and cauſes them to exhale, or puts them in Motion. Whence it is of extraordinary Ser­vice, not only in all Pains and Tu­mors, but also in all inflammatory and erysipelas Affections; reflo·es Warmth to the Feet and Hands be­numbed with Cold; mitigates the Pain of the Haemorrhoids, prevents a Gangrene, and is commodiously applied in Cafes of a beginning or confirmed Putrefaction, a Sphacelus, fetid Ulcers, and Wounds which are putrid, or inclining to Putrefac­tion; as also the Choleræ Morbus, the Colic, and the Contrac­tion or Resolution of the Nerves consequent thereto, and the like Affections both of the internal and external Parts. It may, also, be given internally, to the Quantity of twenty Drops or more, where Diaphoretics are re­quired. De Maets recommends, in Affections of the Head, one Dram of Camphorated Spirit, mixed with an Ounce of Spirit of Wine distilled upon Cephalic Herbs, and three Ounces of Rosemary Water. Some Drops of this Mixture drawn up the Nostrils will give immediate Ease, in the Head or Tooth-ach. Ob­serve, that the Water of Rosemary mitigates the other Ingredients, and that its Strength is augmented or di­minished, in Proportion to the Quan­tity of Rosemary Water.

Camphorata, Offic. Camphorata birsuta, Raii Hift. Camphorata Monf­poliensium, J. B. Stinking Ground Pine. The Herb, which is used, is of a drying and astringent Qua­lity, strengthening to the Nerves, and serviceable in the Gout, Con­vulsions, Palsy, Defluxions of the Eyes, and Catarrhs. The Plant is a Cephalic, is effectual for Wounds according to Lobelius, and is prescribed, by Some, in Dropſies. The Tops of this Plant are used in Baths and Fo­mentations, for Diſorders and Swel­ling of the Joints, for Cramps, Palfies, and other Affections of the Nerves.

Canella alba, Park, Theat. Cassia lignea Laurifolia, Americana, tortice albo, valde acri & aromatico, Pluk. Almag. Arbor Baccifera Laurifolia, aromatica, fructu viridi calculato racemoso, Philosoph. Tranſact. The wild Cinnamon Tree. All the Parts of this Tree, when fresh, are very hot, aromatic, and biting to the Taste, not much unlike Cloves, which are often so troublesome, as to
require a Remedy from fair Water. The Bark of this Tree is what is mostly used, as well in the Plantations of the English, between the Tropics in the West-Indies, as in Europe; by only cutting the Bark, and letting it dry in the Shade. It likewise in the West-Indies, as well as in Europe, is thought a very good Remedy, against the Scurvy, and to cleanse and invigorate the Blood; being in London, both in Druggists and Apothecaries Shops, used for those Purposes, under the Name of Cortex Winteranus, which it is not, tho’ it may very well supply its Place. It is, in the West-Indies, mixed and given with Steel, or some other Medicines; but if the Patient is of a hot Constitution, it is more prejudicial than beneficial, being of a very warm Nature. The Bark, if mixed with Water, and distilled per Vessicam, yields an aromatic Oil, which, like the Oil of Cloves, sinks to the Bottom of the Water. When it is mixed with some small Quantity of the Oil of Cloves, it has been sold for it. The Bark is, also, accounted a Specific against the Scurvy, is a good Nervous Medicine, useful in Palsies and Convulsions, and is of singular Service against Diseas of the Stomach and Bowels.

Cannabis, Offic. Cannabis Sativa, Park. Boerh. Ind. A. Hemp. The Root boiled, and applied by way of Cataplasm, mitigates Inflammations, discolettes Tumors, and dissolves phaceous Concretions at the Joints. The Seed of Hemp is the only Part exhibited in Physe; which, when boiled in Milk till the Hulls crack, is esteemed efficacious in old Coughs, as also a Specific against the Jaundice.

Capparis, Offic. Capparis rotundifolium, Ger. Capparis Spinoso, frutic minore, folio rotund. Boerh. Ind. A. Capers. The Caper-Bush grows in the southern Parts of France and Italy, in sandy and stony Places. Those are generally thought the best which are imported from Genoa; but those, brought from Alexandria to Venice, are esteemed by Some still better, tho’ larger than the Italian Capers. For the largest are judged best as being most entire. Their aultere bittish Taste sufficiently convinces us of their astringent and corroborating Virtues. And if we consider the Qualities they derive from the Vinegar and Salt, in which they are preferred and brought to us, we may easily conceive, that they are of a resolvent and incendi Nature. For this Reason, they are recommended, in order to strengthen a languid Appetite, and purge the Stomach of gross putrid Humours. They are good for Obstructions of the Vicera, especially those of the Spleen, for the Palsy, and Convulsions arising from a Superfluity of peccant Humours; nor are they left recommended in long and Chronical Fevers. Laurentius Joubert, in the Plague, recommends them seasoned with Salt, gently boiled in Water, and eaten with Vinegar. For as he says, “they excite an Appetite, and open Obstructions;” For this Reason, they ought not only to be allowed, in Pefilential Cases, but also recommended, because they refit Putrefaction. Externally, says Etmuller, the Pickle of Capers is applied to the Side, under the left Hypochondrium with Linen Cloths, or a Sponge, for discussing Swellings of the Spleen. If to this Mustard-feed is added, that the Vinegar may be impregnated with its volatile Salt, it is an excellent Remedy in Dilorders of the Spleen.

Caprifolium, Periclymenum Matricula, Offic. Periclymenum, f. Caprifolium vulgare, Park. Theat. Honey-Suckle, or Wood-Bine. It grows almost every where, flowering great part of the Summer. The
The Leaves, only, of this Plant are used in Medicine. They are exhibited in Gargarisms, for sore Throats; tho' Others think them not so proper for that Intention, on account of their hot Nature. Some prescribe them for a Cough and Asthma, and to remove Obstructions of the Liver and Spleen. The Oil, made by the Infusion of the Flowers, is esteemed very warming, and efficacious in removing Cramps, and Convulsions of the Nerves. The Decoction of Honey-Suckle-Leaves is both vulnerary and destructive, good for Diseases of the Throat, and Wounds of the Legs. The Leaves bruised cure Cutaneous Diseases; and the distilled Water of the Flowers allays Inflammations of the Eyes, and strengthens Women in Labour.

**Capricum, Piper Indicum. Offic.**

Capricum filicis longis propendenti-bus, Boerh. Ind. A. Capricum longi-oribus filicis, Ger. Guinea Pepper. It is sown every Year in Gardens, flowering in August, and produces red Pods, towards the latter End of September and October, but perishes with the first Frost. A Decoction of Guinea Pepper with Penny-Royal is commended by Some, to expel a dead Child. The Skins boiled, and used as a Gargle, help the Toothache. And a Cataplasm made of the Seeds, mixed with Honey, and applied to the Throat, is good for a Quinsy, otherwise it is not much used in Physic.

**Caranna, Offic. Park. Ther.**

The Caranna Tree. The Caranna Tree is a Species of Palm, and spontaneously pours out its Refin or Gum, when an Incision is made in the Bark. This Gum is outwardly of a blackish Colour, but internally resembles that of Pitch, and is of a bitter, pungious, and oleaginous Taffe, and of a fragrant Smell, not much differing from that of Lavender. This Gum is imported in soft Maffes, wrap't up in the Shreds of Reeds, or Bulrushes, from Carthage, a Province in the West-Indies of New Spain; of which that is esteemed best, which is whitest, especially if soft and of the Consistence of a Platter. In Virtues it agrees with the Tacamahac. This Gum is of singular Efficacy, in Pains of the Joints; to which if applied, it speedily removes them, tho' Caffes only excepted, where there is a Defluxion of hot Humours. It diffuses inverte'c Tumours, and stops Defluxions of cold Humours. It is highly beneficial in all Pains of the Brain and Nerves, and, without the Admixture of any other Medicine, cures recent Wounds; especially of the Nerves and Joints. If applied to the Ears and Temples, it stops Defluxions on the Eyes, and other Parts. Etmuller tells us, that in Cardiagias, Pains, and other Disorders of the Stomach, it is often applied by way of Platter to the Region of the Stomach. Geoffroy observes, that it is termed a Gum, but very unjustly; because it is diffoluble only in Spirit of Wine, which is the Property of resinos Substances.

**Cardamome, Offic. Ger. Emac.**

Npilpertium prattene majus, fone Cardamom latifolia, Park, Theat. Meadow Cresyes, or Ladies Smock. It grows every where in the Meadows, and flowers in April. This Plant in some measure resembles Water-Creyses, not differing much from it in its Virtues, being both heating, warming, and good for the Scurvy. It may, where Water-Creyses cannot be had, supply their Place, tho' it is but seldom used in the Shops.

**Cardamomum, Cardamom.**

We have three Sorts of Seeds in the Shops called by this Name. The first of which is, the Cardamomum Maximum, Grana Paradisi, Offic. Cardamomum Arabum Majus, Gen. Melloguetta fove Cardamomum Maximum, & Grana Pará-
Paradisiis, Park. Theat. Grains of Paradise. They have the same Virtues as Pepper, and are a Specific for all Paralytic Diseases. The second is the Cardamomum Majus, Offic. Rait Hilf. Cardamomum Majus vulgaris, Ger. Emac. Great Cardamums. These, being grown quite out of Use, are not to be met with in the Shops. Notwithstanding, the Seeds are the Part in Use, which are of a heating and drying Quality, comfort the noble Parts, attenuate, diffus Flatulences, help Concoction, provoke Urine, and the Menfes, help Shortness of Breath, and remove Obstructions of the Liver, Spleen, and Mesentery. The third is, the Cardamomum minus, Offic. Boerh. Ind. A. Cardamomum minus vulgaris, Ger. Emac. Common Cardamums. This Sort is in frequent Use, being of a warming Nature. They greatly comfort and strengthen the Stomach and Bowels; they aid Digestion, and expel Wind; they are excellent in all Distempers incident to the Head and Nerves; they greatly provoke Urine, as also the Menfes, and are of great Service in the Jaundice. Thefe Seeds are used in the Extrac tum Carduntic; Aqua Seminum Cardamonii; Infundium amarn Pur gum; Infundium Senae Commune; Tinctura Rhubarbari; Tinctura Amara; Tinctura Cardiaca; Tinctura Senae; Tinctura Stomachica; Species Aromatis; Confection Cardiaca, Mitbrada tum, and Thiriaca Andromachi.

Cardiaca, Offic. Ger. Boerh. Ind. A. Mother-Wort. It grows in Lanes, and wet Places, and by Walls, Sides, and flowers in June. This Plant is called Cardiaca, because it relieves in Paintings, and Difforders of the Stomach, the superior Orifice of which is called Cardia. For, according to ThoRder in his Pharmacopoeia, it is of singular Service in Distentions of the Hypochondria, and Difforders of the Stomach in Children. The Herb is of a highly bitter and penetrating Taste; a Circumstance which indicates its Stimulating, inciding, resolvent, and apparent Qualities, in conquence of which it is proper, in Difforders proceeding from a Redundance of Phlegm, or viscid Juices. Hence, it is exhibited with an Intention to provoke Urine, promote the Menfes, and facilitate difficult Labours. A Decoction of Mother-wort, and the Powder of it, mixed with Sugar, are, by Ray, said to be Medicines of uncommon Efficacy, in Palpitations of the Heart, Affections of the Spleen, and Hysteriac Disorders. Matthiolus and Dioscorides affirm, that a Spoonful of its Powders, drank in Wine, is of singular Service in difficult Births. Etmüller informs us, that this Plant cut down, dried, and by Boiling reduced to the Form of a Cataplasm, is, in Consequence of its inciding and resolvent Qualities, very good against those Difforders of Children produced by a mucous Acid, and the Flatulences arising from it, if applied to the Region of the Stomach and Hypochondria. A Water distilled from Mother-wort, with Oak of Jerusalem, is used in inflammations of the Hypochondria of Children. Simon Paoli, in his Quad partitum Botanicum, orders its Leaves to be boiled in the Oil of Wormwood, and of bitter Almonds, and applied to the Navel, in order to kill Worms of the Intestines.

Cardus, the Thistle. Of this Plant there are a great many Sorts, in so much that Boerhaave enumerates no less than thirty-three different Species; but we shall only take Notice of those to which Medicinal Virtues are ascribed.

The first of these is, the Cardus caule crispus, capitis minoribus. Cardus Asfrinus, seu Sylvéniris. Thistle upon Thistle. Riverius observes, that Half an Ounce of the Roots
Roots of this Thistle, boiled with two Drums of Liquorice, is a very good Medicine for those, who are afflicted with the Stone, cleansing the Bladder and Kidneys from Sand and Gravel.

The second is, the Carduus Hæmorrhoidalis, Offic. Carduus Vinaerium Regens Sonchi folio, Boerh. Ind. A. Carduus Vulgaris Viarum. The common creeping Way-Thistle. It grows in uncultivated Places, and flowers in July and August. It is called Hæmorrhoidalis (Hæmorrhoidal) from its Effects. For being boiled in Water, and reduced to a Cataplasm, it greatly alleviates the Pains of the Hæmorrhoids.

The third Species is, the Carduus Matricaria, Offic. Carduus Matricaria vulgaris, Park. Carduus albii maculis Notatus vulgaris, Boerh. Ind. A. Ladies-Thistle. This Plant grows upon Banks and Borders of Fields, flowers in June, and seems to contain a Salt, not unlike the Oxytal diaphoreticum Angeli Sale, that is, an acrid Salt, abounding with Acid; thus it is both sudorific and diuretic. Four Ounces of the Juice of its Leaves give great Relief in the Dropfy. The Seed is of a stimulating and opening Property; the Dose of which is a Dram in Powder; but it is oftner used in Emulsions, being mixed with other Seeds for that purpose. An Emulsion prepared of the Seeds, with Honey, or a little Syrup of Violets, and drank, is highly commended in several Pleuritic Pains. Tournefort, for the Pleurify, and that Species of Rheumatism which resembles it, advices an Emulsion, prepared of two Drams of the distilled Water of the Leaves.

This Medicine, says Pontidena, gives Relief under all Pains, mollifies Hardnesses, evacuates Humours, and maturates Pus, wherefore it is recommended, as a pre-

"sent Remedy for all Difforders of "the Throat and Lungs." The Seed pulverised, and taken in Wine, from one Dram to two, is recommended against an Hydrophobia, as being an excellent Sudorific. Externally it is accounted good for Noæ, and phagedenic and corroding Ulcers.

The fourth Species is, the Acanthium, Offic. Acanthium vulgare, Park. Carduus tomentosus Acanthi folio vulgaris, Boerh. Ind. Cotton-Thistle. This Plant never flowers till its second Year, and then continues in Bloom from June to August; but when the Seed is ripe, the Root perishes. The Root is esteemed opening, and diuretic, carminative, and stomachic, discurtive, and resolvent. Some commend it for the Tooth-ach, and for Epileptic Disorders in Infants.

Carline. The Carline Thistle. Boerbaeue makes mention of no less than seven different Species of this Thistle. The first of which is, the Carline. Chamæleon Albus, Carliana, Offic. Carliana humilis, Park. Theat. Carliana aculeos magno flore, Boerh. Ind. Carline Thistle. It grows in Germany, and other Parts beyond Sea, and flowers in July. The Root, which is the only Part used, is esteemed sudorific, alexipharmic, and efficacious against all contagious and pestilential Diseases, the Plague itself not even excepted. It is no less diuretic, helps the Dropfy, promotes the Catamenia, and is good in all Hypochondriac Distempers, and is very properly exhibited, where Nature is to be irritated, and requires a Stimulus, to throw off an excrémentitious Load. Whence it is apparent, how proper it is, for removing Obstructions, exciting a Diaphoresis, provoking the Menpes, promoting a Discharge of the Urine, and killing Worms, in conformance of its Bitterness. The Carline Thistle.
Vfis reckon them among the Hydra-
gogues. Banbmne says, that the Seeds
bruised and boiled in the Broth of
Flefh, or Chiecken, and drank, eva-
cuate Phlegm and tough viscid Hu-
mours. Etmmller prescribed them,
when the Primaie Visc were loaded
with a thick and viscid Mucus, in
Disorders of the Breast, in Asthmas,
and Coughs produced by thick and
viscid Matter. For which Reason,
they are ranked among the Medi-
cines which evacuate Phlegm. The
Seeds are, by Experience, found to
be a drastic purgative Medicine,
which by reason of its acrid Quali-
ty, in conjunction with its Viscidi-
ty, generally excites violent Gripes,
with an Inflammation of the Abdo-
men.

Carum, Offic. Carum Vulgaris,
Park. Theat. Carum, Boerh. Ind. A.
Cuminum pratenfe, Carum officinarum.
C. B. Caraways. The Seed is one
of the greater hot Seeds, is foma-
ichic, and carminative, expels Wind,
and is serviceable against the Cole,
and Weakness of the Stomach, helps
Digeftion, is good for Dizziness of
the Head, and Weakness of the Sight,
to provoke Urine, and increase Milk
in Nurces. The Seed of this Plant
is in common Ufe, tho' Some ufe
the Root in carminative Prihms and
Glyfers. The Seed is fomachic,
diuretic, and very proper to diftime
the glutinous Matter, which caufe
the Cole. Caraway-Seeds are put
into Bread, as a Prefervative againft
this Diseafe. Candied Caraway Seeds
expel Wind. The Chymical Oil is
very acrid and penetrating. Five or
six Drops of it are prescribed in Oil
of sweet Almonds, and fome Drops
of it in Spirit of Wine imbibed by
Cotton, and put into the Ears; which
may be ufed in the Cafe of Deafnefs,
instead of Syringing.

Carophylli Aromatici, Cloves. An
Essential Oil drawn from this Spice,
being very warm, and agreeable to
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the Nerves, is of singular Use in correcting several Cathartic Compositions. Among others, it is ordered in the Pil. ex Duobus, and in the Elecampanum Carpeolatum. It is likewise much recurred to in the Tooth-ach, dropped upon a little Mint or Cotton, and applied to the Part affected.

Caryophylli Hortensi, Clove-gilly-flowers. These blow in July, and are of a very grateful aromatic Smell. There is a Syrup in the Shops stamped with their Name, frequently used in Cordial and Cephalic Juleps. But as to the Conserve directed to be made of them, it is now pretty much exploded.

Cascarilla. Cortex Thuri, Offic. Cortex Thuri nonnullis dicta, vel Thy miana, Rait Hift. Kina Kina Aromatic. Palode Calenturas. Cascarilla Cortex Elaterii, fove Scascarilla Oifficiinarum. Cortex Peruvians grifius, fove fparius. Geoff. Tract. Indian Bark. The Cascarilla bears a near Resemblance to the Peruvian Bark, tho' of a somewhat paler Brown, less compact, more friable, of a bitter and somewhat acrid Taffe, pungent, and pretty acrimonious to the Tongue, leaving at laft a Sensation of Bitterness, mixed with something of an aromatic Nature. In all Probability, its resinous and penetrating Parts divide the ill concocted, thick, and viscid Substanee, which is the Fomes of a Fever. This Febrifuge has this particular Advantage over the Peruvian Bark, that it acts in a smaller Dofe, nor requires so long a Continuation. The illustrious Stahl, Physician to the King of Prufia, extended its Use still farther. He prefcribed it for Severe and convulsive Coughs, such as those called the Chin-coughs. In which Cases it produces the defired Effect, by inciting and attenuating the viscid Matter; and consequently it is highly benefical where the Intention is to affift or augment Tranpiration.

The Virtues of Cascarilla have been experienced in flatulent Colics, and in those Hysterical and Hypochondriac Disorders, commonly called Vapours. But it is to be obferved, that when the Intention is to reftrue and confirm the Tone of any Parts, which have been shocked, agitated, or strained, Cascarilla in Subftance ought to be prefcribed, it being in this Circumstance neceffary, that its earthy and fpicy Parts fhould perform the Office of Altringents. Cascarilla in Subftance is of fpicular Service in internal Hæmorrhoids, which flow with Difficulty, provided the Patient is of a pretty corpulent Habit of Body. This happens, because, in fuch a State, the Skin being relaxed, the Cascarilla augments the Tranpiration; in confequence of which, the Humours will have more Liberty, and the Hæmorrhoids be open. Perhaps, also, the Cascarilla may contribute to make the Hæmorrhoids flow, by reftruing and bracing up the Veifels, which contain the Hæmorrhoidal Blood, of which Facts Mr. Boulfier himfelf was a Witness. But what he obferved, as more particularly advantageous in Cascarilla, was, the fpicular Service it did, in the Dyfenteries which raged in the Year 1710, whether accompanied with a Fever, or not. He further obferves, that whereas Ipecacuanba, and other emetic Vegetables, leave a long Indifpofition and Weakness in the Stomach, Cascarilla speedily reftrued and confirmed its Tone and Strength. This Bark, then, has the fame Virtues with the Quinquina and Ipecacuanba, and perhaps exerts them rather to a greater Advantage than either the one or the other.

Caffia Fijula, Offic. Caffia fijula Alexandrina, Rait Hift. Quaubayh buatl fove Caffia fijula, Herne. The Pudding Pipe-Tree. The Egyptians never use the Caffia Pods, till they are four Months old; since, when
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young and recent, they are observed not only to be useless, but noxious. They use the Pulp, extracted from the Pod, in the form of a Bolus or Potion. They are of Opinion, that Caffia exhibited internally, by evacuating and obtaining the hot parched Parts of the Blood and Humours, cools the Blood and renders it more pure. They, also, by Experience find, that by its Means the Stomach is disburthened of an excrementitious Substinance which may prove offensive to it. They also use it with great Success, in Dehiscences of hot Humours upon the Lungs, or Thorax, exhibiting it either alone, or mixed with Sugar-Candy, or with Oil of sweet Almonds. They find it, likewise, singularly beneficial to the Bladder and Kidneys; because it extinguishes any immoderate Heat of those Parts, flows from thence the Humours, and discharges them by Urine. Hence the frequent Use of it prevents the Generation of Stones and Gravel. They use the Pulp, in conjunction with Agaric, against immoderate Coughs, Dyspepsias, Asthma, and Orthopneias. They use it, also, by way of Plaister, to be applied to the Parts affected in hot Pains of the Joints, the Gout, and hot Inflammations. The Flowers, preferred with Sugar, make an highly beneficial Medicine, for correcting the Heat of the Kidneys, and eliminating the tough and viscid Remembrances lodged in the Ureters. Besides, the Flowers are used by the Egyptians, for alleviating Pains of every Kind, especially those of the Gout. Bontius informs us, that the Use of the Caffia Pulp is very frequent among the Malayan, in Disorders of the Kidneys and Bladder, in all Nephritic Indispositions, as also in Gonorrhoeas contracted by impure Embraces, when it is mixed with the Powder of boiled Turpentine. It is, also, proper in Fever-ill Heats, and extinguishes Thirst. Schultenius says, it is a Purgative; but because it is observed to weaken the Stomach, it is rarely prescribed at present with us. But if the recent Extract is to be used, it may most properly be administered with the Addition of some Carminative, such as Anise, or Fennel. Hypochondriac and Hysteric Patients, those who are affected with a Weakness of the Stomach and Flatulencies, and such as are subject to the Colic, ought to abstain from Caffia, as also pregnant Women. The New London Pharmacopoeia introduces this into the Eleutherium Caffiae, and Eleutherium Lentitrum. The Caffia Lignea is a Species of Cinnamomum.

Coffeumuniar, Offic. alias Rysa-gon. An Zerumbeth seu Zingiber rubrum, Sylvestre, Tornatum, Camel, Syllab. Cusumuniar. It is very much commended as an excellent Nervous Medicine, and good for the Pall, Convulsions, Colic, Griping of the Bowels, as also Hysteric Affections. The Root is said to be moderately heating and astringent. For which Reason, it is recommended, for corroborating the Nerves, recruiting the Vital and Animal Spirits, strengthening the Stomach, and expelling Flatulencies. It is prescribed in Apoplexies, Convulsive Motions, Palfies, Tremors, Hysterie and Hypochondriac Disorders, Vertigoes, and Gripes. It is esteemed a Corrector of the Peruvian Bark.

Centaurium Minus, Offic. Centa u rium minus vulgare, Park. Theat. Centaurium minus flore purpureo, J. B. Common Centaury. It flowers in June and July; and is of a very bitter Taste, and of an aperitive cleansing Faculty, opens Obstructions of the Liver and Spleen, provokes Urine and the Menstrues, alleviates the Jaundice and Intermittent Fevers, strengthens the Stomach, and destroys Worms; outwardly, it is used in Fomentations.
mentations against Swellings and Inflammations. It is an Ingredient in the Theriaca Andromachi.

*Cepa*, Offic. *Cepa vulgaris fioribus*, & tunicitis candidis & purpuratcentibus, Boerh. Ind. A. *Cepa rubra* & albarutunda & longa, J. B. Onions. They are somewhat windy, but otherwise very wholesome, for those who abound with cold and moist Humours, and are good against Coughs and Diseases of the Breast. We are convinced by Experience, that Onions, especially when externally applied, are postfeffed of very singular medicinal Virtues. For Nothing is of greater Efficacy in softening hard Tumours, and maturing Venereal Ruboes, than roasted Onions; especially when applied in conjunction with Figs. They also, afford speedy Relief, if applied to the Pubes of Children labouring under a total Suppression of Urine. There is, also, in the various Species of Onions, a subtile cauific Salt, of a highly penetrating and bliftering Quality, which, when applied immediately to the Nervous parts, excites violent Pains, and sometimes an Inflammation, tho' Onions are daily used internally without producing any bad Effects. They are very diuretic.

*Cepa ascalonica*, Offic. *Cepa foetida*, C. B. P. barren Onions. Eftchalots. It is cultivated in Gardens for Culinary Ufes. The Root is used; which is heating, drying, inciding, aperient, and provocative. It excites an Appetite, and destroys Worms in the Intifines.

*Cerasus Rubra*, Offic. *Cerasus Anglica*, Park. Theat. *Cerasus fatiova fructus ramosus, rubra & acida*, Tourn. Inf. The red Cherry Tree. The Fruit is cooling, drying, and astringent, and corroborates the Heart and Stomach. Hence they are useful in allaying Feverish Heats and Thirst. The Kernels are good to dissolve the Stone. The Gum of the Tree is likewise accounted lithontropic. Cherries are esteemed a very salutary and agreeable Fruit. The Juice of them, when perfectly ripe, is saponaceous, and highly resolvent; and, if taken in large Quantities, and those frequently repeated especially when boiled or baked, it is capable of curing many obstinate Chronical Distempers, and taking away the obftructing Matter by a salutary Diarrhea.


*Cerasus nigra*, Offic. Ger. Black Cherry tree. It flowers in April, and the Fruit is used in Medicine, which is esteemed temperate and cephalic, and particularly efficacious in Diforders of the Head, as in an Apoplexy, and Palfy. The Stones of black Cherries, with their Kernels, baked and powdered, are said to be extremely diuretic; but the Kernels have been lately said to yield, by Diffiliation, an Oil equally poisonous with that of the Laurel. Hence black Cherry Water has got into some Disrepute, tho' as far as I can learn, without any Foundation from Experience.

*Cherocolium*, Offic. *Cherophyllum sativum*, C. B. P. Cherophyllon, J. B. Cervil. It grows in Gardens, flowering in May. The Leaves and Seeds are used. Cherwil is diuretic, emmenagogue, and lithontropic, and is of fine Parts; it resolves coagulated Blood, and induces Sleep. It is used in Broths with good Effect, as a Promoter of Expectoration in an Asthma, and externally it is of great Service in the Colic, and in a Retention of Urine.
Chamædris minor repens, C. B. P. Chamædris vulgaris, Park. Theat. Chamædris vulgo vera eximiamæ, J. B. Germ. The Leaves of this Plant are bitter and aromatic, and contain Principles, different from those of the small Centaury. The Salt of Germ. is not different from that which is naturally in the Earth, which is a Mixture of marine Salt, Nitre, and Sal Ammoniac. It is acrid, very bitter, and aperitive. It is probable, that what is found in this Plant, has lost its Acrimony by the Mixture of a great deal of essential Oil, which renders the Germ. aromatic. It is febrifugous, domhachic, aperitive, and diaphoretic. Some infuse, cold, over Night, a Handful of its Leaves in a Glas of White-Wine, with Half a Dram of Vegetable Salt, and give the Infusion to drink Fastling, for the Green Sickness. Some also prepare an Extract of its Leaves and Flowers, and give a Dram of it, with a Drop or two of the Oil of Cinnamon, and make an Infusion of the Leaves like Tea, principally for the Gout and Sciatica.

Chamæmelum vulgare, Leucanthemum Dioforidis, C. B. Pin. Chamæmelum vulgare, Offic. Chamæmelum elatius, folis obscuris tinctorius, femine nigro, Pluck. Almag. Wild or Dogs Chamomile. It is found in uncultivated Places and among Corn, and flowers in June. The Herb and Flowers are said to be possessed of the same Virtues with those of the common Camomile. This Plant is bitter, aromatic, and seems to contain some Sal Ammoniac, loaded with a great deal of Acid, and involved by a great deal of Sulphur and Earth. It is aperitive, diuretic, lenifying, and febrifugous. The Powder of its Flowers was used in Dioforides's Time to cure Intermittent Fevers. Rivierius prescribed it on the same Occasions; and it is still the common Febrifuge of the Scotch and Irish. The Infusion of its Tops, with those of Melilot, give great Ease, to such as are tormented with a Nephritic Colic, and Retention of the Urine. It asswages the acute Pains of Women newly brought to bed, Simon Pauli recommends a strong Infusion of Chamomile Flowers in Wine, taken by Spoonfuls, while a Hogs bladder, filled with a Decoction of the Herb, is applied hot, and renewed as Occasion requires, in Pleuritic Cakes. It is also used in lenifying and resolving Clysters, Fomentations, Cataplams, and Baths for the Gout, Sciatica, and the Piles. The Oil of Chamomile, made by Infusion, is very good in the same Cakes. A Liniment of an equal Quantity of Chamomile, and Oil of St. John's Wort, with Camphorated Spirit of Wine, in which a folded Cloth hath been dippt, and applied very hot to the affected Part, is good in Rheumatism.

Chamæmelum nobile, sive Leuca– chamæmatum odoratissimum repens flore simplici, J. B. Chamomile. It digests, relaxes, mollifies, alleviates Pain, and excites a Discharge of the Menes and Urine. Hence it is singularly beneficial in Colics, flatulent Spasms, and Convulsions. It is used externally in paregoric, emollient, and maturating Cataplams, and in Clysters. Among all Plants none are more efficacious than Chamomile Flowers, for Baths, intended to remove Nephritic Pains. Doctor Morton afferts, that he was told by an eminent Physician, that he had found Chamomile Flowers, reduced to a fine Powder, and taken at due Intervals, as infallible in curing Interminating Fevers, as the Peruvian Bark; and farther, that he himself tried it, in three Instances, in every one of which it succeeded.
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Thefe Flowers make an excellent Cataplasm for diffusing, softning, and maturing Absceses. When boiled in Milk, and put into a Bladder, either alone, or jointly with the Flowers of Elder, Mallows, Yarrow, or Saffron, they are highly efficacious in alleviating Pains and softening Tumours, if the Bladder is applied to the Part affected. I have learned from long Experience and Practice that Brandy, distilled from the Tops of Yarrow, Camomile Flowers, Anise-feeds, and Ethiopic Cumin, is of more Efficacy in discussed Flatalencies, than any of the other so much extolled carminative, and antispasmodic Preparations. The last London Pharmacopæia directs an Essentiel Oil from this Plant, and it is an Ingredient in the Decoction commune pro Clylers; Foutus communis; and Oleum wiride.

Chamæplights lutea vulgaris, fove folio bifido. C. B. P. Chamæplights vulgaris odorata, fove lute, J. B. Ground-Pine. The Leaves of Ground-pine, drank in Wine for seven Days together, are said to cure the Yellow Jaundice; for forty Days together in Hydromel, the Scia-

tica. They are likewise prescribed for Diffemperst of the Liver, Difficult of Urine, and as a Specific in Diffemperst of the Kidneys. They also help the Gripe. The Inhabitants of Heraclèa in Pontus used this Herb, as an Antidote for those who had drank the Decoction of Acanthum. Ground-pine is hot and dry, warming, strengthening of the Nerves, helps the Palsy, Gout, Sciatica, Rheumatism, Scoury, and Pains of the Limbs. It is a strong Diuretic, opens the Obstructions of the Womb, and powerfully promotes the Menstrues, in so much that it is forbidden to Wo
cen with Child, for fear of an Abortion; it is bitter and aromatic, and contains some oily volatile Salt, loaded with a great deal of Sulphur and Earth. For, by a Chymical Analysis, it yields several acid Liquors, a little urinous Spirit, and a great deal of Oil, but more Earth. It is no Wonder, then, if this Plant restores the ordinary Course of the Spirits, and Liquids in the Nerves, and Capillary Vessels; whence it is very good in Nervous Affections. It is diuretic, emmenagogue, and dissipates the Caufe of the Gout. Drink its Infusion in Wine, or make a Ptisan of it with Germander.

Chelidonium magis vulgare. Park. Theat. Chelidonium majus, Offic. Papaver corniculatum luteum Chelidonina Diæum, Rall Synop. Celandine, Celandine is bitter, acrid, and burning; but more especially the Root, which yields more of Orange co
toured Juice, than the other Parts of the Plant. It smells like rotten Eggs, which makes Some believe, that its Juice is Phagedenic, and something like the Liquor which results from the Mixture of the Solution of Sublimate, and Lime Water, or Milk which has boiled sometime with an acrid Salt. Taken inwardly it is very aperitive and cleansing, opens all
all the Obstructions of the Spleen and Liver, and is of good Service in the Jaundice and Scourvy. For the Dropfy Some infufe for twenty-four Hours one Ounce of the Root of Celandine, and half an Ounce of the Tincture of Steel, in a Pint of White-wine, and, draining the Infufion through a Linnen Cloth, give the Patient three Ounces of it twice a Day.

_Chelidonium minus._ The Ifer Celandine. _CheUdionium minus._ Office. _Scrophularia minor._ Two Celandinum minus vulgo dictum. J. B. Pile-Wort. This Herb is reckoned good for the Piles, to ease their Pains and Swellings, as also to stop their Bleeding, the Roots being taken inwardly, and outwardly applied in an Ointment made of the Leaves and Roots. Some greatly commend it for the Jaundice and Scourvy, but more especially that in the Mouth. It is reckoned a Strengthener of the Gums, and a great Preserver of the Teeth. It is also esteemed an excellent Remedy, either internally taken, or externally applied, for Hernias in Children.

_C h i n a._ Office. _China Radix._ C. B. Pin. _Chinae Radix._ Rait Hill. China-Root. This is a Root of a pale red Colour externally, but white within, of a farinacious, earthy, and somewhat astringent Taste, but without any Smell. It is supposed to be the Root of a certain Simile, called Lampion in China, where it grows plentifully. There is, also, in America, and New Spain, a Root nearly similar to this, which they call West-India China; but is inferior to that which comes from China, and the neighbouring Countries. This Root first began to acquire an uncommon Reputation in Europe, in the Time of Vesalius, which was about the Year 1535. The Decoction of the Root for the Venereal Diff.

ease became famous, and was prepared in the following Manner:

Take an Ounce of fresh China Root, cut into thin Slices, let them macerate for twenty-four Hours in six or eight Pints of tepid Spring-Water, which is to be boiled in a large earthen Pot close covered, over a slow Fire to the Consumption of a Third. Then drain the Decoction, and let it aside in a glass Vessel stopped, keeping it tepid for daily Use.

The Patient, being prepared by Purging and Bleeding, took ten or twelve Ounces of this Decoction every Day, early in the Morning, and composed himself in Bed well covered with Cloaths, to sweat for two or three Hours. After this, wiping off the Sweat, he was permitted to rise and walk about the Room, and after ten or twelve Days, if the Weather was mild, to walk Abroad, taking Care to keep himself warm. He was more indulged with respect to Diet, than if he had used a Decoction of Guaiacum. For he was allowed to eat Chickens, or Capons roasted or boiled, without any Salt. But he was wholly to abstain from Wine, and to use nothing for his ordinary Drink, but a warm Decoction of China Root. This Regimen was persifled in for four or five and twenty Days together, after which, the Cure was thought to be perfected. If the Patient was subject to be coltive, they added some Senna to the Decoction, or administered an emollient Clyster every other Day. What contributed greatly to raise the Character of the China Root was, its affording considerable Relief to the Emperor Charles V, when afflicted with the Gout, and

_C a c h é x y._
Cachexy. This Root, however, soon lost its high Reputation. For Vefa-
dius, in a Letter published in 1542, assures us, that Decoctions of China-
Root were far inferior to those of Guaiacum, for Excreences and Tu-
mors of the Bones, and for the Cure
of malignant Venereal Ulcers.  

Doctor Aboy informs us, that in Ven-
ereal Cases he could produce no happy Effects by Means of this Root.
It is by Some thought to be of Ser-
vice in the Gout, Sciatica, edema-
tous Tumors, King's Evil, Imbecil-
ity of the Stomach, Hemicranias,
and in Ulcers of the Bladder and
Kidneys.

Cicer Album, Offic. Cicer sativum
album, Park. Theat. Cicer arieti-
um, J. B. White Chiches. The
Cicer is a Kind of Pufle, fown in
Italy, France, and other warm Cli-
mates, from whence the Seed is
brought to us. They flower in June,
and the Fruit is ripe in July. They
are, also, cultivated in Gardens of
the Curious, and the Seeds are used
in Physic. The Decoction is said to
be good in a Jaundice, to destroy
Worms, to provoke the Mefes, and
to expel the Feoetus. In Cataplafms
they are esteemed efficacious in the
Cure of Tetters, Ringworms, and
Parotides, to difcuft Inflammations
of the Tefticles, and to confolidate
malignant Ulcers.

The Cicer Nigrum, and Rubrum
differ in nothing from the Album
but in the Colour of the Flower,
which is of a Purple Colour, and
the Fruit of a reddifh Brown.

Cicer Sylyvace, Offic. Cicer sylva-
cic majus, Park. Theat. Aftralagus
interus perennis, fyllica gemella, ro-
undo vervicam referente, Boerh. Ind.
A. Wild Chiches. They grow wild
in Fields, and in uncultivated Places
in Italy, and other Countries, and
flower in the Summer. The Seed is
used, which is of a heating, drying,
detervive, and aperient Qualify, and
agrees with the preceding Cicers in
Virtues.

Cicborius latifolium, fave Endivia
vulgaris, Boerh. Ind. A. Endivia
scolera, Inyhus, Offic. Inyhus fa-
tion latifolia, fave Endivia vulga-
ris. Endive. It grows in Gardens,
flowers in June, and when the Seed
is ripe the Root perifhes. Endive is
much used in Salads. It is cooling
and moistening, opening Obstruc-
tions of the Liver and Spleen, is ef-
ficacious against the Jaundice, pro-
vokes Urine, and greatly cools a
hot Stomach. Its Seed is one of the
Leffer cold Seeds.

Cicborius fylvefcre fave Officina-
rum, C. B. Cicborium agregifte fylve-
cre, Offic. Wild Succory. It grew
in Lances and Hedge Succory, and flow-
ers rather later than the Garden Suc-
cory. The Virtues of the Wild dif-
fer but little from thofe of the Gar-
den Succory. A Water, diffliffed from
the Flowers, is esteemed good in In-
flammations of the Eyes. The
Roots and Leaves are aperitive, diu-
retic, and cooling. They seem to
cool only by removing the too long
obstruded Humours of the Bowels.
They are prefcrib'd in Broths, Pil-
fans, Apozems, and Clyfers. The
Juice procures Expecoration in De-
fluxions of the Breaft. The Extract
has the fame Virtues, and purifies the
Blood. The fimple, or compound
Syrap, is a good Aperifive; espe-
ially if two Drams, or half an Ounce,
of Tincture of Steel be mixed with
an Ounce of it. The Conifer of
its Flowers is used on the fame Oc-
cafions, in aperitive Bolufes and E-
lectuaries. These Electuaries are of
great Service in the Cachexy, Drop-
y, and Hypochondriac Diforders,
Intemmitting Fevers, and troublefom-
Heats of the Lower Belly.

Cicborius, Ger. Garden Succory.
It is planted in Gardens, and flowers
in
Grains. Inflamme, cataplasm, and contained Cloth, scalded.

Flavors. Meals, napha, - put, Cinnamon. The Overers, Sides, Tumors. The Physicians of Zeilan use this distilled camphorated Water with Success, exhibiting a Spoonful of it at proper Intervals, as a Sudorific, in continual and malignant Fevers. They, also, mix it with common Water against Defluxions. Externally, it is applied with Linen Cloths, for diffusing edematous and watery Tumors. The Leaves of the Tree, in Distillation, yield an Oil, of a bitterish Taste, resembling Oil of Cloves, to which a little of the Oil of Cinnamon has been added. This is called Oleum Malabathri, and is celebrated as an instantaneous Remedy, against Pains of the Head and Stomach, and several other Disorders. The Oil of the Leaves, made by boiling them with common Oil, is, on account of its healing, anodyne, and resolvent Quality, highly recommended for Chirurgical Intentions, in the Composition of Liniments, for Inflammations, Cataplasm, and Glysters; as, also, in Colics, Gripes, Tympanies, and other windy and watery Tumors. From the Flowers is obtained by Distillation a fragrant Water; which when exhibited by Spoonfuls, at proper Intervals, corroborates the Stomach, and immediately alleviates Colic Pains, arising from Cold. A Conserve is, also, made of the Flowers, which is highly commended against Difeases arising from a cold Caufe. From the Kernels of the ripe Fruit is expressed an Oil, which in some measure resembles Suet, and is made up in Cakes. This is by the Indians used for several Disorders, both internally and externally. In the Shops, that Cinnamon is generally accounted best, which
which is lately gathered, of a yellow-
with Red externally, and internally
of a somewhat darker Colour; which
which is smooth, easily broken, of
a fragrant Scent, and pungent Taste.
That, which is small, is preferable to
the large Kind, and the long Pipes
are esteemed more valuable than the
short. Some adulterate it with the
Bark of the Caper-Bush, Tamarisk,
or the Caffia Lignea. But this Piece
of Fraud is easily detected. Baubine
expressly affirms, that whatever Vir-
tues the Antients ascribed to their
Cinnamomum and Caffia, justly be-
long to our Cinnamon; since it is of
an aromatic, stimulating, and cor-
rorative Quality. Hence it is
classed among the Stomachic and
Uterine Medicines, affords singular
Relief to Women afflicted with a
Lofs of Strength, a lax State of the
Fibres, or a Suppression of the Men-
res. Tho’ Cinnamon is an excellent
Cordial, and highly beneficial in Pal-
pitations of the Heart; yet it has, by
being too often used, been found to
bring on the same Disorder; in
which Case, Acids are the most ef-
fectual means of Relief. Tho’ it
highly proper, in some Disorders
incident to pregnant Women; yet
on those Occasions Etmuller justly
advises the cautious Use of it; be-
cause it powerfully irritates the Ute-
rus, to discharge and expel the
Fœcus. Of half an Ounce of the
best Cinnamon, infused in a clofe
stopped Vessel, with two Pints of
boiling Water, is prepared an highly
grateful Drink, which recommends
itself, not only on account of its
Smell and Taste, but, also, on ac-
count of its analeptic, stomachic,
and moderately astringent Quality in
Fluxes, as, also, in a Weakness of
the Heart, and Stomach. The hyp-
tic Quality of the Decotions of
Cinnamon is sufficiently evinced by
Doctor Hales, in his Statical Essays.
The Essentical Oil is yielded with the
Water, in Distillation, and sublides
to the Bottom, as being specifically
heavier. It is of an inflammatory
and corrosive Nature, whether ex-
ternally applied, or internally ex-
hibited. It is, by reason of its acid
and caustic Nature, highly celebra-
ted as an excellent Medicine in a
deep-seated Caries of the Bones.
Juncker, in his Conspicetus Therapie
Generalis, tells us, that distilled Oil
of Cinnamon is an excellent Medi-
cine, for stopping the Progress of
Mortifications. Tulpus, also, in Obs.
Med. informs us, that in order to
separate the various Parts of Bones,
he never knew a more effectual Me-
dicine, than Oil of Cinnamon, mixed
with Oil of Sublimate. Bobeaauze
informs us, that it is of a restora-
tive Quality, in Caffes where Strength
is impaired, in Women during Gefta-
tion, hard Labour, or after Delivery,
when there is no Inflammation nor
Rupture of the Vessels. He, also,
says, that it is good in Disorders of
the Uterus, arising from a cold and
mucous Phlegm. It may likewise be
added to Purgatives, not only with
an Intention to render them more
palatable, but, also, to prevent Fla-
tuencies and Gripe. It may, also,
be very properly added to Ointments
and Balms, not only for its fra-
grant Smell, but moreover on ac-
count of its resolvent, diffusent, and
heating Qualities. Six Drops of it
may be given in Substancce, either in
a poached Egg, sweet Wine, or Broth
prepared with Flesh, but more pro-
perly dropped upon Sugar. It is
used in the Aqua Cinnamomi; Aqua
Spiritus Opera Cinnamomi; Spiritus La-
vendulae compostus; Vinum Chaly-
beatum; Tinctura Thebaica; Tinctu-
ra Aromatic; Tinctura Cinnamomi;
Tinctura Japonica; Tinctura Stoma-
chica; Syrupus Cydoniorum; Syrupus
Scillitius; Syrups e Spina Cervina;
Confeptio Alkermes; Pulvis Ari com-
postus; Pulvis Bulo compostus fine
Opio;
Another Species of the Cinnamonum is called Caffia Lignea, Offic. Hern. Caffia Lignea, Officinarum, Park. Theat. Canella Malabarica & Javanfis, Jons Dendr. The Caffia Lignea Tree. This Bark of the Cinnamon-bearing Tree, produced in Malabar, Sumatra, Java, and the Philippine Islands, is brought into Europe, in small Pipes, like the Ceylonian Cinnamon, but is of a darker and more rufiy Colour, more hard and compact Texture, of a more languid Smell, of a sweet mucilaginous and less hot Tafte. That Sort of this Bark is reckoned best, which is small, of a purplish Colour, easily broken, fragrant, acrid, of a sweetish Tafte; because it then abounds with a volatile oleous Substance, and therefore operates less powerfully on the Human Body, and is greatly proper, where the Intention is only moderately to heat, open, resolve, and strengthen. It, also, obfunds the Acrimony of the Humours, by its mild and balsamick Mucilage. An Infufion of it is by some recommended in Diforders of the Throat, and is also faid to be beneficial in Diseafes of the Uterus. Its Virtues are the fame with thofe of the Ceylonian Cinnamon, tho’ somewhat weaker and les aromatic. It is rarely prefcribed by Physicins, in any other Preparations than thofe which come under the Denomination of Antidotes.

A third Species, is the Caffia Lignea communiis, Pharmacopoli, Caffia Lignea feca aromatica, C. B. Pin. Arbor canellifera Indica cortice accrimento, uficator seu mucilaginofo, qui Caffia Lignea, Officinarum, Breyn. Prod. The common Caffia Lignea. This Bark is somewhat thicker than Cinnamon, and is of a fainter Smell and Tafte, of a more reddish Colour, and harder Substance. It is brought from the Eafli Indies, and is frequent in the Shops.

Citrea. Of this there are two Species. The Citrea vulgaris, Tourn. Inft. Malus Citria, Offic. Malus Medica fove Citria, Park. Theat. The Citron Tree. And the Citrea, Medulla dulci. The fruit of this is principally used in Medicine. It is esteemed beneficial in Cafes, where mortal Poifons have been drank, and in order to sweeten the Breath. For if any one fqueezes the Juice of the Citron Peel into his Mouth, and fwallows it, after being boiled in Broth, or any other Liquor, it procures a sweet Breath. The dried and freh Citrons used before Meals are faid to refift all Poifons. Dioscorides says, that the Seeds of the Citron, drank in Wine, refift Poifon, render the Body soluble, procure a sweet Breath, and that they are principally used by Women, againft that Species of Diforders, called Malacia. Pliny tells us, that the Seeds, when exhibited in Vinegar, are good againft a Weakness of the Stomach. The Flowers of this Tree are preferred in Sugar, and ufed as a Sweetmeat, are of a cordial Nature, and generally prescribed in Electuaries. Gui Patius, a celebrated Physician, highly extolls this Fruit, gives it the Preference to some of the Shop Cordials, and affirms, that, in all malignant Diforders, putrid and pestifential Fevers, more infallible Relief is to be expected from a few Citrons, than from all the various Preparations of the Oriental Bezoar.

Citrullis, Offic. Citrullus foli Colocynthidi feto, femine negro qui busdam Anguria, J. B. Anguria fove Citrullus vulgaris, Park. Theat. Citrul, or Water Melon. It grows spontaneously
spontaneously in hot Climates, and though it is sown in more northern Countries, it never arrives at perfect Maturity. The fungous Pulp or Marrow is a grateful Aliment, not very nourishing, aqueous, but justly celebrated for its moistening, laxative, diuretic, and refrigerating Qualities. The Seeds are by Physicians classed among the Greater cold Seeds. They provoke Urine, but less powerfully than the Seeds of the Pompion. They are principally used in cooling Emulsions.

Cnicus silvestris, birifloris, fieve Cardus Benedictus, C. B. Pin. Cardus Benedictus, Offic. Cardus lu-
tenus, proculumus sudoriferus & ama-
rus, Hiff. Oxon. Holy Thistle. Pauli
after Casalpinus observes, that the
Head of this Herb is of a fragrant
Smell, resembling that of the Muf-
cadel Pear; but Casalpinus compar-
ed it to that of Mulk itself. This Chi-
cus is said to have been first imported
from the Indies, by way of Pretent
to the Emperor Frederick the Third;
at which Juneture it was highly cele-
brated, either used in Aliments or
Drinks, as an excellent Preservative a-
gainst that Species of Head-ach, call-
ed Hemicrania. It flowers in the Sum-
mer, and in the Autumn its Seeds be-
come ripe. Hoffman gives us the fol-
lowing Account of the Medicinal Vritues of this Plant: "Its Virtues
" are nearly the same with those of
" Wormwood. Decoctions of it, es-
" pecially in Wine, are of singular
" Efficacy, when the Patient is not
" feverish. It is less efficacious when
" exhibited in Powder, and the distill-
ed Water is much less so. It is
" highly extolled in all pititious
" Difforders of the Head, Hemicra-
" nias, Deafness, Vertigoes, Epilep-
" ries, Defluificous on the Breast,
" Dropfies, Quartan Fevers, and
" those of long standing, as thefe
" Difforders draw their Original from
" Obfitractions. It is, also, cele-
" brated as an excellent Medicine in
" Colics, Nephritick and Sciatric Pains,
" as it partly diffusses the peccant
" Matter, and partly derives it to
" the Urinary Passages. But its Ef-
" ficacy is principally celebrated in
" that formidable Distemper the
" Plague, against which it is used,
" both internally and externally. In-
" ternally it is exhibited, both with
" a preservative and curative Inten-
tention; since it powerfully excites
" a Diaphoresis. Externally it is ap-
piled, for breaking and opening
" Pestifential Buboes, with which
" Intention it is also applied to other
" Impoftumations. In the Opinion
" of the common People, a Wine
" prepared of it in the Autumn is
" little less than a Panacea, or uni-
" versal Remedy. It is preferable
" to the Wine in Wormwood, be-
" cause, in consequence of its ana-
" leptic Quality, it does not prove
" offensive to the Head, whilk, at
" the same time, it is equally, if
" not more, beneficial to the Sto-
mach; for it is proper both for
" Bilious and Pituitous Patients. As
" it is a powerful Astringent, it is
" used in stopping Hæmorrhages."

Cocklearia folio cubitadi, Tourn. Infinit. Raphanus sylvestris, Offic. Ra-
phanus sylvestris, feu Armoracia mut-
tis, J. B. Horfe Rhadifh. It grows
wild in several Places, near River
Sides, and is planted in Gardens for
the Sake of the Root, which is only
used. It is heating, drying, aper-
tive, and frequently used in Sauces
to create an Appetite. It is of great
Ufe against the Scurvy, Dropfly, and
Jaundice, and is often put into Diet-
Drinks for thofe Purposes. The exp-
ressed Juice, being suffered to pu-
trefy, affords an alkaline Salt, like
that of Urine, which is the Reason
why it is fo highly beneficial in the
Scurvy, arising from an acrid State of
the Fluids. In the other Kind of
Scurvy it is very pernicious, in which
Cat
Cafe I have known it to procure a Rupture of the Liver. But where there is a Defect of Heat, and a Coldness and Vicissitude of the Juices, it is very proper. In a Scurvy, attended with a hot Fever and a Putrefaction, it would destroy the Patient. So, also, in a Dropy, if it proceeds from a cold Cause, this Plant is proper to be used, otherwise not. This Root, taken in a large Quantity, excites Vomiting. The Juice, drank to the Quantity of two Ounces, is good for those who are afflicted with pituous Sordes in the Stomach, and if this be attended with Vomiting, it will be proper to drink plentifully of warm Water after taking the Doze. This Herb, in conjunction with Sorrel, makes an excellent antiscorbatic Medicine; but where its Acrimony is to be feared, it must be tempered with Milk, Whey, or Raisins. It is used for Gargarisms, in Putrefactions of the Gums, and yields a noble Spirit and Tincture. It is used externally in Sinapisms, and as an Ingredient in the Aqua Rhapiani composita.

Cochlearia folio subrotundo, C. B. Fin. Cochlearia Batavia, rotundifolia, hortensis. Offic. Cochlearia major rotundifolia, five Batavorum, Park. Theat. Garden Scurvy Grafs. It grows wild in several Parts of the North of England, by the Sea Side, but is very much cultivated in Gardens, and flowers in April. Scurvy Grafs, abounds with fine volatile Parts; and therefore the Herb infused, or the Juice expressed, is more prevalent than a Decoction, the volatile Part flying away in the Boiling. This is accounted a specific Remedy against the Scurvy, purifying the Juices of the Body from the bad Effects of the Distemper, and cleansing the Skin from Scabbs, Pimples, and foul Eruptions. It must be remembered, that these warm alcalieent Plants are only proper in an acid Scurvy, but that, in a putrid alcaline Scurvy, they are Poisons.

Cochlearia, folio sinuate, C. B. Pin. Cochlearia Britannica marina. Offic. Cochlearia Britannica folio sinuate, Hift. Oxon. Sea-Scurvy Grafs. It grows in salt Marshes, and particularly by the Thames Side, all the Way below Woolwich, and flowers rather later than the preceeding Species. In scorbatic Remedies, the Sea-Scurvy Grafs is often used, mixed with the Garden Sort. It wants the fine volatile Parts, and is not so efficacious; but as it abounds much more in saline Particles, it may with good Success be used with a Diuretic.

Coffee, Offic. Jasminum Arabianum, Casianae foliis, fono alto odoratissimo, eajus fructus Coffey in Officinis dicturus. Boerh. Ind. A. The Coffee-Tree. This is a low shrubby Tree or Bush, which grows in Arabia Felix. It is a Species of Jasmine. Coffee is esteemed efficacious for the Cure and Prevention of Comatous Diforders, arising from Phlegm, or a too viscid Blood; and by its Chylification and Sanguification increases the Quantity of the Animal Spirits, and repairs the Loss of them arising from preternatural Watchings. By its volatile Salts it removes Obstructions of the Brain, dries up its superfluous Moiture, and consequently restores a due Degree of Elasticity to its Membranes and Veifels. It is an infallible Secret for removing that Species of Head-ach, which, in consequence of a bad Digestion, ariifes some Hours after Dinner. Coffee, in general, seems more proper for Persons of Phlegmatic Constitutions, than for Patients of Choleric Habits. In most Diforders of the Head, such as a Cephalalgia, Vertigo, Lethargy, and Catarrh, when the Habit is phlethoric, the Constitution cold, the Blood aqueous, the Brain too miff, and the Motion of the Spirits too flow
flow and languid, Coffee is of great Advantage. On the contrary, those, who are lean, of a bilious or melancholic Constitution, whose Blood is acid or retorrid, whose Brain is hot, or whose Animal Spirits are stimulated to too brisk and irregular Motions, ought entirely to abstain from this Liquor. Hoffman, in his Diflertation de Remediis benigniorum Abruif, says, "No one will easily believe, that Coffee is prejudicial to his Health; since not only with the Turks, but with our Countrymen, Nothing is more common than to drink liberally of it, both Fasting and after Meals. Yet Proofs are not wanting to manifest the Consequences arising from a too frequent and immoderate Use of this Liquor, especially to weakly Persons, but more particularly Women, whose Nerves and Strength are considerably impaired by it; and either in Child-Birth, or on the Attack of a Difeafe, so considerable a Langour is brought on, that their Strength is hardly able to surmount the Symptoms with which they are afflicted." Stenzelius in his Toxicologia says, Coffee often proves a temporary Poison, when used too frequently, in too large Quantities, or promiscuously by Persons of every Constitution, especially in the Afternoon. For, by the Roasting, its feaLed from a too bnlk Liquor. All .mal It is a very strong Cathar- tic, and purges serous and phlegmatic Humours from the joints, and is therefore highly recommended in the Gout, and Rheumatic Pains in the Limbs.

Colocythis, Offic. Colocythis vulgaris, Park. Theat. Colocythis fructu rotundo minor, C. B. Pin. Colocynthis. The Pulp of this Fruit is bitter and purgative, but the Seeds have neither of these Qualities, in so great a Degree, except they have touched the Pulp; for then they become very bitter. Colocynthida, taken in a large Dole, is one of the most violent Purges now known. It not only brings away pure Blood, but produces violent Convulsions, Ulcers in the Intestines, and fatal Hyper-catharses. When the Pulp is taken in Substance, it sticks to the Coats of the Stomach and Intestines, and therefore it has been judged convenient to divide it as much as possible. Thus, being reduced to a fine Powder, it is made up into Lozenges, called Trochisci Abandal; but even these are hurtful to Persons of weak Abdominal Viscera. When it is thought proper to give it in Clysters, it ought to be boiled in a Linnen Bag, that no large Pieces of the Pulp may mix with the Decotion. These Clysters are often ordered in Apoplectic Cafes. Some say, that Colocynthida will purge Children, by being reduced to a Pate with Oxes Gall, and applied to the Navel.

Colocythis fructu rotundo major, C. B. Pin. Colocythis major rotunda, Park. Theat. The greater Colocynthida. This Plant is imported from the Levant, and is said to agree with the preceding in Virtues.

Contrayerva, Offic. Contrayerva Hispanorum five Drakena Radix. Park. Theat. Counterpoison. The Contrayerva Root was called Drakena by Clusius, because it was first imported into England in 1581 by Sir Francis Drake, on his having fi-
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nished his Voyage round the World. From its Smell and Taste, it seems to be composed of a moderate Portion of a volatile, oleous, and aromatic Principle, wrappt up in earthy Parts. Hence we may account for its aromatic Qualities, that is, those by which it stimulates, incides, attenuates, corroborates, refists Poison, and increases the Motion of the Humours. Hence it becomes proper in Cakes, where Perspiration is to be augmented, or the Body heated, and in FEVERS, in which Coldness is to be suprised, and the Causes of the disorders proceeding from the Intention of the Disease, the Heat, and the Vapours which offend the HEAD, and stops all Fluxes, that is, those and is only used to desroy and expel Worms from the Bowels, when reduced to Powder.

Corallina Album, Offic. Corallium album majus, Park. White Coral. It is found upon the Rocks, in the Tuscan and Sicilian Seas. It is good in all Fluxes, Cardialgies, and Disorders proceeding from an Acid.

Corallium rubrum, Offic. Corallium rubrum majus, Park. Red Coral. It grows in the Sea, and is found with the White, than which it is more used. It is drying, refrigerating, and astringent, sweetens the blood, frees the Stomach from acid Juices, greatly strengthens the Liver, and stops all Fluxes. This is an Ingredient in the Pulvis e Chelis Canerorum compostus.

Coriandrum, Offic. Coriandrum majus, Boerh. Ind. A. Coriander. It is fown in Fields, and flowers in June. The whole Plant, whilst green, has a nauseous ungrateful Smell; but the Seed, when dry, is of an agreeable Scent, and is ripe in July and August. The Seed is the only part in Use, and is esteemed stomachic, suppresses those Vapours which offend the Head, and produces Eruptiones, and is a good Corrector of Dractic Medicines. It is an Ingredient in the Aqua Calcis magica compostis, and the Eleciarium Lenitivum.

Cornus, Offic. Cornus Mat, Ger. Cornus fatua fove domestica, J. B. The Cornelian Cherry. It grows in Gardens, and flowers in March and April. The Fruit is the Part used, which is cooling, drying, and astringent, strengthens the Stomach, stops Fluxes and Looefenes, and is good in Fevers, especially when attended with a Diarrhea.

Corona folis Tabernamentani, E-
lem. Bot. Flos Solis, Offic. Sun-Flower. It is thought to be of the Number of the Vulnerary Plants, in consequence of the terebinthineaceous balsamic Liquor with which it abounds. Etnoller says, that the Seed Vessels, when the Seeds are almost ripe, if cut and boiled, afford a copious Gum, which, reduced into the Form of a Plaster, is a most singular Vulnerary. Cortex Winteranus, Offic. Cortex Winteranus, Cortex Megallanicus, Mont. Exot. Cortex Winteranus acris, fow Camella alta, J. B. Winter's Cinnamon. It grows in the Straits of Magellan; very plentifully. The Bark is resolvent, diuretic, and subastringent. For which Reason, it is successfully prescribed in Diforders of the Stomach, Crudities, Naufea, Diarrheas, excessive Vomiting, and Colics; as also, in the Declination of Intermittent Fevers, with a view to corroborate the Stomach. It is, also, said to be highly beneficial to Scorbatic Patients, and such as labour under Obstructions of the Viſcera, Caſhes, and Irregularities of the Menſes; but it neither cures quartan nor peteſtical Fevers, nor affords any conſiderable Relief to Paralytic Patients. The wild Cinnamon is not the true Cortex Winteranus, for which it is commonly fold in the Shops. But tho' they are the Barks of different Trees, growing in very diſtant Places, and, by their outward Appearance, seem quite different from each other, yet their Tafte is much the fame, and they may be used as a Succedaneum to each other, tho' the true is much to be valued above the false (which is now generally fold in the Shops) being far more aromatic. It is an Ingredient in the ſtufdem, dulcis Officinarum, Centauri, magni cognatus effusdem, Raî Hifl. Sweet and bitter Coitus. It is reckoned hot, dry, and comforting to the Head and Stomach. It helps Vertiginous Diforders, opens Obstructions of the Uterus, and procures the Catamenia. It is also esteemed a good Hepatic, and of Service in Obstructions of the Urinary Duets, and against the Colic, Droply, and Pally. It is an Ingredient in the Confititutio Paulina, Mithridatium, and Thériaeca Andromachi. According to Some there are three Species of Coitus in the Shops, viz. The Arabian, the Bitter, and the Straw. Hence Caupar Baumine and other Botanic Authors have divided it into four Species. But Bonitius rightly informs us, that it is one and the same Root, differing only either by Place, Age, or Corruption. García ab Horo, together with Ὀρφα and Cyfus, believe there is but one Species, who say that, when it is fresh, it is sweet and of a whitish Colour, but that, when it begins to corrupt by Age, it conſtrœs a Bitterneſs, and grows black.

Coitus Coriaria, Boerh. Ind. A. Coitus, Offic. Coccigia, fow Coitus putata, J. B. Venice or red Sumach. It is found in Italy, flowers in May, and the Fruit is ripe in August. The Fruit is thought to be extremely drying and aſtringent. Gargarifms are prepared of a Decoction of the Leaves, which are good for Ulcers of the Mouth and Tongue, and are used against Relaxations of the Uvula, and Glands in the Fauces. The Fruit is particularly serviceable, in Ulcers of the Fauces and Pudenda, and restrains Diarrheas, and a too copious Diſcharge of the Menſes. According to Matthiola: the Leaves dried and powdered, and then sprinkled on the Belly, after anointing it with Vinegar of Roıfs, stop any Flux of the Belly.

Coyledon major, C. B. Boerh. Ind. As Umbilicus Veneris, Offic. Navel-
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wart. It grows upon old Stone-Walls and Buildings in England, and flowers in May. The Leaves are the only Part used, which are gently cooling, moistening, refrigerating, and afflicting. They are useful in hot Distempers of the Liver, provoke Urine, and take off the Heat and Sharpness thereof. The Juice outwardly applied helps the Shingles, and St. Anthony's Fire, the Pain and Inflammations of the Piles, and is likewise useful in Kibes and Chilblains.

Critolum, fove fenniculum manitii-mum weus, Boerh. Ind. A Critolum fenniculum maritimum herba Sancti Petri, Offic. Samphire. The whole Plant has a warm aromatic Smell and Taste, growing upon the Rocks by the Sea-side in many Places in England. It strengthens the Stomach, procures an Appetite, provokes Urine, opens Obstructions; is good for the Jaundice, and is extolled as a Dissolver of the Stone and Promoter of the Menes.

Crocus Sativus; C. B. Pin. Boerh. Ind. Alt. Creosi; Offic. Ger. Saffron. This is a Simple so well known that no Description of it seems necessary. Hoffman in Diftert. de Remed. Domest. Usit. informs us, that Saffron, in consequence of its mild, atodyne, and vaporous Sulphur, is excellently calculated for alleviating Pains and Spasms, and that, by Means of its acid and volatile Salt, it contributes to open and remove Obstructions: Newman deduces the Narcotic Virtue of Saffron, from its highly attenuated, rarified, and vaporous oleous Parts. Lord Bacon advises Saffron to be mixed with Medicines, intended to prevent the Effects of old Age. For, continues he, Saffron conveys Medicines to the Heart, cures its Palpitation, prevents Melancholy and Uneasiness, revives the Brain, renders the Mind cheerful, and generates Boldness. Boerhaave, in his Chymistry, calls Saffron a true and genuine Rouler of the Animal Spirits: because it is perfused of aromatic, stimulating, and heating Qualities, and is therefore discutient, resolvent, aperient, and corroboration. It is by Some successfully exhibited in order to purge the Lungs from viscid Phlegm, Camerarinius, in his Hortus Medicus, affirms, that it is so beneficial in Distorders of the Thorax, that Some give a Scruple and a Half of it, with Half a Grain of Mus, to be drank in warm Wine for curing Asthmas. He also affirms, that it greatly contributes to remove the effects of a Perpiration obstructed by Cold. In the Cure of a Dyfentery, Saffron acquired a great Reputation after Boutius affirmed, that no more efficacious Remedy could be found; and that the Extract of Saffron was the most genuine Antidote in this Disorder; tho' of the most obfinate and virulent Kind. Baudine, from Matthiolus, informs us, that Children who continually cry, are weak, and discharge fabulous Concretions in their Urine, are greatly relieved by a little Saffron, exhibited with Milk; Lord Bacon informs us, that a certain Gentleman, who used to be excessively sick at Sea, had his Nausea prevented by wearing a Bag of Saffron on the Region of his Stomach. Externally, it is commended as an excellent Ingredient in Medicines calculated for Distorders of the Eyes. According to Baudine, Saffron mixed with Milk, Oil of Roses, and a little Smallage, alleviates the intense Pains of a Gout, arising from a hot Cauta. In Arthritic Pains and ati Erythelias, a linen Cloth impregnated with Saffron is said to be a divine Remedy. Etmuller informs us, that Spirit of Wine impregnated with Saffron, and applied with a linen Cloth to the Toes and Fingers, when injured by the Cold, that a Gangrene is apprehended, is an excellent Re-
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Med. Facult. classifies Saffron among these Substances, which, when liberally used, either destroy the Patient's Reas, or procure his Death. Besides, Geoffroy, Borelli, Friccius, Ama
tus Lusitanus, Celsar Hoffman, Simon Pauli, and other Practical Au-
thors, furnish us with Instances, in which Saffron has produced Death,
Deliriums, or immoderate Discharges of the Menses, as to prove mortal,
and other very terrible Symptoms. So that as the moderate Use of Saff
ron is highly beneficial in several Disfes, it is equally obvious, that
when exhibited unreasonably, in too large Doses, or for too long a time,
it proves highly prejudicial to Health. For this Reason, Boerhaave placed
it among the Narcotic Poisons, and its Antidotes are aqueous, oleous,
acidulated Vomits, and such as have Honey for an Ingredient. It is also
obvious, that Saffron is better adapted to those of cold and leucophleg-
matic, than those of hot and bilious, Constitutions. With respect to the
Dose of Saffron, Authors are by no Means agreed. Since, as Geoffroy
observes, Some affirm, that Half a Scruple, Others one and an Half, may
be safely administered internally. According to Bismuller, the Inhabitants of
Poland are so accustomed to the Use of Saffron, that they often mix an Ounce
of it with their Aliments. But this is purely owing to the Force of Cus-
tom, the Power of which is sufficiently obvious, from those, who gradually
habituating themselves to Opium, can at last bear a Quantity, which
would have at first proved infallibly mortal. But, upon the Whole, it
seems that Saffron may be safely pre-
scribed in Substance, from Half a
Scruple to a whole Scruple, or even
Half a Dram; tho' the largest Dose,
for such as are not accustomed to it,
ought not to exceed Half a Scruple.
It is an Ingredient in the Vinum Alor-
ticum Alkalinum, Vinum Croceum ;
Tincura
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Tintura Rhabarbari; Tintura Rhabarbari spiritosis; Elixir Aloes; Syrupus Croceus; Pilulae Rais; Pilulae et Styrace; Confection Cardiaca; Mitridatium; and the Tiberiana Auremachi.

Cubææ, Offic. Arbor baccifera Brasiliensis, fructu piper recipiente, Rau Hift. Arbor Bijnaagaraica Myrist ampliobus folis, per sectitatem nigris, Cubææ sapone, Pluk. Almag. Cubebae. They are brought to us. The Plant grows in great Quantities, in the Islands of Malta and Sicily, from whence it is brought to us. The Seed is the only Part in Use, and is one of the four Greater hot Seeds. It is of a very warming Quality, and powerfully expels Wind from the Stomach and Bowels. For which Purpohe, it is often exhibited in Clysiers, as also, sometimes in Powder mixed with Wine. Externally applied, it is very efficacious in removing Pains of the Breast, Sides, or Bowels. This is an Ingredient in the Oleum Cuminum; Mel Soluticum; Emplastrum et Cuminum; and Cataplasma et Cynitun, of the last London Pharmacopoeia.

Curcumæ, Offic. Crocus Indicus, Arabinus Curcum, Officinis nostris, radix Curcumæ dicta, Bon. Cuminum es radice coccæ sole Curcumæ officinaria, Boerh. Ind. A. Turmeric. It grows in the East Indies, from whence it is brought to us. Of this Plant there are two Species, the Long and Round; but the first is best. Its Virtues are said to be abistergent, at tenuating, opening, and difcvent. It provokes the Menfes, facilitates Delivery, opens all Obstructions of the Inteines, provokes Urine, expels the Stone, and is a Specific in all Ileric, Dropical, and cachetic Disorders.

Cufcuta, Offic. Park. Theat. Cufcuta major, C. B. Pin. Raui Synop. Tourn. Inf. Cufcutæ fvee Cufcuta, J. B. Dodder. This Herb grows in Thickets, and is said to be excellent against Disorders of the Liver and Spleen. It is also abistergent, fubatergent, and aperient. It corrects melancholic Humours, and is benefial in the Ith and Black Jaundice.
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Plant is used. It gently purges melancholic and serous Humours. It is principally used in the Itch, Ulcers, melancholic Disorders, and Obstructions of the Hypochondria and Spleen. Tournefort informs us, that the Species, brought from the Levants under the Name of Venetian Dodder, does not purge, but is rather aperient and stomachic.

Cyonidia thus distinguished: Malus Cydonia, Satonia, Offic. Malus Cydonia, Boerh. Ind. Alt. The Quince-tree. This is cultivated in Gardens and green Houses, and flowers in April. The Fruit and Seeds are used, the former being stomachic, refrigerating, drying, and astringent. They are principally used in Vomiting, Fluxes, Hiccups, and Relaxations of the Stomach. The Seeds are cooling, and moistening, and by their Mucilage correct and obtund Acrimony.

Cynoglossum, Offic. Cynoglossum, Raill. Synop. Cynoglossum majus vulgaris, C. B. Pin. Tourn. Infl. Houndstongue. This grows on the Road sides and flowers in June. The Root and Leaves are used, and are of a refrigerating, and drying Nature. They are recommended for dropping Fluxes, Gonorrhæas, Catarrhys, and Haemorrhages. They cure scrophulous and strumous Disorders, and are serviceable to Wounds and Ulcers of all Kinds. Some, also, ascribe a Narcotic Quality to this Plant. But Dr. Fuller says, he could never discover any such Virtue in it. This Plant, when subjected to a Chemical Analysis, gives strong Indications of an acrid Salt and Sulphur. Thus the Root of it is proper to stop all Sorts of Defects, and to correct acrid Humors. The Leaves of the Plant are vulnerary and deterre.

Cyperus longus, Offic. Ger. Cyperus odoratus radice longa fove. Cyperus Officinarum, C. B. Pin. Boerh. Ind. Alt. Long-rooted Cyperus. It grows Dispensatory. Book III. in marshy Places, but is very rarely to be met with. The Root is used, and is said to be stomachic and ute
rine. It is principally recommended for exciting a Discharge of Urine, and the Menstrues, for constringing the Crudities in the Stomach, curing a begun Dropsey, removing the Colic, and Vertigo, and for rendering the Breath Sweet.

Cyperus rotundus, Offic. Cyperus rotundus orientalis maior, C. B. Pin. Round-rooted Cyperus. This is brought to us from Egypt, and its Root is used for the same Purposes with the former.

Cyperus mas et frutina Plantii, Tourn. Infl. Boerh. Ind. Alt. The Cystems Tree. This is cultivated in Gardens. The Wood, Tops, and Nuts are used. The Wood is refrigerating, drying, and astringent. The Tops and Nuts are moderately heating, drying, and highly astringent. For which Reason they are principally recommended in Spittings of Blood, Diarrhæas, Dyfenteries, and involuntary Discharges of Urine. They are, also, used both internally and externally in curing Hernias.

Cytis-0-genista Scoparia vulgaris, Sore ince, Boerh. Ind. Alt. Genista, Offic. Ger. Genista vulgaris et Scoparia, Park. Theat. Common Broom. This grows in Fields and Commons, and flowers in April and May. The Flowers and Stalks are used, and are said to be aperient, and de-obtruent. They provoke Urine, and infused in common Drink are good for the Dropsey. The Flowers, pickled with Salt and Vinegar, are esteemed wholesome for the Stomach, and good against Diseases of the Spleen and Liver. This Plant is accounted excellent in a Dropsey.

Gardens, and flowers in Summer. The Leaves are only used, and are said to refrigerate, and discusses Tumors; and a Decoction of them is recommended for provoking Urine. Though ancient Authors mention but one Species of the Cytisus, and that but very imperfectly, yet more modern Botanists have found several Plants to which they give that Name, tho' this Plant may more justly than any other assume the Name of the Cytisus of Dioscorides. Volckamers says, that it is at this Time in daily Use among the Turks; so that if it is not a Native of that Country, it is certainly well known to the Inhabitants.

Daucus, Carrot. Of this there are various Species, three of which are only used in Medicine. The first of these is Daucus vulgaris, or Wild Carrot, which is thus distinguished by Botanists. Daucus vulgaris, Boerhaav. Ind. Alt. Patisanac Sylvesteri tenusfolia Dioscoridis, vel Daucus officinarum, C. B. Pin. The Seed infused in Ale is esteemed no despicable Diuretic, and excellent to prevent the Stone, and alleviate its more violent Fits. It also expels Gravel and provokes Urine, and the Menstrual, nor is it less beneficial in all Uterine and Hysteric Disorders. Helmont says, that he was acquainted with a Lawyer, who every fifteen Days was troubled with a Fit of the Stone, and was for several Years freed from the Racks of that violent Disorder, only by an Infusion of two Drains of this Seed in some clear Malt Liquor. An Infusion of two Drains of this Seed in White Wine, drunk, cures Hysteric Paroxysms. Tagogis, as well as several others, highly recommended the small Purple Flowers which grow in the Middle of the Umbels, as an infallible Antidote against an Epilepsy.

The second Species used is the Daucus sativus, radices attrorubente Patisanac, tenusfolia, sativa, radices aterrubentes, C. B. P. Patisia sativa, sove Carya rubra, J. B. Dark red-rooted Garden Carrot. The Virtues of the Seeds and Herbs differ nothing at all from those of the Daucus officinarum. By Schroeder they are esteemed a Specific in Hysteric Fits. The Roots are frequently used in Food, tho' they are flatulent. They are thought to render the Body soluble and contribute to the Cure of a Cough. Quercetan affirms, that Half a Dram of the Seeds of white Carrot, dried, reduced to a Powder, and exhibited with Baun Water, is a Specific against Hysteric Fits.

The third Species is the Daucus Mantzus Lucidus, T. Gynidisfolio Charophillii, C. B. P. Boerh. Ind. Alt. In the History of Plants ascribed to Boerhaave, we are informed, that the Root is much celebrated for its Efficacy against the Stone and Nephritic Disorders, and for provoking the Menstrual; that the Seeds, gathered in a proper Season, are possessed of a certain Acrimony, and, when infused in Beer, are highly beneficial in the aforementioned Disorders. Empirics rap the Root, and boil the Saplings in Milk which they sweeten with Honey, and exhibit in all Disorders of the Breast, and in Quinsey. They also order it externally, to hinder Ulcers from contracting a Cyst. They give it in Child-bed Pains, Colics, and Stranguries.

Dens Caninus, Offic. Dens Canis latorirotundaque folio, C. B. P. Railt Hift. Dogs-tooth Violet. This is found at the Feet of some Mountains, and Flowers in April. The Root, which is the only Part used, mitigates Colic Pains, is beneficial to Epileptic Children, expells Worms, and nourishes the Body.

Dens Leonis, Taraxacum, Offic. Dens Leonis latori folio, Tourn. Infl. Boerh. Ind. Alt. Dandelion. This is found every where in Gardens and Pasture.
Pasture Grounds. It flowers thro' the whole Summer. The Root and Leaves are used, and agree in Virtues with Endive, tho' they operate more powerfully. It is principally prescribed in putrid and invertebrate Fevers, as also in a Phthisis, Consump- tion, Scurvy, and Cachexy.

Dentaria, Offic. Ind. Med. Dentaria beptaphyllos, C. B. Pin. Rait Hist. Tooth-wort. This is frequently to be found in the Gardens of Botanists, flowers in April, and is thought to be of a drying and astringent Nature.

Dittany, Dittany. Of this there are two Species; The first of which is the Dittany Cretica, Offic. C. B. P. Park. Theat. Boerh. Ind. A. Dittany of Crete, or Candy. The true Dittany grows chiefly in the Island of Crete, or Candy, and flowers in June, the Leaves being only used. Geoffrey informs us, that the Leaves have always been looked upon as an excellent Vulnerary, a powerful Cordial, as also an Emmenagogue, and Diuretic. The Herb applied draws out Splinters from the Soles of the Feet, or any other Parts of the Body, and is good against Pains of the Spleen by diminishing that Part. The Juice instilled into venomous Wounds or Bites, and drank at the same time, is a present Remedy. It is cordial, alexipharmac, uterine, cephalic, and kills Worms in the Body. It is an ingredient in the Pulvis et Myrrha Compositus, Species et Scorpio Fine Opio, Mitridatum, et Theriaea Andromachi.

Digitalis, Offic. Digitalis purpurea, Folio afpero, C. B. Pin. Digitalis vulgaris purpurea, Park. Theat. Fox-Glove. It grows in Woods and Hedges and flowers in June. This Plant is emetic and vulnerary and agrees in Virtues with the Pilewort. The Ointment of Fox-Glove is very resolvent, and the Decoction of it purges very powerfully both upwards and downwards.
which only differ in being more or less pure. The Curious generally take the Dragons-Blood of the Moderns, for the Cinnabar of Dioscorides. This Gum is a powerful Drier, Astringent, and Repelling; but is principally used externally, for drying up Defluxions, stopping Hemorrhages, conglutinating Wounds, and fatten-
ing loose Teeth. The late Helvetius melted it with powdered Alum, and then made them into Pills, for stopping Diarrhoeas, Hemorrhages, and the like; but the Patient ought to be prepared, by Bleeding, and other proper Management.

_Dracontium_, Offic. Dracontium majus, Ger. Raii. Hist. Dracunculus polyphyllus, C. B. Pin. Boerh. Ind. Alt. Dragons-Blood. This is cultivated in Gardens. The Herb and its Root are used, and are said to be alexipharmic, and sudorific. They are principally recommended in the Plague, malignant Fevers, and the Bites of venomous Animals.

_Dracunculus major_, Offic. _Dracontalis Bisfortis folio_, C. B. Pin. Great Dragons. This grows spontaneously in Virginia. Its Root is heating, drying, and beneficial against Orthopneas, Ruptures, Convulsions, Coughs, and Defluxions.

_Ebenus Ethiopian_, Offic. _Palma Americana spinosa_, C. B. Pin. Raii Hist. The Macow or Ebony Tree. What we have grown in America, and is from thence brought to us. The Part only in Ufe is the Heart or Medullary Substance of the Wood, which is black and extremely hard, and was by the Antients accounted good for the Eyes. The Powder of it, according to Pliny, is esteemed a Specific for the Eyes, and the Wood triturated with _Paffum_ is said to cure Dimnes of Sight. Zacetus Lusitanus says, it is of Service in flatulent Convulsions. Ebony, according to Dioscorides, has a detersive Virtue, in cleaning the Pupil of the Eye from whatever darkens the Sight; and is good for inveterate Rheums and Pustules in the Eyes. If it is used instead of a Stone in Triturations for preparing of Collyria, these Medicines will have the better Effect.

An excellent Ingredient in Collyria is prepared of the Dust or Shavings of Ebony macerated a Day, and a Night in Chian Wine, and then carefully triturated. They burn it also according to Dioscorides in a crude and unbaked earthen Pot, till it is reduced to Coals, and then wash it in the same Manner as burnt Lead. When thus prepared, it is very effectual in dry and scurfy Ophthalmies.

_Elaterium_, Offic. _Cucumis Sylvestris_, afbinus difius, Boerh. Ind. Alt. Cucumis Sylvestris from afbinus, Raii Hist. Wild Cucumber. This Plant is one of the most drafic Hydrogues in all the Materia Medica. For the Elaterium of the Shops is no more than a certain Preparation of its expressed Juice. In order to render the Preparations from this Plant more mild and gentle, Mr. Boulduc has been at incredible Pains; and in the Course of his Experiments found, that this Plant has scarcely any sulphurous Principles; because Brandy and Spirit of Wine hardly act upon it at all; and because the Principles they draw from it are only Salts dissolved, and carried off not by the Sulphur of those Ménstruums, but by the Phlegm they always retain. The wild Cucumber, then, only contains saline Parts, in which its Virtues consist. And, as it is a strong Purgative, we may from this Circumstance conclude, that Salts are as properly Purgatives as Sulphurs; tho' this Quality is not so generally ascribed to the former as to the latter. But after an incredible Number of Experiments, sometimes on one and sometimes on another Part of this Plant, Mr. Boulduc found, that an Extract from its dried Root was the best
best Preparation he could obtain from it, since it was at once a mild and powerful Hydragogue. The Dose is from twenty-four to thirty Grains, along with a few Grains of Mechocan or Rhubarb, andSalt of Wormwood incorporated with Extract of Juniper. The same Author dried the wild Cucumber very well, and reduced it together with its Seeds to a Powder, which he found a very good Hydragogue. There are two sorts of Elaterium mentioned by the Antients, That of Theophrastus, which is green, and in all Probability made of the inner Substance of the Pulp of the Fruit, and that of Dioscorides, made only of the thin and waterish Parts, which is white, and for that Reason accounted best by him and Mesue. The Green is not half so strong, in promoting any Evacuations, either by Vomit or Stool, as the White; one Grain of which, dissolved in any Liquor, operates very powerfully on People of weak Constitutions. This Medicine forcibly eliminates aqueous and vivid Humours, collected about the Joints. The Juice of the Root produces the same Effect, and is, therefore, properly used in Clysters, or laid as a Poultice to the Parts affected, in Sciatric Pains. This Juice, also, when boiled with Wormwood, in Water and Oil, cures inveterate Megrimns, if the Temples are frequently bathed with it, and some of the Leaves and Roots beaten together, and applied to them as a Poultice. When this Juice of the Root is injected into the Nostrils with Milk, it is said to produce the same Effect; when mixed with Goat's Dung, and applied by way of Plaster to any Tumors or hard Swellings, it is said powerfully to dissolve them. According to Mesue, the Juice not only of the Fruit, but also of the Root, or a Decotion of either, if drank, affords Relief in the Dropisy, Jaundice, and all Obstructions of the Liver and Spleen. Dioscorides, for the Cure of a Dropisy, orders Half a Pound of the Roots to be bruised, and put into three Quarters of a Pint of strong Wine, three Ounces of which, are to be exhibited for three or four Days, till the Dropisy is removed, which it carries off without creating any Unaeasiness to the Stomach. According to Cæsar Duran- tes, a few Grains of Elaterium, mixed with Conserve of Roses, will produce the same Effect. The Roots, boiled, or steeped in Vinegar, cures the Morphew, and removes Specks and Freckles. The Powder of the dried Root, according to Dioscorides, cleanseth the Skin of the Face from all Scurf, and the unseemly Remains of Scars. The Juice of the Leaves, dropt into the Ears, removes Pains, Noise, and Deafness. In the Shops, the Root of the wild Cucumber is generally used as a Succedaneum, for that of the Colgoquintida, or bitter Apple; since the latter is not so easily obtained as the former. Mr. Soam informs us, that a certain Empiric used to give two Pills, of the Size of Chiches, compounded of wheaten Meal, and the Juice of the wild Cucumber, to Patients labouring under a Dropisy. After this, with a Lotion for the Legs, made of a Decotion of the Stalks, he drew the Matter downwards, and then gave another Dose of his Pills, and by this Means performed many Cures.

Elemi. A Gum bearing the same Name, and produced by a Tree thus distinguished. Arbor Brasiliensis; Gummi Elemi simile fundens, foliis pin- natis, floreis verticillatis, fructu O- liveae figura & magnitudine, Raul Hfitt. The Gum-Elemi Tree. This Gum heats, mollifies, digests, resolves, matures, alleviates Pain, and is beneficial in Disorders and Wounds of the Head and Nerves; and, in particular, it is a Specific for Wounds of the Cranium. It is, also, good for Contus-
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heating, drying, attenuating, aperient, help to expel phlegm from the Lungs, and are good against an habitual Cough. Riverius recommends a Decoction of it in Wine, against a Colic.

Eupatorium Cannabis, C. B. Pin. Eupatorium Avicennæ, Eupatorium Cannabis, Offic. Eupatorium Cannabinum vulgare folis trifidis profunde dentatis. Hemp Agrimony. It grows by the Sides of Rivers, and flowers in July. The Herb is hepatic and vulnerary, and principally used in a Cachexy, Catarrh, and Cough; it is likewise efficacious in a Stoppage of the Urine and Menses. According to Schröder, externally applied, it is one of the most noble Veneraries, and the Root purges, like White Hellebore, according to Goffner.

Euphorbiun, Offic. Euphorbiun suevum Antiquorum, Raii Hift. Boerh. Ind. Alt. The Euphorbiun Tree. It grows in the East-Indies. The Part in Use is the Juice, which is called Euphorbiun, and is a gummous and resinous Substance, which most powerfully purges, and expels all serous and watry humours from the Body, but must not be given to Dropical Patients unless such as are of a very strong Constitution. It is with good Success applied externally in a Caries of the Bones; but great Care must be taken never to apply it to Ulcers of the Fæces, Nose, Palate, or Tongue. Applied to the Nose it provokes Sneezeing.

Euphorbiun, Officinalium C. B. P. Boerh. Ind. A. Euphorbiun vulgaris, Park. Eye-Bright. It grows in Meadows, and flowers in July. The Herb is Ophthalmic and Cephalic, and principally used in all Disorders of the Eyes, and a decayed Memory.

Faba, Offic. Faba Bona major, Hift. Ox. Faba florid candida, lituris nigris confpicio, Tourn. Infl. Garden Beans. They are sowed in great Numbers
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bers in our Gardens for the Use of the Kitchens. The Flowers, Pods, and Beans are used. Externally applied they remove Freckles and other Cutaneous Disorders. The Water of the Pods is given to mitigate the Gripes in Children.

Faba Ægyptia, Offic. Faba Ægyptia Dioecoridis & Theophrasti cujus radix Colocasfia dicebatur, Park. Theat. Nymphæa glandifera India paludibus gaudens, foliis umbilicatis, pediculis spinosis, flore roseo purpureo, et flore albo, Pluk. Almag. Ægyptian Bean. It grows in Ægypt. The Root is only used, which has an astringent Faculty, is good for the Stomach, and is very efficacious in Dysenteries, and the Cœliac Passion. The Root triturated, and mixed with Sugar in the Form of a Conserve, is efficaciously exhibited in the Haemorrhoids. The extracted Juice of the Flowers stops an immoderate Flux of the Menstruals.

Fagus, C. B. Pin. Boerh. Ind. A. Fagus Latinorum Oxyca Grandorum, J. B. The Beech-Tree. It grows frequently in Woods and Hedges in the Southern Parts of England, tho' Cæsar in his Commentaries denies it to be of English Growth. The Maff is in Ufe, and has the fame Properties and Virtues, which the Chelnut is possessed of. Its Fruit and Seeds expel the Gravel and Mucus from the Kidneys. The Water found in the Clefts of old Beech-Trees, as Tragacanth, cures Scabs, Itch, Tettters, and all other Cutaneous Irritations. The fresh Leaves of the Beech, bruised and applied hot to Tumours, diffuses them, and corroborates the Limbs when affected with Numbness. Chewed, they are an excellent Remedy for Disorders of the Lips and Gums.


Ferula Africana, Galbanifera frutescens Myrrbidis folio, C. Comm. Hort. Amft. Another Galbanum Plant. This Plant, as well as the former, being wounded emits a milky Juice, which concretes into a Substance in every respect resembling Galbanum.

Ferula Galbanifera, J. B. Ferula latiore folio, Park. Theat. Ferulago latiore folio, C. B. Pin. Small Fen–nel Giant. It grows in most Phytic Gardens. Lobelius says, that it was first produced from a Seed found in the Tears of Galbanum at Antwerp.

Ferula, Offic. Ferula major feu femina Plinii, Hift. Oxon. Fennel Giant. It grows in Physick Gardens and flowers in June. The Parts used in Medicine, are the Medullary Substance of the Stalks, the Seed, and Juice or Gum called Sagapenum in the Shops. The Pith of the green Ferula drank is good for Spitting of Blood, and helps those that labour under the Cœliac Passion, stops Eruptions of Blood, and eases the Head-ach. The Seed drank relieves the Gripes, the Stalks which are commonly pickled, eaten as Food, produce a Head-ach.

Ficus, Offic. Ficus vulgaris, Park. Theat. Ficus communis, Boerh. Ind. The Fig-tree. It grows frequently in Gardens and Orchards in hot Climates. The Fruit is used both green and dried. It is both moistening and pulmonary, good for Coughs, cures the Gravel in the Kidneys or Bladder, and resists Poison. Figs are of singular Use in the Small Pox and Measles, being maturing, emollient, and drawing, whence they are efficacious against all Pestifential Buboes.
garis, an Molon Plinii? C. B. Pin. Boerh. Ind. A. Dropwort. It grows in Fields and Meadows, and flowers in June. The Root and Herb are both used. The Plant is diuretic, and of Service when a tartarous Mucilage affects the Lungs, Reins, and Joints; and in a flatulent Colic, Fluor Albus, or too copious Fluxes of the Locosis. Tabernaemontanus greatly commends the Powder and Juice against an Epilepsy; and Boerhaava advises the Leaves infused or boiled against a Jaundice.

Filix non ramosa dentata, C. B. Pin. Boerh. Ind. A. Filix Mas, Offic. Common Male Fern. It grows in Hedges and thady Lanes. The Root is only used, and has the same Virtues as the Osmund Royal, for which it is often sold by the Herb-women. It is thought to be hurtful to the Female Sex, and to cause Abortion. It has a peculiar Efficacy against the Rickets, expels Worms, and the Stone, and relieves those who labour under a Swelling of the Spleen.

Filix femina, Offic. Filix ramosa major pinnuli obtusii, non dentatis, C. B. Filix ramosa repens vulgarissima, Hift. Oxon. Female Fern, or common Brakes. It grows very frequent upon Commons and Heaths. The Root is used, which is deemed anti-spleenetic, astringent, and opening. It is chiefly used in Obstructions of the Bowels, as also of the Spleen and Uterus; outwardly applied it is reckoned good for Burns. The distilled Water of this Plant is esteemed a specific Remedy against Worms, especially those of the flat kind.

Flos Jalis, Offic. Ralii Hift. Chrysanthemum Indicum maximum, annuum, non ramosum, Hift. Oxon. Helennium Indicum maximum, C. B. Sun-Flower. This is cultivated in Gardens, and flowers in August. The Seeds are accounted pectoral, and good for extinguishing excessive Heat, but when eaten plentifully excite a Pain of the Head. This Plant is also said to be a Vulnerary.

Foeniculum, vulgare, Germanicum, Boerh. Ind. Alt. Foeniculum, Offic. Foeniculum vulgare, Ralii Hift. Fen nel. Tho' this Plant grows spontaneously in some Places on the Sea-Coast, as also at Woolwich and Gravesend, yet it is most generally cultivated in Gardens, and flowers in June. The Leaves, Root, and Seeds are used. The Root is one of the five Aperient Roots, and the Seeds are classed among the great Carminative Seeds. Simon Pauli informs us, that in putrid Fevers, attended with Malignity, there is no Plant more aperient and sudorific, than Fennel; whence nothing is more proper in the Small-Pox, and Measles, than a Decoction of the Herb, or of its Seeds, or Roots. Distilled Fennel-water dropped into the Eyes is, by several Authors, said to be an excellent Preferver and Restorer of the Sight. The Seeds corroborate the Stomach, cure a Naushea, and Leaching of Food, and are an excellent Carminative. These Seeds are also possessed of an alexipharmic Quality, and, when mixed with other Pectorals, afford singular Relief in an Athlma. The Roots provoke the Menstrues, and Urine, are supposed to open Obstructions of the Liver and Spleen, and to cure the Jaundice.

Foeniculum dulce, Offic. C. B. Boerh. Ind. Alt. Foeniculum dulce, majori et albo femine, Tourn. Inf. Sweet Fennel. This is imported from Germany. The Seeds are used, and are possessed of the same Virtues with those of the former. This is the Species of Fennel referred to in the last College Dispensatory, in which a Simple Water is ordered to be drawn from it; and it is an Ingredient in the Aqua Juniperi Composita; Decoet. Common, pro Clyst. o Oxymel ex alio, Mitridate, and the Venice Trecule.

tis found in the Gardens of Botanists, and flowers in August. The Seeds are used, which are white, flinted, and of an aromatic Taste, attended with some Degree of Acrimony. They are hot and dry, provoke Urine, and the Menses, and enter the Composition of the Theriac and Atrament.

Fumicula simple mildefolium aquatilium umbelliferum, Chab. Mildefolium aquaticum umbellatum capillaceo, brevique folio, C. B. Pin. Water-Fennel. This grows in marshy Places. The Herb itself is used, and thought to be Vulnerary.

Foricum Grecicum sapianum, C. B. P. Boerh. Ind. Alt. Foricum Grecium; Offic. Fetiugreek. It is sown in Fields, and flowers in June. The Seed is used, which is ellomilious, digestive, maturating, diffusent, parergic, and frequently used in Cysters. It mitigates Ichiadic Disorders, and diffusses Tumors in the Breasts. Triturated and made into a Cataplasm with Hydromel boiled, it is effectual against all internal Inflammations. Made into a Cataplasm with Vinegar and Nitre it extenuates the Spleen. The Decoction of Fenugreek used by way of Infection is effectual in Female Disorders, proceeding from an Inflammation or Obstruction of the Uterus. The green Herb is accommodated to such Parts as are relaxed and exucretated. The Decoction is excellent in a Tenaenius and Dysentery, when attended with fetid Discharges. It is an Ingredient in the Oulea du Malaginibus.

Fragaria, Offic. Fragaria vulgaris, Boerh. Ind. Alt. Fragaria serens Fragaria alba & rubra, J. B. The Strawberry. This Plant grows in Woods, Gardens, and Hedges, and flowers in May. The Leaves and Fruit are both used. The Herb is diuretic, and is often an Ingredient in Gargarisms, Baths, and Cataplasm. The Fruit is cooling and moistening, good in Splenetic and Nephritic Disorders, and reliefs Poison. In tertian and quartan Fevers it is used instead of the Peruvian Bark. The Seed is a good lithontriptic Remedy. One Inconvenience often attends the Use of Strawberries, which is, that Toads and venomous Serpents greatly delight to be among them, and often poison the Fruit with their Saliva, Urine, or Breath; insomuch that they are said to have proved fatal to many. The Decoction of the Herb and immature Fruit is strengthening and astringent. The ripe Fruit is emollient, nutritive; relaxing, cooling, appetive, and corrects Acrimony, and consequently is proper in burning Fevers, under the highest Degree of Inflammation. The Pulp applied in a Cataplasm is excellent for external Inflammations. Gaffier observes, that Strawberries, which grow upon Hills and mountainous Places, are far preferable to those, which grow in low and watery ones.

Fraxinella, Get. Emac. Tourn. Inef. Boerh. Ind. Fraxinella vulgaris; Park. Theat. Balfard Dittany. This is cultivated in Gardens, and flowers in July. The Bark of the Root is used and accounted cordial, alexipharmic, uterine, cephalic, and antheminthic. It is principally used in malignant Disorders, Epilepsies, and other Diseases of the Head, as also in Obstructions of the Uterus.

Fraxinus, Offic. Fraxin-us excelsior, C. B. Pin. Boerh. Ind. Alt. Common Ash-tree. It is common in Woods and Hedges. The Bark; Wood; Leaves; and Seed are used. The Bark is drying and attenuating, and softens the Hardness of the Spleen; it is diuretic and lithontriptic, and is of Service in Intermittent Fevers; and provokes Sweat. The Seed is warming, greatly drying, and is serviceable in Hepatic, Pleuritic, and Nephritic Disorders. The Wood is
a good Vulnerary, and is by Some
commended in the Venereal Disease, and supplies the Place of the Lignum
Sanctum.

Fragruntus folio rotundiore, C. B. Pin. 
Mannifera Arbor, Offic. The round
leaved Ah. It grows in Calabria,
and Italy, the condensated Juice
whereof is Manna.

Fuliga, Soot. This is so well
known, that it requires no Decrip-
tion. The Soot of Vegetables, upon
a Chymical Analysis, yields a large
Quantity of transparent Water, a
yellow volatile Salt, and a thick
black Oil. By considering the An-
alysis of Soot, we may learn what
Parts of Vegetables are volatile, and
what not, and be convinced, that
even Earth which appeared so fixed
in the most violent Fire, after being
separated from the other Principles,
yet, when mixed with the refl, is
either by the Force of Flame or Fire
thrown to a great Distance thro' the
Air, in the Form of a thin Cloud.
Pills composed of dry Soot, and gild-
ed, are recommended for the Cure
of cold Diftempers. The volatile
Salt of Soot is used with the fame
Success as that of Animals. Hart-
man recommends the Salt which rises
last for giving Relief in Cancers.
But the Soot produced by Oak-wood
alone, the common Dutch Tufts, or
common Pit-coal, appears different,
upon a Chymical Analysis; and that,
again, would be very different, which
should be collected from the Chimney
of a public Kitchen, which is continu-
ously filled with the Flames, not only
of the Fewet, but also of all Kinds of
boiled, roasted, and fried Aliments.

Fumaria, Offic. Fumaria purpurea,
Ger Fumaria Officinarum & Dios-
cordis, C. B. Fumitory. It grows in
Fields and cultivated Grounds; the
whole Plant is used. It is good against
Spleenic and Hepatic Diforders. It
attenuates and expells serous, bilious,
and adult Humours. It constricts the

Vicera; and, when so constricted,
corroborates them and purifies the
Blood; in conquence whereof it is
specifically good in the Scurvy, and
all Diforders of the spleen and Me-
fentery, in a Jaundice, the Ith, and
all Diforders of the like Nature. The
distilled Water, drop't into the Eyes,
is said to cure Dimnies of Sight.

Fungus, Offic. Fungus esculentus,
Park. Fungus Pileolo lato & rotundo,
C. B. Tourn. Inft. The Mushroom,
or Champignon. This grows in
barren pasture Grounds and is found
in the Autumn. The whole Plant
preserved in Vinegar is used in Kitch-
en', but rarely or never found in the
Shops.

Park. Theat. Great Galangal. It
grows spontaneously in Java and
Malabar, and is from thence brought
to Europe. The Root is the Part
used in Medicine, which is good in
all Diforders of the Stomach, Head,
and Uterus. It incides and opens;
and, hence it is good in all Crudities and
Inflammations of the Stomach, a
Vertigo, and all other Diforders
proceeding from Cold and flatulent
Causes.

Galanga minor, Offic. J. B. C. B.
Pin. Common Galangal. It grows
common in China, and is from thence
transported to us. It has the fame
Virtues ascribed to it as the former,
that this is the most esteemed. It
expels Wind, provokes Urine, and
the Menes, and helps Digestion. It
abounds with a volatile oleous Salt,
immered in mild viscid Parts.

Galbanum. This is the Juice, or
Gum of the Escula, a Plant growing
in Syria, and by Some, according to
Dioscorides, called Metopium. The
best is what resembles Frankincense;
is gumous, pure, pinguous, free
from Chips, retaining some of the
Seeds, and of the Plant, of a strong
Smell, not very moif, nor yet quite
dry. This Gum is of an heating,

drawn
drawing, and disconcertent Quality. Drank in Wine, with Myrrh, it refists Poison, and expels the Feces, when dead. It is applied in Pains of the Sides, as also to Boils. The Smell of it raises those who labour under an Epilepsy, or Hysterical Fits. When burnt, its Smoke drives away venomous Animals. This Gum, when rubbed on the Body, preserves it from the Bites of Serpents. A little of it, put into the Cavity of a putrid Tooth, alleviates the Tooth-ache. It is an excellent antihysterical, emmenagogue, and forcing Medicine. When applied by way of Plaster to the Navel, it is said to cure Hysterical Convulsions. It is sudorific, when taken internally, and, when externally applied, softens and digests Tumors, and brings them to a suppuration. For internal Use, it ought to be strained, but not for external. It is an Ingredient in the Species e Scordio fine Opio; Pilulae Gummosae; Confectio Paulina; Mithridatium; Thriaca Andromachi; Emplastrum commune cum Gummi; & Cataplasma nauturans, of the Life London Dispensatory.

Galega, Ruta capraria, Offic. Galega vulgaris floribus caruleis, Tourn. Inf. Boehr. Ind. Alt. Goats Rue. It grows by River Sides, and marshy Places, in several Parts of Italy, but with us only in Gardens; it flowers in June and July. It is a most celebrated Alexipharmic and Sodoriﬁc, and most powerfully discustes pestilential Poison. Its principal Use is in expelling petechial Eruptions, and other pestilential Diseas, and in curing the Plague itself. It is good in the Measles, and Epilepsies of Children, and the Stings of Serpents, and destroys Worms, even by external Application.

Galeopsis, Offic. Galeopsis procerior faticida spicata, Tourn. Inf. Galeopsis hue Urtica ineri magna fastidiissima, I. B. Hedge-Nettle. It grows by Hedges, and flowers in July and August. The Leaves and Seeds are used, which dissipate all Hardnesses, Cancers, King's-Evil, Pains, and Parotides. It is highly commended against Putrefaction, Gangrenes, and Phagedenic Ulcers. It is the best Plant in the World for Uterine Sufferings, according to Boerhaave.

Galeopsis Angustifolia satidea, J. B. Galeopsis palustris, folio Beronice, flore variegate, Boehr. Ind. Alt. Pa-Offic. Clowns, all Heals. It grows near Rivers, and in watery Places, and flowers in July. The Herb is a most celebrated Vulnerary, beaten into a Cataplasm, with Hogs Lard. It likewise stops all Hæmorrhages; and Caesalpinus affirms, that it cures tertian Agues.

Gallium, Offic. Gallium luteum, Boehr. Ind. Alt. Gallio verum, J. B. Cheefe Rening. It grows in dry Places, and flowers in June and July. The Herb is used, which, whole or in Powder, stops Hæmorrhages and Fluxes of Blood; which it effects, by its coagulating and irascuating Quality. The Decoction of the Herb is esteemed good for the Gout, and, in a Bath, it removes Weariness. It coagulates and stops Fluxes, and is a Soporific.

Gambogium. See Gutta Gamba.

Genista juncea, Boehr. Ind. Alt. Genista Hispanica, Offic. Spartium arborefemis feminibus lenti similibus, C. B. Pin. Spanish Broom. It is common in Gardens, and flowers in June and July. The Branches, Flowers, and Seeds are used. It is more efficacious than the common Genista, being a potent Expeller of putruous and ferous Humours, both by Vomit and Stool. It is effectual in Dropies, the Scatica, and Gout, provokes Urine, and breaks the Stone in the Kidneys. The Oil of the Flowers discustes Tumors of the Spleen, by anointing the Part with it. The Flowers used with Honey of Rose,
Of Vegetables.

Rosè, or an Egg, dissolve strumous Swellings. The Flowers and Seeds work most violently by Vomit, not unlike Hellebore, but with Safety. The Juice of the Branches macerated in Water, and then bruised, are efficacious in the Sciatica and Quinsies.

Gentiana, offic. Gentiana major, Ger. Gentiana major lutea, Tourn. Infl. Boerh. Ind. Alt. Gentian. This is cultivated in the Gardens of the Curious, and flowers in June. The Root is so well known that it requires no Description. It is Alexa- pharmic, aperient, and attenuating; and is principally used in the Plague, malignant Disorders, and Obstructions of the Liver, and Spleen. It is esteemed a good Stomachic. From this the Colleges direct an Extract to be made; and it is an Ingredient in the Infusium Amarum simplex; the Infusium Amarum purgans; the Vinum Amarum; the Tinctura Amara; the Species Scordio fine Opio, Mithridate, and the Venice Treacle.

Geranium Batarchioides, offic. Ger. Geranium Batarchioides, Gratia Dei Germanorum, C. B. Pin. Boerh. Ind. Alt. Crow-foot, Cranes-bill. This grows in most Meadows and Pasture Grounds, flowering in June and July. The Powder of the dried Herb, laid upon a Wound, not only forthwith stops the Hemorrhage, but also surprisingly and suddenly conso- lidates it.

Geranium Columbinum, Pet Columbius, offic. Geranium Columbinum, Raii Hift. Doves-foot. This grows by the Sides of Hedges, and flowers in June. The Herb itself is used, being accounted an excellent Vulnerary.

Geranium mochabatum, offic. Raii Hift. Geranium cicutæ folio mochabatu- tum, Tourn. Infl. Mulched Cranes-bill. This Herb grows sometimes tho' rarely in the Fields, but is frequently to be met with in Gardens, flowering in June. The Herb is used and accounted a remarkably good Vulnerary.

Geranium Robertianum, Gratia Dei, offic. Geranium Robertianum, Raii Hift. Boerh. Ind. Alt. Herb Robert. This is every where to be found in Hedges, and flowers in May. The Herb is used, and is moderately drying, astringent, and de- tergent. It also resolves coagulated Blood, and is beneficial to Wounds, for which it is used in Vulnerary Potions, and applied externally.

Gla/iolus, offic. Gla/iolus floribus una Versu dispositis major, floribus coloribus purpureis robustis, C. B. Pin. Boerh. Ind. Alt. Corn Flag. It is cultivated in our Gardens, and flowers in June. The Root which is the Part used is of an attracting, diffusent, and drying Quality. It is commended as an Alexa- pharmic, and against the Pesti-lence.

Glanz unguentaria, C. B. Raii Hift. Nux unguentaria, J. B. Nux Ben fævo Glanze unguentaria, Park. Theat. The Ben Nut, Nephritic Wood. This grows in both the Indies. The Fruit is used. The Wood, which is of a darkish Colour, solid, hard, and heavy, is in the Shops, called Nephritic Wood. The Nuts are heating, drying, detergent, emetic, and purgative. They, also, evacuate Bile and Phlegm, and cure the Itch and Impetigo. The Oil of Ben is extracted from the Kernels, and imported to us from Italy. The Wood is heating and drying. It is principally recommended for Disorders of the Kidneys, and difficult Discharges of Urine, and may be accounted proper in Obstructions of the Liver and Spleen.

Gla/iolus, offic. Gla/iolus dias semina vel latifolia, C. B. Pin. Tourn. Infl. Gla/iolus sativum, Ger. Wood. This is sown in the Fields, and flowers in June. The Herb is used, being of a drying and astringent Nature. It is an excellent Vulnerary, congluti-
Glycyrrhiza Siliciosa vel Germanica, C. B. Pin. Boerh. Ind. Alt. Glycyrrhi-
za, Liquorice, Offic. Liquorice. This is so well known that it requires no Description. The Roots, which are the only Parts used, are pectoral, and of great Use in Disorders of the Lungs, as Coughs, and Shortness of Breathing. They, also, mitigate the acrimonious Particles which cause Sores in the Alperea Arteria, and Hoariness. They are, also, good in Nephritic Disorders, as the Stone, Gravel, Heat, and Retention of Urine, and Ucers in the Kidneys. There are two Kinds of the-infalated Juice sold in the Shops, one made in England, and prepared of the Decotion of the Roots, mixed with the Pulp of Prunes, and made up into Balls; the other is imported from Spain, being made near Tortosa in Catalonia, and brought to us in beautiful, shining, brittle Lumps, wrapped up in Bay Leaves. It is a good Emollient and Healer, and fit for promoting Expectoration; because the viscid Parts, which it contains, sheath and blunt the acrid Salts. It is to be used in small Quantities, and often repeated, otherwise it proves disagreeable to the Taste. Tragus prefers the Root and its Juice before Sugar. Every one, says he, knows, that bitter things and Sugar excite Thirst, which this sweet Root and its Juice extinguish. The Bark, according to Didoneus, has something of a Bitterness, and is of an hotter Quality than the other Parts, and therefore ought to be, scraped off. But, Casper Hoffman says, we are not to regard this Direction, because the Bitterness gives it an abstractive Quality. Liquorice, boiled in Water with a little Cinnamon, is by Some used for their ordinary Drink, and after Fermentation intoxicates no less than Beer. This is an Ingredient in the Decoctum Pectorale; the Aqua Calciom magis Composita; the Syrius Pectoral-
is; the Pulvis e Tragueantia Compositus; the Fructis Beibici Albi & Nigeri; the Eleuthetium Lenitwum, and Venice Triacle.

Gramen Canum, Ger. Gramen Canum arvense, seu Gramen Disco-
atriis, C. B. Pin. Quicks-Grafs. This grows in the Fields, and is cultivated in Gardens. Its Root, which is the only Part used, is of a refrigerating, drying, aperient, subaltrent, and penetrating Quality. This is the cele-
brated Chien-dent of the French, which they constantly use as an In-
gredient in all their Pritans. The Root is cold and dry, but the Herb refrigerates, though weakly, and is in a middle State between Humidity and Dryness. The Root is possessed of a pungent Quality, consists of subtle Parts, and has often been found effectual for dissolving the Stone. It is, also, moderately aper-
ient and lenitive, and removes Ob-
stractions of the Viscera, without producing any bad Consequence.

By a Chymical Analysis, a great deal of Oil, Earth, and several acid Liquors, as, also, a little fixed but no volatile Salt is ob-
tained from this Root; so that, prob-
ably, it acts by a Salt, analogous to that of Coral, involved in a large Quantity of Sulphur.

Granata malus, Mont. Ind. Ma-
lus Punicus, Rait Hist. Punica qua-
malum Granatum fert, Tourn. Inft.
Boerh. Ind. Alt. The Pomegranate-
tree. This grows spontaneously in hot Countries, and flowers in May. The Flowers, Fruit, Bark of the Fruit, and Seeds are used. The Fruit is good for the Stomach, but yields very little Nourishment. They are acid, cold, at-
trigent, and flomichic; and are chief-
ly used in bilious Fevers, in a deprav-
ed Appetite of pregnant Women, for correcting Putrefaction in the Mouth,
and the like. The Flowers are of the same Nature as Balantines. The Bark, which in the Shops is called *Malicorium*, has the same Virtues as the Flowers, especially in stopping Fluxes of the Hemorrhoids, Nostrils, and Uterus; the Seeds are refrigerating and astringent.

*Gratiola*, Offic. Ger. *Emac. Gratia* *la vulgaris*, Park. Theat. *Digitalis minima*, *Gratiola dicta*, Boerh. Ind. Alt. Hedge-hyssop. This is cultivated in Gardens, and flowers in July. The Herb is used and accounted a Specific for evacuating aqueous, viscid, and bilious Humours; for which Reason it is much used in the Dropfy and Jaundice. It is also said to kill Worms.

*Grasfularia Spinosa sativa*, C. B. Pin. *Grossularia, Uva crispa*, Offic. *Grossularia*, Park. Theat. The Gooseberry Bush. It grows in Gardens, flowers in April, and produces its ripe Fruit in July. The Fruit is used. The unripe Berries are good for the depraved Appetite of pregnant Women. They procure an Appetite, and stop all Fluxes of the Belly. The Berries boiled in proper Liquors are advantageously exhibited to feverish Patients. The ripe Fruit is esteemed good for the Stomach.


This the Natives call *Hou取暖an*, and we *Lignum sanctum*, on account of its extraordinary Virtues. The Bark of both is ligneous, thin, hard, of an acrimonious and bitterish Taste, but almost entirely void of Smell. Both these Species are now common in the Leeward Islands, and all that Part of America, which lies under the Torrid Zone. Besides the Use of *Guaiacum* in Venereal Cases, it is said, in general, to be hot and drying, and therefore a great Promoter of insensible Perspiration, rather than of Sweat. On this Account it is reckoned an excellent Sweetener and Cleanser of the Blood, and therefore is much prescribed in Cutaneous Disorders of all Kinds. By reason of its hot and penetrating Quality, it is also esteemed good in the Gout, by dissipating and insensibly wasting the Humours thrown upon the Joints; as also in Dropies and Catarrhs, by drying up and confuming the superfluous Humidities. In a word, daily Experience evinces its Use in all Disorders arising from a Redundance. In making the Decoction of *Guaiacum*, it is to be observed, that the Rasplings of the fresh and green Wood are much better than those which are old and dry, and that the longer it is boiled, the better it is. *Boehmian* informs us, that if the Tincture of *Guaiacum* prepared with pure Alcohol, and infusipated to an Half, is mixed with four Times its Quantity of the Syrup of the five Aperient Roots, and taken upon an empty Stomach, in the Morning, lying in Bed, it presently distributes itself over the whole Body, which it warms, promoting at the same time a copious Sweat. And hence it is commended in the Venereal Disease, when it has seized upon the subcutaneous Parts. *Hoffman* in *Observat. Physs.* *Chym.* informs us, that when a Decoction of *Guaiacum* is infusipated over a gentle Fire, there remains at the Bottom a refrinous Substance, which
which is of a balsamic Nature, grateful Smell, and somewhat acid Taffe, and which when reduced to a Powder, and received into the Nostrils, by stimulating the glandulous Coats which cover the Bones of the Nostrils, so powerfully colliquates and evacuates the Phlegm lodged there, that from long Experience it appears preferable to all other Errhines. For, besides its stimulating Quality as an Errhine, it is also possessed of a corroborating Virtue, which is highly friendly to the Nervous Parts of the Head. Guaiacum is of late much come into Practice in the Rheumatism. In the last London Pharmacopoeia, an Extract, a Tincture, and a Balsam, are directed to be made of Guaiacum; and it is an Ingredient in the Oleum Capavum Compositum, the Aqua Calcis magis Composita, and the Filula Aromatiss.

Guaiacum propensum sine Matrice, C. B. P. Lignum Sanitum, Offic. Palum Sanctum Indici Occiduam, Park, Theat. Holy-wood. This is a firm compact Wood, somewhat whiter than the former, and possessed of the same Virtues. From these Trees is obtained the Gum Guaiacum which is possessed of the same Virtues with the Wood, but is accounted more efficacious. It is thought greatly to promote insensible Perpiration, and for that Reason to be good to remove such Cutaneous Disorders, as proceed from an Obstruction of the perspirable Matter in the Miliary Glands. It is very warm and scattractive, and therefore good in Gleet, and all Exulcerations, whether internal or external. In Gonorrhæa it is by some deemed a Specific. It, also, frequently proves beneficial in the Gout, not only by detracting and cleansing the Joints and mucilaginous Glands from tartareous Matter, but also, by warming and strengthening the Fibres, it enables them to move with such Vigour as to shake off and prevent the Adhesion of such Particles to them.

Gummi, Gum. A concreted Vegetable Juice, which transudes through the Bark of certain Trees, and hardens upon the Surface. The Chymists only allow those to be properly Gums, which are dissolvable in Water; those which are only dissolvable in Spirit they call Resins; and those of a middle Nature, Gum Resins. Geoffrey says, that Gums are something between Acid and Oil, being an acid Salt so fixed in Earth, as that the greatest Part of it is changed to an Alcali, the other into Oil; so that the Mixture arising from thence is an oily Salt, resembling the faponaceous Concretes of the Chymists, made of Oil of Olives, and a Lixivium of Tartar, or the mucilaginous Bodies formed of Spirit of Wine, and the volatile Spirit of Urine. And thus we see, that all Seeds, which are oily when ripe, are in the Beginning only a Mucilage, or imperfect Oil. In the ancient Writers, Gummi (κόμμα) put absolutely, imports Gummi Ammoniacum, Gum Ammoniac. Pliny tells us, that in that Part of Africa which borders upon Ethiopia, amongst the Sands, dillills the Tear of Hammoniac, taking its Name from the Oracle of Hammon, near which grows the Tree called Metepion, whence it flows in manner of a Gum or Resin. There are two kinds of this Hammoniac, one called Thrastion, like Male Frankincense, and which is most valued; the other is fat and refined, and named Phyraya. It is adulterated with sand, as if it were contracted in its Growth. For which Reason that which is in the smallest and purest Lumps bears the highest Price, which is forty Asles (about three Shillings) the Pound. This Gum is of an opening, cleansing, and attenuating Nature, proper to clear the Lungs of viscid Phlegm; on which score it is greatly recommended in Asthm, and
and Shortness of Breath. It is also good in Nervous, Hysterical, and Hypochondriac Disorders; externally used, it is suppurating, ripening, and dissolving. It is proper for Hardness of the Spleen, Liver, and Menctery, and good for opening Obstructions of the Menstrues. This Gum contains Plenty of essential or volatile Oil, some Phlegm and Earth.

Gummia Arbica. A Sort of Gum of which there are several Sorts taken notice of by Authors, but that principally in Use, is thus distinguished Gummi Animae, Offic. Gummi seu Resina Animae, Schrod. Gumma Animae, Serap. Minea, Galeni. Animica, Myrrha, Cae. Animicae, Amat. This Gum is brought to us from America, and flows from an Incision made in a Tree, of a moderate Bigness, the Leaves of which resemble those of the Myrrhe. It contains a great deal of Oil and Essential Salt, and is greatly recommended to soften and dissipate cold, painful, Rheumatic, flatulent Affections of the Head, Nerves, and Joints. It is also good to strengthen the Brain, by applying it to the Top of the Head. The best Gum Animae is of a white Colour, dry, friable, clean, of a good Smell, and which soon conflagrates when thrown into the Fire.

Gummia Arabica. Gum Arabie. This Gum is thought by Some to be the Gum of the Acacia folis Scorpionis Leguminosae. It is of a white Colour, inclining to yellow, pale and pellucid, of an insipid taste, and viscous. It exudes spontaneously from an Incision made in the Tree. That is best which is pellucid like Glass, unmixed and in the Form of small Worms. It heats, moistens, and inphiillates, stops the Pores of the Skin, and blunts the Acrimony of Medicines. From its soft, glutinous, Quality, it is serviceable against Coughs, Hoarseness, and Diseasfe of the Altema Arteria, is a proper Ingredient in

Applications to the Eyes and Arteries, and is of great Efficacy in the Dyfuria, or Heat of Urine, and the Diabetes.

Gummia Bdellium. This is already taken notice of under the Article of Bdellium.

Gummia Carana. This is already taken notice of under the Article of Carana.

Gummia Copal. The Name of a Gum thus distinguished, Resina Copal, Office. Rhus Virginianum Lentinus. This Gum is brought from the Spanish West Indies, being taken by our Latesl Authors for the Gum of Virginian Sumach. The Natives of America give the Name of Copal to all odoriferous Gums which are transparent. The Gum we call by that Name is not much used in Physic, but is greatly used by the Varnihers, who dissolve it in oleum Spicar, tho' it has sometimes been employed in Fumigations for violent Deliriums of the Head, and is still by some People recommended in the Palsy, and other Weaknesses of the Nerves.

Gummia Elemi. See Elemi.

Gummia Guajatus. See Guajacum.

Gummia Hederae. See Hedera Arbores.

Gummia Juniperi. See Juniperus.

Gummia Sigalese. This is already taken notice of under Acacia.

Gummia Tacamahaca. Tacamahac. This is a refined Substance of which there are two Kinds, one in Shells, the other in Lumps. The first is the best, being sometimes called Tacamahaca sublimis. It is of a very agreeable Smell, resembling that of Lavender and Angelica. It is brought from Madagascar and New Spain, being the Product of a Tree called Tacama-haca Popula fistulis, fructu coloris Patonicus simili, J. B. Tacamahoca, Hernand. It is used externally in the same Intentions with the Gummia Carana. It resolves Tumors, streng-thens
the Fire; all, except about a Wine, more effectual. Linen, and put behind the Ears, cures the Pain thereof. Being applied to the Nodris, or burnt upon Coals, it gives immediate Relief in Hysteries. It is also recommended in Arthritic Pains.

Guttae Tragacantha. Gum Tragacanth, or Gum Dragon, is a Gum which bursts forth from the Tragacantha, Offic. Tragacantha Maffilienis, J. B. Goats Thorn. It is brought to us from Turkey in Pieces of different Sizes. Externally used it is of Efficacy in the Dysestency; and, dissolved in Milk or Rose-water, is good for the Redness, and astringent Rheums affecting the Eyes, and for Asperities of the Eye-lids. Dissolved in Water, its Mucilage is very convenient for the Formation of Troches, and other Forms of Medicines. It is moistening, lenient, emplastic, corrects Acrimony, and increaseth. Hence it is of Efficacy in Hoarjfreenesses, Spitting of Blood, Asperities of the Fauces, and the Strangury. Four or six Grains of it, exhibited in Milk or Water, are effectual in voiding of Blood by Urine.

Guttae Gambia. This is said to be produced from Gambogium, Offic. Carrupul, Park. Theat. Cedum Pul- li; feu Ota-Pulli, Hort. Mal. Gamboge. There are many Opinions concerning the Generation of this Gum. Some will have it to be natural, Others factitious. Some refer it to the Efu- la; Bontius to an Indian Plant, near a Kin to the Esula; Others to the Flowers of the Indian Ricinus, and its Colour to the Curcuma; and Some again endeavour to derive it from the Thymalus and Scammony. We take it to be the concreted Juice of the Trees above-mentioned. Bontius is of Opinion, that this ought to be esteemed a resinous Juice; because it is inflammable, and will flow in the Fire, and be almost entirely dissolved in Spirits of Wine; but, on the contrary, in aqueous Menstruums, spreads itself into a milky Substanslike Scammony, and afterwards precipitates. The same Author endeavoured to get Flowers from Gamboge, like those from Benjamin, but without Success. He made Trial on it with Spirit of Wine, a Lye of Alcaline Salts, and Water. The Spirit of Wine dissolved all, except about a sixth Part; the Remainder, which the Spirit would not touch, was easily dissolved by a Solution of Salt and Tartar, and a sufficient Quantity of boiling Water, excepting a few terrestrial Parts. The Liquor filtrated, and evaporated by a gentle Fire, gave a sort of grey Salt, which easily flowed in the Air, if not kept close flot in a Phial. This Saline Extract purged with less Irritation, and in a smaller Dose, than the Gum; but quelled a great Heat and Acrimony in the Throat, in so much that it was intolerable, and ought therefore to be inveloped in some other convenient Substans when it is given. This Gentleman observed before, that Water would not dissolve it, but only made it flow into a milky Substans of a yellow Colour, which soon precipitated, and left the Water clear above it. This Residue, dried, differed in nothing from the Gum, only was more pure. By casting distilled Vin- negar on this milky Substans, it became clear. Oil of Vitriol, on the contrary, made it again turbid, and Spirit of Wine gave it a golden Colour. There are many Methods, this Author observes, of correcting it, but he thinks That by Alcaline Salts the best. However he gives one of his own, which, as it is different from any hitherto used, he also continually practised with Success. The Manner is, by tying the Gum in a Rag, and
putting it into a hot Loaf, as it comes
out of the Oven, where it must remain
for twenty-four Hours. Afterwards it
is to be powdered, and this must be re-
peated four or five times. By this
Management he always found it freed
from its great Violence, as well pur-
gative as emetic. He farther ob-
served the Crum of Leaves, thus used,
to have both a purgative and emetic
Quality. It purges very well in the
Quantity of four Grains, but from
six to eight Grains it vomits and
purges violently. It is reckoned
particularly serviceable in Dropscles,
by evacuating the watery Parts of
the Fluids; and, as it has no Taste,
a very small Dose of it, such as
a Grain or two, diffolved and mixed
with Sugar, is very fit for Chil-
dren. It is worthy Observation, that,
this Gum is so very purgative, yet
the Fruit of the Tree, to which it be-
longs, is perfectly harmless, and is eaten
in the Country like Orangé.

Hedera arborea, Offic. Hedera ar-
boresca fove Seadens & Corimbos nigra,
Park. Theat. Hedera communis major,
J. B. Iivy. It grows in many Places.
The Leaves and Berries are used, as
also the Gum, or Tare, which is a
refinous, dry, hard, and compact
Substance, of a Colour somewhat in-
clining to a Yellow, and shines like
Glass, but is not like that pulsate,
and is of a sharp, astringent, and
sweet Taste. The Herb is heating,
drying, and subastringent. It is seldom
exhibited internally; being thought
noxious to the Head and Nerves.
Externally it is often applied to dry
Sores, and curés Acne, and Ozana's.
The Berries purge upwards and down-
wards; whence it is by the Vulgar gi-
gen against Fevers. The Gum is a
celebrated Caustic, and kills Nits.

Hedera terrestris Chamaecyphus, Offic.
Hedera terrestris vulgaris, C. B. Pin.
Calamintha humifóra folio rotundori,
Tourn. Inf. Ground-Ivy. It grows
by Hedges, and flowers in April.
The Herb is used, which is deemed
a good Vulnerary. It is frequently
recurred to for incising and resolving
the gros tartareous Matter of the
Lungs, Kidneys, and other Parts, and
consequently is efficacious in all Ob-
structions thence proceeding; as also
in the Jaundice. The Syrup made
of this Plant is good against a con-
vulsive Cough; but chiefly against Spitt-
ing of Blood, and bloody Urine.

Helianthemum Vulgare, Park. Theat.
Panax Chironium Helianthemum, Of-
sicin. Chimacyclus Vulgaris flor lateo,
Panax Chironium fove folio Sefet. Merc.
Bot. Dwarf Sun-Flower. It grows
in dry, chalky, and mountainous
Places; and flowers in June and July.
The Root and Herb are both used:
The Root refits the Poifon of Ser-
pents, and other venomous Creatures;
the Plant is vulnerary. A Decoction
thereof is successfully exhibited in Di-
arræas, Haemorrhages, and Disorders
of the Faeces. It is astringent, whence
in all Disorders, where there is too
great a Flus, it may be used in the
Room of Cuminfrey.

Heliotropium majus, Offic. Heliotro-
pium major Dioscoridis, C. B. Pin. Bo-
erh. Ind. Al. Turnföte. It grows
in Gardens, and flowers in Summer.
The Herb and Seeds are used. A
Decoction of it potently evacuates all
piroitous and bilious Matter by Stool,
and is good against the Bites of Scor-
pions. The Seed reproses all filthy
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Excrences, makes penfile Warts wear off, provokes the Menes, and facilitates Delivery.

Helleborus albus, Elleborus, Offic. Helleborus albus, flore subviridi, C. B. P. White Hellebore. It grows in mountainous and craggy Places, principally in Germany. The Leaves, Roots, Stalk, or Flowers of white Hellebore, applied to the Skin of a living Person excoriate the Part, and produce an Exulceration. They also burn the Tongue. The true white Hellebore of Hippocrates is celebrated on many Accounts. This Plant has a caustic and burning Juice, which, attracted into the Nostrils after the manner of Snuff, excites an invincible Sneezing. Taken into the Stomach it purges upwards and downwards with seveore Gripings. Hippocrates says, that it purges the most remote Parts of the Blood, and therefore, before its Administration, he caused his Patients to bathe, and ordered them to drink Oil and Honey for some Days; by which means all the Parts being relaxed, he then administered white Hellebore, and directed Gflation, either on Horseback, or in a Ship. When the Medicine began to work, he ordered his Patients Reft. The same Effect would indeed, in some measure, follow from a right Use of our white Hellebore. But Salmo"ius writing of the Veratrum, or white Hellebore, says, that its Leaves are very finely jagged, which makes it doubted whether it be the same with ours. White Hellebore is much stronger than black Hellebore; and sometimes excites Convulsions, unless exhibited with great Prudence. Hence it is never given in Substanfe, but to Persons of robust Constitutions, and in Melancholy and Maniac Cales; and then with great Caution. It is also exhibited in Quartan Fevers; in which an Ounce of the Decoction, taken inwardly, has often surprizing Effects. It is a Plant, however, more adapted to Horses than Men; though used as a Sternotatory in Scrophulous Diseafes, as the Apoplexy, and Leathargy. White Hellebore has been celebrated, even to a Proverb, for the Cure of Maniacs, and Hippocrates particularly recommends it in many Cales, and mentions a guafrm, Helleborus, Copeg, fett or softned Hellebore; which was probably Hellebore prepared in such a manner as to render its Operation milder; and in most Cales he directs it after Supper, intending by that means, probably, to mix it with the Aliments in the Stomach, that it might operate more gently and safely. Helleborus is also laid to have entertained a very great Opinion of this Cathartic. Arceus afferts, that it is not only a Vomit, but, also, the most efficacious and powerful Pufhe of all others. This good Service it does, he says, is not owing to the great Diffcharge of Humours it makes; for, in the Cholera Morbus, there is the fame Sort of Evacuation; nor is it owing to the violent Efforts it caufes; for Sailing upon the Sea excites more violent Efforts: But it is owing to a particular Virtue in it, which cannot be enough admired. For though sometimes it purges but little, yet it nevertheless cures. In old Diforders, where all other Remedies have failed, Hellebore has succeeded. To thofe that breathe difficultly, it renders Respiration easy; to fuch as are pale it gives Colour; and makes thofe plump that were before emaciated. But notwithstanding all these Encomiums, white Hellebore by some Means loft its Reputation, and was but little used for many Years, till about the Year 500 Asclepius a Phyfician, as we learn from Photius, revived its Ufe, curing many obfinate Diftempers by it, and thereby acquiring great Reputation. At preffent I don't know that it is much used, except as an Errhine, and an Ingredient in Ointments for the Itch. But I have known
known it given by Empirics in very large Quantities, without exciting any violent Symptoms, and even alone without any Corrector. And I also know that it has been given in Maniacal Cases, in the Quantity of eighteen Grains, together with twelve Grains of Salts, and in such a large Dose, without any Operation that was terrible, and with very great and good Effects to the Patient. I do not recommend this Practice, but rather leave it to the Consideration of proper Judges. Mean time in Maniacal Cases, or others, where a violent Stimulation is necessary, as in Apoplexies, in which last Case it is recommended by Cellar, Hellebore either in Clysters, or taken into the Stomach, will certainly answer the Intention of stimulating in a very great Degree.

Helieborus niger, Offic. Helieborus niger flore roseo, C. B. P. Black Heliebore. It is cultivated in Botanic Gardens, flowering in January. The Root, especially the fibrous Parts of it, is used, and is said by almost all Authors to purge powerfully melancholic Humours; but that, which we make use of in England, is so far from operating violently, that it scarcely purges at all, tho’ given from fifteen Grains to two Scruples. It is particularly recommended in Malignes, in the Hypochondriac Passion, and Elephantiasis, Herpes, Cancer, Quaran, Vertigo, Epilepsy, Apoplexy, and the Itch; but its great Excellence consists in promoting the Menes, and carrying off the Waters in a Droply. It is given either in Substance, Infusion, Decoction, or Tincture. M. Bolduc gives some Experiments, which he made upon this Root, in the Memoirs of the Academy of Sciences, for the Year 1701. We shall not take notice of those made by Distillation, because he himself believed them to be of no Consequence. The Extract which he pro-
cured with Spirit of Wine was very little in Quantity, because this Root contains few resinous Parts. And I am, says he, the more confirmed in this, since from what remained I was able to get a great Quantity of an Extract with Water. He also made an Extract of the Root with Water, wherewith was drawn all that could be extracted; and from the Residue there was nothing to be got, by Means of Spirit of Wine. Whence it seems reasonable to conclude, that the saline Parts are able so to dissolve its few resinous ones, that both may be drawn off by Water, without the Aid of Spirit of Wine. He further remarked, that the first Extract, which was purely resinous, and made with Spirit of Wine, purged little, and with Irritation; that the Extract made of its Remainder, with Water, purged not at all, but was very diuretic; and that, on the other hand, the Extract made first with Water, and without Spirit of Wine, purged gently. And this, he says, he has observed of most Purgatives. Whence he thinks, that the Extract, made by Spirit of Wine alone, ought to be suspected; since, being deprived of its proper Salts, which, when joined to the Ferment of the Stomach, open, divide, and attenuate the Refin, it happens that its thick and sulphurous Parts adhere to the Fibres of the Stomach, and cause Gripings, and, by remaining undisolved some time, excite a Tendens. And this is confirmed by Experience. For the most able Practical Physicians correct the Refin with Salt of Tartar. He confesses that to be a good Method in these Cases; but supposes One may do without it, by leaving to those resinous Extracts the proper Salts which Nature has endued them with. Whence he affirms, that the Way of making the Extract with Water is preferable to the common Way of doing it by a sulphurous Menstrum; since
Helleborus, which is brought from Switzerland, is preferable to that which comes by the Way of England. This latter, whether it is spoiled by keeping, or losing its Virtue in Transportation; he found to Have little or no Effect: So that there is Reason to suspect very much, that our Hellebore falls greatly short of the Goodness of that used by the Antients; since we find there is so great a Difference between it; and what so near Neighbours as the French have in Use among them at this Time. Of ours, according to Quincy, fifteen or twenty Grains, in Powder, are frequently given as an Alterative and a Sudorific; and in Tincture, where the Root has been one Part, and the Menstruum three, it may be given to fifty, or one hundred Drops to a Dose. Its Virtues are best drawn, by rubbing a little Salt of Tartar with it in a gross Powder, and letting it lie till the Air makes it run. For that so penetrates into the very Substance of the Root, that its Parts immediately join with the Menstruum, as soon almost as put into it. Small Wine is the best, as most likely to take up all the Parts of any medicinal Efficacy.

_Helleborus niger Hortensis, flore viridi_, C. B. P. Helleboraster, Offic. Helleboraster minor flore viridans, Park. Theat. Bears Foot. It grows in mountainous Places, flowering in March and April. The Parts used in Medicine are the Root and Leaves. The Leaves taken in Beer are recommended for the Small Pox, and against contagious Distempers. The Root has the same Virtues with that of the black Hellebore, and may be taken instead of it. It purges the lower Belly, evacuating Phlegm, and yellow Lile. Farriers and Gra-

fers put a great deal of Confidence in this Herb, against the Murrain among their Horses and Cattle. Their Method is to thrust a Bodkin thro' the Dewlaps of their black Cattle, thro' the Skin under the Neck of their Horses, and through the Ears of their Sheep, and then put a Fibre of the Root into the Wound; whence it is called Peg Root. The same is described by Columella, one of the Rei Rusticæ Scriptores, who wrote under the Emperor Claudius.

_Hepatica trilfolia carnulae flore_, Boerh. Ind. Alt. Trifolium aurum, Hepatica nobilis, Offic. Trifolium Hepaticum five Trinitatis Herba flore carnulo, J. B. Nobile Liverwort. It grows in Gardens, and flowers in the Spring. The Leaves only are used, which by modern Physicians are thought vulnerary. They corroborate the Stomach by their astringent Quality; and therefore are esteemed good where there is too great a Relaxation, and consequently are useful in vulnerary Drinks, in a Diabetes, Spittings of Blood, or bloody Urine. They are much extolled in Hernias; the Leaves pulverized are also good in Dysenteries. A Decoction of the Leaves is effectual against the Jaundice, Itch, festid Ulcers, and the Quinsey. The whole Plant is very good in Obstructions of the Kidneys, Bladder, and Liver. The Dutch make it an Ingredient in the Syrup of Succory.

_Herba Paris_, Offic. Boerh. Ind. Alt. Solanum quadrifolium baciferum, C. B. Pin. Herb Paris. It grows in shady Places, and flowers in May; and the Berries, which are used in Medicine, are ripe in July. These, taken internally, are Alexipharmic; the Leaves bruised, and reduced into a Cataplasm, and applied, are good in all pestilential Buboes, and other hot Tumors; the Plant prevails against Madness. Tachenus recommends it as good in Sciatic Pains.
Hordeum mundatum & perlatum. Ofic. French, or Pearl Barley. What we call French Barley, because it is usually imported from France, is nothing but Barley decocted in a Mill, adapted to that Purpose. What we call Pearl Barley, because it resembles Scots Pearls, is prepared after the same Manner; only in twice or thrice subjected to the Mill, in order to be ground, and made less. Both of them agree in Virtues with common Barley, only are more nutritious.

Horminum sativum, Offic. Horminum sativum genus Diochoridis, Park. Theat. Horminum Corna purpureo-violacea, J. B. Purple spiked Clarke. It grows in the Gardens of the Curious, and flowers in July. The Seed is used, which mixed with Honey clears the Eyes from white Specks. It stimulates the Nerves, and its heating Quality renders it very serviceable in the Dropy.

Hyacinthus, Offic. Hyacinthus Anglicus, Ger. Hyacinthus oblongo-streDt ecarzulus major, C. B. Pin. Haré Bells. They grow in Woods and Hedges, and flower in April. The Root is used, which stops Fluxes of all Kinds, provokes Urine, and is of Service in the Jaundice.

Hyoscyamus, Offic. Hyoscyamus major, Ger. Hyoscyamus major vel vulgaris, Boerh. Ind. A. Henbane. It grows in uncultivated Places, amongst Rubbish, and by Ditch Sides, and flowers in June. The Parts used in Medicine are the Root and Herb. It is refrigerating and wonderfully emollient, induces Sleep, mitigates violent Pains, and Acrimony, but disturbs the Reason, whence it is but very seldom exhibited internally; yet is sometimes so administered to cure a Spitting of Blood. The Seeds are exhibited in Hæmorrhages.
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Hist. Oxon. White Henbane. It grows, tho' but seldom, in Botanic Gardens. The Seeds are only introduced into Medicine, which are exhibited to cure Spitting of Blood. They are of a milder Nature and consequently safer in the Administration, than those of the preceding Species. The Juice of this Species is very good in an inveterate Cough, proceeding from a Defluxion of faffith acrimonious Humours, the dreadful Forerunner of a Phthisis; in order to prevent which the Egyptians, before they betake themselves to Reit, take a Spoonful of the Seeds, finely triturated with an equal Quantity of Powder-Sugar, by which they procure considerable Relief, by its blunting and sweetening the Acrimony of the faffith Humours, and inducing Sleep; their Women do the Same, for an immoderate Flux of the Menstrues. The Juice expressed from the green Stalks, Flowers, and Seeds, or the dryed Plant, macerated in warm Water and then bruised, mitigates acute Pains, especially of the Eyes; for which Purpoole Collyriums were prepared of it, and the same Preparation was used for violent Pains in the Ears; tho', in the Opinion of modern Practitioners, all those Medicines which take away the Sense of Pain, and which were called Narcotics, cannot but be pernicious if too frequently used; for what takes away the Sense of Pain, must diminish the sensitive Faculty.

Hypericum, Offic. Hypericum vulgaris, Park. Theat. Hypericum officinarum curulis fove spicatae, Boerh. Ind. Al. Hyssop. It grows in Gardens, and flowers in July and August. The Herb is used, which is attenuating, aperient, and abflerent. It is commended in all tartareous Diforders of the Lungs, Coughs, and Asthumas.

Jalapium Mecboacana nigra, Offic. Convulculus Americanus, Jalapium dictis, Raul Hist. Bryonia Mecboacana nigrica, C. B. Pin. Jalap. The Root, which is brought to us from the Indies, only is used; which powerfully purges all noxious, but more in particular, all serous Humours. WefTer in his Treatise de Cicutar Aquatica says, it is one of the best Cathartics we have, and wonders it is so little used, since it wants no Corrector on one hand, nor any thing on the other to promote its Operation, which can hardly be said of any other Purgative. As one Part of the Root may abound more with the purgative Quality than another, the Dose
Dole of the Resin is much more certain.

Jasminum, Offic. Jasminum album, Ger. Jasminum sine Gelseminum flore also, J. B. White Jasmin, or Jeftamin. It is cultivated in Gardens, and flowers in Summer, the Flowers are used, which are digestive, heating, emollient, and aperient. Its internal Use is principally to heat and relax the Uterus, and to cure a Schirrus. It promotes Delivery, is good for a Cough and Difficulty of Breathing, Pleurisy, and Pains of the Stomach, Intestines, and Uterus.

Imperatoria major; C. E. P. Boerh. Ind. A. Imperatoria & Afrantia, Offic. Master-Wort. It is cultivated in Gardens, and flowers in August. The Part, used in Medicine, is the Root, which is both Alexipharmic and Sudorific. It is serviceable in contagious Distempers and Contusions, in phlegmatic Diforders of the Head, Palsy, Apoplexy, and in Crudities of the Stomach, and the Colic. It is a most divine Remedy in the Colic, and flatulent Diforders, according to Hoffman.

Indicum, Offic. Emuris Americanus Siliqua incursa, Tourn. Inst. Polygala Indica frutescens; Hermanni, Raili Hist. Blue Indigo. This is a well known Preparation from a Plant which grows in Brasil, to the Height of two or three Feet, resembling Rosemary. This Preparation is generally thought to be of an attenuating and penetrating Nature, in consequence of which it is said to be beneficial in a Jaundice. It surpris-ingly stops Fluxes, because it is a strong Astringent. In Ephimer. Ger. An. 11. Obs. 117. it is recommended for restraining immoderate Discharges of the Lochia, and for curing a Falling down of the Uterus and Anus. Indigo was formerly thought to be poisned of a poisonous Quality; and, according to Paulus Anmanus, it was once accounted of to corrode a Nature, that the Electors of Saxony prohibited the Importation of it into their Territories.

Ipecacuanha, Offic. Pomor. Ipecacuanha Brasiliensis, Raili Hist. Periclymenos, accedens Planta, Brasili-ana, floesulis congetitis albis, Brasilian Root. This is the Root of a Plant produced in Brasil, New Spain, and various other Parts. There are generally three Kinds of it found in the Shops, the Grey, the Brown, and the White. The Grey is generally reckoned best, and most commonly used, when it can be had. Great Care ought to be taken in our Choice of this Root; since according to Sir Hans Sloan, in his Natural History of Jamaica, there is a poisonous Aper-ment whose Root greatly resembles it. Mr. Boulduc, after reiterated Chymical Analyses of these three Kinds of the Root, found that their Virtues conflicted not only in their Resin, but also in their saline Parts. This curious Gentleman also found Means to deprive this Root of its emetic Quality, the Difference between this and other violent Purgatives having encouraged him in this Research; the other drastic Cathartics, as Scammony and Coloquintida, however prepared or corrected, leaving too often fatal Marks of their Action; whereas Ipecacuanha, tho' it may appear very brisk in its Operation, leaves generally behind it no more than an Affraction of the Part it had before opened, and fatigued. He made a refinous Extract with Spirit of Wine, and drew out the saline Particles with Rain water, and found by Experience that its Violence, as in most other Purgatives, was owing to its Resin. For the Effects of the Resin were more violent than those of the Root itself, leaving little or no Affraction afterwards; but the saline Extract was diuretic, purged gently, with little or no Nausea, and in short was poissed of the specific Quality
Quality of the Root in curing Dysenteries. The Root is given from fifteen Grains to half a Dram, and we ought never to exceed a Dram. It by no means fatigues the Stomach, and is the best Succeedam for Emetic Tartar. It is the most valuable Specific in Dysenteries hitherto known, acting in such Cafes, not only as an Emetic, but also detetering Ulcers in the Intestines by a Mucilage contained in it, like that of Marshmallows; by which it in some measure supplies the villous Coat of the Intestines, when corroded and destroyed by the Disease. It also powerfully agitates and evacuates the Glands of these Parts. Its most celebrated Effects are those produced in cold Dysenteries after many other Medicines have been tried, and the Body has by these been sufficiently prepared. Then the first, or second Dose, generally produces visibly happy Effects; or if it should happen otherwise, it ought to be continued every Day, in the Quantity of three or four Grains, acting in that Case as an Alterative. This Root has at once an emplastic and detersive Quality; and tho' it does appear sensibly acrid, yet it produces, in those who powder it, an Oppression of the Thorax, Difficulty of Breathing, and Spitting of Blood. It is likewise offensive to the Eyes, increases the Discharge of the Lachrymal Glands, and, when the Tears do not find a ready Vent, produces a Swelling of the Eyes. These Effects are probably owing to the mucilaginous Quality of the Root. It is used in Subsistance, reduced to a fine Powder, either mixed with a Liquid, or incorporated with some proper Syrup into an Opiate. It may be given in Infusion, Decoction, or Tincture.

Iris vulgaris nostras, Offic. Iris vulgaris, Rau Hift. Common Flower de-Luce. This is by Transplantation into Gardens rendered more beautiful, flowering in May. The Root when recent is of a drying Nature, and is used as an Hydragogue, and Errhine. It is principally employed in evacuating the Waters of Dropical Patients. Externally it is used in impetigos, and for removing other Defedations of the Skin.

Iris Florentina, Iris Hybrica, Offic. Iris alba Florentina, C. B. Tourn. Inf. Florentine Orris. This is cultivated in Gardens, and flowers in May. Its Root is of a fragrant Smell, and possessed of an inciting, attenuating, expectorating, digerent, aperient, and emollient Quality. It is principally used in Obstructions and Infarctions of the Lungs, Coughs, Asthma, Obstructions of the Membranes, and Gripes in Children. Externally it beautifies the Skin, removes Freckles, and sweetens the Breath.

Jujuba, Offic. Ziziphus sine Jujuba major, Rau Hift. Ziziphus, Tourn. Inf. Bocoh. Ind. Alt. The Jujube Tree. This is cultivated in the Gardens of Spain and Italy. The Fruit is used, being moderately heating and moistening. It is principally recommended in Aperities of the Lungs, Coughs, Pleurisy, Acrimony of the Urine, Effervescence of the Blood, and Erections of the Kidneys and Bladder.

Jujuba Indica, Rau Hift. Jujuba Indica, secta Ficus, Ficus fylis majoribus, Ficus honginghis & incanis. Breyw Prod. Commel. Flor. Mal. The Lacco Tree, of which only the Gum is used in the Shops. This Gum is distinguished into three Kinds. First, the Stick-lac, which is a resinos, hard, and friable Substance, of an unequal granulated Surface, of a red Colour, a resinos Taste, and of a grateful Smell whilst burning. Secondly, The Sred-lac, which consists of resinos, hard, and friable Grains, of a reddish Colour, pellucid, and of the same Taste and Smell with the preceding. Thirdly,
of Vegetables,
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Juniperus, offic. Juniperus vulgaris fruticosa, C. B. Pin. Tourn. Infl. Boerh. Ind. Alt. The Juniper-Tree, or Bush. It grows in thickets, and the Wood, Berries, and Gum are used. The Gum, which is the Gum-Sandarac of theArabians, is a resiny, dry, whitish, pale Substance, concreted into Drops, of a resinous Tincture. By a Chymical Analysis we obtain from Juniper a fixed Salt, loaded with a great deal of more Acid than is necessary to saturate it. Thus, by a Chymical Analysis of Juniper, we obtain several acid Liquors, and a fixed, but no volatile, Salt. 'Tis to be observed, that the Plant is involved in a great deal of Sulphur, and some terrestrial Parts. Juniperwood yields, besides the Etherial Oil, a great deal of Oil thickened to the Consistence of a Syrup. Its Berries yield a great deal more, and its Top a little less. It is no hard Matter to perceive, that all these Principles should render the Juniper good to refole the Functions of the Stomach, to dissipate Wind and other Substances which produce acute Pains, to clear the Lungs, and evacuate that gross Lymph, which often occasions Difficulty of Breathing. The Plant is also stimulac, cephalic, and anti-hysteric. It provokes the Menfes, removes Obstructions of the Viscera, restores their Elasticity, and gives a free Passage to the Urine. The Wood, the Tops, and Berries are used. A Decoction of the Wood volatilizes the Blood, and purifies it by insensible Perspiration, much after the Manner of Guaiacum. A Semecuprum, prepared with this Wood, gives great Effe to those afflicted with the Gout. The Wine in which the Tops of Juniper have been boiled is very diuretic. Tragus, Matthiolus, Hartman, and Simon Pauli affirm, that they have cured some Persons of a Dropsy by Means of this Wine. The Honey of Juniper, which is no more than the Berries boiled with Honey, is excellent in Clysters for the Dyfentery and Tenesmus. It is customary to burn the Fruit of this Plant in order to remove a Pellilential Air; and an Infusion of it in Vinegar is used in the Time of the Plague to wash Letters, Linen, and common Utensils. The celebrated Frederic Hoffman, in Tr. de Præparat. Remed. Donat. speaks in the following Manner, "The Whole of the Juniper Tree is possessed of a medicinal Quality, because the Whole of it is balsamic. Its Wood is so far from being inferior to the exotic Woods Guaiacum and Saffafras, that it may not only be commodiously used as a Succedaneum to them; but is also preferable to them in my Opinion, in all Disorders arising from an imperfect State of the Humours. Its Berries in consequence of the large Quantity of balsamic Oil they contain, whether used in Substance, reduced to a Rob, or tossed and infused with Water by way of Coffee, are highly efficacious in all those Disorders which arise from Obstructions of the Viscera, or a thick and viscid Condition of the Blood. For which Reason they are of great Service, in Athemas, Cachexies, the Jaundice, the Colic, the Stone of the Kidneys and Bladders, as also in Crudities of the Stomach. Some Physicians of no inconsiderable Character inform us, that large Numbers of Dropsi-
of coarse Oil, Suet, and Pot-ash, boiled to a proper Consistence; and
if to this a proper Quantity of Soot is added, black Soap is produced;
2dly, Caustic Soap, which is prepared in the same Manner with the former,
only, instead of common Oil, that of Olives is used, and the Mafs tinged
with Indigo or some other Substance, of a blueish Colour. 3dly, White or
Venice Soap, which is prepared much in the same Manner with the others.
Soap is acrrient, digestive, detergent, and diuretic. It also opens Ob-
struotions of the Liver and Spleen, and expels Sand and Gravel. Exter-
ally applied, it attracts, and cures Burns when not exacerated, especi-
ally the Black-Soap, which also de-
strous all Kinds of Lice, and parti-
cularly Crab-Lice. It is however to
be observed, that the Lixivium of the
Shops may be prepared not only of
Pot-ashes, but also of the Ashes of
any burnt Wood. 5dly, Sal Aikali,
Offic. or Alkaline Salt. Tho' this
properly speaking is the Salt extract-
ed from Pot-ashes, yet, in a more
effective Sense, it comprehends, 1st,
The volatile Salts obtained from the
Parts or Excrements of Animals, as
Salt of Harthorn, and that of Urine,
2dly, The fixed Salts obtained from
the Ashes of Plants, such as the Salt
of Kali, and that of Wormwood.
Kali Hispanicum, Cod. Med. Kali
Hispanicum, fupinum Annuum, Sedis
1719. Alicant Glafs-wort; which is
employed in preparing Alicant-Soap.
Kina Kina, vel Cortex Peruviana,
Offic. Ind. Med. Arbor fubrufa
Peruviana. China China, & Quin-
quina, & Gammanepide diete, Kali
Hif. The Jefuits-Tree. This is a
pretty large high Tree like the Lime-
Tree, growing in the Inland Parts of
Peru, on the Mountains near Loxa,
or Lega, in the Province of Quito.
Its Bark is uneven and thick, with a
Colour resembling that of Cinnamon;
Coffe,
Coffee, or Ruff of Iron. The Spaniards say, that the Use of this Bark was discovered in the following Manner. Near the Town of Loxa was a Lake surrounded with Quinqua Trees, before the Spaniards settled in that Country. These Trees being by some Accident thrown into the Lake communicated a bitter Taste to the Water, so that the Inhabitants, who before used to drink it, could use it no longer. An Indian, however, who had a violent Fever upon him, and consequently an intense Thirst, finding no other Water, was forced to drink of this, by which he was perfectly cured. He related this Accident to some of his Neighbours, who having made the same Experiment were also cured. Upon this they set themselves to discover what had given this febrifugous Quality to the Water of the Lake, and found in the first place, that a great Number of Trees had fallen into it; and secondly, that, after a certain Time, these Trees being rotted in the Water, it lost its bitter Taste, and at the same time its Virtue; whence they concluded, that its Virtue was owing to the Trees. Then they infused all the Parts of these Trees in Water, and thus discovered that their whole Efficacy resided in the Bark. This Medicine, however, remained as a Secret to the Spaniards till 1640, when it was discovered by a Soldier; who by its Means had the good Fortune to cure the Vice-Queen of Peru, of an Intermittent Fever, which had so far baffled the Skill of the Physicians, that her Life was despaired of. This was a Circumstance of so striking a Nature, that the Spaniards afterwards used it with uncommon Success; and in 1649, Father de Lugo, a Jesuit, then Procurent General of his Order, and afterwards a Cardinal, brought it into Rome; upon which the Society of Jesuits began to bring it into Repu-


tation in Europe; by which Means they got a great deal of Money in a short time, since they sold it for more than its Weight in Gold, and never parted with it but in Powder, in order to disguise it the better. Two Drums were at that time thought sufficient for the Cure of any Intermittent Fever, because they never gave it till after many other Medicines had been made Trial of.

At this Juncture the Physicians were greatly divided with respect to the Peruvian Bark, Some looking on it as a divine Medicine, whilst Others believed it dangerous, and even fatal in many Cases. But notwithstanding the Opposition it met with, it at last acquired a great Reputation, by Means of the judicious and successful Experiments made by the English Physicians. The Enemies to this Medicine, who still have their Abettors, pretended from their own Experience, that it was not only attended with violent Relapses, but also brought on new and incurable Diseases; such as Cachexies, edematosous Tumors of the Feet, Dropcies, oblitinate Coughs, Opposition of the Præcordia, Hypochondria and Hysterical Disorders, flow and Hælic FEVERS, accompanied with a Loss of Strength and Appetite, Consumptions, and sometimes Convulsions and Epilepsies in Children. Baglivi affirms, that Fevers cured by the Bark either return in a few Days, or are succeeded by Asthmas, Dropcies, flow Fevers, Consumptions, and other dangerous Disorders. Many learned and eminent Physicians object against the Bark, that its altringent and corroborating Qualities fuipend the febrile Commotions of Intermittents, but do not remove the Fever, which afterwards induce Relapses, or perhaps more terrible Disorders. But, it is certain, that the Bark, exhibited duly and jointly with other suitable Remedies, has a Ten-
dency to remove the Causes of Fevers by promoting Perpiration, and restoring thedue Tone of the Solids. Besides, the Bark is possessed of a bitter Quality, which is universally allowed to be a proper Remedy for Fevers; since almost all Bitters, such as Wormwood, Carduus Benedictus, Fumitory, the lesser Centaury, and others of a similar Nature, are esteemed excellent Febrifuges. Some allege that it is certain from Experience, that many Persons, afflicted with Fevers, have by this Medicine been hurried into dangerous and incurable Diseafes, as slow and Hectic Fevers, Cachexies, and others of a similar Nature. But it is to be observed, that, before the Fever, the Humours and Viscera are generally disposed to these Diseafes, and that the bad Regimen of the Patient may contribute to their Production. Besides, it is sufficiently evident, that the most efficacious Remedies, such as Veneefion, Purgatives, Emetics, and Opiates, if used without Judgment, are equally pernicious and fatal. So that the Bark, tho' on some particular Occasions improper, is yet so far from being in general an unsafe and dangerous Remedy in Fevers and other Diseafes, that it is highly safe, efficacious, and innocent; especially in the Hands of a Physician who administers it with Judgment and Reafon; since its bad Effects do not proceed from the Medicine itself, but should be defervedly attributed to the improper Ufe of it, the Errors of the Patient, or a Neglect in removing the peccant Reliques. But however noble a Febrifuge the Bark may be, yet it is by no means to be exhibited till the Prime Victe are cleaned from the Collection of peccant Humours with which they abound. Nor should it be prescribed, especially in a considerable Quantity, if the Abdominal Viscera are obstructed, or infarcted with Blood and Humours, before these Obstructions are opened, and the Infarction removed. Nor is the Cure of Intermittent Fevers to be undertaken with the Bark in manifeflly plethoric, cacochymic, cachectic, and Hypocondriac Patients, or when critical Evacuations of Blood are suppressed. Great Caution is also necessary, if the Patients to whom this Febrifuge is to be given, have their Strength and Blood exhausted; if they are obnoxious to exorbitant Passions; if they are cold, and if the Fevers themselves approach to a continual Hectic, or a low Fever; if there is a continual Costiveness; if the Urine is limpid and without Sediment; if the Hypocondria are tumid, or an Autumnal, or Winter Fever has already been long protracted. For in such Cases it is better to moderate the febrile Commoions by gently evacuating and corrobating Medicines, till at laft, as it frequently happens, the Fits spontaneoufly ceafe, either by a Change of Place, a more exact Regimen, or the Influence of a serene and warm Air. It is of great Importance to the proper and salutary Ufe of the Bark in what Form, Dofe, Season, and under what Regimen it is to be exhibited. As to the Form, it is most commodiously given in Subfance in a proper Vehicle without any Addition. But if the Stomach nauseates it in this Form, there are feveral Methods of preparing it in a more agreeable Manner. Besides the peculiar febrifuge Quality of the Bark, it is also of singular Service, not only in stopping the Progress, but also in perfecting the Cure, of begun Gangrenes and Mortifications.

Lactuca, Ofic. Lactuca fativa, Boerh. Ind. A. Garden Lettuce. It is sown in Gardens, the Leaves and Seed are used. Galen in the Decline of his Age suffered very much, by want of Sleep, for which Disorder he accustomed himself in the Evening to eat.
Of Vegetables.

Lamium alpinum, or Lettuce, which was his only sovereign Remedy. For a Phrenzly, Delirium, burning Fever, and other like Disorders, Simon Pauli recommends a double or treble linnen Cloth, well moistened in Water of Lettuce, in which purifed and crystallized Nitre, or Sal Prunella, has been dissolved, in the Proportion of half an Ounce to a Pint, to be applied to the Temples, the Coronal Suture, and the Wrills. Lettuce in general are esteemed emollient, refrigerating, faponaceous, resolvent, diuretic, and somewhat laxative; but are better raw than boiled.

Ladaum. This is a Gum oufing out of the Cifus Ladanifera, Office. Cifus, Ledon Cretensi, C. B. Pin. This Gum mollifies, digests, matures, and attenuates, and externally used is Anodyne, and good for the Tooth-ach, Alopecia, Heart-burn, Pains of the Stomach, and Hyteric Fits. In Dioscorides’s Time, this Gum was gathered from the Hairs of the Goats, which fed among the Trees which produce it, but at present, according to Tournefort, the Greek Monks gather it from the Cifus Ladanifera, with a Sort of Rakes. It is an excellent Balfamic in Dysentery and Hoarfenes.

Lamium rubrum, Office. Galeopfis, from Urtica iners, Sort & folio minorum, J. B. Red Archangel. It grows in Hedges by Highways. The Leaves and Flowers are used. The Flowers are good to fop a Dysentery, and Hæmorrhages from Wounds. The Herb bruised is faid to difcufs Tumors, and to be serviceable to Wounds, putrid Ulcers, and Inflammations, and is recommended for an Excels of the Catamenia.

Lamium album, Office. Galeopftis from Urtica iners, floribus albis, J. B. White Archangel. It grows by Hedge Sides, flowering in April and May. The Flowers are used. The Plant is emollient, inciding, diuretic, and lithontriptic, and good against Hyteric Fits. The Root is recommended against the Jaundice, and the Flowers are accounted a Specific against the Fever Albus.

Lambsna, Office. Semo affinis. Lambsna dornifica, C. B. P. Nipple-wort. It is found in Gardens and Fields, flowering in June and July. It is faid to be drying, detergent, and digestive, and is esteemed excellent for curing ulcerated Nipples, from whence it derives its Name Nipple-wort.

Lapathum Alpinum folio subrotrundo, Boerh. Ind. A. Zippelopathum, Office. Baffard Monks Rhubarb. This agrees in Virtues with the Lapathum hortens latifolium. This is what the Herb Women of London frequently fall for the true Monk’s-Rhubarb.

Lapathum hortens latifolium, C. B. P. Rhubarbarum Monachorum, Office. Zippelopathum lativimum. Ger. Monk’s Rhubarb. It is planted in Gardens, and grows wild in several Parts of France, Italy, and Germany. A Dram of this powdered with a Scruple of Ginger, and taken in a Morning fafting, in warm Broth, is good to purge off the yellow Bile and ferous Humours. The Juice of the Root, with Sulphur, cures the Itch, and, with the Meal of Lupines, cures Pimples, Freckles, the Alphus, and other Cutaneous Disorders. The dried Powder taken in Wine is faid to expel the Stone from the Urinary Passages; and, taken with the Juice of Horehound, is good for the Jaundice.

Lapathum acutum, Oxylapathum, Office. Lapathum folio acuto, Plano, C. B. P. Sharp-pointed Dock. It grows in moift Places, and among Ruins and Rubbish. The Root and Seed are used. Willis recommends the Roots of this Dock in a Diet-Drink, as a most excellent Antifcorbutic. And they are faid by Others.
to be effectual in a Jaundice, and to cleanse and purify the Blood, and are good for the Scurvy and Rheumatism, and all manner of Scabby, Itchy, Eruptions. The Seeds taken in Powder corroborate the Liver, and stop all Sorts of Fluxes. There is an Unguent, that takes its Name from it, in the London Dispensatory.

Lavandula, Offic. Lavandula latifolia, C. B. P. Pseudo Nardus, vulgo Spica, J. B. Greater Lavender. It is planted in Gardens, but is rarely met with in England. The Herb and Flowers are used, being of fine Parts; and friendly to the Head and Nerves. It is principally advised in Catarrhs, Palfies, Convulsions, the Vertigo, Lethargy, and Trembling of the Limbs. It provokes Urine, the Menves, and expels the Feetus; and is good for the Gripes, proceeding from Flatulencies. Outwardly it is of Service in Lixoria, for the Head and Members, and in Maflacatories.

Lavandula angustisfolia, C. B. P. Spica Lavandula vulgaris, Offic. Pseudo Nardus vulgo Lavandula vulgaris, J. B. Common Lavender, or Spike. This grows wild in the Southern Parts of France and Spain, but is cultivated with us in Gardens, flowering in July. It takes its Name à Lavanda, Washing or Bathing, because it was used in Baths on account of its Fragancy. It is, also, called Spica, Spike; because among all the verticillated Plants, this alone bears a Spike. Many call it Nard, and perhaps, this is the true Nard of the Antients, which we will not dispute, since we cannot arrive at any Certainty in the matter. It is the principal of all the Cephalic Plants, being very comfortable and reviving, under Faintings. Whence it is very proper in Lethargies, Apoplexies, Palpies, and Epilepsies, and is recommended in Difforders incident to Virgins. The Plant is, also, an Emmenagogue, and a great Promoter of the Lochia, after the Birth. That Lavender is far more potent and penetrating, and of greater Efficacy, in Cephalic, Uterine, and Nervous Difforders, than the Flowers of Rosermary, appears from the Oil of it distilled, and from the Salivation excited by the Leaves and Flowers in chewing; whence it is much commended in toporic and catarrhous Difforders. Lavender given in a Phrensy, proceeding from an Inflammation, infallibly destroys the Patient; but it is good for vertiginous, old Perfons, and Distempers owing to Dullness and Want of Spirits. It is outwardly used in warming and strengthening Fomentations.

Lauro-cerasus, Offic. Boerh. Ind. A. Cerasus folio Laurino, C. B. P. Padus exotica folio ample, ega, temperinenti, Rupp. Flor. Jen. Laurel, or Cherry Bay. It has been customary to mix the Water distilled from the Leaves of Laurel with Brandy, or other spirituous Liquors, in order to impart to them the Taste of Ratasia; and it has been very common to use Laurel-Leaves in Cookery, to give the same Kind of Taste to Cullards, and some Sorts of Sweetmeats. But a few Years ago, some People at Dublin were manifestly poisoned by drinking Laurel-water, and it has been since found, by repeated Trials upon Dogs, that this Laurel-water is the most deleterious Poison perhaps known, killing almost in Infants. There is a full Account of these Accidents and Experiments in the Philosopbical Transactions, which the Curious may consult. It is said, that the Villainy of certain Dealers in Medicine has been destructive to some People, by substituting the Water of Laurel, instead of that of black Cherries, on account of the Resemblance in the Smell of each; and this is not at all unlikely. Hence black Cherry-water has fallen into some Disrepute, however inno-
cent; for I am satisfied it is as harm-
less as any of the other Simple Wa-
ters, and may be used as safely, if
Experiments made upon Animals
with a View of discovering the Truth
can be depended upon, provided it
is only made of the usual Strength.
The Berries of the Lauro-cerasus are
esteemed a good Antiscorbutic.

Laaurus, Offic. Laurus vulgaris,
C. B. P. Laurus mas & fæmina, Ger.
The Common Bay-Tree. It is plant-
ed in Gardens, flowering in March
and April. The Leaves and Berries
are used. They are heating, drying,
emollient, and refolvent. The Ber-
ries are principally ordered to pro-
voke Urine, and the Menes, for
Diforders of the Nerves, Palsy, and
Colic, for Pains after Birth, and for
Crudities of the Stomach. The
Leaves are recommended for the
Stinging of Wasps, to soften Tu-
mours, to provoke the Menes, to
mitigate Pains, and to give Relief in
the Tooth-ach.

Lentiscus, Offic. Lentiscus ex Chio,
ex quia fimet Mafchiche, Ind. Med.
Tourn. Itin. The Maflich Tree. It
grows plentifully in the island of
Sicil or Chios, in the Archipelago,
flowering in March and April. The
Parts used, are the nodous and bra-
chiated small Branches, which are of
the Thickness of a Man's Finger,
white on the Inside, but covered
with an Alh-coloured Bark, and of
a renfous Taste and Smell. The
other Part in Use in Medicine, is the
Resina Mafchiche, Offic. Maflich. It
is dry, transparent, and of a pale yel-
low Colour. It flows from an Incision
made in the Bark of the abovemention-
tioned Tree, and is brought to us in
small, and almost pellucid, Drops,
and is of a renfous and astringent
Taste, and of a fragrant Smell.
That is to be esteemed, which is of a
sweet Smell, bright, shining, dry,
frangible, and unadulterated. The
Wood is drying and binding, adapted
to the Relief of all Sorts of Fluxes,
and Falling down of the Anus and
Uterus. It is good to stop phagede-
nic Ulcers, to provoke Urine, and to
fatten loose Teeth. The Gum is
heating, drying, emollient, and a
good Strengtheener of the Stomach;
it easeth Vomiting and Nausias. It
blunts and corrects the Acrimony of
Cathartics, strengthens the Head, and
the Nervous Syflem; and cures some
Kind of Coughs and Spitting of
Blood.

Lepidium, Piperitis, Omic. Lepidi-
um latifolium, C. B. P. Raphanus
fsuefris Officinarum, Lepidium Aegi-
netae Lobtia, Ger Emac. Dittander.
It grows in moist Places near River,
flowering in June and July. The
Leaves are used, which are esteemed
good for the Sciatica, and being
chewed they cause a great deal of
Rheum to come from the Mouth,
and are therefore recommended for
scrophulous Tumors in the Throat.
The Suffolk Women give them to
haften the Birth, boiled in Ale.

Leucanthemum vulgare, Boerr.
Ind. A. Bellis major, Omic. Bellis
fsuefris caule foliis major, C. B.
 Ox-Eye Daisly. It grows in Fields
and Meadows, flowering in May.
The Leaves and Flowers are used.
A Decotion of the whole Plant be-
ing drank is recommended as a sin-
gular Remedy for an Asthma, Phthi-
lis, and Orthopnea. They are also
good for Wounds and Ruptures.

Leucium luteum, Cheyri, Offic.
Leucium luteum vulgare, C. B. P.
Kerys from Leucium vulgare luteum,
Emac. Wall-Flower. It grows upon
old Walls and Buildings, flowering
in June. The Flowers are used,
which are esteemed cordial, good to
mitigate Pains, provoke the Menes,
and to expel the Secondines, and give
Relief under the Palsy and Apoplexy.
There is scarce a more effectual Re-
medy known, than the Wall-Flower,
Q3 taken
taken twice every Day in warm Beer, for the Jaundice.

Levisticum, Offic. Liguisticum vulgare, C. B. P. Levisticum vulgare, Ger. Emac. Lovage. It is cultivated in Gardens, flowering in June. The Roots, Leaves, and Seeds are used; being alexipharmic, diuretic, and vulnerary.

Licen, Xepatica vulgaris, Offic. Lichen petræus cauliculó pilícum fuffiente, Boerh. Ind. A. Liverwort. It grows in moist and shady Places, and by the Banks of Rivers. The whole Plant is an extraordinary Hepatic, and principally used in Obstructions of the Liver and Bladder; whence it becomes of Service in Hectic Disorders, the Jaundice, the Itch, Lichen, Gonorrhæa, and Fevers. Outwardly applied, it stops Hæmorrhages in Wounds.

Lichen cinereus, Offic. Lichen cínereus terrestris, Raiti. Lichen pulmonarius, faxatilis digitatus major cínereus, Boerh. Ind. A. Ground Liverwort. It is found upon dry barren Places. This Plant is of late celebrated as a Specific against the Bite of a Mad Dog, given with Pepper, and, perhaps, not without Reason. Tho' Experience convinces us, that many Dogs and some Men have died Lilly, after taking it in due Time, and with all imaginable Regularity.

Lichen petræus stellatus, C. B. P. Xepatica stellata, Offic. Lichen flore Xepatica vulgaris, Park. Star Liverwort. It grows in moist and shady Places. The whole Plant is used, which agrees in Virtue with the common Liverwort. This is more in use among the common People, than among the Physicians.

Lignum Aloe, This is already taken notice of under Agallochum.

Lignum Apsalatum, Pharmacop. Apsalatum, Offic. Geoff. Traët. Agallochum praßtintissimum, C. B. P. Calambac Wood. This Wood is brought from the East Indies in Pieces thicker and less solid than the Lignum Aloe, of a paler Colour, and fainter Smell, bituminous, fat, and resinous, and of a bitterish Taste. It agrees in Virtues with the Log Agallochum, for which it is often sold, but it is weaker.

Lignum Campeslearum, Offic. J. B. Tsiam Pangam, Hort. Mal. Log-Wood. It grows in the East and West-Indies, and is esteemed astringent, good to fortify the Stomach, and is much celebrated of late for its Virtues in curing a Dysentery.

Lignum Nephréticum. This is already mentioned under Glau Unguentaria.

Lignum Rhodium. This is specified under Apsalatus.

Ligufrum, Offic. Ger. Emac. Ligufrum Germanicum, C. B. P. Privet. It grows in Hedges, flowering all the Summer. The Leaves and Flowers are used, which are cooling, drying, astringent, and incising, and good for Inflammations, Putrefactions, and Exulcerations of the Mouth and Fauces, and for a Relaxation of the Uvula, and Bleeding of the Gums.

Lilium albus, Offic. Ger. Emac. Lilium albus vulgare, J. B. White Lilly. It is sown in Gardens, flowering in June. The Root, Seed, and Flowers are used. The Root is often applied for softening and ripening of Tumors, for removing Corns of the Feet, being mixed with old Lard, for mollifying the Pudenda in Labour, and for Burns, and the like. The Seeds exhibited in Verbain-water are good to facilitate the Birth. The Flowers are emollient, suppling, and anodyne.

Lilium rubrum, Mont. Ind. Xemvocalis, Offic. Lilium aureum, Ger. Emac. Lilium purpureo croceum majus, C. B. P. Red Lilly. It is cultivated in Gardens, flowering in June, and July. The Roots and Leaves are used. The Leaves bruised mitigate Inflamm-
Inflammations of the Breasts, contracted after Child-birth, and Inflammations of the Eyes. The Root and Leaves are successfully applied by way of Cataplasm to Burns.

Linum montanum minus, Ger. Emac. Martagon, One. Linum heriberus reflexis, montanum, C. B. P. Martagon, or Turks Cap. It is cultivated in Gardens, flowering in June. The Root, which is used, is substituted, in our Shops, in the Room of the Yellow Asphodel. The common People hang it about the Necks of Infants, to facilitate Dentition.

Linum Convallium, Offic. Linum Convallium flore albo, Park. Lilly of the Valley. It is found in Woods and shady Places, flowering in May. The Flowers are esteemed cephalic; and are principally used in cold Disorders of the Head, as the Apoplexy, Palsy, Vertigo, Epilepsy, and in fainting Fits.

Limonia malus, Offic. Park. Theat. Malus Limonia acida, C. B. P. Limon vulgaris, Tourn. Infl. The Lemon Tree. It grows in Italy and Spain. The Fruit is cooling, and grateful to the Stomach, allaying Thirst, and promoting an Appetite, and is good for both common, malignant and pestilential Fevers. Lemons provoke Urine, and the Juice being mixed with Salt of Wormwood flops Vomiting, and strengthens the Stomach. Of late Years, the Juice of Lemons, perfectly neutralized with Salt of Wormwood, has been very much given in Fevers, and with very good Effect, in the Quantity of about half an Ounce, repeated at due Intervals.

Linaria, Offic. Linaria lutea vulgaris, Ger. Emac. Linaria vulgaris lutea, flore majore, C. B. P. Toad-Flax. It grows upon Banks and Hedges, flowering in June and July. The Herb is diuretic, and is principally used in the Jaundice, Dropy, Obstructions of the Liver, and in a Difficulty of Urine. It is accounted an excellent Remedy for the Piles; and an Ointment made of it is serviceable externally in the same Complaints.

Lingua Cervina, Phyllitis, Offic. Phyllitis fove Lingua Cervina vulgaris, Park. Harts-Tongue. It grows in shady Places, and among Stone Buildings. The Leaves are principally recommended in a tumified Spleen, and for a Spitting of Blood. Externally applied it cleanses Wounds and Ulcers. Exhibited in Powder, it is good for the Palpitation of the Heart, for a Suffocation of the Uterus, and for Convulsive Motions. Boiled in Wine it is good for the Bite of a mad Dog, and Obstructions of the Viscera. It is also given in the Rickets and Scrobutic Habits.

Linum, Offic. Linum jatificium, C. B. P. Flax. It is sown in Fields, flowering in June. The Seed, which is usually called Linseed, is digesting, emollient, and ripening, and principally recommended in Coughs, Pleurisy, and Consumptions. Externally applied it ripens Tumors, mitigates Pains, and expels the Fistula. Flax infused in Water, as in Ponds or Rivers, as it is practiced in order to rot the Stem, and procure the Bark for mechanical Uses, communicates to the Water a very poisonous Nature, insomuch that Cattle which drink of it die; and the Fish in such Waters are poisoned. The Seeds of this Plant afford an excellent Medicine, since from them is expressed an Oil, which is anodyne, demulcent, and extremely adapted to all Manner of Aperities. It relaxes, and involves Acidities, whence it is of extraordinary Service in the most desperate Colics. The stiff and rigid Limbs, being anointed with this Oil, are relaxed and rendered flexible. This Oil, when fresh drawn, and taken at the Mouth, is very good in a Pleurisy, and a Cough, to help Expectorations.
tion; and, injected in Clysters, is very proper in the Hæmorrhoids, and indurated Faces, whence proceeds the Colic. Mixed with Sealed and Japan Earth, it is a great Arcanum in the Dysentery, and a very good Remedy in the Stone. This Oil boiled with Honey clears the Skin and Face of Spots, and all Cutaneous Blemishes.

Linum Catharticum, Offic. Linum sylvestre Catharticum, Ger. Emac. Linum Pratense floceulis exiguis, C. B. P. Purging Flax, or Mill Mountain. It grows upon dry, hilly, and chalky Places, flowering in June and July. The Herb is poliessed of a Cathartic Quality. It cures Tertians, and is recommended in the Gout. I once knew an Infance of a Man, who took a Purge from a Quack, of an Infusion of this Plant; which in a few Hours swelled him to such a Degree, that his ordinary Cloaths were not by much sufficient to cover him; and it was with some Difficulty, that he was recovered by more gentle Evacuations.

Liquid-Ambar, Offic. C. B. P. Xochicocotso Quahuitl, seu Arbor Liquid-Ambarum Indicum, Hern. Styrax Acriis folio, Ralli Hift. Platanus Virginiana Styracem fundens, Hern. Par. Bad. Prod. Liquid Amber. It grows in Virginia, New-Spain, and other Places in the West-Indies. The Part used is the Resin, which is a fat Liquid Substance, of the Confidence of Venice Turpentine, yellow, inclining to red, of an acrimonious Taste, aromatic, and fragrant. It heats and moistens, resolves and opens Obstructions; and is an Emollient and Ripener. Its principal Use is in Obstructions, hard Tumours, &c. It is employed in Suffumigations, and the like. Xerander says, that this Balsam diffils from a Tree, either spontaneously, or from a Wound. Some break up the Branches into small Bits, and, boiling them, skim off the Oil that rises on the Liquor, which they sell for the true Balsam; and this Liquor is thought by Some to be the liquid Storax commonly fold by the Apothecaries and Druggists.

Liquiritia, Liquorice. This is already taken notice of under the Article Glycyrrhiza.

Lithospermum five Millium Solis, Offic. Lithospermum vulgare minus, Park. Theat. Gromwell. It grows in Fields, and by the Path-ways, flowering in May and June. The Herb and Seeds are used. It expels the Stone, cleanses the Kidneys, and provokes Urine. Boiled in Wine or Water it is of Service in a Gonorrhoea.

Lolium, Offic. Lolium album, Ger. Emac. Gramen Loliateum Spica longioire, C. B. P. Darnel. It grows among Corn. The Seed is used, which is heating, drying, attenuating, diffusing, and cleansing. It hurts the Eyes, and creates a Dimness, by the acrid Vapours it elevates to the Brain. Xippocrates recommends bruised Darnel in Uterine Disorders, in form of a Fomentation.


Lupula. A Name for the Acetosella, or Wood-Sorrel.

Lunaria, Offic. Lunaria minor, Ger. Emac. Osenunda folis lunatis, Boerh. Ind. Alt. Moon-wort. It grows on hilly Places. The whole Plant is used, which agrees in Virtues with the Ophioglossum. The People in Wales apply an Ointment of this Plant to the Reins, which they esteem as a certain Remedy for a Dysentery. It stops the Mefes, and suppresses a Fluor Albus.
Lupinus, Offic. *Lupinus sativus,* flore albo, C. v. P. Lupines. It is sown in Gardens, flowering in June. The Seed is used, which, ground to a Meal, affords a good Food, and is emollient, nutritive, and anodyne; but internally taken, it binds the Belly. For which Reason it is given with a little Mustard, in the worst Dyenteries. Lupines bring down the Menses, and expel the Fetid. Externally used they are of Service in Achors, Pustules, Gangrenes, and malignant Ulcers.

Lupulus, Offic. *Lupulus mas & feminia,* C. B. P. *Lupus fulcitarius,* Ger. Emac. Hops. They grow in Hedges, flowering in July and August. The Leaves, Flowers, and Tendrils are used. The Flowers are of a bitter Taste, and are esteemed anodyne and diffusent. Hops are principally used in Obstructions of the Liver and Spleen; they cure a Jaundice, are recommended in Hypochondriacal Disorders, and provoke Urine and the Menses. Externally applied they allay Pains, and are serviceable in Contusions, Luxations, and Tumours. The Tendrils are good to purify the Blood, and are recommended for the Itch, but an excessive use of them creates a great Pain in making water.

*Macis,* Mace. See the Article *Nux Moschata.*

Majorana, *Amaratus,* Sampyreum, Offic. *Majorana vulgaris,* C. B. P. Sweet Marjoram. It grows in Gardens, flowering in July. The Herb and Seed are cephalic and uterine. Dr. Nicholas Cheseau of Marfells commends the following Erhine, in the Head-ach: Take of the Root of white Hellebore, half a Dram, of the Leaves of Sweet Marjoram, two Pugils; boil them in six Ounces of Water, to the Consumption of a third Part. When you use it, fill your Mouth with Water, and putting some of the Decotion, a little warm, in the Hollow of your Hand, draw it up your Nostrils, when the Pain is very violent, for it exasperates a slight one. The Water of Sweet Marjoram helps a Catarrh, if, instead of an Erhine, you fill your Mouth with Wine, or pure Water, and, taking some of the Water of the Herb in the Hollow of your Hand, you drop one Nostril, and draw it up the other as far as the Root of the Nose, or the *Oss Ethmoides.* If you don't take this Method, the Erhine will not ascend to the aforesaid Place, but will be diverted and drawn back upon the *Fauces,* or *Narium Foramina.* This Erhine (says Simon Pauli) my Father used with the highest Reputation in the Cape of Prince Walsenftein, who was afflicted with a Rheum. If the Sides of the Nostrils, or the Space between the Eyebrows, be anointed with the Balfam of this Plant, it has a wonderful Effect in a Catarrh, or rather a Rheum. The Nape of the Neck and the Temples are usually anointed with the same Balfam, not only in the aforesaid Disorder, but in other cold Difterpers of the Head. Being chewed or applied, it eases the Tooth-Ach.

Majorana Oleracea, Offic. *Majorana hortensis viridis,* tenuior, C. B. P. Pot Marjoram. It is cultivated in Gardens among other Culinary Herbs, flowering in Summer, and agrees in Virtues with the following.

Majorana Sylvestris, Park. Thdta. *Origanum,* Offic. *Origanum sylvestre,* Camilla bubula Plinii, C. B. P. Wild Marjoram. It grows in Hedges and Thickets, flowering in July. The Herb, which is opening and abefive, is principally used in Obstructions of the Lungs, Liver, and Uterus. It is of great Service in a Cough, Asthma, and Jaundice. It increases Milk, and expels ichorous Excrements by Sweat. Externally applied, it
it is frequently put in Baths for the Head and Uterus, and for the whole Body, under the Itch.

Malva, Offic. Malva vulgaris, flava major, folio saniato. J. B. Common Malows. It grows by way-sides, flowering in June. The Root, Leaves, and Seed are used. The Mallow is loofening, cooling, and mollifying, it being one of the five Emollient Herbs. It mitigates Pains, and allays the Sharpness of Urine. The Herb is a proper Remedy, first, where excessive Acrimony requires Demulcents; secondly, where too great a Stricture requires Relaxation; thirdly, where Pains are to be mitigated; and fourthly, under an excessive Guttinosity. Hence it is effectual for dry and rigid Fibres; for rendering the hard Intestines lubricous; and for the Vertigo in those who labour under Hypochondriacal Disorders. The Surgeons also make great Use of this Plant; and there is scarce a Cataplasm designed for maturating, but has Malows for an Ingredient. It is of Efficacy in Afections of the Lungs and Intestines, a Phthisis, Hoarseness, and Cough. The Flowers are good for Inflammations of the Gums and Uvula. A Cataplasm of the Herb is recommended for the Erysipelas; and an Infusion of the Leaves, after the Manner of Tea, cures an inveterate Heat of Urine.

Malus, Offic. Malus seve Pumum. C. B. P. The Apple Tree. It is cultivated in Gardens and Orchards, flowering in April. The Apples may be hurtful to a cold and humid Stomach, they are very agreeable to a hot and bilious one; and render the Body soluble. Almost all Apples have a Property in common, that, if their expressed Juice be drank with a little Saffron, it becomes an Antidote against Poisons, and expels Worms, or other Animals, from the Belly. A Cataplasm prepared of sweet Apples is very much recommended for pungent Pains in the Sides, and for Ambulotions by Gun-powder. There is a Medicine, which frequently occurs in our Practice, which is a Poultice prepared of Apples, and applied to an Inflammation of the Eyes, and it is common to apply a putrid Apple to all sorts of Tumours and Inflammations of the Eyes. Gfner with good Success advised a roasted Apple opened, and filled with a Dram of Frankincense for a Dysepsia, and other Disorders of the Lungs.

Malus Sylvaebris, Offic. Malus syvebris, quae & alba, & rubra, & majora, & minora, C. B. P. Crab Tree, or Wilding. It grows in Woods and Hedges, flowering in April. Its Fruits and Juice are the Agresta of the Shops, called Ferjuice, which is vehemently aperient, acid, and astrinient, and an excellent Application for Strains.

Mandragora, Offic. Mandragora, fructu roundo, C. B. P. Mandrake. This is cultivated in Botanic Gardens, flowering in May. The Leaves, the Bark of the Root, and the Fruit are used. The Leaves are sharp-pointed, about a Cubit long, and a Palm and a half broad, of a dark green Colour, and fetid Smell. The Bark of the Root is of a deep Ash-Colour, white within and rough without, and of a disagreeable Smell. The whole Plant is esteemed soporific and narcotic, and according to Some of a poisonous Nature, tho’ Others say that the Fruit may be eaten without any ill Consequence. It is however seldom used internally; but externally the Juice is recommended against Pain, and Redness of the Eyes, an Erysipelas, hard Tumors, and sinister and scrophulous Swellings. The Herb-women in London generally fell the Leaves of the Hyoscyamus luteus for those of Mandrake; and these, or those of English Tobacco, are
are said to be usually employed in making the Unguentum Populinum instead of those of Mandrake.

Manna, Offic. Mangai. Park. Theat. The Mango Tree. This grows in the East Indies, and the Fruit is brought to us pickled, which is esteemed to be cooling and moistening. According to Garcias, the Stones roasted cure a Diarrhea.

Manna. This is produced from the Mannifera Arbor, Offic. Fraxinus rotundifolium C. B. P. The round-leaved Ash; and is certainly a Juice flowing from the Trunk and larger Branches of this Tree, when the Sun, as is said, enters the Sign Cancer. This Juice is every Year collected in hot and dry Weather, about, or a little before, the Dog Days, and the August Rains; because, when rainy Weather begins, it ceases to flow. There are three Kinds of this Calabrian Manna; one by the Italians called Manna di Carpo, which is the most elegant of all the others, and is either spontaneously discharged from the Trunk, and large Branches of the Tree, in form of a Crystalline Liquor, and becomes concreted into Grains, some larger, and some smaller, which are, the succeeding Day, carefully gathered, left they should be again melted by the Rains, or the Fogs; or about the Rising of the Sun the Bark of the Tree is divided with a Knife, and the discharged Liquor is received in Vessels, put upon Paper, and exposed to the Sun, in order to be dried: The second Species, by them called Torchts, which is obtained by Art, is, by the same Trees, after they cease to drop spontaneously, yielded in the Month of August, from Incisions made in the Bark to the Wood. From these Incisions, the Manna flows copiously from Noon till ten o’Clock at Night, and is next Day exposed to the Sun in order to be dried; but this Species is less esteemed, on account of its Impurity and Yellow Colour: The third Species is called Manna di Frondi, and is spontaneously, by way of Sweat, discharged from the Leaves of the Trees, on which the Drops are indurated; but, this last Species is not very carefully collected, because it is not, without the greatest Difficulty, to be separated from the Leaves. The Arabicans are the first, who give us any Account of Manna as a Cathartic, which they call Terniabia, Siracoff, and Mel de Cufaram. Manna is not only purgative, but, also, possessed of a correcting and temperating Quality; and therefore it is justly to be accounted a Medicine of all others the most mild, safe, and friendly to Nature. For though, especially when exhibited in large Doses, it powerfully purges the Prima Visc from all Sorde, and, in some Patients, procures, perhaps, twenty Stools, when three or more Ounces of it are taken; yet so wonderful and salutary are its Virtues, that it expeditiously produces its Effects, without bringing on violent Pain, Loss of Strength, Ebulition of the Blood, an Augmentation of the Thirst and Pulse, or a preternatural Heat. We may, therefore, in general, affirm of Manna, that its Use is more extensive, and its Nature better accommodated to most Persons, than that of any other lenitive or purgative Medicine; so that it is possessed of some peculiar Virtues, which are not to be found in other Purgatives. Such is the Nature of Manna, that it expeditiously discharges from the Body all Kinds of Humours, whether serous, bilious, or acid. It corrects and sheaths up the Acrimony of the bilious Humours; and, which generally happens with other Purgatives, it is neither entangled, nor its Force impaired, by acid Humours; but, by correcting and subduing them, rather facilitates their Evacuation by the Anus. Besides, the Use of Manna is suited
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Manna is esteemed a most excellent Cathartic in the Disorders of Children from Acidities, for old People and even pregnant Women, and where-ever acid and bilious Juices abound, or whenever there is a great Acrimony of the Humours. It is much recommended in Rheumatic, Arthritic, and Scorbatic Disorders, in the Cholera, and is said particularly to be of very great Service in Fevers, in Hypochondriac Disorders, in Colics, the Stone in the Urinary Passages, or a Suppression and Heat of Urine. Besides the Virtues of Manna considered as a Cathartic, it also soothes, as it were, and relaxes, and by this Property removes Spasms and Contractions of the Fibres. Manna is, also, possessed of a diuretic Quality, and is upon the whole, perhaps, the very best and most universally useful Cathartic in the Shops. F. Hoffman affirms, that Manna is generally given in too small Doses; by which means the Sordes contained in the Intestines are put in motion, but not carried off, in consequence of which Flatulencies are excited. He therefore advises to give it in the Quantity of three or four Ounces to Adults, and to Infants and Children from two Drums to half an Ounce; and by this means he informs us, that it purges with Efficacy, Safety, and without exciting those Flatulencies, which it raises if taken in a small Dose. Manna, like Honey dissolved in Water, will ferment, and produce a vinous Liquor. And I have great reason to suspect, that Manna is extremely powerful in the dissolving that Inflammatory Spissitude of the Blood and Juices, which is the most general Source and Support of Inflammations and Fevers. That Manna is most esteemed which is white and recent; that, which is dark-coloured and brown, being old and decayed.

The Druggists sometimes adulterate it with Sugar.

Marrubium album, Prasium, Offic. Marrubium album vulgar, C. B. P. White Horehound. It grows frequently in publick Roads, flowering in June. The Herb is used, which is esteemed healing, drying, and pectoral. It is recommended in Obstructions of the Lungs, Liver, Spleen, and Uterus, in a Pneumatis, Spitting of Blood, difficult Labour, a Retention of the Lochia, and a Jaundice. The Leaves of this Plant give no Tincture of red to the blue Paper; they are very bitter, and have a penetrating Smell. It is probable, that in Flanders this Smell may approach to that of Mulk; for Dodoneus affirms it does so. The bitter natural Salt of the Earth, composed of marine Salt, Sal Ammoniac, and Nitre, seems...
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seems to be united, in this Plant, with a considerable Quantity of Sulphur, Phlegm, and Terrestrial Parts. This Plant, by the Chymical Analysis, yields a great deal of acid Phlegm, Oil, and Earth; a little urinous Spirit; some concreted, volatile, and a fixed Salt, a little lixivial. Thus it is no wonder, if the white Horehound should be a great Dissoolver, and a good Aperient; and excellent for those who have the Athisma or Jaundice. The Juice of this Plant is given to drink, from two Ounces to fix, for Rheums and stubborn Coughs.

Marrubium nigrum, Balbot, Offic. Marrubinm nigrum satidium, Balbot Diisioridts, C. B. P. Black Horehound. It grows in Hedges, flowering in June. The Herb is used, which is esteemed good in Hypochondriacal and Hysterical Disorders. Bootham we recommends it as an excellent Uterine, and says it is good against Apoplectic, Epileptic, and Hysterical Fits.

Marum, Offic. Marum vulgare, Park. Herb Mafllich. It is cultivated in Gardens, flowering in June. It is fudorific, cephalic, and aperient. It is of Service against venomous Bites, and a cadaverous Breath. It is hotter than Betony, and not so hot as Serpyllum and Thyme, tho' it has the same Virtues, only is a little more astringent.

Marum Syriacum, Offic. Marum Syriacum, vel Creticum, Park. Majoran> Syriaca vel Cretica, C. B. P. Syrian Herb-Mafllich. This Plant grows naturally in Candica and Syria, but with us is cultivated in Gardens, flowering in June. It is remarkable that Cats are great Admirets of this Plant, insomuch that they will eat and destroy it, if they can get to it, and roll themselves upon it with all the Marks of excessive Pleasure. This Plant is very friendly to Nature. The Leaves, rubbed, emit an Odour, which affects the Brain 'like volatile Salt; but in Summer, when scorched, and, as it were, burnt by the fervent Heat of the Sun, yields no Smell at all, tho' rubbed never fo vehemently. Hence it appears to contain an acridulous volatile Salt, and that Nothing in Art or Nature affords the like. This Salt is very good against Apoplexies, Lethargies, and Hysterical and Epileptic Disorders, provided they proceed from a cold Cause. The Spirit, sprinkled in any Place, diffuses a most grateful Scents; and Paper, impregnated with it, maintains its Fragrance for a whole Year. It is a Plant of an extraordinary Ufe in Phlegmatic Disorders, proceeding from the Stomach, the Anaerica, and Stomachic and Uterine Complaints. The Conserve, with Spirits of Wine, yields a Spirit far exceeding Hungary Water. It is of Service, also, in venomous Bites, a fetid Breath, and is an Ingredient in Theriacal Compositions.

Maiicbe, Mafllich. This is already taken notice of under the Article Lentifus.

Matricaria, Parthenium, Offic. Matricaria vulgaris simplex, Park. Feverfew. It grows in Hedges, flowering in June. It is called Matricaria, from Matrix, because it is of singular Efficacy in Diseases of the Matrix. It is, also, called Parthenium, from 'Ιτάνγος, a Virgin, for the same Reason. It has a peculiar Smell, and is proper in all cold Diseases of the Uterus; and has a more bitter, oleous, and acrid Taste than Chamomile, as favouring somewhat of Camphire and Caftor. Hence it is of Service in provoking the Menstrue, expelling the Reliques of the Secundines, false Conceptions, and the Lochia, when retained by a cold Cause. Its Virtues confer in an inflammable, aromatic, and highly volatile Oil. It is made the same Ufe of as Chamomile; and Baths for the Feet
Feet are prepared for it, in order to provoke the Menfes. Feverfew, in Clysters, diffusses Flatulencies; and is of excellent Service in Surgery, for discouraging Tumors and Contusions. It is recommended for the Dropsy. It purges by Urine, and sometimes by Stool. It is also recommended for putrid Fevers, for the Stone in the Kidneys, for a Vertigo, and for the Gout.

Melilotus albus, Offic. Melhola can, J. B. Bryonia, Melhoca can alba, C. B. P. White Melhoca can. It is brought to us from America. The Root is used, which purges pithitious, aqueous, and serous Humours from all Parts of the Body, and especially from the Head, and Nervous System, and from the Breast. The Spaniards prepare from it a white Pecula, called by them Lec Meelho canes, half an Ounce of which is a Dose, powdered and mixed in Broth. That is to be esteemed which is recent, white, and ponderous.

Melilotus nigra is Jalap. Meloonium. The concreted Juice of the Poppy, in which Sense it is the same as Opium.

Mellotus, Offic. Mellotus officinarum Germanic C. B. P. Tribulium odoratum, five Mellotus vulgaris, fiore luteo, J. B. Mellotus. It grows in Hedges and among Corn, flowering in July. Mellotus takes its Name from μέλα, Honey, and νηρά, a celebrated Plant among the Antients, not from its sweet Taste, for the Leaves, Flowers, and Fruit are bitter; but because there is no Plant from which the Bees gather sweeter Honey, or more in Quantity. The Leaves, besides their emollient Quality, are endowed with a Virtue of healing in a very gentle Manner, by their aromatic Quality; the Flowers are also aromatic and emollient, and therefore reckoned among internal Pectorals; but they are more used outwards, as emollient, difcutient, and anodyne, on which Accounts they are serviceable in all Sorts of Inflammations, particularly of the Uterus, Toxes, and Anus, as well as in Nephritic, and Arthritic Pains. The Seeds are difcutient, apertient, aromatic, and resolvent; and reduced to a Meal compose a Cataplasm, which is highly emollient and resolvent. The Decoction of the Leaves and Flowers taken inwardly is very good to cleanse the Passages obstructed by Cold. A Decoction of the Tops of the Plant is good for Inflammations of the Intestines, the Colic, Retentions of Urine, and the Rheumatism. They are prescribed with Chamomile Flowers, in Cataplasms, Plasters, and Fomentations. This Plant is acrid, bitter, styptic, odoriferous; and gives a light Nausca, when chewed. By which it seems, that its Salts very much re semble the natural Salt in the Earth, united with a great deal of essential Oil, and terrestrial Parts. For by the Chymical Analysis, the Mellotus, besides a great deal of acid Phlegm, yields, also, a good Quantity of Oil of Earth, together with an urinous Spirit, volatile, concrete; and a fixed Salt very lixivial.

Mellissa, Offic. Mellissa hortensis, C. B. P. Baulm, Baum, or Balm. It is cultivated in Gardens, flowering in June. This Plant is endowed with extraordinary Virtues. For Pleasantness of Taste and Smell, no Herb exceeds it. The Leaves infused in Wine impregnate the same with its grateful Scent, and render it an highly useful and comfortable Medicine in all melancholly Affections; for it greatly exhilarates, being very cordial. The expressed Juice has, also, an Astringence, and is good for those who are subject to Melancholy, and Hypochondriacal Flatulencies; and, in such Cafes, it is always proper to be exhibited, though attendant on hot Disorders. The Herb fresh gathered, and infused in half Wine and
and half simple Water cold, or drank after the Manner of Tea, affords great Relief to melancholy Patients. This Herb is an excellent Remedy for Hysteria Women, since it wonderfully exhilarates the Spirits. Women subject to Rumbling of the Intestines, Eruptations, and Syncopes, are greatly relieved by Balm Leaves, bruised and held to the Nose, in the Paroxysms of these Disorders. A medicated Wine prepared of this Herb is highly beneficial in Gouty Rheumatisms, and Articular Pains, provided it is daily used. A Decoction of the Leaves corroborates lax Gums. An Infusion of it with Wine, Ale, or Water, contributes greatly to the Cure of that Species of Melancholy, which draws its Origin from a Defect of Spirits. It is commended against Epilepsies, Madmen, Barrenness, Apoplexies, Palpies, Vertigos, and Fainting. It is beneficial in Crudities of the Stomach, Obstructions of the Menstrue, and a Retention of the Lochia. It removes the feod Smell of the Breath, and is serviceable to those who labour under a Retention of Urine. Externally, it is used in Cataplasm, Baths for the Feet, poisonous Stings, and other Misfortunes of a like Nature.

Melo, Ofic. Melo vulgaris, C. B. P. Muks-Melon. It grows in Gardens, flowering in June. The Seed is used, which is one of the greater cold Seeds. It is esteemed Hepatic and Nephritic, good for Coughs, Confinmions, and Fevers, and is serviceable in the Strangury, and Heat of Urine, and to alay Thirst; in other Respects it agrees with the other greater cold Seeds.

Mentha, Ofic. Mentha angustifolia, spicata, C. B. P. Mentha Roman, Ger. Emac. Spear-Mint. It grows in Gardens, flowering in July. The Herb is used, which abounds in a subtile and sedative comforting Oil, which is highly friendly to the Nerves. But its Power of corroborating the Tone of the Stomach and Intestines is not only owing to this Oil, but, also, to a sub-astringent earthy Principle. For which Reason this Herb, either in Substante, or infused in Water, Wine, or Brandy, is highly beneficial, whether used internally, or externally, in stopping Hicups, Vomiting, immediate Fluxes, and Colics. After the previous Use of Purgatives, inveterate Gonorrheae and a Fluor Albus have been happily removed only by means of Spirituous Mint-Water, exhibited in due Quantities. It is beneficial to Patients afflicted with Atrabilious and Hysterical Disorders. In bloody Dysenteries, the Herb bruised, and applied to the Abdomen, is a sovereign Remedy. It is carminative, and excites copious Eruptations. It is beneficial in the Scurvy, provokes Urine, and the Menstrue. Of the tender Tops is prepared an Oil, of which an Eleofacchbarum and Balsam are made, which are highly beneficial against Convulsions proceeding from a cold Cause; and are excellent for the Cure of Contusions and Wounds. This Plant also kills Worms.

Mentha aquatica, Sisyphrium, Ofic. Sisyphrium, J. B. Mentha waterfordi, folia palustris, seu aquatica major, C. B. P. Water-Mint. It grows in moist Places, flowering in July. The Herb is used, which agrees in Virtues with the former. This Plant was by an illiterate London Quack esteemed so powerful a Specific against the Stone, that, when he had Occasion to exhibit it for that Purpose, he retired to his Closet, and cut it so small, that it was no easy Matter to discover what Plant it was. At last a small Quantity of this Arcanum came into the Hands of Dr. Watfnon, who sow'd it in his Garden, and the Produce revealed the Secret. This Mint is justly commended against Pains of the Stomach. For which
which Reason the Water distilled from it is by Some called Colic-Water.

Mentha Piperis sapo, Offic. Mentha palustris spicis brevioribus et habitiuribus, foliiis oblongis, sapore Pipero, Rauit Hit. Pepper-Mint. It is found about Ditches and watery Places, flowering in Auguft. The Herb is used, which is esteemed a Specific in the Stone in the Kidneys and Gall-Bladder. The distilled Water is by Some called Colic-Water.

Mercurialis, Offic. Mercurialis mas & femina, J. B. French Mercury. It grows in Gardens, flowering in Summer. J. Bauhin and Others found something nitrous in this Plant. It is of an herby Taffe, a little saltish, and gives no Tinture of red to the blue Paper. Perhaps the great Quantity of Sulphur, with which it abounds, hinders the Sal Ammoniac from manifesting itself. For by the Chymical Analysis it yields a great deal of volatile concrete Salt, Oil, and Earth. Hippocrates, Dioscorides, and Galen agree, that this Mercury is purgative; the Syrup made with its Juice is laxative and aperitive. The Water, in which it grows in Gardens, flowering in there is an Adhesio of Plant. It grows in Gardens, flowering in May. The Leaves are used. This Plant, forms, with the terrestrial Parts, an aluminous Salt, united with a little effential aromatic Oil. By the Chymical Analysis are extracted from Yarrow several acid Liquors, a great deal of Earth, no volatile concrete Salt, but a little urinous Spirit. Thus this Plant is vulnerary, refovent, and astringent. It is used in Pafions, and Infusions, after the Manner of Tea. Some boil its Leaves in Broths, to stop all forts of Hæmor-
morrhages, and especially the irregular Flux of the Files, or Fluor Albus. The Water of Yarrow is recommended by some for the Epilepsy; and Wine or Mead, impregnated with this Plant, stops all Sorts of irregular Fluxes. Externally, it is of Service in the Tooth-Ach, Hernia, Tumors of the Penis, Head-Ach, Pterygia of the Eyes, and poisonous Stings or Bites.

Morus Diaboli, Succisa, Offic. Morus Diaboli vulgaris, flore purpureo, Park. Succisa glabra, C. B. P. Devils Bit. It grows in Meadows, flowering in August. The Leaves, Flowers, and Roots are used. It is alexipharmic and vulnerary, and in other Refpects it agrees with the Scabiosa. The Leaves are bitter, and give a deep Tincture of red to the blue Paper. The Root, which is bitter and styptic, stains the blue Paper with a still deeper Red.

Morus, Offic. Morus frutetl us nigro, C. B. P. The Mulberry Tree. It is cultivated in Gardens, and the Fruit is ripe in August. The Bark of the Root and the Fruit are used; the former of which is heating, drying, and astringent, good to open Obstructions of the Liver and Spleen, and helps the Jaundice. The unripe Fruit is refrigerating and drying, and may be serviceable in all Kind of Fluxes, as the Diarrhea, Dysentery, Menstrual Flux, and Spitting of Blood; and, externally used, it is good for Inflammations of the Fauces, and Ulcers. The ripe Fruit is refrigerating, drying, and somewhat loofening; it allays Thirst, and excites an Appetite, and is recommended by Some for the Scurvy.

Museus pulmonarius, Offic. C. B. P. Museus pulmonarius flore Lichen arborum, Park. Tree Lungwort, Oak-Lungs. It grows upon Trees, and especially upon Oaks, and is of an earthy and astringent Taste. The whole Plant is used. It is drying and astringent, good to stop Bleeding, and to agglutinate recent Wounds; and is esteemed by the common People good for Disorders of the Lungs. Museus ptychidatus, Offic. J. B. Museus ptycheus, C. B. P. Cup Mois. This Mois is found upon dry barren Places. The whole Plant is used, and esteemed a Specific in the Whooping Coughs of Children.

Myrobalani, Myrobalans. Of this there are five Sorts; the first is the Myrobal anus India Nigra, Offic. Indian or black Myrobalans. This Fruit is more slender and narrow than any of the rest, with eight Ridges upon the Superficies. They are rough, solid, and hard, and black both within and without, of a sub-acid, rough, and astringent Taste. The second is the Myrobalanus Citrina flavo, Offic. Citron or yellow Myrobalans. This is an oblong, round, pentagonal, rough Fruit, of a Citron Colour, including an angular Stone, under a carnous Bark. The third is the Myrobalanus Chebulic, Offic. Chebulic Myrobalans. This is an oblong rough Fruit, with five Ribs on the Superficies, including an oblong, thick, and cavernous Stone, under a carnous Bark. It is of a roughish Taste, and the largest of all the Myrobalans. The fourth is the Myrobalanus Bellerica, Offic. Belleric Myrobalan. This is a round and somewhat angular Fruit, about the Size of a large Gall, containing a hard Stone, under a carnous Bark. It is of a subacid and astringent Taste. The fifth is the Myrobalanus Emblica, Offic. Emblic Myrobalan. This is a roundish black Fruit, flat at each End, hexagonal, and easily separating into fix Parts, containing an hexagonal, round, white Stone, divided into six Cells. The Citrine Myrobalans are faid to purge Bile, The Indian, black Bile, and the other three, fift Phlegm, and then Bile.
and strengthen the Intellecres at the same time; and therefore are very proper in Diarrheas and Dysenteries, and make a good Succedaneum for Rhubarb, only the Dose must be larger; and they may, likewise, be very conveniently mixed with Rhubarb.

*Myrrha, Offic. C. B. P. Myrrh.*

This is a resinous, dry, and hard Substance, of a brown, or reddish yellow Colour, of a subacid, bitter, aromatic Taste, and fragrant Smell. It is of a heating, drying, opening, and subacrid Nature, and is said to attenuate, maturate, diffuse, and resist Putrefaction. It is principally used in Obstacions of the Uterus, to promote the Menstruation, accelerate Delivery, and procure a Discharge of the Lactia and Secundines. It is also recommended for Infections of the Lungs, Hearthcaches, Coughs, Quinseys, Pleurisies, Colds, and for the Worms. Externally applied it is said to cure Wounds and Ulcers. The Committee of the College of Physicians, employed to form the last Dispensatory, absolutely deny, that it is so difficult to dissolve Myrrh in Water or Wine, as is generally imagined; but affirm, on the contrary, that boiled in Water it dissolves freely, and, while the Water is boiling hot, keeps almost entirely suspended; but when the Water is cold, about one third only, or less subsides, much the greater Part remaining united with the cold Water. This Water evaporated leaves a Gum dissolvable again in Water, but will not give so much as a Tincture to Spirit. Spirit will take up a great Part of what precipitates from the Decoction, the rest seeming to be Dregs. They also affirm, that macerating Myrrh with Salt of Tartar will not enable Spirit to dissolve more of the Myrrh, that this resinous Part now mentioned; and the same Quality may be extracted by Spirit from the whole Myrrh without any such Preperation. A Quantity of Myrrh, first powdered, being divided into two equal Parts, one referred by itself, and the other macerated with Salt of Tartar for more than half a Year, then both set in the same Heat with equal Quantities of Spirit, each of these Tinctures, by evaporating equal Portions of them, were found impregnated with the same Quantity of Resin from the Myrrh.

*Myrrhis, Offic. Myrrhis major vel Cicutaria odorata, C. B. P. Sweet Cicely.* It is cultivated in Gardens, flowering in June. The Leaves are used. It has the Taste of Cloves, is used in Salads, and has the aperitive, exhilarating, diuretic, and demulcent Virtues of the Clove, and is a very great Antiscorbutic, the expressed Juice being taken in Whey, to the Quantity of some Ounces. A Cataplasm, prepared of the Leaves, is applied to the Perineum and Ostia Pubis, for Bruises by Falls, and for Contusions. It is an excellent Remedy in a Suppression of Urine from a Spasm of the Bladder, or its Spincter, and to provoke the Menstruation, or diffuse Tumors. It may be exhibited in a Pleurisy, as, also, in a Peripneumony, with Whey and Honey, in order to resolve the Phlegm. It is, also, proper in hot Distempers, as well as chronic, which, though seeming to imply a Contradiction, is nevertheless true. It potently exhilarates, and is, therefore, given to melancholy Patients in Whey.

Another Species of Myrrhis, is the *Daucus Creteus*, Offic. *Myrrhis annua femine friato, villoso, incano, Tourn. Inf.* Carrots of Crete, or Candy Carrot. It is brought from Candia. The Seeds are used, which are oblong, grey, acuminated, hairy, and of a fragrant Smell and Taste. They are of singular Efficacy in Uterine Affectiions, and diuretic. Thus
Thus it discourses Flatulencies, and is principally used in Obstructions of the Menstrue, Strangulations, and Pains of the Matrix, in the flatulent Colic, Hiccup, Dysuria, inveterate Cough, and the like Disorders.

Myrtus, Offic. Myrtus communis Italica, C. B. P. Common Myrtle. This Plant is cultivated in Gardens, flowering in June. Both its Leaves and Berries, which are used in the Shops, are of a blackish Colour, of an oblong round Form, of an astringent Taste, and a faint and languid Smell. Both of them are refrigerating, drying, and highly astringent. The Powder of the Leaves, if sprinkled on the Axilla and Groin, prevents their fetid Smell. These Leaves, if the Body is rubbed with them, stop immoderate and profuse Sweats. They, also, prove beneficial in Carthusian Disorders and Fluxes. They are an excellent Defensive in the Herpes, heal Putrefactions of the Mouth, stop Haemorrhages of the Nose, and cure a Polypus. The Berries mitigate Inflammations of the Eyes; and are beneficial in Luxations of the Joints, and Fractures of the Bones, and its Root is good in all Disorders, which require Refrigeration and Astringency. Some derive its Name from Murrha, Myrrh; because it smells like Myrrh. And Others will have it so called from an Armenian young Woman named Myrrha, who was beloved by Pallas, and after her Death changed by her into this Tree.

Napus dulcis, Bunias, Offic. Napus sativa, C. B. P. Navew Gentle. It is sown in Gardens. The Root is used in the Kitchen, and the Seeds in Phyfic, which are said to be heating, drying, abtering, aperitive, and digestive.

Napus sylvaebris fove Bunias, Park. Rape. It grows amongst Corn, and on the Sides of Ditches, flowering in the Summer. The Seeds are used which agree in Virtues with the former.

Napus sylvaebris Cretica, C. B. P. Pseudo-Bunium, Offic. Candy wild Navew. It is found in the Island of Crete. The Herb is used, which according to Dioscorides cures Gripes, Stranguries, and Pains of the Sides. It also discourses Scrophulous Tumors, if mixed with Salt and Wine, and applied to them by way of Ointment.

'Tis a Controversy hotly agitated among the Literati, whether the Seeds of the Napus Dulcis, or those of the Napus sylvaebris, ought to be an Ingredient in the Composition of Venice Trecace. The Seeds of the former are for this Purpose used in our Shops. In this they imitate the Greeks. For Dioscorides makes not the least Mention of the Napus sylvaebris. Andromachus the Elder, also, orders the Seed of the Napus dulcis, and Mathiobius, in the fifth Book of his Epitites to Balthasorus affirms, that the Seeds of the Napus dulcis resift Poison more powerfully than those of the Napus sylvaebris. Andromachus the Younger, when enumerating the several Simples which enter the Composition of the Theria ca, commends the Seeds of the Napus sylvaebris, as being more acid, and of consequence more efficacious in promoting the Intention of the Medicine. But Geiser, in his first Book de Antidotis, differs from both these Opinions, and recommends the Seeds of the Pseudo-Bunium, as most proper for composing the Theriacca.

Nardus Cellica, Offic. J. B. Nardus Cactic, Dioscorides, C. B. P. Celtic Spikenard. The Roots with the Leaves are used. The Roots are fibrous, hairy, and black, and have upon them small Leaves of a green-yellow Colour, of an acid, bitter, and aromatic Taste, and of a fragrant Smell, somewhat weighty. As it agrees in Genus and external Appearance
pearance with Valerian, so it seems to agree in Virtues. The Plant is heating and drying, and corresponds in Virtues with the Indian Spikenard; but is more effectual in provoking Urine, strengthening the Stomach, and discoursing Flatulencies. Outwardly it is an Ingredient in the Composition of Malagmas and Ointments.

**Nardus Indica & Spica Nardi, Offic. Nardus Indica vulgaris, J. B. Nardus Indica, quae Spica, Spica Nardi & Spica Indica officinarum, C. B. P. Indian Spikenard.** The Root is used, which is long, fúngous, and of the Thickenes of one’s Finger, of a yellowish-brown Colour, of a bitter, acrid, and aromatic Taffe, and of a grateful Smell. That is best which is recent, light, having long Hairs upon it, and of a bitter Taffe. It is brought from the East-Indies, and Alexandria. It is heating, drying, attenuating, astringent, nephritic and stomachic. It is principally used in Inflammations, the Jaundice, and to destroy Worms. Galen relates, that he cured an Emperor of the Colic in his Stomach, by rubbing that Region with an Ointment of this Nard. It may be given inwardly, from half a Dram to a Dram; and, in Infusions, from half an Ounce to an Ounce and half.

**Naasturtium aquaticum, Offic. Naasturtium aquaticum fupinum, C. B. P. Sisyphrium aquaticum, Tourn. Inft. Water-Cressles.** It grows in watery Places, flowering in June. The Herb is used, which is heating, drying, attenuating, and aperitive; and is principally recommended for the Stone and Gravel, for Obstructions of the Liver, Spleen, and Menses. It is reckoned a Specific in the Scurvy, and cures all Diseases proceeding from a Viscidity and Ropicnes of Blood. This Plant gives no Tincture of red to the blue Paper. It contains a Salt pretty much resembling the

**Oxysal Diaphoreticum Angeli Sale, which is an Alcaline Salt, over-saturated with Acid. Besides this, there is in the Water-Cresses a little Sal Ammoniac and Sulphur, and a great deal of Earth. For by the Chymical Analytis we obtain from this Plant a great deal of Acid and Alcali, a little urinous Spirit and Sulphur, and a pretty deal of Earth. They affirm, that the Juice of this Plant takes away the Polypus of the Nose, and makes it fall off, if it be often washed with it.**

**Naasturtium bortense, Offic. Naasturtium bortense vulgatum, C. B. P. Naasturtium vulgaris, J. B. Garden-Cresses. It is tawn in Gardens, flowering in June. The Herb and Seeds are attenuating, opening, and abtergent, and are principally used in Tumours of the Spleen, Obstructions of the Mentes, and expelling the dead Fætus. They cut the tartarous Mucilage of the Lungs, and are good for the Scurvy and Dropsy. The Herb bruised or parched, and mixed with the Fat of an Hog, cures the Scurf, and scabby Sores of the Head and other Parts, being anoint-ed therewith. This Herb liquifies the Blood, and renders it acrimo-nious; whence it is proper, where there is a Coldness and Viscidity; but in hot Diftempers it is Poison. It quite eradicates Pituious Diseases, is a good Pectoral for old Persons, where Phlegm hinders Respiration, and is serviceable in Hyteric and Hypochondriac Cales. Where it meets with a sweet viscid Phlegm, and none but cold Humours, with an extreme Laxness of the Solids, in all these Cales it is highly beneficial. The Seeds, by a singular Property, are effectual in Hernia’s, whether internally or externally used.

**Nicotiana, Petun, Tabacum, Offic. Nicotiana major latifolia, C. B. P. Hyoscyamus Peruvianus, Ger. Emac. Tobacco. The Indian Name of this Plant**
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Plant is Picell. It is a Native of America, where it grows spontaneously in great Plenty. With us it is cultivated in Gardens, flowering in June. The Leaves are the Part used in Medicine, which are said to abateerge, incide, and resolve; to be somewhat astringent, and to refist Putrefaction. It is a strong Sternalatory, and Apophlegmatick; and is Narcotic, Vulnerary, and Emetic. The Edinburgh Dispensatory has given a Syrup of Tobacco; but this Plant is in general so Emetic, Catheric, and Narcotic, that I think the internal Use of it is never to be allowed, tho' a Water distilled from the green Leaves is much recommended for dislodging Stones in the Urinary Passages. Monardes informs us, that the Indians use the Leaves of Tobacco for curing Wounds; and esteem them an efficacious Remedy in the Head-Achs, Hemicraniums, Flatulencies, Stiffness of the Neck, a Tetanus, and Pains of the whole Body, arising from a cold Cause, if applied to the Part affected. The Juice also of Tobacco is much recommended to preserve the Teeth and Gums, and to cure the Tooth-Ach. The Leaves are, farther, esteemed effectual in Hysterics applied to the Navel and Region of the Uterus; and, in Pains of the Joints, and oedematous Tumors, warm Leaves of Tobacco, or a Cloth dipped in the Juice, are said to be very effectual. Applied to pestilential Carbuncles, these Leaves are said to induce a Cruft, and promote a Cure, and to be a present Remedy for the Stings and Bites of Venomous Animals, and for that Poison with which the Cannibals tinge their Arrows. A Drop or two of the Oil of Tobacco put upon the Tongue of a Cat, immediately kills it. Diemerbroek highly recommends the Use of Tobacco in the Plague,asserting that, both at London and Nimeguen, when the Plague raged, those Houses that sold Tobacco escaped the Infection. We learn from the Edinburgh Medical Essays, that Tobacco, beat well with Vinegar or Brandy into a Maff, and applied in a Linnen Bag on the Stomach, occasions strong Vomiting, and has sometimes very good Effects in removing hard Tumors of the Hypochondria. Mr. Stedman, who communicated this Account, informs us, that he knew two Infances of its making a compleat Cure: One of an old Man, who, by sleeping in the open Air, while the Serenar, or Night Dew fell, was taken, in the West-Indies, with a Numbness of his whole Body, which soon was followed with Purging and Vomiting; and, thefe going off, he had all the Symptoms of a Jaundice, and Hardnesses, and Pain, under the short Ribs of the left Side. The Pain went off in a few Days, but the Tumor increased. After he had used Variety of Medicines for five Years to remove this Disease, a Sea-Surgeon applied a Poultice of Tobacco, disguised with Green Tea, Sugar, and Cochineal, upon the Epigastrium and Hypochondria. After this Application had been made four or five Hours, he vomited a great deal of purulent Matter. When the Poultice was taken away, the Vomiting ceased. He continued to apply this Maff once a Day for a Month, which perfectly cured. The other Example was of a Boy, who was cured, much in the same Manner, of an hard indolent Tumour of the Left Hypochondrium. The Man had six Ounces of Tobacco in his Poultice; the Boy had only one, and the Quantity must always be regulated by the Age of the Patient. Smoking and Chewing of Tobacco have been esteemed of Service in Diforders, where the Glands of the Fauces have abounded with Lymph, or where the Constitution in general has been...
too much loaded with Serum; and the fame has been said to relieve some Astmatic Patients, which is not unlikely, both on account of its Narcotic Quality, and because it evacuates a Part of the superfluous Serum. But this can be of no Reason for its habitual Use, especially in those who have no Ocasion for it; for in such a manner it does a great deal of Prejudice, by drawing off the Saliva, which Nature providently prepares, to dilute, and in some measure to dissolve the Aliments taken into the Stomach. Besides, it excites a perpetual Thirst, and tempts the Person, who Smokes or chews, to drink more, than is sufficient for any good Purposes in the Constitution. I have known several People brought into Dropies and Consumptions by too profuse Discharges of the Saliva, excited by smoking or chewing Tobacco; and upon the whole I esteem it extremely prejudicial, unless when it can be made subservient to any good Medicinal Purposes; and then like Opium it should be used when required only, and left off immediately, when the Necessity for it ceases. And the fame may be said of Tobacco, considered as a Sternotatory, which may answer some Purposes as a Medicine, but it is sure to be prejudicial, when rendered habitual by way of Amusement. But the greatest Use of Tobacco in Medicine is in Clysters. For the Smoak of Tobacco, conveyed into the Intestines, either by an Instrument contrived on Purpose, or blown in by means of a common Tobacco Pipe, will stimulate strongly, so as to procure Stools, when every other Method of doing it has failed. Hence it is of Service in the Iliac Passion and some Species of Ruptures, attended with absolute Colliuvness, and may be employed to very good Purposes in other Disorders, where a strong and sudden Stimulus is required. And this Method of taking Tobacco might, no doubt, by Habit, be rendered equally amusing, as smoaking or chewing it; and it has this to recommend it, that it is a much less filthy and nauseous Entertaiment.

Nicotiana minor, C. B. P. Tobacco Anglicum, Park. Prucopca quinunfdam, Nicotiana minor, J. B. English Tobacco. It is sown in Gardens, flowering in July and August. The Leaves are used, which agree in Virtues with Henbane. The Leaves of this Plant are frequently sold by the Herb-Women for the Mandragora or Mandrakes, and sometimes for the common Tobacco.

Nigella, Gith, Offic. Nigella flore minore simplici, candide, C. B. P. Melanthium calceae flore minore, femeina nigro, J. B. Fennel Flower. It is sown in Gardens, flowering in July. The Seed is used, which is attenuating, and opening, and is principally used in resolving, and expelling the Musclage of the Lungs, for increasing Milk, for provoking Urine, and the Menstrues, and against the Bites of venomous Animals; it is also esteemed a Specific in quartan and against paroxysmals Fears. The Plant is recommended for the Stone in the Kidneys, and for destroying Worms, the Quantity of two Ounces thereof being boiled in Wine. This is also said to cure the Colic.

Nigella splrnn, Offic. Lychnis seget- tum major, C. B. P. Psefdo-Melan- thium, J. B. Cockle. It grows among Corn, flowering in June and July. The Seed is used, and extolled by Some as a Vulnerary. A Dram of the Powder of the Seed of this Plant, given to drink in Broth, or Water, for three Mornings, is an excellent Remedy for the Vapours. Semnertus and Simon Pauli used the Root of this Plant successfully, to stop Hæmorrhages, even those which happen in continued Fevers. They put
it under the Tongue of the Patient, and left it there for some time.

Nunnularia, Offic. Nunnularia major lutea, C. B. P. Nunnularia Centimorbia, J. B. Money-wort. It grows in watery Places, flowering in May. The Herb is used, the Juice of which partakes of the Nature of Bec- cabunga. For it has as a saponaceous, aromatic, and balsamic Taste. Hence, it works the same Effect as Scurvy-

Grass, mixed with Sorrrel, which we use when we are apprehensive of Spitting of Blood. For this Reason it is proper in all Sorts of Scurvy, where the Humours are to be rendered more fluid without danger of too great a Resolution, or Tension; for Infancy, in an excessive Flux of the Menstr, where a total Stop would be succeeded by an Inflammation, and yet the inmoderate Evacuation requires to be restrained, for which Purpoze this Herb is very proper. A Decoction of the Leaves, in Wine sweetened with Honey, is good for Ulcers of the Lungs, the Fluer Albus, Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Asthma, Spitting of Blood, Hemor-

rhoids, and the dry Coughs of Infants. The Powder of the Leaves is good for an Hernia in Infants; and the Leaves bruifed, and applied in the Form of a Cataplasm, can ease and dry up fetid Ulcers. This Plant refuits Putrefactions, generates Put, is cor-
raborative, and cures many Diseaes. For the Arthritis, Podagra, Scurvy, Dropsy, and Jaundice, take an Ounce or two of the Juice in the Morning fasting; it is opening, and purges by Stool and Urine.

Nux Moschata, Offic. Nux Mos-

chata, Nux Myristica, Nuciif, Mont. Exot. The Nutmeg-Tree. It grows spontaneously in the Island of Banda, in the East-Indies, in great Plenty. It is as large as a Pear-Tree, bearing

fragrant Leaves somewhat resembling thole of the Peach-Tree. The Fruit is about the Size of a small Peach, covered with a soft juicy Hull like a

Walnut. Immediately under this is found the Mace, which closely adheres to the subjacent hard, woody, Shell, which incloses the Nutmeg. Nutmegs are heating, drying, and somewhat astringent, stomachic, cephalic, and uterine. The fame Virtues with those of Nutmegs are ascribed to Mace; but because its Parts are more small and minute, it is thought to operate more effectual-

ly, and to be possifed of a more penetrating Quality than Nutmegs. The Oleum Nucis Moschatae, or as it is improperly called Oil of Mace, is the Oil of the Nutmeg by Expression. That is beat which is brought from the East-Indies in China-Jars, of a thick and punguous Confitence, of the Colour of Mace, and of a fra-

grant Smell; but this is seldom met with in the Shops. Instead of it we generally meet with another Sort brought from Holland, in square Maffes, of a harder Confitence, a paler Colour, and lefs fragrant Smell; but this is not near fo good as the former. The genuine Oil of Mace by Expression is made in the East-Indies, from the Mace whilst recent, whence it is brought to us in Glafs-

Bottles, but it is a very rare Commodity. What is genuine is liquid, of a red Colour, smelling strongly of Mace, of a pungent Tafte, and some-

what thicker at the Bottom of the Vefsel than at the Top. What is commonly fold for Oil of Mace in the Shops, is a Kind of Factitious Oil, or Unguent, made of Sheep’s Suet, Palm Oil, and the like Ingre-
dients, fcented and coloured with Oil of Nutmeg. This is by no means equal to true Oil of Mace in Efficacy, and ought to be a very cheap Ingredient, as it is pretty insignifi-
cant.

Nux Virginiana, Offic. Prunifera, vel Nuciifera, seu Nuciprunifera Arbor Americanana pracelfa, angulif Lauri
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foliis late viventibus, Masticen odoratum fundens. Sloan. Hift. Raii Dendr. The Virginia-Nut. It grows in Barbados, and the Fruit is used, which is nearly of the Shape and Size of the Kernel of a Filbert, smooth, of a brown Colour, with an Eye near one End, and containing hard Stone; which incloses a white globular Kernel, of a bitterish Taffie, and aromatic Smell. It potently opens Obstructions, depurates the whole Mafs of Blood, and corrects a scorbutic and bad Habit of Body, by impregnating the vital Liquor, the Blood, with those volatile Salts, which exalt it from its low and vapid State to a more pure and spiritual one; and, by that Means, preferves it from Stagnation. It, also, clears the Skin of Spots, and all manner of Defedations.

Nux Vomica, Offic. Ger. Emac. Nux Vomica, in Officinis, C. B. P. Vomic-Nuts. These grow in Ma. labar, but are not, or at leaft ought not to be, used in Medicines, for they are extremely narcotic and virulent, exciting Inquietudes, Rigors, Convulsions, Horrors, Tremors, and an irregular Respiration. They are principally used for poisoning Dogs, Cats, Crows, and other Animals, by a Barbarity peculiar to Mankind.

Nymphæa alba, Offic. Ger. Emac. Nymphæa, Nymphar, Chab. White Water-Lilly. It grows in Rivers, and flowers in July. The Root, Leaves, and Flowers are used in Medicine. The Root refrigerates and dries, and the Leaves and Flowers cool and moisten. The Leaves are said to be a good Application for hot Tumors and Inflammations. By the Chymical Analyfs it yields a good deal of Acid, and very little concrated volatile Salt; fo that it is no Wonder it should be sweetening. The Roots are frequently used in cooling Pitfans, for a Heat of Urine, and Inflammation of the Kidnies, and other Bowels. There is a Syrup prepared of this Plant, which is said to be a little narcotic. The Root of this Plant, boiled in black Wine, and drank, stops the immoderate Flux of the Menfes, even when the Disorder has been regarded as desperate.

Nymphæa lutea, Offic. Ger. Emac. Nymphæa major lutea, C. B. P. This grows frequently in Rivers, flowering in July. The Root, Leaves, and Flowers are used, which agree in Virtues with thofe of the preceding.

Ocyum. See Basilineum. Oenanthe Petroselinum foilo, venenosa, Offic. Oenanthe suco vinifco, Cicuta fucie Lobeli, J. B. Filipendula Cicuta fucie, Ger. Emac. Hemlock-Dropwort. It is very frequent in watery Places, especially about Bath, flowering in June. The Plant is extremely poisonous and malignant, especially the Root, which however used to be sold by the Herb-Women in London, for the Roots of Pfony. The Plant is so poisonous, that, if tafted, it causes immediate Death with Convulsions, as it happened at the Hague, where two Men went out a Simpling, and, finding this Plant, tafted it. One of them was immedi-ately taken with Convulsions, and died on the Spot; the other soon after. Such Instances we have in Stapart Vander Wiel's Observations, where Perfons have died within two Hours, after only tafting this Plant, which affects the Brain, fo as to cause Convulsions, and is fo quick in Opereation, as scarce to give Time for a Remedy. The Root has an acrid unpleafant Taffie; it yields at firft a milky Juice, but afterwards a yellow virulent, poifonous, and fetid one. The Plant, taken inwardly, immediately excites an extreme Pain in the Stomach, with fuch violent Convul- fions, that the Jaws become immovable, and a frequent Hiccup succeeds, with
with fruitless Efforts to vomit, and a copious Hæmorrhage from the Ears. The only Remedy in this Case is for the Patient to swallow great Quantities of Oil, Butter, or Milk, that the acrid Particles may first have their Points sheathed, and afterwards be evacuated by the lower Passages.

*Olea*, Offic. *Olea sativa*, Ger. Emac. The Olive-Tree. This is a large Tree growing in hot Countries flowering in June. The Leaves are refrigerating, drying, and astringent, and are principally used in profuse Fluxes of the Belly, and of the Uterus; they are also esteemed a good Application in an Herpes. The Fruit, or Olives, are pickled and brought to us, being gathered before they are ripe. We have generally of two Sorts, the *Spanifh* Olives, which are as large as a Plum, and are somewhat bitter; and the *Lucca* Olives, which are less, but milder. These, eaten at the Beginning of a Meal, are said to increase the Appetite, to render the Belly soluble, and to dry and comfort a Stomach when too moist. An Oil is expressed from the immature Olives, which is called *Omphacium*, which is esteemed refrigerating, drying, and astringent. But the Oil, expressed from the ripe Fruit, is of more general Use, being what we call *Olive*, or *Sallad* Oil. It is warming, and moistening, emollient, digestive, and vulnerary. It relaxes the Belly, is good for Dryness, and Strictures of the Breast, mitigates Grippes, mollifies, relaxes the Urinary Passages, and abates and heals Eruptions. It has lately been found by Experience, to be an absolute Cure for the Bite of a Viper, if well rubbed into the Part wounded, before the Fire, and is at least as effectual as the Oil of the Viper. Now as the Viperine Poison acts, by coagulating the Blood in the Veins from the Part first affected towards the Heart, Oil in this Case must produce its salutary Effects, by preventing such Coagulation. This Circumstance, together with the frequent Use of Oils and Unctions, among the ancient Physicians, especially those of the Methodic Sect, makes me strongly suppose, that the external Use of Oil may be very powerful in preventing Coagulations of the Blood, when it is disposed to run into Concretions from other Causes besides the Bite of a Viper.

*Oleafer*, Offic. *Olea Sylvestris*, Ger. Emac. The Wild Olive-Tree. It grows spontaneously in Italy, Spain, and many other Countries, and the Leaves are used, which in Virtues agree with those of the preceding Olive.

*Olibanum*, & *Thun masuca*, Ind. Med. *Thus*, *sue* *Olibanum*, Offic. C. B. P. Frankincense, or *Olibanum*. This is a refinous Substanse of a pale yellow Colour, somewhat hard and pellucid, formed into small Drops like Mastic, of a bitterish refinous Taste, and fragrant Smell. It drops spontaneously from the Tree which produces it, and is transported to us from Turkey, and the East Indies. That, which is in small Drops, is preferable to the other Kinds. It is heating, drying, and subastringent. It is principally used internally, against various Disorders of the Head and Breast; as, also, against Fluxes and Hæmorrhages of the Uterus, Coughs, Vomitings, Spittings of Blood, Diarrheas, and Dysenteries. Externally, Fumigations of it corroborate the Head. It dissolves Catarhhs, incarne* s* hollow Ulcers, and brings them to a Cicatrix. It coagulates recent Wounds, especially those of the Head. It cures Chilblains, and mitigates malignant Ulcers, not only of the *Anus*, but, also, of other Parts. It, also, removes Redness and Inflammation of the Eyes, and carries off beginning Warts and Impetigo's. What we call

---
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call the Manna Thuri of the Shops, are Fragments of the Frankincense, as small as Meal, produced by the Collision of the Bags with each other during the Carriage. But Others, by the Manna Thuri, mean small Portions of the Frankincense. Nothing certain is left upon Record, with respect to the Tree which bears the Frankincense. Theophrastus informs us, that it is not a very large Tree; that it is about five Cubits high, full of Branches, with Leaves resembling those of the Pear-Tree, and a smooth Bark, like that of the Bay-Tree; but, says he, Others affirm it to be like the Maltich-Tree; bearing similar Fruit, and a reddish coloured Leaf; whilst others affect, that both its Leaves and Bark resemble those of the Bay-Tree. Diodorus Siculus ascribes the Form of the Egyptian Thorn to the Tree which bears the Frankincense, and the Leaves of the Willow. Garcia informs us, that this is a low Tree, whose Leaves resemble those of the Maltich-Tree: But Thevetius tells us, that it resembles the Refin-bearing Pines. Mr. Ray also says, that we are still uncertain of the true Form of this Tree.

Omphacium. The Juice of unripe Grapes. The Antients used to expose the Grapes to the Sun some Days, and then press out their Juice into large Vats; and, in the Time of Dioscorides, they used to let it stand in them, exposed to the Sun, till most of the Humidity was exhaled, and the Remainder inspissated into a Rob. Thig Dioscorides recommends, with Honey and Paf- sum, for Ulcers and Relaxations of the Tomils, Uvula, Mouth, and Gums; and for Purulencies of the Ears; for Dysenteries, and Uterine Fluxes, in Clysters, or Injections. He farther says, it clears the Sight, and cures Asperities of the Angles of the Eyes; and that it is good for a recent Spitting of Blood, from a Rupture of a Vesicel; but, in this Case, it must be taken in a small Quantity, because it corrodes powerfully.

Ophioglossum, Offic. J. B. Ophioglo-

suum vulgatum, Boehr. Ind. Alt.

Adders-Tongue. It grows in Meadows, and moist Pastures; and the whole Plant is used, which is esteemed an admirable Vulnerary both internally taken and externally applied. It is particularly recommended in Ruptures.

Opium. This is an inspissated Juice, of a blackish brown Colour; sometimes reddish, of a bitter Taste, and a very disagreeable Smell. The Greeks distinguished two Kinds of it; one got by woundings the Papaver album, Offic. the other by Expression. The Opium, which we have, is of the first Kind; and as it was cultivated formerly in Egypt, near the City of Thebes, it has acquired the Name of Opium Thebaicum. If we may believe Kempfer, all the Opium, now used in the East, is what tranfuses spontaneously from the Plants in Natolia, and other Places. But M. Tournefort, and several other modern Travellers, could find no such Opium among the Turks, all that they met with being the same with what is brought to us in soft Lumps. They, also, observe, that the sober People among the Turks seldom take above a Dram in a Day; and a few Grains of that Quantity are always mixed in their Coffee. In the Empire of the Great Mogul, Opium is sold as commonly in the Shops, as Tobacco with us. The Inhabitants prepare it in different Manners, and mix it with different Ingredients, such as Rhubarb, the extract of Rhubarb, and the like. Some add to it other narcotic Substances, such as the Da- tura. This last is generally the Artifice of the Quacks, by which they who take this are thrown into plea
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Sing Dreams, which they take for
Eyes; and believe to be real.
Kempher relates many wonderful Ef-
tects of this Preparation, which he
terms the Indian Nepenthe. The
Effects of Opium are always narcotic,
whether taken inwardly, or applied
externally; and it has been found to
cause Sleep, when given in a Clyster,
better than when taken by the Mouth.
When applied to the Eyes and Ears,
it has cau ted Blindness and Deafness;
and Galen relates, that an Opium
Plaster, laid on a Gladiato r's Head
by a Stratagem of his Enemy, killed
him in a little time afterwards. This
Author, also, says, that he never
used Opium, except in very preffing
Causes. Opium does not make the
Pulse quicker or harder, than it
was before; but only greater, and
heats very much; which is a sure
Proof, that it diffolves and rarefies
the Blood; and this appears also
from its causing an Itching in the
Skin, and sometimes Sweat. It is
observed of the Turks, who are killed
in Battle, that as soon as their dead
Bodies are removed from the Places
where they fall, they begin to bleed,
their Blood being made more fluid
by the Opium which they take. By
this Rarefaction of the Blood in the
Vessels, the Nerves, which lie near
these Vessels, are compre ssed. And
thus the Cours e of the Animal Spirits
is slop ed, as is, also, the Secretion of
many Fluids, such as the Bile and
Urine, which occasion s Co to veness,
and the making of very little Water.
Opium, in all Probability, acts by its
narcotic Sulphur, which divides and
rarefies, in an extraordinary Man-
er, the sulphureous Parts of the
Blood. And accordingly we observe
all Vegetables, which contain an Oil
of this Kind, such as Nutmeg, Saf-
fron, and the like, produce in the
Body an Effect of the same Nature
with that of Opium. Neither is it
at all improbable, that Sulphurs
should be capable of a very great
Degree of Rarefaction, since the
Smell of Mufl, or Ambergris, may
extend through to Jarge a Space.
Pitcairn was of Opinion, that the
Effects of Opium were owing to its
volatile Salt; but it seems to contain
that Principle in too small a Quantity
for such Operations. When a Per-
son has taken too great a Quantity
of Opium, the first thing to be done
is to empty the Vessels by copious
Bleeding, if the Patient's Strength
can bear it. The next Thing is to
drink acid Liquors, such as Vinegar,
Lemonade, Syrup of Berberries, and
such like, which coagulate the
Blood, and thus give the Vessels
room to contract. Smelling to Vi-
negar, and all Aromatics, is also
proper; and, if the Stupor be very
great, Sacrifications ought to be
made, and Vinegar and Salt sprin-
Ked upon the scarified Parts. Blisters
and sharp Clysters answer the same
Effect. The Rules to be observed
in taking Opium are these: (I.) If
the Patient be plethoric, he ought
to take Opium, till he has lost
some Blood. (II.) It ought not to
be given in the Time of the Men-
struations and Lochia of Women, nor
during the usual Flux of the Ham-
morrhoids in Men, because it stops all these na-
tural and healthful Evacuations.
Neither ought Opium to be given in
every Diarrhea, because, if it be
critical, the Stoppage thereof may
be very hurtful. It must, also, be
very improper in a Suppression of
Urine; and the general Rule is, that,
when the Suppression of any oneEv-
cuation by Opium is foreseen, other
Evacuations, especially by Bleeding,
ought to succeed. (III.) Opium ought
never to be taken on a full Stomach,
because it hinders Digestion, and
proves, commonly, emetic. The
Digestion ought, therefore, to be
completed at the Time of taking it;
and the same thing is to be said of all
other
other Narcotics, which given unreasonably, and for a long Continuance of Time, quite destroy the Appetite, bring on Hickups, Nauseas, and habitual Vomitings. (IV.) Persons, who begin to take Opium, ought to venture only on a very small Quantity at first, because the Effects of the same Quantity on different Persons are very different; and there is no Way to determine, but by Experience, how much any Person can bear. Half a Grain has been found to cause Sleep for twenty four Hours together, to a Person, who, afterwards, required half a Dram to produce half that Effect. For it is a certain Observation, that they, who accustom themselves to take Opium habitually, must often increase the Dose, otherwise it gradually loses its Effect on them. And the elder Geoffrey knew a Woman who took seventy two Grains every day, merely to ease the Pain of a cancerous Breast. The common Quantity among the Turks is a Dram in a day; but Some take much more. The Antients were extremely cautious in giving Opium; but in the Beginning of the last Century, Felix Platerus, a learned Physician of Basel in Switzerland, began to bring the Use of it in Vogue. Sylvius de le Boe perfected what Platerus began; and, from that Time, Many of the most famous Physicians in Europe, such as Sydenham, and Others, found, by certain Experience, that it was one of the most valuable Medicines in the World, when prudently administered, in calming the too violent Motion of the Blood, and easing Pain. There are, however, still some very great Men, who continue Enemies to Opium; and among these M. Stahl has declared himself, in his Dissertation De Impotentiis Opis. They are averse to it for the Ends just mentioned, for fear of suspending the Cries which commonly happen after violent Pains, such as those of the Gout and Rheumatism. And, in acute Distempers, in which the Fluids are violently agitated, they apprehend, that, by giving Opium to diminish these Motions, they only throw a Veil over the Distemper, which hides them from observing its true Genus, and the Tendency of Nature in the Course of it. Of this they cite Pleuries as an Example; and they are certainly in the right, not to give Opium in that Disease. But notwithstanding all the Strength of these and other Reasons, against the Use of Opium, and the Authority of those who advance them, this Medicine is undoubtedly very proper on many Occasions, as in great Want of Sleep, Motion of the Fluids, occasioned by Purgative, and other Kinds of Medicines, in great Defluxions, and in stubborn Coughs. But the principal Uses of Opium are in a Fit of the Stone, and a Retention of the Secundines on account of a Stricture of the Uterus. For Opium, by removing Pain and Stricture, relaxes the Part, and affords a Passage to the Body which ought to come away. Opium is certainly of some Use in Medicine; but the Abuse of it is very great and destructive; and a hundred times more is used in England, than ought to be.

Opopanax. See Panax Heracleum. Origanum Citricum, Offic. Ger. Emac. Origanum filicisfere sive vulgare, Park. Theat. Origany of Crete, flowering in June. The Flowers are used principally in Obstructions of the Lungs, Liver, and Uterus. Dale remarks that in Prescriptions the Cretan Origanum is not sufficiently distinguished from the common Origanum; and farther says, when the Flowers of Origanum, are ordered, those of the Cretean Origanum are understood; but when the Herb is directed, common Origanum, or Wild Marjoram, is meant; for the Leaves or Herb of the Creten Origanum are never to be found in the Shops. The Oil of Origanum is extremely hot, and seldom used inwardly, except for the Tooth-
Tooth-ach; in which Case it is put upon some Lint, or Cotton, and applied to or held near the Part affected.

For an Account of common Origanum, See Majorana.

Orchana, Offic. Achilli seu Medicina tingend a apta, Henn. Metella Americana maxima Tinctoria, Tourn. Inf. Arnottto. This is cultivated in New-Spain, and Brazil, and the Tincture of the Fruit, or a Kind of Colour made of it, is used in making Chocolate. For this Purpoe they take the ripe Fruit, and infuse it in hot Water, and make up the Sediment into Lozenges, or dye Wool with it, which is used as a Fucus or Paint, and is called Spanish Wool. This Tincture of the Fruit diluted with Water and drank, or applied by way of Fomentation externally, is said to mitigate febrile Heat, to stop bloody Pains, and be suit hot, with an Addition of Oxy- mel. This Liquor is said to be lucrative, and of a penetrating Virtue; but whether this be the Orobus of the Ancients, is a Question. The Seed of this Plant on account of its farinaceous and mucilaginous Quality, answers to Fenugreek, in mollifying and maturing Abscesses; and, by Virtue of its diuretic Salt, which it contains in common with other leguminous Plants, it is of Service in provoking Urine, and expelling Gravel.

Oryza, Offic. C. B. P. Rice. This is a Food of at least two Thirds of Mankind. It is the Grain principally used in all Parts of the East-Indies, in Persia, in the Mogul's Country, in Turkey, and all over Africa, besides what is now consumed by the Europeans and Americans. By this it should seem to be an exceeding wholesome Aliment. It is somewhat refringent, and for that Reason is prescribed in Dysenteries, the Celiac Passion, Diarræas, and wherever there is too great a Solubility of the Belly. It has been said, that Living too much upon Rice, is injurious to the Eyes, and inclines to Blindness. But this I look upon as a vulgar Error, depending entirely upon an Observation made by the Sailors, that Fowls carried on Ship-Board from the American Continent to Jamaica, which are fed on Rice during the Voyage, are subject to become blind. But Nothing is more common, than to ascribe Effects to wrong Causes; and this probably owing to some other Cause, in which Rice is in no Degree concerned. I don't however find, that the Inhabitants of those Countries, where Rice is the almost constant and only Food, are more subject to Blindness than the Europeans.

Woods. The Root is used in Medicine, which is blackish without, and white within, of a subacrid and somewhat bitter Taste, and grateful Smell. It is in much Esteem, in Ruptures and Ulcers, and is reckoned a Specific in the Rickets.

Ofris, Offic. Ofiris frutescens baciferæ, C. B. P. Caffia Poetica Lobillii, Ger. Emac. Poets Rofemary. It grows in Italy and France, flowering in May. The whole Shrub is used, which is astringent, and is used in some Shops, instead of the Caffia of the Ancients, but it must have contrary Effects, as appears from its astringent Taste, and be more proper for Fluxes of the Intestines.

Oxalis, Sorrel is so called. See Acetosella.

Oxyacanthba, this is the Spina Alba, or Haw-thorn.

Oxyeoccus, Offic. Oxyeoccus foæ Vaccinia palustris, J. B. Vitis Idæa palustris, C. B. P. Moor-berries. This Plant grows in marshy and putrid Soils, flowering in June. The Fruit is used, which stops a Looseness, and Vomiting; quenches Thirst, strengthens the Stomach, mitigates the Heat in Fevers, and refills the Pestilence.

Oxylopathum, Sharp-pointed Dock. See Lapathum.

Oxys. A Name for the Acetosella, or Wood Sorrel.

Paeonia mas, Offic. Paeonia mas praecocior, J. B. Male-Piony. It grows in Gardens, flowering in May, and is said to take its Name from Paeon, a Physician, who with this Plant, as Homer says, cured Pluto, when he was wounded by Hercules. The Root, Flowers, and Seeds of this Plant discover, by the Taste, an aromatic and somewhat astringent Quality, attended with a Virtuosity; whence it is effectual in all Disorders, proceeding from too great Laxness of the Brain, and in Nervous Affections. A Dram of this Root, given every Morning to an Epileptic Person, will prevent the Fit. But, as soon as you desist from giving it, the Fit returns, for Piony has not Virtue sufficient for eradicating an Epilepsy. The Root is hung about the Necks of Children, to prevent an Epilepsy; and the Seeds are strong as Beads, to make a Necklace for the same Purpose. This Plant is also greatly commended in all Sorts of Convulsions, Palsy, Tremblings, nocturnal Frights in Children, and Apoplexies, for Obstructions of the Menfes, for a Retention of the Lobilia, to mitigate After-Pains, and for Obstructions of the Liver.

Paeonia, Samina, Offic. Female Piony.


Paeonia flore albiante, Offic. White flowered Female Piony. These three last Species of Piony grow in Gardens, flowering in May, and agree in Virtues with the Paeonia mas, or Male Piony.

Paliurus, Offic. Paliurus Dodonaei, Tourn. Initi. Rhannus folio subroun-do frutu compresso, C. B. P. Christ's Thorn. It is a Native of Italy, flowering in May and June; the Fruit being ripe in Autumn. The Leaves, Root, and Fruit are used. The Leaves and Root are astringent, stop a Looseness, and digest, and cure Tubercles; and the Fruit is so powerfully incising, as to diminish the Stone in the Bladder, and promote Excretions from the Breast and Lungs.

Palma, Ger. Emac. Palma major, C. B. P. India Mabaindi, Heraus Muf. Zeyl. The Palm, or Date-Tree. It grows in Egypt, and other hot Countries. The Vagina, or Sheath, which incloses the Flowers and Rudiments of the Fruits, was called by the antient Writers, Elate and Spatha, and that tender and medullary Substance, which grows on the Top of the Palm-Tree, called by
by Theophrastus, *Enkephalos*; (Encephalus) the Brain, and by Dioscorides, improperly *Enkephalos auritus*, (Encodium Premum) the Heart and Marrow of the Trunk, is nothing but a large Bud, producing, as Theophrastus himself says, both Leaves and Fruit; if the Tree be deprived of this Part, it is rendered barren, and, in a short time, perishes. It appears, in many Places of the ancient Writers, that this Part is capable; and Xenophon, in his second Book of his Expedition of Cyrus, says, that the Soldiers, in such a Place, first fed on the Bark of Palm-Trees, which all withered after being deprived of it. The Date is a round longish fishy Fruit, of a yellow Colour, but frequently reddish on one Side, of a pleasant sweet mucilaginous Taste, inclosing, in a thin white Skin, an hard cylindrical Stone, having a Chink, or Furrow, running its whole Length. Proper Alpinus informs us, that in the Fruit there are three things principally used in Medicine; that is the Spatha, the Powder contained in the Spatha, and the Dates themselves. The Spatha is used both in Powder and Decotions. The Powder, taken internally, is highly beneficial in stopping Diarrhoæs, Lenteries, and Dysenteries; as, also, all other Discharges of Blood, or other Humours, especially the Hepatic Flux, the Hæmorrhoids, the Menstrual, and a Spitting of Blood. This Powder is, also, used by the Egyptians in stopping spreading Ulcers, removing a Relaxation of the Uvula, and fixing the Teeth, when loose. They, also, use the Decotion for all the same Purposes; but often mix the Powder with it. It, also, surprizingly strengthens such Joints that are weak, and subject to Defluxions. The white Powder found in its proper Covering in the Spring, when the Palm-Tree begins to flourish, when mixed with Sugar, is by the Egyptians very frequently recurred to against Hoarseness, Coughs, and Inflammations of the Eyes. This Powder, is, also, sweet, and somewhat astringent. For which Reason 'tis frequently taken by the Women, for stopping immoderate Discharges of the Menstrues, and procuring a Retention of the Feces. Unripe Dates, both in Aliments and Decotions, are by them, also, used against Spitting of Blood, and for stopping all Evacuations of Blood; and the Hæmorrhoids, as, also, for curing simple Ulcers and Wounds. For the Cure of these Disorders, they frequently give a Syrup prepared of unripe Dates. They, also, eat the Dates when perfectly ripe; at which time they are highly sweet, and somewhat astringent. For which Reason they are frequently used in a Hoarseness, Coughs, Dyspepsias, Pleurisy, and Peripneumonies. A Decotion of them is, also, frequently enjoined for promoting the Eruption of the Small Pox.

*Palma Oleosa, Offic. Palma Guinea, J. B. Arbo etwoman frutu Dasylydis simili, C. B. P. The Palm-Oil Tree. This Tree grows spontaneously in Guinea. The only Part of it used is its Oil, or rather a thick Ointment of an Orange Colour, and fragrant Smell, obtained from the Fruit in the following Manner. To the Pulp taken out of the Kernels, they add a large Quantity of boiling Water. Then they for a long time agitate the Pulp in a Kettle over the Fire, till it is intimately mixed. Then taking the Kettle off the Fire, they let the Matter stand, till its more fordid Parts subside to the Bottom. Then they skim off the Oil floating on the Surface of the Water; and when they have taken all the Portion then floating on it off, they repeat the same Operation by pouring boiling Water on it again. This Oil is best when recent, not rancid, of an Orange-
colour, a fragrant Smell, and of the
Confinement of Butter. Externally
used, it is anodyne, strengthens the
Nerves, allays Arthritic Pains, re-
moves Weariness, and relaxes con-
tacted Parts.

*Palma Indica*, coecigera, angustifolia,
C. B. P. Coccus, Offic. *Palma nut-
ifera arbor*, J. B. Nux Indica arbor;
Ger. Emac. The Coco, or Cocos-
Nut Tree. It is produced in both
Indies. From this Tree is extracted
a Liquor, by the Indians called *Suri*,
which, when drank, intoxicates like
Wine. It is of a grateful Taste, re-
sembling that of a Mixture of sweet,
saline, and acid Substances. When
'tis newly extracted, 'tis pretty sweet;
but, in Proces of Time, becomes
more acid, and is of a whitish, some-
what green, or pale Colour. From
this Liquor is distilled a Water, or
Spirit, which burns in the Fire.
There is, also, a Vinegar, and a
Species of Sugar, by the Inhabitants
called *Jagra*, prepared from it. The
Method of extracting this Liquor is
accurately described by the Authors
of the *Hortus Malabaricus*. They
make an Incision in the Top of the
Capulfe, which bears the Flowers or
Fruit, and which they call the Breaft
of the Tree, and hang a Veffel to
it. About four Inches below the
Top of the Capulfe, they make an
oblique Incision in the Bark, which
they raise by way of *Beard*, as they
call it, over which the *Suri* may
drop into the Veffel. In the Morn-
ing and Evening, and sometimes,
also, in the Middle of the Day, they
remove the Veffels with the *Suri*.
That obtained in the Morning is
sweet, that in the Evening somewhat
acid, and that obtained next Day
a.cecent; but that on the third Day,
tirely acid, without any Sweetnefs
at all. In order to make Vinegar
of the *Suri*, they put the Veffels,
in which it is received, among Lime
for fifteen Days; by which a violent
Fermentation being excited, much
Froth thrown up, and a whitish
Matter subfiding to the Bottom, the
*Suri* is changed into Vinegar. The
Species of Sugar called *Jagra* is
prepared thus. They put into the
Pots a fufficient Quantity of Lime,
to tinge the *Suri* distilled into them
of a reddish Colour; then they boil
this Liquor, continually stirring it
with a Spoon, till it is infipidized.
Then a red Sugar is produced, which
they render white by reiterated Diff-
olutions and Boilings. The exterior
Covering of the Nut is at first said
to be catable, of a pretty sweet
Taffe, good for corroborating the
Stomach, flopping Diarrhœas, and
curing Surfeits. The Liquor, or
Wine of *Suri*, is said to be highly
beneficial to Flthical Patients, and
those who labour under any Disorders
of the Kidneys, or a Difficulty of
discharging their Urine. From the
bruised Kernels is exprifed a Milk
without the Affifiance of Fire; eight
Ounces of which drank every Morn-
ing, with the Addition of a little Salt,
are highly efficacious in killing
Worms, especially in Children. The
Liquor contained in the Kernel is
proper for extinguishing Thift and
Fever, for curing and cleaning the
Eyes, and for washing the Skins of
Women. It, also, purifies the Blood,
cleanses the Stomach, and Urinary
Paffages, and removes Disorders of
the Breast. It is of a grateful Taffe,
affords much Nourifhment, and is an
excellent Drink in Biliary Fevers.

Panax Herculeum, Offic. Panax
Herculeum majus, Ger. Emac. Panax
coffinium, C. B. P. *Pasfinacea Olufau-
tri folio*, Boehr. Ind. Alt. Hercules's
All-heal. It grows in the Gardens
of the Curious, flowering in June.
From the Stalk of this wounded, es-
specially near the Root, during the
Summer Months, a Juice flows which
concretes spontaneoufly, and is cal-
led in the Shops *O Todima;* which,
if good, is externally of a yellow Colour, but internally white, or somewhat inclining to yellow, of a bitter Taste, a strong Smell, and pungious Consistence. It easily dissolves in Water, is light, friable, and when dissolved turns the Water milky. It mollifies, digests, purges thick Phlegm, from the remote Parts, as the Brain, Nerves, Joints, and Thorax. The Roots of this Plant are said, by those who import it, to be effectual in all cold Affections of the Brain and Nerves, for Disorders of the Breast, and tormenting Pains of the Stomach; for all Obstructions of the Viscera, and Diseases of the Kidneys, Bladder, and Womb; on which account, they are of Service in inveterate Pains of the Head, a Vertigo, Epilepsy, Stupor, Lethargy, Convulsions, Palpitations, Asthmas, Coughs, Jaundice, and Dropy.

**Papaver album**, Offic. *Papaver bortense femea albo, sativum Dioscorid, album Plinio, C. B. P. Papaver sativum, J. B. White Poppy.* It is sown in Gardens, flowering in July. The Leaves, Flowers, Heads and Seeds, together with the condensed Juice, called Opium, are used. The Herb, Heads, and Seeds refrigerate and moisten, and are principally ordered to promote Sleep, in Affections of the Breast, and Lungs, particularly in a Cough, Hoarseness, and Consumption, but in the last I am afraid with very bad Effect. They are also used in Fluxes of the Belly, and are excellent Ingredients in Fomentations, intended to mitigate Pain and induce Sleep. For the most severe Pain of an Ophthalmmy, Senner tus prescribes, as an effectual Remedy, an Emulsion of the Seeds of Poppy, with Milk, Water of Lettuce, and Decoction of Fenugreek.

**Papaver nigrum**, Offic. *Papaver bertercis nigro femine, sylvestre Dioscorid, nigrum Plinio, C. B. P. Black Poppy.* It is sown in Gardens, flowering in June. The Leaves, Flowers, Tops, and Seeds are used, which agree in Virtues with the former.

**Papaver rubrum**, Rhaes & erraticum, Offic. *Papaver erraticum majus eos, Dioscorid, Theophrast, & Plinio, C. B. P. Red Poppy, or Corn Rose.* It grows among Corn, flowering in June. The Flowers are greatly refrigerating, induce Sleep, and mitigate Pains. They are principally used in Fevers, and Pleurisies, for which they are reckoned a Specific, and for a Quinsey. These Flowers are glutinous, and give much such a faint red Colour to the blue Paper as the Solution of Opium, by which it seems, the Salt of the one is analogous to that of the other. But, in Opium, this Salt (which seems pretty near to Sal Ammoniac) is mixed with a great deal of fetid Oil; whereas, in the red Poppy, the Proportion of the Oil is much less than of the viscous Phlegm. Thus the Flowers of this Plant are emollient, and good for Expectoration in Distillations of the Breast, in Rheums, and in a dry Cough. They stain Blood, and are gently sudorific.

**Paprus, Offic. Paprus Nilotic, J. B. Paprus Antiquorum Nilotic, Park. The Paper Reed. It grows in Egypt and Syria, and is the Plant of which the Antients made Paper. The Egyptian Surgeons, as we are informed by Prosper Alpinus, now use the medullary Substance of the Leaves, to dilate the Mouths of Ulcers. The Trunk, burnt to Athens, cures recent Ulcers, and prevents the Increase of Malignity in others, being sprinkled therewith; and the distilled Water of the recent Trunk is very effectual against Cataracts, and Dimness of Sight.

**Paradisi Grana, Grains of Paradise. See Cardamomum.**
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Verbasculum pratense odoratum, C. B. P. Cowslips or Paigles. It grows in Meadows, flowering in April. It is drying and heating, and has something of an acrimonious and bitterish Taffe; it is, also, somewhat astringent, and has an anodyne Virtue. The principal Uses, to which it is applied, are in Cephalic Disorders, the Gout, and other Pains, and Affections of the Joints.

Another Species of Cowslip is the Herba Petri, Offic. Paralysis altera odorata flore pallido, Polyanthas, Park. Verbasculum pratense aut syboaticum inodorum, C. B. P. Great Cowslips, or Oxflips. They grow in Woods and Thickets, flowering in April. The Leaves, infused a Night in White Wine, are recommended against the Anaferca.

Parvira Brava, Offic. Caepela Brasiliensisbus, Lasfanis Erva de Nosja Sennora aut Copa de Cobras, Marcg. Reint & Erva de Nosja Sennor, Worm. Mus. Butua seve Parvira brava Lasfanica, Geoff. Tract. Wild-Vine. The Root is commonly about the Bigness of the little Finger, though sometimes larger. It is of a brown Colour, wrinkled both ways on the Surface; but its inner Substance is fibrous, like the Thymelea. Zanoni says, that when cut tranverly it represnts the Sun, and its Rays; but this Conceit is without Foundation. It is of a sweetish Taffe, with a disagreeable Mixture of Bitter, and without any Smell. Authors pretend that this Root comes from Brasil, for this Reason, because we get it from the Portuguse. But it is much more probable, that it is of East India Growth. For a Surgeon sent it from Surat to M. de Jussieu, by the Name of Butua Root; and wrote, that it grew along the Coast of Malabar. This Root is much celebrated by the Portuguse, as an Aphorific, and an Antidote against all poisonous Plants. It is undoubtedly a very good Diuretic, and very proper in Nephritic Colics. The Way of using it is: Boil about a Quarter of an Ounce, scraped or rasped, in two or three Pints of Water, till reduced to a Pint; of which the Patient is to drink a Glass every half Hour, in a warm Bath, his Body being before prepared by Bleeding and Clysters. A Small Quantity of the Syrup of the five Opening Roots may be added to the Decoction, and, by this Method alone, Geoffroy the elder cured the great Abbé Bignon of a Stone Colic, and made him void a very large Stone. When given in a large Dose, it heats considerably. It seems to act by dissolving the slimy Matter contained in the Kidneys and Bladder; and has been given with great Success, mixed with Balfam of Capivi, in Gonorrhoea, after sufficient Evacuations. The Decoction already mentioned has, also, done Wonders in Hepatic Colics, arising from an Obstruction of the Orifice of the Gall Bladder, a Glass being drank every three Hours, to the Quantity of a Quart. The Portuguse use this Root powdered for Quinseys, and Discaes of the Thorax.

Parvira Brava alba, Geoff. Tract. Parvira Species secunda, Lochn. Sched. The white wild-Vine. It is said to come from Brasil. It is more woody than the former, composed of Fibres; of which some are Longitudinal, the rest Orbicular. The Bark of this Root is white, but the Substance within yellow, like Liquorice.

Paritaria, Helixine, Offic. J. B. Paritaria Officinarum & Discoridis, Boch. Ind. Alt. Pellitory of the Wall. It grows upon Walls. It ablerges, and is somewhat astringent and cooling. It is seldom used internally; yet Some commend it in Disorders of the Breast, for the Strangury, the Dropsey, and the Stone. Externally
ternally applied it is good for Tumors, the Erysipelas, Burns, and for Wounds. By the Chymical Analysis, it yields a great deal of Oil, fixed Salt, and Earth, and several Liquors, of which some are acrid, and the rest acid. As for the volatile Salt, there is none obtained from this Plant, that is concrete. But it yields an urinous Spirit. Dioscorides affirmes, that it lenifies and resolves, and is good to stop Tetterts, and spreading Ulcers. They applied it, in his Time, to the Parts affected with the Gout. They gave the Juice to drink in an old Cough, made a Gargarism of it for the Dis-eases of the Throat; and injected it into the Ears to appease their Pain. Gelsemium says, it provokes Urine, and opens the Kidneys. Tragus very much commends the Decotion to remove Obstructions of the lower Belly. Camerarius prescribes it bruised with Vinegar, and applied hot to the Tefts, in Cage of Ruptures.

Paronychia rutacea folio, Offic. Paronychia foliis incisfs, Park. Sedum Tridaulites tetorum, C. B. P. Rue Whitlow-Grafs. It grows upon Walls, and old Buildings, flowering in May. The Herb is used, which is greatly commended in Scrophulous Disorders. A Physician, whom I knew, says Boyle, was sent for to a Scrophulous Patient, in whose Throat he found a Tumour so large, and so un-luckily seated, that, greatly compre-fsing the Osophagus, it rendered De-glutition exceedingly difficult. The Tumor was, also, hard and stub-born, so as not to be discoursed, nor brought to Suppuration. Whence the Patient was put in imminent Danger of being starved. In this Strait, the Physician, remembering the Charac-ter I had given of Whitlow-Grafs, sent about the Country to get all that could be procured; and first gave a little of it, in the Form of Infusion, in such liquid Aliments as the Pa-tient was able, though with great Difficulty, to get down; by this Means, after some Time, gradually made the Deglutition more easy, he gave the Remedy in greater Plenty, to impregnate the whole Mass of Blood and Juices of the Bo-dy with the Virtue of the Herb, whereby the Tumor was at length dissolved, and the Patient cured.

Parsley, Fever-few is so called. See Matricaria.

Passiflora. See Uva.

Passinaca, Offic. Passinaca lati-folia sativa, C. B. P. Parhip. It is cultivated in Gardens, flowering in June. The Root is used in the Kitchen, and the Seed in Physic. The Seeds are heating and drying, provoke Urine, and diffuse Flatulencies.

Pentaphyllum, & Quinquefofium, Offic. Pentaphyllum fove Quinquefo-lium vulgare repens, J. B. Cinquefoil, or five Fingers. It grows by Hedges, flowering in the Summer. The Root and Herb are used. It is vul-nerary, and astringent, good for all Kinds of Fluxes, and Hæmorrhages. It is serviceable in Spitting of Blood, and in Coughs, and is recommended for the Stone, for Hernia's, and for Fevers.

Pepo, Offic. Pepo oblongus, C. B. P. The common Pompion. It is fown in Gardens, and upon Dung-hills, flowering in June. The Fruit is used in the Kitchens, and the Seed in Physic, tho' but seldom. It a-grees in Virtues with the Cucum-ber.

Persica Malus, Offic. J. B. Per-sica mollis carne, C. B. P. The Peach-Tree. It is cultivated in Gardens, flowering in March, and the Fruit is ripe in September. Preferred Peaches are extremely grateful to sick Per-sons, especially to such as are afflict-ed with Thirst, and Drinves of the Tongue, for they strengthen at the same time they refrigerate; whence they are of excellent Service in all
hot Diftempers. *Brassavola* used to give his Patient a Peach or two roasted under the Ashes. Amatus affirms it to be a most delicious Food, and extremely grateful to sick Persons. The Leaves, on account of their Bitterness, being boiled in Beer, or Milk, destroy and expel Worms in Children. Galen says, that they work the same Effect, being bruised, and applied to the Navel. Parkinson affirms, that they purge gently, if taken in a sufficient Quantity. The Flowers operate in the same Manner, and more effectually than Damask Roses. For which Purpose there is prepared of them a Conserve, to be taken chiefly in the Morning fasting. The recent Flowers, says Matthiolus, not only purge, but provoke Vomiting; and, eaten in Sallads, prove Hydragogues in Dropses; but not without disordering the Patient. The distilled Water is a Cosmetic. The Gun of this Tree is recommended for Fluxes of the Belly, the Stone, Impetigo, Tumors of the Fauces, Roughness of the Wind-Pipe, Spitting of Blood, Disorders of the Lungs, and the Dysentery. Matthiolus recommends the Kernels for the Gripes, and to prevent Ebriety, being taken to the Number of six or seven before hand; and for the *Alepecia*, being bruised, and boiled in Vinegar, to a Paper-like Consistence. The Oil of the bruised Kernels, being rubbed on the Temples, procures Sleep, and eases the *Hemorrhagia*, or Megrim; drank, or used in Clysters, it cures the Colic; and, taken to the Weight of four Ounces, it gives Relief under the Iliac Passion, and the Stone.

*Petasites* acri, J. B. *Perfcaria non maculata*, Hydropiper, *Offic. Pittocoba Lusitanis Pulg era*, Pis. Lake-weed, Arimart, or Water-Pepper. It grows in watery Places. The Leaves are used, and outwardly applied are good for Wounds, and in-dundated Tumors, and for inveterate Ulcers. It is a very potent Diuretic, and the distilled Water of it is recommended for the Stone, and to cleanse fordid Ulcers. It is of a very acid and burning Taste, and gives a lively Tincture of red to the blue Paper. It is full of acid Sulphur and Earth. Its Salt resembles that which results from the Mixture of the Salt of Coral, with the Sal Ammoniac, loaded with a great deal more Acid than ordinary. For this Plant, by the Chymical Analyfi, yields a great deal of Acid, Oil, and Earth, and a little volatile concrete Salt. Arsmart is very destructive and vulnerary; and it is used in Glysters, for the Dysentery and Tenesmus.

*Perfcaria maculata*, *Offic. Perscaria mitis*, J. B. Spotted Arimart. It grows in watery and moist Places, flowering in July and August. The Leaves are used, which are of an astringent and acerb Taste. They are recommended for inflammations and recent Wounds. This Plant gives a pretty deep red Colour to blue Paper, which makes us conjecture, that its Salt resembles Sal Ammoniac, loaded with a great deal of Earth, and joined with a little Sulphur. By the Chymical Analyfi, it yields a volatile concrete Salt. The Decotion of the whole Plant is good for a Looseness, and for the Diseases of the Skin.

Bur. It grows in watery Places, flowering in March. The Root is used, which is esteemed sudorific, a-lexipharic, and anti-petiential. It is recommended in Hysteric Fits, Coughs, and Asthma's. It kills the flat Worms in the Intestines, and excites Urine, and the Menfes. Externally applied it is good for Baboes, and malignant Ulcers.

_Petroselinum vulgare_, Offic. Apium hortense, now Petroselinum vulgo, C. B. P. Parsley. It grows in Gardens, flowering in June. The Root Herb, and Seeds are used. The Root is one of the five Opening Roots, and is oblong, thick, white of a subacrid Taste, and of a fragrant aromatic Smell. Parsley is attenuating, opening, detergent, and diuretic; and is principally used in Obstructions of the Lungs, Liver, Kidneys, and Gall-Bladder.

Pucledanum, Offic. Peucedanum Germanicum, C. B. P. Peucedanum, Pinastrulum, Foeniculum porcinum, Merc. Bot. Hoge-Fennel. It grows in marshy Ditches, flowering in July. The Root is used. It is commended by the Antients for discissing inflammatory Diseases; for which Purpofe, they prescribe a Decotion of the Root in Water, sweetened with Honey, and drank warm. Hence it is very proper for resolving a Pleurisy and Peripneumony, when they may be removed by an Anacardiaris, or Expectoration. They prescribe it, also, for bloody Urine, and the Stone or Gravel in the Kidneys. It provokes Urine, is an excellent Refolver of Phlegm, and cleanses the Kidneys of every thing which adheres to them. For which Purpofe the Root is boiled in Wine. It is commended as of Service in the Beginning of a Cataract, and in a Redundance of Phlegm, and as an excellent Refolver and diffusor of all Obstructions. The Root is very good for the Hysteric Paffion; and is poftifled of a balmic, de-tering, and gently heating Virtue; and is of extraordinary Service in cleaning Wounds and Ulcers.

_Phaeolus vulgaris_, Tourn. Infl. Smilax bortensis, Offic. Smilax hortensis now Phaefolus, C. B. P. Kidney-Beans. It is fown in Gardens, flowering in July. The Pods are used, which are opening, digestive, and provoke Urine, and the Menfes.

_Phaeolus_, Offic. Phaefolus ericus, J. B. Smilax futila fuperbus virgente, nel Phaefolus Italicus, C. B. P. Itahan Kidney-Beans. It is fown in Gardens, flowering in July. The Pod is used, which, as Digestives says, is boiled whilst green, and eaten, is good to mollify the Belly, and proper to provoke Vomiting.

Another Species of Phaefolus, is the Cowbage, or flinking Bean.

_Phellandrium_, Offic. Phellandrium vel Cicatunia aquatica quorumdam, J. B Cicatunia palustris, Ger. Emac. Water-Hemlock. It grows in Ditches and Ponds, flowering in the Summer. It is sweet-scented and aromatic, and of excellent Service, where a gentle Diffipation of Humours is required. It is of use in Surgery, for discissing inflammatory and cold Tumours, and is faid to refit a Gangrene. Nor can any thing be more safely applied to Scirrhous and Cancerous Tumours. It is also commended for Diseases of the Breast, being used in the Form of a Compofition. The Leaves are commended by Blanchard in virulent Inflammations of the Penis, internally it is an Emetic.

_Pilosella_, Auricula muris, Offic. Pilosella major, repens hispita, C.B.P. Common Mouse Ear. It grows in dry Pastures, flowering in June, and July. It is astringent, and binding, and is reckoned a good Sternutatory, and Vulnerary. It fops Fluxes of the Belly, and Uterus, and cures Hernias. Externally used as a Gar- garism, it is commended for Ulcers.
of the Mouth. The Powder of it is good for Hæmorrhages of the Nose, and its Juice is recommend-
ed for the Herpes Miliaris. It is very bitter, and reddens blue Paper a little. By the Chymical Analy-

sis, besides several acid Liquors, it yields a good deal of Oil and Earth, a little urinous Spirit, and no concrcted volatile Salt; which shews it to contain a Salt approaching to that of Alum, wrapped up in a good deal of Sulphur, and mixt with a little Sul Ammonius. Thus the Mouse-Ear is vulnerary, and detervative. An Infu-

sion of it in Wine or Water is good for the Jaundice, and to prevent the Dropy. Pena and Label say, it is admirable for the Stone.

Pimpinella, & Sanguisorba, Offic. Pimpinella, Sanguisorba minor hirjuta levis, C. B. P. Sanguisorba minor, J. B. Burnet. It grows in hilly Pastures, flowering in June. This Plant is alexipharmic, vulnerary, and pulmonic; and is principally used in Catarrhs, Affections of the Lungs, a Phthisis proceeding from Eroton, in malignant Diseases, Loose-nefs, and the Hæmorrhoids. It prevents Abortion, and is a Strengthener. Outwardly, it is of Service in all Kinds of Hæmorrhages. This Pimpinella has the Appellation of Sanguisorba to dilinguish it from the Pimpinella Saxifraga, which is of a very hot Nature; but the Plant, we are now treating on, is gently astringent, aromatic, and very benefi-
cial in a Relaxation of the Fibres, and a too thin and fluid State of the Blood. It is prescribed in an in-

moderate Flux of the Menses, to be eaten with Bread and Butter, or drank like Tea; and, so used, it renders all manner of Poison of no Effect. This Plant, infused in Wine, is commended, where a Laxness of the Part requires Adstringence; and there is scarce, among Vulneraries, a better Plant for repressing a Flux of Blood in an Hæmoptoe. It is of singular Virtue in the Dysentery, both by correcting the Acidity of the Dysenteric, or peccant Matter, and by gently affringing the relaxed Fibres of the Intestines. The Leaves infused in Wine, or common Water, are good for the Stone and Gravel in the Kidneys.

Pimpinella Saxifraga, Offic. Pim-

pinella Saxifraga major, umbellâ candidâ, C. B. P. Saxifragia hircina major, J. B. Tragoselinum majus, Tourn. Sanguisorba minor, J. B. Burnet Saxifraga. It grows in Woods, flowering in June. The Root, Herb, and Seed are used, which are posseased of the same Qualities as the Parsley, but are more efficacious in removing and affringing Pains.

Pisus, Offic. Pinus sylvestris, C. B. P. Pinus officialis duros, folis longis, J. B. The Pine-Tree. It grows common in Italy. The Bark and Leaves of all the Species of Pine Trees are refrigerating and astringent. Whence they are of Service in Dysenteries, and an immoderate Flux of the Menses. The Decoction or Infusion of Pine-Tree Tops in Beer, or any other proper Liquor, is sup-

posed to be very effectual for the Stone in the Kidneys or Bladder, and for the Scurvy, and other Affections of the Thorax. The Nucli, or Kernels, are moderately hot and moist, and are maturing, lenient, agglutinating, refolvent, and fattening. They are principally used in a Con-

sumption, Cough, Strangury, and Acrimony of the Urine. The Refin which concretes about the Cones is of the same Ufe.

Pisus silvestris, Pinafter, Offic. Pnus silvestris, C. B. P. The Mountain-Pine. This Tree grows in divers Parts of Germany; and agrees in Virtues with the former. From this Tree is got what is called, Common Turpentine, which is whitish, thick, and opake, like Honey, of a
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Piper. Pepper. Botanists distinguishing two Species of Pepper, the black, and the white. But Savary afferts, that there are not two Species of Pepper. For Mr. Dillow, a celebrated Physician, and Author of the History of the Inquisition of Goa, affures us, that all the Difference between the white and black Pepper is, that the latter has its Skin, whereas the former wants the Skin, which is taken off by beating it before it is entirely dry, or by suffering it, after it is dry, to soak for some time in Water. Pepper is an aromatic Fruit, of an heating and drying Quality, produced

in Grains commonly, and used in Sauces and Seasonings. This Fruit, so well known in Europe, is produced by a Plant or Shrub, which grows in various Parts of the East-Indies. The Plant which bears it is weak and creeping; a Circumstance which obliges those who cultivate it, to plant it at the Foot of large Trees, such as the Areca, and Coco Nut-Tree. Its Leaves in Figure resembel those of fay, but are less green, more yellow, of a strong Smell, and pungent Taste. The Pepper comes forth in small Clusters, like our Currants; and the Grains, of which these Clusters are compos'd, at first appear green; then they become red, in Proportion as they ripen; and at last black, or such as they come to us, after they are left exposed to the Heat of the Sun for some time. Tho' Pepper is produced in various Parts of the Indies, yet it grows most copiously between Rajapour, and the Cape of Camarin. The Pepper of Malabar, or that produced between Mount Ely and the Southern Extremity of the Coast, is somewhat smaller than the other; but produced in such large Quantities, that Europe is principally supplied with it. The black Pepper, consumed in Europe, is of three Sorts; that of Malabar, that of Jamby, and that of Belipatham. But this last is less esteemed in Europe, on account of its Smallness and Dryness; two Circumstances which recommend it to the Indians, who think small Pepper lefts hot than the large Kind. The white Pepper ought to be chosen large, well-nourished, weighty, and without Mixture of black Grains or Rubbish; which, when reduced to a Powder, is of a beautiful Grey or a whitish Colour. As for black Pepper, which ought to be posessed of almost all the Qualities of the white already enumerated, we must, also, take care that the Grains be not wrinkled; that there be a large...
Quantity of white Grains among them; and that the largest Grains have not been separated, in order to be whitenened; a practice very common in Holland, Rouen, and Paris. As a great Part of the Pepper, whether white or black, is fold beaten, it is easy for Persons of a fraudulent Disposition to sophisticate it, which Retailers generally do by mixing, with the black Pepper, Massignette, a Species of African Pepper; the Dust of Pepper; and the Fruit of Bread. With the white Pepper they mix white Spices, or black Pepper whitenened so that it is very difficult to distinguish the sophistcicated from the genuine Kind. For which Reason we ought to buy from Persons of Honesty and Skill. Druggists and Spice Merchants sell various other Kinds of Pepper, described by Travellers in their Relations; such as the Pepper of Madagascar, that of Mascarine, or the Island of Bourbon; the Pepper of China, the long Pepper of the Indies, Ethiopia, and America; Guinea Pepper, Jamaica Pepper, the Pepper of Thevet, and that of Africa. The Pepper of Madagascar is white, and grows on a Plant, which creeps on the Ground, and whose Stalks and Leaves have the same Smell with the Fruit, which ripens in the Months of August, September, and October. The Pepper of Mascarine, which is, also, produced in the Island of Java, is called Cubebs, or Pepper with a Tail. It exactly resembles the black Pepper, except that it is larger, and has a Tail. The Plant which produces it creeps on the Ground; and its Fruit, which ought to be chosen large, well nourished, and without Wrinkles, adheres to it in the Form of Clusters. The China Pepper, described by Father Le Compte, is a Fruit as large as a Pea, and of a greyish Colour, mixed with red Streaks. When it is ripe, it opens spontaneously, and contains a small Nut, as black as Jet; after it is gathered, it is exposed to the Sun, in order to be dried. The Nut, which is of a very strong Taffe, is thrown away, and the Husk or Bark only kept. The Smell of the Pepper-Tree is fo strong, that the Fruit must be gathered at different times, lest those employed in that Work should be injured by it. The long Pepper, which is a kind of Congeries of many small Grains strongly united to each other, grows upon a Shrub, whose Leaves are slender, green, and placed upon a short Stalk. This Pepper is of three Kinds, that of the East Indies, that of America, and that of Ethiopia, which is called Grains of Zelim. But that of the Indies is the only true Long Pepper, since the others bear but little Resemblance to it. Good long Pepper ought to be recent, well nourished, large, weighty, difficult to be broken, not rotten, without Rubbish or a Mixture of Earth. It is used in Medicine in various Galenical Compositions, and is an Ingredient in the Tberiac. It is also, sometimes mixed with Spices. The Guinea Pepper is of a red Colour, resembling that of Coral. It is cultivated in Vanguidoct, and especially in the Villages about Nimes. It is commonly found in the Shops of the Druggists and Grocers. The Vinegar-makers use it for making their Vinegar. Some, also, preserve it with Sugar. It ought to be chosen recent, in Pods, which are beautiful, dry, found, and very red. There are four Sorts of this Pepper. The first is called Chilchotes; the second, which is very small, is called Chilterpin; and these two Kinds are of an acid and highly pungent Taste. The third is called Tenochites, which is moderately hot, and which the Indians eat, like other Fruit, with Bread. The fourth is called Chilpelagua.
Pifum, Lochia. This last is neither so pungent as the two first, nor so mild as the third. This is the Species so much esteem'd by the Spaniards, and generally used by them in preparing their Chocolate. There is, also, another Species of this Pepper, which only grows about Peru, where it is called Agy. A large Quantity of this Species is cultivated in a small Plain, about six Leagues in Circumference, near the Village of Arika, on the Coast of Peru, and in the Valleys of Sama, Taica, and Cocunha. Tho' these four Places are of a small Extent, and there is a great Demand for this Kind of Pepper, yet they furnish every Year as much as draws more than six hundred thousand Piessters; which would appear incredible, if the Excrement of the Bird called Guana, with which the Peruvians dung their Land, did not render it so fertile, that the Grains grow in it, and especially the Agy, yield four or five hundred for one. For an Account of the Jamaica Pepper, see Carisophyllus. The Pepper of Thovet, which the Dutch call Amomi, on account of its Resemblance to the Amomi, or Jamaica Pepper, is a small round Fruit, as large as the white Pepper, a little roundish, and with a Species of small Crown at one of its Ends. It is also, called the small round Clove, because its Taste resembles that of the true Clove.

Piper longum, Offic. J. B. Piper longum Orientale, C. B. P. Flattanaure five Pipcris longi Species H. Hern. Catta-sripali, Hort. Mal. Acapali, Lat. Long Pepper. It grows in Java and Malabar, and the immature Fruit is used, which is of a bitterish Taste, and is by Some accounted alexipharmic, good for the Stomach, to expel Wind, and promote Digestion. See Piper.

Piperiti. The same as Lepidium, or Dittander.
Others is far more probable; who, from Experience, assert, that it is
Galipot, boiled to a certain Con-
sistence, and reduced to a Mafs of
any determinate Weight. The best
Resin comes from Bayonne and Bour-
deauxs. It ought to be chozen dry,
white, free from Water and Sand.
Black Pitch, which is properly that
known by the Name of Pitch, is
only Galipot, prepared in a parti-
cular Manner, by putting into it,
when it is quite warm, a certain
Quantity of Tar, in order to render
it black. There are two Kinds of
it, one hard, another soft, which
only differ in this Circumstance.
Mr. Wheeler, in his Voyages, has
given another Method of preparing
black Pitch, used in the Levant, and
which is not much different from that
given by Furetiere in his Dictionary.
He orders us to prepare a Heap of
Earth, in which we are to make an
Hollow two Ells in Diameter at the
Top, but which becomes gradually
narrower, as it approaches to the
Bottom. This Hollow is to be fill-
ed with small Portions of such Bran-
ches of the Pine-Tree, as contain
much Gum, laid above each other,
till the Hollow is full. Then the
upper Part is to be covered with
Fire, which burns to the Bottom.
By which Means the Pitch is dis-
charged from a small Hole made
at the Bottom for that Purpose.
The best black Pitch comes from
Norway and Sweden, to which that
made in France is by no means com-
parable. The Goodness of hard
black Pitch consists in being of a
shining black Colour, brittle, dry,
and forming, as it were, Rays, when
it is broken. What is called the
Pix Navalis in Medicine, ought to
be the Pitch scraped off from Ships.
But ’tis certain, that most Apothe-
caries use the common black Pitch
in its stead. From the black Pitch
there is obtained an Oil, which, on
account of its singular Virtues, is
called the Balm of Pitch.

Pix liquida. Tar. According to
Pliny, liquid Pitch, or Tar, was
obtained by setting Fire to Billets,
or old fat Pines or Firs. The first
Running was Tar, the latter, or
thicker Running, was Pitch. Thee-
phrætis is more particular. He tells
us, the Macedonians made huge Heaps
of the cloven Trunks of those Trees,
wherein the Billets were placed erect
besides each other: That such Heaps
or Piles of Wood were sometimes a
hundred and eighty Cubits round,
and sixty, or even an hundred, high;
and that, having covered them with
Sods of Earth, to prevent the Flame
from bursting forth, (in which Case
the Tar was lost) they set on Fire
thoese huge Heaps of Pine or Fir,
letting the Tar and Pitch run out in a
Channel. From the Manner of
procuring Tar, it plainly appears to
be a natural Production, lodged in the
Vessels of the Tree, whence it is only
freed and let lose (not made) by
Burning. If we may believe Pliny,
the first Running, or Tar, was called
Cedrium, and was of such Efficacy
to preserve from Putrefaction, that
in Egypt they embalmed dead Bodies
with it. And to this he ascribes their
Mummies continuing uncorrupted for
so many Ages. Some modern Wri-
ters inform us, that Tar flows from
the Trunks of Pines and Firs, when
they are very old; that Pitch is Tar
infiliated, and both are the Oil of
the Tree grown thick and black with
Age and the Influence of the Sun.
The Trees, like old Men, being un-
able to perspire, and their Secretory
Ducts obstructed, they are, as it were,
choaked and stuffed with their own
juice. The Method used by our
Colonies in America, for making
Pitch and Tar, is, in effect, the same
with that of the ancient Macedonians,
as appears in the Account given in
the Philosophical Transactions.
the Relation of Leo Africanus, who describes, as an Eye-Witness, the
making of Tar on Mount Atlas, agrees, in Substance, with the Me-
thods used by the Macedonians of old, and the People of New England
at this Day. Tar was by the Antients esteemed good against Poisons,
Ulcers, and the Bites of venomous Creatures; also for Phthisical, Scol-
phulous, Paralytic, and Antiomatic Persons, and is in Reality a very
good Pectoral and Balsamic. Water boiled upon Tar, so strongly recom-
manded by the Bishop of Clovis, is at present in very great Vogue, and
is said to have been of great Service, as a Pectoral, Balsamic, Stomachic,
Alterative, and Restorative; and it should seem, that the Encomiums,
bestowed on this Medicine, are not absolutely without Foundation; for
the Virtues of Balsamies are very extensive in the Practice of Physick,
for Reasons given in the preceding Differtation.

Plantago vulgaris Septinerva, Offic. Plantago latifolia sinuata, C.
B. P. Great Plantain. It grows by Way-Sides. The Root, Leaves, and
Seeds are used, which are heating, and drying, hepatic and vulnerary,
and are principally used in all Sorts of Fluxes. The Leaves are bitter,
ascending, and give a faint red Colour to the blue Paper; the Roots
give it a deeper, and are only attrin-
gent; which shews, that in the
Leaves the Sal-Ammoniac, and the
terrestrial Parts of this Plant, are
clogged with a great deal of Sul-
phur. This Plant externally used is
good for Inflammations, being
applied to the Parts affected. It is
a Plant of excellent Use in a Dia-
rhæa, Hæmorrhages, and Diseases
of the Eyes. The bruised Leaves
are good to cleanse, and confolidate
old Wounds and Ulcers. Their Juice
is very proper in Intermittent Fevers,
and in a Phthisis. The distilled Wa-
ter, mixed with Rose Water, is a
good Remedy for Inflammations of
the Eyes. The Water Injected is of
Service in a Gonorrhæa, and a De-
cotion of the Leaves is good for
Diseases of the Fauce.

Plantago angustifolia, Quinquenervia, Offic. Plantago angustifolia
major, C. B. P. Rib-Wort. It
grows in Pastures, and the Herb is
used, which agrees in Virtues with
the Plantago vulgaris. A Dram of
the Powder of its Leaves, given in
Conference of Red Rofes, is commend-
ed by Boyle, for the Cure of Terrians.

Plantago aquatica, Offic. J. B.
Plantago aquatica latifolia, C. B. P.
Alisna, Diff. Cat. Giff. Ranunculus
palustris Plantaginis folio ampliore,
Tourn. Inff. Water-Plantain. It
grows in watery Places, flowering in
June. It is of a penetrating and
acrimonious Taste. Schwensfeld
fays, that it cures the Falling-down
of the Anus, and mitigates the Red-
nes and Inflammation of the Gout,
and the Pain of the Head, proceed-
ing from a cold Cause; and is a
Remedy for Spitting of Blood, and
Voiding it by Urine. The Leaves
bruised, and applied to the Breasts,
are a sovereign and approved Secret,
as Timach assures us, for suddenly
consuming, and drying up the Milk
therein.

Platanes, Offic. C. B. P. Pla-
tanus Orientalis vera, Tourn. Inff.
The Plane-Tree. This Tree, so
much celebrated by Herodotus, and
other Writers is, also, called Pla-
tanus lata; because it extends its
Branches to such a Compass, as to
be able to cover more than a thou-
sand Men under its pleasing Shade.
Under this Tree, it is reported,
Hippocrates found Democritus, and
saluted him. It grows in Crete. The
Leaves, Bark, and its round Knob,
or Fruit, are used. Its tender Leaves,
boiled in Wine, and applied as a
Cataplasm, stop Defluxions upon the
Eyes,
Eyes, and give Relief under Tumours and Inflammations. The Bark, boiled in Vinegar, makes a Collusion for the Tooth-ach. The green Balls or Fruit, drank in Wine, cure the Bites of Serpents.


*Polium montanum*, Offic. *Polium montanum album*, C. B. P. White Poley-Mountain. This Plant is produced in Italy and France, flowering in Summer. The Herb is used, which ought to be chozen recent and odorous. It provokes Urine and the Menufes, affiits Dropical and Icteric Patients, and is beneficial in the Bites of venomous Animals. It is also of an inciding and aperient Quality.


*Polygonatum*, Sigillum Solomonis, Offic. *Polygonatum latifolium vulgaris*, C. B. P. Solomon's-Seed. It grows in Woods, flowering in May. It is vulnerary and astringent, good to stop Fluxes, and to confolidate fractured Bones. The Leaves of Solomon's Seal are inipid, and have something glutinous in them, which gives flight Nauseas. The Roots are sweet, a little acrid, and glutinous, and give a faint red Colour to the blue Paper; and the Leaves more faint. This Plant seems to contain a viscous Phlegm, mixed with a great deal of Oil. For, by the Chymical Analyfis, it yields little besides some acid Liquor and Oil, a little Earth, and fixed, but no volatile, Salt. Schroder affirms, that fourteen or fifteen Berries of Solomon's Seal provoke Vomiting; and they say, that one Dram of its Root has the fame Effect. The distilled Water clears the Face, and beautifies the Complexion. The Decoction of the whole Plant cures the Itch, and the like Cutaneous Diseafes.

*Polygonum*, Centinodium, Offic. *Polygonum latifolium*, Tourn. Inft. Common Knot-Grass. It grows in gravelly Places; and the Herb is used, which refrigerates and inipifies, and is good for old Ulcers and Noma's. This Plant has an herby, glutinous, Tafte, and a little Acid. It gives a deep Tinctorie of Red to the blue Paper. It is likely, that the Salt of Knot-Grass reembles Alum, but is mixed with a little Sal Ammoniac, and a great deal of Sulphur. For, by the Chymical Analyfis, it yields a great deal of Acid, Earth, and Oil, a little volatile, concrete, and very iciwivial fixed Salt. The Juice, Decoction, or Infufion of it in Wine, is given to drink for the Dysentery, Piles, Spitting of Blood, and all Sorts of Hemorrhages. The Leaves bruifed cure Wounds.

*Polypodium Quercinum*, Offic. *Polypodium vulgare*, C. B. P. Polypody of the Oak. It grows upon Walls and old Houfes, amongst Rubbifh, and upon the Roots and Trunks of Trees; that which grows upon the Oak is moft esteemed. The Root is the Part used in Medicine, which, in
in the Phrase of the Antients, is said to purge off adult Bile and Phlegm. It is useful in Obstructions of the Mefentery, Liver, and Spleen, and Hypochondriac and Scorbutive Disorders thence arising. It purges but slow, and for that Reason is seldom taken alone. It is generally given in Decoction or Infusion.

*Populus nigra*, Offic. C. B. P. The Black Poplar. It grows in watery Places, and by the Sides of Rivers. The Eyes or young Buds, gathered in April, are used in Medicine. It is disputed whether they are of a cold or hot Quality; but the most probable Opinion is, that they are moderately hot. The Tincture of the Buds with Spirit of Wine is excellent for old Loafe-

*Populus alba*, Offic. Park. The Abele, or White Poplar. It grows in watery Places; and the Bark is used both inwardly and outwardly in the Sciatica, Strangury, and Burns.

*Populus tremula*, Offic. C. B. P. *Populus Libyca*, Ger. Emac. The Alp, or Aspen Tree. It grows in Woods, and in moit watry Places; and the Leaves are supposed to agree in Virtues with those of the black Poplar-Tree.

*Porrum*, Offic. Park. Leeks. They are cultivated in Gardens, flowering in June; and are much more used in Cookery than in Phisic. The Roots, Leaves, and Seeds, are said to be very heating, drying, attenuant, aperient, incising, and resolvent. This Plant contains a fetid, oily, volatile Salt. Whence its Bulb, being bruised, causes a Distillation of Tears from the Eyes and Nostrils. For this Reason, it is proper in Cases where Heat is required, or where an Excess of Heat is not feared; but is injurious to those who abound too much with Blood, or whose Blood is of too loose a Contexture; as when it is voided by the Urinary Passiage, by an Hæmoptoe, or by the Hamorrhoidal Veins. It provokes the Menes and Urine; and is very good for the Bites of Serpents and Combustions.

*Portulaca*, Offic. *Portulaca, latifolia sativa*, C. B. P. Purlane. It grows in Gardens, flowering in July. The Seeds are one of the four Le fever cold Seeds. This Plant affords an excellent Aliment and Medicine. Its Parts are very succulent, and the Juice astringent, remarkably aperient, expulsive, and cooling; in inflammatory Diseases, and very good to wash the Gums, when affected with a Gangrene. A Decoction of the Leaves makes an excellent Gargarism for the Quinsey, and is no lefs serviceable in the Phreny, Pleurify, Peripneumony, Scurvy, and Inflammations of the Viscera and Intestines; it tempers Bile, and is corroborative, especially if the Plant be boiled with Whey. The Juice is somewhat acid, nitrous, and very viscid, which renders it qualified to correct an excessive Motion, or Volatility of the Spirits, a Putrefaction, and a Rigidity of the Fibres; whence it is of Service in all acute Diseases. Being eaten in Salads in the Summer Season, it mitigates the Bile, and prevents Disorders which may be justly apprehended from an Excess of that Humour. It destroys Worms, and is of Service in malignant putrid Fevers, Heat of Urine, and the Stone in the Kidneys. The Leaves, applied to the Head, ease the Pains thereof. The distilled Water is very good for an excessive Flux of the Menes, and for Hamorrhages. The Juice is of great Efficacy in a Consumption. The whole Plant is extremely full of Juice; so that if you compress and rub the Leaves between your Fingers, they will
will almost spend themselves wholly in Juice; or if you bruise a Pound in the Leaves, and squeeze out all the Juice, there will scarce remain a Dram of solid Substance.

Portulaca maritima, Offic. 

It is very frequent in folio non disjeto, C. B. P. Self-Heal. It grows in Salt Marshes, flowering in July and August. The Leaves and tender Branches, pickled after the manner of Sapphir, are used by the English, as well as the Dutch, in Sauces, for exciting an Appetite. It is a hot Plant, and is by some commended as a Cosmetic.

Prunella, Offic. The leaves are used as a Lotion for the Head. by bathing the Temples with it, after having mixed it with Oil of Rojes and Vinegar. J. Bau- bine added to it a little Rose-Water, and gave it to drink to those, who had been bitten by any venomous Creature.

Prunus Briguolensis, Offic. The Prunello. It grows principally in Provence, from whence the Fruit is imported to us; which is paid to refrigerate and moisten, without increasing the Number of Stools. It is frequently given in Fevers, as a grateful Cooler.

Prunus Damascena, Offic. The Damask Prune. It grows in Syria. The Fruit or Plums are used, which are dried, and brought from Syria to Venice. These are esteemed much better than the common Prunes; but are seldom to be met with in the Shops. They are refrigerating, moistening, and laxative, destroying the Acrimony of the Humours, moisten the Tongue, and extinguish Thirst.

Prunus Gallica, Offic. The common Prune. This Plant is cultivated in Gardens, flowering in April. It is transported dry to us from Provence and Languedoe; and its Gum is hard and pellucid. It is thought to be possess'd of the same Virtues as the former.

Prunus sylvestris, C. B. P. The Sloe or Black-Thorn. It is very frequent in Hedges, flowering in April. The Bark, Flowers, Fruit, and infipitated Juice commonly called Acacia Ger-

manica, are used in Medicine. The Bark, Fruit, and Acacia, are drying, astringent, and incrusting, and are used in Fluxes of the Belly and Ute-
Of Vegetables.

rus internally, and externally in Gargarisms, and Uterine Baths. The Flowers resolve and bring away the Gravel of the Kidneys. See Acacia. The Leaves of the Sloe-Tree are bitter, a little fetid, glutinous, and give a faint Tincture of Red to the blue Paper; but the Fruit gives it as deep a Red as Alum. They are a little four and extremely fetid. Thus it is likely, that the natural Salt of the Earth predominates in the Leaves, where it is mixed with a little fetid Oil; but that its acrid Parts, being disengaged in the Fruit, are united with the Earth, and form a Salt resembling Alum. Tragus found by several Experiments, that the distilled Water of the Sloe Tree is an excellent Remedy for the Pleurisy, and for Oppressions of the Stomach. Matthiolus made use of the Decoc- tion of the Fruit and Root for Ulcers of the Mouth and Throat. The Juice of the Fruit affwages Inflammations of the Eyes. The Syrup is prescribed by Wittichius, made with several Infusions of the Flowers of this Tree, as a good Purgative.

Psyllium, Offic. Psyllium vulgare, Park. Theat. Fleawort. It is cultivated in Botanic Gardens; and the Seeds are said to evacuate both Species of Bile, and to mitigate the Acrimony of the Humours, by its mucilaginous Quality. For this Reason it is used in Dysenteries, and Corro- sions of the Intestines. Its Mucilage is good to affwage Inflammations of the Eyes. The Salt of this Plant resembles that of Coral, but is mixed with a little Sal Ammoniac, a great deal of Sulphur, and terrestrial Parts. By the Chymical Analysis, it yields a great deal of Oil and Earth, no volatile concrete Salt, a little urinous Spirit, and several acid Liquors.

Pulegium, Offic. Pulegium latifolium, C. B. P. Penny-Royal. It delights in moist Places, flowering in June. The Herb is used, and is esteemed good for exciting the Menses, in a Florul Albus, for expelling the Pustus, for a Nausea, and Gripes, for expelling the Stone, and provoking Urine, for the Jaundice, and for the Dropy. This Plant which is very bitter, acrid, and of a very penetrating Smell, gives a deep Tincture of red to the blue Paper; so that it is probable, it contains a volatile, aromatic, and oily Salt, loaded with acid; whereas, in the artificial, volatile, oily Salt, this Acid is detained by the Salt of Tartar. Thus this Plant is aperitive, hysterical, and good for the Diseases of the Stomach and Breast; since it evacuates those glutinous Sordes, which fill Part of the Bronchia, and Vehicles of the Lungs; especially if it is boiled with Honey and Aloes. For then (as Dioscorides observes) it purges and procures Expectoration. The Juice of this Plant clears the Sight, and removes Lippitude. It is said by Some, that a Spoonful of the Juice of Penny-Royal is a good Remedy for the Chin-Cough in Children. Cehf/neau prescribes a Glass of its Decoction for Hoarienels.

Pulmonaria maculosa, Offic. Sym- phytmum maculosum seu Pulmonaria latifolia, C. B. P. Sage of Jerusalem. It is cultivated in Gardens, flowering in April. The Leaves are esteemed Cardiac, and good for the Lungs, and are said to consolidate and heal. It is principally used in Ulcers of the Lungs, Consumptions, and Spitting of Blood. Externally it is reckoned a good Application for Wounds.

Pyrethrum, Offic. Pyrethrum flore Bellidis, C. B. P. Pellitory of Spain. It is imported from the Eastern Parts. The Root of Pellitory of Spain, held between the Teeth, helps the Tooth-Ach, by drawing forth the cold watry Rheum. It, also, helps the Pal- sy of the Tongue, and the Loys of the Voice consequent thereto. The Root is about a Finger thick, hard, and
and of a yellowish brown Colour on the outside and whiter within, and of a very hot burning Tafte.

*Pyrethrum verum*, Offic. *Pyrethrum umbelliferum*, C. B. P. True Pellitory of Spain. It is cultivated in the Gardens of Botanists, flowering in the Summer. The Root is about an Inch thick, of a dark-yellowish Colour externally, and internally black, of a very acid and hot Tafte. This Root held in the Mouth is excellent for removing the Tooth-Ach, by carrying off the watry Rheum which causes it, and is used in Lethargic Disorders and a Palley, to very good Purposes.

*Pyrola*, Offic. *Pyrola rotundifolia major*, C. B. P. Winter-Green. It grows on mountainous and woody Places, flowering in June. The Herb is refrigerating, and drying, astringent, and consolidating. It is an excellent Vulnerary, both externally and internally used.

*Pyrus*, Offic. *Pyrus sativa*, C. B. P. The Pear-Tree. It is frequently cultivated in Gardens, and Orchards, flowering in April. The Fruit is used, which is cooling, and astringent.

*Quercus*, Offic. *Quercus cum longis pediculis*, C. B. P. Quercus fove Robur, Chab. The Oak. It grows in Woods and Hedges, and the Bark of the Tree, the Buds, the Leaves, the Acorns, and their Cups, and the excrementitious Tubercles, called Galls, are used, which are all esteemed refrigerating, drying, and astringent; and for this Reason are recommended in Fluxes of the Belly, Uterus, and Weakness of the Genital Organs.

Another Sort also of Oak is the Robur, Offic. *Quercus gallam exiguae magnitudine feras*, C. B. P. The Gaff-Oak. It grows in *Ranuncula*, and *Ibria*. The Galls are used in Medicine. With respect to Galls, there are several Sorts. The first and best is termed the Allepo Nut, or *Galla Spinosaf*; the second is white; the third, smooth and round; the fourth, of an irregular Figure; and the fifth has a kind of Crown. All these Galls are owing to Insects, which first prick the Oak Trees, and then lay their Eggs in the Wound. These Eggs swell with the Excrescence, and first turn to Worms, then to Flies, which, having perforated the Galls, make their Escape. And as some Eggs are unfruitful, and remain in the Galls, they are observed to yield a volatile Salt. Galls are very astringent, and are by Some given inwardly in Dyfenteries. They have also been recommended in Intermittent Fevers; but the Foundation of their Febrifugous Quaffity depends on too few Instances to be relied on. Galls are the principal Ingredient in making Ink; for if Water is impregnated with Iron, in any Manner whatever, and powdered Galls put into it, the Water turns immediately black; and the black Colour is more or less deep, in Proportion as the Water is more or less impregnated with Iron. It is for this Reason that Galls are used in discovering the Contents of Mineral Waters; because if they contain any Chalybeate Principle, they will turn Purple, with powdered Galls; or black, if the Steel is pretty preva-lent.


daily Use of the Root, however, is of a sufficient Efficacy to cure a Dropisy in the Beginning; and it is of a excellent Service in the Scurvy. The Seeds are opening, but, taken inwardly by themselves, they excite

Raphistrum, Offic. Raphistrum flore luteo, C. B. P. Sinarpi arvenis praecox feminie nigro, Tourn. Init. Charlock. It is frequently found among Corn, flowering in the Summer. The Seed is used. It is of a drying, de-tervative, and somewhat digestive Quality, and provokes Urine.

Raphunculus, Campanula eculenta, Offic. Raphunculus eculentus, C. B. P. Raphuntium parvum, Ger. Emac. Rampions. It grows by the Sides of Ditches, flowering in July. The Root is used in the Kitchen and the Seeds in the Shops. The Seeds are recommended for Defluxions of the Eyes, and the Juice for Pains in the Ears. The Root is esteemed an agreeable Ingredient in Spring Salads, and is said to excite an Appetite; it is sometimes eaten boiled. If taken with long Pepper, it has the Reputation of increasing Milk.

Rhabarbarum, Offic. C. B. P. Rhabarbarum lamiginosum seu Lupasnum Chinense longifolium, Munt. Herb. Brit. Rhabarbarum seu Rheum Officinarum, Geoff. Tract. True Rhubarb. As much as Rhubarb is used, as efficacious as it is found in Medicine, and as large a Part of Commerce as it maintains, yet are we very little acquainted as to what it is, and the real Placefromwhence it originally comes. Some will have it come from Boutran, the Extremity of all the Indies, Others from the Provinces of Kef and Szechen in China, and thence to be carried into Turkey; whilst Others will have it grow on the Confines of Muscovy, and Others again only in Persia. This is certain, that Rhubarb was unknown to the Antients; and their Rhaepontis, which came tolerably near it,
it, was not really the same therewith. The true Rhubarb first puts out large downy Leaves, then small Carnation-flowers, in the Form of Stars, and after this comes the Seed. The Root newly drawn from the Earth is thick, fibrous, and blackish on the Surface, and of a red marble Colour within. When dried, it changes Colour, and becomes yellow without, and of a Nutmeg Colour within. It ought to be chose new, in small compact Pieces pretty solid and ponderous, of an astringent Taste, somewhat bitter, and of an agreeable aromatic Odour. When good, it will tinge Water almost like Saffron, and, when broke, it appears of a lively Colour, inclining a little to Vermilion. Some Droogists have the Art of recovering their decayed Rhubarb, by giving it a yellow Tincture; but the Cheat is easily discovered by handling it. For the yellow Powder, made of to do it, will thus stick to the Fingers. Rhapontic is often mixed with Rhubarb, and sent over from the Levant. But this Imposture also may be discovered, because Rhubarb is ordinarily in Pieces, almost round, the internal Grain or Lines whereof are transverse; whereas Rhapontic is in long Pieces, the internal Lines whereof, which are reddish, growing longitudinally: and, besides, Rhubarb, upon chewing it, leaves no Clamminess in the Mouth as Rhapontic does. Rhubarb is one of the best and mildest Cathartics in the whole Materia Medica; it operates very well on the Bile, and on all the Vesica of the Abdomen, and at the same time strengthens the Nervous Fibres. On these accounts, it is proper in weak Stomachs and Itelimes. It is given in Substance from twelve Grains to half a Dram, and, in Infusion, from half a Dram to a Dram and a half; and, in a small Dose, it becomes an excellent Alterative. It purges the Bile very effectually, and has a greater Force than any other Purgative, in opening Obstructions of the Liver. It is found, by certain Experience, to evacuate the Bile, preferably to any other Fluid. On this account it is the Panacea of Children; and also because it strengthens the Stomach, and carries off all Sorts of Matter that stagnate therein. It is a very good Remedy for Worms, and is given to Children subject to Chronical Diseases, in a Ptitian, called Rhubarb-Water. The Use of Rhubarb is, however, dangerous, when the Kidneys or Bladder are suspected to be inflamed, because it heats considerably; and for this Reason it is improper in Hemorrhages. It is very good in a Looseness, because it purges and strengthens at the same time. In Cachexies, it ought to be given in small Quantities for a considerable time.

**Rhamnus Catharticus, Spina Coriacea, Offic.** *Rhamnus Rhamnus, Spina Rhamnus infectoria vulgaris, Park. Theat. Rhamnus Catharticus, Boerh. Ind. Buckthorn.* It grows in Woods and Hedges, flowering in May, and producing ripe Fruit in September. It purges Bile, Phlegm, and all serous Humours, and consequently is of great Efficacy in a Cachexy, Dropy, and Gout. The only Use of the Berries is to make a Cathartic Syrup.

**Rhaponticum, Offic.** *Rhaponticum folio Lapathii majoris glabro Rha & Rheum Dioscoridis, C. B. P. Lapathum praestantissimum Rubarbuxm Officinarum diffum, Boerh. Ind. A. True Rhapontic.* It is frequent in Physick Gardens, and flowers in May. It differs but little from the true Rhubarb, only this is somewhat more acrid, less solid, and of a somewhat deeper yellow Colour. With regard to its purgative Qualities, it is not so powerful; but as to its astringent Virtues, it is much stronger. It is both vulnerary and anodyne, and of singular Efficacy in Diarrhaes, Dyenteries,
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Dysenteries, Convulsions, Ruptures, an Orthopnea, periodical Fevers, and the Bites of venomous Animals.

Ribes Radicis, Offic. C. B. P. Anacampseros radice Rosam spinante major, Tourn. Inft. Role-wort. It grows on hilly Places, flowering in the Spring. The Part used is the tuberous and brittle Root, which is of a dark brown Colour on the Outside, and whitish within, and of a rösy Smell and Taste. This Root is heating and drying, and cephalic; its principal Use is in Pains of the Head.

Ribes Obfoniorum, Sumach, Offic. Ribis folio Ulmi, Boerh. Ind. A. Sumach seu Ribis Obfoniorum & Carviarium, Park. Theat. Common Sumach. It is cultivated with us in the Gardens of the Curious, but grows spontaneously in Italy, Spain, and Turkey. The Part used is the Berries, which are refrigerating, drying, and astringent; good in all Kind of Fluxes, whether of the Belly, Uterus, or Hemorrhoids; externally applied it relieves Putrefaction and a Gangrene. It is not improper to observe, that the Ribes Obfoniorum of the Cooks, Ribis Citriarium of the Tanners, and the Ribus rubens, or Red-Ribus of Galen, are not different Species of Trees, but one and the same. For the Ribes Obfoniorum is the Fruit; the Ribus Citriarium, the Leaves and small Branches; and the Ribus rubens the Seed of one and the same Tree.

Ribis Virginianum, C. B. P. Sumach seu Ribus, Ind. Med. Virginia Sumach. This is a Native of Virginia, but is notwithstanding found with us in the Gardens of the Curious. The Berries is the Part used, which does not differ in Qualities from the preceding Species.

Ribes, Ribesia, Offic. Ribes Vulgaris, aci dus ruber, Boerh. Ind. Alt. Grossularia, multiplicic aci de, fove non

spinosus hortensis, rubra, fove Ribis Obfoniorum, C. B. P. Red Currants. They grow in Gardens, and flower in April. The Berries are refrigerating, drying, and astringent, and are very good for the Stomach. They are chiefly used in Fluxes of the Belly, and Dysenteries. They ease the Colic, and are serviceable in bilious Fevers. They relive Putrefaction, and allay Thirst. Their Sharps will sometimes occasion Pricking in the Stomach; but that may be eaily prevented by the Addition of a little Sugar. Good Sweetmeats are made of Currants, as also a Liquor with Water and Sugar called Currant Wine, used in the Heat of Summer to cool and moisten the Body. A cooling moifening Jelly is also made of them, which is used in Physick and in Food, being very agreeable to the Taste, which, mixed with Water, is given with Success to fevrulil Patients.

Ribes nigrum, Offic. Ribis nigrum vulgo dictum folo vientes, J. B. Grossularia non spinosa, fructu nigro, C. B. P. The Black Currant. It grows by River-Sides, and other Places, and flowers in June; the Berries only are used, which are esteemed good in a Quincey.

Rosa Canina, Cyni phyta, Cy orniodon, Offic. Rosa Sylvestris Canina, Cynorhodon, Cyni phyta, Mont. Ind. Rosa Sylvestris vulgaris, flore odorato incarnato, Eem. Bot. Common Briar, or Dogs-Rose. It grows in Hedges, and flowers in June. It agrees in Qualities with the Garden Rose, but is a greater Astringent, and consequently more esteemed in the Fluor Albus, and Profusion of the Menes. The Fruit is lathontrip tic, but the Kernels when taken out more so.

grows in Gardens, and flowers in June. The Flowers purge choleric and febrifus Humours, and are generally given to Children, and Persons of weak Constitutions. It is an Ingredient in the Conferve Rosarium and Aqua Rosarum.


**Rosa rubra**, Offic. *Rosa rubra multiplex*, C. B. P. *Rosa rubra Anglica*, Park. Parad. The red Rose. It grows in Gardens, and flowers in June. The Flower and **Antherae** are used, which are yellow Floccules, which adhere to the Capillaments in the Middle of the Flowers. The Flowers are powerfully astringent. They are chiefly adapted to Fluxes, Fevers, Thirst, and Loss of Appetite. Externally to Vomitings, Cephalalgias, Watchings, Pains of the Ears, Gums, and Anus, and to Inflammations of the Mouth, Fauces, and Eyes. The Antherae dried are used in Dentifices for astringing the Gums.

Hoffman, in his Treatise *de Praefantia remediorum domesticorum*, justly observes, that Roses are of singular Service in Medicine. For the Water distilled from them, by means of its fragrant Oil, is highly beneficial to Nature, whether given inwardly or externally applied; excellently calculated for recruiting Strength, and mitigating Pains and Inflammations in all hot Diftempers. The Conferve of Roses in consequence of its cordial and astringent Virtues is greatly beneficial to Phthisical and Hectic Patients. The Vinegar of Roses mixed with the Spirit and Water of Roses, with the Addition of Nitre and a little Camphire, makes an Epithem, which, when applied to the Head, he from Experience found to be of uncommon Efficacy in removing oblitinate Head-Achs, preventing Deliriums, as also stopping immoderate Hæmorrhages of the Nofe.


**Rosa Mojicha**, Mont. *Rosa Mochichata simplici flore*, C. B. P. The Musk-Rose. It grows in the warmer Climates; but with us it is never brought into Use. It purges most potently.

**Rofmarinus**, Offic. *Rofmarinus hortensis angustifolium*, C. B. P. *Libanotis coronaria*, fave *Rofmarinus vulgar*, Park. Theat. Rosemary. It grows in Gardens, and flowers in Spring. The Leaves, Flowers, and Seed are of great Service in Diforders of the Head, Nerves, and Uterus, Apoplexies, Epilepsies, Palsy, Vertigoes, and a Carus. They sharpen the Sight, cure a fetid Breath, resolve all Obstructions of the Liver, Spleen, and Uterus; they cure the Jaundice, and *Fluar Albis* in Women, and greatly comfort the Heart. Rosemary, with refpect to its Virtues, bears a near Affinity to *Spice* and Lavender, and, consequently to its abounding with a penetrating balamic Oil, it is very good in all Diforders of the Head, with Spirit of Lavender. *Arnoldus de Villa nova* affirms, that he has often seen Cancers, Gangrenes, and Fistulas dried up and perfectly cured, though they would yield to no other Medicine, by frequently washing them with an Infusion of Rosemary in Spirit of Wine. The Leaves bruised and made up in the Form of a Paffe, and swallowed, powerfully strenthen the Stomach, and roufe the Spirits. Put into a Bath they are excellent against Bar-
Barrenness; externally they strengthen the Nerves; prevent Gangrenes, and resolve cold Humours. Of Rosemary, Flowers gathered in the Middle of the Day bruised with Sugar, and afterwards pressed from the Air in a Galley Pot, is made the celebrated English Conserve, called in the Shops, Conserve Florum Anthos; which is an excellent Remedy in Vertigoes arising from a cold Cause, as also in cold Distempers, in consequence whereof it is an excellent Stomachic, and proper in that Disorder of the Eyes called Lema Lippea, when not proceeding from an Inflammation.

**Rubia Tinctorum, Offic. Rubia tinctorum fativia, Boerh. Ind. Alt. Rubia major fove bortensfis, Park. Theat. Madder.** It grows in Fields and Gardens. The Plant is vulnerary, and chiefly used in Obstructions of the Liver, Spleen, and particularly the Uterus. Hence it is good in the Jaundice, Dropisy, Obstructions of the Urine, and Coagulations of Blood. The Dyers use it for preparing a red Colour.

**Rubus Vulgaris, Offic. Rubus Vulgaris foce Rubus Fructus nige, Boerh. Ind. Alt. Rubus Vulgaris major, Park. Theat. The Bramble, or Blackberry Bush.** It grows in Hedges and Thickets, and flowers in May, and produces its ripe Fruit in Augst. The Part in Ufe is the Leaves, tender Sprouts, and Fruit, which are drying and strong Astringents. The Fruit is temperately heating, and subastringent. It may be of Service in Fluxes, Vomitings, Fluxes of the Belly, and Hemorrhages of the Uterus and Nostrils. Externally applied it is good in Aphthæ and other Disorder of the Mouth, as a Detergent, and is recommended as an Astringent in Wounds. It renders the Hair black, and cures the Scurvy. A Decoction of its Branches, according to Dioscorides, stops a Loosening, and the Fluor Albis. Its Leaves chewed cleanfe Ulcers of the Gums and Mouth, and, bruised and applied to Tetter, it likewise kills them, and also cures the Piles. Galen made ufe of the Leaves for Wounds; of the Flowers and Fruit for Spitting of Blood; and of the Root for the Stone. Tabernantheus says, that a Bolster dipped in the Juice of the Bramble, and put into the Fundament, stops the Flux of the Piles.

**Rubus Ideus, Offic. Rubus Ideus fativus, fructus rubro, Boerh. Ind. Alt. J. B. The Raspberry Bush.** With us they are cultivated in Gardens, but grow spontaneously in some Parts of Wales, and the North. It flowers in May, and the Fruit is ripe in June, which is the only Part used. It has a pleasant grateful Smell and Taste, is cordial and strengthens the Stomach, stays Vomiting, is somewhat astringent, and accounted good to prevent Miscarriages. Raspberries are of a moistening and cooling Nature, cordial, and fortify the Stomach, sweeten the Breath, and are likewise esteemed antiscorbutic and antinephritic.

**Ruta, Offic. Ruta major bortensfis latifolia, Boerh. Ind. Alt. Ruta fativus vel bortensfis, J. B. Garden Rue.** Rue is planted in Gardens, and the Leaves and Seed are used. The whole Plant has a very strong Scent. This Plant was greatly esteemed by the Ancients, which will appear by its being the principal Basis of the famous Antidote of Mithridates. It abounds with a highly acid, and penetrating Odor, capable of stimulating the most languid Fibres to a brisk Motion, and consequently imparting an additional Strength to them. The Leaves of Rue mixed with recent Butter, and eaten in a Morning with Bread, are beneficial to those who abound with Phlegm, and an excellent Preservative against the noxious Influences of T

of
of a moist and vapid Atmosphere, and the contagious Miasmata of Epidemical Disorders. The Leaves bruised with Pepper, common Salt, and strong Vinegar, and applied to the Arteries of the Carpus, provided the morbid Matter is before duly managed, excellently check the febrile Impetus; and are often used with more Efficacy and less Danger in stopping obstinate quartan Fevers than internal Astringents, and the so much celebrated Peruvian Bark. Strong Wine Vinegar, richly impregnated with the Juice of Rue, applied to the Mouth and Nafsils, is not only an excellent Preservative against the Contagion of Epidemical Disorders, but also more effectual in preventing Deliquiums than all the epehalic rich balsamic and apoplectic Spirits. It provokes the Menstrues, and expels the Lochia, Fetus, and Secundines; and drank in the Morning instead of Tea, and the Vapour received into the Eys, sharpens the Sight. The Herb is of Service in the Small Pox, Measles, Epilepsy, lethargic Disorders, and the flatulent Colic. Externally used it is good for cold, humid, and watry Tumors. A Cataplasm is prepared of Rue bruised and boiled with Wine, which resists an Inflammation. Rue may be given inwardly in the most acute Diseases.

Sabina, Offic. Sabina folio Tamara-rifti Discoloridis, Boerh. Ind. Alt. Sabina vulgaris, Park. Theat. Savine. It is cultivated in Gardens, but seldom produces Fruit. The Tops are used, which are of a hot, drying, opening, and attenuating quality, incising, and diffusive. They are a powerful Provoker of the Menstrues, expel the Fetus, and provoke Urine. Externally applied, they are good in all Uterine Disorders. Mr. Ray recommends the Juice of Savine mixed in Milk and sweeted, as an excellent Destroyer of Worms; and, beaten into a Cataplasm with Hog's-Lard, it cures scabby Heads in Children. Beereuswore afferts, that a Water, prepared from Savine by frequent Cohabations, is a most excellent Emmenagogue, and Promoter of the Haemorrhoids; and that the Chymical Oil of Savine is a potent Provoker of the Menstrues, when the Retention proceeds from Languor and Debility. A Cataplasm of the Seeds bruised with Sal Gem and Oil is said to be excellent for an Anchylitis.

Sabina baccifera, J. B. Sabina folio Cypræf, Boerh. Ind. Alt. Sabina baccifera major, Park. Theat. Berried Savine. This Species, as well as the former, is cultivated in Gardens. The Herb is used, which is incising, attenuating, powerfully provokes the Menstrues, and Secundines, and kills Worms.

Saccharum, Sugar. This is produced from the Aursive Saccharina, J. B. Arundo Saccharifera, C. B. P. Cannae Saccharifera, Ogilb. Chin. Tube & Tacomare Brathienfus, Marcé. The Sugar-Cane. Sugar is an artificial Concrete, prepared from the Juice of this Cane, by boiling it gently in Copper Vessels. This occasions the lighter Feculencies to rise to the Top, from whence they are scummed off; while the more ponderous subside to the Bottom of the Vessel. The purified Syrup is then mixed with a due Portion of Lime Water, and gently boiled; which disperses it to granulate, or form saline Concretions. These are separated from the more liquid Parts by suitable Contrivances. By this Means, the Juice of the Cane is made to assume the Form of coarse Sugar. This is still further purified, by the Addition of Quick-Lime, and repeated Coction. When it is, by these Means, brought to a due Consistency, it is poured out into conical earthen moulds, having a Perforation
tion at their smaller End, which is placed lowermost. Through this Hole, the Molasses, or coast Syrup, drains, while the purer Sugar is left behind, in a solid Mate, or Loaf. A weak Solution of Sugar, exposed to a gentle Warmth, soon loses its Transparency, ferments, and is converted into a genuine Vine, which upon Distillation yields a pure inflammable Spirit. If the Fermentation is promoted or continued for a sufficient Length of Time, an excellent Vinegar is formed. Sugar, thrown upon live Coals, emits a copious Flame, and at length burns with a clear Flame, leaving behind it an earthy Substance. Distilled in a close Vessel, it yields an acrid Spirit, and an Empyreumatic Oil, a black Coal remaining at the Bottom of the distilling Vessel, from which, after it is thoroughly calcined, may, according to Geoffrey, be obtained a small Portion of fixed Salt. Sugar, boiled along with Vegetables, imbibles their resinous and mucilaginous Substance. Ground with distilled Oils, it renders them perfectly miscible with Water. P. Hufman, speaking of Sugar, says, that as it is a temperate Salt, friendly to Nature, and capable of producing an intimate Union of oleous and pungent Parts with Water; hence appears the Reason why Some both among the Ancients and Moderns, used to mix Honey, Sugar, Figs, and dried Grapes with the Food intended to fatten old Animals. For the punguous Parts of the Aliments, which, when intimately incorporated with the most aqueous Parts, constitute the Milk and Chyle, are by this means more quickly dissolved, united with the aqueous Parts, and form a large Quantity of Chyle, which is conveyed with the Blood to all the Parts of the Body. Hence also appears the Reason, why either Honey or Sugar, mixed with Milk, prevents its Elation into Butter. For the Sugar more firmly unites with the Phlegm the numerous bleed Particles in the Dreamy, whereas, in order to the Churning of Butter, or its Collection into one Masse, these ought rather to be separated and disjointed from each other. Hence we may also learn, that Sugar is not unfriendly to the Mixture of the Vital Fluids, as is commonly believed; since it neither induces any Change in the Blood, Milk, or Semen, when mixed with them, but rather, by stimulating the Intestinal Fibres, facilitates the Excration of the Feces by Stool. And as it greatly promotes the Union of the oleous with the aqueous Parts of the Aliments, hence it is probable, that it greatly contributes to the Generation of a large Quantity of Chyle. This accounts for the usual Method of fattening Cows and Geese, by mixing a little Honey, Sugar, or Salt with Wheaten or Barley Meal for their Food. It has been a Point much disputed, whether Sugar in general is wholesome or otherwise. According to Some it is temperate, heating, emollient, relinquent, purgative, and calculated to rekindle Putrefaction, good for the Stomach, Lungs, and Breast; for Coughs and all Dicale of the Fever, promotes Expectoration, softens internal Tumors, cleanses Ulcers of the Kidneys, Bladder, and Intestines, and hinders all Corrosive Substances from acting easily on the internal Parts. According to Others it is injurious to scrobutic, hypochondriac, hysteric, cachetic, and feverish Patients, if used in considerable Quantities. Others assert, that it soon becomes acerbet in the Stomach and Prinse Visc.; that it weakens Digestion, and produces Flatulencies, impairs the Appetite, and generates Gripe and Dyfenteries. It is also said to lay a Foundation for the Piles; and some foreign Physicians have ascribed the frequent
frequent Consumptions in England to the copious USe of Sugar. Some Authors affirm, that Sugar generates Worms; Others, on the contrary, are as positive that it destroys them. It is however generally agreed, that the common coarse Sugars foul the Cutaneous Glands, and excite florbutic Spots and Blotches. Sugar, in some measure, differs in Medicinal Virtues according to its Degree of Finenes. Thus the Muscovado, or Sugar first procured from the Cane, is more relaxing and purgative, and consequently more proper in Clysters, and cathartick Syrups. The Caffonado, or Sugar once refined from the former, is something less relaxing, and more proper for internal Uses. The Loaf Sugar, or Caffonado still further refined, is said to be more detereive. They both cut Phlegm, promote Expelstor, and animate the Blood; but they excite Vapours and the Tooth-ach. They who use much Sugar are liable to Fevers, and to rotten Teeth. In Brazil, the Skimmings of Sugar are given to the Hogs, by which they are soon fattened, and their Flesh becomes very delicate. Sugar Candy, or Crystals of Sugar, is of three Kinds, white, yellow, and red, which are only the three former Sorts boiled to a due Conßistence. White Sugar-Candy comes from the Loaf-Sugar, yellow from the Muscovado, and red from the Muscovado. Sugar Candy is most proper in Colds, because it melts slowly, and thereby gives Time to the Salive to mix with it: and thus to blunt the Acrimony of the Phlegm.

There is another Species of Sugar called Maple Sugar, which is produced in Canada and New England, in which Countries the Natives collect the Juice that runs from a Kind of Maple-Tree, by Incision, and then evaporate that Juice to the Conßistence of Sugar, which while it remains unctuous, is better for internal Use than any other Kind; and the famous Syrup of Maiden-Hair of Canada is made with it. As it is brought to us, it is of a greyish Colour, and tastes like other Sugar.

Sagapenum, Offic. Park. Theat. Sagapenum Venerum, J. B. This Gum is brought to us from Alexandria; it is attenuating, aperient, and purges viscid, thick and ferous Humours from the Stomach, Intestines, Uterus, Reins, Brain, Nerves, Joints, and Breasts, in consequence whereof it is good in a Dropfy, inveterate Coughs, Asthmns, Cephalalgies, Spasms, Epilepsies, Palsy, Tremors of the Limbs, in Obstructions and Turnours of the Spleen, and Colic Pains. It provokes the Menstr. and Urine, but kills the Fætus.

Sagou, Offic. P(alnam referens Arbor Farinifera, C. B. P. Arbor Fari­ nifera, Park. Theat. Zulu sau Arbor Farinifera, Jons. Dendr. Toddapanna sau Montana-panna, Commel. Flor. Mal. Sago True, Indian Bread, or Libby Tree. It grows in several Places of the East-Indies; and the Pith of the Tree is used; which, being well beat in a Mortar with Water, forms an Emulion, the Facula of which dried is Sago. It is a very kindly and nourishing Food, never fermenting in the Stomach, and very proper in Heætic Fevers. It is very much used in England.

Salix, Offic. Salix vulgaris alba arborifera, C. B. P. Common Wil­low. It grows in watry Places, and by the Sides of Brooks. The Leaves are refrigerating, and somewhat astringent. Outwardly they are of Service in Hamorrhages from Wounds, or from the Nostrils, and the like Disorders; and are of Service in Baths for the Feet, in order to procure Sleep, and cool the Heat of Fevers. The Aches of the Bark of this Tree are effectual for extinguishing Warts and Corns.
saltparilla, offic. Smilax aspera
Peruviana seu Saltparilla, C. B. P. 
Sarapailla. It is of fine Parts, and acounted a Specific for the Lues Venerea, Arthritis, Rheumatifm, and the like Diforders. Sarapailla is a very noted Root, which began to be very much celebrated, about the fame time with the China-Root, as appears from an Epiftle of Vefalius. It is inferior indeed to Guaiacum, but it is generally supposed to be much superior in Virtue to China-Root, and even to exceed Guaiacum itself, when after a Course of Mercurial Infuotions, and drinking Decotions of Guaiacum, the Patient is full mo-lefted with Ulcers, Rhagades about the Anus, Tophs; Nodes, Ganglia, and Gum mata; but especially with Rheumatic Pains, either fixed or wandering, and owing their Original to the Venereal Infection, in which latter Cafe it is esteemed a Specific. It is imported from several Countries of America, and especially from Peru, Mexico, and Brazil, where it is said to grow spontaneously, and plentifully, even in the Hedges. It is generally believed to be the Root of a Plant, the fame with the Smilax Aspera, or very near akin to the Smilax. Hence it is called by the Spaniards Sarpa-parilla, or Zarca-parilla, (that is, a small Vine resembling the Bramble), which is the Name they give the Smilax Aspera, as we are told by Andreas Lacuna; becaufe the Smilax, in its Leaves, Branches, and Tendrils, resembles the Vines, but in its Thorns and Prickles the Bramble; for Zarza-in Spanufb is a Bramble, and Parilla a little Vine. This Opinion is alfo favoured by Experience. For it is certain, that the Roots of our Smilax Aspera very nearly reembole in Figure those of Sarapailla, and almost equal them in Virtue, fince we are affured by Fallopins, that he made ufe of the Roots of the Smilax Aspera gathered in Italy, with happy Succes, and cured Multitudes of the Lues Venerea. Sarapailla is prepared in Decotion, after the fame Manner as China, that is, by cutting two Ounces of the Root into small Bits, and macerating them a whole Day in fix Pints of common Water; after which they boil them over a gentle Fire, in a double Vessel well closed with a Lid, till one third, or half, be evaporated. Of this Decotion the Patient is to take a Glass, that will hold ten Ounces, very early in Bed; what remains ferves during the reft of the Day, for ordinary Drink, and this Course is continued for twenty or twenty four Days.

Salvia bortenfe major, offic. Salvia major vulgaria, Park, Theat. Common Sage. It grows in Gardens, flowering in June, and the Leaves and Flowers are ufed. Sage is diuretic; it provokes the Meferes, when retained thro' Thicknefs, and moderates their Exces. It is alfo serviceable in Pallies, Vertigoes, Tremblings, and Catarhhs; outwardly it abferves Aphthae in the mouth. It is an excellent Cephalic, and was always highly esteemed by the Inhabitants of the Eastern Nations, who at preffent prefer its dried Leaves to Tea. In confequence of the fubtile, vaporous, and fedative Oil it contains, a Decotion or rather Infufion of it by way of Tea, is highly efficacious in Spafmodic Contractions, in Contractions of the Members, and Chronic Epilepsies. In order to allay Inflammations of the Teeth, and other Diforders of the Teeth and Mouth, Surgeons order a Decotion of Sage to be ufed as a Gargarifm. It takes its Name Salvia, from Salvus, found, healthy, becaufe no Plant has a greater Reputation for Healthfulness and Wholefomnes, whence
whence the Question in the old Verse:

Car mortatur Homo, cui Salvia
crescit in Horto?

Why dies the Man, whose Garden
Sage affords?

Sage has a very fragrant Smell, and,
if smelled to for a considerable time,
causes a Sort of Ebriety, and at length
a Vertigo. Drank after the Manner
of Tea, it is astringent, stimulates
the Fluids, and corroborates and dries
the Fibres and Bones. It is justly,
therefore, by Dioscorides, esteemed a
most effectual Sudorific, Cardiac, and
Cephalic, and has given Occasion
for the Verse in the Schola Salernitana
above-cited. It is of Service in
the Gout, Vertigo, Leucoplegmatia,
and Celeritis, or Cachexy of Virgins.
It is subject, however, to one very
great Inconvenience, which is, that
it harbours Toads under its Roots;
the Way to avoid which, is to plant
near it Rue, which these Animals
cannot endure. Sage indeed was by
the Antients justly esteemed Alexipharmic, Sudorific, and especially
Cephalic, but it was only in cold
Diseases, where Phlegm abounded.
The distilled Water and the Conserve
of the Flowers were usually exhibited
as Prefervatives against all Sorts
of Poison, by their sudorific and
strengthening Virtues. A Conserve
of Sage is very proper for a Weakness
of the Stomach in Women.
For those of that Sex, who have for
Years together laboured under an
Infirmity, or Debility of the Stomach,
are said to be cured by taking
half a Dram of the Conserve.

Salvia bortensis minor, Offic. Salvia
minor aurita & non aurita, C. B. P. Sage of Virtue. It grows in
Gardens, flowering in June. The
Leaves and Flowers are used, which
agree in Virtues with the former.

Salvia folio tenuiore, C. B. P. Salvia
Indica, Ger. Emae, Spanish Sage.

It is cultivated in Gardens, and the
Leaves are used, which agree in
Virtues with those of the common
Sage.

Sambucus, Offic. Sambucus vulga-
ris, J. B. Common Elder. It grows
in Hedges, flowering in May. Its
Leaves have a Taste at first herba-
ceous and faint, afterwards bitter.
The Fruit is sweetish, and gives a
deeper Red to the Blue than to the
White Paper. Its Leaves yield, by
the Chymical Analysis, beside some
acid and alcaline Liquors, some vo-
atile concrete Salt, and a great deal
of Earth and Oil. Thus it may prob-
ably operate by a Sal Ammoniac,
loaded with more acid than ordinary,
and joined with a Quantity of Oil
and Earth. The Salt of the Elder-
Berries resembles Alum rather than
Sal Ammoniac. It affords only a
little urinous Spirits from these Parts,
but much acid Oil and Earth. Bar-
tholine informs us, that Elder is at
once more safe and efficacious, than
the celebrated artificial Antidotes,
Theriac and Mitridate. The Flow-
ers and Rob of Elder are highly and
justly esteemed by the common Peo-
ples. For the former are with great
Success externally applied for allevi-
ating all Erysipelasaceous Swellings,
Tooth aches, and Gouts; as also for
softening Abceses and hard Tu-
mours, produced by coagulated Milk.
The Water of these Flowers, in
consequence of its Anodyne Quality,
is of singular Efficacy in all Diseases;
whether acute or chronic; but
especially in those Disorders where
Expulsion is proper, where the Pain
is intense, and where there is an
Inflammation of the internal Parts.
The Rob, prepared of Elder-Berries,
is, as it were, the Panacea of the
Country People; who use it as the
best Prefervative, and the safest Me-
dicine in the Beginning of Diseases,
mixing it either with warm Ale, or
Elder Flower-Water. For it not
only
only provokes the Excretions by Stool and Perpiration, but it is also posseffed of an anoodyne Quality. Some, in order to render this Rob more diaphoretic, add about a Dram of calcined Harthorn to it. If this Rob is mixed with an equal Quantity of Sugar-Candy, and a due Quantity of Brandy is poured upon the Mixture, and kindled after a sufficient Agitation, it affords a Medicine, one Spoonful of which is of excellent Service in long protracted Coughs, and before the Paroxysm of Intermittent Fevers. The frequent Ufe of this Rob generally mitigates, and sometimes stops the Impetus of these Fevers, provided the Crudities of the Prime Vite have been previoufly treated with Laxatives and Correctors. The middle Bark of the Elder Tree, if boiled in Ale, Water, or Wine, powerfully promotes Sweat, Urine, and the Menfes; for which Reason, it is highly proper for Cachectic Patients. This Bark, when externally applied, removes edematous and erysipelasious Swellings; as also Pains and Tumours of all Kinds. The Leaves and Tops are commended by Diopesides in the Hysterical-Paifon, Inflammations, Combutions, and Gout.

Sambucus humilis, Ger. Emac. Ebulus; Obumauer, Offic. Sambucus humilis, foeb Ebulus, C. B. P. Dwarf Elder, or Dane-wort. It grows in Path-Ways, flowering in June. The Leaves are a little bitter, and the Fruit more fo. It is Iyptic, and does not redder the blue Paper. By the Chymical Analysis, the Leaves and Tops yield a little atid urinous Spirit, no concreted and volatile Salt, and a good deal of Earth and Oil. The Leaves are emollient and refolvent, and are used as a Cataplasm for the Gout, and all Kinds of Tumours. The young Shoots and Bark are purgative. Half an Ounce of its Seeds, infufed in a Glas of White Wine, is a proper Remedy for Hydropical Perions. The Oil expressed from the Seed is sweetening and refolvent. This Herb is a Succedaneum to the former. For Affections of the Spleen, take of distilled Water of Dwarf, to the Quantity of about four Ounces, for ten or twelve Days in the Morning fasting. This was an approved Prefcription of Du Val, for Pains, Inflammations, and Obftructions of the Spleen. The Leaves of the Ebulus, being bruifed and applied, are no lefs effectual in curing Combutions, than those of the Sambucus. The Berries, as well as thofe of the former, dye the Hair.

Sambuacea, Offic. Pernix Arabinum. This is a Gum Refin, which flows from the Cedrus Lycia major, Dodon. It is attenuant and refolvent, but it is seldom used in Physic, though very much by the Varnifhers, being firft difolved in Spirit of Wine. It is sometimes conjoined with Juniper Gum, and is very different from that Kind of Orpiment, which was the Sambuacea of the antient Greeks.

Sanguis Draconis. Dragon's Blood. This is already specified under the Article Baco Arbor.

Sanicula, Offic. Sanicula from Diapensia, Ger. Emac. Sanicle. It grows in Woods and Hedges, flowering in May. The Leaves are principally used as a Vulnerary, and are useful in confolidating Ulcers, Fistulas, Ruptures, and Erofions. By the Chymical Analysis, beside a few acid Liquors, Sanicle yields an un稹ous Spirit, and some concreted volatile Salt, and a great deal of Oil and Earth. It contains some Sal Ammoniaci, Sulphur, and terrestrial Parts. It is deferfive and aperitive. Sanicle is greatly commended by the French and Walloons, who eat it for Inflammations. Bauline thinks it proper in hot Diseafes of the Kidneys. It is a useful Plant in a Languor, and Decays, from a Vifcounfue of the Humours.
Humours. It is of a penetrating, Balsamic, Virtue. For it has an acrid Sort of a Fragrancy, in which con-
sists its Virtue, and leaves an affrin-
gent Tafte in the Mouth. It is ser-
viceable in Hernias, and Hemorrhag-
es, and in differing Tumors, by Re-
olution or Diffipation, the Leaves
being bruifed, and applied with Wine
or Vinegar. The Decoction is taken
inwardly, to difsolve grumous Blood,
and is good in Fractures, where Pur-
gation and Abfertion are required.

Santalum. Sanders. The white
and yellow Sanders of the Shops are
produced by the fame Tree; the
cortical Part of which, according to
many, is called white Sanders, and
the Medullary Part, yellow Sanders.
But Garcius informs us, that there is
so great a Resemblance between the
Trees, which bear the white and
yellow Sanders, that they cannot be
distinguifhed, except by the Inhabi-
tants who fell them to the Merchants.

Yellow Sanders is the Marrow of a
certain Berry-bearing Tree, called
Saricante, in the Island of Timor;
which, when separated from the In-
teguments, is solid, thick, and of a
yellow Colour, of a bitterifh aromatic
Tafte, and fragrant Smell. This
Commodity is brought from China
and Siam, and the Tree itself is tall,
like a Walnut-Tree, but bears Fruit
resembling Cherries. The white
Sanders is the paler Marrow of the
fame Tree, of a fainter Smell, and
leaf aromatic Tafte. When thefe
Trees are dried, the Marrow alone
is chosen; which, if it is not suffi-
ciently odorous, is called white San-
ders. Yellow Sanders derives its
fragrant Smell, and aromatic Tafte,
from the tender Refin, contained in
it, and which is early extracted, by
infufing the Shavings of it in a suffi-
cient Quantity of highly recifified
Spirit of Wine. By Digestion, a
very yellow Tincture is extracted
from it; which, when inifpiated

over a gentle Fire, after the Spirit is
abstracted, confifts of a liquid Bal-
sam, of a darkifh Colour, and grate-
ful Tafte, and which, in Confufcence
and Colour, almost approaches to
Peruvian Balm. And if this
Balm is again difolved in highly
rectifitd Spirit of Wine, it makes a
Balsamic Effence of singular Virtue.

This Experiment excellently illu-
trates the Nature and Generation of
the Peruvian Balm, the Balm of
Capiu, and that of Mecba, which
are nothing but liquid Refins. For
if the refuln Principle of Sanders
is difsolved in highly recifified Spirit
of Wine, and the Solution inifpiated,
it assumes the Confufence of a Bal-
sam, and is no more converted into
a solid Refin; fince fome moil Par-
ticles have by this means intimately
iniluated themselves into its Com-
position. The Effence of yellow
Sanders is of the fame analpeic and
feulative Virtue with Amber, and is
highly beneficial in Diforders, arifing
from a Weaknes, and Want of Tone
in the Nervous and Membranous
Parts. For which End, it may either
be used by itself, or jointly with the
Effence of Aloe-Wood, or Amber.
Both the yellow and white Sanders
are refrigerating, drying, and aperi-
tive, hepatic, and cordial. Their
principal Ufe is in a Lipothymy,
Palpitation of the Heart, and Ob-
tructions of the Liver, and the like
Diforders. Outwardly they are of
Service in Catarrhs, Head-achs, Vo-
miting, and the like.

Santalum rubrum, Offic. Red San-
ders. It grows in the East-Indies,
beyond the River Ganges. The Part
in ufe is the Wood, or rather the
Heart, feparated from the outer
Integuments, the Bark and Wood,
and of a solid, denfe, ponderous,
and red Subftance. This Species of
Sanders is refrigerating and affrin-
gent. Whatever Virtues, therefore,
are by the Arabians ascribed to

the
the several Sorts of Sanders, against preternatural Heats, and the like Kinds of Disorder, belong in a more especial Manner to red Sanders.

Santonnicum &c Semen Sandacum, Offic. Sementeia, Ger. Emac. Lumbicorum Semen vulgare, & Matthioli, J. B. Wormseed. It is brought from Alexandria. The Seeds, which are the Part ufed, are small, oblong, yellow, and of an acrid, bitter, and disagreeable Smell. They seem to be formed of small Scales, inclosing each other. These Seeds are in great Reputation, for their Virtues in killing Worms.

Saponaria, Offic. Saponaria major Lewis, C. B. P. Lycnvis sylvfstris, qua Saponaria vulgaris, Tourn. Infl. Sope-Wort. It grows near Rivers, thro' but seldom, flowering in July. The Herb and Roots are ufed. It is greatly attenuating, aperitive, and fudorific. It is ufed in the Asthma, to provoke the Menfes, and in the Lues Venerea.

Sarcocolla, Offic. C. B. P. Sarcocolla. This is a Gum which comes from Peru, in small whitish Grains, with a few of a reddish Colour mixed among them, of a vifcid, and somewhat bitterish Taste, with a Sweetflih Relih. Chue what is recent, of a Colour inclining to Palefis, (for the old and stale is reddih) of a bitter Taste, a porous and glutinous Subftance. It is healing, drying, astringent, consolidating, conglutinating, digestive, and maturing. Its principal Ufes are, in deterging, and consolidating Wounds, and inducing a Cicatrix over them, whence it has its Name. It is of excellent Service in Rheumis, an Albugo, or Films, affecting the Eyes. For which Purposes it is macerated five Days in Aifes or Womens Milk; and, being mixed with Rose Water, with a little Sugar, is applied to the Eye-Lids. It is an Ingredient in Anacollemas, for Hæmorrhages of the Nafe.

Saffraflas, Offic. Park. Thear. Arbor Saffraflas Monardi, Pluk. Phytop. Arbor from Lignum Pauanum, J. B. Anghiva feve Saffraflas Brasifienfium, Pifon. The Saffraflas-Tree. It grows in several Parts of America. It is principally of Ufe in removing Obftructions, strengthening the internal Parts, and curing the Lues Venerea. It is accounted a Panacea or Sovereign Remedy for Catarrrhs. Much about the fame time, with the other anti-venereal Woods and Roots, was imported the Wood called Saffraflas, from several Parts of America, but principally from Florida, where the Natives call it Pakanwee, as we are told by F. Coreal, Voy. aux Ind. Occid. Saffraflas is of a reddih Colour, inclining to white, ligneous, of a light and rare Subftance, contained under a thin Bark, which is ash-coloured without, and fanguineous within, of an acrimonious, Sweetflih, and aromatic Taste, and of a fragrant Smell; whence it is ufually called Lignum Fennicul, or Fenniculatum, Fennel-Wood. There was prepared, and ufed, a Decotion of Saffraflas, after the fame Manner as the Decotions of China and Sarfzaparilla. But as Saffraflas comes next to China, in Virtue of curing the Symptoms of the Venereal Diseafe, fo it is very much inferior in that Refpect, to Guaiacum and Sarfzaparilla. It has been the Custom for a long Time past, to take the two Woods, Guaiacum, and Saffraflas, with the two Roots China and Sarfzaparilla, (which are all of a like Nature and Virtue) and boil them together, generally without any Cathartic, but sometimes with Leaves of Sera, which was the Fashion since the Year 1550, as we are informed by Breffanulos, de Radicis Chinae uta. Of thefe Drugs in Conjunction, then, were prepared Decotions and Bucbetta, which were sometimes only diaphoretic, and diuretic,
diuretic, but sometimes cathartico-
diuretic, and very commonly known
by the Names of Phisana Sudorificae,
or Phisana e Lignis sudorificis. The
Proportions of the Ingredients were
various, according to the different
Intentions which were to be answered.
Generally they took two Ounces of
Ligurn Gumaeum, in Dust, or small
Chips, or as many Ounces of Wood
of Saffron, cut likewife very small,
and the like Weight of the Roots of
China and Sarsaparilla, each cut into
very small Bits, and infused them
warm, in ten or twelve Pints of com-
mon Water, for twenty four Hours.
After this, they added thereto, if it
was thought requisite, two Ounces
of Cruce Antimony, grossly bruised,
and loofely tied up in a Nodule; and
boiled the whole over a gentle Fire,
in a Vessel covered with a Lid, to the
Consumption of a third Part. After
which, they added thereto an Ounce
of Scrapings of Liquorice; and, if
they would have it purge, half an
Ounce of the Leaves of Oriental
Sena, which were to boil a Moment.
This done, when warm, they strained
the Decotion, and set it aside in
Glafs-Bottles, well stopp'd, for Use.
The Custom was, to take three
Draughts of this Decotion every
Day, for twelve or fifteen Days
together; the first in the Morning
failing, the next four or five Hours
after Dinner; and the last, going to
Bed; or at least two Draughts, that
is to say, in the Morning and
Evening; omitting the Afternoon's
Draught, if it should be thought pro-
per. During the Time of taking it,
the Patient was to be kept to a spar-
ing Diet, and to confine himself at
Home, if the Season of the Year
required it.

Satureia, Offic. Satureia bortenflies
fvee Canila sativa Plinii, C. B. P.
Summer Savoury. It is fown in
Gardens, flowering in June. The
Herb is used, which is one of those
hot and acrimonious Plants, which
provide Urine, and the Menues, and
is supposed to have much the fame
Virtue with Thyme and Hyssop.
Satureia montana, C. B. P. Thyme-
bra, Offic. Satureia vulgaris, Park.
Theat. Calamintha frutescens, Sa-
tureia folio, fasic & odoris, Tourn.
Inf. Winter Savoury. It is culti-
vated in Gardens, flowering in the
Summer, and the Herb is used; which
agrees in Virtue with the preced-
ing.
Satureia Cretica, C. B. P. Thymbra vera, Offic. Satureia Cretica,
folio rigido, fasic & odores, Buch. Ind.
Alt. True Savoury. It is found in
the Island of Crete. The Herb is
used, which provokes Urine, and
the Menues; and is of great Service,
being mixed with Honey, for Coughs.
Satureia picata, Offic. Satureia
St. Juliani, from Satureia verna
Lobelio, Tourn. Inf. Rock Savoury.
It grows on Hills and Walls,
flowering in the Summer; and the
Herb is used, which agrees in
Virtue with the other Species of
Savoury.
Saturium mas, Offic. Orchis morio
mas, fulis maculatis, C. B. P. Cy-
mosfordchis, morio mas, Ger. Emac.
Male Satyrion. It grows in Meadows
and Thickets, flowering in May.
The Root is used, which is heating
and moistening, and of a sweet Taste.
It is reckoned a great Cordial and
Refrorative.
Saturium femina, Offic. Orchis
morio femina, C. B. P. Cy
mosfordchis, morio femina, Ger. Emac. Female
Satyrion. It is frequently to be met
with, as the former, and grows in
the fame Places, but is later in flow-
ering. These two laft Species are
of the fame Virtues. It is to be
observed, that there are a Multi-
tude of Species of Satyrion, or Or-
chis, which may, indeed, be used pro-
miscuously; yet our Shops have
thought fit to make Choice of the laft
men-
mentioned, or Female Satyrion, before the rest.

The Salph is the Root of a certain Species of Orchis, or Satyrion; which grows on the Mountains of Burnia, near Constantinople. See Serapis.

Saxifraga alba, Offic. Saxifraga rotundifolia alba, C. B. P. White Saxifrage. It grows in sandy Places, flowering in April. It is drying, heating, diuretic, and opening, and is principally used to expel gravel, and the Stone of the Kidneys, and Bladder. It is said to be good in Obstructions of the Menes, Fuchius affirms, that it attenuates the dense grofs Lymph, which hinders the ordinary Motion of the Lungs.

Another Species of Saxifraga, is the Umbilicus Veteris alter, Offic. Saxifraga, fed folia anguiflorae serata, Tourn. Inft. Small Navel-wort. It grows on the Mountains of Germany, flowering in the Summer. The Herb is used, which agrees in Virtues with the Semper vivum.


Saxifraga Dioscoridis, Matth. Saxifraga vera Dioscoridis, C. B. Matth. The true Saxifrage of Dioscorides, according to Matthioli. It grows on Rock and Stony Places. The Herb is used, which, boiled in Wine, is good in feverish Disorders. It is also serviceable in the Strangury; cures the Hiccup, breaks the Stone in the Bladder, and provokes Urine.

Scabiosa, Offic. Scabiosa pratensis birifata qua Officinarum, C. B. P. Scabious, it grows in Pastures, flowering in June. The Leaves are alexipharmic and pectoral; and principally used in Apotheems, for the Pleurisy, Quinsey, Coughs, Asthma, the Plague, and fistulous Ulcers. It is externally applied in Cutaneous Eruptions, as the Itch, and Leproty. Scabious is bitter, and imparts a faint Tincture of red to the blue Paper; which gives us reason to believe, that it contains a Salt resembling Sal Ammoniac, and joined with a great Quantity of fetid Oil, and Earth. For, by the Chymical Analysis, before several acid Liquors, a great deal of Sulphur and Earth, and a little unicious Spirit, and volatile concrete Salt, are obtained from it. Scabious is efficacious in promoting Expectoration, when the Bronchia and Vessels of the Lungs are stuffed with a glutinous, and condenfed Phlegm. This is a good Remedy in malignant Fevers, Small-Pox, and Measles, after the Ufe of Antimonial Medicines. Tabernamontanus says, that the Juice of Scabious, mixed with a little Borax, and Camphire, takes away the white Spots that are often seen upon the Cornea of the Eye.

Scammonium, Offic. Scammonia Syriaca, C. B. P. Convulvulus Syriacus, & Scammonia Syriaca, Tourn. Inft. Scammony. The Plant affording Scammony bears green Leaves almost in the Shape of an Heart, or nearly approaching to those of Iy. Its Flowers are white, and of a Bell Figure; which has occasioned some Authors to rank it among the Convulvuli. It creeps upon the Ground, and only rises by the Support of a neighbouring Tree or Wall. 'Tis from the Root of this Plant, which grows plentifully in many Parts of the Levant, particularly about Aleppo, that the Drug Scammony is extracted. The genuine comes from Aleppo. 'Tis light, of a grey Colour, brittle, resinous, and grinds to a grey Powder, of a bitter Taste, and of a weak, but disagreeable Scent. That which is heavy, hard, and black, is to be rejected; and with
which purges, without any of the bad Effects of Scammony.

Sclera, Offic. Sclera vulgaris radice rubra, C. B. P. Ornithogalum maritimum, seu Scilla radice rubra, Tourn. Init. Capa maris & Squilla, Offic. Germ. Squill, or Sea Onion. It flowers in September, and the Root is used; which is of a bitter and acrid Taste; and is attenuating, opening, discaulent, and diuretic. It is good in Obstructions of the Livers, Spleen, and Bilary Duets, for a Suppression of the Menses and Urine, and for mucilaginous Inflammations of the Lungs, a Dropsey, and a Cough.

Scordium, Offic. C. B. P. Chamædrys palustris canescens, seu Scordium officinale, Tourn. Init. Water Germander. It grows in marshy Places, flowering in June. The Herb is alexipharmic, and sudorific, and principally used in the Plague, and pestilential Disorders. It is recommended for malignant Fevers, for Obstructions of the Liver and Spleen, for purulent and mucilaginous Inflammations of the Lungs, and for destroying Worms. Externally, it is good to cleanse Wounds and Ulcers, and to mitigate Pains of the Gout. Scordium is bitter, aromatic, and gives a faint red to the blue Paper. Fo mentations of this Herb are applied as a Cataplasm, on Parts which are threatened with a Gangrene. Among the Antients, it was an Ingredient in all Medicines, against the Poisons of mad Animals. A Conferve is prepared of this Plant, which is sudorific, and
and good for the Asthma, and Shortness of Breath, and for Virgins labouring under a Chlorosis, and Obstruction of the Menstrues. The Leaves infused in Wine are serviceable in Dropfiles.


Scorzoneria nostra & Hispanica, Viperaria, Offic. Scorzoneria latifolia sinuata, C. B. P. Tragopogon Hispanicus soue Escurzona, aut Scorzoneria, J. B. Vipers-Grals. It is cultivated in Gardens, flowering in June. The Root is used. This Plant is said to take its Name from its Effect on the Viper, which, if but touched with the Juice of this Plant, immediately drops and fickens; and it is said, that a Person may take a Viper in his bare Hand, without receiving any Harm, if he first rubs his Hand with this Herb, for the Viper will not be able to bite, but snares and fickens. The Juice is very serviceable in inflammatory Diseases. Three Ounces thereof, being taken in the Morning, falling, are recommended against all volatile Poisons; and the Herb, applied, cures envenomed Wounds. It is a proper Herb in all Diseaes, proceeding from too great a Mobility of the Humours, and which require Agglutinants and Demulcents; also, in all Diseases arising from a putrid Blood; such as the Small Pox, Measles, Pestilence, burning Fevers, Pernipneumony, and Pleurisy. The Root is an excellent Cleanfer, and Corrective; for which Reasons, it is of extraordinary Use in Hypochondriac Diseases, being boiled in Barley-Water. It is of good Service in Melancholy, and Pains of the Gout; and Some use it with Success, in an immoderate Flux of the Menstrues. There is no Plant more commended than this, in a Phthisis, Extenuations, and the Jaundice.

Scrophularia, Offic. Scrophularia nodosa festida, C. B. P. Fig-Wort. It grows in Hedges, flowering in July. The Root and the Herb are used. Its Leaves are very bitter, and thinking even more than those of Elder. by the Chymical Analysis, we obtain from this Plant a great deal of volatile, concreted Salt and Oil. The Scrophularia is of an acid and apertent Quality, accompanied with a copious Mucus; whence it is an effectual Lenitive, in all Pains proceeding from a peccant Acrimony, mitigating the fame, as well as dissipating any grosst Matter. A Cataplasm thereof is of universal Esteem, for dissolving, resolving, and maturing, though the Humour be of considerable Hardnes. The Powder, sprinkled on watery Ulcers, closes, and conglutinates them; and is proper in a Dilatation of the Humorrhoids. The distilled Water of this Plant is good for Pimpls and Redness of the Face. An Ointment is prepared of it, which is excellent for the Gout, Piles, and Tetter.

Scrophularia aquatica major, C. B. P. Betonica aquatica, Offic. Scrophularia maxima radix fibrosa, J. B. Water-Betony. It grows in watery Places, flowering in June. The Herb is used, which agrees in Virtues with
with the former. It is of great Service in correcting Sena.

Sedum, Offic. Sedestina domestica, C. B. P. Myrti domestica, J. B. Prunus Malabarica fructus racemoso, calice excepto, Raii Hift. The Sebesten. This Plant is produced in Egypt and Asha, and flowers in the Spring. Its Fruit, which is the Part used, is ripe in the Autumn, resembles a common Prune, is of a blackish Colour, and under a carnous, sweet, and honey-less Pulp includes a Kernel. Sebsten are an intermediate Degree between hot and cold. They moisten, soften, and obtund the Acrimony of the Humours. They are principally used in acrid Catarrhs, and Acrimony of Urine, bilious Fevers, and Obstructions of the Belly. In a word, as in Figure, so in Virtues, they resemble Damsons.

Secale, Offic. Secale hybrurn vel majus, C. B. P. Ric. It is sown in Fields. The Seeds of Ric yield a Meal, with a proper Bran belonging to it, of which Bread is made, which is of excellent Service in Cataplasmis, for diffusing Tumors and Pains. The Fruit of it tooled cleanses the Teeth. The Bread is lefs nourishing, and not so soon digested as that of Wheat; but it is very loosening, and good for those who are colitve. The Bran is detereive and emollient, and of Service in a Diarrhea, and an inveterate Cough.

Sedum majus; Sempervivum majus, Offic. Sedum majus vulgaris, C. B. P. House-Leek. It grows upon old Houses, flowering in June. The Herb is refrigerating, and strongly astringent, and is principally used in bilious Fevers, to allay Thirst and Heat. This Plant being analyzed yields a good deal of Acid and Earth, and a very little concrete volatile Salt. It probably contains a Salt resembling Alum, mixed with a little Sul Ammoniac; for the Juice of this Plant, evaporated to one half, emits an urinous Smell. The distilled Water of Houfe-Leek is good for the Quinsey. The Juice is used in Injections in the Providentia Uteri, and nituous Ulcers. The Leaves are applied to Corns, and the Knots of the Gout. A Pint of the Juice of this Plant is an excellent Remedy for honoured Horifes. The Leaves stripped of their outer Membrane, and macerated in Water, are commended in burning Fevers, Inflammations, Gangrenes, and Suppurations of the Stomach, and Intestines, and for Apibha. The Africans give ten Ounces of the new expressed Juice in a Dyentery; and, with the fame, cure not only this Diseafe, but all pestifential and spotted Fevers. It is, also, a very good Plant, for correcting the Malignity of the worst Kind of Ulcers.


Another Species of Sedum, is the Illecebra, Offic. Sempervivum minus vermiculatum acre, C. B. P. Sedum parvum acre flore lato, J. B. Wall-Pepper. It grows on Walls and old Buildings, flowering in July. The Herb is used. It diffusses Struma's, and is a very acrid and hot Plant. The Juice, taken with some proper Liquor, excites Vomiting, and powerfully brings away putitious and bilious Humours; whence it is of great Use in Quartans. It is also esteemed a good Antiscorbutic. Externally applied, it makes the Skin red, excites Blisters, and ulcerates.

Sedum Cepaea dictum; Tourn. Inf. Cepaea, Offic. C. B. P. Bafe Orpine. It is sown in Gardens, flowering in the Summer. The Herb is used. The Leaves, exhibited in Wine, cure
cure the Strangury; and the Scabies of the Bladder.

Senecio Asiaticus, Jacobae folio, radice lignosa, China Officinarum dicta nobis, Boerh. Ind. Alt. Pseudo Ching, China supposita, Offic. Parin Chakka, Act. Philosop. Lond. Baffard China. It grows in Malabar. This is the Plant, which, some Years ago, was sent to the English East-India Company at London, under the Name of Parin Chakka Malabarica, by Samuel Brown. Mr. Ingram, of Newcastle, was cured by it of a Hectic Fever, under which he had laboured many Years, as we are informed by Dr. Dillenius, in his Hortus Ethnemus; and who also says, that it is called China Root in Madraspatam, and that it is two Feet in Height, and has a Root like that of China. Some Specimens of this Plant were presented by the Company, to the Royal Society at London, and published in the Philosophical Transactions, for the Year 1702, No. 274, with Observations. A few Years after, the famous G. Commelin, M. D. was presented with the same Plant, and published a Description of it, in Hort. Medic. Amstelod. under the Name of Senecio Asiaticus, Jacobae folio, radice lignosa, China Offic. dicta, "the " Senecio of Asia, with a Leaf like to that of the Jacobea, and a woody " Root, called the China of the " Shops," with the following Note; " I had the Knowledge of this Plant " from that skilful Surgeon, Andreas " Hammel, who brought it with him " from the East-Indies, into his own " Country." This gave Occasion to the Authors of the Catalogus Simpli- 
cium, in the Pharmacop. Londin. and the Indices Medicamentorum in the Pharmacop. Paris. to commit a Mi- 
flake, in improperly letting down this "China of the Shops for the Root of the "Plant, Boerhavia, in his Historia Plantarum, informs us, that the fa- 
mous Botanist Swisten sent him a Figure, with a Description of the "Japonese China; but this is quite an- 
other Plant from what we are speak- 
ing of. Its Root, indeed, is very " thick, as in the other; but then it is " also tuberous, which is otherwise in the "Senecio, and is a scandent Plant, "like the Clematis of Canada, or Ivy, "or Briony, which lack it most remem- 
bles; and he imagines, that our Se- 
 necio is not so penetrating, as to cure the Leprosy; for it is better qualified " for an Emollient than an Expeller. But the Japonese is far more acrimoni- 
ous; so as perhaps to be sufficient " for the Cure of the Lues Venerea, as " it is said of the Root of China; tho' " I never as yet, says he, saw any such Effect performed by it. This Root " is very dear, and for that Reason " very often adulterated. For when it " is corroded, and exhausted with Age, " they fill up the Perforations, and sell " it for good and sound; and therefore " he never preferred it before Exami- 
ation; for there is no trusting to it " unseem.

Sena Alexandrina, Offic. Sena A-
exandrina fere folis acutis, C. B. P. " Sena Orientalis, J. B. Alexandrian " Sena. It is cultivated in Syria, Per-
 sia, Arabia, and Egypt. The Leaf " of this Sena is of a pretty strong Con-
 sistence, and shaped like the Point of " a Spear. This is the best Sort of " Sena. It purges Phlegm in a particu-
lar Manner; but, as it is subject " to grip, it ought to be given with Caution, to those who have weak " Vitality, or are of an inflammatory " Humour of Body. It is usually mixed " with Carminatives, such as Coriander Seeds, Cinnamon, &c. or more ef- " fectually with Alkaline Salts. It ought " to be well cleaned from its Stalks, "and then the Dose, in Subsience, is "from a Scruple to a Dram; and in "Infusion, from two Drams to half an "Ounce. Some have, endeavoured to " correct Sena with the Scrophularia "aquatica major; but that is now left
There is another Species of the Snake Root, called the *Senekka-Snake Root*, which is said to cure effectually the Bite of a Rattle-Snake, if taken immediately after it. The Bite of this Snake is sudden Death, for the most part; that is, Death follows often in fifteen Minutes, sometimes sooner; and at other Times the Patient may live some Days. The Reasons of these Differences, in the Time of Death, are various, such as the Season of the Year, Constitution of the Patient, and Part bit. Those that Travel, or hunt in the Woods, carry this Root powdered, in their Shot Bags, to chew and swallow as soon as they are bit by the Snake, the Stagnation of the Blood being prevented by its peculiar Activity. A Nation of the Northern Indians, called *Senekkas*, were the Discoverers of the Efficacy of the Root of this Plant. They observing, that the Root and Flowers resembled the Rattle of the Snake, concluded that Providence had impressed that Characteristic, to point out its Use. From that Indian Nation, this Root is named *Senekka Rattle Snake Root*; to distinguish it from the others called *Rattle Snake Root*; which are much inferior in Efficacy. These Indians returning from a War with a Southern Nation, called Catawbaas, in the Year 1712, communicated the Efficacy of this Root to William Caniko, a Planter, in the Frontiers of Virginia, which he imparted to the Country about him; and it was soon known throughout America. The Root of this *Senekka Rattle Snake Weed* had since been used, as is said, with Success, in the Epidemical Fevers of Virginia; in Pleurisy, Peripneumonia, Gout, and Rheumatisms; either in Decoction, Infusion, or Substancce; and in these it should seem to be a good
good Medicine, if the Accounts we have of it could be depended on.

*Serpyllum*, Offic *Serpyllum vulgare minus*, C. B. P. *Serpyllus vel Serpyllum*. Mother of Thyme. It grows in dry Pastures, flowering in June and July. The Herb is used, which agrees in Virtues with the *Thymus*, or Thyme. It provokes Urine, and the Menfes; is Cephalic, Stomachic, and Hysteric. It destroys the exploitive Matter, which causes convulsive Motions, restores the spiritual Parts of the Blood, and re-establishes the Functions of the *Prima Viva*. The Spirit of Mother of Thyme and its distilled Water are very good for Soporific Disorders, and the Vapours. The essential Oil is commended for the Epilepsy. The Converse of the Flowers and the Leaves of this Plant relieve those that are troubled with the Falling Sicknesses.

*Serpyllum citratum*, Offic. *Serpyllum folii Citri odor, C. B. P. Serpyllum Citri odor, J. B. Lemon Thyme*. It grows in hilly Places, flowering in August. The Herb is used, which agrees in Virtues with the former.

*Serpyllum verum*, Offic. *Serpyllum vulgare majori*, C. B. P. Great Mother of Thyme. It is cultivated in Gardens, flowering in the Summer. The Herb is used, which provokes the Menfes and Urine, and is good for the Grieses, Ruptures, Lacerations, and Inflammations of the Liver; eases Pains of the Head, and is particularly serviceable in Phrenies and Lethargies.


*Sinafi*, Offic. *Sinafi rapifolio, C. B. P. Eruca rapi folic*, Rup. Flor. Gen. Common Mustard. It grows in Gardens, and in Ditches. The Seed heats and dries, incides, attenuates, and attracts. Its principal Ufes are to excite an Appetite, promote Chylification, and purge the Head. Outwardly it is used to stimulate, being put in the Noftrils, or applied to other Parts. It breaks mature Tumors, and excites Sneezeing. Mustard Seed, by the Chymical Analysis, gives a much greater Indication of an acid than an acid Salt; but it affords a considerable Quantity of Oil, very little fixed Salt simply faline, a great deal of Earth, a little urinous Spirit, and no volatile Salt. As to the internal Use of Mustard, it is proper where an inerti, aqueous, or phlegmatic Humour is predominant. A Girl at Amsterdam labouring under Convulsions, after she had tried all Manner of Medicines in vain, was at laft, by the Advice of Mr. Rayfeb, cured by the Use of crude Mustard bruised with Wine. The Seeds are also of Service, whether internally or externally used, in Hypochondriac Disorders, Inflammations of the Stomach, Obstructions of the Spleen, and other Diseases proceeding from an Acid, of which Nature are the Scurvy, Cachexy, Chlorosis, and U 3 soporous
fopporous Affections; they also stimulate to Venery, and provoke Urine. The expressed Oil is externally applied in the Palsy and cold Diseases: the Seeds are also applied in a quartan, and sometimes in a quotidian Fever. Some make a Cataplasm with Turpentine, Pidgeon's Dung and Mustard, and apply it to the Parts affected with the Gout, and even to the Jaw in a violent Tooth-ach. Mustard and other acrid Vegetables prove excellent Medicines, when prudently given in Distempers attended with an indolent, watery, or cold phlegmatic Habit: no way saline, where acid Humours are lodged in the first Passages; where the the Bile is sluggish, and where no alkaline, fetid, or oily Matter is lodged; but the Body remains cold, torpid, and swelled all over; as, on the other hand, they prove hurtful, where the Body is hot and feverish, the Bile sharp, the Jucies putrid, the Parts inflamed or wasted, or where the putrid Scruffy abounds. Oil of Mustard by Expiration is prescribed with Success in the severest Fits of the Stone; but this Oil by Expiration is more mild, and by no means like Oil of Mustard Seed which is procured by Distillation, and is extremely acrid and igneous.

Sinapis album, Offic. Sinapis Apii folio, C. B. P. White Mustard. It grows in Fields and by the Sides of Ditches. The Seeds are used, which agree in Virtues with the former.

Sifcarum, Ger. Emac. Sifer, Offic. Sifer, Sifar, Sifarum, Chab. Sifarum Germanorum, C. B. P. Skinneret. It is cultivated in Gardens, flowering in June. The Root is used, which is rather of 'culinary than officinal Use, and is of a bitterish and somewhat astringent Taste. It is good for the Stomach, excites an Appetite, is diuretic and lithontriptic, affords good Nourishment, is easy of Digestion, and esteemed a specific Antidote against Quicksilver. It is very proper for those who spit Blood, or make bloody Urine, if they confine themselves to eat no other Food but this, boiled in Milk, Whey, or Fleith Broth. For by such Means they would procure a due Laxness of the Belly, and a Removal of the Disorder. It is recommended also for the Strangury and Tenesmus; and is accounted a very good Remedy against a Dyentery, and Fluxes of the Belly. The Root boiled as aforesaid, then bruised and taken in the Morning before the Patient rises, is very good in a Phthisis, or great Extenuation of the Body; as it is also in all Pectoral Disorders.

Solarnum, Offic. C. B. P. Solanum vulgare, Park. Theat. Nilentifunda, Hort. Mal. Agura quiva. Pifon. Nightshade. It grows by Way-Sides, flowering in August. The Juice of this Plant is very penetrating, sapnaceous, and detergent, whence it is proper in Wounds where Blood is extravasated and grousrous. It is also, diuretic, expelling Gravel from the Kidneys, and fudorific; for which Reason Physicians advise a strong Decocotion of the tender Branches to be drank in a Phthisis, where Attenuants and Cleaners are required; but where there are an excessive Thinness of Blood, which manifests itself by natural Sweats, it is prejudicial. It is a very serviceable Plant in Inflammations, and too great a Tene­ness of the Fibres, and the bruised Leaves are good in the Hæmorrhoids. The Juice is very good in a Cancer, to wash the same; and, with rectified Spirit of Wine, is proper in an Erysipelas, and all Cutaneous Diseases. It has the Virtues of Liquorice, and the Decocotion of it is highly service­able in all Disorders from Obstruc­tions; for it is detervative and aperient, and is commended in all Distempers of the Breast, Ulcers, external or internal, the Scoury, and Lues Venerea.
Physicians highly extol the outward Use of this Plant, and, I think, with good Reason. They take the bruised Leaves, and, expressing the Juice, mix it with Ointment of Roses, and apply it to the Head in a Phreny, as a Refrigerant and Anodyne. The Leaves bruised with Salt, or Nitre, are proper in inflammations, gangrenes, and suppurations. The Plant, taken inwardly, is said to mitigate unnatural Heat, to refrigerate, and comfort the internal parts. But as many children in the Country are seized with convulsions, and destroyed by the Use of it, which also proves mortal to poultry, as we are assured by the Peasants, this plant is to be suspected as well as its Berries. The Leaves bruised are fit to be externally applied in inflammations of the haemorrhoids.

Solanium somniferum, Offic. Solanum somniferum verticillatum, C. B. P. Alkekengi fructu parvo verticillato, Tourn. Inf. Pruvitii, Hort. Mal. sleepy Nighthade. It grows in Botanic Gardens, flowering in July. The root and fruit are used. The root has a somniferous quality, but milder than opium. The fruit powerfully provokes Urine, and therefore is prescribed in hydroptic cafes. Its decoction eases the tooth-ach. The juice of the root with honey cures dimness of sight.

Sonchus asper, Offic. Sonchus asper laciniatus folio Dentis Leonis, Tourn. Inf. Prickly Sow-thistle. It grows in gardens, and upon banks, flowering in June. The leaves are used, which are sometimes in winter employed in saddles, and are esteemed good for difficulty of breathing, an asthma, and the strangury. This plant is refrigerating, and for that reason a very proper application to any part inflamed.

Sonchus laxis, Offic. Sonchus laxis, non spinosus, J. B. Smooth Sow-thistle. It grows upon banks and in gardens, flowering in May. The leaves are used; it agrees in virtues with the former.

Sopiea Chirurgica, Offic. Nasturtium flaviflora tenue fide divaricum, C. B. P. Scribium Germanicum flavum. Sopiea quibusdam, J. B. Flix-Weed. It grows amongst Rubbith, flowering in June. The herb is used; it is drying and astringent, and foops diarrhœas, dysenteries, and the menisces, if too profuse, and is of great efficacy in deterring malignant ulcers, and depriving fætious ones; and for consolidating them, especially if used internally, as well as externally. Hence it has the title of Chirurgicum Sapientia; for it is of a sapoaceous, as well as astringent quality, and, being applied to a wound, conglutinates it without a suppuration. It also provokes urine, and is of service in the stone and dropsy.

Sorbus Offic. Sorbus sativa, C. B. P. The service-tree. It is cultivated in gardens, flowering in April. The fruit is refrigerating, drying, and astringent; and is principally used in fluxes of the belly and uterus. Externally it astringes wounds.

Sphondylum, Offic. Sphondylum vulgare biriflorum, C. B. P. Sphondylum quibusdam, suo Branco Ursina Germanica, J. B. Cow-Parfum. It grows in meadows, and at the borders of fields, flowering in July. The seeds are commended by Dr. Willis, from Joannes Anglicus, as of excellent service in hypheric passions. It is reckoned, by Buxbaimm and Schroder, one of the five emollient herbs.

Spina alba, Oxyacantha, Offic. Spina appendis vulgari, Park. Theat. Melopalis Api folii folii, Skyfretis, Spinosa, suo Oxyacantha, C. B. P. The white thorn, or haw thorn. It grows in hedges, flowering in May. The leaves and the fruit are used, and
and agree in Virtues with the Mepi-
lus, or Medlar.

Spinachia, Offic. Spinacia seve
Olus Hispanicum, Park. Lappathum
bortenfe, seu Spinacia femine spinoso,
C. B. P. Spinache. It is tawn in
Gardens. The Leaves and the Herb
are used. Spinache, which is now
so celebrated, and useful a Green,
seems unmentioned, and unknown to
the Antients. It is so called by the
Moderns, from its spinous Seed; tho'
there is, also, a Species of it which
bears Seed which is smooth. We are
not certain where it grows spontaneously;
but it is probably of Spanish
Original, since some call it Olus
Hispanicum; but it refues no Soil
or Climate, and is in Ufe in almost
all Parts of Europe. It is mollifying,
but not nourifhing; for if a Perfon
eats a Pound of it, he voids it all
again by Stool, for the Juice goes
all off in Concoction, and fends
itfelf in loofening the Belly. The
fresh Herb affords a thick but very
unwholefom Juice, which is of Ser-
vice in Inflammations of the In-
tejlines.

Spongia globofa, C. B. P. Spongia
This is a soft, light, porous Plant,
resembling a Fungus, and adhering
to the Rocks in the Sea. Almoft all
Spunges are brought from the Medi-
terranean. Spunges are of Ufe for
enlarging Wounds when too small,
and, being burnt, afford an excellent
Powder for cleaning the Teeth.
There are fometimes found in Spunges
fome very small Corpuscles, which,
by the Help of a Microfcope, appear
to be fmall Cohnae, which, being
reduced into Powder, are faid to be
good for the Sand and Gravel in the
Kidneys, and also for Worms in
Children. All these being burnt
together afford a very abforbent
Powder, and emit a Smell, like that
of burnt Horn. Spunge is a very
remarkable Plant; becaufe, when
subjected to Diflillation, it affords an
urinous Spirit, exactly reffembling
that procured from Animal Sub-
fstances. Calcined Spunge is cele-
b rated for its Virtues in curing the
King's Evil, and not without Reafon.
For 'tis certain, that in this Diffem-
per many remarkable Cures have
been performed by it.

Squararia, & Squamata, Offic.
Orobanchis radice dentata major, C.
B. P. Anablatum Cordi feu Aphyllon,
J. B. Tooth-Wort. It grows on
the shady Banks of Hedges, flower-
ing in April. It is consolidating,
conglutinating, and good in Hernia;
Wounds, and various Affections pro-
ceeding from Fluxions.

Stachys, Offic. Stachys minor Itali-
ca, C. B. P. Base Hore-hound. It
is cultivated in Gardens, flowering
in June. The Leaves are used. It
is of an acrimonious, and heating
Quality. A Decoction of its Leaves
being drank provokes the Menfes,
and expels the Secundines. This
Plant has a very strong and rank
Smell; whence it is good in Hysteric,
Apoplectic, and Epileptic Disorders.

Staphis agria, Offic. C. B. P.
Delphinium Platani folio, Staphis agria
dictum, Tourn. Infi. Staves acre.
It grows in the Gardens of the Curious.
The Seeds are rough, blackifi, tri-
angular, of an acrid, hot, and burning
Taffe, and an ungratefui and
naufeous Smell. It is only used
externally, as in Maflicatories, as an
Apoplectic, Gargarifm, Gargarifms, for
the Tooth ach, and as an Abfertgent
in Ulcers and Pufules.

Stachas Arabica, Offic. Stachas
purpurea, C. B. P. Stachas seve Spica
bortulana, Ger. Emac. French La-
vender. It grows in Spain and
France, flowering in May. It is
abferving, attenuant, and aperitive.
Its principal Ufes are in Affections of
the Head and Nerves, as the Vertigo,
Apoplexy, Pally, and Lethargy. In
Difeafes of the Breat, it has the fame
Effects.
Chap. i.
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Effects as Hyssop. It also provokes Urine, and the Menses, refuits Poisons, and gives Relief under Hypochondriac Diforders. Outwardly it is ufed in Lotions for the Head, Suffumigations, and other Ways.

Stramonium, Office. Stramonium altera major, fow Tatura quibusdam, J. B. Solanum festicidum pemo spinos, oblonga, C. B. P. Thorn Apple. It grows in Gardens, flowering in June. The whole Plant is Narcotic, and the internal Use of it dangerous. Outwardly it is refrigerating, and good for Burns.

Stramonium ferox, Tourn. Inf. Datura, Office. Solanum festicidum pemo grandifore spinosifume, Hort. Reg. Par. Dutroy. It grows in the East Indies. The Seed of Dutroy, pulverized and drank, disorders the Senfes, and induces a Delirium, which lasts twenty four Hours; whence, as we are told by Garcia, it is ufed by Thieves to mix with the Food of thofe whom they design to rob. And Acosta tells us, that it is customary with lewd Women, to give half an Ounce of the Powder to their Gallants in Wine, or any other liquor they like beft. He, who is fo unfortunate as to take it, remains for a long time like one without Reafon, either laughing, weeping, or sleeping, and sometimes talking, and giving rational Anfwers, as if he were in his right Senfes, tho' the contrary be true; for he neither knows whom he talks with, nor remembers a Word of what has been faid, after he comes to himſelf. Some of these Women are fo experienced in adminiftrating this Medicine, and know how to temper it in fuch a Manner, that its Effects shall laft for a certain Time, or for as many Hours as they pleafe. There are fome Physicians among the Pagans, who ufe the Seed to provoke Urine. Their Method is, first to exhibit fome Emetic, then inject an acrimonious Clyfter, and apply strong Ligatures to the Arms and Legs, and rub them very well; and sometimes to apply Cupping Glasses to them. If these have no Effect, they find it neceffary to open a Vein in the great Toe. A Dram of the Root taken in Wine induces a profound Sleep, and strange Dreams, full of surprifing and extravagant Images. The Seeds macerated a Night in Vinegar, then carefully powdered, are good to anoint a Miliary Herpes, and spreading Erysipelas. An Ointment prepared of the Juice of the Leaves, with Swine's Fat, is a molt approved Remedy for a Burn by Fire, or scalding Water.

Styrax, Office. Styrax folio Maldi Cotonei, C. B. P. Styrax Arbor, J. B. The Storax Tree. It grows in Italy, and other Countries. The Part ufed in Medicine is the Refin, of which there are two Sorts to be had in the Shops, the dry and the Liquid. The dry Storax of the Shops, Styrax Calamita, is a fat refulous Subftance, of a yellow Colour, inclining to red, concreted into Grains of various Sizes, of a somewhat acid Taste, a very fragrant Smell, and flowing spontaneous from the Trunk of the Tree. Obferve here, firft, that our Apothecaries and Druggifts fell in their Shops a molt impure Magna, mixed with various heterogeneous Bodies, as Chaff, Hairs, Bran, and Saw-dulf, for Styrax Calamita. Secondly, We meet with Prefcriptions, in which the Styrax Calamita and Rubra are ordered ditinctly. Now what is the Meaning of Nicolaus, in making fuch a Diftinction, there are different Opinions. Some by the Styrax rubra understand the Thymia, Others the best Sort of Styrax, which runs into Grains; and Others again will have it to be nothing but the Styrax grown red with Age. The learned Commelin writes, that
there are two Sorts of Rosin, the dry and the liquid. The dry is sold in the Shops under two different Names, the Styrax Calamina, and the Styrax rubra, which differ only in Purity. And Hoffman tells us they are the same Gum, but different in Purity; for the Calamina also participates something of a Redness. But when we find in Medicinal Prescriptions the Styrax Calamina, we are to understand it of the Styrax in Grains, or of what is cleansed from Impurities; but by the Styrax rubra, that most impure Magna of Styrax, which is commonly sold in our Shops. Chafe what is fat, consisting of pale reddish Fragments, of a lailing Smell, and which yields a meleous Liquor when it is worked.

Styrax is a very good Pectoral and Cephalic, and is very efficacious in Coughs, Irritations of the Lungs, and almost all Disorders of the Breast. It is also esteemed a Cardiac and Alexipharmic, and is said to warm and strengthen the Stomach, and promote Perpiration, and to be a Restorative and Strengthener in Uterine Disorders, either taken inwardly, or used externally by way of Suffumigation.

The Styrax liquida, Offic. Liquid Styrax, is a pungious Liquor, of a meleous and tenacious Substance, of a brown Colour, or brown inclining to red, of a strong Smell, and flows from the Bark of the Tree. It heats, dries, mollifies, and digests, and is very serviceable in Disorders of the Brain and Nerves, and cures Coughs, Catarrhs, Hoarseness, and the like. There are also great Disputes among Authors about the Styrax Liquida. Some will have it to be the same as Stalit, that is, stillatious Myrrh; which appears to be a Mistake, in that the Tears of Myrrh, on account of the Similitude of Substance, will dissolve in any aqeous Liquor; whereas the Styrax Liquida, like other Refins, will dissolve in none but fat and meleous Liquors. Others affirm it to be a facetious Substance, prepared of a Solution of Styrax Calamina, in Oil and Wine boiled, with a Mixture of Venice Turpentine. When this Decoction is grown thoroughly cold, the Styrax liquida is said to separate, and fall to the Bottom, sending up a more liquid and meleous Substance to the Superficies. Some will have it made by Expression, and others assoe it an Oil expressed from the Kernels of a Tree, whence the Styrax flows. Some, again, will have it made by a Decoction of the Bark or Wood of the Styrax, Others of the liquid Amber. Hoffman affirms, that the Styrax calamina and liquida are the same Gum, and different only in Purity; so that the Liquid is the best. But what is sold for Liquid Styrax in our Shops, is a Substance merely facetious, as several Apothecaries affirmed Mr. Dale. The Styrax liquida vera is a kind of Bird-Lime, prepared of the Bark of the Rosa Malles, boiled in Sea Water, as I am, (says Mr. Dale) assured by M. Periower, in the Philosophical Transactions. What Sort of a Tree the Rosa Malles is, and to what Genus it be reduced, is quite unknown to me; and therefore I can only add, that it grows in Cabrofis, an Island in the upper Red-Sea, not far from Calibus, which is three Days Journey from the Port of Suez. Whether Cattermish be a Name given by the Arabians and Turks to the Tree, or the Birdlime made of its Bark, is a Thing uncertain. This Birdlime is brought to Judde, and thence in the Months of June and July to Moebb; where in Proportion to its Goodness it is sold from sixty to one hundred and twenty Dollars a Vesel, which weighs one hundred and twenty Pounds. The best is what has the least Mixture of Dirt or Dust, with which it is very often soiled, but very easily purifed from them by the
the Help of Sea-Water. It is used in mollifying the Nerves and Tendons, and dissolving Scirrhous Tumors.

Suber, Offic. Suber latifolium. J. B. The Cork-Tree. It grows in Italy, and other hot Countries. The Fruit of this Tree is astringent, and serviceable in the flatulent Colic. The Bark is detergent and astringent, and useful in Hemorrhages, and a Diureticae, and, burnt to Ashes, is rélövent and demulcent in the Hemorrhoids.

Symphytum, Conlnta major, Offic. C. B. P. Symphytum magnun, J. B. Comfrey. It is found in Ditches, flowering in May. The Root, Herb and Flowers are used. This Plant has a viscos and glutinous Juice, and is of excellent Service in Wounds and malignant Ulcers attended with Hemorrhages, in bloody Urine, and a Phthisis. The Root is infipid, but very demulcent, and the Juice is very good in an Hemoptoe from an excessive Tenacity, and in Hernias.

A Cataplasm of the Root is effectual in Punctures of the Tendons. The Herb is of Service in a Dysentery, and an Exulceration of the Kidneys and Bladder from Contibrids. It is exhibited like the Althea, but in a smaller Dose, because of its greater Mucounfess. The Flowers bruised and boiled, with an Addition of Syrup of Althea, make an excellent Cataplasm for consolidating recent Wounds.

Symphytum minimum, Bellis minor, Conlnta minima, Offic. Bellis minor Dally. It grows in Meadows and Pastures. Taken in a Pftian or Extract, it dissolves the Blood which is thickened by too cold an Air, as it often happens in Inflammations of the Lungs. It takes away Obstructions, facilitates the Circulation of the Blood, and restores the Fibres to their natural Elasticity; for which Reason it is thought to be very vulnerary. Ruellius affirms, that a Cataplasm, made of Daffies and Mugwort, dissolves Scirrhous Tumors, and those wherein their is an Inflammation; and gives Eafe to those who are troubled with the Gout or Palsy.

Symphytum petraeum, Offic. Symphytum petraeum f.sp. Thymi, C. B. P. Coris Monesfulta purpurea, J. B. Heath Pine. It grows in maritime Places, flowering in May. The Herb is used, which is drying, astringent, and conglutinating. The Plant is esteemed a good Vulnerary.


This Tree grows plentifully in Arabia, and both the Indies. The stringy Pulp of the Fruit is used, which is of a dark brown Colour, and a sub-acrid and acid Taste; Tamarinds are gently laxative, and are proper in febrile Heats, where not only Coolers, but Laxatives are required. They are of Service in continual Fevers and Diarrheas, strengthen the Stomach, and are commended in a Flux of the Hemorrhoids, from a bilious and acri- monious Blood. The Leaves quench Thirst, and kill Worms in Children; and an Infusion or Decotion of them, is a gentle Purge. The Indian Physicians, as we are informed by Garcias and Acofla, apply the Leaves to an Erysipelas.

Tamariscus, Offic. Tamariscus Narbenensis, Tourn. Infl. Tamarius major seu drorbea Narbonensis, J. B. Tamarisk. It is cultivated in Gardens, flowering in May and June, and the Bark, Wood, Tops of the Branches, and the Flowers are used. Tamarisk is heating, drying, attenuant, aperitive, abler-
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abfergent, subabfergent, diuretic, and splenetic. Its principal Use is in Obstructions and Tumors of the Spleen, and in Diseas from black Bile, and Serum as the Itch, Itchings, black Jaundice, and the Fluor Albus. Outwardly applied, it cures the Tinea of the Head.

Tamarifus Germanica, Offic. Tamarix Germanica, or minor fruticosus, J. B. German Tamarisk. It grows in Gardens, flowering in June. It agrees in Virtues with the former.

Tanacetum, Offic. Tanacetum vulgare, Park. Tanfie. It grows on the Borders of Fields, flowering in June. Tanfie is acrid, aromatic, bitter, and gives no Tincture of red to the blue Paper: The Roots are first infipid, afterwards astringent, but without Bitterness. Tanfie contains an aromatic, oily, volatile Salt, loaded with a great deal of Sulphur. By the Chymical Analysis, it yields a great deal of Oil, a pretty deal of Earth, a little urinous Spirit, and no volatile concrete Salt. Tanfie, in Temperature and Virtues, agrees with Feverfew. It is vulnerary, uterine, and nephritic, and is principally used against Worms, the Gripe, Stone in the Kidneys and Bladder, ObStructions of the Menstrues, Flatulencies, and the Dropy. The distilled Water kills Worms. The Juice, drank with Plantain Water, cures all intermitting Fevers, as also the Itch and Rheumatism; and relieves those who labour under a Cholraxisi; and Cachexy. The Conserve hereof is good for the Epilepsy, Colic, and Histeric Passion, and cleanses the Kidneys from Sand and Gravel. The Flowers dressed in a Cake are of excellent Service in corroborating the Stomach.

Taraxicum. Dandelion. See Deni Leonis.

Taxus, Offic. The Yew-Tree. It grows in mountainous Places, in Woods, and Hedges. The Berries of this Tree eaten induce a Dysentery and Fever. This was a very noted Tree among the Antients for its deleterious Quality, which proved mortal, as it was pretended, to all who took it.

Telephium, Crafjula, Fabaria, Offic. Telephium vulgare, C. B. P. Anal- campferos, sulgo Faba crofse, J. B. Orpine. It grows in Fields, flowering in June. The Herb is vulnerary, and astringent. Its principal Use is in Erosions of the Intestines, occasioned by Dysenteries, in the Cure of Hernia's, and for Burns.

Terebinthina, Turpentine. Of this there are several Sorts; the first of which is the common Turpine, produced by the Pinus Sylvustris, which see. Another Sort of Turpine is the Venice Turpentine, a liquid Substance of the Confition of new Honey, of a yellowish Colour, an acrid and bitterish Taste, and a grateful and fragrant Smell. It is produced from the Larix Offic, and is esteemed heating, emollient, and abfergent. It is used internally to deterge and heal the Lungs, and in Gonorrheas. It promotes DiCharges by Stool and Urine. Externally it is much celebrated, being an Ingredient in a great Number of Plasters, on account of its maturing Quality. Another Kind of Turpentine is produced by the Terebinthus, Offic. Terebinthus vulgaris, C. B. P. The beft is imported from the Islands of Chio and Cyprus, and is of a whiffi Colour, clear, and almost transparent; thicker, and more tenacious than Venice Turpentine; of a pleasant Smell: That which comes from Cyprus is browner, and fuller of Drofs. This Turpentine is of the Confitence of Honey, and the beft of all Turpentes, for internal Use. It imparts a Violet Smell to the Urine, even when given in a Clyfter. It is an excellent Diuretic, and very proper in Ulcers of the Kidneys, Bladder, and
and Uterus. In Gonorrhæas, it is commonly made into a Bolus with prepared Crab's-Eyes, or any other Absorbent. It may likewise be taken in the Yolk of an Egg, from half a Dram to a Dram. All these Precautions are necessary, only to avoid the disagreeable Taste. Sugar, and powdered Liquorice, may be used for the same Purpoze. It is likewise often given in Clysters; being first dissolved in the Yolk of an Egg, and then mixed with the Decotions. It is thus administered in the Stone Colic; but the Intestines ought previously to be unloaded by purgative Clysters. The Dofe, in this Manner, is from an Ounce to an Ounce and an half. Turpentine, like all other Balsams, is to be avoided in inflammatory Dispositions of all Kinds.

But that which is esteemed the best, is the Strafburg Turpentine or Terebinthina Argentoratensis, which is produced by the Abies, Offic. The Silver Firr. This is of much the fame Consequence with the Venice Turpentine, but more transparent, biterith, and very fragrant, and of a Taste, resembling that of a Citron. It is esteemed vulnerary and detergent, and therefore good in Abcesses and Ulcers, in what Part soever, especially the Lungs, Breast, and Urinary Paffages, which laft it remarkably deteges and cleanses from Gravel, and mucous Concretions. It is often given in the latter End of a Gonorrhæa; but this must be done with Caution, because, if exhibited too soon, it somstimes disposes the Testicles to swell, and if given in too great Quantities, or too long continued, it weakens the Parts, causes Gleets, and involuntary Emithions. It is sometimes boiled in Water, till it becomes hard and brittle, in order to make it less detergent, and more agglutinating. When mixed with an aqueous Vehicle, it is ordered to be dissolved with the White of an Egg.

All the Turpentines, externally applied, are esteemed very detergent, and are much used by the Surgeons for Wounds and Ulcers; but they somstimes incarne too falt, and caufe a Fungus. And, in general, Turpentines are to extremely penetrating, that they enter the Pores of the Skin, and communicate a Smell to the Urine; and even Sitting in a Room, that has been lately pointed, has been often experienced to affect the Urine in the fame Manner. New England produces such Turpentines, which very much resemble the finer Balsams.

**Teucrium, Offic. Teucrium multiis.** J. B. Chamaedrys frutescent, Teucrium vulgo, Tourn. Infl. Tree Gernmander. It grows in Italy and Sicily, flowering in the Summer, and the Leaves are used. It is heating and drying, cures disorders of the Liver and Spleen, and is effectual against Bites of Serpents. In other Respectes it agrees with the Chamaedrys, or Gernmander.

**Thalitt rum, Offic. Thalitt rum major fiqua angulosa aut striate.** C. B. P. Meadow-Rue. It grows in Pastures, and moist Places, flowering in June. The Herb and Root are used. It cicatrizes old Ulcers. It is aperitive, inciding, and provokes Evacuation by Stool and Urine. An Ounce or two purge like Rhubarb, whence it is called in Germany the Poors Rhubarb, and Tertiary Rhubarb.

In some Parts of Italy, as Camerarius informs us, they use it against the Plague; and in Saxony for the Jaundice.

Another Species of Thalittrum, is the Pseudo Rhubarbarum, Offic. Thaliitrum major Hispanicum, Ger. Emac. Spanish Meadow Rue. It grows in the Gardens of the Curious, flowering in the Summer. The Root is used, which agrees in Virtues with the
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The former, and is sold in the Herb-Shops for Rhubarb.

Thapsia, Offic. Thapsia foew Tur-bith Garganicum feminie latissimo, J. B. Turpetium Garganicum, Schrod. Deadly Carrots. This Plant is sometimes cultivated in the Gardens of the Curious, and the Part used is the long and acrimonious Root, which is black without, and white within. Medic calls it, black Turbith, and employed it to evacuate thin Humours. The old Women of Salamanka in Spain used the Root to provoke the Menstrum, and with Emollients to promote other Evacuations, as Clapis assures us. The Ancients expressed a Juice from this Plant, which they made use of when they thought violent Purging necessary. For the Juice of the Root infusified, and given to the Quantity of an Ounce, purges upwards and downwards, so as sometimes to produce an Inflammation of the Stomach and Intestines; whence a Dysentery is occasioned. The same is for highly acrimonious as to cause Convulsions, succeeded by very bad Symptoms, which are not to be removed but by a Draught of Vinegar, Oil and Water, for which Reason the internal Use of it is dangerous. The Root has been sold for the Tur-bith of the Antients, but with very mischievous Consequences. Externally it is used in Ointments for the Itch, and the like Distempers.

Thea, Offic. The Sinensium foee Tia Japonensis Brunei, Ralii Hift. Choe Herba Japonico, C. B. P. The Thee, or Tea-Plant. There are fix Sorts of Tea used in England. The first is called Bobea, which is a small blackish Leaf, which tinges the Water with a brown or reddish Colour, and renders it of a Taste like an Infusion of Sena; the second Sort is called Congo; the third Pico; and the fourth Green Tea; and, by Some, Singlo. This last is of two Kinds, one consists of an oblong narrow Leaf; the other has loffer Leaves, but both are equally good, for a blueish-green Colour, seem very crisp when chewed, and tinge the Water with a pale Green. The fifth is called Imperial Tea. This has a large loose Leaf, whereas that of the other two last mentioned is convoluted, or thrivelled up. This Species is also most lightly to the Eye, of a green Colour, crisp in the Mouth, and of a pleasant Smell. The sixth Sort is called Hyson Tea. All these Sorts of Tea are brought from China, and are supposed to be Leaves of the same Tree, and are distinguished only by the Time of gathering, and the Method of Preparation, or as they call it, Curing. The fresh Leaf is laid to affect the Head, and to intoxicate, but it loses these Qualities when dried and prepared. The Japanese first bruise the Leaves in Stone Mortars, and then throw a sufficient Quantity into boiling Water, and suffer it to infuse but a very little while. The greatest Advantage of Tea, considering the Quantity of what is drank, seems to be that it prevents the hot Weather from relaxing the Stomach to too great a Degree, because it is a little astringent. All the other Effects of this fashionable Liquor seem to proceed from the hot Water. Tea boiled in Milk, in the Quantity of two Drams to a Pint, has been found to flop a Leofenes; the Dose being repeated two or three times. Green Tea, being drank too freely, is prejudicial to weak Lungs. They, who are subject to this Disease, ought therefore to chuse Bobea, and to mix Milk with it, in order to make it more laxative. The Virtues which the Chinese ascribe to Tea, are: That it purifies the Blood, prevents frightful Dreams and prevents the Brain from malignant Vapours; cures a Vertigo, and Pain of the Head, especially when it proceeds from a Crapula; is good for Hydropic Perions, for it is a po-tent
tent Diuretic; dries up Rheums of the Head; corrects the Acrimony of Humours, removes Obstructions of the Viscera, and restores decayed Sight. For the Japanese, I believe, make use of a Decoction of Tea, which they call Theba, as their principal Antidote against a Weakness of the Eyes, contracted chiefly from the frequent and constant Use of Rice, and drinking their Liquor Sargus. It tempers, adult Humours, corrects an hot Liver, mollifies a hardnes of the Spleen, and prevents Sleep, especially in those who are not accustomed to it. Moreover, it renders the Body brisk and lively, quickens the Senses, prevents a Torpor and Drowsiness, exhilarates the Heart, repels Fear, cures Gripes and Flatulencies, diffusses Wind in the Uterus, comforts and strengthens the Viscera, revives the Memory, sharpens the Wit, and tempers Bile, and is esteemed a noble Lithotriptic. Whatever Virtues are ascribed to Tea, or however useful, as a Medicine, it may be in China, I am very certain, that either the Tea, or the Water; or both, are extremely prejudicial, as an habitual Drink in England; inasmuch, that I have known many Hysterical Caffes relieved, and some cured, by leaving off Tea, without taking any Remedy whatever; and one in particular, which was attended with terrible Convulsions. A great many People, upon drinking a Quantity of Tea, find themselves affected with Flatulencies, and, in order to relieve these Flatulencies, they are obliged to have recourse to Wine, and then to Drams, a flow, but very certain Poison.

Theba, Offic. Thebae arvensis flo-ligis Jeticis, C. B. P. Treacle-Mustard. It is found in Corn Fields, tho' seldom, flowering in June. The small, black, oblong, acrimonious Seeds are used, which are drying and astringent; and principally used in breaking internal Abatements, provoking the Menstrues, and curing Hchiadian Affections, and the like.


Thuya Thio'brasti, C. B. P. Arbor Vitae, Offic. Arbor Vites, floe Par- ridisaca vulg dita odorata ad Sab- binam accedens, J. B. The Tree of Life. It is a Native of America, and is cultivated in the Gardens of the Curious. The Leaves are used as an Alexipharmic, and Diuretic. It as an opening, and warming Plant, provokes the Menstrues, and is good against the Chlorosis; braised with Honey, it dissolves Tumors. The Oil is commended for the Gout, being rubbed on the Part; for it acts like Fire, by stimulating and opening. It cleanses Beds from Lice and Fleas.

Thymus, Offic. Thymus vulgarius folio tenue, C. B. P. Thyme. It is cultivated in Gardens, flowering in June and July. The Herb is used which is serviceable in tartarous Affections of the Lungs and Joints, frees all the Viscera from Obstructions, and excites an Appetite. It is an excellent Plant in Suffumigations to revive the Spirits; and, by its extraordinary Fragrance, is very comfortable to the Brain, and highly exhilarating to the Heart. Inflated in cold Water, it cures the Bites of all venomous Animals, and is recommended against the Bite of a mad Dog. It is very effectual against pitious and cold Diseases, particularly the Asthma and Cough. A little Thyme mixed with Wine gives it a most grateful Savour, and both the Smell and Taste of it are very penetrating, heating, and opening; and is of Service in the flatulent Colic, is properly given in difficult Labour, and removes Obstructions.
Obstructions of the Menstrual. Externally applied, it is effectual against the Pain of the Gout, and cold Tumors.


*Thymus verus*, Offic. *Thymus capitatus*, qui Dioecoridis, C. B. P. *Hyssopus capitata minor*, Thymi odore, Hilt. Oxon. True Thyme. It grows spontaneously in Crete, but is cultivated with us in Gardens, flowering in the Summer. The Herb is attenuating, incising, and opening; and is principally used to provoke Urine and the Menstrual, and to bring away the Birth and After-Birth. It destroys Worms, purges putrid Humours by Stool, diffusses Tumors, and dissolves concreted Blood.

*Tilia*, Offic. *Tilia semina folio majore*, C. B. P. The Lime-Tree. It is planted in Walks and Areas, flowering in June. The Leaves and Flowers are used. The Leaves are drying and repellent, and provoke Urine and the Menstrual. The Flowers are heating and drying, and of fine Parts, difcutfive, and cephalic. The *Tilia* affords us some very good Remedies, particularly in the Flowers, by an Infusion of which in Water, after the Manner of Tea, with long and confant Use, I have known, says Hoffman, an inveterate Epilepsy perfectly cured. The Water of the Flowers is a Specific in all Diseases where Pains or Convulsions are predominant; whence it justly deserves the Name of *Polychoferum*. The middle Bark of the Tree, reduced with Water to a Mucilage, is of incomparable Virtue in mitigating Pains, Heats, and Inflammations; whence it gives immediate Relief in the Gout. Externally the Flowers are recommended in the Form of a Cataplasm, in a Trenchmus.

*Fithymalus*, A Name for several Sorts of Spurges; but, as they are all violently emetic and cathartic, they are in use only with Empirics.

*Tormentilla*, Offic. *J. B. Tormentilla pulegrius*, C. B. P. Tormentil. It grows in Pastures, flowering in June. The Root and Herb are used. The Root is hard, knotty, crooked, and fibrous, of a reddish Colour, and astringent Taste. It is of Service in all Fluxes, whether of the Belly or Uterus. It is moreover diaphoretic and alexiparmac, and is therefore given in contagious and malignant Diseases, especially if attended with a Diarrhea.

*Trachelium*, *Cervicaria*, Offic. *Campanula major & asperior*,folio Urtice, J. B. Throat-Wort. It grows in Woods and Hedges, flowering in July. The Leaves are used, and are recommended for the Quinsey, and for Tumors, and Inflammations of the Mouth.

*Tragacantha*, Offic. C. B. P. Goat's-Thorn. It grows in the Gardens of the Curious. The Gum is used. See Gummi-*Tragacantha*.

Another Species of the *Tragacantha*, is the *Poterium*, Offic. *Tragacantha altera Poterium forte Clusio*, J. B. Small Goat's Thorn. It grows in the Kingdom of Granada, flowering in the Summer. The Root is used, which being bruised and applied, conglutinates Wounds and Cuts where the Nerves are divided; the Decoction, also being drank, is effectual in Nervous Affections.

*Tragopogon*, Offic. *Tragopogon pratensis lucum majus*, C. B. P. Yellow Goat's Beard. It grows in Meadows and Pastures, flowering in June and July. The Roots are used, which are very nutritive, and for that Reason good for lean and Consumptive Persons. They are also said to cure...
Disorders of the Breast, the Cough, and Difficulty of Respiration, and the Pleurisy.

_Tribulus aquaticus_, Offic. C. B. P. Water Caltrops. It grows in watry Places, flowering in June. The Herb and Nuts are used. The Nuts, while new, are good against the Stone. This Herb is refrigerating and inspissating, good for Inflammations, and for Ulcers of the Mouth and Gums.

_Tribulus terrestris_, Offic. J. B. Caltrops. It grows in Italy, flowering in July. The Herb and Seed are used. The Herb agrees in Virtues with the former. The Seed is commended against Poisons, and restores those who are bitten by Serpents.

_Tricbomanes_, Offic. Capillus Veneti; Pharmacop. _Trichomanes_ fove Polyribicum, J. B. English Black Maidenhair. It grows in stony and shady Places, and upon old Walls. In the English Shops it is a Succedaneum for the _Adiantum vernum_, or _Capillus Veneti_, which grows not spontaneously in England, and is supposed to have the same Virtues; and Tragons ascribes the same Effects to it. The Herb, boiled in Wine or Hydromel, and drank, removes Obstructions of the Liver; cures the Jandice; cleanses the Lungs; helps difficulty of Breathing; purges Melancholy by Urine; mollifies hard Tumors of the Spleen, and the Stone; and provokes the Menstruations. The same Decoction, or the Powder of the Herb, or an _Elegma_, or Syrup prepared of it, or the distilled Water, stops all Sorts of Fluxes of the Belly, and cools Inflammations of the Liver. _A Lixivium_ of the Leaves restrains the Falling of the Hair, the Head being washed therewith, and cures the Bites of Serpents, and other Animals. Some Farmers and Graziers make a singular Use of the _Tribomanes_, in curing the Diseases of the Swine. But let the Skilful judge, says J. Baubine, whether an astringent, cold, and dry Herb can perform such Effects as are ascribed to the _Tribomanes_. The chief Virtues of this Plant, and which are allowed by all, are in its being adapted to the Cure of Pulmonary Fevers, the Gravel in the Kidneys, and the Strangury.

_Trifolium bituminosum_, Offic. Trifolium bitumin redolent, C. B. P. _Alphalites, five bituminosum odoratum_ & non odoratum, J. B. Stinking Trefoil. It is cultivated in Gardens, flowering in August. The Root, Leaves, and Seed are used. The Leaves and Seed taken in Water are effectual against the Pleurisy, Diffury, Epilepsy, Dropfy, and Female Disorders, and provoke the Menstruations. They also cure the Bites of Serpents. The Root is alexipharmic.

_Trifolium Leporinum_ Volck. Flor. Nor. Lagopus, P. Leporinus, Offic. _Trifolium armorum humile, _faciatum, five Lagopus, C. B. P. Hares Foot. It grows in Fields, flowering in July. The Herb is drying and astringent. It is principally used in a _Diarrhea_, and Dyfenterie, and to stop the too great Flux of the Catarrhia, and the _Flux Albus_, and Spitting of Blood. It helps the Ulceration of the Bladder, Strangury, Heat and Pain in making Water.


Flowers and Seeds, boiled in Wine, are recommended by Tragus, to ease acute Pains, and incide the glutinous Contents of the Intestines.

_Tritium purpureum_, Offic. _Tritium quadrifolium hortense album_, C. B. P. _Quadrifolium fistum_, Park. Theat. Purple-Wort, and Purple-Grafs. It is found in Meadows, and is cultivated in some Gardens, flowering in Summer. The Herb is used. The Juice expels phlegmatic Humours from the Intestines, cures Ulcers of the Mouth and the Tongue, is a Preservative against the Small-Pox, and is vulgarly esteemed a present Remedy for the Purple Fever of Children.


Another Species of _Tritium_, is the _Coryza_, Pulicaria, Offic. _Coryza minor flore globoso_, C. B. P. After palustris parva flore globoso, Tourn. Inft. Small Fleabane. It grows in Places where Water has flood all the Winter, flowering in August. The Herb is used, which is opening, penetrating, and good to purge the Brain. It is a good Sternutatory, and killed Flies.

_Triticum_, Offic. _Triticum hybrnum arisitis carenum_, C. B. P. _Frumentum_, _Triticum_, Chab. Wheat. This is the common Food of almost all Europe. The Meal, applied externally by way of Cataplasm, is used for mollifying and relaxing Tumors, for Inflammations and Fluxions of the Eyes; and the dried Meal is applied to an Erysipelas, and is said to ease the Pains of the Gout. Water, in which, when heated, Bran has been infused for a Day and a Night, is good to derterge the Furfur of the Head; and a Gargarism, of the Decoction of Bran, mitigates the Pain and Affperities of the Fauces. Bran boiled in Water, then put into a Bag, squeezed dry, and applied hot, removes the pungent Pains of a Pleurify, if the Bag, when cooled, be heated in the same Manner, then again squeezed and applied, and this Method be several times repeated. It is certain that Bran has an abiterive Virtue, by which the Intestines are ftilulated to Excretion. Bread, therefore, which is made of Flower not thoroughly cleaned from the Bran, provided it be duly fermented, seems to us to be more wholesome and also more savoury, than what is made of pure Flower, or Siligo. For outward Ufe, Crumbs of Bread serve for much the fame Purposes as Wheaten Flower. Galen writes, that a Cataplasm, prepared of Bread, is more digestive than one of Wheat, because Bread has a Mixture of Salt and Leaven; and his Opinion seems consonant to Reason, and is confirmed by Experience.

_Triticum Indicum_, Offic. _Frumentum Indicum Mays dictum_, C. B. P. _Mays Granis aureis_, Tourn. Inft. Indian Wheat. It is a Native of the West Indies. The Fruit is used, which enters the Composition of Chocolate. This is nutritious like the former, but somewhat heavier, and with more Difficulty raised into a Fermentation. For which Reason the Peafants in France usually roast, or parch it, by which Means it loses its Vificidity. It is very aperitive, and therefore proper in the Nephtitic Colic. The Meal is of Service in emollient and suppurating Cataplasms. For, by its Vificidity, it obfcures the Pores, and is very proper for suppurating Impollhumes.

_Tuber_, Ouc. J. B. _Tubera terreæ Edibilia_, Park. Truffles, or Trubs. These are more used in Cookery than in Phyfic. Boiled and made in-
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Vaccinia nigra, Myrtillus, Offic. Vitis Lata folis oblongis crenatis fructu nigricante, C. B. P. Black Whortles. It grows in flowy Places, flowering in May. The Berries are used, which are cooling and drying, with a manifest Affliction. They are good for a hot Stomach, quench Thirst, mitigate the Heat of burning Favers, bind the Belly, stop Vomiting, and are effectual in the cholera Morbus.

Valeriana major, seu Phu major, Offic. Valeriana hortensis, Ger. Emac. Garden Valerian. It grows in Gardens, flowering in June. The Root and Leaves are used. It is alexipharmic, sudorific, and diuretic. It is thought to be beneficial in Weaknes of the Sight, Peliflence, Asthma, inveterate Cough, Pleurisy, Obstruitions of the Liver and Spleen, Stoppage of the Ureters, Hernia, and the Jaundice; and is by Some accounted a good Vulnerary, and Antiscorbutic, and is effectual in all Diforders proceeding from cold, vitific, and aqueous Humours, and to be effectual in an Epilepsy.

Valeriana minor, & Phu minor, Offic. Valeriana minor pratensis vel aquatica, J. B. Small Valerian. It grows in moist Meadows, flowering in May. The Roots and Leaves are used, which, as they resemble those of the following in outward Appearance, so are they supposed to agree with them in Virtues, tho' in an inferior and milder Degree.

Valeriana sylvestris, Cusc. Valeriana sylvestris magna aquatica, J. B. Great wild Valerian. It grows in Woods and Thickets, and also about watry Places, flowering in May, June, and July. The Root is in great Esteem in the present Practice, being looked upon as very attenuating, anti-hysteric, and an efficacious Medicine in all Nervous Diforders, particularly an Epilepsy.

X 2 Val-
Veratrum album, offic. Verbasculum
Lychnites flou albo paras, C. B. P. Mullein with white Flowers. It grows in several Places by Path ways, flowering in August. The Leaves are used, which agree in Virtues with those of the preceding.

Verbasculum nigrum, offic. Verbas-cum nigrum flore ex latete purpurascenfe, C. B. P. Black Mullein. It grows by the Sides of Ditches, flowering in July and August. The Root, Leaves, and Flowers are used. The Root is astringent, and of Service in a Loofenets. The Leaves and Flowers agree in Virtues with those of the common Verbasculum.

Verbena, offic. Verbena communis
flour caruleo, C. B. P. Vervain. It grows in Highways, flowering in the Summer. The Root and Herb are used. It is cephalic, alexipharmic, and vulnerary, and recommended principally in Pains, Affections of the Head, inveterate Coughs, Obstructions of the Liver and Spleen, the Jaundice, and Dyfentery, to break and expel the Stone, and for Tertian Fevers. The Root is accounted by Some as an effectual Amulet against strumous Tumors; and is hung about the Neck, by some old Women, as an efficacious Medicine for those Purposes. The Powder of the Leaves is good for the Dropfy. The Leaves bruised, and applied in the Form of a Cataplasm, is a very good Refol vent in Pains of the Sides, and the Pleu-
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Pleurisy. The distilled Water, as well as the Juice, cure Inflammations of the Eyes, and all Sorts of Wounds, increase Milk in Women who give suck, and afford Relief under a flatulent Colic.


*Veronica serotina* Fuchsif sive *Elatine*, Ger. Emac. Female Fluellin. It grows in Fields, flowering in July. The Herb is used, which is vulnerary. The expressed Juice either internally taken, or externally applied, is said to be good for fordid and cancerous Ulcers. The Leaves boiled may be serviceable in a Dysentery.

*Veronica mas*, *Berconica Pauli*, Offic. *Veronica mas supina* & *vulgaris*, C. B. P. Male Speedwell. It grows in dry Pastures. The Herb is used. It is commended for subduing Phlegm, for detering the first Patisages, for Pulmonic Diseases, the Scurvy, Phthisis, and Stone, being boiled with Liquorice. Infused in Water, it impregnates it with the Smell, Taste, and all the Virtues of the Chinese Tea, and has the same Effects. It relaxes with a moderate Affraction, whence it is recommended in a Scurvy, proceeding from Relaxation. It is proper, also, in a Spitting of Blood, because it has an astringent and somewhat of an aromatic Virtue. It heats, dries, strengthens, and refists Putrefaction. It is very penetrating; for, if it be tasted, it affects the whole Mouth; as if it were set on fire. The Decoction of the Herb in Whey, daily drank, cures the Scurvy, as we are assured by *Eraulenus* and *Sennatur*, and resolves Scorbutic Tumors. It is good, also, against the Scabies. The Juice, drank for a long time together, is effectual against the Gout. The Juice may be preferred in Winter, if to the Quantity of one Ounce you put four Drops of the Spirit of Sulphur by the Bell. It incides viscid Phlegm molefing the Lungs, and is good in Coughs, Colic, *Nephritis*, *Phthisis*, and the Itch. It is excellent in Clysters for the Colic. The Infusion of it in Wine is effectual in the *Chlorosis*; and the Powder, according to Caesalpinus, cures the Dropy. The Juice cures Intermittent Fevers; the distilled Water purifies the Eyes; and a gargarism, prepared of a Decoction of the Leaves, cures the Quinsy. The Use of it, after the manner of Tea, is effectual in Obstructions of the Spleen, Pancreas, and Mefentery. It is of excellent Service in the Head-ach and Vertige, in the Fluor Albus, and all Cutaneous Difeases, as well as a Cancer. I have cured, says Bourhaage, in his Hist. Plant. a hundred Diseases with this Plant; for it has the Virtue of dissolving pittuous, viscous, oleous, and almost all other Kinds of Humours. An Infusion of *Veronica* is recommended by Heiffer, to be used warm, as a Resolvent in an *Epiphora*, or *Oculus Lacrymans*. He further observes, that this Infusion is also commended by Seboing, a Disciple of St. Toor, for an incipient *Fistula Lacrymalis*.

*Viburnum*, Offic. *Lantana vulgo, alius Viburnum*, J. B. The Way-faring Tree. It grows in Hedger, flowering in Summer, and the Berries are ripe in September. The Leaves and Berries are used, and are drying and astringent; whence they are commended for Inflammations of the Tonfils and Throat, the Falling down of the *Vena*, the Loosefnes of the Teeth, and Fluxes of the Belly.

*Vicia*, Offic. *Vicia vulgaris sativa*, J. B. Common Tare. It is fown in Fields. The Seeds are used. Tares are heating, drying, cleaning, abfertive, and astringent.

*Vicia alba*, Offic. *Vicia sativa alba*, C. B. P. White Tare. It is
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sometimes sown in Gardens. The Seeds are used, which agree in Virtues with the preceding.

Vicia lutea, folis Convolvuli minoris, C. B. P. Aphaca, Offic. Yellow Vetchling. It grows among Corn, flowering in June. The Seeds are used, which are poifled of an astringent Quality, by virtue of which they flop Fluxes of the Belly and Stomach, if roafed.

Vicia sylvetriis, Aranuus, Offic. Vicia sinino rotunado nigro, C. B. P. Strangle Tare, or Wild Vetch. It grows in Hedges, and among Corn, flowering in the Spring. The Herb is used, which agrees in Virtues with the other Species.

Vine perinica, Offic. Vina perinica vulgaris, Park. Theat. Perinica vulgaris angustifolia foce cærulio, C. B. P. Periwinkle. It grows in Fields, flowering in May. The Herb is used. It is vulnerary, and proper in Fluxes of the Belly, a Dylentery, Hæmorrhoids, Spitting of Blood, Hæmorrhages of the Nose, and for an Exccs of the Catamenia.

Vine Pervinca officinarum, Buxb. Pervinca vulgaris latifolia foce cærulio, Tourn. Inft. The greater Periwinkle. It grows by the Sides of Ditches, flowering in April. The Herb is used, which agrees in Virtues with the preceding.

Vincetoxicum. Swallow-wort. See Afteliaias.

Viola, Offic. Viola Mariana purpura, J. B. Purple Violets. They grow in Hedges, and about the Sides of Ditches, flowering in March. The Leaves, Flowers, Seeds, and Roots are used. The Leaves are emollient and laxative, and enter Fomentations, Cataplasmis, and Clysters. The Flowers have an anodyne, demulcent, and antiphlogistic Virtue. They are infus'd in the purest Rain Water; from whence, by often repeating the fame, is prepared the Syrupus Violarum fine Coctione, by adding four times the Weight of Sugar. This Syrup is very palatable, gently opening, corrects every thing acrimonious, and loofens the Belly. The Seeds are potent Hydragogues, but are seldom used except in Obftructions of the Kidneys, and the Nephritic Colic. The Root purges upwards and downwards. This Plant is pectoral and cordial, and proper in Coughs, Dryness of the Tongue, and Aperities of the Fauces, as also, in Catarrhs, Phtibis, and the Pleurisy.

Viola tricolor, Offic. Viola tricolor bortenis repens, C. B. P. Jacea tricolor sweet Trinitatis floe, J. B. Heart's Eafe. It grows in Gardens, flowering in May. The Herb is used, which agrees in Virtues with the preceding. Dr. Baynard says it is a Cure for Madness.

Viola Lunaria, Offic. Viola lunaria major siliqua oblonga, C. B. P. Sattin Flower with long Pods. It flows in May. The Leaves are used. A certain Swefi Surgeon, as Camerarius says, prepared a good vulnerary Ointment of the bruited Leaves of this Herb and Sanicle.

Viola Mariana, Offic. Viola Mariana Dodonaei quibusdam Medium, J. B. Campanula bortenis folio & foce oblongo, C. B. P. Coventry Bells. It is cultivated with us in Gardens, flowering in the Summer. The Root, which is seldom used in Medicine, is, as a Food, esteemed refrigerating, drying, and astringent.

Virga anura, Offic. Virga anura vulgaris latifolia, J. B. Golden-Rod. This Plant, as we are told by Tournefort, is a Native of Canada, but is now common throughout Europe; because the Seeds brought from that Country have diffused themselves thro' all the European Regions, and grow without Difficulty. It flowers in August. This Plant is so acrimonious, that no Pepper can be compared with it, tho' it leaves not the least Relish of Acrifness in the Mouth.
Mouth, but proceeds thro’ the whole Body. It is like the Ranunculus arctis of the Shops, and is of a moderately or somewhat astringent Taste, which at first is not unpleasent, but leaves an ungrateful Relish in the Mouth. Barclay in his Satyricon says, that he cured a Perion of Quality, to whom he was sent on an Embassy, of the Stone, and a Suppuration of the Kidneys, with the Powder of the dried Leaves. Three or four Ounces of the Plant, macerated in Water, are a good vulnerary Dose, and proper for internal Hemorrhages, the Dyfentery, and Diarrhoea. Externally it depurates Wounds, absters Patridncis of the Gums, fallens loose Teeth, and cleanses malignant Ulcers, and Fistulas. I have often exhibited it, (says Boerhavae in his Hist. Plant.) with great Success, in all Sorts of putrid, viscid, and cold Indispositions. The Leaves duly dried, and infused after the Manner of Tea, and drank with an Addition of Honey, are highly corroborative and determinate, and of extraordinary Efficacy in Ulcers of the Lungs, and Wounds of the Breast, and other Parts.

Vifcum, Offic. Vifcum haccis abit. C. B. P. Vifus quercus & alatarum arborum, J. B. Miiffel, and Mifletoe. It grows upon several Trees, but especially upon the Oak, which last is most esteemed. The Wood, Leaves, and the glutinous Matter which is found in the Berries, and Bark, called Birdlime, are used. The Wood is of principal and specific Ufe in the Epilepsy. It is also prescribed for the Apoplexy and Vertigo, taken inwardly, or hung about the Neck. For these Disorders it is acknowledged to be effectual, by the unanimous Consent of ancient and modern Physicians. We know Some, says, J. Baumbine, who have made use of the Wood of Vifcum, macerated in Wine, with Success against the Vertigo. The Powder of Vifcum, especially what grows upon Oaks, not only cures the Epilepsy, but provokes the Mensis. It is also an Arcaum against a Pleurisy, being taken once, and again, and a third time, in Water of Carduus and Poppy. J. Baumbine writes, that he has several Times advised the Ufe of Vifcum, bruised and macerated in proper Waters, against Worms of the Intestines in Children. The Powder of the Vifcum, which grows on the Oxyacanthus, being infused in white or Spanish Wine, and given two Hours before the Paroxysm, or Fit, and the Dose repeated, if necessary, has often removed, and perfectly cured a Quartan. The Leaves after they have been chewed, and ground by the Teeth of labouring Beasts, and Cows, are by our rustic People esteemed effectual for expelling the Secondines. The Birdlime, or Glue, used for Fowling, was much employed by the Antients in Medicine. It has the Virtue of mollifying and diffusing Tumors, the Parotides, and Abscesses, being mixed with Rofin, and an equal Quantity of Wax. It also cures the Ephypoclides, and, as Pliny fays, dries up strumous Ulcers, and cures the Epilepsy. It is good for many other Disorders, according to Dioscorides, Pliny, and Galen.

Vitis, Offic. Vitis vinifera, Common Plant. Usual. The Vine. This is a Vegetable too well known to require any Description. The Leaves and the Tendrils of the Vine are refrigerating and astringent, and are used in Dyfenteries, Vomiting, a Pica, Spitting of Blood, and other Hemorrhages. The Juice, which distills from the young Shoots when cut, taken internally, has the Reputation of breaking and expelling the Stone. Externally it is laid to cure Dimness of the Sight, Redness of the Eyes, and Cutaneous Eruptions. The immature Grapes are refrigera-
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Iris, drying, and astringent, and are used to excite an Appetite, and check a Diarrhoea. The ripe Grapes, and their unfermented Juice, are extremely sapotaceous, resolvent, and detergent; and, if taken in pretty large Quantities, will excite a Diarrhoea, with very good Effects, if not carried too far. The Acid, or Grape Stones, are esteemed astringent, and are recommended in Vomiting and Fluxes. Wine, Vinegar, and Tar- tar, are produced from the Juice of the Grape after Fermentation, and these are taken notice of under their respective Articles.

Vitis Corinthiaca, fove Apprins, J. B. Uva Passa minores, Passula, Offic. Corinthiaca, Park. Theat. The Currant Vine. It is cultivated in Zani and Caphalonia. The ripe Fruit dried is used. It is cooling, mitigates febrile Heat, alyinx, Thirst, and purges the Belly.

Another is the Uva passa major, Offic. Uva passa major, Bypar. Gratix forte, C. B. P. Raisins of the Sun. They are brought to us from Spain, and are hot, or temperate, lenient, loosen the Belly, correct Acrimony, are grateful to the Stomach, Lungs, and Liver, and mitigate a Cough.

Ulmaria, Regina Prati, Offic. Ulmaria, Barba Capri floribus compasis, C. B. P. Meadow-Sweet. It grows in moist Meadows, flowering in July. The Herb is antispasmotic, Antiepileptic, corroborative, and astringent. Hence it is used by the Peasants for a Dysentery, Diarrhoea, and to repress Vomiting. It is of Service in regulating the disorderly Motions of the Heart, Blood, and Spirits; and wherever Condenstation, Strengthening, and Affiction are required, this Herb is of excellent Use. The Leaves are good for an Haemoptoe: and the bruised Root is applied to Wounds, in order to stop the Blood, and consolidate the Part.

A Decoction of the Root is proper in malignant Fevers.

Ulmus, Offic. J. B. Ulmus campesi- tris & Theophrasti, C. B. P. Common Elm. It grows in Hedges, and the Bark and Leaves are used. The Bark is said to have an agglutinating Virtue, to mitigate Arthritis and Ichthiadic Pains, to purge, and carry off Phlegm and Water. A Decoction of the internal Bark is frequently used as a Gargarium, in Quinsels, and Asperities of the Fauces. The Leaves are astringent.

Ulmus montana, Offic. C. B. P. Ulmus latiore folio, Park. Theat. The Wych Hafel. It grows frequently in Hedges. The Bark is used, which agrees in Virtues with the preceding.

Urtica, Offic. Urtica major vulgaris, J. B. Common Stinging Nettle. It grows in Hedges, and among Rubbish. The Nettle is furnished with small, slender, Spines, of so flexible a Nature at the Extremities, that when they enter the Skin they easily bend; but when they penetrate the Flesh they cannot be drawn forth, but are there broken off as it were into Fragments, and excite an Inflammation and Vesicles, which continue till the Pieces are expelled. The Decoction of the Leaves is aperitive, and commended against the Gout. The greenest and freestone Stalks are used to whip the Limbs affected with the Gout or Palsy, in order to excite an Inflammation in the external Parts. This Plant is of Service in the Difeases of the Kidneys and Bladder, Coughs, Phthisis, internal Haemorrhages, Hæmoptysis, Vomiting of Blood, an improper Flux of the Hæmorrhoids, and Bloody Urine. The Leaves bruised and applied reftit a Gangrene, and a Decoction of them, drank in the Manner of Tea, is an excellent Laxative.

Urtica Romana, Offic. Urtica Romana, seve macul globulis, J. B. Roman
Roman Nettle. It grows in sandy Places, and the Seeds are used, which are recommended in Pulmonary Affections, the *Abhena*, Stubborn Coughs, Pleurisy, and Peripneumony.

Ufnea Graniti Humani, Office. *Mycalci ex Granio Humano*, Ger. Emac. Mofs of a dead Man's Skull. This Species of Herb, which adheres to the Sculls of Carcasses exposed to the Air, is by different Authors recommended as highly beneficial in various Diseases. Thus it is extolled as a Specific in Epilepsies, and all Disorders of the Head, in Hemorrhages produced by whatever Cause, and in Dyfenteries. It is used internally, externally, alone, mixed with other Substances, and as an Amulet. In Hemorrhages it produces its Effects, if only held in the Hand. Thus Boyle, in his Specifics, informs us, that he himself had an Hæmorrhage of the Nofe stopp by using it in this Manner. Juncker whimsically informs us, that it renders the Body so impenetrable as not to be pierced with a Musket Bullet. Some affirm, that the Virtues of that *Ufnea* are greater, which has been gathered from the Sculls, during a certain Position of the Stars; when for Instance, the Moon is in the Increase in the House of Venus, when she is in Pisces, Taurus, or Libra. Others affirm, that the *Ufnea* gathered from the Heads of hanged Persons is best. But Paracelsus afferts, that what is found on the Sculls of Persons broken on the Wheel is no less valuable. Grube in Arcan. Med. informs us, that those who greatly extol the *Ufnea* in Medicine, suppose that the Vital and Animal Spirits of the deceased Person are collected in it, and by a certain Medicinal Force derived to any Part affected in a living Person. But as every one knows, that a Carcasse has neither Vital nor Animal Spirits, those seem to be in the right who give no Credit to the peculiar Power of this Plant, or its specific Virtues in removing oblitinate Disorders. But Juncker affirms, that the Virtues of this Plant are founded on Credulity, or some other Error. Besides, the Force of Imagination may be suppos'd to cooperate strongly with this Medicine, as Boyle thinks, when he informs us, that if a certain Person, when Blood was taking from him, took *Ufnea* in his Hand for the sake of Curiosity, the Blood ceased to flow till he laid it aside again. Marx, a celebrated Dealer in Aromatics in Nuremberg, does not hesitate to affirm, that the *Ufnea* of the Human Cranium is of no other Use but to be preferred as a Rarity. And Boecler is of Opinion, that, as with the Bones of dead Bodies, so also with the *Ufnea* many superstitious and impious Things are done. But Rieger is of Opinion, that in Hemorrhages, where alyclic Tents or Peffaries are expedient, the *Ufnea*, mixed with other proper Ingredients, may produce happy Effects. Besides, where excitant and astringent Medicines are proper, its Powder, whether used externally or internally, must certainly produce some Effect; for it is of a drying and astringent Nature. Thus I agree (says Rieger) with Pauli, who speaks in this Manner: "Though the *Ufnea* may produce good Effects in "Spittings of Blood, Hæmorrhages, "and other Fluxes; yet there is no "Necessity why a Physician should "disgrace his Profession by pre- "scribing it, since there are other "Substances equally astringent, and "which no Patient will refuse on "account of the Horror and Nausea "they produce." Etmuller informs us, that some supply the Place of the true *Ufnea* with the Mofs of a Tile, which in Hemorrhages of the Nose they immerse in Vinegar, and apply to the Crown of the Head; whereas instead of the true *Ufnea*, which is rare.
rare, Others use one of the artificial Kind, which they obtain in the following Manner: They take the Moss of large Meadow Stones, gathered in the Month of April. This, when gently dried, they reduce to a gross Powder in a Glass Mortar, sprinkling it with Malmsy Wine, till it has acquired the Con- fidence of a thick Poultice. Then with a Knife they spread this Preparation very thin on the Cranium of a Carcasse broken on the Wheel. As it becomes gradually dry, they spread more of it on the Cranium, which in the open Air they expose to the Rays of the Sun, removing it when Rains come on. This they repeat till the Plant begins to flourith, and afterwards gather from it an Usnea not inferior to that which grows spontaneously from the Scull. Ludovicus, when treating of Vuln- eraries and Astringents, speaks thus: "Moss may be everywhere found; and that obtained from the Oak, and the common Egyptian Thorn, for Medicinal Purpofes, in Pefta- ries, for Infantine, Tents, and Ointments, is not inferior to the Usnea, gathered in the most superfetitious Manner, or even that growing on Human Sculls."

Hern. Fructus oblongus, cinereus acidulatus, C. B. P. Oreguelas, feu Orihelas, Hughes. It grows in New Spain, and the Flowers enter the Composition of Chocolate, in order to give it a fine Smell, and a pleasant Taste. The Plant is hot and dry, discusses Flatulencies, attenuates Phlegm, and heats and strengthens a weak and cold Stomach.

Xylebalsamum. This is the Wood of the Tree, which produces the true Balm, or Balsamum e Mecha.

Zacintha, Cieborum verrucarism, Offic. Chondrilla verrucaria foliiis Cieborei viridibus, C. B. P. Wart Succory. It grows in Gardens, flowering in June. The Herb is used, which is diuretic, and edulcorating, and allays the immoderate Heat of the Blood. It is reported to be of surprising Virtue in remov- ing Warts.

Zea, Spelta, Offic. Zea dioecos, Z. major, C. B. P. Spelt Wheat. It grows in Italy. The Germans make Bread of Spelt, as white as that of Wheat, but lighter, and less nutritive. While new it is sweet and easy of Concoction, but when it stale it is not so grateful, and is besides difficult of Digestion. Broth or Guel, made of the Flower of Spelt, is astringent, and therefore adapted to the fame Purposes, as if prepared with Rice, being proper in an Haemopyifs, Dysentery, Diarrhoea, and the like, especially when boiled with Calves-Foots.

Zea verne, J. B. Olyra, Offic. Zea Amylea, feu Olyra, C. B. P. Sprat Corn. It is sown in Germany, and reaped late. The Seeds are used in the Kitchens of Germany. It agrees in Virtues with the preceding, but is somewhat less nutritive.

Zedoaria, Zedoary. We have two Kinds of this Root, as the long and the round; but they are both the Roots of the same Plant, the Body of which is round, and the Protuberances, or Ramifications, long. The Plant they belong to is a Kind, of Calchicum, described by Herman in the Paradisus Batavus.

The first is thus distinguished, Ze- doaria longa, Offic. C. B. P. Gedwar, aut Geidevar, Ger. Emac. Zedoaria Zelayanica Camphoram reddens, Boerh, Ind. Alt. Long Zedoary. It is brought to us from the East-Indies. It is reckoned attenuant, detergent, emmenagogue, carminative, anthelmintic, cordial, alexipharmic, ito- mache, diuretic, heating, and dry- ing. It discusses Flatulencies, and is principally used in Pains of the Co- lic, and of the Stomach. It cures the
Chap. i.

Of Vegetables.

the Bites of venomous Animals, stops a Lientery, reprefies Vomiting, provokes the Menfes, and kills all manner of Tinea, infenting the Belly. The Dofe is from five Grains to half a Dram, in Subftance, and it may be used in Infuion like Tea. Some correct Opium with this Root.

The second is diftinguifhed thus, Zedooria retinuda, Offic. C. B. P. Melanque, Hort. Mal. Round Zedoary. This is alfo brought from the East Indies, and agrees in Virtues with the preceeding, but is seldom to be met with in our Shops. This Species, cut into Slices, dried, and preferved in Sugar, is more excellent and commodious for Ufe than Ginger.

Zingiber, Anifum Indicum, Offic. Anifum peregrinum, C. B. P. Indian Anife. The Kernel of this Fruit, which is brought from the East Indies, is good for the Colic.

Zingiber, Offic. C. B. P. Zinziber, Ger. Emac. Ginger. It is brought from Calecut in the East Indies principally, but it is now cultivated in Jamaica and Barbadoes, from whence we are supplied with it, either preferved, or dried. It heats powerfully, opens, incides, and attenuates, and difcusses Flatulencies in the Prime Viae. It is efteemed beneficial to the Stomach, Thorax, and all the Vifera. It excites an Appetite, and refifts Pufufaction and Malignity.

C H A P. II.

Of ANIMALS.

Alce, Offic. Schrod. The Elk. The Parts used in Medicine, are the Hoofs, and the Nerves. The Hoof is efteemed a Specific againft the Epilepsy, applied either externally or internally. Internally the Rasplings are taken. Externally a Bit of the Hoof is included in a Ring, and worn superciliously on the Finger, which is next to the little one, in fuch a Manner, that the Portion of the Hoof may be next to the Palm. Sometimes the Hoof is held in the Hand, applied to the Pufle, put into the left Ear, or fuspended about the Neck, in fuch a Manner, that it may touch the Skin. The Nerves are bound about thofe Limbs which are moft subject to Spasms. It feems the Elk is an Animal much subject to Epileptic Disorders; and it has been obferved, that it frequently fcratches its Head with the hind Eet, which was whimfically apprehended to be done, as a Remedy for the above-menioned Diitemper. Hence the Hoof acquired its Reputation as a Medicine; but I am afraid no great Dependance can be had upon it.

Anguilla, Offic. Aldrov. de Pifc. The Eel. The Fat is ufed, which is vulnerary, generates Hairs, is of Service in an Alopecia, cures Deafness, being put into the Ears, and mitigates the Hæmorrhoids.

Anfier, Offic. The Goose. The Fat is efteemed to be more hot, fubtile, penetrating, and refolvent, than that of the Swine; and is sometimes injected by way of Clyfter in Erofions of the Intefines. It cures Baldnefs, of the Head, Filfures of the Lips, Ringings of the Ears, mollifies rigid Tendons, and relaxes the Belly, efpecially in Children. The Blood is alexipharmic. The Dung violently heats and dries, incides and opens, and powerfully provokes the Menfes, and Urine, and expels the Secundines. It is much ufed in the Jaundice, Dropfy, and Scurvy. The Sportsmen are of Opinion, that when a Kennel is affected with Madness, the only Way to remedy this Evil is, to let a Flock of Geefe lie in it every Night for a confiderable time; and I
I have some Reason to believe, that this Observation is not without Foundation. The Cuticle of the Feet, dried and powdered, is said to be astringent, and is sometimes used in immoderate Fluxes of the Menstrues, and is esteemed a good Application for Chilblains.

Apis, Offic. Bees. The Bees themselves, their Honey, the Wax, and Propolis, or Bee Glue, are used in Medicine. The Salts of Bees are very volatile, and highly exalted. For this Reason, when dried, powdered, and taken internally, they are diuretic, and diaphoretic. If this Powder is mixed in Unguents, with which the Head is anointed, it is said to cure the Alopecia, and to contribute to the Growth of Hair upon bald Places. Honey will take of the Plant, from whence it is gathered, as Dioscorides remarks with respect to the Sardinian Honey. And the Honey collected from the Chamomolodendron Pontica, maxima, Melipili folio, flore luteo, which Tournefort takes to be the Aeglestanon of Pliny, has been remarked in all Ages to be poisonous. Honey is very penetrating and deterging, and is therefore good in all Obstructions, especially from viscid and tough Humors. In Infarctions and Stiffening of the Breast, it is of great Efficacy, and wonderfully promotes Expectoration. In short, there is no Disorder from Phlegm, or any thing which is the Produce of a cold Constitution, in which it is not serviceable. But in thin and hot Habits it is not good. It was antiently used as Sugar is now; and Pity it is, that it is not more used. It does great Service to such as are troubled in a Morning with thick tough Phlegm, with which they cannot be cafy, until it is hawked up, tho' it gives much Difficulty and Straining to do it. For this Purpose it is very conveniently eat over Night upon a Toast, or dissolved in any warm Liquor. Some affirm it will destroy Worms drank in Milk. It has been used in Surgery to cleanse foul Ulcers, either by immediate Application, or washing them with Liquors in which it had been dissolved. It is remarkable that Honey was used by the Ancients, in the Composition of their Antidotes and Theriacas, as in Mithridate, the Theriaca Andromachi, commonly called Venice Treacle; and Fracturorius has followed their Example, in the Composition of his Confection, called Diascordium. Now, Honey I apprehend to be a very proper Ingredient in such Compositions. For it opens the other Ingredients by fermenting; extracts, and in some degree alters their Virtues, and unites them in one common Efficacy. Besides, Opium, and other Narcotics, which are frequently directed in the Antidotes of the Ancients, are corrected by Honey; agreeable to which, is the Remark of Dioscorides, that Honey relieves the Disorders excited by taking the Juice of the Poppy. When, therefore, we make any of thes Antidotes with Diascordium, a Medicine results from the Composition, of Virtues very different from those of one which is made with Honey. And this deserves the serious Consideration of Physicians who prescribe Diascordium, or any of the other Antidotes made with Diacodium. With respect to Honey, one farther Remark is to be made, which is, that there is a Peculiarity in some Constitutions, which renders them incapable of bearing the least Quantity of Honey, without excessive Vomitings, and Uneasiness. And in others, it operates as a Poison; an Instance of which we find in the Philosophical Transactions. Certain Balfams appear (says Beuhaeue) in a very small Quantity upon the Surface of the Leaves of some Plants, where they are inspissated by the Heat
of the Sun, as seems manifestly to appear in Rosemary. There are also found in other Plants certain very minute Globules, rising from the open feminal Tufts in the main Part of the Flower. These can scarce be collected by any human Means. But I have sometimes found, upon frequently cohabating Spirit of Wine upon Rosemary Leaves, an unexpected and ungrateful Taste or Smell of Wax, fouling the Spirit, which before was good; and, upon viewing these Leaves with a Microscope, I thought I discovered little waxy Risings on the Surface; and, upon handling them considerably, I evidently found Wax generally sticking to my Fingers. Wax, therefore, appears to be a certain Species of Turpentine, which the fat Juices of Plants, when heated by the Sun, sweat out upon the Surface, or produce with in the Cavities of the flowery Tufts. This the Bees collect, roll up into little Balls, and carry between their hind Feet to their Hives, where it is wrought into the Cells of their Combs; and from hence, after the Honey is separated from the droily Parts, it is procured for human Uses. It is generally yellow, and not ungrateful either in Taste or Smell. It becomes hard, and almost brittle, in the Cold, but grows soft, and diffolves with Heat. Wax is heating, mollifying, and moderately incarnating. It is mixed in forible Liquors, as an efficacious Remedy for a Dysentery, and is recommended to prevent the Curdling of Milk in the Breasts of Nurces. The white Wax is nothing but the Yellow Wax, whitened by frequent Infolation. The Propolis, or Bee-Glue, is a rude Wax-like and thick Matter, or Glue, found in the Entrance of Bee-Hives. It is gently heating, abistergent, and attracting. It softens indurated Parts, alleviates Pains, and induces Cicatrices on Ulcers.

_Araneus_, Offic. The Spider. Both the Spider and its Web are used. The Spider is said to avert the Paroxysms of Fevers, if it be applied to the Pulse of the Wriff, or the Temples; but is peculiarly recommended against a Quartan, being intro- ded in the Shell of a Hazle Nut. The Web stringes and conglutinates, and is therefore vulnerary, restrains Bleeding, and prevents an Inflammation. The Country People have a Tradition, that a small Quantity of Spider's Web, given about an Hour before the Fit of an Ague, and repeated immediately before it, is effectual in curing that troublesome and sometimes obstinate, Distemper. This Remedy is not confined to our own Country. For I am well informed, that the Indians about North Carolina have great Dependence on this Remedy for Agues, to which they are much subject. And I am acquainted with a Gentleman long resident in those Parts, who assures me he was himself cured by it of that Distemper. And indeed Experience confirms the Efficacy of this Medicine in the Cure of Agues.

_Araneus niger_, Offic. The Black Spider. It is common in Woods, Thickets, and Pastures. Among the approved Remedies of Sir Matthew Lister, I find, that the distilled Water of Black Spiders is an excellent Cure for Wounds, and that this was one of the choice Secrets of Sir Walter Raleigh.

_Aenis_, Offic. The As. The Hoof, Blood, Milk, Urine, and Dung are used in Medicine. The Hoof is recommended in an Epilepsy, like that of the Elk; and the Ashes of it, used externally, are esteemed good for discousting rumous Swellings, and Impothumations, for curing Chilblains, and Cracks of the Skin, for removing Films of the Eye, for expelling a dead _Patus_, and for rowzing Epileptic and Hysteric Patients.
tients out of their Fits: The Blood is said to be fudorific; and that of a young As to cure the Jaundice. Astes Milk is very nourishing, and abiferent, and is therefore held serviceable in a Consumption, in Disorders of the Stomach, Abcesses of the Kidneys, the Stone in the Bladder, and Arthritic Pains. It is esteemed gently cathartic, and was frequently directed by Hippocrates as a Purge in large Quantities. As a Topic, it makes the Gums firm, eases Arthritic Pains, and gives the Face an agreeable Whiteness, if washed with it. The Urine is said to be a powerful Remedy in Disorders of the Kidneys; cures the Itch, takes away Warts, and callous Excrecences; and relieves in Atrophies, and Pallies of the Limbs, and Pains of the Gout. The Dung is recommended to stop Haemorrhages.

Astacus, Offic. The Lobster. It is found in the Sea. The Shell of this Fish calcined, and drank in Wine, is said to break and carry off stony Concretions in the Kidneys. And it is likely enough to have some Effect in such Cases, because the Shells of Fish calcined are a sort of Lime; and the Salts of Lime are the grand Diffolvents of stony Concretions. Lobsters as a Food are highly alcalifecent, and consequently must be very proper Food, when an acid Acrimony prevails in the Stomach, and general Habit; but the contrary, in cafe of a Tendency to an alcaline Putrefaction. They are reckoned very nourishing, and good in a Consumption.

Astacus fluviatillis, Offic. The Crabfish, or Crevis. They are found in Rivers, and the Parts of them used are, the Flesh, and what we call the Lapilli, or Oculi Cancrorum, known by the Name of Crab's Eyes. In their Head, according to Some, or rather in their Stomach, are found two white Stones, as large as a Pea, of a kind of lenticular or orbicular Form, but compressed, and somewhat hollow on one Side; whereas the other is convex, and disposed in Laminae. These Stones are of an earthy Taste. We frequently meet with a counterfeit Species of this Commodity, prepared of a whitish Earth, and made up in the same Form; but this facetious Kind is easily distinguished by breaking them; since they want those Laminae, which are always found in the convex Part of natural and genuine Crab's Eyes. The Flesh of this Animal is cooling, moistening, and adapted to nourish such as labour under Atrophies. The Stones or Eyes are cooling, drying, abiferent, and discutient. They resolve tartarous Concretions, and coagulated Blood, and are possessed of a lithontriptic Quality. For which Reason they are often prescribed in Nephritic Pains, Pleuritics, Asthma's, and Colics; they are also proper for cleansing the Teeth. The Shell is endowed with the same Virtues with the Stones; and is besides of Service in curing such Itches in Children, as arise from saline Humours, and in carrying off the Paroxysms of Intermittent Fevers.

Balæna, Offic. The Whale. The Fat of the Whale is said by Schroder to be a good Topic for the Itch. The Oil is more used in Mechanics than Medicine, tho' it is by Some recommended for the Seabies. It is called Train Oil.

Another Species of Whale, is the Cetus, or Parmalittry Whale. See Sperma Ceti.

Barbus, Offic. The Barbel. It is found in Rivers, and is greatly used in the Kitchen. The Spawn of this Fish, at some Seasons of the Year, is a most violent Vomit and Purge.

Bezoar. This is of two Sorts, either Oriental, or Occidental. The Oriental is found in the Stomach of Omasum of the Capra fœve Gazella.
Bzozardica Orientalis, Offic. The Bzozar-Goat. These Stones are of different Shapes and Sizes. Some of them are of the Form of a Kidney, or French Bean; others are round, oblong, and of an irregular Figure. Each Stone of this Kind is composed of several Laminæ, formed of a greenish or Olive-coloured Substanse, diversified with white Streaks, which run thro' the whole Body of the Stone. These Laminæ adhere so closely one to another, that, breaking the Stone, we may observe several Layers of different Thicknesses, and even sometimes of different Colours. There are also found Laminæ, which, upon breaking these Stones, disengage and separate themselves very regularly from each other; which they also do, when a considerable Degree of Heat is applied to them. The Substanse, which possesses the Middle or Centre of these Bzozars, is usually hard, gravelly, and pretty smooth. The Bzozardic Layers, which cover this Substanse, are easily broken between the Teeth; to which they adhere like a gently glutinous Substanse, and tinge the Saliva a little. Authors advise us to make Choice of Bzozar-Stones that are of a moderate Bulk, brownish, and which communicate a yellow Colour to Quicklime, a greenish one to Chalk, and which cannot be dissolved in Water. If pricked with a hot Iron, no Bubbles ought to arise round the Iron, which is a Proof, that it is not adulterated with any Refins. The Laminæ also must be fine, and disposed in Strata. The best Species of these Stones are taken from Animals that feed on large Mountains, such as those of Persia. Bzozar is said to be alexipharmic, and a Promoter of Sweat; is good in Epilepsies, Palpitations of the Heart, Jaundice, Dyenteries, Stone, and Obstructions of the Members; it cures Melancholy, and promotes Delivery; and, in these important Intentions, Schroder assigns the Dose from three Grains to twelve. But we have no Instances from Experience to support any such Practice. It has neither Smell nor Taste; and, upon taking into the Stomach, gives no Sensation, nor produces the least perceivable Effect, which is Ground enough to suspect it good for nothing; altho' our Physicians prescribe it in much larger Doses than what Schroder mentions, and Others have ventured half a Dram, or a Dram at a time. Many Circumstances contribute to render the medicinal Virtues of Bzozar precarious, and not easily to be determined; as the Uncertainty of procuring that which is genuine, it being much adulterated, as is said, even in the Index; not to mention the large Quantities that are made in Europe, in Imitation of the true. Again, the excessive Price, is generally bears, makes it inconvenient to exhibit it in a great Number of Cafes, and that in sufficient Quantities, and tho' long enough continued, to determine, whether the Virtues attributed to it are real or imaginary. And without this Test it is not possible to reason accurately and conclusively, with respect to the Efficacy of any one Simple, tho' the Manner of its Production and the Analysis are both taken into Consideration; neither does the Taste give us any surer Information. As to my own private Opinion, it is of no great Importance in the Case before us, because I have not very often directed it, and consequently am not a Judge of its real Effect. But I am informed from Physicians, who have industriously attempted to make the proper Experiments, that it has no Sort of medicinal Virtues, that they could perceive, which might give it the Preference to the tefaceous Powders. I cannot, however, forbear thinking, that, if we had the genuine Bzozar Stone, we should find it endured
ndued with greater medicinal Virtues, than at present we have any Reason to believe it possessed of.

The Occidental Bezoor is produced by the Cerbus minor Americanus Bezoaricus, the Lesser American Deer, being found in the Stomach of this Animal, and is easily known from the Oriental, from its being of a paler Colour. It is sometimes of a greyish white, and is formed on Substances of the same Kind with the Oriental. Its Laminæ are also sometimes thicker, and striated according to their Thicknes. The Virtues ascribed to it are much the same, as those ascribed to the Oriental Bezoor.

Bombyx. Offic. The Silk worm. This Infect undergoes a strange and surprizing Metamorphosis in the several Periods of its Existence. This Animal, or Worm, is called Bombyx, in the Shops, and is produced from small Eggs, hatched by the genial Heat of the Sun, in the Spring of the Year. It feeds upon Mulberry Leaves, till it has arrived at a State of Maturity. After this, they are usually put into a small Bag, where they wrap themselves up in a filken Cafe, which, coming from their Mouths, is without Interruption carried very often round them. This Cafe is sometimes of a palfth Colour. In this Cafe, or Coat, it remains wrapped up, till it is transformed into its Chrysalis or Aurelia, and appears dead: but at last, it falls forth from its Coat in the Form of a Butterfly, with four Wings; and after a Copulation, which lasts for three Days, and proves immediately mortal to the Male, the Female lays a considerable Number of Eggs, and dies likewise. The whole Worm, and the filken Coat or Covering, are used in Medicine. Silk-worms dried, and reduced to a Powder, are by Some applied to the Crown of the Head, for removing Vertigos and Convulsions. The Silk, and Cafe or Coat, are of a due Temperament between Heat and Cold, and corroborate and recruit the vital, natural, and animal Spirits. We must take care not to use the Coat, or Cafe, if it is either stained with their Excrements, or if the Aurelia, or Worm, remains dead in it.

Bas, Offic. This is a general Name for Black Cattle, as they are called, of which Taurus is the Male, or Bull, Vaca the Cow, Vitulus the Calf; tho' Bas, the Ox, is generally understood of the Bull castrated when young. The Horns, Gall, Liver, Spleen, Blood, Marrow, Suet, Oil of the Feet, Hoof, Urine, Dung, the Stones sometimes found in the Gall Bladder, the Milk, Butter, Cheefe, and the Balls found in the Stomach, are used in Medicine. The Gall is esteemed excellent in Ringings and Pains of the Ear, relaxes the Belly, and kills Worms. A Decotion of the Liver of a Calf is used for Indurations of the Spleen, and a Suppression of the Menstrues; and it is sometimes applied externally to the Region of the Spleen. The Milk is thick and nourishing, and is good in Dysorders of the Bladder, a Diarrhea, Dysentery, Teneums, and Erosions of the Intellines. The Butter is moderately heating, emollient, digestive, lenient, refulvent, relaxing, and good for Dimnes of the Sight. New soft Cheefe mitigates Pains of the Gout, and Heat of the Liver, and is reckoned a good Application in an Exomphalos in Children. Old putrid Cheefe is said to promote the Solution of Aliment contained in the Stomach, and superior to the Powers of Digestion. Old Leather made of the Hide, burnt or singed, is recommended for the Hysteric Passion. The Fat is of Service, wherever Emollients are required. The Axangia, which is melted from the Hoofs, is more penetrating and emollient, because of finer Parts; but the Mar-
row exerts its emollient Virtue wherever it is applied. The Bones calcined, and pulverized, are said to strengthen the Bowels, to stop a Looseness, and to be effectual against Worms, and the Epilepsy, used either internally, or in Ointments, or Plasters; but it must be understood of such Cases where the Disorder proceeds from an Excess of Humidity, or an Acid, and is to be subdued by Driers and Absorbents. The Hoofs and Nails have an anti-epileptic Virtue. Being dried, and so taken, they may be of some Service in a Dysentery, where an alkaline, anti-acid, glutinous Faculty is required. There is a Stone sometimes found in the Gall-Bladder of this Animal, which is called Bezoar Bovinus, and Alchiron Lapis, by the Portuguese, Mesang de Vaca; and by the Arabians, Haraczi; which is said by some to have an alexipharmic and anti-epileptic Virtue. But this Stone is not to be confounded with the Bulithum, or Ball, which is sometimes found in the Stomach, and sometimes in the Intestines of this Animal. These are usually called Tophi Bovini, and conflit of Hairs, which it gets off, by licking, from its Body, and swallows; where by degrees they concret into a Ball, which is commonly of the Colour of the Animal's Hair. Sir Hans Sloane, in his History of Jamaica, says, that Some give half a Dram of it in Powder, as an Astringent. These Balls have sometimes a thinning Crust over them, in which Respect they imitate the true Bezoar Stone. The Spleen of an Ox is commended to provoke an Appetite, and, distilled with Spirit of Wine, is recommended for all Infirmities of the Stomach; but the Virtue of this distilled Liquor, I should think, were owing to the Spirit of Wine, rather than any thing proceeding from the Spleen of the Ox. The Liver of an Ox, dried and pulverized, is commended as good in Fluxes of the Belly, and Hemorrhages. If it be serviceable in this Case, it acts as an absorbent, alkaline, Powder; but then the Liver of other Animals will have the same Effect. The Dung of an Ox is deservedly commended for its diffusive Virtue in external Applications. Hence it is used recent, by way of Cataplasm, in Inflammations, particularly the Gout, as an approved Anodyne. Some mix with it Earth-worms, and apply it to the Abdomen, in order to cure the Colic; and dilutes Flatulencies. Ettmüller says, it is very effectually applied to edematous Tumors. It is also commended against a Suppression of Urine, if applied to the Pecten, and the Region of the Pubes. The common People give the expressed Juice in Pains of the Colic; and Ettmüller affirms, from certain Experience, that it is not only a present Remedy in the Colic, but also in the Pleurisy. Dioscorides says, that the Dung of an Ox that grazes, applied recent, mitigates the Inflammation of Wounds. It is wrapped, he says, in Leaves, and heated in hot Ashes, and then applied to the Place; that a Fomentation of it allays the Pain of the Sciatica; that it dissolves Hardnesses, Pain, and Strangs, being anointed with it, infused in Vinegar; and that a Suffumigation of the Dung of the Male of this Species represses the Falling down of the Uterus; and that the Smell of it, when kindled, drives away Gnats. On these Passages Matthioli remarks, "We are to consider, that all Medicines of this Kind are accommo-dated to the hard Bodie, of Ruminants, such as Diggers, Mowers, and such as are inured to Work which requires bodily Strength. To such as these, when affected with chfirrous Tumors, it is applied by way of Cataplasm with Vinegar." Valens de Taranta et]
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...but here we are, that the Dung of an Ox, or a Horse, is of excellent Use in a Gangrene, to preserve the found Parts from Corruption: And, after him, Sylvius and Barbezz, as they say, made use of the same Remedy, which they kept as a great Secret. But it is really a fordid Medicine, unworthy of a Physician, and to be left to the poor Commonalty, rather than to be recommended to the rich and noble, according to Heister. Cows Urine internally used, Ettmuller says, cures the Gout; if it be taken in the Month of May, and the Feet are bathed awhile in it, and after that the Norimberg Pfaffer is applied to them. Dioscorides says, that the Urine of a Bull, with Myrrh, intilled into the Ears, cures Pains thereof. Helmont proposes, as an approved Remedy for the Stone, the Liquor that usually fills the Bladder of the Pecus in a Cow, drank every Morning to the Quantity of about four Ounces, in a like Proportion of White-wine. The Blood of a Bull fresh drawn is reckoned poisonous, by causing a Difficulty of Breathing, and Suffocation; but Matthiolius, or Dioscorides, observes, that except it be drank in great Quantities, and hot as it comes from the Vein, before it concretes, it does little or no Harm. This poisonous Quality is not however confirmed by later Experiments. But the Blood of Oxen and Bulls is commended, internally used, for the Dysentery, an Excess of the Menfes, and other internal Hæmorrhages; and, for Spitting of Blood, it is prescribed to be taken in Vinegar. Externally it is effectual in discutting and mollifying Tumours, and clearing the Face of Spots and Blemishes. Ettmuller says, the Blood is hardly used, but in case of an Atrophy of the Limbs and Joints, after great Wounds received, and for Weakness and Pains in the Members and Joints; which, being thrust into the fresh Blood of an Ox, or a Dog newly killed, will be wonderfully refreshed thereby, and rendered more pliable, and fit for Motion. The Blood of an Ox then, externally applied, has three Virtues in common with the Blood of other Animals; which Virtues are derived from its saponaceous Nature, whereby it is a Diffolvent and Aperient, its native Heat promoting its Operation. Internally taken, it is hurtful, by its natural Property, which causes it to concret to in the Stomach, and renders it insuperable by the vital Powers. Helmont says, that the Blood of a Bull is Poison, but not that of an Ox or a Cow; and assigns as a Cause the Fury of the Bull, dying with an eager Desire of Revenge, which impresses a Mark of Vengeance, and a powerful Signature, on the Blood. Chamerius says, that not only the Blood of a Bull, but that of an old Ox, is poisonous.

Bufo, Offic. Bufo jove Rubeta, Rail Synop. The Toad. Ettmuller informs us, that a live Toad bruised proves an effectual Remedy for the Bite of the Viper, and other poisonous Serpents, when applied to the wounded Part. Some Authors, as Helmont informs us, order live Toads to be applied over both Kidneys, for removing the Dropsey, by a plentiful Discharge of Urine. Paracelsus affirms, that Toads are of excellent Service in the Cure of Pestilential Buboes in the Groin, and such as Women are afflicted with. Fracastorius Joel affirms, that a Toad run thro' with a sharp Probe, dried in the Air, and moistened in Vinegar, if applied to Pestilential Carbuncles, extracts all the Poison from the Body. Helmont also, from the Toad, prepared an Amulet for the Plague; and Others, as Ettmuller informs us, prepare Amulets for the same Purpos of the Bones of Toads, or whole Toads mixed up with...
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Iscagglæ, which they say extract the Poifon, and prove a Prefervative, if hung about the Neck. The above Author fays, that a dried Toad hung about the Neck, or in the Pit of the Stomach, or applied to the Arm Pits, or even held in the Hand, moft effectually stops and cures all Kinds of Hæmorrhages, and more especially fuch as happen in malignant Fevers, Small Pox, and fome other Disorders of a like Nature. The Powder of dried Toads was the celebrated Secret of Kyperus, for the Cure of an Ascites. A dried Toad inclofed in a flilen Bag, with a proper Quantity of the Mofl of the Sloe-Tree, if applied to the Navel of a Woman afflicted with a Hæmorrhage of the Utens, will stop the Flux, as foon as it is warm on the Part. It is by other Authors recommended to be put into a flilen or linen Bag, and hung upon the Breast for Incontinencies of Urine, arifing from a Violence done to any of the Parts. In the Cure of a Cancer, fays Esfmuiller, and more particularly unexulcerated Cancers in the Breasts of Women, Toads are of singular Service, either calcined alone, or dried to fuch a Degree, that they may be reduced to a Powder. We are also told, that many Patients, labouring under epidemical Dyfenteries, have been happily recovered by the Ufe of this Powder, which operates as a Sudorific. D. Carolius recommends the Powder of calcined Toads, mixed with the Powder of blue linen Cloth burnt, in Epilepties of adult Persons attended with an Infpiffion of the Juices. He also informs us, that a Dofe, from ten or twenty Grains of the Powder of calcined Toads, exhibited internally, wonderfully mitigates Arthrific Pains, and more especially those with which Wounds are attended. A Toad's Heart dried, reduced to Powder, and exhibited, an Hour before the Paroxysm, has in some Cales cured Quartan Agues. A Toad dried is by Some applied to the Soles of the Feet, by way of an Epipatic in Fevers, and Disorders of the Head, and if applied to the Crown of the Head, is said to cure Madnefs. The Oleum Bufonum, in the Brandenburgh Dispensatory, is of great Service in Pultules of the Lips, and Cancers of the Breast; and Mufetennus affirès, that it is a great Secret in curing the Falling off of the Hair. Others warmly recommend this Oil in Leprofies, and Cutaneous Foulneffes. The Emplaftrum ex Bafonibus of Knofelius, when applied to the Throat, contributes to the Cure of fpurious Quinfeys.

Cancer, Offic. The Sea-Crab. The black Extremities of the Claws, and Shells, are principally used in Medicine, which are Abforbents, and esteemed Sweetners of the Blood. Schroder fays, they remove the Paroxysms of Intermittents. The Crab, confidered as Food, has the Reputa- tion of being good in a Consumption, and to cure the Strangury.

Cancer fumplatilis, Offic. The River Crab. Most Authors have blan- dered excessively, in speaking of this Animal, which they take for the Crawfish; whereas it is as different from the laft-mentioned, as the Sea Crab is from the Lobster. It is not found in the Rivers of England, France or Germany; but is frequent in thofe of Greece, Crete, Sicily, Russia, and Tartary. Therefore, when Galen recommends the River Crab burnt, as a Specific against that Disorder, caused by the Bite of a mad Dog; Crawfish is not be understood, but the true River Crab, the Subject of our prefent Enquiry. They are esteemed refrigerating and moistening, and are faid to eafe Pain, and compofe the Spirits.
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Canis, Offic. The Dog. The Head, the Fat, the Gall, the Blood, the Dung, called Album Graecum, the Urine, the Teeth, the Skin, and the Hairs are used in Medicine. Live Puppies, laid upon the Belly, mitigate Colic Pains, and are serviceable to Paralytic Limbs; and there are many Inflamations in Authors, of invertebrate Ulcers being cured, by being frequently licked by a Dog. The Head burnt dries up Ulcers, cures Fissures of the Anus, and Tumors of the Tendons; internally it is of Service in a Jaundice. The Fat is esteemed hotter than that of other Animals, and is given internally, in order to absterge and consolidate Wounds and Ulcers, in a Consumption, and to disolve Blood coagulated by a Bruise. Externally it is used in Pains of the Eyes, and Tortures of the Gout, to kill Knits and Lice, for Deafness, and the Itch. The Blood drank is said to be good against the Bite of the Animal, and Poison. The Dung dries, absters, discourses, pens, breaks Abcesses, and deters Exulcerations; hence it is given internally in a Dyfentery and Colic. Externally applied, it cures a Quinsy, and malignant Ulcers, mollifies hard Tumors, and cures Warts. The Urine is applied to running Ulcers, and Scurf of the Head, and to Warts. The Skin tanned cures the troublesome Itchings of the Hands, and mollifies contracted Tendons.

Cantharides, Offic. Spanish Flies. These are a Species of Insects too well known to require a Description. They are principally found in warm Countries; as Spain, Italy, and France. They are extremely hot, corrosive, and diuretic, and are said to be somewhat emmenagogue; and they are remarkable for affecting the Bladder and Urinary Passages with Inflammation, excessive Pain, and Strangury, either taken internally, or applied externally. And Some have even affirmed, that carrying a Quantity of them in the Pocket for some time has produced this Effect. Upon taking Cantharides internally, all the Parts from the Mouth to the Bladder seem to be corroded, the Breath smells like the Refin of Cedar; the Præcordia, especially on the right Side, are inflamed; Urine is discharged with Difficulty and Pain; and at Intervals Blood is evacuated along with it; the Stools are mucous and purulent, as in a Dyfentery; the Patient loaths his Food; faints, is seized with a Vertigo; and at last loses the Use of his Reason. In order to mitigate these Symptoms, a Vomit must be exhibited, and copious Draughts of diluting Liquors, with emollient, oleous, and mucilaginous Substances, are to be given. But it is said that Nothing is so proper, as saline Acids, which refit Putrefaction, drank in a proper Quantity, and applied externally. The belt for external Use is warm Wine-Vinegar, and, in the Cafe of a Priapism, the Lees of generous Wine; but for internal Use simple Oxymel is said to be best. Mean time, however, mucilaginous and cooling Clysters are frequently to be injected. Notwithstanding these Effects of Cantharides they are sometimes given internally in Substances, in Nephritic Cases particularly, and especially to Women, well guarded with mucilaginous Substances and Opiates; and Graevius has wrote a Treatise, in order to establish their Use in this Manner. Their Tincture is frequently directed internally in Nephritic Cases, and as a Diuretic, when the Constitution abounds with Serum, and the Urinary Passages are obstructed. And sometimes they are exhibited in order to cleanse, and deters the Uterus. The Use of Cantharides was known to Hippocrates, who mentions them frequently, but not with a View of exciting Blisters.
for he directs them to be given internally as a Diuretic, for expelling the Secundines, and as an Emmenagogue; and he further advises them, as an Ingredient in Pessaries, in order to cleanse and deterge the Uterus. Arcenetus was the first who ordered these Insects to be rubbed on the Skin of the Head, in order to excite Vesicles. This Author recommends Cantharides in the Cure of an Epilepsy, and orders the Patient to use Milk for three Days before their Exhibition, to prevent the Injury the Bladder might otherwise sustain. The same Method of curing this Disease, and Palsy, was, according to Aetius, followed by Arcigenes, whom we may reasonably suppose, to have been of the same Sect with Arcenetus. Galen informs us, that Platters made of these Flies may very properly be used for the Cure of Baldness, the Itch, and Ring Worm; but, according to Le Clerc, he either disregarded this Medicine in the Cure of most other Diseases, or, as appears from his own Writings, rarely used it, as being attended with dangerous Consequences. As the Greeks who came after Galen advanced very little new upon any Subject, so they have been no less indolent with respect to this Particular. The Arabians, also, are in vain consulted in this Affair; who, tho' strongly addicted to composing new Forms of Medicines, yet in this Particular, as in most others, followed the Footsteps of the Greeks. Among the Latins, Cantharides seem to have been in very little Repate; and Celsus himself, who deals very much in Sinapism, makes no mention of them so far as we know, except when, in Imitation of Mico, he recommends them for deterging and removing Pimples. Pliny informs us, that anointing the Parts affected with Cantharides is good against the Leprosy, the Ring-Worm, and for extracting Darts. And Scribonius Largus is the only Author who extols them, when mixed with proper Cerates, for removing Scars. These are almost all the Cases in which the Antients applied Cantharides to the Skin; which was very rarely, and only when cold Humours were to be removed, and when the Disorder was become inveterate. Long after the Restoration of Learning, Cantharides were also as scantily used. For Fernelius only prescribed them in Blindness, and in Dropies; but tells us at the same time, that their Use requires the highest Caution and Prudence. Hollerius, a Contemporary of Fernelius, an Author of a fine Taste, and a Man well acquainted with the Writings of the Antients, orders Cantharides to be mixed in stimulating Topics, for removing a Lethargy; tho' Duretus, who wrote the Adveraria to the Works of Hollerius, dissuades the Use of stimulating Topics in this Disorder, because it is accompanied with a Fever, in which Cafe hot Substances are highly improper. It is, however, a memorable Cure, which Park and Hollerius performed by Cantharides. They advised a certain Lady of Diflinition, whose Face was all over deformed with burning Pimples, as if she had laboured under an Elephantiasis, to apply a Veficatory of Cantharides all over her Face, by which means she was afflicted with such racking Pains, and seized with a Fever so violent, that no Hopes of her Life seemed to be left. However, by the joint Care and Skill of these two, she was restored to Health; the Deformity of her Face disappeared, and never created her any Trouble for the future, The same Hollerius, when speaking of Caulics, affirms, that Sciatic and Arthritic Pains, Hemierania, and Head-achs, are often relieved in consequence of the Blitters or Vesicles raised by Cantharides. He also tells us, that the Vesica are purged, the
Body entirely freed from recrimentitious Sordes, and a large Number of old and obstinate Disorders cured, by means of Cantharides. But, in our Days, the external Use of Cantharides is very extensive, especially in our own Country; and they are perpetually applied in acute Disempers, but I am afraid sometimes wantonly, and without due Distinction. For as the Salts of Cantharides, which manifestly get into the Blood thro' the Pores, exert great Effects in the Body, it is always worth while to consider the Quantity proper to be applied, that their Degree of Action may be in some measure determined; and 'tis farther worthy of Consideration, whether the Operation of these Salts is likely to be beneficial or otherwise, in the Distemper in which they are applied. For my own part, I imagine the great Use of Cantharides, externally applied, is first in Disorders where Serum greatly abounds in the Blood. For the Discharge, excited by the Skin, removes a Part of that which is redundant; and besides, the Salts, acting in the Body, open all the Glands and Emunctories, and promote a farther Discharge of Serum, by the Urinary Ducts, and very likely by the Salivary Glands, and Cutaneous Pores. The external Application of Cantharides may be further very beneficial in most inflammatory Disorders, and all those which proceed from a Viscidity and Siziness of the Blood and Juices, and their Tendency to Coagulation. For the Salts of these Insects fufe the Humours, render them more fluid, and not only prevent their Stagnation, but even farther exert great Efficacy in reducing the Particles already coagulated and stagnating to a due Fluidity, and thus remove Obstructions. And in all Distempers whatever, particularly those which affect the Head, the Fauces, or the immediate Organs of Respiration,
Urine. In the mean time he howled, and his infaetible Thirst continued, but we gave him no more Water. Before his Death he was seized with Convulsions, and on the fourth Night, after the Injection was made, died howling in the most lamentable Manner. Upon opening his Body, we found that Part of his Neck, where the Injection had been made, entirely fpacerated and fetid. In the right Ventricle of the Heart, a large Quantity of very black Blood, little or not at all coagulated, fluctuated, and on the Surface of the Blood some small Drops, as it were of Oil, floated. In the same Ventricle, we also found a small Polypus, surrounded with some grumous Blood. In the left Ventricle of the Heart were found two long, slender Polyphyes, and the Blood contained in it was highly black, and coagulated. The Lungs and other Viscera were entirely found; but that mucous Substance, with which the Urinary Bladder is naturally lined, was entirely destroyed, perhaps by the Acrimony of the Cantharides. The Bile in the Gall-Bladder became somewhat blackish. The Blood, which flowed from the opened Veins or Viscera, was highly black, but not at all coagulated, and had small Drops as it were of Oil, floating on its Surface. At Rome in the Month of July, I injected two Ounces of the Tincture of Cantharides into the right Jugular of a young middle-sized Dog, fixed to a Table. After the Wound was stitched up, and dressed, as in the former Cafe, the Dog forthwith vomited, and dropped down, as it were half dead. Two Hours after, he hung out his Tongue, with the greatest Signs of an infaetible Thirst. He would eat nothing, and, notwithstanding his Thirst, I would allow him no Water. Six Hours after, he died howling in the most terrible Manner. Upon opening his Carcass, all his Viscera were found to be found. His Blood, however, was highly black and coagulated, and had, as in the former Cafe, as it were small Drops of Oil floating on its Surface. This Dog was young, of a small Size, and had drank no Water. 'Tis therefore no wonder, if the Humours being suddenly dissolved and coagulated by the Cantharitic Salt of the Cantharides, he should die in six Hours after the Experiment was made. In both Dogs I observed, that after injecting the Tincture into the Jugular, no Part was so soon affected as the Head, which immediately nodded, and hung down; neither could the Animal stand with a strait Neck. The former of these Dogs immediately hung down his Head, and could scarce raise it up; but, upon drinking twelve Pints of Water, he immediately started on his Feet, moved his Head freely, kept his Neck straight, and became more brisk and cheerful than before. But he had scarce sooner discharged the Water by Urine than he dropt down to the Ground, raised his Head no more, but died on the fourth Night half stupid, and nodding his Head. Hence it may be inferred, that Cantharides are principally prejudicial to the Head, and consequently highly improper in acute and inflammatory Disorders of that Part. But this Assertion must rather be confirmed by Experience, than established by Conjecture and Hypothesis. At Rome, in the Month of April, I took eight Ounces of Blood newly taken from a certain Patient. This Blood I divided into two Vessels. Immediately after Extraction I mixed a Scruple of powdered Cantharides with the Blood contained in one of the Vessels, and left that in the other without any Mixture at all. The Blood, mixed with the Cantharides, coagulated before that left without any Mixture; but afterwards assumed a livid black-
ish Colour, and a slender blackish Pellicle appeared on its Surface. At last over the whole Surface of the Blood appeared a large Number of Vesicles, which, when broken, discharged a blackish Serum, and soon after the Whole of the Blood was dissolved into a black, and somewhat livid, Serum. The Blood in the other Vessel, and which remained without the Addition of any thing, did not undergo the like Changes. In the same Month, after taking Blood from a certain feverish Patient, Bagliivi separated the Serum from the Blood, and mixed with the former a Scruple of the Powder of Cantharides. A little after the Mixture he observed, that the Powder was precipitated to the Bottom of the Vessel without communicating any Colour to the Serum, which only became more liquid, thin, and scarce afterwards to be coagulated.

Capers, Offic. The Goat. The Parts in Use of this Animal are the Blood, the Marrow, the Suet, the Milk, the Whey, the Stones in the Stomach, the Dung, the Urine, the Bladder, the Omentum, the Skin, and the Gall. The Blood is accounted alexipharmic, deoblivious, proper in Dysenteries, and calculated for resolving coagulated Blood, and dissolving the Stone. The Marrow is more acrid and dry, and consequently more efficacious, than that of other Animals. The Suet is a powerful diffusant, relieves those afflicted with Arthritic Pains, removes Stranguries, and allays Hemorrhoidal Pains. The Milk is of a nutritive and abstergent Quality, and esteemed proper for Hectic and Phthisical Patients, and such as are consumptive or emaciated. The Whey is preferable to that obtained from the Milk of any other Animal, as it is aperient, abstergent, attenuating, and laxative; and for that Reason used in Infusions for purging Melancholy. The Stones, found in the Stomach and Gall-Bladder, are said to be possessed of a resolvent and diaphoretic Quality. The Dung is of a heating, drying, abstergent, digerent, aperient, and acrid Nature; for which Reason it is principally used in hard Tumors of the Spleen and other Parts, Swellings of the Parotid Glands, Buboes, and for consolidating desperate Ulcers, as also in Dropies, and Sciatic Pains. When calcined, it makes a fine Powder, proper in all Cales where the Use of Detergents is indicated, such as an Allopecia and Ring-worms. Internally it is properly exhibited in Disorders of the Spleen, Jaundice, Obstructions of the Manges, and other Diseasés of a like Nature. The Urine is recommended above that of all other Animals for dissolving the Stone, and promoting a Discharge of Urine; for which Reason it is proper in a Dropy. The Urinary Bladder dried and reduced to a Powder is said to be a Medicine of peculiar Efficacy in an Incontinence of Urine. The Omentum applied hot allays and checks turbulent Motions of the Spirits; for which Reason it is very properly used in Colic Pains and a Mania. The Skin relieves Diarrhœæ, stops Hemorrhages, and especially that of the Noffris. The Gall is said to cure Quotidian Fevers.

Copa Alpina, Offic. The Chamois or Gems. It is frequently met with among the Alps, belonging to Switzerland, and the Country of the Grifons, being a Sort of wild Goat, in Shape and Size resembling the tame one, with short Horns, the Extremities of which are hooked. The Parts, used in Medicine, are the Blood, Fat, Liver, Gall, Dung, and the Ægagropila, or German Bexoer, which is a little Ball found in the Stomach of this Animal, which Some have pretended to be formed by the Dornicum, or Leopards Bane, or which
which this Animal feeds: But it is now certain that it confuits only of Hairs, which it swallows, and the like Balls are sometimes found in the Stomachs of Cows, Hogs, Boars, and other Animals. The fresh Blood of this Animal is a Cure for the Vertigo; the Fat is good for the Phthisis and Exulceration of the Lungs; the Liver stops a Looseness, the Gall clears the Eye of an Albugo, and helps a Nyctalopia. The Dung waftes and expels the Stone: And the Ægagrophila, besides its Virtues in almost all manner of Malignant Difeafes, is thought to procure an easy Delivery.

Capreolus, Offic. The Roe-Buck. It is found in Scotland. The Parts used in Medicine are the Rennet, Liver, Gall, and Dung. The Renent is good for a Diarrhœa and Dysentery, the Liver is supposed to sharpen the Sight, and stops an Haemorrhage, especially at the Noifris; the Gall clears the Face of Spots, the Eyes of Albugines, Films, and other Defects, helps the Ringing in the Ears, and mitigates the Tooth-Ach: The Dung cures the yellow Jaundice.

Castor, Offic. The Beaver. There are two Sorts of Castor, the Russian and the American; but the American is esteemed by Geoffroy of very little Value. The Castor or Beaver is an Animal which lives very much in the Water, and is furnished with two large Glands near the Anus, which separate an oily Liquor probably of the fame Ufe, as the oleous Glands about the fame Parts in Fowls, which supplies them with an unctuous Liquor, that they anoint their Feathers with, to preferve them from being too much affected with Water. Hence it has been fabled that this Animal, fenfible Hunters purfue him for the faire of his Tefficles, fometimes ftops and bites them off, leaving them to his Pursuers in order to fave his Life. For the Beaver, when hunted, and when just going into the Water, fre-
Excoriations of various sorts, and Ulcers.

Ulcers of the Intestines, that present in pretty, with it, as for provoking the Menstrual Discharge. That the Suet banishes Serpents from those who are anointed with it, as Dioscorides informs us, seems to be founded on the Perfusion, that the Stag, and all its Parts, are possessed of a Quality whereby they resist Poison. This Suet is also laid to be good for softening Tumors, coagulating Wounds, curing Chilblains, and alleviating Pains, even those of the Gout. It is also laid to be good for Hernias, Excoriations of the Perineum, and Freckles and Exulcerations of the Face.

It is a proper Ingredient in Clysters intended for the Cure of Fluxes and Dysenteries. The Oil distilled from this Suet is laid greatly to alleviate Arthritic Pains, if the Part affected is frequently anointed with it every day. According to Hoffman, when laid upon a Linen Cloth, melted at the Fire, and applied to the Gums, it surprizingly eases the Tooth-Ach, and extracts the Worms which create the Pain.

According to Ettmüller, "The Suet of the Stag is an excellent consolidating Medicine in superficial Excoriations. In a Falling down of the Jaws, let the Part be anointed with it warm, and gently put up. It is also an excellent Medicine for the Cooling of the Skin; as also for Fissures of the Hands and Feet produced by Cold. For it is of a more penetrating and resolvent Nature than any other pungious Substance. Dr. Neffor put one Drop of Stag's Suet in the Urine of any Patient who was thought to be dangerously ill. If this Drop subsided in the Urine, he pronounced the Case desperate; and, if it floated, he prognosticated a Recovery." Hipppocrates, in his Book de Morb. Mul. ordered melted Stags Suet, mixed with Oil of Roses, to be laid on Wool and put into the Pudenda, in Child-Bed-Women, when the Lochia were not discharged. The same Author recommends this Suet as a proper Ingredient in Peffaries against Exulcerations of the Uterus; and when, in order to provoke the Menstrual Discharge, acrid Peffaries have been used, he orders these to be laid aside, and the Suet of the Stag, melted in Wine...
Wine to be applied. As for the An-
cle Bone of the Stag, or the small
square Bone protruberating above the
Hoof, the Powder of it is by Some
highly commended against Dysenter-
ries, Colics, and the Stone. John-
son informs us, that Rheas recom-
meends the Brain of the Stag in Pains
of the Hips and Sides; as also for the
Cure of Fractures. The Skin of the
Stag is recommended against Strangu-
lations of the Uterus. When applied
to the Loins, it is said infallibly to
promote the Expulsion of the Fevers.
Burroughs recommends Stockings of it
against the Gout. The Shavings of
this Skin taken off with a Pumice
Stone, and triturated with Vinegar,
are said to be proper for anointing an
Erysipelas. The same put in Beds are
said to be a Remedy for an involun-
tary Discharge of Urine. The Lungs
of the Stag if used as an Aliment are
said to be of easy Digestion; and Pla-
ny informs us, that the Lungs and
Osophagus of this Animal, dried in
the Smoak, beat with Honey, or daily
taken in Wine, are good against a
Cough and Phthisis. The Stones,
found in the Stomach of a Stag, are
said to agree in Virtues with the Be-
zoar. But the Part of a Stag most-ce-
lebrated in Medicine is the Horns,
which when crude are said to shew
Putrefaction, correct Malady, and
to preserve the Texture of the Blood.
Hence it is used in the Small-Pox,
Measles, and malignant and putrid
Fever, but in these Intentions as well
as in all others where it is recommend-
ed, the Horns of the Buck are used
promiscuously with those of the Stag,
and must be equally effectual. Cal-
cined Hartthorn is generally recom-
meended against Putrefaction, for stop-
ning Fluxes and Haemorrhages, for
killing Worms, and exciting a Dia-
phoretis It is also recommended for
provoking the Menstrues, for curing the
Jaundice, Spittings of Blood, Ulcers,
and Defluxions of the Eyes. It is al-
to recommended for Dentifrices, and
against Pains of the Bladder, in con-
junction with Tragacanth. Some ab-
olutely reject calcined Hartthorn,
affirming that by the Calcination it is
reduced to a dead Earth, and deprived
of all Medicinal Virtue. Eternulier
tells us, "That it is a pure dead
Earth, which either as an Alexi-
pharmic, or Diaphoretic, produces
no Effect at all; except, perhaps,
in a very remote and accidental
Manner, by powerfully absorbing
the Acids of the Prime Vies; ren-
dering them insipid, or changing
them; and, by that Means, pre-
venting their Action on the Parts
of the Body. But in Diarrhoas,
or a Laxity of the Intestines, by
absorbing the Humidity, it produ-
ces good Effecte, and may there-
fore be properly exhibited in acute
Diforders, attended with Fluxes,
Haemorrhages, Vomiting, and a
Cholera. Where an Acid abounds
in the Intestines, it is also properly
prescribed; as it powerfully absorbs
Acidities, and various acid Hu-
mours." It is also properly exhib-
ted for expelling Worms of the In-
estines, especially those of Children.
Upon the whole calcined Hartthorn
seems to act as an alcaline Absorbent
only. Decotions of the Shavings of
Hartthorn uncalcined, in Water, may
prove beneficial, where the Acrimo-
ny of the Humours is to be corrected,
where the Constitution is dry, and
wants to be moistened, and where
Thirsis is to be allayed; but they are
more proper in Disorders arising from
Acidity, than in such as arise from
an alcalieent State in the Juices.
In some foreign Countries a Water is
distilled from the tender Horns of the
Stag, which is esteemed prodigiously
cordial, and is particularly celebrated
in the Disorders of Child-bed Women,
and for promoting the Expulsion of
the Fevers; but it is highly improba-
ble, that it should be possessed of any
more
more Virtues, than common distilled Water.

Chameleum, Offic. The Chameli-
on. The Gall, Heart, and the A-
nimal itself are used in Medicine. The Gall removes Scurfions. Pliny recommends the Heart against Quar-
tans, and Traithian recommends it against Epilepsies, and the Gout.

Cicada, Offic. The Baaln Cricket. This Insect is common in Italy, but
unknown in England. It is furnished with Wings, and is somewhat like a Cricket, very noisy, and living only
on Dew. In the Kingdom of Naples innumerable Multitudes of these In-
sects are continually fucking and feeding upon the round-leaved Sib-Stave,
from whose Wounds, by Effusion, proceeds Manna, as is said. These
Insects are fed, when dried, in Co-
lics; and are recommended to be eaten roasted, in Diforders of the Blad-
der. The Ashes of these, burnt, are said to wear away the Stone.

Citindela, Offic. The Glow-Worm. The whole Insect is fed, and is recom-
manded by Some against the Stone. Cardan acribes an anodyne
Virtue to it.

Ciconia, Offic. The Stork. This
Bird is seldom found in England. The Parts used in Medicine, besides
the whole Bird, are the Gall, Fat, Dung, and Craw. The Stork is a
remarkable Alepharmac, being sup-
posed a most excellent Remedy for all Kinds of Poifon, and especially the
Petifience; and also for Affections of the Nerves and Joints. The Gall
is recommended for Diseafes of the Eyes; the Fat is good to anoint
gouty and trembling Joints; the
Dung, drank in Water, is suppos-
to cure the Epilepsy and other Dise-
ares of the Head; and the Ventricle or Craw, dried and pulverized, is ac-
counted an extraordinary Secret in Diseafes where Poifon is concerned.

Coccus Poifonicus. This is a Nidus
of an Insect found adhering to the

Roots of the Polygonum cocceiforum, or
Polonian Knower, and is used in dy-
ing Scarlet. The learned Paulii in-
forms us, that the common People in
Silfe/feawallow every Year three Grains
of it, in order to prevent the Attack
of Fever; but he justly cenfures this
as a superfitious Practice, as it is not
attended with the propos'd Success.
The fame Author also brands, with
the odious Name of Superflitious, the
Practice of the credulous and giddy
Multitude, who, about the Middle
of the Day, on St. John's Eve, dig
up these Grains, in order to impress
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on their Shirts and Breast certain Cha-
racters, which they yield upon being
bruifed, thinking, by this Means, to
escape Falls, Contufions, Wounds,
the Bites of mad Dogs, and a large
Train of other Diseafes. But tho'
this learned Author affirms, that he
has just Caufe to deteft and condem
the internal Use of them, yet I see,
(fays Rieger) no Reafon why they
should be rejected for Medical Pur-
pofes, fince the whimsical Ufe, to
which superflitious Fools apply any
Medicine, can never rob it of its real
and inherent Virtue. This he is the
rather inclined to think, because the
Coccus Poifonicus, is found from
Experience to have the fame Ef-
cifacy in Medicines as the Kermes,
and may be safely used as a Succefa-
num to them. They are not, how-
ever, as yet, received into the Shops.
If in Caifes of this Nature, Conjeftures
are pardonable, I am inclined to think,
that the Cocc Poifonicus, if subject'ed to
the fame Chymical Aaylisis as the
Kermes, would yield the fame Prin-
ciples, and Dcovery themfelves to be of
a fimilar Nature.

Cochinilla, or Coccinilla, Offic.
Cochineal. This is an Insect gene-
rated in, and feeding upon, the Ficus
Indica major, larvae, fucc non ipinofa,
Verniculaf, gus Cochinnilla vacant,
preferens, Plun. Phytof. which
grows plentifully in New Spain, and
Mexico,
Mexico. It is esteemed greatly cardiac, sudorific, and alexipharmic, and is said to cure all Fevers however malignant; it is therefore often given in the Plague and Petechical Fevers. Geoffroy says, that Cochineal is used in all the same Intentions with Cheremes. I have no Reason to believe these Infects to be possessed of any considerable Medicinal Virtues. They are principally employed in giving a red Colour to Tinctures.

*Cochlea terrestris*, Limax terrestris, Offic. *Cochlea testacea*, Schrod. The Snail. Snails are said to refrigerate, incrustate, conduplicate, lenify, and to be agreeable to the Nerves and Lungs. Hence they are used against Coquies, Consumptions, Spitting of Blood, and other Affectios of the Lungs; against a hot Intemperance of the Liver, and a Colic. Externally, they maturate, and break Carbuncles, conduplicate Wounds, particularly of the Nervous Parts, heal Ulcers, mitigate Inflammations, restrain Hæmorrhages, and make Hydroptical Tumours of the Bellie and Seroctum to subside. The Shells act as Absorbents; but when calcined are a sort of Lime.

*Cochlea minor ex latea & nigro va­riegata*, Offic. The Paris Garden Snail. This is frequent in the Gardens at Paris, the Shell is used in Collyria.

*Cochlea aquatica*, Offic. The Water Snail or Periwinkle. This agrees in Virtues with the common Snail.

*Columba*, Offic. The Pigeon, or Dove. The Parts in Use are, the living Pigeon, the Blood, the Coat of the Stomach, and the Dung. The live Pigeon, dissected in the Middle, and applied to the Head, while the Blood is hot, mitigates the Violence of the Humours, and discusses Melancholy and Sadness; whence it is a very convenient Remedy in the Phrensy, Head aitch, Me-

lancholy, and the Gout. The warm Blood infilled into the Eyes, helps Pain and Lippitude, discusses Cataracts and stagnated Blood, cures recent Wounds, has a peculiar Virtue in stopping an Hæmorrhage from the Membranes of the Brain, and mitigates the Pains of the Gout. The Coat of the Stomach, dried and pulverized, is recommended in the Dyfentery. The Dung is violently heating; on which account it is caustic, and difficient, and excites a Redness of the Skin, by attracting the Blood therewith; whence it is of frequent Use in stimulating Plasters, and Cataplasmes. Triturated and sifted, and applied with the Seed of Cresles, it relieves inveterate Disorders, as the Gout, Hemicrania, Vertigo, Head-ach, and others; internally it wals the Stone, and provokes Urine.

*Coutba*, Offic. Shell Fifth. This is a general Name comprehending a great many Sorts of Shell Fifth. The Shells of these Fifth, in general, are drying, absorbent, correcting, and precipitating. For which Purposes, those beat to a fine Powder are preferable to those levigated on a Marble with Water, which are commonly called Concha Preparatae. What are usually kept in the Shops under this Title, are the Shells of Muscles, and are recommended for exciting a Diaphoresis in Intermittent Fevers, if a Scruple, or half a Dram is exhibited, about an Hour before the Paroxysm, in Carduium Water, or that of the lesser Centaury; ordering the Patient at the same Time to be kept warm, in order to encourage a Diaphoresis. But, when the Shells are calcined, they become Lime, and do not absorb and correct, but stimulate and resolve, in consequence of the Acrimony they have acquired by Calcination. In this Case they are so far from correcting the Acrimony of the Juices, that they rather increase the Heat of the Stomach and Fauces.
Olaus Wormius, in his *Museum*, informs us, that the Ashes of Shell-Fish are poifefled of a caufic Quality; that they are recommended againft Leprofies, Freckles, and Spots of the Skin; that when they are previously washed, like Lime, they cure Ulcers, and Erupitions on the Head; and that, in the Netherlands, they are used as a Cure for the Haemorrhoids. *Pline* describes their detergent Quality in the following Words: "The Ashes of the Shells of Fih, if ufed by way of Ointment, with Honey, remove Spots in the Faces of Women in seven Days time, render the Skin smooth, and on the eighth the Part is to be anointed with White of Eggs."

_Concha Venerea_, or _Veneris_. This is what we call _Venus's_ Shell. It is a Fih whose Shell is univalve, wretched, and has a small longitudinal and denticulated Chink or Aperture in it. That this Species of Shell Fih was ufed by the Ancients, as an Aliment, we read in _Seneca_, Epift. 95. _Rondeletius_ informs us, that they are good to remove Fluxes, and cure Ulcers of the Uterus. Excellent Dentifrices are prepared from this Species of Shell; which is also ufeful for curing Ulcers in the Canthus of the Eye, and the Fistula Lachrymalis. It is remarkably drying, without exciting any Heat. _Wormius_ informs us, that he has heard Spoons of these Shells highly commended for curing the Chin-Cough in Children, if they sup Broths, or other proper Liquors with them. The Powder of these Shells is poifefled of an absorbent drying Quality, and is faid to be a Cure for the Venus.

_Carnix_, Offic. The Carrion Crow. The Dung of this Bird is ufed, which, taken in Wine, is recommended for the Cure of a Dysentery.

_Corvus_, Offic. The Raven. Young Ravens, calcined to Ashes, are re­commended againft the Epilepsy, Gout, and that Species of Leprofies, called _Alphus_. The Brain is also taken notice of among the Remedies for an Epilepsy. The Fat and Blood are faid to render the Hair black. The Dung, fuspended about the Necks of Children, is reported to ease their Coughs, and procure them an easy Dentition.

_Coturnix_, Offic. The Quail. The Fat is faid to be good for Specks in the Eyes; and as this Bird is reported to feed upon Hellebore, the Dung is reckoned a kind of a Specific in an Epilepsy.

_Crabro_, Offic. The Hornet. It is recommended in a Drench for that Diforder in a Hore, which _Vegetius_ calls _Scrofula_, meaning, I believe, what we call the Strangles. The Sting of the Hornet is extremely troublefome, making the Part affected to swell very much, with an excefsive Pain. I fhould apprehend, that An­othing it with Oil of Olives would be the moft effectual Remedy.

_Crango_, Offic. The Prawn. This Fih is reckoned extremely nourishing, and therefore good in Consump­tions.

_Crocodilus_, Offic. The Crocodile. This is found in the River _Ganges_, the _Nile_, and other large Rivers. The Blood and Fat of this Animal are ufed. The Blood is faid to clear the Sight; and the Fat is recommended for Wounds and Cancers.

_Cuculus_, Offic. The Cuckow. The whole Bird and its Dung are ufed in Medicine. The Bird, burnt whole, is recommended for the Gravel, Pains of the Stomach, and excefsive Humidity of the fame Part. It is given with good Succef also in the Pa­roxyms of Fevers. The Dung of the Cuckow drank, as is faid, cures the Bite of a Mad Dog.

_Cuniculus_, Offic. The Rabbit. The whole Animal, its Fat, and Brains are ufed. A Rabbit, calcined whole, is faid to cure a Quinley, or In-
Inflammations of the Fauce. The Fat is used for resolving the Indurations of the Tendons and Joints, and the Brains are said to resist Poisons.

Cynicus, Office. The Swan. The Fat of the Swan is used, which is esteemed emollient, attenuating, and lenient, and is therefore said to be good for the Piles, and Indurations of the Utens. Mixed with Wine, it removes Freckles of the Skin, if these are anointed with it. The Skin of a Swan is sometimes directed to be applied to the Parts affected with a Rheumatism. It is thought to fortify the Nerves and Stomach, to dispel Flatulencies, and to assist Digestion when applied to the Stomach.

Dama, Office. The Fallow-Deer. As this Animal lives entirely on Vegetables and Water, the Salts are not highly exalted; nor is it much inclined to alkaline Putrefaction, on account of its Aliment. But the habitual Exercise of the Animal exalts and volatilizes the Salts in some degree. The Venison of a Deer, killed when cool, differs very much from that of one killed when heated with Exercise. The Fibres of the first are more hard, the Fleat more tough, and consequent-ly less easily dissolvable in the Stomach. The second is more tender, more dissolvable, but has a greater Tendency to alkaline Putrefaction; which, however, may be, in a great measure prevented, by suffering the Deer to bleed plentifully when killed; as the Fews were directed to do with respect to all Sorts of Beasts and Fowls in Leviticus. The recent Blood of this Deer, drank immediately after being taken from the Vein, is said to remove Dizaints of the Head. The Gall is supposed to be detereive, to cure Dimnens of the Sight, and take away Films of the Eyes. The Liver is recommended against a Diarrhœa, and the Horns agree in Virtues with Harthorn.

Delphinus, Office. The Dolphin. This is found in the British Ocean, and in other Places. The Belly, Liver, Ashes, and Fat are used. The Belly dried, triturated, and exhibited in some proper Liquor, is said to cure Splenetic Patients. It is asserted, that the Liver roasted, and used with other Aliments, perfectly cures Territ and Quartan Fevers; as also that Species of nocturnal Fever known by the Name of Typhus. The Ashes are, by Pliny, enumerated among the Medicines which cure the Ringworm and Lepro¬fies. According to the same Author, the Fat melted, and drunk with Wine, cures Dropical Patients.

Ethimus. The Hedge-Hog. This Animal is found in Thickets, and Hedges. What is used in Medicine, are the whole Animal, the Liver, the Feet, and the Ventricle. The Hedge-Hog boiled, or burnt to Ashes, helps an involuntary Discharge of Urine, is grateful to the Stomach, and excites Excretions by Urine and Stool; externally it cures the Atopemia being rubbed on the Part. The Liver, or the Body dried, and taken in Oxymel, is effectual in Nephritic Disorders, and cures a Cachexy, Dropfy, Con¬vulsions, and Elephantiasis, and dries up Rheums in the Viscera. The Fat is most successfully used in a Hemia. The Membrane or Coat of the Ven¬tricle is recommended for the Colic. The Decoction or Broth of the Fleat is very serviceable in the Dropfy, by provoking Urine.

Elephas, Office. The Elephant. The two large Teeth in the superior Jaw are the Parts of the Elephant principally used in Medicine, as well as Mechanics. It is called Ebrm, Office. Ivory. It is a Refrigerant, and Drier; is moderately astringent, incising, and a Strengthen of the Viscera. It flops Uterine Hemorrhages, affords Relief in the Jaundice, expels Worms, is good for inveterate Obstructions, cures Pains and Weak¬ness of Animals.
Eruca, Infeva writes, StruClure, The Blood is mixed with Syrup, and kept in Barrels, and the whole Fish, as well as its Pickle, are used in Medicine. The Fish pickled is applied like Herrings to the Stomach with its volatile and saline solid, and much thicker and rounder than are contained therein.

Eguus, or Equus. Offic. The Horse, or Mare. The Parts used in Medicine are, the Blood, Rennet, Milk, Dung, Warts, (Lichen) Tefticles, Fat, Hoofs, Hairs, Saliva, Teeth, the Stone found in the Stomach, or Intestines, which, for its Figure and Structure, consisting of Laminae, is not unlike the West-Indian Bezoar. The Blood is mixed with Cautics and Septics. The Rennet, called Hippocele, is particularly serviceable in the Coeliac Passion, and the Dysentery. The Milk is thought to be good in the Epilepsy, Phthisis, Cough, and Althma. The Dung, used externally, flops Hæmorrhages, and expels the dead Child, and Secundines. Internally, it is exhibited in the Colic, Strangulation of the Uterus, Pleurifie8, and also for the Expulsion of the dead Child, and After-Birth; where that of a Stone Horse is most effectual. The Warts are particularly recommended in Hysterics, and for the Stone and Epilepsy. The Tefticles are a present Remedy for expelling the Secundines, and are recommended in Colics. The Fat is used to good Purpofe in anointing Luxations; and the Hairs reprefs an Hæmorrhage; the Saliva, or Spume of the Mouth, drunk for three Days, cures a Cough, and mitigates the violent Heat of the Fauces. The Teeth, when they first begin to appear, are said to facilitate Dentition in Infants. The Stone, called the Hippolitus, is suppofed to be endowed with the same Virtues with the West-Indian Bezoar.

Eguus marinus, Offic. The Sea Horse. The Parts used in Medicine are, the Pizzle, which is a round, bony, Substance, a Cubit, or more in Length, thick, ponderous, and solid, and much thicker and rounder at the End, near the Glans; and the Teeth, which are great, long, thick, ponderous, hollow, and white. The Pizzle, pulverized, is used to expel the Stone. The Teeth for Service and Value are compared to Ivory, and are made into various Forms, as into Rings for the Cramp, and for other Purpofes.

Eruca, Offic. The Caterpillar. This is the Fatus of a Sort of a Butterfly, and undergoes the fame Metamorphosis as the Silk Worm, and at length passes into a Butterfly. There are many Species; but that, which ought to be used in the Shops, is an Insect known to every body, that feeds upon Cabbage Leaves. Caterpillars bruised, or the Powder of them, raffe a Blifter like Cantharides, and take off the Skin. Moustet says, they will cause the Teeth to fall out of their Sockets; and Hippocrates writes, that they are good for a Quinsey.

Formica, Offic. The Ant. This is a small, oblong, red, or blackish Insect, armed with a Sting, and living in Swarms. The Male is winged, the Female destitute of Wings. The Animal and its Eggs are used in Medicine. They are heating and drying. Their acid Smell mightly refreshes the Vital Spirits. They are said to cure the Pforta, Lepra, and Lentigo. The Eggs are effectual against
Gallus. The Name of a Sea-Fish, called also "Mytelus Spinax," Offic. The Hound-Fish, falsely called Seal. It is an Inhabitant of the cavernous Places of the Sea; and its rough Skin is of Use to Artificers in polishing, Alabaster, Marble, and other things. The Flesh is highly alcalecent, and consequently proper where Acidity is abound.

Gal!ina aquatica, Offic. The common Water Hen, or Moor Hen. It is generally found in Fish-Ponds. The Parts used in Medicine are, the Craw, the Feathers, and their Ashes. The Craw is recommended in the Asthma; the Smoke of the Feathers is supposed to be good for Hysterick Fits, and their Ashes dry up old Ulcers and Fritulas.

Gal!ina domestica, Gal!us, Offic. The Cock and Hen. The Parts used are, the whole Bird, the Brain, the Coats of the Ventricle or Craw, the Testicles, the Gall, the Fat, the Throat, the Dung, and the Eggs. An Hen slit, and applied to the Head while the Blood is hot, is of good Effect in the Prenyly, Cephalalgia, and other Disorders of that Part. It is also said to cure the Bites of venomous Animals, being used in the same Manner. Laid on a Carbuncle, it draws out the Poison; and, what deserves Observation, stops an Haemorrhage in recent Wounds, being applied thereto. The living Hen, strip of its Feathers about the Ass, and applied, extracts the Poison of Buboes. The Brain is of an incrafftating Quality, and stops Fluxes. The inner Coat of the Ventricle, extracted, dried, and pulverized, has a Virtue of binding and strengthening the Stomach, and, by that Means, of restraining Vomiting and Fluxes of the Belly; and is, also, a Lithontriptic. The Gall detegres Spots in the Skin, being rubbed thereon, and is good for the Eyes. The Fat of Hens and Capons heats, moistens, mollifies, and is lenitive, and of a middle Nature between the Fats of a Swine and a Goofe, correcting Acrimony. It is of Use in Fissures of the Lips, Pains of the Ears, and Pustules of the Eyes. The Dung is said to perform all the same Effects as Pigeons Dung, tho' in an inferior Degree; but it is particularly useful in Pains of the Colon and Uterus. It is, also, efficacious in the Jaundice, Stone, and Suppression of Urine; the white Part of the Dung is observed to be the best. The Ashes dry up Acors of the Head, and other running Sores, being sprinkled thereon. The brown Part of the Dung consolidates an Exulceration of the Bladder. The Eggs afford, for Medicinal Uses, the Shells, Membranes, Albumen, and Yolk. The Shells are Lithontriptic; and are endued with the Virtue of inducing, a tartarous Musilage. The Membranes have a diuretic Quality, used either inwardly or outwardly, and are applied to the Prepuce of Infants. The Albumen is refrigerating, astringent, and agglutinating, and is of frequent Use in Redness of the Eye, and in Conglutination of Wounds (with the common Bole). In Fractures, and the like Cases, it is, also, of Service for Antileumia; Hippocrates exhibited three or four Whites of Eggs to Persons in a Fever, as a Refrigerant, and Expellent. The Yolk of an Egg has an anodyne, maturating, digesting, and relaxing Virtue. For which Reasons, it is a very frequent Ingredient in Clysters, and, mixed with a little Salt, is usually applied, in the Shell of a Walnut, to the Navel of Infants, to provoke Excretion of the Feces. The White of a new laid Egg, raw, pretty much resembles the Serum of the Blood, and is the Nutriment, from which all the solid Parts
of the Chicken is formed. Hence it is, perhaps, the very best Nutriment, where a Weakness of the Digestive Organs prevails. The best Way of taking it, is, to beat it up with a little Sugar, and drink it with equal Parts of Milk and Water.

**Gallinago. Offic. The Woodcock.**
The Athes of this Bird, burnt, are said to be lithotriptic. The Woodcock, considered as a Food, is said to be nourishing, strengthening, and restorative. The Salts of this Bird are highly exalted by their habitual Exercise, which renders it a very proper Aliment, where there is a Redundance of Acid.

- The *Gallinago minor*, is the Snipe or Sute, which agrees with the preceding in Virtues, except that it is more easily digested, and esteemed more delicate to the Taste.

**Gallinago. Offic. The Great Plover.**
This is found about watery Places, and the Gall is used, which is said to be good in Diforders of the Eyes. A jelly, made of the Flesh of this Bird, is by Some esteemed an Antileptic.

**Gobius. Offic. The Gudgeon.** This Fish is very nutritive, produces good Juice, is easy of Digestion, and provokes Urine. Several Authors affirm, that People recovering from Sickness may eat it. It contains much Oil and volatile Salt.

**Gobius niger. Offic. The Sea Gudgeon, or Rock Fish.** It is taken among the Rocks by the Sea Shore. Broiled and eaten without Salt, it cures the Dysentery, Lientery, and Tenefinas. It is said to be good for the Bites of Serpents and Dogs.

**Graculus. Offic. The Cornish Chough.** This Bird is found in Cornwall, and many other Places. Externally applied it is said to resolve Tumors, and to be good against Scrophulus Swellings.

**Grus, Offic. The Crane.** The Whole of this Bird, its Fat, its Gall, its Head, its Eyes, its Stomach, and the Marrow of its Legs, are used. Its Fat, if dropt into the Ears, lessens Deafness, softens Hardness, and obliterates Tumors of the Spleen. It quickly relieves a Stiffness of the Neck, and is said to be of the same Nature with the Fat of a Goose. The Gall is beneficial to the Eyes. The Head, Eyes, and Stomach, when reduced to a Powder, are sprinkled upon Fistulae, Cancers, and varicose Ulcers. An Ophthalmic Ointment is prepared of Marrow of the Legs.

**Grillus. Offic. The Cricket.** This is an Insect with Wings, of a rufly Colour, an Inhabitant of the Fire, and highly officious with its squeaking Notes. The Athes of it exhibit ed are said to be diuretic. The expressed Juice, dropt into the Eyes, is a Remedy for Weakness of the Sight, and alleviates Diforders of the Tol files, if rubbed on them.

**Hale. Offic. The Herring.** The Parts of this Fish, used in Medicine, are the Vessicles, called Animæ, and the entire Fish. The Animæ are said to excite Urine, taken internally. Salted Herrings are sometimes applied to the Soles of the Feet in Fevers, with an Intent to derive the Humors from the Head, and mitigate the febrile Heat. The Pickle of Herrings is used in Clysters, for Pains in the Hips, and a Drop sty. Externally applied, it cleanses festid Ulcers, stops the Progress of a Gangrene, and dissipates furious Swellings. It is, also, of Service in a Quinzy, if the Parts affected are anointed with this and Honey, mixed together.

**Hirudo. Sanguisuga. Offic. The Leech.** There are two Sorts of Leeches, found in fresh flagminating Waters. The smaller of these are preferred for Medicinal Purposes, as making a less Wound, and consequently more easy to stop. They are
are only used for taking away Blood, and with this View they are applied to the Temples, under the Ears, to the Anus, Feet, Arms, and many other Parts.

Hirundo, Offic. The Swallow. The whole Bird, its Heart, Blood, Nest, and Dung, are used in Medicine. Swallows, with their Young, burnt to Ashes, are a Specific in the Epilepsy, and for Dullness of Sight, and Lippitude, if made into a Litus with Honey; they also cure the Quinsy, and Inflammations of the Uvula. The Blood is thought to be of singular Benefit to the Eyes. The Nest helps the Quinsey, and cures Redness of the Eyes, and heals the Bite of a Viper, if applied to the Place. The Dung heats mightily, and discousses, being of an acrimonious Quality. It is of excellent Service against the Bite of a mad Dog, in the Colic, and Nephritick Disorders, and excites the Belly to Excretion. Celitus tells us that it was commonly said, "That whoever eats a young Swallow, shall be free from all Danger of a Quinsey for a whole Year."

Hirundo indica, Offic. The Indian Swallow. It is found in the maritime Places of China. Its Nest, which is the Part used in Medicine, is of an hemispherical Figure, of the Size of a Goose's Egg, pellucid, and in Substance resembling the Thespycolia. In China these Nests are esteemed delicious Food.

Hirundo riparia, Offic. Schrod. The Sand Martin. The whole Bird and its Blood are used in Medicine, which agree in Virtue with the common Swallow.

Homo, Man, is not only the Subject of Medicine, but contributes with his Body to the Materia Medica. Officialis Simplexes, furnished from the Parts of the Human Body, whilst alive, are the Hairs, Nails, Saliva, Ear-Wax, Sweat, Milk, Menes, Secundines, Urine, Blood, and the Membrane which covers the Head of the Fœtus. The Hair is recommended for the Production of Hairs, for the Jaundice, Luxations, and for Stopping an Hamorrhage. The Nails are said to provoke Vomiting, and to be an Hydragogue in Dropfies. The Salvia of a Man falling is recommended against venomous Bites, as those of Serpents, a mad Dog, and the like. The Ear-Wax is said to be a present Remedy in the Colic; outwardly used, it cures the Stings of Scorpions, conglutinates Wounds, and Fissures, and Cuts in the Skin. The Sweat is said to be effectual against the Scrobula, if it be mixed with the Herb and Root of Mullein, and wrapped up in the Leaf, and so applied to the Place. The Mænstrual Blood, of the first Flux, dried, is commend- ed, taken inwardly, for the Stone, and the Epilepsy: Externally used, it eases the Pains of the Gout. It is also said to be of Service in the Perilence, Ablomias, and Carbuncles. It cures the Erythelas, and cleanseth the Face from Pustules. The Secun- dines are exotol for removing frumentous Tumors in the Throat, against the Epilepsy, and for validating the Effects of Philtera, or Love Potions; for extinguishing a Mole and a dead Fœtus, and for destroying noxious Vermin. The Urine heats, dries, resolves, subdues, discousses, cleanses, refists Putrefactions; and is, therefore, of principal Service in Obstructions of the Liver, Spleen, Gall-Bladder, in the Dropy, Jaundice, and as a Prefervative against the Plague. Outwardly used, it dries the Habir, dissolves Tumours, cleanses Wounds, even though poisoned, prevents a Gangrene, loosens the Belly, subdues Scurf from the Head, mitigates the Paroxysm of Fevers, cures Exulcerations of the Ears, cures Redness of the Eyes, removes Tremblings of the Limbs, discousses Tu-
mors of the Uilenia, and eases Pains of the Spleen. There is prepared of it a Sal Ammoniacæ, which is an artificial straited Salt, made into Cakes, of a white Colour, and of a bitterish pungent Taste. The Method of Preparation is, by boiling together Urine, Soot, and common Salt: Chase what is pure and white. There seem to be some Footsteps of a natural Sal Ammoniacæ, in Dioscorides, Pliny, and other ancient Authors, who describe it, as found under the Sands of Lybia; but no such thing is to be found in the Shops at present; nor is it known what it was. The Blood, drunk recent and hot, is said to be effectual against the Epilepsy, if the Patient afterwards uses the vehement Motion of running till he sweats. It stops all Sorts of Hæmorrhages. Used outwardly, it also retires all Eruptions of Blood, and especially from the Nose. The Membrane which sometimes surrounds the Head of the Fetus, is said to be of extraordinary Efficacy against the Pains of the Colic. Official Simples, taken from the Human Carcafe, are the Mummy, which is a refinous, hardened, black shining Surface, of a somewhat acrid and bitterish Taste, and of a fragrant Smell. Under the Name of Mummy are comprehended, first, the Mummy of the Arabians, which is a Liquament, or concreted Liqueur, obtained in Sepulchres, by Exudation from Carcafes embalmed with Aloes, Myrrh, and Balsam. If this Mummy could be procured right and genuine, it would be preferable to the other Sorts. The second Kind of Mummy is the Egyptian, which is a Liquament of Carcafes, season'd with Piffaferphalus. A third Substance, which goes by the Name of Mummy, is a Carcafe torrid under the Sand, by the Heat of the Sun; but such a one is seldom to be met with in our Country. The other Parts useful in Medicine are, the Fat, Bones, Mar-

row, and Cranium. Mummy resolves coagulated Blood, and is said to be effectual in purging the Head, against pungent Pains of the Spleen, a Cough, Inflation of the Body, Obstructions of the Mensæ, and other Uterine Affections. Outwardly, it is of Service for consolidating Wounds. The Fat strengthens, diffuses, eases Pains, cures Contraction, mellifies the Hardness of Circatrices, and fills up the Pits left by the Meals. The Bones, dried, diffuse, aringe, flop all Sorts of Fluxes; and are therefore useful in a Catarrh, Flux of the Mensæ, Dysentery, and Lientery; and mitigate Pains of the Joints. The Marrow is highly commended for Contraction of the Limbs. The Cranium is found by Experience, to be good for Diseaes of the Head, and particularly for the Epilepsy; for which Reason, it is an Ingredient in several anti-epileptic Compositions.

Hystrix, Offic. The Porcupine. It is found in the Province of Caragu, and is of the Size of a Pig eight Months old. The Parts used in Medicine, are the whole Animal, and the Stone, called Pedro del Porce, found in the Gall Bladder, called also, by the various Names of Bezoar Hisricum, Lapis Hisricis, Lapis Macracenis, Lapis Porcinus, Mont. Exot. and Lapis feu Pila Hisricis, Ind. Med. This Part is rather to be called an Æagropila, than a Stone, as consisting of a woolly Kind of Fibres, and a reddish, bitterish, and friable Matter, with its Outside covered in some Parts, with a kind of blackish Scales, like Nails. It has neither Laminæ nor Membranes, and is neither ponderous nor smooth, like the Bezoar, but light, and somewhat like the Æagropila. This Animal seems to be possesed of the same Virtues as the Hedge-hog. Dr. Tancred Robinson observes, that it is esteemed an excellent Alexipharmic.
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Icbneumon, Offic. The Egyptian Rat. The Part of this Animal principally used in Medicine is the Dung, which, together with Mustard Seed, and Vinegar, is esteemed a good Topic in the Gout; and is said to be sudorific, to be good for the Colic, and venemous Bites, and to purify the Blood.

Ichthyoscilla, Offic. The Isinglass-Fish. The Glue of this Fish, commonly called Isinglass, is used, and is of a yellowish Substance, made up in a spiral Form, of a glutinous Consistence, and of no Smell. It is prepared of the Skin, Intestines, Stomach, Fins, and Tail of this Fish, in the following Manner. The Parts of the Fish, when cut in small Pieces, are macerated in a sufficient Quantity of Water: Then they are boiled over a slow Fire, to the Consistence of a Poul'tice; after which they are to be moistened, and spread into Pellicules, before they become cold, and reduced to a hard Mass. This Substance, according to Schroder, is of a drying, incensing, and, in some measure, of an emollient Quality. It infiluates the Blood, and is of an anodyne Nature. It is used in Exulcerations of the Lungs and Fauces, and in a Fluor Albus; it is exhibited with Success. Some also prescribe it in Dysenteries. It is of a conglutinating Nature, when externally applied.

Julus, Offic. The Gally-Worm. This is a terrestrial Insect, furnished with many Anuli, or Rings, and creeping on many Legs, and rolling itself up, when touched. It is common in Gardens. Charlton recommends it, taken in Wine, against the Jaundice, and Difficulty of Urine.

Kermes, fave Chermes, Ind. Med. Graina Chermes & Coccus Baphisca, Offic. Chermes, Grana Tinctorum, Coccus Baphisca, Coccum infestarium, Mont. Exot. Kermes Berries. This Grain is found adhering to the Bran-ches, but rarely to the Leaves, of the Flex auricata cocculandifera. It is of a spherical Figure, as large as a Pea, or Lentil, smooth, shining, and of a blackish brown Colour. After the most diligent Scrutinies of the Naturalists into this Matter, tis now certain, that the Production of this Grain is owing to a certain Insect, or small Worm; and that it is, in Reality, nothing but a certain Nidus, or Follicle, filled with the numerous Progeny of that Animalcule. Mar-figlio affirms, that the Substance of Kermes Grains is richly impregnated with a volatile Salt, of an alkaline Nature. M. Geoffroy also, upon dil-filling Kermes Grains by the Retort, obtained urinous and volatile Liquors; which, when poured into the Tincture of Turn-sole, produced no Change, but tinged the Tinctures of Roses and Violets with a greenish Colour. From one Pound of Kermes he obtained half an Ounce of pure concreted volatile Salt, and about a Dram or two contaminated with a yellowish Oil. A large Quantity of fetid Oil was yielded, which was not black, but of a deep yellow Colour, and thick like Butter. Hence he concludes, that the Principles of the Kermes can be more properly compared to nothing, than to the Products yielded by crude Silk, when chymically examined. As for the Medicinal Virtues of the Kermes, Dioscorides describes them in the following Manner: This Substance is of an infiluating Quality; and, when triturated with Vinegar, is highly proper for anointing Wounds, and for cut Nerves. Matthiolus, from Galen, informs us, that the Kermes is possessed of an astringent, and, at the same time, of a bitter, Quality, both of which dry without creating Pain. For which Reason it is proper in large Wounds, especially those of the Nerves; and for this Purpose Some triturate it with Vinegar, and Others
with Oxyme. Pliny informs us, that it is to be laid upon recent Wounds, triturated with Vinegar; upon the Eyes, when affected with Defluxions, triturated with Water; and to be dropped into inflamed Eyes. From these Passages it is obvious, that the Antients thought Kermes proper in Cares where the Use of astringent, and consequently of infiltrating and repelling, Medicines was indicated. The Moderns, with the Arabians, ascribe a highly corroborating and cordial Quality to the Kermes. The Cloth dyed with these Grains, commonly called Crimson, or Scarlet Cloth, is also highly extolled, on account of these Qualities, and is, for that Reason, used not only for bringing forth the Measles, by wrapping the Patient in it, but also for corroborating the Heart, by the Application of Epithems, wrapped up in it, to the Region of the Organ. The Application of a Piece of this Cloth is also thought good for curing Venereal Baboes. Schroder, in his Pharmacopoeia, informs us, that it is a common Practice to tie a filken Thread of this Colour about the Parts affected with an Erypselas, in order to remove that Difterner.

Simon Pauli, in his Quadrupartitum Botanicum, affirms, that the Eruption of the Measles is greatly promoted in Children, by wrapping them up in this Cloth; and that he has seen it successfully applied, by Men of Skill, to Venereal Baboes. For preventing Abortion, and strengthening the Fetus, some Women use, as an infallible Remedy, a Belt of this Sort of Cloth next their Skins, all the Time of their Gestation. Others use the like Belt for suppressing an immediate Flux of the Menstrues and Haemorrhoids. Ludovici, in his Pharmacopoeia, intimates, that these external Applications are none of the best and most effectual. "To add, " says he, the Knaps of Scarlet Cloth

...to medicated Bags and Epithems, " is a Practice more oftentimes than useful: To tie up bleeding Parts " with a Scarlet Thread, or to oilly " cit the Eruption of the Measles " by wrapping the Patient in Scarlet " Cloth, seems a Practice only worr- " thy of ignorant Women." And Hoffman, in his Clav. Schrod. informs us, that, when Scarlet Cloth is used for promoting the Eruption of the Measles, the Effect must rather be produced by the Force of the Patient's Imagination, than any expulsive Virtue lodged in the Cloth itself. Nor, according to Lenzonius, does a Scarlet filken Thread, tied about the Part, remove the Erypselas. If we consider that the Principles, which compose an Animal Body, have a Tendency to an alcalifescent Disposition; if also we consider that the Animalcules of the Kermes Grain, as yet, retain some Properties of the Substant by which they were nourished, especially the astringent Qualities peculiar to the Juice of the Shrub, we cannot deny that the Kermes Grains contain very considerable Virtues, which is indicated by their bitter and astringent Taste; in consequence of which Quality it is corroborating, and calculated for removing the Laxity of the Fibres, and correcting the Peccancy of the alcescent Humours. It is also obvious, that the aline alcaline Substances it yields in a Chymical Distillation, are proper in Disorders, where an Acid is to be corrected and subdued. Hence 'tis evident, whether we use the alcaline Salts produced by the Fire, or the unchanged Substance of the Grains, that they are only to be commended as excellent Corroboratives, and Cordials, in particular Cares; but not in every Case indiscriminately, and without having a Regard to the predominant Fault in the Constitution. Hence the Reason is plain, why the Powder of Kermes Grains,
Grains, in a poached Egg, with the Addition of a little Frankincense, or Mattick, is successfully used by the Italian and Portuguese Women, for preventing a Miscarriage; and why, according to Clusius, the Powder of Kermes is properly exhibited to the Women of Manipur in difficult Labours, and Loss of Strength. For by corroborating Medicines Abortion is prevented, where the Fibres, in too lax a State, are to be braced, that they may not lose what ought to be retained. The Expulsion of the Fetus, on the other hand, is promoted by increasing the contractile expulsive Force of the Parts, which depends on the Corroboration of their constituent Fibres. As for the Medicinal Virtues of Scarlet, or any other red Cloth, the deeper the Cloth is tinged with a strong and lively red, the more powerfully it reflects the Heat sent from the Part to which it is applied. Hence its Medicinal Effects are owing to its heating Quality; since it neither absorbs nor dissipates, but powerfully reflects the Heat it receives. The same is applicable to the Scarlet Silk Threads.

_Laterius_, Offic. The Lizard, or Eft. It lives in Caverns, and Ruins, and desolate Places. The large green Lizard is esteemed above the rest; but, this being rarely found in these Countries, what we say is to be understood of the common Lizard. Being cut in Pieces, or bruised, especially the Head, and applied with Salt, it extracts Splinters, Pieces of Glass, and the like, out of the Flesh. The Flesh, or the Ashes of it, burnt, made into a _Litus_, with Fat, cure an _Alopecia_. It is also good against the Sting of a Scorpion, and the Bite of other venomous Creatures.

_Lateria viridis_, Aldrov. de Quad. Ovip. The green Lizard. It is larger than the common Lizard, and found in Ireland. The Animal itself is used, and agrees in Virtues with the preceding.

_Lacertus aquatilis_, Offic. _Salamandra aquatica_, Rali Symp. The Water Eft. It is found in flagrant Waters. The Powder is good for facilitating the Extraction of Teeth.

_Lampropeltis_, Offic. The Lamprey, or Lamprey Eel. It is frequently found in large Rivers, and in the Sea. The Flesh is used, which is esteemed very nourishing.

_Lepus_, Offic. The Hare. However delicious the Hare may be esteemed among the modern Britons, our Ancitloors thought it a Crime to taste it, as we learn from Cæsar; and in this they agreed with the Jews. Tho' the Hare lives on Vegetables and Water only; yet the habitual Exercise of the Animal exhausts its Salts, and renders it somewhat acaelehent. And this Tendency is much increased, if it is killed immediately after being heated by strong Exercise. The Ashes, Head, Eyes, Blood, Lungs, Brain, Heart, Liver, Gall, Kidneys, Testicles, _Uterus_, _Coagulum_, Fat, Dung, Hair, and the Bone called _Afragilus_, are used in Medicine. The Ashes of the entire Hare, burnt to a Blackness, or of the whole Skin, are recommended in the Stone, an _Alopecia_, and Chilblains, applied externally in the two last. The Head cures an _Alopecia_, and whitens the Teeth. The Eyes are esteemed effectual for promoting Delivery, and for expelling the Secundines, and a Moie. The Blood cures Freebles and Pimpls of the Face; and is said to be good in a Dysentery, the Celiac Passion, and the Stone. The Lungs are good for an Asthma, Epilepsy, and for Chilblains. As a Tonic, the Brain, rubbed on the Gums of Children, facilitates Dentition, and is good for Tremors of the Limbs. The Heart cures the Epilepsy, Pains of the _Uterus_, and a _Quaritan_. The Liver moderates
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Hicoraty, and Hepatic flux. The Gall is good for an Ophthal'mia, and the Tooth-ach. The Kidneys and Testicles are given for the Stone, to promote Conception, for Incontinence of Urine, and Disorders of the Bladder. The Uterus also promotes Conception. The Core'gulam, or Rennet, discourses concreted Blood, promotes Conception, and cures the Epilepsy. The Afragalus is recommended against the Gravel, Colic, Epilepsy, and for promoting Delivery. The Fat, especially if old, applied externally, is said to draw Thorns and Splinters out of the Flesh; to break Abscesses, and to cure Pains of the Teeth. The Dung is recommended for the Stone and Dyfentery, and is esteemed a good Application to Burns; and the Hairs stop Hemorrhages.

**Limax ater**, Offic. The Black Snail. Bruised and applied to Ulcers, they have a lenient Effect in an extraordinary Measure, according to Emmelius.

**Limax ruber**, Offic. The red Snail. It is found in Fields. The Liquor of Snails, which is what is used in Medicine, is prepared by cutting the Snails in small Pieces, then mixing them with an equal Quantity of Salt, and afterwards putting them into Hippocrates's Sleeve, and leaving them in a Cellar, or cool Place, where they dissolve, and pass off in a Liquor. This Liquor is used to anoint the Parts affected with the Gout, and to extirpate Warts, being first scraped with a Penknife. It also cures a Prolapsus, or Falling down of the Anus.

**Locusts**, Offic. The Grapeshopper. It is a winged Insect, of a green Colour, living in open Fields. Locusts, in a Suffumigation, relieve under a Dyfury, especially such as is incident to the Female Sex. The Locusta, called Afracus, or Ones, has no Wings, but large Members, while recent. This dried, and taken in Wine, is a very good Antidote against the Poison of the Scorpion.

**Lucius**, Offic. The Pike, or Pickerel. It is common in Rivers, and the Parts used are the Mandible, or lower Jaw, and the Fat. This latter is a common Remedy, and used to anoint the Soles of the Feet, and the Breasts of Infants, in order to make a Revulsion of a Catarrh, or to mitigate a Cough. The Mandible is drying and abbergent; for which Reason, it is prescribed as a Specific in a Pleurisy. It is of Service also, as well as the other Bones of the Head, in the Stone, the Fluor Albus, and difficult Child-Birth. The Ashes, used outwardly, stop a Discharge of Ichor, cleanse old Wounds, and dry the Hemorrhoids. A Water, distilled from the Gall, is esteemed in Disorders of the Eyes. The Gall of a Pike is much recommended for cold Disorders, attended with an Inactivity of the Bile. It is also reckoned good for Agues, if taken upon the Approach of the Fit. The Dose is seven or eight Drops in a proper Vehicle. Small Stones are found in a Pike's Head, which are looked upon as serviceable for purifying the Blood, forwarding the Menstrum, and provoking Urine; for expelling the Stone from the Kidneys and Bladder; and for the Falling Sickness. The Dose is from twenty five Grains to a Dram.

**Lumbricus terrestris**, *Vermis terrestris*, Offic. The Earth-Worm. It is an Hermaphroditic, long, Animal, without Legs, of the Thickness of a Goose Quill, soft, carnous, and annulated, of a faint blood Colour, with a red Neck, living under Ground, of an earthy Taste, and no Smell. Earth Worms are remarkably diuretic, diaphoretic, and anodyne. They discours, mollify, open Obstructions, increase Milk, and conglutinate Wounds, and divided Nerves. They are principally used in Apoplexies
plexies, Convulsions, and other Affections of the Nerves and Muscles, in the Jaundice, Dropy, and Colic, and have a specific Virtue against the Scrobutic Gout. They mitigate Pains of the Gout, and their Alhes are said to cure the Tooth-ach. Earth-Worms are often used in Compositions for cooling and cleansing the Viscera. They are accounted much of the same Nature as Snails; but they seem to have more of an earthy or nitrous Salt, which makes them afford Parts more penetrating and destructive. They are good in Inflammations and Tubercles of the Lungs; and are particularly useful in Affections of the Kidneys, and Urinary Passages, which they cool and cleanse very much. The compound Water, which has its Name from them in the Shops, is esteemed a very good Medicine in the above-mentioned Cales.

Lupus, Offic. The Wolf. The Parts of this Animal used in Medicine are the Teeth, Heart, Liver, Intestines, Fat, Bones, Dung, and Skin. The Teeth, set in Silver, are given to Infants, to rub their Gums, in order to make Way for the Eruption of their Teeth. The Heart is said to be good for the Epilepsy. The Liver corrects Hepatic Disorders, and is, therefore, good for those who are Hydropical, or emaciated, and for such as are molested with Coughs. The Intestines are exhibited as an extraordinary Remedy in the Pain of the Colic; which they are, also, said to cure, if only tied about the Patient. The same Effect is ascribed to the Skin. The Fat is of equal Virtue with that of the Dog. It heats, digests, cures Diseases of the Joints, and is good for sore Eyes. The Bones are effectual in the Pleurisy, and for Blows and Punishments. And the Dung is good for the Colic.

Lupus marinus, Schoff. Ichth. The Sea-Wolf. It is found in the Sea. The Dentes Molares of this Fish, called the Toad-Stone in the Shops, (Lapis Batzontites) are used, which are said to be excellent in the Plague, and against Poisons.

Luscinia, Offic. The Nightingale. The Flesh and the Gall are used, the former of which is effectual in a Cachexy, and comforts the Brain; and the Gall, made into a Litus with Honey, mightily sharpened the Sight.

Lutra, Offic. The Otter. It is found in large Rivers, and the Fat is used; which, being mixed, and boiled up with Digestive Medicines, is very serviceable in removing Diseases of the Joints. The Liver, dried, powdered, and taken in the Quantity of a Scruple, or a Dram, is recommended for a Dyentery. The Teeth likewise, dried, powdered, and taken in the like Dose, are said to cure an Epilepsy.

Lynx, Offic. The Ounce. The Parts used, are the Fat, and the Claws. The Fat is proper for Resolutions, Strains, and Luxations of the Joints. The Claw is set in Gold and Silver, and worn as an Amulet, against the Epilepsy and Convulsions.

Man, Offic. The Cackrel. It is taken in the Mediterranean Sea. The Head, burnt to Alhes, and sprinkled on the Parts, cures callous Ulcers of the Anus. The Garum, or Pickle prepared of the Fish is good to wash putrid Ulcers in the Mouth.

Manati, Offic. The Sea Cow. The Part of this Animal which is used in Medicine is the O; Petrofum of the Head, which is crustaceous, white, and like Ivory, of various Forms. It is much recommended for wearing away the Stone in the Kidneys and Bladder, and for easing Nephritic and Colic Pains. Geoffroy says, that it has the Reputation of preventing an Hæmorrhage, if worn about the Neck. F. Hoffman recommends it in the Epilepsy.

Mater
known. They are said to have a cordial Quality; but I don't find this Assertion has any real Foundation from Experience. The Pearls found in these Shells are of two Sorts, Oriental and Occidental, the former of which are most esteemed. They are a kind of Besoar, bred in this, and sometimes in Oysters and Muscles; and accordingly they consist of several Strata and are really flinty Concretions. The best Oriental Pearls are found in the Island of Ormus, in the Persian Gulf. They are likewise gathered in the Gulf of Mexico, in the Province of Coasta Rica, and in several other Places of America; but these Occidental Pearls are less esteemed than the former. Small Pearls, commonly called Seed Pearls, are likewise found on the Coasts of Scotland. Sometimes they are found from two to seven in one Oyster; which shews how unjustly they are termed by Some Uniones, as if there was only one in each Shell. Valentini, on the Credit of one Kregger, pretends, they are the Eggs of these Animals; but this needs Confirmation. When thrown into the Fire, they give an urinous Smell, in a small Degree. They may sometimes be whitened by taking off the outer Stratum, when yellowish; but this diminishes their Size. Pearls are a very good Absorbent, being levi-gated on the Pophyr, like Crab's Eyes; but they have, likewise, other Qualities, since they yield a volatile Salt by the Retort, being, on that account, Cordial and Depuratory.

Megagris, Offic. The Turkey. The Flesh is esteemed analptic or restorative. The Food of Turkeys is principally of Vegetable Substances, and the habitual Exercise not very great, hence their Salts are not very much exalted. They are esteemed to be of easy Digestion, especially when young.

Mergus, Offic. The Goosander, or Dundiver. This is a Fowl well known upon the Sea-Coasts. The Liver of it, when stale, taken with Hydromel, in the Quantity of two Ligula, is said by Dioscorides to expel the Secundines. Astius recommends the Liver roasted, and taken with Oil, and a little Salt, as an excellent Remedy against the Consequences of the Bite of a mad Dog. The entire Bird, roasted, is esteemed good for a Leprofy, and Disorders of the Spleen. The Blood is an Aleipharmic, and good against venomous Bites; and the Eggs are said to be a Remedy for a Dysentery, and Disorders of the Kidneys and Stomach.

Merops, Offic. The Bee-eater. It is frequently found in Crete, and Italy. The entire Bird, and its Heart, are recommended in cardiae, icterial, and stomachic Disorders. The Gall, mixed with Honey, and the Juice of Rue, is said to cure Suffusions of the Eyes.

Merula, Offic. The Black-Bird. Pliny informs us, that this Bird, roasted with Myrtle Berries inclosed in it, cures the Dysentery. The Dung, mixed with Vinegar, takes off freckles.

Merula is also the Name of a Fitch, called the Cook-fish, which is found in the Ocean. Trallian recommends it in an Hepatic Dysentery from cold Intemperature, and Epilepsy. Pliny relates, that it is good in Disorders of the Liver, and Fevers.

Millepedes, Aselli, and Oiifi, Offic. Wood-Lice, Sows, or Church-Bugs. They are small Insects, scarce a Finger's Breadth in Length, and near half a Digit in Breadth, and of a livid-blackish Colour. They are found under Vetches that hold Water, and, at a Touch with the Hand, roll
roll themselves up in a spherical Figure. They are of fine Parts; digelt, attenuate, subterge, and open. Hence they are of singular Efficacy in resolving a tartarous Mucilage, and reducing the Stone to a Mucilage, in opening Obstructions of the Viscera, and, consequently, for the Jaundice, Nephritic Pains, Dysuria, Colic, Asthma, and the like. Outwardly, the Powder of them is good for the Eyes, and Pains of the Ears; and, made into a Litus, for the Quinsey; applied alive, they cure a great Plenty iIi wardly. The fame is faid of the Head and Liver, being burnt; and the Gall, mixed with Nettles, and applied, may be made, by artificial Means, to resemble this Horn.

Mofchus, Muß. This is produced from the Animal Mofchiferum, Offic. Capra Mofocepv. Aldrov. de Quad. Biful. This Animal seems neither to be of the Goar, nor of the Hart kind. The only Part of it in Ufe is, Muß, which is a grumous, pungious, and unctuous Substance; not unlike grumous Blood, of a blackish ruff Colour, of a somewhat acid and bitter Taste, of a fragrant grateful Smell, and found in Follicules, situ ated near the Navel of the Animal. It is of an heating, drying, attenuating, discutient, cordial, alexipharmic, and, consequently, cephalic Quality. It is principally used in Palpitations, and all other Disorders of the Heart, because it cherisheth, roufeth, and refethes the Vital Spirits. For the fame Reafon it is, also, used in Difforders of the Head and Nerves, produced
produced either by Cold or gross Humours, as, also, in Colics. Externally it detersges Specks of the Eyes, dries up moist Defluxions, and restores diminished Hearing. Musk has of late Years been found by Experience an excellent Remedy in Nervous Disorders, particularly Convulsions; and in Fevers it has been given with great Success, where Sleep has been wanting, and lfo in Maniacal Caffes, as I have been informed. But in such Caffes, it is given in very large Quantities, for Example, thirty Grains, and repeated as Occasion requires. It is an Ingredient in the celebrated Terguin Remedy, for the Bite of a mad Dog.

The Generation of Musk has laid a Foundation for no small Disputes among Authors; Some affirming one, and Some another Thing. For Some maintain it to be a purulent and excrementitious Humour, concocted and collected in the Follicule, near the Navel of the Animal. But, according to them, the Animal itself, which is of a falacious and lascivious Disposition, by rubbing its Belly against Stones and Trees, tears this Follicule, and, by that Means, discharges the Humour contained in it, which, being coagulated by the Air and Sun, is concreted into that Substance we call Musk. Others maintain, that the Musk is not evacuated by any Dilaceration of the Follicule, but flows spontaneously through an excretory Duft, allotted for that Purpofe. Others affirm, that Musk is only the Follicule of the Animal, cut out after it is killed. And this Opinion is confirmed, by our Merchants, who, for the moft part, buy the Musk contained in its natural Follicule. Others are of Opinion, that Musk is Blood extravafated, and collected into Apoftems, by beating the Animal till Tumors and Abfcesces are raised; which being, as it were, by a Ligature constricted into Follicules, are afterwards cut out, and afford the Musk. Others are of Opinion, that all the Parts of the Animal, afford Musk. In my Opinion, (says Dale,) Musk feems to be an excrementitious Blood, which has undergone various Concoctions and Alterations in its proper Follicule, and is either naturally fecreted, and collected by human Industry, or contained in the Follicule of the Animal, when killed at a proper Season. But the crafty and fraudulent Merchants add the Blood, Skins, and other Parts of the Animal to the Musk; and with this Mixture they stuff Bags, made of the Skin, and sell them for true and genuine Musk Follicules. But this Piece of Fraud is easily discovered by the Skillful, and the cautious. For that Musk, which, when burned, evaporates, is thought to be genuine; but if, when burned, there remains something like a Coal, it is adulterated.

Motacilla, Offic. The Water Wagtail. This Bird is celebrated for its Virtue in waffing the Stone.

Mugil, Offic. The Mullet. It is taken in the Sea. The Flesh is used in the Kitchen; and the Part, serviceable in Medicine, is the Bottargum, or salted Spawn, which is prepared in the following Manner. They take out the Follicles of the Spawn entire, and cover them with rough bruifed Salt for four or five Hours. After this they put them in a Prefs, between two wooden Planks or Boards, for a Day and a Night. Then they wash them, and afterwards dry them in the Sun for thirteen or fourteen Days together, taking them into the Houfe at Night. Others fay, they hang them up in the Smoke, but far enough from the Flame, that they may not be injured by the Vehemence of the Heat. This excites a decayed Appetite, and provokes Thrift, and gives a Relief to Wine.
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Mullus, Offic. The lesser Mullet. This Fish, frequently eaten, is thought to procure a Dimness of Sight; being cut open, and applied raw, it cures the Bites of the Sea-Dragon, the Scorpion, and the Spider.

Mullus, Offic. The Mule. This is an Animal got by an Ass upon a Mare. The Hoof, Urine, and Dung, are used in Medicine. The Hoof, used as a Suffumigation, is said to check too profuse Menstrual Discharges; burnt and taken internally, it is reported to cause Barrenness, and in an Ointment, to cure an Alopecia. The Urine, together with its Sediment, is recommended as a Cure for Corns. The Dung stops Haemorrhages of the Womb, and is good for a Dysentery, and Pains of the Spleen.

Mumia, Mummy. This is already specified under the Article Homo.

Mus, Offic. The Moule. The whole Animal, and its Dung, are used in Medicine. The Moule, cut up alive, and applied, draws out Splinters, Darts, and Arrows, and cures the Bites of Scorpions, extracting the Poifon. The Ashes cure the involuntary or nocturnal Flux of Urine. The Dung purges Infants by Stool, is used in Clysters, cures an Alopecia, abstersges Scurf from the Head, diminishes Stones in the Kidneys, or Bladder, and removes a Condyloma, Pernic, Ficus, Marisca, and the like Tumors affecting the Anus.

Mus Alpinus, Offic. The Mountain Moule. It lives in the highest Parts of the Alps, and the Fat is used, being recommended in Nervous Afections, and for Stiffness and Contractions of the Joints.

Mus Araneus, Offic. The Erd Shrew, Hardy Shrew, or Shrew Moule. It is an Inhabitant of the Fields, and has been found by Expe-
useful in Medicine, and is an alcaline Substance, of the same Virtues with other Shells.

Notitia, Offic. The Barn or white Owl. The Flesh, Fat, and Gall, are used. The Flesh cures the Palsy, and melancholy Perfons, and the like. The Ashes of the Bird, burnt entire with the Feathers, being introduced into the Throat, have an admirable Effect, in opening and breaking the Impoffhume in a Quintey. The Gall abjerges Specks of the Eye, and sharpen's Sight.

Ostraeum, Offic. The Oyster. Oyster-fells Powder, without Calcination, is absorbent and drying, and said to provoke Sweat, and abfurge. Hence it is often used in those Sorts of FEVERS which terminate in a DIAPHRAGM. Externally, it is used in Dentifrices, and applied to Excrecencies about the ANUS. But when Oyster-fells are calcined, they become Lime, and act in a quite different Manner; and then, prudently managed, they are excellent in Platifencies, the Stone, Gravel, and Infarctions of the Urinary Passages. Oysters applied to Pustifential Baboes are said to extract all the Venom. They are esteemed nourifying, and good in a PHTHEPi.

Ovis, Offic. The Sheep. The Parts used in Medicine are the Brain, Gall, the OFFUS, the row or unwhaled Wool (Lana Jucida) the Fat, Lungs, Cawil, Dung, Urine, Bladder, Head, Feet, incinerated Bone, and Rennet. The Brain of a Ram is said to be effectual in preventing improper Sleep in epidemic Diseases, and to facilitate Dention. The Gall loofens the Belly; applied outwardly, cures a Carcinoma, and is of Service in a Purlency of the Ears: The Gall of a Lamb is prescribed for an Epilepsy. The Offopus is emollient, refolvent, heating, anodyne, and proper in Luxations, Contusions, and the like. The Wool of a Lamb is good to mitigate and mollify Tumours in the Neck. The raw Wool of a Sheep is heating, emollient, lenient, and has the same Virtues as the OFFUS. The Fat, given in red Wine, stops Hemorrhages, and cures a DIARRHOEA, Dyfentery, and Gripea. The Lungs, applied to the Head, mitigate the Pains, and immoderate Heat thereof, and compose the disordered and tumultuous Spirits; whence it is of principal Service in Phrenies, Want of Sleep, and the like Diforders. The Cawil, applied hot, cures the Pain of the Colic. The Dung is refrigerating, drying, aperitive, and diſcutient. Whence it is of very great Efficacy in the Jaundice, and other Diftempers; and, used externally, cures a Tumor of the Spleen, a Thymus, Corns, Warts, and other Cutaneous Tumors; and is, also, very comfortable in Ambuffions. The Urine, drank, expels the Water in an ANJAROQ. The Bladder, burnt, and exhibited, relieves those who cannot retain their Urine. The Head and Feet of a Wether, well boiled in running Water, are serviceable in ATROPHIES and Contraction. The Bones of a Lamb, incinerated, promote the Consolidation of Wounds, even of those which are most difficult to be consolidated. The Rennet is good against Poifons, to curdle Milk, and for venomous Bites.

Palumbus, Offic. The Ring Dove. It is an Inhabitant of the Woods. The Virtues are much the fame with those of the common Pigeon or Dove. The burnt Feathers are said to cure the Jaundice, and to be good for the Stone and Dysury.

Pardus, Offic. The Leopard. The Fat, which is the Part used, is reckoned one of the best Cosmetics.

Pavo, Offic. The Peacock. The whole Bird, the Fat, Gall, Dung, Feathers, and Eggs, are used in Medicine. The Broth of a Peacock, especially if it be fat, is said to be a Specific against the Pleurisy. The Fat, with the Juice of Rue, and Ho-
ney, is an excellent Medicine for the Colic. The Gall cures Dimnes of Sight, represies Delusions of the Eyes, and cures Aperities of the Eyelids. The Dung dried and pulverized, and the Weight of a Dram macerated at Night in Wine, and exhibited for many Days together, has a peculiar Virtue in curing the Vertigo and Epilepsy. The Feathers are used in Suffumigations, for Hysterics; and the Eggs are preferred for the Cure of what they call the Erratic Gout.

Pedunculus, Offic. The Cockle. The Fish is esteemed a delicious Food either raw or boiled. Of the Shells calcined, and powdered, excellent Dentifrices are prepared.

Pedunculus, Offic. The Loose. Lice are taken by the Country People, as a Remedy against the Jaundice, and an Atrophy. Schroder takes Notice of a very whimsical Use of this Insect, which is, to put it into the Beginning of the Urethra, in order to excite Urine.

Perca, Offic. The Pearch. This Fish is frequently found in Rivers; and the only Part of it used in Medicine are the Bones found in the Head near the Beginning of the Spina Dor{f}, and in the Shops called Lapides Percarum; which in Virtues agree with the other tellaceous Powders, and are used in dissolving the Stone, and cleansing the Kidneys. Externally they are, also, used in Dentifrices, and for drying Wounds.

Perdix, Offic. The common Partridge. The Parts of this Animal, used in Medicine, are the Flesh, Marrow, Blood, Liver, Gall, and the Feathers. The Flesh, if eaten, augments the Quantity of Milk. The Marrow, as, also, the Brain, when drank in some proper Liquor, are said to afford Relief to those who labour under a Jaundice. The Gall is, by Some, highly extolled in Disorders of the Eyes. The Blood is used as an Ointment for the Eyes, when they are Blood-shot, and in recent Wounds of them. The Liver dried before the Fire, and reduced to a Powder, stops an Epilepsy; and is accounted an highly efficacious Medicine against Fevers, if frequently exhibited in Yarrow-Water. The Feathers used by Way of Fumigation, and applied to the Nostrils, are beneficial in Suffocation of the Uterus, as, also, for alleviating, mitigating, and removing Colics, and other Pains of a like Nature.


Phoca, Offic. The Soile, or Sea Calf. The Flesh and the Fat of this Animal are used in Medicine. The Fish is commended by Avicenna in the Epilepsy, and Suffocations of the Uterus, and the Fat is greatly recommended by Hippocrates in the Disorders of Women.

Pica, Offic. The Magpy, or Planet. This Bird is much commended against Dimnes, Redness, and Pains of the Eyes, being eaten, or incinerated, and the Ashes put into the Eyes, or any other way applied. The Ashes are also exhibited in the Maria, Epilepsy, and Melancholy.

Pila marina. This is a Species of Alcyonium, or a round spherical Ball found on the Sea-Coast among Wrack. It is generally as large as a Peron's Fid, but sometimes larger, and sometimes less. It is lusnous, of a dark Colour, and formed by a Collection of Hairs, Sand, and other Impurities of the Sea, united by means of some glutinous Liquor. It is said to be proper for killing Worms, and preserving the Hairs, when applied externally. The Pila marina cannot be reduced to a Powder, till it is thoroughly calcined. Authors are of Opinion, that this Substance is good against Scorbutous and Strumous Disorders, not only on account of its drying Nature, but, also
also in consequence of some other latent Quality. Neither can I totally reject this Opinion; since it is a Substance whose saline Quality is not destroyed by Calculation.

\[\text{Porcus, Offic. The tame Swine, or Hog. The Parts of this Animal, used in Medicine, are the Lard, the Gall, the Dung, the Lungs, the Astragalus, and the Bladder. As the Lard is not of a very hot Quality, it is therefore made an Ingredient in refrigerating Ointments, and advised for alleviating inveterate Pains of the Loins and Joints. Dioscorides informs us, that the Gall of this Animal is used with great Success against Ulcers of the Ears, and of all other Parts. It is, also, said to prevent the Growth of the Hairs. The Excrements are of an emollient and disficient Quality, and for that Reason beneficial in Itchings, exanthematic Exruptions, Corns of the Feet, and other hard Tubercles. The Excrements, also, cure the Bites of venomous Animals, and stop Hæmorrhages of the Nofe. The Lungs are highly beneficial, if applied to Abrasions of the Skin, contracted by the Shoes. The Astragalus is recommended for Fractures of the Bones; as also for Pains of the Neck and Head. The Bladder is beneficial to those who discharge their Urine in voluntarily. It produces the same Effects, when applied to the Pubes, and is said to provoke Urine. There is said to be found a triangular Bone within the Cranium of a Swine, at the Basi of the Dura Mater, which, when properly applied, proves almost a Specific in an Epilepsy, and is much in Use among the Vulgar in Germany for that Dikeumper.

\[\text{Aper, Offic. The wild Swine, or Boar. The Lard, the Teeth, the Gall, the Excrements, and the Urine are used in Medicine. The Lard is possessed of the fame Qualities, tho' in a stronger Degree with that of the tame Swine. The Teeth are used as a Specific in the Pleurisy, and are said to cure the Quinsey. The Gall distinguishes glumous Swellings. The Excrements, when dried, are thought beneficial in stopping Vomiting of Blood, and Hæmorrhages, when applied externally. The Urine is a Specific for resolving and expelling the Stone in the Bladder.}

\[\text{Profascarabeus, Offic. The Oil Beetle. It is found creeping by Path- sides, and in Woods, in the Months of May and June; and the Infed itself and its yellowish Liquor are used in Medicine. It is much of the Nature of Cantharides, forces Urine and Blood, and is of extraordinary Efficacy against the Bite of a mad Dog. Taken in Powder, or preferred, it cures the wandering Gout. Its Liquor is esteemed by Some of Efficacy in Wounds. It is an Ingredient also in Plasters for Petitious Buboes and Carbuncles, and in Antidotes. An Oil is prepared by Infusion of the Living Animals in common Oil, which Some use instead of Oil of Scorpions.}

\[\text{Pulmonarius, Offic. Sea Lungs. This Substance floats in the Sea; is of a pellucid blueish Colour, resembling in some measure that of Crystal, and so tender, that it can hardly be taken out of the Sea entire. When recently triturated, and used by way of Ointment, it cures Gouts and Chilblains.}

\[\text{Purpura, Offic. The Purple Fisli. This Fisli is frequently found in the Mediterranean Sea. In the Shops no Part of it is used but the Shell, which is strong, furrowed, frirated, and rough, with short Tubercles. In former Ages, the Sanctis of this Fisli was used for dying. The Shell is of an alkaline Quality, and in Virtues agrees with other teffaceous Medicines.}

\[\text{Raia, Offic. The Thornback. The Fleth, Liver, and Gall of this Fisli,}
Fish, are used in Medicine. The Flesh is analeptic. The Gall is recommended against Dizziness, and Exulcerations of the Eyes, and is a Remedy for the Itch.

Rana, Offic. The common Frog. The Animal itself, and its Spawn are used in Medicine. The Frog itself is greatly recommended as an Antidote for the Bites of all Kinds of Serpents, and for a Stiffness of the Tendons. Applied to a pestilential Carbuncle till it dies, it is said to extract the Poison. The Spawn refrigerates, cools the Itch in the Hands, a Whitloe, and Herpes; is good in an Erysipelas, Burns, and Inflammations, and is a good Application for a red Face.

Rana viridis, Offic. The Tree-Frog. The whole Frog and its Blood are used in Medicine. The Animal agrees in Virtues with the common Frog, and its Ames sprinkled on Wounds are said most effectually to restrain their Bleeding.

Rangifer, Offic. The Rain Deer. It is an Inhabitant of Lapland, and its Horns and Hoofs are of Ute in Spasmatic Affections.

Rhinoceros, Offic. The Rhinoceros. The Part in Ute is the black sifile, pyramidal, Horn, a Cubit in Length, of the Figure of a Buffalo's Horn, and perfectly solid, or without Cavity. This Horn is commend ed against contagious Poisons, and other Distempers which require Sudorifics, and therefore in such Cases may supply the Want of the Unicorn's Horn. Monti writes that the Horn is alexipharmic, cardiac, stomachic, diaphoretic, and a Sweetener. Though there are various Kinds of Quadrupeds with one Horn, I take them all, says Dale, to be fictitious, except the Rhinoceros, which is the only Unicorn, or One-Horned Quadrupede, and perhaps the very same with that of the Antients whose Horn *Aelian affirms to be black. And Schroder, as well as Others, ascribes the Virtues, said to be in the Horn of the Unicorn, to the Horn of the Rhinoceros.

Regina, Offic. The Tick. It is a nifty little Animal, of a livid Colour, with a blunt and roundish Tail, and full of Blood, and very much infects Cows, Swine, Goats, Sheep, and Dogs. The Blood of those Ticks which live about Dogs, as Pliny says, is a Pseudo, or Medicine to take off Hair, and mitigate an Erysipelas; and we are told by Amatus, that it is an admirable Remedy for an obstatine Impetigo.

Salamandra, Offic. The Salaman der, or Quench Fire. The Ames of this Animal are an excellent and effectual Cure for Scrophulous Ulcers, being sprinkled on the Parts affected.

Sanguisuga, Leeches. These are already taken Notice of under the Article Hirudo.

Scarabaeus cornutus, Offic. The Stag-Fly. This Insect is, as I take it, what is usually called the Cock Chaffer. It is recommended as an Amulet for an Ague, or Pains and Contractions of the Tendons, if applied to the Part affected. Schroder reports, that, if tied about the Necks of Children, it enables them to retain their Urine. An Oil is prepared by Infusion of these Insects, and recommended by the same Author in Pains of the Ears, if dropped into them.

Scincus, Offic. The Seink. It is an aquatic Animal, covered with Ash coloured Scales, and marked with a Sky coloured Lift, which reaches from the Head to the Tail. It is an Alexipharmic.

Sciapopendra, Offic. The many Feet. It is a flat, slender, Worm, three Digits in Length, of a yellowish or reddish Colour, furnished on both Sides with a multitude of Feet, two
pretty long antennae, and a bifu Tail. Being boiled in Wine, it is esteemed by Some a Depilatory, or Medicine to take off Hair.

Scolopendra marina, Offic. The Sea many Feet. It is found in the Bottom of the Sea, according to Gessner, or in Oyster Beds, as Mauvot fays. Boiled in Oil, and the Parts anointed therewith, it takes off the Hair; but the Touch thereof excites Itching.

Scomber, Offic. The Mackrel, or Macarel. It is commended for the Jaundice, and Obstructions of the Liver.

Scorpio, Offic. The Scorpion. It is an Animal with eight Feet, resembling a Crab, only lets, and of a black-i -th or footy sort of Colour. Burnt alive, and the Ashes exhibited, they provoke Urine, when obstructed by the Stone in the Kidneys or Bladder. Bruised and applied to the Place, they cure the Poison of their own Stings. Others take it bruised in Wine; and Others infill Oil of Scorpions into the Wound. The Oil of Scorpions is by Some recommended in a Supplication of Urine, the Bladder being anointed with it hot, or before a Fire.

Scorpio marinus, Offic. The Scorpion Fish. It is taken in the Mediter- ranean Sea. The Gall of it is good for Cataracts, an Albuso, or other Infirmities of the Eyes which darken the Sight.

Sepia, Offic. The Cuttle-Fish. This Fish is a kind of Polybus. It has a Bag in its Neck, containing a black Liquor like Ink, which it emits to trouble the Water, when purfied by other Fishes. The Parts used in Medicine, are the Bone, or Shell, the black Liquor or Humour, and the Eggs. The first is a tefteacious Substance, white and smooth, and tumid on each Side. On the upper Part it is somewhat hard, smooth, and glabrous; on the lower, fungous, fothif, somewhat rough, and friable. It grows on the Back of the Fish, and tastes a little acrimonious. This Substance dries and abfcrge; cures Spots, Freckles and the tumid Itch; is good for the Eyes; removes Swellings in the Gums; gives Relief in the Asthma; stops a Gonorrhea; expels the Stone; and provokes Urine. The black Humour, found in the Bladder within the Body, is said to loosen the Belly, and the Eggs abfcrge the Kidneys and Ureters, and provoke Urine and the Menfes.

Serpens, Offic. The Snake. The Fat, Slough, or cast Skin, and the Gall are used in Medicine. The Fat mollifies frumous Swellings, cures Rednefs of the Eyes, clears them from Specks, sharpens the Sight, and mitigates the Pains of the Gout. The Slough, boiled in Wine, and the Decoction infilled into the Ears, eases their Pains; and, used as a Collution, helps the Tooth-ach, cures an Impetigo, and makes the Hairs grow. The Gall, applied to the Part affected, cures the Bites of Serpents.

Serpens Indicus, Offic. The Indian Serpent. This is a very venomous Serpent. The Part of this Serpent in Use is the Stone, or rather the Bone of the Head, called Pedro del Cobra. This Stone of the Serpent called in Ind. Med. by Miilake, Piedra di Cбра, is of an Oval Figure, plain on one Side, and gibbous on the other, of a brown Colour shining with Pores interperfed. It expels all Sorts of Poifons, either taken inwardly or outwardly applied. It refifs Putrefaction, promotes insensible Perpiration, raises the Vital Spirits, comforts the Heart, communicates a new Fermentation to the Blood, and relieves Nature under all malignant Distempers. Though this Stone be described by Garcia, Redi, and others, yet the Learned among the Moderns differ about it principally in two Respects, as, 1. Whether it be a Thing natural or
or facitious. Kircher, in his China Illustriata, and Thevenot, in his Relation of Voyages and Travels, affirm these Stones to be found in the Head of a great Chinese Serpent; Mr. Boyle in the Head of an African Serpent. Others on the contrary, as Father Bacccone in Museo di Fisica, suppose them to be artificial Substances, as calcined Bones, and other terebraceous Fragments. And Thevenot the Younger will have them to consist of a Mixture of the Ashes of some burnt Roots, and a Sort of Earth found near Diu in the East-Indies. Another thing, in which they differ, is about their Virtues. Father Kircher relates several Experiments of their Virtues in extracting the Poison infused by the Bite of a Viper, or another Serpent. Mr. Boyle, in his Treatise of Specific Medicines, affirms the same from an Experiment made on a young Cat. And Clayton, in his Account of Virginia in the Philosophical Transactions, writes, that he was present when the said Gentleman tried the Experiment on some Chickens, which all recovered. Dr. Havers was an Eye-Witnes, as he tells us, of the Salutary Effects of this Stone upon a Dog. And Dr. Tyson, in his Anatomy of the Rattle-Snake, relates an Observation which he received from a celebrated Physician of London, who, by means hereof, cured a Man, who was bit by a Viper. Baglivi also performed the same Thing for one who was bit by a Scorpion. But tho' these Experiments succeeded well with all the Perfons before-mentioned, yet Others, as Reid and Charas, made the same Trials, with different Success. Having given this brief Account of the Opinions of the Learned on both Sides, my best Way, I think, (says Dale) is, to endeavour to reconcile them. For this End, I shall only observe, that I have seen two Sorts of this Kind of Stone, one of which was like a Bone, porous, and had visible Marks of the File; the other was of a more compact Substance, and polished. This I suppose, (says Dale) to be the facitious Stone, and a Counterfeit of the former; and therefore conjectures, that the unsuccessful Experiments were made with those artificial Stones, and not with the true. The Lapis Colubrinus, which formerly went at a high Price, is now sold very cheap at Manille; but what is thus sold, is not taken from the Coluber (Snake) but is made of Harts-horn fitted up in an Earthen Pot, where it is burnt to a Blackness, and afterwards polished. The Moors call this adulterated; but say, it is made of a strange kind of Clay, like Terra Sigillata. The true Lapis Colubrinus cures the Bite of Serpents by Application. In a Fever, attended with Purple Spots, several of these Stones applied relieve the Patient. In the Year 1681, I saved, says Camellus, from present Death a Boy of three Years old at Brana, who had swallowed Arsenic dissolved in Milk, by the repeated Application of this Stone. It is a Question, whether the Virtue of this Stone is to be ascribed to the Salt in the Harts-horn not being thoroughly burnt, or to its Pores, by which it attracts like a Cupping-Glass.

Serpens marinus, Offic. The Sea-Serpent. It is found in the Mediterranean Sea. The Flesh is said to cure Incontinence of Urine, if taken with Lilly Root.

Silurus, Offic. The Shorfish. This Fish is found in the Danube, and its Flesh is nourishing when eaten fresh, and loosens the Belly; but, seasoned with Salt, affords very little Nourishment, but clears the Alpea Arteria, and mends the Voice. The salted Fish, applied, draws out Splinters; and the Pickle cures a recent
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Dysentery, being used by way of Foment, by attracting the Flux of Humours to the Superficies. A Clyster of the same cures the Sciatica.

Simia, offic. The Ape. The Parts in Use are the Stone, or Bexaor Simia, which is sometimes found in the Stomach of this Animal, the Heart, and the Fleth. The Heart roasted, or boiled in Hydromel, sharpens the Sight. The Fleth is cold and dry, auffere, of very bad Juice and unfit to eat.

Smaris, offic. The white Cackarel. This is a Fish found in the Mediterranean Sea. The Head of this Fish, salted and burnt, is said to repress the tumid Lips of Ulcers; to restrain Phagedenic Ulcers; and conffumes Corns, and those Excrefcences called Thymi. The salted Fish is said to be a good Application in case of the Sting of a Scorpion, or the Bite of a mad Dog.

Sperma Ceti. This is agreed on by all hands to be the Product of the Cetus, offic. or the Parma-fatty Whale. Pomet positively affirms, that Sperma Ceti is the Brain of a sort of Whale called Barys, and, by the People of St. John de Luz, Cachalot; and he also affirms, that he has not only seen it prepared, but has often prepared it himself. This Sperma Ceti (says Pomet) is usually prepared at Bayonne, and St. John de Luz. And this Work is so rare in France, that there are not above two Persons at the latter Place who know how to prepare it. Those, who prepare it, take the Brain as aforesaid, and melt it over a gentle Fire. Then they cast it into Moulds like those wherein they refine Sugar; and after it is cold, and drained from the Oil, they take and melt it again, and proceed in the fame Manner, till such time as it be well purified, and very white. Then with a Knife, made for the Purpofe, they cut it into Scales or Flakes, just fo as it appears when brought to us.

Pomet, may possibly be right, as to the Process generally used for making Sperma Ceti. But I have seen Sperma Ceti which has undergone no Treatment at all, except being put into Paper Bags, fo that the Oil, which adheres to it, may be absorbed. The true Sperma Ceti is very white, and in very small Flakes, not much larger than the Crystals of Tartar. It dissolves by subbing upon the Hand into a Sort of Oil; and does not adhere to the Palate when chewed, as the common Sort will; which makes me suspect, that it is mixed with some other Subfance, perhaps Wax, by those who make it for Sale. I can affirm with Certainty, that Sperma Ceti is neither the Oil, Brain, nor Sperm of the Whale, but a particular Subfance found principally in the Head of the Fifth; and flakes like boiled Salmon or Cod, when taken out. It is also found in other Parts of the Fifth, but not in fo large Quantities, or so good, as in the Head. It is a noble Medicine in many Cales, tho' principally used in Bruifes, inward Hurts, and after Delivery. It is an excellent Balmfich in many Distempers of the Breast; and gently deteges and heals. In Coughs, from sharp Rheums, Erofions, and Ulcerations, it is very safe, pleafant, and effectual; as also in Pleurifes, and inward Impoftumations. Where the Mucus of the Bowels has been abraded by Arimony and Choler, as Diarrheas and Dysenteries, this is a very good Healer. In Ulcerations of the Kidneys, and bloody Urine, it is likewife a very fuitable Medicine; and, by softening and relaxing the Fibres, it contributes frequently to the Expofion of the Gravel, by enlarging the Passages. It is most conveniently made up into the Form of Electuries, and Boles, with proper Conferves, and Things of the like Kind. And in fuch Forms, if it be skillfully mixed, it gives them an agreeable Smoothness.
Chap. ii.
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nefs, and is not discoverable by the Patient. It is also very properly dissolved in a Draught, by the help of the Yolk of an Egg; or it is made into an Emulsion by the same Management. The usal Dose is about half a Dram. It is emollient and healing, outwardly used; but its greatest Ufe that way is in the Small-Pox, melted with Oil of Almonds. With this the Pustules are just kept moist, when they begin to harden; and it wonderfully prevents those Scars; they are apt to leave, by softening, and healing them up smooth. Altho' this is but a modern Practice in this Distemper, yet Schroeder takes notice of its Ufe in his Time, in softening and filling up the Fiffures, or Cavities, made by Blotches, and Scabs. It is sometimes used as a Cos- metic, both in Paints, and in Pafies, to wash the Hands with.


Squatina, Offic. King-stone, or Monk-stone. It is taken in the Britifh and other Seas. The Eggs, Skin, and Ashes, are used. The dried Eggs are found to be very serviceable in softening a Loofenefs, by the Experience of the Fishermen, who use it for all Manner of Fluxuses. Of the Skin is prepared an excellent Smeg- ma for the Pflora and Scebes; and the Ashes are effectual against the Alope- cia and Aehors.

Squilla, Offic. The Shrimp. It is taken in the Sea, and agrees in Virtues with the Aflacus or Lobotier.

Struthio, Offic. The Ostrich. The Parts of this Animal used in Medicine are, the Coat of the Craw, the Fat, and the Eggs. The inner Coat of the Craw corroborates the Stomach, and dissolves Stones in a surprizing Man- ner. The Fat is agreeable to the Nervous Parts, mollifies the Hardnefs of the Spleen, and mitigates Nephrític Pains, the Parts being anointed therewith. The Eggs burnt and triturated in Vineger cure the Impetigo.

Sturio, Offic. The Sturgeon. It is an Inhabitant of the Sea, but for the most part it is found in Rivers. The Parts used are the Bones, and the Caviar, which is a Mafs resembling green Hamburgh Soap, both in Colour and Subittance, and is exported in great Quantities from Ruflia to Italy and other Countries. The Way of preparing it is thus related by Ge- ner. They take the Spawn of the Sturgeon, and, first cleansing them from the Nerves which are therein, wash them in Vinegar, or white Wine, and spread them upon a Table to dry. This done, they put them into a Vefsel, and cover them with Salt, then break them abroad with the Hand, not using an Instrument, and afterwards put them into a Bag of a rare Texture, that the Humour may run through. When that is done, they put it into a Pot with a Hole in the Bottom, by which, the remaining Humour, if any, may be evacuated, and, after well pressing, and covering it close, let it aside for Ufe. The Bones are commended for the wandering Gout, and are exhibited in the Pain of the Colic.

Sturnus, Offic. The Stare or Star- ling. It makes its Nest about Tow- ers, and the Tops of Houfes. Its Dung is excellent as a Cosmetic, and is said by Galen to cure the Alphi, Pani, Impetigo, and Morphew.

Talpa, Offic. The Mole. It lies in Burrows, under the Earth; and the Animal itself, the Heart, and the Blood, are used in Medicine. The Ashes of the burnt Mole are good for the Leprofy, Strumous Swellings, and Fiftulas. Taken inwardly in Beer or Wine, they cure the wandering Gout, and Scrofula. The Heart cures an Hernia, and the recent Blood cures an Alopecia, being rubbed on the Part.

Taxus, Offic. The Badger. The whole
whole Animal incinerated, its Blood, and its Fat, are used in Medicine. The Ashes of the burnt Animal are exhibited with Success in Pulmonic Disorders, and an Hermoptoe. The Blood dried and pulverized is said to be good for the Leprosy; and the same, distilled, to be effectual against the Pettinesence. The Fat, as it is a little thicker, so it is somewhat hotter, more efficacious, than the Fat of the Swine. It gives Relief under Pains of the Kidneys, proceeding from the Stone, mitigates the Heat of Fevers, and restores Contractions and Weaknesses of the Joints and Nerves.

**Tellina**, Offic. The Limpin. Fresh Limpins are good for the Belly, especially the Liquor of them. Salted and burnt, then triturated, and infilled with Resin, they prevent the Hairs of the Eye-lids, which have been pulled out, from ever growing again.

**Teredo**, Offic. The Wood-eater. There is great Dispute among Authors about the Teredo, Some making it one Thing, Some another. Aldrovandus makes four Kinds of Teredo. One Kind is found in Woods, another is called Vermiculus, a third Teris, and a fourth Cassis. To thefe Johnson, from Agricola, adds a fifth, which, from its Copper Colour, is called Kupferworm. But that Worm with fix Legs, from which is produced the Scarabaeus minor arborum, commonly found in Trees, is supposed to be the Teredo of the Shops. The Parts of this Infeft in Ufe are the farinaceous Excrements, called Powder of Post. This Powder is dryning, whence it is sprinkled, with good Success, on humid and watry Ulcers; and, for the fame Reason it is in much request among the good Women, for drying up the Excoriations of Infants.

**Téstudo marina**, Offic. The Sea-Tortoife, or Turtle. The Legs, Penis, and Gall of this Animal are used in Medicine. The Legs are superfluously worn as a most approved Amulet against the Gout; the Gall is good for the Eyes, and the Penis is recommended by Some in Nephritic Disorders. The Flesh is esteemed reformatory, and good for the Venereal Disease.

**Téstudo palustris**, Offic. The Water-Tortoise. The Blood and Gall are used, which agree in Virtues with the other Tortoises.

**Téstudo terresriris**, Offic. The Land Tortoise. The recent and crude Blood of this Animal is presribed in an Hectic Fever; and the same, dried, is recommended for the Epilepsy.

**Tunnum**, Offic. The Tunney-fish, or Spanifh Mackarel. The pickled Flesh of this Fish cures those who are bitten by the Viper called Praefier; but the Patient is to vomit plentifully and frequently with large Draughts of Wine. It is of great Efficacy, also, against the Bite of a Dog, being rubbed on the Wound.

**Virgus**, Offic. The Tiger. The Fat of this Animal is used in Medicine, and agrees in Virtues with the Fat of a Dog.

**Tinca**, Offic. The Tench. It is a mucous Fish, which delights in marshy and muddy Waters. As to its Uses, it is cut into Pieces, and applied to the Wrists, and Soles of the Feet, in order to mitigate feverish Heats, and to divert the Venom of the Pettinesence. In like Manner it is applied in Pains of the Head and Joints. LiveTenches, applied one after another to the Regions of the Navel and Liver, and kept there till they die, are said to cure the Jaundice; for they contract, it seems, a yellow Colour. Schroder says, that he has seen an incinerated Tench, and especially its Tegument, exhibited with Success in the Flus Albus. The Broth of a Tench is superstitiously recommended in a Jaundice.

**Torpedo**, Offic. The Cramp-fish. It is taken in the Mediterranean Sea. It mitigates the Violence of the Pain in an
an inveterate Head-ach, being applied to the Part; and, also, prevents and restrains the Falling down of the Anus, being in like Manner applied.

Trutta, Offic. The Trout. The Fat of this Fish is used in Medicine, and is of a lenifying and dissolving Nature; good for the Piles, and other Distempers of the Anus, Ulcers in the Breast, and Fissures in the Nipples.

Turdus, Offic. The Mavis, or Thrush. This Bird, when stuffed with Myrtle Berries, and roasted, is reported to be exhibited with Success to those who labour under Fluxes. In the Time of the Plague, it is said to be highly beneficial when macerated in Vinegar. The Powder of this Bird is by Cuainarius recommended against the Effects of the Napeius, or Monks-hood.

Turdus is also a Name for a Sort of Fish, called the Wras, or Old-Wife. This Fish is found in the main Ocean, and in the Mediterranean, and is greatly recommended by Trallian in the Epilepsy and Pleurisy.

Turtur, Offic. The Turtle Dove. This Bird, and its Fat, are used. It agrees in Virtues with the Pigeon, especially in stopping Dyfenteries, and immoderate Discharges of the Menses. The Fat, collected when the Animal is roasting, is, according to Schrodere, properly used as an Ointment in Disorders of the Kidneys, Abdomen, Breast, and Groins.

Vacca, Offic. The Cow. This is already specified under the Article Bos.

Vanelles, Offic. The Lapwing, or Baftard Plover. This Animal delights in Marshy Places, and its chiefs, Heart, and Skin, are used for Medicinal Purposes. The Ashes, drank in Wine, are beneficial in Colics; and, when applied by way of Cataplasm, cure the Bite of a mad Dog. The Heart alleviates the Pains of the Loins, and the Skin is esteemed good in Cephalalgias.

Veptra, Offic. The Wasp. The whole Insect is used, and is supposed to open Obstructions of the Kidneys and Bladder, to break the Stone, and is thought by Some to agree in Virtues with the Millepedes.

Vesperillo, Offic. The Bat, or Flitter Mouse. It appears in Summer Evenings, but in the Winter hides in Rocks and Caverns. The Flesh and Blood of this Animal are used; the first of which, being prepared, is good for a Scirrhus, and the Gout; and the Blood cures an Alopecia.

Vipera, Offic. The Viper. The Fat, rubbed well into the Part bitten by a Viper, prevents the ill Consequences of such a Wound. The Flesh of the Viper is esteemed alexipharmic, and sudorific, and is used internally in all pestilential and malignant Diseases, as the Plague, Pettechial Fevers, Leprosy, and the like. It is also used as a Restorative in Consumptions, and the Venereal Disease; and for this Purpose the Flesh is to be eaten dried; the Broth, in which it is boiled, is to be drunk, and the Fat is to be rubbed into the Spine of the Back and Joints. These are the Virtues ascribed to the Flesh of the Viper; but I am afraid without any real Foundation from Experience. For I have given the Flesh, Broth, and Salt of Vipers, in very large Quantities, without any greater Effects, than I have observed upon the Broths or Flesh, of Fowls, Veal, or Mutton, given in the same Manner. And with respect to the Salt of Vipers, it does not appear from Experience, that it is poliished of any other Virtues than Salt of Hartthorn, or any other Animal Salt. What is advertised, and sold in London, under the Name of Essence of Vipers, is only a Liniment of Cantharides, which as it simulates to Venery, without imparting any additional Strength to the Constitution.
must be very prejudicial, especially when used habitually.

Viverra, Offic. The Ferret. The Flesh and Gall of this Animal are recommended in an Epilepsy, and the Gout, and are said to be good against Poisons.

Ulula, Offic. The Gray Owl. The Parts used in Medicine, are the Gall, Fat, and Flesh. The Gall is recommended for an Albug, Cataracts, and Films; the Fat for clearing the Sight; the Flesh boiled in Oil, and that Oil, mixed with Sheeps Butter and Honey, is good to heal Ulcers. It is esteemed by Some for the Gout.

Umbra, Offic. The Grunter, or Shadow-Fish. It is taken in the Mediterranean Sea. The Parts used in Medicine are, the Bones found in the Head, and called in the Shops, Lapidis Umbrarum. These are commended superstitiously for the Colic, and in France are commonly set in Silver, and sold by the Goldsmiths under the Name of Colic Stones. For, they say, if it be only carried about one, or worn about the Neck, it not only removes the Pain of the Colic, but prevents its Return.

Upupa, Offic. The Hoopo. It is a melancholy and unclean Bird, living on Worms found in Dung, Caterpillars, Beetles, and the like. The Parts in Use are the Flesh and Feathers. The Flesh and its Decoction, according to Avicenna, have a specific Virtue against the Colic. And the Feathers applied are said to mitigate Pains of the Head.

Ursus, Offic. The Bear. The Parts of this Animal used in Medicine are, the Fat and the Gall. The Fat is emollient and diffusive, and is of principal Use in an Alopecia. It cures also Pains of the Gout, the Parotides, and other Tumors, and heals Ulcers in the Legs. The Gall is recommended to be taken inwardly for the Epilepsy, Asthma, and Jaundice. Outwardly it is of Service in cancerous and spreading Ulcers, the Tooth-ach, Dimness of Sight, and other like Diseases. The Skin is good for a Perfon bit by a mad Dog to lie upon, and serves instead of a Rug to Travellers in the Winter-time.

Vulpes, Offic. The Fox. The Fat, Lungs, Liver, Gall, Melt, Skin, Blood, the whole Animal, and its Dung are used in Medicine. The Fat is of Use in Convulsions, Contractions, Tremblings, and the like Disorders; also in Pains of the Ears.

Ursus, Offic. The Bear. The Parts used in Medicine, are the Fat, Brain, Gall, and Dung, are used in Medicine. The Flesh is esteemed effectual in Cephalic Affections, as the Epilepsy, Hemicrania, and the like. The Decoction of it is said to be good for Cutaneous Disorders; and the Fat is proper for the Nerves. The Brain strengthens weak Heads; the Gall is reckoned to cure
cure the Epilepsy, being taken in Wine; and the Dung, by its noxious Smell, to hasten the Birth.

Zibethum, Civet. This Substance is produced from the Animal Zibethicum, Offic. Catus Zibethicus, Schrod. The Civet-Cat. The Animal, which yields Civet, is a kind of Wild-Cat, called by the Antients Hyæna. There are two Kinds of it, one that comes from Holland, and another that comes from Guinea, which is browner than the former. When Civet is mixed with Musk and Ambergraeale, or lowered by a Mixture of any other Powders, it has a very fine Smell; but alone the Smell is disagreeable. It is very little used in Physic. Some rob Children's Navels with it to cure their Colics, and it was formerly applied to the Pudenda of Women in Hyrieus Fits; but this last Practice is not only useless, but hurtful. Civet is a fat and unctuous Substance, of the Consequence of Honey or Butter, and of a most fragrant and grateful Smell. It is hot, moist, and anodyne. Civet is not the Seed, nor Suet, nor Testicles, nor Scrotum of the Animal, called the Civet-Cat, as Some would persuade us, for these have no Smell; but it is a peculiar Excrement, secreted by Nature, and collected in some little Bags of a glandulous Substance, which in the Male are seated between the Penis and the Testicles, in the Female between the Uterus and the Anus. This is what comes from America, and is not adulterated with Butter; the black imported from the East-Indies is not good.

CHAP. III.

Of MINERALS.

Achatæ, Offic. The Agate. This is a precious Stone, reckoned commonly between the opaque and transparent, of different Colours, and marked with Spots or Specks, which are imagined to represent Trees, Fithes, and other Things. The finest comes from the East-Indies; the common Sort from Germany, Bohemia, &c. Great Virtues have been attributed to this Stone, both cardiac and alexipharmic; but they seem all to be imaginary.

Adamas, Offic. The Diamond. This Gem is generally mentioned in Catalogues of Drugs, and some Virtues are ascribed to it, which are absolutely fabulous.

Ærugo. Ruft of any Metal, particularly Copper, called Verdigrisæale. Æris, Cuprum, Offic. Copper. This is never used inwardly as a Medicine, unless in Tincture, and that but seldom, because this Metal, and especially its Ruft, are reckoned Poisons; and any Kind of Food, or even Water, that has stood long in Copper Vessels, is pernicious. The Symptoms produced by this Poison, are Pains in the Stomach and Intestines, excessive Vomiting, Irritations to Stool, Ulcers in the Intestines, sometimes Difficulty of Breathing, and Spasmodic Contractions of the Limbs, and lastly Death itself, if the Quantity of Poison be great. The Remedies proper in such Cases, are first, to take a great Quantity of Milk, Oil, or melted fresh Butter; then to drink warm Water, till the Patient vomits plentifully. Clysters made of Oil, Butter, or fat Broths, are likewise proper; and lastly strengthening Cordials, and a Milk Diet. Various Recrements of Copper are employed in Medicine, as the Ærugo, Verdigrisæ; Flos Æris; Æs Uffum, Squama Æris; of which the Flos, Squama, and Ærugo are mentioned by Hippocrates; but the Ærugo, or Verdigrisæ, is the only Recrement now much in Use. It is a green Ruft, raised on Copper-Plates. The Method of making it
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is thus. The Hulks, Stones, &c. of Grapes, being first dried, and after dipped in some strong Wine, are laid for nine or ten Days in Wooden or Earthen Vessels, till they begin to ferment; then being squeezed together with both Hands, they are formed into Balls, which are put into proper Earthen Pots, and Wine is poured upon them, till about Half is covered. The Vessels have a Straw-Lid thrown over them, and are set in a Wine Cellar, where the Balls are left in Maceration for twelve or fifteen Hours, being turned every four Hours, that the Wine may penetrate every Part of them. After this the Balls are raised about a Finger's Breadth above the Surface of the Wine, and set upon wooden Bars; the Vessels are then shut again, and left in that State for ten or twelve Days more. After which Time, the Balls emit a strong and penetrating Scent, and are then fit for disdoloving Copper. For this Purpose, they are broken and bruised with the Hand, that the outer Part of them, which is dryest, may be exactly mixed with the inner, which is still moist with Wine. Then they are stratified with Copper-Plates in the same Vessels upon wooden Bars; the Plates making always the lowest Stratum, and the Balls the uppermost. The Plates are four Inches long, and three broad; and, if the Copper be new, they must be previously buried for twenty four Hours in Verdigris, and then heated a little in the Fire. The Vessels being filled in this Manner, and shut close, are left without any farther Management, till the Verdigris is made, which happens sooner or later, according to the Nature of the Copper. Some Copper yields its Ruft in fix or seven Days; some requires twelve or fifteen Days. The Verdigris thus compleatly extracted, the Plates covered therewith are taken out of the Vessels, and their Edges moistened with the strongest Wine. They are then wrapped up in Linen Cloths, dipped in the same, and laid in a Wine-Cellar for three Weeks. By this, the Makers tell us, the Verdigris is nourished, and then it is separated off from the Plates with Knives, and kept for Ufe. Verdigris is used by Painters and other Artists, but is seldom prescribed inwardly by Physicians. It is often applied outwardly to deterge and dry Ulcers, and to eat away fungous and callous Flesh. It is the principal Ingredient in the Unguentum Aegypticum.

\. Eties, Aquila Lapis, Offic. The Eagle-Stone. This Stone is big, as it were, with another Stone rattling in its Womb, of a dark, rufiet, or Ah-Colour, and commonly of an oval Figure. The oriental is accounted the beft. Etius informs us, that, if it is tied to the left Arm, it retains the Factus in those Women who are subject to miscarry. But in time of Labour it muft be taken from the Arm, and tied to the Thigh, and the Woman will be delivered without Pain. Mixed with Bread, it finds out Thieves; for a Thief will never be able to swallow it. Dale having quoted Schroder for the fame Virtues which Etius above ascribes to this Stone in retaining the Factus, and facilitating Labour, with this Addition, that after Delivery the Stone must immediately be removed from the Thigh, for fear it should draw the Womb to it, subjoins the following Remarks from Amman: The natural Effects of the Eagle Stone are commonly magnified, on account of the Traces of some Signature, while it is believed to be of Service in time of hard Labour, and to facilitate Delivery. This Dale does not deny; but this natural Effect of the Stone was by Galen, Pliny, and Others, immediately blended and overlaid with Superstitions. For who
who will prove (1) that an Albites tied to the Arm prevents Misdra-
ing? Which too is an Effect contrary to the former. (2) That the Albites has such an attracting Power, as to make the Womb fall out. Wormius and Valerioita produce their Observa-
tions as to this last. But in my Opinion, says Dale, these Observa-
tions are not well grounded. For we know by Anatomy, that the Uterus is held fast in its Situation, by Ligaments formed by Nature for that very Purpofe. How then can this Stone work such an Effect? Indeed, unless a Power of relaxing, or break-
ing the Ligaments, be acribed to it by the forementioned Authors, we cannot admit the Observation of Val-
erioita, which he makes on a Woman of Valentia, unless we suppose the Uterus to be drawn out of its Place, by the violent and unskilful Hands of the Midwife, which has sometimes been the Cafe. And yet too many fuch Abfurdities are inserted among Anatomical Observations. (3) There is no Proof that ever this Stone dis-
covered if Poison were mixed with any Thing, as is reported. (4) That it finds out Thieves, being pulverified and mixed in their Bread, by their Incapacity of swallowing it, is a precarious Affertion, depending on a fallible Mark, for Deglutition may be hindered by other Causes. (5) It neither procures Love, nor increases Riches, which it is said to do. (6) Therefore if we ought to speak the Truth, let us content ourselves with allowing the Albites the fame Virtues as the Sealed Earth, in malignant Diffempers, and againft Poisons.

Alabafrum & Alabafrinit, Offic. Alabafer. This is a white Stone very well known, and is a Kind of Marble, but softer. It is found in Staffordshire, Derbyshire, and other Places. The Stone applied with Rosin, or Pitch, discusses Hardness; with Cerate, easies Pains in the Stomach, and fastens the Gums.

Alabafrum Citrinum, Mont. Exot. Yellow Alabafer. This agrees in Virtues with the preceding.

Alumen. Alum. There are three Sorts of Alum principally used, as the Alumen rupeum, Offic. Alumen rupeum fove crystallinum, Ind. Med. Alumen facittium, Mer. Pin. Com-
mon Alum. This, together with the Method of making it, from the calcined Stone, Kali, and Urine, are fo well known, that they require no farther Notice. It is esteemed dry-
ing, astringent, and incrufating. Alum, melted with a due Proportion of Dragon's Blood, is the celebrated Styptic of Helvetius, which is ex-
tremely beneficial in Uterine Ha-
morrhages, and others, and in the Fluor Albus. A large Nutmeg with an equal Quantity of Alum, pow-
dered, and divided into three Dofes, if one is given every Morning, is said to cure an Ague. Burnt Alum is used as an Eicharotic to eat down fungous Flesh.

The second Sort of Alum, is the Alumen Rochi Gallis, Offic. Alumen Romanum fove rubrum, Ind. Med. Roch Alum. It is somewhat like common Alum, except that it is of a palifh red. It is imported from Italy and Smyrna, and is said to be made like other Alum, but without the Help of Kali and Urine. It agrees in Virtues with the preceding.

Another Alum, is the Alumen plumosum, Offic. Plumose, or Fea-
thered Alum. This is found in Quarries in the Island of Melos, according to Lournes, where it is produced spontaneously, without the Assistance of Art, and differs from the other Species of Alum, only in its Form, confifting of tender fott Filaments, almof like a Feather. Some have erroneously confounded this with the Lapis Amiantus.

Ambra grifea, Offic. Ambergrife. The Origin of Ambergrife is a Point that has been long debated among Physi-
Pharmacists and Naturalists, Some maintaining it to be the Product of the Animal, Others of the Vegetable, Kingdom. Some affirm that it is the Dung of some oriental Bird; and, as a demonstrative Proof of their Opinion, shew the Claws and Fragments of the Beaks of Birds, that are often found inclosed within its Substance, which, being committed to the Fire, emit the Odour of an empirumatic Bodies; which Sort of Smell is almost peculiar to Bodies that derive their Origin from the Animal Kingdom. Others, on the contrary, attempt to prove, that Ambergrise is a Kind of Honey, which is made by the Bees in the Rocks by the Sea-side; and, being afterwards attenuated and digested by the Heat of the Sun, becomes a Substance of that Fragrancy as we find it. But these Errors may be soon detected by plain Chemical Experiments. For all Dung of Animals, and Honey too, admit of a Solution in aqueous Mensa; but obstinately resist the most highly rectified Spirit of Wine. Some of the Moderns have thought it to be a peculiar Kind of Resin, or Tear distilled from some Tree as yet unknown to us, in the Eastern Parts of the World, and afterwards transferred to the Sea; where, acquiring a more perfect Digestion by the Heat of the Sun, and by the Sea Salt, it constitutes a resinous Body of that Nature. But, besides many other Reasons, what directly thwarts, and overthrows this Opinion, is, that all resinous Bodies of Vegetables will admit of an easy Solution and Extraction in the highly rectified phlogistic Spirit of Wine; whereas the Contrary is true of Ambergrise, which is very difficult to be dissolved in such a Spirit. Besides, it is observed, that inflammable Bodies produced from the Earth, as Amber, Bitumen Judaicum, and Sea Coal, are also difficult of Solution, and are by no means readily united with a very spirituous Liquor. These Things considered, we agree in Opinion with those who hold, that Ambergrise is to be reckoned among the Species of Bitumens, and owes its Rise to the Earth, out of whose Bowels it is torn, and wafted away by the Waves, and carried into the Sea. For it is found in greatest Quantities in the Sea about the Island of Madagascar, where the subterranean Parts are believed to be pregnant with that Kind of Bitumen. It is a solid and fat Substance, not ponderous, of an Ash-Colour, variegated like Marble, and marked often with white Specks. There are two Kinds of Ambergrise, the Ash-Coloured and Black. The first is to be preferred, when cleared of all Filth, with a strong Smell, and light, and which, being pricked with a hot Needle, drops a fat odorous Juice. The Black is less esteemed, as being mixed with Earth or Mud, or adulterated, according to Some. The Gables of Ambergrise are sometimes found so big, as to weigh above two hundred Pounds. It is gathered in great Quantities about the Molucca Islands, in the Indian Sea, and is frequently found on the Shores, both in the East-Indies, and in Africa, Pieces of it are likewise met with on the Northern Coasts of England, Scotland, Norway, and Ireland, being thrown ashore by the Tide. Ambergrise melts by Fire into a gold-coloured or yellow Resin. In distilling Ambergrise, we get first an insipid then an acid Liquor, or Spirit, and a yellow Oil of a most penetrating Smell, with a small Portion of acid volatile Salt, like Salt of Amber, a black, thinning, bituminous Matter remaining in the Retort. From whence it is plain, that Ambergrise consists of fine volatile Parts, intermixed in other thicker Parts, both saline and bituminous. This Drug is very much
much used by Confectioners, and is recommended by Physicians as proper to raise the drooping Spirits, to supply the Defect thereof, and to accelerate their Motions. Hence it is both a cephalic and cordial Medicine, enlivens the Senses, and is very effectual in Paintings, and all other Affections of the Head and Nerves. It is used both outwardly and inwardly. The Dose, in Sub stance, is from one to four Grains, taken in a poached Egg, or in a Glass of Wine with Sugar and Spices. Ambergrifte is sometimes counterfeited by mixing a little Musk and Civet, with Storax, Labdanum, and Aloes-Wood. And sometimes it is adulterated, by mixing with it some of the above-mentioned Perfumes, and a great deal of Bulls Blood dried.

**Amethystus, Offic. The Amythyst.**

This is a precious Stone, of a Violet Colour, which arises from a Mixture of Red and Azure. It is found in India, Arabia, and Armenia. It is good to stop a Loofeness, and to absorb the acid Particles when too much abounding in the Stomach, which Virtue it has in common with other alkaline Substances. It is pretended, that it prevents Drunkennes, being worn on the Finger, or bruised, and drank in Powder, but this Virtue is only imaginary. Hence it receives its Name.

**Amiantus, Offic. Earth-Flax.** This is a kind of scifile Stone, consisting of Filaments, in such a Manner as to be capable of being wove into a sort of Cloth. It is remarkable for refilling the Force of Fire, so as not to be consumed by it. It is seldom or never used in Medicine, that I know of; tho’ Superflition has ascribed some Virtues to it, as that it refils Magic and Witchcraft. But as the Legislature has thought proper to abrogate all the Laws before in Force against Sorcery, upon a full Conviction, of there being no such Thing, I think we may, with equal Reason, strike the Amiantus out of the Catalogue of Simples.

**Ampelitis Terra, Offic. Canal-Coal.**

This is a foilie, ftony, friable, and black Kind of Bitumen. It is esteemed drying and digestive, and to be a good Application to malignant Ulcers. It is said to kill thole-Worms, which eat Vines, and hence it has been applied to the Abdomen, in order to destroy Worms in the Intestines.

**Antimonium, Offic. Antimony.**

This is a metallic, solid, ponderous, and friable Substance, almost of the Colour of black Lead, consisting of long shining Strie, or Needles. It is found in Mines, in many Parts of the World, of different Colours; but the Hungarian and Transilvanian Antimony, of which little or none comes to us, is esteemed much the best for Medicinal Uses. What we are furnished with is not the pure Mineral, but that melted and cast into a pyramidal Form. We are obliged to Basili Valentine for discovering the Medical Uses of Antimony. It was this Chymist who first used Antimony internally, and enriched Medicine with many Preparations of this Mineral. It is said, that having thrown away some Antimony which he had used in the Fusion of Metals, he observed some Swine, who had accidentally eaten it, to purge considerably; and that, very soon after this, they became sleek and fat. This gave him the Hint of trying what it would do in Human Bodies. With this View he made a Multitude of Experiments with it, as appears by his Treatise, entitled, *Currit Triumphalis Antimoni*; and determined its Efficacy. After him Paracelsus, Matthiolus, Angelus Sala, Jacobus Lannaus, and many other Learned Men, pleaded the Cause of Antimony, and held it in great Esteem. There were, however, Others, who looked upon the internal Ufe of Antimony as most per-
Pernicious, amongst whom was Jacobus Grevinus; who in 1566 published a Treatise, in which he represents Antimony as a most dangerous Poison, and advises the Magistrates to prohibit the Sale of it, as they had done that of Quicksilver and Orpiment. His Council was taken, and the Medical Use of Antimony was forbid the same Year, by a Decree of the Faculty of Physic at Paris, which was confirmed by one of the Parliament; and in 1609, Paulmier, a Physician of Paris, was expelled the Faculty for using it in his Practice. In the Year 1637, the same Faculty allowed its Use as a Cathartic; and, in 1666, the free Use of it was permitted by the Parliament of Paris, in consequence of an Opinion of the Faculty of Physic given in its Favour. Antimony was esteemed by the Antients astringent and refrigerating, was principally used externally, as in Collyria, against Fluxions and Exulcerations of the Eyes, and by way of Cosmetic to tinge the Eye-brows and Eyelashes of a black Colour. It is very astonishing that so many Physicians, and some of them Men of Learning, should so strenuously oppose the Introduction of Antimony into Medicine, and, without any Manner of Evidence and Experience, treat it as a deleterious Poison. For it appears that Antimony reduced to a Powder is neither Emetic nor Cathartic; though, if given in very large Quantities, it may perhaps by its Stimulus and Weight gently loosen the Belly. And so far is it from being deleterious, that it is an excellent Alterative in the Scabies, or Mange of Horses, other Cattle, and Man; and those who take it are observed to grow fat after it, and to enjoy a better State of Health than before; and it is a very great Error to imagine as some have done, that Antimony, boiled or macerated in Water, both vomits and purges; for it does Not ther. But if Antimony is mixed with an equal Quantity of Nitre, and put gradually into a red hot Crucible, so as to melt, it then becomes violently emetic, and is called Crocus Metallicorum. And it further communicates an emetic Quality to Wine, or almoft to any other Liquor in which it has been infused. And this Proportion of Nitre with the Antimony is said to render the Preparation more emetic than any other; for if either more, or less, Nitre is used, it is proportionably less emetic. Antimony consists of a sulphureous and reguline Part; which when united together operate as an Alterative only; but as soon as the Union is dissolved, the Sulphur becomes emetic and cathartic, and the reguline Part dratfic and virulent. If Antimony in Powder is boiled in Water impregnated with an Acid, an Alcali, or any Thing oleous, this will in some measure dissolve the Union between the sulphureous and reguline Parts, and communicate to the Liquor the Qualities of the Parts it diffolves. Thus an Acid, dissolving in the reguline and metallic Parts, renders the Liquor extremely emetic and dratfic; but an alcaline or oleous Liquor, acting upon the Sulphur, renders the Liquor more mildly emetic, cathartie, and sometimes diaphoretic. Hence we may conceive the Reason, why Crude Antimony may sometimes by Accident operate in the Prime of Vie; that is, if it meets with any Thing acid, alkaline, or oleous therein, capable of dissolving the Union between the reguline and sulphureous Parts. Hoffman afferts, that he has seen very great and good Effects from Crude Antimony, mixed with Sugar, in an Atrophy, and Pains of the Limbs. And Crude Antimony alone, powdered, is said to be excellent in Paralytic Disorders, and Diseases of the Breaft. The celebrated Kunkel was cured, by the Advice of Sinnertus, of violent Pains in
Chap. iii. Of Minerals.

in his Arms, by taking Crude Antimony in Powder; and he afterwards found great Relief in the Gout, by taking Crude Antimony mixed with Sugar. And the Remedy for the Gout so much advertised of late Years, under the Name of the Gout and Rheumatic Powder, consists of nothing but equal Parts of Crude Antimony and Nitre, reduced to a fine Powder, till no Particles of the Antimony remain visible; the Dose is twenty-seven Grains of both together. Crude Antimony is also an excellent Remedy for the Rickets, Worms in Children, the Fluor Albus, and all Diseases from Glandular Obstrictions. But Geoffrey advises to begin with a very small Dose, and increase it gradually, to avoid at the Time of taking it all Acids, and to mix it with treble or four times the Quantity of some Absorbent, as the Oculi Canthorum. We find in the Brandenburgh Dispensatory a Preparation under the Title of Morjuli Restaurantes Kunckeli, consisting of Crude Antimony, mixed with some aromatic and oleous Ingredient, and Sugar. These are greatly celebrated in Germany for patrid Fevers, the Itch, and Ulcers thence arising, for carrying off the Relics of the Small Pox, and in a virulent Gonorrhoea of long standing. And two Parts of Antimony with one of the Peruvian Bark, given in the Quantity of two Drams for a Dose, is esteemed excellent in an Intermittent Fever, and is said even to cure one that is continuoal; but of this I have no Experience. It is further asserted, that Crude Antimony mixed with melted Wax, or, as it is called, Cerated, is an excellent Remedy in a Diarrhoea, or Dysentery. I think it is generally agreed by Chymists, that the Sulphur of Antimony differs very little from common mineral Sulphur; but that it operates in a different Manner, is owing to a Portion of the reguline Part, from which it is very difficult to free the Sulphur. Upon the Whole, Antimony may be esteemed one of the Herculean Remedies for conquering obstinate Distempers, and if used with Judgment and Discretion, it is as innocent as any other Medicine. It is therefore astounding, that any Influences should occur of Patients labouring under obstinate Disorders, who have been defeated, or at least not cured, by Physicians, who have afterwards found a Remedy in Antimony, administered by the Hands of Quacks, who don't so much as pretend to any Degree of Medicinal Knowledge.

Aqua Mineralis. Mineral Waters. These differ extremely on account of their Contents. Those which are cold, and impregnated with mineral and diuretic Particles, are called Acidulæ, but improperly; for Hoffman has demonstrated, that they are of an alkaline, not of an acid, Nature. The Principal of these are, the Waters of Tunbridge, Asford, Knareborough, Road, Ipwich, Spaev, Islington, Felsed, Olton, and Cannock in Staffordshire. The principal saline and cathartic Waters are, tho' of Epsom, Asdon, Kennington, Colchester, Richmond, Lambeth, Streatham, Duxwich, North-Hall, Scarborough, Woodham Ferrers, Holt, and Cheltenham. The principal hot sulphureous Waters are, tho' of Bath and Buxton. Bristol and Matlock Waters are also somewhat warm. All these act by their Contents; and perhaps the Water itself may exert very great Efficacy in the Cure of Distempers. There are such a vast Number of, and infinite Variety in, mineral Waters, that it would require a whole Volume to explain this Subject. I must therefore refer the Reader to what F. Hoffman has wrote upon this Head.

Argentum, Offic. Silver. Some Preparations from this Metal are used in
in Medicine; tho' I don't know, that by itself it is poifessed of any Virtues, tho' some were formerly acribed to it, as it should seem, without any real Foundation. It was faid to be peculiarly adapted to Disorders of the Head and Brain; and was therefore recommended in Epilepsy, Apoplexy, Vertigo, Melancholy, Weakness of Memory, and Folly, if this laft may be esteemed a Distemper. Tacchinius tells us of an illiterate Silversmith, of fo happy a Memory, that he could repeat Word for Word whatever he heard; and this it seems was ridiculously acribed to his swallowing Silver, as he worked it.

Argilla, Offic. Clay. Clays of all Sorts are esteemed drying, astringent, and abfertgent.

Arsenicum, Arsenic. Of this there are three Sorts. Arsenicum Album, Offic. White Arsenic, or Ratbane. Arsenicum Flavum, Offic. Yellow Ratbane. Arsenicum Rubrum, Facitium, Offic. Red Arsenic. Arsenic, properly so called, is a Sublance extracted from an Ore found in Saxony and Bohemia, named Cobalt. As this Original of Arsenic, and the Way of preparing it, are not commonly known, I shall here shew what is the Nature of Cobalt; and in what Manner Arsenic, and the other Sublances, found with it in the Ore, are extracted; also what are the Kinds of factitious, or artificial, Arsenic. The Cobalt of the Shops, Cadmia Metallicae of Agricola, is a ponderous, hard, foftil Sublance, almost black, not unlike Antimony, or some Kinds of Pyrites, emitting a strong fulphurous Smell when burnt, often mixed with Copper, sometimes with Silver. It is dug out of Mines in Saxony, near Goftar; in Bohemia, in the Valley of Jeaobin; and in England, on the Mendip Hills, in great Quantities. It has a strong corrosive Quality, as sometimes to turn and ulcerate the Hands and Feet of the Miners, and is a deadly Poison of all known Animals. All the three Kinds of Arsenic are extracted from it; and it likewise serves to make Zaffer, used by Potters, in giving a blue Colour to their Veffels; and the Ecanthum Caruleum, or that Kind of Blue sometimes used by Painters, and often by Women to mix with their Starch, for whitening and stiffening Linen. The Way of making all these is taught by Kunkel, in his Art of making Glafs. To this Purpofe, they put the Cobalt in a calcining Reveratory Furnace, made for that Purpofe, in such a Manner, as that the Flame may just graze upon the Ore, and so set it on Fire. The Flame of the Ore is blue, accompanied with a copious Smoke, which is received on the Cieling of the Furnace, and from thence conveyed out through a large Funnel, made of Boards, and above an hundred Eells in Length. But the greatest Part of it flicks to the Inside of the Funnel, in Form of a whiffid Soot; and every fix Months the Labourers sweep the Funnel with Brooms, and carefully preferve this Soot, which afterwards serves to make both white, yellow, and red Arsenic. White Arsenic is made only by sublimating the Soot in Iron Veffels into an opake Sublance, sometimes white and thinning like the Ecanthum Album, sometimes streaked with red and chryfalone Veins. Yellow Arfenic is made of the fame Soot sublimed with common Sulphur, in the Proportion of one Part of Sulphur to ten of Soot. The sublimed Mass is of a yellow Colour, solid like Sulphur, shining, and not altogether opake, eafily broken, but not eafily crumbled into Dust; and diftinguifhable from Orpiment, by not taking Fire when thrown upon burning Coals, as Orpiment prefently does. Red Arfenic is made of the fame Soot as Sulphur, mixed
mixed with a small Proportion of a metallic Substance, called the Spuma of Copper. The sublimed Mass is found, of a Cinabarine Colour, and opake. The calcined Cobalt, after the Evaporation of the Fumes or Smoke, is powdered and calcined again; and this Operation is repeated till the Calcination is judged to be perfect. Then being very finely powdered it is mixed with two or three times the Quantity of powdered Flint-Stones, and moistened with a little Water in large Tubs, where in a very short time it becomes a solid firm Mass, called Zaffera, as already said, which is used by the Poters, Glass-Men, and Enamellers. If two Parts of calcined Cobalt, one Part of Potash, and three of Common Sand, be melted together, a vitrious, opake, and bluish Mass is produced, which is ground in Mills to a very fine blue Powder, which is called Smaltum, or Enamelum Ceruleum, used by Painters, and in walking Linen. Arsenic consists of an acid Salt, and a Kind of Mercurial or Metallic Substance, which discovers itself when it is distilled in a Retort, mixed with Soap, Suite, Oil, or any Fat, or oily Substance. For, with a strong Degree of Fire, the Arsenic will be raised into the Neck of the Retort in a Metallic Form, like Antimony. The Sulphur contained in Arsenic is in so small a Proportion, that it does not flame when cast on burning Coals, tho’ Cobalt contains a great Quantity of Sulphur, which consequently has been separated from the Arsenical Parts in the Calcination and Dellauration, and so evaporated; but the Smell of Arsenic proves, that some Sulphur still remains in it. Arsenic is very volatile; for if any Quantity of it is put into a Crucible, and set over the Fire, it will presently evaporate in white Fumes, without leaving any Remainder. If melted, stratified, or cemented with Copper, it turns it of a silver Colour; but, as it impairs its Ductility, this Change of Colour is rendered of no Use. Arsenic is a powerful Corrosive, and reckoned among the strongest Poisons. When taken inwardly, it causes many bad Symptoms, of which some are common to it with other Poisons, such as Anxieties, Swoonings, Palpitations, a sudden Dejection, or Sinking of the Strength and Spirits, Stupors, Deliriums, Convulsive Motions of the Limbs, Palsies, Heat and Corrosion of the Fauces, Thirst, Fevers, Vomiting, Pain in the Stomach, and cold Sweats. Other Symptoms are peculiar to this Poison, such as not only an Eruption of the Stomach, but an Extinction of it, in such a Manner, as that all its Coats, taken together, shall not be thicker than a Poppy Leaf in many Places; and, at the same time, the small Intestines are found corroded and perforated, with a sudden Swelling, and Spacelation of the Parts of the Body; and, after Death, a more speedy Putrefaction than is observed in other Cases, especially in the Parts of Generation belonging to Men. If Death does not immediately follow, the Patient becomes afflicted with an Hectic Fever, Marasmus, Palsy, Tremors, and sometimes Madness. Some recommend Rock-Crystal reduced to an impalpable Powder, as an Antidote against Arsenic. But I should depend much more upon drinking large Quantities of Milk, Oil, or fat Broths, while the Poison remains in the Prime Vae; but after it has got into the Blood, Alexiterial Medicines are to be used, such as Venice Trecatle, Mithridate, Bezoar, Contraerga-Root, and such like, and afterwards a Milk Diet. Those Arsenic be a quick Poison both for Men and Brutes, it is recommended by Some in Intermittent Fevers. But, let it be never so much prepared and corrected, its deleterious Qualities are B b only
only, lessen'd, never wholly removed.
And therefore, though it may be a
good Remedy for the present, it will
afterwards prove a Poison, and bring
on very dismal Symptoms. After gi-
ving the above Account of the Op-
inion of Geoffroy, with Respect to the
internal Use of Arsenic, I need not
cautions the young Practitioners in Phy-
sic to hold as suspected the Advice of
Piscain, who directs Arsenic to be
given internally in a Dyfentery; and
of Zacutus Luflitianus, who advises
the Use of it in Clysters for the same
Diftemper.

Asphaltus, &c Bitumen Judaicum,
Offic. Jews-Pitch. The Asphaltum
of Dioscorides, and Bitumen Judaicum
of the Shops, called Carabe and Gum-
mi Furerum by Serapion, and by o-
thers Mumia, is a solid, brittle, pons-
derous Sub stance, of a red, blackish,
or dark Colour; easily inflammable,
and of a strong bituminous Smell, es-
pecially when warm, and fusible by
Fire. It is found in several Parts;
but the best is that which comes from
Judea, where it is gathered in the
Dead-Sea, called from thence the
Lake Asphaltite. It is probable, that
a great Quantity of this Bitumen rises
from that Lake to the Surface of the
Water. At first it is so soft, viscid,
and glutinous, that it can with Diffi-
culty be separated from any Part
which it touches, but in time grows harder
than Pitch; and from the Place where
it is found, it is called Carabe of So-
dom; Carabe being used often by the
Arabians to denote any solid Bitumen,
and the Dead-Sea being the Lake
where Sodom stood. The Names of
Gummi Furerum and Mumia were gi-
ven it, because the common People,
among the Egyptians, used it in em-
balming and preserving dead Bodies.
The true Bitumen Judaicum is seldom
brought to us, For Dioscorides di-
rects us to make Choice of that which
shines like Purple, and to reject the
black Kind as being foul, and of
small Value. But all that we see of
that Kind is black; though even that
when broken in Pieces, appears, a-
gainst the Light, to be of a Saffron
Colour; and therefore it is possible
this may be the same Kind recom-
manded by Dioscorides, only boiled in
Braf s Kettles before it is sent to us.
It is of a discouraging, emollient, and
agglutinating Quality. It diffolves
cogu lated Blood, and promotes the
Menstrual Discharge.

Afteria Gemma, Offic. The Baffard
Opal, or Star-Gem. This Gem is
transparent like Cry stall, but of a hard-
er Nature. 'Tis thought to be a Spe-
cies of the Opal, but neither the one
nor the other is now kept in the
Shops. If carried about with one,
'tis thought to procure Sleep, and
prevent frightful Dreams.

Asperites seu Stellaris Lapis, Offic.
Star-Stone. This Stone is porous,
moderately hard, and white, and as
big sometimes as a Man's Head. It
is found in some Quarries in En gland
and Germany. It is esteemed anti-
pestillential, and is said to destroy
Worms in Children.

Auripigmentum, Offic. Orpiment.
The Orpiment of the Shops is an Ar-
fenical Juice, in squamous or folaceous
Glebes, like the Lapis Specularis, the
Squa me, or Strata, being easily se-
parated from each other. Orpiment
is of three Kinds: one of a Gold
Colour, the second of a deeper red,
or Cinnabarine Colour, mixed with
yellow; and the third, greenish and
yellowish, mixed with a large Pro-
portion of Earth, and therefore the
least valuable. These three Kinds
are found in the Veins of Gold, Cop-
per, and Silver Mines; but we know not
what was the other Kind of Orpiment
mentioned by Dioscorides. Orpiment
is of an acrid Taste, solubile in Oil,
and inflammable by Fire, emitting
a thin Flame with a great deal of
Smoke, smelling strongly of Sulphur,
or Garlic. This Smoke, if collected,
Chap. iii. Of Minerals.

ward Use of this Medicine in any Respect allowable. For it is a strong Poison, destructive to the Nerves, and accordingly is found by Experience to bring on very terrible Symptoms, such as Spasms in the Hands and Feet, Stupors and Contractions, cold Sweats, Palpitations of the Heart, Paintings, Thirst, inward Burning, Vomiting, Belly-ach, Eruptions, violent Pains, and Death itself, according to the different Doses of this Poison. And in the Bodies of such as die in this Manner, the Oesophagus, Stomach, and Intestines are found to be inflamed, corroded, and perforated in several Places. The Antidotes for Orpiment, and all other Arsenical Substances, are whatever is able to blunt the Acrimony of these corrosive Medicines; such as Milk and Oil, drank in great Quantities, fat Broths, the Juice of Mallows, or Marshmallows, Decotions of Flea-wort, and Linseed, Marshmallow Roots, and such like. Orpiment or Arsenic, worn about the Neck like an Amulet, cannot be so hurtful as Some imagine; neither do we believe it of any Virtue in preserving against the Plague, or Pestilential Diseases.

Aurum, Offic. Gold. The Use of Gold in Phyic was unknown to the ancient Greeks. The Arabians first talked of its Medicinal Virtues, and mixed it in their Compositions, being previously reduced to thin Leaves, upon a Perfusion that it comforted the Heart, and exhilarated the Spirits; and that therefore it was proper in Palpitations of the Heart, and in Melancholies. The Chymists add further, that a most powerful fixed Sulphur is contained in Gold, which, if it be mixed with the Blood, preserves it from all Corruption, and restores and revives Human Nature in the same Manner as the Sun, the great Original of this Sulphur, enlivens Nature. Many Authors are of a quite different Opinion, because
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the Effects of Gold are found not to answer these great Pretensions; and it may be reasonably questioned whether Gold be at all useful in Physic. The Virtues of the Chymical Preparations of Gold are equally dubious; because they seem to derive their Energy, not from the Gold, but from the Menstrua, and other Substacies mixed with it.

Bilemmites & Lapis Lyncis, Offic. Thunder-Bolts. The Bilemmita is a round, oblong, Stone, ending in an obtuse Point, sometimes white, sometimes of a Gold, and sometimes of a dark Colour. Some of these Stones are solid, others hollow, and it is distinguished by Lines drawn from the Axis to the Circumference. It is commonly about an Inch in Length and Thickness, though some have been found as large as a Man's Arm, and in every one of them there is a Fissure or Slit running through its whole Length. The Name Bilemmites comes from a Greek Word, which signifies the Point of an Arrow. It is also called Daetasmus, from its Resemblance to a Finger, and its being found in Mount Ida, in the Isle of Crete; but it is dug up likewise in the Alps, and in many Places of France and Germany. It is, without any Foundation, taken for the Lapis Lyncis of the Antients, since it is evident, that by that Word Diascorides understood Amber, which, he tells us, was by Some taken to be the concrete and indurated Urine of the Lymn. The Germans say, that this Stone is good against the Night-Mare, and the Stone in the Kidneys. It is given in Powder, from half a Dram to a Dram, in any convenient Vehicle.

Beryllius, Offic. The Beryll. This is a precious, shining, transparent Stone, the Colour of which is commonly a Sea-green; but there are some of the Colour of Oil, or of Garlic, or pale, or yellow, or of the Colour of Gold. They call this last Chrysoberillus; that is to say, gilded Beryl. It is found in several Parts of India. It is not likely that Gems should be possessed of any Medicinal Virtues; but those ascribed to this are, that, when powdered and given internally, it hels Hæmorrhages, and is good for Disorders of the Liver, Expectations, and Difficulties of the Face, Mouth, and Throat.

Bismuthum, Offic. Bismuth, Marcasite of Silver, or Tin-Glafs. Bismuth is a metallic, fusible, but not ductile Substance, very brittle and heavy, and distinguishable from Lead and Tin by its Colour, which is sometimes shining like Silver, sometimes of a faint Purple resembling the Regulus of Antimony, but consisting of broader Lamintes, and staining the Fingers. It is prepared by Artificers, by being first torrid, and then melted into a Regulus. It is often found in the Silver Mines; and wherever the Miners find Bismuth, they conclude they shall find Silver; and hence they call it the Proof of Silver. The Mines of Bismuth are in Bohemia and Misnia. Some pretend that it may be extracted from Cobalt melted into a Regulus, by a particular Process; but this is not certain. Bismuth seems to have been unknown both to the Greeks and Arabians; for the Arabian Marcasite was the Lapis Pyrites. It is very seldom used in Physic, tho' Some prepare Flowers from it, which they say are diaphoretic; but most Physicians have been afraid to use it inwardly, because of the Artificical Parts contained in it. The Magistery of Bismuth is prepared by dissolving the Metal in Spirit of Nitre, then precipitating it with a Solution of Sea-Salt in Water. This Precipitate, being edulcorated by frequent Lotions, becomes a very white Powder, much valued by the Ladies as a Cosmetic, and much used by Dealers in Hair, to improve the Colour of it when dark or red. Pewterers mix it with
with Tin, to harden it, and give it a more shining Colour.

*Bitumen, Offic. Pisseriphatos nativum, Schr. Common Fossil Pitch. The Bitumen is produced in Apollonia, near Epidaurus, and is carried down the Ceraunian Mountains by the Current of a River, and thrown upon the Shores, where it concretes in Masses and smells like Pitch mixed with Brimstone. The Pisseriphatos of Dioscorides, and of the Shops, or mineral Pitch, is a black or red Kind of Bitumen, of a fragrant and not unpleasant bituminous Smell, viscid, or of a middle Confluence, between Petroleum, and a solid Bitumen, not unlike the Common Pitch, fusible by Fire, concrecible by Cold, and easily inflammable. It is compounded of two Greek Words, which signify Pitch and Bitumen, and the Compound might be rendered a bituminous Pitch, or pitchy Bitumen; the Reason of which Name is not that it consists of an artificial Mixture of these two Substances, but it smells like such a Mixture. It diftils from Rocks, or springs from the Earth in several Countries. In Italy they use that which is found in the Campania di Roma, about sixty Miles from the City, near a little Town called Cathe. It owes thro’ the Crannies of Rocks in the Summer Time, of the Confluence of Honey, of a black Colour, and penetrating Smell. If it be kept a great while, it grows hard, retaining still something of its fatty Confluence, and never grows so dry or hard as the solid Bitumen; Fresh Bitumen is digestive, maturating, and resolvent. It is used in ripening Buboes, resolving Tumors, diffusing Sciatric Pains, and to strengthen Luxated Parts after they have been reduced. A Mixture of this, and slimy or muddy Clay, is called Malba, and was used as Mortar in building the Walls of Babylon, according to Vitruvius.

*Bole. There are many fats used in Medicine, which go by the Name of Boli, Boles, as the

*Bole Armenia, Offic. Bole Armoniac. It is an earthy Substanee, of a pale yellowish Colour, inclining something to red. It is ponderous, pungent, easily friable, and of a styptic Taste. It is dugged out of the Mines in Turkey, and thence brought to us. It is at present very rare with us. For what is found in the Shops, approaching to the Colour of red Oker, is imported from Spain and Normandy, and is thought to be little different from the Rubrica Sinopica. It is an Alexipharmic, and corrects those Acidities in the Blood, which are prejudicial to Health. It is astringent in some Degree, and, for that Reason, used in Fluxions of Humours. When applied externally, it is of a drying quality, and induces Cicatrizes on Wounds. Fracastorius says, that Bole Armoniac given to a Person almost in the Agonies of Death, from the Bite of a Spider, instantly cured him.

*Bole Armonia alba, Mont. Exot. White Armenian Bole. This Bole is brought from Armenia. It agrees in Virtues with the preceding, but is not to be met with in our Shops.

*Bole Armenia latea, Mont. Exot. Yellow Armenian Bole. This Bole adheres to the Tongue, is a strong Astringent, and said to be a powerful Refister of Malignity.

*Bole Bohemica, Offic. German Bole. It is an earthy Substance of the same Colour with the Bole Armoniac, but somewhat fainter. It has some Veins of a yellowish Colour running thro’ it, and is heavy, easily friable, and of an astringent Taste. It is dugged from the Mines of Bohemia, and thence imported to us. It agrees in Virtues with the Bole Armoniac, and is sometimes kept in our Shops. Aldrovandus informs us, that it is a very efficacious Medicine in all Exanthematic FEVERS.

*Bole candida, Offic. Unicornus
Minerals, Schrod. White Bole. This Bole is digged from Gran in Hungary, and at Golberg in Liege. It relieves and mitigates Pains of the Head, strengthens the Brain, and is singularly efficacious in curing Dyserenteries, and the Flux Albus.

Bolus rubra nigra, Ind. Med. French Bole. Dale confesses he knows nothing of this Bole. I take it to be the red French Bole, which is got in many Parts of France. Pomet gives the following Account of the French Boles, " The Bole which we sell, says he, is found in several Parts of France, about Blois and Savonn, or Bourgogne, and which is of various Colours, as grey, red, and yellow. The Yellow is most valuable, because it passes the readiness for Bole of the Levant, and because it fits the Gilders best. As these Boles are the dearest, by reason of the Charge of transporting them to Paris from Blois and Savonn, we prefer that of Bawille and other Places about Paris, because the Peafants bring it in at a cheaper Rate, than we can buy the other. The best is the smoothest, cleanest, and well coloured, of a light yellow or red, which, being tasted, seems to melt, like Butter, in the Mouth. Its Thickness is known by flicking to the Tongue. The counterfeit or adulterate Bole is of a sad-deep red, sandy, and gritty, being not of a third Part of the Price of the true. It is very drying and affringent, good against Fluxes, and Gleet. It thickens thin Humours, refists Putrefaction, and expels poisonous Bodies. It is also used in Spitting of Blood, bleeding Wounds, to consolidate broken Bones, and strengthen weak Limbs."

Bolus Toccaviensis, Ofic. Transylvanian Bole. This Bole has all the Characteristics of the true Armenian Bole, and melts in the Mouth like Butter. It is digged from the Earth in Transylvania near Tokai. It is greatly celebrated as an efficacious Medicine in Catarrhs and the Plague. It was first applied to Medicinal Purposes by Cramer, who prefers it to the Armenian Bole brought from Turkey. I cannot determine, says Dale, whether it is really different from all the preceding or not.

Borax. A Kind of Salt used in Mechanic Arts, and Medicine. It is also called Chrysocolla faetita, Santorna Plinii, & Tincar, Ofic. Nitrum faetitium, Arabice Borax. Wort. Borace. Borax is a Salt, whose Composition, whether natural or artificial, is but little known. Natural History, as well ancient as modern, affords us but little Information concerning this strange Salt; and from what we can learn of it from thence, we are not sufficiently instructed to conclude, that it is the true Chrysocolla of the Ancients; though the Spaniards, who work in the Mines of Chili, the Venetians, and other Moderns, full give it that Name, which they found in ancient natural History. Pliny, speaking of the Chrysocolla of his Time, divides it into two Kinds; the Native, which was taken out of the Mines of Copper; and the Fabricious, which was made by flirring and beating the Urine of young Children in Mortars of Copper. Paul Herman in his Materia Medica says, that they make Borax in the East Indies of a nitrous Earth, which, after they have calcined, and reduced it to Powder, they boil and make thereof a strong Lixivium; that they afterwards expel this to the Air, in order to make it run into Crystals; that this Salt never comes to a greater Perfection in that Country; and that it is in the Places whether it is transported that they purify it. By these two Descriptions, and especially Pliny's, it appears, that we are at a loss for the true Borax at present. For in the Essays which Geoffrey
Geoffroy says he made on the Solution of this Salt in Water without Addition, he could never find a single Atom of Copper; whereas there ought to have been a considerable Quantity, had it been the Chrysolea of Pliny. Nor had I, says he, any more Reason, from what I could discover, to think that it might be made of a nitrous Earth, taken in the Sense, and according to the Properties of our Nitre at present, because it crystallized in a different Manner, and fused upon Coal. But if M. Herman, by his Indian Nitre, means the Nitre of Agra, and some other Places in the East Indies, which is a Natrum, and consequently a strong Alcali, Borax would be an alkaline Salt of much greater Penetration, and of a much more acrimonious Taste than we find it, unless they have a way of making this Salt, by adding to the Natron some sweetning Substance to take off the Acrimony, and so making an imperfect Sal Salts, in which the Alcali is predominant. Geoffroy's late Brother in the Lectures which he read at the Royal College upon the Materia Medica, (after the Perusal of some Memoirs of a German Traveller, called M. Narglin, a good Naturalist, who had made many Essays on this Salt, both in the Indies and at Venice, where it was formerly purified,) tells us, That Borax was produced in several Parts of the East Indies, but most plentifully in the Dominions of the Great Mogul, and in Persia; that, in several Places of those two Countries, there flowed gently from different Mines, but principally from those of Copper, a salt Water, muddy and greenish, which was carefully preserved; that after it was evaporated to a certain Confinement, they poured it into Pits sunk in the Earth, and lined with a Paste composed of the Mud deposited from the same Mineral Sources, and the

"Fat of Animals; that they laid over these Pits a Cover of a convenient Thickness, made of the fame Paste; that at the End of some Months they opened them, where they would find the Water partly evaporated, and the Salt of the Borax crystallized; that they took these Crystals out of that fat Mud, with which they were still mixed or covered, and in that Condition they were brought to us from the Indies." Our Merchants import Borax also from China, where it costs little; which makes it probable, that this Kind of Salt is natural to that Country, or at least very easy to make. These different Boraxes are at present refined in Holland; but the Way of doing it is not a Secret only to the Dutch. For there is a private Gentleman in the Fau-<ref acting at the same Time against the Acid, without exciting any Motion. The Dose is an entire Dram. It is thought by Some to have a Specific emmenagogue and expulsive Virtue; which may probably be derived from the aforesaid incivile, deobstruent, and aperitive Qualities. However its Stimulus does not seem strong enough to be depended upon for present Relief in a Difficult Birth, unless it be joined with some other Ingredients, that are of more Efficacy by their volatile Stimulus. For this Reason Borax is commonly given in Powder mixed with Saffron, Myrrh, Oil of Cinnamon, Caffir, the volatile Salt of Amber, and other Powders of known Efficacy, in promoting the Birth, and
facilitating Delivery. Borax calcined is reckoned of specific Virtue in Fluxes of the Belly, or the Spleen, because it is a fort of syphitic Earth. The Dose is from a Scruple to half a Dram, in Conserve of Roses; either alone, or with other suitable Ingredients, for Inflamations, the Bone of a Cuttle-Fish, or toasted Nutmeg. Outwardly it is applied, though but seldom, to consume carnous and spongy Excrecencies, in fordid Ulcers; it is recommended also for the Itch, and in Cosmetics. The Usefulness of Borax in such Cases may reasonably be expected from its saline, resolvung, and incisive Qualities, which cause it to be received into the Unguentum Citreum, which is recommended for making the Skin smooth, and free from Affections. Its saponaeous, abisterve, Virtue, for the Purposes aforesaid, may perhaps be more justly expected from Borax in its crude State, as it is sold in India; tho', according to Garcia, it is seldom used by the Indian Physicians, unless for the Itch.

Calaminarlis Lapis, Offic. Calaminar Stone. The Fossil Cadmia of Agricola, flony Cadmia of Schroder, Lapis Calaminaritis, or Calamine of the Shops, is a fossil Sub stance of a middle Confinement between Stone and Earth, of different Colours, such as a pale Colour inclining to white, yellow, and a blackish red. This last is full of small ferruginous Globules, like Grains of Pepper, and marked with white Veins, and is found in great Quantities about Burges near Saumur, in Anjou, in France, and in many Parts of England. The others are dug in Germany, near Aix la Chapelle; and all Kinds of it seem to partake of an Iron Ore, because the greatest Part is attracted by the Lodestone. This Species of Cadmia was probably unknown to the ancient Greeks, or at least was not used by them in Physic, since it is not menti

ned either by Dioscorides, or Galen. It is now prescribed by some Physicians, to dry running Ulcers, to heal the excoriated Parts of Children, either in a fine Powder, or by itself, or mixed with Ointments. The Lapis Calaminaritis is much used in cooling and drying Cerebus; and is, in Powder, frequently sprinkled upon Sores and Ulcers, with a View of drying them, and disposing them to cicatrize. I have been told, that the Surgeons have lately observed, that Lapis Calaminaritis, reduced to a very fine Powder, operates as an Escharotic; whereas in a more gross Powder it acts as a Dryer.

Calx, Offic. Lime. Quick-Lime, by the Greeks called x°h:i, or vira, or d°b; the Roman called d°b; or simply d°b, is no more than a calcareous Stone, burned into a Calx of a white cineritious Colour, of an acrid and pungent Taste; and which, when it has not been too long exposed to the Air, produces an Effervescence, Smoak, and a considerable Degree of Heat, when Water is poured upon it; but when it is penetrated by the moist and humid Parts of the Air, it ceases to produce an Effervescence, and becomes a kind of Powder. Quick-Lime may be prepared not only of the Stone commonly called Lime-Stone, but also of Marble, and other Stones of a close Contecture, and hard Nature. In some Parts of France it is prepared of a Sort of Flint, which is capable of being calcined. In Holland, and some other Countries, where Lime-stone is not to be found, they prepare it of the Sea-Shells found on the Shore, which they calcine by the Help of a strong and violent Fire. But this Species is less proper, both for the Purposes of Architecture and Medicine, than that which is prepared of Stone. The American, according to Labat, prepare a Quick-Lime of sub-marine Plants and Lithophytes; and in several Parts of
of Chalk-fliuors calcined. Quick-lime is sometimes used by Surgeons as an Escharotic; but taken internally it is esteemed a Poison. That Species however, which is made of Shells calcined, is frequently given as a Medicine. Quick-lime is used in making some Sorts of Caftics, Lime-water, and the Lixivium, or Lye, lately so much celebrated for Calculous Distorders. And 'tis very certain, that the Salts of Lime may exert very great Effects in the Body, if taken in such a Manner as not to do Injury by their Corrodiveness and Heat. Lime-water is esteemed a Specific for that Species of Scurvy, to which Sailors are so much subject; and Fluids, impregnated with the Salts of Lime, should seem to be very effectual for dissolving those Obstructions in the Vessels, which are formed of earthy Particles.

Carbo fossilis, lithanbrax, Offic. Pit-Coal, or Scotch-Coal. Hoffman informs us, that Coals distilled from a Retort from an open Fire, yield first a Phlegm, then a somewhat acid sulphureous Spirit, then a subtile Oil, then a groffer Oil, which subfides to the Bottom of the Receiver; and lastly, by a brisker Degree of Fire, a certain acidulated Salt, resembling that of Amber. In the Retort, there is left a light black Earth, which, upon the Application of Fire, emits neither Flame nor Smoke. I shall here give a brief, but accurate, Description of the several Experiments made by Hoffman, in order to investigate the Nature of these Principles. The Spirit yielded at first in Distillation is at first white, but afterwards appears tinged with a reddish-brown Colour; which Phenomenon may also be observed in the Spirits yielded by Woods, Tartar, Myrrh, and other Substances of a like Nature. Upon an Affusion of the Acid Spirit of Salt, a large Number of Bubbles immediately appeared at the Bottom of the Vessel; which, becoming gradually and successively more numerous, ascended to the Surface of the Liquor, but without any remarkable Perturbation of the Mixture. With Spirit of Nitre the Conflict was greater, and the Liquor was rendered more turbid. Upon a sufficient Quantity of Quick-Lime being thrown into this Spirit, a strong volatile Spirit immediately afflieted the Nose in a forcible Manner. Upon an Affusion of Spirit of Nitre to this Mixture, a thick white Fume was forthwith emitted; which we always observe to happen, when we add Spirit of Nitre to volatile Salts or Spirits. The fetid Oil, intimately united and incorporated with Salt of Tartar, also diffused a Smell like that of volatile Salt. Upon Distillation, this Mixture yielded an alkaline, volatile, and oleous Spirit, which immediately became green with Syrup of Violets, as all Alcalies do; but, when mixed with an Acid, raised a sudden Effervescence and immediately assumed a perfectly red Colour. The gros empymatic Oil of these Coals, obtained in the first Distillation, emitted a sulphureous Smell. When put into a Silver Spoon, to which a gentle Heat was applied, it immediately tinged it of an obicure blackish Colour; a sure Proof that a true Mineral Sulphur is dissolved in it. For common Sulphur, dissolved in Oil of Turpentine, tinges Silver Vessels of the same Colour. The acid Salt, upon an Admixture of Oil of Tartar per Deliquium, assumed a near Affinity to that obtained from Amber by Distillation. Spirit of Sal Ammoniac excited a large Number of very broad Bubbles, which collected themselves at the Bottom of the Glas. But, immediately after, the Mixture, which was before limpid, assumed a reddish Colour; and, upon the Affusion of an Acid, returned to its former Transparence. 'Tis rarely
observed, that an Acid is thus tinged by an Alcali. That I might therefore say, our Author, trace the Cauze of this Phenomenon more accurately, I mixed diffolved volatile Salt of Amber, which I thought of a like Nature with the Salt of which we now speak, with Spirit of Sal Ammoniac; by which Means, after some Confiff, the Mixture in a little time assumed a beautiful brownish red Colour; and an excellent Medicine, of Virtues not inferior to Succinated Spirit of Hartthorn, was produced. These are the principal Experiments I made, in order to investigate the Nature of fosil Coals. From which, I think, it is obvious, that no deleterious Principle, nothing offensive to the Mass of Blood and the minutest Parts of the Body, in a word, no noxious Mineral, no Quantity of Arfenic is found in them. That a Mineral Sulphur is not so fatal as is commonly believed, is sufficiently attested by those Men who prepare, fuse, and boil the Sulphur of Goslar, who are found and vigorous, in comparison with other Metal-workers. Nor is there, in the German Coal, a considerable Quantity of this Sulphur; otherwife it might be easily obtained dry, and in the Form of Flowers, by Sublimation. For these Mineral Coals are porous and sponging Earth, richly and intimately impregnated with a bituminous and subterraneous Juice. Bitumen is their constituent Principle, without which they would neither emit Flame nor Smoak. But the Bitumen they contain, like all the other Species of Bitumens, of which Amber is one, consists of oleous, sulphureous, acid, and fine alkaline Parts, as is obvious from the Chymical Analyfis of Amber, Bitumen Judaicum, Naphtha, Petroleum, and all other reifuous Bodies. So far then are these Principles from proving prejudicial to the Vital Juices, that, by drying up the superfusive Humidity, they rather defend the superfusive Humidity, they rather defend the Mass of Blood, and the Body, from Corruption and Putrefaction. For, according to Galen, all Bitumens are endowed with a bal­samic Virtue. Besides, that bituminous Bodies set on fire correct the bad State of the Air, and difpate its superfusive Humidity, is a Point admitted by most modern Physicians; and the Antients used Sulphur and Asphal­tus, in order to correct and purify the Air, when Plagues and contagious Difeafes raged. Places, in which the Atmosphere is very moist, and impregnated with aqueous Exhalations which weaken its Force and Elasticity, are not wholesome; becaufe by that Means, Perpiration being obstructed, a Load of recrementitious and saline Sordes is retained in the Body, and communicates a depraved and Scorbutic Intemperature to the Blood and Humours, from which terrible Chron­ical Disorders arise. 'Tis therefore obvious, that the sulphureous Vapour of fosil Coals is of singular Service, in Countries where the State of the Air is moist and unactive, as is evident from the City of Halle. An immense Quantity of aqueous Exhalations, arising not only from the Sale, diffused into many Branches, but, also from the Salt-Works, whilst each Day at least ten thousand Pounds of Water are evaporated into the Atmosphere surrounding that City, must of course befet the Town at Morning and Night with Clouds, which every one must perceive to be prejudicial to Health, unless an Easterly or Northerly Wind dispersel them. And, in times past, no City was more obnoxious to Scurries, Consumptions, purple and malignant Fevers, than Halle. But since, about twenty Years ago, they began to burn fosil Coals for boiling the Salt, the Atmosphere is so purified, that these Difeafes are scarce heard of in that City. In former Times the Physici­ans
cians, who practised in it, complained
that no Disease occurred to them,
which was not accompanied with a
Scorbutic Taint. Numbers of Young
Men were cut off by Consumptions
and Dysenteries; and Petechial and
Spotted Scorbutic Fevers raged ex-
cessively. But now these Disorders
happen rarely, and then only a few
are affected with them. But I am
well apprized, that it is by Some
objected, that the Exhalations of
foilile Coal are rather pernicious than
advantageous to Health; because
they prey upon Metals, especially
the Iron and Lead of Windows,
which they consume; and because in
Gardens which are near them, and
thick set, they render the Trees and
Shrubs barren and fapless. 'Tis also
objected, that in England, and
especially London, a Consumption is
produced, peculiar to that Country,
by a preternatural Dryness of the
Vehicles of the Lungs in consequence
of this Smoak, as, also, that its Smell
is fetid, and highly disagreeable. But
to all these Objections we answer,
that tho' the Smoak, arising from
the Mineral Sulphur and from
Vinegar, is possessed of a powerful
Virtue, by which they consume the
lighter and more porous Metals, Iron
and Lead, they are not, for that
Reason, les proper for purifying the
Air, when a Plague rages, or disil-
pating its superfluous Moisture, so
prejudicial to Health. Besides that
this Smoak does not in the least
injure the Health of those People,
who inhabit the Houses expossed to
it, and in which the Leads of the
Windows are corroded, is a Fact
attested by daily Experience, since
few of them labour under any Dis-
orders of the Breast. That this
Smoak, however, may prove preju-
dicial, when thick and dense, is a
Fact of which I am firmly persua
ded. For as a large Quantity of Exhal-
ations from a Balsamic Gum, which
is friendly to Nature, for Instance,
from Maleeck, Benjamin, or Perua-
nian Balm, is ungrateful; so 'tis
not to be doubted, but the dense
Vapour of Bitumen, which is not
very grateful, may create Disorders;
which, however, seems to be owing
not so much to its Nature, as to the
Excess of its Quantity. 'Tis not,
therefore, to be wondered at, if in
London, where a gross State of the
Air, Glutony, and excessive Drink-
ing, especially of spirituous Liquors,
induce a morbid State of the
Humours, an excessive Quantity of
Smoak, arising from fossil Coal,
should prove prejudicial, and pro-
duce a Drunken of the Lungs. As
to that Objection of the Smoak be-
ing fetid, disagreeable, hurtful to
the Nerves and Membranous Parts,
and prejudicial to those who labour
under a Weakness of the Nerves and
Head, we answer, that tho' the
Smells of fetid Substances are not
always grateful to the Delicate, yet
they are not, for that Reason, preju-
dicial to Health; as is obvious in the
 Spirits of Soot, Worms, and Hart-
horn, which are all highly setid. But
how much these Spirits contribute to
repair the Strength, and to preserve
and purge the Mass of Blood and
Humours, is known to almost every
one concerned in Physic. It must
also be observed, that the Smell,
even of Perfumes, is ungrateful to
Many; as we observe in Women
who have weak Nerves, and who not
only bear Fetids more cheerfully, but
receive a Kind of Relief from them.

Chalcedonius, Offic. The Chal-
cedony. This is a precious Stone.
As to its Medicinal Uses it is by
Some thought serviceable against all
Disorders arising from black Bile,
such as Sadness, Melancholy, and
the unaccountable Dread of Demons
and Spirits. Those brought from
the East Indies, which are moderate-
ly pellicuc, and variegated with
whitika
whitish milky Streaks, if hung about the Breast, are said to generate abundance of Milk. Some Authors are so ridiculously superstitious and whimsical, as to promise Victory to the happy Combatant who wears the Chaledony-Stone about him. Its true and genuine Medicinal Virtues seem to consist in its absorbent Quality, when it is reduced to a fine Powder, and exhibited like the other earthy and absorbent Substances. But because the Apothecaries have other Substances of the same Virtues, and, at the same time, far more easily prepared, it is rarely prescribed by the Moderns.

Chalcitis, Offic. As the Misy, Sory, Chalcites, and Melanteria, are generally found in the same Mines, Authors usually treat of them together, whose Examples I shall follow. The χαλκίτης; of the Greeks takes its Name from χαλκός, Brafs, and is commonly described to be a Metal line Recrement, of the Colour of Brafs, diversified with oblong, thinning, Veins, and produced in the same Ores, which give Birth to the Sory and Misy. Betwixt these two Substances it holds a middle Rank, not only with respect to its Bed, but also with respect to its Confinement. For, according to Some, the Sory is thicker, and the Misy thinner than the Chalcites. According to Galen, the undermoft Bed is of a fiony Texture, and consists of Sory. Over this lies the second Bed, which is Chalcitis, and resembles an Efflourence; and the uppermoft Bed is that of the Misy, which resembles Verdigrise; but, in Proces of Time, the Chalcitis is converted into Misy, and the Sory into Chalcitis. According to Pliny, "That Stone is called Chalcitis, from which the Brafs itself is obtained. It differs from the Cadmia in this, that the former is cut from Rocks above the Ground; whereas the latter is only obtained from such as lie concealed under it. The Chalcitis also becomes immediately friable, and assumes a soft Texture, in Appearance like that of concreted Down. There is also another Difference between the Cadmia and Chalcitis, which is, that the latter contains three Kinds of Substances, Brafs, Misy, and Sory; for it has oblong Veins of Brafs. That is thought best, whose Colour resembles that of Honey, has flen- der Veins, is friable, and not of a flony Nature. That which is recent is also accounted beft, be- cause, when old, it becomes Sory."

And according to Dioscorides, "That Species of Chalcitis is best which resembles Brafs, is friable, not flony, recent, and variegated with oblong and thinning Veins. This Substance is of an abfolute, heating, Nature, and cicatrizes Ulcers, it removes the tough and vitid Matter which sticks in the Eyes, and their Corners. In a word, it is among the Number of the gent- ly corroding Medicines. It is an effectual Medicine against an Ery- sipelas and Herpes. In conjunction with the Juice of Leeks, it stops Haemorrhages from the Womb and Nostrils. The Powder of it cures Diorders of the Gums, spreading Ulcers, and Tumors of the Tonflis. When calcined and triturated with Honey, it proves an excellent Medicine for Diorders of the Eyes. It removes and destroys Callofities and Rough- nels of the Eye-lids. It cures Fistulas of the Eyes, when put into them, by way of Collyrium. Of the Chalcitis is prepared a Medi- cine distinguished by the Epithet Phericon. For this Purpofe we must take two Parts of the Chalcitis, one of the Cadmia, and triturate the Whole in Vinegar. But this Medicine must be buried in
in Dung, in an earthen Vessel, for forty Days during the Appearance of the Dog-Star, that it may become more acrid, which the \textit{Chalcitis} itself also does by the same Method. Others prepare the same Medicine, by triturating equal Portions of these two Substances in Wine. The \textit{Chalcitis} is to be calcined in a new earthen Vessel placed over live Coals. It is customary to calcine the moister Kinds of the \textit{Chalcitis} till it does not rise in Bubbles, and is become perfectly dry, but the other Kinds may be taken off the Fire when they have assumed a florid Colour, resembling that of Blood or Minium. The Sordes appearing on the Surface must be blown off; or it may be calcined upon Coals, blowing them all the time, till it assumes a palish Colour; or putting live Coals under the Vessel, it is to be flirred about till it flames, and changes its Colour." It is obvious, that the Antients reckoned the \textit{Chalcitis} among the a blistering, drying, acrid, caustic, or escharotic Medicines. The Variety of Compositions, in which, according to Scribonius Largus, they used this Ingredient, is a sufficient Proof of this. That it was applied to the same Purposes by their Farriers, we may find in the twenty sixth Chapter of the second Book of \textit{Vegius}. Forestus recommends the calcined \textit{Chalcitis} for drying Ulcers. At present torrefied \textit{Chalcitis} is an Ingredient in the \textit{Theriacæ Andromachi}, and in the \textit{Emploastrium Diac-induced Galeni, which is also called \textit{Diaphage}. But, because the \textit{Chalcitis} is not generally known, the Moderns for the most part use white Vitriol, either calcined or crude, or the \textit{Vitriolum Maecet} in its Stead; which Iabl. Schulzius, in his \textit{Blancardi Lexicon Rerum Naturale}, prefers for making the \textit{Theriacæ}. Whether the \textit{Chal-
those who class it among the Vitriolic Minerals, or crude and impure Vitriols. Hence the Reason is also obvious, why it is by Some accounted a Species of Vitriol, and why Beor-
haeze calls it *Vitriolum rubrum*; be-
cause, for Instance, it is a Composition of the Acid of Sulphur and Iron, in which there is, perhaps, a small Admixture of Brats. But it is more properly called the *Colcothar* of Vi-
trio, because it wants a Crystalline Form.

The choicest *Misy* comes from *Cyprus*, resembles Gold, is of a hard Substance, and, when broken, glitters like Gold, and shines with a Starlike Splendor. It is calcined in the same Manner, and has the same Virtues, as *Chalcedon*. Only *Misy* produces no *Pforicon*. As to their Qualities, *Misy* and *Chalcedon* differ only with respect to Intenseness and Remissness. The *Egyptian Misy* is preferred for its Strength, but is far inferior to the *Cyrian* in its Ophthalmic Virtues. Geoffroy says it seems to be nothing but an Efflorescence of *Chalcedon*.

Some have mistaken the *Sory* for *Melantoria*; but they are of different Kinds, tho' not much unlike. But *Sory* is the stronger scented, and creates a *Nausia*. It is produced in *Egypt*, and some other Countries, as *Africa*, *Spain*, and *Cyprus*. But the *Sory* which bears the highest Price is what comes from *Egypt*, and, when broken, appears of a blacker Colour, is full of Perforations, of a fattish Substance, astringent, of a strong Smell and Taste, and subverts the Stomach. That *Sory* which does not sparkle like *Misy*, when it is broken in Pieces, is reckoned of another Kind, and of little Value. It is calcined, and has the same Virtues, as the *Misy* and *Chalcedon*. Put into a hollow Tooth, it eases the Pain thereof; and it softens loose Teeth. Infused in Wine, it helps the *Sciatica*; and clears the Skin of Pimples, if rubbed thereon with Water. It is an Ingredient also in Medicines which make the Hair black. Generally speaking, this and almost all other Drugs are stronger before they are calcined than afterwards, except Salt, Lees of Wine, *Nitre*, *Quick-Lime*, and the like; which are of little Efficacy when crude, but have their Virtues much improved by Calcination. Geoffroy says the *Sory* of the *Greeks* is a soffile Substance, thicker and more compact than *Chalcedon*, which emits Sparks by Attrition, and is of a spongy Texture, black coloured, astringent, of a nauseous Taste, and of a strong hurtful Smell.

This Description agrees very well with a Substance which the *Turkish* Women make use of to take off Hairs from their Bodies, called by them *Rufina*; which is described by *Bellonius* to be a Fossil, almost like Excrement in Appearance, but lighter, and of a black burnt Colour, like Pitch, found in the Mines of *Gallo-Grecia*.

The *Melantoria* is sometimes found in the Entrance of Copper Mines, where it concretes like Salt. Another Sort, which has an earthy Quality, is gathered from the uppermoft Surface of these Mines. There is also a soffile Kind found in *Cilicia*, and in some other Countries. The best *Melantoria* is of the Colour of Sulphur, smooth, equable, pure, and which, touched with Water, immediately turns black. It has the same caustic Quality as *Misy*.

All these soffile Substances are now rarely found in Apothecaries Shops, being to be had nowhere else but in *Cyprus, Asia minor*, or *Egypt*. They are caustic, and burn to an *Escar*; and are, in some Degree, astringent. *Chalcedon* was used in the *Thebians* in *Andromache's* Time; but, as it can seldom now he had, *Colocithar*, or *Vitriol* calcined to a Redness, is substituted for it.

*Chia*
Choba Terra, Offic. Earth of Chios. This Sort of Earth is to be chose whitish-inclining to an Ash-Colour, and like the Earth of Samos. It is curdly and white, but made up in Masses of different Forms, and has the same Virtues as the Samian Earth. It clears the Skin of Wrinkles, and is good for Ambustions. Terra Samia, or Cimolia alba, may be substituted in its stead.

Chrysolithus, Offic. The Chrysolite. This is a green diaphanous Gem, of a glittering Splendor like Gold. It is found in India, and other Countries; and is superstitiously said to be endued with the Virtue of cruelty, it clears the Skin of Wrinkles, and Gold. He says, make ufe of no other Ila from this Sort of Clay alba, is different from the common Tobacco-Pipe-Clay. But Dale informs us, that in Cornwall a Sort of Clay is found, which he calls Steatites, and which is used as a Soap. In the Shops this Earth, with the Mark of a Seal upon it, is called Terra Sigillata alba. It is also sometimes sold for the Terra Samia. Dale farther informs us, that the Cimolia alba, which he seems to think the same as Tobacco-Pipe-Clay, is drying and astringent, either applied externally, or taken inwardly; and farther that it is an excellent Medicine either in Continual or Intermittent Fevers; and that it was the grand Secret of Sir Theodore Mayerne, in Curing these Disorders.

Cimolia purpurea, Offic. Fuller’s-Earth. This is seldom or never used internally: but applied, as a Topie, it is drying and astringent.

Cinnabar, Offic. Native Cinnabar. This Cinnabar is a soft, Metallic, heavy Substance, not very hard, found sometimes pure, and sometimes mixed with Stones. Of the pure Cinnabar there are several Kinds; one of a purple Colour, inclining to red, but which, by grinding, turns to a very beautiful Red; another of a blackish or liver Colour, resembling the Lapis Haematites; and a third of a yellowish Colour, which is commonly so rich in Quick-silver, that, when heated in the least Degree, the Metal drops spontaneously from it. The other Kind of native Cinnabar is found in a folifile Stone, formed of Laminæ, of an Ash-Colour. It has been like- wise found in a white metalline Stone, and sometimes in Form of a Gold or Silver Pyrites, such as was dug up some Years ago in several Places of Normandy. Native Cinnabar is found in Hungary, Bohemia, Italy, Spain, and France, and every one knows of what Parts it is composed. Quick-silver is obtained from it, by distilling it with Quick-lime, or Filings of Iron. And Sulphur may likewise be had, in a small Quantity, by boiling it in strong
strong Lixivium, and then pouring Distilled Vinegar into the Decoction, the Quick-silver being first separated. The internal Ufe of it is recommend-ed by Some Physicians in the Epilep-sy, Vertigo, Madeness, and all Spasm-odic Aффections. In thofe Cafes they choose that of Hungary or Carinthia, which is of asparkling red Colour, and free from all heterogeneous Particles; and reject the dark or yellowifh Kind, as being more im-pure. Sometimes, however, Native Cinnabar, by Means of some Vitriolic, or even Arfentic Particles associated with it, happens to excite Naufeous, Vomitings, Anxieties, and Heartburns; which I have myself more than once, fays Geoffroy, been a Witness to, even after the Cinnabar had been purged by frequent Waftings. Every Pound of good Cinnabar yields fourteen Ounces of Quick-filver.

Cor, Offic. The Whetstone. Diocyrides informs us, that the Grit which is worn off the Whetstone, by sharpening Iron, caufes Hair to grow upon the Parts affected with an Alopecia; that it restrains the Growth of the Breasts in Virgins; and that, drank in Vinegar, it confines the Spleen, and is good for an Epilepsy. There are three different Sorts of Chalk, the Hone, the Gritftone, and the black Whetstone. It is not easy to determine which is meant by Diocyrides.

Creta, Offic. Chalk. This is called by the Greeks Kρανικόν, Cre- tan Earth, becaufe the belt Sort was brought from Creta, now Candia. Kentman takes Notice of fifteen dif-fertent Sorts of Chalk. Geoffroy de-fines Chalk, a denfe, brittle, earthy Subftance, which readily flains the Fingers, and ficks to the Tongue, without any, Altringency. Many Kinds of Earth come under the De-nomination of Chalk. Chalk is now found in many Countries besides Crete. It raises an Effervefcence with acid Liquors, and is therefore defervedly looked upon as an alca-line, or absorbent, Earth. It, is used with Success to allay the too great Acidity of the Juices of the Stom-ach, particularly in the Difeafe commonly known by the Name of the Heart-burn; and alfo in Coughs, that arife from a sharp Phlegm. It is likewife serviceable in Hæmorrhagies, and is faid to kill Worms. In a word, the Property of all Alcaline Earths, is not only to absorb Acids, but to alay the Acrimony of the Fluids, and efpecially to restrain the violent Motion of the Bile, by de-taining the Salts and Sulphurs thereof in their fixed Parts. White Chalk is given alone, from fourteen Grains to a Dram. Powdered Chalk is alfo gi-ven with Milk, to prevent its turning Acid in the Stomach; and exter-nally, it is recommended for drying Wounds, Ulcers, and Fiffures in the Nipples. Chalk, when calcined, becomes a Lime, and differs extreme-ly in Virtues from Chalk uncalcined. Chalk in large Quantities, put into Springs or Wells of hard Water, is faid to render it fott. Dr. Slær, from Experience, affirms, that Chalk absorbs Acids sooner, and more pow-erfully, than Crabs Eyses, calcined Harthorn, or Coral; and he there-fore judges it to be a better Remedy than either of thefe for deftroying Acids in the Stomach. It is exter-nally applied to Running Puftules, Athors, and Excoriations; and is far-ther faid to be of Service, when ap-plied to an Erysipelas, or to Parts affected with Gouty Pains. Chalk, however, if taken in confiderable Quantities, and without proper Ca-thartics to carry it through the Intefini-al Tube, when it has exerted the Effects intended, is known by Expe-rience to be producive of great Mifchiefs, by plaftering as it were the Inteftines, obftructing the Luc-teals,
Chap. iii. Of Minerals.

Creta Selinuisia, Offic. Earth of Selinuisia. This Earth is in most Esteem, when it is resplendent, white, friable, and readily diluted with a Fluid. It is drying and astringent, and is recommended as a good Topic for Ulcers.

Crystallus, Offic. Crystal. Frederic Hoffman, in many Parts of his Works, recommends Crystal as a Medicine, under the Name of Crystallus montana. Schroder informs us, that Crystal is astringent, and good in a Dyfentery, Diarrhea, and Celiac Passion, Cholera, and Uterine Fluxes; that it increases Milk, wears away the Stone in the Urinary Passages, and is beneficial in the Gout. He further says, from Boetius de Biodt, that two Scruples, or a Dram of this, exhibited in Oil of sweet Almonds, is good for those who have taken Mercury. Schroder takes notice of the Salt, approaching to an Alh-colour, and is Magister, Oil, Elixir, and Essence of Crystal. But I believe there are never either made or used. Rock-Crytal is a soft transparent Gem, resembling Ice, and its Figure is that of an hexagonal Pillar, pointed at both Extremities; or it may be said to be compounded of two Pyramids, with such a Pillar between them. A second Kind is found in Ireland, and in some Parts of France, especially about Troyes in Champagne, which seems to be made up of Crystaline Plates, and fisfifie in the Direction of all its plain Surfaces, and, when reduced to Powder, it still retains a rhomboidal Figure, so that even the finest Powder, viewed thro' a Microscope, shews a Congeries of very small rhomboidal Solids. Another Property of this Crystal is, that all Objects, seen thro' it, appear double; which arises from a double Refraction of the Rays of Light. A third Species of Crystal is that mentioned by Dr. Listor, which is very smooth, pellucid, and glittering, coming near to a Diamond. Its Figure is spherical, oval, depressed, and sometimes representing an Hemisphere, or Hemispherioide, and in others roundish and irregular. It is very hard, and has an exquisite natural Polish, and is dug up in Pieces of different Sizes in several Places of England.

Diphyrages, Offic. Surf. It is a Sort of Metallic Recrement, which subsides upon a particular Treatment of melting Brass with Water. At present the Shops are unacquainted with it. It is of a mixed Quality, containing in itself something moderately astringent, and moderately acrimonious; for which Reason it is a very good Remedy for all stubborn Ulcers.

Eretria terra, Offic. Eretrian Earth. There are two Sorts of Terra Eretria; the one white, the other Ash-coloured. What is most esteemed, approaches to an Ash-colour, and is very soft, and, drawn over Copper-Plates, leaves a Line of a Violet Colour. According to Dioscorides, it has an astringent, and refrigerating, with somewhat of a mollifying, Virtue, incarneates, and conglutinates recent Wounds.

Gagats, & Succinum nigrum, Offic. Jet. It is a Kind of black, stony, crusty Earth, so full of Bitumen, that it smells strongly of it, and, being kindled, flames almost like Pitch, and emits a very black Smoke. It differs from the Terra Ampelitis, in that this latter sends forth no Flame, unles excited bellows, and has no bituminous Smell; whereas the Gagats, held to the Fire, catches Flame, and emits a Smell like Bitumen. It is mollifying and difcutient, and is supposed to cure the Colic, and other Distempers. It is of great Efficacy in Hysterics, and the Epilepsy; and is also a Diuretic. The Oil thereof is...
good for the Palsy. Tournefort commends it in Hysterick, Epileptic, Hyperchondriac, and Paralytic Disorders; the Dose is from six Drops to twelve. *Warmius* makes the Gagates only a harder Species of *Ampelites*, and says, that, when it is polished, it is called by Pliny, the *Gunnna Samothracica*; by Nicerand, *Lapis Thracius*, and by some, *Lapis Obsidianus*. Tho' Agricola, says Aldrovandus, supposes the *Lapis Obsidianus* to be a Species of *Gagates*, and *Lapis Thracius*, I believe it to be a Substance very different from both. * Dioscorides* says, that, used in Saffumigation, it cures the Fit of an Epilepsy, and revives the Patient under Hysteric Disorders; and that the Fume thereof drives away Serpents. It is an Ingredient in antiarthritic Medicines. It is produced, he says, at the Mouth of a River in Cilicia, near a City called *Plagnopolis*; and the Place or River, where it is found, is called *Gagas*. *Granatus*, *Offic*. The *Granate*. This is a pellucid Gem, of a yellowish red Colour, almost like that of Native Cinnabar. It is said, if prepared, and taken internally, to be drying and strengthening; to cause Palpitations of the Heart, and to reftit Melancholy and Poison; and to stop Hæmorrhages. It is also believed by Some, to have the same Effects, if suspended about the Neck.

*Gypsum*, *Offic*. *Tarras*, Plaftcr of Paris. Authors dispute about the *Gypsum*. Some will have it to be the Calx of *Alabaster*. Others that of Alum of *Scagola*. Others make it the Calx of *Majocca* Glass, and some that of the Selenite Stone: But our *Gypsum* is a Lime made of some whitish Stones, and opaque Bits of Talk, lightly burnt till they sparkle. The best, according to Dr. Merrett, is in *Derbyshire*, and used in Flooring and Celing of Houses. The learned Dr. *Liftcr*, in his Journey to Paris, says, there are Quarries of this *Gypsum* at Montmartre, and that they burn it in an open Fire, the hardest Part requiring no more than three or four Hours burning. He saw also a Quarry of it at Clifford-Moor in Yorkshire, where it is called *Hall-Plaftcr*. It is of a drying Quality, stops Bleeding, and absorbs as an Alcali the Acrimony which falls from the Gums in the Scurvy.

*Halyonium, Spuma maris*, *Offic*. The Froth, or Foam of the Sea. This is a bituminous or oleous Substance, found floating on the Sea. It is much controverted, whether this is the Excrement, Sperm, or Milk, of some Animal, or a Kind of Zoophyte; or a Juice of some Sea Plant; or something of a bituminous Mineral Exudation from the Bottom of the Sea, converted into a Foam by the Agitation of the Waves.

*Heliotropium*, *Offic*. The Heliotrope. This is an opaque Gem, of a green Colour, marked with bloody Spots or Veins. It is said to refit Poison, and to stop Hæmorrhages.

*Hyacinthus*, *Offic*. The Hyacinth. This is so called, from its Refemblance to the Plant of that Name, in its yellowish Colour, of which there being several Degrees, the different Kinds of it are taken from thence. Some are of the Colour of red Lead, or bilious Blood, some of Saffron, some of yellow Amber, which are the leaf esteemed. Hyacinths are distinguished into Oriental, which are brought from the East Indies; and Occidental, which come from Silesia, Bohemia, Auvergne in France, and other Places. These Hyacinths seem to be different from that mentioned by the Antients, especially by *Pliny*, which was of a shining Violet Colour, like the Anmethyl, tho' not so strong. Many superstitious Virtues have been ascribed to this Stone. They said it was of a cold
cold Nature; that it strengthens the
Heart, is gently astringent, and pro-
cures Sleep.

Jasptis, Offic. The Jasper. It is
an opaque Gem, of a green, and
sometimes a Blood-Colour. It is
found in the East-Indies, and is said
to stop all Sorts of Hemorrhages,
and to exhilarate the Spirits.

Judaeas Lapis, Offic. The Jew's
Stone. This is an oblong, roundish,
Stone, of the Figure of an Olive,
marked with, Streaks and Puriwes;
running from the Base to the Apex,
according to its Length, at equal Di-
tances from each other. It is of
a whiten or Ash-Colour, and sealing
within. It parts obliquely into thin
Laminae, and is given in Powder to
the Quantity of a Dram in any proper
Vehicle. It was called Lapis Judaei-
cus, or Syriacus, from the Countries
where it is found. By Others it is
named Euraxis, a being of a Diure-
tic Virtue. This last Virtue Geofroy
very much question; but says it is
plain from Experience, that this Stone,
the Lapis Lynceus, Crab's Eyes, and
several other Things, said to have a
Power of dissolving the Stone, are
really diuretic. But it cannot be con-
cluded, that, because oftentimes Gra-
vél comes away with the Urine, there-
fore they have any lithotrictic Qui-
alty. For the fixed earthy Parts of
these Stones, being mixed and incor-
porated with the Salts of the Fluids in
the Body, become thereby more fix-
ed, and more unite to pass through
the Pores of the Skin, but find their
Way more easily through the Strainers
of the Kidneys. Therefore the Se-
cretion by inefflible Perpiration be-
ing lessened, they are excruted in
greater Quantities by Urine; and
thereby whatever Sabura they find
there, they wash away; and hence
the Urine becomes turbid, and is
sometimes mixed with Gravel; some
Particles of which may be of a con-
iderable Size, when the Passage is
wide enough to transmit them. In
this Manner the diuretic Quality of
these Stones may be accounted for;
but neither Experience nor Reason
can give any Ground for attributing
to them a lithotrictic Quality.

Lapis Armenus, Offic. The Ar-
menian Stone. This Stone is opaque,
with green, blue or blackish Spots,
smooth, and marked like the Azure
Stone, with Gold-coloured Specks,
and friable. There is, indeed, but
very little Difference between the
two Stones, they being often found in
the same Glebe, and used indifferently
for each other, as having the same
Virtues: only the Armenian Stone
is more strongly purgative. It is gi-
ven from six Grains to a Scrupul;
and, externally used, it is detergent,
with some Degree of Acrimony and
Stygicity. It is seldom used in Physics;
but the Painters employ it in making
a beautiful blue Colour with a green-
ish Calk.

Lapis Albus, Offic. Sarcephagus,
Sææ Lapis, De Lact. The
Aslian Stone. Galen informs us, that
this Stone is so called from Allos, a
City of Troas in the letter Al. It
is of a tough, soft, friable, and
loose Substance. Something grows
upon it like very fine Meal, such as
we see sticking upon the Walls of
Mills; they call it the Flower of the
Aslian Rock. It is of subtle Parts,
and consumes Flesh that is too soft
and fluid, by Colliquation, without
Mordacity. The Stone, on which
it grows, has the same Virtue, but
weaker. For the Flower is not only
colliquative, digestive, and prepara-
tive like Salt, but performs all this
without any remarkably corrosive
Quality. Diochorides informs us, that
both the Stone and the Flower have
an astringent, and gently colliquative
Virtue, and, being mixed with Resin
of Turpentine or Tar, disinfects Tuberc-
es; but the Flower is esteemed most
effectual, and is, indeed, when dried,
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an extraordinary Remedy for inveterate Ulcers, which are difficult to be cicatrized, and represses carious Excrecencies. Mixed with Honey, it absterses foul and virulent Ulcers; it deterses also, and incarnces Ulcers which are hollow; and, mixed with Cerate, refrains the spreading Kind. It is made into a Cataplasm with Bean-Meal for the Gout; and, for Splenetic Disorders, with Vinegar and Quick-lime. The Flower, made into an Ecleagna with Honey, is good in a Phthisis. Vesicles are made of the Stone, in which Gouty Persons put their Feet when they bathe, and find Relief thereby. Coffins are made of the same, for the speedy Consumption of dead Bodies; and Persons of a very flithy and gros Habit are ex- tenuated, by sprinkling the Flower, instead of Nitre, in their Baths.

Lapis Bononienfis, Phosphorus Bononiensis, Spargia Solis, Lapis Lucidus, Mont. Exot. Bononian Phosphorus, Light-Carrier. This is a small, grey, soft, glossy, fibrous, sulphureous Stone, about the Bignefs of of a large Walnut; when broken, having a Kind of Cryftal or sparry Talk within; found in the Neighbourhood of Bologna or Bononia in Italy, and, when duly prepared, making a Species of Phospho- rus. It is esteemed caufic, efcharotic, and emetic.

Lapis Bufonis, Offic. The Toad-Stone. Some affirm that thefe Stones are found in the Heads of old Toads which have lived in dry Places; and that the Stone is far more valuable, when taken from the Toad immediately killed, than when it has been dead for a great while. The Common People affirm, that an old Toad, if laid upon a red Cloth, will vomit up this Stone. Others, for obtaining this Stone, order a Toad to be exposed to the Heat of the Sun, till it be parched with Thrift; upon which they maintain it will vomit its Stone, as too great a Burden to its Head.

Others to procure the Stone, order a very large live Toad to be put into an earthen Vesfle full of small Holes, and the Vesfle, when clofe stopped, is to be buried among a large Collection of Ants, for the Space of a Month. For then they affirm, that the Flesh of the Toad, being destroyed by the Ants, nothing remains but the Bones, and the Stone which was lodged in the Head. I cannot forbear looking upon these Accounts as so many Fables, too glaring and palpable to deserve our Attention, much less our Affent. Our learned Countryman, Mr. Brown, in his Vulgar Errors, thinks, that People have some Reafon to seek for fuch Stones in the Heads of Toads; becaufe fony Concretions are often formed in the Head of many other Animals, but more especially Fishes and Snails. But he doubts whether fuch a Stone is really found in the Head of the Toad; and, if it is really there, he thinks it is the Cramium indurated or petrified. Others have affered, that this Stone is produced from the vivid Spume deposited on the Head of a large Toad, by a Collection of Toads lodged in a Cave in the Winter-Season. Hence Chriftophorus Salvendensis informs us, that, in France and Spain, this Stone is only produced by a Species of horned Toad, called Borax, and marked with Saffron-coloured Spots, and blackish livid Streaks. Lanzonia, from Alb. Seba, informs us, that the Origin of the Toad-Stone is very uncertain, and involved in a kind of imperceptable Obscurity; since, notwithstanding the large Number of Authors who have wrote concerning them, and endeavoured by Examination to discover their Natures, not one has hitherto dared to affert, that he has with his own Hands extracted a Stone of this Kind from the Head of a Toad, or even pretended to shew one obtained in that Manner. For Vallifneri, after all the Pains he could take, could
could by no means obtain any Stone from the Toad. From which Circumstance, he thinks, he has Reason to conclude, that this Stone being found in the Head of the Toad is a Story which, like some other Pieces of Imposture, have met with a kindly Welcome from the Credulity of Mankind. Mr. Rea affirms, that the Stones called Toad-Stones, and accounted Gems, are only certain Teeth called the Grinders, in the _Lupus Marinus_, or Sea-Wolf. _Müller_, as _Dale_ informs us, recommends the Toad-Stone, as a most valuable Medicine against the Plague, and all Sorts of Poisons, and changes its Colour upon coming near a poisoned Cup. But as these Things are not found to hold in Fact, I think it enough just to have mentioned them; only I must observe, that the _Böecker_, that the _Bafonites_, in consequence of its being an alkaline Substantia, may absorb Acids, and contribute to the Cure of Fluxes.

_Lapis Haematites_, Offic. _Lapis Haematites_, of the Greeks, _Sedensgit_, and _Sedanegi_ of the Arabians, is a ferruginous, hard, glebous, ponderous, Metallic Substance, of a dark-red or yellowish Colour, and sometimes blackish, or of the Colour of Iron, and of an earthy, atstringent, Tafte; being broken, it shews fine, long, sharp Fibres, like those of Wood. It was called _Haematites_, in Greek, from its Colour; or because it is endued with the Virtue of stopping Blood. _Pliny_ distinguishes five Kinds of Blood-Stone, according to the Countries where they are found, and their different Colour and Hardness. Others divide them according to their different outward Appearance. Some Stones have an uneven and angular Surface, as those that come from Spain; some are clustered on the Surface, like Bunches of Grapes; from whence they are termed _Botryodes_, as we see in those brought from the Hercynian Forest in Germany. Others are formed in various Convolutions, like Intestines, or the outer Surfaces of the Brains; and these Surfaces are very well delineated by _Alkowandus_ and _Imperati_. In Iron Mines, the Blood-Stone is often found, in a different Ore; but where-ever it grows, there are always red Stones, and red Earth near it. It is likewise found sometimes in the same Places with the Load-Stone; and, indeed, there is a great Affinity between these two, as being both reckoned Iron Ores. The Blood-Stone is dug up in many Places of Germany, in Italy, and Spain, and this last is reckoned the best. That Blood-Stone is to be made Choice of, which is hardest and smoothest, without any Mixture of Filth or Veins. And this Stone is carefully to be distinguished from another something like it in Colour, but softer, which Painters and Joiners make Use of, called by Mistake in
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harmaties, but its true Name is rubrica Fabrilis, or Ruddle. Blood-stone is a kind of Iron-Ore, from which Iron may be extracted; and, in the Valley of Joachim in Bohemia, the Mines of these Stones are so rich, that it is thought worth while to extract the Iron from them, which is also excellent in its Kind, as Agricultura relates. This Stone is dissolves by Acids, in the same Manner as Iron, and, with the Vitriolic Acid, is turned into green Vitriol. Both Dioscorides and Galen say Blood-stone in Roughnesses and Cica- rices of the Eyelids; and for this Purpose they first rubbed it upon a Whetstone with Water, a Decotion of Fenugreek-seeds, or the White of an Egg; and they commend it, when diluted in Milk, in Suffusions of the Eyes. In all Ages it has been used in a fine Powder, from one to four Scruples, in any proper Vehicle, for all Kinds of Hæmorrhages, in Spitting of Blood, and in Ulcers of the Lungs, which it dries and heals. In the Flor albus, Cachexy, and Suppression of the Menses, it is as effectual as the Crocus Martis aperiens.

Lapis Hibernicus, Offic. Irish Slate. It is a fossil Stone, of a black Colour, somewhat inclining to an Azure, and of an earthy Taste; and found in Mines, as well in England, as in Ireland. This Stone is frequently used in Contusions; for it resolves coagulated Blood. Some say it is effectual in Qua rten Fevers; but it is much used in all Kinds of Hæmorrhages, Uterine Fluxes, and Spitting of Blood.

Lapis Lazuli, Offic. Azure-stone. This is a hard blue Stone, with Gold and Silver coloured Specks and Veins; and is found of two Kinds, one that can bear the Fire, and the other that cannot. The first is brought from Asia and Africa, and is called the Oriental Stone. The other is found in some Places in Germany and Italy, being dug out of Gold, Silver, and Copper Mines, and is softer than the Oriental. The Oriental produces the ultramarine Blue, which never changes with Age. But the German Ultramarine is easily affected by external Causes, and in time turns green. The best Lapis Lazuli is of a deep-blue Colour, marked with some gold Specks, hard to break, and durable in the Fire. It purges upwards and downwards, and is recommended by Authors in Melancholy Aftections, Quartan Agues, Apoplexies, and Epilepsies. They attribute to it a corroding Quality, with some Affin- gency; the first of which, Dioscorides and Galen say, may be corrected by washing it in Water. But they are mistaken; for both washed and unwashed, it vomits and purges, and what the Water carries off from it differs from what remains, only in the Fineness of the Parts. The blue Colour of this Stone arises, undoubtedly, from some Parts of Copper mixed with it, from which, also, its purgative Quality proceeds. But it may very reasonably be asked, why an acid and purgative Medicine of this Kind should be used in the Constitutio Alburnus, designed for a strengthen ing Cordial? To answer this it is to be considered, that the antient Physicians acknowledged two Virtues in this Stone, one Purgative, and the other Styptic; which, though contrary to each other, are nevertheless found in the same Subject. The Styptic Quality, by which it becomes a Strengthen er, they counted natural to it, when it was found in Gold Mines, mixed with small Particles of Gold; the Cathartic Quality they considered as merely accidental, arising from the Mixture of Heterogeneous Parts. Therefore on account of the strengthening Virtue of this Simple, they endeavoured by various Ways to cor rect the other, as by repeated Ablutions and Calculations; but whether they
have succeeded or not, is with me, says Geoffroy, fill a Doubt; though, says he, I must own, that long Experience has shown, that no bad Accident ever happens from the Composition of Medicines, rightly prepared. Whence it may be conjectured, that by Calculation the Purgative Virtue of the Stone is much lessened or entirely destroyed; but he cannot say, that it contributes to the Virtue of the Confection. The Antients thought it purged off particularly the Air; but, I am afraid, upon no good Grounds; for the black Colour of the Stools is not so much owing to the Nature of the Stones, as to the Tincture which all Steel and Copper Medicines communicate to them. As there are many Medicines of more certain Efficacy among us, we seldom use the Lapis Lazuli, all the Magisteries, Tinctures, and Elixirs, which the Chemists prepare from it, being laid aside. When Geoffroy mentions the Lapis Lazuli as an Ingredient in the Confection Alkermes, he means a Sort directed in foreign Dispensatories; for in ours it has been long omitted. The Dose, according to Schroeder, is a Dram of the same Stone reduced to a fine Powder.

Lapis Melitites, Offic. The Honey-Stone. This Stone only differs in Colour and Sweetness from the Lapis Galacites; and the Effects produced by both are, according to Dioscorides, the same. But, according to Galen, it is somewhat more hot and ablergent than the Galacites. Agricola affirms, that the Galacites and Melitites are produced in the same Limestone Rock. Wormius distinguishes between the Morabolicu, the Galacites, and the Melitites, in the following Manner. The Morabolicus yields a milky Juice, which is delititious of the Sweetness of Honey, and is neither of a white or cineritious Colour, but the Galacites is of a white or cineritious Colour, and yields a milky Juice, without any Taste of Honey; whereas the Melitites is of various Colours, and yields a milky Juice as sweet as Honey. But Jo. de Laet distinguishes between these three Stones in the following Manner. That which is of a cineritious or black Colour is the Galacites; that which is yellow, and in Colour resembling Honey, is justly called the Melitites, whereas that which is greenish is the Morabolicus, which shines like a Gem more than any of the others.

Lapis Memphites, Offic. Memphis-Stone. This is a Stone of a pungious Substanee, parti-coloured, of the Size of an ordinary Pebble, and found in Egypt near Memphis. They say this Stone, levigated and rubbed on the Parts, which are to suffer Cutting or Burning, renders them insensible without Danger.

Lapis Morachibus, Offic. White Marking-Stone. This Stone, which Some call Galaxis, or Leucophaeus, is produced in Egypt, and is used by the Fullers in whitening their Linen, as being a soft Substanee, and easily diluted. It is supposed to be of an emplastic Quality, and good for Spitting of Blood, the Cæsarean Pasion, and Pains of the Bladder, being taken in Water, as also in Uterine Fluxes, being taken in like Manner, or applied in a Pellisy. It is likewise an Ingredient in Calyrites, or Ophthalmic Medicines of a soft Consitence; for it fills up a Caloma, and represses Defluxions. Made into a Cerate, it cicatrizes such soult Ulcers as happen in the tender and soft Parts of the Body.

Lapis Nephritics, Offic. The Nephritic-Stone. This is a Stone very much variegated with green and other Colours, as white, yellow, blue, and black, but still with a greenish Cast. It is imported from America, but is also found in some Parts of Spain, and Babænia. It is idly worn as an Amulet against the Pains in the Stomach and Kidneys.
Lapis Phrygius, Offic. The Phrygian-stone. \textit{Galen} informs us, that this Stone is found in Cappadocia. The best is pale, moderately ponderous, of no solid Contexture, and distinguished by white Lines. This Stone, whether crude or burnt, is an efficacious Astringent. It moderately cleanseth, also, and has an escharotic Virtue, and with Cerate cures Ambitions. It is good in Diseases of the Eyes, and for Ulcers, and other Purposes; but is not at present used in the English Shops.

Lapis Schilliis, Offic. The Cleaving-stone. It is exported from Germany. The best is of a Metallic Subtance, and of the Colour of Saffron; the others, which are not so good, are blackish, and consist of thin, shining, and transparent Laminae, which flock to one another. The Virtues are the same with those of the \textit{Hematites}, only weaker in every Respect. \textit{Boetius} thinks it a Species of Talc; and \textit{Agricola} perceives no Difference between it and the \textit{Hematites} except in the Figure. \textit{Dioscorides} informs us, that it fills up a Carcoma of the Eyes, being diluted with Woman's Milk; and is, also, very effectual for a Rupture, or Falling out of the same Part, for Thickness of the Eye lids, and a Staphyloma.

Lapis Specularis, Offic. Muscovy-Glafs. This is a Fossil-stone resembling Crystal, transparent, and divisible into very thin Laminae. It is erroneously supposeth, says P. \textit{Amman}, to be the \textit{Glaes Maria}, (the Virgin Mary's Looking glafs) as it was formerly believed to be the \textit{Aphrofeline} or \textit{Selenitse}. For both Opinions are fabulous. The first, because it is uncertain whether the Virgin \textit{Mary} ever made use of such a Glafs; and the last, because it neither contains the Image of the Moon, nor increaseth or decreaseth as that Planet does. We have it imported from Muscovy, Spain, and other Parts; and it is of Use in Surgery, in the Cure of Fordid Ulcers. It is of Service, also, in difficult Labour, and is an \textit{Arcanum} against the Epilepsy; and is also reckoned among Cosmetics.

Lapis Spongis, Offic. Spungestone. This is a Stone quite friable, concreted in a Spunge, and of a white or grey Colour. It is an Attenuant without any remarkable Heat, and is good to break the Stone in the Kidneys and Bladder, and also to discuss Strumous Swellings. The Stones found in Spungen, being taken in Wine, are good to break the Stone in the Bladder.

Lapis Turritis, Offic. The Green-stone. This Stone is of a greenish Colour, refembling the Jasper; tho', when diluted, it renders the Liquor used for that Purpofe of a milky Colour. It is produced in Ethiopia, is of an highly pungent Quality, and, according to \textit{Dioscorides}, removes Specks and Dimnifs of the Eyes.

Lythargyrus, Offic. Litharge. This was of two Kinds among the Greeks, differing only in Colour. One was yellow, called \textit{Chrysitis}, or \textit{Lithargyrus Auri}; the other white, called \textit{Argyritis}, or \textit{Lithargyrus Argenti}; and the fame Distinction is still kept up. It is commonly made in thofe Furnaces in which Lead is separated from Silver, or where Silver is refined by Lead from the other Metals mixed with it. When the Workmen design to separate Silver from the Lead or Copper contained in the fame Ore with it, they firft make a kind of Trough of Bone-afhes, in which they melt a great Quantity of Lead; and into this melted Lead they throw the Silver Ore to be purified, and continue to blow with Bellows, till all the Lead, mixed with the Copper or Lead contained in the Silver, swims on the melting pure Silver like Oil. Then they gradually blow this Lead
Towards the Sides of the Trough, and afterwards, cutting the Sides, the vitrified Lead runs down to the Ground, and there becomes Litharge, sometimes of a Gold, and sometimes of a Silver, Colour. Whence the Dealers in those Commodities have given out, that the one was made from Silver, the other from Gold; whereas the Difference consists only in having been more or less exposed to the Fire, or in having a greater or less Mixture of Copper. Litharge is therefore nothing but vitrified Lead, either alone, or mixed with Copper. It is frequently used in Physic in outward Applications, being mixed with oily Substances to make the Balsam of most Plasters, by reason of the emplastic Confidence, which this and other Recrements of Lead acquire, by being mixed with and dissolved in Oils. It is of a dazing, detergent, and gently astringent Quality; and for this Reason is used in incanting and cicatrizing Ulcers. It is prepared by being well Levigated in a Mortar with clear Water, till all the Lead, which is not perfectly calcined, or other Metallic Faces, fall to the Bottom, leaving the finer Parts incorporated with the Water, which, subfiding by Reft, are separated from the Water, and dried.

Lithocolla, Ofic. The Stone-Gluer. This is a Mixture of Marble, or Parian Stone, with Bull's Glue. It is of Service, being applied with a heated Probe, in laying hold of the Hairs which incommodate the Eye.

Ludus Paracelsi, Ofic. Warren Vein. It is a Stone of the Colour of yellow Amber, but more opake, of different Sizes, distinguished by tranfcurrent Lines of a dark Ath-Colour like Veins. It is frequently found in Maritime rocky Places, and is recommended by Paracelsus for a Lithontriptic. Doctor Grow thinks it a good Diuretic, and that it may be of Use for expelling Gravel.

Magnes, Ofic. The Load-Stone. This is a ferruginous, dense, foßile Sub stance, of a blackish, bluish, or reddish Colour, attracting Iron, or another Magnet, or repelling them; and directing its Poles always to those of the World, when it is at Liberty to move. This Substance is not to be confounded with the Magnes of Theophrastus, which, he says, was white, and shining like Silver; nor hard, but easily made into Vessels by the Turners Art; neither did it attract Iron. It was, however, named from the same Magnesia in Lydia. Another Name of the Load-Stone is Lapis Lydus, which is also applied to what we call the Touch-Stone, by which the Truth of Gold and Silver is tried. These two Significations of Lapis Lydus are, therefore, carefully to be distinguished, because they are very different. The Load-Stone is found in many Parts of Europe, and generally in Iron Mines; but the best are those which come from the East Indies and Ethiopia. It is, undoubtedly, a kind of Iron Ore; and, in some Places of Germany, they actually extract the Iron it contains: When exposed in the Focus of a great Burning Glass, it likewise manifelty discovers Iron. The Virtues of the Magnet is attracting and repelling Iron, and, in its turning its own Poles to those of the World, are very wonderful; and especially its being able to communicate these Virtues to the Iron which it touches. The Load-Stone is not used inwardly in Physic; tho' Galen says it has the same Virtues as the Blood Stone; and, also, mentions its Purgative Virtues, and recommends it on that account in Droptries. Dioscorides proposes, that it be given in the Quantity of three Oboli, to evacuate grofs melancholy Humours. Some think it possessed of a deleterious Quality, which is denied by Others; but Geoffrey imagines the poi-
poisonous Quality is to be understood of that Kind of Magnes mentioned by Theophrastus, which he takes to be a kind of Native Limestone. The true Load-Stone, externally used, is drying, astringent, and consolidating. It stops Bleeding, and is recommended by Hoffman for the Cure of Hernias. Paracelsus makes it an Ingredient in a Plaster, not only for extracting the Head of an Arrow from the Human Body, but all manner of Dirit and Filth whatever.

Magnes album, Mont. Exot. The white Marking-Stone. This Stone is called by the Italian, Calamina alba, and Magnes carnea; because, as the true Load-Stone draws Iron, this is supposed to draw Flesh. It is a white Stone, marked with black Spots, which, if laid on the Tongue, flicks very closely to it; and is no other than a kind of rocky Marl, found sometimes in the same Mines with the Load-Stone. It is foolishly and fictitiously said to be of wonderful Efficacy in Love-Affairs. According to Monti, it ablerges with an Astringency, and is reckoned among Antiarthritics, Antiscorbutics, and Aperitives.

Magnesia, Offic. Manganse, Mer. Pin. Sapo Vitri, Mer. Arf. Vit. Soap of Glass. This is a soffile, metallic, ferruginous Substance, resembling Antimony in its shining Colour, and very brittle. Pomet mentions two Kinds of it, one Ath-coloured, which is not easy to be got, and therefore little used; the other black, which is very common. It is used in making and purifying Glass. For by mixing a small Quantity of it with Glass, whilst in Fusion, it clears it from any green or bluish Colours, and makes it more transparent and bright. On that account Merret termed it Sapo Vitri. If too great a Quantity be put in, it gives the Glass a Purple Colour. It is used by Potters in colouring their Vessels black, as the Zaffara is for blue. Merret, also, says, the best Manganse is that which is hard, heavy, sparkling, and blackish, and which, being reduced to a Powder, turns Lead black. It is dug in Germany, Italy, Piedmont, and in England near the Mendip Hills in Somersetshire. And Merret tells us, that wherever the Miners find Manganse, they conclude, that there is Lead Ore under it; but whether it contains any Lead, or not, has not been discovered.

Malachite, Offic. The Malachite. This may be taken for a Species of the Jasper, or Praefus. It is opaque, and of a Mallow green, whence it has its Name μαλαχίς Malach in Greek, signifying a Mallow. It is found in Cyprus, Meiffen, and the Country of Tirol, and is exhibited as a February.

Marga, Offic. Marble. This is not only of various Species, but also of different Colours, such as reddish, brown, grey, and yellow. It is of a pungious and medullary Substance, found in some Stones and Rocks, when they are split. It is of a drying, contrititious, consolidating, and narcotic Quality; but resolves Tartar, and coagulated Blood. Keelman enumerates various Species of Marbles, such as the white, the pungious, the soft, the subcineritious, and the flaty Marble, used by Artificers for making Images, the yellow and crustaceous Marble, which is found in sandy Grounds, and contains some Portion of Gold; and the hard, yellow, and sandy Marble found in Holland, with which the Inhabitants, as in other Countries, manure the Land.

Marga candida, Offic. White Stone Marble. This is found in Germany, and is a fungous, white, and friable Substance. It is of an astringent and refrigerating Quality, stops Hæmorrhages, and immoderate Discharges of the Menstru. The Powder
of it is by Surgeons sprinkled upon Ulcers, in order to dry and conditi-
date them. It is esteemed a powerful Co
eric. *Anfocnus Jepocinus, when it is hard, refers it to the Lapiz 
Galadites; but, if soft, he makes it a Species of Marle. For he is of 
Opinion, that the Monocbthur, the 
Galadites, and the Lapiz Molitites, 
are only indurated Marle.

*Mara faxatilis cinerea, Office. 
Ash-coloured Marle. This Species 
of Marle is found in the Cavities and 
Eisflures of Rocks, consists of thick 
Crusts, is of a cineritious Colour, and a somewhat acid Taste. It is 
of an astringent, emplastic, Quality, 
and stops Hemorrhages, when ex-
ternally applied. It agrees in Vir-
tues with the Semian Earth.

*Mara Saxatilis Incarnata, Office. 
Reddish Marle. This Species is pro-
duced in the Mountains of Bohemia 
and Liege. It is a pungious, lubri-
cious, and ponderous Earth, of a 
Carnation Colour, adhering to the 
Tongue, and tingling the Fingers 
with a yellowish Hue. This Kind 
of Marle is not only beneficial in 
Ruptures, Fractures, Dehiscions, 
the Haemorrhoids, and Dysenteries; 
but also refists Poisons, and Petrified 
Diforders.

*Mara album, Office. White 
Marble. This differs from Alabaster 
only in Hardnefs, and in Splendor, 
when polished. Galen tells us, that, 
taken internally, it dissolves the Stone.

Mara. This is the Chymical 
Name for Ferrum, Iron, and is some-
times called in Pharmacy, Chalybs, 
Steel. Melampus is the first upon 
Record, who exhibited Iron by way 
of Medicine. For he is said to have 
directed Iphistus to take the Rult of 
a Knife, and drink it in Wine, ten 
Days together, in order to procure 
him Children. Iron is the most 
useful Metal for Human Life. For, 
besides the innumerable Kinds of 
Instruments made of it, it furnishes 

excellent Remedies in many Diseases. 
The Medicinal Virtues of Iron, 
taken inwardly, were not unknown 
to the Antients. Dioscorides attrib-
utes to it an astringent Virtue, and 
recommends it in Uterine Hamor-
rhages. He, likewise, orders Wine, 
or Water, in which a red hot Iron 
has been quenched, in the Callic 
Passion, Lientery, and Dyfentery, 
and for retoloring weak Stomachs.

Physicians now acknowledge a two-
fold Virtue in Iron, one aperient, the other astringent. For it is ob-
terved to cure a Suppression of the 
Menstrues, to open Obstructions of the 
Liver, and Spleen, and other Fiswars, 
to stop Hamorrhages and Diarrheas, 
and to strengthen the relaxed Fibres 
of the Intestines. On these accounts 
it is reckoned the grand Specific in 
Hypochondriacal Aftections, and all 
Kinds of Chlorosis. Some attribute 
an aperient Virtue to some Prepara-
tions of Iron, and an astringent Vir-
tue to others; but the Truth is, all 
these Preparations are both astringent 
and aperient, tho' not in the same 
Degree. For Medicinal Uses, Iron 
is preferable to Steel; and the Filings 
of Iron, reduced to an Alcohol, or 
impalpable Powder, are preferred by 
Many to all other Preparations, in 
Promoting the Flux of the Menstrues, 
and in Removing Obstructions of the 
Uterus; being given from twelve 
Grains to half a Dram, once or twice 
a Day, in any convenient Form. 
Filings of Iron, tied up in a Linen 
Bag, are also precribed to be infused 
in Aperient Apotheems, and Alterative 
Broths. Sydenham tells us, that he 
was informed, "That the crude Ore 
or Iron is more efficacious in curing 
Diseases, than Iron which has 
been refined by Fussion; but, for 
the Truth of this, says he, I had 
only the Author's Word, not be-
ing attired of it by my own Ex-
perience." And I have seen a 
kind of Iron Ore, called at the Iron 
Works,
Works, Camberland Ore, which very much resembles Bole, and which, rubbed with Quicksilver, unites with it, forming a kind of Cinnabar, which promises very fair to be an excellent Deoblituent. There is a Stypcticity in Iron, by which it brace up the Vessels and Viscera when relaxed. Hence the Organs of Digestion, when weak and relaxed, are strengthened and enabled to perform their Offices. Hence also, by a prudent Use of Iron, the contractile Force of the Arteries is increased; and in consequence of this, the Circulation is accelerated, and Obstructions are removed. But for the same Reason that Iron or its Preparations are of Service in a Weakness of the Solids, and a Langour of the Circulation, it becomes prejudicial in a high Degree, when the Solids are too tenso, the Circulation too brisk, and the Constitution inclined to Inflammation. Prudent Practitioners, also, will be very cautious of exhibiting Iron in a full Habit of Body, without previous Evacuations; because otherwise by increasing the Velocity of the Blood, in such Habits, Hæmorrhages, Fevers, Apoplexies, Convulsions, all kinds of Nervous Disorders, and Death, will not unfrequently be produced. And for the same Reason it is always prudent to administer Steel, as it is called, or Iron, after due Evacuations, gradually, and in such Doses, as will not accelerate the Circulation too suddenly. Steel, properly so called, is not so good as Iron for Medicinal Uses.

Mercurius. Mercury, or Quicksilver. This is a fluid Metallic Substance, cold to the Touch, of a shining Silver Colour, very heavy, volatile, and which will unite with most Metals, especially Gold, to which it joins itself very closely. It is sometimes found in its fluid Form in the Bowels of the Earth; and, in that Case, it is first well washed with Water, to clear it from the Earth; then sometimes with Vinegar and Salt, to carry off all other Metallic Parts; and lastly, it is passed thro' Cotton, or dressed Leather, and then has the Name of Virgin Mercury. It is also found in Glesbes, or in Form of a red sulphureous Mercurial Mineral, called Cinnabar, or of a stony Glesbe, sometimes red, sometimes yellow, sometimes dark, and sometimes of a Lead-Colour. It was by the Antients ranked among Poisons. Dioscorides ascribes pernicious Effects to it; and from his Authority, doubtless, it was, that Galen reckoned it highly corrosive; for he owns he never made any Trial of it himself. The Name of it is not found in Hippocrates; whence it is probable, that it was not in use in his Time. But before Avicenna it was used externally, though seldom internally, being still thought a Poison by most Physicians. Aurelius ranks it, however, among Medicines; but Mose applied it only for curing Cutaneous Diseases; though Avicenna observes, that Many had drank it without any bad Effect, and that it passed through the Anus unchanged. About two hundred Years ago, though it was still believed by Some to be poisonous, it began by Many to be used inwardly; they having observed, as Fallopis relates, that it was given in that Manner by Shepherds to their Cattle, to kill Worms, without any bad Effect. Whence they concluded, that it might be safely given to Men also, and that, therefore, crude Mercury was not to be judged a Poison. Thus Brassiculus and Carolus Muscarus tell us, they gave it to Children troubled with Worms, from two to twenty Grains, and always with some Success; and that several Midwives gave it to Women in Difficult Labours, though perhaps, not always with
with any visible good Effects. Matthiolius relates, that some Women with Child drank each a Pound of Quicksilver to procure Abortion without any bad Consequence; and it is commonly known that the Workers in Quicksilver take this Method to cheat their Masters of considerable Quantities, by first swallowing it, and then voiding it with their Faces, from which it is easily cleansed by simple Washing. It must nevertheless be owned, that the Use of it, whether outwardly or inwardly, can never be long continued without Mischief. For the Miners, and others employed about it, though of the strongest Constitutions imaginable, seldom remain four Years in that State, but are seized with Tremblings and Palsies, and die miserable. By an injudicious Use of it, whether outwardly applied, or inwardly taken, the Nerves are likewise affected, weakened, corrupted, and contracted. Whence Tremblings, Spasms, Palsies, and too great an Attenuation of the Fluids, which often brings on a fatal Salivation, Ulcers in the Mouth and Throat, and incurable Loofeneffes. Quicksilver judiciously administered, is, however, undoubtedly a most excellent Medicine. It opens the Pores, small Vessels, and Ducts of the Glands; resolves obstructed Humours, attenuates those which are too thick, and viscid, especially the Lymphæ; and dissipates Concrections, even in the remotest Parts of the Body. On all these accounts it is found to be of singular Service in Tumours, swelled Glands, a feirrhous Spleen, Meafontery, or Liver, Ganglions, Strumæ, and other such Difeafes. It also blunts the Acrimony of the Fluids; and hence performs Wonders in Venereal Tumors, Buboes, and Ulcers, in Cutaneous Poffules, Scabs, and other Affections of the Skin. Universal Remedies of the Preparatory, and especially of the Evacuating Kind, having not only gone before the Use of Mercury, but being continued along with it. For as all these Difeafes arise from a viscid Serum become caufic by a long Stagnation, if it be divided and reduced to a fluid State by Quicksilver, before a Passage is prepared for it out of the Body, it must either exert its Efficacy on the Part where it was first lodged, or, by removing to the more noble Parts of the Body, bring on Symptoms more dangerous than the first. Therefore before the Patient begins to take Mercury in any Form, his Body ought to be cautiously prepared by Bleeding, to leffen the Plentitude of the Vessels; by Warm Bathing, and the Use of diluting Medicines, that the Humours may become more fluid, and the solid Fibres softer; as also, by Purging, that a Way may be opened for the Passage of the dissolved Humours out of the Body. These Passages are also to be kept open during the Time that the Quicksilver is taken, left the Humours be intercepted in their Course, and be turned a more dangerous Way. And the Patient ought to be kept warm, left Cold should stop or diminish inoffensive Perpiration, which ought likewise to be encouraged by gentle Exercise. Quicksilver, not only taken inwardly, but also by Unction, evacuates the Humours by Stool, Sweat, and inoffensive Perpiration; but the most common Method of its Operation, is by the Evacuation of a mucus Saliva, whence it is termed a Salivation. This Way of Purging was entirely unknown to the Antients, and is thought the most effectual Remedy for Venereal Difeafes; for the Cure of which it was first used by Jacobus Carpenfil, a Physician of Bologna. That is to be esteemed, which is most pure, of the most shining white Colour, most fluid, and
large Quantities in the Iliac Paffion, even two or three Pounds; and it often succeeds in removing the Ob-
struction. But if the Obstruction be obstinate, so that the Mercury re-
 mains a great while in the Intestines, it may do them an Injury, merely by its great Weight. To care the Itch, Quicksilver Girdles are used with very good Success, when the Precau-
tions abovementioned are duly ob-
served. The Quicksilver is to be 
beat up with the White of an Egg, 
till both are turned to a thick Froth, 
which is rubbed on a Cotton Girdle, 
and, when dry, is wore round the 
Loins. It is very well worth the 
Observation of every Practitioner, 
that Mercury, or its Preparations, ap-
plied either externally, or taken in-
ternally, is an almost infallible Reme-
dy for that Disorder, which is induced 
by the Bite of a mad Dog, and a 
certain Preventive against it; and it 
has of late Years been used with great 
Success in many Dilemperers, which 
were before esteemed extremely ob-
stinat, if not incurable. Rosaria, a 
Veronese Physician, of great Reputa-
tion, has wrote a Volume in Folio, 
on the Virtues of this Herculan Rem-
edy. He advises it to divide it with 
Goose-Grease, for external Applica-
tion, and for internal Use to mix it 
with Conserve of Roses. He recom-
mands it extremely in the Gout, con-
formable to the Sentiments of Fred-
eric Hoffman on that Subject. In the 
Dropy also, even an Afeites, an 
Asthma, and many other stubborn 
Chronical Dilemperers, he affures us 
from Experience, that he has found it 
of infinite Service. But he seems to 
think it of much greater Service when 
exhibited without raising a Salivation, 
than when it excites one; and in this 
he agrees with Many of the Moderns, 
who have wrote upon the same Af-
fair.

Naphtha, Office. This is of the 
Colour of the Babylonian Bitumen, 
of
of a liquid Consistence, very subjedt to take fire, sometimes white, sometimes black. It is seldom or never to be met with in our Shops; and therefore Petroleum commonly supplies its Place. It is a Liquor of an oily Substance, like rectified Spirit, very thin, pellucid, very penetrating, and subject to kindle into a Flame. It agrees in Virtues with Bitumen. There are Some, who, as Agricola assures us, are persuaded, that the Camphora of the Antients was prepared of Naphtha by Sublimation. Others there are, who will have it, that Naphtha and Petroleum are one and the same Subsistence. But, since we are not as yet certain what Naphtha is, we shall not venture to determine in the Cae. As for Naphtha, tho' it has many, and those very considerable, Virtues in Medicine, which Dioscorides infists upon at large, yet, at present, we are told by Kempf, that he never knew the Persians apply it to any other Ufe, than to temper their Vernish.

Nitre. This is the Nitre of the Antients, but is very different from our Nitre. It is a native Fossil, dug out of the Earth, not pure, but got by Lixivation from the Earth, and is of an alcaline and affe&five Nature; so that it might well serve instead of Pot-âhes, for the making of Glafs or Soaps. It was produced in Egypt, and now, at present, they dig at Smyrna an Earth that is purely alcaline, which comes to Paris in great Quantities, and is used instead of Pot-âhes. Clavius writes, that the Nitre of the Antients is so common at Cairo, that ten Pounds of it will hardly yield a Meydan (three Half-pence.) They use it for several Purposes: for they incrust Vessels with it, and, mixed with the Pods of Acacias, it serves to dry Leather. Bellonius informs us, that the Nitre of the Antients is very rarely found amongst us; and confidently afferts, that there is not a Grain of that Nitre in Europe; but that in Egypt there is nothing more cheap and common. This Nitre was not combustible, and inflammable like ours, and, consequently, of no Ufe in making Gun-powder. This Difference being supposed, it plainly follows, that what we find in ancient Writings, as those of Hippocrates, Pliny, Dioscorides, Galen, and others, of Nitre and its Virtues, is not to be understood of our common Nitre, but of a native alcaline Salt. But theo' Bellonius denies that there is a Grant of this alcaline Salt, or Nitre, of the Antients, to be found in Europe. Hoffman is of Opinion, that, though we have not so great Quantities of Nitrous alcaline Salt in the Earth of European Countries, as in that of Egypt, yet that a purely alcaline fixed Salt may be produced from the Bowels of the Earth, with all the Properties of Pot-âhes, or Salt of Tartar, or Nitre of the Antients, which is sufficiently proved by Medical Springs, Baths, and Waters. For a very pure alcaline Salt is extracted out of many of them. For Instance, the Salicran and Autonian Waters, and in Bohemia those of Buchfelding, and Wildunger, which yield a very pure Sal Alcali, as do the Caroline and Enfien Baths; as the Springs of Schwabluck and Epir, produce an Alcali, and with it a Salt of a middle Kind. So that I think it can no longer be doubted, but that our Earth contains a fixed alcaline Salt, which is imibed and carried off by the Waters. This Consideration will, also, serve to confute the vulgar Notion of our modern Chymists, that fixed Sal Alcali was the mere Product of Art, and obtained by Fire; nor could be extracted otherwise than from the Vegetable Kingdom, by way of reducing Vegetables to ashes.
Nitrum, Offic. Nitre. This is
very different from the Nitre of the
Antients, for an Account of which
see Natron. Our Nitre is artificially
prepared of two Elements, or Prin-
ciples, one of which is the highly
Simple, universal, Acid, and pri-
mogenial Salt contained in the Air,
and the other an alcaline, sulphure-
ous, and pinguious Earth; which like
a Matrix, or Loadstone, attracts the
universal Acid lodged in the Air.
Nor are Earths of every Kind, when
exposed to the free and open Air,
fit for generating Nitre, but only
such as are of an alcaline Nature,
and contain a pinguious and sulphu-
reous Substance. Hence, we find,
that the Earths, left after the burn-
ing of Houses, are of all others the
moft proper for generating Nitre.
The fame holds true of Calcarious
Substances; when, for Instance, Mud,
Earth, or Clay, is mixed with Lime,
and exposed to the free Air, the Salt
of Nitre easily breaks thro' it like
Froth. Quick-Lime also, the Athes
of Wood, or of Soap-Boilers, as yet
turgid with an alcaline Salt, greatly
contribute to the Production of Nit-
re, when mixed with Earth. The
Earth proper for generating Nitre
must not only be alcaline, but, also,
pinguious and sulphureous; nay, a
volatile alcaline Principle is necessary
for this Purpofe. Hence all Putre-
faction contributes to the Generation
of Nitre in Sands. For this Reafon
Nothing in Nature fo powerfully pro-
motes the Generation of Nitre, as
Dunging the Land with the Excre-
ments and Urine of Animals. Hence
those, who prepare Nitre, diligently
dig up and preferve the old and
fqualid Earth, in Sheep-folds, Sta-
bles, and other Places where Ani-
mals are kept. They, also, carefully
collect the Earth dug up about Bog-
Houfes; which, being impregnated
with the Salt and Sulphur of the Hu-
man Excrements, is, for that Reafon,
highly proper for producing Nitre.
They also chufe pinguious Earths of
Church-Yards, Ponds, Mashes, and
Walls, built of a pinguious Earth,
and putrified Straw, especially their
Surfaces taken off for about the
Depth of a Finger's Length; be-
cause thefe, being long exposed to
the Sun and Air, have conceived a
Nitrous Salt, difcoverable by the a-
clid and bitterish Taffe. Hence it
follows, that the more Putrefaction
and volatile sulphureous Salt can be
conveyed to the Earth, the more pro-
per they are for producing Nitre.
Earth, in order to yield a large Quan-
tity of Nitre, muft be managed in the
following Manner. They are to be
made up in Heaps, which are to be
frequently watered or sprinkled with
the Urine of Animals; by which
Means, and the free Passage of the
Air thro' them, they foon contract a
Nitrous Salt. But 'tis to be obferved,
that neither a too intense Heat of the
Sun, especially fuch as burns the
Earths, nor too pinching a Cold, nor
too moift an Atmosphere, and espe-
cially rainy Weather, but rather a
temperate windy Air, accompanied
with ferene Weather, particularly in
the Spring or Autumn, and in the
Night-time, favour the Production
of Nitre. The Heat of the Sun is,
indeed, ferviceable in drying the Earths
from which the Nitre has been before
extracted, but does not at all contri-
bute to its Generation. Nor is its Ge-
neration promoted by intenfe Cold, or
Southerly or Wefterly Winds, but by
Winds blowing from the Easterly or
Northerly Quarters which bring the
promogenial ethereal Acid. The Ela-
boration of Nitre does by no means
fuccefs under excessive Rains, which
wafh it out of the Earths. 'Tis, also,
to be obferved, that from Waters im-
pregnated with a Nitrous Salt, by
Elixivation, there cannot be obtained
any true Nitre, which is inflammable,
and forms itself into Crystals, with-
out
out the Addition of Ashes; in which there is an alcaline Salt, an Admixture of Quick-Lime, or that Lixivium, which in boiling remains after former Crystallizations. For if the Lixivium, drawn from Nitrous Earths, is boiled by itself, a Saline Magma is only obtained; which neither runs into dry, much less inflammable Crystals, nor is easily dried, but is readily dissolved in the Air, especially when moist and humid. Hence we may reasonably conclude, that the inflammable Salt of Nitre is compoundcd of an acid Salt, a fixed Alcali, and a Sulphurous Principle. And as neutral Salts are easily formed into Crystals, so, on the contrary, neither acid nor alcaline Salts, nor Sulphurous acid Substances, mixed with alcaline Earth, of which Kind this Lixivium, extracted from Nitrous Earths, seems to be, are disposed to Crystallization. But that there is in Nitre such a fixed Alcali, is sufficiently obvious, not only from its Generation already described, but, also, from this, that Powder of Charcoal alone, added to Nitre fused in a Crucible, converts it into a pure alcaline Salt, commonly called fixed Nitre, tho' it is not, in Reality, different from Salt of Tartar; or any other Alcaline Salt; as also from this Circumstance, that if this Alcaline Salt is again combined with acid Spirit of Nitre, or Aqua Fortis, the Nitre is forthwith regenerated. Earths impregnated with a Nitrous Salt, of which Nitre is prepared, are not only to be found in Europe, but, 'tis also certain, that an inflammable Nitre may be prepared every where; because the Matter, or Matrix of Nitre, which is Earth rendered Alcaline and Sulphurous by Putrefaction, may be had every where. Neither is it to be doubted, but that the primogenial and universal Acid, which is formed into a nitrous Salt with the alcaline sulphurous Earth, is contained in the Atmosphere, wherever it extends. And, 'tis certain, that not only in the Indies, which are hot, but also in Muscovy, which is a cold Climate, a large Quantity of Nitre is prepared, which is better than the German Nitre, and far more fit for preparing Gun-powder. The Indian Soil favours the Generation of Nitre, because, for several Months, no Rains fall to wash and carry off the nitrous Salt from the Earth.

The effential Characters and Properties, by which Nitre is distinguished from all other Salts, are these. (I.) Nitre is, by the Force of Fire, easily fused in a Crucible without flaming; but as soon as an oleous sulphurous Substance, capable of flaming, is added to it, it takes Flame, and produces an Explosion; which Effect happens not only by the Addition of common Sulphur, of Antimony which abounds with Sulphur, of Charcoal, of Tartar which abounds with Oil, of some Parts of Animals, the Blood or Bones for Inflance, but, also, by the Addition of Metals impregnated with Sulphur, such as Tin, Iron, and Zink; as also, by an Addition of Sal Ammoniac, which from the Urine receives an oleous and sulphurous Principle. (II.) Nitre, mixed and distilled from a vitriolic Salt, or the Acid of Vitriol, yields an highly volatile acid Spirit, of an ungrateful Smell, and yellowish Colour, as appears in the Preparatio of Hoffman's Spiritus Nitri Fumans, or Aqua Fortis; and because all Clay contains some Quantity of a vitriolic Salt, hence if three Parts of Nitre are mixed with one Part of Clay, formed into small Balls, and dried, the Nitre by Distillation yields its acid Spirit in the Form of a red Vapour; and because the Acid of Alum is of the same Nature with that contained in Vitriol, hence in Conjunction with Alum as well as with Vitriol, an acid Spirit, or Aqua Fortis, may be distilled from Nitre. It must, also, be
observed, that no other Acid, except one of the vitriolic Kind, can by any Means extract the Acid of Nitre, since a very fixed and strong Acid, such as that contained in Vitriol and Alum is required for that Purpose. (III.) Nitre, fused in a Crucible, is almost totally converted into an alcaline Salt; and this Effect is particularly produced mixing equal Quantities of Tartar and Nitre, and putting them into an ignited Crucible; by which Means the Black-Flux-Powder, commonly used by Workers of Metals in separating their Metals from adventitious Mixtures, is produced. Nitre, is, also, converted into an Alcali, when it is mixed and detonated with Powder of Charcoal; and by a strong Calcination it becomes an highly caustic Salt, of a Sky-Colour, and this is called fixed Nitre. 'Tis also, worth our Observation, that the Whole of Nitre may be converted into a caustic Alcali, of an highly acid Taffe, and which, by pouring Water upon it, becomes intensely hot, when mixed with an equal Quantity of Regulus of Antimony, and melted to a Maff, in a red hot Crucible. The same Phenomenon is said to be produced with Zink and Tin. (IV.) Nitre is a Salt of so singular a Quality, that there is none like it in Nature; for it not only cools the Tongue, when applied to it; but also the whole Body, when taken internally; and, when put into Water, augments its Coldness. (V.) A Solution of Nitre, put into Blood coagulated, and become black after it is taken from the Veins, not only renders it more fluid, but, also, procures it a florid and beautiful red Colour; an Effect not to be expected from any other neutral Salt. By this Experiment we may, in some measure account for its Operations, and refrigerating Effect, on the Human Body. For Nitre is a Salt, which, by Means of its aereo-acid Principle, is of an elastic and expansive Quali-
that *Aqua Fortis* dissolves Silver, but not Gold; but it has not as yet been adverted to, that *Aqua Fortis*, distilled by Abstraction from common Nitre, does not dissolve Silver, but converts it to a Calx; whereas it quickly attacks and dissolves Gold. This will perhaps seem strange to him, who considers that *Aqua Fortis* is the Offspring of Nitre, and in every Respect agrees with the acid Spirit of Nitre; but his Surprize will cease, when he reflects, that in undepurated Nitre there is a large Quantity of common Salt, which must be separated by Art; and considers, that *Aqua Fortis*, drawn off common Salt, becomes an *aqua Regia*, capable of dissolving Gold. For, if *Aqua Fortis* is even ten times drawn off depurated Nitre, its Virtues will not be altered by common Salt; but if common Salt is mixed with the Nitre, the *Aqua Fortis* attacks and disentangles it; by which Means an highly subtle Spirit of Salt ascends, and this Spirit, in Consequence of its highly penetrating Subtilty, enters the most minute Pores of Gold, and by means of the elasic Sulphur of the Nitre, destroys the Cohesion of its constituent Parts. (IX.) 'Tis, also, to be observed, that if Spirit of Nitre, or *Aqua Fortis*, are in a due Proportion drawn off common Salt, there remains in the Bottom a Salt, which deflagrates like Nitre. For the Acid of Nitre intimately associates itself with the alcaline Earth of common Salt, and with it is converted into Nitre, it is nevertheless of a very fixed Nature. The Volatility of its Principles is sufficiently obvious from the Account before given of its Generation; whilst, on the other hand, its fixed Nature is evinced from this, that it remains fused over the Fire for some Hours, without any Diminution of either Weight or Bulk. Neither is its Texture altered by Flame, tho' a Change is soon produced in it by the Addition of a small Quantity of ignited Sulphurous Earth. The an highly volatile and corrosive acid Spirit, as also a very caustic fixed Alcaline Salt, may be prepared from Nitre, yet it is possessed of a singular Power of removing the virulent and corrosive Qualities of almost all Substances, and rendering them propitious, temperate, and salutary. The violent and emetic Virtues of *Regulus* and Sulphur of Antimony are sufficiently known; and 'tis certain, that by the Addition of a due Quantity of Nitre, and the Affinities of Fire, both these may be converted into mild, temperate, and gently diaphoretic Medicines. That most of the Insects, which, by Means of their highly acrid Salt, excite Blisters, are excellently corrected by Powder of Nitre, intimately mixed with them, is certain from Experience. Thus *Cannibarium*, and other Substances of a like Nature, may be safely exhibited even in delicate Constitutions, in order to remove a Difficulty of Urine, provided a due Regard be had to the Causes of the Disorder, and a small Quantity of Camphire, which powerfully refists Inflammation, is added. Some Purgatives are so highly drastic, that, when imprudently exhibited, they raise violent Commotions in the Nervous System, and often occasion an Inflammation in the Coats of the Stomach: Of this Kind are Gamboge, Scammony, Rafin of Jalap, *Coloquintida*, *Elaterium*, and Spurge; which two last excite Blisters, when applied externally. Now the caustic Quality of all these is greatly impaired, by being mixed with any nitrous Salt; and if there is any genuine and efficacious Corrector of Purgatives, which guards the tender Membranes against Heat, Spasms, and Inflammations, 'tis certainly Nitre. *Aloe*, which is otherwise of a laxative and balsamic Quality, has by its subtle acrid Salt been frequently observed to excite
excite Hemorrhages; but it is rendered more benign and propitious, by a proper Admixture of Nitre. The Bile, in consequence of its deritative and bitter Quality, is a balsamic and natural Medicine, without which no Animal can long remain found, and in a due State. Now, if the Bile is vitiated by a Congestion of acrid Sordes retained in the Humours, it acts like Poison by irritating the Nervous System, and producing preternatural Heat, Anxiety, Inquietudes, enormous Evacuations, and intense Pains.

Now, in order to correct this peccant State of the Bile, no Medicine is more efficacious than Nitre. As Nitre is a powerful Cooler when internally exhibited, so there is no more effectual Antifebrile, no Medicine which either so soon, or so safely, corrects the Febrile Heat, and removes the woeful Train of Symptoms produced by it. Accordingly Angelus Sala informs us, that in Quotidian and Chronical Tertian Fevers, also in that Species of Fever called the Patient Hamitrites, Nitre is used with wonderful Success. For when the Patients are properly purged before, and kept in a moderately warm Place, the Exhibition of Nitre twice or thrice, two or three Hours before the Paroxysm, gives such a Change to the State of the Disorder, that Health soon succeeds. And as all other Refrigerants, the most considerable of which are Acid, inipitate and coagulate the Human Juices; so, on the contrary, Nitre attenuates and renders the whole Mass of Humours more fluid. Hence we understand why it is highly efficacious in extinguishing the Heat of the Body, and why no Salt is more friendly to the Constitution than Nitre. Upon injecting various Liquors into the Veins of Animals, it has been found, that several of them have been killed both by acid and alkaline Injections, only with this Difference, that the Acids produced too great a Coagulation, and the Alcalies too great a Fluidity of the Humours. But Malpighi informs us, that he injected a Solution of six Ounces of Nitre into the jugular Veins of a strong Dog, without producing any other Change, than a preternaturally copious Discharge of Urine. Hence we may justly conclude, that Nitre is excellently suited and highly friendly to the Crops of the Blood. For this Reason Lord Bacon affirms, that a Scruple of Nitre, frequently exhibited for a Dose, contributes greatly to the Prolongation of Life. Besides, Nitre seems to have a Kind of formal Existence in the Human Blood; which, when dried, reduced to a Powder, and thrown upon live Coals, produces a Sort of Ebullition like that of Nitre. Nitre, also, prevents Putrefaction in Substances subject to Corruption; and this common Salt is highly efficacious for that Purpoise, yet 'tis doubted, whether Nitre is not preferable to it in preserving Bodies. Thus Blood, taken from the Human Veins, may, by an Admixture of a Solution of Nitre, be for a long time preserved fluid and beautiful, without any Putrefaction. Besides 'tis sufficiently known, that Fleth either by Means of Nitre alone, or Nitre mixed with common Salt, for a long time retains a beauteous red Colour, even after boiling. The Reason of which seems to be, that this Salt exalts the red and beautiful Colour of the Remainder of the Blood contained in the minute Vesicles of such Fleth. Hence 'tis obvious, that Nitre refists the Putrefaction, which is often formed in the Prima Via, and diffuses itself thro' the whole Body; and may for this Reason be exhibited with Success in putrid Fevers, and Disorders of Children arising from Worms. Nitre, taken internally, powerfully promotes the Excretions by Stool, Urine, and Sweat.
Sweat. One "Ounce of depurated Nitre, diffolved in Water, renders the Body soluble, and procures some Stools tho' it answers these Intentions better, when mixed with a proper Quantity of the laxative Decotions of Tamarinds, Sena Leaves, and Mauna. When the Fluids are to be derived to the inferior Parts of the Body, especially in Fevers, Nitre is highly efficacious. Among all the Clas of Diuretics, none are better calculated for removing the Obstructions of the Urinary Ducts, rendering the Discharge of the Urine free, and dissolving calculous Concretions, than Nitre. Pinotus affirms, that if a proper Dose of Nitre is taken once every Fortnight, it never suffers the Generation of Sand in the Kidneys, either in Patients subject to Calculous Concretions or Dysuries, whether adult or young, robust or delicate. Timeus informs us, that he heard of a certain Man's being perfectly cured of the Gravel, by a long protracted Use of prepared Nitre. And Gratiolus informs us, that the Sal Prunellae is not only an excellent Preparative against, but also, an efficacious Cure for a Nephritis. And Hoffman tells us, he has found from Experience that an Emulsion of various Seeds, invigorated with Nitre, is with great Success exhibited for alleviating Nephritic Pains. A proper Exhibition of Nitre renders Perpiration more free and liberal, in Patients afflicted with immoderate Watchings, Thrill, and intolerable Heat; because it corrects the Heat of the Blood, and checks the hot interline Commotions of the Fluids; by which means every Thing in the Constitution is rendered calm, the preternaturally restricted Parts are relaxed, and consequently the Blood is freely conveyed to the Emunctories of the Skin. In Practice, we daily observe, that the precipitating Nitrous Powders excellently promotes Sweat, in all Inflammations; but in languid, cold, and cachectic Constitutions, the moving Force of whose Muscles is impaired, a Diaphoretic must be excited by more hot and active Medicines. Nitre is also an excellent Carminative. The Disorders arising from Flatulencies, stagnating, and spent up in the Intestines, sometimes (pathologically contracted, are sufficiently obvious to Practitioners, For which Reason they ought to be diffused with all Expedition. For this Purpose Hoffman affords, that he has found no Medicine more effectual and successful than Nitre, either alone, or mixed with Carminatives; since, by its Means, a Discharge of Wind by the Anus is procured. The Flatulencies discover themselves by their Flogulation and Noise, and are happily eliminated with an Explosion, which is, in Hoffman's Opinion, principally owing to a Solution and Relaxation of the constricted Intestinal Fibres. For which Reason it is justly commended in Spasmodic Colics, especially that of the bilious Kind, on which the Antients bestowed the Epithet hot. But above all other Medicines, Nitre affords the most considerable Relief to Hypochondriac and Hysteric Patients; since it is excellently calculated for removing the Spasms and Flatulencies, which are the Caufe of all the Symptoms incident to such Patients. But one of the most considerable and important Virtues of Nitre is that by which it resists Inflammations, which in very acute Diseases generally destroy the Patient; since, when they seize the Stomach, they produce Anxieties and Inquickitudes; when they affect the Meninges, a Pain of the Head, an Phrenitis, or Convulsions; and when the Lungs, a Danger of Suffocation. When an Inflammation happens in other Parts, a preternatural Heat of the internal, and an excessive Coldness of the external, Parts, is produced; whilst, in the meantime, Inflammations of the D d 3.
Note, excessive Evacuations from the Haemorrhoidal Veins, bloody Urine and immoderate Discharges of Blood from the Uterus, are brought on. In the Cure of these Disorders, the most rational Method of proceeding is, to relax the spasmodically constricted Parts, and restore a free and easy Circulation of the Humours through the Vessels. This Intention, as we learn from Experience, is excellently answered by Nitre, which in these Disorders is highly extolled by the most judicious Practical Physicians. Thus Réverius commends it in an immoderate Discharge of the Lochia; in an excessive Evacuation of the Menstræ; in a Spitting of Blood; in Haemorrhages attended with a malignant Fever; and for similar Purposes. And as Spasms are frequently the Causes of a Suppression of the usual Evacuations of Blood from the Uterus in Women, since its constricted Parts reftit the Impulse of the Blood to the Uterine Vessels, hence 'tis obvious, that Nitre in such a Case affords singular Relief. For which Reason Réverius advises it in a Suppression of the Lochia; and Grulingius in a Diminution of the Menstrual Discharge. As Pains are often the Offspring of Spasms, so those terrible Pains, which generally accompany the Excretion of Stones which affect the Intestines, and are taken for a Colical Indisposition, are happily removed by the Use of Nitre. And Walschius informs us, that, by Nitre alone, a large Number of Soldiers in the Hungarian Camp were freed from an Epidemical Cephalalgia. Though these Things are obvious in Practice, and confirmed by Experience, it is, nevertheless, an additional Satisfaction to the Mind, to know the Reason why, and the Manner in which, Nitre produces these Effects in the Human Body.

Ochra, Offic. Yellow Oker. It is an Argillaceous Substance, and of it
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An afterf Teffe. As to its Virtues, it is drying, astringent, difcutient, and represses Excrefencies. It is very feldom used, and never but externally, and that principally in Marks by Blows or Stripes, and in Collisions, and for difcuting hard Tumours.

Oleum Terraæ, Offic. Oil of Earth. This Oil is of two Kinds, the red, and the black. The red is brought from the Eaft-Indies, and is of a pel­ lucid red Colour, and has a strong Smell like Petroleum, but more grate­ ful, as Schroder says. But as to what we know of this Oil, it is either the fame with Petroleum, or else is unknown in our Shops. The Indian Oil of Earth, described by Naubowius, is scarce ever brought over to us, but ingroffed by the Ajian Potentates; but whether it be a Species of Petroleum, or Naphtha, is not yet determined. What is brought to us from the Indies, and fold for Oil of Earth, is prepared of expreffed Oil of the Cocoa Nut, mixed with Medicated Earths, as Beerboam says, he has been informed by a Perfon very skil­ ful in thefe Matters, and therefore wholly belongs to the Class of Ve­ getables.

Onyx, Offic. The Onyx-Stone. It is an opaque, or not very lucid Gem, of the Likeness, Colour, and Splendor of the Human Nail, being at leaft, of two Colours, white and black, which appears in two distinct Zones, and rather opaque than diaphanous. As to its Virtues, it is idly supposed to induce Tranquillity of Mind by compofing the Passions, and to quicken the Senses.

Opalus, Offic. The Opal. This is a beautiful Gem, of almost all Co­ lours. According as the Rays of Light are reftracted through it, it ap­ pears blue, purple, green, yellow, red, milky, and black; and hence it has been by Some called the Gem of Gems. The best Opaies are found in India, the more ordinary Sort in Cy­ prus, Egypt, Hungary, and in some Danib Islands, they all grow in a soft Stone, marked with black or dark Lines. It is said to agree in the su­ perflitious Virtues ascribed to other Gems.

Ophites & Serpentinitus, Offic. The Spleen-stone, or Ophite. It is a very hard Sort of Porphyry, of a deep green Colour, interperried with some fainter Spots of the fame. But we are told by Dioscorides, that one Species of this Stone is ponderous and black, another Ah-coloured and spotted, and a third diftinguished by white Lines. All of them, worn as Amu­ lets, are whimsically faid to be effec­ tual against the Bites of Serpents, and the Head-ach; That with the white Lines, in particular, is affirmed to cure the Lethargy, and Pain of the Head.

Ostecolla, Offic. The Bone-Binder. This is a Subftance of a feeming middle Nature between Earth and Stone, white, friable, teftaceous, fab­ bulbous; in Figure reminding a Bone, and growing out of sandy Places, and other flofy Soils. It is highly commended for the speedy Conglutina­ tion of the Bones, because it af­ fords Matter for a proper Callus; and confequently haffens the Conglutina­ tion. It also fops the Fluor Albus, and removes Intermittent Fvers. But Hildanus juftly cautions us to be very circumfpeet in exhibiting it to Young Perions furnished with a laudableHab­ bit of the Body; because it generally leaves an uneemly Scar. For which Reason he thinks it is only to be ufed in old and extenuated Patients, whose native Heat is weak and languid. According to Wormius, they in some Shops fell for the Bone-binder, a Spe­ cies of the Galactites, which is white, porous, smooth, soft, eafily diffolu­ ble into a Liquor, and of a faline Taffe.

Ofracies, Offic. Hobgoblin's­ Claw. This is a Fossil, very much D d 4
resembling the under Shell of an Oyster, petrified. It is said to check the Menstrual when profuse; to relieve Inflammations of the Breast; and render the Skin smooth.

Petroleum, Offic. Petroleum, Oleum de Sasso, Naphtha, Oleum Petrae, Mont. Exot. Oil of Peter, or Rock-Oil. It is said to check by a Name which signifies Oleum Terra, and it is in great Esteem among the Indians. In Italy, near Modena, the Oil is gathered from Springs and Wells; and indeed this whole Dutsche abounds with it, especially a Place called Frumetto. The Inhabitants dig Wells to the Depth of thirty or forty Feet, till the oily Spring is found; and there it is always mixed with the Water. The Wells dug at the Foot of the Hill furnish a large Quantity of very red Oil; those near the Top, a white Oil, but in smaller Quantities. There is another Rock in the same Country near the Apennine Hills, where there is a perpetual Spring of Water, on which this Oil swims, of a yellow Colour, and in so great Quantities, that twice a Week they gather six Pounds; at a time. Petroleum is found also in France; and particularly in Brittany, near Beriers; and red Oil, mixed with Water, flows from the Crannies of some Rocks, which is collected with great Care, being no Way inferior to the rest in Virtue. There is another such Fountain near Clermont, in Auvergne. Petroleum easily takes Fire; and it is the Custom, in many Places, to burn it in Lamps, instead of common Oil. It is plentifully stored with fine volatile Parts, which easily evaporate, and are so greedy of Fire, that if a lighted Torch, or any other flaming Body, be held in the Wells or Fountains of Petroleum, the exhaling Efluvia very often take Fire. It is difficultly mixed with Spirit of Wine. By Distillation, it yields an oily Liquor, something more pellucid than before; but it loses a great deal of its native Smell, and gives a more languid and fuliginous Flame. A small Quantity of a yellowish Magma remains at the Bottom of the Alembic; therefore it is evident, that Petroleum is not meliorated by Distillation.
Chap. iii. Of Minerals.

The best Petroleum is reckoned that which is freth gathered, of a subtile, bituminous, Smell, white, and pellucid; next to that is the yellow, then the red; but the black is accounted the most impure of all. Dioscorides commends it in Suffusions, and Dimnes of the Eyes. The Petroleum of Brittany is given, a few Drops at a time, with great Success, in what is called a Suffocation of the Uterus, and to kill Worms in Children. It is proper in a Suppression of the Menstrues, taken in the Quantity of twenty five Drops, or the Region of the Pubes being anointed with it. In a Palpy, accompanied with cold Pains in the Nervous Parts, the Part affected is anointed with it. Lystanurus commends the Use of it in flopping the Progress of a Strictures.

Píjfeíácum Indicum, Oficc. Barbadoes Tar. This is a Sort of Bitumen, found floating upon the Surface of a Lake in Barbadoes, at the Bottom of which it probably tranudes out of the Earth. It is of a blackish Colour inclinable to red, of a strong Smell, and of the Confinence of common Tar. It is a very good Pectoral, Stomachic, and Sudorific, and hence is serviceable in Coughs. It is sometimes applied to Burns, Scalds, and Inflammations, and said to be a good Remedy for a Scald Head. It is also put by Some to the Soles of the Feet, and the Wrists, in order to cure an Ague. Doctor Towne, in his Treatise on the Diseases of the West Indies, represents Barbadoes-Tar, given in the Quantity of two Drams, three times a Day, as an excellent Medicine in the Colica Pictorum, or dry Belly-aich, after the Pain has been somewhat mitigated by previous Evacuations. And he further tells us, that, upon the very first Appearance of a tingling Uneasiness along the Spine, the Fore-runner of a Palpy, which generally succeeds this Diatemper, an Embrocation of this Tar, with double distilled Rum, well rubbed into the whole Length of the Spine, and into the Limbs, will prevent the impending Palpy; if any thing can.

Plumbago, Worm. Molybdæna, & Plumbago satuìta, Oficc. Plumbage. This is that Recrement, which, in the Purification of Gold and Silver with Lead, being concreted and calcined, adheres to the Furnace. Its superior Part resembles Litharge, its interior Ashes, and its middle is a Substance compounded of both. It agrees in Virtues with Litharge, and is somewhat cold, tho' at the same time not posseffed of an altringent Quality.

Plumbum, Oficc. Plumbum, Saturnus, Mont. Exot. Lead. Both in its crude State, and in all its Preparations, Lead seems to be cooling, thickening, repelling, absorbing, and contracting; so as to retard the Circulation of the Blood, hinder all the Secretions, and injure the Nerves, by causing Spasms, Convulsions, Tremblings, Difficulty of Breathing, and Suffocation. Whence it appears unfit for internal Use in any large Dose, or even in any at all; and accordingly its Medicinal Uses are principally external. A Plate of Lead is esteemed a very good Application to Ganglions, a Species of Tumor, often appearing about the Wrists, and Backs of the Hand. And in Cancers, Lead and its Preparations, externally applied, are esteemed excellent. I have known great Mischief done, by the internal Use of Sugar of Lead, Cerafla, or Sandix, White Lead, is prepared by suspending Plates of Lead, in such a Manner as to receive the Vapour of Vinegar, till it is corroded. This is only used externally, and agrees in Virtues with Litharge.

Plumbum nitrum, Oficc. Black Lead, Wadt, Kello. This is accounted refrigerating, drying, and repellent; and is sometimes applied
to Strumous and cold Oedematous
Tumours.

Pyrites, Offic. Black Earth. It
is a fat, dense, soft, black, astringent,
and very acrimonious Substance, of
the Taft of Vitriol. To these
Marks Dioscorides adds, that its Co-
lor somewhat resembles the Eretria
Terra, is cold to the Touch, and so
glutinous as to adhere to the Tongue.
The same Author says, that it has
the fame Virtues as the Cinewa, only
is weaker. Some, he tells us, sell it
for Eretria Terra.

Pompholyx, Nil Album, Offic.
This is a Metallic Powder, of a white
Colour, and lighter than TuttY. For
as that, in the making of Brafs, ad-
heres to the Sides of the Furnace;
this mounts up to the Top. It is
very much esteemed for Diforders of
the Eyes, and in general agrees in
Virtues with TuttY.

Porphyrites, Offic. Porphyry, or
red Marble. This is a Species of
Marble highly hard, and of a red
Colour. It is brought to us from
the Confinces of Egypt, the Red Sea,
and Ethiopia. It is thought to be
possessed of a Lithoniitric Quality,
and to agree in Virtues with the
Opibites.

Prasius, Offic. The Green Stone.
It is green for the greatest Part of it,
but is seldom without black, and
sometimes white, Spots. Many take
it for the Mother of the Emerald,
because this Gem is sometimes found
in it. It agrees in Virtues with the
Emerald, but in a lower Degree.

Pumex, Offic. The Pumice Stone.
This is a porous and spongy Stone,
full of small Cavities and Perfora-
tions, and found in Germany, whence
it is transported to us. It is of a re-
fregatting, drying, and extenuating
Quality. It gently cleanses Ulcers,
and renders Cicatrices full and seem-
ly. In Mount Vefuvius, Aetna,
and other burning Mountains, large
Quantities of this Species of Stone
are found with the Sulphur:

Pyrates, Offic. Marcabasita. Fire
Stones. They are found in almost
all Mines, being the most fruitful
Matrix of almost all Metals, Salts,
and Sulphurs; for it is not purely
a Stone, but seems to be the most
fertile of all Minerals. There are
great Varieties of it, with respect
to Colour, Figure, Mixture with
Metals, Stones, and other Fossilis.
For it enters in various Proportions
the Composition of Iron, Lead, Tin,
Silver, Copper, and Alum, and
also that of black Flint, Pit-Coal,
Lime-Stones, Chalk-Stones, and
others. The Pyrites, whether crude
or burnt, is of an heating and ab-
Biterive Quality. It deters such
Things as darken the Sight, and
concocts and difficile Hardneses.
Made into a Plaftcr with Roffn, it
represses Excrefencies of the Flesh,
by somewhat of an heating, joined
with an astringent, Quality.

Rubinus, Carnbunculus, Offic. The
Ruby. This is a glittering diapha-
nous Gem, of a red Colour, and
Proof against the File. The most
beautiful are found in the Island of
Ceylon. As to its Virtues, it is said
to be a Preservative against the Pefti-
ience, expels Sadness, restrains la-
civious and evil Thoughts, prevents
frightful Dreams, exhilarates the
Mind, and preserves the Body in
Health; but all these Virtues are
-entirely superflitious.

Rubrica Fabrilis, Offic. Red
Oker, Rudde, Marking Stone.
This is an earthy, and ponderous
Subftance, found in many Parts of
England, and is used in Vullenary
and Drying Plafters.

Rubrica Sinopica, Offic. Earth
of Sinope. This ought to be thick,
heavy, and all of one Colour, re-
sembling Liver, and, when diluted
with Water, muft difcufe itself there-
in. It is dug out of the Earth in
Cappadocia, is esteemed drying, and
is said to restrain a Diarrhea.
Salt. Salt is defined by Geoffreys to be a solid, friable, pellucid, and sapid Mineral Body, dissoluble in Water, fusible by Fire, and easily concrectible in Form of Crystals. This Definition agrees to Alimentary Salt, Nitre, Vitriol, Alum, Sal Ammoniac, and Borax. But by Salt, common Alimentary Salt is generally understood, which is of three Kinds; that is, first, Poffitive Salt, of which what is transparent, or pellucid like Crystal, is called Sal Gem. Secondly, Salt obtained by the Evaporation of Sea-Water, which is brought about, either by the Heat of the Sun, or by Means of Fire. Thirdly, Salt obtained by the Evaporation of the Water of Salt Springs; by Fire. Poffitive Salt is got in great Quantities, in many Parts of the World, particularly in the Mountains of Catalonia, and at Vithje and Babmo near Crackow in Poland, where there are prodigious Mines of Salt. Sal Gem is principally used in Clysters, and Suppositories, in order to stimulate the Intestines to a Discharge of their Contents. In Britain in France, the Manner of making SeaSalt, is to dig shallow broad Trenches, which are lined with Clay. These being filled with Sea Water by the Tide, the Heat of the Sun evaporates the Water, and a large Proportion of Salt remains behind. In Normandy they make small Heaps of Sand upon the Shore, which imbibe the Sea Water, and the insipid Humidity being afterwards evaporated by the Heat of the Sun, the Salt remains among the Sand. To separate it, they first boil it in fresh Water, and then having strained off the Lixivium, containing now only a Solution of Salt in fresh Water, they boil it again with a gentle Heat in leaden Cauldrons, to a certain Degree of Thickness; then putting out the Fire, the Salt crystallizes. Salt is made from Salt Fountains also, by boiling the Water till the Humidity exhaled. And whilst it is boiling, they mix with it either Gall, or Bullock's Blood, which makes the Salt form itself more easily into larger Lumps. For the Parts of the Gall or Blood, invocate or intertangle the bituminous or earthy Parts, which hinder the Concretion of the Salt, and are altogether thrown up as a Scum, or at least remain in the Strainers. But at Droit-Wych in Coypaire, they add nothing to the Salt Water, during Coction. Sea Salt, prepared by the Heat of the Sun, is preferable to both, for Culinary and Official Uses. The Taffe of it is well known; the Colour is greyish, because of the Particles of Earth mixed with it; but if it be dissolved and crystallized by a gentle Heat, it is formed into very white cubical Grains. Salt made by boiling is white, but the Grains thereof are not exactly cubical, because of some Mixture of different Salts. By the Analysis of Salt, it appears that common Salt consists of a pure insipid Earth, an acid Spirit extremely volatile, and Water. And it is highly probable that this Earth, before it was united to the acid volatile Spirit, was of an alkaline Nature, and perhaps exactly the same with the Natron of the Ancients. What makes this the more likely is, that if any fixed Alcaline Salt is impregnated with the Acid Spirit of common Salt, a Salt will be formed very nearly the same with common Salt, which the Chymists call Regenerated Salt. Common Salt has many very extraordinary Properties. (1) The smallest Crystals of common Salt are always of a cubic Figure, that is, the Figure of a Dye. (2) Upon the Application of Fire to it, it crackles. This Decrepitation, or Crackling of Salt, seems to proceed from the Air contained in its Pores, which being rarified.
Acid contained much that it is a common Thing, reduced to rarified by and being joined with the Salt. For it is the only Thing in Nature that will dissolve Gold; but not without being joined with the Spirit of Nitre. Salt prefers all Vegetable and Animal Substances from Putrefaction, as also Water, and is itself incorruptible. This Property it entirely owes to the Acid it contains. A greater Quantity of common Salt will be dissolved in a given Quantity of Water, than of any other Salt whatever. For six Ounces of common Salt may be dissolved in sixteen of Water; but it must be observed, that warm Water will dissolve more Salt than cold, and that in Proportion to the Heat of the Water. Thus Water, in that Degree of Heat which makes it boil, dissolves more Salt than in any less Degree of Heat; inasmuch, that as it grows cool, it will every moment let fall more and more of the Salt which was dissolved in it, which will appear at the Bottom of the containing Vessel undissolved. And when the Water is so cold as to freeze, it will expel almost all the Salt, which will flock to the Bottom of the Ice in a solid Form. Salts dissolved in Water, in a Heat equal to that of the Atmosphere, renders the Water considerably colder. And yet, when notwithstanding this Increase of Coldness, the Salt will keep the Water from freezing, inasmuch that Water, wherein Salt is dissolved, shall not freeze near so soon as pure Water. And hence we may observe, that Salt, when interposed between the small Particles of Water, has the Power of preventing their Association, that is, their Concretion into Ice; otherwise Salt, by increasing Cold, would promote Freezing. If Spirit of Salt is poured upon Ice reduced to Powder, it will increase the Coldness thereof to a surprising Degree; to a Degree much greater than ever was produced naturally, and in which every Animal must die. Salt, thrown upon burning Coals, greatly increases their Heat. This proceeds from the Air, Water, and Acid contained in the Body of the Salt. For the Air, being forced out of the Salt by Heat, acts upon the Fuel like a Pair of Bellows; and that this will increase the Heat of the Fire is known to all. Smith, who, when they would make their Fires intensely hot, frequently sprinkle Water upon the burning Coals. Salt, made extremely dry, attracts the Moisture of the Air considerably, even, in the driest Seasons; inasmuch that it is a common Thing for People, who deal in Salt, to buy it at the Wyches very dry, and so fell it a great many Miles distant, for less per Hundred, than it cost them. Yet are they considerable Gainers, because the same Quantity of Salt, that weighs a Hundred at the Wyches, will be much heavier, after having imbibed the Moisture of the Air. The Virtues of Alimentary Salt are many. For first as it is an excellent Preservative against Putrefaction, whenever any Aliments of an alcalifcent or alkaline Nature, or inclined to Putrefaction, are taken into the Stomach, in Quantities disproportionate to the Powers of Digestion, Salt, by preventing Putrefaction, will guard against those Mischiefs, which would arise from such a Putrefaction of the Aliments in the Stomach; that is, what is usually called a Surfeit; and, by its Stimulus, will contribute much towards the carrying off the offending Matter, by Stool. On the other hand, as Salt remarkably checks too great Fermentation, it will have a very good Effect, when fermentable Substances are taken into the Stomach in too large Quantities, and by their Fermentation excite Flatulencies, Sweats, and Distentions.
tions, and at the same time stimulates the Alimentary Tube, to a Discharge of its Contents. It likewise calms the too great Ebulition of the Fluids of the Body; and, as it readily joins with volatile uringus Salts, and changes them into a Sal Ammoniac, it is fitted to soften the Acrimony of the Fluids, and promote the De- purration thereof by Urine. By its little Points it likewise stimulates gently the solid Parts, and thereby increases their Oscillatory Motion, by which Means all the Functions of the Body are better performed. On these Foundations are built all the Virtues ascribed to Sea Salt, of drying, heating, deterging, digesting, opening, attenuating, increasing the Appetite, and of resisting Poisons and Putrefaction. It is ordered in an Apetia, Want of Digestion, in Want of Appetite, in Costiveness, and Obstructions of Urine. It has been observed, that those who live for any long time upon Flesh or Ffth, hardened by Salt, have been extremely afflicted with the Scurvy, so that Salt is universally thought to cause the Scurvy. But late Observations have taught us, that Salt is so far from being concerned in the Generation of the Scurvy, that it is on the contrary an excellent Preservative against, and Cure for, it, if taken in very considerable Quantities. Hence I should rather ascribe the Scorbûtic Complaints those are subject to, who live on Salt Provisions, to the Hard- nes, and consequent Indigestibility of Salted Alimens; for Salt hardens, for the very fame Reason that it prevents Putrefaction. Besides, as no Flesh or Ffth can be so perfectly salted, but that some Particles of it will be putrid if long kept, these putrid Particles, when mixed with the Blood and Juices, may have a great Influence in exciting those Disorders, which we erroneously ascribed to Salt.

Sapphirus, Offic. The Sapphire. This is called by Some the Gem of Gems, and is a hard Stone of a blue Colour, like that of a clear Sky. It comes nearest the Diamond in Splen- dor, Transparency, and Hardness, and is of two Kinds; one pale, called the Female Sapphire; the other of a deeper blue, called the Male. There is a third Sort, likewise, which has no Colour at all, and is sometimes made to pass for a Diamond; but it is neither so hard, nor so brilliant. Sapphires are brought from different Parts of the East-Indies, and are thence called Oriental. The rest are found Sisiba and Bobemia, called Occidental. The Colour of Sapphire may be taken out by Fire, and then it looks like a Diamond. For which Reason Geoffroy believes this Colour to come from a small Mixture of fine Sulphur of Copper. Many are the inestimable Qualities superstitiously ascribed to this Stone. But, besides these, we are told that it exhilarates the Spirits, refists Poison, and cures Ulcers of the Intestines. Schroder informs us, that it is of a cold and dry Quality, astringent, condolating, alexipharmic, cordial and ophthalmic.

Sardus, Sarda, Carnelus, Offic. Sardius Lupis, Schroed. The Cornel- lian. It is a precious Stone, half transparent, and like the Watlings of Flesh, or bloody Fleth. It is found in Sardinia. The Powder is prescribed in all manner of Hæmor- rhages; being worn, it is superstiti- ously said to exhilarate the Heart, expel Fear, confer Boldness, avert Fascination, defend the Body against Poisons, and, by a peculiar Property, to stop Bleeding in any Part of the Body; and tied about the Belly, to prevent Miscarriages.

Selenites, Offic. Cristallus Calca- ria, Mont. Exot. The Selene. This is a rhomboidal, pellucid, Florile, divisible into thin Laminæ. It is found in many Places, particularly near Eph- som
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Jom Wells in Surry. It is said to agree in Virtues with the Tefilica, to be a Sweater of the Blood, and to restrain Haemorrhages. Externally it is used as a Cometic.

Silex, Offic. The Flint. According to Schröder Flints may be used internally for incising tartarous Mucilage, resolving the Stone, and opening Obstructions. They are also used as Dentifrices.

Smaragdus, Offic. The Smaragd, or Emerald. This is a green, diaphanous, shining Gem, very pleasant to the Sight, but excessively brittle, which has given Occasion to many Stories. It is divided into the Oriental and Occidental. The Oriental is the best in all Respects. The other, which comes from Peru, is not near so bright, and besides has generally some foul Spots. There is a third Kind of Emerald, or Pseuido Smaragdus, found in the Mountains of Switzerland and Auvergne, which is extremely tender, and of the palest green. Fragments of Emerald, thrown upon a clear Fire, emit a fine Flame, and totally lose their Colour; which is a Proof sufficient that this Gem contains some Sulphur of Copper. Besides the superfluous Uses ascribed to it, it is said to stop Fluxes of all Kinds.

Smyris & Smerillus, Offic. Emery. It is a ferruginous, heavy, metallic, Substance, of a Colour inclining to black; and so hard, that Lapidaries use it in cutting and polishing their Diamonds, and Smiths to polish their Iron and Steel. Emery is of three Kinds. The common, which is blackish, and very much used, is found in many Parts of Europe, especially in an Island on the Coast of Tuscany, and in Guernsey in the British Channel. The second, is a hard uneven Sort, of a reddish Colour, like Bloodstone or Oker, but does not stain the Hands. This is by Some reckoned among the Blood-stones. The third

is of a blackish red Colour, streaked with Gold-coloured Veins. It is found in the Gold-Mines of Peru, and really contains Gold. This Kind is thought by Chymists to be a Gold Ore, or rather a Sort of immature or imperfect Gold. And therefore they esteem it very much, and extract a Tincture from it with Spirit of Salt; with which they fix Mercury in an Infant, and give this Substance the Name of the Miraculous Precipitate, because they fancy they shall at length attain the true Art of making Gold, by Means thereof. Emery is recommended by Dioscorides and Galen as a Dentifrice; but it corrodes the Teeth too much, and incessibly wears them away.

Spadum Graecorum, Nihil Grysum, Offic. Putty. This is the Ashes, or rather the Metallic Flour, collected in the Furnaces and Shops of Copper Smiths, and differs from the Pompolyx in being more heavy, and not so pure. This is never given inwardly, but was sometimes applied externally. It is said to agree in Virtues with the Pompolyx.

Stannum, Offic. Tin. It is seldom used in Medicine internally, tho' its Virtues are highly extolled by Some; particularly in Diseases of the Head, the Lungs, and the Uterus, the Falling Sicknels, and the Bite of a mad Dog. It has been taken in crude Filings, to the Quantity of twenty Grains, or more, for some time, without Harm. It is reckoned a good Remedy for the Worms.

Succinum & Carabe, Offic. Amber. We learn from Frederic Hoffman, that Amber is produced plentifully in Prussia, which is famous for being the proper and native Country of it. Tho' this Bitumen be generated in the Earth, there is Plenty of it found in the Baltic Sea, by the Shore of Ludwic, where it swims on the Water, and is carried along by the Waves, whence it is taken up in Nets. The Places
Chap. iii. Of Minerals.

Places, most remarkable for Amber, are the Villages of Fischbäulen, Graufeldstein, Wiesichen, and Palmentite. Nor even is this Amber produced from the Sea, but, in tempestuous Agitations of the Waters is washed out of the Bowels of the Earth by the Waves, and at last thrown towards the Shores. Very properly then may this bituminous Body be reckoned in the Clads of Minerals. For it is a Product of the Earth, and contained within its proper Veins, as well as Pit-Coal or other Minerals. The Couries of these Veins were discovered some Years ago, by Order of King Frederic, in the following Manner. In Digging they first met with Sand, which, being removed, the next Thing that offered, was a Stratum of white Clay. Digging under this they opened a ligneous Stratum, that seemed to be compacted of old Wood, which, however, could be set on Flame. Under the Bottom of this Stratum, in most Parts, they found Ore of Vitriol, which, being exposed to the open Air, shot forth into Flowers of Vitriol free from the leat Tincture of Copper, and like those which proceed from the Hefian Iron Ore. At last, digging still deeper, they came upon a Stratum of Sand; out of which, in several Places, with convenient Instrumets, they extracted abundance of choice Amber. For it is a Thing worthy Observation, that Sand is usually the Matrix of Amber; so that where they find a great Bed of Sand in the Bowem of the Earth, they are not without Hopes of meeting with Amber. After the same Manner do they get it out of the Marcaffee, near Kuffrin; and in the Territories of Stolpen and Danitz, it is also found in Lumps. Hence appears the Faliity of the old Fable, which would have us believe, that Amber is the Rezin of Trees, which distils from their Bark into the Sea, and is there digested by the Sun into a Body of that Kind. The Manner in which this Bitumen is generated, seems to be this. From that bituminous fossil Wood, which we just now mentioned, by the Accesion of the subterranean Heat, there distils an Oil much like Naphtha, or Petroleum; which, in penetrating the subjacent Strata, pafles thro' the Vitriol-Ores, where, by mixing with its Acid, it is coagulated into a Sub stance of a refrinous Form. The Reasonable of this Opinion will appear from the following Considerations: 1. That Amber at its firit Growth was liquid, may be proved from its being often seen conglobated by Nature itself into a round Form. 2. Sometimes Insects of various Kinds stick and are included in Pieces of Amber, which they could never have been, if the Matter, in which they are circumvolved, had not been liquid. 3. We may conclude that Amber is a Concretion of an Oil much like Petroleum; because Oil of Amber comes near to Petroleum, both in Smell and Virtue, and both of them are equally difficult to be dissolved by the most rectified Spirit. 4. Chardton, a very sagacious Observer of Nature, affirms, that Pieces of this Bitumen have been frequently found, which hold Naphtha and Petroleum included within them. 5. The acid Salt of Amber is of a very fixed Nature, and not inferior in Virtue to the Acid of Vitriol. 6. What will afford us great Light in this Affair, is that Physical Experiment, in which it is observed, that all Distilled Oils, scarce one excepted, and amongst them Aromatic Oils, being mixed with Oil of Vitriol, or pretty strong Aqua Fortis, condense into a re finiform Mafs, which, held to the Fire, is readily set on Flame. 7. Besides fossil Wood and Coals, by Distillation and Rectification, yield an Oil, very like Oil of Amber and Petroleum. 8. Lastly, the very Distillation of the Strata, which we have related
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related, is a good Proof in this Matter. The first of these is Ligneous, the second Vitriolic, and the last composed of Sand, at the Bottom of which lies the Amber, scattered here and there in Bits. There is most Plenty of Amber along the Shore of the Sudwic Sea, especially when a tempestuous North Wind blows. For it seems probable, that the Sea, penetrating by some secret Passages into those subterranean Places, where the Amber is nourished, by violent Dashing and Breaking against them, separate from time to time Pieces of this Bitumen, and carry them away with it. Amber is of various Colours. The best is reckoned the pellucid, quite free from Spots, and which bears the highest Price. For this the Chinese give its Weight in Gold, and make their Idols of it after an elegant and matter-like Manner. I lately saw, says Hoffman, a convex burning Speculum, made of this pellucid Amber, in the Manner of one made of Glasses, which the Landgrave of Hesse keeps in his Cabinet of Curiosities. Next to the Pellucid is the White, after that the Yellow, and laftly the Brown, which is the worst Sort of Amber. No less various are the Prices. For the larger and purer, so much the dearer are the Pieces; and the more they are valued. They talk much of a black Sort of Amber, which yet is no where to be found, and so is only believed upon common Report. Instead of this, they sell a black and solid Fossil, which is a kind of Asphaltum, and dug out of the Coal-Mines in England, and made into several Utensils for the Use of the Inhabitants. Many great Virtues are ascribed to Amber, especially when taken inwardly: in a cold State of the Brain, in Catarrhs, in the Head-Ach, Sleepy and Convulsive Disorders, in a Suppression of the Menfe, Hysterical and Hypochondriacal Affections, in a Gonorrhea, Fluor Albus, and Hæmorrhages. The Doe is from a Scrupule to a Dram, in a poached Egg, or any other proper Vehicle. Externally Amber is used as a Fumigation, in Cataplams, and Cuculphæ, in Disorders of the Head or Brain. The Fumes of it, received at the Mouth, are often found successful in beginning Quinseys, a Falling down of the Uvula, or Swelling of the Tonsils from a Catarrh.

Sulphur. The Sulphur of the Shops, called Suov in Greek, because used in all Expiatory Rites, is a mineral concreted Juice, solid, dry, friable, fusible by Fire, and very easily inflammable. The Flame it emits is blue, and the Smell of burning Sulphur is strong, subtle, acid, and very prejudicial to the Lungs. Sulphur is of various Kinds. It is in the first place, divided into &vov, or NativeSulphur, which has never been exposed to the Fire; and &amp;vov, or Factitious Sulphur, prepared by Fire. It is either of a yellow, yellowish Agh, or light Colour, and either pure or impure in Subtance. Native Sulphur is of two Kinds: one pellucid, and shining like Gold, and either of a citrine or greenish Colour. This is found about the Gold Mines in Peru, in Switzerland, and many other Places. The other opaque, found either in hard, solid, shining, greenish, or yellow Lumps, or in Form of a clayish Glebe, of a light Agh-Colour, or yellow. This Kind is dug near all the Burning Mountains, near some Sulphureous Springs, and in several other Parts of Europe and America. Factitious Sulphur is prepared in different Manners. In some Places it is obtained by boiling of Water; and at Buda in Hungary, according to Agricola, it is evaporated with the Water of the Mineral Springs, and concretes in the Covering or Dome of these Fountains, like the Flower of Brimstone, and is gathered from thence once
quorice, Indian Calamus Aromaticus, and the Juice of the Areca, which gives it its purple Colour. And lastly, J. Otho Helbigius, a Person very well skilled in the East Indian Simples, informs us, that it is extracted from a kind of small, hard, resinous, astringent Fruit, which hangs in a fort of Clusters. This Fruit, he says, with the Leaves of Betel, and Lime, are used over all India, in chewing, for Cleaning the Mouth; and is no other than what the Inhabitants of Java call Faufel, and those of Malaya Pyhang. Dale declares himself of this last Opinion. It is astringent, corroborates the Stomach, informs, that at greatest Part of this Earth is sent to Constantinople to the Grand Signior, with whole Seal it is marked; the rest is sold to Merchants by the Governor of the Island, sometimes with, and sometimes without, his Seal upon it. Bellonius remarks, that at Constantinople they have the Art of Counterfeiting it, so dexterously, that the false Earth can hardly be distinguished from the true. That Lemnian Earth is reckoned the best, which, when bruised between the Fingers, or held in the Mouth, appears most like Fat, and contains least Sand. The Antients have said much about the Virtues of this Earth. But there is some Room to think, that the Reputation it had among them was more owing to the Superfluous Ceremonies observed about it, than to its intrinsic Qualities. Dioscorides recommends it as an Antidote against Poison and Dysenteries. Galen says, that, when outwardly applied, it heals all fresh Wounds. And Fernelius is of Opinion, that, whether applied outwardly or taken inwardly, it stops all Fluxes of Blood. Some have celebrated its aelixipharmonic Qualities in all pestilential and contagious Distempers; but Many of the Moderns think it to be a mere Alkaline Earth, endued with no other Quality but that of absorbing Acids. This, however, must be a Mistake; because no Earth of this Kind raises an Effervescence with Acids. And it appears, by its Analysis, not to be
altogether destitute of the Virtues attributed to it by the Antients. It yields a small Quantity of volatile urinous Salt, and of a bituminous Oil, and of a Salt not much different from Sea-salt. Whence we may conclude, that this Earth is impregnated with a kind of Sal Ammoniac, mixed with a bituminous Oil, by which the Action of Acids upon it is prevented; and that its Virtues must be, in some Degree, alexipharmic, diaphoretic, detergent, and vulnerary. This Sealed Earth needs no other Preparation than to be finely powdered, or dissolved in a proper Liquor. In Dyfenteries, Ulcers of the Intestines, and Hemorrhages, it may be administered in Draughts or Boluses. In External Applications, this Earth is often joined with Bole. The Inconveniences that may arise from using this Earth too long, or in too great Quantities, are common to it, with all the other Absorbent Earths. They load the Stomach, by adhering closely to, or plating its inner Surface, which causes a very disagreeable Sensation; and, by closing the Orifices of the Glands of the Stomach and Intestines, they hinder Digestion, and may occasion the Fluids, which ought to be excreted there, to be carried to other Parts of the Body; from which Causes many Disorders may follow. The Way to prevent Accidents of these Kinds is, to give these Absorbents in small Quantities, diluted with much Liquor, and diligently to observe the Effects they produce.

Terra Lemnia alba, Offic. White Earth of Lemnos. It is a little tenacious and lubricious from its Fatness; whence it adheres to the Tongue, but without Mordacity. It is dug in the Island of Lemnos. As to its Virtues, it stops an Hemorrhage from the Uterus, and the Menstrual Flux; relieves Poisons, and malignant Diseases; and is good for the Bite of a mad Dog.

Terra Melitta, Offic. Terra sigillata Sannii Pauli vulgo. Earth of Malta. This is a cretaceous pondeorous Substance, of a whitish Colour, and astringent Tafte. It is brought from Malta in small Cakes, sealed with the Effigies of St. Paul, with a Viper. It is said to agree in Virtues with Chalk. The Earth of Malta is said to have received a Benediction from St. Paul, when shipwrecked upon that Island; and hence alexipharmic Virtues are attributed to it.

Terra Noceriana, Mont. Exot. Earth of Nocera. It is a white Kind of Earth found about Nocera, of an alexipharmic Quality, and of great Efficacy in malignant Fevers, and Heat of Urine. It is an Astringent, and an Edulcorant, or Sweetner.

Terra Portugaliana, Earth of Portugal. It is a reddish Earth, inclining to a Rofe-Colour, and of a styptic and astringent Quality, so as to adhere to the Tongue. It is made up into little Cakes, with the Figure of a Rofe stamped upon them. This Earth is said to be good for Fluxes of the Belly.

Terra Samia, Offic. Earth of Samos. This is an argillaceous, pungious, and ponderous Substance of a white or pale Colour, and astringent Tafte. It was brought from the Island of Samos, and is recommended by Dioscorides for Checking Fluxes. It agrees in Virtues with the Lemnian Earth.

Terra Sicula; Bezoardicum mineral, Mont. Ind. Exot. Lapis Bezoar fessili, Geoff. Praelct. Mineral Bezoar, or Sicilian Earth. This is a Native of the Island of Sicily. It is esteemed alexipharmic, sweetening, and opening; and is recommended by Aldrovandus in malignant Fevers.

Terra Sigillata alba et rubra magni Ducis, Mont. Exot. White and red Sealed Earth of Tusculum. It is said to be an Astringent, and an Edulcorant, or Sweetner.

Terra
Terra sigillata Livonica, Offic. Sealed Earth of Livonia. This Earth is redder than the Terra Silicaea, and is very astringent; whence it is recommended in Dysenteries, Diarrhoæs, and other Kinds of Fluxes.

Terra Silicaea, Offic. Terra Sigillata vulgo, or Terra Strigens. Terra Sigillata Germanica latra Strigens dicit, Schroed. Bull: Silesianus, Calc. Muf. Sealed Earth of Sriga. It is of a luteous Colour, inclining to a bright yellow; fat, viscous, and runs abroad like Butter in Water, or in the Mouth. It is generated in the Gold Mines of Monis Acitus, or St. George, near Strigonium, a Town in the Dutchy of Sowdenitz, among very hard Rocks. Hence it is dugged, and prepared with the greatest Care, by Direction of the Magistrates, and reduced into little orbicular Maffes, which are impressed with a Seal, having the Figure of the different Prominences of the Mountain, two Cross-Keys, a Buckler, and on the Right a Star. Under the Mountains are the Words, Terra sigillata montis acuti. Wormius mentions this Earth under the Distinction of red-coloured Earth. It is effectual in an Hemoptysis, Phthisis, Ulcers of the Lungs, and Hæmorrhages of all Kinds; and represses a Dysentery, and all other Fluxes of the Belly.

Terra Tripolitana & Tripolis, Offic. English Oker. This is an earthy Substance, easily friable, of a yellowish Colour, and of an astringent Taste. It is esteemed drying. Its principal Use is to mix with Salts in Distillation, in order to keep them from melting.

Terra Turcica, Offic. Turkey Earth. The Inside of the Mass is all of an Ash-Colour, the Outside red, anfivering in no respect to the Terra Lemnia, tho’ it is supposed to have the same Virtues, and is commonly sold for Terra Lemnia.
and dries without Acrimony, and is therefore prescribed with Success in Ulcers of the Cornea, Adnata, and Eyelids; and likewise in Itchings of the Eyes, inveterate Ophthalmmias, and to stop an involuntary Flux of Tears, and Fittelious Humours. It is seldom used without Preparation, which consists in heating it red hot, and then quenching it three or four times in Rose Water, and afterwards levigating it according to Art on a Marble or Porphyry.

**Vitriolium, Offic. Vitriol.** Some derive the Name Vitriol from Vitrum, because it has the Colour and Transparency of Glass. In Greek it is named Χαλκοίδα, as if it were an Efflorescence of Brats, and in Latin, Armentum Suturium, because it is used in blacking Leather. Vitriol in either Natural or Factitious. The former is found in Crystals, or Striae, flicking to the Roofs of Mines; and the latter is made by boiling the Vitriolic Veins of some Mineral Ores in Water, and afterwards letting them stand in the Cold to crystallize; or by corrupting and fermenting the Pyrites, or Marcasite, and then mixing it with Water, from which Vitriol is afterwards obtained by Coction and Crystallization. This Way of making Vitriol seems to have been unknown to the Greeks. White Vitriol is brought from Germany, made up in Loaves, like Sugar, and is of a sweetish astringent Taffc. They are mistaken, who think that White Vitriol of Goslar, is only the Green, calcined by the greatest Degree of Fire. For it is found in proper Mines, like a downy Efflorescence, which, being disdissolved in Water, to a due Confinement, is afterwards boiled till it concretes into a white Mass, like Sugar. Sometimes little Pieces of it are found in the same Mines, transparent like Crystal. This Vitriol contains an imperfect Iron-Ore, or perhaps, an Iron-Ore mixed with Calamine or Lead. Blue Vitriol is dry to the Touch, and concreted into blue Crystals, like Sapphires, of a Rhomboidal Figure, flattened, and consisting of ten Sides. It is brought from several Places, especially from Hungary and Cyprus; and its beautiful blue Colour is owing to the Copper which it contains. The Taste of it is very aacid and auffere. Green Vitriol has different Names, from the different Places where it is found, as Roman, Swedish, English, and French. It contains a large Portion of Iron, from whence its green Colour is derived. It is kept in the Shops, either in large Rhomboidal Crystals, or in Heaps of small Crystal Grains, sometimes a little unctuous, and flicking to the Hands. It is of an acid Alkymic Taste; and indeed it cannot well be supposed to have any other, Vitriol being an acid Salt, which having corroded Iron or Brats coagulates with them, and concretes into a pellucid Mafs, either of a green or blue Colour, according to the Metal which it has disdissolved. Some Authors mention likewise red Vitriol. But Geoffrey says, he has not been able to learn what it is. Vitriol is obtained by various Arts from Waters, Earths, Vitriolic Stones, and especially from the Pyrites. In Galen's Time, blue Vitriol was made in Cyprus, by the Heat of the Sun exhaling the Humidity of a Vitriolic Water. In some Places of Hungary, the same Vitriol is now made by boiling and evaporating a Water of the same Kind; and the Green Vitriol is made by a Method not much different, in other Places of Germany. In some Places it is made by frequent Ablutions of an Alk-coloured Earth, marked with Spots of different Colours; some of which look like the Rust of Iron, others like Verdigrife, with a strong Sulphureous Smell, and an unpleasant bitter Taste. This Vitriol is therefore composed of
of a Mixture of Iron and Copper; and accordingly its Colour is a Mixture of Blue and Green. In England, Green Vitriol is made from the Pyrites, which are heavy dense Stones, of a dark Colour on the Outside, but their inner Surface is radiated from the Centre to the Circumference, the Rays shining like Bath Metal. See Pyrites. A Solution of Vitriol turns the Tincture of Heliotrope into a faint purple Colour, coagulates Milk, turns Syrup of Violets to a greenish Colour, but does not change a Solution of Corrosive Sublimate. When it is mixed with a Solution of Salt of Tartar, or Lime Water, the Colour becomes a little yellowish, and it communicates a black or dark-purple Tincture to the Infusion of Galls, which indeed is peculiar to Vitriol. By Distillation an Acid Spirit is obtained from Vitriol, by a very great Degree of Fire, called by the Name of the Spirit or Oil of Vitriol, which turns the Tincture of Heliotrope, and Syrup of Violets, to the Colour of Fire, coagulates Milk and Blood, and raises a strong Fermentation and Heat with any Alkaline Salt. The Oil of Vitriol, or that strong Acid Liquor obtained from it by Distillation, when mixed with common Water, raises an intense Heat; with Sal Ammoniac it raises an Effervesence, but generates Cold, tho' the Fumes that arise feel hot. After this Distillation is over, a blackish or red Earth remains in the Retort, called Calcined, and it is the Calx or Crocus of either Iron or Copper, according to the Nature of the Vitriol that hath been distilled. From this Process it is evident, that Vitriol is composed of an Acid Salt, subdued by Metallic Parts; which is, also, easily demonstrated by the artificial Ways of producing Vitriol. If Spirit of Vitriol be poured on the Filings of Iron, a very good Vitriol will be obtained; and if Copper Plates, stratified with Sulphur, be calcined in a Crucible, the Water in which this Calx is made to boil for some time, if evaporated, will leave behind a true blue Vitriol. The Virtues ascribed by Chymists to Vitriol are past Belief; neither do we find the Event answer their Promises. Dioclesides mentions an Emetic Quality: and says, that dissolved in Water, it is good against Worms in the Intestines, and after eating poisonous Fungi. He tells us farther, that this Solution, snuff'd up the Nose, purges the Head, and reckons it among the astringent, heating, and caustic Medicines. Pliny commends it in Diseases of the Eyes, Fluxes of the Blood, and for the Cure of Ulcers; and Galen made Use of it in Collyriums. At present it is used as an Emetic, Vermifuge, Sweeter, Detergent, and Antiphlogistic; but is seldom given inwardly without Preparation. Externally, White Vitriol is principally used in Collyriums, to allay an Inflammation of the Eyes, and to their Burning. Powder of blue Vitriol is applied to the Extremities of the bleeding Vessels in Wounds, and stops the Bleeding, by cauterizing the Vessels, and coagulating the Blood. Among the Preparations of Vitriol, the first is Purification, called Gilla of Vitriol, in which White Vitriol is mostly made use of. It is purified by Solutions, Straining and Drying, twice or thrice repeated; and then being taken, from a Scruple to a Grain at a Dose, in a proper Vehicle, it will excite Vomiting. This is recommended by Paracelsus, and other Chymists, as an excellent Emetic, as not only cleansing the Stomach by gentle Vomiting, but, also, strengthening both the Stomach and Intestines afterward, by its Astringency. Whence it is given with Success in Diarrhœas and Dysenteries. This Gilla was very much in Use before Antimonial Emetics were known, and the Ut of Ipecacuanha was discovered, but it is now almost left off.

E e 4  
U. icornu
Unicornu fossili, Offic. Lapis Arabicus, Cæl. Ip. The Unicorn Stone. This is a fliny Substance, resembling in Colour, Smoothness, and Shape, the Horns, Teeth, and Bones of Animals. It is made up of an outer hard Part, of a yellowish, blackish, or Alth Colour, and a soft, friable, compact Medallary Part, without Pores, of an astringent and drying Quality, sticking very close to the Tongue, and sometimes of an agreeable Smell. It is said to correspond in Virtues with the TerraLennia, and is recommended against malignant Diftempers. It resembles, also, a Unicorn's Horn, particularly in resisting Poifon, and curing the Convulsive Motions of Infants; and is often used in the Small-Pox, and Measles. Of this Substance, calcined, is prepared the Facitious Turquoise.

C H A P. IV.
ARTICLES not properly reducible under the former Classes.

SAL. Ammoniacum. Sal Ammoniac. It is not at present well known what the Sal Ammoniac, or Sal Cyneniacus of the Antients, was. It is said to have been generated in the barren Sands by the Urine of Camels. For when Camels or other Animals deposit their Urine in the barren Sands of Africa, the Heat of the Sun, during the Day, makes all the Humidity evaporate. In the Night, the Acid of the urinous Salt, till it is perfectly neutralized, and forms the antient Sal Ammoniac, or Sal Cyneniacus, which would be wafted in Vegetation, if the Soil was not utterly barren. In Imitation of this, all the different Sorts of Sal Ammoniac are made, by uniting an urinous Salt with some Sort of Acid.
of a Mixture of Iron and Copper; and accordingly its Colour is a Mixture of Blue and Green. In England, Green Vitriol is made from the Pyrites, which are heavy dense Stones, of a dark Colour on the Outside, but their inner Surface is radiated from the Centre to the Circumference, the Rays shining like Bath Metal. See Pyrites. A Solution of Vitriol turns the Tincture of Heliotropium into a faint purple Colour, coagulates Milk, turns Syrup of Violets to a greenish Colour, but does not change a Solution of Corrosive Sublimate. When it is mixed with a Solution of Salt of Tartar, or Lime Water, the Colour becomes a little yellowish, and it communicates a black or dark-purple Tincture to the Infusion of Galls, which indeed is peculiar to Vitriol. By Distillation an acid Spirit is obtained from Vitriol, by a very great Degree of Fire, called by the Name of the Spirit or Oil of Vitriol, which turns the Tincture of Heliotropium, and Syrup of Violets, to the Colour of Fire, coagulates Milk and Blood, and raises a strong Fermentation and Heat with any Alkaline Salt. The Oil of Vitriol, or that strong acid Liquor obtained from it by Distillation, when mixed with common Water, raises an intense Heat; with Sal Ammoniac it raises an Effervescence, but generates Cold, tho' the Flames that arise feel hot. After this Distillation is over, a blackish or red Earth remains in the Retort, called Coakstear, and it is the Calx or Crown of either Iron or Copper, according to the Nature of the Vitriol that hath been distilled. From this Process it is evident, that Vitriol is composed of an acid Salt, subdued by Metallic Parts; which is, also, easily demonstrated by the artificial Ways of producing Vitriol. If Spirit of Vitriol be poured on the Filings of Iron, a very good Vitriol will be obtained; and if Copper Plates, calcined with Sulphur, be calcined in a Crucible, the Water in which this Calx is made to boil for some time, if evaporated, will leave behind a true blue Vitriol. The Virtues ascribed by Chymists to Vitriol are pall Bile; neither do we find the Event answer their Promises. Dioscorides mentions an Emetic Quality; and says, that distilled in Water, it is good against Worms in the Intestines, and after eating poisonous Fungi. He tells us farther, that this Solution, snuffed up the Nose, purges the Head, and reckon it among the astringent, heating, and caustic Medicines. Pliny recommends it in Diseases of the Eyes, Fluxes of the Blood, and for the Cure of Ulcers; and Gola made Ufe of it in Collyriums. At present it is used as an Emetic, Vermifuge, Stypic, Detergent, and Antiphlogistic; but is seldom given inwardly without Preparation. Externally, White Vitriol is principally used in Collyriums, to allay an Inflammation of the Eyes, and t set their Running. Powder of blue Vitriol is applied to the Extremities of the bleeding Vessels in Wounds, and stops the Bleeding, by cauterizing the Vessels, and coagulating the Blood. Among the Preparations of Vitriol, the first is Purification, called Gilla of Vitriol, in which White Vitriol is mostly made use of. It is purified by Solutions, Straining and Drying, twice or thrice repeated; and then being taken, from a Scrupule to a Dose, in a proper Vehicle, it will excite Vomiting. This is recommended by Paracelsus, and other Chymists, as an excellent Emetic, as not only cleansing the Stomach by gentle Vomiting, but, also, strengthening both Stomach and Intestines afterward, by its Antitoxin. Whence it is given with Success in Diarrhoea and dysenteries. This Gilla was very much in Ufe before Antimonial Emetics were known, and the Uf of Heb. curauna was discovered, but it i now almost left off.
Unicornus foetalis, Offic. Lapis Arabicus, Cæs. Alp. The Unicorn-Stone. This is a flaty Substance, resembling in Colour, Smoothness, and Shape, the Horns, Teeth, and Bones of Animals. It is made up of an outer hard Part, of a yellowish, blackish, or Ash-Colour, and a soft, friable, compact Medullary Part, without pores, of an astringent and drying Quality, sticking very close to the Tongue, and sometimes of an agreeable Smell. It is said to correspond in Virtues with the Terra Lemnia, and is recommended against malignant Distempers. It resembles, also, a Unicorn's Horn, particularly in resisting Poison, and curing the Convulsive Motions of Infants; and is often used in the Small-Pox, and Measles. Of this Substance, calcined, is prepared the Fiactitious Turquoise.

CHAP. IV.

ARTICLES not properly reducible under the former Classes.

SAL Ammoniacum. Sal Ammoniac. It is not at present well known what the Sal Ammoniac, or Sal Cyreniacus of the Antients, was. It is said to have been generated in the barren Sands by the Urine of Camels. For when Camels or other Animals deposit their Urine in the barren Sands of Africa, the Heat of the Sun, during the Day, makes all the Humidity evaporate. In the Night, the Acid of the urinous Salt, till it is perfectly neutralized, and forms the antient Sal Ammoniac, or Sal Cyreniacus, which would be wasted in Vegetation, if the Soil was not utterly barren. In imitation of this, all the different Sorts of Sal Ammoniac are made, by uniting an urinous Salt with some Sort of Acid. The Matter of the Sal Ammoniac made in Egypt is pure Soot, and nothing else; but such a Soot, as is swept from Chimneys where they burn Turfs of the Dung of Animals fed with Straw, which is the common Fuel in this Country, where they have no Wood. These Turfs, which are impregnated with alkaline and urinous Salts, communicate to the Soot certain Properties which it could not be expected to receive from the Smoke of Wood and Coal, and yet are absolutely necessary for the Production of Sal Ammoniac. The Vessels which contain the Matter are exactly of the Figure of Bombs. They are great round glass Bombs, a Foot and a half in Diameter, with a Neck two Fingers in Height. They cave over these Bottles with a fat Earth, and fill them with Soot to four Fingers short of the Neck, which continues void and open. They contain each about forty Pounds of Soot, which at the End of the Operation yield six Pounds of Sal Ammoniac. Soot of an extraordinary Quality affords above six Pounds; what is worst, affords least. The Furnaces are built like our common Ovens, except that their Vaults open with four Cliffs in a Row lengthwise. Upon each Cliff are four Bottles, which are placed in such a manner, that the Bottom of the Bottle being sunk in, and exposed to the Action of its Flame, only the Neck of the Bottle remains exposed to the Air; the rest of the Cliff is stopped up, and well cemented. Every Furnace contains fifteen Bottles; and every great Laboratory consists of eight Furnaces, disposed in two Rooms, so that it employs at once a hundred and twenty-eight Bottles. In each Furnace, for three Days and Nights together, there is kept a constant Fire made with the Dung of Animals mixed with Straw. The first Day the gros Phlegm of the Soot exhales in a thick Fume by the open Neck of the Bottle. The second, theacid
acid and alcaline Salts, being sublimed, associate toward the Top of the Bottle, where they touch the Neck, and, uniting, coagulate. The third Day the Coagulation continues, depurates, to associate acid and alcaline Salts, being sublimed, clean from Impurities on the Surface and having only its Top of worse Alloy than the rest; so that upon the whole Mass there must be less Wafle than in the Egyptian Loaves, which are charged with more Impurities in Proportion to their Bigness. There are the Accounts we have of the different Species of Sal Ammoniac. But it is scarcely credible, that so prodigious a Quantity of Soot as to make fifteen hundred or two thousand Quintals in a Year, can be furnished by one Country, especially Egypt, which is a very warm Country, and where they only use Fires for Culinary Uses and at their Bagnois. We must therefore surely conclude, that the Egyptians, who make Sal Ammoniac, have had the Address to keep their Method of doing it a Secret to the Europeans, and that they make use of some other Ingredients besides Soot. Very good Sal Ammoniac is certainly to be made without any Soot at all. For I am well informed, that at the Sal Ammoniac Works, carried on some Years ago at Newcastle, the Rule for making it was thus. Take of the Bittern, that is, the Liquor which drains from common Salt whilst making, one Gallon, and of Urine, three Gallons. Let them stand together forty-eight hours to effervesc, and subside; then draw off the clear Liquor, and evaporate in leaden Vessels to Crystallization. Sublime these Crystals, when dry, in proper Vessels, and a very good Sal Ammoniac will be produced. I am farther informed, that from One Hundred Weight of Salt made from the Bittern, commonly sold under the Name of Egyptian Salt, and three Hogsheads of Urine, fifty-fix Pounds of Sal Ammoniac may be procured. But it must be remarked, that Sal Ammoniac is a very different Substance from most of the Preparations made from it. For when Alcaline Salts are mixed with the crude Sal Ammoniac, they
they absorb the Acid, which renders the Salt Ammoniac neutral; and then the volatile urinous Salts, let free from the Acid, rise in Distillation. Baerhaew's Character of Salt Ammoniac is, that it preserves all Animal Substances from Putrefaction; and its Brine penetrates into the most intimate Parts, and is the noblest Aperient, Attenuant, Resolvent, Stimulant, Errhine, Sternotatory, Diaphoretic, Sudorific, and Diuretic. Salt Ammoniac is not employed so much in Medicine, as it deserves to be. For as it is absolutely a Neutral Salt, consisting of an acid and a volatile Alcaline Salt, it is extremely penetrating and resolvent, used either externally, or internally, and is a noble Deobstrucent, and Cooler, where such Medicines are required.

_Sal Catbarticum amarum._ Epistol-Salt, or bitter Purging Salt. Mr. Brown, in the Philosophical Transactions, gives us the following Account of this Salt. This Salt was first made by Dr. Grew, by evaporating the Epsom Waters. Some Years after, several other bitter Purging Springs were found in different Countries, and Salts in small Quantities were boiled up from them; but from no Place, nor all the Places put together, in such large Quantities, as from the Springs on one Side of Shooter's Hill in Kent, about the Year 1700, which were then in the Possession of those two Chymists, Mr. George, and Mr. Francis Moults; and where they made such a large Apparatus for evaporating the Water, that they sometimes boiled down two hundred Barrels in a Week; from which in a dry Season, and when the Land Waters did not get into their Drains, they have obtained two hundred and twenty-four Pounds of Salt. After these Works had gone on some time, Dr. Hey found out a more expeditious Way of making a Purging Salt, so nearly resembling that from the Purging Springs, in all its Properties, that it soon passed on the World for the other, and continued so to do. The great Consumption of these Salts (which went then only by the Name of Epson Salts) as well at Home as Abroad, engaged some of our own Physicians, many Years before M. Bonduel took notice of it, to suspect that even what was made at Shooter's Hill was spurious, and received an Addition of something to increase the Quantity. But these Suspicions, says he, I dare positively affirm, were entirely groundless, as the Salts made there, and readily believe the fame of other Places, where the Spring Waters were boiled down for Salt. But upon a Consideration, that there were greater Quantities of this Salt confumed than all the Places where the Waters were boiled could produce, which was the real Fact at that time of day, there was sufficient Room to suspect that some of them were not genuine, as appeared to be true some time after. For the Secret, which was then in a few Hands, of making these Salts cheap, gave those, who had it, an Opportunity of underjelling those who made it from the Waters, and in a Year or two rendered them incapable of making it to any Advantage. So that the Work on Shooter's Hill was thrown up; and I believe there has not been a hundred Pounds of Salt made from the Waters since that time in any Part of the Kingdom. Some Time before this Work at Shooter's Hill was broke up, some Pains were taken to discover the Secret those had, who sold the Salt so cheap; and, upon examining the several Salts that were sold about Town, those dipos'd by Mr. G. and F. Moults, were certainly genuine, and were therefore a proper Standard to judge of the rest by. But from all Experiments then made, there could no material Difference be found between the Salt made from the Waters
ters, and that made by them who are
in the Secret. There was indeed a
Salt sold by Some, which in the
Course of those Trials, was found to
be a Salt Mirabilis, made from the
Oleum Vitrioli and common Salt, but
shot into such small Crystals, as not
at first Sight to be distinguished from
the other. Necessity being the Mo-
ter of Invention, it was not long be-
fore it was discovered, and the Expe-
riment was tried at the Lady Carrin-
ton's Salt Works near Portsmouth;
where it was found the same Thing
could be done, as at another Work
not far from it, and in which Dr. Hoy
had been concerned. It was
some Years after this Salt had been
made at Portsmouth, before the Salt
Makers at Lymington attempted, or
indeed knew the Method of making
it, who are now the greatest Traders
in it, and have sent several Ton in a
Year to London, besides what has been
directly exported from thence. It
was the Opinion of the Proprietors of
the Saltmills near Portsmouth, that this
Purging Salt could not be made at
any other Salt-Works but theirs; and
that the bitter Taste in the Salt was
communicated from the Earth to the
Sea Water, whilst it stood exposed in
their Sun Pans. But Time has pro-
ved this Opinion false. For, besides
what has been said of its being made
at Lymington, it was some time ago
began to be made near Newcastle,
where it is still continued to be made,
and doubtless may be so at any Salt-
Works where the common Salt re-
sults from Sea Water by Evaporation.
Whether any Thing of this Kind has
been attempted at any of our Inland
Salt Springs, either in Cheshire or Wor-
cestershire, I am not yet satisfied. There
is some Difference in the making
the common Salt in Hampshire, from that
about Newcastle. At the first of
these Places, in the Beginning of
the Summer, at Spring Tides, or at
New and Full Moon, the Sea Wa-
ter is let into their feeding Ponds,
which are their Reservoirs for their
Summers Working, and from hence
is conveyed into small square Pans,
and again, after some time, from these
it is conveyed into large Pans, or
Beds, which they call Brine, or Sun-
Pans, all which are made of Sea-Mud
and Earth. In these last Pans, or
Beds, it lies exposed to the Sun and
Wind, in order to exhale the weakest
Waters: and it is in these Beds, if
the Weather prove very favourable,
that they can make as good Bay-Salt
as any we have from France; and at
such a Time they never bring their
Brine to the Boilers. But if the Wea-
ther is not hot enough for that Pur-
pole, their Brine is exposed to long
in these Pans, till it becomes of such
Strength as to support their Eggs made
of Glass or Wax, to a certain Height
above the Brine, which from thence
is conveyed into large Stone Cisterns;
and then into boiling Pans made of
Iron, where it is boiled down (after
having been frequently scummed), to a
Sea Salt. This observable, that whilst
the Brine is boiling, there precipitates
a hard crusty Matter, which is partly
taken out by Vessels placed in proper
Parts of the Pan for that Purpose;
and Part of it fixed on the Bottom of
the Pan so hard, as to be afterwards
dug off; and this, the Workmen call
Scratch, and is what Dr. Collin, con-
cerning the Sea Water boiled at Shields,
calls a Stone Powder. When the Op-
eration for the Sea-Salt is finished,
it is taken out hot, and put into
Wooden Troughs, with Holes at the
Bottom, through which runs the
superfluous Liquor. Under these
Troughs are set other Vessels with
Sticks fixed to them in a perpendicular
Pole, to receive what runs through. In these Vessels the Liquor
is suffered to continue some time; and,
according to the Quantity of the Sea
Salt still left in, it will crystallize to
the Sticks, something like Sugar. Can-
}
dy, but in much larger Shoots; and this they call Cat-Salt, or Salt-Cats; and it holds some Share of the bitter Salt. When this Salt is broken small, or rather powdered, it is so white, that some Gentlemen chuse it for their Tables; but the greatest Consumption of it is among the Cake-Soap Boilers. The Liquor that will not shoot to these Sticks, is what, at these Works, they call the Bittern, fit for making the Sal Catharticum. Near Newcastle, their Method is to receive the Sea-Water into their Reservoirs at High Water, at any Time of the Moon, if there be no Fresh in the River, occasioned by the Rain in the higher Country; and from these Reservoirs without expoing it in Beds, as at Lymington, they pump it into their boiling Pans, where, evaporating it almost to a Pellicle, they fill it up again eight or nine times, and then waste it with a gentle Heat for the common or Sea Salt. The Liquor that runs from this Salt, when taken out, and put into proper Vessels, is what they call the Bittern; from which, if it stands some time in those Vessels, a Salt will shoot and crystallize to the Sides; in Taste pretty much like the Sea Salt, but with a Share of Bitterness, and seems to answer to the Cat-Salt of the Lymington Works; and very probably would shoot after the same Manner, if they made use of the same Apparatus. I could not but mention this general and loose Account of making the common Salt, as necessary to introduce the Liquor Bittern, which, before Dr. Hey found out an Use for it, was always flung away, being so different in its Properties from the Brine made use of to produce the Sea-Salt, that it requires some Skill in the Operator to determine the Time when to take out the Sea-Salt from the Pans, before the Bittern incorporated with it, which would otherwise spoil the whole Making. The Bittern at Lymington, not shooting to the Sticks, is carried by Channels into Pits made light with Clay, where it stands for some Months, and there will shoot again. What Liquor remains is boiled down, till it is observed to be in a Disposition to crystallize, and then is conveyed into wooden Coolers lined with Lead. The Liquor, which will not shoot there, is boiled down after the same Manner, in order for another Crystallization. By this time the Liquor seems to have altered its Property, and becomes of a very pungent biting Taste, and, if boiled down, will not longer shoot into Crystals, as before, but precipitates, during the boiling, as small grained Salt; and if they should continue to boil down the Liquor, separated from this Salt, each Quantity of Salt thus produced will be still more pungent than the other. If you boil down the whole Quantity of this Liquor it will produce a Salt, which, if exposed to the Air, will run per Deliquium. The Liquor that produces this Salt is always flung away, wherever the Sal Catharticum is made. This is what at present I can give no other Name to, than a third Salt produced from the Sea Water, differing in some Respects as much from the other two, as they differ from one another. To return to the several Crystallizations, such as mentioned to be shot from the Bittern; these will be of different Sizes, as to their Figures, and hold some Share of the third Salt, but now taken notice of, which makes them subject to give and dissolve; nor is their Taste come yet to that simple Bitter of the pure Salt. These therefore are either separally, or altogether, to be flung into a Copper, with as much common Water as is sufficient to dissolve them, and allow a gentle Evaporation, till they are again ready to be poured into the Coolers in order for Crystallization.
Chap. iii.

Of Minerals.

This generally proves to be the pure Sal Catharticum, thoroughly freed from either a Sea-Salt, or the third Salt. The Liquor decanted from this Shooting may be boiled down again, in order for a second Shooting, and after that a third. But, as the Liquors from these Shootings are boiled away more or less, so you will sooner or later meet with the pungent Liquor, which contains the third Salt, as you did in the former Shootings from the Bittern, from which the pure Sal Catharticum is as necessarily required to be freed as from the common Salt. A Proof of which cannot be better determined than by the following Experiments, viz. that with the Oleum Vitrioli, which will certainly ferment with this Salt, if the Sea-Salt has not been well separated from it, or if it still holds some of the third Salt. And when any of the Crystallizations will stand the Test of this Experiment they ought to be dissolved and shot again, as before, by which Means the pure Salt is to be obtained. I do not mention, says Brown, this as a Trial made use of at the Salt Works, but what I have by Experience found to be true. And the same Experiment will serve to distinguish a Sal Mirabile made at these Works, from that made with Oil of Vitriol and common Salt. The Account they gave of it is this. They take any Quantity of coarser-grained Crystals boiled from the Bittern; which, when dissolved and evaporated, more than they would otherwise do for making the Sal Catharticam, they throw it into a Wooden Bowl, with some Oil of Vitriol, where it stands for ten Days, and shoots into large Crystals, transparent, and like the Sal Mirabile. But as this Salt, by this Method, is not sufficiently saturated with the Oil of Vitriol, if they use any, so it is easily discovered by the Oil of Vitriol, which will readily ferment with it; whereas it has no Effect on the other Sal Mirabile made as above. This is the Salt now sold in the Shops by the Name of Epsom and Glauber's Salts, and is a pretty good Diuretic Purge, where the Prime Visc are intended to be unloaded. But it should be given with a considerable Quantity of some diluting Fluid, as Mineral Waters. Dr. Grew recommends his Epsom Salts to excite a decayed Appetite, to stop habitual Inclinations to vomit, for Pains in the Stomach, in Hypochondrical and Hypertetical Disorders, dissolved in Chalybeate Waters, for the Colic, in Worms, Nephritic Pains, the Jaundice, Head-ache, and wandering Gout.

But he cautions against using it in Dropies; in a continual Fever, in an Ague; the Green Sicknees, Spitting of Blood, Cholera Morbus, and the Palsy. Nor are they to be allowed to Women with Child, without great Circumcision. They may also prove hurtful in a Suppression of Urine, which depends upon an Ulcer in the Bladder, or a Stone too big to pass; in either of which Cases the Patient is to abstain from all Diuretics. But otherwise, I have often says he, given this Medicine successfully, in bringing away the Urine, and Stones with it not of the least Size. Quinsey is very much enraged at this Cheat, as he calls it, and seems to disapprove of the fraudulent Sal Catharticam as a Medicine. I must confess I am not entirely of his Opinion, because of the vast Quantity of these Salts used in Medicine, I have known no bad Effects produced, but on the contrary a great many good ones. When, however, this Salt is sold instead of Glauber's Salt, it may be esteemed a very great Fraud; and the excessive Price, that the Sal Catharticam is generally sold at, is certainly another, for it does not cost four Pence a Pound originally.
The New English Dispensatory. Book III.

Sal Polychresium de Seignette. This Salt, which has been used in Medicine for many Years, takes its Name from Mr. Seignette, a Physician of Rochelle, who invented it, and during his Life kept it a Secret, which he only transmitted to his Children; who in their Turn kept the Secret so inviolably, that no Chemist was, for a long time, able certainly to discover the Mystery. Some taking it for one, and Some for another Thing. The great Reputation of this Medicine induced Mr. Baudue to attempt a Discovery of its Composition. In order to make this Salt, we take says he, the best calcined, white, and hardest Alcanat Kali, reduced to a Powder. Of this we make a strong Lixiviium by boiling in Water, and filtrate the Lixiviium, which is very transparent. Then we take separately some Cream of Tartar in Powder, upon which we pour this Lixiviium, when warm. This Mixture excites a Fermentation, which lasts for a considerable time, and which, even after it has ceased, is renewed at certain Intervals. During this Fermentation, the Cream of Tartar is resolved; after which there is a copious Precipitation of a spongeous and light Earth, which is to be separated from the Liquor by Filtration. Then we evaporate this Mixture to the Consumption of about a third Part. Then it is to be left at rest in earthen Vessels, by which Means, after some Days, we find Crystals transparent like Crystal, which when difengaged, and not supported by the Vessels, are formed into Cylinders or Columns, which through all their Length have many flat Surfaces; above nine of which I have some times, says he, counted, tho' they are not generally found in so great a Number. It is impossible exactly to determine the precise Proportion of the Salt of Kali, and Cream of Tartar, since some Kinds of Kali contain a larger Quantity of Salt than others. But the most natural Way of finding this Proposition is, to dissolve in the Lixiviium as much Cream of Tartar as it will receive, that is, to the Point of Saturation. A Lixiviium of six Pounds of Kali generally absorbs two Pounds and three or four Ounces of Cream of Tartar; and when the Kali is very white and richly impregnated with Salt, the Lixiviium of six Pounds some times absorbs an equal Weight of Cream of Tartar. This Difference, as we may easily conceive, can only depend upon the Quality of the Kali; according as it is more or less impregnated with Alcaline Salt. But when, says he, I took the Salt which subsided in the Solution or Lixiviium of Kali, and the Configuration of which nearly resembles that of Glauber's Salt, half a Pound of this Salt dissolved easily received thirteen or fourteen Ounces of Cream of Tartar, and the Mixture precipitated scarcely any Earth. This is the juftest Proportion that can be propofed for the Substances which enter the Composition of Mr. Seignette's Sal Polychresium.

If we only wait for a short time, we have the Crystals of Kali; after which the Mixture is more equally made, and is not subject to the Precipitation of the different heterogeneus Substances, which the Kali communicates to the Lixiviium. In a word, this Salt, when formed into Crystals, and compared with that of Mr. Seignette also crystallized, was found to be precisely the same in all Circumstances. For they are figured like each other, are easily dissolved in cold Water, when reduced to a Powder, have the same Taste, and communicate a certain Coldness to the Tongue. When put upon a live Coal, they become fuled and bubble, yield the Smell of burnt Tartar, and are at least reduced to a black and spongeous Coal, which yields Tartar.

If
If, after this Examination, we should doubt of the Conformity of this Salt with Mr. Segnett's, we may be convinced of it by an Experiment, which makes a speedy Decomposition of it. For if we dissolve equal Quantities of both Salts separately in warm Water, and pour into each a Solution of Oil of Vitriol, till its Action ceases, in Proportion as these Solutions become cold, a saline Concretion is formed, which, when examined, is found to be true Cream of Tartar in Crystals regenerated or separated from the Alcali, whilst the Oil of Vitriol is united with it, and afterwards, by Crystallization, forms with it a Glutiber's Salt, in the same Manner as if this Oil had been poured upon the Lixivium of the Kali. The Sal Polybrefum de Segnett is therefore a Cream of Tartar rendered soluble by the Alcali of Kali. By the Composition of this Salt, we may understand its Virtues in Medicine. As 'tis a Neutral Salt, in consecution thereof, it must be attenuating, aperient, resolvent, and penetrating, and should seem to be much preferable to the Sal Carabaticum Maron, in all Intentions where that is used.

Sandvær, Asemia Vitri, or Salt of Glafs, is a Kind of Salt, which separates from the Metal of Glafs whilst in Fusion. It is of an acrimonious and biting Taste. The Farriers use it for clearing the Eyes of Horès. It is also used for cleaning the Teeth, and is sometimes applied to running Ulcers, a Herpèr, or the Itch: by way of Desiccative.

Soap. Soap. This, tho' a Composition, may be considered in this Place as a Drug. There are many Kinds of Soap; but the principal used in Medicine are those of Venice, Alicate, and Castile. The general Method of making Soaps is, according to Beorhafter, this: They take the fixed alcaline ery Salt, prepared with Quick Limes. This they dissolve in such a Proportion of hot Water, that the Lie may support a new laid Egg; and this the Soapmakers call their Capital Lie. They afterwards dilute Part of it with more Water, till a fresh Egg will sink there-in; and this they call the Weaker Lie. They afterwards mix their Olive-Oil with an equal Weight of this Lie, by stirring them well together, till the whole becomes white; then boil the Mixture with a gentle Fire, keeping it continually stirring, till the Water being exhausted, the Remainder begins to unite; at which time they throw the Weight of Capital Lie, in Proportion to the Oil, and mix and boil till the Mafs becomes so thick, that a little of it, laid upon a cold Stone, appears to be of a due solid Confitence. And if now a Part of this cold Mafs is dissolved in Water, it manifests no Signs of Oil. This shews that the Oil is well united with the Alcali. But if any Oil still appears, the Addition of a little more Capital Lie is required, and the Boiling must then uniformly be continued, till the Soap will perfectly dissolve in Water. At this time the Soap is taffed, and, if it proves sharp and alcaline, it is a Sign that the Alcali abounds too much therein. Therefore a little more Oil is added, and the Boiling continued, till at length a Mafs is obtained, so hard as to cut in the Cold, and that will perfectly dissolve in Water, and neither take alcaline upon the Tongue, nor run spontaneously in the Air; and thus the Soap is perfected. Instead of Olive Oil any other fat Substance may be used, as the Fats of Animals, and the Oils of Fish. Thus black Soap is made from Train Oil, or the boiled Blubber of Whales; but the purer the Alcali is and more scentless, tasteless, and less ungrateful the Oil, the better the Soap, especially for Medicinal Use. Soap so produced, tho'
the Tenacity of the Oil is abolished, yet the former Virtue of the Lixivial Salt remains, whereby it deterges without Danger of corroding. For, when mixed with Water, it makes a strong Saponaceous Lye, which by Heat, Motion, and Trituration, dissolves Gums, Oils, Resins, and grass Fats, rendering them also saponaceous, or soluble in Water; and thus it has a scouring, detergent, and cleansing Property. Hence it renders coagulating Humours fluid, opens old Obstructions, and thereby restores the lost Ufe of the Parts. It also has great Eftects upon Concretions confifting of gros Earth and Oil; it prevents Acids from coagulating the Chyle or Milk; and even refolves them after Coagulation. Whence it appears to be almost an universal Opener, Diluter, Refolver, and Thinner in the Body, in the abovementioned Cases, being drank upon an empty Stomach, well diluted and at different times, in a sufficiently large Quantity, and affifted by the Motion of the Body. It is likewise wonderfully serviceable, being externally applied in Sinuous and Putrefaceous Ulcers. It may be tinged and difguifted, by giving it a grate-ful Colour with Saffron, Turmeric, Cochineal, or other Pigments. And, if it still proves difagreeable, on account of the naufeous Smell acquired by the Oil in boiling, it may be corrected by a little Ballam of Pern. But its Ufe is highly pernicious in those Diftempers, where Life is in Danger from a Putrefaction, that dif-foles and corrupts the Humours, as has frequently appeared in the Plague, and other putrid Diftempers, according to the jufi Obervation of Difier- bloock. Soap effects what neither Water nor Oil could perform, does that with Safety which Alcalies do with Danger, and can perform what other Salts cannot.
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gummy and resinous Substances it dissolves. So that we are acquainted with no Liquid, produced either by Nature or the Art of Chymistry, that is capable of being united with more Bodies, than Alcohol is. But in a particular Manner it proves an excellent Vehicle for the Spiritus Rector of Vegetables, which, by uniting with it, may be extracted from its proper Body, retained, and applied to Medicinal and other Uses. The great Masters of Chymistry, distinguished by the Title of Adepts, are supposed, in their Description of the artificial Preparation of this perfect Alcohol, to have shadowed the Preparation of the Philosopher's Stone. But it is certain, that this Alcohol owes its Origin to Fermentation alone, nor can be prepared in any other Manner whatever. In the Human Body, by its Smell, Taste, and Vapour, it wonderfully quickens, gratefully affects, and invigorates the Animal, Natural, and Vital Spirits, Nerves, and Brain. Hence it exhilarates the Mind and Senses, makes a Person brisk and agile, and, proceeding through various Degrees, at last causes Drunkenness, which, as it here comes on very suddenly, so likewise it goes off in the same Manner. The Blood, its Serum, and other thin Juices it coagulates in an infant; and hence, being drank imprudently, it is said to have killed Persons on the Spot. Applied externally, it dries, and corroborates the Vessels, and coagulates the Fluids contained in them, wherever it can penetrate. The Extremities of the Nerves where it can reach, it immediately dries, contracts, and deprives of all Sense and Motion. Hence it appears, how imprudently, and often how unhappily, Alcohol, either pure or impregnated with Aromatic Spirits, Camphire, or the like, dissolved in it, and ordered to be applied hot, and inforced with Friction, is made use of as a Fomentation in Chirurgical Cases. I would advise, therefore, to be cautious upon these Occasions; lest, under a specious Presence of Vivification, Callousiation, Dissipation, and Restoration of Agility, you obtain no other Effects than what I just now ascribed to these Spirits. In Wounds, Ulcers, and other visible Disorders, pure Alcohol performs the very same thing, (viz,) coagulates, dries, and burns the Nerves. It is true indeed, it takes from the Nerves all Sense of Pain; but then at the same time it destroys all their Use. And it has the same Effect, in mitigating Punctures or Dilacerations of the same Parts. It stops Bleeding at once, by contracting the Vessels, and coagulating the Blood, where it is applied, but with the concomitant Circumstances just mentioned. Hence, therefore, it is a very speedy, and often an excellent Remedy in these Cases, though always attended with some Inconveniencies. From what has been said, then, we learn what Effect pure Alcohol has upon Animal and Vegetable Substances imbibed in it. For it diffolves into itself, and extracts whatever is oily in them; whence they become attenuated, contracted, and often corrugated. In this Manner the Preparations of the Parts of Animals have often been observed to be changed. And Aromatic Flowers, Leaves, and Fruits are thus affected from the same Cause. Small Birds in their Feathers, and other little Animals covered with hard Scales, immersed in hot Alcohol, are preserved in their full Beauty; because this Attenuation, though it really happens, is concealed under their Feathers and Scales. These Animals being macerated for some time in the purest Alcohol, till they are thoroughly penetrated by it, and then taken out, and dried in a hot Oven, and afterwards put into Glass-Vessels, and entirely debarred from any Communication with
with the external Air, may be kept in their proper Form for Ages, to the very great Advantage both of Natural and Medicinal History; because they afford lively and certain Characters by which they may be known. Since there are infinite, and oftentimes very inviting Occasions in which Chymists and other Artificers stand in need of the true and purest Alcohol, the least Remains of rendering the Operation unsuccessful; it is absolutely necessary we should have some Marks by which we may be able to distinguish whether our Alcohol be pure or not.

The principal of these are, if the supposed Alcohol contains any Oil dissolved in it, and so equally distributed through it, that it is no ways perceptible; then, upon the pouring of Water into it, the Mixture will grow white, and the Oil will separate from the Alcohol. If any thing of an Acid lies concealed in Alcohol, a little of it mixed with the Alkalin Spirit of Sal Ammoniacæ will discover the Acid by an Effervescence, for otherwise there would be only a simple Coagulation. If there be any thing of an Alcali intermixed, it will appear by the Effervescence excited by an Affusion of an Acid. And as for other Salts, they are seldom found in it. But it is a Matter of greater Difficulty to discover whether there be any Water intermixed with it; and therefore Chymists have contrived certain Methods, by which this may be also determined.

The first was the repeated Labour of so many Distillations, which they thought sufficient Reason for them to presume, that they were in Possession of pure simple Spirits, without the Addition of any Phlegm. But it is difficult by this Method to obtain pure Alcohol; for it would to the last retain something of Phlegm. Secondly, They put some Alcohol into a very clean, dry, Spoon, and, heating it, set it on fire in a Place where there was not the least Wind; and, if after

the Alcohol was burnt out, there was no Moisture left in the Spoon, they pronounced it pure Alcohol. Some more curious Persons, however, by other Experiments, discovered, that by the Action of the Flame, the Water, that lay concealed in the Alcohol, might be dispersed into the Air, and consequently that the Abfence of Water in the Spoon, after the Consumption of the Alcohol, might be dispersed into the Air, and consequently that the Abfence of Water in the Spoon, after the Consumption of the Alcohol, was no certain Proof, that there was none contained in it, before it was set on fire. In the third place, therefore, they took some of the best Gun-powder, and drying it very carefully put a little of it into a clean and very dry Spoon, and poured some Alcohol upon it; which being heated, they just stirred it in the very Surface, and, letting it burn down in a very quiet Place, if the Powder continued dry enough to take fire by the Flame when just spent, they concluded that the Alcohol was pure. But against this Experiment there lies the very same Objection as against the former. These two last Methods, therefore, when they succeed, demonstrate, that Alcohol is in a very great Degree, but not absolutely, free from Water. In the fourth and last place, therefore, there has been another Way discovered, by which it may be certainly known, whether Alcohol contains any Water or not, which is this. Take a Chymical Vial, with a long narrow Neck, the Bulk of which will hold four or six Ounces of Alcohol. Fill this two-thirds full with the Alcohol you intend to examine, into which throw a Dram of the purest and driest Salt of Tartar, coming very hot out of the Fire; then mix them by shaking them together, and set them over the Fire till the Alcohol is just ready to boil; being thus shaken and heated, if the Salt of Tar-
yet I think there is no Water in this Alcohol: Hence the singular Nature of Alcohol is abundantly determined by its individual Properties; especially if to what has been said you add this Observation, that such an Alcohol is not visible while it distills through the Alembic. For it neither forms dewy Drops like Water, nor runs down in Stery like strong Spirit of Wine, but it is quite invisible; which Property was not unknown to the ancient Chymists, as evidently appears by their Writings. As all Vinous Liquors borrow their intoxicating Qualities; and all their Properties wherein they differ from other Fluids, from the Alcohol which resides in them, I shall make some Remarks, with respect to the Uses generally made of them in common Life. First, then, Vinous Liquors have Effects upon Animal Bodies; nearly allied to those of the Gas Sylvestre, or Incoercible Spirit, which flies off from fermenting Liquors. It seems near a Certainty, that fermented Liquors incittle, and produce all their deleterious Effects by a Portion of this Gas Sylvestre residing in them. Hence appears the Imprudence, I should rather say Madness, of those who take into their Stomachs large Quantities of a Fluid strongly impregnated with the most subtle and penetrating Poison in Nature; and which we find by daily Experience never fails to disorder, and, if persisted in, to destroy the Animal Machine. The Frequency of this Practice is amazing, and would fearlessly be credible, if it was not common. I should think myself happy, if any thing I could say would put the least Check to this pernicious Custom, to which it is astonishing there should be any Temptation. For I am satisfied, that this alone destroys more Lives than the Accidents of War, added to all the Diftempers with which Providence has thought proper to afflict Mankind. And it is remarkable, that, besides the Diftempers produced by drinking Spirituous Liquors, an habitual Use of these renders all Diseases from all other Causes more difficult to cure. It is certain, that fermented Liquors are deleterious in Proportion to their Strength; and which was not unknown, even of those, much in the End induce an Alteration in the Constitution to its Disadvantage. I am sensible, a Habit of drinking these Liquors renders them somewhat necessary, and makes it difficult to leave them off, and sometimes even dangerous. It is therefore a great Imprudence in People of Condition, to inure their Children to the Use of Wine; and other fermented Liquors, from their most tender Years. If we consider Alcohol as acting upon the Stomach only, and at the same time reflect, that it dries and contracts the Nerves, and deprives them of all Sensation and Motion, we shall readily perceive, that if taken into the Stomach, when empty especially, they must necessarily, by their proper Action, take away that Sensation which we call Hunger, and destroy the Elasticity of the Fibres of the Stomach, which is absolutely necessary to the Digestion of the Aliment. To these Inconveniences arising from the internal Use of Alcohol, it may be added, that it coagulates the Animal Juices, and consequently all the Fluids it finds in the Stomach. I mean those Fluids which are separated in the Glands of the Mouth, Fauces, and Stomach, and which are designed by Nature to promote the Solution of the Aliment. Now when these are coagulated, and rendered viscid, they are utterly unfit to pro-
the above-mentioned Solution; but rather prevent it. Every one that has seen a Person much habituated to drinking Drams, take a Vomit, must have observed him to discharge from his Stomach very great Quantities of vitriolopy jelly. If we consider Spirituous Liquor as a Solvent of the Ailment, we shall find it so far from being fit to promote this Solution, that it greatly contributes to prevent it; for it hardens Animal and Vegetable Substances, and hinders their Solution in the Stomach, for the very same Reasons, that it prevents their Putrefaction out of it. It would be well if Spirituous Liquors had any Virtues to make amends for the Havock and Destruction they make in the World. And to do them Justice, I believe, that rough austerer red Wines may be of Service for bracing up a relaxed Habit, and promoting Digestion vitiated by an accidental Laxity of the Organs subservient thereto; and that the more penetrating white Wines, well diluted, may be of Service as Medicines. But with respect to any thing more spirituous than Wine, there is scarcely any Cafe wherein they can be of sufficient Service to compensate for the great Mischiefs they produce; insomuch that every Person, who drinks a Dram, seems to me guilty of a greater Indiscipline than if he set Fire to his House; and for the same Reasons, Cordial Waters are the most dangerous Furniture for a Closet; particularly as there is something like Fascination in them, which obliges the Possessor to make use of them, to the Destruction of both Health and Intellects. On this account, I cannot forbear admiring the great Wisdom of Mahomet, who has strictly forbid his Followers the Use of fermented Liquors, for better Reasons than are generally apprehended. However, Alcohol, and fermented Spirits in general, are of good Service externally applied in many Cafes. Thus Spirit of Wine, especially Camphorated, is a very good Addition to Emetics designed to resolve Inflammations, whether external or internal. Wine used as a Foment, or applied externally, cools, and allays the Heat of the Parts, notwithstanding it warms taken internally. Spirit of Wine does the same. Pliny says, it is the Nature of Wine to warm the Viscera taken internally, but to cool externally applied. Hippocrates says, that Ulcers should be washed with nothing but Wine. Galen says, Wine is the best Medicament for Ulcers. Dioscorides says, that Wine, in Lana Succida, is a good Application for Wounds and Inflammations. Dr. Harris from his own Experience affirms, that Linen Cloths, dipped in warm Spirit of Wine, often cure Burns from scalding Water, melted Pitch, Fire, and Gun-powder, better and sooner than all other Applications. He gives an Instance of a Boy that was blinded by a Drop of Pitch falling into his Eye, and of another blinded by Gun-powder, who both recovered their Sight the very next Day, by a Foment of warm Spirit of Wine. Dr. Harris also affirms, that warm Wine is the best Application for Wounds, Ulcers, and Inflammations, especially those of the most sensible Parts, that are full of Nerves, Tendons, and Blood Vessels, as, the Fingers and Toes, where Incisions and Punctures often cause great Pain, and endanger a Mortification. The Turks, who are ignorant generally of Surgery, unless perhaps some wandering Jew practices it amongst them, foment their Wounds, and wash them with Wine successfully. Gangrene will sometimes happen from unskilfully cutting Corns, or the Nails of the Toes, especially if they are exasperated with Unguents and Plasters. Spirit of Wine and Thriac are the best Topics
Topics in such Cases: Spirit of Wine used as a 
Fotus for a sufficient time, and upon some Occasions repeated, extinguisht the Heat of an Erysipelas sooner than any other 
Fotus whatever; whether the Erysipelas is cutaneous, true, and genuine, or spurious, more profound, and deeper in the Flesh: Erysipelas 
Pains in Wounds and Ulcers are cured by a 
Fotus of Spirit of Wine. If Veficatories caufe great Pains, and endanger a Mortification, a 
Fotus of Spirit of Wine will cure them. Inflammations caufed by Veficatories, which are attended with violent Pains, and a blackish Colour, and which tend to a Gangrene, are easily cured by fomenting them with a 
Linen Cloth doubled, and dipped in hot Wine, or Spirits of Wine, and afterward applying such a Cloth wetted with Wine, or Spirit of Wine upon the Part, without Plasters, or Unftitious Medicines. There is a 
Species of Colic, which Women are subject to, that is extremely painful, and is sometimes fixed on the right Side, sometimes on the left, below the Navel, without Vomiting. Dr. Harris says, this is cured in a Day's Time; or on the fame Day, by an Application of doubled Linen-Cloth dipped in very hot Spirits of Wine, and continued a long time, even where Narcotics are ufelefs, or fometimes noxious. This I have frequently found of great Efficacy, in the Cafe the Doctor mentions. As this Author was a Man of undoubted Integrity, his Authority has the greater Weight.

Tartar, Offic. Tartar. Wines, especially those prepared from Grapes, or of an acid and auffere Taffe, usually afford a copious Tartar; but not in Perfection, till they are once thoroughly fermented; and they afford the pureft, when put up in a clean Vefsel. It is more plentifully obtained from the Wine, when this has refted sometime upon the Lees, and, in some measure, gently confumed it. The Tartar of fine white Wine is white. Whence Rheuifh Wine affords the best, which is white, and collected in thick Pieces, for Medicinal Use; and the winter, heavier, more fhining, and thick the Pieces are, the better. That of red Wine is red, more impure, lefs firm, and the Pieces lefs solid, and more unftitious. This ftony Salt of Wine is difficultly difolved in Water, or Wine itſelf, but remains almost like a Stone therein. If boiled in a large Proportion of Water, it diffoles in some measure, and makes a turbid Liquor, wherein numerous fhining Corpuscles are obferved to float. And thus, in the Boiling, it conftantly throws up a Skin to the Surface; which, if taken off with a Skimmer, and put into a wide Vefsel to be dried, is called by the Name of Cream of Tartar. And thus, by degrees, the whole Quantity of Tartar may be converted into a Kind of white acid Powder, excepting only a few feculent Parts, remaining at the Bottom. If pure white Tar	
tar be boiled with twenty times its Quantity, or more, of Water, till the Whole is perfectly difolved therein, and the boiling Liquor be now immediately put into a Cafe, without admitting any Breezes, a Cruff will prefently begin to form in all the internal Parts of the Vefsel touched by the Liquor, and this Cruff increaseth, till, in a short time, nearly all the Tartar shoots into little fhining figured Lumps, called 
atcrals of Tartar; which, being collected, and gently dried, are thus to be preferved separate. The remaining Water, when cold, retains but little of the Tartar. These Operations shew, that the Nature of the Salt, which is produced by Vinous Fermentation, entirely differs, in these: 
Properties, from any other known Salt. A new Solution also of the Cream, or Crytals, of Tartar, may be made in fresh
I have found four refining Oil. I have found so
fresh boiling Water, so as to obtain
them each time more pure and white;
but the Virtue of them both scarce
appears greater for any Chymical or
Medicinal Uses, than that of Tartar
itself. It is a great Corrector of those
Bodies which abound in a sharp biliious
putrid Matter, and hence becomes
an approved Remedy in acute Dis-
cafes. It cleanses the first Passages,
without much disturbing the more
internal Parts. With a corrupt acrim-
onious Matter it loses its Acidity,
changes into a very soluble Substance,
and hence becomes a good aperitive
Remedy. As Tartar is a Thing of
very great Importance in Medi-
cine, it may be worth while, in this Place,
to consider its Analysis, which I shall
give in the Words of the celebrated
Boerhaave. " Fill two-thirds of a
Glass Retorte, with choice Pieces
of the best white Tartar, and place
it in a sand Furnace. Apply a large
Glass Receiver, or one that is of
the greatest Size, and lute the
Juncture with a common Mixture
of Linseed Meal. Apply a gentle
Fire for some considerable time,
scarce exceeding one hundred
Degrees. There will come out a
small Quantity of a limpid, thin,
tartish, somewhat spirituous, bit-
terish, and slightly odorous Liquor;
which is so penetrating, as easily
to sweat thro' the Luting. Let
this be kept separate. Then the
Fire, being raised to the Heat of
boiling Water, a white Vapour
comes over, and, along with it, a
highly penetrating Spirit, which is
wonderfully flatulent and will pass
thro' almost any Luting; and if
we endeavour to confine it by that
called the Lutum Sopinantae, it
bursts the Glafs by its Elasticity,
and usually breaks out with Force,
or perspires at Intervals, thro' the
Luting; and, along with this
flatulent Spirit, there comes over
a thin, and extremely subtle, Oil,
of a yellow Colour, a somewhat
aromatic Taste, bitter, heating,
and of no ungrateful Odour. This
surprising Oil has found so
incredibly penetrating, that tho'
the Neck of the Retort entered
five Inches into the Mouth of the
Receiver, and the Juncture was
closely luted, yet this volatile Oil
always returned back, and passed
thro' the Body of the Luting so
as partly to diiill in Drops into a
Cup set underneath, and in part
to run down the external Surface
of the Receiver, nor could I
hitherto by any Means prevent
this Effect. For if a Luting be
applied, that the Oil cannot pass
thro', the Vessel flies to Pieces.
I did not therefore wonder to find
Paracelsus and Hennon so highly
recommend this Oil in Diforders
of the Ligaments, Membranes, and
Tendons, which they upon Expe-
rience have declared may be cured
by it even tho' contracted. The
former Matters being collected se-
parate, let the Remainder be ur-
eged gradually to the utmost De-
gree of Heat that Sand will give;
and thus again a Spirit will come
over, and an Oil as before, but
at the same time a gross, black,
fetid, ponderous, glutinous and
bitter Oil, leaving the remaining
Tartar, black, sharp, and in every
respect truly alkaline. If this
Mals be urged with the strongest
Fire of Suppression, it will still
yield a very thick, black, and
pitchy Oil, along with a certain
Smack, and these will continue to
rise, how violent soever the Fire
be made, and how long soever the
Operation is continued; and there
will still remain an extremely black,
sharp, alkaline, and dry Mals, at
the Bottom; which, being expos-
ed to the open Air by breaking the
Glafs, grows hot upon Contact
therewith, and readily dissolves
into
"into a Liquor, nor can it be kept dry without great Caution; whereas the Tartar, from whence it was produced, would scarce dissolve in Water. When this dry black Mafs is exposed to a naked Fire, in the open Air, it takes flame, and, after burning, leaves a copious white Alcaline Salt behind, as strong, fiery, and as pure as can any way be prepared. It affords but little Earth, and readily dissolves spontaneously. If long detained in a strong Fire, it grows blue, of a marble Colour, and sometimes brown, and thus always becomes stronger and stronger. From hence we learn many Particulars; and first how wonderful a thing Fermentation is, which separates all the gross Parts, and leaves a transparent, subtile, fluid Wine, which generates an almost Stony Body that does not dissolve in cold Water, while the Principles of this Body lay concealed in so thin a Liquor. This Stony Mafs also contains Water, a Spirit, and different Kinds of Oil, thick and copious. It is hard to conceive how this Oil could lie concealed in the Wine, which seems to contain Alcohol indeed, but no such Oil. But, what is more surprising, the entire Mafs of Tartar is merely acid, and makes an Effervescence with Alcalies; and yet by the bare Action of no violent Fire, in a clofe Vessel, without any considerable Separation of an Acid, the greatest Part of its whole Bulk is changed from an Acid to true Alcali; and this perhaps is the only Example, where a fixed saline Salt is produced in a clofe Vessel, by a moderate Fire, without the free Admission of the Air, whilst in other Cases only a black insipid Coal is thus produced. Who would have thus suspected, that a manifest Acid could, by this Means, have changed to an Alcali? And if the acid Water, the Spirit, and the Oil be poured back upon this Alcaline Mafs, from whence they were before extracted, and the Distillation performed as before, scarce any Acid will come over and little Oil, but nearly the whole Mafs will be turned into an Alcali. Whence we see, that a large Quantity of a very acid Matter may be easily changed to an Alcaline Substance; but, on the contrary, I am acquainted with no Instance in Chemistry, of such a manifest Change of a strong Alcali into an Acid. Whence I cannot sufficiently admire the particular Nature of this Tartar, as knowing nothing like it. The first distilled and highly penetrating Oil of Tartar is recommended for diffusing cold Tumours, and for restoring Motion to the dried Tendinous Parts in contracted Limbs, together with the Affistance of proper Baths, Fomentations, and Frictions. If these Oils be rectified and rendered more subtile and penetrating, they are recommended by Chymists, even for resolving Gouty Knots and Concretions. It is said by Many, that rich Perfumes may be exalted by this Oil; but they also say, that decayed Mufks and Civet may have their Scents invigorated, by being suspended in a Jakes. Salt of Tartar may be thus prepared in a greater Proportion to the Tartar employed, than by any other known Method in greater Plenty, the slower the Distillation was performed, This is also the best, sharpest, most penetrating, and pure of all the fixt Alcalies; nor is there any other known Body in Nature, that affords more of such Saline Alcaline Matter than Tartar. And if the black Alcaline Matter, remaining after the most violent Distillation, be set by in the Retort lightly covered with Paper, it wholly resolves into a Liquor, which, being filtered, affords an admirable Oil of Tartar per Deliquium, extremely fit for numerous Chymical Uses, and particular Ff 4. Opera-
Operations. If the same be first strongly calcined in an open Fire, it thus also resolves in the Air, and affords an Oil of Tartar per Deliquium, but of a more sharp and Alcaline Nature than the former.

*Vina.* Wine. The Principles, or Elements, of which Wine is composed, are, first, an inflammable Spirit; Secondly, a Phlegm; Thirdly, an acid tartareous Salt; And, fourthly, a certain Sulphureous and Oleous Substance. Wines, therefore, differ from each other, with respect to Taste, Smell, and Virtues, according to the Mixture and Proportion of these Elements. Such Wines, as contain a large Quantity of inflammable Spirit, soon intoxicate, and heat the Body; but Wines, in which the phlegmatic or tartareous acidulated Parts predominate, are of a laxative and diuretic Quality; nor do they easily affect the Head. Wines which contain a great deal of an Oleous and Sulphureous Substance, such as old Wines, are of a deep yellow Colour, of a strong Taste and Smell; and, as they are not easily transpired, so they remain long in the Blood, and dry the Body. There is, also, another essential Element, or Principle, in Wines, which is a certain sweet, oleous, temperate, and viscid Substance, discoverable in Wines which are not sufficiently fermented, or gently boiled; and such a Principle is, particularly, observed in strong Sack, Frontignac, and Hungarian Wine. This Principle not only renders Wine grateful to the Taste, but, also, of a nutritive and demulcent Quality. Tho' all Wines may be resolved into their constituent Principles, that is, a Spirit, an Oil, a Phlegm, a sweet Substance, and an acid tartareous Part, yet they differ in this, that some contain a sweet and subtle Sulphur, whereas others have a coarser Sulphur, which is not so grateful to the Taste. The Colours of Wines depend on the Sulphureous Oleous Principle, which, by the instinctive Fermentative Motion, is intimately resolved and mixed with the Parts of the Wine. The deeper the Colour, therefore, of Wine is, the larger Quality of Oil it contains. When, therefore, the Spirit is abstracted from the Wine, the spirituous, aqueous, and acid Parts are carried off, and there is left in the Vejjel a thick Mafs, of a darkish and very deep Colour; to which if a considerable Quantity of Water is poured, it is immediately tinged with the same Colour the Wine had in its natural State. Which is a sure Proof that the Wine derived its Colour from the thick, sulphureous, and oleous Mafs, which remains in the Vessel after Distillation. Red Wines receive their Colour from the red Pellicles of the Grapes, upon which they stand long infused. The Acid, therefore, which is in Musts, also, extracts and exalts the Colour that is contained in these Pellicles. For which Reason, that Colour is purely adventitious. All red Wines are possessed of an astringent Taste and Virtue; because they stand long infused not only with the red Pellicles of the Grapes, but, also, with their small Stones, which are of a manifellly astringent Taste. Hence they extract the astringent Principle from these two Substances, and receive it into themselves. The Countries, lying between the fortieth and fiftieth Degrees of Latitude, such as Hungary, Spain, Portugal, Italy, France, a great Part of Germany, Austria, Transylvania, and a large Portion of Greece, produce the best Wines; because, in these Parts, the Influence of the Sun is great. It is, also, certain, from Experience, that mountainous, steep, Places, with Rivers at their Roots, produce the best Wines. For, besides the Influence of the Sun, the Goodness of Wines,
in a great measure, depends on the
fine subtile Nourishment of the
Grapes. Now, because the Moun-
tains are exposed to the Night-Dews,
which abound about the Rivers, and
contain a subtile Water, intermixed
with an ethereal Principle, it is not
to be wondered at, if Dew should be
the best Nourishment for the finest
Vines: But Dew alone is not suffi-
cient for the Nourishment of Vines
which, also, require Rains. The
Nature of the Soil, also, contributes
much to the Production of good Wine.
For we observe, that the best Vines
grow not in fat, clayey, gross, and
black Soils; but rather in such as are
flony, sandy, or chalky. Which
Kinds of Earths, though apparently
barren, are yet very proper for Vines;
because they long retain the Solar
Rays, which, by cherishing the Roots,
make the Nourishment pass thro' all
the Pores of the Plant. Besides, the
Waters, passing thro' such Earths,
are attenuated and strained, and their
groser Parts separated, and retained;
so that the nutritive Juice of the Plant
must be more pure and subtil. The
Causes of the different Tastes, Salu-
brity, and Insalubrity of Wines, are,
without doubt, placed in the different
Nature of the Soil; since Tracts of
Ground, lying on the same Moun-
tain, with equal Aspects to the Sun,
and bearing Vines of the same Spe-
cies, yet yield Wines greatly diffe-
rent, with respect to Salubrity, Taste,
and penetrating Quality. The Su-
perior Virtues of the Tokay Wine
are, by the Inhabitants of that Part
of the Country, ascribed to the Gold
there produced, but more justly to
the large Quantity of corroborating
Sulphur contained in the Earth; since
neither Gold, nor any other Metal,
can contribute to the Fruitfulness of
the Earth, much less to exalt the
Juices of Vegetables, or render them
more salutary. But the Reason, why
all the Hungarian Wines are more
salutary than others, depends on the
Subtillity and Finenefs of the Nourish-
ment with which the Vines are nour-
ished, and large Quantity of the
aerial and ethereal Principle, which
is intimately mixed with their Juices,
and which renders both Aliments and
Medicines far more falubrious than
they would otherwise be.

In Malignant Fevers, according to
Hoffman, Nothing is more excellent
than Wine. The Malignity of these
 Disorders is known from a Defect of
Motion and Strength, and from a
Want of a due spiritual Quality in
the Blood, arising from a flow Cir-
culation of the same. All which
indicate a certain Disposition of the
Fluids to Putrefaction. It is; there-
fore, expedient, in all these Disorders,
to restore the Strength, route the
Spirits, increase the Circulation of
the Blood, and promote Perspiration.
These are the Designs of all Alexi-
pharmics. But all these Intentions
are answered by Wine, as is obvious
not only from the Authorities of
Pratical Writers, but, also, from
Experience. In those Disorders
where the putrescent Matter is to be
expelled to the Surface of the Body,
such as the Measles, Small-Pox, and
Pesteclie, where Nature is weak, and
the Motion of the Heart is suffi-
cient for the Expulsion, or when, through
Weakness there is a Retrogression of
the Eruptions, Wine is highly proper;
but we are to abstain from its Ufe,
when these Disorders are accompani-
ed with an excefsive Heat, an Ebulli-
tion of the Humours, and a quick
Pulse. In Continual Fevers, Hip-
pocrates recommends White-Wine,
both alone, and mixed with Water.
Numberles Practitioners are of the
same Opinion. Thus Voluptus re-
commends fine small Rheinifh White-
Wine; and Helmont tells us, that
they, who moderately ufe Wine in
Continual Fevers, easily recover, pre-
serve their Strength, and are sooner re-
re-inflated in their former Condition. Wine is still more proper in Intermittents, which generally arise from Crudities, an Obstruction of the Evacuations, and especially a Suppression of Transpiration. This Liquor is to be exhibited pretty liberally, on the Day of Intermission; but sparingly, or not at all, during the Paroxysm, unless in the Decline of the Disease, and when the Body is disposed to sweat. The Reason why Wine ought to be prohibited in almost all Fevers, is this: A Fever is an intense Commotion of the Blood, excited in order to remove and expel what threatens the Destruction of the Body. Now, it is sufficiently obvious, that where this Motion is intense, and too strong, Wine is to be sparingly used; but if this Motion is so weak and languid, that Nature seems ready to sink, it is to be quickened by a proper Dose of White-Wine, in order to restore languid Nature. In Syncopes, and Loss of Strength, Nothing is more excellent than Wine. Galen orders those afflicted with a Syncope to drink Wine which is thin, of a yellow Colour, and old, rather than such as is new, or of a middle Age: Because the first not only restores the Strength, and recruits the Spirits; but also, by its Smell, or when applied to the Heart and Writs, far surpasses all other Cordials, and Analetics. In Nauseas, Weakness, Indigestion, and Inflation of the Stomach, Nothing is more beneficial than Wine. Hence St. Paul, as we see in 1 Timothy v. 23. advises Timothy to use Wine for a certain Disorder of his Stomach. Galen tells us, that the Wines which are yellow or white, fragrant and thin, are excellent Stomachs, especially if they are gently astringent; and such are the Rheinjs Wines, which, on account of their subtil, acid, spirituous; and astringent Principle, are highly beneficial, in exciting the Appetite, strengthening the Stomach, and promoting the Digestion of the Aliments. In a Famine Canina, or preternatural Voracity, Hippocrates recommends the Drinking of Wine; and this Advice is founded on Reason. But that Author did not, in this Passage, mean every Wine, but only such as is generous, pure, and old. For the Cause of this Disorder is an acid corrosive Humour in the Stomach, which by such Wine is excellently corrected, just as the corrosive Nature of Spirit of Nitre, or Vitriol, is corrected by the Admixture of Spirit of Wine; or as the Acidity of Tartar, so long as it is in Conjunction with the Wine, is so corrected, as to prove grateful to the Palate. In order to allay Thirst, Nothing is more effectual than Wine mixed with Water. For, by this Means, it far sooner extinguishes Thirst than if Water had been exhibited alone; since Thirst arises from an Obstruction and Constriction of those Glands which discharge the Saliva into the Fauces, for moistening them, and the Oesophagus. But these Glands are better opened by Wine and Water, than by pure Water. For which Reason Hippocrates, in Acute Fevers, was not afraid to prescribe a Mixture of Water and Wine. In Vomiting of the Idiopathic Kind, or such as accompany Fevers as a Symptom, thin Wine is preferable to all other Liquors. In Colics, especially those arising from Flatulencies, or viscid Crudities, Nothing is more beneficial than old Rheinjs Wine. For this Purpose, Hippocrates recommends rich Wines, because they render crude Matter fit for Concoction, attenuate what is thick, and diffuse Flatulencies. Crato also advises Rheinjs Wine in Colics, but forbids the Use of Moravian and Austrian Wines, as also, the Malmsey Wines, which are sweet, thick, and turbid. In Diarrhoeas and Dysenteriees, which appear
as the Symptoms of acute Distempers, small Rhénish Wine, either alone, or mixed with a Pittian, produces excellent Effects, as it is possessed of a subacidstringent Quality, by which the Tone of the Intestines and their relaxed glandular Coats are greatly strengthened. And as, in these Disorders, it is highly expedient to move the Humours from the Centre to the Circumference, to augment Perspiration, and provoke Urine, hence Wine is excellent, because it produces such Effects. Red Wines, on account of their greater Affringency, are generally injoined; and if they are good, they may be used for that Purpose. In Obstructions of the Liver and Spleen, in the Jaundice, and Cachexy, Wine produces excellent Effects. Selemauder, a celebrated Practitioner, orders a Mixture of Chalybeate Water with a Wine which is white, pure, ripe, not strong, but pellucid, such as the Rhénish and Moselle Wines, as highly grateful to the Liver; and afferts, that by their astringent Quality they corroborate the Viscera. But sweet Wines, because they increase the Quantity of the Blood, are greatly condemned by Hippocrates and Guerinumus. In Dropfies, Hippocrates extols auffere, and aqueous Wines. And Epiphan. Ferdinand informs us, that Perfons labouring under an Acites have been cured by the Use of Malmsey Wine alone. It is justly to be doubted, whether Wine is proper in Hypochondriac Disorders. For I have frequently (says Hoffmav) observed in Practice, that the Symptoms were exasperated by acid Wines, especially of the rough Kind. The Reason, why Hypochondriac Patients cannot bear Wines inclining to Acidity, seems to be this: On Account of the slow peristaltic Motion of the Intestines, their Contents are not promted (Hypochondriac Patients being generally colitive,) but become flag-

nant, and, by their Continuance, contract an Acrimony. Hence Wine, in such Patients, is by the Stagnation of the Feces, converted into a strong Vinegar, which stimulates the Nervous Parts to Spasms. But since Hypochondriac Patients require a Reinforcement of Strength, and call for additional Heat in their Stomach, Wine is not to be absolutely denied them. Hence Brunnerus, in Hypochondriac Patients, prefers old Rhén, or good Hungarian Wines, moderately used at Meals. But those, affected with Disorders of this Kind, ought to abtain from red, auffere, and sweet Wines, and from the exce- sive Use of all. In a Scourvy, which generates a large Quantity of fixed tartareous Salts, Rhénish Wine is excellent, because it is diuretic. Hence Sachsius informs us, that Rhénish Wines are highly beneficial in a Scourvy, because they by Urine evacuate the tartareous Sordes; and that, in Scorbatic Patients, he has ob served, an Evacuation of thick Urine, abounding with Tartar, procured by Rhénish Wines. Reifn er recommends strong, generous, and unmixed Wines, for Scorbatic Patients; but orders them to be drank in a small Quantity; and, if the Patient's Heat is increased, to be diluted with Water mixed with Rainins. In the Stone of the Kidneys, sweet, generous, and oleous Wines are by Creto justly con demned, because the Stone is generally formed by a Redundance of Blood obstructing the Abdominal Viscera and Kidneys, and producing, first, an Inflammation, and then an Ulceration of the Kidneys, and then the Stone. But that a Pilethura is augmented by sweet Wines, we have already observed. The Stone is, also, generated in the Kidneys by turbid and auffere Wines, such as those of Nurnberg in Germany. But Rhénish Wines are good against the Stone, because they are highly diuretic.

Schulzian
Sebetaeus approves the Neccarine Wines. Unzurc extols rich Wines, moderately drank, after due Evacuation of the Body. Montanus speaks highly in favour of pure, ripe, and rich Wines of a white Colour, in Nephritic Disorders. A Strangury, according to Hippocrates, is removed by Drinking Wine. But this Aphorism is to be understood principally of generous Wine; because the Disorder treated of generally arises from a Suppression of Transpiration, which is restored by Wine of this Kind. It is a Question of great Moment, whether Wine is proper in Arthritic and Gouty Complaints? It is a common Persuasion, that these Diseases are produced by Wine, and that they are only to be cured by Drinking Water, and Abstaining from Wine. It is certain, that these Pains arise from a subtle Tartar, which lacertas the Membranes. Hence Wines, that contain a large Quantity of Tartar, seem to be prejudicial in them. But these tartaric Diseases proceed from an Obstruction of the Emunctories, and a Viscidity and Density of the Humours. But Wine excellently conveys the morbific Matter through the Kidneys, which are the proper Emunctories of the Tartar. Hence there is no Reason why Wines should not be admitted; especially since the Gout derives its Origin from a Weakness of the Stomach, a Defect of a spirituous Quality in the Blood, and a slow Circulation of the Fluids. Hence, Wine exhibited with a proper Regimen, and by the Direction of a Physician, may prove a Preparative against the Gout, if it is used out of the Paroxysm. But as there are great Differences, not only between Wines, but, also, between Constitutions, so the Physician ought to be circumspect. Generous Wines, that are not acid, such as the Hungarian Wines, agree with some Patients. Cato orders Gouty Patients to drink a little Hungarian, or Malmsey, Wines at Meals. And Solander recommends the moderate Use of Wine for Gouty Patients, on account of the Weakness of their Stomachs. The same Author speaks in the following Manner: "We are to observe what the State of the Body, and of the rest of the Body, can bear. Nor is absolute Abstinence to be enjoined "Patients of every Temperament, "Constitution, Age, and Method of Life; because there are great "Varieties of Patients. If Wine, especially of the gently astringent "Kind, is drank moderately, and "at a proper Time, its Use will be "beneficial, instead of hurtful. Thus "we fee, that by the Exhibition of a "little Wine in the Decline of the "Paroxysm, Gouty Pains are alleviated; because, by the Heat and "Spirits excited, the peccant Humour is discussed, only the Pa- "tient must abstain from Wine in "the Beginning of the Par- "oxysm." What I have said above with respect to Wines, must be understood of those which are pure, and unadulterated, and not of the Wines commonly made use of among us; which as they are manufactured must be extremely prejudicial both in Sickness and in Health. Wine, as a Preparative of Health, has always been in high Esteem, but with what Justice I will not take upon me to determine. But I must remark, that the Antients drank their Wines in a Manner very different from the Moderns. For the Former mixed at least four Parts of Water, but generally fix, with their Wine; which must be attended with much more salutary Effects to the Constitution, than when taken pure, and undiluted, in the Manner now generally practised. It is certain that Health and an equable Circulation of the Blood and
and Humours through the Vessels contribute greatly to the Improvement of the Imagination, Genius, and Courage. And Wine has been said to do this, in so great a Degree, that the Wit, Courage, and Superior Learning of the Greeks, have been ascribed to the moderate Use of their generous Wines. All which they loft, and degenerated into a kind of brutal Stupidity, as soon as the Turks conquered their Country, and destroyed their Vines.
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English Dispensatory.

BOOK IV.

General Expressions including several simples at once.

The Five Opening Roots:

MALLAGE.

Asparagus.

Fennel.

Parsley, and,

Butchers-Broom.

The Five Emollient Herbs.

Marsh-mallows.

Mallows.

Mercury.

Pellitory of the Wall, and,

Violets.

The Four Greater Hot Seeds.

Aniseed.

Caraway-Seed.

Cumming-Seed, and,

Fennel-Seed.

The Four Lesser Hot Seeds.

Those of Bishops-Weed.

Smallage.

Stone-Parsley, and,

Wild Carrot.

The Four Greater Cold Seeds.

Those of Cucumbers.

Gourds.

Melons, and,

Water-Melons.
The Four Letter Cold Seeds.

Those of Endive, Lettuce, Purflane, and, Succory.

Of the Weights and Measures at present used in the Shops; together with the several Characters of Abbreviation, which occur in Prescriptions.

Though it is certainly a Thing of the last Importance to preserve the due Proportions of the several Ingredients of Medicines, yet an Error in this Respect has hitherto prevailed universally. This unlucky Overlook is occasioned by the Use of different Species of Weight in selling different Commodities. Thus Gold and Silver are sold by Troy-weight, and most other Things by what we call Averdupoise-weight. The Pound Troy is divided into twelve Ounces, the Pound Averdupoise into sixteen. But in these Weights neither Pounds nor Ounces are the fame, the Pound Troy being much less than the Pound Averdupoise, tho' the Troy Ounce is heavier than that of the other. As the Medicinal Pound is divided into twelve Ounces, fo the various Subdivisions of the fame into Drams, Scruples, and Grains, which the Apothecaries use, are adjusted to the Troy Ounce. But as Druggists and wholesale Dealers sell by the Averdupoise-weight, fo the Apothecaries do not generally use Troy-Weight for Pounds and Ounces. Whence it happens, that, when some Ingredients are prescribed in Pounds, and others in Ounces, they are not proportioned to the Intention of the Prescription; and when any Ingredients are ordered in any Subdivision, their small Weights being adapted to a greater Ounce, than the Averdupoise, these Ingredients must of course be disproportionate.

Another Error in proportioning the Ingredients in Medicines is the applying the Names of Weights to Measures, tho' the Liquors contained in those Measures have not the Weights implied by these Names.

To prevent the future Inconveniencies which might arise from these and other similar Errors, the Compilers of the late London Dispensatory have ascertained their Weight, which is that of Troy, and their Measure, which is what we commonly call Wine-Measure, in the following Manner.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{1 lb A Pound} & \quad \text{contains} & \text{Twelve Ounces.} \\
\frac{1}{2} \text{ An Ounce} & \quad \text{contains} & \text{Eight Drams.} \\
\frac{1}{3} \text{ A Dram} & \quad \text{contains} & \text{Three Scruples.} \\
\frac{1}{3} \text{ A Scruple} & \quad \text{contains} & \text{Twenty Grains.}
\end{align*}
\]

The Measures most in Use with us are,

A Pint \quad \text{contains} \quad \text{Sixteen Ounces.}
An Ounce \quad \text{contains} \quad \text{Eight Drams.}
A Gallon \quad \text{contains} \quad \text{Eight Pints.}
A Spoonful \quad \text{contains} \quad \text{Half an Ounce.}
A Cyathus \quad \text{contains} \quad \text{An Ounce and an half.}

An Explanation of some abbreviated Characters.

Cong. \quad \text{A Gallon.}
Coebl. \quad \text{A Spoonful.} \quad \text{We must observe, that a Spoonful contains half an Ounce of Syrups, and but only three Drams of distilled Waters.}
M. \quad \text{A Handful.}
S. V. R. \quad \text{Spirit of Wine, rectified.}
C. C. \quad \text{Hart's Horn.}
S. a. \quad \text{According to Art.}
f. \quad \text{The Half of any Thing.}
F. \quad \text{Form into.}
B. M. \quad \text{Water-Bath.}
P. \quad \text{A Pugil, the eighth Part of a Handful.}
CHAPTER I.

GENERAL RULES FOR THE GATHERING OF SIMPLES.

Let the annual Roots be gathered before they shoot out their Stems or Flowers; the biennial principally in the Autumn of that Year, in which their Seeds are first sown; and the perennial when the Leaves begin to fall, and therefore generally in the Autumn. Having first washed away the Filth, and cleared them of withered and corrupted Fibres, hang them up in a shady, airy, Place, that they may dry moderately. Let the thicker be cut in Pieces, either lengthwise, or transversely; preferring the Cortical Part, and rejecting the Pith. Those Roots, which lose their Virtues by Drying, should be kept covered with dry Sand.

Let Herbs be gathered at the Time of their Vigour, when they have shot into perfect Leaves; but before the Flowers are opened. Of some it is best to take only their flowering Tops. Let them be dried, as is directed above with respect to Roots.

Let Flowers be gathered when they are moderately expanded, upon a clear Day, before Noon; but Roses, for Conserve, in the Bud, before they open.

Let Seeds be gathered when ripe, and beginning to dry, before they fall spontaneously. The same is to be observed of Fruits, unless they be ordered green.

Woods for Medicinal Uses are best felled in the Winter; and this is the best Season for shaving off their Barks. Animals, and Minerals, should be chose in their utmost Perfection, unless required otherwise.

These are the Rules laid down by the Compilers of the Edinburgh Dispensatory, who seem to have considered the Subject with Attention, and directed with Judgment and Accuracy.

Preparation of Fats.

The Fat, being first purged of its Membranes, Blood Vessels, and Strings, is to be washed in fresh Parcels of Waters, till it will no longer tinge the same Red; then let it be melted and strained, and prepared from the Injuries of the Air.

The Directions of the London Dispensatory are to melt the Fats, with the Addition of a little Water, to keep the Fat from burning, or turning black, which they would otherwise be subject to do if the Fire was too intense. But they are first to be chopt into small Pieces, and at last strained when melted. The Fat of a Viper requires only separating from the Intestines with a gentle Heat, and then straining thro' a thin Cloth; no Water being here necessary.

Prepared, or Washed, Aloes.

Dissolve the Aloes in a sufficient Quantity of Spring-water, over a gentle Fire; then strain it, and, throwing away the Paper, evaporate it to the Confluence of Honey. But the purest transparent Honey requires no Washing.

Prepared Gum Ammoniac.

Dissolve Gum Ammoniac in Vinegar, strain the Solution, and afterwards...
Chap. i. Of the Preparation of Simples.

wards evaporate the Vinegar with a gentle Heat. E.

Preparation of Bees.

Put Bees into a proper Vessel, and dry them with a very slow Heat, E.

Preparation of Bole Armoniac.

Dissolve powdered Bole in a sufficient Quantity of Spring-water; sit them well together; and afterwards decant the Water, now saturated with the fine Flower. Pour on fresh Water till the Bole is entirely dissolved, and only the small Sand and Stones are left behind. Mix the several Parcels of turbid Water together; then suffer them to rest, and the Bole will subside, which, after the Water is poured off, must be dried for Ufe. E.

This is an admirable Way of reducing hard Substances to a fine Powder, and is applicable to many other Parts of the Materia Medica, both those which are, and those which are not, capable of Solution. But in the Preparation of some which Water will spoil, Spirit of Wine should be substituted in its stead.

Preparation of Toads.

Put live Toads in an earthen Pot, and dry them in an Oven moderately heated to such a Degree as that they may be pulverized. E.

Preparation of Calamine.

Make Calamine thrice red hot, and as often quench it in Rose-water; then levigate it with the same Water, upon a Porphyry, and afterwards form it into Balls. E.

Care should be taken to powder Calamine finer, or coarser, according to the Uses it is to be applied to. For I am informed, that the Surgeons have observed Calamine, finely powdered, to act as a fort of Eicha-rotic; whereas, in a more gross Powder, it operates only as a Dryer. For the latter Ufe, simple Levigation will be sufficient, but for the former it should be treated in the Manner above directed for Bole Armoniac. To save the Trouble of calcining Calamine, the London Dispensatory directs that it be procured, which is ready calcined for the Bals Works.

The Preparation of Terrestrial and such other Bodies, as will not dissolve in Water, from the London Dispensatory.

These Bodies are first to be pounded in a Mortar, then levigated with a little Water upon a hard and smooth Marble into an impalpable Powder, afterwards dried upon a Chalk-Flone, and then set by for a few Days in some warm, or, at least, very dry Place.

After this Manner are to be reduced into Powder, Amber, Antimony, Bezoar, (which should be levigated with Spirit of Wine, instead of Water, because this heightens the green Colour) Blood-flone, Chalk, Coral, Crab's-Claws, Crab's-Eyes, Egg-Shells, (first separated from the Membrane adhering to them by boiling in Water,) Oyster-shells, first cleaned, Pearls, Verdegris, Tutty. The Spicula of Antimony, if not reduced to excessive fine Powder, are subject to wound the Coats of the Stomach. Care must therefore be taken to powder it very fine, and the same Caution is requisite with respect to Tutty, which is principally used for that tender Organ, the Eye.

The Calcination of Harthorn.

Burn Pieces of Harthorn in a Potter's Furnace, till they become perfectly white; then reduce them to Powder after the same Manner, as other Terrestrial Substances. L.
Preparation of Galbanum.

This is prepared in the same Manner as Gum Ammoniac.

Preparation of Lapis Lazuli.

Levigate this upon a Porphyry, then wash it several times in Spring-water, and afterwards dry the Powder. E.

Preparation of Litharge.

Litharge is prepared as Bole Ammoniac. E.

Preparation of Filings of Iron.

Take such Filings of Iron as have been cleansed by the Magnet, and let them in a moist Place, that they may turn to Rust, which grind to impalpable Powder. They are likewise prepared with Vinegar. They are also prepared by exposuring the Filings of Iron to the Air, and moistening them with Vinegar or Water, till they are converted into Rust, and then they may be treated, as directed under the Preparation of Bole Ammoniac. The dried Powder is by Some called Alcohol Martis.

The Distillation, or Clarification of Honey.

Liquify the Honey by a Balneum of Water; that is, by letting the Vessel containing the Honey into hot Water; and let the Scum, that rises, be taken off. L.

Preparation of Millepedes.

Let Millepedes be inclosed in a thin Canvas Cloth, and suspended within a covered Vessel over the Steam of hot Spirit of Wine; and they will soon be killed by the Vapour, and be rendered friable. L. In the Edinburgh Dispensatory, they are directed to be dried in a proper Vessel, with a very slow Heat.

Strained Opium, or the Thibetan Extract.

Take of Opium cut into small Bits one Pound Weight; dissolve it into a Pulp with one Pint or less of boiling Water, taking care to avoid burning; and, while it remains quite hot, press it strongly through a Linen Cloth from its Dregs; then reduce the strained Opium by a Water-Balneum, or other small Heat to its first Consistence.

Opium, softened in this small Quantity of Water, passes the Strainer unaltered in its Substance, and freed only from Dregs; but if it be dissolved in a large Quantity of Water, the Gummy and Resinous Parts will divide from each other. L.

After the same Manner the rest of the Gums may be purified, such as Gum Ammoniac, Afa Pastida, Galbanum, and the like. But a greater Quantity of Water may be safely used. If the Resinous Part subsides, let it be taken out, and added towards the Conclusion of the Inspecition, that it may unite with the rest into one uniform Mass. Any Gum, as Galbanum, which easily melts, may be purified by including the Gum in a Bullock’s Bladder, and retaining it in warm Water, till the Gum becomes soft enough to be separated from its Dregs by pressing through a Canvas Strainer.

Preparation of Opoponax and Sagapenum, according to the Edinburgh Dispensatory.

Opoponax should be prepared as Gum Ammoniac; so likewise should Sagapenum.

The Extraction of Pulp.

Pulpy Fruits, that are unripe, and those which are ripe, if dry, are to be boiled in a small Quantity of Water, till they become soft; then the Pulp is to be pressed through a strong
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strong Hair-sieve, and afterwards boiled over a gentle Fire, and continually stirred to avoid burning, till it is brought to a due Consistence. L. Caffia is also to be boiled out from the Pod or Cane bruised, and reduced afterwards to a just Consistence by evaporating the Water. The Pulps of Fruits, which are both ripe and fresh, are to be pressed out without any previous Boiling. L.

The Terrefication of Rhubarb and Nutmegs.

Roast them with a gentle Heat, till they become easily friable into Powder. L.

Preparation of Goat's Blood.

About the Beginning of Summer open some proper Artery of a middle aged Goat, and draw out a Quantity of Blood; which, being received in a clean Vessel, is to be dried either by the Heat of the Sun, or a flack Oven. E.

The Baking of Squills.

Incloue the Squill in Paste of Wheat-flower, having first separated the external Skin and the hard Part, from which the fibrous Roots grow; then bake the Squill in an Oven, till the Paste is dry, and the Squill is rendered soft and tender throughout. This Operation is intended to mitigate the Acrimony of the Squills, but is of very little Use, as it by no Means improves their Medicinal Virtues, and only fits it for entering, as an Ingredient, into that very trifling Composition the Venice Treacle.

The Evaporation of Squills.

Cut the Squill, after the external Skin has been taken off, transversely into thin Slices, and dry it with a very gentle Heat. By this Method the Squills are said to be sooner dried, than when the several Coats, which compose the Squill, are separated from each other.

The Burning of Sponge.

Heat the Sponge in a covered Vessel, till it becomes black, and is easily friable; then reduce it to Powder in a Glass or Marble Mortar. By this Method, the Oil and volatile Sale of the Sponge are preserved, in the Subject, provided too intensive a Heat is not employed; A Glass or Marble Mortar, should be employed for reducing it to Powder, when thus calcined; for 'tis said that a Balsam, or Bell-metal-Mortar, will render the calcined Sponge offensive to the Stomach.

The Straining of Storax.

Boil Storax in Water, till it becomes soft; then press it out between warm Iron Plates, and separate the Storax, now cleared of its Dregs, from the Water. L.

CHAP. II.

Of WATERS.

THE incomparable Bae rh a u w e having laid down some in-structive Rules for the Distillation of Simple Waters, it will be proper in this Place to take notice of them, for the Information of those, who are less acquainted with Pharmacy, and of such as have not duly considered what Medicinal Virtues are to be expected in Distilled Waters. The most commodious Operation for this Process, is that performed by a Still-head, closely fitted into the Mouth of a Vessel, so as to collect and condense the Vapour arising by a boiling Heat, and transmit it without Loss into a Receiver. The Design in Distillation is to collect whatever flies off from a recent Plant, by the natu-
at that Time when they are richest in these Virtues, which is generally at that Season of the Year just before they begin to sprout, when they are to be dug up in a Morning. If the Virtue here required be contained in the Barks or Woods of Vegetables, then these Parts are to be selected for the Purpose.

The Subject being chosen, let it be bruised or cut, if there be Occasion, and with it fill two Thirds of a Still, leaving a third Part of it empty, without squeezing the Matter close; then pour as much fresh Rain Water upon it as will fill the Still to the same Height, that is, two Thirds, together with the Plant. Fit on the Head exactly to the Neck of the Still, so that no Vapour may pass through the Juncture. Let the joining of the Noles of the Still-Head to the Worm be luted with a stiff Pate, made of Linseed-Meal and Water. Observe, that the Cav-ity of the Worm be always cleaned by paffing fair boiling Water thro’ it, lest otherwise the Distilled Water should be fouled. Apply a Receiver to the Bottom of the Worm, that no Vapour may fly off in the Distillation; but that all the Liquor, being cooled in the Worm-tub filled with cold Water, may be collected; which is best performed by keeping the Worm-tub continually supplied with cold Water.

Things being in this State, digest for twenty-four Hours with a moderate Degree of Heat, of one hundred and fifty Degrees. Afterwards raise the Fire, so as to make the Water and the Plant boil; which may be known by a certain hissing Noise, proceeding from the breaking Bubbles of the boiling Matter; as also by the Pipe of the Still-head, or the upper End of the Worm becoming too hot to be handled; or the Smoaking of the Water in the Worm-tub, heated by the
the Top of the Worm; and lastly, by the following of one Drop immediately after another, from the Nofe of the Worm, so as to make an almost continual Stream. By all which Signs we know, that the requisite Heat is given; and if it be less than a gentle Degree of Ebulition, the Virtue here expected will not be raised. But when the Fire is too great, the Matter hastily rises into the Still-head, and fouls the Worm and the distilled Liquor; and the Plant being also raised, it blocks up the Worm. For which Reason, it is proper to place a Piece of fine Linen, artificially, at the End of the Still-head Pipe; that, in case of this Accident, the Plant may be kept from flopping up the Worm. But, even in this Case, if the Fire be too violent, it will throw up the Herbs into the Still-head Pipe. Whence the Paffage being stopp'd, the rizing Vapour will forcibly blow off the Head, and throw the Liquor and Steam about, so as to do much Mitchief, or even to suffocate the Operator, without a proper Caution. And the more oily, tenacious, gummy, or resinous the Subject is, and consequently the more frothy and explosive, the greater Danger there is, in Case of this Accident.

Let the due Degree of Heat therefore be carefully observed, and equally kept up, so long as the Water, distilling into the Receiver, is white, thick, odorous, rapid, frothy, and turbid. For this Water should be kept carefully separated from that which follows it. Whence the Receiver must be often changed, that the Operator may be certain, that Nothing but this first Water comes over. For there afterwards rises a Water that is transparent, thin, and without the peculiar Taste and Odour of the Plant, but generally somewhat tartish and limpid, tho' somewhat obscured and fouled by white dreggy Matter. And if the Head of the Still be not tinned, the Acidity of this last Water will cause it to dissolve the Copper, so as to become green, nauseous, emetic, and poisonous, to those who use it; especially weak Persons and young Children, as operating both upwards and downwards, with severe Gripings. If such a Misfortune should happen, it is remedied by Drinking plentifully of Milk, sweetened with Honey, or of the common Emollient-Decoction.

The first Water, above described, principally contains the Oil and distinguishing Spirit of the Plant, and always somewhat saline, which in most Plants is acid, but in the more pungent Antiscorbutics a volatile Alc. All. For the Fire, by boiling the Subject, dissolves its Oil, and reduces it into small Particles, which are carried upwards by the Affluence of the Water, along with those Parts of the Plant, that become volatile with this Motion. And if the Vessels are exactly closed, all thee, being united together, will be discharged without Loss, and without much Alteration, into the Receiver annexed. For if we may trust our Senses, those Waters are richly impregnated with the Odour, Taste, and particular Virtues of the volatile Parts of Plants. Hence, if the Botanist judiciously affigns the Virtues of any Plant, as they are contained in that Part which is volatile by a boiling Heat, the Chymist can prent those Virtues separated from the rest. I have expressly observed, that the first of these distilled Waters contains only the Virtues of the Plants, residing in that Part which is volatile with this Heat; because, in the whole mixed Juice of the Plant, there is a certain Virtue depending upon a Mixture of this first Water, and the Liquor remaining after that is drawn of. The fresh expressed Juice of recent Mint has certainly many
many more distinct Properties than the distilled Water thereof. Whence Physicians are to observe, that the Virtues of this Water, and of the native Juice, are not the same, but very different.

The Water of the second Running wants the volatile Part above descried, yet scarce brings over the more fixed Part of the Plant, except what is somewhat acid and rapid. If when this is come off, fresh Rain Water be poured upon the remaining Plant, and boiled therewith, or strongly distilled, there rises a more acid Water, containing very little of the particular Virtue of the Plant; almost the same Kind of Acidity appearing to arise thus from them all at last. This, says Boerhaave, I may venture to affirm upon Experience, that the Virtue of destroying Worms, which so many celebrated Physicians have justly attributed to certain distilled Waters, depends upon this; that the Acid of the Water of the last Running dissolves the Copper, and thus acquires a Virtue not its own. This Operation, however, shews, that Plants contain an acid Salt so volatile as to rise and separate from the Subject, with two hundred and fifteen Degrees of Heat. But Experience shews, that the Water of this second Running has scarce any other Virtue than that of Cooling; as may be safely tried by using a Glass-Still-head instead of a Copper one, by which the Inconvenience of its dissolving the Copper is prevented.

And this is the best Method of preparing the distilled official Waters, provided the two Sorts be not mixed together; for both of them would be spoiled by such a Mixture, and will seldom remain perfect a Year.

A flight Fermentation is sometimes necessary, in order to open the Bodies of some Plants, so as to make them afford their Medicinal Virtues in Distillation. For this Purpose,

Take any recent, odoriferous, and rapid Plant; cut and bruise it, if that seems necessary; put it into a large Oak-Cask, leaving a Space empty at the Top four Inches deep; then take as much Water as will, when added, fill the Cask to the same Height, including the Plant; and mix therein about an eighth Part of Honey if it be cold winter Weather, or a twelfth Part if it be warm. In the Summer the like Quantity of coarse unrefined Sugar might, to the same Purpofe, be added instead of the Honey; or Half an Ounce of Yeast added for each Pint of Water will have the same Effect, but Boerhaave prefers the Honey. Let the proper Quantity of Honey and Water therefore be warmed, and poured upon the Plant in the Cask. Let the Cask stand upright, and have its wide upper Orifice, or Bung-hole, loosely covered with a Wooden Cover; then let it in a Heat of about eighty Degrees, which is afterwards to be constantly kept up by covering the Outside with Cloths, and a due Regulation of the Fire, which must therefore be greater, and more carefully attended in cold Weather; but in the Heat of Summer little or no Fire is required. On the second Day a hissing Noise will begin in the Liquor, with Bubbles, Frothing, and a grateful Smell of the Plant, the Plant now rising to the Surface. When this Fermentation has continued so long, that the Plant begins to subside and sink to the Bottom, the Operation is continued long enough for our Purpofe; so that now the Vessel must be cooled and closely bunged down. For if it should continue longer open in the same Warmth, the Spirit and Oil, now rendered more volatile, would fly off, and the Virtues required be lost; so that the Matter should be now directly
direcly distilled. Take therefore as much of this Plant and its fermented Liquor as may fill two Thirds of a Still, and work carefully from the first. For the Liquor, containing much fermenting Spirit, easily ranges with the Fire, froths, swells, and hence becomes very subject to boil over. And as will happen much quicker in this Distillation than in the Distillation of an unfermented Plant, we ought here to work slower, especially at the first. And thus there will come over first a limpid, unctuous, penetrating, odorous, rapid Liquor; all which is to be kept separate. There follows a milky, opake, turbid Liquor, still containing something of the same Taste and Odour. And at last comes one that is thin, acid, not fragrant, and scarce having any Resemblance of the Plant. There remains in the Still an Extra, insipid with respect to the Plant; and retaining most of the Substance of the Honey. And all these Particulars hold, when the Fermentation is continued till the Plant spontaneously falls to the Bottom of the Cafe; which, with the above-mentioned Degrees of Heat, usually happens in five or six Days. This first Water, or rather Spirit, may be kept for several Years, in a close Vessel, without changing or growing ropy. It also excellently retains the Taste and Odour of the Plant, though a little altered. But if bees' Honey were added, left fresh employed, or the Fermentation continued only two or three Days, then the distilled Water of the first Running would be white, thick, opake, unctuous, frothy, and perfectly retain the Scent and Taste of the Plant, or much less altered, than in the preceding Cafe; though the Water will not be so sharp and penetrating. After this is drawn off, a tarish, limpid, inodorous Liquor will rise. There is also, in this Cafe, always found some Oil in the first Water, which was not in the former Spirit. Again, if the Fermentation were to continue only for a Day or a Day and a Half, the Water that first comes over abounds largely with Oil. In other Respects, Matters are nearly the same in both. For it is constantly found, that the longer the Fermentation is continued, the less Oil appears in the distilled Water, and therefore what runs first is always clearer and stronger; but upon mixing with common Water, the whole becomes milky. Whence these Waters greatly differ from one another, accordingly as they are differently prepared in the above-mentioned Particulars. When the Fermentation is perfectly performed, the first Water will be limpid, the second milky, and the third be forced over by a strong boiling Heat long continued, it will prove acid and limpid, resembling Distilled Vinegar. The Extract in this Cafe will always be the least impregnated with the Virtue of the Plant employed, the longer the Fermentation was continued, or the more perfectly it was performed, and vice versa. The Oil, also, which, in the other Method of distilling Water, floats upon the Surface of the Water, becomes to attenuated, when the Plant is perfectly fermented, before Distillation, and entirely to disappear and lie concealed in the distilled Liquor; which may therefore be called Spirit, rather than Water. That this is the Cafe appears from thence, that if a large Quantity of Water be added to the Spirit, it presently turns white, which shews that there was Oil concealed in it. And, frequently, little Drops of Oil, thus regenerated, will float upon the Surface of the Water.

Hence we learn, that this Fermentation, when perfectly killed in the proper Time required for that Purpose with a large Proportion of Plant, and if the whole fermented Matter be for some time closely burg.
The Edinburgh Dispensatory orders Simple Waters to be distilled from the following Vegetables.

Angelica,
Baum,
Black-Cherries, with their Stones cracked,
Camomile-Flowers,
Carduus Benedictus,
Elder-Flowers,
Fennel,
Hyssop,
Mint,
Mugwort,
Parley,
Penny-royal,
Red Poppy-Flowers,
Rose-Buds,
Rue,
Savine,
Common Wormwood.

Aqua Alexeteria.

Alexeterial Water.

Take of the fresh Leaves of Carduus
Benedictus, Baum, and Scordium, each ten Ounces; those of common Wormwood and Mint, each six Ounces; and those of Angelica, three Ounces; add two Gallons of Spring Water, and distil according to the Rules of Art. But observe that the Water thus obtained will be the better, if the Carduus, Wormwood, and Scordium be first fermented.

In the London Dispensatory, this Water is different from the former, and is ordered to be prepared thus:

Take of the green Leaves of Spear-Mint, a Pound and a half; the Tops of Sea Wormwood also green; the green Leaves of Angelica, of each a Pound; of Water as much as is sufficient to prevent burning. Distil off three Gallons.

These
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These differ from the Alexeterial Milk Water of the former London Dispensatory as much as they do from each other. But they are all so excessively insignificant, that it would be trifling to determine which is best. Neither can be depended upon for Curing any one Diftemper, or alleviating any one Symptom. And they can be only used judiciously as Vehicles to Things of greater Consequence.

Aqua Castorii.

Water of Castor.

Take of Raffia Castor. one Ounce; of Water as much as is sufficient to prevent Burning. Distill off a Quart. L.

This Water will be pretty strong of the Castor, and may serve as a Vehicle to other Medicines, in Cases where Castor can be serviceable, as in those Distemper which are improperly, and I may say, unintelligibly called Nervous: but in those Cases Castor answers much better Purposes, given in Substance, and without any Inconvenience, which the Water has not equally.

Aqua Cinnamomi sine Vino.

Cinnamon-Water without Spirit.

To a Pound of Cinnamon add twelve Pints of Spring Water, and let them steep together for two Days; then draw off the Water till it ceases to run milky. E.

We are informed, that the Shops have been used to substitute Cassia for Cinnamon in this Water, an unpardonable Imposture in those, who are so well paid for their Time and Labour, as those who deal in it. This should seem to be the very best Simple Water we have; and the Virtues thereof may be known from those of Cinnamon. It is advised to add an Ounce of white Sugar-Candy to every Pint of this Water, to prevent the Separation of the ponderous Oil; and by this Means it is laid to keep longer.

Aqua Cincticum Aurantiocrum simplex.

The Simple Distilled Water of Orange-Peel.

Take of the outer yellow Rind of fresh Seville Oranges, four Ounces; of Water as much, as is sufficient to prevent burning. Distill off a Gallon. L.

In the Plan for the London Dispensatory, a Water was directed to be distilled in the same Manner from Lemon-Peel; which was, I presume, left out, because it loses its Flavour sooner than that of Oranges. Both should seem to be good simple Waters, as being impregnated with the Virtues of the Simples, an Account of which see under the Article of Vegetables.

Aqua Menthae Piperitidis simplex.

Simple Pepper-Mint-Water.

Take of the Leaves of Pepper-Mint dried, a Pound and a Half; of Water, as much as is sufficient to prevent burning. Distill off a Gallon. L.

This has been long kept in the Shops, but was received in the last London Dispensatory for the first time. It is a very fashionable Water, and may be used properly as a Carminative, in case of Flatulencies in the Stomach, or whenever this Organ is intended to be warmed, being very hot and pungent. But I don't believe it capable of curing any Diftemper, though
though it may relieve a Symptom.

Aqua Piperis Jamaicensis.
Water of Jamaica Pepper.
Take of Jamaica Pepper, Half a Pound; of Water, as much as is sufficient to prevent Burning. Distill off a Gallon.

The Virtues of this Water may be learned from those of the Pimenta, which see under the Article Caryophyllas; amongst the Vegetables.

Aqua Ranunculi Pretenfis.
Water of Meadow-Crowfoot.
Take of the Leaves and Flowers of the Ranunculus Pretenfis, or Meadow-Crowfoot. Let them be distilled in a common Alembic, in the same manner as common Simple Waters, as long as any Pungency remains in the Liquor. The distilled Water is very hot and pungent, and requires lowering with common Water, till it may be drank. The Method of taking it is, to fill the Stomach first with about a Quart of warm Water; then give an Ounce of the Liquor, which in a few Minutes brings up the Water without any Violence. This to be repeated, till the Patient has vomited sufficiently.

There is, or at least was very lately, a Man in Chester, commonly called the Vomiting, or Straw-Hair Doctor, who rendered himself famous for exhibiting a particular Sort of Emetic, which he kept as a Secret: but I am informed, that this is his Vomiting Medicine; and my Authority for this is very good. This Vomit has the Reputation of operating very soon, with great Easiness and good Effect.

Aqua Roiferum Damascenorum.
Damaske-Rose-Water.
Take of fresh Damask Roses six Pounds; of Water, as much as is sufficient to prevent Burning. Distill off a Gallon. L.

Aqua Seminum Anethi.
Water of Dill-Seed.
Take of Dill-Seed one Pound; of Water, as much as is sufficient to prevent Burning. Distill off a Gallon.

For the Virtues of this Water, see those of Dill-Seeds, under the Article Anethum.

Aqua Spematis Ranarius.
Frog-Spawn-Water.
Hang any Quantity of Frog Spawn in a Bag, so that the Water may run from it, into Vessel set underneath to receive it, and to every Pint of the Liquor, thus obtained, add a Dram of Roch-Allum. E.

This seems intended as a Cooler; but does not promise any great Effect, except such as is communicated to it from the Alum.

The Edinburgh Dispensatory informs us, that the Waters of such Plants, which are obtainable to no good Purpose by Distillation, may be made by dissolving a proper Proportion of their Essential Salt in Spring-Water.

Another Method may be contrived of supplying the Place of Simple Waters, thus: Grind an Ounce of dry loaf Sugar to an impalpable Powder in a glass Mortar, with a glass Pefle, and by degrees add thereto a Dram of an Essential Oil, or Half a Dram, if the Oil be very tenacious, and continue rubbing them together, till the Oil be thoroughly mixed, and drink into the Sugar. The Oil, in this Operation, usually diffuses a Fragrance to a great Distance; whence the Operation should be performed quick, and
and the Mortar be covered with a Cloth surrounding the Pottle. If a little fresh Yolk of Egg be added in the Grindinc, and mixed in with the Sugar and Oyl, the Oil thus becomes more easily miscible; but the Mixture will not thus keep to long from turning rancid. If a due Proportion of such an Elofaccharum be dissolved in Water, this Water will be impregnated with the Smell and Taste of the Plant from whence the Oil was dissilied; that is, with the distinguishing Spirit of the Plant, which communicates to the distilled Water all its Virtues. But if such an Elofaccharum be dissolved in the distilled Water of the same Plant, the Oil was procured from, and the Spirituous Water and Syrup of the same added to it, this Mixture would be more impregnated with the Virtues of the Plant. And thus if the Virtues of Vegetables were accurately determined, Medicines of considerable Effects might be prepared.

With respect to Simple Waters, the London Dispensatory directs to add to them about a twentieth Part of Proof Spirit, in order to make them keep the longer. And we are farther there told, that the Herbs, if they are of prime Goodness, are to be taken in the Weights directed for each. Where green are prescribed, such are to be used. But in some of the Waters dry Herbs are allowed; because they are to be had at all Times of the Year, though green Plants afford rather the more elegant Waters. But the Weights here directed should be varied by the Judgment of the Operator, not only when green are used instead of dry, but whenever the Plants by a late favourable Season are weaker in Flavour.

The general Rules laid down in the Edinburgh Dispensatory for the Distillation of Simple Waters are, To use the Plants, from whence they are distilled, fresh, gathered; then bruise them a little, and let thrice their own Quantity of Spirituous Water be poured thereon; but left will suffice in case they are juicy, and, if dry, they must have a greater Quantity. For every Pint of Water thus added, draw off half a Pint by the Alembic, with its Refrigeratory; the junctures being first luted. But black Cherries require no Water to be added to them. Those Plants, which abound with an aromatic and fragrant Oil, should be immediately committed to Distillation. But those that contain a more fixed Oil; or owe Part of their Virtues to a kind of volatile Salt, such as Wormwood, Cardus Benedictus, Mugwort, Chamomile, and some others, ought first to undergo an imperfect Fermentation, with Yeast; that is, they should be distilled in the Beginning of the Fermentation, without staying till it is finished. If any Drops of Oil float upon the Surface of the Water, they must be carefully taken off.

As to the Black Cherry-water now left out of the London Dispensatory, tho' I esteem it so insignificant as to be not worth commenting upon; yet I must remark, that according to the best Information I could procure from those who had made Experiments with it upon Animals, purposely to discover its Effects, it is absolutely innocent, and attended with no ill Consequences whatever.

With respect to the Medicinal Virtues of Simple distilled Waters from Vegetables, I must remark, that, as they are at present used, the Patient would receive no Injury in his Health or Constitution, if more, or perhaps all of them were omitted in the Dispensatories. For they are generally employed as the Basis of a Julep, or Draught; with an Addition of an equally insignificant Compound Water, and some Syrup, or Sugar; and are given in such Doses, as it is unreasonable to expect any Manner of Effect from, except that of making the Patient
tenant believe they may do him Service; because it tastes more like Physick than common Water, or Wine and Water, tho' the last is frequently a much better Medicine. The College have therefore very well discharged the Trust reposed in them by the Legislature, in expunging many of the Simple Waters to be found in former Dispensatories. And I think the End, if any End is proposed, of all, or most of them as commonly used, will be better answered by an extemporaneous Infusion of the recent Plant in cold Water, or one of the dried Vegetables in warm Water in a clofe Vessel like Tea. For thus the Water will be impregnated with the distinguisht Spirit of the Plant. And I know that a slight Infusion of recent Mint has been commonly used for the distilled Water of that Plant, and been universally esteemed bettter than any other. Notwithstanding what I have said, I believe the distilled Water of Plants may exert very great Efficacy in the Body, and contribute to the Cure of many Distempers, if exhibited properly; that is, in Quantities sufficient to answer the End proposed, and unmixed with other Ingredients which may interfere with their Operation.

But whatever Virtues Distilled Waters may be possest of, they will be found in the greatest Perfection in the Water made by repeated Distillations, thus:

Take the Plant and Liquor, remaining in the Still after Distillation of an unfermented Plant, and press them strongly through a Strainer, that all the Decotion may be obtained; and with this mix all the Water before drawn over. Return this Mixture into the Still, and add to it as much of the same recent Plant as was employed before; and, if necessary, add likewise as much Water as may make up the former Proportion to the Plant. Now close the Vessels exactly and distill the whole with a hundred and fifty Degrees of Heat for the Space of three Days and three Nights, that the Herb, being so long steeped in its own Liquor, may be opened, loosened, and disposed the easier to part with its Virtues. This Digestion, being so long continued, is of great Service; but, if protracted too long, introduces a Change tending to Putrefaction. Let the Water be now distilled off as the first time, only proceeding more cautiously, and somewhat more slowly at first. Because the Liquor in the Still, being now thicker, more impregnated with the Plant, and therefore more flatulent and subject to swell upon feeling the Fire, easily boils over. But after about one Half of the expected Water is come off, the Fire may be prudently raised, and the Distillation be continued so long as the white, thick, odorous and rapid Water comes over, and then the Operation must be immediately stopped. The Water so obtained will be whiter, thicker, more odorous, rapid, frothy, and turbid than that of the first Distillation of the Plant.

This Water preserves its Virtue much longer, and contains it in greater Perfection than that from a single Distillation of the Plant; which shows us the Way of concentrating the peculiar Virtue of Plants, so far as it resides in their volatile Odoorous Parts. So likewise the remaining Decotion in this Process is much stronger than in the first Distillation; and as the Operation may be repeated as often as one pleases, both the Water and Decotions may, by several Repetitions, at length be made extremely rich, so that by this Means excellent Medicines are procurable. Thus, in the Year 1730, Boerhavia says, he distilled Baum after this Manner fourteen times successively, and found the Water at last had a balsamic Taste and the perfect Fragrance of the Plant, so as to prove highly re-
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freshing even when barely smelt to or tasted. And no wonder, since the Virtues of many large Baskets of Baum were here concentrated and brought within the Compass of a small Glass, and the Remainder, also, at the Bottom of the Still being infufflated, filled but another Glass and proved grateful, affuerse, and strengthening; so that by mixing the two together, the Virtues of the Plant might be highly concentrated, or brought into a very little Room. This Process therefore does not only afford excellent Waters, but admirable Extracts also, which, when properly mixed together, yield Medicines of such Efficacy as can scarce otherwise be imitated. For the native Virtues of Vegetables are little changed in this Operation, certainly less than in others, tho' it must be allowed that some Alteration is produced by so long a Continuation of the Boiling. But both the Odour, Taste, and Effects demonstrate, that the Waters thus prepared retain in a high Degree, the specific Virtues of the Plant. And hence it is certain, that the Medicinal Virtue of truly aromatic Vegetables resides in that Part of them, which rifes with the Heat of boiling Water; and that it is possible by Art to concentrate these Virtues so, that they shall prove much more effectual than in the State they are naturally afforded; nor is there any Limitation. For, by continuing the Operation, the Virtue of Plants may be thus exalted to any Degree the Artift shall think proper.

Parnocetus assures us he found, by Experience, that Baum is possifled of so great a specific Virtue, as, by infufflating into the Humours of the Body, to restore a new youthful Vigour to the Aged, and by this Means perfectly to cure the Gout; and Isaac Hollandus vouches the fame. Now if these Authors said true, I judged, says Boerhaave, that I might by Means of the present Process procure the united Virtues of the Plant in their utmost Strength. And, indeed, I have, says he, experienced extraordinary Effects of the Water so prepared, by taking it upon an empty Stomach. And certainly it has scarcely its Equal in Hypochondriacal and Hysterical Distempers, a Chlorosis, and Palpitations of the Heart, as often as these Diseases proceed rather from a Disorder of the Spirits, than any Collection of morbid Matter; tho' it is indeed expensive. He tells us, he has reduced dried Mint, by three or four Cohobations, into a balsamic penetrating Liquor, which becomes an incomparable and present Remedy for a weak Stomach, curing Vomiting proceeding from a cold vicous Phlegm lodged about the Mouth thereof, as also in Lienteries. The Water, he says, he has in this Manner prepared from Lemon-peel, by its Fragrance, its agreeable penetrating, and highly aromatic Taste and Virtue, immediately cured Flatulencies, Deliquiums, Fainting, and irregular Motions of the Heart, tho' taken in a very small Dose. The like Water, prepared by repeated Cohobations from recent Wormwood, has succifefully supplied the Want of Bile in the Body, stimulated all the languid Vessils that affift in forming the Chyle, and killed and expelled Worms. The like Water from the Leaves of Savihe has given an almost incredible Motion to the whole Nervous System, so as to prove the most excellent of all Medicines for promoting the Exclusion of the Feces, and Discharge of the Menfes, and Hemmorhoids. The cohobated Water of Rue can never be sufficiently recommended for the Cure of the Failing Sickness, the Hysterical Passion, for expelling Poison, and promoting Sweat and Perpiration. Not to mention the Waters made from the Berries of the Juniper Tree, and the Leaves of the Arbor Vitae, both of them succif
...cully curing the Dropy, as that from Camomile Flowers cures Tertian Agues.

These are the Virtues ascribed, by that excellent Physician and Chymist Boerhaave to the cohobated Waters of some Vegetables. And he was too penetrating to deceive himself, and too honest to lead others into Errors in so material a Point, I am apt to believe him. It is, therefore, Pity, that the Gentlemen, who were concerned in compiling the last London Dispensatory, did not direct Waters prepared in this Manner from Vegetables of known Efficacy, to be kept in the Shops. It must be confessed, these Waters would have been somewhat expensive, and might have diminished the Profit of the Vender; especially as the Repetition of the Doses need not have been so frequent nor so long continued. But this is no Objection to their Use in a Country where the Physician is so liberally paid for his Care, and the Compounder for his Trouble.

I shall conclude the present Article of Simple Waters, with some admirable Rules for making them from the above quoted Author.

Let the aromatic, balsamic, oleaginous, refrinous, gummo-refinous, and strong-smelling Plants, which long retain their natural Fragrance, such as Arbor Vitae, Baum, Bay, Hyssop, Juniper, Marjoram, Mint, Origanum, Penny-Royal, Rosemary, Sage, &c. be gently dried a little in the Shade, then digest them in the Quantity of Water already mentioned for twenty-four Hours, in a close Vessel, with one hundred and fifty Degrees of Heat, and afterwards distill in the Method above delivered, and thus they will afford excellent Waters.

When Waters are to be drawn from Barks, Roots, Seeds, and Woods that are very dense, ponderous, tough, and refrinous, let them be digested for three, four, or more...
rel in hot, lax, putrid, and bilious Constitutions, from the distilled Water of this Plant: So again it were absurd to attribute the inimitable Virtues of Plantain to its distilled Water. Such idle and childish Trifles are therefore to be rejected in the serious Arts of Chymistry and Medicine.

The Cafe is far otherwise in those Plants, whose real Virtue resides entirely in that Part which is separable by Heat not exceeding 214 Degrees. For the Waters carefully prepared from these will contain all the Virtue which is lost in their Decoctions and Extracts. The celebrated Virtues of Lavender-Flowers, Lilies of the Valley, and of Rue, against that Species of the Falling-Sickness which proceeds from a Disturbance in the Motion of the Nervous Fluid, reside in the Distilled Water; but are absolutely wanting in the Decoctions or Extracts: so, on the other hand, the antiepileptic Virtue of Piony remains in the Decoction, but is wanting in the Water.

There are some Medicinal Plants, whose Virtues reside in a Part which is volatile, with the aforesaid Degree of Heat; but so, that after they are raised by Distillation, the remaining Plant and its Decoction continue possessed of other Virtues of great Medicinal Efficacy. Such Decoctions are not therefore to be thrown away, but to be impregnated with a moderate Heat, that they may be kept uncorrupted. For being afterwards mixed with the distilled Water, the Virtues of both are thus united, and afford the whole Efficacy of the Plants. And of this Kind are Chamomile, Carduus Benedictus, the Elder-Centaur, Germander, Ground-Pine, Mugwort, Rosemary, Sage, Scor- dium, Wormwood, &c. This Tribe of Herbs indeed are exalted by Fermentation, so as to afford the better Waters; but when their Decoctions come afterwards to be impregnated, they either have left, or a different Kind of Virtue from the natural.

Acid, bitter, astringent, sweet, and flat Tastes rarely ascend from Plants in Distillation, but commonly remain in their Extracts, though they ascend from Chamomile, Wormwood, and a few more. But the Colour of the Plants is scarce ever raised by Distillation, though we have a blue Colour in the Distillation of Chamomile, and a green one in that of Wormwood; but these Colours are rather in the Oils than in the Waters. The Saponaceous Virtue consisting in the Union of the Salt and Oil never rises, but remains in the Extracts; and therefore Plants endowed with this Virtue are not to be thus distilled.

The following Vegetables scarce afford any Thing of Use in their Distilled Waters; that is, Barberry, Beet, common Cherries, Colchwort, Currants, Elder-Berries, Endive, riper Grapes, Ladies-Mantle, Lettuce, the Juice of Citrons, Lemons, Oranges, Purplin, Scorzonera, Sorrel, Strawberries, and Succory. There are also very contrary Virtues, in the same Plant. Thus the Distilled Water of Cinnamon of the first Running is debilitant, heating, enlivening, stimulat- ing, and good in Vesaming; but that of the second Running, astringent cooling, and nauseous; whilst the Decoction remaining in the Still is of a dark red Colour, opake, thick, of an astringent Taste, astringent, coagulating, and strengthening.

CHAP. III.
Of Compound or Spirituous Waters.

COMPOUND or Spirituous Waters in general are only Brandy
Brandy impregnated with Medicinal Ingredients, which contain some Parts fo volatile as to rise with the Spirit in Distillation, and come over into the Receiver, so as the distilled Water may be impregnated therewith, As to their Uses in Medicine, they appear to me not very extensive. For there is scarce one Ingredient in their Composition, which may not be given in Substance to much greater Advantage. Besides, I have a capital Objection against their principal Ingredient, Brandy; and am convinced, that, if they are given in Quantities sufficient to answer any Intention, the Brandy will do more Injury than the other Ingredients can countervail. For Brandy is known to have a very bad Effect on the Stomach, and to coagulate the Blood. And if they are given in so small Quantities, or so much diluted as to do no mischief, they can have no Effect at all, and are given to no End or Purpose. In Fevers and Inflammations, which make at least three Fourths of the Distempers which occur, all Sorts of Drams, (for Compound Waters are nothing more) must be attended with very bad Consequences; as they make the Heat contract more forcibly and frequently, and render the Circulation more rapid, in consequence of which the Heat and Fever are increased. But at the same time it must be confessed, that they raise the Spirits, and are therefore pleasing to the Patient and Prescriber; which is a Circumstance much in their Favour. For hence being tempted to regard the immediate Relief only, without considering the Consequences, People imperceptibly acquire a Habit of recurring to Cordials, till at last they cannot subsist without them; and then the Constitution is on the Verge of being totally and irretrievably destroyed. I am afraid, that the Practisers of Physic have inadvertent-ly been instrumental, by giving Compound Waters as Medicines, in introducing the execrable Custom of Drinking Drants, which at present does not only prevail amongst the Vulgar, but has made no small Progress among People of Rank and Distinction. Infomuch, that if it increases for forty Years more, in Proportion as it has done for the last half Century, there will be no Occasion for a second Deluge or a Conflagration, to exterminate the whole Human Species from the Face of the Earth. For those, who are habituated to Drams in a certain Degree, cannot long subsist themselves, and are absolutely deprived of all Hopes of leaving behind them a tolerably healthful Progeny. I must not omit to take notice, that most acute Distempers are terminated or much relieved by spontaneous and critical Sweats. Now 'tis obvious to the Observation of almost every one that Brandy prevents, or checks, Sweating, probably by coagulating the Blood; and if so, it must be improper in acute Distempers, when Sweating may be expected to relieve. It may be said, that Compound Waters are generally given so much diluted, as not to be capable of checking Sweats. But if they are exhibited so as to act at all, the Effects will be such as I have above mentioned. But if they are taken so much diluted as to exert no Manner of Efficacy, in this Case they are absolutely insignificant, and of no Service to any but the Compounder; and their Exhibition betrays the Want of true Medicinal Knowledge in the Prescriber, or something worse. If Cordials are wanting in Distempers, Wine is the most natural, and infinitely the best; and no Cafe can happen where Cordials can be required stronger than some Sorts of Wine. But when Wine alone is too powerful, it may be diluted at pleasure with some proper Water or Decoction. Add to this, that
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that some Kinds of Wine, as Rhenis, and Moselle, are admirable Medicines, when mixed in due Proportions with some proper farinaceous Decotion, and exhibited frequently, and plentifully to the Patient, at the same time that they answer all the good Purposes of Cordials. It must, however, be confessed, that Cordial Waters may sometimes have their Uses, by removing a present Symptom, in Fainting and excessive Languors; and as a Relief of the Distemper which excites them. But for these Purposes the Gin-shops can furnish Medicines equally efficacious with those of the Apothecaries.

General Rules for Distilling Compound Waters.

I. The Plants, together with their Parts, should be moderately and newly dried; except in those Cases when they are ordered fresh and green.

II. After they have been mace-rated, such a Proportion of Spring-Water should be added thereto, as may prevent any Empyreuma or burnt Flavour from the Still, or somewhat more.

III. The Liquor, that runs off first in Distillation, is sometimes kept separate, under the Title of Spirit; and the succeeding Part artificially refined down or freed from its Milkiness. But the best way is to mix the several Runnings together, without Clarification; so as that the Waters may contain the full Virtues of the respective Plants, without regarding their Cleanliness or Beauty.

Dr. Fuller advises to have all Compound Waters made with highly rectified Spirit of Wine, and pure Water; by which Means not only the Composition will be untainted with the nauseous and fetid Phlegm, constantly remaining in Brandies, and the common Spirits sold by Distillers; but also a certain Rule will be had for making the same Waters, at all Times and Seasons, of the same Degree of Strength, and that too at a cheaper Rate, than by trusting to what the Distillers call Proof Goods; since one Gallon of well rectified Spirit of Wine will give three of a Compound Water, as the Doctor judges, sufficiently strong.

Aqua Absinthii Composita.

Compound Wormwood-Water.

Take of Calamus Aromaticus, the fresh external Rind of Oranges, and Cinnamon, each four Ounces; the Leaves of Roman Wormwood, half a Pound; of Garden Mint, three Ounces; the lesser Cardamoms and Mace, each one Ounce: Slice or cut those Ingredients that require it, bruise the others, and pour thereon two Gallons of French Brandy; let them macerate together for four Days, then draw off two Gallons.

This is intended as a Stomachic and Cardiac, that is a Cordial, and seems well contrived for that Purpose, so as to give Relief in Languors, Painting, and Flatulencies. Many of the Gin-shops are furnished with a Dram not much unlike this, which they sell very cheap, to the great Comfort of the Basket-Women about Covent-Garden.

Aqua Alexeteria Spirituosa.

Spirituous Alexeterial Water.

Take of the green Leaves of Spear-Mint, half a Pound; the green Leaves of Angelica, the green Tops of Sea-Wormwood, of each four Ounces; of Proof-Spirit, one Gallon; of Water, as much as is sufficient to prevent burning. Distil off one Gallon. L.
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This seems to be intended as a Cordial and Stomachic. The particular Virtues, if any, may be learned from those of the Ingredients which enter its Composition, and from what has been said of Cordial-Waters in general.

_Aqua Alexeteria Spirituosa cum Aceto._

Spirituous Alexeterial-Water with Vinegar.

Take the green Leaves of Spear-Mint, the green Leaves of Angelica, of each half a Pound; of the green Tops of Sea-Wormwood, four Ounces; of Proof-Spirit, one Gallon; of Water as much as is sufficient to prevent burning. Distill off one Gallon; and then add one Pint of Vinegar.

This should seem to be a much better Water than the preceding; for the Vinegar will prevent the Spirit from doing so much Injury as it might do without it; and indeed, with this Addition, it may possibly do some Service:

_Aqua Anhaltina._

Anhalt-Water.

Take of the best Turpentine, half a Pound; of Olibanum, one Ounce; Wood of Aloes reduced to Powder, three Drams; Grains of Mastic, Clove-gilly-flowers, or Rosemary-flowers, Nutmegs, Cubebs, or Galangals, and Cinnamon, each fix Drams; Saffron, two Drams and an half; Fennel seeds, and Bay-berries, each half a Dram. Reduce all to Powder, and digest in five Pints of Spirit of Wine for fix Days, adding fifteen Grains of Musk tied up in a little Bag; then distill in a slow _Balanum Maria_, and separate what is clear from what is turbid.

N. B. *'Tis better to put the Musk in the Beak of the Alembic.*

This Water warms, dries, increases the Strength of the Heart, Stomach, and other Viscera; for this Reason it is thought good in Paintings and Deliquiums. But it is more frequently used externally, and said to be of great Service in Catarrhs and Pains arising from a cold Cause, in the wandering Gout, in Palsies, Epilepsies, Apoplexies, Vertigoes, Tremors, and Lethargies, by rubbing the affected Parts well with it. This Water often occurs in the Writings and Prescriptions of foreign Physicians, and is much esteemed abroad as a Cordial.

_Aqua Bryoniae Composita._

Compound Bryony-Water.

Take of Bryony-Roots one Pound; those of wild Valerian, four Ounces; the Leaves of Penny-royal and Rue, each half a Pound; the Leaves of Mugwort, the Flowers of Feverfew, and of the Tops of Savine, each an Ounce; the external Rinds of fresh Oranges, and the Seeds of Lovage, each two Ounces. Upon these Ingredients when duly cut and bruised, pour two Gallons and a half of French Brandy. Then let them macerate together for four Days, and afterwards draw off two Gallons and a half. E.

This is intended as a Nervous and Antihysteric Medicine, and is said to promote the Uterine Discharges, to accelerate Delivery, and relieve Convulsions in Children. But I must confess I never observed any Effects either from this, or any other of the Bryony-Waters, of Consequence enough to make it regarded. But I have known many Hysterical Women taught to drink Drams, and in consequence thereof absolutely destroyed, by taking Bryony-Water as a Medicine.

_Aqua._
Aqua Cinnamomi cam Vino.

Cinnamon-Water with Spirit.

Infuse a Pound of Cinnamon in a Gallon of French Brandy, and distill off the Water as the Aqua Cinnamonis fine Vino.

This should seem to be the very best and most useful of the Spirituous Waters. The particular Virtues may be learned from those of Cinnamon. It sometimes happens, that the Peruvian Bark will not stay on the Stomach, but be discharged by Vomit, or run off by Stool. In such Cases, I have often known it retained by taking it with strong Cinnamon Water.

Aqua Cortis aliquorum Spirituosis.
The Spirituous Water of Orange Peel.

Take of the outer yellow Rind of fresh Seville Oranges, half a Pound; of Proof Spirit, a Gallon; of Water, as much as is sufficient to prevent burning. Distill off a Gallon.

The Virtues of this Water may be learned from those of Orange Peel. There is a Dram exactly resembling this fold in the Gin-shops by the Name of Covent-Garden, so cheap, that I am informed a Pint of it may be purchased for Six-pence. It is esteemed by the Ladies of the Town, who are too delicate to drink Gin, a very comfortable Cordial, and to give great Relief in Flatulencies and Lowness of Spirits, and to be an excellent Stomachic.

Aqua Epidemia.

Plague Water.

Take of the Roots of Masterwort and Butter Burr, each four Ounces; Virginia Snake-Root and Zedoary, each two Ounces; the Seeds of Angelica and Bay Berries, each three Ounces; the Leaves of Scorodium, six Ounces. Bruise and cut the Ingredients, and pour thereon two Gallons of French Brandy; and when they have stood to macerate for four Days, draw off two Gallons.

This is said to be intended as a highly carminative Cordial, in very low and languid Cases, and to raise the Spirits in the Plague and malignant Fevers. But in these Circumstances I should suspect it of doing great Mischief; for the very same Reason that it gives a temporary Relief.

Aqua Melissae Composita.

Compound Baum-Water, commonly called Eau de Carmes.

Take of the fresh Leaves of Baum, four Ounces; of the fresh external Rind of Lemons, two Ounces; of Nutmegs and Coriander Seeds, each an Ounce; of Aromatic Cloves, Cinnamon, and the Root of Bohemian Angelica, each half an Ounce. Bruise the Leaves, and pound the other Ingredients, and put them in a Glass Cucurbit; then pour upon them a Quart of Brandy; let the Mouth of the Cucurbit, and leave them to digest in a warm Place; then add a Pint of the best Simple Baum Water, and shake them together; fix a Head to the Cucurbit, and to that a Receiver: Then distill in Balneo Maris, with a Heat sufficient to make one Drop follow another; which continue till the Ingredients in the Cucurbit remain almost dry. When the Vessels are cold, take the Water from the Receiver, and preserve it in Bottles well stopped.

This Carmelite Water has been long famous in France, and is now in most Parts of Europe, for its extraordinary Cordial Virtues. It is said to be extremely reviving, to be good in all Sorts of Fits, Apoplexies not excepted, and to relieve in the Gout, when it attacks the Stomach. The Carme-
The Virtues of this may be learned from those of Mint. But I am afraid the Brandy will do more injury in most cases, than the Mint can compensate.

Aqua Mirabilis.

The Wonderful Water.

Take of Cinnamon two Ounces; of the external Rind of Lemons, one Ounce; of Angelica Seeds, the leffer Cardamoms, and Mace, each half an Ounce; Cubebs, two Drams; and of Balm-Leaves, fix Ounces. Bruise them together, digest them with a Gallon of French Brandy, for four Days; and distill off one Gallon. E.

This is intended as a warm Stomachic Cordial, and is well contrived for that Purpose. But I think it deserves the Consideration of Distillers much more, than that of Physicians; as it can answer no Purpose, but what may be provided for by much less pernicious Medicines.

Aqua Nepbritica.

Nephritic Water.

Take of the fresh Flowers of White-Thorn, four Pounds, of Nutmegs bruised, three Ounces; infuse them in a close Vessel with two Gallons of generous White-Wine; and draw off by Distillation twelve Pounds.

The Flowers of the White-Thorn being esteemed very good in the Stone and Gravel, this Water is said to have been much prescribed in such Cases by Dr. Radcliff. I don't believe it is of any great Efficacy; but, as Juleps and Draughts must be continued in Practice, I should chuse this for its Insignificancy, preferable to many others which are more pernicious.

Aqua Nucis Moschatae.

Nutmeg-Water.

Take of Nutmeg, two Ounces; of Proof-
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Proof-Spirit, a Gallon; of Water as much as is sufficient to prevent burning. Distill off a Gallon. L. 

The Virtues of this may be known by those of Nutmeg. I must remark, that this Water, if taken in Quantities sufficient to have any Effect, will be very subject to render the Patient costive, which in most Diseases is a very bad Circumstance.

Aqua Pulegii Spirituosa.

Spirituous Penny-Royal-Water.

Take of the Leaves of Penny-Royal dried, a Pound and a half; of Proof-Spirit, a Gallon; of Water, as much as is sufficient to prevent burning. Distill off a Gallon. L.

The Virtues of this may be understood by those of Penny-Royal.

Aqua Raphani Composita.

Compound Horse-Radish-Water.

Take recent Horse-Radish-Root, two Pounds; the fresh Leaves of Garden Scurvy-Grafs, and those of Water-Creslts, each two Pound; the external Rinds of fresh Oranges, and Lemons, each three Ounces; Canella, four Ounces; Nutmeg, one Ounce; cut and bruise these Ingredients; and add to them three Gallons of French Brandy. Let them macerate together for two Days, and then draw off three Gallons. E.

In the College Dispensatory this is directed to be prepared thus:

Take of the fresh Leaves of Garden Scurvy-Grafs, four Pounds; fresh Horse-Radish-Root, the outer yellow Rind of fresh Seville Oranges, of each two Pounds; of Nutmeg, nine Ounces; of Proof-Spirit, two Gallons; of Water, as much as is sufficient to prevent burning. Distill off two Gallons.

These seem intended as Diuretics, and Antiscorbutics, and are well contrived to answer the End proposed.
Aqua Reginae Hungaria.

Hungary-Water.

To two Pounds of Rosemary-Flowers, add two Quarts of rectified Spirit of Wine; and, just as the Flowers are fresh gathered, let them be immediately distilled in Balneo Maria. E.

I don't know that this Water is of any Use in Medicine, tho' the Perfumers sell a great deal of it, which is used to communicate an agreeable Smell to Linnen. But I have never yet seen any made in England that was tolerable, if compared with that prepared in France. That, made in the Manner here directed, gives Linnen a disagreeable Scent when dry, instead of a pleasant one, which it acquires from the French Hungary-Water.

Aqua Selctaia, seu Vulneraria.

The Vulnerary Aeter, commonly called Eau d' Arquebuse, A

Take of the Leaves and Roots of Comfrey, of the Leaves of Sage, of Mugwort, and of Bugle, each four Handfuls; of the Leaves of Betony, Sanicle, Ox-eye, of Dainty, of the greater Figwort, of Plantain, of Agrimony, Vervain, Æormwood, and Fennel, each two Handfuls; of St. John's-wort, of Long Birthwort, of Orpine, of Paul's Betony, of the Lesser Century, of Yarrow, of Tobacco, of Moutte-ear, of Mint, and of Hyssop, each one Handful. Cut all these, and bruise them sufficiently in a Mortar; then put them into a large earthen Vessel, and pour twenty Pints of Æhite-Eine upon them. Stir the Æhole with a Stick. Stop the Vessel, and suffer it to digest in a warm Dunghill, or any other such Heat, for the Space of three Days; then pour it over into a large Copper Cucurbit, whose Inside is covered with Tin; and, having adapted its Head and Refrigeratory to it, draw off the Moisture into a Receiver, by a moderate Fire, in the ordinary Manner. Thus you will have the Vulnerary Aeter, or Eau d' Arquebuse, which must be preserved in a close-hooped Bottle.

It is good for Contusions and Dislocations, and is very proper for discharging Tumors; applied externally, it deters Æbonds, and old Ulcers. It incants, corroboration, resists Putrefaction, stops Gangrenes, and is used against Vapours. This Aeter is extremely celebrated by many foreign Physicians and Surgeons, and occurs frequently in their Writings and Prescriptions. It may possibly be a very good Aeter for external Uses, for which it is principally intended.

Aqua Seminarum Anisi Composita.

Compound Aniseed-Aeter.

Take Aniseeds, and Angelica Seeds, of each half a Pound; of Proof Spirit, a Gallon; of Æater, as much as is sufficient to prevent burning. Distill off a Gallon. L.

The Virtues of this may be understood by those of Aniseeds.

Aqua Seminarum Cardamomi.

Æater of Cardamom-Seeds.

Take of the lesser Cardamom Seeds husked, four Ounces; of Proof Spirit, a Gallon; of Æater, as much as is sufficient to prevent burning. Distill off a Gallon. L.

The Virtues of this may also be learned from those of Cardamoms, in the Materia Medica.
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Aqua Seminum Carni.

Esater of Caraway-Seeds.

Take of Caraway-Seeds, half a Pound; of Proof-Spirit, a Gallon; of Eater, as much as is sufficient to prevent burning. Distill off a Gallon.

See the Article Carum, under Vegetables, for the Virtues of this Eater.

Aqua Theriacalis.

Treacle-Eater.

Take of the Roots of Butter-bur, a Pound;those of Angelica and Matter-wort, each half a Pound; of Zedoary, four Ounces; of the Leaves of Rue and Scorodum, each six Ounces; Venice Treacle, a Pound; French Brandy, three Gallons; digests all together for four Days, and afterwards distilloff two Gallons and a half of Water; to which add two Quarts of Distilled Vinegar. E.

This is intended as a Sudorific and Alexipharmic, and may do Good where such Sorts of Medicines can be serviceable, which very seldom happens. But as I have a very bad Opinion of the Composition from whence it takes its Name, I should have a worse of this Eater, if it was not for the Vinegar, which may possibly prevent it from doing much mischief.

C H A P. IV.

SPIRITS by DISTILLATION.

Spiritus Vinii Reellificatus.

Rectified Spirit of Wine.

Take any Quantity of French Spirit of Wine, or Brandy; drawn off, by Distillation, one half, by a very gentle Heat.

This Spirit digested for two Days, with a fourth Part of very dry Salt of Tartar in Powder, and then distilled from a Glass Cucurbit, with an extreme gentle Heat, is Alcoool. E.

Spiritus Cochleariae.

Spirit of Scurvy-Gras.

Take of fresh Scurvy-gras bruised, ten Pounds; and rectified Spirit of Wine, five Pints. Let them macerate together for twelve Hours; and then draw off five Pints of the Liquor, in Balneo Maris. E.

This is intended as an Antifcorbutic, and is given in any convenient Vehicle, from twenty to one hundred Drops, or more. It is vulgarly called plain or white Spirit of Scurvy-gras, to distinguish it from a compound, red Sort, commonly sold by the Name of Golden, or Purging, Spirit of Scurvy-gras, which is made by dissolving an Ounce of Rofin of Jalap, Scammony, or Gamboge in the former. The Dose of the latter is laid to be from twenty to sixty Drops, but is never used that I know of in regular Practice.

Spiritus Lavandulae Simplex.

Simple Spirit of Lavender.

Take of fresh Lavender Flowers, a Pound and a Half; of Proof-Spirit, a Gallon. Distill off five Pints, in a Bath Heat. L.

Spiritus Lavandulae Compositus.

Compound Spirit of Lavender, or Palsy-Drops.

As this celebrated Medicine is esteemed of some Importance in Phytie, I shall in this Place give the various Methods of preparing it, from all our Dispensatories.
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Take Flowers of Lavender, one Gallon; pour upon them four Gallons of French Brandy, and add fresh Flowers of Sage, Rosemary, and Betony, of each one Handful; of Borage, Buglofs, Lillies of the Valley, and Cowslips, of each two Handfuls; of the Leaves of Baum, Feverfew, and of the Orange-Tree fresh gathered, of the Flowers of Stoechas, Oranges, and Bay-Berries, of each an Ounce. Digest these together, and draw off, in Balneo Mariae, two Gallons and a Half; then add of the outer Rind of Citrons, and of yellow Sanders, of each six Drams; of Cinnamon, Nutmegs, and Mace, of the lesser Cardamom Seeds, and Cubebs, of each Half an Ounce; of Aloes Wood, one Dram. Digest these for twenty-four Hours, and filter the Spirit; then if it be thought proper, add of Musk, Ambergrife, and Saffron, of each Half a Scruple; red Roses dried, and red Sanders, of each Half an Ounce; let the Species be tied up in a thin Bag, and suspended in the Spirit.

In some of the first Editions of the Edinburgh Dispensatory, Compound Spirit of Lavender, was ordered to be thus prepared.

Take of the Flowers of Lavender, one Pound; those of Lilly of the Valley, fresh gathered, those of Arabian Stoechas, and those of Rosemary, each two Ounces; the Tops of Betony, Marjoram, Balm, and Sage, each an Ounce and a Half; Cinnamon, two Ounces; the yellow Part of the fresh Citron or Lemon Peel, an Ounce; Bay-Berries, the lesser Cardamom and Nutmeg, each six Drams; Cloves, Cubebs, and Mace, each Half an Ounce. Bruife them all together, and pour thereon two Gallons of French Brandy. Digest for four Days; then in Balneo Mariae draw off the Spirit as long as it will run, wherein suspend the following Ingredients, contained in a Piece of fine Linen; viz. red Sanders in Powder, Half an Ounce; Cochineal, and Saffron, of each two Drams: and, if the Spirit be desired perfumed, one Scruple of Ambergrife, and ten Grains of Musk.

In the last Edition of the Edinburgh Dispensatory it is ordered thus.

Take of French Brandy, three Gallons; infill into it gradually, sometimes shaking it, of the Distilled Oil of Lavender, an Ounce and a Half; Oil of Rosemary, an Ounce; Oil of Marjoram, six Drams; Oil of Lemon-Peel, Half an Ounce; Oil of Nutmegs, three Drams; Oil of Cloves, two Drams; and Oil of Cinnamon, one Dram. Let Half of this Spirit, thus saturated with the Oils, be distilled in a Bath Heat to two Thirds. Suspend in the Distilled Spirit, of red Sanders powdered, one Ounce; Cochineal, and English Saffron, each two Drams, included in a fine Linen Rag; and if it is required to be perfumed, suspend in the same Rag, a Scruple of Ambergrife, and Half a Scruple of Musk.

The last London Dispensatory orders it thus.

Take of the Spiritus Lavendulae Simplex, three Pints; of Spirit of Rosemary, one Pint; Cinnamon, Nutmeg, of each Half an Ounce; of red Sanders, three Drams. Digest them together, and then strain off the Spirit.

As I have seldom known any used, besides that first prescribed, I cannot determine from Experience, which is the most effectual; but they all seem to be admirable Medicines, as reviving Cordials, Balsamcs, and Ce-
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Cephalics, and infinitely preferable to any of the Compound Waters, in most of the Intentions, where the latter can be of any Use. Quincy informs us, that Spirit of Lavender has long been celebrated in all Nervous Cafes, and is now greatly used in the Shops. In the Decays of Age, and Convulsive, and Apoplectic Shocks, such as bring on Palpities and Loss of Memory, this is of very much remarked for such Efficacies, as almost universally to obtain the Name of Palpy-Drops. It may be taken from twenty, to one hundred, Drops at a time. The best way is upon Sugar, and letting it gradually dissolve in the Mouth; because by that Means it soaks more immediately into the Nerves, and gives a more sudden supply to the Spirits, than when it is diluted by any Vehicle, and carried with it into the Stomach.

**Spiritus Matricalis.**

*Antihysteric Spirit.*

Take of yellow Amber, two Ounces; Myrrh, one Ounce and a Half; of Rhusia Caftor, one Ounce. Pulverize them fine, and add as much Oil of Tartar per Diligam as will make it into a soft Paste; to which afterwards add, when gently dried, half an Ounce of English Saffron, and two Quarts of rectified Spirit of Wine. Digest for four Days, and draw off three Pints of Spirit in a Glass Retort.

This Composition, or Something very like it, is in many foreign Dispensatories, and is much used by Physicians abroad, as an Uterine, and Antihysteric.

**Spiritus Bezoarticus Buffi.**

*Bezoartic Spirit of Buffius.*

Take Spirit of Ivory, saturate with a subtile Oil and volatile Salts about two Ounces; Sal Ammoniac four Ounces; Pot-ash, first dissolved in Water, eleven Ounces; Amber finely pulverized, half a Pound; genuine Oil of Cedar, or of Juniper, half an Ounce; Rectified Spirit of Wine, a Pint and a half. All the Ingredients, being exquisitely mixed in a glass Curcurbit, are to be distilled in a Sand-Heat; by which we extract a Spirit endued with considerable Virtues. A volatile Salt first rises in the Alembic, which is afterwards successively distilled by the Spirit.

It is here to be observed, that Peruvian Balsam, or the fresh Peel of Lemons, or Oranges, or Juniper-berrys, or any other balsamic and aromatic Powders may be used instead of the Ingredients before mentioned. In the Process, a limpid Spirit, like Water, comes over; but the longer it is kept in a Vessel exposed to the Air, the more yellow it turns, till its Colour be heightened almost to a Redness. If a Glass be filled with this Spirit and covered with a Stopple, it will continue clear, and suffer no Alteration of Colour.

This Spirit abounds with an oily volatile Salt. For the more a volatile Salt is impregnated, and intimately mixed with an Oil, the more easily and readily it unites with highly Rectified Spirit of Wine; and that Salt may immediately be precipitated from this Spirit, by mixing a few Drops of Oil of Vitriol with it, which produce a Coagulation and Precipitation of the Salt to the Bottom, where it firmly adheres to the Sides of the Glass. It is worthy our Observation, that this volatile Spirit of Buffius is endued with an almost incredible Virtue in subverting and expelling all Kinds of Acids; tho' never so strong, and these Effects are attended with different Circumstances and
and Events. Thus if one Part of
the Spirit of Nitre, or Aqua-fortis,
be poured to three Parts of this
Spirit, all the Acidity is soon taken
off, without any remarkable Ebulli-
tion, and Nothing is precipitated to
the Bottom. The Mixture acquires
a mild Nitrous Taste; and being put
into a Silver Spoon, and evaporated
by the Heat of a Candle, leaves a
Salt of an exquisitely Nitrous Fla-
vour. This Mixture also, on ac-
count of the volatile Nitre which it
contains, is ended with excellent
Medicinal Virtues. For in Acute
Diseases, where volatile Medicines
are of no Effect, because of the
violent Motion and Effervescence of
the Blood, this Spirit, mixed with
Spirit of Nitre, and rendered more
temperate, gives all the Relief that
can be wished, by gently carrying off
the morbid Matter.

If this Spirit of Buffius be mixed
with Spirit of Salt strongly con-
centrated, there arises a greater Ebulli-
tion than in the former Case. But
all the Acid is, in like Manner, in a
very short time subdued, and the
Liquor turns salt: which in Dis-
orders of the Stomach, where the
Appetite is lost, may be given, with
Success, for dissolving yeilding Crudities.
When this Spirit is mixed with distill-
ed Oil of Vitriol, there immediately
arises an Effervescence, the Mixture
becomes turbid, and all the volatile
Salt is precipitated to the Bottom; while the Taste of the Mixture has
nothing of Acidity, and is accompa-
nied with a grateful Smell. The
Reason, why there is a Concretion
and Precipitation of the volatile Salt,
at the Mixture of concentrated Oil
of Vitriol, but not with other Acids,
seems to be as follows. Oil of
Vitriol, as being a very strong Acid,
unites with inflammable Spirit of
Wine, which is an oily Substance.
Hence the volatile Salt, which it
contains, is precipitated. But from
other acid Spirits, which are weaker,
and incapable of so intimate a Com-
bination with the inflammable Spirit
of Wine, there follows no Precipita-
tion. From these Experiments we
may draw this Conclusion, which is
very useful in Practice: That this
Spirit, which abounds with an oily
volatile Salt, may be given in large
Doses, without Inconvenience, in
Diseases of especially Chronical ones,
where a strong and copious Acid is
lodged in the Sinuses of the Stomach
and Intestines, and creates Distur-
bance in those Parts, as it does more
remarkably in Hypochondriacal
Affections.

This Spirit takes its Name from
its Inventor, Buffius, an eminent Phy-
cian of Dresden; and the Medicine
itself is of universal Use in Saxony,
and well deserves our Notice. For it
is a powerful Sudorific and Diuretic,
with due Management, and is an
excellent Anti-spasmodic. Besides, it
recommends itself, on account of its
grateful Flavour, having nothing of
a nauseous empymematic Smell.
The Foundation of the Preparation
consists in mixing the volatile,
urinous, and oily Spirits of Animals
with highly Rectified Spirit of Wine,
and, with an Addition of balsamic
Species, distilling them over a proper
Fire; by which Means we obtain a
Spirit well impregnated with volatile
Salt, an empymematic Oil, and
refinous, sulphureous, balsamic Par-
ticles, and of no unpleasant Smell
and Taste.

This Medicine is described by
Frederic Hoffmann, and introduced
with the preceding Character. It
somewhat resembles our Spirit of Sal
Volatile, and promises fair to be an
elegant, effectual, and agreeable
Medicine. Quincy's Directions for
preparing the Spirit of Sal Vole-
tile, are thus.
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Sal Volatile Oseason.

Take of Sal Ammoniac, and Salt of Tartar, of each half a Pound. Powder them apart, and mix them; put the Mixture into a Retort; put also into the Retort the Leaves of Marum Syriacum, half an Ounce; and of tartarized Spirit of Wine, one Pound and an half, impregnated with the essential Oils of Cloves half an Ounce; Cinnamon, one Scruple; Nutmeg, two Scruples; of Marjoram, Lemons, and Oranges, of each one Ounce; put to them of clean Water, two Pounds; and set all in a Sand-Furnace; lute on a Receiver; and give Fire of the first Degree for one Hour and a half; then increase to the second; which continue five or six Hours, or until the white Salt, which at first shot at the Top of the Receiver, begins to melt down: Then put out the Fire, and pour the Spirit, which will have a great deal of loose Salt in it, into a Philial by itself for Use; and the Salt, hardened upon the upper Part of the Receiver, into another.

This Preparation is greatly now in Vogue; and for its preferable Fragrancy has almost excluded the Use of Spirit of Hartthorn, and the plain Spirit of Sal Ammoniac. It is a most noble Cephalic and Cordial, either to smell to, or take inwardly. Its Dose is from ten Drops, to one hundred or upwards, in Wine, or any common Vehicle. It is much varied according to the different Humours of the Maker; so that there would be no End of giving all the Receipts followed. This is one of the best; and whoever pleases, may omit any of these Aromatics, or put others in their Room if it may better suit any particular Intention. A Sal Volatile thus made, with Marum Syriacum alone, is wonderfully penetrating, grateful, and serviceable to the Head; and, diluted to a convenient Strength, is one of the best Sternutatories that can be invented. It is easy to impregnate this with Steel. The flower the Fire is, the more Salt crusts upon the Top and Neck of the Receiver; and therefore if Care be taken not to draw it too near, whereby that Salt is melted down, a great deal may be preferred, which is vastly preferable to all of this Kind; not only for Fragrancy of Scent in Smelling-Bottles, but for Efficacy internally used in all Nervous Cakes.

Spiritus Salinis Aromaticus.

The Saline Aromatic Spirit.

In making the Compound Spirit of Lavender, according to the Edinburgh Dispensatory, only one half of the Spirit is directed to be used. Take, therefore, the remaining half of that Spirit impregnated with the essential Oils, and add to it of volatile Sal Ammoniac, eight Ounces. Distill off immediately in a Sand Heat, two thirds.

This seems to be intended, by the Compilers of the Edinburgh Dispensatory, for the same Uses as the preceding.

Spiritus Volatiles Aromaticus.

Aromatic Volatile Spirit.

Take Essence of Lemons, Essential Oil of Nutmegs, of each two Drams; of Essential Oil of Cloves, half a Dram; of dulciçed Spirit of Sal Ammoniac, a Quart. Distill with a very gentle Fire. L.

This seems intended for the same Uses as the preceding. I don't comprehend why the Compilers of the Edinburgh, and London, Dispensatories have thought proper to change the Names of these and some other Medicines; because it occasions Confusion and Perplexity, without any one Advantage to compensate it; and there-
therefore Terms, universally received in this Art, should be adhered to, unless there is some very good Reason for the Alteration.

Boerhaave has given us a Process, for making an extemporaneous Sal Volatile Oleosum, thus.

Take one Part of Salt of Tartar, three Parts of Sal Ammoniac, twelve Parts of Aromatics reduced to Powder, and twenty-six Parts of rectified Spirit of Wine; mix them together, by long shaking in a Bottle-Head. The Alcaline Salt will thus immediately unite with the Alcohol that floats above; the Water being attracted into the Salts; at the same time the Salts and Spirits will attract the Oil out of the Spices, and thus the Liquor, that floats above, will presently become the Sal Volatile required; as the famous Le Mort has observed.

These are the Methods generally directed for making the Sal Volatile Oleosum; which are all a kind of volatile Soap, formed by the Union of Alcohol of Wine with the Spirit of Sal Ammoniac, and impregnated with the presiding Spirit of Vegetables. Medicines may be prepared in this Manner, to answer almost any Intention whatever. For when we are certain of the Virtues of any Vegetable, and that those Virtues reside in the Oil, we may by the Methods above described prepare a volatile oily Salt, impregnated with the particular Virtues of the Plant. Thus, if a Cordial is wanted, we may use Lavender, Rosemary, or Marjoram; if a Cardiac, the Peel of Orange, Lemon, Citron, Cinnamon, or Nutmeg; if an Emmenagogue, Juniper, Rue, Savine, or Arbor Vitae, or the distilled Oils of either, or any of them.

Basil Valentine is said to be the first Contriver of this Kind of Medicine; but its general Use was first introduced by Sylvius de la Boe. But as is customary in such Cases, the Followers of these Physicians used it too universally, and without Distinction. Boerhaave says, that Volatile, Oily Salts, thus prepared, by their Odour, Taste, Penetrability, Mobility, Saponaceous Virtue, and the Power they have of correcting what is acid and astringent, afford a Remedy of singular Efficacy, in the Hands of a prudent Physician. For they are excellent in all watery, mucous, cold, acid, astringent Distempers, where the Efficacy of the Bile is wanting, and in all sluggish Distemers unattended with Inflammation or Putting on; especially when the Distemers, or unequal Motions of the Nerves and Spirits, occasion troublesome Hypochondriacal and Hysterical Fits, with the Flatulencies thence proceeding. Hence it is at present accounted a noble restorative, stomachic, warming, sudorific, diuretic, diaphoretic, anti-spasmodic, and anti-epileptic Medicine, where the Distemper proceeds from the Causes above-mentioned. But in Inflammatory Distemers, where the Juices are diffolved and putrid, in the Alcaline Scourvy, Phthisic, Consumptions, and other Cases where the Body is almost dissolved down, they often prove highly pernicious, and sometimes destructive. Physicians, therefore, are to be seriously admonished against permitting Men, and particularly Women of a weak Constitution, the frequent Use of these Salts.

Spiritus Volatilis Parvulus

Fetid Volatile Spirit.

Take of any fixed Alcaline Salt, a Pound and a half; of Sal Ammoniac a Pound; of Afa fiestida, four Ounces; of Proof-Spirit, three Quarts. Distil off with a gentle Heat five Pints. Z.
The Medicinal Virtues of this may be understood from those of *Asa Fe-
sida*. It promises fair to be a good Anti-hylic, and Nervous Medicine, and to be capable of affording Relief in Spasmodic Disorders.

*Spiritus Minderei.*

*Mindereus's Spirit.*

Take any Quantity of Distilled Vinegar, and add to it, by degrees, as much of the Spirit of Sal Ammoniac, as will put a Stop to the Effervescence. *E.*

When the Vinegar is saturated with the Spirit of Sal Ammoniac, and the Mixture is perfectly neutralized, it makes a Medicine of Virtues very different from those of either the Vinegar, or Spirit of Sal Ammoniac. It is extremely resolting and penetrating, and is often given in Fevers and Febrile Disorders, in the Quantity of half an Ounce, made into a Draught with some simple Water and Syrup, and repeated frequently. And in such Cases it is much more likely to do Service, than the common Draughts composed of simple and compound Waters, and Syrups. It may be made by saturating Distilled Vinegar with Volatile Sal Ammoniac. I don't know why the Compilers of the Edinburgh Dispensatory have thought proper to make this a Shop-Medicine; for it is prepared very readily extemporaneously, and is not worse for being recently made. The common Draughts made by mixing the Juice of Lemons with Salt of Wormwood, to the Point of Saturation, is intended for the same U ses as this *Spiritus Minderei*; but I think the latter much preferable, provided the Vinegar made use of is the true French Vinegar, and not that Four Beer which is generally amongst us substituted in its Room. In extemporaneous Prescription, where an Alcali and an Acid are united, with an Intent to form a neutral Mixture, it is impossible to specify the Quantity of Alcali sufficient to saturate the Acid, because the one or the other may happen to be stronger or weaker. It is therefore best to direct the Alcali to be added till the Point of Saturation is obtained, of which the Compounder only can be a Judge.

As the Virtues of Neutral Salts in Medicine are not commonly understood, tho' often exhibited as it were accidentally, and without any Design, I shall in this Place endeavour to explain their Uses in the Words of a very celebrated Physician. Among all the various Salts in Nature, none are more safe and efficacious than neutral Salts, which are, also, possessed of a Cathartic Quality. Neutral Salts are those composed of an Alcaline Salt, or Earth, and an Acid Salt, in such a Manner as the one does not predominate over the other. Now, as Alcaline and Acid Salts, when separate, are of so strong a Taste and Quality, as often to approach to a corrosive Nature, so, when mixed in a due Proportion with each other, they are, by the mutual Allision and Conflicting of their Parts, so corrected, as not only with respect to Taste, but also all their other Qualities, to become a Salt of a middle Nature highly innocent in itself, and friendly to the Human Constitution. Perfectly Neutral Salts, therefore, are such as produce no Degree of Effervescence; but are perfectly saturated, upon the Affusion of any Acid or Alcaline Liquor.

Neutral Salts are of great Efficacy in the Cure of Diseases, being possest of an aperient and detergent Quality, capable of promoting all the Excretions, and, when exhibited in large Doses, of a cathartic Nature. 'Tis, also, sufficiently obvious, that Salts of this Kind are, of all others, the most salutary, and so friendly to the Human Fabrick, that the Physti-
only generates an Alcali, but also proceeds from a large Quantity of it: And when this Alcali is subdued by an Acid, the Putrefaction is forth with stopped. In inveterate Scurvies, and Arthritic Disorders, large Quantities of Salts are generated in the Mas of Blood, which approach more nearly to an alcaline and lixivious, than to a neutral, Nature. Hence the Blood of such Persons, when taken from the Veins, appears thin and florid, and their Urine is, for the most part, highly red, saline, and lixivious. And Experience reaches us, that, in such Cases, more happy Effects are often produced by temperate Acids, than by alcaline, urinous, and volatile Medicines, or those of an hot and spirituous Nature.

Those Medicines which abound with an Alcaline Salt, whether of a fixed or volatile Kind, are by no means to be promiscuously and indiscriminately used, tho' they are singular Service, when prudently exhibited. For when a Redundance of acid Humours is lodged in the Prima Vies, and excites violent Symptoms, as we observe in Hypochondriac, Hysterical, and Melancholic Patients, such as Corrosions of the Stomach and Intestines, Anxieties, Inflammations of the Stomach, attended with a Cardialgia, Coughs accompanied with Pains of the Stomach, Cephalalgias, excessive Coarseness, or preternatural Looseness, with a Tenesmus; in these Cases, certainly, earthy Alcalines, and especially Crab's Eyes, Prepared Shells, or Oil of Tartar per Deliquium, will produce more happy Effects, than any other Medicines. Because, by absorbing the Acid, they convert it into a Neutral Salt, which is afterwards easily carried through the excretory Ducts, without exciting any violent Symptom. But if there is rather a Defect than a Redundance of the Acid in the Prima Vies, and if these are full of viscid and tenacious Hu-
Humours, alkaline earthy Substances, taken in large Quantities, are highly prejudicial. For since they are not dissolved, they rather, by uniting with the earthy and flamy Particles, augment the Quantity of the Phlegm, and by that Means destroy the Appetite, load the Stomach, obstruct the Mouths of the Lætal Vessels, and render the Patient cough. Thus we see, that the true Uses of Alcaline and Acid Medicines are, to neutralize the Juices, which then not only become perfectly innocent and inoffensive, but farther form excellent Medicines within the Body.

**CHAP. V.**

**WATERS by INFUSION and VINEGAR.**

*Chap. v: Waters by Infusion and Vinegars.*

Aqua Aluminosa.

Alum-Water.

Take of Corrosive Mercury Sublimate, and Roch-Alum, each two Drams. Powder them in a Glass Mortar, and boil them in two Pints of Spring-Water, to the Consumption of half. Let it subside and pour off the clear Liquor. E.

This is only intended for external Uses, and even for these requires much Dilution, that is, with twice, thrice, or even four times its Quantity of Water. It is said to be useful in obstinate Eruptions, and foul Chronic Ulcers.

Aqua Aluminosa Bateana.

Bate's Alum-Water.

Take Alum, white Vitriol, each half an Ounce; of Water, a Quart. Dissolve the Salts by boiling them in Water, and, when the Fæces have subsided, filter the Liquor thro' Paper. E.

Aqua Calcis seu Benedictæ.

Lime-Water.

Take a Pound of Quick-Lime, and a Gallon of hot Spring-Water; stir them well together; afterwards suffer the Lime to subside, and pour off the clear, which is to be kept in Vessels carefully stop. It is made in the same Manner as calcined Oyster-Shells. E.

The London Dispensatory orders a Gallon and a half of Water, to a Pound of Quick Lime. This is recommended as an extraordinary Medicine in many Cases of Obstinacy; and if three or four Ounces of it be drank three or four times a Day, is said to cure red pimpled Faces, Strumas, Dylenicteries, the Fluor Albus, Rheumatic Pains, and the Diabetes. It is certainly a powerful Dryer, and very proper to use in Decodions of the Woods, and all Ingredients of that Intention. But tho' the Making of it is easy enough, yet here in London it may be had at any time by Quincey informs us, from the Sugar-Bakers, by the Name of Lime-Water, as it happens to be wanted; because they use it much in refining their Sugars. This is also much praised for cleaning and drying up old foul Ulcers, both by its internal Use, and washing them frequently with it.

Buchan remarks, that Lime when assisted by Heat, and the vital Motion, presently generates those fiery Spirits, that prove destructive to the tender pappy Mans of the Brain and Nerves; and the hotter, or more agitated the Body, or the more it is affected with inflammatory Disorders, the more destructive the Use hereof is. But when the Body abounds with acid Water or Phlegm, the
the prudent Application thereof may be sometimes of Service. We must also consider, that the Lixivium of Quick-Lime has a great Force in correcting, and extricating the muriatic fixed Salts in the Blood, and fitting them to be easily discharged. Whence it becomes an extraordinary Remedy in that Kind of Scurvy, which principally proceeds from the above-mentioned Causes. But in that Kind of Scurvy, which proceeds from Putrefaction, and consists in a sharp Oil and Salt, it proves highly prejudicial. Whence, perhaps, we may in some measure reconcile the Experiments of some eminent Physicians in France, which shew the Lixivium of Quick-Lime to be pernicious in that Country; whereas in Germany it appears a very advantageous Medicine. But all this holds more true of the Quick-Lime prepared from Stone, than of that from Shells.

**Aqua Calcis minus Composita.**

The Lesser Compound Lime-Water.

Take of Liquorice one Pound; of Saffafras Bark half an Ounce; of Simple Lime-Water, three Quarts. Infuse two Days without Heat and then strain off the Liquor. L.

**Aqua Calcis magis Composita.**

The more Compound Lime-Water.

Take of the Raeping of Lignum Vitæ, half a Pound; of Liquorice, one Ounce; of Saffafras-Bark, half an Ounce; of Coriander-Seed, three Drams; of simple Lime-Water three Quarts. Infuse as before, and then strain off. L.

The Virtues of these may be understood by comparing those of the Ingredients, with those of Lime-Water.

**Aqua Ophthalonica.**

Eye-Water.

Take of unprepared Bole Armoniac, two Ounces; unprepared Tutty an Ounce; and of white Vitriol, half an Ounce; of Camphire two Drams. Reduce them to Powder, and pour thereon two Quarts of hot Spring Water. Boil them together, and stir the Mixture frequently; and, after due Time allowed for it to settle, pour off the clear. L.

This is only intended for external Uses. It is said to be good against Inflammations, and particularly to check Rheums in the Eyes, and if too sharp it may be lowered by the Addition of Water. Quincey recommends a Water much like this, which he calls *Aqua Camphorata*, for cleaning Ulcers, by washing them frequently with it warm; and he says it keeps the Gums clean and firm to the Teeth, if they are frequently rubbed with it. He farther recommends it as a safe and efficacious Topic in the Itch, if the Eruptions, and Parts affected are frequently washed with it. With much the same Intentions the London Dispensatory directs a Water under the Title of,

**Aqua Vitriolica Camphorata.**

Camphorated Vitriolic Water.

Take of white Vitriol, half an Ounce; of Camphire, two Drams; of boiling Water, a Quart. Mix them, that the Vitriol may be dissolved; and, after the Fæces have subsided, filter the Water thro' Paper. L.

**Aqua Ophthalmica altera.**

Another Eye-Water.

Take white Vitriol, and Bay-Salt, of each one Ounce. Decrepitate them together, till the Detonation is over; then pour upon them, in an earthen Pan, one Pound of boiling Water. Stir them together, and let them stand some Hours. A various coloured Skin will fix upon
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upon the Surface; which carefully take off, and put the tinct in a Phial for Use.

Quinsey says, this was communicated to him as a wonderful Secret; and indeed says he, I have found it, by Abundance of Trials, very safely to cool and repel those sharp Rheums which sometimes fall upon the Eyes; and to clear them of beginning Films and Specks. If it be too sharp, it may be diluted with a little Spring, or Rose, Water.

Aqua Phagedonica.
Phagedenic Water.

Take a Pint of Lime Water, and half a Dram of corrosive Mercury sublimate, and make a Solution thereof.

This is intended for external Application only, and even thus must be used with great Caution, and much Dilution, either with Water, or Spirit of Wine, and thus it is said to be a good Lotion for old eating Ulcers.

Aqua Sapphirina.
Sapphire-coloured Water.

Take a Pint of fresh Lime-Water, and two Drams of Sal Ammoniac; make a Solution thereof, and put it into a Copper Vessel till it has from thence acquired a blue Colour.

The London Dispensatory orders but one Dram of Sal Ammoniac.

This Water is in much Use for taking away Specks, or Films, or curing Ulcers in the Eye, for which Purpose two or three Drops are to be put into it. The Lime Water is drying; the Sal Ammoniac is extremely resolvent; and the Tincture it acquires from the Copper renders it very mildly corrosive.

Aqua Stypica.
Stypic-Water.

Take of blue Vitriol and Roche Alum, each half a Pound; Spring Water, two Quarts; boil them together till the Salts are dissolved, and afterwards filter the Liquor; to each Pint whereof add a Dram of Oil of Vitriol.

The Title of this Water explains its Uses. The London Dispensatory directs a Water with much the same Intention, under the Title of

Aqua Vitrioli Carulea.

The Blue Vitriolic-Water.

Take of blue Vitriol three Ounces; Alum, the strong Spirit or Oil of Vitriol, of each two Ounces; of Water, a Pint and a half. Boil the Salts in the Water, till they are dissolved; then add the Oil of Vitriol, and strain the Mixture thro' Paper.

Tar-Water.

Pour a Gallon of cold Water on a Quart of Tar, and stir and mix them thoroughly with a Ladle, or flat Stick for the Space of three or four Minutes; after which the Vessel must stand eight and forty Hours, that the Tar may have Time to subside, when the clear Water is to be poured off, and kept covered for Use; no more being made from the same Tar, which may still serve for common Purposes.

This is the Method of making Tar-Water, as directed by the Bishop of Clony; and as it is now in almost universal Vogue, I thought it not amifs to take notice of it in this Place. Its Uses may be learned from what I have hertofore said upon the Subject of Balsamica.
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Lotio Saponacea.

The Saponaceous Lotion.

Take of Damask Rose-Water, three quarters of a Pint, of Olive-Oil, a quarter of a Pint, of the Lye of Tartar, the Measure of half an Ounce. Rub the Lye of Tartar and Oil together, till they are mixed; then gradually add the Water. L.

This seems intended as a Detergent and Refolvent; but, I can see no End it answers, which may not be provided for by extemporary Prescription. For a Solution of some of the finer Soaps in Water will answer all good Purposes as well; and may be rendered more durable if requisite, by the Addition of a Solution of Salt of Tartar, or any other Alcaline Salt.

Aeetum Distillatum seu Spiritus Aceti. Distilled Vinegar, or Spirit of Vinegar.

Take any Quantity of the best Vinegar, put it into a glazed earthen Pan, and by the gentle Heat of a Bainum Mariae exhale about one fourth thereof, then distill the Remainder by the Alembic; the Fire being gradually increased in the Operation, so long as the Spirit comes off clear. E.

The London Dispensatory orders it thus.

Let Vinegar be distilled with a gentle Heat, as long as the Drops fall from any Empyreuma. If some Part of what comes first off be thrown away, what is reserved will be stronger.

This is more properly called Aeetum Distillatum, than Spiritus Aceti; because, in the Distillation of Vinegar, the Phlegm rifies first, and comes over, leaving the heavier Acid behind; whereas, in the Distillation of Spirits, the Spirit first comes over, and leaves the Water behind. The Virtues of Distilled Vinegar may be learned from those of Vinegar. But I must remark, that the Vinegars, generally made here in England, are far inferior to the true French Vinegar, made of strong Wines by a particular Process.

Aeetum Lithargevrites. Litharge Vinegar.

Take four Ounces of Litharge of Gold, and one Pint of the best Vinegar. Digest them in a Sand-Heat for four Days, often shaking the Glass, then filter the Liquor. E.

This seems only intended for external Uses as a Cooler.

Aeetum Rosaceum. Vinegar of Roses.

Take of red Roses clipped from their white Hects, one Pound, of the best Vinegar, one Gallon. Let them stand to infuse in the Sun, put up in a well closed Vessel, for forty Days; then strain off the Liquor. The Operation may be sooner performed by letting them boil in Baino Mariae for some Hours. E.

This, as Quincy informs us, is seldom used, except to embrocate the Head and Temples, in some Kinds of Head-Aches, in which it frequently does Service.

Vinegars may be prepared in the same Manner from Rue, Elder, and other Vegetables. That of Rue should seem to be most considerable with respect to its Medicinal Virtues.

Aeetum Scillitium. Vinegar of Squills.

Take of Squills, cut small, one Pound; best Vinegar, three Quarts. Let
Let them stand to infuse in the Sun, as was ordered of Vinegar of Roles, and afterwards press and strain off the Liquor. B.

The Proportion of the Squills to the Vinegar is the same here, as in the London Dilpeniatory; but, in the latter, the Digestion is ordered to be made in a gentle Heat, then the Vinegar is ordered to be pressed out, and set by till the Dregs are subsided, and afterwards a twelfth Part of Proof Spirit is to be added to the depurated Vinegar, in order to preserve it from contracting Dregs by Time. But I am far from believing this Addition of any Service to the Medicine; for the Spirit, so far as it acts at all, must impair its Virtues. Vinegar of Squills was a Medicine very much celebrated amongst the Antients. It is said to be the Invention of Pythagoras, or that he learned the Use of it from Epimenides. He began at the Fiftieth Year of his Age to take some of this Vinegar every day, and to this it was attributed that he lived in perfect Health to the Age of a hundred and seventeen. It is esteemed to preserve the Hearing, and open the Auditory Passage, used by way of Gargarifm. Dissecoridus, who orders this Medicine to be made by infusing in the Sun, informs us it is good to consolidate the too lax and humid Gums, and fasten loose Teeth. It is excellent to heal putrid Ulcers in the Mouth, and for an offensive Breath. Drinking of it hardens the Throat and Jaws, and makes them callous. It helps the Voice, and renders it clear and resonant. It is administered to such as labour under Infirmities of the Stomach, have weak Digestions, to Epileptical, Vertiginous, Melancholy, and Mad People. It is given also in Hysterical Fits, in Disorders of the Spleen, and the Sciatica. It wonderfully clears and revives Infirm Persons, renders the Body sound, and gives a good Colour. It quickens the Sight, and, dropped or poured into the Ears, helps Thickeness of Hearing. But he condemns the Use of it in internal Exulcerations.

Tincture of Thespaia.

Trecacle Vinegar.

Take of the Trecacle of Andromachus, or that of the College of Edinburgh, one Pound; best Vinegar, two Quarts. Digest them together with a gentle Heat, for three Days, and afterwards strain off the Liquor. E.

It is said, that this is very powerful in raising a Sweat; and therefore it must be a good Medicine where Sweating is of Service. But such great Mischiefes are daily done by extorting Sweats imprudently, that it should not be attempted without great Caution and Judgment. For Nothing is more frequent than Fevers of the most malignant Kind; excited from very small Beginnings, a Cold, for Example, or slight Fever, which would have terminated in a few Days without any Assistance from Medicine, by the imprudent Use of Heating Drugs and Diaphoretics.

CHAP. VI.

OF TINCTURES.

General Rules for Extracting of Tinctures.

I. Let the Vegetables be such as were lately and moderately dried, unless they are ordered fresh gathered. They ought likewise to be sliced and bruised before the Menstrum is put to them.

II. When Digestion is performed in a Bath Heat, the whole Work de­pends
PENDS UPON WELL REGULATING THE HEAT, WHICH OUGHT ALL ALONG TO BE VERY GENTLE, UNLESS WHERE THE INGREDIENTS ARE OF A HARD TEXTURE; IN WHICH CASE, THE FIRE MAY AT LEAST BE SO FAR INCREASED AS TO MAKE THEM_boil A LITTLE.

III. VERY CAPACIOUS CIRCULATING VESSELS SHOULD BE USED FOR THIS PURPOSE; AND OUGHT TO BE HEATED BEFORE THEIR JUNCTURES ARE CLOSED.

IV. THE VESSEL SHOULD BE FREQUENTLY SHOOK DURING THE TIME THE DIGESTION IS IN HAND.

V. LET TINCTURES BE CLARIFIED BY SETTLING, BEFORE THEY PASS THE FILTER OR STRAINER.

VI. THE EDINBURGH DISPENSATORY FARTHER VERY PRUDENTLY ADVISES NEVER TO SUBSTITUTE MALT, MOLOISES, OR ANY OTHER SPIRIT, INSTEAD OF A TRUE RECTIFIED SPIRIT OF WINE, IN THOSE TINCTURES AND SPIRITS DESIGNED FOR INTERNAL USES.

BOERHAAVE INFORMS US THAT ALCOHOL, WHEN PERFECTLY PURE, SCARCELY EXTRACTS ANYTHING MORE FROM WELL DRIED COMPOUNDED VEGETABLES, THAN THE INFLAMMABLE PARTS, SPIRIT, BALFAM, OIL, COLOPHONY, REFIN, AND REFINOUS GUM, AND WHAT IS MERELY SAPONACEOUS; LEAVING A PURE, DRY, SALT AND EARTH BEHIND. IF, THEREFORE, THE ARTIST KNOWS THAT ALL THE PARTICULAR VIRTUE REQUIRED REIDES IN THESE PARTS, THEN THE OPERATION IS PERFORMED BY PURE ALCOHOL ALONE. BUT WHEN THE VIRTUE REQUIRED LIES IN A MIXTURE OF THE OILY, REFINOUS, SALINE, AND SAPONACEOUS PARTS TOGETHER, IT IS BETTER TO USE THE COMMON RECTIFIED SPIRIT THAN ALCOHOL. BECAUSE THAT SPIRIT ACTS, BY ITS ACQUEOUS PART, UPON WHAT IS SALINE AND SAPONACEOUS, AND BY ITS ALCOHOL UPON WHAT IS BALFAMIC, OILY, AND REFINOUS; SO THAT BY THIS MEANS THE UNITED VIRTUES MAY BE OBTAINED IN THE TINCTURE.

THIS IS EVIDENT IN THE ROOTS OF HELLEBORE, HERMODACTYLS, JALAP, MECHOACAN, AND TURBIT. BECAUSE THE TINCTURES, DRAWN FROM THEM WITH A SPIRIT ONLY ONCE RECTIFIED, PURGE MUCH BETTER THAN THOSE EXTRACTED BY PURE ALCOHOL. FOR IF A REFINOUS TINCTURE BE DRAWN BY ALCOHOL FROM JALAP, IT PURGES LESS; WHILST THE REMAINDER, BEING BOILED IN WATER, COMMUNICATES A PURGING VIRTUE THERETO. BUT IF THE TINCTURE BE EXTRACTED WITH COMMON SPIRIT, IT PROVES HIGHLY PURGATIVE; AND THE REMAINS CONTAIN SCARCE ANYTHING WORTH THE EXTRACTION. HENCE WE LEARN, THAT A FIXED ALCOHOLIC SALT IS NOT REQUIRED IN THE MAKING OF MANY TINCTURES, BECAUSE IT WOULD EITHER DESTROY, OR CHANGE, THEIR PARTICULAR VIRTUES; AND THAT THEY ARE NOT ALWAYS TO BE MADE WITH ALCOHOL. BUT WE ARE FIRST TO CONSIDER WHAT SPIRIT SHOULD BE USED. ALL THE TINCTURES, PREPARED WITH PURE ALCOHOL, WILL BURN ENTIRELY AWAY, ALMOST LIKE PURE ALCOHOL ITSELF. WHENCE IT IS MANIFEST, THAT THIS MENSURUM EXTRACTS ONLY THE INFLAMMABLE PART FROM THE COMPOUND, AND LEAVES THE REFT BEHIND. IF, THEREFORE, THE VIRTUE OF A PLANT ENTIRELY RESIDES IN THE SALINE, SAPONACEOUS, PART, TO BOIL IT WITH WATER IS BETTER THAN ALCOHOL. THE OPION DILLOED IN WATER IS THE BEST, THE NEXT IS THAT DILLOED IN WINE, AND THE NEXT IN SPIRIT OF WINE, BUT ALWAYS THE WORSE, THE BETTER THE SPIRIT.

TINTURA AMARA.

THE BITTER TINCTURE.

TAKE OF GENTIAN ROOT, TWO OUNCES; AND OF THE OUTER YELLOW RIND OF SEVILLE ORANGE-PEEL DRIED, ONE OUNCE; OF THE LEAF CARDAMOMSEEDS HUSKED, HALF AN OUNCE; OF PROOF SPIRIT, A QUART. DIGEST WITHOUT HEAT, AND THEN STRAIN.

THIS SEEMS TO BE INTENDED AS A STOMACHIC, AND TO SUPPLY THE PLACE OF THOSE BITTER DROPS AND TINCTURES, WHICH ARE COMMONLY USED IN THE Taverns BY WAY OF WEET. I AM AFRAID THAT THE SPIRIT, IN SUCH BITTERS, DOES MORE PREJUDICE TO THE STOMACH, THAN THE ADVANTAGE RECEIVED FROM THE AROMATIC...
mastic bitter Ingredients can compen-
sate, though they may excite a tem-
porary Appetite.

Tinctura Antimonii.

Tincture of Antimony.

Take of Antimony and Nitre, each
two Ounces. Reduce them to
Powder; and throw it, by degrees,
into four Ounces of Salt of Tar-
tar contained in a Crucible, and
made to flow by a violent Fire.
Let them continue in Fusion for
half an Hour: then pour the Mix-
ture into an Iron Mortar, made hot
and dry to receive it. Pulverize
the Mafs, suffer it to cool, throw
it into a Matras, and, lastly,
pour thereon a Quart of Rectified
Spirit of Wine. Digest them to-
gether for eight Days with a gentle
Heat of a Bathnum Mariae, and
afterwards strain off the Tincture.

Another Tincture of Antimony
is directed in the London Dispen-
satory to be prepared thus.

Take of any fixed Alcaline Salt, a
Pound; of Antimony half a Pound,
of Rectified Spirit of Wine, a Quart.
Mix the Antimony, reduced toPow-
der, with the Salt, and melt them
together for an Hour in a strong
Fire; then pour all out, and, being
pulverized, pour on the Spirit of
Wine. Digest for three or four
Days, and afterwards strain off.

Tinctura Antimonii acri Simplex.

The Simple acrid Tincture of Anti-
mony.

This is directed to be made in the
Brandenburgh Dispenatory, by di-
gesting the Soriae of the Martial
Regulus of Antimony just made,
and hot, in highly Rectified Spirit
of Wine. Another acrid Tincture
of Antimony, called the Regulina
Tincture, is made by digesting equal
Parts of the Martial Regulus of
Antimony detonated with an equal
Quantity of Nitre, in highly Rec-
tified Spirit of Wine.

It is said, that neither of these take
up much from the Antimony, but
that all their Virtues are borrowed
from the Nitre: rendered alkaline and
acid by being fused with Antimony.

These Tinctures, given in a proper
Vehicle, and a considerable Dose,
are said to bring away the Serous Hu-
mours of Cachectic Patients. They
are also esteemed good Deobstruc-
tions in Hypochondriac Maladies. Stell
calls that Tincture of Antimony,
which is made by throwing Diaphore-
tic Antimony, immediately after De-
tonation, into Spirit of Wine, and
digelling it, Tinctura Antimonii aca-
lica acri. The Doses of these Tinct-
ures are from ten to sixty Drops.

Tinctura Antiphasica.

Tincture against the Phthisic.

Take of the Saccharum Saturni, one
Ounce and a half; Vitriol of Iron,
one Ounce; Rectified Spirit of
Wine, one Pint; and without Heat
draw a Tincture.

This has been long in great Esteem
both in England and abroad, as a kind
of Specific in Hectic Fevers; and is
said to be good in relaxed Habits, as
it braces pow. rubly. But, as I am
bound by no Authorities whatever, I
think it my Duty to declare, that I
esteem it a very dangerous Medicine,
if given in Doses sufficient to answer
any Purpose. And I have known it
cite excessive Gripes, excessive Paint-
ings, and Weaknesses; all which are
the known Effects of Lead taken in-
ternally.

Tinctura Saturniae.

The Saturnine Tincture.

Take Sugar of Lead, green Vi-
triol, of each two Ounces: of
I i 3
Rect.
Rectified Spirit of Wine, a Quart.
Reduce the Salts separately to Powder, and put them into the Spirit; then digest without Heat, and filter the Spirit through Paper.

In the Remarks on the Translation of the late London Dispensatory, we are told, that if Heat is used in the making of this Tincture, it will unawares loose its Colour, after it has begun to promise a good one.

Tinctura Aromatica.
Aromatic Tincture.

Take of Cinnamon, six Drams; of the leffer Cardamom Seeds husked, three Drams; Long Pepper and Ginger, of each two Drams; of Proof-Spirit, a Quart. Digest without Heat and strain the Spirit off.

This is directed to be made without heat, because that would dissipate the volatile aromatic Parts, and injure the Medicine. The Virtues of this Tincture may be understood by those of the Ingredients. It is used in making the Elixir Vitrioli Acidum.

Tinctura Balsamica.
Balsamic Tincture.

Take of Balsam of Capivi, one Ounce; Persuan Balfam, three Drams; Balsam of Tolu two Drams; Ben- jamin, half a Dram; English Saffron, one Scruple; and of Rectified Spirit of Wine, one Pint. Digest them for four Days in Balneo Maris, and afterwards strain off the Tincture.

This is intended as a Balsamic, as its Title imports, and as such is of very extensive Use in Medicine. But I don't comprehend the Reasom why so many different Sorts of Balsams are subsisting. For if Balsam of Capivi is better than that of Tolu, why should that of inferior Virtue, be employed at all in this Medicine? It would be co-
mimg nearer to the Point, to determine which is of most Efficacy, and use that, omitting all the rest.

Tinctura Cantharidum.
Tincture of Cantharides.

Take two Drams of Cantharides, a Pint and a half of Rectified Spirit of Wine. Digest them with a very gentle Heat for two Days; and pour to the drained Tincture one Ounce of Balsam Capivi, half an Ounce of the Resin of Guaiacum, and half a Dram of Cochinel. Digest them in Balneo Mariae for four or five Days; then strain off the Tincture, to which add two Drams of Camphire, and one Dram of the Distilled Oil of Juniper.

This seems to be the best Tincture of Cantharides I have met with, and is rendered more safe by the Addition of Camphire. The Translator of the Edinburgh Dispensatory informs us, that it is a better Preparation than that troublesome one so highly magnified by Dr. Quincy, and deserves the same Character especially for Glects and Seminal Weaknesses, when other Remedies fail. The Character, referred to of Quincy's Tincture, is its being a most excellent Medicine in many Cases, where we have not its Succedaneum, nor any thing tending that way. It is a most stimulating Cordial, and cannot fail to excite Conjugal Inter-courses, where a Conjunction by any Misfortune has fallen into a Coldness or Indifference in that Respect. The Satyrians, and all of that Tribe, are not to be compared to it. In many Cafes, also, where floughy and cold Humours have clogged the Reins and Genital Parts, and thereby occasioned other Mitchiefs, besides an Inability to Coition, this Medicine is of mighty Service; and will answer where the most efficacious Balsams and Turpentines
pentes fail. It may be given from ten to one hundred Drops, in a Glass of Canary, or any other Liquor which a Patient may like better. But notwithstanding these Commendations of this Medicine, which indeed cannot be greater than it deserves; yet none but the truly Skilful must dare to meddle with it. For by an injudicious Administration, it may occasion Stranguries, Eruptions, Excoriations, and even Convulsions.

Tinctura Cantharidum.
Tincture of Cantharides.
Take of Cantharides bruised, two Drams; of Cochineal, half a Dram; of Proof-Spirit, a Pint and half. After Digestion filter the Spirit thro' Paper. L.

The Balsam of Capre, in the preceding Tincture of the Edinburgio Dispensatory, renders it a much better Medicine for that Addition, as appears from what I have said of Balsamics in general under the Article of Balsamis.

Tinctura Cardamomi.
Tincture of Cardamom-Seeds.
Take of the lesser Cardamom-Seeds freed from their Hulks, half a Pound; of Proof-Spirit, a Quart. Digest without Heat, and strain off the Spirit. L.

The Medicinal Virtues of this may be known from those of the Cardamoms.

Tinctura Castorei.
Tincture of Castor.
Take of Russia Castor, an Ounce and a half; Rectified Spirit of Wine, a Pint. Digest them together in a gentle Heat for four Days, and afterwards strain off the Tincture. E.

In the London Dispensatory they or-der two Ounces of the Castor to a Quart of Proof-Spirit, and to be digested for ten Days without any Heat at all. And Proof-Spirit has been found a better Menstruum to extract the Virtues of the Castor. The Medicinal Virtues may be understood by those of Castor.

Tinctura Cephalica.
Cephalic Tincture.
Take of Piony Root, two Ounces of the Roots of Cassamum litter, and white Ditmary, each six Drams of wild Valerian Root and Mistletoe of the Oak, each one Ounce; Peacock's Dung, and Rosemary Flowers, each half an Ounce; and of French White-Wine, six Pints. Digest them for four Days, and then strain off the Tincture. E.

This is intended as a Cephalic, as its Title imports, and is calculated for Disorders of the Head, for which the Ingredients which enter its Composition are very much recommended.

Tinctura Cephalic Cephalica Purgans.
Purging Cephalic Tincture.
This is made, by adding to the preceding Tincture, two Ounces of Senna Leaves; one Ounce of black Hellebore Root; and a Quart of French White-Wine. E.

This should seem to be a very good Purge in Disorders of the Head.

Tinctura Cinamomii.
Tincture of Cinnamon.
Take of Cinnamon, an Ounce and a half; of Proof-Spirit, a Pint. Digest them together in a gentle Heat for four Days, and afterwards strain off the Tincture. E.

The Virtures of this may be understood by those of Cinnamon.
Tinctura Corticis Peruviani Simplex

The Simple Tincture of the Peruvian Bark.

Take of the Peruvian Bark, four Ounces; of Proof Spirit, a Quart. After Digestion, strain the Spirit off. L.

We are told by the Author of the Pharmacopoeia Reformata, that a Tincture of the Peruvian Bark has long been pretty much in Esteem, and usually kept in the Shops. But as the College have not set down any Standard Form for making it in their Pharmacopoeia, this Tincture has been variously prepared, at the Discretion of the Apothecary or Chymist. Some have employed a highly Rectified Spirit of Wine as a Menstruum, which they have taken care fully to saturate by Digestion on a large Quantity of Bark. Others have thought to affit the Action of the Spirit by the Addition of a fixed Alkaline Salt. And Many have given the Preference to a Vitriolic Acid; which has been supposed to improve the Medicine, by adding to the Roughness of the Bark, and by giving a greater Confinence to the Spirit, which enabled it to sustain more than it could by itself. These various Preparations have their various Uses, and may to good Purpose be applied by the Skill of the Physician. For general Use the Form introduced here is a very convenient one. A weak Spirit is a well-adapted Menstruum to extract the whole Virtues of the Bark, as it equally affects its Resinous and Saline Parts, and therefore makes as little Alteration as possible in the Medicine itself.

Tinctura Corticis Peruviani Volatilis.

Volatile Tincture of the Peruvian Bark.

Take of the Peruvian Bark, four Ounces; of Spirit of Sal Ammoniaca, a Quart. Digest without Heat in a close Vessel, and then strain the Spirit off. L.

The last quoted Author remarks, that the volatile Spirit of Sal Ammoniaca has but lately been applied to the Bark as a Menstruum, on which it without Dipute acts powerfully, but its acrimonious Pungency is so great as to make its Doses very small. It might perhaps therefore conveniently be lowered by the Addition of an agreeable Simple Water, which would effectually remedy this Inconvenience, and render it more palatable, and leave the Menstruum sufficiently strong for the Purpose it is designed.

Tinctura Croci.

Tincture of Saffron.

Take of English Saffron, one Ounce; and French Brandy, a Pint. Digest them together for three Days, then strain off the Tincture. L.

This Tincture is also prepared with Canary Wine. The Virtues of this may be known from those of Saffron.

Tinctura Foetida.

The Fetid Tincture.

Take of Afa Foetida, four Ounces; of Rectified Spirit of Wine, a Quart. After Digestion strain the Spirit off. L.

The Author of the Pharmacopoeia Reformata is of Opinion, that a highly Rectified Spirit is not so proper a Menstruum as a low one, for Extracting this Tincture. It is not worth disputing, because Afa foetida in Substance promises greater Efficacy than its Tincture. The Compilers of the London Dispensatory, however, have judged extremely well in giving this Tincture, and many others, in the simple Manner here directed. For tho' those, which are more complex, are lefs
les to be depended upon, and more uncertain in their Effects, causing besides great Confusion and Perplexity to the Prescriber.

Tinctura Fuliginis.
Tincture of Soot.

Take of Wood Soot, two Ounces; of Afa ftricta, one Ounce; of Proof-Spirit, a Quart. After Digestion strain off the Spirit. L.

This is directed in the Edinburgh Dispensatory exactly in the same Proportion. It is esteemed a very good Cephalic and Nervous Medicine, and has lately been in much Repute for the Cure of Epilepsies and Convulsions.

Tinctura Guaiacina Volatilis.

Volatile Tincture of Gum Guaiacum.

Take of Gum Guaiacum four Ounces; of Spiritus Volatilis Aromaticus, or Aromatic Volatile Spirit, a Pint and a half. Digest without Heat in a well closed Vessel, and then strain the Spirit off. L.

It has been for some Time the Custom, both amongst Empirics and Physicians, to give a strong Tincture of Gum Guaiacum for Rheumatic and Gouty Pains; and I have known it sometimes succeed, but more frequently not. This here directed seems to be the best I have met with; but they all excite too much Heat, a Circumstance attended with many Disadvantages, in Diorders attended with a Siziness of the Juices.

Tinctura Helleburi nigri.
Tincture of black Hellebore.

Take of black Hellebore, four Ounces; Cockineal, half a Dram. Bruise them, and pour thereon a Quart of Spanifh White-Wine. Digest them together in a very gentle Heat for four Days; and afterwards strain off the Tincture. E.

In former Dispensatories, when the Tincture of Hellebore has been ordered to be extracted with a Spirituous Menfruum, Salt of Tartar has been generally added, in order to open the Body of the Root; but in this it is omitted as not necessary. This is a very good Diuretic and Deobstruent, and is much used for promoting the Menstrual Discharge, in many Cakes where Steel acts too forcibly, and excites great Commotions in the Constitution. For a further Knowledge of its Virtues, see those of Hellebore.

The London Dispensatory directs a Tincture of black Hellebore under the Title of Tinctura Melampodis in much the same Proportions; but in this, Proof-Spirit is ordered instead of Spanifh Wine as a Menfruum.

Tinctura Jalapu.
Tincture of Jalap.

Take three Ounces of Jalap Root, reduced to a gross Powder; pour upon it a Pint of Rectified Spirit of Wine. Let them digest for eight Days, in a gentle Heat; then strain off the Tincture. E.

In the London Dispensatory, they order eight Ounces of Jalap, to a Quart of Proof-Spirit.

Boerhaave is of Opinion, that Proof-Spirit extracts the Tincture of this Root much better than one which is higher; because it diffolves both what is Saline and Saponaceous, and what is Balsamic, Oily, and Refinous. This is a very pretty and convenient Medicine, and may very properly be added to Cathartic Injuctions, Decotions, and Solutions in order to quicken their Operation, in the Quantity of a Dram or more. Boerhaave says, that if half an Ounce of such a Tincture be mixed with an equal Quantity of the Syrup of Buckthorn, a Potion will thus be obtained, which, without occasioning much Diforder, plentifully purges Water; whence we
we are furnished with an excellent Hydragogue in those DitEtempers that require it.

*Tinctura Jalapi Composita.*

Compound Tincture of Jalap.

Take of Jalap Root, six Drams; black Hellebore Root, three Drams; Juniper Berries, and the Shavings of Guadamum, each half an Ounce; and of French Brandy, one Pint and an half. Digest them for three Days, and strain off the Tincture. E.

This is ordered in the *Edinburgh Dispensatory*; but it seems here to be of but little Use. For the Tincture of Hellebore, and Juniper Water, may be added extemporaneously to the simple Tincture, if they should be thought necessary.

*Tinctura Japonica.*

Tincture of Japan Earth.

Take of Japan Earth, three Ounces; of Cinnamon, two Ounces; of Proof-Spirit, a Quart. After Digestion strain the Spirit off. L.

This Tincture, as it is more simple, is much preferable to any we have yet had in the Dispensatories, and is of Use in Cakes where the Drug, from whence it takes its Name, is proper, and is particularly excellent in a Cough. But I know of no Virtues it is possessed of, but what the Japan Earth has alone in a greater Degree.

*Tinctura Ipecacuanha.*

Tincture of Ipecacuanha.

Take of Ipecacuanha, in Powder, an Ounce; Chochnnieal, a Scruple; Spanish White-Wine a Pint. Digest for two Days and filter. E.

Of late Years a Tincture of Ipecacuanha has been very much used as an Emetic, because not attended with some Inconveniences, which are said to happen from the powdered Root in some Constitutions, wherein it causes an Asthma. It is therefore proper to have some Standard in the Shops, because when it is wanted on any sudden Occasion, there is not Time to make it according to any extemporaneous Prescription.

*Vinum Ipecacuanhae.*

Wine with Ipecacuanha.

Take of the Root of Ipecacuanha, two Ounces; of the yellow Part of Seville Orange-peel, dried, half an Ounce; of Canary a Quart. Infuse without Heat, and strain. L.

If this is intended as an Emetic, it will not be at all the better for the Orange-Peel; but if as an Alternative, for the Cure of a Diarrhea, or Dysentery, it is more proper. The Author of the *Pharmacopoeia Reformata* affirms, that, for the Purpose of an Emetic, the Ipecacuanha is best prepared by infusing it in warm Water, as may be fairly deduced from its Analysis, and which has been further confirmed by repeated Trials.

*Tinctura Lactae.*

Tincture of Gum-Lac.

Take of Gum Lac, one Ounce; Myrrh, half an Ounce. Reduce them to Powder; then pour on as much Oil of Tartar per Deliquium, as will make the Whole into a soft Paste; after which, dry it by a gentle Fire, and add thereto a Pint and half of Scurvy Gras. Digest all in Balneo Mariae for four Days; and then strain off the Tincture. E.

Beervante directs a more simple Tincture of Gum Lac to be thus made.

Take,
Take of pure Gum Lac, reduce it to fine Powder; and moisten it with Oil of Tartar per Deliquium, so as to make it into a soft Pate, which being put into a Glass Vessel, place it in a gentle Heat. Then take out the Glass, and leave it in the open Air without Fire, where the Oil of Tartar will again resolve; after which it is to be dried a second time in a gentle Heat, and thins by repeating the Liquefaction, and the Drying alternately, the glassy Tenacity of the Gum will be broke, and resolved into a Liqueur of an elegant purple Colour. Then let it again be gently dried, and carefully taken out of the Glass, as being thus prepared for affording a Tincture with Alcohol. Put the Matter into a tall Chymical Glass, and pour upon it pure Alcohol, enough to float three or four inches above it; stop the Glass with Paper, and let it in a Furnace, that it may simmer for two or three Hours, which may be done without Danger of losing the Alcohol, by reason of the long and slender Neck of the Glass. Let the Liquor cool, and pour off the clear Tincture, by a gentle Inclination of the Vessel, into another Glass, that is to be kept well stopped. The Remainder may be treated in the same Manner with more Alcohol, and the Tincture poured to the former, till the Matter, by boiling, will no longer tinge the Alcohol; after which the Matter may be thrown away as exhausted. The several Tinctures being put together, and purified from their Faeces by standing, are to be distilled by a very gentle Fire, in a Glass Body, till one half of the Alcohol is come over, whereby being thickened, the Remainder is to be kept for Use.

This Tincture is of great Virtue in curing the Disorders of the Gums, Mouth, and Teeth, in the Scurvy, being frequently used by rubbing it on the Parts; and, taken externally, it has the same Virtue, and safely cures that Disorder, if not attended with too much Heat. It is also of great Use in the Gout, the Rheumatism, and Scurvy, from a flagitious Caule, as also in a Leucophlegmatia, Dropy, or the like. It may be taken three times in a Day, in Spanish or Canary Wine, after the Stomach has been first cleansed and emptied. It has a grateful Odour and Bitterness, with an agreeable Astringency, that shews its strengthening Virtue, and is therefore greatly commended in the Cure of the Flour Albute.

**Tinctura Martis.**

Tincture of Steel.

Take Filings of Iron, without any Preparation, three Ounces; Distilled Spirit of Salt, two Pints. Digest in a gentle Sand Heat for three Days, and filter the Tincture. E.

The Compilers of the last Edition of the Edinburgh Dispensatory have substitutted this Tincture of Steel in the Room of two others in their former Editions, that of Lubbeus and that of Myndic. The London Dispensatory orders a Tincture of Steel, under the Title of,

**Tinctura Martis in Spiritu Salis.**

Tincture of Iron in Spirit of Salt.

Take of the Filings of Iron, half a Pound, of Glauber's Spirit of Sea-Salt three Pounds; of Rectified Spirit of Wine, three Pints. Digest the Filings in the Spirit of Salt without Heat, as long as the Spirit will work on them; then, after the Faeces
There is another Tincture of Steel directed in the London Dispensatory under the Title of,

Tinctura Florum Martialium.

Tincture of Martial Flowers.

Take of Martial Flowers, four Ounces; of Proof-Spirit, a Pint. After Digestion, strain the Spirit off.

The late Mr. White used to take equal Parts of Sal Ammoniac, and Iron Filings, and calcine them over a gentle Fire, in a flat unglazed earthen Vessel, keeping them stirred all the time, till they concreted together into Lumps; this powered gives almost immediately a Tincture to the Spirit poured upon it. This and the preceding are intended to imitate Mysiech's Tincture of Steel, and afford better Medicines with much less Trouble. This Preparation of Iron with Sal Ammoniac will dissolve in the Air per Deliquium, and this Oil, or Liquamen, is a very good Medicine where this Mineral is proper, perhaps inferior to none.

Tinctura Martis Ludovici.

Ludovici's Tincture of Steel.

Take one Part of the Vitriol of Iron, not acid, but perfectly saturated; four Parts of Cream of Tartar; and twenty Parts of Rain Water. Boil them together in a Glass Vessel, often stirring them with a Stick, till the Mass becomes grey, thick, and almost consistient; but with Care to avoid even the least burning. Put the Mass into a tall Bolt-Head; pour common Spirit of Wine thereon, so as to float four Inches above it; boil them together for an Hour or two, and a red Liquor will be obtained; when cold decant and filter it. Treat the Remainder with fresh Spirit as before, and continue to do this so long as the Spirit acquires any Redness; then put the several Parcels together, which thus make Ludovici's Medicated Tincture of Iron.

Physicians having observed, that the excellent Medicinal Virtues of Iron had their Effect, so long as the Iron continued dissolved in a mild Acid, but vanished, and were precipitated into an unctuous Calx, upon meeting with an Alcali, hence prudently joining the Salt of Iron with a vegetable Oily Salt of Tartar, to prevent its being easily precipitated in the Body into a Corpus, or alfringent Calx. This Tincture has the Virtue of opening, attenuating, strengthening, and gently evacuating by the Belly and Kidneys; and hence proves curative in Leucoplegmatic, Scorbutic, Icteric, Hypochondriacal, and Hysterical Cases, or when the Body is relaxed, weak through the Sluggishness of the Parts, ricketsy; or abounding with Worms. It is taken in a Morning failing, in the Quantity of a Dram, diluted with six times its Weight of Water, repeating it thrice, and each time drinking after it a Quarter of a Pint of thin Whey, walking gently upon it, so as not to sweat. This may be continued for nine Days, with great Advantage. A few Drops of it may be given to Children troubled with Rickets or Worms, mixed with Syrup or Honey.

Tinctura
Of Tinctures.

Tinctura Menthae.

Tincture of Mint.

Take of Mint-Water, one Pint; of the dried Leaves of Mint, one Ounce. Macerate them in a close Vessel for four Hours in a warm Place, and strain off the Tincture.

This is added in the last Edition of the Edinburgh Dispensatory, and may be very useful in Cases where Mint can be of Service, especially as a Stomachic.

Tinctura Myrrhae.

Tincture of Myrrh.

Take of Myrrh, three Ounces; of Proof Spirit, a Quart. Digest them together, and then strain the Spirit off.

Helmont imagined, that if Myrrh could find Entrance into the innermost Recifes of the Body, it would have a great Efficacy in the prolonging of Life, so far as this might be expected from an uncorrupted State of the Vital Balsam. This Tincture by its detergent, embalming, or balsamic Virtue, excellently heals any foul Ulcers of the Mouth, Nostrils, Gums, or other Parts of the Body, by their being touched or rubbed therewith. If the Bodies of dead Creatures be penetrated with this Liquor, they having been first warmed, and then dried, it preserves them uncorrupted. Given internally, it is an admirable Remedy in all languid Cases, proceeding from a simple Inactivity. It is principally serviceable in those Female Disorders which proceed from an aqueous, mucous, flagitious Indigitation of the Humours, and a Relaxation of the Solids; and therefore has extraordinary Effects in the Fluor Albus, and all the Diseases arising from the same Cause. See the Article Myrrha, in the Materia Medica.

Tinctura Myrrhae et Aloes.

Tincture of Myrrh and Aloes.

Take of Myrrh reduced to Powder, two Ounces; Rectified Spirit of Wine, a Quart. Let them stand together in Balneo Maria for eight Days; then add of the Powder of Hepatic Aloes, one Ounce; and digest again for two Days; then strain off the Tincture.

The Aloes here is prudently ordered to be added, after the Tincture of Myrrh is extracted, because if both were put in together, the Aloes would only saturate the Menstruum, leaving the Myrrh untouched.

Tinctura Opii, seu Laudanum Liquidum.

Tincture of Opium, or Liquid Laudanum.

Take of crude Opium, without any previous Preparation, two Ounces; English Saffron, one Ounce; Canary Wine, and French Brandy, each ten Ounces. Let a Tincture be extracted by a gentle Sand-Heat, which is to be strained.

Tinctura Thebaica.

Thebaic Tincture.

Take of Opium strained, two Ounces; Cinnamon, Cloves, of each a Dram; of White-Wine a Pint. Infuse without Heat for a Week, and then strain off the Wine thro' Paper.

This differs very little from Sydenham's Liquid Laudanum, except in the Alteration of the Name. It would have been no great Disadvantage to the Medicine, if the Cinnamon and Cloves were also left out; for these add no one Virtue to the Medicine, and mend the Taste but very little. And, to confess the Truth, it would be no Misfortune to Practice.
if all the Tinctures of Opium and Laudanums were omitted. For crude Opium, without any previous Preparation, answers all Intentions much better, and the Dose of this is more easily ascertained. Boerhaave asserts, that Opium dissolved in Water is the best, the next is that dissolved in Wine, and the next in Spirit of Wine; but always the worse, the higher the Spirit.

Tinctura Rhubarbari.
Tincture of Rhubarb.
Take of Rhubarb sliced and bruised, one Ounce; Tartar of Vitriol, half a Dram; Cochineal, a Scruple; Cinnamon Water prepared without Spirit, a Pint. Digest them together in a warm Place one Night; and then strain off the Tincture. E.

This seems to be a much better Medicine, than the common Tinctures of Rhubarb made with Spirit. But I should prefer common Water, as a Menstruum, to the Cinnamon Water; because Cinnamon, if it does any thing, checks the Operation of the Rhubarb. I am sensible, that as Rhubarb is esteemed a good Medicine to check a Diarrhea, that the Cinnamon Water may be ordered to afflict the Rhubarb in preventing too copious and frequent Stools. But it requires the greatest Judgment to determine, when it is necessary and proper to stop Discharges of the Excrements by the Anus: which I should apprehend ought seldom to be done, whilst there remains any thing in the Intestinal Tube, that stimulates to Excretion, and offends them. This Caution I judge the more necessary, because I have frequently known fatal and shameful Mistakes made in this Respect, where the Patient has been nearly destroyed by checking a Critical Looseness,

which would otherwise have cured the Distemper, and which even has done it, after being brought on again, and promoted.

Tinctura Rhei Amara.
Bitter Tincture of Rhubarb.
Take of Rhubarb, one Ounce; Gentian, one Dram and a half; Virginia Snake Root, one Dram; Cochineal, one Scruple, and of French Brandy, one Pint. Digest them for two Days, and then strain the Tincture. This may be likewise made with Spanish White-Wine. E.

I should much prefer the Wine to the Brandy.

Tinctura Rhei Dulcis.
Sweet Tincture of Rhubarb.
Take of the best Rhubarb, and sliced Liquorice, each two Ounces; Raisins of the Sun floned, one Ounce; Winter's-Bark, the lesser Cardamoms, each two Drams; And of French Brandy, one Quart. Digest for two Days; add to the Tincture, when strained, three Ounces of white pulverized Sugar-Candy; and digest again till the Sugar Candy is dissolved. E.

Tinctura Rhubarbari Vinosa.
Tincture of Rhubarb in Wine.
Take of Rhubarb two Ounces; of the lesser Cardamom Seeds hulked half an Ounce; of Saffron, two Drams; of White-Whine, a Quart. Infuse three Days without Heat; and strain. L.

Tinctura Rhubarbari spirituosa.
Tincture of Rhubarb in Spirit.
Take of Rhubarb two Ounces; of the lesser Cardamom Seeds freed from their Hulks, half an Ounce;
Chap. vii: Rules for Extracting of Tinctures.

That in the preceding London Dispensatory is by many preferred to this. It is made by digesting an Ounce of the Species of Hiera Picra, (which see) in a Pint of White-Wine. It is intended as a stomachic Purge, but it has much better Effects if given in extremely small Doses, and those frequently repeated by way of Alternative, one Spoonful for Example at Night going to Bed. Taken in this Manner, it is very effectual in mending the Appetite, and is of good Service in a Chlorosis, Cachexy, and Suppression of the Menstrues.

The Compilers of the last College Dispensatory give us the following Remarks upon this Medicine.

Hiera Picra is a very ancient Composition, but as it was originally an Electuary, and now with us is more used in Tincture, its Ingredients deserve a particular Review, that so eminent a Medicine may be rendered as little disagreeable in Taste and Flavour as possible, a Circumstance much more worthy of Regard in its present than in its ancient Form. The original Species, besides the Aloes, were Cinnamon, Spikenard, Xylobalmum, and often Schaarantbus albo. Of these the Xylobalbalmum is little known to us. Nothing has been brought into Europe under that Name, but dry Sticks without any Taste or Smell. Our Pharmacopœia has supplied this Defect, by substituting Mace in its Room. But at the last Revival the Medicine was much more altered on account of the exceptionable Flavour of some of the Ingredients, and it has been now thought proper to take this Composition still farther into Examination. The principal Part of the Medicine is the Aloes, and the Improvement under Consideration consists in chufing the other Ingredients of such Aromatics, that

of Saffron, two Drams; of Proof-Spirit, a Quart. Digest without Heat, and strain the Spirit off. L.

With respect to these Tinctures of Rhubarb, I know of no great Use they are of in Practice; for Rhubarb in Subsistance has better Effects. They may, indeed, be more proper in Clysters; and may be more agreeable to those who chuse to take a Draught, rather than a Powder, or Bolus; but then I should prefer an Infusion in Water, or Wine, to one, made with Brandy; because it answers the End of a Laxative better, and is not attended with the ill Effects of a Dram.

Tinctura Rosarum.

Tincture of Roses.

Take red Rose-Buds, the white Heels being cut off, half an Ounce; of the strong Spirit of Vitriol, called the Oil, one Scruple; of boiling Water, two Pints and a half; of double refined Sugar, one Ounce and half. First add the Spirit of Vitriol to the Water in a Vessel of Glass, or Earth glazed, and then infule the Roses; strain the Liquor when cold, and add the Sugar. L.

This is intended for an Astringent and Cooler, and is a very proper Medicine in Haemorrhages, and excessive Febrile Heats; and is very good in many Cases as a Gargalism.

Tinctura Sacra.

Tincture of Hiera Picra.

Take of Succoiline Aloes, in Powder, an Ounce; of the leffer Cardamoms, and Virginian Snake-Root, each one Dram; Cochinela, a Scruple; Span/, White-Wine, a Pint and a half. Digest for two Days in a gentle Heat; and strain. E.
that may at least correct the ill Smell, if not alleviate the intense Bitterness, of this principal Ingredient. All the Ingredients which have made a Part of the Composition, either in our present, or former Pharmacopoeias, have been found upon particular Examination to be insignificant, or to increase the Offensiveness of the Medicine, both in Flavour and Taste, except Cinnamon and Cardamom Seeds; and of these the Cinnamon is not free from Objection in regard to the Taste. After Trial made upon many other Materials both simple and compounded together, the simple Form of the Medicine here exhibited has appeared to exceed all others.

I should not apprehend it possible, by any Means whatever, to render this Medicine agreeable in any Degree to the Taste. And therefore the Improvements in this Medicine should be considered with respect to the Medicinal Virtues only; and Experience alone must determine whether it is better or worse than the Tinctoria Sacra of former Dispensatories.

Tinctura Serpertariae.

Tincture of Snake-Root.

Take of Virginia Snake-Root, three Ounces; of Proof Spirit, a Quart. Digested without Heat, and strain off the Spirit.

The Virtues of this may be understood from those of the Root. It is here directed to be made with Proof Spirit, as a better menstruum for the Extraction of the Virtues of the Root, than one that is higher.

Tinctura Serpertariae Composita.

Compound Tincture of Snake-Root.

Take of Virginia Snake-Root, two Ounces; Venice Treacle, an Ounce; Cochineal, a Dram; and Spongio White-Wine, a Quart. Let them stand to digest in a gentle Heat for four Days; then strain off the Tincture.

This is a high Cordial and Sudorific, but a very dangerous Medicine, if used without the greatest Judgment. For, if it does not immediately do Service, it is sure to do a great deal of Prejudice, and to increase the Fever irretractably, which it was intended to relieve.

Tinctura Stomachica.

Stomachic Tincture.

Take the Roots of Calamus Aromaticus, Galangal, Gentian, and Zedoary, Orange-Peel, and Peruvian Bark, of each two Ounces; the Tops of common Wormwood, and the lesser Centaury, Chamomile Flowers, and the Seeds of Cardus Benedictus, of each an Ounce; crude Filings of Iron, tied up in a Piece of Linen, fix Ounces. When these Ingredients have, as they require, been sliced and bruised, pour upon them two Gallons of French White-Wine, and digest for four Days; then strain off the Tincture. This Tincture may also be made without Iron.

This Preparation nearly resembles that given by Dr. Cheyne, which he recommends as proper to brace up the Solids, after a due Course of Evacuants and Attenuants. It is a very good Stomachic, and Strenthener, and may very properly be used, after a Course of the Bark, in order to prevent the Return of an Intermittent, in the Quantity of a few Spoonfuls for a Dose. I think Dr. Cheyne orders it to be taken an Hour before, and two Hours after, Dinner.

Tinctura Styptica.

The Styptic Tincture.

Take of calcined green Vitriol, one Dram;
Chap. vi. Rules for extracting of Tinctures.

Tinctura Salis Tartari.

Tincture of Salt of Tartar.

Take of the Salt of Tartar, one Pound; put it into a Crucible; place it in a melting Furnace; and let it ignite gradually, till it is of a white melting Heat; cover it well with Coals, and keep it in the most extreme Degree of Fire for five or six Hours: Then pour it into a warm Mortar, and, whilst warm, powder it, and put it into a Matrafs, heated upon warm Sand, to prevent its Breaking with the hot Salt; then pour upon it of Tartarized Spirit of Wine, two Pints; invert and lute well: to it another Matrafs, to make it a double Vessel; make a gentle Fire, and let it simmer six or seven Hours, and in that Time it will acquire a good Tincture; which, when cold, put into a Vial, and keep it well stop.

This operates both by Sweat and Urine, and is an excellent Aperitive, and good in all Scorbutic Habits; and in Cachexies, Jaundice, and Dropsies. Its Dose is from ten to fifty or sixty Drops.

Tintura Salis Tartari Harveiana.

Harvey’s Tincture of Salt of Tartar.

Take the black Alcaline Salt, remaining in the Retort, after the strong eff Distillation of Tartar; reduce it to Powder, in a hot Iron Mortar, with a hot Pestle, and immediately put it into a tall Bolt-head; pour the best common Spirit thereon, so as to rise four Inches above it; boil with a gentle Fire, for twenty Hours; and thus a black, thin, bitter, aromatic, lixivious Liquor will be obtained, which, being decanted pure, may long be preserved perfect in a close Glass for Use.

This is said to be the same as the celebrated Styptic of Dr. Eaton.

Dram; of French Brandy, tinctured by the Cask, a Quart. Mix them that the Spirit may turn black; and then strain it off.

The Compilers of the last London Dispensatory have substituted this, in the Room of the celebrated Styptic of Helvetius, and it is said to be a good Remedy for Haemorrhages. Helvetius’s Styptic, as published by himself, is thus made.

Take four Pounds of the Filings of Steel, and eight Pounds of Tartar, well powdered. Mix these well together, and put them in a new earthen Pot, and pour thereon as much French Brandy as will make it into a Poultice. Let this stand fermenting in a Cellar for four Days, and stir it between whilsts. Then put it into a Balneum Mariae, and distil it according to Art, with a moderate Fire, to draw off the Brandy. When you find that nothing but the Phlegm comes off, take it from the Fire, and take out the Mafi; stamp it very fine, that not the leaf Lump may remain. Then mix it again, as before, with a sufficient Quantity of Brandy, and put it into the Cellar to ferment, as before, and then distil it a second time. This Operation may be reiterated seven or eight times; but the last time mix your Mafi well upon a Marble, and form it into two Ounce Balls. One of these Balls is steeped in a Pint of good French Brandy, a little warmed, and hung only in it by a Wire, till the Brandy has received the Colour of the Ball. But if you are in great Haste, then grate a sufficient Quantity of the Ball in some Brandy, stir it well, and you may use it that very Instant.

This is said to be the same as the celebrated Styptic of Dr. Eaton.
The common Spirit, consisting of Water, Acid, and Alcohol united, coming to boil with the Alcali of Tartar, that still remains oily, makes a mild and tame Lixivium; the Alcali being here tempered by the Acid, Oil, and Alcohol. Whence we have a noble Kind of Medicine and Menstruum, wherein if Vegetables be boiled or digested, it distinguishes them to good Advantage. In Surgery, it is an excellent Remedy for cleaning, deterging, drying, and healing all weeping, purulent, putrid, gangrenous, and virulent Ulcers, as well the fistulous as the sinusious and burrowing; and also for taking down proud Flesh, especially if artificially mixed with a little Oil. It has similar Effects when used internally, in Dittempers where acid, alkaline, aqueous, mucous, or terrestrial Matters, and Congulations abound, provided they be not attended with a putrid Dissolution of the Humours. And hence it is recommended in old Obstructions of the Passages, Collections of Water, Dropical Dispositions, the Green-Sickness, Jaundice, and cold Gout. It acts strongly as a Diuretic, a Diaphoretic, and sometimes as a Purgative; and may be safely given in a large Dose. Two or three Drams thereof being mollified with an Ounce of the Syrup of the five Opening Roots, and diluted with Fenel-Water, will have a very good Effect, being taken in the Morning fasting, and repeated three or four times at due Intervals, or a better than most other Remedies. Hence the famous Dr. Harvey deservedly recommends it.

Tinctura Succini.
Tincture of Amber.

Take two Ounces of the Powder of yellow Tartar, and as much Oil of Tartar per Deliquium, as will make it into a Pate; on which, when gently dried, pour twenty Ounces of Rectified Spirits of Wine. Didge it in a gentle Heat for eight Days, and afterwards filter the Tincture.

Tinctura Succini Hoffmanni.

Hoffmann's Tincture of Amber.

Mix very exactly Salt of Tartar with an equal Portion of choice Amber, reduced to a very fine Powder; and pour thereon a sufficient Quantity of Spirit to the Height of about four inches above it. After a previous Digestion, let a Distillation be made out of a Glass Cucurbit, with a Sand-Heat; and there will be drawn off a Spirit impregnated with the most subtle and fragrant Oil of Amber; which though it be in itself endowed with an extraordinary strengthening Virtue, will yet serve to much better Purposes, by contributing towards furnishing us with an excellent Tincture. The transparent Amber is to be chosen before that which is brown, or dark-coloured, as consisting of a softer Sulphureous Matter. Let this be bruised and leviagated in a Mortar to a very fine Powder; into which, being placed on a Marble Stone, drop Oil of Tartar per Deliquium, and mix them very carefully till they come to a Pate, which must be dried gently. This done, pour thereon a sufficient Quantity of the Spirit prepared as above, and then digest them in a Glass Vessel, or Vial close stopped with a gentle Heat.

By this Means, we obtain the most generous and efficacious Essence of Amber; a Remedy highly to be valued, were it only on account of its most grateful Taste and Smell.

The most convenient Way of taking it is by infilling some Drops of it into Sugar, or Syrup of Pinks, or of the acid Juice of Citrons. The Morning is the usual Time when Per-
Persons take it, for corroborating the Stomach, Head, and a weak Nervous System, drinking afterwards some Crops of warm Liquor, as Coffee or Chocolate; it may also be taken at Dinner in sweet Wine. It provokes the Menstrual, but restrains the Diarrhyp Albus, and is an excellent Medicine in Rheumatic Disorders.

It is remarkable, that this Essence, dropped into Water, is not precipitated like other Essences or Solutions of Oils and Resins; and that a few Drops of it, intiftilled into a large Quantity of Water, impregnate the Whole with the grateful Odour of Amber; which so amply diffuses itself through the least Corpuscles of Water, is of very fine Parts, and consequentially can make its way into the very innermost Fluids and Solids of our Bodies; so that a small Dose may be expected to produce a considerable Effect.

Tincture of Amber has an incredible Efficacy in all those Distempers, which proceed from too great a Mobility of the immediate Instruments of the Human Afections, Spirits, and Nervous System, and particularly from a Relaxation of the Parts thro' Weakness. And hence it proves of wonderful Service in Hypochondriacal, Hysterical, languid, cold, watery Cakes, and Concretions often proceeding from them. So that Mr. Boyle and Htllmont have for this Reason placed it among the noblest Anti-epileptics, and Antiepileptics, when the Diforder springs from those Causes. The Dole is from ten to eighty Drops, three times a day, in Spanifeh or Canary Wine.

Tinctura Sudorifica.

The Sudorific Tincture.

Take of Virginia Snake Root, five Drums; Cochineal, half an Ounce; Rushian Catier, one Dram; English Saffron, two Scruples; Quim one Scruple; Minter Stau's Spirit, a Pint. Digest for three Days in a Sand-Heat, and strain. E.

This, as its Name imports, is a powerful Sudorific; but a very dangerous Medicine in Fevers. Sydenham’s Method of treating Fevers is used, like Probity, laudatur & alget, praised, but seldom practised; whilst that of Morton, which consists in the Exhibition of fiery Sudorifics, is preferred to it, tho’ the Theory on which it was founded has been long exploded. I have frequently known a Cold, or very slight Fever, exalted into one very dangerous and fatal by the Use of such Medicines. But I don’t recollect a single Instance of a Fever cured by hot Sudorifics, which I had not Reason to believe would have terminated Spontaneously without them. And I am very certain, that the Custom, so prevalent among the Unwary, of exhibiting Sudorifics, or Sweats, as they are called, in the Beginning of Fevers, causes more Gain to the Practisers of Physic, than half the Distempers which would otherwise afflicting Man-kind. The Use of this Medicine, therefore, and others of the like Intentions, requires the utmost Judgment and Caution; and, even with these, is seldom of any great Service to the Patient, whatever it may be to the Prescriber, or Dispenser.

Tinctura Tolulana.

Tincture of Balsam of Tolu.

Take of the Balsam of Tolu, an Ounce and half; Rectified Spirit, a Pint. Digest in a Sand Heat till the Balsam is dissolved, and strain. 

The Virtues of this may be learned from those of Balsam of Tolu, and what has been said of Balsamics. Book IV. Chap. vi.
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**Tinctura Valerianae Simplex.**

The Simple Tincture of Valerian.

Take of wild Valerian-Root, four Ounces; of Proof-Spirit, a Quart. After Digestion strain off the Spirit. L.

The Valerian here is to be finely powdered; upon which depends the Strength of the Tincture, which is said to be a neat and elegant Medicine, and no doubt of considerable Efficacy. But as no Inconvenience attends the taking the Root, I don't see what Curative End can be answered by this Tincture; as the Spirit by no means adds any Virtue to the Valerian.

**Tinctura Valerianae Volatilis.**

Volatile Tincture of Valerian.

Take of the Root of wild Valerian, four Ounces; of the Volatile Aromatic Spirit, a Quart. Digest them together in a close Vessel without Heat, and then strain the Tincture off. L.

This should seem to be a very good Medicine in those Cases which are usually called Nervous, and particularly in relaxed Constitutions, that abound with an Acid.

**Tinctura Veratri.**

Tincture of White Hellebore.

Take of the Root of White Hellebore, eight Ounces; of Proof-Spirit, a Quart. After Digestion filter through Paper. L.

I think this is the first time we have had a Tincture of White Hellebore in our Dispensatory. It is an excellent Medicine to quicken Purges, when we intend they should operate briskly, and with Efficacy, as in Maniacal Cases, or Apoplexies, when a strong Stimulus is required. In the last Circumstance Celsius re-

**Elixir Paregoricum.**

The Paregoric Elixir.

Take Flowers of Benjamin, Opium strained, of each a Dram; of Camphire, two Scruples; of the Essential Oil of Anniceeds, half a Dram; of Rectified Spirit of Wine, a Quart. After Digestion strain off the Spirit. L.

This is much the same as the Elixir Asthmaticum, in the London Dispensatory. And here the Name is altered, for some Purpose. For the Epithet Asthmaticum would be subject to make the Unattentive consider the Medicine as only proper in Asthmatic Cales; whereas 'tis on all Occasions an excellent Paregoric. Quincy says, there is not any Composition of our Shops to be compared to it in the Intention it is ordered. It admirably allays the Tickling, which provokes frequent Coughing, and yet opens the Breast, and gives more Liberty of Breathing; forasmuch as the Opium takes off the uneasy Sensation occasioned by acrimonious Humours, and so tends to thicken them, by occasioning them to be less agitated in Coughing. The Benjamin and all the other Ingredients serve to deterge and cleanse the small Glands, and make way for their Discharges. In this Composition also it is so managed, that the Opium is rather an Opener, by relaxing the Fibres, and thereby enlarging the Capacities of the Vessels, in which conflits the Cure of an Asthma; because thereby the Blood flows easier through the Lungs, and they have more Room to respire in: Whereas in those Compositions, where Opium is not joined with warm Detergents, but rather with Things which agglutinate, as in the Storax-Pill, such Humours are suffered to lodge till they thicken and fill the Vessels.
Vessels with Grumos and Viscidities, and so increase all the Symptoms, as sometimes to stop all Motion, and end in Death. The Truce therefore, which Opium gives in this Medicine, is only to procure the better Opportunity to the other Ingredients to rariify and thin the viscid Cohesions in the Vessels, and fit them for Circulation and Secretion: So that as Stopping a Cough, in some Cases and by some Means, is of fatal Consequence; by this Management it is a good Step towards a Cure of what causes one. Its Dose is from twenty to one hundred Drops to Grown Persons, in Hyssop-Water or Canary, at Night going to Bed; and from five to twenty Drops to Children: For whom, in what is called the Chin Cough, it is peculiarly excellent.

**Elixir Proprietas**, with Distilled Vinegar.

Take choice Aloes, Saffron, and Myrrh, of each half an Ounce; cut and bruise them, put them into a tall Bolt-Head; pour twenty times their own Weight of the strongest Distilled Vinegar thereon; let them simmer together for twelve Hours: Then suffer the whole to rest, that the Faece may subside, and gently strain off the pure Liquor thro' a thin Linen. Put half the Quantity of Distilled Vinegar to the Remainder; boil, and proceed as before, and throw away the Faece. Mix the two Tinctures together, and distil with a gentle Fire, till the Whole is thickened to a third; keep the Vinegar that comes over for the same Use; and what remains behind is the *Elixir Proprietas* with Distilled Vinegar.

Thus we obtain an acid, aromatic, Medicine of great Ufe in the Practice of Physic. For, when externally applied, it cleanses and heals putrid, sinuous, and fistulous old Ulcers, de-

fends the Parts from Putrefaction, and prefers them by a true embalming Virtue. It also heals Ulcers, and cures Gangrenes in the Lips, Tongue, Palate, and Jaws. It has the fame Effects in the First Passages, when used internally, as often as purified Matter, corrupted Bile, concreted Phlegm, Worms, and numberless Distempers, proceeding from these four Caufes, are lodged or seated therein. Again, it has nearly the same Effects in the Blood and Viscera, as may easily appear from knowing the Virtues of the three Ingredients, when dissolved in a Juble Vinegar. It is to be taken in a Morning upon an empty Stomach, at least twelve Hours after Eating. It is given from a Dram to two or three for a Dose, in sweet Wine, Mead, or the like; walking after it, or having the Belly gently rubbed. If taken in a larger Dose, and with a somewhat cooler Regimen, it always purges: if in a less Dose, and often repeated, it cleanses the Blood, by secreting thick Urine, and generally performs both these Operations successfully. But, if taken plentifully, while the Patient is in Bed, and the Body well covered, it acts as an excellent Sudorific; and afterwards usually purges and proves diuretic, and thus becomes every way useful. Whence it is the best acid *Elixir Proprietas*, good in numerous Cases, and at the same time safe. *Paracelsus* declared, that an Elixir made of Aloes, Saffron, and Myrrh, would prove a vivifying and preferring Balsam, able to continue Health and long Life to the utmost possible Limits. And hence he calls it by a lofty Title the *Elixir of Propriety* to Man; but concealed the Preparation, in which Helmont afferts the *Alcaeb* is required. *Crollius* formerly used the Oil of Sulphur made by the Bell, as a Menstruum in this Cafe, upon considering, according to the Doctrine of *Paracelsus*, that an hungry Acid was the prop
proper in Stomachick Remedies. But when this is used, the Aloes and Myrrh are scorched, and acquire a stony Hardness, so as not afterwards readily to dissolve in Alcohol. For this Use they require, that the strong Acid of the Sulphur should be diluted. Hence, says Beaibaum, I conjectured, that a mild, oily, vegetable Acid would prove a commodious and proper Solvent in this Case for Medicinal Uses; and, upon adding an equal Quantity of Alcohol to the Elixir prepared in this Manner, it becomes more balsamic, mild, and effectual. It in every Respect resembles the Pittusa: Rafii, and may be successively used in their stead. This is the Character given by Beaibaum of his Elixir Proprietatis with Vinegar. But many other Methods have been taken of making this celebrated and excellent Medicine, tho' the Ingredients in all are Myrrh, Aloes, and Saffron: so that the Difference results principally from the Menstruum. Some direct it to be made with Alcohol, Others with Wine, and again Others with the Addition of an Acid. Beaibaum also directs an Elixir Proprietatis to be made by digesting the Myrrh, Aloes, and Saffron in three times their Weight of the Liquor of Tartarized Tartar, in a close Vessel, for three Days, in order to dissolve the Ingredients; then adding twenty times their Weight of Alcohol, and suffer them to boil gently for twelve Hours; then, decanting off the clear Liquor, more Alcohol is to be added, and this is to be repeated till almost the whole Ingredients are taken up. Then all the Liquors are to be mixed, and insipuated to the Thickness of Oil. This Elixir, he informs us, being prepared with an extremely opening Salt, is possessed of many excellent Virtues, so that it is admirable in old inveterate Obstructions, which it powerfully resolves, without Offending by any acid or alcaline Property. For these Compound Salts, along with what they dissolve, generally pass quick through the Vessels of the Body.

The same Author farther directs an Elixir Proprietatis to be prepared in much the same Manner, only using the Liquor of Regenerated Tartar, instead of the Liquor of Tartarized Tartar. And by this Means, he tells us, the Ingredients are wholly dissolved, so as to become uniform and potable. Whence he affirms, that he has found this Elixir to have an incomparable opening and dissolving Virtue in most Chronicall Diseases, where it mightily liquefies the Congrccctions in the Vessels, agreeably stimulates the Nervous System, so as to throw off the Matters thus dissolved, and prevents Putrefaction, which in these Cases is so frequent and destructive. Hence it relieves the Viscera, restores their Actions impaired by an obstructing Matter, resolves the Humours, and thus cures numerous Distempers, scarce otherwise curable.

All these Elizirs differ in Virtues, according to the Difference of the Menstruum used, and ought to be ready prepared with different Menstruums for different Purposes. They all of them preserve the Bodies of Animals from Putrefaction, if suspended therein, except that prepared with Water; and are excellent in case of carious Bones, except those prepared with Acids. And hence they should always be at hand for Practice, as being almost general Medicines: And no Wonder, since Saffron is a true Exciter of the Animal Spirits; Aloes an admirable and innocent Purgative; and Myrrh the highest Preservative. But in those Distempers, where the Blood is too much broke, in large Bleeding, or the Hemorrhoids, or where the Humours are in too violent a Motion, they are by no means proper, but hurtful. The
The Edinburgh Dispensatory directs this Medicine thus.

Elixir Proprietatis.

Elixir of Propriety.

Take one Ounce of pulverized Myrrh, and as much Oil of Tartar per Deliquium, as will make it into a soft Paste; with a gentle Heat evaporate the Moiture, and add of Rectified Spirit, two Pints. Digest in a Sand-Heat for four Days; then add of Succotrine Aloes in Powder, an Ounce and half; English Saffron, an Ounce. Digest again for two Days, and pour off the Elixir, after it is depurated by Subduing.

In the same Dispensatory it is directed to be prepared with an Acid thus.

Elixir Proprietatis cum Acido.

Elixir of Propriety with an Acid.

Take of Myrrh in Powder, an Ounce and half; Succotrine Aloes in Powder, an Ounce; English Saffron, half an Ounce; Rectified Spirit, twenty four Ounces; that is, a Pint and half; Duplicated Spirit of Vitriol six Ounces. Digest in a Sand-Heat for four Days, and pour off the Elixir after it is depurated by Subduing.

In the London Dispensatory, the original Name of this Medicine is changed, to which I have the fame Objection as I have to other Alterations of this Kind; which is, that it causes Confusion without rendering the Medicine the better, and without any one Advantage resulting either to the Prescriber, Compounder, or Patient. The simple Elixir Proprietatis is ordered under the Title of

Elixir Aloes.

Elixir of Aloes.

Take of the Tincture of Myrrh, a

Quart; Saffron, Succotrine Aloes, of each three Ounces in Weight. After Digestion, strain off the Spirit. L.

In Imitation of Helmont's Elixir Proprietatis, we have the

Vinaum Aloeticum Alkaliniun.

Aloetic Alkaline Wine.

Take of fixt A引入ine Salt eight Ounces; Succotrine Aloes, Saffron, Myrrh, of each one Ounce; of Purified Sal Ammoniac, fix Drams; of White wine, a Quart. Infuse them together without Heat for a Week or longer; then filter the Wine thro' Paper. L.

Elixir Myrrhae composition.

The Compound Elixir of Myrrh.

Take of the Extract of Savine, one Ounce; of the Tincture of Calomel; a Pint; of the Tincture of Myrrh, half a Pint. After Digestion, strain off the Tincture. L.

This seems to be an excellent Medicine to promote the Urine Discharges, and should seem to be very forcible. For which Reason it should never be given when there is any Suspicion of Pregnancy. It may also promote the Expulsion of the Fetus and Secundines; but with this View it must be exhibited with Caution, for fear it should bring on a Flooding. It is farther said to be a good Antisyphilitic, and to cure Fits in Children. But for this last Purpose there are much better Medicines.

Elixir Pectorale.

Pectoral Elixir.

Take Ballani of Tolu, two Ounces; Gum Benjamin, an Ounce and half; English Saffron, half an Ounce; Rectified Spirit of Wine, a Quart. Digest them in a Sand-Heat for eight Days, and then filter the Tincture.
The Title of this Medicine expresses it Virtues. It should seem to be an admirable Balsamic and Pectoral.

Elixir Polychrestum.
Elixir of Many Virtues.

Take of Gum Guaiacum, fix Ounces; Peruavian Balsam, half an Ounce; Rectified Spirit of Wine, a Quart. Digest them in Balneo Marinus for four Days, and strain. E.

The London Dispensatory directs this under the Title of Balsamum Guaiacum, Balsam of Guaiacum, to be made by digesting in two Pints and a half of Rectified Spirit, a Pound of Gum Guaiacum, and three Ounces of Balsam of Peru.

Both this, and that directed by the Edinburgh Dispensatory above, differ very little from the celebrated Bal-samum Polychrestum, which Quincy introduces with this remarkable Character. It is, says he, an efficacious Medicine for many good Purposes, but particularly to warm and defend the Nerves from those Defluxions which prejudice their Motions; and, when they prove of a saline tartarous Kind, make the Gout in the Joints. To preserve against this last Distemper, there is not a better Medicine, considering the Conveniences of making and taking it. It will likewise answer all the Ends that are aimed at by the Wood-Diet-drinks. It dries up or dissipates by insensible Transpiration all superfluous Moistures, is good in all Venereal and Scrophulous Cases, and very certainly wears off an old Gleet, where the Virulence has been previously removed. It will change an aqueous Vehicle milky, but may conveniently enough be given in any Liquor; and it is usually taken from twenty to thirty Drops, two or three times in a day. Thus Quincy. But I have been so unfortunate as to be greatly disappointed in my Expectations from this Medicine, having very seldom known it succeed in the manner he promises. But it will answer very good Purposes when mixed and taken with Elixir Proprietatis, in small Doses, as an Alternative.

Elixir Salutis.
Elixir of Health.

Take of Sena-Leaves, cleared of their Stalks, four Ounces; of Guaiacum Shavings, of dried Elecampane-Root, of the Seeds of Anife, Caraway, Coriander, and of Liquorice-Root, of each two Ounces; of Raisins stoned, eight Ounces; of French Brandy, three Quarts; steep them together cold for four Days, and then strain out the Tincture for Use.

Some add Rhubarb, Scammony, Jalap, or other Purgative Ingredients, in order to make it operate more briskly. For, as here directed, the Purgative Ingredient, which is the Sena only, bears too small a Proportion to the Quantity of Spirit in a Dose sufficient for a Purge, that it is too strong for most Persons who have not been accustomed to Spirituous Liquors. It is therefore to be deemed rather a Carminative than a Cathartic, and in some Colic Pains it gives great Relief. Something very like this is the celebrated Da-ffy’s Elixir, by which an immense Sum of Money has been got by the Dealers in it. What has contributed to the Success of this Medicine is, the Propensity of great Numbers to Drams; which immediately afford some Relief in Lownesses and Flatus-encies, whatever bad Effects they may afterwards have. And it must be confessed, that the Cathartic Ingredients render it less prejudicial, than it would be without them. It may be considered as a Purgative Un-quebaugh. It is a proper Purge for Drunkards, and is a great Favourite
of old Women habituated to Drums: But can answer no good End, but what may be much better provided for by Means less pernicious. It is directed in the London Dispensatory thus, under the Name of

**Tinctura Sena.**

Tincture of Sena.

Take of Stoned Raisins sixteen Ounces; of the Leaves of Sena, one Pound; of Caraway-Seed, an Ounce and a half; of Cardamom Seeds husked, half an Ounce; of Proof-Spirit, a Gallon. Digest without Heat, and strain off the Spirit. L.

This is much stronger of the Sena than that of the last Dispensatory, and consequently a better Purgative.

The Edinburgh Dispensatory directs it thus, under the Title of

**Elixir Salutis.**

**Elixir of Health,**

Take of the Leaves of Sena, two Ounces; choice Rhubarb, Seeds of Fennel, Juniper Berries, Raisings of Guaiacum, each an Ounce; French Brandy, three Pints. Digest for four Days, and to the strained Liquor add White Sugar-Candy in Powder, four Ounces. E.

**Elixir Stomachicum.**

Stomachic Elixir.

Take of Gentian-Root, and the fresh yellow Kind of Oranges, each two Ounces; Cochineal, half a Dram. Slice and bruise the Ingredients; pour thereon a Quart of French Brandy; let them digest for three Days; then strain off the Elixir.

This seems intended to imitate Stoughton's Elixir, and may be very proper for the Bar of a Tavern, where Profit only is considered. But in the Salutary Art of Physic, Dif-
temper may be cured without laying in the Patient's Way Temptations to do himself a Mischief, or leading him into a Habit, that will infallibly destroy him, if perfisted in, that is, of Whetting in a Morning. Aqueous Bitters answer much better Purposes, than those which are Spirituous.

**Elixir Vitrioli.**

**Elixir of Vitriol.**

Take of Dulceded Spirit of Vitriol, two Pounds. Infill gradually into it of the Chymical Oil of Mint, half an Ounce; that of Lemons and Nutmegs, each two Drams; mix. E.

**Elixir Vitrioli Myrschii.**

Myschii's Elixir of Vitriol.

Take of Cinnamon, Ginger, and Cloves, of each three Drams; Calamus Aromaticus, one Ounce; Galangal, an Ounce and an half; Sage and Mint dried, of each half an Ounce; Cubeb and Nutmegs, of each two Drams; Wood of Aloes, Citron Peels, of each a Dram. Powder them together, and add to them White Sugar-Candy, three Ounces; Spirit of Wine, a Pound and half; and Oil of Vitriol, a Pound. Digest them together for twenty Days; and then pour off the Liquor, and filter it for Use.

Quincey says, the Spirit had better be digested upon the Ingredients some time by itself; because the Oil of Vitriol gives a Thickeness to it, and disables it from taking out the Virtues of the Spices; and, when it is put in, it must be done very gradually, because it will else cause to sudden a Heat, as to endanger Burring the Vessel. Many have got a Way of putting in Jamaica Pepper for all the Spices. But it is not so jult
just to vary from the Receipt, when there is no Reason for it but Cheapness, and the Medicine thereby becomes the worse, which it certainly does in this Instance, because that is a more oily Spice than those here ordered; and therefore cannot make so good a Stomachic. The same Author also informs us, that this is deservedly a very good Medicine, as it mightly strengthens the Stomach; and will do Service sometimes, where Bitters avail nothing, especially in Relaxations from Debacles and Over-feeding. This very well imitates the Virtues of the celebrated Bark, and is properly given in all Intentions where that is found to succeed. So that by its Help Intermittents, and many Disorders from too lax a State of the Solids, may be removed with a much less Quantity of the Bark than they might otherwise require. It has an Influence also over many Diftempers of the Head to Advantage, and prefers against Epilepsies, Apoplexies, Palsies, and Rheumatic Diftections. It may be given from ten to thirty or forty Drops in any suitable Vehicle, once, twice, or thrice a day; observing to take it when the Stomach is most empty, as in the Morning fasting, a little before Dinner, and in the Afternoon. This is the very Medicine which Mr. Fuller, Author of the Medicina Gymnastica, gives an Account of in his Appendix, to have been ordered to him by a Physician now of the greatest Note, and by the sole Help of which he was recovered from a most deplorable Decay of Constitution, particularly of the Stomach, and continual Reachings to vomit for some time. Though, from a Return afterwards into the same Irregularities, which was Driven away the Hippby Spirituous Liquors, he relapsed and died. Bages recommends this as an excellent Medicine for the Stomach and Intestines, for exciting the Appetite, and preserving from the Epilepsy and Apoplexy; for purging the Brain, for relieving the Head, together with the whole Body, from Phlegmatic Catarrhous Humours, and defending it from Pain.

Elixir Vitrioli Acidum.

Acid Elixir of Vitriol.

Take of the Aromatic Tincture, a Pint, of the Strong Spirit of Oil of Vitriol, the Weight of four Ounces. Mix them gradually, and, when the Pascas are subdued, filter thro' Paper, L.

This is the Method directed by the College for making Mynheer's Elixir of Vitriol. Experience must determine, whether the Medicine is improved with respect to its Efficacy; the principal thing to be considered.

Elixir Vitrioli Dulce.

Dulcified Elixir of Vitriol.

Take of the Aromatic Tincture, a Pint; of Dulcified Spirit of Vitriol, eight Ounces in Weight. Mix them. L.

The London Dispensatory orders Pigani's Elixir of Vitriol to be thus made. It is intended for Stomachs, which cannot bear the Acidity of the other.

The Author of the Pharmacopoeia Reformata informs us, that what has been sold for Pigani's Elixir of Vitriol, is no more than the sweet Spirit of Vitriol, digested upon a small Quantity of Mint, curiously dried, until it has acquired a due Colour. Great Care must be taken that the Spirit be well freed from its acid Parts, either by a very prudent Rectification, or by leisurely Distilling it from a small Quantity of fixed Alcaline Salt. For on this Circumstance depends its greenish Colour, in which consists
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confits the Secret; that alone being the Characteristic of the GenusHelvetica of the Preparation. The Mint for this Purpope is most commodiously suspended in the Spirit in a fine Linen Cloth, to prevent the Necessity of filtering it, during which, its most volatile Parts will exhale.

Vinum Amaranum.

Bitter Wine.

Take Gentian-Root, the yellow Part of fresh Lemon-Peel, of each one Ounce; of long Pepper two Drams, of white Wine, a Quart. Inulfce without Heat, and strain the Wine off thro' Paper. L.

This is intended as a Stomachic.

Vinum Antimonialis.

Antimonial Wine.

Take of the Crocus of Antimony wathched, one Ounce; of White-Wine, one Pint and a half. Inulfce without Heat, and then strain the Wine off thro' Paper. L.

It is something very astonishing that the Crocus of Antimony, or Crocus Metallorum, should communicate inexhaustibly an Emetic Quality to the Liquor it is infused in, which it is found to do. The Compilers of the London Diligentatory have altered the Name Vinum Beneficialum which it was formerly known by, to Vinum Antimonialis, as it should seem without any Necessity. In the former College Diligentatory it was directed to be made by infusing an Ounce of the Crocus Metallorum in a Pint and a half of Canary, for several Days. Quincy says, the Dose is from two Drams to an Ounce. This was the common Emetic before Tpecatuanba was introduced, and was that generally made use of by Sydenham, who I presume observed no ill Effects from its Use, because, if he had, he would not have prescribed it; and I never knew it do any Injury, where judiciously administered. And, with ref-

pec to its Virtues, I have strong Reason to believe it much more effectual than Tpecatuanba. In particular I have never observed the good Effects from Tpecatuanba given in the beginning of the Small Pox, which the honest Sydenham ascribes to the Emetic Wine.

Vinum Chalybeatum.

Chalybeate Wine.

Take of Filings of Steel unprepared, three Ounces; Cochineal, half a Dram; Rhenish Wine, a Quart. Digest in a Sand-Heat for ten Days and filtre. E.

This is much the same as Boerhaave's Chalybeate Wine, and scarce differs but in regard of the Cochineal, an Ingredient of no Importance to the Virtues of the Medicine; but he only orders the Digestion to be continued only three or four Days. Boerhaave says, that the soluble Part of Iron is a most noble Medicine for promoting that Power in the Body, by which the Blood is made, as often as it happens to be weakened through a bare Debility of the over relaxed Solids, and an indolent, cold, aqueous Indiposition of the Juices. If an excellent Medicinal Virtue may, by any Experiment, be gained from Metals, certainly it is this. For no Virtue of any Vegetable or Animal Substance, no Diet, nor Regimen, can effect that in this Case, which is effected by Iron. But it proves hurtful where the Vital Powers are too strong, whether this proceeds from the Fluids or Solids. I have often thought, says Boerhaave, whether this was not the potable Sulphur of the Metal, that so powerfully refites the Debility of Nature; a Medicine infinitely superior to the boasttd Aurum Potabile, and a Medicine that never proves pernicious when given where required. Hence we see that Iron has a Part not very remote from a Vegetable and even an Animal
Animal Nature, and which is extremely easy to dissolve. If a Dram of this Chalybeate Wine be mixed with thrice its Weight of Sugar, boiled to a proper ConSquence, and prudently given in the proper Cases, it makes an incomparable Remedy for the Young of both Sexes.

Vinum Chalybeatum.
Chalybeate Wine.

Take of Filings of Iron, four Ounces; Cinnamon and Mace, of each half an Ounce; of Rhenish Wine, two Quarts. Infuse a Month without Heat, often strirring, and then strain it off. L.

This differs but little from the preceding, except in the Addition of the Spices.

Vinum Croceum.
Saffron Wine.

Take of Saffron one Ounce; of Canary one Pint. Infuse without Heat, and strain. L.

The Virtues of this may be learned from those of Saffron.

Vinum Millepedatum.
Wine of Millepedes.

Take of live Millepedes, two Ounces. Bruise them a little, and pour thereon a Pint of White Rhenish Wine. Let them infuse for a Night, and afterwards press out the Wine. E.

The Medicinal Virtues of this may be understood by those of the Millepedes.

Vinum Viperinum.
Viper Wine.

Take of dried Vipers two Ounces; of White Wine three Pints. Infuse with a gentle Heat for a Week, and then strain the Wine off. L.

There has been some Dispute whether living or dried Vipers be best or Viper Wine, or whether a cold or a hot Infusion is preferable. The College has here preferred dried Vipers, and a warm Infusion; but the Medicine is not of Consequence enough to be worth disputing about; for I believe the Virtues it is posseted of are very inconsiderable. A Medicine has been advertised in Town, under the Name of Viper Wine, which is said to have extraordinary Effects, such as might be expected from a Tincture of Cantharides, which upon Examination I find it really to be.

Spiritus Vini Camphoratus.
Spirit of Wine with Camphire.

Take of Camphire, an Ounce; and Rectified Spirit of Wine, a Pint. Mix them so as to make a Solution. E.

Juleps, Mixtures, &c.

Julepum e Camphora.
The Camphorated Julep.

Take of Camphire, one Dram; of double refined Sugar, half an Ounce; of boiling Water, a Pint. First, grind the Camphire with a little Rectified Spirit of Wine, till it is softened, then with the Sugar, till it is perfectly united; lastly add the Water by degrees, and, when the Mixture has stood in a covered Vessel till it is cold, strain it off. L.

This is substituted by the College for the Julepium Camphoratum, or Camphorated Julep, which is thus prepared.

Take Camphire, two Drams; set it on fire, and extinguish it in a Pint of
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Lact Ammoniae.

Milk of Gum-Ammoniac.

Take of Gum-Ammoniac, two Drams; of Simple Penny-Royal Water, half a Pint. Rub the Gum in a Mortar with the Water, till it is dissolved. L.

This is the common Method of dissolving Gum Ammoniac; but it is so soon and readily done extempore, that it should not seem necessary to make it an Official Medicine. The Virtues may be learned from those of Gum Ammoniac, in the Materia Medica.

Of Decoctions, Infusions, &c.

What are usually called Infusions in the Shops, are made by pouring boiling Water, or Water very near boiling, to the Ingredients to be infused. If these contain any volatile aromatic Parts, which it is necessary to retain in the Medicine, the Vessel must be immediately accurately covered, which Circumstance is otherwise not so necessary. If the Ingredients are boiled in the Water, the Medicine hence resulting is called a Decoction, or Apozem. In Decoction the denter the Plant is, and the more resinous, the more oily Froth is thrown to its Surface; and the less of that resinous, or oleaginous, Virtue is communicated to the Water, because it is not diffolved therein. And therefore for preparing a Decoction of this Kind, a long previous Digellation, or the Addition of a fixed Alcaline Salt, and afterwards a longer Boiling, are required. But even in such resinous Vegetables, if boiled when they are fresh, green, and succulent, their native Saponaceous Virtue still keeps their Refin soluble, which, running together when dry, becomes more difficult of Solution. This has been observed by those, who, in America, have boiled

of Water; then light it again, and extinguish it, which repeat till all the Camphire is consumed.

This is an admirable Antihysteric, and is excellent in case of Flatulences. I don't know whether the Burning of the Camphire may not make it a better Medicine. For I have seen better Effects from this, than from any simple Solutions of Camphire.

Julipum Creta.

The Chalk Julep.

Take of the whitef Chalk prepared; one Ounce; of double refined Sugar, six Drams; of Gum-Arabic, two Drams; of Water a Quart. Mix all together. L.

This is an Absorbent, and seems intended for the Heart-burn, or Gripe in Children.

Julipum Mysco.

The Musk Julep.

Take of Damask Rose Water, the Measure of six Ounces; of Musk, twelve Grains; of double refined Sugar, one Dram. Grind the Musk and Sugar together, and gradually add the Rose-Water. L.

The Musk in this Medicine is the only Ingredient to be depended upon; and this is given with much greater Effect in Substance. Bates has a Medicine not unlike this, under the Title of Julipum Hystericum Mysco- tum, with Orange-Flower-Water, which is a better Vehicle than Rose-Water, and Dragon's Blood. This he orders to be taken at two Doses in Hysteric Fits. And Fuller has a Julipum Myscotum, which he recommends very much as a Cordial, and says it is excellent in a Hiccough attending a Fever; and indeed Musk is in this last Case very excellent, if given in Substance from ten to thirty Grains.
boiled the Chip of Guaiacum in Water, whereby they soon obtained a very penetrating Liquor which cures the Venereal Disease; whilst the Wood that has been long kept, being now less soluble in Water, has a less Effect. And as Plants lose by Boiling all that which goes off in the Form of Vapour, with two hundred and twelve Degrees of Heat; all those Plants are unfit for this Operation, whose Virtue required is volatile with this Degree of Heat. But those, whose Virtue resides in a more fixed Matter than can be separated by this Heat, are fit for Decoction. Let it, however, be carefully observed, that the peculiar Virtue of a Plant, which commonly resides in its preserving Spirit, does not always shew itself by some remarkable Odour, Fragrance, or aromatic Taste. On the contrary it may happen, that the Spirit shall be extremely active, without remarkably affecting the Sense; as appears in the black Hellebore-Root, the Cicutta Aquatica Geoffr., the Solanum Maniacum, &c. whence all these Particulars are very cautiously to be considered, before any general Rule is laid down.

These Preparations may pass thro' the Lacteal and Mefenteric Vessels, and mix with the Venous Blood of the Vena Coeia, and thus by the vital Motion be mixed with the Humours of the Body, received into all the larger Kinds of Vessels, reach to the Vitæera, and all the other Parts of the Body; for they are sapaneous, penetrating, and miscible with every Humour. And here they may act by their own peculiar Force remaining in the Liquor of the Infusion or Decoction; which Faculty of Action is then greatly increased by the Force of the Vital Motion, and thus produces sudden Effects. But they want that Efficacy which remains in the Distilled Water, tho' the Infusion contains more of it than the Decoction. But in the Decoction, however, this Want is supplied by a great Efficacy, which the boiling Heat communicates thereto, by enabling it to dissolve, and intimately mix the Virtues of the Plant with the Water by long Boiling. Whence, if the Operation were performed in a Still with its Alembic Head, and the exhalating Water returned to the remaining Decoctions, then these Decoctions would become exceedingly rich in the Virtues of the Plant; for such a Liquor will contain nearly all the Powers of the Subject. It must be well considered, that the Medicinal Virtues of Infusions and Decoctions depend as much upon the Efficacy and Quantity of the hot Water received, as upon the Virtue of the Plant. This is known to Physicians. It is an Error, in condemning the Use of Tea, to attribute the Mischief wholly to the Leaves, when the larger Part is hot Water. And again, when we attribute the Virtue of enlivening the Spirits to the Drinking of Tea, the diluting Virtue of hot Water is not to be omitted. But we must remark, that some of the peculiar Virtues of Plants are altered by the Boiling. Arm grows milder by Decoction; the crude Juice or Infusion of Isarabaca proves strongly Emetic. But this Virtue, by long continued Decoction, is changed to another, that is diuretic and appe- rent. For the Method of clarifying Decoctions, See Book I. Chap. ix.

Decoction Album.

White Decoction.

Take Calcined Hartthorn, an Ounce; Spring-Water, three Pints. Boil them together till only a Quart remains behind; to which without straining add, an Ounce of Cinnamon Water, made without Spir-
Chap. vi: Rules for extracting of Tinctures.

The Decotion Album of the London Dispensatory is thus directed.

Take of Burnt Hawthorn, prepared, two Ounces; of Gum Arabic, two Drums; of Water, three Pints. Boil the Water away to a Quart, and drain it off.

Decotion Album Compositum.

Compound White Decotion.

Take of Burnt Hawthorn, six Drums; Crab's Eyes, three Drums; Roots of the greater Comfrey and tormentil, of each two Drums; Spring-Water, three Pints. Boil them together, so that there may remain a Quart of Liquor, when strained thick; to which add an Ounce of Cinnamon Water, made without Spirit; and half an Ounce of Diacodium; and mix them all together. E.

These Decotions are generally used in Diarrhœas and Dysenteries, but often very imprudently, and with very bad effect. For to check Stools which are critical, and meant by Nature to relieve some Disorder, either in the Bowels or whole Habit, which is generally the Case, is destructive to the Patient; as it confines the morbid Matter, and thereby excites a worse Distemper than it is intended to cure. I have frequently known excessive Gripecs, and dangerous Fevers, caused by stopping Stools injudiciously. It is therefore seldom proper to stop Fluxes, without previously carrying off the offending Matter by due Purging. It has been observed by all Physicians since Hippocrates, that a copious Hemorrhage from the Nafe terminates a Fever, sometimes in its Incurancy; but that a flight Hemorrhage is a fatal Symptom, because it shews that Nature is making an in-

effectual Effort for her Relief. Something of the same Kind happens with respect to Diarrhœas, which very frequently anticipate or cure a Fever, if copious and profuse, but if slight and insufficient for the Purpose, they are to be esteemed pernicious, and of bad Prefage, and ought to be promoted rather than stopped. These white Decotions, however, may sometimes be proper to check the Exorbitance of Fluxes, tho' seldom to stop them. But their Use requires great Judgment.

Decotion Amaranum.

Bitter Decotion.

Take of Gentian Root, a Scruple; Tops of the latter Century, Chamomile Flowers, and the Seeds of Cordium Benedicti, each a Dram; Spring-Water, six Ounces. Boil them together a little, then strain off the Decotion. E.

This was in the first Edition of the Edinburgh Dispensatory, but is omitted in the last. It is intended as a Stomachic.

Decotion Amaranum cum Sena.

Bitter Decotion with Sena.

In the former bitter Decotion, while hot, infuse, for a Night, one Dram of the Leaves of Sena; and strain off the Liquor. It is likewise prepared with a double and triple Quantity of Sena. E.

This was, also, in the former Edition of the Edinburgh Dispensatory, but is omitted in the last. It renders the preceding Decotion laxative.

Decotion Communis pro Clystere.

Common Decotion for Clysters.

Take of the Leaves of Mallow, of the Herb Mercury, and Chamomile Flowers, each half an Ounce; Fennel Seed, and Linseed, of each
two Drams; Spring-Water, a Pint and half. Boil them together till a third Part of the Liquor is exhaled, then strain off the Remainder. E.

The London Dispensatory directs it thus.

Take of Mallow-Leaves dry, one Ounce; dried Chamomile Flowers, sweet Fennel Seeds, of each half an Ounce; of Water, one Pint. After Boiling, drain it off. L. These Decotions are only used in Clysters, as Vehicles for things of greater Consequence.

Decoction of Circularis.

Take of Mallow-Leaves dry, one Ounce; dried Chamomile Flowers, sweet Fennel Seeds, of each half an Ounce; of Water, one Pint. After Boiling, drain it off. L. These Decotions are only used in Clysters, as Vehicles for things of greater Consequence.

Decoction of Diascordium.

Take of Diascordium, an Ounce; Japan Earth, two Drams; Spring-Water, a Pint and a half. Boil them so as to leave a Pint of Liquor, when strained, thick; to which add of Cinnamon-Water made with Spirit, and the Syrup of Diascordium, each an Ounce; and mix them together. E.

This is an Astringent, and seems intended principally to check Fluxes, and may be taken by Way of Draught, or in Clysters. But it is a Medicine to be used with the utmost Caution. See the preceding Remarks on the Decoction Album.

Decoction Emolliens pro Fato.

The Emollient Decoction for Folementations.

Take of the Leaves of Mallows, one Ounce; Flowers of Chamomile, Melilot, and Elder, of each half an Ounce; Seeds of Fennugreek, one Ounce. Boil them in two Quarts of Spring-Water.

It is also made without the Seeds of Fennugreek. The Title expresses the Use.
Of Decoctions, Infusions, &c.

Decoction ad Nephriticum.

Nephritic Decoction.

Take of the Roots of Marsh-mallows, Liquorice, and Redl-Harr
tow, each half an Ounce; Linseed, and wild Carrot-Seed, of
each three Drams; Pellitory of the Wall, an Ounce; four ripe
Figs; stoned Raisins of the Sun, two Ounces; Spring-Water, three
Quarts. Boil them together, so as
to make two Quarts of Liquor
when strained. E.

As this Decoction is emollient, in
Nephritic Paroxysms it may contrib-
ute much to the Relaxation of the
Urinary Passages, and consequently
to the easy Passage of the Stone or
Gravel. It will be a much better
Medicine, if exhibited, with an Addi-
tion of Nitre, and some Syrup of
Marsh-mallows. It should be drank
very plentifully.

Decoction Nitrosum:
Decoction of Salt-Petre.

Take of well purified Nitre, half an
Ounce; white Sugar, two Ounces;
Cochineal, a Scruple; Spring-
Water, five half Pints. Boil them
together to a Quart; then pour
off the Decoction, after it is cla-
rifed by Standing. E.

The Nitre renders this an admirable
Medicine in Pervers, and febrile
Distempers. But as Nitre is so read-
dily given in Substance, or dissolved
in any diluting Fluid, this does not
seem altogether necessary as a Shop-
Medicine. If the Cochineal is in-
tended for any thing more than to
dissolve the Medicine, it is very
trilling; otherwise very unfair, and
too much mysterious.

Decoction Pectoralis.

Pectoral Decoction.

Take of Raisins of the Sun stoned,
and Barley, each an Ounce; four
fat Figs; Spring-Water, six Pints.

Boil to four Pints, at the End of
the Decoction adding of the Root
of Florentine Orrice and Liquor-
rice, each half an Ounce; of the
Leaves of Harts-tongue and Colts-
foot, each an Ounce; Strain off
the Liquor. E.

The London Dispensatory directs
the Pectoral Decoction thus.

Take common Barley, Raisins stoned,
Figs, of each two Ounces; of Li-
quorice-root, half an Ounce; of
Water, two Quarts. Boil the Wa-
ter first with the Barley; then add
the Raisins; and afterwards, to-
wards the latter End of the De-
coction, the Figs and Liquorice.
The Decoction will then be fully
completed, when one Quart only
of the Liquor will be left after
Straining. E.

In the former College Dispensatory
it was thus directed.

Take of stoned Raisins, one Ounce;
of Daedyls, No. six; of fat Figs,
No. eight; of Barley cleaned,
one Ounce. Boil these in three
Pints of Spring-Water to the Con-
fumption of a third Part, towards
the End putting in of Liquorice-
root, half an Ounce; of the
Leaves of Maiden-Hair, Ground-
Ivy, Scabious, and Coltsfoot, of
each one Handful. Let them stand
in Infusion a quarter of an Hour,
and then strain off the Liquor.

It would be very trifling to dis-
purge which of these Pectoral Deco-
tions is best. It is of more Conse-
quency to remark, that an Infusion
of the Pectoral Ingredients in hot
Water makes a Medicine much
more agreeable to the Stomach, and
not less efficacious. These Deco-
tions and Infusions must be taken in
very large Quantities, in order to
produce any considerable Effect; and
indeed no great Dependence is to be
had
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had on them, without the Addition of Something more efficacious.

Decoction Tamarindorum cum Sena.

Decoction of Tamarinds with Sena.

Take of Tamarinds, six Drams; Crystal of Tartar, two Drams; Spring-Water, a Pint and a half. Boil them in an earthen Vessel to one Pint; in this, whilst hot, infuse, for a Night, one Dram of Sena Leaves, and to the drained Liquor add one Ounce of Syrup of Violet. This is also sometimes made with a double, or triple, Quantity of Sena.

This is an admirable Cooling Medicine in female Disorders, especially in cases of Coughiness.

Infusum Amarum.

The Bitter Infusion.

Take of the Root of Gentian, half a Dram; the Tops of the lesser Centaury, one Dram; pour upon them four Ounces of boiling Spring-Water. Infuse for four Hours and filter it. E.

This, in the last Edition of the Edinburgh Dispensatory, is substituted for the Decoction Amarum of the former Editions, and seems to be a better Medicine.

Infusum Amarum cum Sena.

The Bitter Infusion with Sena.

To the preceding Infusion, add of the Leaves of Sena, one Dram; the Seeds of Pumpkin, half a Dram, E.

It is sometime made with double or treble the Quantity of Sena.

The London Dispensatory orders a Bitter Infusion thus.

Infusum Amarum Simplicissimum.

The Simple Bitter Infusion.

Take Gentian-Root, the yellow Rind of Lemon-peel fresh, carefully separated from the inner white Part, of each half an Ounce; of the yellow Rind of Seville Orange-peel also carefully separated from its inner white Part, but dried, a Dram and a half; of boiling Water, three quarters of a Pint. After infusing for an Hour or two; strain it, either through Paper or a Cloth, without any Pressing out. Z.

This is intended as a Stomachic Bitter, and seems very well adapted to that Intention.

Infusum Amarum Purgans.

The Purging Bitter Infusion.

Take the Leaves of Sena, the yellow Rind of fresh Lemon-peel, of each three Drams; Gentian-Root, the yellow Part of Seville Orange-peel dried, the lefser Cardamom Seeds husked of each half a Dram; of boiling Water, five Ounces. After infusing it till the Liquor is cold, strain it off. L.

This should seem to be a very good Stomachic Laxative; to which may be added at discretion any proper Cathartic Ingredient, in order to render it more Cathartic.

Infusum Senae Unciae quater.

A Four-Ounce Infusion of Sena.

Take of the Leaves of Sena, three Drams; and of the great Water Fig-wort, two Drams; bruised Ginger, and Salt of Tartar, of each ten Grains; boiling Water, four Ounces. Infuse them together for four Hours, then strain off the Liquor. E.

A Decoction or Infusion of Sena is the common Basis of Cathartic Potions; but is seldom given without the Addition of Something to render the Operation brisker.

Infusum Senae Communis.

The Common Infusion of Sena.

Take Leaves of Sena, one Ounce and
and half; of Crystals of Tartar, three Drams; of the Leader Cardamom-Seed, husked, two Drams; of Water, one Pint. Boil the Crystals of Tartar in Water till they are dissolved, then pour the Water, while boiling hot, upon the Senna and the rest. When the Liquor is cold, strain it off. L.

In this the Crystals of Tartar seem to be judiciously substituted for the Salt of Tartar in the former College Dispensatory. It is, like the preceding, used for the Basis of Cathartic Potions.

Infusion Senna Limoniatum.
The Infusion of Senna with Lemon.
Take of the Leaves of Senna, one Ounce and a half; of the Yellow of fresh Lemon- peel, an Ounce in Weight; of Lemon-juice, an Ounce in Measure; of boiling Water, one Pint. Infuse till cold, and then strain. L.

In the Narrative prefixed to the College Dispensatory, we are told that this Method of adding an Acid in the Infusion of Senna, whether of Tartar or Lemon-juice, is contrary to that in our present Pharmacopoeia, where an Alcaline Salt is made an Ingredient. In Theory Acids weaken watry Tinctures from Vegetables; and Alcalies rather increase the Quantity extracted. But Experience has sufficiently shown that these Infusions, as here directed, do not fail in their Intention; and, in a Medicine very nauseous to Many, it is of principal Consequence to prepare it so, that the lightest and least disagreeable Parts may be extracted.

Emulsio Communis.
Common Emulsion.
Take of the four Greater Cold Seeds, an Ounce; and blanched sweet Almonds, half an Ounce. Beat them very well in a Marble- mortar; then pour on by degrees a Quart of Spring-Water. Mix them well, and, when strained, add an Ounce of Cinnamon-Water without Spirit, and two Drams of white Sugar. E.

Emulsio Arabica.
Arabic Emulsion.

This Emulsion is made after the same Manner as the preceding; first boiling in the Water, till perfectly dissolved, three Drams of bruised Gum Arabic. E.

The London Dispensatory orders the Emulsio Communis, or Common Emulsion, thus.

Take of sweet Almonds blanched, one Ounce; of Gum Arabic, half an Ounce; of double refined Sugar, six Drams; of Barley Water, one Quart. Dissolve the Gum in the Barley-Water hot, and, when the Water is quite cold, pour it gradually upon the Almonds pounded with the Sugar, rubbing them together, that the Liquor may grow milky; then strain it off. L.

Boerhaarve remarks, with respect to Emulsions in general, that the Liquor, thus prepared, resembles in many Respects the Chyle of Animals, which is itself prepared from Vegetables in their Bodies by Chewing, Ruminating, and the Action of the Stomach, before it is mixed with the Bile in the Duodenum. The Thing appears plain from the white Colour, the mild Odour, the sweet Taste, the thick Uncouthness, and the great Diffusion they both have to turn four. So, likewise, if the Liquor thus prepared stands some Time in a tall cylindrical Vessel, it spontaneously separates into a white, thick,
thick, and almost totally oily Part, which floats at the Top, and into a thinner, transparent, bluish Liquor, that remains below; wherein it perfectly resembles Milk, as dividing itself into Cream, and thin Milk. Again, if this Liquor be kept for some Time in a warm Air, it turns four, and afterwards considerably sharp, tho' without acquiring the proper Rancidness of an Express'd Oil. In which Respect also it perfectly agrees with Milk, which acquires the like Acidity in such an Air, without becoming rancid like pure Oil. Whence this farther Remark should be made, that in acute Dis TEMPERS Emulsions may be given with greater Safety than Express'd Oils. But I could never, says B o e r h a a u s e, by any Art of Coagulation obtain such a Curd from this Liquor as Milk affords; whence there is this Difference between the Milk of Vegetables and Animals. The Reason of the Difference between an Express'd Oil, and an Emulsion, seems principally this, that, the Mealy Part in the Grinding being constantly fine Particles interposed between the pure Oil, the Parts of this Oil are broke and separated from one another, that its Tenacity being changed, it becomes miscible with Water, and thence appears in the Form of Milk, intestines, where the Matter still retains the same Nature, except that it is dissolved in Water; whereas when a pure Oil is obtained by Expression, the Parts thereof, being in Contact with each other, do not admit of Water, nor suffer it to be mixed among them. Again, the large Quantity of Meal, intermixed amongst the Oil in the Emulsion, causes it to turn four, not rancid; and hence appears the Reason why the Liquor is white. For Whiteness always ensues as often as Oil is intimately divided and mixed with Water. If Oil be poured upon a Glass of Water, the two Liquors will remain separate and transparent; but if shook briskly together, they will unite in some measure, and during that Union the Mixture will appear perfectly white; but if now suffered to rest, the Oil collects at the Top, the Water sinks to the Bottom, and the Whiteness immediately vanishes. And the same Thing frequently happens in Animal Milk, distill'd Oleaginous Waters, and these Emulsions. It is also certain, that the Whiteness becomes greater the larger the Quantity of Oil, and in this Case the Liquor sooner grows rancid; but the left the Oil, the left white the Liquor, and the sooner it turns four. In the Summer, Emulsions will scarce keep above ten Hours, but in the Winter longer. To conclude, this Method of making Emulsions gives Light to the Action of Mastication. For all the Foods prepared from Corn abounding with a latent Oil, being ground by the Teeth in chewing and mixed with the Saliva, the longer they are thus acted upon in the Mouth, the nearer they approach to these Emulsions, and at length always turn white, when the Saliva, Salt, and Oil are well ground together. The Operation thus begun in the Mouth is carried on in the Stomach, and more perfected in the Intestines, where the Matter still retains the same Nature, except that new Juices are perpetually mixing themselves therewith, and communicating their Properties; whereas in our Pharmaceutical Operation there is no Addition but of Water alone; and hence we may understand the artificial Distinction between the first Chyle, and the Milk of Animals.

Emulsions are so readily made ex tempore, and are so very soon spoiled, that they are not fit for Officinal Medicines, but may be varied occasionally according to the Intention of the Prescriber. They are used when any considerable Acrimony abounds.
abounds, and particularly when the Urine is dischargetl with Pain and Difficulty, from any Cause whatever.

*Aqua Hordeata.*

Barley-Water.

Take of Pearl-Barley, two Ounces; of Water, two Quarts. Walk the Barley first well with some cold Water; then, pouring on about half a Pint of Water, boil it a little while; and this Water, which will be coloured, being thrown away, put the Barley into the Quantity of Water above directed first made boiling hot, and boil away to half. L.

This is the common Liquor used for cooling, moistening, and diluting in febrile Disorders. But as the Method of making it is universally known, and as it is soon made, and will not keep, it was less necessary to describe it in a Dispensatory.

*Fomes Communis.*

The Common Fomentation.

Take the Leaves of Southernwood, or of Lavender-Cotton dry, the Tops of Sea-wormwood also dry, Chamomile-flowers, of each one Ounce; of Bay-leaves dry, half an Ounce; of Water, three Quarts. After a slight Boiling, strain the Water off. L.

This seems a convenient Basis for a Fomentation, to which Spirit of Wine, or whatever the Prescriber judges proper, may be added. The Medicinal Virtues may be learned from thofe of the Ingredients which enter its Composition.

*Fus Viperinum.*

Viper Broth.

Take a Viper of a middle Size, without the Skin, Head, or En-\-.

trails; of Water, a Quart: Boil to about a Pint and half. Remove all from the Fire, and, when the Water is cold, if the Viper be not a dried one, take away the congealed Fat; then take a Chicken of a middle Size, drawn, and the Skin, with all the Fat taken off, and put it whole into this Decoction while cold. Set it upon the Fire till it boils; then remove it from the Fire; take out the Chicken, and cut the Fleth of it into small Pieces, which put again into the Water, and set it over the Fire; but, as soon as it begins to boil up, pour it off, first having taken away whatever Scum may have risen. L.

It would be ridiculous to make Remarks upon this Culinary Preparation, because every Cook-maid in England is qualified to do it better than Hippocrates or Boerhaave, if they were now alive. I shall only observe, that the last-mentioned Author was of Opinion, that Broths taken frequently, and in a small Quantity at a time, are most excellent Restoratives, and highly efficacious in relaxed Habits; and Chicken-Broth may perhaps be as good as any other. On this account the Fus Viperinum may be a good Restorative; but I esteem the Chicken the principal Ingredient to be depended on. For the Fleth of one Viper, let the Virtues of the Animal be never so great, cannot be sufficient to answer any Intention; and besides, so far as I have been able to learn from Experience, Vipers have not one Virtue to recommend them, but can in the leaft be depended upon. But it is very ufual to overlook the Efficacy of Things we are daily converfant with, and ascribe their good Effects to others that are not fo common, tho' left to be depended upon. And I am pretty certain, that whoever experiences...
Chapter VII.

Of Syrups.

General Rules for making of Syrups.

I. The Sugar, employed for Syrups made without Coction, should first be boiled with Water to a Candy Consistence, observing to clarify it with the White of Eggs, and by Despulitation.

II. The double Weight of Sugar, in Proportion to the Liquor, may be required in making such Syrups, yet a less Proportion will generally suffice. First, therefore, dissolve only an equal Quantity of Sugar; then, by degrees, add a little more in Powder till it remain undissolved at the Bottom; to be afterwards incorporated by the gentle Heat of a Water-bath.

III. Acid Syrups, or those made with the Juices of Fruits, should not be put into Copper Vessels, unless such as are tinned.

IV. The Vegetables used either for Decoctions or Infusions are to be moderately dried, unless where they are expressly required fresh gathered.

V. Syrups made by Coction are to be clarified with the White of Eggs, except Diacodium, which therefore requires the purest Sugar.

VI. The Solutive and Purging Syrups ought rather to be made of brown Sugar.

Syrupus ex Allio.

Syrup of Garlick.

Take of the Roots of Garlick sliced, one Pound; of boiling Water, a Quart. Steep the Garlick in the Water twelve Hours in a close Vessel, and in the Liquor strained dissolve.
Chap. vii.

Of Syrups.

Di\[olvc!fuffieient Quantity of Sugar, so as to make the Syrup. L.

The Virtues of this may be learned from those of Garlic. It seems principally intended as a Pectoral.

Syrupus de Althæa.

Syrup of Marshmallows.

Take of the Root of Marshmallows, three Ounces; candied Eryngo-Root, one Ounce; Liquorice, half an Ounce; Maidenhair, or Trecho-
manes, and Pellitory of the Wall, each one Ounce; Spring-water, six Pints. Boil them together till a Fourth Part be wasted; and add, towards the End of the Operation, Leaves of Mugwort, an Ounce; those of Calamint, Dittany of Crete, Feverfew with the Flowers, Origanum, common Penny-royal, Rue, and Savine, of each half an Ounce; the Seeds of Daucaus of Crete (or of wild Carrot) and those of Lovage, of each three Drams. To the strained Liquor put six Pounds of white Sugar, and make it into a Syrup, according to the Rules of Art, by boiling it over a gentle Fire. E.

This Syrup is omitted in the last Edition of the Edinburgh Dispensatory; but I have given it a Place here, because it seems as well contrived, and to be of as great Efficacy as any of the other Syrups. It is calculated principally for promoting the Uterine Discharges.

Syrupus ex Althæa is thus prepared.

Take of the fresh Roots of Marshmallows, a Pound; of double refined Sugar, four Pounds; of Water, one Gallon. Boil the Water with the Roots till it is half wasted. After it is quite cold pour it off, and press it out. Let the Liquor stand by for a Night, that its Faces may subside. In the Morning pour off the Clear, and, adding the Sugar, boil all down to the Weight of six Pounds.

No great Efficacy can be expected from any Quantity of this Syrup that can be taken for a Dose. It is used, however, not improperly, to sweeten Emmollient Decoctions or Infusions, principally those intended to make Gravel or a Stone to pass off with Ease.

Syrupus Artemisii.

Syrup of Mugwort.

Take of the Root of Madder, two Ounces; those of round Birthworth and Turmeric, of each an Ounce; Spring-water, a Gallon. Boil them together till a fourth Part be wasted; and add, towards the End of the Operation, Leaves of Mugwort, an Ounce; those of Calamint, Dittany of Crete, Feverfew with the Flowers, Origanum, common Penny-royal, Rue, and Savine, of each half an Ounce; the Seeds of Daucaus of Crete (or of wild Carrot) and those of Lovage, of each three Drams. To the strained Liquor put six Pounds of white Sugar, and make it into a Syrup, according to the Rules of Art, by boiling it over a gentle Fire. E.

A Syrup very like this is ordered in the London Dispensatory, under the Title of

Syrupus e Corticibus Aurantiorum.

Syrup of Orange-Peel.

Take of the external Rind of fresh Oranges, six Ounces; boiling Spring-water, three Pints. Infuse them in a close Vessel, with a gentle Heat in Balneo Mariæ, for the Space of six Hours; then strain off the Liquor, and add to it twice its own Weight of white Sugar; and thus make it into a Syrup, without Boiling. E.

A Syrup very like this is ordered in the London Dispensatory, under the Title of
Pints. Steep the Peel in the Water for a Night in a close Vessel, and in the Morning dissolve in the Liquor strained, of double refined Sugar beaten to Powder, as much as is sufficient to make a Syrup. L.

The Virtues of these two Syrups may be learned from those of Orange-Peel. They should seem to be grateful and beneficial to the Stomach.

Syrupus & Succo Auraniorum.

Syrup of Orange-Juice.

Take of the clarified Juice of Oranges, a Pint; white Sugar, two Pounds; and make a Syrup thereof, without Boiling, according to the Rules of Art. E.

Syrupus Balsamicus.

Balsamic Syrup.

Take of the Syrup of Sugar, two Pounds, fresh made. Remove it from the Fire, and, when almost cold, mix gradually with it of the Tinctura Tolutana, an Ounce, and let them be mixed by Agitation. Then let the Syrup stand in a Bath heat, till the Spirit is all exhaled. E.

The Method of making the Balsamic Spirit, directed in the London Dispensatory, is thus.

Take of Balsam of Tolu, eight Ounces; of Water, three Pints. Boil the Balsam in the Water in a circulatory Vessel, or at least in a Matras with a tall Neck, and the Orifice lightly covered, for two or three Hours. When the Water is cold, and strained off, add double refined Sugar to make it into a Syrup. L.

The Virtues of both these may be learned from those of Balsam of Tolu.
Take of Rhubarb sliced and bruised, six Ounces; boiling Spring-water, two Quarts. Let them infuse, in a gentle Heat, for two Days; and, after a very little boiling, strain off the Liquor; to which add, of the clarified Juice of Succory, two Quarts; and of white Sugar, six Pounds. Then boil them up to a Syrup, in which, whilst it is yet warm, mix a Scruple of the proper to sweeten Astringent Medicines, or take off the disagreeable Flavour of others.

Syrupus Kermesius.
Syrup of Kermes.
Take of the Juice of Kermes-berry, a Pound; white Sugar, two Pounds; and make them into a Syrup without Fire.

That is the best esteemed which comes to us ready prepared from the Southern Part of France, especially if no Fire be used in the making. E.

The Virtues of this may be learned from those of the Kermes.

Syrupus & Suceo Limonum.
Syrup of Lemon-Juice.
This is made of the Juice of Lemons, after the same Manner as the Syrup of Orange-Juice. E.

In the London Dispensatory it is ordered thus.

Take of Lemon-juice, after it has stood till its Fæces are subsided, and it has been strained off, a Quart; of double refined Sugar, fifty Ounces. Dissolve the Sugar in the Juice, so as to make the Syrup. After the same Manner are made the Syrups of Mulberries, and of Raspberries. L.

The Virtues of these may be learned from those of the Ingredients.

Syrupus Myrtinus;
Syrup of Myrtle.
Take of Myrtle Berries, two Ounces; Tormentil Root, red Roses, red Sanders, Pomegranate Bark, Badianes, and the Seeds of Sumach, each an Ounce. Cut and bruise the Ingredients; then boil them in a Gallon of Spring-Water,
Water, till only one half remains behind; to which, when strained, add four Pounds of white Sugar, and boil them together into a Syrup. E.

This is omitted in the last Edition of the Edinburgh Dispensatory. It is intended as an Astringent.

Syrupus Papaveris Albi, seu de Meconio, vulgo Dicodion.

Syrup of White Poppies, or Dicodion.

Take of the Heads of the white Poppy, in a mild Degree of Maturity, and moderately dried, fourteen Ounces; boiling Spring-Water, a Gallon. Let them infuse for a Night; then boil to the Consumption of one Half of the Liquor; strongly press out the Remainder, and add thereunto four Pounds of white Sugar; and boil them up to a Syrup. E.

The London Dispensatory directs this to be thus made, under the Title of

Syrupus de Meconio, seu Dicodion.

Dicodion.

Take of the Heads of dried white Poppies without their Seeds, three Pounds and a half; of Water six Gallons. Slice the Heads, and boil them in the Water, often stirring them, that they may not burn, till about a Third only of the Liquor is left, which will be almost all imbied by the Poppy Heads. Then take all from the Fire, and press the Liquor strongly out from the Heads; in the next Place boil the Liquor by itself to about two Quarts, and strain it, while hot, first through a Sieve, and then thro' a thin Flannel. Set it by for a Night, that what Feces may have passed the Strainers, may subside. Next Morning pour off the clear Liquor, and boil it with six Pounds of double refined Sugar, till the Whole comes to the Weight of nine Pounds, or a little more, that it may become a Syrup of a just Consistence. E.

As this Syrup is of very great Importance in Medicine, I shall here observe, what has been said of it by the principal Pharmaceutical Writers. Pirth, Quincy remarks, that this Syrup will not bear the usual Way of Clarification, without losing much of its Strength, as an Opiate. And such Difference will happen on one Account or other, tho' made with the utmost Care, as renders it difficult to be found always of the same Strength. The Author of the Pharamceopelie Reformat,a judiciously remarks, that, notwithstanding all the Care which the Committee have taken about this Syrup, it will still greatly differ in its Strength. For in some Seasons the Poppy Heads will contain more Opium in Proportion to their Weight than in others; nor will the different Skill of the Operator, and certain Circumstances, in the Operation itself, contribute a little to render this Syrup unequal in Strength, tho' the utmost Care be taken. The Writers of the Edinburgh Dispensatory seem to have well weighed the Inconveniences, which attend the usual Methods of preparing this Syrup; and accordingly have ordered the Deolection of the Poppy Heads in a Manner which sufficiently shews their Skill in Pharmacy. But perhaps all the Pains, hitherto taken in the Preparation of this Medicine, are as unnecessary as defective. For if an Opiate be really wanted in the Form of a Syrup, and if it be absolutely necessary to determine, in a very exact Manner, the Strength of the Syrup, with regard to the Opium, it would be more to the Purpose to dissolve a certain Quan-
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Quantity of purified Opium, well separated from its Resinous Parts, in a certain Quantity of the white Syrup, or rather in some Water to be boiled down to a certain Pitch, and then made into a Syrup with a sufficient Quantity of Sugar, without any farther Boiling. In my own Opinion, this Syrup and all others of the same Kind are of very little Use in Medicine; because all the Ends it can answer are much better provided for by crude Opium. The Syrups of Meconia, or Diacodium, is, indeed, more readily taken by Children; but to these it is very seldom proper to give it. And, besides, this Circumstance tempts Nurses to exhibit it frequently to Children in order to compose them, to their utter Destruction.

Syrupus Papaveris Erratici.

Syrup of Wild Poppies.

Take of the fresh Flowers of wild Poppy, four Pounds; of boiling Water, four Pints and a half. Set the Water poured on the Flowers over the Fire, and flirr the Flowers in, till they are all thoroughly wet; and, as soon as the Flowers are sunk, let them steep for a Night; next Day pour off, and press out the Liquor, setting it by for another Night, that its Feces may subside; then with a proper Addition of double refined Sugar make the Syrup. L.

This is also an Opiate. The particular Virtues may be learned from those of the Papaver Rubrum, Syr. Erraticum.

The Proportion of the Poppy-flowers in this Syrup, is greater to the Water than in that of the Edinburgh Dispensatory, which is thus directed under the Title of

Syrupus Papaveris Rhaedos.

Syrup of Red Poppies.

Take of the fresh red Poppy-flowers, a Pound; boiling Spring-water, three Pints. Let them stand together one Night; then strain the Liquor, add to it two Pounds of white Sugar, and boil it up to a Syrup. E.

Syrupus Pectoralis.

The Pectoral Syrup.

Take of the Roots of Florentine Orris, and of Baticampane, each an Ounce and a half; of Liquorice, two Ounces; of the Flowers of Coltsfoot, the Herb Maiden-hair, or, in Defect of that, Trichomanes, of the Leaves of Groundivy, each an Ounce; of fat Figs, twelve in Number; Spring water, eight Pints. Boil to the Consumption of one fourth, and to the strained Liquor add six Pounds of white Sugar. Boil to the Confection of a Syrup. E.

This, as it should seem, deserves the Name of a Pectoral Syrup much better than the following, and appears to be a very good Medicine in a Cough and Hoarseness.

Syrupus Pectoralis.

Pectoral Syrup.

Take of the Leaves of English Maidenhair dried, five Ounces; of Liquorice, four Ounces; of boiling Water, five Pints. Steep the Ingredients for some Hours; and, when the Liquor is strained off, dissolve in it a proper Quantity of double refined Sugar to make a Syrup. L.

See Syrupus Captilli Venenae.

Syrupus à Flavibus Projectus.

Syrup of Peach-Blossoms.

This is made with the Infusion of fresh Peach-Blossoms, in the same Manner as the Syrups Papaveris Rhaedos. E.

It is said to be a pretty Puke for Children, and opens a little downwards; for which Purpose it is much
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The Virtues of this may be learned from those of Piony.

Syrupus Polegii.
Syrup of Pennyroyal.

Take of the Leaves of common Pennyroyal, six Ounces; boiling Spring-water, three Pints. Let them infuse warm in a clofe Vefsel for one Night; then strain off the Liquor, clarify it, and add thereto twice its own Weight of white Sugar, fo as to make it into a Syrup without Boiling.

If the Physician who prescribes this Syrup has any Intention in fo doing, it may be much better anfwered by an Infufion of the Herb, like Tea.

Syrupus Quintque Radicum.
Syrup of the five Opening Roots.

Take of the five Opening Roots, each two Ounces; Spring-water, three Quarts. Boil them together till a third Part of the Liquor be evaporated; then press out the Remainder, and with four Pounds of white Sugar boil it up to a Syrup.

The former London Dispensatory directs eight Ounces of Vinegar to be added to it at the latter End. This, with the Vinegar, makes a very grateful Syrup, and is frequent-ly preferred amongf Pectorals and Aperients.

Syrupus Rosarum Pallidarum.
Syrup of Damask-Rofes.

This is made with a double Infufion of fresh Damask-Rofes, after the Manner of the Syrupus Papaveris Rhexados. E.

This is esteemed gently laxative.

Syrupus Rosarum Solutivus.
Solute Syrup of Rofes.

Take the Decoction left after the Distillation of fix Pounds of Da­makRofes, and five Pounds of double refined Sugar. Boil down the Decoction pressed out to three Pints, and fet it by for a Night, that its Faces may subflide. Next Morning pour off the clear Li­quor, and, adding the Sugar, make it into a Syrup, by boiling it away to the Weight of seven Pounds and a half.

This makes a tolerable good Purge for Children and weak People, and is often added in Precriptions to Cat­hartic Decoctions and Infufions.

Syrupus de Rofis Siccis.
Syrup of Dried Rofes.

Take of red Rofes, half a Pound; and of boiling Spring-water, two Quarts. Let them steep together for a Night; then, after a little Boiling, strain off the Liquor, add thereto four Pounds of white Su­gar, and boil it up to a Syrup.

Syrupus Sacchari.
Syrup of Sugar.

Take of white Sugar and Spring­water, each an equal Quantity; and boil them up to the Confiftence of a Syrup.

This Syrup seems to be as good as most of the Alterative Syrups; that is, for nothing at all, for any Medi­cinal Purpofe of Confequence.

This is directed in the London Dispensatory under the Title of Syrupus Simplex.

Syrupus Scillitius.
Syrup of Squills.

Take of Vinegar of Squills, a Pint and a half; Cinnamon, Ginger,
of each an Ounce; of double refined Sugar, three Pounds and a half. Steep the Spices for three Days in the Vinegar, and, when strained, make the Syrup by adding the Sugar. L.

In the Edinburgh Dispensatory the Syrupus Scillitieus is thus ordered.

Take of Vinegar of Squills, two Pints; of white Sugar, four Pounds. Make it into a Syrup without Coction. E.

These seem to be intended to promote Expectoration, and assist in bringing up viscid Phlegm.

Syrupus à Spina Cerina.

Syrup of Buckthorn.

Take of the Juice of Buckthorn-berrics ripe and fresh, one Gallon; Cinnamon, Ginger, Nutmegs, of each one Ounce; of double refined Sugar, seven Pounds. Set the Juice by a few Days, that its Faces may separate, then strain it, and, in a small Quantity of it, infuse the Spices. Boil down the rest, towards the End adding that wherein the Spices have been infused, but strained from them, that the Whole may be reduced to two Quarts; then add the Sugar, and make the Syrup. L.

This is, in the Edinburgh Dispensatory, ordered to be made somewhat differently under the Title of Syrupus de Spina Cerina, seu Rhami in Cathartico.

Syrup of Buckthorn.

Take of the clarified Juice of ripe Buckthorn-berrics, three Quarts; brown Sugar, four Pounds; and boil them over a gentle Fire to a Syrup; and, whilst it is warm, mix therewith a Dram of the Distilled Oil of Cloves, received upon a little Sugar. E.

Let Syrup of Buckthorn be made in whatever Manner, it will always have a very disagreeable Taste; so that it is no great Matter whether coarse or fine Sugar is used. It is a brisk Cathartic, and is particularly esteemed for purging off the Water in a Dropy; and is often added to laxative Decotions, Infusions, and Solutions, in order to quicken their Operation. The Dose is an Ounce, or more, if given alone.

Syrupus à Symphytio.

Syrup of Comfrey.

Take the fresh Roots of the greater Comfrey, and the fresh Leaves of Plantain, of each half a Pound. Bruise them together, and strongly press out their Juice. Upon the Pressing pour a Quart of Spring-water, and boil it to the Consumption of one Half; then strain off the Liquor, and mix it with the expressed Juice. Add thereto an equal Weight of white Sugar, and boil them to the Consistence of a Syrup. E.

This Syrup is intended as a gentle Astringent and Vulnerary.

Syrupus Violae.

Syrup of Violets.

Take of Violets, fresh and well coloured, two Pounds; of boiling Water, five Pints. Steep the Flowers a whole Day in a Glass or earthen Vessel glazed; then pour off the Liquor, and strain it thro' a fine Linnen Cloth, with Caution not to press at all the Flowers. Afterwards with a proper Quantity of double refined Sugar make it into a Syrup. L.

This Syrup is of very little Consequence in Medicine, and therefore it is not much Matter how it is made, tho' it is much recommended by Some. See the Article Violet in the Materia Medica.
Syrupus Zingiberis.

Syrup of Ginger.

Take of Ginger sliced thin, four Ounces; of boiling Water, three Pints. Let the Ginger steep some Hours, and strain off the Liquor; to which add the proper Quantity of double refined Sugar to make a Syrup. L.

This is a very agreeable Syrup. The Virtues may be learned from those of Ginger.

Of Honies, Jellies, and Juices.

Mel Egyptians. 

Egyptian Honey.

Take of Verdigris powdered very fine, five Ounces; of Honey, the Weight of fourteen Ounces; of Vinegar, the Measure of seven Ounces. Boil all together over a gentle Fire, till the Mixture acquire a proper Consistence and reddish Colour. After a time a greater Part will subside from this Mixture, the upper and more liquid Part of which is called the Egyptian Honey. L.

The Uses of this are entirely external. It serves to cleanse and detegre Uleers, and keep down fungous Mem.

The Unguentum Egyptians of the Edinburgh Dispensatory is much the same as this.

Mel Elatium.

Honey of Fyellin.

Take of the depurated Juice of Female Fyellin, four Pints; of clarified Honey, four Pounds. Boil them together to a proper Consistence. L.

I have never known this ufed in any Intention whatever. The Vir-
Mel Solutum.

Solutive Honey.

Take the Decoction remaining after the Distillation of fix Pounds of Damascen Roses: Take alfo of Cummin-feeds a little bruifed, an Ounce; of coarse Sugar, four Pounds; of Honey, two Pounds. Boil the Decoction, preffed out, to three Pints; adding, towards the End, the Seeds tied up in a Cloth; then gently boil it, with the Sugar and Honey, into the Confidence of a liquid Honey. E.

This seems principally intended for Clyfters, and is proper as an Addition to Decoctions for that Purpofe.

Oxymel ex Allo.

Oxymel with Garlick.

Take of Garlick, flifed, one Ounce and a half; Caraway-feeds, Sweet Fennel-feeds, of each two Drams; of clarified Honey, ten Ounces; of Vinegar, half a Pint. Boil the Vinegar a little while in a glazed earthen Veffel, with the Seeds bruifed, then add the Garlick, and cover the Veffel. After all is cold, preff out the Liquor, and with the Heat of a Balamium dissolve in it the Honey. E.

This is intended as a Pectoral and Expectorant, and may do Service in a Redundance of vicid Phlegm.

Oxymel Pectorale.

Pectoral Oxymel.

Take of the Roots of Blecampane, and Florentine Orrice, each Half an Ounce. Slicé, bruife, and boil them in a Quart of Spring Water, till it comes to a Pint and a Half. To the strained Liquor add of unprepared Gum Ammoniac, an Ounce, difolved in four Ounces of Vinegar; add alfo eight Ounces of Honey; then boil them together, fum the Matter, and strain it. E.

This promises fair to be an excellent Pectoral and Expectorant; and mutt therefore be very good in Asthmas and Coughs, and wherever a vicid Phlegm abounds.

Oxymel Scillitum.

Oxymel of Squills.

Take of Honey, three Pounds; and of Vinegar of Squills, a Quart. Boil them together to a Syrup; observing to fum it during the Operation. E.

This is directed exactly in the fame Manner, in the London Dilpensatory.

This is an Emetic, if exhibited in a large Dofe, and is a very good Expectorant. But it is more frequently given in small Dofes, two or three Drams, for Example, and corrected with strong Cinnamon Water, and fonie Pectoral Syrup, in Order to prevent the Nausea, which it would otherwife excite.

Oxymel Simplex.

Simple Oxymel.

Take of Honey, two Pounds; Vinegar, a Pint; and boil them together according to the Rules of Art.

This is exactly the fame in the London Dilpensatory. It is of coniderable Ufe as a Pectoral and Expectorant, and is very properly added to refolvent Cataplams, when the Intention is to difcuss inflammatorv Tumors.

Of Jellies.

Gelatina Berberorum.

Jelly of Barberries.

Take of Barberries with their Stalks picked off, white Sugar, each a Pound.
Pound. Boil with a gentle Heat to a due Confinement, and pass it thro' Hippocrates's Sleeve. E.

This is a very agreeable cooling Acid, and very proper to moisten the Mouth and Fauces, in febrile Diseases; or to be drank, dissolved in warm Water.

**Gelatina Cornu Cervi.**

Jelly of Hartthorn.  

Take of the Shavings of Hartthorn, half a Pound; Spring-Water, three Quarts. Boil them over a gentle Fire, in a glazed earthen Vessel, till one Half is wasted; then strain off the Liquor, and add thereto six Ounces of white Sugar-Candy in Powder; four Ounces of Spanish White-Wine, and an Ounce of Orange or Lemon-Juice; after which, with a gentle Fire, boil all together to a thin Jelly. E.

This relates more to Cookery than Physic. The Uses may be learned from those of Hartthorn.

**Gelatina seu Mina Cydoniorum.**

Jelly of Quinces, or Quince Marmalade.  

Take of the clarified Juice of Quince, three Pints; white Sugar, a Pound; and boil them up to a Jelly, according to Art. E.

This is an Astringent, and is sometimes given in Diarrhoeas and Dysenteries. But is more frequently employed in giving Confinement to a Solus.

**Gelatina Ribesorum.**

Jelly of Currants.  

This is made of the Juice of Currants, in the same Manner as the Jelly of Barberries. E.

This is very cooling and agreeable, and of more Consequence in Medi-
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cording to Boerhaave, from six
Grains to a Dram and Half.

Succe Antiscorbuci.

Juices against the Scurvy.

Take of the Juice of Garden Scur-
vy - Grains, that of Brook-lime,
that of Water-Creepes; and that
of Seville Oranges, each a Pint;
and of white Sugar, ten Ounces.
Mix them together, and clarify
them, according to the Rules of
Art, and then add of Compound
Horfe - Radish- Water, half a Pint.
In the London Dispensatory it is thus
directed.

Take of the Juice of Garden Scur-
vy- Grains, a Quart; the Juice of
Brook-lime, and of Water-Creepes,
each a Pint; of the Juice of Se-
ville Oranges, a Pint and a Quar-
ter. These being mixed, let them
stand till the Dregs subside; then
let the Juice be poured off clear
and strained.

The Title expreses the Ufes. If
given to any Purpofe, they should be
taken twice or thrice a Day in large
Quantities, and be long continued.

Rob Baccarum Sambuci.
Rob. of Elder-Berries.

Let the depurated Juice of Elder-
Berries be infipifated with a gentle
Heat to a proper Confitence. L.

The Edinburgh Dispensatory di-
rects this to be made by evaporating
four Pounds of the Juice of ripe El-
der-Berries, with Half a Pound of
Sugar; but it is eftemed better
without the Sugar. This is not fo
much attended to in regular Pracftce
as it defferves to be. There is not a
better Medicine in a common Cold;
if a Spoonful is taken at Bed-time
diluted in Half a Pint of Water.
What has been faid of Jelly of Cur-
rants is also applicable to this; but
this is of much greater Efficacy, and
more extensive Ufe, being highly
faponaceous, and refolvent.

Elaterium.

Slit ripe wild Cucumbers, and pas-
the Juice, very gently paffed out,
through a very fine hair Sieve into
a glazed Veffel; let it by fome
Hours, till its thicker Part hall
have subfided: Then pour off as
much of the thin Part of the
Juice, as can conveniently be
done, by inclining the Veffel, and
draw away the reft by the Filtre.
Let the thicker Part, which re-
 mains, be covered over with a li-
nen Cloth, and dried either in the
Sun or by a gentle Fire. L.

This is an excessively violent Ca-
thartic and Hydragogue, and is but
feldom prefcribed, because it op-
erates to very powerfully. I have ne-
ever known above five Grains given
for a Dofe, tho’ fome Authors men-
tion a much larger. Its Ufe fhould
be principally confined to Apople-
xies and Lethargies, arifing from a
Redundance of Serum, and where
milder Cathartics will not operate
with Effect. It is a Medicine of ve-
ry great Antiquity. For Theophras-
thus relates, that he faw fome two hu-
dred Years old in the Poifeiffion of a
Physician. Mr. Boulduc made a
kind of Elaterium, which fhould
feem to be preferable to this, and
milder, by drying the wild Cucum-
ber very well, and reducing it, to-
gether with its Seeds, to a Powder,
which he found a very good Hydrag-
ogue.

Preserves, Conserves, and
Sugars.

From the Edinburgh Dispensatory.

Preserved Angelica.

Take any Quantity of fresh Angeli-
ca-Root; cut it to Pieces, take out
the Pith, and steep it, for two
Days, in proper Parcels of Spring-
Water, which are to be once or

Two
twice renewed. After this, let
them boil a little; then pour off
the Water; and add as much Sy-
rup of Sugar as will rise two
Inches above them. In a day or
two, boil them again gently, if
there be Occasion, to exhaust the
superfluous Moisture; so as that
the Syrup may remain of its due

And after the fame, or a similar,
Manner, the following Simples may
be preferred, viz: the Roots of
Eryngo, Elecampane, Satyrium; and
Scorzoner a; as also the Peels of O-
ranges, Citrons, and Lemons.

Nutmegs and Ginger are brought
to us ready preferred from India.
All Kinds of Fruit, Flowers, and
Seeds are likewise preferred, either
by Means of a Syrup, or cutting
them over with Sugar. But the Con-
fectioner's Art can hardly be ad-
mitted a Part of Pharmacy.
Iron also is a Subject of this Ope-
ration.

 Mori Saccaratus.
Candied Iron.

Take any Quantity of clean Filings
of Iron, unprepared; throw them
into a brass Kettle, hung over a
very gentle Fire; and, by degrees,
pour to them twice their own
Weight of Sugar, boiled to the
Confection of Candy. Keep the
Kettle in constant Motion, so as
that the Filings may be crafted
over with the Sugar; Care being
had to prevent their Running into
Lumps.

Conserve of the Leaves of Roman
Wormwood,
Garden Scurvy-Grass,
Wood-Sorrel,
Mint,
Rue,

of the Flowers of Rosemary,
Mallows,
Bether,
Red Roses,
of the yellow Part of Orange-Peel,
of Hips.

Conserve may be made of any of
these Subjects, according to the Rules
of Art; they being juft cleared of
their Stalks, Fibres, or the like, and
bruised to a Pulp; then adding, by
degrees, during the Operation, thrice
their own Quantity of white Sugar.

But for the more juicy Simples, twice
their Quantity of Sugar will suffice.

And the Pulp of Hips requires a
much less Proportion.

From the London Dispensatory.

Conserve of the Leaves of Garden
Scurvy-Grass,
Spearmint,
Rue,
Wood-Sorrel,

Of the Tops of Sea Wormwood,
Of the Flowers of Lavender,
Mallows,
Rosemary,
Red Roses, while in Bud,

Of the external yellow Part of
Seville Orange-Peel.

The Leaves are to be plucked
from their Stalks, and the Flowers
from their Calix's; the external Rind
of the Orange-Peel should be scraped
off with a Raspe, or Grater. Every
one of them, when thus prepared, is
to be pounded in a Mortar with a
wooden Pestle, first by itself, and,
then with the Addition of three times
its Weight of double refined Sugar,
till they are well incorporated toge-
ther. L.

Conserve of Hips.

Take of the Pulp of ripe Hips, one
Pound of double refined Sugar,
twenty Ounces; and mix them in
to a Conserve. L.

The principal Use of this is to give
a Confluence to an Electuary, or
Bolus.
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Conserve of Sloes.
Scald the Sloes in Water to soften them, taking care, their Skins are not broken; then take them out, and express their Pulp, which mix with twice its Weight of double refined Sugar. L.

The Virtues of this may be learned from those of Sloes.

Candied Eryngo-Root.
Boil the Roots, till the Rind will easily peel off: When peeled, slit them thro' the Middle, and, the Pith being taken out, wash them three or four times in cold Water. Then take, for every Pound of Roots so prepared, two Pounds of double refined Sugar; dissolve the Sugar in Water, set it over a Fire, and, as soon as it begins to boil, put in the Roots, and continue the Boiling, till they become soft.

In the same Manner Angelica Stalks are candied.

Candied Orange-Peel.
Soke the fresh Peels of Seville Oranges in Water, and change it often, till the Peels lose all Bitterness; then boil them with double refined Sugar, dissolved in Water, till they become soft and transparent.

Lemon peel is likewise to be candied in the same Manner.

The Virtues of these may be learned from those of Orange and Lemon Peel. They are of very little Use Medicinally.

S U G A R S.
Saccharum Hordeaturn, secundarium.
Barley Sugar.

This is made of white Sugar, boiled with Barley-Water, till it acquires such a ductile Confinence, as that it may be drawn out, and fashioned with the Hands, into twisted Sticks, like Ropes. E.

This comes more properly under the Cognizance of the Confectioner than the Physician; and is too trifling to deserve any farther Remark.

Saccharum Rosarum Rubrum.
Red Sugar of Roses.
Take of white Sugar, a Pound; and of the Juice of red Roses, four Ounces. Boil them together over a gentle Fire, till the Juice is almost totally exhaled. Then throw in an Ounce of the fine Powder of dried red Roses; and after this pour the whole upon a Marble, and form it into Lozenges, according to Art. E.

This is directed in a different Manner in the London Dispenatory, under the Title of

Saccharum Rosaceum.
Sugar of Roses.
Take of red Rose-Buds, quick dried, and their white Heels cut off, one Ounce; of double refined Sugar, one Pound. Reduce the Roses and Sugar to Powder separately, then mix them, and with a little Water form Lozenges, to be dried with a gentle Heat.

These Preparations are somewhat astringent; but of too little Consequence to deserve farther Notice.

Tabella Diatragacanthi.
Lozenges of the Powder of Gum Tragacanth.
Take of white Sugar, a Pound; and of Rose-Water, four Ounces. Make a Solution over a gentle Fire; then add of the Compound Powder of Gum Tragacanth, three Ounces; after which throw the M in a whole
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The Pulvis ad Gutteram in the former London Dispensatory flood thus.

Take of white Dittany, Milletoe of the Oak, Contrayerva, Virginia Snake-Root, and Male Piony-Roots; of the Male Piony-Seeds, of burnt Hartthorn, and Elk's-Hoof, of each two Drams; of wild Valerian Root, an Ounce; of red Coral, and Human Skull, of each three Drams; of Jacinth Stone, a Dram; of Occidental Bezoar, a Dram and a half; of the Oriental, a Scruple; mix them into a Powder; to which may be added, at pleasure, of Musc five Grains, and of the Leaves of beaten Gold, thirty.

Pulvis Epilepticus Niger.
The Black Epileptic Powder.

Take of the Talus, or Ankle Bone of a Hare, and of Ivory, both calcined to Blackness, each five Drams; of the Roots of Swallow-Wort, Piony, and Valerian; of Hartthorn calcined without Fire, red Coral prepared, Elk's-Hoof, Amber prepared, Musscovy Glass calcined, each a Dram and half; of the Shells of Oysters prepared without Fire, two Drams; of the Herb Carduus Benedictus, and the Seeds of Columbine, each a Dram; Extract of wild Poppies, a Dram and half; depurated Salt of Amber, and Salt of Hartthorn, each a Scruple; the Oils of Mace and Chamomile, each fifteen Grains. Mix and make a fine Powder.

This Medicine is much esteemed in Germany for the Epilepsy, and all Spasmodic, Hyphonic, and Hypochondriac Disorders; the Colic from Flatulencies, Gripings, and the internal or blind Piles; and, farther, in the Worms, and Crudities in the Intestinal Tubes of Children. It should

whole upon a Marble, and fashion it into Lozenges. E.

The Virtues of this may be learned from those of Gum Tragacanth, if it has any thing worth Notice.

CHAP. VIII.
Of Powders.

General Rules for making of Powders.

I. Particular Care must be had, that nothing rotten, decayed, or impure, be mixed along with Powders; besides which, the Stalks and all the corrupted Parts of Plants are to be first picked out, and thrown away.

II. When dry Spices are powdered, they should be sprinkled with a few Drops of some proper Water.

III. The moister Aromatics should be dried with a very gentle Heat, before they are reduced to Powder.

IV. Gums, and the other Things that grind with Difficulty, are to be mixed with the drier Ingredients; so as to pass the Sieve together.

V. Powders should be made only in small Quantities; and ought to be kept in well stopp'd Glasses.

Pulvis Antiepilepticus, de Gutteta dicit.
Powder against the Falling-Sickness.

Take of the Roots of white Dittany, Piony, wild Valerian, and Milletoe, each equal Parts. Mix and make a Powder, E.

This is so readily made extempor, that it should not seem necessary to make it a Shop Medicine; particularly because it is best when fresh made. It is, however, well enough calculated for the Intention its Title expresses.
should be always given fresh prepared, because the principal Part of its Efficacy depends upon the black empyreumatical Oil, contained in the Ingredients thus prepared, which loses its Virtue with Keeping. Dr. Linden, in a Pamphlet wrote upon the Subject of this Powder, recommends, as a great Improvement, the Substitution of certain Bones found within the Cranium of a Hog, calcined in such a Manner as to preserve the black Oil. See the Article Porcus, in the Materia Medica.

I have a very great Objection to these Medicines calculated against an Epilepsy, on account of the Number of their Ingredients, and indeed against all others which are much compounded. For if one Ingredient is better than another, why should the Efficacy of that be impaired, by adding one more insignificant? Thus in the Pulvis Epilepticus of the Edinburgh Dispensatory, if the Valerian is better than the Dittany, Piony, or Milletoe, I see no Reason why that should not be used alone without the others. The full Dose is said to be a Scruple, which should seem to be too little to answer any good Purpose.

Pulvis Anticyclus.

Powder against the Bite of a mad Dog.

Take of Ash-coloured ground Liver Wort, two Ounces; of black Pepper, one Ounce. Beat them together into a Powder. L.

This is the celebrated Remedy for the Bite of a mad Dog, and has the Reputation of preventing its Effects. I have never yet known it experienced in Man, except where other Methods have been tried at the same time; so that it was not possible to know to what to ascribe the Cure. But I have frequently known it given to Dogs, and not often with Success. I have also been well informed, that a Man near Smithfield, another at Northampton, and another at Bury St. Edmunds, all took this Medicine from the first, with the utmost Caution and Regularity, and yet all died mad. It was originally taken notice of by Dampier, the celebrated Traveller, and was published many Years ago by Sir Hans Sloane in the Philosophical Transactions.

Pulvis Atri Compositus.

Compound Powder of Cuckowpint.

Take of the Root of Cuckowpint, fresh dried, two Ounces; the Root of the yellow Water-Flag, the Root of burnt Saxifrage, of each one Ounce; prepared Crabs Eyes, Cinnamon, of each half an Ounce; of Salt of Wormwood, two Drams. Let all be beat into a Powder, which must be kept in a very close Vessel. L.

It is best to give this Medicine fresh made, because the Arum, or Cuckowpint Root, spoils by Keeping. It is esteemed good in the cold Scurvy. But Practitioners should be very cautious in regard of hot Antiscorbutics; because a continued Use of them will dry the Liver, so as to render it almost friable, and hence Jaundice, Dropfy, and Death; which are often ascribed to the Dittemper, tho' more generally the Effects of the Medicines thus injudiciously taken.

Pulvis Bazoardicus.

Bezoardic Powder.

Take of the Compound Powder of Crabs Claws, a Pound; of Oriental Bezoar prepared, an Ounce. Make them into a Powder. L.

In former Dispensatories, the Bezoar was an Ingredient in the Gascoign's Powder, or Pulvis Chelis Cancerorum Compositus. But in the last Dispensatory, the College have...
directed it without Bezoar, and have ordered this "for those who have an Opinion of the Bezoar. This was once a Medicine much in Use, and given in almost every Fever, but is at present pretty much out of Fashion; for so I must call it, because nothing but Fashion could support the Credit of so insignificant and trifling a Medicine, in which the Bezoar is of as little Consequence as any of the other Ingredients. It is, however, of some Service to the Compounder, because, when used, it is generally repeated every three or four Hours. The Medicine, which seems to bid fair for succeeding this in Practice, is Raleigh's Cordial, which tho' it answers the End of the Compounder as well, or perhaps better, is I am afraid not so innocent with respect to the Patient.

Pulvis & Bolo Compositus sine Opio.
Compound Powder of Bole without Opium.
Take of Armenian Bole, or of French Bole, half a Pound; of Cinnamon, four Ounces, Tormentil Root, Gum-Arabic, of each three Ounces; of long Pepper, half an Ounce. Make them into a Powder. L.

This is intended as an Astringent, Pulvis & Bolo Compositus cum Opio.
Compound Powder of Bole with Opium.
Take of Opium strained three Drams; then let it be a little dried, that it may be commodiously reduced to Powder; and add it to the Species of the preceding Composition, before they are pulverized, that they may be all beat together into a Powder. L.

This is, like the preceding, an Astringent, and more powerful for restraining Fluxes of all Kinds, on account of the Opium. I don't know what Service the long Pepper can be of, in either.

Pulvis Cephalicus.
Cephalic Powder.
Take of the Leaves of Asarabicca, Betony, and Marjoram, each equal Quantities. Mix and make a Powder. E.

A Powder much like this is directed in the London Dispensatory, under the Title of

Pulvis Sternalatorius.
Sneezing Powder.
Take the dried Leaves of Asarabicca, of Marjoram, of Syrian Maffick, Thyme dried, Lavender Flowers, of each an equal Weight, and rub all into a Powder. L.

Both these are intended as Errhines, to clear the Membrana Pituitaria, and by the convulsive Motion of Sneezing, and the subsequent Discharge, to relieve the Head.

Pulvis & Cerussa Compositus.
Compound Powder of Cerussa.
Take of Cerussa five Ounces; of Sarcocol an Ounce and a half; of Gum Tragacanth half an Ounce. Make all into a Powder. L.

This is substituted for the Trochisci Albi Rhaetis. It is entirely for external Use. It is said to be good in inflammations, and to repel hot corrosive Humours; and it is used in Collyrias, Injections, and Lotions.

Pulvis & Chelis Cantororum Compositus.
Compound Powder of Crabs-Claaws.
Take of the Tips of Crabs-Claaws prepared, one Pound; prepared Pearls, red Coral prepared, of each...
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each three Ounces. Mix all together. L.

See the Remarks on the Pulvis Besserardicus above.

In the Edinburgh Dispensatory it is thus directed.

Take of Crabs-Eyes, and red Coral, of each an Ounce; the black Tips of Crabs-Claws, two Ounces. Mix and make a Powder.

I think both these not at all improved by leaving out the Amber; but even with that they are too trifling to deserve a serious Remark. They can only act as Absorbents, which most of the Tefitacea singly will do as well.

Pulvis Contrayerva Compositus.

Compound Powder of Contrayerva.

Take of the Compound Powder of Crabs-Claws, a Pound and a half; of Contrayerva-Root, five Ounces. Make them into a Powder. L.

I am far from thinking this Medicine any Improvement on the Pulvis et Cebis Cancerorum Compositus. The best Character that can be given of the last is, that 'tis innocent; but the Contrayerva, in this, renders it dangerous, and in many Cases of fatal Consequence; because it increases Heat, when there was before too much; and may excite a symptomatical Sweat, which is always prejudicial, instead of one that is critical and salutary. It may, however, be of some Use, to continue or promote a Critical Diaphoretis, when Nature has shewn the Necessity for it, by exciting it spontaneously. But in all Cases we should be ascertained that the Sweat is Critical, before we attempt to increase or continue it; and then there is seldom any Occasion for such Helps.

This Medicine may be of Service in relaxed Habits, abounding with an Acid in the Prima Vix. But, whenever there is any extraordinary Heat, it should be used with Caution. It answers very well the lucrative Views of the Compounder, because 'tis generally very frequently repeated.

In the Edinburgh Dispensatory, the Pulvis Contrayerva Compositus stands thus.

Take of Contrayerva-Root, half an Ounce; of Virginian Snake-Root, a Dram and half; Cechinical, one Dram; English Saffron, half a Dram; of Armenian Bole, three Drams; of the Compound Powder of Crabs-Claws, seven Drams. Make a Powder.

Pulvis Cornachini.

Cornachine Powder.

Take of Diaphoretic Antimony, Cream of Tartar, and Scammony, each a like Quantity; and make thereof a Powder. E.

This and the Pulvis Comitis Warwicensis only differ in the Proportion of the Ingredients to each other. The latter is directed with two Ounces of Sulphurated Scammony, one Ounce of Diaphoretic Antimony, and half an Ounce of the Crystalts of Tartar. In other Dispensatories, also, the Proportion of the Ingredients in the Pulvis Cornachini differs from that in this. I esteem it one of the best Shop Cathartics we have. But the Preceptor may extemporaneously alter the Proportion of the Ingredients, according to the different Intentions he has in View. Thus, if he intends it should act principally upon the Stomach and Intestines, the Proportion of the Scammony should be large. 'Tis very probable that the Crystalts or
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Cream of Tartar may open the Scammony, be impregnated with some of its Virtues, convey them into the Blood, and thus make them operate in the Urinary Passages. When, therefore, the Prescriber intends, that the Medicine should act in this Manner, he will do well to increase the Proportion of the Cream or Crystals of Tartar. Experience has taught me, that Diaphoretic Antimony is not the inert Calx it is now fashionable to represent it. On the contrary, it will operate powerfully, and with great Effect, if judiciously administered. In the present Cafe, 'tis not unlikely, that the Diaphoretic Antimony may open the Scammony more than the Crystals of Tartar could do; and lead it thus opened into the most remote Series of Vessels and Glands, where it may do more Service than in the Intestinal Tube. But, Reasoning apart, I know for certain, that not only this Medicine but many other Cathartics operate very differently, and with very different Effects, when mixed with Diaphoretic Antimony, from what they do without it.

**Pulvis è Scammonio Compositus.**

Compound Powder of Scammony.

Take of Scammony, five Ounces; of burnt Hartthorn prepared, three Ounces. Grind them carefully together into a Powder. L.

This is substituted in the Room of the *Pulvis Cornachini.* But I apprehend the Omission of the Cream or Crystals of Tartar, and Diaphoretic Antimony, to be no Advantage to the Medicine, for Reasons given in the Notes to the *Pulvis Cornachini.*

**Pulvis Diaromaticus.**

The Powder of Aromatic.

Take of Canella Alba, or wild Cinnamon; of the Lesser Cardamoms, Mace, and Ginger, each equal Parts. Mix and make a Powder.

This is added in the last Edition of the *Edinburgh Dispensatory,* where it seems to be substituted for the *Species Diambra,* or *Pulvis Diambra.* It seems a very good aromatic, cordial, stomachic Powder.

In the *London Dispensatory* it is thus directed under the Title of

**Species Aromaticae.**

Aromatic Species.

Take of Cinnamon, two Ounces; the Lesser Cardamom-seeds, freed from their Husks, Ginger, Long Pepper, of each one Ounce. Make all into a Powder, by beating them together. L.

**Pulvis Diasene.**

Compound Powder of Senna.

Take of the Leaves of Senna, and Cream of Tartar, each two Ounces; of Scammony and Ginger, each half an Ounce. Make them into a Powder. L.

This is a Cathartic; but not very necessary for a Shop Medicine, as Something of the same Kind may be easily prescribed extemporaneously. In the *London Dispensatory* it is thus directed, under the Title of

**Pulvis ë Senna Compositus.**

Compound Powder of Senna.

Take Leaves of Senna, Crystals of Tartar, of each two Ounces; of Scammony, half an Ounce; Cloves, Cinnamon, Ginger, of each two Drams. Powder the Scammony by itself, the rest all together, and then mix them. L.

**Pulvis Diatefaron.**

Powder of Four Ingredients.

Take of the Roots of Round Birth-
Pulvis Diapente; or,
Powder of Five Ingredients. E.

Vegetius, in his Malomedia, prescribes this as a Medicine of Consequence in the Diseases of Cattle. I never knew it used for Man.

Pulvis Diatragacanthi Frigidus.
The Compound Cooling Powder of Gum Tragacanth.
Take of Gum- Tragacanth, an Ounce; Gum-Arabic, five Drams; Starch, Liquorice, white Poppy-feed, of each two Drams; and the Root of Marshmallows, half an Ounce. Make them into a Powder. E.

This is a cooling and agglutinating Medicine, and is given when there is a considerable Acrimony of the Humours, in Stranguries, Coughs, and sometimes in Hectics; but is a Composition of no great Consequence.

In the London Dispensatory it stands thus, under the Title of

Pulvis a Tragacanthi Compositus.
Compound Powder of Gum Dragant.
Take of Gum- Tragacanth, Gum-Arabic, Marshmallow-Roos, of each an Ounce and a half; Starch, Liquorice, of each half an Ounce; of double refined Sugar, three Ounces. Reduce all together into a Powder. L.

The Difference between these two is not of Consequence enough to deserve a Remark.

Pulvis Hiera Picra.
Powder of Hiera Picra.
Take of Succotrline Aloe, four Ounces; the Lesser Cardamoms, and Virginia Snake-root, of each half an Ounce. Mix them, and make into a Powder.

When the Hiera Picra is made for the Sake of the Tincture, the Aloes only need be pulverized, and the other Ingredients well bruised. E.

In the former London Dispensatory it stood thus, under the Title of

Species Hiera Picra.
Take of Cinnamon, Zedoary, Aftarum, the Lesser Cardamom-feeds, and Saffron, of each six Drams; Cochineal, a Scruple; of the best Aloes, twelve Ounces; and let them all be made into a Powder together.

Hiera Picra.

This is a cooling and agglutinating Medicine, and is given when there is a considerable Acrimony of the Humours, in Stranguries, Coughs, and sometimes in Hectics; but is a Composition of no great Consequence.

In the London Dispensatory it stands thus, under the Title of

Pulvis a Myrrha Compositus.
Compound Powder of Myrrh.
Take of the dried Leaves of Rue, Dittany of Cret, Myrrh, of each an Ounce and a half; Afa Fœtitia, Sagapenum, Russa Caflor, Opponax, of each an Ounce. Beat all together into a Powder. L.

This
Pulvis ad Partum.

Powder to promote Delivery.

Take of Borax, half an Ounce; Castor and Saffron, of each a Dram and a half. Mix them, and make a Powder; to which add of the Distilled Oil of Cinnamon, eight Drops; and of the Distilled Oil of Amber, six Drops; and mix all together. E.

This is excellent for promoting Delivery, where forcing Medicines are proper, and no Hæmorrhage is apprehended.

Pulvis Stypticus.

Styptic Powder.

Take of Roche Alum, half an Ounce; and of Dragon's Blood, two Drums. Mix them into a Powder. E.

This is said to be invented by Helvétius. It is a most excellent Styptic, and inferior to nothing in checking too copious Discharges of the Menstræ, or other Hæmorrhages. It may properly enough be taken with Tincture of Roses.

Pulvis à Succino Compositus.

Compound Powder of Amber.

Take Prepared Amber, Gum-Arabic, of each ten Drums; Juice of the Rape of Cistus, Balauftines, Japan Earth, of each five Drums; of Olibanum, half an Ounce; of Strained Opium, a Dram. Reduce all into a Powder. L.

This is substituted for the Trehisici de Carafe of former Dispensatories, and seems intended for an Astringent, principally to check Fluxes; but is of no great Use.

Pulvis Vermifugus.

Worm-Powder.

Take of the Leaves of the Female Southerness, of the Flowers of Tansey, and of Worm-feed and Coraline, each half an Ounce. Mix and make them into a Powder; whereby add of the Distilled Oils of Rue and Savin, received upon a little Sugar, each twenty Drops; and mix all together. E.

The Title of this Medicine expresses its Uses.

Species à Scorpio fine Opio.

Species of Scorpidum, or Water Germanewer, without Opium.

Take of Bole Armenic, or of French Bole, four Ounces; of Scorpidium, or Water Germanewer, two Ounces; of Cinnamon, an Ounce and a half; Storax Strained, Roots of Tormentil, Bifort, Gentian, Leaves of Dittany of Crete, Galbanum Strained, Gum Arabic, Red Roses, of each one Ounce; Long Pepper, Ginger, of each half an Ounce. Beat all into a Powder. L.

This is substituted for the Species for the Confestio Fascutorii, the Opium being omitted, as the whole Composition might have been, without any Disadvantage to the Practice of Physic. For it was originally, and still continues to be, a very unimportant Medicine, capable of answering no one Intention, which might not be provided for much better by extemporary Prescription. It is intended as a Refraining.

Species à Scorpio cum Opio.

Species of Scorpidum, or Water Germanewer with Opium.

Take of Strained Opium, three Drums; and add this to the former Species while they are pounding together.
it being first a little dried, that it may the more commodiously be beaten to Powder. L.

This is substituted for the Diascor-dium, or Confestio Pracastorii. I have never yet known this used. But with respect to the Diascor-dium, a Medicine very much in Practice, I have never yet seen any good Effects from it, but what might have been expected from the Opium alone; and I think Opium a much better Medicine without any Addition. I must confess, that this seems to be a better Medicine than the Diascor-dium; but nothing can be a more melancholy Proof of the wretched and uncertain State of Phystic, than not only to see such insignificant and unmeaning Compositions in all the European Dispenatories, but also to hear them mentioned with some Degree of Veneration.

C H A P. IX.
Of Electuaries, Confections, Antidotes, &c.

General Rules for making Electuaries.

I. The Rules, laid down for making Decoctions and Powders, must also be understood to regard the Decoctions and Powders of Electuaries.

II. The Gums, inspissated Juices, and other Ingredients that are not pulverizable, must be dissolved in the Liquor prescribed; the Powders being put in by degrees, and the Whole briskly stirred together, so as to make a smooth and uniform Mixture.

III. Astringent Electuaries, and those wherein the Pulp of Fruits is an Ingredient, are to be made up in small Quantities; the superfluous Moisture of such Pulps being exhaled over a gentle Fire, before they are mixed in with the rest.

Confestio Alkermes.

Confection of Alkermes.

Take of the Syrup of Kermes, three Pounds; and evaporate it, with a gentle Heat, to the Confection of Honey; then add to it the following Ingredients, reduced to very fine Powder: Cinnamon, and Yellow Saunders, each six Drams; Cochineal, three Drams; Saffron, a Dram and a half, and mix them together. E.

This is directed in a different Manner in the London Dispenatory, thus.

Take of the Juice of Kermes, warmed and strained, three Pounds; of Damask Rose-water, six Ounces in Measure; of Oil of Cinnamon, half a Scruple; of double refined Sugar, one Pound. Melt the Sugar, by a Bath-heat, into a Syrup with the Rose-water; then add the Kermes-juice, and, after it is cold, the Oil of Cinnamon. L.

This is a very agreeable and reviving Cordial, and will answer much better Purposes than Cardiac Waters, without any of their bad Consequences. It is principally used in making up Boles; but may be employed for much better Purposes.

Confestio Cardiata.

The Cordial Confection.

Take fresh Rosemary-tops, Juniper-berrys, of each a Pound; the Lesser Cardamom-feeds, freed from their Hulks, Zedoary, Saffron, of each half a Pound; Draw a Tincture with about a Gallon and a half of Proof-Spirit. Reduce, by a gentle Heat, this Tincture strained nearly to the Weight of two Pounds.
Pounds and a half; then finish the Electuary by adding the following Species, very finely powdered, viz: of the Compound Powder of Crabs-claws, sixteen Ounces; Cinnamon, Nutmeg, of each two Ounces; of Cloves, an Ounce; of double refined Sugar, two Pounds. L.

This is substituted for the celebrated Confection of Sir Walter Raleigh, or rather is this Confection reduced nearer the original Receipt of the Author. It is at present a Medicine much in Vogue as a Cordial, and is attended with much less Inconvenience than Drams. But I must confess I have not been so fortunate as ever to have seen any Effects from it, sufficient to make it worth Preparing, or even Mentioning, unless it be to give some Cautions with respect to its Use. In debauched Constitutions, those vitiated by Spirituous Liquors, or relaxed by Accident or Chronic Diseases, and abounding with Acidity and Flatulences, it may be of Service, as a cordial warming Balsamic. But where-ever the Fibres are too rigid, the Heat too intense, and the Humours are inclined to an alkaline Putrefaction, all which happens in most acute Diseases, this Medicine must be extremely prejudicial, as it increases the Heat, Rigidity, and Tendency to Putrefaction. However, it may give a little present Relief, by raising the Spirits and warming the Stomach; and if it raises a Sweat, before the offending Humours are, in the Phraie of Hippocrates, concocted, or, in other Words, sufficiently attenuated, and disposed to pass through the cutaneous Pores, it must do Mischief in Proportion to the Degree of Sweat it excites, and the Quantity of the fine diluting Lymph it expels. And, when this Attenuation or Concoction is brought about, such Helps as this Medicine will afford are not wanting to compleat a Cure. Hippocrates, the Prince of Physicians, never advices the Use of heating Medicines in the Cure of acute Diffemper. Sydenham, the modern Hippocrates, learned from Observation the bad Effects of such Remedies; and Beorbaue absolutefly rejected them in such Cases. But, had they all approved them, I could not have so far distrusted my own Senses as to submit to their Opinion. For I have met with Cases, where Patients have, in all Appearance, been much relieved by Evacuations; but upon the Repetition of a few Doses of this very Medicine, or Something of the same Nature, the Heat has been violently increased, the Tongue has grown black, and a Delirium has come on, succeeded by Death, whilst the Patient has all the time sweated profusely at every Pore. I am sensible that heating Medicines were originally brought into Practice by the Chymical Physicians, and a false Theory; but I am inclined to believe that Artifice has had a great Share in their Introduction, and Custom and Inattention have continued them. For their Use undoubtedly renders more Medicines, and more Attendance necessary than any other Method, and protracts a Fever, which would, in all Probability, terminate in a few Days, to almost as many Weeks. If Men were Statues, such Treatment would be only, wicked; but when Rational Creatures, endued with Sensibility, are designedly tortured by such a Prostitution of Science, Language is too barren to represent such Conduct in its proper Colours.

Confection Paulina.

The Confection called Paulina.

Take Coftus, or in its stead Zedoary, Cinnamon, Long Pepper, Black Pepper, strained Galbanum, strained Opium, Ruffia Caffer, of each two Ounces; of the Simple Syrup, boiled
boiled to the Confidence of Honey, an equal Weight to thrice the Species. Mix carefully the Opium, first dissolved in Wine, with the Syrup warmed; then to the Storax and Galbanum, melted together, add by degrees the Syrup, while it remains warm. Afterwards sprinkle in the other Species reduced to Powder. L.

This Medicine is the Conditio Archegeton, brought back nearly to the Form it is found in, and the Name given it by Galen. It is a very warm Opiate, but should seem to be a very trifling Composition, of but little Use in Practice.

**Eleciuariwm Antidysentericwm.**

Eleciuary against a Dysentery.

Take of the Conserve of Rue dried, Caraway-seeeds, Common Parsley-seeds, Bay-berries, of each an Ounce; of Sagapenum, half an Ounce; Black Pepper, Ruffia Caflor, of each two Drams; of clarified Honey, thrice the Weight of the Species, when powdered. Mix the Species with the Honey into an Eleciuary. L.

**Eleciuariwm Cardiacwm.**

The Cordial Eleciuary.

Take of the Conserve of Rosemary, and of red Roses, each an Ounce and a half; Candied Orange-peel, and Nutmeg, of each an Ounce; Preserved Ginger, six Drams; Confection of Alkermes, half an Ounce; the distilled Oil of Cinnamon, twenty Drops; and Syrup of Cloves, enough to make the Whole into an Eleciuary, according to the Rules of Art. E.

The Remarks made upon the Conditio Cardiaca are equally proper with respect to this Composition; but this seems preferable to that celebrated Medicine.

**Eleciuariwm Caflia.**

Eleciuary of Caflia.

Take the Solutive Syrup of Roses, the Pulp of Caflia fresh extracted; of each half a Pound; of Manna two Ounces; of the Pulp of Tamarinds, one Ounce. Rub the Manna in a Mortar, and with a gentle Heat dissolve it in the Syrup; then add the Pulps, and the
The Edinburgh Dispensatory has a Composition not unlike this, under the Title of

**Diacoctia.**

Take of *Casa Filularis*, twelve Ounces; of Tamarinds, six Ounces; of Calabrian Manna, eight Ounces; Syrup of pale Roses, one Pound. Dissolve the Manna in hot Water, and strain it; then evaporate it, together with the Syrup, to the Confinement of Honey, and afterwards mix in the Pulp, and make an Electuary.

Both these are gentle Purges, but very unmeaning Compositions, and what might be very well omitted, because the Ingredients are so readily mixed extemporaneously.

**Diacoctum.**

Take the Leaves of Scordium, red Roses, Cinnamon, Bole Armoniac, and Japan Earth, of each an Ounce; the Roots of Biffort, Gentian, and Tormentil; the Leaves of Cretan Dittany, Gum Arabic, *Storax Calomita*, and Galbanum, of each half an Ounce; long Pepper and Ginger, of each two Drains; Opium, a Dram and a half; Syrup of Diacodium, boiled to the Confinement of Honey, thrice the Weight of all the Powders; Canary Wine, half a Pint. Mix them together, so as to make an Electuary according to the Rules of Art. E.

This is directed thus in the London Dispensatory, under the Title of

**Electarium Scordio.**

Electuary of Scordium, or Water Germander.

Take any Quantity of the Species of Scordium, or Water-Germander with Opium, and thrice their Weight of Diacodium, boiled to the Thickness of Honey. Mix the Species with the Syrup into an Electuary. L.

See the Remarks upon the Species of Scordio. With respect to the Change of Diacodium instead of Honey, it may be much doubted whether this is an Improvement or not. Honey by its Fermentation induces a great Alteration in the Ingredients of this Composition, and probably renders the Opium a better Medicine. It is a Detergent, and possetted of very considerable Virtues, in regard of those who can bear it; which Some cannot. I have long esteemed the Diacodium, as 'tis generally used, a very pernicious, and often dangerous Medicine. But 'tis less so with the Honey than with Diacodium. For Honey renders it less narcotic and astringent, and somewhat deterrent; whereas Diacodium makes it more narcotic and astringent. Upon the whole, this Composition seems very insignificant. For if it is meant as an Astringent, less complex and more efficacious Medicines may be contrived extemporaneously; if as an Opiate, Crude Opium without any Addition will answer better Purposes, under the Management of the Judicious, and is less nauseous to the Patient. But a false Theory, and Inattention to Experience, have supported the Character of this, as well as many other Medicines equally trifling.

**Elettariae Lenticis.**

Lenitive Electuary.

Take of dried Figs, one Pound, the Leaves of Senna, eight Ounces; the Pulp of Tamarinds, of Caffia, and of French Prunes, of each half a Pound; of Coriander- Seeds, four Ounces; of Liquorice, three Ounces.


Ounces: of double refined Sugar, two Pounds and a half: Reduce the Senna with the Coriander-Seed to Powder; and separate by the Sieve ten Ounces; boil the rest with the Figs and Liquorice in two Quarts of Water, till it is boiled half away; then strain and press it out. Let the strained Liquor be evaporated to the Weight of a Pound and a half, or a little less; afterwards add the Sugar to make a Syrup; this Sugar mix gradually with the Pulps; and, lastly, stir in the Powder before separated by the Sieve. E.

In the Edinburgh Dispensatory it stands thus, under the Title of:

Electuarius Lenticulum pro Clystera.

Lenitive Electuary for Clysters.

Take of the Root of Polyody of the Oak, two Ounces; the Leaves of Mercury, Pennigreek-Seed, and Linseed, of each an Ounce; Spring Water three Quarts. Boil them together till one half is exhaled; adding, towards the End of the Operation, two Ounces of Senna Leaves, and half an Ounce of Coriander Seed; then press out the Liquor, and put to it two Pounds of Honey; boil it to the Confection of a thick Syrup, and add thereto a Pound of the Pulp of Darnosius Prunes; and half a Pound of the Pulp of Cassia. Then make all together into an Electuary. E.

These purge very gently, and are convenient enough to add in Clysters. Internally they are more proper to prevent Costiveness, than to be exhibited as regular Purges. But I don't know any End they can serve, which Manna alone will not answer. The College have thought fit to change the commonly received
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Name of Electuarius for that of Electuarius for Reasons too trifling, with respect to the Practice of Phy- fic, to enquire into.

Mithridatum for Confectione Damo- cratis.

Mithridate, or Damocrates Con- fection.

Take of Cinnamon, fourteen Drans; of Myrrh, eleven Drans; Agaric, Spikenard, Ginger, Saffron, Seeds of Treacle Mustard, or of Mithridate Mustard, Frankincense, Chio Turpentine, of each ten Drans; Camels-Hay, Coitus, or in its head Zedoary, Indian Leaf, or in its head Mace, French Lavender, long Pepper, Seeds of Hartwort, Juice of the Rape of Cistus, strained Storax, Opopanax, strained Galbanum, Ballam of Gil- lead, or in its head, Expresse Oil of Nutmegs, Ruffia Cattor, of each an Ounce; Poleym Mountain, Water-Germander, the Fruit of the Ballam Tree, or in its head Cubeb, white Pepper, Seeds of the Dacaus of Ceres, Edelium strained, of each seven Drams; Celtic Nard, Gentian Root, Leaves of Dittany of Ceres, red Roses, Seeds of Macedonian Parsley, the Lesser Cardamom Seeds; freed from their Hulks, Sweet Fennel, Gum Arabis, Opium strained, of each five Drams; Root of the sweet Flag, Root of wild Valerian, A- niseed, Sagapenum strained, of each three Drums; Spiguel, Saint John's Wort, Juice of Aechma, or in its head Jupiter Earth, the Bellies of Squirrels, of each two Drums and a half; of clarified Honey thrice the Weight of all the rest. Dissolve the Opium first in a little Wine, and then mix it with the Honey made hot; in the mean time
time melt together, in another Vessel, the Galbanum, Storax, Turpentine, and the Balsam of Gilead, or the Expresed Oil of Nutmeg, continually stirring them round, that they may not burn; and, as soon as these are melted, add to them the hot Honey, first by Spoonfuls, and afterwards more freely; lastly, when this Mixture is near cold, add by degrees the rest of the Species reduced to Powder.

This celebrated Medicine stands thus directed in the *Edinburgh Dispensatory*, under the Title of

*Mithridatium Damocratias.*

*Mithridate of Damocrates,*

Take of Myrrh, Saffron, Agaric, Ginger, Cinnamon, Spikenard, Male Frankincense, and the Seeds of Treacle-Mustard, each ten Drams; those of Hartwort, Opopanax (or Balsam of Peru) Squinanth, Flowers of Arabian Storchas, Costus, (or Zedoary) Galbanum, *Cyperus* Turpentine, long Pepper, Caftor, Hypociftis, Storax Calamita, Opopanax, and *Indian* Leaf, of each an Ounce; *Coffa* Lignea, Poley-Mountain, white Pepper, Leaves of Scordium, Seeds of *Cretan* Daucus, Carppoballum (or Cubebs) Troches of *Cyperus*, and Bdellium, of each seven Drans; *Cellic* Spikenard, Gum-Arabic, *Macedonian* Parsley-Seed, Opium, the Jeffer Cardamoms, Fennel-Seed, Gentian-Root, red Roses, and Dittany of *Cret*e, of each five Drans; Anifeed, the Roots of *Afarabaca*, *Acorus versus*, Phu, (or wild Valerian) and Sagaponum, of each three Drans; the Root of Spig nel, true Acacia (or the German) the Belly part of Scinks, and the Seed of St. John's Wort, of each two Drans and a half; of clari

fied Honey, thrice the Weight of all the Powders; and *Canary* Wine, enough to dissolve the Gums and Juices. Mix all together, and make an Elefuary, according to the Rules of Art. £.

I only insert these out of Deference to the Compilers of the *London* and *Edinburgh* Dispensatories. But could have wished that they had been left out of both. For it is a Reproach to Physic, to see such unmeaning and random Compositions in Dispensatories, which have the Sanction of Public Authority, after all the boast ed Improvements in Anatomy, and the Theory and Practice of Medicine. Such Remedies, if it were proper to call them so, can answer no one Intention, which may not be better provided for by a more scientific Combination of some few of their Ingredients; and this would render the Art of healing less ridiculous to Men of Sense and Knowledge, tho' leaves mysterious to the Ignorant and Unattentive.

*Theriac Andromachi.*

*Venice Treacle.*

Take of the Troches of Squills half a Pound; long Pepper, Opium strained, dried Vipers, of each three Ounces; Cinnamon, Balsam of Gilead, or in its stead Expresed Oil of Nutmegs, of each two Ounces; Agaric, the Roots of *Florentine* Orrice, Water-Ger mander, red Roses, Seeds of Navaew, Extract of Liquorice, of each an Ounce and a half; Spikenard, Saffron, Amomum, Myrrh, Costus, or in its stead Zedoary, Camca-Hay, of each an Ounce; the Root of Cinquefoil, Rhubarb, Ginger, *Indian* Leaf, or in its stead Mace, Leaves of Dittany of *Cret*e, of Horehound, and of Calamint, French Lavender, black Pepper, Seeds of *Macedonian* Parsley,
Parletry, Olibanum, Cito Turpentine, Root of wild Valerian, of each six Drams; Gentian-Root, Celtic Nard, Spigeln, Leaves of Poley-Mountain, of St. John’s Wort, of Ground-Pine, Tops of creeping Germander, with the Seed, the Fruit of the Balfam Tree, or in its stead Cubeb, Aniseed, sweet Fennel-Seed, the Lesser Cardamom-Seeds freed from their Huds, Seed of Bishops-Weed, of Hartwort, of Treacle-Mustard, or Mitridate-Mustard, Juice of the Rape of Ciftus, Acacia, or in its stead Japan Earth, Gum-Arabic, Storax strained, Sagapenum strained, Lernian Earth, or in its stead Bole Armenian, or French Bole, green Vitriol calcined, of each half an Ounce; Root of creeping Birthwort, Tops of the Lesser Centaury, Seeds of the Dauceus of Crete, Opoponax, Galbanum strained, Russa Caftar, Jews Pitch, or in its stead white Amber prepared, Root of the sweet Flag, of each two Drams; of clarified Honey, thrice the Weight of all the rest. The Ingredients are to be mixed in the same Manner as in the Mitridate. L.

In the Edinburgh Dispensatory it stands thus.

Take of the Troches of Squills, six Ounces; those of Vipers, the Maf’s Hedycrnon, long Pepper, and Opium, of each three Ounces; Selavonian (or Florentine) Orrice Root, red Rofes, the Leaves of Scordium, Agaric, Opobalsamum, (or Balfam of Peru) Juice of Liquorice, the Seeds of Navew, and Cinnamon, of each an Ounce and half; Myrrh, Saffron, Ginger, Raponic, (or Tormentil-Root) Cinquefoil-Root, the Leaves of Calamint, Horehound, Cretan Dittany, the Flowers of Arabian Strochas, Squinanth, Macedonian

Parley-Seed, Coslus, (or Zedoary) Cyprus Turpentine, Male Frankincense, white Pepper, black Pepper, Cassia Lignea, and Indian Spikenard, of each six Drams; Cretan Poley-Mountain; Seeds of the Hartworts of Marseilleilles (or the common thoite of Anife, of Bishops-Weed, of Aminomum, (or Cloves) of the Lesser Cardamoms, of Fennel, and of Treacle-Mustard; the Roots of Gentian, of Spigeln, of Ponie Phu, (or wild Valerian) and of sweet Flag; the Leaves of Germander, Ground Pine, and St. John’s Wort; true Acacia, or the German, Carpobalsamum, or Cubeb, Leoemian Earth, or Bole Armenian, calcined Brains Stone, or Roman Vitriol, Storax Calamita, Gum-Arabic, the Juice of Hypopitius, Celtic Spikenard, and Indian Leaf, of each half an Ounce; Tops of the Lesser Centaury, the Seed of Cretan Dauceus, small, or long, Birth-wort-Root; Jews Pitch, or Amber, Galbanum, Opoponax, Sagapenum, and Caftar, of each two Drams; of clarified Honey, thrice the Weight of the Powders; and as much Canary Wine as will serve to dilute the Gums and Juices: Mix all together, and make an Electuary thereof, according to the Rules of Art. E.

Quincy is very diffuse in his Remarks upon this Capital Medicine of the Shops. The principal Effect, I have ever seen, from its Ufe, have been such as any one might reasonably have expected, from an Opiate united with heating Ingredients, and exhibited where they were sure to do Mitchief, that is, to convert a Cold, or flight febrile Disorder, into a dangerous Inflammation. Quincy would, therefore, have been highly ungrateful, if he had not spoke well of a Medicine, which brings in its Consequences
The \textit{New English Dispensatory}. \textit{Book IV.}

\textbf{The Edinburgh Treacle.}

\textbf{Take of the Roots of Virginian Snake Root, six Ounces; the Root of wild Valerian, and Con-}

\textbf{Tryerva, each four Ounces; of the \textit{Pulvis Diaromatic} three Ounces; \textbf{Refin of Guaiacum,}}

\textbf{Russin Caftor and Myrrh, each two Ounces; English Saffron, and Opium, each an Ounce; of clari-

\textbf{fied Honey, thrice the Weight of the Powders, and as much Can-

\textbf{nary Wine, as will serve to dis-

\textbf{solve the Opium. Mix all toge-

\textbf{ther, and make an Electuary thereof according to the Rules of Art. E.}}

Camphire may be occasionally added.

This is better calculated to answer the End of an Alexipharmac, than the \textit{Venice Treacle. But, perhaps, is not for that Reason a less dan-

\textbf{gerous Medicine.}}

\textbf{Electuary Pectorale.}

\textbf{Pectoral Electuary.}

\textbf{Take of the Conserve of Roses, two Ounces; of the Compound Pow-

\textbf{der of Gum-Traganth, half an Ounce; Flowers of Benjamin, a Dr}

\textbf{am; Balsamic Syrup, a sufficient Quantity, to make an Elec-

\textbf{tuary.}}

\textbf{Take of Scammony, an Ounce and a half; Cloves, Ginger, of each six Dran; of the Essential Oil of Caraway Seeds, half a Dram; of Honey, half a Pound. Reduce the Scammony to Powder by it-

\textbf{self; mix the Aromatics, fifth pounded together, with the Ho}-

\textbf{ney; then add the Scammony, and in the last Place the Oil. L.}}

This is substituted for the \textit{Caryo-}

\textbf{coffinum} of former Dispensatories, and is so contrived, that a Dram and half of this contains as much Scam-

\textbf{mony, as half an Ounce of the for-

\textbf{mer, which renders it more commo-

\textbf{dious for Taking. It is a brisk Purge, and may be administered either by the Mouth, or in Clysters. The particular Virtues may be learned from those of Scammony.}}

\textbf{Philonium Londinensis.}

\textbf{Take white Pepper, Ginger, Car-}

\textbf{away-Seeds, of each two Ounces; of Opium strained, six Dran; of Diacodon boiled to the Con-

\textbf{sistence of Honey, thrice the Weight of all the rett. Mix care-

\textbf{fully the Opium, distilled first in Wine, with the Syrup warmed,}}

\textbf{and then add the other Species reduced to Powder. L.}}

This is a very warm Opiate; but I am persuaded it will in very few Cases answer better than crude Opium.

\textbf{N. B. All Electuaries, if they grow dry, should be reduced again to their Consistence with a small Quantity of Canary, and not with Syrup, or Ho-}

\textbf{ney. By this Means the Dose will be rendered the least uncertain; which is especially necessary in those, that are}
Loboch Diatragacanthi.

Loboch, with the Compound Powder of Gum-Dragon.

Take of the Compound Powder of Gum-Tragacanth, two Drams; of Japan Earth, one Dram; of the White of Eggs, beat up, an Ounce; Syrup of Diacodium, two Ounce; Mix them together into a Loboch. E.

This is also of some Use in a Cough, when excited by a Discharge of thin Rheum.

Loboch de Lino.

Loboch of Linseed Oil.

Take of fresh Linseed Oil, and of Balsamic Syrup, each an Ounce; Flowers of Sulphur, a Dram; white Sugar, two Drams. Mix them together so as to make a Loboch. E.

This seems to be the best of these Lobochs; but I believe the fresh drawn Linseed Oil would do as well by itself.

Loboch de Manna.

Loboch of Manna.

Take of Calabrian Manna, of fresh drawn Oil of Almonds, and of Syrup of Violets, each a like Quantity. Mix, and make a Loboch. E.

Loboch Saponaceum.

Loboch of Soap.

Take of Alicant Soap, a Dram; Oil of Almonds, an Ounce; of Pectoral or Balsamic Syrup, an Ounce and a half; and make thereof a Loboch, according to Art. E.

Loboch de Spermae Ceti.

Loboch of Sperma Ceti.

Take of Sperma Ceti, two Drams; Rub it with a sufficient Quantity of the Yolk of an Egg; and add of recent Oil of Sweet Almonds, half
half an Ounce; of Balsamic Syrup, an Ounce. Mix, and make a Lohoch.

This and the two preceding do not seem of any great Consequence. For all the Simples which enter their Composition may be given more agreeably, and with better Effect.

CHAP. X.

Of PILLS.

General Rules for making of PILLS.

I. The three first Rules, laid down for the making of Powders, are to be carefully observed in the making of Pills.

II. The Gums and inspissated Juices must be first softened by means of the Liquor prescribed; then the Powders are to be added gradually; and lastly, a perfect Mixture is to be made of the Whole, by repeated Beating in a Mortar.

III. All Masses of Pills should be kept in Bladders oiled, or moistened in the Liquor the Mass is made up with.

Pillæ Mercuriales.

Ethiopian Pills.

Take of pure Quicksilver, the golden Sulphur of Antimony, and Resin of Guaiacum, each half an Ounce. Rub them together in a glass Mortar till the Mercury is perfectly extinguished; and then add of Alicant Soap, half an Ounce; of Balsamic Syrup, a sufficient Quantity to make a Mass for Pills. E.

I must confess I have not often known this used; but am certain it must be a most excellent Remedy for many Chronical Dilempers. I should expect it to have very great Effects in the Rheumatism, to do considerable Service in the Gout, and to exert great Efficacy in the Cure of Cutaneous Diseases, from the Itch to the Leprofy; and I scarcely know a better Medicine than this promises to be in Venereal Disorders. Tis thro' a Neglect of the Use of such Medicines, that Physicians frequently fail of curing obstinate Dilempers, and thus bring Quackery into Vogue. For the World is wise enough to judge by Success; and if Quacks perform a Cure where Physicians miscarry, the general Application will be to the latter. It is trifling to inculcate, that such Remedies are unsafe. For, in the Hands of the Judicious, they are attended with as little Danger as more unmeaning and less efficacious Medicines.

Pillæ Mercúriales.

Pills of Mercury.

Take of Quicksilver, five Drums; of Straßbourg Turpentine, two Drams; of the Cathartic Extract, four Scruples; of Rhubarb, in Powder, one Dram. First grind the Quicksilver with the Turpentine, till it appear no longer; then beat them up with the rest into a Masa. If the Turpentine chance to be too thick, it is to be thinned with a little Olive Oil. L.

This seems directed in Imitation of Bellof's Pill, and is, like the preceding, capable of doing great Service in Chronical Cases. In this Manner an almost infinite Number of Compositions may be contrived extemporaneously to suit any particular Case or Constitution, by combining Quicksilver, properly divided, with Cathartic Ingredients. Having seen some Pills which were sold under the Name of Bellof, I was of Opinion, from their Appearance and Efficacy, that they were not the same...
Of Pills.

as those originally sent over, and which have been so much celebrated in Europe. But having since examined the Pills sold at the Blue Flower-Pot in Broad-street near Golden-square, by a Relation of Dr. Bellot's, I have Reason to believe them the genuine, and the same as those originally sold by that Author.

In the Edinburgh Dispensatory the Pilulae Mercuriales are thus directed.

Take of pure Quicksilver, an Ounce; Honey, a sufficient Quantity. Rub them in a Glass Mortar till the Globules of Mercury disappear; then add of Gum Ammoniac, two Ounces; and make into a Mass for Pills.

This seems to be a very good Mercurial Alterative, and as such may be of considerable Use in Practice.

Pilulae Mercuriales Laxantes.

Laxative Mercurial Pills.

Take of pure Quicksilver, an Ounce; of Honey, a sufficient Quantity: Rub them together till the Mercury is perfectly divided; and then add of Gum Ammoniac, the Extract of black Hellebore, and choice Rhubarb, each half an Ounce. E.

Quicksilver thus divided, without some Cathartic Ingredient, will be subject to affect the Mouth. This, therefore, seems well contrived to prevent it, and may be used with very good Effect in Chronical Distempers.

Pilulae Aromaticæ.

Aromatic Pills.

Take of Succotrine Aloes, an Ounce and a half; of Gum Guaiacum, an Ounce; the Aromatic Species, Balsam of Peru, of each half an Ounce; Let the Aloes and Gum Guaiacum be powdered separately; then mixed with the rest, and form into a Mass with the Syrup of Orange-peel. L.

These are made in Imitation of the Pilulae Diambæ, and Pilulae Aloephagineæ. It is a warm Cathartic, and may agree very well with debauched Stomachs.

Pilulae Cocciæ.

Pills called Coccie.

Take of Succotrine Aloes, Colocynth, and of Scammony, each an Ounce; of Vitriolated Tartar, two Drams; of the Distilled Oil of Cloves, a Dram; and with Syrup of Buckthorn, enough for that Purpose, bring them into a Mass for Pills, E.

In former Dispensatories there were two Sorts of these Pills, the Pilulae Cocchie maioræ, and Pilulae Coccie minores. These are the Coccie minores, with the Addition of Vitriolated Tartar, to keep them from exciting Gripes. They are of very little Use, and work pretty roughly. When Purging briskly is intended, Jalap-root, or some more brisk Cathartic, will answer better than this.

In the London Dispensatory they stand thus, under the Title of

Pilulae ex Colocynthide cum Aloæ.

Pills of Coloquintida, with Aloes.

Take Succotrine Aloes, and Scammony, of each two Ounces; of the Pith of Coloquintida, one Ounce; of Oil of Cloves, two Drams. Let the dry Species be reduced to Powder separately, the Oil mixed among them, and the Whole formed into a Mass, with Syrup of Buckthorn. L.
Pills of two Ingredients.

Take of Colocynth, and Scammony, each an Ounce; of Vitriolated Tartar, two Drums; of the Distilled Oil of Cloves, a Dram; and, with a suitable Quantity of Syrup of Buckthorn bring them into a Mafs for Pills, according to the Rules of Art. E.

This was much the same in the preceding London Dispensatory, except that the Oil of Cloves was only in the Quantity of half a Dram; and in this the Vitriolated Tartar is added, to keep the Cathartic Ingredients from adhering to the Intervals, and exciting Gripes. In the last London Dispensatory the Name of this Composition is changed, and stands thus, under the Title of

Pilulæ ex Colocynthide Simpliciores.
The more Simple Pills of Colomquintida.

Take the Pith of Colocynthida, Scammony, of each two Ounces; of Oil of Cloves, two Drums. Let the dry Species be reduced to Powder separately, the Oil be mixed with them, and the Whole be formed into a Mafs with Syrup of Buckthorn. L.

I believe this Name, now given this Composition, is neither better nor worse than the preceding, so that it deserves no Notice. It is of more Consequence to remark, that the Pilulæ ex Duoibus have been very much in Use as a strong Cathartic, and frequently employed in the Cure of a virulent Gonorrhœa; but they operate too roughly, and frequently bring on a Hernia Humoralis, or Swelling of the Testicles; or leave an incurable Gleet, to the great Prejudice of the Patient's Virility.

Many young Gentlemen have also been brought into a Consumption by the too frequent Use of these Pills, for the Cure of a Venereal Disorder. And upon the whole, as there are much better and safer Purges, I think this might very well be omitted, especially as Extemporaneous Prescriptions may better answer any End that can be proposed.

Pilulæ Ecphrætica.

Stimulating Deobstuent Pills.

Take of the Aromatic Pill, three Ounces; Rhubarb, Extract of Gentian, Salt of Iron, of each one Ounce; of Salt of Wormwood, half an Ounce; With the Solutive Syrup of Roses, beat them diligently into a Mafs. L.

This, as its Title imports, is a Deobstuent, and is useful in a Chlorestis, a Suppression of the Menies, some Kinds of Cachexies, and many Chronical Diseases.

Pilulæ Ecphrætica cum Aculeo.

Stimulating Deobstuent Pills.

Take of Succotrine Aloes, the Extract of black Hellebore, and Scammony, each an Ounce; of Gum Ammoniac, and Resin of Guaiacum, each half an Ounce; of Vitriolated Tartar, two Drums; Chymical Oil of Juniper, a Dram; Syrup of Buckthorn, a sufficient Quantity to make a Mafs for Pills. E.

Pilulæ Ecphrætica Chalybeata.

Deobstuent Pills with Steel.

Take of the Pilulæ Communes, or Rufus's Pills, an Ounce and a half; Gum-Ammoniac, and Resin of Guaiacum, each half an Ounce; Salt of Iron, five Drums; Elixir Proprietas, a sufficient Quantity to make a Mafs for Pills. E.
There are very well contrived for Deobstruents; but exert their Effects as such best, if taken in small Doses, as Alternatives.

Pillae Fœtidae.

Fœtid Pills.
Take of Afa Fœtida, a Dram and a half; Russian Cætor, a Dram; Camphire, half a Dram; Distilled Oil of Hartthorn, a sufficient Quantity. Beat them together into a Mass for Pills.

This is intended as an Antihysteric.

Pillae de Gambogia.

Pills of Gamboge.
Take of Succotrine Aloes, Extract of black Hellebore, Gamboge, and Calomel, each two Drams; Chymical Oil of Juniper, half a Dram; Syrup of Buckthorn, enough to make a Mass, for Pills.

I never knew this Medicine used; but it appears to me too rough, tho' corrected by the Oil of Juniper; and for that Reason of no great Use.

Pillae Gummofae.

Gum Pills.
Take Galbanum, Opoponax, Myrrh, Sagapenum, of each an Ounce; of Afa Fœtida, half an Ounce: With the Syrup of Saffron make them into a Mass. L.

The Title expresseth the Design of this Pill.

Extradum Catharticum.

The Cathartic Extract.
Take of Succotrine Aloes, an Ounce and a half; of the Pith of Colocynthis, six Drams; Scammony, the lesser Cardamom seeds husked, of each half an Ounce: of Proof Spirit, a Pint. The Spirit being poured upon the Colocynthis cut small, and the Seeds bruised, draw a Tincture with a gentle Heat continued four Days; then to the Tincture, pressed out, add the Aloes and Scammony, first separately reduced to Powder; and, these being dissolved, draw off the Spirit, and reduce the Mass to the Conscience of a Pill. L.

This is substituted for the Pillæ Rudii, which are thus directed in the Edinburgh Dispensatory.

Pillæ, seu Extradum Rudii.

Pills, or Extract of Rudii.
Take of the Roots of black Hellebore and Colocynth, each two Ounces. Bruise them well, and add thereto two Quarts of Spring-water. Boil them to the Conjunction.
fumption of one Half; then press out the Liquor, and exhale it to the Consistence of Honey; afterwards put to it the following Ingredients, reduced to a very fine Powder, viz. of Succuswine Aloes, two Ounces; and of Scammony, an Ounce; lastly, having removed the Mafs from the Fire, mix with it a Dram of the Distilled Oil of Cloves. E.

This Pill is a very good brisk Cathartic, and much in Use.

Pilulae Rup.

Rufus's Pills.

Take of Succuswine Aloes, two Ounces; Myrrh and Saffron, of each one Ounce. Make them into a Mafs, with Syrup of Saffron. L.

This is directed in the Edinburgh Dispensatory, under the Title of Pilulae Communes, with only half an Ounce of Saffron, and to be made up with Syrup of Orange-peel. It is a most excellent Cathartic, and the most useful of any in the Shops, if taken in the Quantity of half a Dram; but it answers much better Purposes to take it at Night, or Night and Morning, as an Alternative, in less than one Fourth of the full Dose. For thus it improves the Appetite and Digestion; and, I am pretty certain, exerts very considerable Virtues in the Blood and Juces.

Riverius directs a Pill, of which this is the Basis, under the Title of Pilulae contra Morbas Deploratas, and which I shall call

Pilulae Riverii.

Riverius's Pills.

Take of Pill Ruf, two Draps; of Gum Guaiacum, and Diaphoretic Antimony, each one Dram; Elixir Proprietatis, a sufficient Quantity to make them into Pills.

Riverius extols these Pills very highly, and indeed they deserve considerable Encomiums. If twelve Pills are made of every Dram, and three are exhibited every Night and Morning, (or at Night only if they operate too much) they will do great Service in a Cachexy, Chlorosis, a Cough, Flatulencies, and many Chronic Disorders. There is not a better Medicine for Women at the grand Period of Life, when the Catamenia begin to be irregular, or entirely cease, if duly perfilled in.

Pilulae Matthaei.

Matthew's's Pills.

Take of the Extract of Opium, black Hellebore, Liquorice, and the Soap of Tartar, each four Ounces. Let the Hellebore and Liquorice be made into a subtile Powder. Beat and mix these four Ingredients very well; then, with two or three Ounces of this Mafs, mix an Ounce of English Saffron cut into small Pieces, and beat them well together, till the Saffron is perfectly incorporated with the Mafs, so that no Part of it be discernible from the rest; then beat and mix that with the rest of the Mafs as well. If this Mafs be too dry, you may mix it with some of the Oil which comes from the Soap, which it spues out when it stands a long time by; or, in its head, so much Rectified Oil of Turpentine as is sufficient to make a Mafs fit to form into Pills; then put it into a wide-mouthed Glass, or Gally-pot, tied over with a Bladder or Leather.

Quinney remarks, that there are many Ways of making this Medicine. Bates puts in white Hellebore. But how much ever it may be imagined to stand corrected here, it
is much safer left out; and the Medicine will be still left efficacious enough to all the Intentions it is ordered for. The Saffron in this is not ordered by Bates, but much improves the Medicine. In many Cases it is an admirable and safe Opiate, and promotes the Discharges both by Sweat and Urine; and the Soap of Tartar is so aperient, that it makes it safe even in Asthmas, when no other Preparations of Opium dare be ventured upon. It may be given from three to ten Grains. When it grows dry with Keeping, it must be again moistened with fresh Oil of Turpentine; but the oftener it has had those Amendments, its Dose may be enlarged. For the Turpentine will not dry away so much, as not to leave enough behind to give some Augmentation to its Bulk. So far Quincy. And this Medicine is really very well contrived for an aperient Opiate. I like the Soap of Tartar, the black Hellebore, and Saffron; and have many Reasons, deduced from Practice, to believe the Medicine much the better for them; tho', in general, Additions to Opium are either insignificant or prejudicial. This Medicine is seldom omitted in Nephritick Cases; and in many others it may be given with good Effect, where other Preparations of Opium itself, are not so safe.

**Pilulae Starkei.**

**Starkey's Pills.**

Take Extract of Opium, four Ounces; Nutmegs, and Mineral Bezoar, each two Ounces; Saffron and Virginia Snake-root, each one Ounce. Beat the Nutmegs and Saffron together into a Paste, so that they cannot be distinguished from one another. Let all the Mineral Bezoar and Snake-root be an impalpable Powder. Then mix all together with half a Pound of the Soap of Tartar; of Oil of Saffra\textsc{ras}, half an Ounce; and two Ounces of the Tincture of Antimony. Let them be well incorporated, by beating in a Mortar; then keep them in a Glass, or Gally-pot, tied over with a Bladder and Leather, for Use.

This Mr. George Wilson says he had from Dr. Starkey's own Mouth, in the Year 1665, a little before his Death; who then told him, he gave Matthew the former for a little Money; but that was what he successfully made use of himself. It is both more diaphoretic and more anodyne than the former; and they, who have made use of it in their Practice, affirm it to be the best Laudanum they ever met with; and yet this is not the Sort which is kept in the Shops, and it is not by much in so constant Prescription as the former. Indeed there are hardly any of the Shops that prepare this; so that a Physician may write for it in vain, while the other is so ready for a Succedaneum.

This may be given in a good Dose, and is not so hazardous in its Effects as common Opium, or any other of its Preparations.

Thus far Quincy: But I don't know that I ever either knew it made or used. It promises fair to be a very good Opiate. I don't think it the better for the warm Alexipharmics.

The Edinburgh Dispensatory directs Matthew's Pills thus, under the Title of

**Pilulae Pacificæ, vulgò Matthei.**

Anodyne Pills, commonly called Matthew's Pills.

Take of Russian Cassia, two Ounces; English Saffron, and Opium, each an Ounce; Soap of Tartar, three Ounces;
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The Title of this expresses the Intention.

Pillae & Styrace.

Storax Pills.

Take of strained Storax, two Ounces; of Saffron, one Ounce; of strained Opium, five Drams. Beat them diligently together, till they are perfectly mixed. L.

This is intended as a Pectoral Opiate, and is often given in a Cough, frequently mixed with a gentle Cathartic.

In the Edinburgh Dispensatory it is thus directed.

Take of Storax Calamita, five Drams; of Gum Tragacanth, one Ounce; Olibanum, and Opium, each half an Ounce; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Diacodium, make them into a Mafs, according to the Rules of Art. E.

CHAP XI.

Of Troches.

GENERAL RULES FOR PREPARING TROCHES.

I. THE three preceding Rules, laid down for the making of Powders, must be likewise understood in the preparing Powders for Troches.

II. When the Mafs is so glutinous as to stick to the Fingers, whilst the Troches are forming, let the Hands be rubbed with sweet Oil, or any other of the Aromatic Tribe, or the Powder of Starch or Liquorice.

III. In order to the well-drying of them, let them be laid upon an inverted Sieve in a shady, but open airy, Place, and keep them frequently turning.
Of Troches.

IV. Let them be kept for Use in Vessels of Glass, or of glazed Earth.

Trochisci Albi Rhafis, seu Sief album.
The White Troches of Rhafes.

Take of Cerufa, ten Drams; Sar-coccol, three Drams; Starch, and Gum-Tragacanth, of each two Drams; Camphire, half a Dram; and a proper Quantity of Rose-water; in which dissolve the Gum- Arabic and Gum Tragacanth, so as to make a Mucilage; and, the other Ingredients being reduced to Powder, make Troches of the Whole, according to the Rules of Art. E.

The London Dispensatory substitutes the Pulvis & Cerufa Compositus for this. 'Tis only for external Use, and is esteemed an Antiphlogistic and Repellent.

Trochisci Bechici albi.

White Pectoral Troches.

Take of double refined Sugar, one Pound and a half; of Starch, an Ounce and a half; of Liquorice, six Drams; of Florentine Orris, half an Ounce. All the Ingredients being reduced to Powder, with the Mucilage of Gum Tragacanth, form Troches. L.

These Troches are intended for a Cough. They must be held in the Mouth, and suffered to dissolve gradually. In the Edinburgh Dispensatory they are thus directed.

Take of white Sugar-candy, a Pound and a half; Florentine Orrice-root, an Ounce and a half; Liquorice-root, an Ounce; Starch, half an Ounce; Mucilage of Gum-Tragacanth made with Rose-water, as much as will serve to form the Whole into Lozenges. E.
Trochifci di Magma Hedychri, pro Theriaca Andromachi.

Troches, called the Mass Hedychroon, for the Theriaca.

Take of the Leaves of Marum and Marjoram, of Rhodium (or Yellow Sanders) and of the Root of Aza­rabacca, of each two Drams; of Squinanth, Calamus Aromaticus, Pontic Phu (or the Root of wild Valerian) Xylobalfamum (or Aloes Wood) Opobalsamum (or Bal­sam of Peru) Coftus (or Zedoary) and Cinnamon, each three Drams; of Mynr, Indian Leaf (or Bay-leaves) Indian Spikenard, Caffia Ligneæ, and of Saffron, each six Drams; of Amomum (or Cloves) an Ounce and a half; of Maffich, a Dram; and, with a requisite Proportion of Canary Wine, make them up into Troches according to Art. E.

This is a Composition of very little Consequence, and deserves no farther Remark.

Trochifci de Minio.

Troches of red Lead.

Take of red Lead, half an Ounce; Corroitive Mercury Sublime, an Ounce; Crums of white Bread, four Ounces; with a sufficient Quantity of Rose-water, form ob­long Troches. E.

These are intended for an Efcharotic; but must be used with great Caution.

Trochifci de Myrrha.

Troches of Myrrh.

Take of Myrrh, half an Ounce; of Madder-root, the Leaves of com­mon Pennyroyal, Russian Caftor, each three Drams; the Seeds of Cumin, Afa Foetida, and Galba­num, each two Drams; the Dil­}

tilled Oils of Rue and Savine, of each twenty Drops; and a suffi­cient Quantity of Elixir Proprie­tatis. Let the Gums, by means of the Elixir, be reduced to a Mass of the Confluence of Honey: Af­terwards add the Oils and Pow­ders, so as that Troches may be artificially formed thereof. E.

This is intended for an Antihyle­rie, an Exciter of the Menfes, and the Lochia. In the London Dispen­satory the Pulvis à Myrrha Composi­tus is substituted in the Room of these Troches.

Trochifci e Nitro.

Troches of Nitre.

Take of Purified Nitre, four Ounces; of double refined Sugar, a Pound. Make them into Troches with the Mucilage of Gum Tragacanth. L.

The Nitre here is a very good In­gredient; but this is not the best Form for its Exhibition.

Trochifci e Scilla.

Troches of Squills.

Take of baked Squills, half a Pound; of Wheat Flower, four Ounces. Pound them together, and form them into Troches, to be dried with a gentle Heat. L.

This is of no Use that I know of except for the Venice Treacle.

In the Edinburgh Dispensatory, the Troches of Squills are thus ordered under the Title of

Trochifci Scillitici, pro Theriaca Andromachi.

Troches of Squills, for the Treacle of Andromachus.

Take an entire Squill, after the Leaves and Stalks are dry, and, having pulled off its Outside, in­clude it in a Paste made of Wheat Flower, and bake it in an Oven till
till the Crust becomes hard: Then take three Ounces of the Squill thus baked tender, and grind it in a Mortar, adding thereto two Ounces of the Meal of the white Vetch, so as to make a Paste; whereby Troches being formed, let them be dried in the Shade. E.

The mere Pulp of the Squill is justly preferred to these Troches.

Troches of Sulphur.

Take of washed Flowers of Sulphur, two Ounces; of double refined Sugar, four Ounces. Beat them together, and by gradually adding the Mucilage of Quince Seeds form Troches. L.

In the Edinburgh Dispensatory, Something of the same Intention is directed under the Title of

Troches of Sulphur.

Take of the Flowers of Sulphur, an Ounce; the Flowers of Benjamin, a Dram; of white Sugar, four Ounces, and a sufficient Quantity of the Mucilage of Gum-Trapacanth. Mix them all together, and make Troches thereof according to Art. E.

I don't see any Advantage in these, more than in Sulphur alone, unless any one should like to take them better in this Manner. But the Difference cannot be great.

Troches of Japan Earth.

Take of Japan Earth, two Ounces; of Gum Trapacanth, half an Ounce; of white Sugar, a Pound; and a proper Quantity of Rose Water to make Troches; with this beat up the Troches. E.

These are by much the best Troches that I have met with for a Cough, which they relieve very eminently, if suffered to dissolve gradually in the Mouth. But the Japan Earth alone is much better, used in the same Manner, for those who can bear the Taste.

In the London Dispensatory they are thus directed.

Take Japan Earth and Gum-Arabic, of each two Ounces; of Sugar of Roses, sixteen Ounces. Beat them together, and with a little Water make Troches. L.

In both these the Proportion of Sugar is too large. They will have a much better Effect with less than half the Sugar, tho' they are thus not quite so agreeable.

Troches of Vipers, for Venice Treacle.

Take half a Pound of Viper's Flesh, separated from the Skins, and the Entrails, the Fat, the Heads, and the Tails, and boiled till it grows soft in Spring-Water, seasoned with a little Dill and Salt, and afterwards cleared of the Back-bone; of Bisket Bread, ground and Fearced, two Ounces. Beat them together, with a proper Quantity of the Broth remaining after the Vipers were boiled, into a Mafs, to be formed into Troches, according to Art. E.

These Troches are brought to us from other Parts, ready prepared; but the dried Flesh of the Viper is with Justice preferred thereto.

Trochisii Dia sulphuris.

Troches of Vipers, pro Thoriaca Andromachi.

Take of the Flowers of Sulphur, an Ounce; the Flowers of Benjamin, a Dram; of white Sugar, four Ounces, and a sufficient Quantity of the Mucilage of Gum-Trapacanth. Mix them all together, and make Troches thereof according to Art. E.

There are by much the best Troches that I have met with for a Cough, which they relieve very eminently, if suffered to dissolve gradually in the Mouth. But the Japan Earth alone is much better, used in the same Manner, for those who can bear the Taste.
French Bole, half an Ounce; of Nutmegs, a Scruple; of double refined Sugar, three Ounces. Make all into a Powder, and then with a little Water form it into Lozenges. 

These are very powerful against that Disorder improperly called the Heart-Burn.

Trochisci Cardialgici.

Troches for the Heart-Burn.

Take of Oilfer-Shells, and Chalk, powdered, each two Ounces; Gum Arabic, half an Ounce; Nutmegs, half a Dram; fine Sugar, ten Ounces; Baum-Water, enough to make Troches. 

These are of the same Use as the preceding.

C H A P. XII.

Of O I L S in General.

THERE is a certain Part in Plants, which being either spontaneously fluid, or easily made so by a gentle Heat, is called their Oil. This Oil may become thick by long standing, as we see in the Oil of Turpentine, which, tho’ extremely fluid at first, manifestly thickens by degrees. It may, also, grow thick with Cold, and thus appear knotty like Fish-spawn; and may become solid, as we see in Wax; but by what Means ever it thus becomes hard, it flows again upon being applied to the Fire. This Oil, therefore, whenever it becomes liquid, is at the same time unctuous, or exceeding soft and slippery to the Touch; tho’ it has at the same time a certain Tenacity or Viscosity in its Parts, not found in Waters and Spirits. Again, these Oils are always inflammable, and feed both Fire and Flame, being themselves disposed to go into the Flame; a Property not found in Air, Water, or Earth. Lastly, Oil will not intimately mix with Water; but, when shook there-in, repels the Water from it, collects together, and separates into a distinct Liquor; in which Respect it differs from Spirits. Vegetable Oil, therefore, is an unctuous inflammable Liquor, that does not mix with Water.

This Oil is found of many different Kinds in Plants. In the volatile Sort, which is produced in the Distillation of the Waters from unctuous Vegetables, lodges the presiding Spirit, which contains the Taste and Smell of the Plant. Whence in this Oil the particular sensible Properties of the Plant manifestly reside, which, being once separated, robs the Plant of its Nature. Thus, if all this Oil were totally extracted from Cinnamon, Mace, Cloves, or Nutmegs, these Bodies would remain of their pristine Form, so as to be perfectly distinguishable, tho’ they retain Nothing of their peculiar Properties. For when all this Oil is taken away, those Spices can no longer be distinguished by the Smell or Taste; tho’ the Body of the Oil receives not its Smell and Taste from itself, but entirely from that Spirit, which, when present, distinguishes these Oils, and, when absent, leaves them scarce distinguishable, and almost of one and the same Nature.

Sometimes in certain Plants, and particular Parts thereof, this Oil is collected pure, in little peculiar Cells or Receptacles. At other times oily Particles are mixed with the Juices of Plants, and so dispersed therein as scarce to appear in the Form of Oil, but lie concealed in that of Soap. But when these latent oily Particles associate, or separate from the rest, they immediately appear in the Form of Oil. Thus the Juices of
of a Plant being extracted with Water, inspissated, made Saponaceous, and dried, it is manifest they contain Oil by their Burning. On the other hand, a pure Oil-dilts from Incisions made in the Fir, the Pine, and the Larch-Tree. A transverse Section being made into the Root of Mafterwort, newly dug up in the Winter, we may, by the Help of a Microscope, perceive little Drops of Gold-coloured Oil oozing out from certain Vessels on the Surface. And the fame holds true of a Nutmeg, or Almond, cut with a warm Knife. But we find this Oil no where more plentiful than in the Cotyledons, or Seminal Lobes of Plants, where it defends the tender Embryo from the pernicious Effects of unseasonable Water, or too great Cold; for Freezing might probably prove destructive to so fine a Structure. This Oil also is, in the Winter-time, found driven towards the Bark by the preceding Summer; and, being there more drained from its watery Moisture, is collected in great Abundance, especially in the Ever-greens. The Oil of Vegetables, therefore, chiefly abounds in their more durable Parts, in order to defend the other natural and more necessary ones, and is therefore found in such Parts as are farthest removed from the absorbing Vessels of the Roots, and the nutrimental Juice drawn in from the Earth; and thus more Oil is found in ripe Linseed, than perhaps in all the other Parts of the Plant together. Sometimes also this Oil is collected in such Quantity, as spontaneously to appear in its proper Form, burft its Cells, and run out. Whence the Barks of Trees and Fruits principally afford it; as we see in Pine-apples, Juniper-berries, &c. especially in the Ever-greens, where the outward Bark is often caked over with this Oil. The Trees in the Northern Regions, which grow upon the high Mountains, exposed to the freezing Cold, more particularly afford it. Whence it should seem, that this Oil is highly requisite to defend the Life of Vegetables against the freezing Cold of Winter. We likewise observe, that these fat Oils chiefly grow and collect in full-grown Plants, that soon after seem, as it were, to sleep or become aged. For both Herbs and Trees contain little Oil in their young growing State, but are dillented with a diluted, thin, watery Juice. Thus Flax, soon after it is first sown, rises in the Form of Grass, and is merely aqueous; but, when come to Maturity, it loses its Greenness, grows yellow, and now affords a copious Oil, especially in its Seed. And the same holds true of a young Pine, compared with one that is full grown. It is also observed, that the shubby Plants, which have lively Roots, gradually contract themselves upon the Approach of Winter, with-hold their Juices, perspire but little, receive but small Nourishment from the Earth, nor throw much off into the Air; and thus they continue to do in a higher Degree, as the Winter comes on, till at length they in a manner rest. On the other hand, as the Spring approaches, all begins to move again; they take in Nourishment, and perspire. If these Autumnal or Winter Stations may be called Times of Sleep, and the Summer and Vernal Periods Times of Waking, in Plants, it will generally appear that the Oils of Vegetables are increased in their Sleeping, but the Water in their Waking. Thus the Root of Mafterwort, being perfectly leafless in the Winter, and lying hid and inactive in the Earth, may be called dormant; but if now dug up, and examined, it will be found rich in Oil; but if again dug up in May, it appears aqueous, saline, and by no means
Oils obtained by Expression.

Oleum Amygdalarum Dulcius.

Oil of Sweet Almonds.

Take any Quantity of Sweet Almonds, fresh dried and blanched. Bruise them in a Marble Mortar; put them into an Hempen Bag, and gradually force out the Oil by Means of a Press, with the Assistance of Fire.

In the same Manner are procured the Oils of bitter Almonds, Walnuts, Mace, Nutmegs, Linseed, and Mustard-feed, the Iron Plates of the Press being first moderately warmed.

Both ripe and unripe Olive-Oil, as also Oil of Bays, are brought to us from Foreign Parts.

In the London Dispensatory the Oil is ordered to be pressed out without the Assistance of Fire.

Oil of Sweet Almonds contains very little Salt, tho' evidently much of the particular Nature of the Plant, as our Senses inform us; but, whilst fresh, it sheaths, blunts, and mollifies what is acrimonious in the Humours; relaxes the Fibres, Membranes, Vessels, and Viscera, when applied thereto; softens the Hardness of the Flesh, and cures its Cripature. It mollifies and moistens dead and dry Efecars, and renders them separable from the sound Flesh by Desiccation. It also prevents the thin Humours from exhaling too much tho' the open Mouths of the Vessels in Wounds, and thus spoiling the extreme Vessels; and hence it becomes an excellent Remedy for expeditiously healing recent Flesh-Wounds. It is also accounted a great Anodyne, both as it is emollient
Chap. xii. Of Oils made by Infusions, &c.

Oils made by Infusion and Decoction.

**Oleum Absintii**

Oil of Wormwood.

Take a Pound of the bruised Tops of fresh common Wormwood; and three Pints of ripe Olive Oil. Boil them gently till the Herb becomes crisp, and then strain out the Oil with Presure.

In the same Manner are made

**Oleum Anethi, Oil of Dill, from the Leaves of the Plant**

--- **Chamaemelini, Oil of Chamomile, from the Flowers**

**Oleum Hyperici, Oil of St. John's-wort, from the Tops**

--- **Lilium albo virid, Oil of White Lilies from the Flowers**

--- **Rosa Rubra, Oil of red Roses, from the Flowers**

--- **Rutaceum, Oil of Rue, from the Leaves. E.**

**Oleum Hyperici.**

Oil of St. John's-wort.

Take of the Flowers of St. John's-wort, full blown; fresh; and carefully picked from their Calyxes, four Ounces; of Olive Oil, a Quart. The Oil being poured on the Flowers, let them stand together till the Oil is sufficiently tinged. E.

This is intended for external Use. The Virtues may be learned from those of Hypericum in the *Materia Medica*.

Oil of
Oleum Lumbritorum.
Oil of Earth-worms.
Take of Earth-worms, well washed, half a Pound; of ripe Olive Oil, a Quart; of White-wine, half a Pint; and boil them together in Balneae Maris, till the Wine is consumed; after which strain out the Oil by Expression. E.

Oleum Mucilaginum.
Oil of Mucilages.
Take of the recent Roots of Marshmallows (or of white Lillies) bruised, four Ounces; of fresh Squills bruised, two Ounces; Seeds of Fenugreek, and Lin-seed, each an Ounce and a half. Let these be macerated in a sufficient Quantity of Spring water; then let them boil till they form a thick and viscous Mucilage; which being strongly pressed out, add of Olive-Oil, four Pints. Boil with a gentle Heat, or in a Bath heat, till all the aqueous Moiture is consumed, continually stirring it, to prevent Burning.

In the London Dispensatory it is thus directed, under the Title of

Oleum à Mucilaginisbus.
Oil of Mucilages.

Take of the Root of Marshmallows, fresh, half a Pound; Lin-seed, Fenugreek-seeds, of each three Ounces; of Water, a Quart; of Olive Oil, two Quarts. Boil gently the Roots and Seeds, bruised, in the Water for half an Hour. Afterwards add the Oil, and renew the Boiling till the Water is quite waited; then pour the Oil cautiously off. L.

Oleum Sambucinum.
Oil of Elder.
Take of Elder-flowers, one Pound; of Olive Oil, a Quart. Boil the Flowers in the Oil till they are almost crisp; then press out the Oil, and let it by, that the Feces may subside. L.

The Virtues of this, as a Topic, may be learned from those of Elder-flowers.

Oleum viride.
Green Oil.

Take Bay-leaves, Leaves of Rue, of Marjoram, of Sea Wormwood, and of Chamomile, of each three Ounces; of Olive Oil, a Quart. The Herbs being bruised, boil them slightly in the Oil till they are become crisp; then press out the Oil, and, after, the Feces have subsided, pour it off. L.

The Ingredients of this Composition are very warm, and consequently the Ointment must be good in the same Intentions as the Unguentum Neratinum.

C H A P. XIII.

Of Artificial Balsams.

Balsamum Anodynum, vulgo Guidonis.

Guido's Anodyne Balsam.

Take of Galbanum and Tacamahac, each half a Pound; Venice Turpentine, one Pound. Put them into a Retort, so as they may fill one Third of its Capacity, and distil, gradually increasing the Fire. Let the red Oil, or Balsam, be separated from the other Liquor. E.

This Balsam should seem to be extremely penetrating and resolvent.
Balsamum ad Apollésticos.

Apolléstico Balsam.

Take of the Oil of Nutmegs obtained by Expression, an Ounce. Melt it in a Silver Vessel, and, being removed from the Fire, add thereto, of the Distilled Oils of Cloves, of Lavender, of Rosemary, each half a Dram; of the Oil of Amber, half a Scrope; of Balsam of Peru, a Dram; and mix them together according to Art. E.

This is made in imitation of the Balsamum Apollésticum. As it warms and enlivens, it is very proper to excite Sensation in the Nerves, by being smelled to, or rubbed on the Temples, or on Paralytic Parts. A few Drops may also be exhibited internally, in any convenient Form.

Balsamum Locatelli.

Locatelli's Balsam.

Take of Olive Oil, a Pint; Strafsburg Turpentine, yellow Wax, of each half a Pound; of red Saunders, six Drams. Melt the Wax, with some Part of the Oil, over a gentle Fire; then add the rest of the Oil, and the Turpentine. In the last Place, mix in the Saunders, and stir the Whole well together, till it is nearly cold. E.

The Compilers of the London Dispensatory have very prudently continued the red Saunders in this celebrated Composition, as being a much more suitable Ingredient than Dragon's Blood, tho' the latter may perhaps give it a better Colour; a Circumstance not to be put in Competition with the Efficacy of a Medicine. It has been the Paffion to laugh at this Balsam as an injudicious Composition, and of little or no Efficacy. But whoever considers attentively the Ingredients, will be inclined to think it a very good Medicine, as an internal Balsamie and Venerary; but its greatest Excellence should seem to be in a Dyfentery, and Eruptions of the Intestines. People often speak and write of Medicines, upon Theory, without consulting Experience, which is only capable of determining the Character of any Remedy. And this has been the Case with respect to Locatelli's Balsam. As to its external Uses, there are much better Medicines for any Purpose that can occur.

In the Edinburg Dispensatory it is thus directed.

Take of yellow Wax, a Pound. Melt it by a gentle Heat, in a Pint and a half of Olive Oil; then add of Venice Turpentine, a Pound and a half; and, when it is removed from the Fire, add of Peruvian Balsam, two Ounces; Dragon's Blood, one Ounce; stirring it continually till cold.

The red Saunders is a better Ingredient than the Dragon's Blood.

Balsamum Saponaceum, vulgo Opopedac.

The Saponaceous Balsam, commonly called Opopedac.

Take of Rectified Spirit of Wine, four Pints; Alicant Soap, one Pound. Digest in a gentle Heat, till the Soap is dissolved; then add of Campfire two Ounces; Chymical Oil of Rosemary, and of Origanum, each half an Ounce; and let these be mixed well in by stirring, or shaking. E.

I don't know why the Oil of Origanum is here added.

This is the celebrated Opopedac, which is greatly recommended, and not without Reason, for resolving O 0 2 eogue.
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Opium a sufficient Quantity, more or less, as it is intended to be more or less Anodyne. E.

The Anodyne Balsam is thus directed in the Edinburgh Dispensatory. It is certainly an extremely penetrating and resolvent Anodyne, both for internal and external Use. Quincy recommends it strongly for a Nervous Colic, the Jaundice, and as a Topic in Arthritic Pains; but in this last Case I should not be very forward to use it. Its great Excellence should seem to be in Nephritic Pains, after due Evacuations; for the Soap, acting, as it were, under the Conduct of the Opium, is capable of affording great Relief. If the Chymical Oils were left out of the Balsamum Saponaceum, I should esteem it a better Medicine. And if the Saffron, formerly ordered in it, was continued, I should think it not the worse.

Offa Helmontiana.

Helmont's Soap.

Take of the Alkaline Spirit of Sal Ammoniac, so strong as to leave much of its Salt undissolved at the Bottom; put it into a cold and dry cylindrical Glass with a narrow Mouth; so as to fill about one half thereof; pour to it, gradually, a Quantity of pure cold Alcohol, so as to run gently down the Sides of the Vessel, till it be full; a white Coagulation will be made upon the Surface, where the lighter Alcohol rests upon the Alkaline Spirit. If the Glass be now inverted, there will instantly appear a white opaque Coagulation, where the Alcohol and Alkaline Spirit mix; and when they are both well shaken together, the Whole becomes a white opaque consistient Mafs, concreted like Stone, so that not a Drop will fall out of the Glass while inverted. Stop the

Balsamum Anodzymum Battacum.

Batet's Anodyne Balsam.

To the Balsamum Saponaceum above described, add of the Tincture of

Rheumatic Diseases, when flagrating and exciting Pains; as in Bruises, Strains, and Rheumatic Complaints. But a much better Medicine for these Purposes is thus prepared, by the Title of

Balsamum Vitae.

Balsam of Life.

Take of the best Spirit of Turpentine, two Ounces; and dissolve in it of Camphire, six Drams. Take also, of the best Spirit of Sal Ammoniac, an Ounce and a half, and dissolve in it half an Ounce of Spanish Soap. Mix these gradually together, and, if the Ingredients are very good, they will congregate, and form a kind of Soap.

I have met with Nothing that more powerfully resolves flagrating Juices; or more effectually removes fixed Rheumatic Pains, after the Use of due Evacuations, and Attenuants. But some Caution is required in its Use; for it is not always proper to remove fixed Pains in the external Parts, left they should be repelled to the Viscera, where they may do more Prejudice. If a due Proportion of Opium, or its Tincture, is added, it becomes an excellent and safe Anodyne, for external Use; and may be given internally, either with, or without, the Opium, as a Saponaceous and extremely penetrating Resolvent, where there is no Excess of Heat, and no Tendency to an alkaline Putrefaction.
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the Vessel close, and set it by. Thus the Mixture will soon resolve into a Fluid, that floats o' Top, and a dense, saline, Congestion, that falls to the Bottom. So that, in a Year's time, the Salt will almost become solid below, with a Liquor floating above it. If the whole Mass, thus produced, be distilled with a gentle Fire, an alkaline, balsamic, oily, solid Salt will sublimate. The colder the Season, and the Place, in which the Experiment is made, the better it will succeed.

This is one of the most difficult Experiments in Chemistry, as it requires both the Liquors to be perfect, and the Observance of several Circumstances, any one of which being neglected, will cause it to miscarry; but, if they all be observed, it will succeed. Here we see, that a pure volatile Alcaline Salt will closely attract to itself the most subtile Oil that is known, that is, an Alcohol. Whence the Soap, so produced, is the most subtile and penetrating of all Soaps, consisting of an exceedingly subtile and volatile Alcali and Oil, wonderfully united together in an instant. If this Medicine be diluted with Canary, and taken upon an empty Stomach, it passes, perhaps, thro' all the Vessels of the Body, resolves Congritions, opens Obstructions, excites the Vital Powers, and thus successfully cures many dangerous Distemperers, proceeding from an obstructing Matter, capable of being resolved by it. But its Virtue vanishes too soon, as being so extremely volatile, and therefore becomes unequal to the more stubborn Distemperers. It is highly commended in the Jaundice, unattended with an acute Inflammation. It does not dissolve the Stone, or prevent the Congression or Increase thereof. It dissolves in a gentle Heat, like Ice, and returns to a solid Form in the Cold. If pure Alcohol be thus mixed with one third of dry volatile Alcali; it makes a much more solid Soap, as being without Water; which is always double the Quantity in the strongest Alcaline Spirit, with respect to the pure Salt.

Linimentum Saponaceum.
Saponaceous Liniment.

Take of the Spirit of Rosemary, a Pint; of hard Spanish Soap, three Ounces; of Camphire, one Ounce. Digest the Soap with the Spirit of Rosemary till it is dissolved, then add the Camphire. L.

This is contrived for much the same Uses as the Balsamum Saponaceum, for which it is subluted.

Balsamum Traumaticum.
Vulnerary Balsam.

Take of powdered Benjamin, two Ounces; Peruvian Balsam, an Ounce an half; Hepatic Aloes, half an Ounce; of Rectified Spirit of Wine, a Quart. Digest them in a Sand-Heat for four Days, and strain. E.

In the London Dispensatory this Medicine is thus directed.

Take of Benjamin, three Ounces; of Strain'd Storax, two Ounces; of Balsam of Tolit, one Ounce; of Succus Balsam, half an Ounce; of Rectified Spirit of Wine, a Quart. Digest them together till as much as may be of the Gums is dissolved, then strain the Spirit off. E.

Both these are made in Imitation of a Medicine, which has been of considerable Use in private Families, called the Jesuit's Drops, or Fryer's Balsam. There are, I believe, at
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least twenty People in London, who
get a comfortable Subsistance by sel-
ing it as an Arcana, under various
Names and Titles. And one has
had the Impudence to obtain a Pa-
tent for it; but in order to this, he
must have been obliged to swear it
his own Invention, in Dehance of
Conscience and the Pillory, notwith-
standmg that Pomet published the
Receipt in his History of Drugs,
many Years ago. It is much cele-
brated Abroad, under the Name of
Balsamum Commandeur de Berne, or
Balsamum Commandatoris.

The Commander's Balm.

The Receipt stands thus.

Take dry Balsam of Peru, one
Ounce ; Stosax in Tears, two
Ounces; Benjamin in Tears, three
Ounces; Aloes Succotrine, the
best, Myrch, Obanum in Tears,
Roots of Boheman Angelica,
Flowers of St. John's Wort,
of each half an Ounce; Spirit
of Wine, one Quart; beat all
together, and put them into a
Bottle well stopp'd, which hang in
the Sun during the Dog-days;
at the End of which Time, all
the Whole must be pasted thro' a
Linen Cloth, and used for the Pur-
oposes under specified.

All Gunshot Wounds, and such
as are made with sharp Instru-
ments, if they are not mortal, are
cured in the Space of eight Days,
by the Application of this Balm,
either with a Feather, Cotton, or
by way of Injection, provided the
Wound has been first of all drested
with it, and no other Medicines
have been used. For when the
Wound is at first drested with it, no
Pass will afterwards be formed; whereas
the Generation of Pass is always
the Effect of dressing with the ordi-

nary Medicines. There is no Occasion
either for Tents or Plasters when this
Balm is applied, especially at the
first Dressings. Upon its first Ap-
lication to the Wound, it creates
an intolerable Pain; but that soon
goes off, and is no more felt. This
Balm is so admirable a Remedy
for the Colic, that if four or five
Drops of it are intimately mixed
with a Glass of Wine, and drank,
the Patient's Indisposition is soon
after removed. It is also a more
Remedy for the Gout, when applied
to the Part affected, with a Feather
or Cotton. In a Tooth-ach it is of
singular Service, when Cotton, soaked
in it, is applied to the Tooth affect-
ed. All Sorts of Ulcers, as also
Cancers and Chancrees, are cured by
it. It is effectual against the Bites of
toads, C richest,

Venomous Animals, those of mad
Dogs not excepted. It prevents Pitt-
ing by the small-pox, if the Pur-
ishes are appointed with it as soon as
they appear on the Face. For it dries
them before Pus is formed in them,
upon which Circumstance the Pitt-
ing depends. It proves an excel-
ent Remedy for the Horns and Buds,
if they are rubbed with it when the
Patient goes to Bed. It is excellent
for Dwellings and Bruises, if the
Parts affected are appointed with it.
Five or six Drops of it, exhibited
internally, in four or five Spoonfuls
of Broth, prove an excellent Reme-
dy for the Purple Fever. It is also
good for sore Eyes, when put into
them with a Feather. It is likewise
excellent for Pains in the Stomach;
in which Case, if the Patient is fe-
verish, he must take it in Broth, arid,
if not, in Wine. It cleanses the
Stomach, and procures an Appetite.
It must never be warmed, but al-
ways be used cold, and it becomes
dry as soon as it is applied to the
Part affected. Five or six Drops of
it, taken in Wine or Broth, are very
proper for provoking the Menes,
when defective; and giving a Check
to them, when too luxuriant. When we pour out any quantity of this Balm, we must stop the Phial immediately after, to prevent its evaporation. If any wound has been previously dressed with other medicines, it must be washed with warm Wine before the application of this Balm, which will cure it effectually, tho' not so speedily as if the Balm had been used at first. It cures Fistulas, however old, and in whatever parts of the body. Five or six drops of it, exhibited in white Wine, or in three or four spoonfuls of Broth, are an excellent remedy for Fluxes and Hemorrhages. It is good for the pricking of Horses, when thod. By pouring a drop or two into the hole from which the nail is drawn, it is cured immediately.

Balsamum Viride. The Green Balm.

Take of Linseed Oils, and Oil of Turpentine, each a pound; of verdigrise reduced to powder, three drams; and boil them together, keeping the mixture stirring, so as to dissolve the verdigrise. E.

This should seem a very good medicine to cleanse and detere sour ulcers, and keep down fungous flesh.

CHAP. XIV.
Of Ointments and Plasters.

General Rules for making Ointments and Plasters.

I. Such Ointments and Plasters, as have Plants in their compositions, are to be boiled till the herb becomes almost crisp, with care to avoid their turning black; then after straining, they are again to be set over the fire, to evaporate all their moisture. Let the Plasters be fresh gathered, succulent, and well bruised, unless they are ordered dry.

II. The Metaline Powders are to be first-boiled with the oily or fat ingredients, till they are thoroughly incorporated. But Plasters require to be mixed with Spring Water, till they become of the proper consistence. Gums which are readily dissolvable, as also Powders and turpentine, are to be added towards the end of the operation.

III. Ointments as well as Plasters are not all to be made of the same consistence. The latter Plasters come under the name of cerates, and ought to be kept in gallipots or bladders; as those of a more solid nature are formed into rolls. But the Composition of both is so various, that particular rules are generally added to direct the Arti.

Ointments.

Unguentum Aegypticum.

Egyptian Ointment.

Take of verdigrise, reduced to fine powder, five ounces; of honey, fourteen ounces; of vinegar, seven ounces. Boil them together over a gentle fire, to the consistence of an Ointment. E.

This is of considerable use in surgery to keep down fungous flesh, and cleanse forrid ulcers.

Unguentum Album.

The White Ointment.

Take of oil of unripe olives, three pints; of ceruso, a pound; of white wax, nine ounces; and mix them together, according to art, so as to make an Ointment. E.

This is intended, principally as a cooler.
Unguentum Album Camphoratum.

White Ointment with Camphire.

This is made by adding to the preceding white Ointment, when removed from the Fire, an Ounce of Camphire, rubbed with a few Drops of Oil of Almonds, and mixing them together. E.

The Unguentum Album of the London Dispensatory is thus directed.

Take of Olive Oil, one Pint; of white Wax, four Ounces; of Sperma Ceti, three Ounces. Melt all together with a gentle Heat, and stir them very briskly without ceasing, till they are fully cold.

This seems well contrived for a cooling Ointment, and must be proper enough for slight Excoriations. The Cerule is left out, because, as we are told, it may be dangerous when applied to the tender Bodies of young Children; but there seems to be no Foundation for this Apprehension.

If a Dram and a half of Camphire, beat with a few Drops of Oil of Almonds, be added to this, it is then called Unguentum Album Camphoratum.

Unguentum Antipsoricum.

Ointment for the Itch.

Take of Elecampane-Root, and the Root of sharp-pointed Dock, each three Ounces. Slice and bruise them; then pour thereon three Pints of Spring Water, and a Pint of Vinegar; boil them to a half, and strongly press out the remaining Liquor; to which add eight Ounces of the Leaves of fresh Water Crests well bruised, and four Pounds of Hogs-Lard. Then boil all together, till the aqueous Moister is exhaled, and press out the Ointment; whereeto put four Ounces of the Oil of Bays, and the same Quantity of yellow Wax; afterwards mix the whole together. Sulphur may be here-to added occasionally. E.

The Title expresseth theUses.

Unguentum Antipsoricum, cum Mercury.

Ointment for the Itch, with Mercury.

This is made of the preceding Ointment, by adding thereto four Ounces of Quicksilver, killed by being ground with a proper Quantity of Venice Turpentine, and mixing them together according to the Rules of Art, so as to make an Unguent. E.

Some Care and Caution is necessary in the Use of this; otherwise it will raise a Salivation.

Unguentum, seu Linimentum, Arceis.

The Ointment, or Liniment, of Arceis.

Take of Hogs-Lard, a Pound of Goats-Suet, two Pounds; of Gum Elemi, and Venetian Turpentine, each a Pound and half. Melt them together, then strain the whole, and make thereof an Unguent according to Art. E.

Arceis, the Author of this Composition, affirmès, that it ripens, digests, deters, and incaram.

In the London Dispensatory it is thus directed under the Title of

Unguentum a Gummi Elemi.

Ointment of Gum Elemi.

Take of tried Mutton-Suet fresh, two Pounds; of Gum Elemi, one Pound; of common Turpentine, ten Ounces. Melt the Gum with the Suet, and, all being removed from the Fire, add forthwith the Turpentine, and, while the Mixture is fluid, strain it. L.
This is intended as a Digestive, and an Incarnant, for which it is pretty much in Esteem.

Unguentum Basilicon.
The Ointment Basilicon.
Take of yellow Wax, Goats-Suet, white Rosin, dry Pitch, and Venice Turpentine, each half a Pound; of Olive Oil, two Pounds and a half. Dissolve the other Ingredients in the Oil; stir them well together, then strain the whole for an Ointment. E.

This is used as a Digestive and Incarnant.

Unguentum Basilicum Flavum.
Yellow Basilicon.
Take of Olive Oil, a Pint; yellow Wax, yellow Rosin, Burgundy Pitch, of each a Pound; of common Turpentine, three Ounces. Melt the Wax, Rosin, and Pitch with the Oil, over a gentle Fire; then take them off, add the Turpentine, and strain the Mixture while it remains hot. L.

This is intended for the same Uses as the preceding.

Unguentum Basilicum Nigrum et Tetrapharmacum.
Black Basilicon.
Take of Olive Oil, a Pint; yellow Wax, yellow Rosin, common Pitch, of each nine Ounces. Mix all together, and strain the Mixture off while hot. L.

This is not much in use; and is said to be subject to generate fungous Flesh in Ulcers.

Unguentum Basilicum Niride.
Green Basilicon.
Take of yellow Basilicum, eight Ounces in Weight; of Olive Oil, three Ounces in Measure; of prepared Verdigris, one Ounce. Mix all into an Ointment. L.

This is considerably detergent, and proper in order to keep down fungous Flesh in Ulcers.

Unguentum e Lapide Calaminarni.
Ointment of Lapis Calaminaris.
Take of yellow Wax, eighteen Ounces; melt it in Oil of Olives, two Pints; then gradually sift into it, of powdered Lapis Calaminaris, ten Ounces and a half. E.

This is made in imitation of the celebrated Cerate of Turner, which he thus directs.

Ceratum de Lapide Calaminari.
Cerate of Lapis Calaminaris, commonly called Turner's Cerate.
Take of fresh-made unsalted May Butter, and of the best yellow Wax, sufficiently defecated, each three Pounds and an half; of pure and newly prepared Oil of Olives, four Pounds; and of the best Calamine-Stone, sufficiently triturated, and passed through a Sifter, two Pounds and ten Ounces. Let the Wax and Butter be put into a proper Vessel, with the Oil, and melted over a gentle Fire; then strain them through a Linen Cloth into another Vessel, and immediately sprinkle the Powder of the Calamine-Stone into it by degrees, continually agitating the Mixture, and stirring from the Bottom of the Vessel, till it begins to cool, and becomes so thick, that the Powder, in consequence of its Weight, can no longer subside to the Bottom of the Vessel.

Turner gives the following Encomium of this Cerate.

As I have had, says he, ample Expe-
Experience of this Cerate, I may be allowed, I hope, to judge of its singular Properties, and good Effects, in all Cutaneous Ulcerations and Excoriations, either from Scalding, Burning, or Pretting of the said Parts, by means of fale, acrid, or sharp Humsours. Upon which accounts, not training a Tittle beyond its desired Bulogy, I am bold to affirm, it will do more in all thefe superficial Hurts of the Body, than either Unguentum Tuttia, Diapompbolyx, Nuprulum, Deiicratium Rubrum, Rotifum, or all the Epulotic Medicines now in Use; and for which Cause I can, for the Public Benefit, sincerely recommend it to all the Professors of the Art, and do wish, that the Apothecaries would keep it made up in their Shops, to deliver, at a fuitable Price, to indigent, or poor, People, instead of their ridiculous Venatellis's Balfam, and other improper Medicines, which they call for, ignorantly, to heal their Skin-deep Maladies. I know the Medicine has been imitated by Several; and I have been somewhat like it in some Gentlemen's Salvatori; but I know not more than two Persons I ever communicatet to, as I was wont to make it for my own Use. The Medicine, thus prepared, is of a good Confiquence, and a true Cerate, serving both for Pledged and Platter, neither ftricking troublefomely, nor running off, or about, by the Heat of the Parts; but keeping its Body, and performing Things incredible. Whoever thinks fit to take it into Practice, will never repent it, nor perhaps, (when he has experienced it as I have done) think I have said too much in its Com mendation. This is the Medicine I have so often taken Notice of, under the Name of Ceratum de Latina Calaminari, which, that I might contribute my Mite to the Surgeon's Treasure of Medicine, I here have published, and leave it to take its Fate.

Unguentum Caruleum Fortius.

The Stronger Blue Ointment.

Take of tried Hogs-Lard, two Pounds; of Quickfilver, one Pound; of the Simple Balsam of Sulphur, an Ounce. Rub the Quickfilver with the Balsam of Sulphur, till the Quickfilver no longer appears; then add by degrees the Lard warmed, and diligently mix them.

Perhaps the Balsam of Sulphur, here directed, may be a little Check upon the Quickfilver, and prevent its rising to the Mouth fo readily as it would do otherwise. It is also said to divide the Mercury sooner and better than Turpentine.

Unguentum Ceruleum Mitius.

The Weaker Blue Ointment.

Take of tried Hogs-Lard, four Pounds; of Quickfilver, one Pound; of common Turpentine, an Ounce. Rub the Quickfilver in a Mortar with the Turpentine, till the Quickfilver appears no longer; then add, by degrees, the Lard warmed, and mix them diligently.

Unguentum Mercuriale.

Mercurial Ointment.

Take of Hogs-Lard, two Ounces; Quickfilver, half an Ounce. Rub them in a Mortar, till the Globules of Quickfilver no longer appear.

This may be made with only a double, or triple, Quantity of Hogs-Lard, to the Quickfilver.

In all these the Axungia is in too great a Proportion to the Quickfilver, which renders it more troublesome to rub in.

Unguentum
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Unguentum Citritum.
The Yellow Ointment.

Take an Ounce of Quicksilver, and two Ounces of Spirit of Nitre. Dissolve them in a Sand-Heat, and, while very hot, mix therewith a Pound of melted Hogs' Lard. Before the Lard is cold, stir them briskly together in a Marble Mortar, so as to make an Ointment. E.

An Ounce of strong Spirit of Nitre, or *Aqua Fortis Duplex*, will readily dissolve an equal Weight of Quicksilver; and this, I think, should be the Proportion for this Ointment. It is an Escharotic, and is sometimes applied to Chancres, or used for eating down the Callisthies of Ulcers.

Unguentum Dejectorum Rubrum.
The Red Drying Ointment.

Take of Olive Oil, a Pound and a half; and of white Wax half a Pound. Melt them together, and, when removed from the Fire, sift in the following Ingredients reduced to Powder, viz. of Calamine, six Ounces; of Litharge of Gold and Boie Armoniac, each four Ounces; and of Campirire, first rubbed with a little Oil of Almonds, three Drams; then stir them briskly together into an Ointment. E.

This, as its Title expresses, is intended as a Delicative.

Unguentum Diaalbeae.
Ointment of Marshmallows.

Take of the Oil of Mucilages, two Pounds; of yellow Wax, half a Pound; of white Rosin, three Ounces; and of *Venetia* Turpentine, an Ounce and half. Mix them together, and make an Ointment according to Art. E.

This is prepared somewhat different-ly in the _London Dispensatory_, under the Title of Unguentum ex *Althaeae*, thus.

Unguentum ex Althaeae.

Ointment of Marshmallows.

Take of the Oil of Mucilages, three Pints; of yellow Wax, one Pound; of yellow Rosin, half a Pound; of common Turpentine, two Ounces. Melt the Rosin and Wax with the Oil, then, these being taken off of the Fire, add the Turpentine, and strain the Mixture while it is hot. E.

This is much used as an Emollient and Relaxer.

Unguentum Diapompholyx.
Ointment of Pompholyx.

Take of Oil of unripe Olives, twenty Ounces; of the Juice of common Nightshade Berries, or of the *Solanum lebale*, eight Ounces. Boil them together over a gentle Fire, till the Juice is exhausted; then, towards the End of the Operation, dissolve five Ounces of white Wax in the Oil, and, removing it from the Fire, add thereto, while it yet remains hot, the following Ingredients reduced to Powder, four Ounces of Ceruse; of calcined Lead and Pompholyx, each two Ounces; and of clean Frankincense, an Ounce. Mix all together into an Ointment. E.

It is intended for hot, inflamed, and corrotive Ulcers, which discharge a saline, acrimonious, and corrotive Matter. But I don't know that it is much in Use.

Unguentum Epispericium.
Blistering Ointment.

Take of Hogs-Lard and *Venetia Turpentine*, each three Ounces; of yellow Wax, one Ounce; of Cantharides, three Drams. Melt the
The Lard and Wax together; then add the Cantharides in Powder; lastly, the Turpentine; and mix all together into an Ointment. E.

This, as the Title imports, is designed for a Vescicator; and intended for dressing of Blisters, to keep them running, or rendering them perpetual, as they are called.

**Unguentum ad Vescicatoria.**

Ointment for Blisters.

Take of tried Hogs-Lard, and of the Blistering Platter, equal Weights. Melt them together with a very gentle Heat, and stir them well, till fully cold. L.

This is designed for the same Uses as the preceding.

**Unguentum à Mercurio Precipitato.**

Ointment with Precipitated Mercury.

Take of the Simple Ointment, an Ounce and a half; of Precipitated Sulphur, two Drams; of White Precipitated Mercury, two Scruples. Mix all together, and moisten them with the Lye of Tartar, to bring the Whole to the Confinement of an Ointment. L.

Boerhaave strongly recommends an Ointment made of an Ounce of Pomatum, or Ointment of Roses, and a Dram of the White Precipitate of Mercury, for all Cutaneous Disorders; in which Cases it is really very excellent. This Ointment is an Imitation of his. But the White Precipitate seems to be in too small a Proportion. I don't know from Experience, whether the Sulphur imparts to it any Virtues, but I should suspect that it does not.

**Unguentum Nervinum.**

Nerve Ointment.

Take of the Leaves of Male-Southernwood, Marjoram, or Origanum, Mint, Pennyroyal, Rue, and Rosemary, each six Ounces. Let the Herbs be fresh gathered, well bruised, and boiled till their aqueous Part is evaporated, in five Pints of Neat's- Foot Oil, and three Pounds of Beef Suet; then press out all that will run; add thereto half a Pound of Oil of Bays, and mix them together into an Ointment. E.

This is a warm, invigorating, Topical, and may be used with good Effect, to excite the Nerves to Action, when too languid.

**Unguentum Viride.**

Green Ointment.

Take of the green Oil, three Pounds; of yellow Wax, ten Ounces. Melt the Wax with the Oil over a gentle Fire, continually stirring till the Mixture is cold. L.

This seems calculated for the same Purposes as the preceding.

**Unguentum Nutritum.**

The Ointment, called Nutritum.

Take of Liiharge of Gold, and of Vinegar, each half a Pound; of Oil of unripe Olives, a Pound and a half. Rub them well together in a Mortar, pouring in at one time a little Oil, and at another a little Vinegar, till the latter no longer appears disunited, but the whole Mixture becomes a white Unguent. E.

This is a great Desiccative, or Dryer.

**Unguentum Tripharmacum.**

Ointment of Three Ingredients.

Take of the Common Platter, four Ounces in Weight; of Olive Oil, two Ounces in Measure; of Vinegar, one Ounce in Measure. Set them together over a gentle Fire,
In continually stirring them, till they are brought to the Consistence of an Ointment. L.

This is substituted for the preceding, in the last London Dispensatory.

Unguentum Ophthalmicenum.

Ointment for the Eyes.

Take of the Ointment of Tutt, an Ounce and a half; of the Ointment of Lead, two Scruples; of Camphire, half a Scruple. Mix them together, and make thereof an Ointment by the Rules of Art. It may also be made with a double or triple Proportion of Camphire.

This is designed as a drying and astringent Topic, to be used in Rheums, and Defusions of the Eyes.

Unguentum Ophthalmicenum Sloanei.

Sir Hans Sloane’s Ophthalmic Ointment.

Take of Prepared Tutt, one Ounce; of Lapis t Hæmatitæ Prepared, two Scruples; of the best Aloes Prepared, twelve Grains; of Prepared Pearl, four Grains. Put them into a Porphyry, or Marble Mortar, and rub them with a Pestle of the same Stone very carefully, with a sufficient Quantity of Vipers’ Grelse or Fat to make a Liniment; To be used daily, Morning or Evening, or both, as hereafter directed.

Sir Hans Sloane informs us, that this Remedy was communicated to Sir Theodore Mayenne by Sir Matthew Lifter, and that Sir Theodore probably communicated it to Dr. Thomas Rugley, Father to Dr. Luke Rugley, who used it with extraordinary Success in the Cure of sore Eyes. He farther informs us, that for a Pecu-niary Reward he procured the genuine Receipt, in the Doctor’s own Hand-writing, from a Person whom Dr. Rugley employed in making it; and that he, Sir Hans, reformed, improved, and used it, for many Years, in the Form above specified. The principal Improvement Sir Hans takes notice of, is, the Substitution of Vipers’ Fat for Hogs-Lard, which was directed in the original Receipt.

Sir Hans acquaints us, that the Method which has best succeeded in facilitating the efficacious Use of this Liniment, is to bleed and blister in the Neck and behind the Ears, in order to draw off the Humours from the Eyes; and afterwards, according to the Degree of the Inflammation, or Acrimony of the Juices, to make a Drain by Issues between the Shoulders, or a Perpetual Blister. And, for washing the Eyes, he generally recommends Spring-Water, which he thinks preferable to any Spirituous Lotion, whether Simple or Compound. And the best inward Medicines he has experienced to be Conserve of Rosemary-flowers, Antiepileptic Powders, such as Pulvis ad Guttetam, Betony, Sage, Rosemary, Eyebright, wild Valerian-Root, Caffe, &c. washed down with a Tea made with some of the same Ingredients; as also Drops of Spiritus Licoridulæ Compotitus, and Sal Velox. Oleof. If the Inflammation returns, Drawing about six Ounces of Blood from the Temples by Leaches, or Cupping on the Shoulders, is very proper. The Liniment is to be applied with a small Hair-Pencil, the Eye winking, or a little opened. In prosecuting the Cure of sore Eyes, he has been sometimes surprized at Want of Success; till at length he found that the Cause was a lurking Intermittent Fever, every Fit of which affected the Eyes, and rendered their Disorder obstinate. Therefore, upon Taking off the Fever...
This Medicine has cured many, whose Eyes were covered with opake Films, and Cicatrices left by Inflammations and Affections of the Cornea; which though they happen to Persons of all Conditions, yet are more common among the poorer Sort of People; Many of whom were so totally deprived of Sight, as to be under a Necessity of being led; and, after some time, could perfectly well find their Way without a Guide. And it is not only very beneficial in such Cases, but also where there is an excessive Pain in the Eyes, shooting thence up into the Head; as he particularly remembers in a great Lady, who had such Pains in her fore Eyes, and Head, that she had, when he first saw her, taken about fifty Drops of Laudanum thrice in twenty-four Hours; of which Complaints she and many others have been relieved by this Medicine, without the Help of any Opiate.

He says, it is to be observed (contrary to the common Practice, and to the Opinion which he himself entertained in his earlier Days, and communicated to the Public in the Introduction to his Natural History of Jamaica) that Cathartics, especially with the Addition of Mercury, are prejudicial in Diseases of the Eyes, which are cured by this Medicine.

It is, says he, also worthy of Remark, that People afflicted with weak Eyes are overfond of Hood-winking, or covering them from the Light, which sometimes retards the Cure, by keeping their Eyes too warm; and, therefore, he has constantly advised them to throw away these Coverings, as soon as they could possibly bear the Light.

Unguentum e Pice.
Ointment of Tar.
Take of Tar, of tried Mutton-Suet, equal Weights. Melt them together, and strain while hot. L.

Unguentum Populeum.
Ointment of Poplar.
Take a Pound of the fresh-gathered Buds of the black Poplar. Bruise them, and mix them well with four Pounds of fresh Hog's-Lard, to be kept in this State, put up in a close glazed Vessel, till the following Herbs are in Season: Then take of the Leaves of Hemlock, black Henbane, Garden Poppy, and common Nightshade, each six Ounces. Bruise them all, and put them to the Lard, mixed with the Poplar-buds. Now boil them over a gentle Fire till the aqueous Moiture is consumed; then strain and strongly press out the Ointment, in which dissolve four Ounces of yellow Wax. E.

This is intended for a cooling Topic, but is not much in Use.

Unguentum Rufaccum, vulgar Pomatum.
Rose Ointment, commonly called Pomatum.
Take any Quantity of Hog's-Lard. Cut it into small Pieces; put it into a glazed earthen Vessel, and pour thereon as much Spring-Water as will float some Inches above it. Let them stand together for ten Days, the Water being shifted once a Day; then melt the Lard with a very soft Heat, and throw it into a sufficient Quantity of Rose-water, wherein let it be well worked; then pouring the Water off from it, add a few Drops of Oil of Rhodium. E.
Chap. xiv. Of Ointments and Plasters.

Unguentum Simplex.
The Simple Ointment.
Take of tried Hog's Lard, two Pounds; of Rose-water, three Ounces. Pound the Lard with the Rose-water, till they are well mixed; then melt the Lard with a very gentle fire, and set it by a little while, that the Water may subside: Afterwards pour out the Lard, and leave the Water; then flir and beat the Lard, without ceasing, while it is growing cold, that it may be broke into as light and yielding a Mafs as may be; and then add as much Essence of Lemons as shall be requisite to give it an agreeable Scent. L.

These two are substituted for the Unguentum Penatum of former Dispensatories.

Unguentum Sambucinum.
Ointment of Elder.
Take of Elder-flowers, full blown, four Pounds; of tried Mutton Suet, three Pounds; of Olive-Oil, one Pound. Boil the Flowers, till they become almost crisp, in the Suet and Oil first melted together: Then press them out. L.

In the Edinburgh Dispensatory the Unguentum Sambucinum is thus directed.

Take of the internal fresh Bark of Elder, and of fresh Elder-flowers, each four Ounces. Bruise them well, and boil them in two Pints of Linseed Oil to the Consumption of the Moiture; then press out the Oil, and melt it in, of white Wax, six Ounces. Mix into an Ointment.

The particular Virtues of these may be learned from those of Elder. In general, it seems intended for a

relaxing, anodyne, Topic, and as a proper and safe Application to an Bryzępolas.

Unguentum Saturninum, vulgo Bal-samum Univerfale.
Ointment of Lead, commonly called the Universal Balsam.
Take of Litharge of Gold, and red Lead, each a Pound; of Vinegar, four Pints; and boil them together till one Half of the Liquor is waited; then strain off the other: To the Remainder add the same Quantity of Vinegar, and proceed to boil and strain as before, till the Operation shall have been performed six several times: Then mix all the Parcels of strained Liquor together in a glazed earthen Veffel, and exhale them to the Confidence of an Extract. Take of this Extract, and of white Wax, each three Ounces; of Olive-Oil, a Pound; and mix them together, according to the Rules of Art, so as to make an Ointment. E.

This is very much used as a Defective, and Cicatrizier, and in all Intentions where Lead can be of Service. But in the last Edition of the Edinburgh Dispensatory it is thus directed.

Take of the Sugar of Lead, two Ounces; of white Wax, three Ounces; of Olive-Oil, one Pint. Let the Wax be melted in the Oil, and then gradually add the Sugar of Lead, stiring it in perpetually, till the Ointment grows stiff by Cold.

In the London Dispensatory it is thus ordered.

Take of Olive-Oil, half a Pint; of white Wax, an Ounce and a half; of Sugar of Lead, two Drams. Rub the Sugar of Lead, first brought to a very subtile Powder, with
with some Part of the Oil; then
add this to the Wax, melted with
the rest of the Oil, and stir the
Mixture till it is fully cold. L.

In this the Proportion of Sugar
of Lead is much less than in the
preceding.

Unguentum Sulphur.  
Ointment of Sulphur.
Take of Simple Ointment, half a
Pound; of Flowers of Sulphur
unwashed, two Ounces; of Flavour
of Lemons, a Scruple. Mix all
together. L.

This seems intended for the Itch;
but the common black Brimstone is
fain to be more effectual than the
Flowers of Sulphur. This Ointment
may be improved by an Addition of
Salt of Tartar; and, in some obstinate
Cutaneous Cases, Pepper is added
with good Effect.

Unguentum Tutiæ.  
Ointment of Tuttty.
Take any Quantity of Prepared
Tutty, and mix it with as much
purified Viper's Fat as is requisite
to bring it to the Consistence of a
soft Ointment. L.

This seems intended for a De-
licative, principally for sore Eyes.
I suppose the Viper's-Fat is here
ordered, on account of the Character
given of it by Sir Hans Sloane, for
Disorders of the Eyes, in treating of
the Unguentum Ophthalmicum above
described.

In the Edinburgh Dispensatory the
Unguentum Tutiæ is thus directed.

Take of white Wax, three Ounces.
Melt it over a gentle Fire, in ten
Ounces of the best Oil of Olives;
then gradually sift into it, of
Tutty, two Ounces; of Calamine,
one Ounce; continually stirring it
till the Ointment grows cold.

This may be also made extemporby mixing these Powders with four
times the Quantity of untailed Butter.

Unguentum Vermifugum.  
Ointment against Worms.
Take of the Leaves of Female
Southernwood, common Worm-
wood, Rue, Savine, and Tanfly;
each two Ounces. Bruise and boil
them with a Pound and a half of
Olive Oil, and a Pound of Hogs-
Lard, till the aqueous Moiture is
confum'd; then strain and press
out all that will run; in which
melt three Ounces of yellow Wax;
Afterwards add of the Gall of an
Ox, and of Succotrine Aloes, each
an Ounce and a half; of Colocy-
nth, and Worm-feed, each an
Ounce: Boil them all together,
keeping them continually stirring,
so as to make an Ointment. But
observe that the Aloes, the Colocy-
nth, and the Wormwood, are
first to be reduced to a very fine
Powder. E.

This seems to bid the fairest of any
Composition I have seen; or heard
of, to destroy Worms by external
Application.

Linimentum Album.  
White Liniment.
Take of Olive Oil, three Ounces in
Measure; of Sperma Ceti, the
Weight of six Drams; of white
Wax, two Drams. Melt all to-
gether with a gentle Fire, briskly
stirring, without Intermission, till
the Mixture is become quite cold.
L.

This differs from the Unguentum
Album only in the Proportion of the
In-
Linimentum Tripharmacum.
Liniment of Three Ingredients.
Take of the Common Plaster, four Ounces in Weight; of Olive Oil, four Ounces in Measure; of Vinegar, the Measure of one Ounce. Set them over a gentle Fire, continually stirring, till the Liniment has acquired its due Consistence. L.

This differs only in Consistence from the Unguentum Tripharmacum.

Linimentum Volatile.
Volatile Liniment.
Take of Oil of Almonds, one Ounce in Measure; of the Spirit of Sal Ammoniac, the Weight of two Drams. Shake them together in a wide-mouthed Vial, till they perfectly unite. L.

This is ordered to be made with Spirit of Sal Ammoniac, with an Alkaline Salt; not that made with Quick-Lime. This is so readily prepared extemporaneously, that it does not seem proper for a Shop-Medicine.

PLASTERS.

Emplastrum Adhaesivum.
Sticking Plaster.
Take of Simple Diachylon, two Pounds; of Burgundy Pitch, a Pound; and melt them together, so as to make a Plaster. E.

The Title of this Plaster expresses the Uses, which are generally only to preserve Dressings on the Part.

Emplastrum Commune Adhaesivum.
The Common Sticking Plaster.
Take of the common Plaster, three Pounds; of yellow Rosin, half a Pound. Throw the Rosin, first reduced to Powder that it may the sooner melt, into the Common Plaster, melted with a very gentle Heat, and stir them well together. Otherwise, While the Oil and Litharge are boiling together, add the Rosin a little before the Plaster is finished; and then boil all together to the proper Consistence. L.

Emplastrum ex Ammoniaco cum Mercurio.
The Ammoniac Plaster, with Quicksilver.
Take of Gum Ammoniac strained, a Pound; of Quicksilver, three Ounces; of the Simple Balsam of Sulphur, a Dram. Rub the Quicksilver with the Balsam of Sulphur, till it no longer appear; then add by degrees the Gum Ammoniac melted, a little before it is cold, and mix them carefully. L.

This seems a very well contrived Mercurial Plaster. It is a high Refolvent, and proper to be applied to indurated Parts, a Scirrhus, Tophs, and Nodes. But where this can be of Service, perhaps a well contrived Mercurial Ointment would have a better Effect.

With the same View the Edinburgh Dispensatory directs the following Plaster.

Emplastrum Mercuriales.
Mercurial Plaster.
Take of Diachylon with the Gums, a Pound and a half. Melt it; then add eight Ounces of Quick-silver, an Ounce of Venice Tar, P pentine.
pentine, and an Ounce and a half of liquid Storax; which are to be first thoroughly mixed together in a Mortar, till the Quicksilver remains no longer discernible. E.

Emplastrum Commune cum Mercurio.
The Common Plaster, with Quicksilver.
Take of the Common Plaster, one Pound; of Quicksilver, three Ounces; of the simple Balsam of Sulphur, a Dram. Mix them together, after the same Manner as in the Ammoniac Plaster, with Quicksilver. L.

Emplastrum Anodynum.
Anodyne Plaster.
Take of white Roisin, eight Ounces; of Tacamahac powdered, and Galbanum, each four Ounces. When they are melted, add Cumin-seeds in Powder, three Ounces; black Soap, four Ounces; Make into a Plaster, according to Art.; E.

This is a Diffcutient and Resolvent.

Emplastrum Antihystericum.
Antihysteric Plaster.
Take of Galbanum, twelve Ounces; of Tacamahac, and yellow Wax, each six Ounces; of *Asa Fœtida*, four Ounces; of the Seeds of Cummin and *Venice* Turpentine, each four Ounces. Mix them together, and make a Plaster, according to Art.; E.

This may be applied to the Navel, or whole Abdomen, with very good Effect; in Hysteric Cæsus.

Emplastrum è Meliloto.
Meliot Plaster.
Take of the fresh Herb Melilot, six Pounds. Bruise it well, and put it into three Pounds of melted Beef-suet. Boil them together till the Herb becomes almost crisp; then strongly press out the Suet, and add thereto eight Pounds of white Roisin, and four Pounds of yellow Wax, boiling them a little together, so as to make a Plaster. E.

This is principally used for dressing Blisters.

Emplastrum Attrahens.
Drawing Plaster.
Take yellow Roisin, yellow Wax, of each three Pounds; of tried Mutton-suet, one Pound. Melt all together, and strain the Mixture, while it remains fluid. L.

This is substituted for the Melilot Plaster.

Emplastrum Cephalicum.
Cephalic Plaster.
Take of Burgundy Pitch, two Pounds; of soft Labdanum, one Pound; yellow Roisin, yellow Wax, of each four Ounces; of that called the Expessed Oil of Mace, one Ounce. The Pitch, Roisin, and Wax being melted together, add first the Labdanum, and then the Oil of Mace. L.

In the *Edinburgh Dispenfatory* the Cephalic Plaster is thus directed.

Take of yellow Wax, three Ounces; white Roisin, Tacamahac, each two Ounces; Myrrh and Castor, each two Drums; *Venice* Turpentine, three Ounces; Chymical Oil of *Lavender*, and Oil of Amber, each a Drum. Mix, and make a Plaster, according to Art.; but the Oils of Lavender and Amber are to be mixed in, when the rest are taken from the Fire. This
Chap. xiv. Of Plasters.

This seems a much better Plaster for the Purposes the Title expresses, than the preceding.

Emplastrum de Cirta, cum Ammoniaci.

Plaster of Hemlock, with Gum Ammoniac.

Take of Gum-Ammoniac, half a Pound; and dissolve it in a sufficient Quantity of Vinegar of Squills: Add to the Solution four Ounces of the Juice of the Leaves of Hemlock; strain the Whole; and boil it into a Plaster. E.

This is intended as a Diffusent, and as such is used successfully.

Emplastrum Cymmetricum.

The Cummin Plaster.

Take of Burgundy Pitch, three Pounds; yellow Wax, Cummin-seeds, Caraway-seeds, Bay-berrries, of each three Ounces. The Pitch and Wax being melted together, sprinkle into them the rest reduced to Powder, and stir all well together. L.

This is much recommended as a Diffusent of Flatulences.

Emplastrum Defensivum.

Defensive Plaster.

Take of the Juice of Shepherd’s-purse, Knot-grass, Horse-tail, Yarrow, Plantain, the greater House-leek, common Nightshade, and the greater Comfrey, each half a Pint; of Olive Oil, three Pints; of Hog’s-Lard, two Pounds; of Litharge of Gold, two Pounds and a half; and of red Lead, half a Pound. Boil them up together almost to the Confinement of a Plaster, and dissolve therein of yellow Wax and white Rosin, each four Ounces; then add of Olibanum and Venice Turpentine, each four Ounces; as also the following Ingredients reduced to Powder, viz. of Bole Armeniac, a Pound; of the greater Comfrey-root, Pomegranate-bark, Balsams, Maffich, Dragon’s-blood, and red Saunders, each two Ounces. Mix them, and make thereof a Plaster according to the Rules of Art. The Plaster may also be made without the Juices. E.

This is an Astringent.

Emplastrum Diachylon Simplex.

Simple Diachylon.

Take of the Oil of Mucilages, four Pounds; of Litharge of Gold, a Pound and a half; and boil them up to a Plaster. E.

This is esteemed an Emollient, Digestive, Maturant, and Resolvent.

Emplastrum Conminum.

The Common Plaster.

Take of Olive Oil, one Gallon; of Litharge, finely powdered, five Pounds. Boil them together with about a Quart of Water, over a gentle Fire, continually stirring; till the Oil and Litharge are united, and they acquire the due Confinement of a Plaster; and if the Water is wasted, before the Operation is over, more Water must be poured on hot. L.

This is substituted for the Diachylon Simplex.

Emplastrum Diachylon cum Gummi.

Diachylon with Gums.

Take of the Oil of Mucilages, four Pounds; of Litharge of Gold, two Pounds; and boil them to the Confinement of a Plaster; then add
add thereto of Gum·Ammoniac, Galbanum, Venice Turpentine, and yellow Wax, each half a Pound; and boil them into a Plaster according to Art. E.

This very powerfully digests, matures, and resolves.

Emplastrum Commune cum Gummi.
The Common Plaster, with Gums.

Take of the Common Plaster, three Pounds; of Galbanum strained, eight Ounces; common Turpentine, Frankincense, of each three Ounces. To the Galbanum and Turpentine melted together with a gentle Heat, sprinkle in the Frankincense reduced to Powder, and then gradually add to them the Plaster, first melted likewise, with a very gentle Heat. Otherwise,

Instead of the Common Plaster finished, make use of the Oil boiled with Litharge, as soon as they are joined, and not yet brought to the Conistence of a Plaster. E.

This is substituted for the Diachyllum cum Gummi.

Emplastrum Diopalmæ dicitum.
Diapalma.

Take of Litharge of Gold, and of Olive Oil, each three Pounds; of Hogs·Lard, two Pounds; and boil them together, keeping them continually stirring, till they become a Plaster. To which, if there be added four Ounces of burnt Chalcolith, or calcined White Vitriol, it becomes the Emplastrum Diachalcolithae, or Vitriol Plaster. E.

Emplastrum Episapsicum.
Blistering Plaster.

Take of Mellilot Plaster, and Burgundy Pitch, each eight Ounces; of Venice Turpentine, three Ounces; Cantharides, five Ounces. Mix them together, and make them into a Plaster, according to Art.; but observe to reduce the Cantharides to a very fine Powder, and add them to the other Ingredients, first melted together. E.

Emplastrum Veficatorium.
Blistering Plaster.

Take of Grecian Pitch, ten Ounces; yellow Wax, four Ounces; white Resin, two Ounces. Melt them together, and add, of Venice Turpentine, eighteen Ounces. Melt all together, and whilst hot, sift in the following Ingredients, first reduced to a fine Powder, and mixed together, continually stirring them in, viz. Mustard Seed, and black Pepper, each an Ounce; Verdigrise, two Ounces; Cantharides, twelve Ounces. Make a Plaster. Both this and the preceding are to be kept in Bladders, anointed with Oil.

The three last Plasters are intended to raise Blisters only; and Either will answer that Purpose very well. But I must remark, that when Applications are made to the Feet, with an Intent to stimulate strongly, excite Pain therein, and relieve the Head, Cataplasm composed of equal Parts of scraped Horse·Radish, and powdered Mustard·Seed, moistened with old
old Yeast, and very sharp Vinegar, will answer the Design more expeditiously, strongly, and with much better Effect, than any Application in which Cantharides is an Ingredient.

**Emplastrum de Minio Simplex.**

Simple Red-Lead Plaster.

Take of Red-Lead, a Pound; of Olive Oil, a Pound and a half; and of Vinegar, half a Pint; and boil them together over a slow Fire, so as to make a Plaster. E.

**Emplastrum de Minio cum Sapone.**

Red-Lead Plaster, with Soap.

This is made by adding to the Simple Red-Lead Plaster, when taken off the Fire, whilst it yet remains hot, after the Exhalation of the Moisture, half a Pound of Venice Soap, thin sliced; and thirling them forcibly together, so as to dissolve the Soap, and make a Plaster according to Art. E.

The Soap in this Plaster renders it very resolvent. It is applied sometimes to Arthritic Tumors and Strains.

**Emplastrum de Sapone.**

Soap Plaster.

Take of the Common Plaster, three Pounds; of hard Soap, half a Pound. To the Common Plaster liquefied, add the Soap; then melt all to the Consistence of a Plaster; and take particular care that it does not grow too cold before it is formed into Rolls. L.

**Emplastrum à Mucilaginisibus.**

Plaster of Mucilages.

Take of yellow Wax, fourteen Ounces; of the Oil of Mucilages, eight Ounces in Measure; of Gum Ammoniac strained, half a Pound; of common Turpentine, two Ounces. The Gum Ammoniac being melted with the Turpentine, add to them gradually the Wax melted with the Oil in another Vessel. L.

The Emplastrum à Mucilaginisibus is principally used as a Suppurative. But I am inclined to believe the Mucilages, mixed with something oily to keep them from drying, will have a better Effect.

**Emplastrum Oxycroceum.**

Oxycroceum.

Take of yellow Wax, one Pound; common Pitch, and Galbanum, each half a Pound. Melt them over a gentle Fire; and add of Myrrh, Olibanum, and renice Turpentine, each two Ounces. Mix all together, and make a Plaster according to Art. E.

It is esteemed a Resolvent, and is said to fortify the Nerves and Muscles, and to relieve Pain.

**Emplastrum Roborans.**

Strengthening Plaster.

Take of the Common Plaster, two Pounds; of Frankincense, half a Pound; of Dragon’s-Blood, three Ounces. To the Common Plaster melted, add the rest reduced to Powder. L.
The Title expresses the Intention of this Plaftcr.

Emplaftrum Stomachicum.
Stomach Plaftcr.

Take of yellow Wax, eight Ounces; Tacamahac powdered, four Ounces. When melted together add the following Ingredients reduced to Powder, \textit{viz.} Venice Turpentine, six Ounces; of Bay Berries, powdered, two Ounces; of Cubeb powdered, an Ounce; Expreffed Oil of Mace, an Ounce and a half; Chymical Oil of Mint, two Drams. Mix them, and make thereof a Plaftcr according to Art. \textit{E.}

This is prepared in a different Manner in the \textit{London Dispensatory}, thus.

Take of soft Labdanum, three Ounces; of Frankincence, one Ounce; Cinnamon, Expreffed Oil of Mace, so called, of each half an Ounce; of Essential Oil of Mint, one Dram. Add to the Frankincence melted, first the Labdanum, a little heated till it is become soft, and then the Oil of Mace; afterwards mix in the Cinnamon with the Oil of Mint, and beat them together in a warm Mortar into a Mafs, which is to be kept in a Vessel well closed. \textit{L.}

Both these are intended as warm and cordial Applications to the Stomach; and exert very considerable Effects, when such Things are wanted.

Emplaftrum Volatile.
Volatile Plaftcr.

Take of Venice Turpentine, an Ounce. Grind it in a Mortar, gradually pouring thereto an Ounce of Spirit of Sal Ammoniac; and, when they are thoroughly incorporated, add to them, by de-
Of Epithems.

Of Epithem of Sulphur, a Dram. Melt the Wax with the Lard; then add them gradually to the Quicksilver, first well divided by the Balm of Sulphur.

The Uses of this may be known from those of the Quicksilver, which enters its Composition.

EPITHΕMS.

Epithema Vescatorium.

Blistering Epithem.

Take of Cantharides reduced to a very fine Powder, and of Wheat Flower, equal Weights. With a sufficient Quantity of Vinegar make them into a Paste. L.

Epithema Volatile.

Volatile Epithem.

Take equal Weights of common Turpentine, and of Spirit of Sal Ammoniac. Stir the Turpentine in a Tarn, and gradually drop in the Spirit, till the Whole is reduced to a white Mass. L.

This should seem to be a strong Stimulating Resolvent.

Cataplasma & Cynino.

Cummin Cataplasm.

Take of Cummin Seeds, half a Pound; Bay-berries, the Leaves of Water-Germander dried, Virgina Snake-Root, of each three Ounces; of Cloves, one Ounce; with Honey equal to thrice the Weight of the Species powdered, make a Cataplasm. L.

This is substituted for the Theriaca Londinensis, and is a very warm Topick, of considerable Use, when Heat is to be excited in any Part.

Cataplasma Difcutien.

The Difcutient Cataplasm.

Take of Bryony-Root, two Ounces; the Root of common Flower de Luce, one Ounce; the Flowers of Chamomile and Elder, each half an Ounce; Spring-Water, a sufficient Quantity. Boil them till they are tender; then bruise them well, and add, of Gum Ammoniac, dissolved in Vinegar, half an Ounce; crude Sal Ammoniac, two Drams; Camphorated Spirit of Wine, one Ounce. Mix into a Cataplasm. E.

This seems an excellent Cataplasm for the Purposes expressed in the Title.

Cataplasma Maturans.

Maturating Cataplasm.

Take of dried Figs, four Ounces; of yellow Basilicum, one Ounce; of strained Galbanum, half an Ounce. Beat well the Figs with a little Wine or strong stale Beer; then carefully mix in the Ointment, first melted with the Galbanum. L.

The Title expresses the Uses.

Cataplasma Suppurans.

The Suppurating Cataplasm.

Take of white Lilly-Roots (or those of Marth Marshmallows) four Ounces; of fat Figs, one Ounce. Boil in a sufficient Quantity of Spring-Water, till they are tender. Bruise them well, and add, of crude Oinions bruised, six Drams; Galbanum, dissolved in the Yolk of an Egg, half an Ounce; of the Unguentum Basilicon, and Oil of Chamomile, each an Ounce; the
Meal of Linseed, a sufficient Quantity. Mix and make a Cataplasm.

The Title expresses the Intention, for which it seems excellently calculated.

*Sinapisimus Simplex.*

The Simple Sinapism.

Take of Mustard Seed bruised, and the Crums of Bread, each equal Parts; of the sharpest Vinegar, a sufficient Quantity. Mix, and make a Cataplasm.

*Sinapisimus Compositus.*

The Compound Sinapism.

Take of Mustard-Seed bruised, and the Crums of Bread, each two Ounces; bruised Garlic, half an Ounce; black Soap, one Ounce; the best Vinegar, enough to make a Cataplasm.

Both these stimulate very powerfully. See the Notes to the *Emplastrum Vescatorium.*

*Coagulum Aluminosum.*

Alum Curd.

Take of the White of an Egg, a sufficient Quantity; and stir it in a Pewter Vessel, with a sufficient Lump of Alum, till it is coagulated. L.

This is a very good Astringent Epithem. I have known it applied to inflamed or over moist Eyes with very good Effect, received upon a little Tow. But it will sometimes excite Pains; and in this Case it must be discontinued. For Nothing is more prejudicial to the Eyes, than Applications which give Pain.
Nerves by Irritation, propelling the Spirits, and, perhaps, agreeably warming them both. And whilst they perform all this, they attenuate and dissolve Vicinities, so far as can be done by increasing the Motion of Circulation. They have, however, besides these, other Virtues no less considerable, and peculiar to each. Thus the Oils of the Arbor Vitis, and of Savine, are powerful Ememagogues, where the Stoppage of the Menstrual Discharge arises from a languid Circulation. The Essential Oil of Rue is of Service in the Epilepsy, from a cold relaxed State of the Nerves; and, also, in Hysterical Disorders from a cold Cause; that of Juniper Berries, in the cold Scoury, and the Pains and Heaviness hence proceeding; and, also, in Nephritic Complaints, from cold Obstructions; that of Mint, in an almost Paralytic Weakness of the Stomach; that of Lavender in the Palisy, Vertigo, Lethargy, and other cold Disorders of the Head: The fragrant un-inflammatory Oil of Rosies, is a nobler Reviver of the languid Spirits; that of Cinnamon, very advantageous in a Defficiency of Spirits without Inflammation, either during the Periods of Pregnancy, Delivery, or immediately afterwards, if at the same time there be no Rupture of the Vessels: Those of Wormwood, Carduus Benedictus, the lesser Centaury, Chamomile, and Tansy, are useful against Worms: For which Purpose they may be formed into Pills with Crums of Bread, and given in a sufficient Dose upon an empty Stomach, the Patient refraining from all Kind of Aliment for two Hours afterwards: Those of Baum and Lemon-peel, in Palpitations of the Heart, from cold phlegmatic Humours; and those of Marjoram, Rosemary, and Sage, in Obstructions and mucous Discharges of the Uterus, from a cold Cause.
If these Oils be strongly ground for a considerable time, with thrice their own weight of pure and dry Sea Salt, so as to divide them well, and then again distilled with Water, they become clean, pure, and limpid, or freed from their mucilaginous, or gummy, Part; and fitter for keeping, if put up into Glafs Vessels having close Necks well fitted with ground Glafs Stoppels, and set in a dry cold Place. But they lose of their Quantity by this Rectification, much gross Matter remaining behind in the Still, unable to ascend by reason of its Tenacity. Their Virtues, also, are lessened, which depend upon their Spirits; because these remain in the Water used in the Distillation, and are also dissipated in the Water which comes over. This Mr. Homberg shews, by a laborious and instructive, tho' dear, Experiment. For, upon distilling such an Oil, with fresh Water every time, six and twenty times over, he at length obtained a fourth Part thereof; the other three fourths becoming an inipid, tenacious, Subflance, whilst the Water, four and twenty times cohabated with the Oil, was rendered exceeding sharp, aromatic, saline, or spirituous.

When these pure Oils are, without Addition, distilled in a Glafs Retort, with a Fire gradually increased, they always exhale some Water, and afterwards become more clear, liquid, penetrating, and light; leaving at the Bottom of the Retort, after the Distillation is performed by a strong Heat, a black, fixed, spongy terrestrial Matter. And if the Operation be thus several Times repeated, the greatest Part of the Oil will be converted into what the Chymists call Caput Mortuum. The excellent Mr. Boyle, by this Means, reduced a Pound of Essentail Oil almost wholly to Earth.

They who have distilled these Oils from pure Chalk, in clean Vessels, have found that, by cohabating five Ounces of Oil eight times upon fifteen Ounces of Chalk, it afforded only two Ounces and one Dram of Oil, two Drams and forty-five Grains of Salt, and half an Ounce of a strongly saline Water, containing the volatile Salt of the Oil, according to the Observation of Mr. Bovardlin.

Again, these Oils distilled from Lime flacked in the Air, and afterwards made exceedingly dry, are so changed, that a Pound of Oil being six times distilled, in the way of Cohobation, upon fresh Quantities of Lime, with an extreme Degree of Fire, there came over fifteen Ounces and a half of Water, and one Ounce of Oil, according to the Observation of Mr. Homberg. Hence these Oils are found to consist chiefly of elementary Water and Earth, a little Oil, Spirit, and Salt; and therefore grew from the Union of those different Principles by the Action of the Fire. Whence Oil is not a simple elementary Body, but a Compound of several others. But whether this be really the Case, or whether Experiments may shew, that these Oils are rather transmutable, I do not take upon me to determine.

This may be said with greater Certainty, that the more excellent of these Oils being dissolved in high Rectified Spirit of Wine, digested and distilled with a gentle Fire of one hundred Degrees, give out their native Spirit to the Spirit of Wine, leaving a tenacious oily Matter behind; which, being again treated in the same Manner with fresh Spirit of Wine, affords more; and thus, at last, remains an indolent, scentless, infipid, thick, and tenacious Body of Oil, perfectly deprived of all its Spirit. And if ever pure Water be long shook with these Oils, it takes to itself their Spirit, becomes rich therewith, and thus robs the Oil of its Virtue; so that if the Operation be
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be often repeated, it at length leaves the like indolent Remainder as the Spirit of Wine. And hence we are furnished with excellent Preparations; and learn, that these Oils are separable into Spirit and Oil, a little Salt, much Water, and much Earth; at least, that these are producible from them by Distillation. But Nothing here seems stranger, than that Water should remain so tenaciously mixed with these Oils, as not to be separated from them by Distillation twenty times repeated.

Hence it is confirmed by this, that the peculiar Taste and Oudour of Plants wholly reside in their native Spirit: That the Taste and Oudour of Distilled Aromatic Waters are solely owing to this Spirit, as peculiar to each Plant: That Essential Oils, also, have their respective Characteristics from these Spirits alone: That the Volatile Oil of Plants chiefly serves for detaining these Spirits, and the Fixed Oil for connecting the solid Parts together: whence the Difference of these two Oils is very great: That both the Expresseed and Distilled Oils are natural in the Plants themselves. And, that the Difference of Oils is principally owing to their Spirits.


It frequently happens that Oils, in Distillation, are yielded either too acid, or of too deep a Colour, especially if they are urged by too strong a Fire. And this is principally to be observed, when those Herbs, which abound with a large Quantity of acid Salt, such as Thyme, Savory, Marjoram, and Creton Origanum, are subjected to Distillation. For, if the Distillation is accelerated by too brisk a Fire, the Oils not only lose their grateful Smell, but also acquire a brownish or reddish Colour, which by no means happens, if the Distillation is carried on by a moderate Fire.

Hence we learn, that excessive Heat is of great Efficacy in changing the Texture of Oils. And this Observation is applicable to the Human Body; since we see, that, by the intense Heat in Fevers, the temperate and sulphureous Parts of the Blood and Humours are surprizingly agitated; so that it is not to be wondered at, if the oleous and temperate Principle of the Blood is converted into an highly saline sulphureous Matter, which, being discharged by Stool and Urine, renders the Faces bilious and yellow, and the Urine intensely red.

It is not to be doubted, but, if right Measures are taken, those Oils, which by too intense an Heat in Distillation have, in a great measure, lost their grateful Taste, their Fragrance, and their Colour, may, by Rectification, be reduced to a due Degree of Perfection. But if the Rectification is attempted by putting the Oils in a Glass Retort, and carrying on the Distillation by a Sand-Heat, we find ourselves deceived; since, by this Means, these Oils have an ungrateful empyreumatic Smell, and are so far from acquiring their due and grateful Sweetness, that they are rather rendered more acrid. The Rectification is therefore to be made in another Manner. Thosc Oils, for Instance, are to be mixed with common Salt, with which they are to be strongly triturated, taking three Parts of Salt to one of Oil: Then adding a sufficient Quantity of Water, the Rectification is to be made from an Alembic; by which Means there is yielded an Oil far clearer, and of a more grateful Colour. And what is surprizing is, that in the Bottom of the Alembic there is found a thick black Mats, which firmly adheres to the Hands, and the Quantity of
of which is the greater, the thicker and deeper-coloured the Oils are. I have often observed, that Oil of Marjoram contained more of this Resinous Substance than other Oils; since an Ounce of it generally affords a Dram of such a Substance. The Oils of Mint, Spike, and Lavender, thus treated, do not leave so great a Quantity of Resin; but the Oils of Thyme and Savory afford a large Quantity of it. We also find that such Oils, as are of a gross Consistency, yield a large Quantity of this Resin.

This Experiment sufficiently evinces, that Oils are nothing but subtle and liquid Refins, closely united with Phlegm, and some ethereal Spirit; as also that those Oils are hottest which contain the largest Quantity of Resin. For which Reason such Oils should always be cautiously preserved internally by the Physician; because all subtle oleous Substances induce an intense and long-continuing Heat on the Humours of the Human Body.

It is also to be observed, that Oils, rendered more limpid by this Rectification, are not so soon dissolvido by Rectified Spirit of Wine as they were before; but for this Purpose they require highly Rectified Spirit of Wine, since they are formed into small Globules, and with great Difficulty incorporated with common Spirit.

It is also certain from Experience, that ethereal, limpid, and fragrant Oils become thicker by Age, and lose a great deal of their Fragrance; and, if we want to re infuse this Fragrance, we must infuse them with recent Herbs and Leaves, and reiterate the Distillation from an Alembic; by which Means they are again impregnated with that subtle, sweet, and Spirituous Principle, which they had lost by excessive Age.

From this Experiment we learn, that, besides a Sulphurous, Saline-

Earthly, or Aqueous Principle, there is also another in Oils, which the Ancients called Spirits; which is highly active, of a thin, ethereal, Substance, and necessary to preserve the natural Crash and Texture of the Oil.

This Spirit is principally disposed to Evaporation, by the Heat of the Air; and, when this Spirit is lost, we find that the Oil is greatly changed in its Consistency, Smell, Taste, and Virtues. If, therefore, we intend to preserve Oils, we must not only carefully stop the Vessels which contain them, but also deposite them in cold Places, so that, the Spirit being pent up in them, their Texture may remain entire.

Because the Air, especially when hot, induces a greater Change on the Nature of Oils, and the Quality of the Oleous Mixture, than any thing else, whilst by long acting upon them, it deprives them of their grateful Taste and Smell, and insuffluates them; the Expressed Oils tending to a rancid State; and those Distilled to a Terebinthinaceous Nature; the Colour also being in some greatly changed. Hence Oils are carefully to be preserved from the free Access of an hot Air; which may be done by filling the Vessels in which they are kept, allowing only a small Space for Rarefaction, left, upon the Approach of Heat, they should burst. They are also to be carefully stop'd, and put into cold and dry Places.

Some, in order to preserve Oils, add some Water; such, for Instance, as Distilled Rose-water, which is of excellent Service, when there is not Oil enough to fill the whole Glass; since the Water, by its Exhalation, keeps the Consistency of the Oil thin, and hinders it from being insufflated.

It is also certain, from Experience, that Oils can never be intimately united and incorporated with Water; but that these Substances, naturally immiscible, may by Art be so mixed,
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as not to be separated from each other. This is most commodiously done by pouring a few Drops of any Aromatic Oil on Sugar, then putting it into Water, and shaking it; by which means the whole Oil, in a moment, enters the Pores of the Water. Thus we may, in an extemporary Manner, prepare the Waters of Cinnamon, Cedar, Nutmeg, Mint, Baum, and Hyllop, which are otherwise to be only obtained with considerable Labour by Distillation. Besides, by the Addition of a small Quantity of Spirit of Wine, these Waters become Spirituous. It is an opprobrious, tho' true Assertion, that the real and genuine Oils of Plants are rarely to be had in the Shops; since, in order to increase their Quantity, it is customary, in distilling them, to mix them with some pungious or other Substances of little Value. As, for the dear Aromatic Oils, it is certain, from Experience, that they are almost all adulterated, as is obvious in the Oils of Cinnamon, Cloves, Nutmegs, and Mace. But in these the Fraud is easily detected by pouring Alcohol of Wine, or highly Rectified Spirit of Wine, upon them. For this Liquor immediately resolves, and imbibles the Particles of the purer Oil, leaving in the Bottom a large Quantity of Expressed Oil, either of Almonds, or Ben-nuts. But the more skilful of the Chemists have an artful Method of concealing this Piece of Fraud. For they dissolve pure Oil of Cinnamon, or Cloves, by adding an equal Quantity of highly Rectified Spirit of Wine; which may be so prepared, that one Part of the Spirit may absorb one Part of the Oil, whilst the Taste remains, and the Smell continues sufficiently strong and penetrating; so that the Imposture is with Difficulty discovered. But this Piece of Fraud is also quickly detected, if these Oils are poured into common Water. For then the Water immediately becomes milky; which Effect is not produced by pure Oil, when put into cold Water, and left to itself. There is still another Method of adulterating the Oils of Plants, by mixing Oil of Turpentine, or Pine, with the Herbs to be distilled: And this Fraud is most commonly committed in preparing Cephalic Oils from Plants, which abound with a balsamic Refin; such as Mint, Origanum, Sage, Rosemary, Marjoram, Savory, Thyme, Mother of Thyme, and the Flowers of Spike and Lavender. From which, by the Addition of these Oils, they obtain a large Quantity of Oil, tho' of a bad Kind, and inconsiderable Virtues; but such Oils, if the Plants are recent, retain their specific and distinguishing Taste and Smell. But this fraudulent Management easily betrays itself. For if such Oils are kept for some time, they lose their grateful Smell; and the disagreeable Odour of the Turpentine remains. But there is still a more expeditions Method of discovering this Artifice. For if a Piece of Cloth, macerated in such Oil, is put in a warm Place, or exposed to an hot Furnace, the subtle Fragrance is immediately exhaled, and the Smell of Turpentine manifests itself.

Besides, the Cephalic Oils, adulterated with Turpentine, or Oil of Pine, are more limpid than the genuine Oils, which are of a deeper Colour. There is also another Method of detecting this Practice; which is, when the Letters of the Signature, put upon the Mouth of the Glass, become successively pale, which does not happen with the genuine Oils. For the Effluvia of the Turpentine contain a subtle Acid, which, in Process of Time, destroys the Colour of the Ink. Some, in the Distillation of these Oils,
Oils, instead of Turpentine, add Seeds, which contain a large Quantity of pinguous Juice, such as those of Poppy. And by this means that thick Oil, which at other times is generally expressed, and with Difficulty passes the Helm, is raised and distilled in conjunction with a Portion of subtile and ethereal Oil; and this is the usual Method of adulterating the Oil of Rue. For tho' Rue is of a strong Taste, and penetrating Smell, yet there is hardly any Plant which affords a smaller Quantity of Oil. But pure Oil of Rue is easily distinguished from that which is adulterated; since, when genuine, it does not become thick and coagulated, when exposed to the Cold; but is infippiated, when it is adulterated with any Expressed Oil. The Oils of Chamomile, and the Tops of Yarrow, when pure and recent, are of a beautiful bluish Colour, which is afterwards changed into that of brown. But if this bluish Colour of the Oil of Chamomile-flowers remain above a Year, it is a sure Sign that it is adulterated. For it is customary to mix it with Oil of Turpentine, which is of a deep-bluish Colour, on account of the Tincture it receives from the Copper of the Vessel. It is of great Importance to the Physician, to be able to distinguish genuine from adulterated Oils. For these balsamic and cephalic Oils not only lose much of their Efficacy, but also acquire a foreign Quality, by being adulterated. And it is sufficiently known, that all Terebinthicnaceous Substances violently exagitate the Mass of Blood and Humours, and create an intense Heat in the Body.

*Oleum Terebinthinae.*

Oil of Turpentine.

Take of any Quantity of Turpentine, melted over a gentle Fire, and pour it into a Glass Retort, so as to fill one Half thereof; then, setting on the Receiver, distil in a Sand-heat, and with a gentle Fire. There will come over an acid Spirit; then, the Fire being gradually increased, a limpid Oil, commonly called ethereal Spirit; and at length a yellow Oil, leaving the Colophony at the Bottom; which, being urged with the last Degree of Fire, will also afford a red and dusky-red Oil, that falls thro' the other Liquors to the Bottom of the Receiver. E.

The Gums Ammoniac, Caranna, Elemi, Galbanum, Sagapenum, Storax, Tacamahac, &c.

distilled in the same Manner, afford an acid Liquor and an empyreumatic Oil.

Turpentine, distilled by the Alembic, with four times its own Quantity of Water, yields a limpid Oil, leaving the Colophony behind, after the Evaporation of all the Water, which may be kept for Use; or may be distil'd by the Retort, by which means it affords a yellow, a red, and a dusky-red Oil. E.

In the London Dispensatory the Distillation of Turpentine is directed much as before, thus.

Turpentine is to be distill'd with Water in a Copper Still, like the Essential Oils of Vegetables. L.

After the Distillations, the yellow Rosin remains in the Still. This Oil is often, tho' improperly, called Spirit of Turpentine.

*Oleum Terebinthinae Ethereum, &c. Balsamum.*

The Ethereal Oil, and the Balsam, of Turpentine. Let
Of Oils.
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Let the Oil of Turpentine be distilled in a Retort, with a very gentle Heat, till what remains is become of the Confidence of a Balsam.

Balsam of Turpentine may also be distilled from yellow Rosin; whence after a Portion of Oil, which must be removed in time, will come a thick Balsam; a blackish Rosin remaining in the Retort, which is called Colophony. L.

The Ethereal Oil of Turpentine has of late Years been much recommended for a Scatica, taken in large Poses in Honey, or any other convenient Vehicle.

Oleum Guaiaci.

Oil of Guaiacum.

Take any Quantity of Guaiacum-Chips. Put them into a Retort of Earth or Glass, and gradually distil them in a naked Fire, or a Sand-Furnace. An acid Liquor will first ascend, then a light-red Oil; and at length, with the utmost Degree of Heat, a thick black Oil, that sinks through the other Liquors to the Bottom of the Retort.

In like manner Oils are distilled from any Kind of Wood. E.

This acid Water of Guaiacum is highly penetrating, aperitive, attenuating, healing, detergent, and saponaceous, so as to prove antiscorbutic, diuretic, diaphoretic, and sudorific, especially after being well purified and rectified.

Oleum Capaviae Compositum.

Compound Oil of Balsam of Capaiva.

Take Balsam of Capaiva, two Pounds; of Gum Guaiacum, four Ounces. Distil them together in a Retort. L.

It is doubted whether the Guaiacum adds any Virtues to the Capaiva. This Oil is an excellent Balsamic, and is likely to do Good in all those Cafes where Tar-water can be of Service; but should seem to be a much better Medicine than the latter.

Oleum Buxi.

Oil of Box.

Distil Pieces of Box in a Retort, with a Fire gradually raised. The Oil will come over with an acid Spirit, from which the Oil is to be separated by a Funnel. L.

See the Article Buxus, in the Material Medica.

Flores Benzoini.

Flowers of Benjamin.

Take any Quantity of powdered Benjamin, and put it into a glazed Pot, and fit a Cone of Paper to the Brim thereof; then administer a slow Fire, that the Flowers may sublime; and repeat the Operation till the Paper becomes foul with the ascending Oil. E.

These are said to be a wonderful Peptoral, and particularly excellent in Asthmas. For they gently attenuate, and open the vitious Obstructions, and cleanse the Bronchia. They are convenient almost in any Form, and give a very grateful Scent to any Composition. The Dose is from three to ten or twelve Grains.

In the London Dispensatory we find the following Directions, with respect to the Flowers of Benjamin.

Put powdered Benjamin into an earthen Pot placed in Sand, and, with a small Heat the Flowers will rise, and may be caught by a Paper Cone placed over the Pot. Or else,

The Benjamin may be put into a Retort, and the Flowers will ascend.
The New English Dispensatory.

Book V.

Oleum Lateritium.
Oil of Bricks.
Let Bricks, heated red-hot, be plunged into Olive Oil, till the whole Oil is imbibed. Then the Bricks, being sufficiently broke, are to be put into a Retort; and by a Sand-heat the Oil will ascend with a Spirit, which is to be separated from the Oil. L.

The Author of the Pharmacopoeia Reformata tells us, that this Preparation has had a Place in most Dispensatories, under the pompous Names of Oleum Philofophorum, Oleum Sanatum, Divinium Benedictum. But whatsoever Opinion some may have of this Preparation, it is a very indifferent as well as disagreeable one, and is rarely used for Medicinal Purposes; and it is probable, that, for these Reasons, the Edinburgh Dispensatory has rejected it. The Liquor, which comes over along with this Oil in Distillation, is very improperly called Spirit; being really no more than Phlegm, or Water, tainted with the empiricamatical Taste of the Oil.

Oleum Picis Barbadosis.
Oil of Barbados Tar.
Let Barbados Tar be distilled in a Sand-heat, and an Oil will ascend with a Spirit. L.

See the Article Piffaelon, in the Materia Medica, among the Minerals.

Extracts and Refins.

Extractum Plantaginis.
Extract of Plantain.
Take any Quantity of Plantain-Juice. Clarify it either by Yeast, the Filter, or the White of Eggs; and afterwards evaporate it to the Confitence of Honey. E.

In the same Manner are prepared the Extracts of all acid, cold, succulent, and ptyptic Plants.

Extractum Absinthii.
Extract of Wormwood.
Take any Quantity of dried Wormwood, and a suitable Proportion of Spring-water. Boil them together, pouring on fresh Water, till the Water has extracted all the Virtue of the Plants; then filter the Decocation, and evaporate it over a low Fire to the Confitence of Honey. E.

The Extracts of Gentian-root, black Hellebore root, &c. of the Herb Centaury and Chamomile-flowers, are prepared in the same Manner; to likewise are the Extracts of all fixed Aromatics. E.

Extracts of the Roots of Elecampane, Gentian, black Hellebore, and Sarsine.
Boil them in Water; strain and press out the Decocation, and set it by till its Dregs are subdued; then boil it to the Confitence of a Pill, with care, toward the End, to avoid Burning. L.

The Virtues of all these Extracts may be learned from those of the respective Vegetables, whence they are drawn.

Extractum Glycyrrhiza.
Extract of Liquorice.
Boil the Roots of Liquorice lightly in Water; strain and press out the Decocation: Then, after its Dregs have subsided, boil it away, till it will not flick to the Fingers, using due care, toward the End, to avoid Burning. L.
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See the Virtues of Liquorice in the Materia Medica.

Extrahum Jalapii.

Extract of Jalap.

Pour upon Jalap-root, powdered, Rectified Spirit of Wine; and, with a due Heat, draw a Tincture, and boil the Rectifie several times in Water: After Straining, draw off the Spirit from the first Tincture, till it begins to thicken. Ispillate also the strained Decotions; then mix the two Extracts, and with a gentle Fire, reduce them to the Confinence of a Pill.

In the Edinburgh Dispensatory it is directed much in the same Manner; only Salt of Tartar is added to the Jalap-root; after the Tincture is extracted by the Spirit. This is contrived to get the Saline as well as Refinious Part of the Jalap; and it may possibly be almost of as much Use in Practice as the Simple Root, without any Preparation.

Extrahum Corticis Peruvian, Molle & Durium.

Extract of Peruvian Bark, both Soft and Hard.

Take of Peruvian Bark, reduced to Powder, one Pound; of Water, ten or twelve Pints. Boil for an Hour or two, and pour off the Liquor, which will be red and transparent; but, as soon as it grows cold, becomes yellow and turbid. Boil the Bark again in the same Quantity of fresh Water as before, repeating these Boilings till the Liquor remains transparent, when cold; then evaporate all these Decotions strained and mixed together, to the proper Conference, over a very gentle Fire, with due Care to avoid Burning. This Extract is to be prepared under a double Form, one of the Conference of a Pill, the other hard enough to be reduced to Powder.

The Medicinal Virtues of this Extract may be learned from those of the Peruvian Bark. We are informed in the Narrative of the Committee, that it is designed for those whole Stomachs are so tender, as not to be able to bear the Bark in Substance in the Quantity requisite. But these Stomachs do not often occur in Practice; and, in all others, the Bark in Substance is a better Medicine.

Extrahum Ligni Canapechensis.

Extract of Logwood.

Take of Logwood in Powder, one Pound. Boil it four times, or oftener, in a Gallon of Water, to a Half; then boil all the Liquors, mixt together and strained, to a just Conference.

This seems intended to fortify the Bowels, when weakened by a Diarrhea or Dyentery; but should not be used till due Evacuations are made.

Extrahum Lignii Guaiacum, Molle & Durium.

Extract of Guaiacum-wood, Soft and Hard.

Take of the Shavings of Lignum Vitae, one Pound. Boil it four times, or oftener, in a Gallon of Water, to half; then infuse the Liquors, after they have been strained; but, when the Water is near all dried away, add a small Portion of Rectified Spirit, by which the Extract shall be brought to a uniform and tenacious Mafs.

This Extract is also to be prepared under two Forms, one softer, and the other harder.
Medica. I should apprehend, that a Decoction of Guaiacum will be much more likely to enter the Lacteals, and impregnate the Blood with the Virtues of the Wood.

Boerhaave takes notice of a Kind of Extracts, which he calls Essential Extracts, of which he gives an Example in the

Extratum Crucis.

Extract of Saffron.

Nature has prepared, in particular Parts of certain Vegetables, a determined Kind of Body, so different from all others as scarce to be referred to any other known Kind; and has at the same time endowed it with Virtues, otherwise inimitable. We have an Example of this in the Chives of Saffron, which the principal Chymists have esteemed so much as to call it the Philosopher's Spice, and to denote it by the initial Letters Aroha, which stand for Aroma Philosophorum. It is incredible how rich this Saffron is in Colour, Taste, Odour, and Virtue; how small the Bulk is that possesseth all these rich Faculties; and how tender and easily corruptible the thing itself is; and therefore requires a peculiar Method of Operation.

Take, therefore, two Ounces of the choicest fresh English Saffron dried, and either cut small, or remaining whole. Put it into a clean Bolt-head, with a long and slender Neck; pour upon it so much of the purest Alcohol as may float four or six Inches above it: Then stop the Glass slightly with a Wreath of Paper. Put it into a Furnace, so that it may be exposed to a Heat of only a hundred Degrees. Leave it thus in Digestion three Days, the Vessel being often shook: Let it afterwards rest for twenty-four Hours in a cold quiet Place; then carefully strain off all the tinged Liquor, thro' a Piece of clean Linnen, placed in a Funnel set in a clean Glass, and keep it closely stopp'd. It will be of a bright red Colour. The Saffron remaining at the Bottom of the Glass will be found paler than before. To this pour the like Quantity of fresh Alcohol, and proceed as before; and mix the Tincture, thus acquired, with the former. Let these Tinctures be distilled in a Glass Body, fitted with its Head, and perfectly well clo'd, with a Fire of a hundred Degrees, till about an Ounce remains behind; which, when cold, is to be pour'd into a Glass Vessel, to be kept carefully stopp'd. It will prove of an exceeding red Colour, a highly fragrant Odour, and a bitter, aromatic, penetrating Taste, and have the Confinement of thin Oil. Let it be kept under the Title of the Essential Extract of Saffron. The Spirit that comes over in the Distillation will be limpid, and colourless; but retains the grateful and aromatic Smell and Taste of Saffron. This is to be referred for the same Use, and thus every time becomes the richer.

This surprising Experiment shews us a new Species of Matter, which we can neither call Oil, Spirit, Gum, Robin, Resinous Gum, Wax, or Balsam; but it is something perfectly singular, and of a Spiritous Oily Nature. This Extract mixes with Water, Spirit, and Oil, and has such exhilarating Virtues, that, being used too freely, it occasions an almost perpetual and indecent Laughter; but, used moderately, it becomes properly exhilarating. It tinges the Urine red, and is particularly said to destroy the petrifying Power thereof in the Kidneys, and therefore to be an extraordinary Remedy against
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There is no Occ . fi on previoufly to digeft the Saf­

fron with Bread in the Heat of Harfe du ng, in ord e r to pr o cure 

its Tine·ture, which is t b us r en d ered ra­

ther worfe than better. For in our 

present Preparation, a ll tha t ill effi­

cacious ,is brought together witho ut 

Loss. or impa iring its peculiar 

Vir­

tue s , or any fenlible Change. And 

thefe Preparations being mifcibl e 

w i th any Liquor, and of a very pe.

_ 

et:

Veffels 

of the Body; and, 

by their extraordinary Mobility, 

dis­

sue their 

Virtue 

thro' the Whole, 

and chiefly excite the Animal Spirit '.

Lafily, 

They 

have 

that admirable 

Virtue, which the Au thor of 

Na­

ture ha s planted in them, and which 

can never be explained 

upon 

any 

Principle, and can on;y be known in 

itfelf from 

its EffeCts.

G. umm i & Refin AIDes •

The 

G. um 

and Refin of Aloes.

T.ake of 

Sucrctrint 

Aloe s-. four 

Ounc­

Cd; gf 

Water, a Qu a rt. 

Boil. 

t he Aloes till i t is di(fo lved as 

much 

as 

m ay be, and fe t all by 

for a Night. The Relin 

will' 

be 

precipitated 

to the 

Bottom 

of the 

Vefi'el. 

The Liquor. poured off 

or firained. being evaporated, will 

leave the Gum.

We are told. that the Intention of 

the Separation of the Refin from the 

Gum, in this Preparation, is, to pro­

cure in the Gum a Medicine lets pur­
gative, and more agreeable to the 

Stomach. But I have never had any 

Reafon, from Experience, to think 

that Aloes, on any Account, wants 

fuch Treatm 'ent.

Refina Jalapii.

Jalap. 

Take any 

~aDtity 

of well - bruifed 

Jalap - roots, and pour thereon as 

much 

ReCtified Spirit 

of Wine as 

will rife four Inches above it. 

Digeft them together in 

Ba/lI so 

Mari.e, 

so 

A

l 

to 

extr aCt 

the 

Tine·ture 

which being 

fiIterd, 

put it 

into a Glaf s Cucurbi t , and 

diifil 

off 

one 

Half by a 

Sand heat. 

To 

the Remainder put a fufficient 

Qgantity .of 

Spriq-water ; and the 

Refin will precipitate to the 

Bot­

tom, which 

is 

afterward s to be 

dried with a 

very gentle Heat.

J. 

The 

like 

ExtraCts 

may be obtained ' 

f rom Ambergrife, Musk, Civet, Balm 

of Gilead, liquid Amber, liquid Sto­

rax, Cloves, Mace, Nutmeg, Ange­

lica, Galangal, Orrice, and other 

Barks, and Flowers of a subtile Fra­
grance. Whence it is plain, that 

thefe Spirits of particular Bodies 

may be extracted and collected by 

Alcohol. And hence their sudden Ac­

tion seems to proceed ; because the 

most spirituous Alcohol, uniting with 

thefe active Spirits, makes a Medi­
cine that immediately diffuses its Vir­
tues every Way, and carries it thro' 

the Body. And when a fimilar Re­

medy is prepared from several fuch 

Ingredients mixed together, it eafily 
appears, that thus an admirable Re­

medy may be compounded, rich in 

united Virtues, according to the In­
tention of the Artift; so that No­
thing of this Kind can be invented 

more effectual. Th ese Extracts are 

best taken in Cana ry, or the like 

rich unaCtuous S panish Wine.

Gummi & Refina Aloes.

The Gum and Refin of Aloes.

Take of Sucrctrine Aloes, four Ounc­
ces ; of Water, a Quart. Boil 

the Aloes till it is di(fo lved as 

much as may be, and let all by 

for a Night. The Refin will be 

precipitated to the Bottom of the 

Vefi'el. The Liquor, poured off 
or strained, being evaporated, will 

leave the Gum. L.

The like ExtraCts 

may be obtained ' 

f rom Ambergrife, 

Musk, Civet, Balm 

of Gilead, liquid Amber, liquid 

Storax, Cloves, Mace, Nutmeg, Ange­
llica, Galangal, Orrice, and other 

Barks, and Flowers of a subtile Fra­
grance. Whence it is plain, that 

thefe Spirits of particular Bodies 

may be extracted and collected by 

Alcohol. And hence their sudden Ac­

tion seems to proceed; because the 

moft spirituous Alcohol, uniting with 

thefe active Spirits, makes a Medi­
cine that immediately diffuses its Vir­
tues every Way, and carries it thro' 

the Body. And when a fimi­lar Re­

medy is prepared from several fuch 

Ingredients mixed together, it eafily 
appears, that thus an admirable Re­

medy may be compounded, rich in 

united Virtues, according to the In­
tention of the Artift; so that No­
thing of this Kind can be invented 

more effectual. Th ese Extracts are 

best taken in Cana ry, or the like 

rich unaCtuous S panish Wine.

Gummi & Refina Aloes.

The Gum and Refin of Aloes.

Take of Sucrctrine Aloes, four Ounc­
ces ; of Water, a Quart. Boil 

the Aloes till it is di(fo lved as 

much as may be, and let all by 

for a Night. The Refin will be 

precipitated to the Bottom of the 

Vefi'el. The Liquor, poured off 
or strained, being evaporated, will 

leave the Gum. L.

We are told, that the Intention of 

the Separation of the Refin from the 

Gum, in this Preparation, is, to pro­
cure in the Gum a Medicine lets pur­
gative, and more agreeable to the 

Stomach. But I have never had any 

Reafon, from Experience, to think 

that Aloes, on any Account, wants 

fuch Treatment.

Resina Jalapii.

Refin of Jalap.

Take any Quantity of well-bruifed 

Jalap-roots, and pour thereon as 

much 

ReCtified Spirit 

of Wine as 

will rife four Inches above it. 

Digeft them together in 

Balhoe 

Marie, so as to extract the Tine­ture; which being filtered, put it 

into a Glas Cucurbit, and diifil 

off one Half by a Sand heat. To 

the Remainder put a fufficient 

Quantity of Spring-water ; and the 

Refin will precipitate to the Bot­

tom, which is Afterwards to be 

dried with a very gentle Heat.

E.

Thus likewis e are prepared the 

Refins of Guaiacum, Peruvian Bark, 

and Scammony, &c. But the Refin 

of Guaiacum is more commodiously 

made from the Gum than the 

Wood.

The Refin of Jalap is not by much 

so good a Medicine as the Root, 

without any Preparation; of which 

Q 9 3 

thofe,
those, who have much used both in
their Practice, must be abundantly
sensible. Tho’ in Comatose Disorders,
and violent Affections of the Head,
perhaps the Resin may be preferable,
because it stimulates and gripes more
than the Root.

Salts both Essential and Fixed,
with the Preparations of Tartar.
Sal Essentiale Acetose.
Essential Salt of Sorrel.
Take any Quantity of the Juice of
Sorrel, clarified by standing. Evapo-
rate two Thirds of it away; strain the Remainder thro’ a Flan-
nel Bag, and again exhale it to a Fel-
lle; then put it into a Glass Vessel,
and pour a little Olive Oil upon the Top; set the Vessel in a
Cellar, till numerous Crystals ap-
pear therein, which are to be first
gently washed with Spring Water,
and then dried.

The Essential Salts of the Lesser
Centaury, Succory, Eyebright, Fu-
matorv, Plantain, Oak, &c. are
obtained in the same Manner; as are
also the Salts of all acid, aultere,
allrigent, and bitter Plants, that con-
tain but very little Oil.

Beersbaume remarks, that Salts may
be procured in this Manner from the
Juice of any other succulent Vege-
table; but a different Salt will be
always produced according to the
different Nature of the Plant em-
ployed. If the Juices were either
manifoldly and purely acid, or acid
with some Degree of Aulterity, the
Salt will resemble the Tartar of acid
aultere Wines. If a perfectly suc-
colent Plant were chose, and neither
acid or oily, as many Medicinal ones
are, the Salt will be of another par-
ticular Nature, perhaps resembling
Nitre. Such a Salt is afforded by
Brooklime, Endive, Fumitory, Dwarf-
Elder, Grafs, Knot-grafs, Plain
tain, Self-heal, Succory, Water-crekses,
Water lillies, &c. Whence the Juices
of these Plants are greatly Medicinal,
as abounding with this Kind of ni-
trous Salt, so as to open inveterate
Obstructions, resolve the black bilio-
ous Juice, and cure Chronical Dis-
fapes. But when the visous Juices
of Vegetables are used in this Pro-
cess, as those of Purslain, Comfrey,
or the like, their Salt cannot be ob-
tained without a previous Fermenta-
tion, to dissolve their Teneacity. In
like Manner, all the Juices aboud-
ning with Oil are unfit for this Pur-
pose. For tho’ they contain a Salt,
yet it is so entangled with the tena-
cious Oil, as to prevent its uniting
with the Particles of its own Nature,
and forming Crystals; for Oil al-
ways prevents the Crystallization of
Salts. And, again, Plenty of Oil oc-
casions a Lois of Salt, and vise versa,
as well in Animals as Vegetables. On
which account those Salts are not
easily obtained from such aromatic
Plants as abound in Oil and Balsam.

Sal Ahsinthii.
Salt of Wormwood.
Let the Ashes of Wormwood be put
into an Iron Pot, and kept red-hot
for some Hours by a strong Fire,
often stirring them, that all Re-
 mains of Oil may be burnt out;
then boil them in Water, strain
the Water, which will be impreg-
nated with the Salt, thro’ Paper,
and evaporate it to Dryness.

In this Manner is to be prepared the
next Alcaline Salt of any Plant, whose
Ashes will yield that Kind of Salt.
L.

When the Oil is sufficiently burnt
out, may be judged of, as the Ashes
are stirred up from time to time.
For, while the Oil remains in them,
they will take fire and sparkle, up-

....
on their being turned up to the Air. And thus turning up the Ashes, which lie at the Bottom, to the Air, is necessary, that the Oil may be effectually consumed.

The Method of making Fixed Salts, directed in the Edinburgh Dispensatory, differs from this very little, except in the Circumstances of keeping the Ashes red hot for some Hours, which is there omitted; and in the repeated Solutions, Filtrations, and Coagulations, there directed, in order to render the Salt pure and white. But the whiter and purer the Salt is, it becomes in Proportion the more fit for Medicinal Uses; because it is then deprived of most or all of the Oil of the Vegetable, which I think of great Consequence. See Book I. Chap. vi. where the Medicinal Uses of these Salts are explained.

After the same Manner are obtained the Fixed Salts of Bean-Stalks, Broom, and many other Vegetables.

The Spirit, Oil, and Fixed Salt of Tartar.

Fill two Thirds of a Glass Retort, with choice Pieces of the best white Tartar, and place it in a Sand Furnace. Apply a large Glass Receiver, or one that is of the greatest Size, and let the Junction with a common Mixture of Linseed Meal. Apply a gentle Fire for some considerable time, scarce exceeding a hundred Degrees. There will come over a small Quantity of a limpid, thin, tartish, somewhat spirituous, bitterish, and slightly odoruous Liquor, which is so penetrating, as easily to sweat thro' the Luting. Let this be kept separate. Then the Fire being raised to the Heat of boiling Water, a white Vapour comes over, and along with it a highly penetrating Spirit, which is wonderfully flatulent, and will pass thro' almost any Luting; and, if we endeavour to confine it by that called the Latum Sapientiae, it bursts the Glass by its Elasticity; and it usually breaks out with Force, or perspires at Intervals, thro' the Luting; and, along with this flatulent Spirit, there comes over a thin, and extremely subtile Oil, of a yellow Colour, a somewhat aromatic Taste, bitter, heating, and of no ungrateful Odour.

Paracelsus and Helmont highly recommend this Oil in Diseases of the Ligaments, Membranes, and Tendons, which they, upon Experience, have declared may be cured by it, even tho' contracted.

The former Substances being collected separate, let the Remainder be urged, gradually, to the utmost Degree of Heat that Sand will give; and thus again a Spirit will come over, and an Oil, as before; but at the same time a gross, black, fetid, ponderous, glutinous, and bitter Oil, leaving the remaining Tartar black, sharp, and in every Respect truly alcaline. If this Mafs be urged with the strongest Fire of Suppression, it will still yield a very thick, black, and pitchy Oil, along with a certain Smoke. And these will continue to rise, how violent soever the Fire be made, and how long soever the Operation is continued; and there will still remain an extremely black, sharp, alcaline, and dry Mafs at the Bottom; which being exposed to the open Air, by breaking the Glass, grows hot upon Contact, therewith, and readily dissolves into a Liquor; Nor can it be kept dry, without great Caution; whereas the Tartar, from whence it was produced, would scarce dissolve in Water.

When this black dry Mafs is exposed to a naked Fire in the open Air, it takes flame; and, after Burning, leaves a copious white alcaline
Sal Tartari.

Salt of Tartar.

Take any Quantity of white Tartar, wrap it up in moistened Cap-paper, and calcine it in a Reverberating Furnace, till it becomes very white; then dissolve it in hot Water, filter the Solution, and exhalo it in a clean Glass Vessel, till it becomes as white as Snow, and perfectly dry; keeping it continually stirring with an Iron Ladle towards the Bottom of the Vessel. If the Salt of Tartar be required stronger, let the white Salt be fused with a very violent Fire, in a Crucible, and reverberated for some Hours, till it turns of a greenish or blue Colour. 

In the London Dispensatory it is directed in much the same Manner. See the Article of Alcaii. Chap. vi. Book I.

Liquamen Salis Tartari, vulgo Oleum per Deliquium dictum.

Liquor of Tartar, commonly called Oil of Tartar per Deliquium. 

Take any Quantity of Salt of Tartar. Put it into a flat glass Vessel, and expose it to the Air of a moist Place for some Days, so as that it may dissolve into a Liquor, which is either to be filtered, or freed from its Faces, by inclining the Vessel. The higher this Salt is calcined, the easier it resolves. 

In the London Dispensatory it is thus directed under the Title of

Lixinum Tartari.

Lye of Tartar.

When the Tartar is calcined white, let it be put in a damp Place, that it may liquify by the Moiture of the Air. 

In the Edinburg Dispensatory, Salt of Tartar is thus ordered to be made.

Caline Salt behind, as strong, fiery, and pure, as can any way be prepared. It affords but little Earth, and readily dissolves of itself. If long detained in a strong Fire, it grows blue, of a Marble Colour, and sometimes brown; and thus always becomes stronger.

The first distilled and highly penetrating Oil of Tartar is recommended for digesting cold Tumours, and for restoring Motion to the dried tendinous Parts in contracted Limbs, together with the Assistance of proper Baths, Fomentations, and Frictions. If these Oils be rectified, and rendered more subtle and penetrating, they are recommended by Chymists even for resolving Gouty Knots and Concretions. It is said by Many, that rich Perfumes may be exalted by this Oil. Salt of Tartar may be thus prepared in a greater Proportion to the Tartar employed, than by any other known Method; and in greater Plenty, the thinner the Distillation was performed. This, also, is the best, sharpest, most penetrating, and pure of all the Fixed Alcalies. Nor is there any other known Body in Nature, that affords more of such a Saline Alcaline Matter, than Tartar. And if the black Alcaline Matter, remaining after the most violent Distillation, be set by in the Retort, slightly covered with Paper, it wholly resolves into a Liquor, which, being filtered, affords an admirable Oil of Tartar per Deliquium, extremely fit for numerous Chymical Uses, and particular Operations. If the same Salt be first strongly calcined in an open Fire, it thus also resolves in the Air, and affords an Oil of Tartar per Deliquium, but of a more sharp and alkaline Nature than the former.
Chap. i.

Of Salts, &c.

In this Process the Liquor is rather more pure, than if the calcined Tartar were dissolved directly in Water.

Nitrum Fixatum.

Fixed Nitre.

Fill a strong and large Crucible with very dry powdered Nitre, laid lightly in. Set the Crucible firm in the Furnace, and surround it with burning Coals at a Distance; then gradually bring them nearer, that the Crucible, with the Nitre it contains, may be thus heated equally, to prevent Bubbling. When all is now thoroughly hot, apply as strong a Fire as is necessary to make the Nitre run like Water; then take a little Piece of Wood-coal, thoroughly ignited, and put it gently into the melted Nitre, now at rest. The Coal (not the Nitre) will thus, instantly take Flame with a hissing Noise, and move over the whole Surface of the melted Nitre with a brisk Motion, till it is consumed, and the Flame extinguished, so as to leave the Nitre melted, as before it was thrown in. Now throw in another Bit of live Coal as before, and the same Phenomena ensue. Continue repeating the Operation, till at length the Nitre remains fixed with the same Degree of Fire, so as to flow no longer, nor give Flame to the Coal thrown in, which at length will always prove the Cake. This State may be known to approach, when the Nitre begins to lose its Fluidity, and the Coal leaps briskly about, and sometimes flies out of the Crucible. At this time, therefore, the Fire should be a little increased. And when the Coal ceases to flame any longer, let all cool; and there will remain in the Crucible a Mafs, with an hollow Part on its Top, where the last burning Coal had rested. This Mafs is solid, ponderous, of a Colour between white and green, fiery, alkaline, and presently runs in the Air. Therefore, whilst yet very hot, let it be presently taken out by breaking the Crucible, and put into a clean Glass, to be carefully stopped.

The Alcali, thus produced, is very difficult to keep dry; but presently relents in the Air, and runs into a strong fiery alkaline Liquor, leaving a large Quantity of Ashes behind.

Tartarus Regeneratus.

Regenerated Tartar.

To a Quantity of sharp, pure, and dried Fixed Alcali, contained in a large Glass with a narrow Neck, pour strong Distilled Vinegar, till it almost covers the Salt. Scarce any sensible Efferveescence will appear. Shake them strongly together, and then some small, but not lasting, Ebulition appears. Pour on more Distilled Vinegar, and then a greater Ebulition will arise, and appear sufficiently manifest. After shaking the Glass, add a third Quantity and then a violent Ebulition, Frothing, and Hissing will be found; and prove the stronger, the more the Glass is shook. And this continues a long while; so that the Vinegar poured on makes the stronger Efferveescence, the nearer the Operation approaches to the Point of Saturation with the Alcali; which Point is generally obtained, when about fourteen times the Weight of strong Distilled Vinegar is added to the Alcali. Now towards the End, let the Mixture be well heated, and long and strongly stirred, that no more Acid may be poured on, than is exactly required to obtain the Point of Saturation;
toration; which will at length be
hit, by continuing to add a little
of the Distilled Vinegar by de-
grees, and well agitating the
Mixture, till the Addition, and
Shaking in of a little more, no
longer causes an Effervescence,
even in the Heat. Then let the
Mixture stand warm for twenty-
four Hours; and if, upon shacking,
it makes no Ebulition, again drop
in a little Vinegar, and shake the
Vessel, and if now no Effervescence
aries, then the exact Point of Sa-
turation is hit. During the Opera-
tion, the violent Effervescence
throws off a very elastic Vapour,
which bursts out of the Glass with
a hisling Noise, after having been
confined, by pressing the Hand
against the Mouth of the Glass,
whilst it was shook, and then sud-
ddenly taking it away. And if
the Orifice should be closely and
strongly shut up during the Effer-
vescence, the Glass would be burst
to pieces. The Liquor, thus pre-
pared, is transparent, of a parti-
cular Odour, and not acid, and
of a Taste neither acid nor alka-
line, but particularly saline, and
almost without Acrimony. It has
a mild and innocent Virtue, tho' powerfully attenuating and re-
solving; being purgative, diure-
tic, and sudorific; whence it proves
an admirable Remedy in Chronical
Diseases, attended with a tenaci-
ous Matter, being given in a pro-
per Dose at proper Seasons.

The Liquor being decanted clear
from its Faces, and distilled in a
Glass Alembic, affords a pure sim-
ple Water; whilst the Liquor, re-
maining behind, becomes of a brown
or blackish Colour; and, at length,
perfectly black, fat, thick, of an
extremely penetrating Taste, which
discovers it to be of a sapona,
ous, penetrating, and resolva
ing Virtue.

Take a little of this Liquor, and
mix it with a little Vinegar. If it
makes an Effervescence, this shews,
that the Alcali still predominates.
And, therefore, the Whole must be
again saturated, by the careful Addi-
tion of Distilled Vinegar. And as
this usually happens to be the Case,
the Point of Saturation is to be care-
fully and anxiously secured.

When at length this is happily ob-
tained, let the Liquor be separated
by Reif from its Faces, and then all
the Water be drawn off by a gentle
Fire, till a falling Mafs remains at
the Bottom, of a black, red, thin,
Colour, and a highly penetrating, but
very particular sapona, Tafte. This
Mafs will have attracted, and
retained all the Acid of the Vinegar,
and given out all the Water. Mr.
Homburg has laboriously shewn, that
the Weight of the Fixed Alcali is
here increased nine Twentyths; in
respect of the Alcali, by the Acid of
the Vinegar so attracted; and that
this Acid, with respect to the Vin-
egar, was in the Vinegar about a
thirty-seventh Part of the Whole,
the other thirty-six Parts being pure Wa-
ter. And thus the Salt is procured,
which the Chymists call Regenerated
Tartar.

If the Salt, thus laboriously pre-
pared, be urged with a strong Fire,
it becomes volatile, and flies off in
the Air. When carefully dried with
a very gentle Fire, it appears like a
Mafs that had strangely concreted in
the Cold, by the Apposition of little
thin Plates like Talc. It presently
runs with Heat, into a kind of thick
Oil, but again appears leafy in the
Cold; and hence it has been called
Terra Folia. And Tabinus, pre-
tending it to be diffolved Talc, is
taken to talk for it by Zudelfer, in
his Apologetic Discourse against
Tabinus.

There is not, in all Chymistry, a
more instructing Operation than this.
It shews us a new, unexpected, and particular Appearance of Alcali and Acid, in the making of an Effic- 

cence. We here see all the Degrees of Colour, from the transparent Whiteness of Water, up to Blackness. We see that a fat inflam-
mable Oil is regenerated from Alcali, calcined by a violent Fire, and a thin, hungry Spirit of Vinegar. 

For this dry Salt takes flame in the Fire, and, when distilled with a strong Heat, affords a true Oil. 

Hence we learn, that Salts, produced by a Mixture of Acid and Alcali, are not barely made up of the Acid and Alcali, as they are again separable; but that a new Thing is produced, of which no Sign appeared before. We are taught 

what Proportion of Acid, and what Pro-

portion of Water, is contained in an acid Liquor; what Pro-

portion of Acid is required exactly to saturate 

an Alcali; and the true Manner of 

converting a fiery, fixed, Alcali, into 

a mild compound, volatile, sapona-

ceous, oily Salt. This Salt, when 

properly prepared, is a most admir-

able Menstruum, converting its Sub-

ject, by Mixture and Digestion, into 

an uniform solubleMais, that will 

readily pass thro' the Body, and 

remain rich in its own Virtues. It 

is the greatest Refolvent in the Body 
hitherto known, and therefore highly 

valuable, as it is not hurtful in hot 

Caifes, yet serviceable in cold ones, 

and almost suited to every Patient, 

Boerhaave thinks this, Helmont's 
volatil Salt of Tartar, which he so 

highly recommends, and substitutes 

for the Albeoff itself. It seems cer-

tainly to be the Acetum Radicatu-

m of the ancient Chymists, as, in its 

Preparation, Vinegar returns, and 
is joined with its own Matrix of 
calcined Tartar. But whoever shall 

over carefully endeavour to disolve, 
purify, filter, infipitate, or calcine 
this Salt, in order to make it white, 

he will find it fly off into the Air, 

and be lost; and may thus, indeed, 

be convinced of its Volatility, with 

the Loss of his Labour and Cost. 

And this Admonition Boerhaave tells 
us he gives, because Senetur recom-

mends a scrupulous Diligence in 

purifying this Salt; which is not 

only a loss, but an impoverishing 

Labour.

I have given this Preparation from 

Boerhaave, as he seems to have been 

the most exact and particular; and 

must remark, that the Medicine is 

not at all the better for its Whiteness; 

nor the worse for its wanting the 

foliated Appearance.

In the Edinburgb Dispensatory it 

is thus directed,

Take any Quantity of dry pulverized 

Tartar. Put it into a large Glass 

Veil, and pour on gradually as 

much Spirit of Vinegar as will 

faturate it. Evaporate the filtrated 

Liquor over a very gentle Fire, 
till it becomes dry, but take care 

it does not attract an Empyema. 

Pour again upon the remaining 

Salt as much Spirit of Vinegar as 

will saturate it; then carefully 

evaporate the depurated Liquor to 

a Salt. E.

In the London Dispensatory it is 

thus ordered under the Title of 

Sal Diureticus.

Diuretic Salt.

Take of any Alcaline Fixt Salt, one 
Pound; and boil it in four or five 

Pints of Distilled Vinegar, with 
a very gentle Heat. When the 

Fermentation ceases, add more 

Distilled Vinegar; and, when the 

Fermentation arising from the 

Addition is over, pour on another 

Quantity of the like Vinegar; and 

proceed thus, till the Vinegar 

being
being near all evaporated, fresh Vinegar will not excite any Fermentation, which will generally happen by the Time about ten Quarts of Vinegar shall have been used. Then gently evaporate to Dryness. The Salt left will be impure, which is to be melted for a time, but not too long, with a gentle Heat, afterwards dissolved in Water, and tranfcolated thro' Paper. If the melting has been rightly performed, the strained Liquor will be limpid and colourless, like Water, but otherwise brownish. Lastly, The Water is to be evaporated with a very gentle Heat in a shallow Vessel, the Salt, as it dries, being frequently stirred, that the Humidity may the sooner be discharged. This Salt must be kept in a close Vessel, that it may not run by the Moisture of the Air.

The Salt ought to be very white, and should dissolve wholly, either in Water, or Spirit of Wine, without leaving any Faces. If the Salt, tho' ever so white, leave in the Spirit any Faces, after it is dissolved in this Spirit, it is to be filtered thro' Paper, and dried again. L.

We are told, that the Success of this Operation depends upon three Circumstances; viz. Completing the Saturation, duly Calcining afterwards, and Drying it at last without too much Heat. For the First, it is necessary to make the finifhing Trial when the Liquor is almost evaporated away. The Degree of Calcination may be judged of, by dropping a little into Water, and oberving, when it begins to part with its Blackness very readily. And this Point must be carefully watched. For the Solution of the Salt will be coloured, if the Salt is too much calcined, as well as when too little.

In the last Drying, Care should be taken not to melt it; for then it will lose, in some Degree, its Whiteness; and will, upon Solution, again deposite Dregs; tho' if it is not melted, it will not have that foliated Appearance, from which this Salt has obtained a Name, viz. Terra Foliata Tartari, the Foliated Earth of Tartar. But when it is prepared, so as to dissolve intire, it is more agreeable to the Stomach, and a greater Dose can be given of it, than when it does not dissolve so compleely.

In all these Preparations of Regenerated Tartar, the Evaporation of the Moiurance, and Formation of a Salt, should seem absolutely superfluous. Because the Vinegar, saturated with the Alcaline Salt, must be in all respects as good, and in many a better, Medicine, than the Salt, when made with all this Trouble.

**Tartarus Vitriolatus.**

Vitriolated Tartar.

Take three Ounces of pure Oil of Vitriol. Dilute it with thrice the Quantity of warm Water in a tall capacious glafs Body, with a narrow Neck: Add to it, Drop by Drop, a Quantity of Oil of Tartar per Deliquium, till the Point of Saturation is perfectly obtained; otherwise a pernicious Acrimony, either acid or alcaline, remains. In this Operation a violent Effervescence will arise, and a white Salt begin to appear at the Bottom, long before the Saturation is completed. After this Point is found, shake the Vessel for a considerable time, and taste the Liquor. If it tastes neither acid nor alcaline, take a little thereof, and heat it. Divide it into two Parts; and to one add a Drop of Oil of Vitriol, and to the other a Drop of Oil of Tartar per Deliquium; and, if no Effervescence appears
in Either, the Point of Saturation, here so requisite for Medicinal Use, is exactly hit. If any Effervescence arise, upon the Addition of the Acid, the Alcali prevails; and, if the Alcali causes any Effervescence, the Acid prevails; but when the Equilibrium is obtained, let the Liquor be entirely dissolved by the Addition of hot Water, so that all the Salt may be taken up. Let the Liquor be strained while it is hot, evaporated to a Pellecule, and crystallized. A white Salt will be obtained, of a neutral Taste, that requires a large Proportion of Water to dissolve it. What remains cannot be crystallized, as happens in the Case of Nitre, Sea-salt, and almost every other Salt.

The Virtue of this Salt is esteemed highly opening, if taken upon an empty Stomach, diluted with Broth or Whey, and afflicted with the Exercise of the Body. For thus, by attenuating, refilling Putrefaction, and stimulating, it opens the obstructed Viscera, so as to have acquired the Name of the Universal Digestive.

Some eminent Chymists, among whom we reckon Tachenius, imagine that the Oil of Vitriol, after having suffered to great a Fire, carries up with it some volatilized metallic Part, that gives a noxious Quality to this Salt, not to be easily destroyed. Hence they endeavoured to obtain this Acid native and simple, without Fire, and join it with fixed Alcali of Tartar. They, therefore, dissolved Vitriol in Water, so as to make a diluted and pure Liquor. To which, when filtered, they added Oil of Tartar per Deliquium, Drop by Drop; upon which the Liquor grows turbid, and the Iron, in Form of yellow Oaker, falls to the Bottom. They carefully proceed thus, till no more Precipitate is obtained upon Addition of the Alcali. This Point they carefully observe, and set by the Mixture, till all the Metallic Feces are precipitated; then filter the pure Liquor, infipitate, and crystallize as before. Thus a Tartarum Vitriolatum is obtained without Fire; and, as they seem to imagine, without any Suspicion of a sharp corrosive Virtue. And if there be no blue or green Colour remaining in the Liquor, or the Salt prepared from it, the Preparation will be good; but, otherwise, it will retain Something of Copper, and prove malignant.

When, by the like Means, a Salt is prepared with any pure volatile Alcali and Oil of Vitriol, either alone, or diluted with Water, a like, but a semi-volatile, and more penetrating, Salt is obtained; whereas the former is wonderfully fixed. This Salt, in whatever Manner prepared, appears considerably ponderous and solid; and yet, at the same time, is mild and opening.

Practitioners seem to be deceived in Nothing so much as in the Vitriolated Tartar; because Medicines of very different, and even directly opposite, Virtues are called by this Name. That usually sold in the Shops by this Name, is so strong an Acid as even to excoriate the Lips and Tongue of those who take it. And I believe Chymists seldom take the Trouble of making it, but substitute for it the Rediunum of the Spiritus Nitr. Fortis Glauberu; very different Thing from the true Vitriolated Tartar here intended, which is a perfectly neutral Salt, somewhat bitterish, and nothing less than Acid. If this is made exactly according to these Directions, it is a most excellent Medicine in many Distempers, where nothing will answer so well. Taken in the Quantity of a Dram, or more, it excellently purges the Stomach and Intestines, and resolves the vicid and tenacious Concretions cor-
contained therein, which are the Patients of many Disorders. If taken in smaller Quantities, ten or fifteen Grains, for Example, and repeated frequently at due Intervals, it is excellent in Rheumatisms, inflammatory Diseases, Fevers, and all Disorders attended with a Sizeness of the Blood. And, in Acute Diseases, it will raise a Sweat better than Alcipharmics, without exciting any Heat. It is also an admirable Diuretic. I have been the more particular with respect to this Medicine, because I find its Virtues are very little known or regarded; and because I have very seldom been able to persuade Apothecaries, that this Vitriolated Tartar differs in Efficacy from the common Sort, so far as to use it in my Prescriptions, having generally found the latter used instead of this.

In the London Dispensatory it is thus directed, under the Title of

**Tartarum Vitriolatum.**

Vitriolated Tartar.

Take of green Vitriol, the Weight of eight Ounces; or Water, two Quarts. The Vitriol being dissolved in the Water boiling, throw in Salt of Tartar; or any other Fixed Alcali, till all Fermentation ceases; which usually happens after throwing in four Ounces, or something more, of the Alcaline Salt; then strain thro’ Paper, and evaporate duly, that the Salt may crystallize. 2.

The Liquor should be kept boiling a little while every time the Alcaline Salt is thrown in, that it may duly penetrate, and draw forth the Acid Spirit from the Vitriol.

The Point of Saturation is most exactly to be judged of, by dropping the strong Spirit or Oil of Vitriol into a Spoonful of the Liquor filtered. For as long as no Beginnings of Effervescence hereby appear, the Alcaline Salt does not exceed. This Salt may otherwise be prepared with a Fixed Alcali, and the strong Spirit or Oil of Vitriol; but the preceding Method best secures against a Redundancy of Acidity in the Salt.

I have never known this Sort used; so can say nothing of it from Experience.

**Tartarus Tartarifatus.** Tartarised Tartar, otherwise called

**Tartarum Solubilis.**

Soluble Tartar.

Reduce the purest white Tartar to fine Powder, and boil a sufficient Quantity thereof with ten times its Weight of Water, in a large Copper Vessel, till the Tartar appears sufficiently dissolved. Let the Vessel remain over the Fire, that the Water and the Tartar may continue constantly boiling. The Liquor, being now tailed, proves acid, and is almost transparent; and tolerably pure. Then let fall from an Height a Quantity of Oil of Tartar, Drop by Drop, into the boiling Liquor, which is still to be kept boiling, whilst the Oil of Tartar is dropped in. Upon the Falling of each Drop, there arises a great Ebulition in the Liquor, proceeding from the Meeting of the Acid and the Alcali; as appears from hence, that the Ebulition, soon after, spontaneously ceases, and is raised again by Dropping in more of the Alcaline Liquor. And, because this is performed in a strong boiling Heat, large spherical Bubbles are generated on the Surface of the boiling Liquor, that presently crack, burst, and appear again. The Operation is thus to be patiently continued, till at length no more Effervescence arises upon Dropping the Alcaline Liquor into the boiling Liquivm.
And now the Acidity of the Tartar will be so saturated with such a Quantity of its own Alcali, as neither to appear acid nor alcaline, but a third [new Salt]. But this Point of Saturation must be exactly hit; otherwise the Salt will be acid, if too little: Alcali were added, or Alcaline, if too much.

Great Caution must, therefore, be used at the End. This Liquor is to be strained hot and quick thro' Flannel, till it becomes clear. It will be of a blackish-brown Colour, of a particular bitterish, saline, mucilaginous Taste, but scentless. If impregnated by Heat till a Skin appears on its Surface; and then let for some time in a cold Place; it deposits to the Bottom and Sides of the Vessel certain saline Grains, which, when collected, are a Tartar easily soluble in Water, even in the Cold; whereas, before, it could scarce be dissolved therein without a boiling Heat: Whence this Preparation may properly be called Soluble Tartar.

Tartar has a manifest Acidity. By the prevailing Force thereof, it acts kindly upon the first Passages; and this Acidity is the Cause that it makes to break an Effervescence with its own Fixed Alcali, which is so easily produced from it. For after this Acidity is overcome, by the Alcali, the Tartar becomes easily soluble, and a new Kind of Salt is formed, which has a considerable Virtue in the Body, when taken upon an empty Stomach, dissolved in Water. For thus it deters, and gently purges, and helps to cure many invertebrate Diseases. Externally used, it cleanses foul Ulcers, and disposes them to heal. A Solution of this Salt in Water is one of the best Menstruums hitherto known in Chymistry, as any one may learn by boiling Gum-Lac, Myrrh, and the like, therein. Whence, he will find, it can scarce sufficiently becommended. And hence it is plain, that, used as a Medicine, it will dissolve viscous Concretions in the first Passages; and it is even supposed to dissolve the Tartarous Matter of the Human Stone, generated in the Receptacles and Passages of the Bile and Urine; provided it be used plentifully every Day, the Dose being gradually increased. It is useful in the Stone, Jaundice, and Hypochondriacal Disorders. Lastly, The Examination of this Process shows how proper Cream of Tartar is in all those Distempers, where the Bile, in particular, and other Humours, purify in the Intestines, from a Burning Fever, or other Causes, and thus becomes alcaline. For this Disposition is then corrected by the latent Acidity of the Tartar; and at the same time converted in the Body, into a mild, apertive and soluble Salt, which opens the Passages, without greatly stimulating them, and clears away Obstructions.

In the Edinburgh Dispensatory this is directed under the Name of Soluble Tartar, with this only Difference, that the Crystals of Tartar are used instead of the Tartar; but this makes no material Alteration. This Medicine should seem to resemble Seignette's Salt in Virtues.

In the London Dispensatory the Tartarum Solubile is thus directed.

Take of Alcaline Fixed Salt, a Pound, of Water, one Gallon. The Salt being dissolved in the Water boiling, throw in Crystals of Tartar in Powder as long as any Fermentation is raised, which usually ceases before three the Weight of the Alcali is thrown in. Then strain the Liquor thro' Paper, and, after due Evaporation, let it by for the Salt to crystallize; or else evaporate
evaporate the Liquor wholly away, that the Salt may be left dry. L.

\[ \text{Cryßallis Tartari.} \]

Cryßals of Tartar.

Take any Quantity of white Tartar, reduced to Powder. Dissolve it in twenty times its own Weight of Spring-water, and filter the Solution, whilst it is yet hot, through Cap-paper, into a wooden Vessel. Then expose it to the cold Air for a Night; longer, that the Cryßals may shoot to the Sides of the Vessel; after which, pouring off the Water, let the Cryßals be taken out and dried. There is no Difference between this and that of the Edinburgh.

\[ \text{Cremor Tartari.} \]

Cream of Tartar.

Take any Quantity of the foregoing filtered Solution of Tartar, and boil it over the Fire, till a thick Skin appear on the Surface, which is to be taken off with a perforated wooden Ladle. Then boil it till a new Skin arises, and take this off as the former; and continue to do this till all the Water is wafted in this Manner, and at length dry what was so skimmed off in the Sun. E.

Both these are very pretty cooling Purges; or may, with very good Effect, be given in small Doses as Alternatives. Their great Uses are in Càsès, where there is a Tendency to an alkaline Putrefaction in the Primae Vice, or whole Habit. See the Remarks on the Tartarum Tartarifatus. Cremor Tartari is esteemed a Specific in the dry Gripes excited by the Fumes of Lead; a Dißemper called the Bellon, by the Smelters of Lead. It is to be taken frequently in this Case.

\[ \text{Sapo Tartaricus.} \]

Soap of Tartar.

Take any Quantity of Salt of Tartar thoroughly calcined, and whilst it yet remains hot, reduce it to Powder. Put it into a wide glass Vessel, and immediately pour thereon twice its Weight of Oil of Turpentine; and let them stand together in a Cellar for some Weeks, till the Oil shall have entered the Salt. Then by degrees add more Oil, till at length the Salt shall have imbied thrice its own Quantity thereof, and they both together incorporate into a Soap; which they will do in the Space of a Month or two, provided the Matter be kept dailing stirring.

The Operation will be finifhed the sooner, if the containing Vessel be fastened to the Sails of a Wind-mill, or any other Machine that has a swift circular Motion. E.

\[ \text{Sapo Amygdalinus.} \]

Almond Soap.

Take any Quantity of fresh Oil of Almonds, and thrice its Measure of the Soap-Lyes Digest them together for some time in such a Heat, wherewith the Mixture shall but just boil, and within a few Hours the Oil and Lyes will be united. After which the Liquor, in Boiling, will soon become ropy, and in a good degree transparent, and will cool into the Confectience of a Jelly. Then throw in Saffalt, till the boiling Liquor has loft its Ropines. Continue the Boiling till Drops of the Liquor being received upon a Tile, the Water is seen to separate freely from the coagulated Soap. Then remove the Fire, and the Soap will gradually rise to the Top of the Liquor, which is to be taken out before it
of Salts, &c.

Chap. i.

is cold, and put into a wooden Frame, which has a Cloth for its Bottom. In the last place, being taken out, it is to be set by till it acquires its just Consistence.

After the same Manner may Soap be made with Olive Oil, in which the finest Oil ought to be employed, that the Soap may be as little ungrateful as possible, either to the Palate or Stomach. L.

See the Virtues of Soap in the Materia Medica.

Cauterium Potentiale.

The Potential Cautery.

Take one Part of Quicklime fresh prepared from Stone; and put it, whilst it remains perfectly dry, solid, and uncracked, into a clean iron Pot. Lay upon it two Parts of pure Pot-ash, so as every way to cover the Lime. Cover the Pot with a Linnen Cloth, and leave it in this State till the Lime begins to split. Then add four times their Weight of fair Water, and boil them together for an Hour or two. Strain the clear Lixivium through a close Linnen Bag, made of a conical Form, till it becomes as limpid as Water. Then insipitate this Lixivium in a large iron Ladle, with Care to prevent Boiling over, till it becomes perfectly dry; making the Fire so strong, at last, as to ignite the Ladle and melt the Matter, after it ceases to fume. As soon as it runs, pour it out upon an hot Copper Plate; and, whilst it is yet soft, make it flat, and cut it into little Sticks fit for Surgeons Use. Put the Pieces immediately into a strong, heated, and dry Glafs; which must be directly flop with a sound, and dry Cork, and then be carefully closed over, by having its upper End dipped in melted Pitch, to prevent any Mere from infinuating; which without credible Force is attrahed by the Alcali so prepared, even the Cork and Bladder; but by this Contrivance it may be kept for Years. When any is taken out for Use, this is to be done in a strong Heat, the Fire, and in a dry Air; Glafs being again immedeately closed as before.

The Salt acquires a very strong quick corrosive Power on the count, that the fiery Fixed Alcali attracts the fiery Virtue of the Lixivium over the Fire, it will immediately dissolve almost any Animal Substanees thrown into it; as also many Table-Bodies, and Fossil Sulphur. But a prudent Application of a Lixivium is an incomparable remedy for disposing deep Gangrene, and almost all phthisical, Parts on Body to Separation; tho’ its Application requires the Caution of an experienced Surgeon. If the Lixivium were first flaked either in the Fire, in Water, as almost all old Lime is, or be already reduced to a Lixivium, it will not give this corrosive power, nor will this Salt with fixed Alcali.

This Salt acquires this part Property, that it becomes extremely well dipposed to unite with any, whether Expresssed or Distilled, Table or Animal, and thus Soaps; being by the Preparatio
of penetrating, as intimately to
the Body of Oil, and unite
with, which, unaided with the
pneum of the Lime, it could not
do; nor will Fixed Alcali easily
at the Fire without this Affi-
celse are Boerbaard’s Directions
preparing Soap Lyes, and the
ntial Cautery. Those in the
don Dispensatory are thus.

*Lixiviwm Saponarium.*

Soap Lyes.
equal Weights of Russia Pot-
and Quicklime, and throw
ater upon them by degrees, till
e Lime is flaked. Then throw
more Water, and stir all toge-
er, that the Salt of the Ashes
ay be dissolved. After some time
ur the Liquor, filtered thro’ Pa-
x if needful, into another Vef-
l. A true standard Wine-Pint of
is Liquor, measured with the
ate exactness, ought to weigh
sixteen Ounces. If it is hea-
er, for every Dram it exceeds
at Weight, an Ounce and a half
Water, in Measure, is to be
d to each Pint of the Liquor;
 it if it is lighter, it must be
iled till the like Quantity of
ater is carried off, or else must
 thrown upon fresh Lime and
ces. L.

ur Makers of soft Soap prepare
Lye stronger than this. Their
will be reduced to the Standard
posed, by mixing it with
thing less than an equal Mea-
of Water.

*Caufticum Commune Fortius.*

The Stronger Common Cauftic.
to a fourth Part any Quantity
the Soap Lyes above described.
en sprinkle in, while boiling,
me that has been kept in a Vef-
}

The Design of thus keeping the
Lime before it is used is, that its
Acromony may be a little abated.
This Cauftic is preferable to that
called the Lapis Infernalis, as it will
not liquefy like that, by the Moi-
ture of the Part, on which it is
plied; and by this means keeps bet-
ter confined within the Limits in
which it is intended to operate. For
this Reason the Lapis Infernalis
is little used at present by our Sur-
geons.

*Caufticum Commune Mitius.*
The Common Milder Cauftic.

Take of soft Soap, and of fresh
Quicklime, equal Parts, and mix
them at the Time of using. L.

Here in the Soap the Acromony of
the Lye being, by the Mixture of
Oil and Tallow, as it were, wholly
retumed, the Lime should be quite
fresh, without any Abatement of its
Corrosiveness; for thus the Cauftic
is a great deal milder than the
former.

**CHAP. II.**

*CHYMICAL PREPARATIONS*

of *ANIMALS.*

*Spiritus, Sal, & Oleum Cornu Cervi.*

Spirit, Salt, and Oil of Hartshorn.

TAKE any Quantity of Hartshorn, broke into small Pieces, and put it into an earthen or coated glass Retort, so as to fill the same up
up to the Neck. Fit a large Receiver thereto, and distil with due Degrees of Heat in an open Fire. The Phlegm will first ascend, then the Spirit, next the yellow Oily Salt, and at last the dusky-red Oil, together with the Volatile Salt, a black Earth remaining at the Bottom, which being calcined in an open Fire till it becomes white, is called by the Name of Calcined Hartshorn. E.

The several Preparations, being poured out of the Receiver, are thus separated.

The Oil is separated from the Phlegm and Spirit by Filtration, the two latter passing thro', and leaving the Oil behind in the Paper.

The Phlegm is separated from the Spirit by gentle Distillation in a tall Vessel, the Spirit ascending first, and leaving the Phlegm behind.

The Spirit may be resolved into Salt and Phlegm, by distilling it in a very tall and narrow Cucurbit; for thus the dry Salt will fix itself to the Head, and leave the Phlegm at the Bottom.

The Salt is freed from the Oil by subliming it with six times its own Quantity of Chalk or calcined Bones; for by this means the Oil is kept down whilst the Salt sublimes. E.

In the London Dispensatory we are told, that if the Oil be separated, and the Spirit and Salt, mixed together, be distilled again, with a very gentle Heat, they will both rise more pure. If this is carefully repeated several times, the Salt will become very white, and the Spirit as limpid as Water, with a grateful Smell.

If the Salt be separated from the Spirit and sublimed, first from an equal Weight of fine Chalk, and then again from a small Quantity of Rectified Spirit of Wine, it will become sooner pure. Calcined Hartshorn is for the most part made by burning the Horns after they have passed thro' the preceding Operation. L.

A Spirit, Salt, and Water may in the like Manner be distilled from all the solid Parts of Animals; as also from their Blood, provided it be first dried by a gentle Heat. The same may be done from Urine, evaporated to the Consistence of Honey, and purified; or whilst it remains fresh, provided it be mixed with four times its own Quantity of Sand, or an equal Proportion of any Fixed Alcaline Salt. Urine, with the Addition of Quicklime, affords only an exceeding pungent Spirit. E.

In the Pharmacopoeia Reformata we are told, that of all the Preparations, which the Chymical Pharmacy supplies us with, there is no one in greater Esteem, or more universally prescribed, than the Spirit of Hartshorn; and yet perhaps there is no Medicine, whole Dose is more precarious and uncertain. For as the Spirit is nothing but the volatile Salt dissolved in Phlegm, so the Strength of the Spirit must be in Proportion to the Quantity of Salt contained in it. And this will vary according to the particular Circumstances of the Hartshorn, and as the Distillation, in rectifying it, is contained for a longer or shorter time. And hence it is, that we hardly ever meet with it twice of the same Strength in the Shops. But this Inconvenience might be avoided, and a certain Degree of Strength always kept to, by continuing the Rectification no longer than till the Salt is almost dissolved. And the Physician might, without Impeachment of his Judgment, insist upon this Caution being observed, which, whether complied with or not, will easily appear upon Examination.
The Chymical Properties and Virtues of a pure, volatile, alcaline Salt, are principally these. It makes an Effeuvence with all the known Acids, as strong and as durable as a Fixed Alcaline Salt; closely joins the Acid with itself, and retains it so as to form a Compound Salt according to the Nature of the Acid. And thus, when fully saturated, it increases \( \frac{3}{2} \) in its Weight. Whence we may understand the requisite Proportion for making the Balance between an Acid and an Alcali, and how much of Either may be again expected upon theResolution of these Compound Salts. But as soon as the Point of Saturation is exactly gained, the Action of the Salt, so produced, is neither to be estimated from the Acid or the Alcali of the Composition, but from the new Nature the Compound Salt has acquired. And hence the Error of those may be easily confused, who conceive that the Virtues of Compound Salts are such as they observe in the Parts produced by a Separation. 2. This Salt, actuated with the Heat of a healthy Body, presently inflames, burns, and caueth a Gangrenous Eftear; and therefore perfectly destroys all the Parts of the Human Body, to which it is so applied, as that its Motion, arising from the Heat, may be driven in upon the Part. Thus, if a Scruple of the pure Volatile Salt of Hartthorn be laid upon the Skin, and covered with an Adhesive Piafter, it will in half a quarter of an Hour raise a black Carbuncle, as if a Piece of hot Iron had been there applied; and the Colour, Pain, Heat, and Hardness of the Skin are also the same as they would be in that Cafe; and it resolves the Humours into a thin, fahious, Liquor. It is the most moveable Body of any hitherto known, as exceeding even Alcohol in Volatility. For if Alcohol, Water, and this Salt be put to-gether in a tall chymical Glafs filled, with an Alembic-head, and a small Degree of Heat be applied, the Salt will rife by itself into the Head, long before the Alcohol; the Alcohol will next follow, and the Water at last with Difficulty. And thus this Salt flies off from every heated Point; and, if laid upon the warm Hand, it presently flies away without hurting the Hand, as in this Cafe its Reaction is not great upon the heating Body; wherein it greatly differs from the Fixed Alcaline Salt, which adheres by its Weight. But when those Volatile Alcaline Salts are received into the Vessels of the Body, and there actuated by the Vital Powers, and the Force of the circulating Fluids, they act very powerfully by a sharp, stimulating, and corroding Virtue; especially upon the more fensible fine Fibres of the Nervous Sytem, which they excite to greater Motion; and at the same time, thinning the Humours, promote Perspiration, Sweat, Urine, and Saliva. They likewise frequently prove serviceable, when their Exhalations are received, along with the Air, into the Nostrils. For thus they irritate the Membrana Piniitaria of the Nose, Mouth, Jaws, Lungs; and, by irritating thereof, dissolve the viscerous Phlegm, which may adhere thereto, provided they be used with Caution. These Salts, therefore, are proper, and have very good Effects, in aqueous, acid, auffere Distempers of the Humours; as also in Torpidity of the Nervous Sytem, and disorderly Motions of the Spirits, rushing irregularly and involuntarily into particular Muscles. And hence they excellently cure Hypochondriacal, Hysterical, Epileptical, and Spasmatical Disorders. Being diluted with Water, and received in the Form of Vapour into the Vagina Uteri, they are esteemed one of the most immediate Remedies, when prudently applied.
applied, for promoting the Menes, if required. But they prove poisonous in alkaline and putrid Disorders, where the Humours are dissolved, and the Body already too much agitated. They may also be externally applied, by way of a Caustic, for the making of Iffnes, the extirpating of Warts, and taking off Styes upon the Eyelids. The Method of using this Salt in these Cases, is by laying it upon a little Pellet of Lint, and applying it to the Part; then covering it with an Adhesive Plaster, and leaving it thus, till it may be thought to have performed its Office. Thus far Boerhaave.

The Volatile Salt of Hartthorn is by some to highly extolled, as almost to be pronounced an Universal Medicine in Epilepsies, Apoplexies, Lethargies, Vertigoes, and, in a word, all the Disorders incident to the Brain. The same Virtues are ascribed to it in the Cure of Hysterical Fits, in opening Obstructions of the Viscera, in removing all Fevers, Disorders of the Kidneys, and the Bladder, the Plague, and the fatal Effects of all Poisons. It is no less extolled in rendering the Body soluble when coffin, and reducing it to a due State, when it runs into the opposite Extreme; as, also, in provoking the Menes, and, at the same time, giving a seasonable Check to them, when they flow immoderately. According to Ettmüller, Moebius informs us, that the Volatile Salt of Hartthorn, duly exhibited, not only excites a Diaphoresis, but also a Vomiting. It is given internally mixed with other Substances, either in the Form of Powders, Pills, or Potions. When put into a narrow-mouthed Glass, it is applied to the Nasils for opening their Obstructions, created by a vicid Lymph. It is also used in the same Manner for recovering and animating Apoplectic, Epileptic, and Hysterical Patients. If the

Virtues of this Medicine are really so great as is pretended, and if it is indiscriminately proper in all the above-mentioned Disorders, there would scarcely be a Neccessity for any other Medicine in the Shops, besides those of the refrigerating, emollient, and emplastic Kind; since the Effects produced by all the others might be expected from the Volatile Salt of Hartthorn alone.

The Rectified Spirit of Hartthorn, according to Ettmüller, is very much used in the Cure of Fevers, and acute malignant Disorders, in exciting a Diaphoresis; and removing Epilepsies. It penetrates the whole Body, corrects Malignity by its alexipharmic Quality, and expels it by a Diaphoresis. It corrects vicious Accids, and promotes the Eruptions of Pustules, Small-pox, and Petechiae. Some account it an Universal Medicine, and say that Nothing is more proper in the Increase of malignant Disorders. Ludovicius, in his Pharmacopoeia, calls it a highly penetrating Alexipharmic in most malignant Disorders, and an excellent Cephalic in those of the Vertiginous and Lethargic Kind, when applied to the Nostrils. Scultius, in his Protractions, tells us, that it is exhibited internally from ten to thirty Drops; and that robust Country-men sometimes take a Dram of it in Brandy. It is of an aperient, antispasmodic, and sedative Quality. In conjunction with a proper Regimen, it is highly diaphoretic; but when it has not the Advantage of this, it rather proves diuretic. In Eph. Nat. Curios. Dec. 3, a 1. 0 91. we are told, that, after the fruitless and ineffectual Use of other Means, it happily cured a malignant epidemical Fever, which raged after a moderately warm and rainy Winter. For the Patients, on the Exhibition of it, were immediately freed from the Delirium, and Convulsive Motions with which the...
Disorder was accompanied. Spel-

fus informs us, that it produced a

surprising Effect upon a Woman, who,

in consequence of an intemperate

Method of Living, laboured under

Indigestion, Loathing of her Food,

Reeflesnefs, and Loss of Strength.

At last, being feized with such a viol-

ent Fainting-Fit, that her Cafe was

judged desperate, half a Dram of

the Spirit of Hartthorn was exhibi-

ted to her, without her perceiving

it; immediately after which, she

rose up, vomited Worms, and was

in a surprizing Manner snatched from

the Jaws of Death. Hoffman, in his

Aeta Laboratorij Altdorfij, recom-

mends its Use, by way of Topic, in

the Cure of Malignant, Phagedenic,

and Cancerous Ulcers. He also or-

ders a Mixture of it, with some pro-

per Decoration, to be injected into

Fistulas by means of a Syringe.

Sydenham recommends two, three,
or four Drops of Spirit of Hartthorn,
in a Spoonful or two of Black-

Cherry-Water, or of some proper

Julep, five or six Times repeated, as

an excellent Remedy against thoefc

Feverish Disorders, to which Chil-
dren are subject whilst breeding their

Teeth. But to Adults it may be

given in the Quantity of four or five

Drops, or more, if exhibited with a

View of anfwering any Intention.

I shall lay no more of the Virtues

attributed to the Salt and Spirit of

Hartthorn, which are by some cele-
brated with extravagant Encomiums,
because their genuine Efficacy is spe-
cified in the preceding Quotation
from Beerhaue. Mean time, I am
abundantly fenfible, that great Num-
bers of tender People do themselves
infinite Prejudice by habituating
themselves to take large Quantities
of Hartthorn Drops, and those fre-
quently repeated, as this Custom
paves the Way to Drags, exccssive
Disorders of the Nervous Kind, and,
in the End, Death. And it may be

remarked, that it is no new Thing

for a Medicine of great Importance,

when duly applied, to become dele-
terious, by an improper or too fre-
quently Use. But if the Salt or Spirit
of Hartthorn be adulterated, which

is generally the Cafe, the Confe-

quences of taking it may happen to

be much worfe. Quincy, a pretty

good Judge of Subjects relating to

Pharmacy, obferves, that these Pre-
parations have hitherto stood in the

Front of Nervous Medicine; but

the wicked Sophifications of our

Chymists have debafed them into

the jaws of Death. Hoffmann,
in his ' Disregard, and

prescribed them to out of

Practice. To give the Spi-

rit an uncommon Pungency and

Volatiles; and they have been so hardy

herein, as to own it, and give it a

Place in their Catalogue, of Spiritus

Cornu Cervi cum Calce, Spirit of

Hartthorn with Lime. And now

the Fraud is fo far improved, that

they will make it without any Hart-
thorn at all, but with Bittern, that is,

the Brine which they get from the

Salters, Urine, and Lime, which

will raise a strong scented Spirit.

And this thefe very honest Men give

with a Scent and Colour to, with a

little of the fetid Oil of Hartthorn,

and put off for what is genuine; or

without that Oil, for Spirit of Sal

Ammoniac. So that from eight and
ten Shillings per Pound, which the

genuine Medicine deferved, thefe

Gentlemen, to oblige a good Cu-

flomer, can afford it now for as many

Pence. But a curious Person may

pretty easily discover this Cheat, by

the rancid urinous Smell of the fo-

phificated Sort, and its whitening

the Infide of a Glass in which it is long kept. The Volatile Salt too,

which is now fold in the Shops for

that of Hartthorn, is a perfect Cheat, and
and more a Cau fic than a Cordial, by the Quantity of Lime and urinous Salt that is thrown up with it; whereas that, which is carefully to be collected in the Distillation of the Spirits, about the Top and Neck of the Receiver, is truly an Animal Volatile Salt, softened with such a Portion of a highly subtilized Oil, as renders it an admirable and agreeable Medicine. But this is never to be met with, or made use of, unless the Physician will be at the Trouble of attending the Laboratory, or find a Person honest enough to make it on purpose for him: For one Dram of this genuine Salt may be fetched out into a Pound of that used in the Shops.

**Oleum Animalium.**

Oil of Animals.

Take any Oil distilled from Animal Substances, that of Human Blood, for Instance, that of Worms, Ivory, or Harthorn; and, without the Addition of any Thing, let it be drawn off from a Glass Retort, and rectified to such a Degree, that no black and burnt Pieces may remain in the Bottom; which can scarce be obtained by twelve repeated Distillations.

This Oil, which was before thick, and of a disagreeable and fetid Smell, gradually assumes a more grateful one, and becomes more pungent to the Taste.

Twenty or more Drops of such an Oil taken on an empty Stomach, before the Access of an Intermittent Fever, bring on a calm and gentle Sleep, and wonderfully carry off feverish Disorders. This is also an efficacious Medicine for the Cure of Epilepsies of long Standing, and allaying Convulsive Motions, especially when taken before the ordinary Time of the Access, and when such Medicines have been previously used, as are proper for evacuating the too great Quantity of Humours.

It produces its Effects by its gentle, safe, anodyne, and somniferous Qualities. For it produces a calm and pleasant Sleep, which often lasts for twenty Hours, and which is so far from being followed by Drowsiness, Torpor, and Weakness, that it rather exhilarates and enlivens the Body. Besides, it promotes a gentle Sweat, without increasing the Heat of the Blood. The Effects produced by this Medicine are owing to the prodigious Smallness of its Sulphureous Parts, occasioned by its frequent and reiterated Rectifications. And since its Sulphureous Particles, in consequence of their Subtilty, penetrate all the smallest Meanders of the Parts, and diffuse themselves through the whole Mass of Humours, the Tenuity and Elasticity of the Dura Mater, and of the whole Nervous and Membranous System, (the depraved and preternatural spasmodic Motion of which is the very Essence and Cause of Intermittent Fevers, and Epileptic Motions) are by this Medicine so much changed and diminished, as afterwards to become unfusceptible of such spasmodic Motions.

By this Observation we are taught, that uncommon Medicinal Virtues are treasured up in the minutest Particles of sulphureous and oily Substances. Which Circumstance is owing to their reaching the inmost Recesses of the solid Parts, especially those of the Nerves and Membranes; upon the due Form and Motion of which, almost all the Functions and Motions of our Bodies depend. This also proves, that the hottest Medicine, and such as, when administered in a very small Dose, is sufficient to throw the whole Mass of Blood into a vastly quick Motion, may be rendered so mild and safe, that, when exhibited in a larger Dose, it shall be so very far from increasing the...
The Motion of the Blood, that it will rather quell it, and induce a moderate Calm. And we plainly find that this Circumstance is owing only to the Change produced in the Texture of the Medicine; that is, by rendering the tenacious viscous Oil as subtile as possible.

In fine, this explains and accounts for the anodyne and sonorous Qualities of Camphire, which is no more than a most subtile coagulated Oil when prudently used, and as Exigencies require. Frederic Hoffman gives this Character of the Rectified Oil of Animals; and Others affirm, that it is certainly possessed of many and considerable Virtues. Its Character is, that it is a most excellent Remedy against the Plague, or any Pestifential Disorder. It cures the Pleurisy, it strongly fortifies Nature, it cheers the Heart, and revives the Spirits. It causes a free Circulation of the Blood, and thoroughly cleanses the whole Mafs, and clears the Skin from Eruppetalatous Scurs and Scabs. It cures the Itch, Scald-Heads, Tutters, Ringworms, &c. It is most powerful in the Cure of the Leprocy or Elephantiasis. It opens the Obstructions of the Liver and Spleen. It cures Disorders of the Head and Brain, as Lethargies, Apoplexies, Megrimis, Vertigoes, Convulsions, Palpitie, &c. It strengthens the Stomach and helps Digestion. It surprizingly prevails in Paintings, Swoonings, and Palpitations of the Heart. A safer, speedier, better, or more effectual Medicine is not to be found in the whole Art of Physic. Its Dose is from twenty to thirty Drops upon a Lump of Sugar, drinking after it a Glass of Wine.

Spiritus Salis Ammoniaci.
Spirits of Salt Ammoniac.

Take of Sal Ammoniac, and Salt of Tartar, each a like Quantity. Grind them separately; then mix them together, and put them into a Glass Retort, and pour thereon as much Spring-Water as will serve to dissolve the Salts. Then distil the Whole in a Sand-Heat, till the Salt that is caked in the Receiver is dissolved by the rising Liquor. If the Receiver be taken away before any Moisture rises, you will obtain the Sal Ammoniacum Volatile, or a Volatile Sal Ammoniac. E.

In the London Dispensatory it is thus directed.

Take of any Fixed Alcaline Salt, a Pound and a half; of Sal Ammoniac, a

Labour is required to render the Spirit and Salt pure. L.

These are said to possess the same Virtues as the Spirit, Salt, and Oil of Animals. The Spirit is at present much used in Epileptic Cases, and Disorders which affect the Nerves.

Spiritus Ammoniaci Fauitium.
Fictitious Sal Ammoniacum.

Take of Human Urine, or that of any Kind of labouring Cattle, three Quarts; of Sea Salt, two Pounds of Wood-Soot, one Pound; and boil them together into a Mafs. Put this into proper subliming Pots, and urge it with a gradual Fire to sublime the Salt; which will become purer by repeated Solutions in Water, Filtration, and Evaporation, continued till it remains dry; as also by repeated Sublimation. But this is brought from Abroad ready prepared to our Hands. E.

Scllt Ammoniacum Fauitium.
Fictitious Sal Ammoniacum.

Take of Human Urine, or that of any Kind of labouring Cattle, three Quarts; of Sea Salt, two Pounds of Wood-Soot, one Pound; and boil them together into a Mafs. Put this into proper subliming Pots, and urge it with a gradual Fire to sublime the Salt; which will become purer by repeated Solutions in Water, Filtration, and Evaporation, continued till it remains dry; as also by repeated Sublimation. But this is brought from Abroad ready prepared to our Hands. E.

Spiritus Salis Ammoniaci.
Spirits of Salt Ammoniac.

Take of Sal Ammoniac, and Salt of Tartar, each a like Quantity. Grind them separately; then mix them together, and put them into a Glass Retort, and pour thereon as much Spring-Water as will serve to dissolve the Salts. Then distil the Whole in a Sand-Heat, till the Salt that is caked in the Receiver is dissolved by the rising Liquor. If the Receiver be taken away before any Moisture rises, you will obtain the Sal Ammoniacum Volatile, or a Volatile Sal Ammoniac. E.

In the London Dispensatory it is thus directed.

Take of any Fixed Alcaline Salt, a Pound and a half; of Sal Ammoniac, a
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Sal volatile Salis Ammoniaci.

Volatile Salt of Sal Ammoniac.

Take of the finest Chalk or Whiting, two Pounds; of Sal Ammoniac, one Pound. Sublime the Volatile Salt in a Retort with a strong Fire.

L.

The Alcaline Spirit of Sal Ammoniac is a Water, impregnated with as much pure Alcaline Salt as it can dissolve, and with this likewise all the other Alcaline Volatile Spirits may be compared. And, indeed, no other Volatile Alcaline Salts and Spirits are ever so pure and genuine as these, but constantly infected by some Oil, which occasions them to act very differently. This Salt and Spirit instantly make a violent Effervecence with all Acids. If the Glass, containing either this Salt or Spirit, stand open near another filled with the strong acid Spirit of Nitre, there immediately arises a considerable Effervescence in the Air, proceeding from the Volatile Acid and Alcali meeting therein. If this Salt be applied to the warm Skin, and kept close to it by a Plaister, to prevent its Exhaling, it presently burns the Part with intolerable Pain, and with a violent Inflammation turns it to a black Gangrene; so that there is scarce a more sudden Poison. Whence it should seem imprudent to direct the Use of these Salts or Spirits in the way of Smelling-Bottles, for fear of corroding and inflaming the Olfactory Nerves, the Membrane that lines the Nostrils, and the tender Vesicles of the Lungs. Both this Salt and Spirit are rendered still more fiery by subliming them after, from pure, dry, fixed Alcali.

Spiritus Salis Ammoniaci Dulcis.

Dulcified Spirit of Sal Ammoniac.

Take of any Fixed Alcaline Salt, half a Pound; of Sal Ammoniac, four Ounces; of Proof-Spirit, three Pints. Dilute off, with a gentle Fire, a Pint and a half. L.

This is used in making the Spiritus Volatilis Aromaticus.

Flores Salis Ammoniaci.

Flowers of Sal Ammoniac.

Take any Quantity of dry powdered Sal Ammoniac. Put it into an earthen Cucurbit; fit to it a blind Head; and sublime the Flowers, by gradually increasing the Fire. E.

Sal Ammoniac is half volatile. For tho' it will not ascend with the Heat of Boiling-water, yet it is not so fixed as Sea-Salt. When thus purified, it loses the Transparency, which is in some measure found in common Sal Ammoniac. This Salt does not grow alcaline by Sublimation; in which respect it differs from the Salt of Urine, as still remaining what it was, tho' more purified. It has this wonderful Property, that, by thus rising dry in a clofe Vessel, it carries up with it almost all Animal, Vegetable, and Mineral Substances, and strangely subtilizes them in the Sublimation; whence it has been called, the Peftle of the Chymists; as those Bodies could scarce be so subtilized by any other Means. But, if often sublimed with Sal-Ammoniac, they are thus at length fixed therewith: And in this Method excellent Medicines are often prepared.

Butyrum Ceris.

Butter of Wax.

Half fill a Glass Retort with fine Wax.
Wax. Cut into Pieces small enough to enter the wide Mouth thereof. Then pour clean Sand upon it, so as to fill the Retort; which is now to be gently warmed till the Wax melts, and sufficiently imbibles and mixes among the Sand. Set the Retort in a Sand-Furnace; apply a Receiver, and distil with a gradual Fire. There usually first comes over a little tartish Water, of a disagreeable fetid Odour, along with a little Spirit. When with a gentle Heat Nothing more ascends, change the Receiver, and raise the Fire; by which means there will gradually arise a thin Oil of a whith Colour, and concreted, like Butter, in the Receiver. When this ceases, apply a violent Fire of Suppression; upon which the whole Body of the Wax will soon come over into the Receiver, and there appear in a solid Form, like Butter, having loft the hard brittle Nature of Wax. So much Sand should be here mixed with the Wax, as to prevent its explosive Swelling, which would otherwise happen in the Boiling.

The Butter of Wax, thus prepared, affords an extremely soft anodyne Unguent, agreeable to the Nerves, highly emollient and relaxing; and, when rubbed upon the Parts, proves serviceable in Contractions of the Limbs; and successfully preserves the Skin from Roughnefs, Drynefs, and Cracking in the Cold, or the Winter; It also proves excellent in the sharp Pains of the Piles.

See the Articles Apes in the Materia Medica.

Oleum Ceræ.

Oil of Wax.

Melt the Butter of Wax, over a gentle Fire, to a liquid Oil; then pour it thro' a Funnel, first well heated, into a Glass Retort, also well heated beforehand, so as to half fill the Retort, with Care to prevent any of the Butter from sticking to the Neck thereof; because in that Case the gross Matter would fall into the Receiver, which should here be avoided. Set the Retort in a Sand Furnace; lute on a clean Receiver; and distil cautiously; managing the Fire so, that one Drop may follow another at the Distance of six Seconds. When Nothing more comes over with this Degree of Heat, raise the Fire, and distil as before, and continue in this Manner, increafing the Fire with the same Caution, so long as any Butter remains in the Retort. And, by this Means, all the Butter will come over, scarce leaving any Pieces behind; and a thickifh Oil, not much diminished in Quantity, will be found instead of Butter in the Receiver. If this Oil of Wax be again distilled in like Manner, it always becomes more limpid, soft, transparent, and thin, so as at last to reembrace a subtile limpid Oil: And the oftener the Distillation is repeated, the more mild and gentle, yet the more penetrating, the Oil becomes.

This laft Oil of Wax is an incomparable Remedy for the Diseafes of the Nervous Papillae on the external Skin; and has scarce its Equal in curing chapt Lips in the Winter, chapt Nipples in the Women who give Suck, and in the Cracking of the Skin of the Hands and Fingers, being sometimes gently anointed thereon. It is also serviceable in diffusing cold Tumors arising on the Face or Fingers in the Winter; and curing contracted Tendons, and the Rigidity of the Limbs thence arising, being used along with Baths, Fomentations, and Motion. For it has a singular Virtue in thus restoring Flexibility to
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to the Parts. Being frequently rubbed upon the Abdomen, it prevents Cottiveness; and is therefore excellent in effectually curing the Diseases of Children.

C H A P. III.

CHYMICAL PREPARATIONS of MINERALS.

Preparations of Salts.

Spiritus Salis.

Spirit of Salt.

TAKE of dried or decrepitated Sea Salt, a Pound; and three Pounds of Brick Dust. Mix them, and put them together into an earthen Retort, whereof they may fill but one half. Place the Vessel in a Reverberating Furnace, and, fitting it with a capacious Receiver, keep a low Fire at the first. Increase the Heat, till all the Spirit shall, like Clouds, be driven into the Receiver. When the Vessels are cold, pour out the Liquor into a Glass Cucurbit, and rectify, that a pure Spirit may remain after the Phlegm is drawn off by a gentle Distillation. E.

Spiritus Salis Glauberi.

Glauber's Spirit of Sea-Salt.

To three Parts of Sea-Salt well separated and crystallized, and put into a Glass Retort, pour one Part of the strongest Oil of Vitriol. At the Instant they mix, a volatile white Vapour rises out, which is to be carefully avoided, as being suffocating, and capable, if but once drawn in with the Breath, to stop the Action of the Lungs irretrievably. Directly apply a large and cold Glass Receiver, and lute the Juncture. Use a very small Quantity of Fire at first; for a Spirit will long continue to come over so furiously, as to blow through the Luting, or break the Vessel; so that the Fire must be kept gentle for three or four Hours. Then increase it a little, and a less volatile Liquor will come over. After eight Hours have been employed upon the Operation, urge the Fire till the Iron Pot becomes ignited, and no more Liquor rises. Then let all cool; and, when the Neck of the Retort is no longer hot, take off the Receiver. The Liquor will fume; and beware of receiving it in with the Breath. Pour it into a Glass, well fitted with a Glass-stopper, and set it in a cold Place; otherwise the Glass often bursts, by means of the Motion of the Vapour. If thus kept for Years, a white suffocating Vapour immediately breaks out upon opening of the Vessel; but if the Spirit thus produced be carefully distilled in a Glass-body, under a Chimney, into a Receiver, the Volatile Spirit will come over, whilst there remains at the Bottom a more fixed Liquor, of a Colour betwixt a yellow and a green: This Liquor remains quiet without exhaling; but that, which comes over into the Receiver, has a violent suffocating Volatility, and may be kept apart, as a pure Volatile Spirit of Salt, in a close Vessel. Or,

To three Parts of purified and dry Sea-Salt, put into a Retort, add two Parts of clean Rain-Water, and one Part of the strongest Oil of Vitriol. Let the Oil of Vitriol fall in by slow Drops, to prevent bursting the Vessel, by the sudden Heat that would rise from mixing in the Whole at once. The Mixture will grow hot. Place the Retort in a Sand-Furnace, and apply a capacious Receiver. Distil gently
gently for the first Hours, while the Water comes over slowly; otherwise, if made to rise briskly, it always cracks the Receiver. After this, increase the Fire gradually. The Spirit of Sea-Salt will come over, which is then known to rise, when the Liquor runs in spiral Veins. Now raise the Fire, and gradually urge it, till at length the Pot grows of a red Heat, and no more Liquor comes over; at which Time the Spirit will not fume. Then suffer all to cool, pour out the Spirit, which is now neither suffocating, nor smoking. If this be distilled again with a gentle Fire, in a Glass Body, there will come over a limpid, ungratefully acid, Water, of excellent internal Use, being mixed with juleps, in such Distemper as require it; and an excellent Oily Spirit will remain in the Bottom, of a Colour betwixt green and yellow.

In both Cases there will be left behind a very white and fixed Salt, that can only be fused by a violent Fire.

Spirit of Salt is particularly grateful to the Stomach, excites the Appetite, attenuates mucous Humours, refists Putrefaction, corrects the Bile, when either too acrimonious, large in Quantity, or corrupted. It is of singular Use in curing Gangrenes of the Gums, Mouth, or Tongue. It prevents the Generation of the Stone; and, according to Helmont, helps to dissolve it. It is serviceable in the Strangury attending old Age. If the strongest Spirit of Salt be mixed with thrice its Weight of Alcohol, and the two be thoroughly united together, by two or three Distillations, they make a volatile, oily, acid, fragrant, and balmsic Spirit of great Virtue.

Frederic Hoffman remarks, that the highly penetrating and subtile Nature of this Acid is obvious from this; that in a gentle Heat, or even in Balneo Maris, it passes over the Helm of the Alembic; and, when placed in open Glassses, so exhales as soon to fill the whole Room. And that the penetrating Nature of this Acid Salt surpasses that of Nitre, I am induced to believe, because the Acid of Salt has a freer Access into the Pores of Gold than that of Nitre, which dissolves all other Metals. For, without an Addition of common Salt, the firm Compages of Gold cannot be dissolved. So great is the Subtilty of the Acid of common Salt, that, when taken internally, it diffuses its Operation and Efficacy to remote Parts, especially those of the Membranous Kind. But it in a particular Manner exerts its Influence on the nervous and sensible Membranes of the Lungs; by stimulating and agitating which, it excites a gentle Cough. For which Reason, the Acid of common Salt ought to be very cautiously used. It also, by its powerful Stimulus, penetrates to the Urinary Passages. For there is hardly a more efficacious Medicine for exciting a Discharge of Urine, than Spirit of common Salt. Those who have Fontanels in their Bodies, and frequently use Spirit of Salt in Broths prepared with Flesh, perceive pungent Pains in their Fontanels. The great Subtilty, also, of this Spirit is the Reason, why, by acting on the Nervous Coat of the Stomach, it excites the Appetite far better than all other Acid and Mineral Spirits. Strongly concentrated Spirit of common Salt has this peculiar to it, that it does not, like other corrosive and highly concentrated Acids, such as Oil of Vitriol, and fuming Spirit of Nitre, by the Addition of a sufficient Quantity of highly rectified Spirit of Wine, lose its acid Taste, and assume a sweet Taste and Smell. The strong Acid of common Salt remains entire in the Bottom of the
the Cucurbit. For 'tis sufficiently known to Chymists, that Oil of Vitriol, after the Addition of a sufficient Quantity of highly Rectified Spirit of Wine, at different times, may, by Distillation, be converted into a very penetrating Spirit of a grateful Tafte and Smell. Thus also the fuming Spirit, upon an Admixture of twelve Parts of highly Rectified Spirit of Wine, becomes sweet, and affumes a grateful Tafte and Smell. Because, by the oleous and sulphureous Parts of the Spirit of Wine, the Acid Spicula are fo cor­ rected and neutralized, as to affume a quite different Nature, Texture, and Efficacy. But this is not found to happen in the Spirit of Salt, which rejects this Union of the oleous and phlogistic Spirit; for it retains its Acidity entire, except that its thinner sulphureous Part, being united with the inflammable Spirit, in some measure changes its Smell, and renders it more grateful.

'Tis also peculiar to Spirit of Salt above that of Vitriol, and Nitre, that it does not so quickly dissolve Filings of Steel, but leaves the Lapis Haematitits and the most subtile Crocus Maris entirely untouched; whereas common Salt, or, which is still better, Sal Ammoniac acts more quickly and powerfully on Chalybeate Minerals, the Lapis Haematitits, and Filings of Steel; and, by dissolving them, converts them into a highly astringent Vitriol, provided they are intimately mixed in a Crucible, and kept on the Fire for a considerable time, which neither happens with Vitriol nor Nitre.

No Acid fo soon extrafts the Sulphur, with which Iron is richly impregnated, as the Acid of common Salt. For whether a Solution of Steel, with Spirit of Salt, is infipidified, or whether Sal Ammoniac, with Filings of Steel, is treated by a close Fire, a Vitriol is obtained of a yellowish Colour, an astringent Tafte, a grateful Smell, and which is not capable of Cryftalization, but melts away in the open Air; and, if duly dephlegmated Spirit of Wine is poured upon it, the Sulphureous Part of the Steel, and the thinner Portion of Salt immediately enter it; and here is prepared a Tincture of Steel, which is of a yellow Colour, a fragrant Smell, a subastringent Tafte, and highly efficacious in restoring the Tone of the Parts. For by this Means the sulphureous Substance of Steel, which is of great Use in Medicine, may be most commodiously separated. 'Tis also, to be observed, that highly concentrated Spirit of Salt, when mixed with Oil of Vitriol, produces a greater Effe­rvescence, than any other acid Spirit.

In the London Dispensatory, the Spiritus Salis Marini Glauberi is thus directed.

Take Sea-Salt, and the strong Spirit of Vitriol, of each two Pounds; of Water one Pint. The Oil and Water being first mixed together add the Mixture gradually to the Salt under a Chimney; then distil first with a small, and afterwards with a stronger Fire. L.

Spiritus Salis Dulcis:
Sweet Spirit of Salt.

Take one Part of Spirit of Salt, and three Parts of Rectified Spirit of Wine. Digeft them together for some Days in a large Glass Vial; then distil according to Art in a Sand-Seat, taking care towards the End of the Operation, that the Retort break not with a too violent Fire.

See the Remarks on Glauber's Spirit of Salt.
Spiritus Salis Marini Coagulatus.

Spirit of Sea-Salt Coagulated.

Pour gradually upon the Spirit of Sea-Salt the Lixivium of any Fixed Alcali, till all Fermentation ceases, and then evaporate to Dryness.

In this Preparation the Fixed Alcali, of which the Spirit of Sea-Salt had been deprived, is again added, so as to form a Salt exactly resembling common Sea Salt; and possessed of no other Virtues that I know of. It is properly called Regenerated Sea-Salt.

Sal Catharticus Glauberi.

Glauber's Cathartic Salt.

Dissolve in Water the Cake, which remains after the Distillation of Glauber's Spirit of Sea-Salt; purify the Solution thro' Paper, and then duly evaporate it that the Salt may crystallize.

This is the Salt commonly known by the Name of Sal Mireabile Glauberi, or Glauber's Salt.

Glauber, the Inventor of this Salt, called it by this Name of Wonderful, not only on account of its being new, but of the surprising Effects it produces. Some Chymists that are fond of Systems pretend, that no more than a true Tartarum Vitriolatum is here produced, which was long known before the Time of Glauber. But Tartarum Vitriolatum has not the Properties which are found in this Salt, either with respect to Figure, Taste, Effects, or any thing else. For if this Salt be properly prepared, reduced to Powder, and mixed with thrice its Weight of Vinegar, Beer, Wine, or Water, and let apart, it freezes them. When melted in a Crucible, if a fourth Part of Antimony be thrown to it, by a Piece at a time, it wonderfully dissolves it.

In Surgery, this Salt is of excellent Use against Putrefaction and Ganges. It is, also, of Use, when internally taken, by gently stimulating, resolviing, purging, and promoting of Urine. Perhaps there is not a better gentle Purge. But we very seldom or never meet with it in the Shops of Chymists; for the Sal Catharticum is generally sold instead of it. The common Dose is half an Ounce; but it may be exhibited in larger Quantities. And it may with good Effect be given in very small Doses, frequently repeated, as a Cooler, and Deobsturuent; the Patient drinking copiously of some diluting Fluid.

The Refinement and Crystallization of Nitre.

Dissolve common Nitre in six times its Quantity of boiling Water. Strain the hot Lixivium quick. Put it into a clean cylindrical Vessel, and exhale it over a clear Fire, to a Pellicule. Set it in a cool Place, with clean Sticks across the Vessel. There will presently be formed long prismatic, hexagonal, transparent Crystals. Collect these, and put them into an earthen Colander, that the Liquor may drain from them; afterwards dry the Nitre in the open Air. Or, Dissolve Nitre in eight times its Quantity of boiling Water; filter the Lixivium; then drop therein some pure Oil of Tartar; mix them well, then drop in more, and continue to do thus, till the Liquor appears no more disturbed. Boil the Lixivium for a single Minute; strain it hot to make it perfectly clear; exhale to a Pellicule; pour it out into a clean cylindrical Vessel, with little Sticks laid across, and let it stand in a quiet Place. Prismatic Crystals, like the former, will thus be formed. No Expe-
Salts, &c.

Experiment shews, that any Alcali here adheres to the Crystals of Nitre, which is thus made pure; nor does it appear, that any Method can afford it purer. Let the Lixivium, that remains after this first Crystallization, be diluted with an equal Quantity of fair Water, then boiled for a moment, filtered hot, inspissated to a Pelli-cule, and set in a cold Place, as before. It will thus shoot into Crystals of pure Nitre, which is thus made pure; Sal Prune/l.e., Sal Prunella. nor doth it appear, that any Method can afford it purer. Let the Lixivium, that remains after this first Crystallization, be diluted with an equal Quantity of fair Water, then boiled for a moment, filtered hot, inspissated to a Pelli-cule, and set in a cold Place, as before. It will thus shoot into Crystals of pure Nitre, which are to be dried as above. The remaining Lixivium being again treated in the same manner, and again set to crystallize, yields more of them. And now the remaining Liquor, which is fat and sharp, will afford no more Crystals, and dries with great Difficulty. And this happens, not only when Alcali has been used in the Refining, but also when Nothing but pure Nitre was added.

By this means an excellent Nitre is procured for Medicinal Use; being very light, of a particular bitterish Taste. And, when taken into the Body, it easily dissolves therein, and wonderfully cools and thins the Blood, giving a florid Colour thereto. It is changed in the Body, not being unalterable therein like Sea Salt, but turning into the Human Salt. If the moist or solid Parts of Animals be salted with this Nitre, they are thereby kept extremely red, and free from Putrefaction. Whence in all inflammatory Dilemperers, attended with an inflammatory Condensation of the Blood, this Salt proves excellently attenuating; and, at the same time, no ways offends by any violent Acrimony, nor proves prejudicial by its Weight. It does not occasion Thirst, and prevents the Salt of the Body from turning alcaline, and the Oil from putrefying. And, on this account, it may properly be called an antiphlogistic Salt.

Sal Prunella.

Let the Lixivium, that remains after this first Crystallization, be diluted with an equal Quantity of fair Water, then boiled for a moment, filtered hot, inspissated to a Pelli-cule, and set in a cold Place, as before. It will thus shoot into Crystals of pure Nitre, which is thus made pure; Sal Prune/l.e., Sal Prunella. nor doth it appear, that any Method can afford it purer. Let the Lixivium, that remains after this first Crystallization, be diluted with an equal Quantity of fair Water, then boiled for a moment, filtered hot, inspissated to a Pelli-cule, and set in a cold Place, as before. It will thus shoot into Crystals of pure Nitre, which are to be dried as above. The remaining Lixivium being again treated in the same manner, and again set to crystallize, yields more of them. And now the remaining Liquor, which is fat and sharp, will afford no more Crystals, and dries with great Difficulty. And this happens, not only when Alcali has been used in the Refining, but also when Nothing but pure Nitre was added.

By this means an excellent Nitre is procured for Medicinal Use; being very light, of a particular bitterish Taste. And, when taken into the Body, it easily dissolves therein, and wonderfully cools and thins the Blood, giving a florid Colour thereto. It is changed in the Body, not being unalterable therein like Sea Salt, but turning into the Human Salt. If the moist or solid Parts of Animals be salted with this Nitre, they are thereby kept extremely red, and free from Putrefaction. Whence in all inflammatory Dilemperers, attended with an inflammatory Condensation of the Blood, this Salt proves excellently attenuating; and, at the same time, no ways offends by any violent Acrimony, nor proves prejudicial by its Weight. It does not occasion Thirst, and prevents the Salt of the Body from turning alcaline, and the Oil from putrefying. And, on this account, it may properly be called an antiphlogistic Salt.

Sal Prunella.

Take of Purified Nitre reduced to Powder, two Pounds. Fuse it in a Crucible, and gradually sprinkle thereon an Ounce of the Flowers of Sulphur. When the Deslagration is over, pour out the melted Salt upon a Copper Plate, first made clean, dry, and hot, so as that the Salt may be formed into thin Cakes. E.

Boerhaave says, that Nitre, thus prepared, entirely agrees in Virtue and Use with Purified Nitre, which Ialt he prefers, and with very good Reason. For it sometimes sits easy on the Stomach, when Sal Prunel will not.

This Preparation has obtained the Name of Sal Prunella from the Germans; who observing that a certain Kind of Epidemical Camp-Fever, attended with a dangerous black Quinty, which they call, Diebraue, was happily cured by the Use of this Powder; they thence called it by that Name.

Sal Polyceresus.

Salt of Many Virtues.

Take of powdered Nitre, and of the Flowers of Sulphur, each a like Quantity. Mix them well together, and, by degrees, throw them into an ignited Crucible. After the Deslagration ceases, keep the Crucible in the Fire for one Hour; then purify the Salt, by dissolving it in hot Water, filtering the Solution, and exhaling it till it becomes dry. E.

Physicians, especially those of Paris, having thoroughly experienced the Virtues of this Salt, called it Poly-ceresus, because of its various Effects, and proving successful in many different Difcases. If taken upon an
an empty Stomach, by a Person in Health, in the Quantity of two Drams, diluted with twenty times its Quantity of Water, the Person walking gently after it, and drinking four or six Ounces of new Whey, for three or four times, it sometimes proves gently vomiting, often purgative, but always diuretic and sudorific, so often as it is determined to operate that way by Heat, Motion, and Sudorifics. It cuts cold viscous Phlegm, resolves Inflammations of the Blood, opens the Passages, torments the Bile, when tending to Putrefaction, excites it, when languid, and stimulates it with Gentleness and Safety. Hence, being prudently given in Chronic and Acute Distempers, it proves curative. It almost certainly cures invertebrate Tertians, without any Danger of Relapse, or without obstructing the Viscera. It securely cures Quartsans, by gradually resolving the sluggisht Matter thereof; and therefore has deservedly obtained the Name of the Salt of many Virtues.

Spiritus Nitri.
Spirit of Nitre.
This is distilled from Nitre, in the same Manner as Spirit of Salt. E.

Spiritus Nitri Glauberi.
Glauber's Spirit of Nitre.
Take of Nitre three Pounds; of strong Spirit of Vitriol one Pound. Let them be mixed with Caution, and gradually under a Chimney. Afterwards let them be distilled first with a gentle Heat, and then with a stronger. L.
The principal Use of Spirit of Nitre is, to dissolve Metals and Minerals for Medicinal Uses; and to make the Spiritus Nitri Dulcis.

Spiritus Nitri Dulcis.
Dulcified Spirit of Nitre.
Take of Rectified Spirit of Wine one Quart; of Glauber's Spirit of Nitre, half a Pound. Mix them by pouring the Spirit of Wine on the other, and distil the Mixture with a gentle Heat, as long as what comes off will not raise any Fermentation with a Lixivial Salt.

In the Pharmacopoeia Reformata we are told, that the Direction of continuing the Distillation only till what comes over ferments with a Fixed Alcaline Salt, is sufficiently troublesome and unartful. If the Spirit of Wine be highly phlegmed, and six Parts, instead of four, be added, and the Spirit of Nitre be pure and strong, almost the whole Mixture will rise in the Heat of a Water-Bath, be greatly odorous, and sufficiently dulcified, so as not to give any, or but very little Marks of Acidity upon the Affusion of an Alcali. The Spirit of Nitre should be distilled from equal Parts of strong Oil of Vitriol, and well-dried Nitre, with a gentle Fire: And the Spirit of Wine should be drawn over from a thoroughly dried Fixed Alcaline Salt.

Upon thus mixing together Alcohol and Spirit of Nitre, there immediately arises a fragrant Smell, like that of Southern-wood. Boerhaave says, that there is observed a high Degree of Effervescence betwixt this volatile Acid and pure Subtile Oil, without the least Interposition of an Alcali. And yet the Effervescence is almost fiery; so that, if a lighted Candle were applied to the Vapour, the Inside of the Glass would appear on Flame, and the Whole instantly burst in a dangerous Manner. The oftener these two Liquors are digested,
digested, and distilled together, the more exactly they unite; and thus afford a perfectly acid and oily Salt, which has an actual preservative, balsamic, detergent, dissolving Virtue, and prevents the Putrefaction of the Bile. Being properly diluted, and prudently used, it presently gives a beautiful Whitenefs to the Teeth; but, if imprudently used, destroys them. It restores the Appetite, if depraved by a mucous Phlegm, or corrupt Bile, or if the Cause proceeds from a Weakness of the Stomach. It is a great Carminative; and is also recommended as a Preservative against the Stone, and even as a Solvent for it. It was the famous Lithontriptic of Syrillus hold at a very dear Price. It promotes Sweat, provokes Urine, allays Thirst, corrects a fetid Breath, and has particular Virtues in the Scurvy. It is conveniently taken upon an empty Stomach, to twenty or thirty Drops, or more, in Wine, Mead, or Beer.

**Nitrum Vitriolatum.**

**Vitrified Nitre.**

Dissolve the Cake left after the Distillation of Glaber's Spirit of Nitre, as described above, in hot Water, and, after purifying thro' Paper, evaporate, that the Salt may shoot. *L.*

This is commonly called Sal Enixus Parmacelfa. It is a Diuretic, and is commonly sold in the Shops for Vitrified Tartar; a Fraud sometimes of pernicious Consequence.

**Alumen Ufsum.**

**Burnt Alum.**

Let Alum be put into an iron or earthen Pot, and calcined as long as it rises up and swells. *L.*

This is often used as an Escharotic, to eat away proud Flesh.

**Vitriolum Calcinatum.**

**Calcined Vitriol.**

Put green Vitriol into an earthen Vessel, and calcine it with an open Fire as long as it exhales any Moisture. Then take it out by breaking the Vessel, and set it by for Use, well closed from the Air. The Vitriol is most perfectly calcined, if, at the Bottom and Sides of the containing Vessel, it is become red. *L.*

**Aqua Fortis Simplex.**

**Single Aqua Fortis.**

Take two Parts of Vitriol calcined till it becomes white, and one Part of powdered Nitre. Mix them well together, and put them into an earthen Retort, whereof they may fill two thirds. Then, fitting a very large Receiver there-to, distil as was ordered of Spirit of Salt. *E.*

**Aqua Fortis Duplex.**

**Double Aqua Fortis.**

Take of green Vitriol calcined to Whitenefs, of powdered Nitre, as also of Clay dried and reduced to Powder, each a like Quantity. Mix them well together, put them into an earthen Retort, whereof they may fill two thirds. Then, setting a very large Receiver there-to, distil as in making single *Aqua Fortis.* *E.*

In the London Dispensatory, *Aqua Fortis* is thus directed.

Take Nitre, green Vitriol not calcined, of each three Pounds; of the same Vitriol calcined, one Pound and half. Mix all together; and distil with a very strong Fire as long as red Fumes arise. *L.*

**Aqua Fortis Composita.**

**Compound Aqua Fortis.**

*E* Take
Take of Aqua Fortis sixteen Ounces in Weight, of Sea Salt one Dram. Distil to Drynefs. L.

We are told, that our Chemists in Practice find a Difficulty in preparing, with their common Aqua Fortis, what is usually called Red Precipitate, but is here named Mercurius Corrosivus Ruber; insomuch, that some few, who make it with us, employ another Compound Spirit. But the Success of the Process may be very well secured by distilling the Aqua Fortis first from a small Quantity of Salt; and for this Purpose such a Preparation is here inserted under the Title of Aqua Fortis Composita.

Aqua Regia.

Take an Ounce of Sal Ammoniac reduced to Powder. Put it into a large Cucumber. By degrees mix therewith four Ounces of the Spirit of Nitre, or double Aqua Fortis, and let them stand together in a Sand-Furnace till the Salt is totally dissolved. E.

This is intended for the Solution of Gold, a Thing of very little Consequence in Medicine.

Spiritus & Oleum Vitrioli.

Spirit and Oil of Vitriol.

Take any Quantity of green Vitriol calcined till it becomes white, and afterwards reduced to Powder. Put it into an earthen Retort so as to fill one half, and place the Vessel in a Reverberatory Furnace. Then having fitted the Retort with a very capacious Receiver, and luted the Junctures, distil with a Heat gradually increased to the extreme Degree, which continue as long as any Vapours arise. The Phlegm, Spirit, and Oil are to be separated by a Retort in a Sand-Heat. The Phlegm comes over with a gentle Heat; the Spirit with a stronger; and the Oil remains. What remains in the Retort after the first Distillation is called by the Name of Calcarbor. E.

In the London Dispensatory, the Oil of Vitriol is called Spiritus Vitrioli Fortis.

Spiritus Vitrioli Dulcis.

Dulced Spirit of Vitriol.

Take of strong Spirit of Vitriol, called the Oil, one Pound; of Rectified Spirit of Wine, one Pint. Mix them cautiously and by degrees, and distil them with a gentle Heat, till a black Froth begins to rise. Then remove all from the Fire, that this Froth may not swell over into the Receiver, and frustrate the Operation. L.

In the Edinburgh Dispensatory, this Medicine is thus directed.

Take of Rectified Spirit of Wine, four Pints. Drop gradually and cautiously into it of Oil of Vitriol, six Ounces. Digest for three Days, and distil according to Art.

Both these seem intended to imitate the following Preparation.

Liquor Mineralis Anodynum Hoffmanni.

Frederic Hoffman’s Anodyne Mineral Liquor.

Take of the best Oil of Vitriol, and Indian Nitre, each four Ounces. Distil the Spirit from a Retort by a Fire, gradually raised to a great Briskness, about the End of the Process. Pour two Ounces of this Spirit, cautiously and successively, into fifteen Ounces of highly Rectified Spirit of Wine. Then, by a careful Distillation, we obtain an highly fragrant and aromatic Spirit. But, in this Process, great Care is
to be taken, that we neither fall short, nor exceed, in extracting the Sulphurous Spirit, but endeavour to obtain the Whole of it as pure and genuine as we possibly can. For as soon as the Phlegm is about to rise, with the crude acid Spirit, the Receiver is to be changed with all Expedition. But, as this Sulphurous Spirit is not yielded entirely pure, and free from a Mixture of the crude and acid Spirit, it is to be rectified with an equal Quantity of Water, and duly shaken; by which means the acid Principle will subside in the Water, and the Sulphurous Spirit be distilled pure and unadulterated. When all the Spirit is obtained, and the Phlegm just ready to come over, the former is to be immediately removed, and kept in a Vessel carefully closed. The mild and soporiferous Virtue of this Spirit may be still heightened, if, before the Rectification with Water, we add to it some Quantity of the Oil of Cloves; which is to be duly mixed with it, by shaking both together in a Glass Vessel, closed with a Glass Stopper. For, by this means, the Acrimony of the Oil of Cloves is destroyed; especially if afterwards both are mixed with Water, and duly incorporated by shaking. For thus the gentle, mild, and ethereal Quality is intimately united with this Spirit. It is a Matter of no Importance, whether this Composition is the genuine, anodyne, mineral Liquor of Hoffman; since the former is equally efficacious with the latter, in its gently stimulating, carminative, diaphoretic, and anodyne Virtues.

*Gilla sit Sal Vitrioli.*

Take any Quantity of white Vitriol, and dissolve it in a proper Proportion of hot Spring-Water. Filter the Solution, and evaporate it till only one Third remains behind. Then set it in a cold Place for three Days, that the Crystals may shoot to the Sides of the Vessel, which are afterwards to be dried in the Sun. Exhale the remaining Liquor again, till no more Crystals will shoot from it. E.

Quincy says, it works by Vomiting, and is a gentle Puke enough for young Children, from three to eight Grains; and to grown People, from a Scruple to a Dram. It corrugates the Stomach into Contraction so soon, that it is fancied to come all up again, upon the first Ejectment; and therefore, Some order as many Doses of it as they would have the Patient vomit, giving each in a Porringer, or Bason, of Poisit-drink, or Carduan Tea.

In the *London Dispensatory*, the Salt of Vitriol is thus ordered.

Take of white Vitriol, a Pound; of the strong Spirit of Vitriol, one Ounce in Weight; of Water, as much as is sufficient. Dissolve the Vitriol by boiling; then strain the Decoction thro’ Paper; and, after proper Exhalation, set it in a cold Place, that the Salt may shoot. L.

I don’t apprehend, that this is in any Degree better than that ordered in the *Edinburgh Dispensatory*.

*Ens Venerii.*

*Flowers of Copper.*

Take Calcotar of blue Vitriol, first well adulterated with Water, and dried, and of Sal Ammoniac, each a like Quantity. Reduce them separately to Powder; then mix them together, and put them together into an earthen Cucurbit, whereof they may possess two Thirds,
Thirds. Place the Vessel with a blind Glass-Head in a naked Fire, using only a moderate Heat at first; and increasing it by degrees, as long as the Flowers rise of a yellow Colour inclined to red, which, when the Vessel is cooled, are to be carefully swept out with a Feather. E.

Beeverbaume orders this Medicine to be prepared from the Colcothar of green Vitriol; and remarks, that, when it is prepared with the Colcothar of blue Vitriol, it partakes of the Nature of Copper; but when green Vitriol is used, it is then more properly called Ens Martis, as being a Preparation of Iron.

Mr. Boyle promises great Effects from this Remedy, in Dittempers proceeding from a Weakness of the Solids, as in the Rickets, or the like; and it is highly serviceable therein. Helmont also, in the Treatise he intitles Butler, greatly commends a like Preparation.

In the London Dispensatory, this Medicine is thus directed, under the Title of

Flores Martiales.

Martial Flowers.

Take of washed Colcothar of green Vitriol, or of Iron Filings, one Pound; of Sal Ammoniac, two Pounds. Mix and sublime them in a Retort; and, mixing again the Bottom with the Flowers, renew the Sublimation, till the Flowers acquire a beautiful yellow Colour.

To the Residue may be added half a Pound of fresh Sal Ammoniac; and, the Sublimation repeated, the same Process may be thus continued on as long as the Flowers rise duly coloured. L.

As I apprehend Mr. Boyle has been misunderstood, with respect to the Preparation of the Ens Veneris, I shall here transcribe what is said upon this Subject, in the Narrative of the Committee; together with the Remarks of the Author of the Pharmacopæia Reformata.

The Committee have substituted another Name for Ens Veneris, not only for the sake of Propriety, but to remove the Occasion of the Mistake committed in our present Pharmacopæia, which has been followed by Others, of directing the Preparation with blue Vitriol; whereas it was originally made with a Chalybeate Vitriol by Mr. Boyle, the Author of it, as appears from his Account of the Colour of the Preparation, and the Property he ascribes to it, of turning a Tincture of Galls to an inky Blackness; though from his not knowing the Qualities of the Vitriol he used, he gave it the Name we have changed, and ascribes its Effects to Copper. Vitrils are of various Kinds. Our Copperas scarce contains any Metal but Iron. The blue Vitriol, used by the Surgeons, abounds in Copper, tho' it is not delitute of Iron in those of Donatzick and Goflar; both which Mr. Boyle recommends for this Purpose. Iron is the principal Metal, though they partake of Copper also; but in so small a Proportion, that when the Medicine is prepared with either of these two, it does not sensibly differ from that usually made from our Copperas: Whereas, in operating with blue Vitriol, the Appearances are wholly changed. This Vitriol does not calcine red, which Mr. Boyle represents to be the Cause in his Preparation of the Medicine. The Salt also, in its first Sublimation, rises not at all yellow, but of a greenish Blue; which in subsequent Sublimations becomes
becomes paler, and is changed by the Iron contained in that Vitriol into such a Hue, as a Mixture of the first Sublimation and Flores Mortalia would compose. Therefore, when Mr. Boyle proposes the Hungarian Vitriol, as the most eligible for this Preparation, he either did not mean, what has been generally understood by it, the common blue Vitriol, or must never himself have made the Preparation with it.

Thus far the Narrative of the Committee. The Author of the Pharmacopoeia Reformata tells us, that,

Having seen this celebrated Medicine faithfully prepared of blue Vitriol, exactly according to the Directions of the London Pharmacopoeia; and finding the Sublimate to exactly agree with the Author's Description, not only in the yellow or reddish Colour, but likewise in turning an Infusion of Galls black; and entertaining no small Opinion of its Medicinal Virtues, from the Account which Mr. Boyle has given of it, he was greatly surprized at the Remarks above, and therefore determined thoroughly to inquire into them. As to the Remark, that the Name was originally imposed on it by Mi- flake, and that Mr. Boyle usually prepared it of Steel, I consulted the Author's Works, and particularly the Places quoted above. In his Usefulnes of Natural Philosophy, he tells us, that he and a Chymift endeavoured to imitate Butler's Stone, by a Preparation of Calcined Vitriol; and finding the Medicine upon Tryal, tho' far short of what Helmont ascribes to his, yet no ordinary one: We did, says he, for the Mineral's Sake it was made of, call it Ens Primum Veneris. The Preparation he gives us is this. Take good Danzick Vitriol, if you cannot get Hungarian or Gofarian. This mixed with Sal Ammoniac, and sublimed, will give a yellow or reddish Sublimate.

In another Place, he says; Take of the best Hungarian, or, if you cannot procure that, of Danzick, or any other good Venereal Vitriol. Again, we have always preferred such Vitriol as abounds with Copper, before our common English Vitriol, which abounds with Iron. The Caput Mortuum, he observes, will run per De liquium, into a thick and high coloured Liquor, very much impregnated with the somewhat-opened Body of Copper. The celebrated Author, in his Treatise of the Origin and Production of Volatility, speaking of this Preparation, says thus; That Vitriolate Corpuscles of the Collothar are really elevated, you may easily find by putting a Grain or two of that reddish Substance into a strong Infusion of Galls, which will thereby immediately acquire an inky Colour. Steel, also, will give the Sal Ammoniac a notable Colour, and an ironish Tincture. From the above Quotations and Experiments, it plainly appears, that Mr. Boyle not only preferred such Vitriols as abounded with Copper, but likewise usually, if not always, prepared it of such as were strictly Venereal; and, consequent ly, that the Name was not originally imposed on it by Miftake, but given to it with Propriety, since it really was a Preparation from Copper.

The Committee are pleased to affert, that blue Vitriol does not calcine red; that the Salt also, in its first Sublimation, rifes not at all yellow, but of a greenish Blue. I had some Years ago, says our Author, seen this Preparation made, and once made it myself. Both the Proceedings succeeded in such a Manner, as to occasion the preceding Remark. Since the Publication of the Committee's last Remarks, I carefully repeated the Experiment with common blue Vitriol, which I calcined at two different Times; both the
Calces were of a dark red Colour. I then mixed one Part of the calcined Vitriol with two Parts of well dried Sal Ammoniac, and ground them together in a Brafs Mortar with a glaft Pestle. When they were well mixed, I sublimed them with a smart Fire. Some white Flowers arose at first, as Boyle himself has observed, which were soon succeeded with others manifestly yellow, without any Tinge of green or blue. To another Parcel of the Calx, I added two Parts of the Sal Ammoniac without drying it, and set the Mixture to sublime. Before the Sublimation was finished, the Glas broke. This Sublimate appeared of a whitish Colour next to the Glas, and of a yellowish on its inner Surface. It was spotted in several Places of a bluish-green Colour, which probably arose from some of the Copper liquefied and thrown up, by the Aqueous Drops which had fallen from the upper Part of the subliming Glass, and which occasioned its being broke. Upon subliming some more of the Calx with dried Sal Ammoniac, a yellowish Sublimate arose, as in the three preceding Process. 

Lixivium Martis. 

The Lye of Iron. 

Set by the Residue after the Sublimation of the Flowers Martianis, in a damp Place, that it may liquefy by the Air. L.

Lapis Medicamentosus. 

The Medicinal Stone. 

Take Alum, Litharge, Bole Armenian, or French Bole, of each half a Pound; of the Colcothar of green Vitriol, three Ounces; of Vinegar, a Quarter of a Pint. Dry the whole Mixture together over a Fire, till it grows hard. L.

This is esteemed a drying and astringent Topic, and is recommended for fastening loose Teeth; preserving the Gums; drying Ulcers, and Eyes abounding with Rheum; and is sometimes dissolved in a proper Water, and injected into the Urethra, to check a Running.

CHAP. IV. PREPARATIONS of SULPHUR.

Flores Sulphuris. 

Flowers of Sulphur.

LET Sulphur be sublimed in a fit Vessel, and any Part of the Flowers, which may have concreted, is to be reduced to Powder by a wooden Mill, or in a Marble Mortar, with a wooden Pestle. L.

The Sulphur, by this Sublimation, is attenuated and purified; in other Respects it is not changed; but thus it becomes very fit for internal Medicinal Use. For, when thus divided, it exerts its Virtues, to greater Advantage in the Body. And thus, also, it proves fitter for external Chirurgical Uses, principally when it comes to be mixed with Balsams, Liniments, and Unguents. Paracelsus directs these Flowers to be sublimed from the red Calx of Vitriol, and recommends them for the Cure of exulcerated Lungs. Boerhaave says, he made the Experiment, but without finding that these Flowers, which he so much commends, had greater Virtues than the common Flowers of Brimstone.

Flores Sulphuris Lati. 

Flowers of Sulphur Washed.

Pour Water on the Flowers, to the Height of three or four Fingers above
above them, and boil them for a time. Then pour off this Water, and, with fresh cold Water, wash the Remains of this away; then dry the Flowers for Use. L.

This Lotion is intended to take off a certain rough Acidity from the Flowers, to improve them for internal Use, and prevent them from gripping.

*Spiritus Sulphuris per Campanam.*

Spirit of Sulphur by the Bell.

Let Sulphur be set on fire, under a Glass Vessel fitted for that Purpose, which is usually called a Bell, and the acrid Spirit will drop from it, which is to be received into a Dish placed underneath. L.

Sulphur, when lighted, burns only on its Surface, contiguous to the Air. Its blue Flame consists of Fire, or the inflammable oily Part of the Sulphur, agitated by the Fire, and a Mineral Acid, which is the other constituent Part of the Sulphur now agitated, attenuated, and made caustic and volatile by the Flame. Thus the unctuous combustible Mattet is consumed by the Fire, and the ponderous Acid dissipated, which soon after condenes by its own Weight, when it gets clear of the Flame that throws it off. And hence this Vapour becomes mortal; because the violently caustic Acid, thus strongly agitated, comes in Contact with the Nerves, which move the Muscles, that join the Interstices of the Cartilaginous Rings of the Larynx, Bronchiae, and Vesicles of the Lungs, and contracts them spasmodically, so as to stimulate the Lungs into a panting Endeavour to cough, whilst they are entirely contracted, and not suffered to expand by the Weight of the Air; although the Breast be dilated with a laborious, but fruitless, Endeavour. The same Vapour, shut up with fermentable Liquors, stops Fermentation; and, if strongly re-

peated, prevents Putrefaction in all Bodies that otherwise easily putrefy. Hence this Smoke is a proper Preparative against Pestilential Poison, and the Contagion that flies abroad, or remains fixed in Goods, so as to infect them. And hence we understand, why the Flame of Nitre and Sulphur together, but principally of Gun-powder, affords a very healthy Smoke in the Height of the Plague. For the explosive acid Vapour of Nitre and Sulphur corrects the Air; and the same Vapour, if received in a small close pent up Place, kills Insects. This Spirit of Sulphur, called by the Name of Oleum Sulphuris per Campanam, is no other than the Oil of Vitriol, which was lodged in the Vitriolic Pyrites; and afterwards, joining with the Oil of Coals, constitutes Sulphur. This appears from all Kinds of Trials; only Oil of Vitriol is suspected to contain some Metallic Impression, which is wanting in the Spirit of Sulphur. The great Homberg has, with much Labour and Subtlety, computed the Quantity of this Acid contained in Sulphur, and found it to be nearly a tenth Part. This Spirit of Sulphur, being purified, barely by standing, then mixed with Juleps, gives them an agreeable Acidity, and renders them a wholesome Drink in all Inflammations, and hot Diseases, attended with Thirst and Corruption. Helmont says, it is conducive to the Prolongation of Life. Medicines, acidulated with this Spirit of Sulphur, are of good Effect in Apoplexy.

*Aqua Sulphurata.*

Sulphurated Water.

Take of Water, a Quart; of Sulphur, half a Pound. Let some Portion of the Sulphur, set on fire in an Iron Ladle, be suspended over the Water in a close Vessel; and let this be repeated, as often as the Fumes from the last Sulphur

Sub-
in Ulcerated Lungs, tho' he diligently fought for it; notwithstanding the great Doctor Willis has wonderfully recommended it in this Distemper.

Lac Sulphuris.

Milk of Sulphur.

Take of the Liver of Sulphur powdered, a sufficient Quantity: Spring-Water, four times as much. Boil for three Hours, adding Water if it should be necessary. Let the Liquor whilst hot be filtered; and then drop into it a sufficient Quantity of Spirit of Vitriol, till the Effervesence ceases. Let the Powder precipitated be washed with Water, and dried.

In making the Liver of Sulphur, the Body of the Sulphur is opened by the Fixt Alcali, and rendered soluble in Water. And, being thus precipitated, it suits the delicate, better than the crude, Sulphur. But I don't know that it is a better Medicine.

Sulphur Precipitatum.

Precipitated Sulphur.

Boil Flowers of Sulphur, with three their Weight of Quick Lime, till the Sulphur is dissolved, and filtre the Solution thro' Paper; then with weak Spirit of Vitriol make a Precipitation, which is to be often washed, till it becomes quite insipid.

This is another Way of preparing the Lac Sulphuris; but by no means preferable to the preceding.

Balsamum Sulphuris Simplex.

The Simple Balsam of Sulphur.

Boil Flowers of Sulphur in four times their Weight of Olive Oil, in a Pot lightly covered, till the Oil and Sulphur are joined into the Confluence of a Balsam.
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In the same Manner is a Balsam of Sulphur also prepared, with Barbadoes Tar. L.

This is the famous Balsam of Sulphur of Helmont, Rulandus, and Boyle; who very highly commend it for healing, mollifying, and resolving, when used externally; and internally, against Putrefactions, and Suppurations of the Kidneys, and Lungs especially, declaring they have thus found a secret, but sufficient, Remedy for Contumions of the Lungs. But Barbeauvve thinks, that, by its acrimonious, indigestible, and hot unctuous Part, it offends the weak Lungs, the Stomach and Viscera of languid Persons, and therefore advises it to be sparingly and cautiously used, with a careful Obscrvance of the Effect: Certainly, it is not without a burning Rancidness. It has been found, when externally used, successful in curing pale, cold, watery, mucous, fanious, running Ulcers. Perhaps, it was hence somewhat too hastily concluded to have the same Effects when used internally; for thus it raises and continues a Fever.

Balsamum Sulphuris Terebinthinatun.

Balsam of Sulphur, with Oil of Turpentine.

Take of the Flowers of Sulphur, two Ounces; of Oil of Turpentine, ten Ounces; and digest them together for some Hours in a circulating Vessel, placed in a Sand-Heat, till the Oil appears of a red Colour. Then, suffer the Vessel to cool, separate the Balsam from the Sulphur that remains undissolved. E.

This Balsam is an extemporaneous anodyne Remedy in Pains of the Nerves, and an excellent Medicine in fanious, finuous, weeping, watery, and fistulous Ulcers. Internally taken, it is heating, diuretic, and fudorific. It is recommended for cleaning and healing internal Ulcers. It is hence too highly recommended for the Phthisic, Ulcers of the Kidneys, and for expelling and dissolving of the Stone. But the cautious Physician will recommend only the gentle Medicines, and be afraid of those that operate violently. It is certain, that the Urine is soon impregnated with a Violet Smell, upon taking a little of this Balsam. This is called the Terebinthinated Balsam of Sulphur; and, as other Distilled Oils may be thus mixed with Sulphur, the Balsams, so prepared, receive their Names from the Distilled Oil employed, that gives them their prevailing Odour. Hence the Balsamum Sulphuris Anisatum, Succinatum, Juniperinum, &c.

Sal Volatile, Spiritus, & Oleum Succini.

Volatile Salt, Spirit, and Oil of Amber.

Take of bruised white Amber, one Part; of clean Sand, three Parts. Mix and put them into a coated Glass Retort, whereof they may possess one half. Then, having filled it with a large Receiver, distill in a Sand-Heat by Degrees of Fire, with the first of which will come over a Spirit, and a little yellow Oil; with the second, a yellow Oil and a little Salt; and with the third, more Salt and a reddish Oil. Pour the Liquor out of the Receiver, and gather the Salt from the Sides of the Vessel; then press it between the Folds of Cap-paper, and let it dry; afterwards by the Filtr
Filtrate separate the Oil from the filtrated Spirit, and rectify it by distilling it with muriatic Sea Salt. E.

Sal Succini Rectificatum.
Rectified Salt of Amber.

Take any Quantity of the former Distilled Salt of Amber, with twice its own Weight of decrепitated Sea-Salt. Powder and put them into a high large Glass Cucurbit. Then, having fitted it with a blind Head, sublimate in Balneo Arinae, but take care the Oil does not ascend. When the Vessel grows cold, brush off the Salt with a Feather. E.

In the London Dispensatory we are directed to distil the Oil again, which will then part with a thinner Oil that will ascend, and a thicker Part will remain, called the Balsam of Amber, and we are told, that The Salt is to be boiled either in the Spirit or Water, and set by to shoot, thus it will be freed from its Oil, and the oftener this Process is repeated, the purer will the Salt be. L.

The Oils, being purified by a repeated Distillation, have a sharp, balsamic, exciting, diaphoretic, diuretic, emmenagogic, and hysterical Virtue; and, when externally used, by way of Liniment, are very serviceable in restoring contracted, weak, paralytic, torpid Limbs. The Volatile Salt is gratefully acid, balsamic, unctuous, penetrating, preservative, and stimulating to the Nerves and Spirits, being a true volatile, acid, oily Salt; and therefore a capital Antihysterie and Diuretic, especially if purified by a second Distillation.
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Caulficum Lunare.
The Lunar Caulfic.

Dissolve pure Silver, by a Sand-Heat, in about twice its Weight of Aqua Fortis. Then dry away the Humidity with a gentle Fire; afterwards melt it in a Crucible, that it may be poured into proper Moulds, carefully avoiding over much Heat, left the Matter should grow too thick. L.

This is a most powerful Cauteley, and by a bare Touch instantly burns the Parts of a live Body to an Echth, under which Nature raises an Inflammation that separates the crude Eschar, and leaves the Part pure; so that, by repeated Touches with this Matter, all superficial, foul, fungous Ulcers and Cancers are excellently cured. Hence skilful Surgeons highly extol the Virtue of this Stone; and Physicians also learn the wonderful Power of an Acid, when collected and fixed. If given internally in this Form, it is an immediate corrosive Poison, and therefore is never to be used in this Manner.

Calx Foviis.
Calx of Tin.

Take any Quantity of Tin. Melt it in an unglazed earthen Vessel, and keep it continually stirring with an Iron Spatula, till it turns to a Calx. E.
Stannum Pulveratum.

Powdered Tin.

Let melted Tin be poured into a wooden box chalked within; and, while the Tin grows cold, let the box be briskly shaken, and part of the Tin will be reduced to powder. The remainder, by being treated in the same manner, may also be reduced to powder. E.

These preparations of Tin are esteemed excellent for Worms and Acidities in the Intestines, and Epilepsies, and Convulsions thence arising.

Sal Jovis.
Salt of Tin.

Take any quantity of the calx of Tin, and as much aqua regia, diluted with eight times its own weight of spring-water, as will float some inches above it. Then make a flow solution in a sand-heat; filter the liquor, and evaporate it to a pellicle; then set it in a cold place for three or four days, till it shoots into crystals, which are to be dried when the liquor is poured away from them.

Separate the calx remaining after the solution; and, by mixing it with the liquor poured off from the crystals, new crystals will be thereby obtained. E.

This is esteemed an excellent medicine against Epilepsies and convulsions; and is very effectual in cases of Worms.

Amalgama Jovis.
Amalgama of Tin.

Take any quantity of Tin, and melt it in a crucible; and into another crucible put an equal weight of quicksilver, and permit it to remain in the fire till the quicksilver begins to fume. Then immediately pour it upon the melted Tin, and stir the mass with an iron spatula till it grows cold. E.

Aurum Mosaicum.
Mosaic Gold.

Take of the amalgama of Tin five ounces, of sal ammoniac, and flowers of sulphur, each three ounces. Grind and mix them well together in a marble mortar, and leisurely raise your fire through all the degrees. At length breaking the vessel, at the bottom thereof you will find the aurum mosaicum free from the scoria, which is sublimed. E.

In the London dispensatory, the proportion of the ingredients is different. The directions for making it stand thus under the title of

Aurum Muscaum.
Mosaic Gold.

Take of Tin one pound; of flowers of sulphur seven ounces; sal ammoniac, purified quicksilver, of each half a pound. Add the quicksilver to the Tin melted. When the mixture is cold, reduce it to powder. Mix well with it the sulphur and sal ammoniac, and sublime the compound in a matras. The Mosaic gold will be found under the part sublimed, with a small quantity of foulness at the bottom. L.

Its operation is sudorific. It is said to be good in all chronic and nervous cases, and particularly in convulsions of young children. And indeed it seems to be a very good medicine, if duly prepared and exhibited.
Cerusa.
White Lead.

Take any Quantity of very thin Plates of Lead; and suspend them in an earthen Vessel, at the Bottom whereof is lodged a sufficient Quantity of Vinegar, so as the Fumes arising from the Liquor may surround the Plates. Then digest in Horse-dung for three Weeks; during which, if the Plates be not entirely calcined, scrape off the white Powder, and again expose them to the Fumes of Vinegar, till they wholly turn into Powder. E.

The Ceruse, thus prepared, is compounded of the Acid of Vinegar, and the dissolved Body of the Lead. This Ceruse is of Use in watery, ulcerous, running Sores, or Diseases of the Skin, being sprinkled thereon. If this fine Powder be drawn along with the Breath into the Lungs, it causes a violent, and almost incurable or mortal Affhma. If received into the Mouth, and swallowed along with the Spittle, it occasions inveterate Diftempers in the Vifera, intolerable Faintings, Weaknesses, Pains, Obstructions, and, at last, Death itself. These terrible Effects are daily seen among thoſe who do any Work in Lead, but principally among the Makers of white Lead. Let all, therefore, beware of this Poison, which, being both without Smell and Taste, proves the more pernicious, as it is the lefs discovered, and does not shew itself till it has destroyed the Body.

Minium.
Red Lead.

Take any Quantity of Lead. Melt it in an unglazed earthen Vessel, and keep it stirring with an Iron Spatula till it changes, firft into a blackish Powder, then into a yell.

low, and laſtly into an exceeding red one, which is called Red Lead; but, if it be urged with a still stronger Fire, it will vitrify. E.

The Medicinal Virtues of this are not different from those of Ceruſa.

Saccharum Saturni.
Sugar of Lead.

Take any Quantity, either of white Lead, red Lead, or Litharge reduced to Powder. Put it into a Crucible, and pour thereon as much Distilled Vinegar as will float four Inches above it. Digest for some Days in a Sand Heat, till the Vinegar becomes sweet, which is then to be separated, or poured off clear after it is subsided; and new is to be put on, till it shall be found to have no Sweetness at all. Then let all the Liquors first clarified by Standing, be evaporated in a Glass Vessel to the Confidence of Honey; so as that in a cold Place they may shoot into Crystals, which are to be dried in the Shade. Exhale away the Remainder also to a Pellicle, and set it in a cold Place that it may shoot; and repeat the Evaporation till no more Crystals appear. E.

It is astringent, styptic, and presently coagulates the Blood. Being dissolved in Water, it affords the Vinegar of Litharge, good against Inflammations, when externally used. Internally, it is recommended for a safe Remedy against Spitting of Blood, Bleeding at the Nofe, making Bloody Urine, the Gonorrhea, the Flour Albus, and the like; and alſo for a mollifying Remedy against the Acrimony of the Blood. Brownove fays, he never durft make Trial of it, because he never saw it successfully used by Others; and because there is scarce a more deceitful and destructive Poison than this Lead, which presently
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fendy returns to Cerufs, as soon as the Acid is absorbed from it, by any thing it may meet with; whence it afterwards proves an exceeding dangerous, and almost incurable, Poison to the Body.

Mars Solubilis, seu Chalybs
Tartarifatus

Soluble Iron, or Tartarized Steel.

Take of the crude Filings of Iron, and of the Crystals of Tartar, each a like Quantity; and, with a sufficient Proportion of Rain-Water to bring them into a Mafs, make it into Balls to be baked in an Oven. Grind these Balls to Powder; and again with a requisite Quantity of Water form it into Balls, and bake them in an Oven as before, and repeat the Operation till the Powder become impalpable. E.

Mars Sulphuratus.

Iron Prepared with Sulphur.

Take any Quantity of crude Filings of Steel, and twice their Weight of Sulphur reduced to Powder; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Spring-Water, make them into a Paste, and suffer it to ferment for six Hours. Then put it into a Crucible, and deagrate it, keeping it continually stirring with an Iron Spatula, that it may become a very black Powder. If farther urged with the Fire, it grows red, and is then called

Crocus Martis Aperiens.

Opening Saffron of Iron;

Which does not at all differ from Chalybs Preparatus, gently calcined in a Crucible till it appears of a red Colour. E.

Crocus Martis Astringens.

Astringent Saffron of Iron.

This is made of Crocus Martis

\textit{Aperiens}, reverberated a long time in a very vehement Fire. E.

Chalybs cum Sulphure Preparatus.

Steel prepared with Sulphur.

Touch the Steel heated to a white Heat with a Roll of Brimstone, that the Steel may melt, and drop into Water placed under it. Then let it be separated from the Sulphur, which has dropt along with it into the Water, and be reduced into the finest Powder. L.

The Virtues of these Preparations may be learned from those of the Filings of Iron, from which they differ but very little. The Filings, however, are as good.

\textit{Sal Martis}.

Salt of Iron.

Take of the strong Spirit or Oil of Vitriol, the Weight of eight Ounces; of Water a Quart. Mix them, and, when the Ebullication has ceased, let the Mixture some time upon a Sand-Heat; then filter the Liquor thro' Paper, and evaporate it, that the Salt may crystallize. L.

If the Salt of Iron be diluted with a hundred times its Quantity of Water, and drank in the Dose of twelve Ounces, upon an empty Stomach, walking gently after it, it opens and relaxes the Body, purges, proves diuretic, kills and expels Worms, tinges the Excrements black, or forms them to a Matter like Clay, strengthens the Fibres, and thus cures many different Diftempers. The like Taste, Odour, and Colour, and the like Blackness of the Excrements, have occasioned many to imagine, that the Chalybeate Waters were thus produced by Nature; especially, because these Liquors, when exposed to the Air, deposit a copious yellow Sedi-
Sediment or Oaker. But Dr. Hoff-
man has prudently corrected this
Error, by Means of Experiments, in
his noble Work of Mineral Waters.
However we must observe, that
this Salt of Iron, meeting with alca-
lecent and putrid Matters, and thus
having its acid Solvent drank up
thereby, is turned into an astringent,
ponderous, sluggish, metallic Calx,
that occasions inveterate Obstruc-
tions, and therefore proves hurtful
in Putrid Fevers. And we know,
that when Iron Filings are taken in
Female Disorders, where the Body
is weak, languid, and abounds
with Acidity; the Metal thus
produces actions as of Garlics and putrid
Eggs, on account of the Acid it
meets with. And hence the Heat,
before wanting in the Body, is
excited, and the Excrements generally
turn black. And, in this Case, the
Powder of Iron-filings proves much
more serviceable, than when ever so
laboriously prepared by Chemistry.
Whence Iron is known to prove
useful if Acids abound in the Body,
but hurtful where the Body is
bilious, or hot.

Flores Mortuis.

Flowers of Iron.

Take of the crude Filings of Iron,
of Sal Ammoniac reduced to Pow-
der, each a like Quantity. Grind
and mix them well together for
some time. Set them in a moist
Place, and afterwards sublime them
in an earthen Cucumber, with a
glass Head. The Spirit of the Sal
Ammoniac will rise first, and is to
be caught in a Receiver; then
white Flowers will ascend, which
are to be thrown away as useless;
and at length the red Flowers
inclining to Yellow, which are to
be swept with a Feather out of the
Head.
The Tinctura Mortius, or Tincture of
Iron, may be prepared from the
Caput Mortum, as also from the
Flowers. E.

See the Remarks on the Ens
Veneris, or Flores Martiales above.
The Flowers have the same
Virtues as Mr. Boyle commends in
the Ens Veneris. For they are
wonderfully restorative, warming,
and opening, containing the open
Body of the Metallic Sulphur. They
have, also, an anodyne Virtue, and
are often somewhat soporiferous.
The dry Flowers, being digested with
Alcohol, afford a copious golden
Tincture, both Metallic and Sul-
phurous; and the remaining Caput
Mortum, after the Sublimation,
affords the same with Alcohol.

Chalybis Rubigo Preparata.
The Rust of Steel Prepared.

Expose Filings of Steel to the Air,
and moisten them sometimes with
Water or Vinegar, till they are
turned into Rust; then rub them
in a Mortar; and, by pouring on
Water, wash off the flint Pow-
der; the Residue, which by mo-
derate Rubbing was not brought
to a Powder fine enough to be
washed off, is again to be expofed
moist to the Air; and, when
farther rusted, is to be treated as
before. The Powder, thus washed
off, is to be dried and kept for
Use. L.

CHAP. VI.

PREPARATIONS OF METALLINE MINERALS.

Argenti Vivui Purification.
The Purification of Quicksilver.

Dilute the Quicksilver in a Retort,
and then wash it well with
Water and Salt, or Vinegar. L.

Mercurii Solutio.
Solution of Quicksilver.
Take of clean Quicksilver, and double Aqua Fortis, each a like Quantity; and digest them in a Phial placed in a Sand-Heat, so that there may be made a limpid Solution of the Quicksilver. E.

This Solution is violently caustic, so that it can scarce be touched, as burning all Parts of the Body with violent Pain and Heat. Whence it becomes effectual in extirpating Warts. If a small Part of a Drop touches the Skin, it presently turns it purple.

Mercurii Calx.
Calx of Quicksilver.
Take any Quantity of the Solution of Quicksilver, and with a gentle Fire evaporate it to a white and dry Mass. E.

Mercurius Calcinatus.
Calcinated Quicksilver.
Set Quicksilver, purified, in a Sand Heat, for several Months in a Glass Vessel with a broad Bottom, and opening to the Air by a small Hole, till it is reduced to a red Powder. L.

Thus a red Powder is made, commonly called Mercurius Praecipitatus per se. It is much recommended in Venereal Disorders; Cutaneous Eruptions of the Chronical Kind; Rheumatisms, and many Chronical Distempers. The Dose is one or two Grains. But a double Dose of this, with a double Dose of Opium, is said to be the celebrated Pill of Miswurin. But I have Reason to think the following Preparation of much greater Effect.

Mercurius Animatus Solaris.
Animated Solar Mercury.
Take of the genuine Martial Regulus of Antimony, one Part; of pure Silver, two Parts. Melt them together, and, with a sufficient Quantity of Quicksilver, make an Amalgama, adding a sufficient Quantity of Salt of Tartar and Sal Ammoniac. Triturate this Amalgama strongly in a Glass Mortar; pouring upon it, at due Intervals, a sufficient Quantity of Rain Water, which by this means becomes black. Continue the Trituration, with frequent Affusion of Rain Water, till all is so effectually washed off, that nothing but the pure Amalgama is left. After this, the Amalgama is to be put into a Glass Retort, and the Mercury abstracted by a Sand Heat. By this means the pure Silver is left in the Bottom of the Retort; and this Silver, when again mixed with the Regulus of Antimony, is again to be amalgamated by the Addition of the Salts, afterwards depurated by the like Trituration, and last of all distilled. When these Measures are repeated for at least seven or nine times, a much more pure and subtile Mercury is afforded; which not only acts more powerfully upon other Metals, but, also, produces more conspicuous and salutary Effects on the Human Body. The Mercury must be exalted in this Manner, in order to render it fit for the Preparation of this celebrated and efficacious Medicine. The Mercury produced by this laborious Preparation is to be afterwards added to pure Gold; to one Part of which, three or four, or, according to Others, only two, Parts of Mercury, are to be united and joined by the common Method of Amalgamation. After this, the Amalgama is to be put into a Glass Phial, with a flat Bottom, that the Heat may act on a larger Surface. Then the Phial, when the grofser Air is exhausted, lef
left being expanded by the Heat, it should burst the Vessels, is to be hermetically sealed; and in that Species of Furnace, called an Aethanor, exposed to a proper Digestion, for seven, or even nine, Solar Months successively, gradually proceeding from a fainter to a stronger Degree of Fire. As in this Digestion the Whole of the Affair confists, so, if it is duly made, the Amalgama will be gradually converted into a reddish Powder; which, during the first Months of the Digestion, is not so corrected, but that it will excite Fluxes or Salivations, especially in tender Constitutions. But by a protracted Digestion it is so perfected, and divested of all its drastic Qualities, that the fixed Powder produced by it, may be safely exhibited to the Quantity of two, three, or four Grains for a Dose, and thus persifted in for some Days. So that those of the most delicate Constitutions have no Reason to be afraid of having a Salivation, or any Commotions produced by the other Preparations of Crude Mercury, excited by it.

The Character which Frederic Hoffman gives of this Medicine is, that it has, with uncommon Success, been prescribed for various obstinate Diseases, which would not yield to the Efficacy of other Medicines. It was frequently used by Cretes, an eminent and successful Practitioner. The Efficacy, also, of this Solar Animated Mercury was at Hall often happily experienced by the celebrated Chymist Hucbgraft; especially in subduing those Reproaches of Medicine, Quaran Fevers, and the Gout. So that Some, who laboured long before the former, and one afflicted with it for four Years successively, were, by a few Doses of this Medicine, restored to perfect Health and Eafe.

But among the Gouty Patients, who were by this Medicine quickly cured, we may justly reckon a certain Man, who, being miserably racked with fixed Arthritic Pains, and Contractions of his Limbs, was perfectly restored to his former Health, without ever having had a Relapse. The Success of Cnœhefélhiu, in curing the Gout with Mercury thus fixed, may be seen in append. ad Mijel. Nat. Curios. and confirmed by unexceptionable Witnesss, that is, the Persons cured. These Instances sufficiently prove, that the Encomiums bestowed on this Medicine are not groundless and overdone, but supported by Experience: So that there is no manner of Doubt, but that, without any Dread of Danger, this Medicine is capable of producing such salutary Effects in obstinate Disorders, if really curable, as can neither be obtained by any other Remedies of the Animal or Vegetable Kingdom hitherto known; nor by a Mercurial Salivation, which is not only harsh, and attended with violent and often dangerous Commotions, but is also frequently highly tedious. The Use of the Solar Animated Mercury is preferable to a Salivation, because it may be gratefully exhibited to the most delicate Constitutions in a due Manner, and small Doses, provided it is once or twice a day taken, and its Use persifted in, according to the Circumstances of the Patient. Which may be done in a sufficiently grateful Manner, if the Dose is mixed with Conferve of Rosés, or any other agreeable Conferve, without the Use of any other Medicines. But, before the Exhibition of this Preparation, the Prima Via must be freed from those Sordes, which might prevent the Force of the Medicine; by Abfertgents, whose Efficacy is heightened by a gently stimulating refinous Purgative; since drastic Purgatives, as they are rarely proper,
so they are always prejudicial in the Beginning of a Cure. The Prima Vite may, also, according to the Situation of the Patient, be freed from the Sordes contained in them, by a Vomit; which, however, is not to be exhibited without the previous Use of saline and inciting Medicines. When this Medicine is taken, after such a previous Preparation of the Body, it is proper to drink after it some warm Aqueous Liquor; such as Tea, Coffee, an Infusion of Paul’s Betony, or a Decotion of Sarafarilla and China, heightened by Saffafra-Bark. These diluting Liquors make the Medicine exert its proper Efficacy, render the Body perspirable, and receive the saline Sordes, difengaged by the Force and Energy of the Medicine; and which, being dispersed in them, may be without any Violence afterwards eliminated from the Body thro’ proper Emunctories, especially thro’ the Pores of the Skin, provided they are kept sufficiently open by a due Regimen; in which, by proper Cloths, the external Cold is excluded, without inducing an intolerable and troublesome Heat, and the whole Body is preferred in a gentle and moist Warmth. For profuse Sweats are so far from being necessary, or productive of happy Effects, in the Cure of almost all Chronical Diseases, that they rather exhaust the Strength, already too much impaired in the Course of a flow Disorder. But if such Sweats are forced, and as it were extorted, as they often are, the greatest Misfortunes, easily productive of Infarctions of the Viscera, are to be dreaded. Let all violent and sudden Conmotions, therefore, be avoided, as much as possible; and, as this Medicine is not productive of such Effects, the vicid and peccant Matter will not, by one or two Doses of it, which Quacks affirm of their Medicines, be subdued and eliminated, but must be con-

quered by the continual and uninterrupted, tho’ mild and gentle, Action of it. Thus, tho’ Lucas Terzi, Physician to Pope Innocent XII, in his Praxis Medicæ, afferts, that by Mercury thus fixed, exhibited only seven times, he totally removed a Ves Venerea, and a Quartan Fever, without being so arrogant as to call his Veracity into Question, I must only say, that I can hardly believe, that in cold Climates, such as are more Northerly, and where, in Chronical Disorders, there is such a Vicidity and Redundance of the peccant Humours, the like Effects can be so speedily and in so few Days produced by this Medicine. Such an happy and salutary Effect will, however, without any Violence to the Patient, be much accelerated, if, after the repeated Use of the Medicine for some Days, we interpose Balsamic and Saline Sulphuriferous Medicines; the most considerable and efficacious of which are the Elixir Balsamicum, or the Spiritus Volutiellis Oleatus, and accommodated to the Situation of the Patients. And certainly a moderate Dose of these, daily taken between Meals, and duly perﬁted in, calmly accelerates the Cure of Chronical Disorders; an Effect not to be produced by more violent Means. For, as the languid Digestion is by this means excited, the Chyle, before not sufficiently subduced, and by its Vicidity contaminating the Humours, is corrected, and, as it were, breathed up in the Balsamic Substances. The Vital Energy and Turgescence of the Humours before suppressed, and, as it were, suffocated, by their preternatural Lenton, is so animated with fresh Vigour, that the Fumes of the obdurate Disorder are thereby feasonably destroyed; especially if the Efficacy of the Medicine is promoted by a proper Regimen.
Mercurius Precipitatus Albus.

White Precipitate of Mercury.

Take any Quantity of the Solution of Quicksilver; and gradually pour upon it exceeding strong Brine, till all the Quicksilver be precipitated into a very white Powder, which is to be washed with hot Water in the Filtre, till it communicates no more Sharpness thereto. Afterwards the Powder is to be dried between folded Paper with a very gentle Heat. E.

Eppenbauer says, that the Powder, thus prepared, is perhaps the best Remedy hitherto afforded by Mercury for internal Use. It operates effectually, and with considerable Safety. If ground with twice its Weight of Loaf-Sugar, it makes what may more properly be called a Mercurial Panacea, than perhaps other laborious Preparations of Mercury. For, however Mercury may be treated, its Medicinal Virtue principally depends upon a certain Quantity of Acid adhering to its Metallic Part. This acid Virtue, if it abound and appear externally in the Mercury, acts with more Violence, but with less Safety: If sparingly added, and more united to the Mercury, it acts more slowly, more mildly, and safely, and this is the Cafe with our present Precipitate. If the Saccharine Powder, above mentioned, be given in the Quantity of nine Grains to a Pint falling, it purges, vomits, gently kills Worms, opens, and cleanses the Vessels concerned in preparing the Chyle, resolves Phlegm, and thus cures many Distempers, such as the Gonorrhæa, Itch, Venereal Ulcers, &c. If this Dose be several times repeated daily, it raises a kindly Salivation. If a Dram of this White Precipitate be well mixed with an Ounce of Poma rum, or the Ointment of Roses, it makes an excellent and safe Unguent in Cutaneous Disorders, and proper for curing the Itch, Breakings out in the Face, and inveterate Ulcers. If this Powder be put into a Glafs, set over the Fire, and kept contantly stirring with a Glafs Rod, and thus be long and gently calcined, it becomes so mild, as scarcely to purge, vomit, or salli vate, and therefore acts very gently when taken internally. And in this Form the Chymists commend it as a Diaphoretic, and Corrective: But thus treated, it is so mild, as to have little Curative Virtue.

In the London Dispensatory, another Method of making the Precipitatus Albus is directed thus.

Take of Sal Ammoniac, and of Corrosive Sublimate, equal Weights. Dissolve them together in Water; filter the Solution thro' Paper; and, with a Solution of some Alkaline Fixt Salt, make a Precipitation; then wash off all Acrimony from the Precipitated Powder. E.

Mercurius Precipitatus Dulcis.

Dulcified Precipitate of Mercury.

Take of Corrosive Mercury Sublimate, any Quantity. Dissolve it in a sufficient Quantity of Spring-Water, and drop into the Solution Spirit of Sal Ammoniac so long as any white Powder will precipitate; then wash the Powder in a Filtre, with repeated Affusions of warm Water. E.

Mercurius Precipitatus Fusens, vulgo Wurtzii.

Brown Precipitate of Mercury.

Take any Quantity of the Solution of Quicksilver, and gradually drop into it a due Proportion of Oil of Tartar per Deliquium; that is, so much as will put a Stop to the Effer-
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Distilling the Vinegar off, render the Powder more mild. But there seems to be little gained by all this; White Precipitate being already the Thing here required. In short, the acrimonious Acid; adhering to the Mercury, causes it to operate in a very small Dose; and the more this Acid is in it, and the more external to the Mercury, the more violently it acts, and vice versa. If this Precipitate be put into a thin hollow Glass Dish, set over the Fire, and continually stirred with a Tobacco-Pipe, it will change of a deeper Colour; and, if long continued thus, it becomes so much the milder, so as at length scarce to act at all. The Chemists frequently mix red Lead with this Precipitate, in order to increase their Profit.

In the London Dispensatory this Precipitate is somewhat differently directed, under the Title of

Mercurius Corroso•us Ruber.

The Mercurial Red Corrosive.

Take of Quicksilver purified, and of the Compound Aqua Fortis, equal Weights. Set them together in a Glass with a flat Bottom, upon a Sand-Heat, till a Humidity is exhaled, and the dry Mass has acquired a red Colour. L.

Mercurius Corallinus.

Coralline Mercury.

Pour upon the Mercurial red Corrosive, twice its Weight of Rectified Spirit of Wine, and digest them together two or three Days in a gentle Heat, often shaking the Vessel; then set fire to the Spirit, stirring the Powder continually, till the Spirit is quite burnt away. L.

See the Remarks on the Mercurius Calcinatus. This is generally known by the Name of Arcanum Corallinum.
Mercurius Precipitatus Viridis.
Green Precipitate of Mercury.

Take of Corrosive Mercury Sublimate powdered, four Ounces; hot Spring-Water, a Quart; in which dissolve the Sublimate. Take, also, of Filings of Copper, an Ounce and half; of Spirit of Sal-Ammoniac, eight Ounces. Digest in a Mattras, till a high green Tincture is extracted, which, when filtered, gradually drop into the Mercurial Solution. When the Precipitation is finished, evaporate in a Sand Heat to Dryness.

Some esteem this much in the Cure of a Goevernrae; but I don't know that it excels the other Precipitates.

Mercurius Emeticus Flavus, vel Turpetium Mineral.

The Yellow Mercurial Emetic, or Turpet Mineral.

Pour upon Purified Quicksilver in a Glass Vessel, double its Weight of the strong Spirit of Vitriol. Let the Liquor heat gradually, and then boil, till in the Bottom of the Glass there remains a white Mafs, which is to be perfectly dried with a strong Heat. This upon the Aftion of warm Water will turn yellow, and fall into Powder. Rub this Powder and warm Water diligently together in a Glass Mortar. When the Powder is subsided, pour off this Water, and wash the Powder often with fresh Water, till it becomes perfectly free of all Acrimony. L.

This Medicine is generally known by the Name of Turpet Mineral, or the Yellow Precipitate of Mercury. It is certainly a Medicine of very great Consequence in Practice, for which Reason I shall give the Remarks of Boerbaaw thereon.

This seems, says he, to be the Powder, with which, when rightly prepared, Paracelisus performed Wonders, as appears from his little Hospital Surgeon. And this is sufficiently attested by Oporinus, who declares he has frequently been employed in making it. It may be rendered milder by burning Spirit of Wine upon it, after the Manner of the ancient Chymists, who by this Means took away from their Metalline CaIces the Salts, that, externally adhering thereto, rendered them too sharp, so that only the Salts, intimately united, might remain behind. The prudent Sydenham, who is a cautious and sparing Commandeur of the Chymists, gratefully acknowledges, that, by means of this Medicine, Diseases, otherwise incurable, might be cured. Mr. Boyle relates, that by a small Dose hereof, used as a Surrentatory, the whole Body has been changed, and even Catarrals cured. A Woman at Paris is also said to have herewith cured Persons given over. Hence it seems an extraordinary Medicine in stubborn and obstinate Caffes; but it requires a skilful Physician, and should not be used when milder Remedies may suffice. It is serviceable in the Dropfy, as well as in the Venereal Difcase; and also in the most obstinate Disorders of the Glands. Helmont says, that Oil of Vitriol is here converted into Alum, barely by the Contact of Mercury; but this is either speaking improperly, or not justly. But when that excellent Author directs the Fire of the Vitriol of Copper to be poured upon Vigo's Powder, and thence distilled, for preparing the secret Cathartic of Paracelhus, if I understand him right, says Boerbaaw, it makes this Medicine. For if the Fire of the Vitriol of Copper be the strongest Oil of Vitriol, as soon as this is poured upon red Precipitate, it immediately renders the Spirit of Nitre volatile, causes it
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to fly off from the fixed Mercury, and soon after, supplying its Place, produces the Calx of Mercury as above. If the Water of White of Eggs be several times distilled from it, this takes away the Acid externally adhering thereto, and renders the Powder milder; tho' it will still operate sufficiently. Metals alone have little Effect upon the Body, except by their Bulk, Figure, and Weight; but by the Addition of Salts, especially the acid Kind, they acquire new Properties, often strange ones, and very different, according as the Acids are more fixed therein, or adhere more externally. In the Form of Vitriol they act very violently; but, if calcined in this Form, the Calx grows gradually milder; and, by a long continued strong Calculation, which drives out the Acids, they become mild, tho' before exceedingly sharp, as we see happens in Turbith. And thus their Operation becomes milder, and, at the same time, proportionally less effectual. Those Chymists and Physicians therefore are mistaken, who, having found that this Turbith performed extraordinary Things, but operated violently, endeavoured to mitigate its Virulence; which indeed, may be easily done, but not so as to have the same Effects when mitigated, as before. The Ways of mitigating the Acrimony, are by taking away the Acid by washing the Preparation with Water; by frequently distilling pure Water upon it to Dryness; by pouring Alcohol upon it; by distilling several Parcels of Alcohol upon it to Dryness; by grinding it along with more Metallic Matter; by the Addition of Alcaline Salts, which absorb the Acid; by grinding the Matter with Chalk, Crabs-eyes, Teflacous Powders, or the like Absorbers of Acids; by a long continued Calculation; and, lastly, by Fixation with a Fire gradually increased, from a moderate Heat, to the highest the Glass will bear.

Mercurius Sublimatus Corrosivus.
Corrosive Mercury Sublimate.

Take of the Calx of Quicksilver, and of decrepitated Sea Salt, each a like Quantity. Reduce them to Powder, mix them, and put them into a Phial, whereof they may poofeS near a Half; and in a Sand Furnace, first with a gentle Fire, then gradually increasing it, a white crystalline Mass will sublime to the Top Part of the Glass, and every where adhere thereto; which is afterwards to be separated from the red Scoriae, and to be purified, if there be Occasion, by repeated Sublimation. E.

There are many other Methods of making this Preparation. In the London Dispensatory it is thus directed, under the Title of

Mercurius Corrosivus Sublimate vel Albis.

Corrosive Mercury Sublimate, or White Corrosive Mercury.

Take of Purified Quicksilver, forty Ounces; of Sea Salt, thirty-three Ounces; of Nitre, twenty-eight Ounces; of calcined green Vitriol, forty fix Ounces. Rub the Quick silver first with about an Ounce or more of Corrosive Sublimate in a wooden or stone Vessel, till it breaks into small Grains; then mix it with the Nitre, afterwards with the Sea-Salt, till the Quicksilver quite disappears; Lastly, add the Calcined Vitriol; but don’t rub the Mixture too long with it, lest the Quicksilver should begin to part again. Sublime the Mixture in a Mattas, to which may be fitted an Alembic Head, that a Spirit, which will ascend in a small Quantity, may be saved. L.
I am informed, that the Sublimate generally used is imported from Holland; and I believe it is certain that a great deal of Arsenic is mixed with the Dutch Sublimate. Hence the Calomel made from it will be very different from that made with genuine Sublimate. The Apothecary, who trusts the Preparation of this to another, is guilty of an inexcusable Neglect. This Preparation is a Lapis Infernalis of Mercury, and a most violent Corrosive; presently converting all the Parts of the Body it touches, into an Eschar, that soon falls off. Whence it confines obstinate Callotics in Ulcers, as also Warts, and indurated Glands. That eminent Surgeon Johannes a Vigo was acquainted herewith, and hence composed his Troches of Minium; which are an incomparable Remedy for confuming Scrophulous Tumours, and eradicating them by Suppuration. The Taste of this Vitriol is abominably auffere. A Grain of it, diffolved in an Ounce of Water, affords an excellent Cosmestic, if cautiously used. It proves poifonous to all Cutaneous Infefts by bare Lotion. If a Dram of this Solution be softened with Syrup of Violets, and drank twice or thrice a Day, it performs Wonders in many reputed incurable Diseases; but it requires to be cautiously used, by a prudent Physician, and should not be ventured upon, unless the Method of managing it is well known.

Mercurius Sublimatus Dulcis.

Sweet Mercury Sublimate.

Take of Corrosive Mercury Sublimate, ground in a glafs Mortar, four Ounces; and of clean Quicksilver, three Ounces. Mix them well in the Mortar, till the Globules of Quicksilver disappear. Then put the Powder into an oblong Phial, whereof it may pot-
Mayerne is said to have been the Introducer of this into Practice. The usual Dose is fifteen Grains for Adults, and in Proportion for Children. It is an admirable Remedy for the Worms. But for this Purpose and all others, except raising a Salivation, it must be either mixed with cathartic Ingredients, or Purges must be given at a short Interval after it. And even with this Precaution, it will be very subject to affect the Mouth, if the Patient takes the least Cold. For the farther Virtues of Mercurius Dulcis, see the Article of Mercury in the Materia Medica.

Panacea Mercurii.

Panacea of Mercury.

Take any Quantity of Levigated Calomel; and digest it in a Sand-Heat for twenty Days with four times its own Weight of Spirit of Wine, observing frequently to shake the containing Vessel; then pour off the Spirit, and dry the Powder. E.

I don't know that this Treatment renders the Calomel in any Degree a better Medicine.

Æthiops Mineralis.

Æthiops Mineral.

Take equal Parts of Quicksilver purified, and of Flowers of Sulphur unwashed. Rub them together in a Mortar of Glass or Marble, till the Quicksilver perfectly disappears, and the Union is perfected. E.

Great Controversies have arose among Practitioners with respect to the Medicinal Virtues of this Preparation. Some affect that it enters into the Blood, and penetrates so far as to be found adhering to Platters laid upon old Ulcers; and that it is an excellent Alterative. But Beer-

baave says, that it is an invidious Powder, not at all sharp, nor easy to be thoroughly mixed with any Thing; and that, when given internally, it cannot enter the absorbent Vessels, the Læcteals, or Lymphatics, but passes directly through the Intestinal Tube; where it may happen to destroy Worms. They are therefore deceived, says he, who expect any other Effects from it; at least, Beer-

baave himself, as he says, could never find them. He is afraid it is too unwarily given in such large Quantities to Children, and Persons of tender Constitutions, as being a solid Mass foreign to the Body, and unconquerable by the Nature thereof; and should be the more suspected as it there continues long sluggish and unactive. And affirms that it does not raise a Salivation, because it cannot come into the Blood. When any great Man starts a Notion in Physic, with however little Foundation, the whole Tribe of Imitators, who cannot think for themselves, immediately assent, and treat it as a certain Fact. In the present Case, it is difficult to conceive how two such penetrating Substances, as Quicksilver and Sulphur, can by their Union form so inert a Mass as is represented above. And, indeed, Experience informs us, that it is of such good Service in some Chronicl Dilemmers, that without getting into the Blood it could not perform. I must confess, however, that it is the most insignificant of all the Mercurials; and perhaps sometimes if taken for a long time, without the due Interposition of Cathartics, it may lodge in the Intestinal Tube, and cause some Inconveniences. There is scarcely a better Remedy for Worms. But for this Purpose Cathartics must be given with it, or interrupted in the Intervals of taking it.
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Æthiops Antimonialis.

Antimonial Æthiops,

First flux equal Parts of Antimony and Sea-Salt in a Crucible for an Hour; then let the Matter cool; break the Crucible, and knock off the Scorii; then rub equal Parts of the Regulus made in this Manner, and Mercury, together, till they are incorporated.

It will cure most Chronical Disorders of the Skin, and is admirable in all Sorts of Obstructions. Hence it becomes serviceable in the King's Evil, and the most obstinate Glandular Diseased and many Chronical Dilembers, that are out of the Reach of other Medicines. I have seen better Effects from it in Cancerous Tumors, than from any other Remedy. In Venereal Disorders of a long Standing, I have often been a Witness of such Effects as I have not seen from any other Mercurial Medicine whatever. This, like all Antimonials, will contract an emetic Quality by being exposed to the Air, which is probably owing to the Acid it imbibes. It may be given in the Quantity of a Scruple, or more in some Constitutions; but at first it should be taken in much smaller Quantities gradually increasing the Dose, because otherwise it will in some Constitutions excite a Nausea.

Mercurius Saccharatus.

Sugared Mercury.

Take of pure Quicksilver, and brown Sugar-Candy, each half an Ounce; Chymical Oil of Juniper, sixteen Drops. Rub them in a glass Mortar, till all the Mercurial Globules entirely disappear.

Mercurius Alcalisatus.

Alcalified Mercury.

Take pure Quicksilver, three Drams; Prepared Crabs Eyes, five Drams. Rub them in a glass Mortar as in the preceding Preparation. E.

These are very good Methods of preparing Mercurial Alteratives, but I think not the best. The Patient must be purged at Intervals, otherwise they will Salivate.

Cinnabaris Facitia.

Artificial Cinnabar.

Take of Purified Quicksilver, twenty five Ounces; of Sulphur, seven Ounces. Stir the Quicksilver with the Sulphur melted, and if the Mixture takes fire, it is to be extinguished by covering the Vesicle; then let the Matter be reduced to Powder, and sublimed.

The first Part of the Process makes an Æthiops, without the tedious Labour of Trituration, which is as good as that made without Fire, as directed above. Borbaume says, this Cinnabar is a Mixture of Mercury and Sulphur united by the Fire, in the Form of a simple Fossil; which is found natural in many Mines, and is like the factitious, without much Difference. It has nearly the same Virtue in the Body, as Æthiops. Crato called it the Magnet of the Epilepsy; but Borbaume says, he never saw it produce any great Effects. If it be mixed with Purgatives, then, like Æthiops, it is driven quicker thro' the Intestines, with the Success of Æthiops. It is mixed with red Cosmetics in the Form of Pomatum. It is used in Fumigations, against Venereal Ulcers in the Nose, Mouth, and Throat, with little and often with bad Success. The Mercury may be revived very pure from the Cinnabar, by grinding it with twice its Weight of Iron-filings, and distilling it in a Retort, with the strongest Heat of a Sand-Furnace, into Water.
Crocul Antimonii, vel Metallorum. 
Crocul of Antimony.

Take of Antimony and Nitre, equal Weights, being separately reduced to Powder. Let them be well mixed, and then gradually thrown into a hot Crucible to melt. The Matter being poured out, is to be separated from its Scoria. It will not always appear of the same Colour. It is the more yellow the longer it has been melted. L.

This has hitherto been called Crocul Metallorum. Sulphur and Nitre make a kind of Gunpowder with black Antimony, and therefore flash off in the same Manner. The Metallic Part calcines to a Glass and a Scoria, Both of them violently emetic, and communicating that Virtue to Wine by Infusion; whereas Native Antimony is not emetic. It is of little other Use in Medicine, but in making the Emetic Wine.

Crocul Antimonii Lotus. 
Washed Crocul of Antimony.

Boil the Crocul of Antimony reduced to a very fine Powder in Water; and, this Water being poured away, wash the Powder often with hot Water, till the Water comes off infipid. L.

This is used in making Emetic Tartar.

What is usually called Liver of Antimony, is made of the same Ingredients, mixed in the same Proportion. But, instead of throwing them gradually into a hot Crucible, they are put into a Mortar, and fired, by throwing in a Piece of lighted Charcoal, or hot Iron. This, or the Crocul Antimonii, which is nearly the same, are much recommended as a Preventive, or Cure for the Murrain in Cattle; and Nothing is so likely to succeed. A late anonymous Author recommends five Drams for an Ox; three for a Cow; and one for a Calf, or Sheep, once in ten Days, as a Preventive. By way of Cure, the Dose, and its Repetitions, must be suited to the Circumstances.

Crocul Metallorum Minor. 
The Milder Crocul of Metals.

This is prepared with one Part of Nitre to two of Antimony, in the same Manner as the Crocul of Antimony.

When Antimony is mixed with half its Weight of Nitre, and thrown into a Crucible red-hot, it deflagrates; and if the Fire be raised high enough, the Mixture melts, and Scoria separate, as in the other Crocul; but if the Heat be not so strong, it does not melt, nor is this Separation made. We are informed in the Narrative of the Committee of the College, that the Gentleman, who proposed this Medicine to the Committee, prepares it with this lesser Degree of Fire. I am well informed, that a Dose of a few Grains, eight for Example, has an admirable Effect in Fevers, the Small Pox, and many Chronical Distempers, by way of Emetic.

Antimonii Diaphoreticum Nitratum. 
Diaphoretic Antimony with Nitre. 

Take of Antimony, half a Pound; of Nitre, a Pound and a half. Pulverize them separately; then mix them together, and throw them, by a Spoonful at a Time, into an ignited Crucible. After the Detonation, let the white Mafs be detained for half an Hour in the Fire, and let the Powder be kept in a glass Vessel stop’d close. E.

Boerhaave says, that this, being taken in the Quantity of half a Dram, has
has scarcely any sensible Effect, except that it moderately opens on account of the fixing Nitre adhering thereto; whence it may prove serviceable in Acute Caffes. In this State the Chymists call it diaphoretic; and judge, that the Arsenical Poison of the Antimony is fixed by a large Proportion of Nitre. But there was nothing emetic in the Antimony before, tho' taken in the Quantity of several Drams crude, or without any Nitre; whereas an equal Proportion of Nitre excites this emetic Virtue. Basil Valentine, therefore, and other Chymists, need not to have been so anxious to free this Diaphoretic Antimony from its fixing Nitre. For it causes no Anxiety, Nausea, or Vomiting, and only stimulates mildly.

Antimonium Diaphoreticum Dulce.

Sweet Diaphoretic Antimony.

Take any Quantity of Nitrated Diaphoretic Antimony. Powder it; then pour on as much Spring-Water as will rise above it some Inches, Digest for a Night, afterwards pour off the Water, and add fresh, and thus repeat the Ab- lution five or six times. All the Washings being mixed together, filtrated, and evaporated over a gentle Fire to a Pellicle, afford the Nitrum Stibiatum, or Stibiated Nitre. E.

This is the common Diaphoretic Antimony, now called in the London Dispensatory Calx Antimonii, or Calx of Antimony. It is a very great Reproach to Phyfic, that the Virtues of a Medicine so long in Use, and so much in Practice as this, should be so little ascertained, that at this time it is asserted, that it is possessed of none at all, by very considerable Authors; whilst Others are of a different Opinion. Boerhaave, to whose Opinion I pay the utmost Regard, affirms, that it is an indolent, noxious, Caix, without any Activity discoverable by Observation; and loses all the Virtue it had before it was washed: And that it only acts sensibly, when mixed in a double Proportion with Purgatives; the Virtues whereof it actually excites, as appears by the Pauvus Cornachini. After this Declaration from so great an Author, it is not surprizing, that all those who never think for them-selves should assent without farther Enquiry; and that this Medicine should fall into Disgrace. I can't from Experience say much with respect to its Virtues; but I have sometimes known a profuse Sweat arise upon taking it, which has been attended with more happy Consequences than those excited by the warmer Diaphoretics. Helvetius recommends it as excellent in the Small Pox.

Regulus Antimonii.

Regulus Antimonii.

Take of Antimony, Nitre, and Crude Tartar, each a like Quantity. Reduce them to Powder separately. Mix them together, and grind them again; and at several times put the Whole into an ignited Crucible. When the Detonation is over, build up a large Fire, so as to make the Matter flow like Water. Then pour it out into a melting Cone first heated, and greased with Tallow, and keep it shaking, that the Regulus may separate and fall to the Bottom. When all is cold, free the Regulus from the Scoriar at the Top. E.

This renders Wine, in which it has been infused, Emetic.

Regulus Antimonii Martialis.

Regulus of Antimony with Iron.

Take of Antimony, Nitre, and Crude Tartar,
Tartar, each a Pound; of Pieces of Iron, half a Pound. Make the Iron red-hot in a Crucible, and gradually add the other Ingredients to it, having first ground and mixed them together; and proceed entirely after the same Manner as in making the Regulus of Antimony.

If the Regulus of Antimony, with Iron, be thus several times fused with Nitre and Tartar, it will at length become the Regulus Antimonii Stellatus, or Starry Regulus of Antimony. E.

Regulus Antimonii Medicinalis.

The Medicinal Regulus of Antimony.

Take five Parts of pure Antimony, four Parts of common Salt, and one Part of Salt of Tartar. Some alter the Proportion of the Ingredients, and take eight Parts of Antimony, seven of common Salt, and one of Salt of Tartar; but the first Proportions are most generally adhered to. These Ingredients, when beat and mixed together, are to be successively put into a red-hot Crucible. Let the Action of the Fire be raised to such a Height, that the Matter may be sufficiently and thoroughly fused. Then, after the Matter is sufficiently fused, which generally happens in a Quarter of an Hour, let it be poured into a Vessel of a conical Form, bejmeared with Tallow, or smoaked with a Candle. This Vessel is to be shaken, that, by this Means, the Regulus may be sufficiently separated from the Scoriza, and carried to the Bottom of the Vessel. Some reckon this Circumstance of Shaking so much the more necessary; because, as this Regulus is lighter than any others prepared from Antimony, it must of consequence be separated from the Scoriza, and fall to the Bottom with more Difficulty. Thus if such a Concretion, or Shaking, should be neglected, and the Mixture poured when boiling, as it were, from the red-hot Crucible into a cold conical Vessel, it frequently happens, that during the Continuation of the Ebulion, a Portion of the Scoriza is intermixed with the Regulus; an vice versa, a Portion of the Regulus remains in the Scoriza. So that, by the Overfight, we do not obtain it so pure or uncontaminated, or at least so beautiful and shining, as it would otherwise be. The Regulus, when separated from the Scoriza, resembles polished Steel or Iron; but if either in a Mortar, or upon a Marble, with, or without, the Addition of Water, it is reduced to a Powder so fine, that the shining Particles entirely disappear, it assumes a reddish, or rather a purple, Colour.

The Efficacy of this Regulus is highly extolled in Chronical Disorders, and such as arise from long-continued Obstructions of the Viscera. Hence it is much recommended in Dropcies, Epilepsies, Scurvies, and Fevers. For, as these Disorders are of a stubborn and obdurate Nature, they require Medicines which do not, like Vegetable Substances, so quickly produce their Effects, but remain for a considerable time in the Body; and, by often impelling the tenacious Matter, at last entirely break and subdue it. Hence we may easily conceive, why this Regulus must be a Medicine of singular Efficacy in submounting the Obliquity of Chronical Disorders. There are also not a Few who highly extol its Efficacy against Fevers. Mauzillus says, that it is a specific Diaphoretic in Fevers of all sorts. The same Author commends it in all Disorders, whence, to use his own Words,
Words, Sweats are wanted, because it does not, like Vegetable Substances, inflammation the Blood. Frederic Hoffman affirms, that he was informed by People, who were acquainted with this Author when alive, that he made daily use of this Regulus; and his own Praxis Chymiatrica is a concurring and additional Proof, that he did so. For in that Work he maintains, that it is of uncommon Efficacy in all Diseases where the Motion of the Lymph, and insensible Transpiration, are to be promoted. Thus he commends it in the Gout, the Appoplexy, &c. but more particularly in Fevers. This he has also done in Aet. Curis. Lugd. where he orders it to be used with a diaphoretic Regimen. Barthysen agrees with Maesius, and highly extols its sudorific Virtues in Fevers, and Cutaneous Disorders. Koenig declares himself of the same Sentiments in his Regnum Mineral. This Medicine is also commended by Some in Cales, where the State of the Lymph is bad, in Dropses, Anaforcas, &c. but particularly with regard to its Use in an Anaforca. Hoffman says, that the learned and judicious Hennike mixed it with Mercurius Dolicus, and used it under that Form with uncommon Success. Frederic Hoffman orders it to be prescribed in small Doses, with the Bezoartic Powders, in the first Stages of malignant Fevers, Small-Pox, and Dysenteries. Because, says he, by its Means a gentle Diaphoresis is brought on, and the Mucus of the Prime Visc being attenuated, the Heaviness and Uncafeinefs of the Prac- cordia are removed. And he adds, that when malignant Fevers raged pretty much in his own Country, that excellent Chymift Rolvusgus often used this Regulus with the greatest Success. Of it, together with some earthy Absorbents, he composed an alexipharmic Powder, which is in constant Use at this very Time. He farther says, that the Regulus was used by the above-mentioned Dr. Hennike in these Disorders. Maesius commends the Lixivium of its Scoriae applied externally as a proper Medicine for the Itch. And Hoffman says, that, by his Father's Advice, not only himself, but a great many others, labouring under this Disorder, used this Medicine with incredible Success: And that he remembers to have seen the Regulus itself, mixt with earthy Substances, used in the Itch; and has known it in that Form, and in conjunction with a sudorific Regimen, to remove Oedematous Swellings, especially of the Feet. Hence we may plainly perceive the Efficacy of this Regulus, in augmenting the Motions of the Humours.

Its Dose is from six Grains to one Scruple, and upwards, as the State of the Patient shall require. But before this Regulus is used, it must be so thoroughly triturated, and, upon a Marble, reduced to a Powder so fine, that none of the fhining Particles may in the least appear. For this Reduction of it to a fine Powder is absolutely requisite, both to its easy Solution, and its speedy Operation. And, if this Caution should not be observed, it remains too long in the Intestines, and may possibly give Rise to troublesome Symptoms.

**Vitrum Antimonii.**

**Glass of Antimony.**

Put two Pounds of Powdered Antimony into a large and unglazed earthen Dish, with a flat Bottom. Set it over a Fire in the Air, so that the Powder may fume, but not melt; in which Management the whole Art consists. Keep the Powder constantly fifting with an Iron Rod. There flies off a thick white fetid Fume, pernicious to the Lungs, and therefore to be avoided.
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avoided by the Operator, standing with his Back to the Wind. Continue the Calcination uniformly, till the Matter ceases to fume; then increase the Fire a little, and, if the Matter again begins to fume, continue stirring it till it leaves off. Again increase the Fire, till at length the Difl begins to grow red, whilst the Matter emits no more Fume. The Calx will be of a greyish Colour; but if the Calcination be longer continued with a stronger Fire, so as to ignite the Matter, the Calx will be yellow, and better purified from its volatile Parts. If the Fire should be strong at the first, so as to melt the Antimony, and make it lumpy, the Lumps are directly to be broke to Powder, and the Fire to be diminished. Put this Calx into a Crucible, and apply Fire round it, first at some Distance, gradually approaching it nearer, and at length bringing it quite close, so that the Crucible, being exactly covered to prevent the Coals and Ashes from falling in, may be thus uniformly heated and ignited. Increase the Fire till the Calx melts; keep it fused for half a Quarter of an Hour; then pour it out upon a dry and hot Marble. It will be a dusky, yellowish, brittle, somewhat transparent, and livid Cake, called the Glass of Antimony. It will appear the more transparent, the longer it was fused in the Fire.

This Glass of Antimony is almost mortally emetic; and when infused in Wine, that is not considerably acid, it renders the Liquor also emetic, without any great Loss of its Substance; tho' this Virtue is soon exhausted, by often repeating the Infusion.

Vitrum Antimonii Ceratum.
Cerated Glass of Antimony.

Take Glass of Antimony in Powder, one Ounce; BeesWax, one Dram. Melt the Wax in an Iron Ladle, then add the Powder. Set them on a flow Fire without Flame for the Space of half an Hour, continually stirring them with a Spatula; then take it from the Fire; pour it upon a Piece of clean white Paper, powder it, and keep it for Use. E.

The Edinburgh Medical Essays have the Honour of having published this Preparation; a Remedy of so much Consequence in obllinate Diarrheas and Dysenteries, that I think it exceeds all other Medicines in Efficacy for those Distemperers. I shall therefore give the Directions with respect to its Uses, as I find them particularized by the Publisher in the above-quoted Essays.

The ordinary Dose, for an Adult, is ten or twelve Grains; but for greater Safety, I commonly began, says he, with six. To a strong Man I have given a Scruple, which sometimes worked so mildly, that I have thought it too weak. To weakly Constitutions I give five or six Grains, increasing the Dose afterwards, according to the Operation. To a Boy of ten Years of Age, I give three or four Grains. To a Child of three or four Years, two or three. This Medicine has been practised with Success for the Dysentery, and the Preparation was kept a Secret for many Years. When first it was communicated to me, says he, I thought it so hard and dangerous a Remedy, that I had no Courage to try it for some Years; and even then began the Dose
Dose with one Grain, and increased it gradually to twenty, which was the largest Dose I ever gave. As soon as I was convinced by a Number of Experiments, that it was both mild and efficacious in curing the Dysentery, I published the Receipt in our Edinburgh News-Papers, being under no Promise of Secrecy with regard to this. I do not, says he, expect that any Physician will incline to give a full Dose at first, without better Authority than I can give to Strangers; but the Cautious may give as small a Dose as they please, and make Trials almost in any Diseaf[e, where Purgatives will do no Harm, and increase it gradually as they find it operate. He farther tells us, he gave it in Dysenteries, with or without a Fever, whether Epidemic or not. He tried it often where Bleeding and Vomiting had been premir, and where they had not, with very good Success. He never chose to give Opiates in the Beginning, especially where there was a great Sicknefs; because altho' Opiates afford great Relief to Some, yet at other times he thought both the Sicknefs and Purgation thereby increased the following Day. He never began with a larger Dose than ten Grains, because it frequently operates as violently at first, as twenty Grains at last, even upon the lame Patient. In its Operation, it sometimes makes the Patient fick, and vomit; and it purges almost every Perfon. But he has known it care without any sensible Evacuation of Sicknefs; and in violent Dysenteries, they purge seldom with it than without it. If it purge sufficiently, or fatigue the Patient any way, then intermit a Day or two between each Dose, as with other Purgatives. As Some have been cured with one Dose, to Others he has been obliged to give five or fix, especially when the first Doses have been too mild; and has often thought, a weak Dose did no good in Chronic Cases. After the second or third Dose, the Stools are seldom bloody, the Gripe and Sicknefs are much abated, and the mucous Stools are lefs viscid. Give it on an empty Stomach; for then it operates most mildly. Forbid Drinking any thing after it for three Hours, unless the Patient is very fick, or disposed to vomit; in which Case, give warm Water, as in other Vomits. Beware of giving it for a Diarrhoea in the End of a Conjumption. Some Diarrhoes have been cured of long Standing, with large Doses of it; but it has failed oftener here than in Dysenteries. He forbids the Ufe of all fermented Liquors; and recommends a Milk-Diet, with Rice, or Bread, Chicken-broth, or Water-gruel. Nothing cold should be given, unless it be a Tea-Spoonful of Jelly of Hartthorn, as often as the Patients please; and sometimes indulge them with a little Jelly of Currants to refresh their Tongue. It may be given safely to Women with Child; and to Children on the Breast you may give half a Grain.

Experience has abundantly confirmed to me the Virtues of this Remedy, as represented in the preceding Remarks. And I am informed, that crude Antimony mixed with melted Wax, instead of the Glass of Antimony, will have very good Effects in curing a Diarrhoea and Dysentery. The last I have only once experienced, and then not till after the Cerated Glass had been taken; but I had Reason to think it attended with very falutary Consequences.

Sulphur Auratum Antimonii.

Golden Sulphur of Antimony.

Take any Quantity of the Scorzie of Regulus of Antimony. Grind them to Powder whilst they are hot,
hot, and boil them for a considerable time in thrice their Weight of Spring Water. Filter the Solution (which appears of a Colour between a Yellow and a Red) thro' Cap-paper; then, by dropping into it a Due Proportion of Spirit of Vitriol, the Powder will precipitate, which is to be washed with Water, so as to edulcorate and free it from its ill Scent. E.

In the London Dispensatory this Medicine is called Sulphur Antimoniæ Precipitatum; and the Precipitation is directed to be made with Spirit of Sea-Salt. It is Carminative and Emetic; and the Dose is said to be from one to eight Grains.

Æthiops Medicinalis Plumnerii.
Plumner’s Medicinal Æthiops.

Take of Calomel, and the Golden Sulphur of Antimony, each two Drains. Reduce the Calomel to a dry Powder, and then levigate it upon a Marble, adding gradually the Sulphur of Antimony; and by long Trituration rub the Whole into a fine Powder.

This has been found by Experience to be an excellent Remedy in all Cutaneous Distempers, the Leprosy not excepted; in Venereal Distempers, and many glandular and obtinate Distempers. The Dose is seven or eight Grains twice a day. An Æthiops of not inferior Virtues may be made, by rubbing Crude Mercury with the Sulphur of Antimony, till the Mercarial Globules disappear.

Bathyrum Antimoniæ.

Butter of Antimony.

Grind two Pounds of Corrosive Mercury Sublimate to fine Powder, in a warm and dry Glass Mortar, with a Glass Pessle. Grind also separately a Pound of the best Antimony perfectly fine. Mix the two together in the Glass Mortar. They will thus grow warm; and let the Vapour be carefully avoided. Have at hand a dry Glass Retort, capable of holding three or four times this Quantity of Matter, with its Neck cut off; so as to leave a wide Mouth. Put the Powder, whilst thoroughly dry, into this heated and dry Retort; so that no Blackness may stick internally to the short Neck. Put the Retort into a Sand-Furnace fit for the Purpose, so as almost to touch the Bottom of the Iron Pot, the Neck of the Retort inclining a little downwards. Apply a Glass Receiver, with the Neck cut off, so as exactly to receive the Retort. Cover the Retort with Sand, and let the Operation be performed under a Chimney that entirely carries up the Fumes. The Retort being now warmed by a very gentle Fire, and luted on with a Mixture of Lime and Clay, raise the Fire cautiously by Degrees. The Retort will first appear cloudy, and a little Liquor come into the Receiver. Keep up this Degree till no more Liquor comes over; then increase the Fire gradually, and carefully, till an unctuous Matter rises into the Neck of the Retort, diffils into the Receiver, and coagulates in falling. Continue this Degree of Fire, and a white icy Matter will concrete, and remain in the Neck of the Retort; on both Sides of which place live Coals at a Distance, and approach them nearer by degrees, that the Neck of the Retort may become as hot as the Belly. The Matter will thus be melted, and run down into the Receiver. Continue carefully with this Degree of Fire, and afterwards increase it a little, till no more Butter rises, and all of it be melted down into the Receiver; which
which is now to be removed with great Care, to prevent any of the Vapour coming to the Lungs. Immediately stop the Receiver, and let it by; apply another, fitted in the same Manner for the Purpose; lute it on, increase the Fire, and a yellow, red, blackish, variously coloured Mass will arise. Then increase the Fire to the utmost, at last raising a Fire of Suppression, till the Sand almost grows red-hot; and leave it thus for two Hours. Let all cool; take off the Receiver, wherein some Quantity of running Mercury will be found, and an impure Butter from the sulphureous Fumes of the Sulphur of the Antimony. In the Neck of the Retort will also appear a Matter of various Colours, consisting of the Mercury, Sulphur, and Butter, compounded together; and at the Bottom of the Retort, when broke, appear Antimonial Fluids. In the Beginning of the Neck is a compact, hard, opaque, highly ponderous Mafs, which shines on the Surface contiguous to the Glass, but is rough on the other. This being ground to Powder is the true Cinnabar of Antimony, and a Thing of Value. Great Patience and Care are required in this Process; because if the Vessels or Luting crack, or the Fumes any other way escape, and are received into the Lungs, they are poisonous, on account of their Caustic Property.

The Butter of Antimony is to be rectified in a Glass Retort, till it appears of a very white Colour; taking great Care to avoid the Fumes, which may prove fatal. This Butter of Antimony is a most immediate Caustic, causing an Efschar the quickest of any thing known, and which generally separates the same Day it was formed.

I chose to give this Preparation from Boerhaave, as he has been more distinct in regard of it, than either the Edinburgh or London Dispensatories; a Circumstance which ought to be regarded in a Process attended with much Danger.

Cinnabar Antimonii.

Cinnabar of Antimony.

Take of Crude Mercury, fifteen Ounces; of common Sulphur five Ounces; Antimony Crude one Ounce and a half. Mix them well together, and sublime them in a luted Bolt-head in a naked Fire. Let the Fire be strong enough to make the Bolt-head red hot.

In the Process for preparing Butter of Antimony, another Method of making Cinnabar of Antimony is taken notice of. And the London Dispensatory directs what remains after the Distillation of Butter of Antimony, to be sublimed in a coated Retort, in order to make this Cinnabar. Much the same Virtues are ascribed to this as to the Native Cinnabar. The usual Dose is a Scruple, but it may be given in larger Quantities.

Mercurius Vitalis.

Mercury of Life.

Into a Glass of fair Water let fall a Drop of the Rectified Oil of Antimony. The Moment it falls it becomes white, turns to Powder, and sinks to the Bottom of the Vessel. Continue to drop in more, till a fourth Part of the Oil be used in respect to the Water. It instantly sinks to the Bottom, in Form of an exceeding white ponderous Powder. Stir all with a Glass Rod; and let them rest. A limpid acid Liquor will float abov
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Boo\~e, which is gently to be decant- ed. Perfectly edulcorate the Powder, by washing it in several fresh Waters, till it is entirely insipid. Dry it with a gentle Fire; and thus there will be obtained a white, insipid, ponderous Powder, called Mercurius Vitæ.

This Powder, being given in the Quantity of two or three Grains, is violently emetic. If it be for a long time exposed upon Glass to a gentle Fire, and kept constantly stirred, it loses of its Violence, and becomes less active. This Powder contains not the least Mercury, but is a pure Regulus of Antimony.

Begoardicum Joviale.
Begoar of Tin.

Take Regulus of Antimony three Ounces. Melt it in a Crucible, and add to it two Ounces of very pure Tin, so as to make a new Regulus thereof; which being levigated, mix therewith five Ounces of Corrosive Mercury Sublimate. Distil it in a Retort, and fix the Butter thence distilled, by three repeated Distillations, with thrice its Weight of Spirit of Nitre. Afterwards calcine it, and, whilst ignited, quench it in a sufficient Quantity of Spirit of Wine, and lastly dry the Powder.

This much resembles Bezoar Mineral.

Antibecticum Poterii.
Poterius's Antibectic.

Take of the Regulus of Antimony, made with Iron, six Ounces; of the best Tin, three Ounces. Melt these together in a Crucible, and pour them into a Mortar first heated and greased with Tallow; and, when the Mafs is cold, reduce it to Powder. Then add thereto thrice its Weight of very pure Nitre, and throw the Whole into an ignited Crucible, by a Spoonful at a time; where it will make a Detonation, and calcine for an Hour. Then grind the Mafs again to a very fine Powder, and pour thereto a due Proportion of hot Spirit of Water, and stir them about with a Pelle till the Water grows milky; which being thus saturated with the fine Powder is to be pored off, and fresh hot Water again added to the remaining Powder, and this to be repeated till Nothing is left at the Bottom, but a dirty Matter that will not dissolve.
Then let all the milky Liquors stand at Rest together, that the fine Powder may be precipitated; which is afterwards to be several times washed in warm Water, and then dried. E.

The Character given of this Preparation by Quincy is, that it is, accounted a forcible, penetrating, Medicine, insomuch as to make Way thro' the minute Passages, and search even the Nervous Cells; whereupon in all Disorders from that Original, it is reckoned very effectual. In those Heavinesses of the Head, Giddinesses, and Dimness of Sight, whence proceed Apoplexies and Epilepsies, it does great Service. And in all Affections and Poulnesses of the Viscera of the Lower Belly, it is reckoned inferior to Nothing, in cleaning away and discharging their Impurities. Thus it obtains in the Jaundice, Dropfies, and all Kinds of Cachexies. It is likewise esteemed of great Service, even in obstinate Venereal Cafes; in clearing the Blood from all Impressions of Contagion; and cleansing the Glands from those corrodive Recrements, which such Distempers frequently lodge upon them, and occasion Blotches and Ulcerous Deformities. In short, there is hardly a Preparation in the Chemical Pharmacy of greater Efficacy in most obstinate Chronic Distempers; but is not often met with in Prescription, altho' constantly kept in the Shops. The Dose is from six Grains to a Scruple, in Grown Persons; for it is seldom given to Children, their tender Vessels not well bearing the Force of such Medicines.

Tartarum Emeticum.

Emetic Tartar.

Take washed Crocus of Antimony, Crystals of Tartar, of each half a Pound; of Water three Pints. Boil them together for half an Hour, then filter the Water thro' Paper; and after a due Evaporation let it by, that the Salt may crystallize. L.

This is a pretty brisk Emetic, in the Quantity of a few Grains. And I have Reasons to believe it much more effectual than Ipescacunba, which is at present the fashionable Vomit.

Kermes Mineralis, five Pulvis Carthusianorum.

Kermes's Mineral, or Poudre des Chartreux.

Take of Antimony, four Pounds; Solution of Fixed Nitre per Deliquium, one Pound; Rain-Water three Pounds; and boil them for two Hours. Then the boiling Decotion is to be passing through Cap-paper. Set it in a quiet Place for twenty-four Hours, till a yellowish, or saffron-coloured, Powder sinks to the Bottom of the Vessel, the Liquor remaining clear. This Liquor being poured off by Inclination, the Powder is first washed by frequent Affusions of warm Water, till it is deprived of all its Salts; and then about four Ounces of Spirit of Wine are burnt upon it; and it is afterwards dried, and kept for Use.

This Powder is looked upon almost as a Panacea, or Universal Remedy. It sometimes excites Vomiting, especially when it meets with any Acid in the Stomach; and is sometimes cathartic, diaphoretic, and sudorific, according as it is determined by the Disposition of the Patient to act upon any one Humour more than another. It is given from one to four Grains; or sometimes, when it is
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is designed only to attenuate and divide any Viscidities in the Fluids, in the Quantity of half a Grain, repeated every three, four, or six Hours. In Acute Fevers, where there is a great Crudity and Spillitude of the Humours, it is given in small Doses with Success. It changes the crude and serous Evacuations by Stool into a more bilious Consistence; by attenuating the viscid Bile, and so disposing it to pass off by Stool. It is often given with Success in the Beginning of the Small-Pox and Measles, when they are apprehended to be of a bad Sort, at small Doses, mixed with Bezoardic Powders, or Absorbents; such as Crabs-Eyes, red Coral, Pearl, Egg-shells, Crabs-Claws, and the like. For thus it excites a Spitting and Diaphoresis, removes Anxieties, corrects the Lymph, and coagulated Serum, and raises such an Effervescence in the Blood, as tends to purify it. Glauber confirms these Virtues by the Example of seven Children in the Small-Pox. Frederic Hoffman commends the Use of this Powder in stubborn Autumnal Agues; because it powerfully opens Obstructions, particularly of the Liver, by which these Fevers are produced; especially when taken in the Quantity of a Grain, mixed with detergent antifebrile Salts, such as the Salt of Wormwood, the Febrifugous Salt of Sylvius, Vitriolated Tartar, and the like. Schroder ordered it in the Quantity of half a Grain, or a Grain, three or four times a-day in the Intermitting Fevers of Children; and commends it very much in correcting the Acimony of the Serum, and especially that of the Tears, which gives Pain in the Eyes, and produces very bad Ophthalmias. The same Author mentions a Woman labouring under Scorbutic Symptoms, and Defluxions of so acid a Kind as to corrode her Lungs, and bring on a Spitting of Blood; who, by using this Sulphur of Antimony in very small Quantities, corrected the Acimony, and stopped the Motion of this Serum, and thereby prevented the Growth of the Diseafe, which must otherwise have been of very fatal Consequence. Hoffman says, it is the most effectual Remedy in such Chronical Diseafees, as arife from long Obstructions of the Vicera. In a Drop'y, for Infance, it is very properly mixed with Fillings or Crocus of Steel and Nitre; in Eplepsies with all the Cinnahears; in the Scurvy with the Arcanum Duplicatum; in Dyfenteries with the Confeilio de Hyacinthe; in a Dysfury, or Complaints of the Stone, with white Nettle, or Pellitory Water; and even in Pleurifies and Peripneumonies, he frequently gives it in the Quantity of three or four Grains in a Glass of strong Spanish Wine, in Cardus Water, in an Infusion of red Poppies, or the Juice of Dandelion, or Borage. Junker observes, that this Powder has in many Patients suspended, in one Moment, the Effects of a suffocating Catarrh, sometimes by producing a gentle Vomiting, sometimes by Sweating, and sometimes without any sensible Evacuation; and he advises it to be mixed in these Cafe with a certain digestive Salt. It may be given very advantageously to Cachectic Girls, in the Quantity of a Grain mixed in ten Grains of Crocus Martis Aperiens, and of the Arcanum Duplicatum, the Dose being repeated twice a-day. This Powder may be given either alone, or mixed with a little Sugar, and diluted in Wine or Water, or any other proper Liquor. It is likewise sometimes given with Oil of Sweet Almonds, or in Conserve of Violets, Borage, &c. in Form of a Bolus.
It is, however, to be carefully observed, that this Powder is not to be entered on, till the Quantity of Blood has been lessened, and all the Fluids sufficiently diluted and attenuated. For as, by the use of it, the Blood is very suddenly rarified, and put into a kind of Effervescence, if the Vessels are before full, they must be still more diffended, by the increased Heat and Motion of the Blood, and other Fluids; and hurtful Congeitions may be formed in the Viscera. It ought, therefore, never to be administered, till the Dangers from a Plethora are taken off, and till the Humours have been rendered fluid by great Quantities of Diluents often repeated.
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Vinum Arthriticum.

Wine against the Gout.

Take Guaiacum and Sarparilla, of each an Ounce; Germander, Ground-pine, and dried Sage, of each three Ounces; Cowslip Flowers, Flowers of Rosmary, or Lillies of the Valley, of each half an Ounce; St. John’s-wort, six Drams; white Wine, five Quarts.

Let these Ingredients stand in Maceration three or four Days; then strain off the Wine for Use. This Medicine is of a warm and invigorating Nature, and therefore of Service not only in Disorders expressed by its Title, but in all Nervous Weakneesses, and Decays consequent to cold phlegmatic Humours and Rheums whatsoever. Two Ounces of it to be drank twice a day for six Weeks together.

Vinum Arthriticum alterum.

Another Wine against the Gout.

Take Guaiacum, two Ounces; yellow Saunderson, one Ounce; Cinnamon, Spanish Angelica-Root, Calamus Aromaticus, of each two Drams; the outer Peels of Oranges, dried, one Ounce; Flowers of Rosmary, Lavender, the Tops of Marjoram, of each half an Ounce; Germander, Sage, and Ground-pine, picked from the Stalks and dried, of each two Ounces; the Lesser Cardamoms, two Drams. Bruile all into a gross Powder, and infufe in three Gallons of Mountain Water.
tain Wine for a Fortnight or three Weeks: then strain and bottle close for Use.

This is devoutly recommended in Arthritic Habits; as it is indeed, an excellent Remedy in all Decays and Relaxations of the Nerves, from whatever Cause they proceed. It is beneficial likewise in Dropical Constitutions; inasmuch as it promotes a brisk Circulation of the Blood and Juices, and not only helps to throw off all superfluous Moistures, but also strengthens the Solids against any subsequent Redundancy of watry Humours from too lax a State of the Vessels themselves. A Wine Glass of it to be taken thrice a Day, and continued for some time.

Vinum Arbirticum Purging alterum.

Another Purging Wine against the Gout.

Take Turpeth, and Hemoptaestyls, of each two Ounces; Jalap and black Hellebore, of each one Ounce, Cinnamon, two Drums; Ginger, half an Ounce; Lavender-Flowers, one Ounce. Infuse in two Quarts of Mountain Wine for a Fortnight: then strain off for Use.

In any Obstructions of the Nerves, or Stagnation of Humours in remote Parts of the Body, this is both a pleasant and an efficacious Remedy; especially, if it be so managed as to render it an Alternative, which is done by taking it in such small Quantities as to prevent its exerting its Powers in the first Passages. By this Means it will enter the Lacteals, and by the Laws of Circulation reach the most minute Receffes; and by its active and attenuating Faculty, dissociate whatever Particles may be there already concreted, and cut off any future Lodgment of those Humours on the Joints, which form that pain-

ful Distemper, the Gout. For this End, three or four Spoonfuls of it are to be taken over Night, and to be often repeated, according to the Urgency of the Complaint.

Vinum Chalybeatum.

Steel Wine.

Take Filings of Steel, four Ounces; Rue, Pennyroyal, of each two Handfuls; Piony and Camphanum Roots, of each one Ounce; Saffron, two Drums. Infuse in two Quarts of white Wine for fourteen Days: then strain for Use.

In all Obstructions of the Womb, Liver, and Spleen, this, by its attenuating and at the same Time invigorating Quality, is justly esteemed a good Medicine. It not only promotes the Menstrual Discharges to a great Degree; but, by cleansing the Organs of Generation and strengthening the Tone of the Blood, will if used for some time even forward Conception. Two or three Ounces of it to be taken every Day for a Month or six Weeks.

Vinum Enulatum.

Elecampane Wine.

Take green Elecampane-Root, white Sugar, and Currants cut small, of each four Ounces. Infuse them cold for fourteen Days in two Quarts of white Wine.

Notwithstanding the Simplicity of this Preparation, it is of singular Ufe in Complaints of the Breast, in weak Lungs, and Asthmatic Disorders; and from the deterging Property of the Elecampane-Root will greatly help to prevent those Ulcerations, which almost ever terminate in a confirmed Consumption, and consequently Death. The same deterging Power of this Root renders this Infusion serviceable likewise in all Ca-
Cachexies, and Tendencies towards a Dropdy. A Glass of it to be drank twice a day.

Vinum Hippocraticum.

Hippocratic Wine.

Take Cloves, and Ginger, of each one Ounce; Cinnamon, and Nutmegs, of each two Ounces; grossly beat them together, and infuse in six Quarts of Canary, with three Pounds and a Half of fine Sugar. After some time, put to it three Pints of new Milk, a Lemon, and a few Slips of Rosemary. Then strain it thro' thick Flannel till it is fine.

This Wine is undoubtedly possessed of very Cordial Virtues; and therefore, suitably diluted, and with a little Lemon-juice squeezed into it, would make a proper no less than agreeable Liquor in Fevers of the low, depressed, Kind. Constantly used, it is beneficial in Disorders of the Nerves, and even in Paralytic and Apoplectic Dispositions.

Vinum Hydropicum.

Wine against the Dropdy.

Take Alhes of Broom, and Juniper, of each one Ounce; Rhenish Wine, three Pints. Mix and make a Lixivium; to which add blue Flower-de-lace Roots, one Ounce and an Half; the inner Bark of Elder Root, and Dwarf-Elder, of each one Ounce; Bark of Bittersweet, Half an Ounce; Rhubarb, two Drams; Medoccan, Half an Ounce; Caraway Seeds, six Drams; Bark of Saffirras and Winter's-Bark, Cinnamon, of each four Scruples; fine Sugar, five Ounces; Damask-Rose Leaves, two Handfuls. Infuse warm for twelve Hours; then strain for Use.

This is a very diuretic Composition, and on that account particularly consecrated to a Dropical Constitution: where it will do Service, if entered upon in time, and followed according to the Exigency of the Case. Three or four Ounces of it to be taken every Morning early. Bates and Fuller give the same with very little Alteration.

Vinum Millepedum.

Wine of Millepedes.

Take Millepedes, half a Pound; put them alive into a Quart of white Wine; and after some Days Infusion strain and press out very hard; then put in Saffron, two Drams; Salt of Steel, one Dram; Salt of Amber, two Scruples; and after three or four Days strain for Use.

This is of a greatly detergent Nature, and works very powerfully by Urine. Hence it is an admirable Medicine in Jaundice, Dropdy, or any obstructed or loaded Habit. Two Ounces of it to be taken twice a day.

Vinum Mirabile.

The Wonderful Wine.

Take Cloves, Mace, Nutmegs, Cubeb, Cardamoms, Galangal, Cochineal, Saffron, of each one Dram. Infuse in Canary, a Quart, and Spirit of Cinnamon, four Ounces for fourteen Days: then strain for Use.

In the Decline of Life, subjected, from the languid Circulation of the Blood and great Relaxation of the Vessels incident to that Period, to Lethargic, Apoplectic, Paralytic, Rheumatic, and such like Disorders, this, from its warm invigorating Virtues, will prove of singular Efficacy. As, on the contrary, Drams
of this Kind must unavoidably turn out highly detrimental to choleric and sanguine Constitutions, and expose the Body to the Danger of violent Inflammations.

Vinum Scorbaticum.

Wine against the Scurvy.

Take Sorrel, Brooklime, Water-Creffes, and Garden Scurvy-grafts, of each three Handfuls; Roots of Elecampane, blue Flower-de-luce, Horfe-Radisli, of each an Ounce and Half; Seeds of Scurvy-grafts an Ounce; white Wine, two Quarts. Let all digest two Days together; then press out hard for Setting and Use.

This Preparation, being of a very scouring and detereutive Nature, is in an especial Manner devoted to the Relief of Scorbatic Disorders. Taken in Spring-time, when the Ingredients are in their full Force and Vigour, it may break and divide whatever preternatural Cohesions of the Blood may happen to obstruct the Glands; and, by restoring the Mass to a due State of Fluidity, obviate those Feverish Dispositions, which naturally arise from any Impediment and Bar put to the necessary Secretions. Being Diuretic, and a great Quickener of the Motions of the Fluids, it may be likewise serviceable in an unwieldy Habit from flagging watry Humours, and help to throw off a Dropcy. A Glass of it to be drank twice a day, and continued for some time.

Vinum Stomachicum.

Stomach Wine.

Take Gentian-Root, Half an Ounce; Galangal, Calamus Aromaticus, Spanifh Angelica-Root, of each two Drams; Centaury-Tops, an Ounce; the outer Peel of Seville Oranges with their Juice, No. iii; Saffron, a Dram. Infuse in two Quarts of Sherry for fourteen Days; then strain for Use.

All the Ingredients of this Composition concur to render it a most grateful Bitter. Nor indeed can there be devised a more agreeable Remedy in a Want of Appetite, a cold Constitution, or any sudden Indisposition either from Intemperance, or any other Cause. A Glass of it to be taken twice a Day.

Cerovia Anti-Splenetica.

A Drink against the Spleen.

Take Guaiacum and Saffafras, of each two Ounces; boil them in a Gallon of Water to two Quarts. Put the strained Liquor into a Cask with three Gallons and a Half of new strong Ale; and hang a Bag in it while it works with the Roots of sharp-pointed Dock, eight Ounces; Horfe-Radish, four Ounces; Ash-Bark, two Ounces; Juniper-Berries, one Ounce; Seeds of Daucus and Coriander, of each Half an Ounce; Agrimony, Liverwort, Harts-tongue, and Tamarisk-Tops, of each four Handfuls.

This is very cleansing and detergent; and consequently is attended with almost a Certainty of procuring Relief in Obstructions of any of the Viscera, the Liver particularly, and the Spleen. For the same Reason it cannot well fail of being greatly serviceable in Hypochondriacal Disorders, if used for some time by way of Common Drink.

Cerovia Anti-Splenetica cum Chalybe.

A Drink against the Spleen with Steel.

Take Bark of Tamarisk, four Ounces;
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ces; of Capers, and Ash, Woods of Guaiacum and Saffafras, of each an Ounce; Herbs of Agrimony, four Handfuls; Wormwood, Dodder, of each two Handfuls. Boil them in six Gallons of Wort; and in the Working hang Filings of Steel, half a Pound, and Crude Antimony, four Ounces, in a Bag.

This is not only serviceable in the Cafes the former Drink stands recommended for; but, as it receives an additional Efficacy from the Filings of Steel and the Antimony, will contribute likewise to the Removal of Diforders peculiar to the Fair Sex, and concur to open any incidental Uterine Obstruction, the Source, if of long Continuance and obfinate, of much untoward Dejection and Uneafiness, commonly called, Vapours. To be used for some time pretty liberally.

CerovilA Aperiens.

Aperient Ale.

Take Roots of Succory, Male Fern, Liquorice, and the Five Opening Roots, of each two Ounces; Hart’s-tongue, Liverwort, Ground Ivy, Tamariff-Tops, of each two Handfuls; Juniper-Berries, sweet Fennel-Seed, of each two Ounces; Raisins of the Sun stoned, eight Ounces. Prepare them to be hung in a Bag for four Gallons of Ale.

In all Kinds of ill Habits of Body, and Foulnefses of the Vifceras, particularly those of the Liver, and Urinary Paffages, this is an admirably good Prefcription. Wherefore in the Gravel, Jaundice, Pains in the Back, Colics, Stiches of the Sides or Breast, and even in some Sorts of Asthmas, it can hardly fail of being singularly benefcial. In a hot faint Scurvy it will likewise, from its soft emollient Tendency, prove very serviceable. It will also be of excellent Use to weakly and rickety Children, provided they can be brought to drink a Quantity of it proportioned to their Diforder. It must be regularly followed for some time.

CerovilA Astringens.

Astringent Ale.

Take Roots of Comfrey, Solomon’s Seal, of each eight Ounces; Boil them in six Gallons of strong Wort to four; which strain, and, when it is tunned, pour it into Juice of Yarrow and Plantain, of each a Pound; and, while it is working, hang in it a Bag with Shepherd’s Purse, Knot Grass, Sanicle, Mouse Ear, of each four Handfuls, and a Pound of Malaga Raisins.

The Astringency of this Composition admirably well adapts it to the Removing all Complaints arifing from too relaxed a State of any Part of the Human Body. On which account in habitual Diarrheas and Dysenteries, in Hectics accompanied with colliqueative Sweats, in an Excess of the Menstrual Discharges and the Whites in Women, in Haemor­rhages from a Rupture of some minute Vessels, and in order to prevent Abortion, much good may be expected from a continued Use of it. Should it render the Bowels too costive, a little Lenitive Electuary, or any Medicine of the like Nature, will remedy that Inconvenience. It may be drank at Discretion.

CerovilA Catapforas.

A Drink against the Itch.

Take Sena, six Ounces; Mecho­can, three Ounces; Liquorice, an Ounce and a Half; Caraway- Seeds, an Ounce; Roots of Sharp-pointed Dock, a Pound and a Half; Polypody, Madder, of each Half a Pound; Scabious and Agrimo­
ny, of each three Handfuls; Crude Antimony in groats Powder, a Pound. Hang in a Bag in five or six Gallons of Ale while it is fermenting.

From Impurities contracted in the Mass of Blood very frequently succeeds an Eruption of Scabs and Blisters deforming the Surface of the Skin. In such Case this Diet-Drink, partly by correcting, partly by carrying off the offending Matter by the Intestines, will do great Service. Courses of this Nature must ever be entered upon in the Spring: because, from the laxer State the Body is generally in from the Heat of Summer, a continued Purgative Series in the Decline of the Year, by rendering it still weaker, might subject the Fluids to preternatural Conjunctions and Fermentations; and thereby occasion the Forming of Illnesses, particularly Fevers, of a very dangerous Tendency the subsequent Winter. It is to be used according to the Age and Strength of the Person.

Cerevisia Cephalica.

Cephalic Diet-Drink.

Take Guaiacum, and Saffafras, of each an Ounce. Boil them instead of Hops in six Gallons of small Wort, which ferment with a Bag suspended in the Vessel of Roots of Male Piony six Ounces; Angelica, two Ounces; Calamus Aromaticus, Galangal, of each an Ounce; Betony, Sage, Ground-Pine, white Horehound, of each two Handfuls; Rue and Stocchas, of each a Handful; Orange-peel, an Ounce; Cardamoms, Juniper-Berries, of each two Ounces.

This Preparation is in the foremost Rank of this Class of Medicines, and therefore too much cannot be said in its Recommendation. From the

Warmth and Vigour it communicates to the Nerves and Animal Juices, it is an effectual Preservative against Catarrhs, Defluxions of Rheum, Coughs, Dropitcal Indispositions, Paralytic Disorders, and whatever is apt in the Decline of Life to affect the Head, that Source and Origin of all Vital Motion, in any extraordinary Manner. And even in habitual Epilepsies, in Vertiginous and Convulsive Shocks of the respective Parts, an Abatement at least of the Violence of those Attacks may very rationally be expected from this powerful though easy Remedy. To be taken pretty plentifully.

Cerevisia Cholerica.

A Diet-Drink for the Green-Sicknes.

Take Roots of Madder, Smallage, Butcher's-Broom, Zedoary, of each four Ounces; Leaves of Mother-wort, Pennyroyal, Mugwort, of each two Handfuls; Thyme, Dittany of Crete, of each a Handful; Daucus-Seed, three Ounces; Grains of Paradise, an Ounce; Fillings of Steel, Half a Pound. Hang them in a Bag in four Gallons of Ale, during its Fermentation.

An irregular Appetite in young Girls before the usual Time of the Eruption of the Menstrual, such as the Eating of Chalk, Wall, &c. occurs commonly enough; together with a pallid Complexion, Shortness of Breath, and a great Inability for Action; and in short every Symptom incident to those of a full-grown Age from a Suppression of the Utterine Monthly Discharges: In such obtrusive Circumstances, it will be very advisable to mix some of this Composition with the Common Drink; but in a Proportion, that will
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will not create any Nausea or Disgust against a continued Use of it. From what is said, it must of course be supposed, if but little diluted, a very efficacious Remedy in all Obstructions of the Womb whatever; nor indeed can there for such Purposes be devised, in this Form, either an easier, or a better.

Cerevisia Deficcans.

The Drying Diet-Drink.

Take Quaiacum, and Saffafra, of each two Ounces; yellow and red Saunders, Ivory, Hartthorn, Sar-saparilla, and China, of each an Ounce; Liquorice, Aniseed, and Juniper-Berries, of each two Ounces; Raisins, Half a Pound; Antimony grosly powdered, and tied in a Bag, a Pound. Put the Whole into four Gallons of Ale.

This is a good Sweetner of the Blood, and consequently serviceable in the Itch, Leprosy, old running Ulcers, and all Cutaneous Foulnesses and Eruptions; partly by asssisting inensible Perpiration, partly by blunting the Points of such acrimo-nious Salts in the Humours, as erode the small Glands, and deform the Skin. To be drank at Discretion.

Cerevisia Diuretica.

A Diuretic Ale.

Take Mustard-Seed bruised, four Ounces. Infuse in a Quart of Ale, and after three or four Days drink a Glass of it every Morning, filling up the Bottle every time, as long as the Seed gives any Strength to it.

This is warm, attenuating, and detergrent, no less than a Remedy very eaily procured. From these Qualities, and that of moving Urine powerfully, it is properly advised in a Dropy, Scurvy, the Gravel, Para-

lytic Indispositions, and in all Disorders that derive their Origine from the Head.

Cerevisia Hydropica.

A Diet-Drink for a Dropy.

Take Broom-Ashes, Half a Pound; Roots of Horse-Radish, four Ounces; Orris, Calamus Aromaticus, and Elecampane, of each two Ounces; Quaiacum, Saffafras, Juniper-Berries, and Dausc-Seed, of each an Ounce, Mustard-Seed, two Ounces. Hang the Whole in a Bag in four Gallons of Ale while it is working.

This is de-obstructuent and diuretic; and therefore furnished with very desirable Powers for accomplishing a Cure, in that Species of the Dropy, termed Anasarca. But in an Alcies, as Dr. Fuller observes, a Medicine of this Nature will be rather prejudicial: inasmuch as its destructive Faculty will still further promote the Extravasation of Serum. A Pint of it to be taken every Morning fasting.

Cerevisia Icterica.

A Diet-Drink against a Jaundice.

Take Shavings of Ivory, an Ounce; white Horehound, four Handfuls. Boil in six Gallons of new Wort to four, which strain: and, when tanned, hang in a Bag, while it works, sharp-pointed Docks-Roots, six Ounces; Turmeric, and Madder Roots, of each an Ounce; Nettles, three Ounces; Leaves of Celandine, Clovers, Strawberries, (both Leaves and Roots) Berberry-Bark, of each three Ounces; fresh Sheep's-Dung tied up in a Bag, two Ounces; Millepedes, eight Ounces; and eight Ounces of Filings of Steel.

This will powerfully scour all the Glands, and free them from any Degree
Degree of Obstruction; and, while it is performing these Offices, gives fresh Elasticity to the Solids. Wherefore, even in the most obstinate Jaundice it will generally prevail, and the Use of it is a very effectual Bar against Approaches from any Dropical Quarter. To be taken by way of Common Drink.

*Cerevisia Juniperina.  
Juniper-Ale.*

Take Juniper-Berries well bruised, four Ounces; Raisins of the Sun, Half a Pound. Hang in four Gallons of Ale.

This is a very grateful Remedy either in Nephritic or Hypochondrial Disorders. A Glass of it to be drank twice or thrice a-day.

*Cerevisia Pectoralis.  
A Pectoral Diet Drink.*

Take China-Roots, four Ounces; Sarsaparilla, Comfrey, and Liquorice, of each two Ounces; Orrice, Elecampane, of each an Ounce; Shavings of Ivory, Hartshorn, yellow and red Saunders, of each Half an Ounce; Hart's-Tongue, Wall-Rue, Ground-Ivy, and Scabious, of each four Handfuls; Aniseeds, two Ounces; Malaga-Raisins, Half a Pound. Put the Whole into a Bag, and hang in four Gallons of Ale.

In a thin sharp Blood, productive of Hectic Heats, and a dry husky Cough, this Drink will be found of considerable Service: As it is indeed adapted to the Relief of all Disorders of the Breast, Catarrhs, and a Confumptive Disposition. From the Ingredients it is impregnated with it will likewise do Good in a Scorbatic Habit. To make it subservient to these salutary Purposes, it must be drank in a proportionable Quantity.

*Serum Catharticum.*

Furring Whey.

Take fresh Damask-Rose-Buds picked, an Ounce. Put them into a Quart of Whey over Night, and strain out, and drink the next Morning.

This is very kind and gentle in its Operation. It will notwithstanding effectually cleanse the first Passages.

*Serum Sinapinum.*

Mustard Seed Whey.

Take Milk, a Quart. Boil it, and turn it with three Spoonfuls of Mustard-Seed. Take off the Curd, and keep the Whey for Use.

Mustard-Seed, from its Faculty of stimulating the Solids, and attenuating the Fluids to no inconsiderable a Degree, is serviceable in all Vicissitudes of the Humours, and Relaxations of the Vessels; and is therefore advisable in Paralytic Cases, and the Decays and Defluxions incident to old Age. Being also very Diuretic, it must of course be beneficial in Asthmatic and Dropical Complaints. This is a good Method of conveying its Virtues, and may be drank at Discretion.

---

**C H A P. II.**

**Of Decotions.**

All that Part of Extemporaneous Pharmacy, employed in extracting the Medicinal Virtues of Simples by Boiling, is comprised under this Head of Decotions. Very little Instruction is necessary in regard of the Management of these Kinds of Compositions: It being sufficient to observe, that the harder Bodies,
Bodies, such as Woods, dried Roots, &c. require a longer Boiling; whereas bare Scalding is enough in respect of Ingredients of a looser Texture, such as Herbs and Seeds: Which indeed a contrary Procedure would be greatly detrimental to. In common Prescription these Preparations are frequently filled Aposems. Those of an Astringent or of a Cathartic Property, in order to their being rendered more elegant to the Sight, and more grateful to the Taste, may be clarified. But a Process of this Nature would deprive those the Mucilaginous and Emollient Classes of the greatest Part of the good Effect expected from their Efficacy.

Decoction Album.

A White Drink.

Take Powder of burnt Hartthorn, two Ounces; Spring-Water, three Pints. Boil it away to Half, with a Crust of Bread in it, and some Cinnamon: Then strain, and sweeten it with double-refined Sugar.

In the Small-pox, Measles, and indeed in all Kinds of Fevers and acute Diseases, where the Intestines, from too violent an Irritation of their Fibres by acid or acrid Humours, are too much solicited to an Evacuation of the Serous Matter of the Blood by their Canal, or are in a State of too great Relaxation, this Absorbent and Sub-Astringent Decoction, taken by way of Common Drink, will be found ended with salutary Qualities equal perhaps to those of more pompous Compositions. But, as we hinted above, before the Exhibition of any Thing of this Sort, it must be maturely weighed, whether the Stools in question are not critical, and a lucky Effort of Nature to get rid of what oppresses her, by dispatching the offending Matter from the Blood and Juices by that Outlet. In which Case they ought rather to be encouraged than checked.

Decoction Allii.

The Garlick Decoction.

Take Chips of Guaiacum, three Ounces; Zedoary Roots, an Ounce, and a Half. Boil them in six Quarts of Spring Water to three Quarts; adding towards the End Roots of Garlick, three Ounces; Seeds of Anise, Daucus, and Cummin, of each an Ounce; and to the strained Liquor put Spirit of Scurvy-grass, Half an Ounce.

This participates both of Absorbent and Diuretic Properties; and will on those accounts be serviceable wherever a Redundancy of Humours is predominant, as they are in a particular Manner abounding in a Dropsy. In some Asthmatic Complaints likewise, it will prove an efficacious Remedy, the Share the Garlick has in it rendering it a powerful Expectorant. Six Ounces of it may be taken twice a day.

Decoction Altheae.

The Marsh-Mallow Decoction.

Take Roots of Marsh-Mallows, two Ounces; and of the Herb one Handful. Boil in three Pints of Barley-Water to a Pint and a Half: Strain, and add of Compound Horse-Radish Water, and Brandy, of each four Ounces; Berries of Juniper and Bays, of each Half an Ounce; Seeds of Anise, sweet Fennel, Caraway, and wild Daucus, of each two Drams. Make a warm and close Infusion for two Hours: Then strain, and diffuse in the Liquor, over a gentle Fire, Gum Arabic, an Ounce, and Syrup of Mercury, four Ounces.

This
This is a singularly good Diuretic Composition, and very efficacious, according to Dr. Fuller, in removing any gritty Matter or Gravel, that may obstruct the Kidneys and Urinary Passages. At the same time it blunts the Points of acrimonious Salts, and eases Pain.

Decoctum Amarum Aromaticum.

An Aromatic Bitter Decoction.

Take Roots of Calamus Aromaticus, and Gentian, of each two Drams; Galangals, a Dram and a Half; Herbs of Centaury, and dried Wormwood, Flowers of Camomile and Stroechas, of each a Dram. Boil in three Pints of Water to a Quart; adding at the last Caraway-Seeds bruised, Half an Ounce. Strain.

The Quantity here assigned is calculated for Doses, to be taken in the Morning fasting, and at five o'Clock in the Afternoon. It is a good Re-istorative in a Want of Appetite, and may be repeated according to the Exigency of the Case.

Decoctum Emeticum, & Febris fugum.

A Decoction against Vomiting, and Fevers.

Take six Drams of Salt of Wormwood. Boil This in three Pints of Spring-Water: Skim it, and gradually drop into it of Spirit of Vitriol as much as will sufficiently impregnate it; then add three Ounces of strong Alexeterial Water, with the like Quantity of double-refined Sugar.

This is here inserted from the Medulla Medicinae Univerfae, a New Compendious Dispensatory, compiled by the King's Physicians and Surgeons, the Surgeon-General, and Apothecary-General of the Army, for the Use of the Military Hospital abroad during the late War. * Fevers, says the Editor in his Comment subjoined to this Prescription, ' from too lax a State of the Fibres of the Stomach, are often attended with Nausea, and frequent Reckings to vomit. In that Case, this is a good Medicine; inasmuch as three Spoonfuls of it taken between whiles, particularly after every Return of that Symptom, seldom fail in a few Hours to give Relief.

And, in regard of Agues and Intermittents, it is observable, that the Bark has frequently succeeded after the Use of this Decoction, which before was taken to no manner of Purpose.'

Decoctum Anti-Phthisicum.

A Decoction against Consumptions.

Take Ox-Eye-Daisy-Flowers dried, one Handful; Snails washed clean, No three; candied Eryngo-Root, Half an Ounce; Pearl-Barley, three Ounces. Boil these Ingredients in Spring-Water from a Pint and a Half to a Pint: Then strain for Use.

A Quarter of a Pint of this Decoction taken warm twice a-day, with an equal Quantity of Milk, will very much contribute to correct the Acrimony of the Blood and Fluids in a Consumptive Constitution; and by its soft smoothing Quality help to restrain the Rapidity of the Circulation attendant on Hectics; and consequently moderate the colliquative Sweats so usual in that Kind of Fevers.

Decoctum Aperiens.

An Opening Apozem.

Taking Parsley and Fennel Roots, of each an Ounce; Barks of Capers and Tamarisk, of each half an Ounce; Herbs of Ceterach, Hart's Tongue, Agrimony, and Liverwort.
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wort, of each a Handful. Boil these in Water, and white Wine added towards the last, of each a Pint and a half, to eighteen Ounces. When it is strained, put to it Simple Oxymel, and Syrup of the Five Opening Roots, of each two Ounces; and mix for Use.

This is a noble Detergent and Diuretic; and may therefore be greatly serviceable in obstructed Cales. A Quarter of a Pint of it to be drank thrice a day.

Decoction Balsamicum.

A Balsamic Decoction.

Take Malaga Raisins stoned and sliced, two Ounces; Roots of China, Saffafras, Liquorice, of each half an Ounce; Shavings of Hart’s-horn and Ivory, of each two Drams; Tops of St. John’s-wort, a Handful. Boil these Ingredients in three Pints of Barley-Water to a Quart; Strain, and add to it Diacodium, two Ounces. This, from the pectoral and healing Tendency of its Ingredients, is frequently advised in a Consumptive Habit; to be taken twice or thrice a day, a little warm, with Milk.

Decoction Catechu.

A Decoction of Japan Earth.

Take Japan Earth, two Drams. Boil in a Pint of Spring-Water, to three Quarters of a Pint. Let it stand to subside, and, having poured off the clear, add strong Cinnamon-Water, and Syrup of Quinces, of each two Ounces.

This is a proper Remedy in all Kinds of Fluxes, and preternatural Discharges of the Lower Belly, if given with Caution and Circum­spection; viz. after a Dose or two of Rhubarb, or some Medicine of that Nature, in order to evacuate the slimy stimulating Matter, that may have produced the Disorder. Two or three Ounces of it to be taken three or four Times a day.

Decoction Catechu Compositum.

A Compound Decoction of Japan Earth.

Take Guaiacum, Saffafras, of each three Drams; yellow and red Saunders, of each two Drams; Powder of Japan Earth, half a Dram; Liquorice, an Ounce; dried Sage, a Handful. Boil these Ingredients in three Pints of Barley-Water to a Quart. Strain, and, when settled, add to it Diacodium, two Ounces.

In a Catarrh, and Defluxions, productive of Coughs, and Disorders of the Breast, this Composition may be of Service; partly by putting a drop to the accustomed Drain of Humours, partly by affisting their Discharge thro’ the Cutaneous Pores by Perpi­ration. Three or four Ounces of it may be drank thrice a day.

Decoction Chamapigzos.

Decoction of Ground-pine.

Take Ground-pine dried, two Handfuls; Flowers of Sceechas, two Drams; Male Piony-Roots, an Ounce. Boil in three Pints of Spring-Water to a Quart. Strain, and add Spirit of Scurvygrafs and Lavender, of each an Ounce. Mix.

A quarter of a Pint of this Decoction, with twenty Drops of Spirit of Sal Armoniac, drank thrice a day constantly for some time, is recom­mended as a good Preservative against
Decoction Diureticum.

A Diuretic Apozem.

Take Roots of Fennel, Asparagus, of each two Ounces; Winter-Cherries, No. twelve; Golden Rod, two Handfuls. Boil in Water and White Wine, (the latter being added towards the End) of each half a Pint to twelve Ounces. To the strained Liquor add: Compound Horse-Radish-Water, two Ounces; Juice of Parsley depurated, Syrup of Marshmallows, of each four Ounces; Millepedes (tied up in a Rag bruised alive, and washed out into it) No. three hundred; Sal Prunelle, two Ounces.

This is endued with very strong Diuretic Powers; and consequently must be serviceable in the Jaundice, Dropsy, and all Obstructions of the Kidneys, and Urinary Passages. Two Ounces of it to be taken thrice a day.

Decoction Edulcorans.

A Sweetning Decoction.

Take Sarsaparilla and China Roots, of each three Ounces; yellow and red Saunders, Harthorn, and Ivory, of each six Drams. Infuse for some Hours, and then boil in six Quarts of Water to the Consumption of Half, and then strain for Use.

In all ill Habits of the Body, from too sharp or saline a Predominancy in the Fluids, this will make a very good Common Drink. And even in Leprosies, and Venereal Disorders, it may not prove altogether unsuccessful. To render it more grateful to the Palate, it may be sweetened with double refined Sugar.

Decoction Emmenagogum.

An Apozem to Promote the Menstrues.

Take Roots of Smallage, two Ounces; Calamus Aromaticus, Bayberries, of each two Drams; Zedoary, Cubebs, of each a Dram and a half; Mace, two Scruples; Galangal, Grains of Paradise, of each half a Scruple; Dittany of Crete, Pennyroyal, of each a Handful. Boil in a Quart of Water and a Pint of White-Wine to eight and twenty Ounces. When strained, add to it Tincture of Saffron, (made with Treacle-Water) an Ounce; and mix for Use.

In Obstructions of the Womb, and a Suppression of the Menstrual Pur-gations in the Fair Sex, this Preparation, especially if afflicted by proper Cathartics, and moderate Exercise, will so invigorate the Blood, that the Uterine Arteries must at length be determined to open their Orifices, and give way to the Flux ordained by Nature to be periodically and at rated Times discharged in that Manner. About six Ounces of it to be taken twice or thrice a day.

Decoction Fracotherii.

Fracotherii's Decoction.

Take Dialcordium, six Drams; Alexeterial Milk-water, ten Ounces. Boil away to eight: then strain, and add Mint-Water, half an Ounce; strong Cinnamon-Water, two Ounces; Diaecodium, an Ounce and a half.

In Symptomatical Fluxes of the Belly attendant on Fevers, three or four Spoonfuls of this Decoction taken between whiles, particularly after every Stool, will be of singular Use and Efficacy: there being Nothing in the whole Materia Medica equally powerful to restrain that Dis-
Disorder, as the principal Ingredient, that enters this Composition.

Decoction Idericum.
A Decoction against the Jaundice.
Take Roots of Turmeric, Madder, of each an Ounce; Celandine Roots and Leaves, of each two Handfuls; Earth-Worms slit, opened, and washed clean No. twenty. Boil in Water and Rheuth Wine, of each a Pint and a half to eight and twenty Ounces. To the strained Liquor add Tincture of Saffron an Ounce; Syrup of the Five Opening Roots, three Ounces; and mix for Use.

This Medicine is entirely calculated for corresponding with the Intention specified by its Title. And be the Obstructions of the Liver never so obilcute, four Ounces of it, drank three times a day, will leave all the room in nature, from its powerfully detergent and diuretic Qualities, to hope for good Success.

Decoction Incrapans.
An Incrassating Decoction.
Take Gum Arabic grossly powdered, three Ounces. Boil in Water (carefully stirring it, that it burn not to the Bottom) from a Quart to eight and twenty Ounces; and sweeten it with Syrup of Marsh-Mallows, four Ounces.

In a thin, hot, and acrimonious State of the Blood and Humours, this Decoction, furnished as it is with extraordinarily agglutinating and smoothing Properties, sheaths as it were the sharp Points of the predoominant Salts; and consequently is a very efficacious Remedy in a Diabetes, Scalding of Urine, and a tickling Cough. In a Strangury likewise, arising from the Application of Blisters, it never fails to give Relief.
This is a celebrated Medicine and of admirable Use in a Consumptive Habit. This Quantity drank every Morning will gradually restore a Balsamic Texture to the Blood and Juices, and secure the Nutrition requisite to the Parts for their continuing to carry on the Vital Functions. It must be stirred all the while it is boiling, to prevent its running over, or burning to the Bottom.

Decocium Malvae.

The Mallows Decocition.

Take whole Mallows-Leaves, eight Handfuls. Boil in eight Pints of Water to six. Let the Liquor run thro’ a Sieve without Squeezing. Put into it more Mallows, about four Handfuls. Boil again to two Quarts; then strain, and let it stand to settle. This done, pour off the clear, and put into it Marsh-Mallows-Roots, four Ounces; Liquorice, Raisins, of each an Ounce; Gum Arabic, half an Ounce; Sal Prunella, two Ounces. Boil to a Quart; and, when strained, sweeten it with two Ounces of Syrup of Marsh-Mallows for Use.

The whole extensive Province of Medicine cannot supply a Composition of a more emollient and lubricating Nature, than this Decocition. Wherever a saline Disposition of the Blood, and an Acrimony of the Humours prevail, it will by its softening and alkaline Properties heal and obtund those offending Particles; and by its relaxing and gently diuretic Quality procure an easy Passage for them thro’ the Glands of the Kidneys. Therefore in Tickling Rheums, Stranguries, and Complaints of that Kind, it is advantageously ordered. To be drank diirectionally.

Decocium Nephriticum.

A Decocition against the Stone.

Take Roots of Marsh-Mallows, an Ounce and a Half; Liquorice, Half an Ounce; Golden-Rod, two Handfuls; Pellitory of the Wall, and Marsh-Mallows, of each a Handful; Figs, No four; Juniper Berries, Seeds of Macedonian Parly, Burdock, Gromwell, (to be added about the Middle of the Decocition) of each a Dram. Boil in three Pints of Poffet-Drink, turned with White-Wine, to eight and twenty Ounces: then strain, and sweeten it with four Ounces of Syrup of Marsh-Mallows.

This is a pretty powerful Diuretic; and, where the Obstruction in Nephritic Cases discovers a Tendency towards being removed by the Breaking away of Gravel, or gritty Matter, this Decocition will promote its Exit to a great Degree. It may be drank plentifully.

Decocium Pacificum.

The Pacific Decocition.

Take Salt of Tartar made with Nitre, three Ounces; Flowers of Poppies, Juniper-Berries, and Roots of black Hellebore, of each eight Ounces; Lime-Water, six Quarts. Boil with a gentle Fire for twenty four Hours; and, when cool, strain thro’ a thick Flannel.

This is very attenuating and detergent; and of a diuretic and diaphoretic Nature. Whence it greatly avails in Scorbutic Rheumatisms, and in a vitious and fizy State of the Blood and Humours; detaching the peccant Matter out of the Body both by Urine and Perpiration. It will like-
wife procure Eafe in violent Pains. But the better to secure this Effect from it, two or three Drams of Opium may be added to the Composition; which will also heighten its Sudorific Property, and render it serviceable in Arthritic Tortures. One cannot properly adjut the Dose: which must still be proportioned to the Strength of the Patient, and Exigency of the Case; and given for the most part every Night on going to Bed.

Decoction Peruvianum.

A Decoction of the Bark.

Take two Ounces of the Bark in powder, and Half an Ounce of Nitre. Boil thefe in three Pints of Spring Water. When Half is boiled away, strain the Remainder for Ufe.

This is likewise taken from the Medulla Medicine Universae, &c. above mentioned. The Virtues of the Bark, says the Comment on this Head, that noble Product of Peru, are too well known at this Day, to stand in need of any Explanation, or Recommendation: which, besides its Efficacy in Fevers, is extended now to Wounds and Mortifications. On which Score Dr. Mead prescribes a Dram of it every six Hours (with Alum and Oil of Vitriol between whiles) in that terrible Species of the Small-Pox, justly stiled the Bloody Kind: where the Skin is over-run with black Spots that are real Gangrene, and a Discharge of Blood issues by all the Outlets of the Body. He enjoins it again, or the Extract of it, (which is generally more commodious) in the Small-Pox, whenever a fingle or a double Tertian accompanies the Fever attendant on that Distemper; to be given at due Intervals, till there be no farther Return of the Fits. Nor are there, as he suggests, in reality, the least Grounds, on this Occasion, for fearing any Obstruction, that can arise from this Drug, to the Maturation of the Pustules: but, on the contrary, as this additional Fermentation of the Blood, and the Perturbation of the Humours may easily put a Stop to Suppuration, by suppressing of thefe, all Things go on happily and uninterruptedly. Tho' in the first place, as the Doctor observes, the Belly ought to be loofened by a Clyfter. This Form of taking it is contrived for those, whose Stomach, perhaps, would be apt to recoil on swallowing it in Substance. The Dose is five or six Spoonfuls every three or four Hours. If an Ague, or Intermittent Fever, be the Cafe, it will be of great Ufe, before the Exhibition of it, to unload the Stomach, and first Passages, by a gentle. Vomit of about five and twenty Grains of Ipecacoanha. Should it go off by Stool, and so in regard of the Intention it is here given to anfwier, prove unsuccessful, ten Drops of Liquid Laudanum, in any proper Drink, will prevent that Effect of it.

Decoction Pleuriticum.

A Pleuritic Decoction.

Take Pennyroyal, Hyffop, and Camomile Flowers, of each a Handful; Balls of Stone-Horse-Dung, No. eight. Steep in a clofe Vefsel three or four Hours over the Fire with Barley-Water and White-Wine, of each a Pint. Then press out hard, and to the clarified Liquor add Compound Horse-Radish Water, four Ounces, and Syrup of the Five Opening Roots, two Ounces. Mix for Ufe.
This is a very powerful and efficacious Medicine in Pleuritic Pains, and obliterates Stitches in the Side. It will act both as a Diuretic and Diaphoretic; and of course discharge the Morbid Matter partly by Urine, partly thro' the Pores of the Skin. Three or four Ounces of it may be taken every six Hours. But plentiful Bleeding ought to precede the Use of it; and indeed of every other Remedy administered in these Complaints.

Decoctum Refrigerans.
A Cooling Apozem.
Take Spring Water, six and twenty Ounces. Make it boil, and then put in Juice of Lemons and fine Sugar, of each two Ounces; Cochineal, a Scrupule. Let it continue boiling till the Scum be taken off; and put to it four Ounces of Damask-Rose-Water.

This is an exceedingly grateful Drink, and may be of sufficient Use in Fevers accompanied with a troublesome Thirst; as it will dilute and relax the crisp Fibres that occasion it, and communicate at the same time a most agreeable Sensation to the Stomach. As it is of a Diuretic Nature, it will help likewise to wash off the Impurities of the Blood by the Urinary Passages. It may be drank at Discretion.

Decoctum Refringens.
An Astringent Decotion.
Take Armenian Bole, an Ounce; soft white Chalk, three Ounces. Boil in three Pints of Spring-Water to fix and twenty Ounces. Strain, and let it subside; and to the clear poured off add Dianthorium, Half an Ounce; Cinnamon-Water, Syrup of Quinces, and of dried Roeses, of each two Ounces.
namon-Water, and Plague-Water, of each four Ounces, and a little Loaf Sugar.

In a low depressed Fever, accompanied with a Loofening, this Decoction will be of sensible Service; as it will check the Stools by degrees, and at the same time by its cordial Property help to support the sinking Spirits. To be taken every now and then, in a greater or less Quantity, according to the Urgency of the Disorder.

Decoction Sanitivum.  
The Healing Decoction.  
Take Sarsaparilla, six Ounces;Currants cut small, Half a Pound. Infuse according to Art, and boil in six Quarts of Water to three. When cold, cast into it half a Pound of unflaked Lime. Let it subside, and pour off the clear, and keep it in Bottles for Use.  
This is a great Dryer and Absorbent, and is very efficacious in cleansing foul floughy Ulcers. In tetterous Eruptions it can hardly fail, as the Alkaline Salts of the Lime, its main Ingredient, must naturally destroy the predominant Acidity in the Blood that gave them Birth. It is likewise an admirable Remedy in a Diabetes. To be drank pretty freely.

Decoction Scarletivum.  
The Scarletiaum Decoction.  
Take Sal Prunellae, an Ounce; double-refined Sugar, an Ounce; Cochineal, a Scruple. Powder these all together, and put them into a Quart of boiling Water. Let the Water remain boiling till it be scummed. When cool, decant it for Use.  
In a hot, inflammatory, Disposition of the Blood, this cooling Diuretic Apozem will be very conducive to the Restoring it to its natural Temperament. It is very serviceable in a sore Throat, and in a Scalding of the Urine in a Gonorrhoea. About two Ounces of it to be taken on those Occasions twice a day.

Decoction Scorzonerae.  
A Decoction of Scorzonera.  
Take Pearl-Barley, Half an Ounce; Roots of Scorzonera, two Ounces; Sorrel-Roots, one Ounce; Leaves of Wood-Sorrel, a Handful. Boil these Ingredients in three Pints of Spring-Water to eight and twenty Ounces. When strained, add to it Syrup of Lemons and Raspberries, of each two Ounces, and mix for Use.  
This is a good Diluter in Fevers, and, from the Property of the Scorzonera, participates in some degree of the Nature of an Alexipharmic. It may be drank at Pleasure.

Decoction Serpentarie.  
A Decoction of Snake-root.  
Take three Drams of Virginia Snake-root bruised, and boil it in a Pint of Spring Water to Half a Pint. Strain it off, and add thirty Drops of Liquid Laudanum, with a Dram of Sal Volatile Oleofum, and Half an Ounce of Syrup of Orange-Peels.  
This is moreover extracted from the Medulla Medicinae Universae, &c. and, as the Comment on it intimates, directed in Fevers of the more malignant Kind, where the Pulse is low and languid, the Body clammy, and the Patient at the same time very restless; as it invigorates the Blood, opens the obstructed Nerves, procures Sleep, and is a most powerful Alexipharmic. In the Small-pox likewise,
(agreeably to what Dr. Mead
writes on that Head) where the
Pustules, that ought now to ripen,
make no Advances, from Nature's
being sluggish and unable to per-
form her Part, towards Suppura-
tion; this Decoction, by render-
ing the Blood more rapid in its
Motion, and by thinning the Hu-
mours, will greatly help to pro-
mote it. The Dose is two or three
Spoonfuls every four Hours, Blis-
tering in a Degree, proportioned
to the Extremity of the Case,
ought to accompany the Use of it.

Decoction Stypicum.
A Stypic Decoction.

Take Roots of Nettles, and Com-
frey, of each an Ounce and a
Half; the Herbs Yarrow, and
Plantain, of each a Handful;
Pomegranate-Peel, and Gum A-
rabic, of each two Drams; Seeds
of white Poppy, and Henbane, of
each three Drams. Boil in three
Pints of Spring-Water to eight
and twenty Ounces. Strain, and
add Sugar of Lead, a Scruple;
Syrup of dried Roses, four Ounces;
Mix.

This is of a cooling and agglutina-
ting Nature; and, being besides
sub-astringent, four Ounces of it,
along with a Scruple of Crocus Mar-
riss Astringens made into a Bolus,
may be very properly ordered to be
taken twice a day in any involuntary
Discharges of Blood from the gaping
Orifices of the Vesicles.

Decoction Tartari.
A Decoction of Tartar.

Take Shavings of Ivory, Half an
Ounce; Roots and Leaves of
Strawberries, four Handfuls;
White-Wine Tartar powdered,
Half an Ounce; Salt of Tartar,
two Drams. Boil these in a Quart
of Spring-Water to a Pint and a
Half. To the strained Liquor
add Mint-Water, and Magisterial
Worm-Water, of each two Ounces;
Aqua Mirabilis, four Ounces;
Loaf-Sugar, two Ounces; and
mix for Use.

This is a good Diuretic, and De-
obstructive, and consequently may be
very serviceable in several obstructed
Cases, particularly a Jaundice. Four
Ounces of it to be taken twice or
thrice a day.

CHAP. III.

Of Infusions, Emulsions, and Jucies.

Infusions imply a Steeping of the
Ingredients in hot Liquids, and
in this only differ from Decoctions.
In Emulsions, the Oily or Milky
Part of Seeds or Kernels are ex-
tracted by bruising them in Liquids
corresponding with the Case wherein
they are prescribed. With an Egg
and a little Balsam of the Turpen-
tine Kind, Oils likewise may be
made to assume this Form; which
indeed under careful Management is
a very elegant one.

Infusum Alexipharmacum.
An Alexipharmic Infusion.

Take Scordium dried and picked,
two Drams; Venice-Treacle, three
Drams; Plague-Water, four
Ounces, Alexeterial Milk-Water,
twelve Ounces; a whole Lemon
sliced and squeezed into it. Let
all these Ingredients stand in a
close Infusion three or four Hours:
Then strain, and sweeten for Use.

In Fevers of the low depressed
Class, the entire Reverse of those of
an inflammatory Nature, the Use of
a Me-
a Medicine of this Kind will be altogether proper and judicious: Which, by its cordial and diaphoretic Qualities, will raise the sunk Spirits, and very much contribute to the promoting a critical Discharge of the febrile Matter thro' the Pores of the Skin. Blistering will be advisable during the Demand for such a Remedy. Four Spoonfuls of this Infusion are to be taken every two Hours.

Infusum Amarum Simplex.
The Simple Bitter Infusion.

Take Gentian Root, and the Tops of Roman Wormwood, of each two Drams; the outer Peel of Seville-Oranges dried, and the Jeffer Cardamom-Seeds, of each a Dram. Infuse them in a Pint of boiling Water, and, when cold, strain it out for Use.

This Infusion, however easy and unpompous its Preparation, is a direct and natural Remedy in a cold weak Stomach, and a Decay of Appetite. A Glass of it to be taken on those Occasions every Morning, and at Five o’Clock in the Afternoon.

Infusum Amarum Chalybeatum.
A Bitter Infusion with Steel.

Take Gentian-Root, two Drams; Seville Orange-Peels dried, Half an Ounce; Winter’s-Bark and Spanish Angelica Root, of each a Dram; Saffron, Half a Dram; Tops of Centaury and Roman Wormwood, of each Half a Handful; Filings of Steel, an Ounce. Infuse these Ingredients cold in Compound Gentian-Water, and strong White-wine, of each a Pint, for eight Days, often shaking the Vessel; then strain for Use.

The Filings of Steel in this Composition not only render it very use-

ful in restoring the Tone of the Stomach, when too much relaxed either by Intemperance, or severe and continued Illnesses; but by their active and invigorating Faculty afflict in opening Obstructions of the Womb in the Fair Sex, and greatly contribute to a regular Discharge of the Menstrues. A Glass-full of it to be taken twice a day.

Infusum Catharticum Commun.
The Common Purging Infusion.

Take Sena, three Drams; Rhubarb, Half a Dram; Salt of Tartar, ten Grains. Infuse in a Quantity of Spring-Water sufficient for straining off three Ounces; to which add Solutive Syrup of Roses, six Drams. Mix for one Dose.

This is very mild and gentle in its Operation. It will notwithstanding effectually clear the First Passages of their colicky Contents; and be of Service whenever the Stomach or Intestines require a bare Evacuation of what is uneasy to them.

Infusum Diureticum.
A Diuretic Infusion.

Take sharp pointed Dock-Root, two Ounces; Dandelion Root, one Ounce; Flowers of Elder, one Handful; Tops of Fir, Garden Scurvy-grafts, Brooklime, Water-Cresses, of each Half a Handful; Horse-Radish-Root, two Drams; Mustard-Seed, one Dram. Infuse these Ingredients, in a Quart of White-Wine, warm and nipped close, for four Hours: Then strain for Use.

This is a very deterrent and diuretic Composition; and seems calculated for doing excellent Service in a Scorbutive Habit, by scouring the Vessels, and washing away from time to time the acrid Salts that give Rise to those preternatural Cohesions.
fions of the Blood and Humours, and Erofions of the Solids. It was a favourite Medicine of the celebrated Dr. Lower for attenuating and cleansing Purposes; and may indeed be said to have been deservedly intitled to all the Physician's Esteem. A Wine-Glass full of it to be taken thrice a day.

**Infusum Glycyrrhizae.**

*The Liquorice Infusion.*

Take Spring-Water, three Pints; Salt of Tartar, Half an Ounce; Saffron, Half a Dram; Liquorice Root, two Ounces. Infuse close and warm for eight or ten Hours; and then strain for Use.

This is attenuating, expectorating, and diuretic; and is a very proper Drink in Fevers attended with a Peripneumony, where, from a sudden Contipation of the Pores, (the general Origin of those Disorders) the Blood becomes fizy and glutinous, and Respiration is performed with Labour and Difficulty. It may be taken warm frequently. But plentiful Bleeding should be directed in the first place; as it ought indeed in all inflammatory Indispositions.

**Infusum Paralyticum.**

*The Paralytic Infusion.*

Take Horse-Radish Root sliced thin, and Mustard-Seed bruised, of each four Ounces. Infuse them in two Quarts of boiling Water for twenty four Hours close covered.

This Infusion is ended with very warm, pungent, and stimulating Faculties; and is therefore exhibited with sufficient Propriety in any Numbness of the Farts, cold Rheumatic Pains, and in whatever Relaxation of the Nerves and Vessels. From a continued Use of it, the Fibres will sometimes gradually recover their native Elasticity, while the Matter that clogs and preternaturally stretches them is forcibly carried off from day to day by Urine. Four Ounces of it are to be taken Morning and Evening.

**Infusum Pectoralis.**

*A Pectoral Infusion.*

Take Ground-Ivy Leaves, two Handfuls; Liquorice-Roots sliced, two Ounces. Infuse thefe in a Gallon of boiling Barley-Water for three Hours; Then strain for Use.

This is of a cooling, healing, and balsamic Nature; and may therefore in all Scorbatic or Consumptive Habits be properly used as a Common Drink. It is also a good Diluter in Fevers, if taken plentifully.

**Infusum Pleuriticum.**

*A Pleuritic Infusion.*

Take fresh Stone-Horse Dung, six Ounces; Pennyroyal-Water, twelve Ounces; Treacle-Water, four Ounces. Make a warm Infusion; and to the strained Liquor add Mithridate, two Drums; and as much Sugar as is sufficient to sweeten it.

After a proper Evacuation by repeated Bleedings, if required, this Infusion, by powerfully exerting its Diaphoretic Property, will greatly conduce to the Removal of that Violent Tension of the Vessels and Fibres essential to inflammations of the Pleura. It will also act as an Alexipharmic in any Fever, where there is an Indication for Medicines of that Class. About four Ounces of it may be taken every six Hours.

**Infusum Rhubarbiri.**

*An Infusion of Rhubarb.*

Take Rhubarb thin sliced, two Drams; yellow Mirobolans, one Dram;
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Dram; Salt of Tarter. a Scruple.

Make a close and warm Infusion of these Ingredients all Night in Spring-Water, strong Cinnamon-Water, of each two Ounces. Strain it, and add Solute Syrup of Roses, six Drams. The Whole to be taken the next Morning at one Draught.

This is a very powerful Astringent, and of course must be of singular Service, in Cases that call for Medicines of such Efficacy. But, before the Exhibition of Remedies of this Nature, great Caution, Care, and Circumpection are necessary, left the Method of Cure prove of more fatal Consequence, than the Disease itself.

Influfum Rosarum Rubrarum.

An Infusion of Red Roses.

Take conserve of Red Roses, four Ounces; Oil of Sulphur by the Bell, as much as will give it a small Acidity; Spring Water, a Quart. Let it infuse warm all Night: then strain it for Use.

This Infusion is of a Sub-astringent Nature, and may on that Score, in too lax a State of the Solids, produce very good Effects. Hence it will be beneficial in a Hectic, and in Rheums and Defluasions attendant on some Species of Colds; and will not be entirely unsuccessful in an Excess of the Menstrual Evacuations in Women. A Draught of it to be taken three or four Times a day.

Influfum Rosarum Compositum.

Compound Infusion of Roses.

Take Red Rose-Leaves, and Ballastines, of each two Drams; Oak-Bark, half an Ounce. Make a warm Infusion in a Quart of Spring-Water for twelve Hours. Then strain, and add Barley-Cinnamon-Water, four Ounces; and a sufficient Quantity of double-refined Sugar.

This is a very powerful Astringent, and of course must be of singular Service, in Cases that call for Medicines of such Efficacy. But, before the Exhibition of Remedies of this Nature, great Caution, Care, and Circumpection are necessary, left the Method of Cure prove of more fatal Consequence, than the Disease itself.

The sagacious Dr. Fuller, in his Extemporaneous Pharmacopoeia, has left us some excellent Hints in respect of this Matter. ' In a Symptomatical Diarrhæa, says he, where the Original Distemper is an acute Fever, it is a Circumstance attended with Difficulty. However it is a safer Method to prescribe on this Occasion direct Alexipharmics, in order to expel the hostile Venom thro' the Pores of the Skin, than to recur to Astringents and Opiates, which must necessarily fix the malignant Humours, obstruct the Criris, and sink the Spirits. Secondly, in a Spitting of Blood, on an actual Suppression of that threatening Disorder, extravasated Gore and grumous Clots may, nevertheless be subsisting in the Lungs. Now, in such a Case, to order Astringents would be pernicious Practice; inasmuch as they are an Obstacle to Excretion, and bring on a Shortness of Breath, Suffocation, vehemently acute Fevers, Inflammations of the Lungs, and Death itself.' Hence it will be necessary, previously to attempting any Thing of this Sort, to exhibit, in the former Circumstance, a competent Quantity of Rhubarb; and, in the latter, such Medicines, as may
may gradually dislodge the collected Clots, difunite their concreted Particles, and evacuate them either by Urine, or Expectoration.

Infusum Rubrum.
The Red Infusion.
Take Elecary of Scoridium, half an Ounce; Cochineal, Cloves, of each a Scruple; Red Lisbon Wine, fix Ounces; Cinnamon-water, two Ounces. Let all stand before the Fire clofe stopped for two Hours: then strain, and add Diacodium, an Ounce and a half. This is to be divided into two Dofes, one to be taken over Night, the other the next Morning, in a Diarrhea; in cafe it does not yield to Rhubarb given in a proper Quantity.

Infusum Sanativum.
A Healing Infusion.
Take of the Shavings of Saffafras, two Ounces; Guaiacum, one Ounce; Liquorice, three Ounces; Coriander-Seed bruized, fix Drams. Infuse them cold in a Gallon of Lime-water for two or three Days. This being of a very drying and sweetening Nature is recommended in a sharp thin Blood, and a Decay from Venereal Infections, or Scrophulous, or Leprous Foulnesses of the Blood, and Humours. To be used by way of a Common Drink.

Infusum Traumaticum.
A Vulnerary Infusion.
Take green Twigs of woody Night-shade, four Ounces; Cochineal, two Scruples; White-Wine, a Quart. Infuse hot and close stopped all Night; and then to the strained Liquor add Syrup of Ground-Ivy, four Ounces; Venice-Treacle, half an Ounce. Mix for Life.

Dr. Fuller gives a great Encomium of this Infusion in Contusions, having frequently experienced its Virtue in dissolving extravasated Blood, and fitting it for Evacuation either by Sweat, Stool, or Urine. The Dose is four Ounces thrice a day.

Infusum Urticarum.
An Infusion of Nettles.
Take Nettle-roots fresh gathered, four Ounces; the Herb, two Ounces; the Seeds, with those of Daucus, Anife, Cummin, of each half an Ounce; Lime-water, two Quarts. Infuse them in a warm Oven, clofe stopped up, for twelve Hours. Pour off the clear Liquor, and in eight and twenty Ounces of it difsolve Gum Arabic, two Ounces; Crude Alum, two Ounces and a Dram; Diacodium, four Ounces.

All the Ingredients in this Composition concur to render it of Efficacy in a Diabetes, Bloody Urine, or in Ulcers subsisting in the Urinary Passages. Three or four Ounces of it to be drank more or less frequently, according to the Urgency of the Symptoms.

Infusum Zedoariae.
An Infusion of Zedoary.
Take Roots of Zedoary, Calamus Aromaticus, of each half an Ounce; Seeds of Caraway, Sweet-Fennel, of each two Drams; Nutmeg, Cardamoms, and Saffron, of each one Dram; Cloves, Grains of Paradise, of each half a Dram; Aleexterial Milk-Water, a Pint; Mint-Water, half a Pint; strong Cinnamon-Water, and Compound Wormwood-Water, of each four Ounces. Let these stand in clofe and warm Infusion for twelve Hours: then to the strained Liquor add Compound Spirit of Lavender, and
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and Spirit of Sal Armoniac, of each two Drams. Mix for Use.

A little of this Aromatic invigorating Infusion, every now and then drank pretty warm, will be of singular Benefit in a Fit of the Gout; as much as it will be a good Guard against a Tranlation of any of the Arthritic Matter from the Extremities of the Body, its proper Seat, to the Stomach, and corresponding Parts; and, by raising a laudable Diaphoresis, assist in detaching a Portion of it thro' the Pores of the Skin. It will be serviceable likewise in a Rheumatism after the necessary Evacuation by Bleeding, from its Activity in attenuating any Viscidities and Coagulation of the Blood, or Humours.

Emulsio Alexipharmica.

An Alexipharmic Emulsion.

Take sweet Almonds blanched, an Ounce; Cucumber-Seeds, and White Poppy-Seeds, of each six Drams; Barley-Water, (in which have been boiled two Ounces of Scorzonera Root) a Pint and a half; Alexeterial Milk-Water, and Plague-Water, of each four Ounces; Syrup of Lemons, three Ounces. Make an Emulsion according to Art.

This Emulsion has its peculiar Use in inflammatory Fevers, both as it conveys an agreeable Sensation to the Palate and Stomach, and is a very good Diluter and Purifier of the Blood and Juices. It will assist in bringing on a Crisis by promoting a gentle breathing Sweat, and at the same Time will prevent a Heat of Urine, either from Blisterers, or any other Cause. To be drank of at Discretion.

Emulsio cum Ammoniac, seu Lac Ammoniacum.

The Ammoniac Emulsion, or Milk.

Take Gum Ammoniac, three Drams. Dissolve it in Distilled Vinegar, half an Ounce; Rhenish Wine, two Ounces; and Hyssop-water, four Ounces: then strain it for Use.

From the Virtues of the Gum Ammoniac, recounted at large above in the Materia Medica, this Emulsion will be of admirable Use in Asthmatic, Hysterical, and Hypochondriac Disorders, and in all those that any way affect the Nervous System. A Spoonful of it to be taken three or four Times a day.

Emulsio Analpeptica.

The Restorative Emulsion.

Take Barley-water, two Quarts; Jubebis, Pippins, and Colt's-foot Leaves, of each four Ounces. Boil to the Consumption of half. Strain the Remainder, and make an Emulsion with sweet Almonds blanched, half an Ounce; Melon-Seeds, and Piafchio Nuts, of each an Ounce; Candied Eryngo, an Ounce and a half; and, when prepared, add to it Damask-Rose-Water, two Ounces.

The emollient, softening, Nature of this Emulsion renders it a very good Preservative against any preternatural Irritations and Contractions of the Nerves. To be drank at pleasure.

Emulsio Arabic.

The Gum Arabic Emulsion.

Take Gum Arabic, an Ounce; Bruise and boil it in a Quart of Bath-Water, till it be all dissolved. With the Solution, and Mallows-Seed, white Poppy-Seed, and Sweet-Almonds blanched, of each half an Ounce, make an Emulsion according to Art. To which add Sugar of Lead, a Scruple; Syrup of Marsh-Mallows, three Ounces; and mix for Use.

This
This is a known admirable Remedy in a Catarrh, a Scalding of Urine, and a Strangury from Blisters. It may be drank on those Occasions pretty plentifully.

*Emul SOS Aethmatica.*

An Emulsion for an Aethma.

Take Millepedes alive, N°. Cxx. Bruise them in a Marble Mortar, pouring on them, by little and little, Pennroyal Water, six Ounces. In a strong Expression of the Liquor dissolve Gum Ammoniac, three Drams; and strain it.

From the incising and attenuating Qualities of the Ingredients that compose this Emulsion, very good Effects may reasonably be expected from it in whatever Vicissitudes of the Blood unattended with an Inflammation; particularly in Infarctions of the Lungs, the unavoidable Source of Wheezing, and laborious Respiration. A Spoonful of it may be taken three or four Times a day in a Draught of Pectoral Decoction.

*Emul SOS Balsamica.*

A Balsamic Emulsion.

Take Balsam of Tolu, six Drams. Boil it in three Pints of Barley-Water to a Quart. Strain it, when cold; and, with six Drams of sweet Almonds blanched, sixteen Drops of Balm of Gilead, and a sufficient Quantity of double refined Sugar, make an Emulsion according to Art.

Quincy very judiciously orders the Decoction of the Tolu Balsam to be made in a Circulatory Heat, in so much Water only as is requisite, since otherwise its best Parts would be lost.

In Distempers of the Breast, inward Decays and Ulcerations, and even in a Consumptive Habit, this is a noble Medicine, and may be drank at pleasure.

*Emul SOS Communis.*

A Common Emulsion.

Take sweet Almonds blanched, two Ounces; the Seeds of Cucumbers, Melon, and of white Poppies, of each two Drams. Beat them together in a Marble Mortar, till they are almost like Pate. Then, with a Quart of Barley-Water, and two Ounces of fine Sugar, make an Emulsion.

This Emulsion, as it is of a cooling and diuretic Nature, will make a very good Common Drink in the Gravel; or in a Strangury from the Application of Blisters.

*Emul SOS cum C. C. C.*

An Emulsion with Burnt Hawthorn-Drink, a Quart; sweet Almonds blanched, white Poppy-Seeds, of each half an Ounce. Make an Emulsion: to which, when strained, add two Ounces of strong Cinnamon Water, and a sufficient Quantity of double refined Sugar.

This used as a Common Drink will greatly blunt the Acrimony of the Humours; and will therefore be serviceable in a particular Manner in a Diarrhea, after the Exhibition of a Dose or two of Rhubarb.

*Emul SOS Cretacea.*

The Chalk Emulsion.

Take white Chalk in fine Powder, three Ounces. Boil it in three Pints of Barley-Water to a Quart. Make it, when cold, into an Emulsion with the four Greater Cold Seeds, of each two Drams; sweet Almonds, N°. viii. Then add Chalk in fine Powder, three Drams;
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Drums; and about an Ounce of Pearl-Sugar.

Whenever Acidities are predominant in the Stomach and first Passages, which are ever attended with some Degree of Heat, this Emulsion, being of a very absorbent and cooling Nature, may prove singularly beneficial. Hence, in some Loofenesses, after proper Evacuations, it would be highly useful, and help to theate the sharp Particles, that are in those Disorders continually stimulating the Intestines. And, in regard of that uneasy Sensation of the Ventricle, called the Heart-burn, it can scarce fail of Success. To be shook, when taken, which it may be at discretion.

Emulsio Edulcorans.
A Sweetening Emulsion.

Take a Quart of Barley-Water. Dissolve in it Gum-Arabic, three Ounces: to which add Crab’s-Eyes finely levigated, an Ounce and a half, with a sufficient Quantity of double refined Sugar.

In all Complaints from a Sharpness of the Humours, and consequent in the Heart-burn, Strangury, and (at a certain Stage of that Disorder) in a Gonorrhrea, this Emulsion may be of great Service, as it will correct the Blood, thicken the Juices, and blunt whatever acrimonious Particles may be stimulat- ing the respective Structure of the Vessels.

Emulsio Oleosa.
An Oily Emulsion.

Take an Ounce and a half of Olives; an Ounce of the White Syrup; Four Ounces of Spring Water; Half a Dram of Spirit of Hart-horn per se; and mix for an Emulsion.

* Oily Medicines, says the Medulla Medicinae Universae, &c. (from whence this is taken) being of a lubricating, softening, and relaxing Nature, are singularly useful in many Emergencies. They are particularly serviceable in Gravelly Cases; and, in regard of Expectoration, one can scarce raise a laudable one without them. This Mixture seems peculiarly calculated for freeing the Lungs from that Oppression, which is essentially consequent to an Inflammation of them. And, indeed, there cannot be devised a better. The Spirit of Hart-horn bears in it will, by thinning the Fluids, greatly facilitate that Discharge. Two Spoonfuls are to be taken of it every now and then. It will be proper also in any Cough, and Stuffing of the Glands from the Catching any sudden Cold.

Emulsio Pteontata Fullerii.
Dr. Fuller’s Piony Emulsion.

Take Piony and white Poppy Seeds, and blanched Almonds, of each half an Ounce; fine Loaf-Sugar, an Ounce; Oil of Nutmegs, two Drops. Beat them well together, and with a Quart of Black Cherry Water make an Emulsion, to which add Compound Piony-Water, an Ounce.

This stands recommended by its Author in Epilepsies, and all Convulsive Disorders: who also highly extols its Use in Fevers accompanied with a Pain in the Head, frightful Dreams; and Snatching of the Tendons. Three or four Ounces of it to be taken every six Hours.

Emulsio Styptica.
The Styptic Emulsion.

Take Comfrey-Root cut small, four Ounces.
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Ounces. Boil it in three Pints of Water to a Quart. Strain out the Liquor, with which, and with sweet Almonds blanched, white Poppy and Henbane Seeds, of each half an Ounce, and a sufficient Quantity of double refined Sugar, make an Emulsion: in which dissolve Sal Prunellae, a Dram, and Sugar of Lead, a Scruple.

This is a Medicine endowed with very cooling, agglutinatory, and consolidating Properties, as is evident from the Nature of its constituent Ingredients: And therefore must be of no little Use in Bleeding at the Nose, Spitting of Blood, the Piles, and an immoderate Flux of the Menstrual. Though Veneferion ought generally to precede the Exhibition of it. Four Ounces of it may be drank in the specified Cases thrice a day.

Emulsio Variolosa.

An Emulsion for the Small-pox.

Take sweet Almonds blanched, Seeds of Melons, Cucumber, white Poppy, of each two Drams; double refined Sugar, half an Ounce. Beat all together in a Marble Mortar, and then, by degrees, pour on jelly of Hawthorn (made without Juice of Lemons) four Ounces; Alexeterial Milk-Water, twelve Ounces. To the strained Liquor add Epidemic Water, Strong Cinnamon-Water, of each an Ounce; Diaphoretic Antimony, two Drams. Mix according to Art.

In the Small-pox and Measles, where Nature is somewhat languid, this Emulsion, drank of according to the Circumstances and Exigency of the Patient, may prove a very seasonable Relief; as it is furnished with a Power of promoting the due Circulation of the Fluids without over-heating the Body; and by that Means of preventing the Retreat of the Morbific Matter from the Circumference to the Center.

Emulsio Vulneraria.

A Vulnerary Emulsion.

Take Balm of Gilead, two Drams; and the Yolk of an Egg. Mix them well together, and add Linseed Oil cold drawn, an Ounce; then add, by degrees, Barley-Water, a Pint and a half; Canary, half a Pint.

This is a Remedy of very emollient, healing, and balsamic Properties. On which account, in Erosions and Ulcerations either of the Lungs or Urinary Passages, it is prescribed with great Propriety. In a Gonorrhæa, likewise, after the Inflammation is over, and in a Gleet, it is a good Medicine. Two or three Ounces of it may be taken Morning and Evening.

Succus Attemperans.

The Cooling Juice.

Take what Quantity of Dandelion you please. Put it into a glazed Earthen Pot, with a Cover, which must be stopp’d close with Paste set in an Oven after the Bread is drawn, where let it stand six Hours. Then pass the Liquor through a Hair-Sieve, without squeezing, for Use.

This simple Medicine, says Dr. Fuller, dilutes the Blood and Humours, corrects the Acrimony of their Salts, and in a hot Scurvy and Cutaneous Disorders is of main Efficacy. A Quarter of a Pint of it is to be drank thrice a day.
Succus Cothleoritii Vinus.

A Vinous Juice of Scurvy-graft.

Take the Juice of a large Quantity of Garden Scurvy-graft. Put it into a Vessel, and ferment it with Yeast like Ale. When it has done working, bung it up, and keep it half a Year in a cool Cellar.

Scurvy-graft is of a very subtle, volatile, and detergent Nature; and of course deservedly in Esteem in Viscidities and preternatural Cohe- sions of the Blood and Humours, where there is no Heat in the Cale to contradict its Indication. Hence in cold, pirotious, Scorbatic Habits, and some Kinds of Cutaneous Eruptions, it often proves of considerable Service. Three or four Ounces of this Juice may be drank, on these Occasions, thrice a day.

Succus ad Hemorrhoides.

A Juice for the Bleeding of the Piles.

Take Juice of Yarrow depurated, a Pint; fine Sugar, two Drams. Mix for Use.

Dr. Fuller delivers a high Encomium on this Juice; and from thence takes an Occasion to digress on the Juice of Apples, which we shall, after the Example of Quinsey, literally transcribe. "When the Flux of the Haemorrhoids is fea-able and moderate, this purgeth the Body of feculent gros Blood, and prefers from and cures many ill Diftempers, such as the Pleurify, Seurvy, Leprofy, Cancer, Melan- choly, Hypochondria in, Madness, Schirrous Tumours of the Vifce- ra, &c. But if by Loss of Strength, Pain in the Back and Thighs, Failing of Appetite, squalid Hab- bit of Body, greenish or dusky Colour, and Deadness of Look, it appears that the Flux is immoderate; then this easily procured Styptic may bring good Assistance; and was the great Secret of a cer- tain very eminent Physician. And Riverius faith, the Decocion of Yarrow, used for Common Drink three Days together, happily takes off the Pain of the Piles. The Dose is three or four Ounces twice a day.

Of all Juices, I account that of Apples absolutely the best, because Nature hath wrought it up to a much higher Degree of Genero- sity and Maturity, than that of crude trashy Herbs, which afford nothing of that delicate dulce-acid, aromatic, and odoriferous Liquor issuing from some of our fine Sorts of Apples, such as Kentish Golden- Pippins, &c. And what Simon Pauli hath said against them, I take to be from a mistaken Preju- dice. They are not fit for Medi- cinal Use, till they have been ga- thered in white, and sweat in a Heap. The best way is not to drink their Juice, (as in Cyder) because that will gripe and purge some People; but to eat them raw, or steep out, and eat the Pulp for a long Course of Time every Morning. Thus have they given more Help to Scorbatic and Splenic Patients, (especially such as were of a hot and dry Constitution, and apt to be col- lusive) than any thing else the Shops or Fields could furnish out. I knew one, who used to eat thirty every day for his Breakfast." Thus Dr. Fuller. Nor, indeed, has Dr. Raynard fallen a jot short of him in his Commendation of Apples as a Pectoral; being himself a noble Mo- nument of their Efficacy in that re- gard, having been twice relored from a confirmed Consumption by their Means.
Succi ad Scorbутum.

Juices against the Scourv.

Take the Juice of Plaintain, Brooklime, Water-cressies, and Dandelion, of each a Pint; of Sorrel, Lemons, and White Wine, of each half a Pint. Let all stand together till they settle. Then decant the clear, and put to it Compound Horse-radish Water, six Ounces; Spirit of Scourvy-grasses, an Ounce. Keep for Use.

These Juices are endowed with very deterging and diuretic Qualities. On which score they may be of singular Service in certain Scorbutic Habits, and obblinate Vicidities of the Blood and Humours. About half a Pint of them to be taken every Morning in the Spring-time for at least six Weeks together.

CHAP. IV.

Of ELECTUARIES.

As this Form of Prescription is extremely well adapted to the Exhibition of several very efficacious Medicines, we shall give under this Head what will be sufficient to answer most Intentions of Cure.

Eletzuarium Adstringens.

An Astringent Electuary.

Take two Ounces of Powder of Bole with Opium, and two Ounces of toasted Nutmegs; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Diancoderium, make an Electuary.

This is recommended in violent Loofeneses. Half a Dram or two Scruples of it at a Dose, along with the Chalk Julep, generally abates those immoderate Evacuations of the Lower Belly; and, repeated between whiles for a Day or two, will give an effectual Check to the Disorder. Bleeding, a Vomit, and gentle Purging with Rhubarb, ought to precede the Use of it, says the Editor of the Medulla Medicinae Universæ, &c. from whence it is hereinserted.

Eletzuarium Ethiopiaeum.

The Æthiops Electuary.

Take Conserve of red Roses, fix Drams; Æthiops Mineral, an Ounce; Gum Guaiacum, two Drams; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Orange-Peels, make an Electuary.

In all Foulness of Blood productive of Cutaneous Eruptions, such as the Itch, Tettars, &c. this is a very efficacious Remedy. It may be taken twice a day to the Quantity of an ordinary Nutmeg.

Eletzuarium Alexeterium.

A Cordial Electuary.

Take of the Compound Powder of Contrayerva-Root, two Ounces; of Virginia Snake-root in Powder, an Ounce; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Orange-Peels, make an Electuary.

This is also borrowed from the Medulla Medicinae, &c. together with the following Comment.

Inflammatory Fevers often degenerate into Those of the Malignant Class; where the Pulse is exceedingly depressed, the Parts convulsed, and the Circulation just, seemingly, on its last Ebb. In this deplorable Situation, Medicines of a warm, invigorating, Nature, together with Blistering large-, will sometimes produce surprizing Effects. On which account, in Circumstances of this Kind,
Kind, half a Dram of this Electuary, with three or four Spoonfuls of the Diaphoretic Julep, every four or six Hours, may very rationally be administered.

Electuarium Asthmaticum.

An Electuary for an Asthma.

Take Honey, two Ounces; Flowers of Sulphur, an Ounce; Ginger in Powder, half an Ounce; Saffron, a Dram; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Cloves, make an Electuary.

This will powerfully deterge and scour the Bronchia and Pulmonic Vessels; and, consequently, prove very beneficial in Asthmatic Complaints and Coughs, arising from Infarctions and tough viscid Matter adhering to the sensible Texture of those Parts. It may be taken to the Quantity of a Nutmeg three or four times a day, more or less, according to the Urgency of the Symptoms.

Electuarium Asthmaticum Altemum.

Another Asthmatic Electuary.

Take Conserve of Rosemary-Flowers, an Ounce; Extract of Liquorice, half an Ounce; Spermaceti and Balm of Gilead, of each a Dram, rubbed with a little Yolk of Egg; Saffron in fine Powder, half a Dram; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of red Poppies, make an Electuary.

This is calculated for answering the Purposes of the former; and, indeed, is a much more elegant Medicine, however short it may fall of that in point of Efficacy. To be taken as the preceding.

Electuarium Balsamicum.

A Balsamic Electuary.

Take of the Conserve of red Roses, three Ounces; of Lucatellus' Balsam, two Ounces; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Maiden hair, make an Electuary.

Half a Dram of this Electuary is recommended to be repeated on the Urgency of such Coughs, as give Suspicion of Tubercles, and Ulcerations in the Lungs; the Composition being looked upon as a good internal Vulnerary, and very aptly formed for corresponding with such Purposes. Half an Ounce of Balsam of Sulphur with Oil of Turpentine may occasionally be added to it. Bleeding should be ordered before the Use of it, and a Blister applied between the Shoulders.

Electuarium Cardiacum.

A Cordial Electuary.

Take of the Conserve of the yellow Peel of Seville Oranges, an Ounce; candied Citron peel, green Ginger, Juice of Kermes strained, of each two Drams; Oil of Cinnamon, six Drops; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of red Poppies, make an Electuary.

Where Indigestion prevails from a cold, languid, relaxed State of the Stomach, ever attended with very uneasy flatulent Diffusions of that Organ, this warm aromatic Electuary will afford great Relief, as it will cause an agreeable Sensation, and help to expel the Source of the Disorder. It may be taken at any time to the Quantity of a Nutmeg, as Occasions may require, with a Glass of Madeira after it.

Electuarium Caryophyllatum.

Electuary of Clove-gilli-flowers.

Take Conserve of Clove-gilli-flowers, two Ounces; Powder of Cinnamon, Cloves, and Mace, of each two Scruples; and, with a sufficient
This is a very warm and cordial Medicine. For which Reason, it will supply fresh Vigour to the Spirits, help to restore a due Elasticity to the Nerves, and of course be singularly serviceable in decayed languid Constitutions. It may be taken to the Quantity of a Nutmeg thrice a-day, with a Glass of Wine after it.

Eleutorium contra Catarrhum.
An Eleutorium against Catarrhs.

Take Conserve of red Roses, two Ounces; Pulp of Malaga Rainins, an Ounce; Powder of fine Maltich, two Drams; Nutmeg, half a Dram; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Diacodium, make an Eleutorium.

This is very well contrived for guarding against the thin Rheums, that are continually irritating the Glandular Texture of the Larynx in all Catarrhous Disorders. The Dose is the Quantity of a Nutmeg every Morning, and the like at Bed-time.

Eleutorium Cephalicum.
A Cephalic Eleutorium.

Take Conserve of Rosemary-flowers, six Drams; Male Piony-Root finely powdered, half an Ounce; Native Cinnabar, three Drams; Candied Nutmeg, an Ounce; and, with a sufficient Quantity of the Compound Syrup of Piony, make an Eleutorium.

This is an excellent Remedy in an habitual Pain in the Head; and a good Preparative against Apoplectic, Epileptic, Paralytic, and all Convulsive Disorders. These Virtues it possesse principally from the Efficacy of the Native Cinnabar; which consisting of very subtile and at the same time very solid Parts, it is powerful enough to penetrate the minutest Passages, and by that Means to clear the Nerves of all Obstructions, from whence those Disorders arise. It may be taken twice or thrice a-day to the Quantity of a Chestnut.

Eleutorium Chalybeatum.
A Chalybeate Eleutorium.

Take Conserve of Rosemary-flowers, Roman Wormwood, and Scurvy-grafs, of each six Drams; Species Diambræ and Winter’s-Bark in Powder, of each a Dram; Salt of Amber, a Scruple; Steel prepared with Sulphur, three Drams; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Orange-Peels, make an Eleutorium.

This is deservedly in great Esteem in a poor languid State of the Blood and Juices, and all obstructed Habits; and is peculiarly beneficial in Hydric and Hypochondriacal Affections: As it will invigorate the Nerves, warm the Vital Fluids, and promote their Circulation through all the respective Canals; especially if the Use of it be accompanied with any Degree of Exercise. It may be taken Morning and Afternoon to the Quantity of a Nutmeg, with a Draught of any salutary Liquid after it.

Eleutorium & Cinnamomum.
A Cinnamon Eleutorium.

Take Conserve of red Roses, six Drams; the finest Cinnamon in Powder, an Ounce; Balautines, Cochineal, of each half a Dram; Flowers of Benjamin, ten Grains; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Orange-Peels, make an Eleutorium.

This is in a particular Manner devoted to the Use of Pregnant Women,

men, as it consists of Ingredients that will very gratefully and at the same time very powerfully concur in their joint Assistance in order to prevent an Abortion. The Dose of it is the Quantity of a Nutmeg, to be taken and repeated according to the Demand and Exigency of the Symptoms.

Electuarius Dialithae.
Electuary of Marshmallows.

Take Pulp of the Root of Marshmallows, boiled in Barley-water, and dried through a Sieve, two Ounces; Raisins, an Ounce and a half; Species Diatragacanthi frigide, half an Ounce; and, with a sufficient Quantity of the Syrup of Marshmallows, make an Electuary.

This is of a very emollient and lubricating Nature; and consequently of Service in all Complaints derived from a Predominancy of acrimonious Particles in the Blood. The Mucilaginous Substance, which both the Plant and Root of Marshmallows supply, renders it of great Use in Dyserenteries attended with an Erosion of the Vessels, and in Obstructions of the Kidneys and Urinary Passages from a Lodgment of Sandy Concretions. In Stranguries, also, and a Heat of Urine, this Electuary, from its softening and cooling Properties, will be experienced to contribute not a little to the Removal of those troublesome Sensations. In Catarrhs, likewise, and Detusions of sharp Rheum from the Glands of the Throat, it will prove of considerable Benefit. And even in a Gonorrhea, by defending the diseased Parts from the Sharpness of those Salts which would otherwise corrode and ulcerate them, it would be found worthy of no inconsiderable Regard. It may be taken three or four times a-day to the Quantity of a Chestnut, along with some suitable Emulsion.

Electuarius Diaphoreticum.
A Diaphoretic Electuary.

Take of the Compound Powder of Contraayerva Root, two Ounces; of depurated Nitre, an Ounce; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Orange-Peels, make an Electuary.

Wherever Sweating is indicated, half a Dram of this Composition every six Hours, in some Julep of the same Intention, is very likely to bring Relief, by keeping the Body in a due constant Moisture, without any Danger of over-heating it. Therefore, in all Obstructions of the Cutaneous Pores, and Viscidities of the Blood whatever, it may judiciously enough, after proper Bleeding, be prescribed.

Electuarius Diureticum.
A Diuretic Electuary.

Take Conferve of Scurvy-grass, an Ounce; Powder of Millepedes, two Drams; Salt of Amber and Saffron, of each a Scruple; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Marshmallows, make an Electuary.

This is detergent and attenuating; and, if the Use of it be persisted in for some time, will efficaciously break and divide the gros and viscid Juices, that, by obstructing the Vessels, are wont to bring on a Jaundice, the Spleen, Gravel, and several other mortifying Chronical Disorders. To be taken Morning and Afternoon to the Quantity of a Nutmeg, along with some proper Diet-Drink.

Electuarius Diureticum Alterum.
Another Diuretic Electuary.

Take Conferve of Scurvy-grass, an Ounce; Pulp of a roasted Squill, 
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forced through a Sieve, an Ounce; Powder of Marshmallow Roots, two Drams; Powder of Cinnamon, a Dram; Sal-Prunellae and Saffron, of each half a Dram; and, with a sufficient Quantity of the Syrup of Five Roots, make an Electuary.

This will be proper under the same Indications as the Former, and may be taken in the like Manner.

Electuaryium Emmenagogum.
An Electuary to promote the Menstruals.

Take Conserve of Roman Wormwood, an Ounce and a half; Salt of Steel, a Dram; Saffron, two Scruples; Powder of Cardamoms, a Scruple; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Mugwort, make an Electuary.

In a Green Sickness from a Stoppage of the Menstrual Discharges, a Distemper common enough among the Fair Sex, this Electuary will be attended with admirable Success. For, if taken twice a-day to the Quantity of a Nutmeg for a Dose, with proper Exercise along with it, it will increase by degrees the Circulation of the Blood, help to restore the Vessels to their usual Elasticity, and, by its invigorating Qualities, remove whatever Obstructions may be formed in the Uterine Canals.

Electuaryium Emmenagogum cum Helleboro.
An Emmenagogue Electuary with Hellebore.

Take Conserve of Roman Wormwood, two Ounces; black Hellebore in Powder, three Drams; Salt of Tartar, two Drams; Alfa Florida dissolved in a sufficient Quantity of Tincture of Castor, a Scruple; and, with a Competency of the Syrup of Five Roots, make an Electuary.

The former Composition is calculated for those of a thin, pale, Habit of Constitution; this for Females of a more languid Disposition, who chance to be oppressed from a Deficiency of the Menstrual Purgations: As it will powerfully perform its Office without communicating that additional Heat to the Blood, which is almost inseparable from the Nature and Properties of Chalybeates, under whatever Form they are administered. The Dose is the Quantity of a Nutmeg to be taken every Morning and Afternoon for some time.

Electuaryium de Guaiaco.

Electuary of Guaiacum.

Take Eryngo - Root candied, two Ounces; with a sufficient Quantity of Balsamic Syrup, pulp it through a Sieve; and add Extract of Guaiacum, an Ounce; Cerufs of Antimony, two Drams; and with Syrup of Orange-Peels make an Electuary.

In cold Rheumatic Complaints, and a Stagnation of the Juices from a foul vitiated Blood, this Electuary will be of Service; as it is calculated for the promoting natural Perspiration, and forwarding the Morbid Matter through the Cutaneous Pores. In Eruptions likewise on the Skin it will be beneficial, the Cerufs of Antimony being very well adapted to such a Purpose. It is to be taken twice a-day to the Quantity of an ordinary Nutmeg, accompanied with a Draught of some suitable Diet-drink.
Elecutarium contra Hæmoptoœn.

An Elecutary against Spitting of Blood.

Take Conserve of red Roses, an Ounce; the Seeds of white Poppy and Henbane powdered, of each half an Ounce; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of wild Poppy, make an Elecutary.

From the cooling, agglutinating, and sub-acrid Nature of this Elecutary, it promises very well to answer the Purposo expressed by its Title. In Hæcœticas likewise, by restraining the too great Motion of the Blood, it will be of Service. It may be taken of frequently, according to the Urgency of Symptoms.

Elecutarium Hæmorrhoidale.

An Elecutary for the Piles.

Take Lenticive Elecutary, two Ounces; Flowers of Sulphur, half an Ounce; Depuratet Nitre, two Drams; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Violets, make an Elecutary.

This Composition is cooling, opening, and detereive; and therefore very well appropriated to the Use its Title expresseth. The Dose of it is a Dram twice a day. All Sulphureous Medicines are confededly great Sweetners of the Blood, by fteathing the acrimonious Particles, which cause it to run into preternatural Cohelions, and to become grumous; and have been particularly confeated to the Piles in all Ages. For this Receipt and Comment we are indebted to the Medulla Medicæ Universæ, &c.

Elecutarium ad Hæmorrhagias.

An Elecutary for Hæmorrhages.

Take Conserve of red Roses, an Ounce; Pulp of frefh Comfrey-Root, half an Ounce; Powder of

Blood-fone finely levigated, two Drams; Dragons-blood, a Dram; Sugar of Lead and Balm of Peru, of each half a Dram; Oil of Cinnamon, six Drops; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Diacodium, make an Elecutary.

This Medicine, from its cooling, hypotic, and balmatic Virtues, will be of good Service in any Rupture of the smaller Vessels, and in a Discharge of Blood in Dyfenteric Diforders, if taken to the Quantity of a Nutmeg two or three Times a day, or oftener, according to the Exigency of the Complaint.

Elecutarium Hydropicum.

An Elecutary in a Dropisy.

Take Gamboge in Powder, an Ounce and a half; Cream of Tartar in Powder, an Ounce; Powdered Ginger, half an Ounce; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Orange-peels, make an Elecutary.

Gamboge acts most powerfully on the Humours, and is therefore precribed in Dropfies, and all Watery Corpulency tending to that unwieldy Di temper. But, as it works violenty both by Vomit and Stool at the same Time it is draining the Body of those Redundancies, the utmost Caution is necessary in the Exhibition of it. Its Roughness is intolerable; and, though corrected with all imaginable Care and Art, it is fit only for Perfons of a Strong Constitution. What Phyfical Management can effect in this regard, is here done, by Means of the Cream of Tartar and Ginger; there being nothing in the whole Province of Medicine fo efficacious in guarding against its fumulating Faculties, and the Tumults it might raise, either in the Stomach or Inteines, as these two Drugs. The Dose, in the Form
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Electuary of Hysteria.
An Hysteric Electuary.

Take Conserve of Rue, an Ounce; Elecctuary of Bay-berries, half an Ounce; Gum-Ammoniac, two Drams, dissolved in a sufficient Quantity of Tincture of Calomel; Powder of Myrrh, a Dram; Saffron, half a Dram; and, with Syrup of Mugwort, make an Elecctuary.

This is a very de-obstruant and detergent Composition, capable of penetrating into the minutest Passages, and of making its Way through them. Hence it is of excellent Service in Disorders of the Womb, the Source frequently of strong Fits and Convulsions. It is to be given to the Quantity of a Nutmeg twice a day, or oftener, if the Symptoms require it.

Electuaryum Jalapii.
A Jalap Electuary.

Take Jalap in Powder, two Ounces; Powdered Ginger, three Drams; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Orange-peels, make an Elecctuary.

The Jalap Root is one of the best Purges we have. It works efficaciously, and at the same Time mildly enough. 'Tis an admirable Medicine in Dropical and over-loaded Habits. It may be taken early in the Morning, from half a Dram to two Scruples in a Dose.

Electuaryum Istericum.
An Elecctuary in the Jaundice.

Take Venice Treacle, two Drams; green Ginger, six Drums; Turmeric in Powder, two Drams; Saffron powdered, a Dram; Species Diambrac, two Scruples; Oil of Juniper, ten Drops; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Orange-Peels, make an Elecctuary.

This is very de-obstruant, deterrent, and diuretic, and therefore would be properly prescribed in the Gravel, Spleen, Hypochondriac Affections, and particularly in the Jaundice; Turmeric, one of its principal Ingredients, being esteemed a Specific in that Disorder. To be taken to the Quantity of a Cheesnut Morning and Afternoon for some Time, along with some suitable Diet-Drink.

Electuaryum Istericum Altem.
Another Elecctuary for the Jaundice.

Take Castile Soap, three Ounces; Rhabarb in Powder, half an Ounce; Species of Hiera Picra, half an Ounce; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Orange- Peels, make an Elecctuary.

This is borrowed from The Medulla Medicinae Universae, &c. Where the ingenious Editor, in his Comment on it, delivers himself thus: 'Soap has long, says he, been held in great Esteem for its warm, attenuating, and deterging Qualities. Those Kinds of it, which are chiefly appropriated to Medicinal Purposes, and given inwardly, come from Venice and Castile. From its Property of rarifying the most obstinate Viscidities, it is prescribed in all Obstructions of the Viscera, and Infarctions of the Vesicles, and is ranked amongst the first Tribe of Diuretics. But it is principally celebrated for its Virtues in scouring the Liver in a Jaundice, and promoting the Secretion of the Bile: for want of which Expedient, this Fluid remains untrained, in the Mass of Blood, and tinges the Skin, in the
Ghap.

iv.
of Eleuaries~’ Malnner, as is obvious to the Eves of every One. To render the above Eleuuary still more de-obtracent, half an Ounce of Filings of Steel may occasionally be added to it. The Dose is from half a Dram to a Dram, twice a day.’

Eleuarius Incrassans.
An Incrassating Eleuuary.

Take fresh Comfrey-Root, two Ounces; the Root of Marsh-mallows, and of white Lillies, of each an Ounce; beat them into a Pulp, which force through a Sieve: then add fine Sugar, two Ounces; Species Diatragacanthe frigida, half an Ounce; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Marshmallows, make an Eleuuary.

This taken two or three Times a day to the Quantity of a Chestnut, along with a Milk-Diet, will put a great Restraint on the Motion of the Blood; and, by its cooling, balsamic, Quality, be of Service not only in a Hectic Habit, but also in Hemorrhages. In a Heat of Urine likewise from a Gonorrhæa, and the Whites in Women, it may be given to Advantage.

Eleuarius Lithonatrium.
An Eleuuary against the Stone.

Take Venice Turpentine, an Ounce. Mix it very well with the Yolk of Egg, and then add the Seeds of Burdock and Gromwel powdered, of each half an Ounce; Winter-cherries, two Drams; and, with a sufficient Quantity of the Syrup of Marsh-mallows, make an Eleuuary.

This is appropriated to the Forcing away any fabulous Matter, that may have made a Lodgment in the Urinary Paffages. To be taken to the Quantity of a Nutmeg two or three Times a day, with a Glass of White-wine.

Great Care and Circumpection are necessary in the Exhibition of this Medicine. For, as Turpentine is of a warm Nature, it must by no means be administered, where the least Degree of Inflammation is attendant on the obstructed Part. In that Case, Manna, Oils, and Emollient Oylsters are to be enjoined, in order to relax the Vessels, and so procure a less painful Exit for the offending Matter.

Eleuarius Nephriticum.
A Nephritic Eleuuary.

Take Lenitive Eleuuary, four Ounces; Venice Turpentine, an Ounce; Cream of Tartar, two Drams. Mix them into an Eleuuary.

The Lenitive Eleuuary in this Composition and the Cream of Tartar perform a very good Part; as, by their Action on the Intestinal Canal with which the Urinary Ducts have so close a Connexion, they mainly promote the intended Efficacy of the Turpentine. It is adapted to gravelly Complaints; and is sometimes prescribed in a Simple Gonorrhæa. To be taken to the Quantity of a large Nutmeg every Morning, with a Porringer of Water-gruel after it.

Eleuarius Paralyticum.
An Eleuuary against the Palsy.

Take Confervae of Rosemary Flowers, an Ounce; Mulard-seed beat with Water and pulped through a Sieve, an Ounce; Spirit of Lavender, two Drams. Mix into an Eleuuary.

This is very pungent and deterrent; and therefore of Use in all Cases where the Nerves want a Stimulus to help them perform their destined Offices.
Offices. Hence in Paralytic Disorders, and in Decays attending old Age, it is much recommended. From its diuretic Quality it is also serviceable in Asthmatic and Dropical Habits. To be taken twice a Day to the Quantity of a Cheesnut, along with some suitable Julep, or a Glass of strong White wine.

_Eleuariurn Pedorale._

A Pedoral Electuary.

Take Converse of red Roses, an Ounce; Sugar-Candy finely powdered, and Species Diarragonan-thi frigide, of each half an Ounce; Spirit of Sulphur per Campanum, fifteen Drops; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Maid-en-hair, make an Electuary.

This is of a softening, cooling, and somewhat balsamic Nature. On which account, it will be of Service in Difeases of the Breast; and help to allay the Irritations occasioned by a Defluxion of acrimonious Juices on the Glands of the Throat; or, in other Words, will be beneficial in Catarrhs. In a Heat of Urine like-wise, and in a Gonorrhæa, after the Virulence is over, it will be given with Advantage. It may be taken thrice a day to the Quantity of a large Nutmeg, along with an Emulsion adapted to the Corresponding with the same Intention.

_Eleuariurn Peruwanum._

An Electuary of the Bark.

Take the Peruwan Bark in fine Powder, an Ounce; and, with a sufficient Quantity of the Syrup of Orange-Peels, make an Electuary.

Not only in Intermittent Fevers, but in all periodical Disorders whatever, the Bark is a most noble Specific, being in those Cases attended with almost an infallible Success. If the Stomach can bear it in Substance, this is a good Method of exhibiting it. In some Circumstances Virginia Snake-root is added to this Composition, in order to attenuate the Humours to a greater Degree, and afford the Efficacy of this celebrated Drug. It must be taken to the Quantity of a large Cheesnut every two or three Hours in the Intervals of the Fits. But Evacuations ought always to precede the Use of it.

_Eleuariurn ad Phthisin._

An Electuary for a Consumption.

Take Converse of Roses, an Ounce and a half; Candied Eryngo-Roots, an Ounce; sweet Almonds blanched, half an Ounce; Maff-tich powdered, a Dram; Spirit of Sulphur per Campanum, fifteen Drops; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Maidenhair, make an Electuary.

In a Hehtical Decay of Constitution, where a Consumption is in its first Stage, a Medicine of this Nature, by restraining the increased Velocity of the Blood, and furnishing it with acquistitious balsamic Particles, may, along with a Milk-Diet, be of Service. But in a more advanced State of that Distemper, and particularly where it is confirmed, Experience fully evinces, that very little Confidence ought to be placed even in the most potent Remedies; and all that Art can effect in these Circumstances is in some degree to ease Nature, and dispose the Body to an 

_Eleuariurn Paterii._

Poterii's Electuary.

Take the Anti-hectic of Poterius, half an Ounce; Haly's Powder fresh prepared, an Ounce and a half;
half; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Maiden-hair, make an Elecutary.

This, with very little Alteration by substituting only Syrup of Marshmallows in the Room of that of Julep's which is scarce ever made, is borrowed from Dr. Fuller; who tells us, 'that it destroys all manner of foreign corruptive Acrimony, and Sharpness of the Blood and Humours; and that it communicates a balsamic, soft, and oleaginous Disposition; and stands in the first Rank of Medicines in regard of a Hectic Fever.' The Dose is the Quantity of an ordinary Nutmeg two or three times a day, along with a Draught of Ailse Milk.

Elecutarium ad Personam Alvi, see Diarrhoeam.

An Elecutary for a Diarrhoea, or Looseness.

Take Discordium, three Ounces; Rhubarb in Powder, an Ounce; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of white Poppies, make an Elecutary.

For this Formula we are indebted to the Medulla Medicinae, &c. to which is there subjoined the following Comment. 'As there is ever, in all Loosenesses, a sharp, or slimy, Matter sticking to and irritating the Coates of the Intestines, and determining them to those excessive and preternatural Evacuations, the Rhubarb in this Composition is serviceable in a double Capacity; both as it carries off this hostile Matter from the Bowels, and at the same time braces the relaxed Fibres, and restores them to their former healthy State. The Discordium has its Share in accomplishing a Cure, partly from its Altringency; partly from its

Opiate Quality, by rendering the Vessels ineffible of the Pungency of the Morbid Particles. The Dose of this Elecutary is two Scrupules, to be taken in some of the Chalk Julep; and to be repeated, in Proportion to the Urgency, or Continuance, of the Disorder.'

Elecutarium Refrigerans.

A Cooling Elecutary.

Take Pulp of Tamarinds, and Marigalde of Quinces, of each an Ounce; Species Diatragacanthi frigidae, half an Ounce; Sal Prunelle, three Drams; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Oranges, make an Elecutary.

This Composition will be of Service in hot parching Fevers, and in a Heat of Urine from whatever Cause it may arise; the Discharge of which, from its diuretic Tendency, it will promote. To be taken of at discretion.

Elecutarium Restaurans.

A Restorative Elecutary.

Take Conserve of Roman Wormwood, an Ounce and a half; Candied Ginger, half an Ounce; Steel prepared with Sulphur, two Drams; Oil of Cinnamon, two Drops; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Orange Peels, make an Elecutary.

This, being of a warm and invigorating Nature, will be properly administered in a Poorness of Blood, and a Decay of Constitution. The Use of it for some time will strengthen the Solids, promote the Circulation of the Fluids, and mend the Complexion of the whole Habit. To be taken to the Quantity of a Nutmeg Morning and Afternoon, with a Draught of some proper Mineral Water.

Elecu-
Electuariurn Restaurans Alterum.
Another Restorative Electuary.

Take Conserve of red Roses, an Ounce and a half; Juice of Kermes, half an Ounce; Balm of Gilead, a Scruple; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Balsam, make an Electuary.

This is healing, very pectoral, and nutritive, and therefore entirely adapted to Hectic and Consumptive Cales. To be taken frequently to the Quantity of a Nutmeg, and to be continued for some considerable Time.

Electuariurn Restringerens.
A Binding Electuary.

Take Conserve of red Roses, two Ounces; Dianthrum, half an Ounce; Armenian Bole in fine Powder, two Drums; Dragon's blood, a Dram and a half; Balsamines, half a Dram; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Orange-Peels, make an Electuary.

Where Stools are immoderate after the Exhibition of Rheubarb, and the Patient so low and sinking as to be no longer able to bear such a continued Evacuation, a Dose of this Electuary to the Quantity of a Nutmeg, taken three or four times a day with a Draught of the White Drink, will help gradually to strengthen the relaxed Intestines, and consequently guard them against an excessive Discharge of their Contents.

But as a Flux of this Kind is frequently Critical, and an Effort of Nature to throw off from the Habit of Body what would otherwise be injurious and oppressive, due Caution and Circumspection ought ever to precede the Administration of a Medicine of this Tendency: lest, instead of relieving harassed Nature, we block up the hostile Matter, and by this means furnish it with an Opportunity of producing incurable Effects.

Electuariurn Rheumaticum.
An Electuary in a Rheumatism.

Take Conserve of Orange-Peels, two Ounces; Cinnabar of Antimony levigated, an Ounce and a half; Gum - Guanacum in Powder, an Ounce; Winter's bark powdered, three Drums; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Orange-Peels, make an Electuary.

As the Cinnabar and Gum are powerfully attenuating, and plentifully promote natural Perpiration, this Electuary bids fair to give great Relief in Rheumatic Complaints, arising from an Obstruction of the Pores, and a Sizeness of the Blood. But where any Degree of Inflammation is subsisting, it would be highly prejudicial to order a Medicine of this Kind; the Affair being rather to be managed by Venesection, gentle Laxatives, and proper Dilutants. The Dose of it is a Dram Morning and Evening.

Electuariurn de Sinapi.
An Electuary of Mustard-Seed.

Take Powder of Mustard-Seed, half an Ounce; Conserve of Rue, two Ounces; Syrup of Stoechas, a sufficient Quantity; Oil of Rosemary and Lavender, of each four Drops.

This is a Receipt of Dr. Fuller; who very much commends it for Quickening the Sense and Vibration of the Fibres in Constitutions abounding with cold Rheums and Defluxions. It is also a good Preservative against Malignant and Epidemical Fevers. It is to be taken every Morning and Evening, with some Medicine.
Medicated Drink, or Julep, of the same Intention.

**Electuary Solution.**

A Loosening Electuary.

Take Lenitive Electuary, an Ounce; Pulp of Cassia, half an Ounce; Rhubarb in fine Powder, a Dram; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Violets, make an Electuary.

In Habits subject to Coctivenes, an Electuary of this Nature, taken over night to the Quantity of a Nutmeg, and repeated occasionally, will bring a very seasonable Relief; and, as it requires no manner of Regimen, may be recurred to without the least Inconvenience.

**Electuary de Spermata Ceti.**

Electuary of Sperm Ceti.

Take Conserve of Hips, two Ounces; Sperm Ceti, two Drams; Species Diantragacanthi frigidae, half an Ounce; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Marsh-mallows, make an Electuary.

In an Acrimony of the Blood and Humours, in Catarrhs and Defluxions of sharp Rheums from the Glands of the Throat, and in stubborn Hoarsenesses, this Electuary, being very emollient and agglutinating, will be of singular Service. It will be useful likewise in a Heat of Urine, either from a Gonorrhea, or any other Cause. It is to be taken, to the Quantity of a large Nutmeg, three or four times a day, along with some suitable Emulsion.

**Electuary Splanchicum.**

A Splanchnic Electuary.

Take Conserve of Rosemary Flowers, an Ounce and a half; Powder of black Hellebore and Pelitory of Spain, of each two Drams; Salt of Amber, a Dram; Saffron, two Scruples; Gum Ammoniac, two Drams, dissolved in a sufficient Quantity of Tincture of Castor; and, with Syrup of Orange-Peels, make an Electuary.

This is a very detereive, attenuating, and penetrating Composition. For which Reason it is an admirable Remedy in Hypochondriacal and obstinate Hyterical Disorders, in case its Use be persisted in for a Space of Time proportioned to the Inaneracy of the respective Illnesses. To be taken thrice a day to the Quantity of a Nutmeg.

**Electuary Stomachicum.**

An Electuary for the Stomach.

Take Conserve of Roman Worm-wood, an Ounce and a half; of Orange-Peels and green Ginger, of each half an Ounce; long Pepper in Powder, a Scruple; Oil of Cinnamon, four Drops; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Quinces, make an Electuary. Or,

Take Conserve of Seville Orange-Peels, two Ounces; Candied Ginger, half an Ounce; Saffron in Powder, half a Dram; Spirit of Sulphur by the Bell, ten Drops; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Quinces, make an Electuary. Or,

Take Conserve of Roman Worm-wood, two Ounces; Mint in Powder, two Drams; Oil of Cinnamon, six Drops; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Quinces, make an Electuary. Or,

Take Conserve of Orange-Peels, two Ounces; Candied Ginger, six Drams; Winter’s-bark in Powder, half
half an Ounce; Ruff of Iron, a Dram; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Orange-Peels, make an Electuary.

These are all very warm and good Medicines for the Disorder specified by the Title. Tho' in particular, which are so effectually impregnated with Ginger, cannot well fail of giving Relief in Paralysies, and all Complaints, arising from Indigestion, and a cold weak Stomach. And, indeed, the last of these Compositions is adapted likewise to Scorbatic Caffes; and that in an especial Manner. For, (as the Editor of the Medulla Medicinae, &c. expresseth himself on this Head) 'What may not One hope for from Ingredients, the Subtilty of whose component Parts on the one hand, and effentinal Weight and Gravity on the other, (such are the Cortex Winteranus and Iron) are directly formed for breaking and destroying the Viscidities and gros Concretions, which obstruct and erode the Capillaries and small Glands; or, in other Words, constitute the Scurvy? Nor is the Intention of Easing the Patient a little forwarded by the Proportion the Conserve of Orange-Peels bears in this Electuary: As it is very well known, that this Dilemper is an absolute Stranger to the Climates productive of those Kinds of Fruits. That the Dose of each of these Forms is the Quantity of a Nutmeg to be taken twice or thrice a day.

Electuarium ad Strumas.

An Electuary for the King's Evil. Take Conserve of Roman Wormwood, an Ounce and a half; Æthiops Mineral and Cinnabar of Antimony, of each six Drams; Earth-worms prepared and powdered, two Drams; Salt of Amber, Tartar of Vitriol, and Cream of Tartar, of each a Dram and a half; Arum-root in Powder, two Drams; Steel-prepared with Sulphur, three Drams; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Orange-Peels, make an Electuary.

This is very well compounded for answering the Purpose pointed out by its Title; and, continued for some time, may greatly assist in clearing the Blood of those Impurities and Concretions so essential to the constituting all Scrophulous Complaints. In Erupitive Disorders, attended with a lesser Degree of Inveracity, it can hardly miss of Success; especially if accompanied with the Use of the warm Bath. To be taken Morning and Evening to the Quantity of a Nutmeg.

Electuarium e Symphyto.

Electuary of Comfrey-Root. Take Conserve of red Roses, half an Ounce; Pulp of fresh Comfrey-Root and fine Sugar, of each an Ounce; Maltich in Powder, a Dram; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Quinces, make an Electuary.

In all Kinds of Fluxes, in Gleet, and the Whites in Women, as also in tickling Coughs from Rheums and Defluxions, this Electuary, by allaying the Irritation productive of those Disorders, will be found to be of good Service. To be taken to the Quantity of a Nutmeg three or four times a-day, along with the White Drink, or a Gum-Arabic Emulsion.

Electuarium Terebinthinatum.

A Turpentine Electuary. Take Powder of Jalap, an Ounce; Scammony and Liquorice, of each half an Ounce; Resin of Jalap, a Dram; Salt of Tartar, half a Dram; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Venice Turpentine, make an Electuary.
Chap. v: Of Boles.

In a Gonorrhea, where the Constitution is not over-delicate, but can combat with Purgatives of the rougher Clafs, this is a good Medicine; and, taken every two or three Days to the Quantity of a Dram for a Dofe, will effectually in a competent Time, at a very easy Expence, put a Stop to the Disorder.

Eleciuarium Vulnerarium.

A Vulnerary Eleciuary.

Take Conserve of red Rofes, three Ounces; Locatelli’s Balfam, half an Ounce; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Balfam, make an Eleciuary.

On any accidental Bruife or Ru­turer of fome small Blood-veffel, or where there is a Sufpicion of an Ul­ceration in the Lungs, this, from its healing and agglutinating Quality, is very properly adminif­tered. To be taken at difcretion.

Eleciuarium Vulnerarium Alterum.

Another Vulnerary Eleciuary.

Take Conserve of red Rofes, two Ounces; Venice Turpentine boiled hard and powdered, Gum-Arabic, and Species Diatragacan­thi frigidis, of each two Drams; Balfam Capivi, two Scruples; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Orange-Peels, make an Eleciuary.

This, being of a cooling and de­tergent Property, takes place in all Tubercles either of the Pulmonary Vef­fels, or Urinary Paffages. And in a Gonorrhea, after the Infec­tion and Virulence are over, it will be of fingular Ufe in order to brace the relaxed Fibres, and guard againft any Degree of a Gleet. To be taken to the Quantity of a Nutmeg every Morning and Evening.

Boles are a Composition of the same Confluence as an Ele­ciuary, and differ only in regard of their Bulk: Eleciuaries being dealt out in feveral Dofes, a Bole comprc­hending but one. They are pre­scribed in a Variety of Intentions of Curing, where the Quantity of fome principal Ingredient requires to be adjusted with the utmost Exactness.

We shall subjoin fome Forms, cor­responding with the prezent Method of Practice, which may serve as Mo­dels for compounding whatever Me­dicinal Materials it may be conve­nient to exhibit in this Manner. For Example,

**Bolus Alexipharmacus.**

An Alexipharmic Bole.

Take Venice-Treacle, a Scruple; Powder of Contrayerva-Root and Virginia Snake-root, of each twelve Grains; Saffron, four Grains; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Confection of Alkermes, make a Bole.

In all Fevers of the low, depre­fed, or nervous, Kind, this Bole, gi­ven successively every five or eight Hours (more or lefs, as the Circum­fiances of the Patient may require) with two or three Spoonfuls of fome fa­suitable Julep, is generally attended with a laudable Diaphorefi­ which, for the rooth part proves Critical, Bliftering pretty fa­rly at the same time in this Sort of Fevers is ad­visable; as the stimulating Faculty of those Flies will enable Nature to carry on the Circulation, till the Morbidic Matter change to be thrown off.
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off by regular Secretions. See the Appendix to the Medulla Medicinae Universae, &c.

**Bolus ex Alumine.**

An Alum Bole.

Take Alum, Nutmeg, Extract of the Peruvian Bark, of each fifteen Grains; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Cloves, make a Bole.

This is Persons of a strong Constitution, whose Stomach will not recoil on the offensive Sensation generally created in it by the, Stuphticity and Vellicating Property of the Alum, taken three Mornings together fasting, will almost infallibly cure even the most stubborn Ague. On which account it may, by reason of its Cheapness, be of great Use to poor Country-people, on such an Occasion.

**Bolus Anodyneus.**

An Anodyne Bole.

Take Venice-Treacle, half a Dram; Matthew's Pill, eight Grains; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup, make a Bole.

This is a safe and good Opiate, and may be given whenever Pains are to be eased, or Sleep procured, with very little Caution.

**Bolus è Borate.**

A Borax Bole.

Take Borax, Myrrh, and Nutmeg, of each ten Grains; Saffron, four Grains; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Orange- Peels, make a Bole.

This Bole, taken with two or three Spoonfuls of some suitable Julep, and repeated at proper Distances, according to the Exigency of the Case, will be of singular Service in several Hysterie Disorders. But its principal Use is designed to promote the Pains in Childbirth, where they are otherwise lingering and defective. In which Circumstance (says the Editor of the Medulla, &c. in his Appendix, from whence it is taken) I have known it succeed surprizingly. But before the Exhibition of a Medicine of this Nature, as he likewise judiciously suggests, one must be very cautious and circumspect, and perfectly well assured, that the Foetus is in no transforms, or preternatural, Position: It being to a mischievous Purpose to bring on Pains, that must necessarily be impotent, and where Manual Operation alone can be of any Assistance.

**Bolus è Camphora.**

A Camphire Bole.

Take Gum-Arabic, half a Dram; Camphire, a Scruple; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Marshmallows, make a Bole.

In Fevers, attended with a Delirium, Twitching of the Tendons, and a Heat of Urine, or Strangury from an Application of Blisters, this Bole, by the cooling and emollient Faculty of the Gum-Arabic on the one hand, and the penetrating, debilitant, and anti-febrile Property of the Camphire on the other, may happen to bring Relief even in such deplored Circumstances. It is to be given with three or four Spoonfuls of a Julep impregnated with some Volatile Spirit, and to be repeated in the same Manner after an Interval of six or eight Hours.

**Bolus Catharticus.**

A Purging Bole.

Take Powder of Jalap, half a Dram; Oil of Juniper, two Drops; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Buckthorn, make a Bole.
This is a very safe and at the same Time a very efficacious Purge, particularly in a Dropical Habit; which it will powerfully drain of Watry Redundancies, if it be duly followed, and accompanied with an Observation of the Rules necessary to be attended to by Persons in that Condition; of which Temperance in regard of Liquids is not the least. To be taken early in the Morning fasting.

Bolus e Contrayerva.
A Contrayerva Bole.
Take Contrayerva Root in Powder, half a Dram; Purified Nitre, fifteen Grains; and, with a sufficient Quantity of the Simple Syrup, make a Bole.

This may take place, after due Bleeding, in an Inflammatory Fever; as the Nitre will greatly assist in restraining the Ebullition of the Blood, while the other Ingredient is employed in exterminating the Morbid Matter by a gentle Diaphoresis. It is to be taken every four or six Hours with a few Spoonfuls of some suitable Julep, or a little Draught of a proper Emulsion.

Bolus e Gambogia.
A Gamboge Bole.
Take Gamboge in Powder, Crystals of Tartar, of each ten Grains; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Buckthorn, make a Bole.

This is a Purging Dose for a Person of a strong Constitution in a Drop. See above, under the Article of Eleciurium Hydropicum, what is said concerning the violent Action of Gamboge, and the Caution requisite in the Administration of this excessively dratic Drug.

Bolus ex Ipecacuanha.
An Ipecacuanha Bole.

Take Ipecacuanha in Powder, four Grains; Aromatic Species, sixteen Grains; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Orange-peels, make a Bole.

By thus exhibiting the Ipecacuanha in a small Dose, this Root, from an Emetic, becomes an admirably efficacious Alterative; and, by attenuating the Fluids, and at the same Time corrugating the Solids, may be serviceable on many Occasions. Thus in several Obstructions of the Viscera it is a good Remedy, and in all Kinds of Intestinal Fluxes.

Bolus e Myrrha cum Marte.
A Myrrh Bole with Steel.
Take Compound Powder of Myrrh, a Scruple; Flowers of Steel, and Extract of Savine, of each ten Grains; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Orange-peels, make a Bole.

This is peculiarly consecrated to the Relief of Disorders in the Female Sex, each of the respective Ingredients concurring in its Virtues to that End. Consequently, it may be very properly prescribed in order to promote the Menstrues, to forward Delivery, or to procure a Discharge of the Lochia, and Secundines. To be taken with two or three Spoonfuls of some Julep of the same Intention, and repeated, or continued, as the Circumstances of the Case may require.

Bolus e Rheo.
A Rhubarb Bole.
Take Rhubarb in Powder, a Scruple; London Phloem, ten Grains; and, with a sufficient Quantity of the Simple Syrup, make a Bole.

This is appropriated to the Restraining an immoderate Flux from the Lower Belly, The Opiate Quality of
of the Philonium quiets the Bowels, while the Rhubarb is carrying off the slimy Matter, whose sharp, acrimonious, Particles are corroding the Intestines, and stimulating them continually to an Evacuation of their Contents. To be taken in the Evening, and to be repeated every Night, should the Disorder continue obstinate.

CHAP. VI.
OF JULEPS.

The present Practice has reduced this Form of Prescription to a very great Simplicity; the Use of Juleps being now almost purely appropriated to the Gratification of the Palate after swallowing a Bole, or a Dose of an Electuary. Powders, and Chymical Oils, that used formerly to make a Part of this Kind of Composition, are at this Day, as they render the Mixture turbid and disagreeable to the Eye, configned to Electuaries, or Boles. However, as it is customary to accompany these Sort of Medicines with Diluters of this Nature, we shall exhibit a Specimen of some of the most popular that are wont to grace the Files in the Shops. For Example,

Take Alexiterial Milk-water; and Baum-water, of each three Ounces; Compound Piony-water; four Ounces; Syrup of Cloves, six Drams. Mix, and make a Julep. Or,

Take Simple Cinnamon-water, and Damask-Rose-water, of each three Ounces; Aqua Mirabilis, two Ounces; Spirit of Cassia, three Ounces; Syrup of Piony, half an Ounce. Make a Julep.

These are all of the Cephalic and Cordial Kind, and consequently may with Propriety accompany the Exhibition of any Powder, or Bole, or Dose from an Electuary, of the same Intention. The following are of the Hysteric Class, and may be prescribed along with Medicines of a solid Confinement of that Denomination.

Take Alexiterial Milk-water, and Rue-water, of each three Ounces; Compound Briony-water, two Ounces; Spirit of Cassia, three Ounces; Syrup of Orange-peels, six Drams. Mix, and make a Julep. Or,

Take Baum-water, and Penny-royal-water, of each three Ounces; Compound Piony-water, two Ounces; Spirit of Sul Armoniac, two Drams; and, with a sufficient Quantity of double refined Sugar, make a Julep. Or,
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Take Penny-royal-water, and Rue-water, of each three Ounces; Compound Briony-water, two Ounces; Cæstor tied up in a Nodule, a Scruple; Compound Syrup of Pionies, six Drams. Make a Julep. Or,

Take Small Cinnamon-water, and Penny-royal-water; of each three Ounces; Compound Briony-water, two Ounces; Tinctor of Saffron, half an Ounce; Spirit of Sal Armoniac, a Dram; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Simple Syrup, make a Julep.

Should any Circumstance indicate Juleps of a Diuretic Nature, such may be formed after the following Models, viz.

Take White-wine, and Parsley-water, of each three Ounces; Compound Horse-radish-water, two Ounces; Syrup of Marshmallows, an Ounce. Mix, and make a Julep. Or,

Take Parsley-water, and Compound Horse-radish-water, of each four Ounces; Syrup of Marshmallows, an Ounce. Make a Julep. Or,

Take White-wine, eight Ounces; Compound Horse-radish-water, two Ounces; Dulcified Spirit of Nitre, two Drams; Syrup of Marshmallows, an Ounce. Make a Julep. Or,

Take White-wine, six Ounces; Parsley-water, four Ounces; Oil of Tartar per Deliquium, two Drams; Syrup of Marshmallows, an Ounce. Mix, and make a Julep.

Diaphoretic Juleps are thus composed; viz.

Take Alexiteriai Milk-water, fix Ounces; Treacle-water, and Compound Scordium-water, of each two Ounces; Syrup of red Poppies, half an Ounce. Mix, and make a Julep. Or,

Take Alexiteriai Milk-water, four Ounces; Plague-water, and Compound Scordium-water, of each two Ounces; Tinctor of Saffron, half an Ounce; and, with a sufficient Quantity of fine Sugar, make a Julep. Or,

Take Alexiteriai Milk-water, six Ounces; Plague-water, four Ounces; Spirit of Sal Armoniac, a Dram; and, with a sufficient Quantity of fine Sugar, make a Julep. Or,

Take Alexiteriai Milk-water, six Ounces; Treacle-water, and Compound Scordium-water, of each two Ounces; Tinctor of Saffron, half an Ounce; and, with a sufficient Quantity of fine Sugar, make a Julep. Or,

Take Alexiteriai Milk-water, six Ounces; Plague-water, four Ounces; Spirit of Sal Armoniac, a Dram; and, with a sufficient Quantity of fine Sugar, make a Julep.

Take Spring-water, a Quart, Spirituous Alexiteriai Water with Vinegar, six Ounces; Syrup of Orange-Peels, three Ounces. Mix for a Julep.

* In a Fever, (as the Editor of the Medulla, &c. in his Comment on this last Julep, from whom it is borrowed, suggests) where the Spirits are low and flagging; two or three Spoonfuls of this simple Preparation, taken occasionally, will supply a more proportioned Relief to the
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the weak Stomach of the Patient, than one composed of much stronger Materials. An experienced Practitioner, as he in the same Place observes, will ever have an Eye to the particular Circumstances of his Sick; and no ways attempt to drive the Medicinal Wedge a Stroke farther, than it will conveniently go.

Thus he: from whom we shall take the Liberty of inserting also the following, as it belongs to this Diaphoretic Class, together with his Comment on it.

Take half an Ounce of Volatile Salt of Hartthorn, three Pints of Spring-water, three Ounces of Spirituous Alexiterial Water, two Ounces of fine Sugar, and mix for a Julep.

The active Particles, with which this Julep is impregnated from the Volatile Spirit of Hartthorn, will infallibly correspond with the Intentions of opening the obstructed Pores of the Skin, (that known Source of a Multiplicity of Disorders) and bringing on an effectual Moiture; and consequently be of Service, not only in downright Fevers, but whenever the Body, either from Fatigue, or Hard-Drinking, is become, as it were, jaded, and requires immediate Supplying and Relaxation, to furnish it, by means of some such Method of Recruiting, with fresh Powers for brisk Action. On these Calls, a few Spoonfuls of this Julep, drank in Bed, and repeated at proper Intervals, will, without the least Trouble, communicate a most agreeable Sensation; and, in the gentlest Manner imaginable, remove all Wearines, Heat, and Tension of the Parts whatever. It is likewise very aptly prescribed along with Diaphoretic Powders, or Boles; being What will powerfully assist the Views and projected Operation of those attenuating Medicines.

We shall conclude this Article of Juleps with One from the same so often-mentioned Medulla, &c. filed there a CHALK JULEP, together with the Comment subjoined, which is as follows.

Take two Ounces of prepared Chalk; an Ounce and a half of Gum-Arabe; four Ounces of fine Sugar, and pour on the Whole a Gallon of boiling Water; then add two Ounces of Spiritual Cinnamon-Water.

In Acidity of the Stomach, in a Strangury arising either from Billets, or any other Cause, and in a fiery Heat of the Blood in Fevers, this Julep is a soft, and easy, yet effectual Remedy. The alkaline Substance of the Chalk blunts and sheaths the acid Particles, whose sharp Points twinge and vibrate the Ventricular Fibres; and, from the Entrance of its Mafs of Blood, the Commotion, raised by four foreign Corpuses in that Vital Fluid, by degrees subsides, and, with the concurring Help at the same time of Bleeding, the Patient is secured against any higher Pitch of Inflammation. To be drank of at discretion.

To this we shall only add, that any Quantity, little or great, of this Preparation may be made by ordering the Ingredients in the same Proportion, as here directed.

CHAP. VII.

Of Draughts.

DRAUGHTS frequently occur in Practice; there being a number of Disorders incident to the Human Body, which Medicines exhibited
hibited in this Form are adapted to the Relief of. Wherefore we shall give some proper Specimens of this Method of Prescription, whose respective Titles will be an Indication of their Uses in particular Circumstances. For Instance,

**Hausus Alexipharmacus.**

An Alexipharmic Draught.

Take Alexiterial Milk-water, an Ounce and a half; Plague-water, half an Ounce; Venice Treacle, a Scruple; Tincture of Saffron, thirty Drops; the Simple Syrup, two Drams. Mix for a Draught.

In a slow, malignant, Fever, where the Pulse is low, the Complexion pale, and the Forehead clammy, and where often prevails great Reliefness, this Draught, given, and repeated every six Hours, will, by its cordial and enlivening Quality, frequently procure very happy Effects, and produce a Crisis of the Disorder; especially if Blistering pretty much to the Purpose accompany the Use of it.

**Hausus Anodyneus.**

An Anodyne Draught.

Take Alexiterial Milk-water, an Ounce and a half; Spirituous Cinnamon-water, three Drams; Diacodium, an Ounce. Mix for a Draught.

Occasionally, as Sleep may be wanting, or a little Weariness and Fatigue be subsequent to the Operation of a Vomit, an Opiate of this gentle Nature will not be without its Use, by refreshing the Body, and supplying the necessary Spirits for performing its several Functions.

**Hausus Aromaticus Anodyneus.**

An Aromatic Anodyne Draught.

Take Simple Pepper-water, an Ounce and a half; Aromatic Tincture, forty Drops; London Philonium, a Scruple; the Simple Syrup, a Dram. Mix for a Draught.

This is a very warm, quieting, and comfortable Medicine to the Stomach and Bowels; and will be of Service in flatulent Colicky Disorders of those Organs, after a proper Evacuation by Rhubarb, or the Tincture of Hiera. But in the first place, in these Cases, should there be subsisting an Inflammation, Care must be taken to draw away some Blood.

**Hausus Catharticus.**

A Purging Draught.

Take the Infusion of Sena, an Ounce and a half; Cream of Tartar, a Scruple; Jalapin Powder, twelve Grains; Syrup of Buckthorn, half an Ounce; Aqua Mirabilis, two Drams. Mix for a Draught.

This is a safe and elegant Composition; for which we are indebted (as indeed we are on a great many other Occasions) to the Appendix annexed to the Medulla Medicinae Universae, &c.

In all Cases, where moderate Purging is necessary or convenient, this Potion will effectively perform its Office. It must be taken early in the Morning, and a Regimen observed, during its Operation, common on such Occasions.

**Hausus Diureticus.**

A Diuretic Draught.

Take Simple Penny-royal-water, an Ounce and a half; Sal Prunelle, two Scrupules; Oxymel of Squills, a Dram. Mix for a Draught.

In any Obstruction of the Kidneys from a Lodgment of gravel, in a Heat of Urine, either from a Gonorrhrea, or any other Cause, in Athermatic Inflammations, or whatever Clog besides on the Humours and Juice; this Draught will be of Service. It may be repeated, and the Use of it continued, discretionally.
Hausius Emeticus.

An Emetic Draught.

Take Alexiterial Milk - water, two Ounces; Ipecacuanha in Powder, half a Dram; Syrup of Violets, an Ounce. Mix for a Draught.

Or, Take Wine with Ipecacuana, two Ounces; Solute Syrup of Roses, half an Ounce. Mix.

Either of these Draughts, where there is an Indication for such an Operation, will with great Ease and Efficacy unload the Stomach, and rid it of its superfluous and noxious Contents. The Ufe of Vomits is very extensive. They are of Service not only in several Chronic Distemper 5, but also in acute ones; particularly at the Beginning and on the firft Attack of most Fevers, not excepting thofe of the Eruptive Kind, fuch as the Small-pox, &c. the Protrufion of the Morbid Matter being generally promoted by their reasonable Agency.

Hausius Hydropicus.

A Draught in a Dropy.

Take Small Cinnamon-water, Vinegar of Squills, and Syrup of Marshmallows, of each an Ounce. Mix for a Draught. Or,

Take White wine and Vinegar of Squills, of each an Ounce; Spirit of Cinnamon, two Drams; Syrup of white Poppies, half an Ounce. Mix for a Draught.

The Squills, in either of these Dofes, being preferred from exerting their Emetic Faculty in the former by the Cinnamon Water, and in the latter by the Spirit of Cinnamon and the Diacodium, finding Admission by this Management into the Mass of Blood, become a very powerful Alterative, and are eminently serviceable in a Dropical Habit, and likewife in some Althmatic Complaints. Either one or the other of these Diuretic Draughts may be repeated from Day to Day, according to the Obdinance or Continuance of the Symptoms.

Hausius Peruvianus.

A Peruvian Bark Draught.

Take Small Cinnamon-water, two Ounces; Bark in Powder, a Dram; Syrup of Cloves, three Drams. Mix for a Dofe.

Where the Stomach will admit of fo large a Quantity of it in Subfance, this is a very efficacious Method of administering this famous Drug; there being scarce a Possibility, that any Ague fhould occur of fo obfinate a Nature, that would not yield to the Force of this extraordinary Specific thus exhibited, and, in the Intervals of the Paroxysms, every four or six Hours (more or lefs frequently, according to the longer or shorter Space of the Interrufion) repeated. A Vomit should precede the Ufe of it; and in cafe it purges, drop ten Drops of Liquid Laudanum into the next Dofe.

Hausius Salinus.

A Saline Draught.

Take Spring-water, an Ounce; Salt of Wormwood, half a Dram; fresh Lemon-Juice, fix Drams; Tincture of Cinnamon, two Drams; and, with a little fine Sugar, make a Draught.

This is a Mixture of singular Ufe in Fevers, taken, and repeated every six Hours; as it will seldom fail to promote a gentle breathing Sweat. It is sometimes likewife prescribed as a Substitute for the Bark, from the great Chance there is of its putting an actual Stop to Intermittent Disorders.

Hausius Sudorificus.

A Sudorific, or Sweating, Draught.

Take Alexiterial Milk - water, an Ounce;
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This is a celebrated Remedy in Vomitings; and as sure a Relief in that Disorder of the Stomach, as Diascordium has been experienced to be in Diarrhoeas, from too lax a State of the Intestines. A Spoonful of it is to be taken after every Pro­
vocation to vomit.

Mistura Aphyumatica.

A Mixture for an Asthma.

Take Oxymel of Squills, two Ounces; Spring-water, four Ounces; Spirituous Cinnamon-water, two Ounces. Make a Mixture.

This is a very serviceable Mixture in Asthmatic Complaints. It opens the Breast, and of course gives a greater Liberty of Breathing. Bleeding, says the Editor of the Med­dula, &c. should precede, and blistering accompany, the Use of it. Two Spoonfuls of it are to be ta­ken three or four times a day.

Mistura Astringens.

An Astringent Mixture.

Take Diascordium with Opium, an Ounce; Spring-water, twelve Ounces; Spirituous Cinnamon­water, three Ounces. Make a Mixture.

When Stools are no ways Critical, but fatiguing and weakening to the Sick, the Use of this Mixture will be of great Service by strengthening and quieting the Bowels, so as to render them inefrible of the Irrita­tion wont before to solicit them to a preternatural Evacuation of Slime, or other Matter. A Spoonful of it is to be taken after every Stool.

Mistura Campecheniæ.

A Logwood Mixture.

Take the Extract of Logwood, three Drams; and dissolve it in six Ounces of Spring-water. Add occasionally thirty Drops of the

Ounce and a half; Compound Piony-water, three Drams; Lapis Contrayerva, a Scruple; Spirit of Hartshorn per se, thirty Drops; Syrup of Orange-Peels, two Drams. Mix for a Dose.

Where Sweating may be of Service after proper Bleeding, this Draught will be very conveniently exhibited. And it has been known to succeed in a particular Manner in a Pain of the Side, that was before its Administration exceedingly obsti­nate. On the Return of an Agueish Paroxysm it will be likewise singularly beneficial; and, by eliminat­ing much of the Morbific Matter through the Pores of the Skin, contribute to a great degree to shorten it. On these Occasions, in case the Malady be protracted, on the Expira­tion of six Hours, it will be pro­per to repeat it.

C H A P. VIII.

Of Mixtures, and Expressions.

This Species of Composition is also in frequent Use amongst the Faculty, and Practitioners in Physick, several of which Kind differ only in Name from Juleps; and, in Reality, not at all from Draughts, a Draught being but a Mixture for one Dose. The following are of the Tendency of those generally prescri­bed on the Occasions specified by their respective Titles.

Mistura Anti-Emetica

A Mixture against Vomiting.

Take Salt of Wormwood, two Drams; Lemon Juice, three Ounces; Spirituous Cinnamon-water, an Ounce; Syrup of Orange-Peels, six Drams. Make a Mixture.
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Thebaic Tincture, or a Dram of Roman Philonium.

In all Fluxes, (says the Comment on this Article in the Medulla Medicinae Universalis, &c. from whence it is here inserted) and preternatural Discharges of the Lower Belly, where Bleeding and other necessary Evacuations have preceded, This from its Astringent and Opia Quality, will turn out a very serviceable Medicine; and put an effectual Stop to Disorders ensuing from relaxed and diseased Vessels, allay their Irritation, and restore the Intelligences to their due Tone, and the Exercise of the Province assigned them by Nature. A Spoonful of it to be taken at proper Distances.

Misura Nitrosa.
A Nitre Mixture.

Take Spring-water, six Ounces; prepared Crabs-Claws, and purified Nitre, of each a Dram and a half; Syrup of Orange Peels, half an Ounce. Make a Mixture.

This is a good cooling and diuretic Medicine, and consequently adapted to several inflammatory Disorders; particularly Fevers of this Denomination, in Conjunction with a due Evacuation by Bleeding. A Spoonful of it is to be taken on these Occasions pretty frequently.

Misura Paregorica.
A Composing Mixture.

Take Syrup of white Poppies, three Ounces; Spring-water, six Ounces; Spirituous Alexiterial Water, two Ounces. Make a Mixture.

Whenever Sleep and Rest are wanting, four Spoonfuls of this Mixture, taken on going to Bed, will agreeably procure them, without recurring to the hazardous Efficacy of stronger Opiates; which demand the utmost Skill and Caution in their Administration. In a Fever like-wise, in case of great Restlessness, a Spoonful of it may be given every three or four Hours, till the Patient sink into a gentle Slumber: which Management is generally attended with better Consequences, than where a full sleepy Dose is prescribed without such Circumpection.

Misura Purgans.
A Purging Mixture.

Take the Infusion of Sena, ten Ounces; the Sena-Tincture, two Ounces; Tincture of Jalap, two Drams. Make a Mixture.

In Habits, subject to a collique Dysfunction, a Medicine of this Nature is very convenient, as a Spoonful or two of it may be taken occasionally without observing any manner of Regimen, and continued for several successive Mornings. Three Spoonfuls of it is a Purging Dose sufficient for any Constitution that is not more than ordinarily robust.

Misura Scillistica.
A Squills Mixture.

Take Simple Cinnamon-water, eight Ounces; Vinegar of Squills, and Syrup of Marsh-mallows, of each three Ounces. Make a Mixture.

Squills are powerfully detergent; and, when stripped of their Emetic Property (as they are in this Mixture) will become an efficacious Remedy in Asthmatic Disorders, and all Obstructions and Infections of the Lungs and Viscera. They are also of a strongly diuretic Nature, and (modelled as in this Composition) work very forcibly by Urine. Hence may they be prescribed with Advantage in some Dropies. Two Spoon-
Spoonfuls of this Mixture are to be taken on these Occasions Mornings and Evenings, and the Use of it continued according to the Exigency of the Illness.

_Misuré a Valeriana._

The Valerian Mixture.

Take Simple Pepper-mint-water, twelve Ounces; Wild Valerian-root in Powder, an Ounce; Compound Spirit of Lavender, half an Ounce; Syrup of Orange-peels, an Ounce. Make a Mixture.

The Valerian Root is warm and aromatic, and of great Efficacy in all Nervous and Hysterical Complaints. Consequently it is no Wonder, it is such a Favourite of the present Practice. As it is highly attenuating, it may be of Service likewise in oblitinate Agues; especially if assisted by Camphire. The Dose of this Mixture is a Spoonful three or so Times a day.

_Expressio Ísérica._

An Expression for the Jaundice.

Take live Millepedes, No. C. Saffron, ten Grains; Nutmeg, half a Dram; and fine Sugar, half an Ounce. Beat these Ingredients together, and then pour upon them Milk-water, four Ounces; Compound Piony-water, an Ounce. Mix, and squeeze out the Liquor hard.

This will not only be serviceable in Íséric Caffes, but in almost all Chronical Disorders, that owe their Reje to a Foulness of the Glands. Half of it is to be taken in the Morning, and the Remainder at Five in the Afternoon.

_Expressio Millepedum Simplex._

A Simple Expression of Millepedes.

Take live Millepedes and fine Sugar, of each three Ounces. Beat them well together in a Marble Mortar, and pour upon them a Pint of White-wine, which strain out again by hard Squeezing.

Dr. Fuller, from whom this is taken, says, that, 'Millepedes abound in a volatile Salt, as all Infects do; that they incide and dissolve tough clammy Phlegm, whereforer it sticks; attenuate, exalt, and depurate the Blood, penetrate into the Glands, Nerves, Fibres, smallest Pipes and Passages, piercing through Obstructions, deterging, cleaning, and comforting, and are famous for their diuretic Quality. They are used in Caffes of Gravel, Sand, Dropsy, Jaundice, King's-evil, Cough, Phthisis, Conspiration at the Beginning, Hypochondriac Affections, Scorbatic Joint-pains, and Dimness of Sight.' Three Ounces of it are to be taken every Morning, and its Use is to be continued for a competent Time.

_Expressio Scorbutica._

An Anti-Scorbatic Expression.

Take Brook-lime, Water-creffes, Dandelion, and Clivers, of each two Handfuls; Oranges cut to pieces Peel and all, No. 4. Bruise these together, and add White-wine and Elder-flower-water, of each a Pint. After some Time strain off, and sweeten for Use.

This, drank to the Quantity of about six Ounces every Morning in the Spring-time, for a Month together, generally proves of good Service in a hot Scorbatic Habit.

_Expressio Styptica._

A Styptic Expression.

Take Dafties, Yarrow, and Nettles, of each three Handfuls. Bruise them, and pour upon them twelve Ounces.
Ounces of Plantain-water. When it has stood an Hour, strain it off, and add two Drams of Sal Prunetala, and Syrup of Dried Roses, two Ounces.

In a Bleeding at the Nose, or a Spitting of Blood, in Bloody Urine, or an inmoderate Flux of the Menstrual, four Ounces of this taken thrice in a Day, will, through its cooling and thickening Property, be of singular Service.

CHAP. IX.
OF LINCTUS’s, AND LAMBATIVES.

Very few of this Class of Medicines are subsisting in the present Practice. What are still retained correspond with the Nature and Purposes of the following; viz.

Linctus Detergens.

A Common Lambative.

Take Oil of Olives, three Ounces; White Syrup, two Ounces; Conserve of red Roses, half an Ounce; Oil of Vitriol, half a Dram. Mix for a Lambative.

This is taken from the Medulla Medicinae Universae, &c. with the subsequent Remark. 'There is often a great acrimonious Irritation accompanying a preternatural Relaxation of the Glands, to as to produce very troublesome and frequent Fits of Coughing. In which Case, this Mixture will be of double Service; the Olive Oil blunting the Sharpness of those stimulating Particles, while the Conserve of Roses and the Oil of Vitriol are guarding against Rheum, and Defluxions. A Spoonful of it is to be taken on the Urgency of the Cough.'

Linctus Emolliens.

An Emollient Linctus.

Take Oil of Sweet Almonds and Syrup of Violets, of each two Ounces. Mix for a Linctus. Or,

Take Oil of Sweet Almonds and Syrup of Marsh-mallows, of each an Ounce and a half; Sugar-candy in fine Powder, six Drams. Mix for a Linctus. Or,

Take Linseed Oil and Syrup of red Poppies, of each two Ounces; Oil of Aniseed, two Drops; white Sugar-candy in fine Powder, two Drams. Mix according to Art.

These are softening, cooling, and relaxing, and of course proper to be prescribed where a dry, husky Cough is continually harrassing the Lungs and neighbouring Parts, from too great a Criphation of the Fibres. In Asthmas likewise and Peripneumonic Affections they may very much con-
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Contribute to the Alleviation of the Symptoms. A Spoonful to be taken between whiles.

Linctus ad Raucoctunm.

A Linctus for a Hoarseness.

Take Linseed Oil fresh drawn, an Ounce; Sperma Ceti, half an Ounce; White Sugar-candy in Powder, six Drams; Balsamic Syrup, an Ounce and a half. Mix for a Linctus.

A Spoonful of it is to be taken every now and then on the Occasion specified by its Title. Thus much may suffice on this Head of Linctus's.

CHAP. X. Of PILLS.

This is a very convenient Method of exhibiting particular Drugs, which would be intolerable to the Generality of Palates unless wrapt up in this Form. And as to others not so digestual to the Taste, as most Persons have a natural Aversion to whatever bears the Name of a Medicinal Composition, it has been long customary with Physicians and Practitioners to render even these of this Class of Remedies: So that this Kind of Prescription extends to almost all Disorders of the Human Body; as will appear from the following Detail.

Pilulae Ethioticae.
Æthiops Mineral Pills.

Take Æthiops Mineral, two Drams; Ceruis of Antimony, a Dram; Gum Guaiacum, half a Dram; and, with a sufficient Quantity of the Extract of Sarsaparilla, make them into Pills, ten out of each Dram.

This is recommended by Mr. Barter, (from whose Pharmacopoeia it is here inferred) as a very powerful Remedy in Dropfitness, Venereal Diseales, and in all cutaneous Distempers. And, indeed, if we consider the Properties of its Ingredients, we must conclude it extremely efficacious in opening Obstructions even in the minutest Passages, and correcting the Sharpness and Acrimony of the Humours. Five of them are ordered for a Doxe, and their Use is to be continued for at least six Weeks.

Pilulae Alexipharmaceae.

Alexipharmic Pills.

Take Virginia Snake-root in fine Powder, a Dram and a half; Saffron, Camphire, and Salt of Amber, of each ten Grains; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Diacodium, make them into Pills. Or,

Take Lapis Contrayervre, half a Dram; Saffron, a Scruple; Cochineal, ten Grains; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Diacodium, make them into Pills. Or,

Take Virginia Snake-root in Powder, a Dram and a half, Saffron, a Scruple; Camphire, and Salt of Amber, of each ten Grains; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Venice Treacle, make them into Pills. Or,

Take Diaphoretic Antimony, a Dram; Camphire, Cassia, and Salt of Amber, of each twelve Grains; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Diacodium, make them into Pills.

These are contrived for those Persons, who are strongly prejudiced against Medicines exhibited in any other Form. In a malignant or nervous Fever, in order to raise the Spirits, and to promote a Critical Discharge of the Morbid Matter, four or five Pills from any one of these Compositions may be given every six Hours, or oftener, according to the Circumstances of the Patient, along with a few Spoonfuls of some
some Preparations corresponding with the same Intention.

**Pilulæ ex Alio.**

Garlic Pills.

Take Juice of Garlic, half an Ounce; Gum-Ammoniac, a Dram and a half; Saffron, a Scruple; Millepedes prepared, a Dram; Oil of Aniseed, four Drops; Powder of Elecampane-Root, a sufficient Quantity to make them into Pills.

This is a very attenuating and deterging Composition; and may therefore be of particular Service in Disorders from an Infection of the Vessels; especially, in Asthmatic Complaints, where the Parts discover no Tendency to an Inflammation. Five of these Pills to be taken twice a day.

**Pilulæ Asthmaticæ.**

Pills for an Asthma.

Take Gum-Ammoniac strained, a Dram; Saffron and Salt of Amber, of each two Scruples; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Balsamic Syrup, make them into middling Pills. Or,

Take Gum-Ammoniac strained, a Dram and a half; Flowers of Benjamin, a Dram; Millepedes prepared, three Drams; Saffron, a Scruple; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Balm of Peru, make them into Pills.

These are compounded of very good Ingredients in order to qualify them for holding a Rank among the principal of that Class of Medicines specified by their Title. Nor will they be only serviceable in Asthmatic Cases, but also in many Nervous Complaints. Three of them may be taken thrice a day, along with a Draught of some Pectoral Decotion.

**Pilulæ Astringentes.**

Astringent Pills.

Take Astringent Saffron of Steel, Armenian Bole, prepared Coral, Dragon’s-blood, and Maflich, of each a Dram; Oil of Cinnamon, ten Drops; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Venice Turpentine, of every Dram of the whole Compound make ten Pills.

The Use of these is devoted to a Relaxation and Weakness either of the Reins, and Urinary Ducts, the Uterine Vessels, or those of the Intestines. On which account they will be of Service in Fluxes proceeding from an impaired Elasticity of the Fibrous Texture, in the Fluor Albus, and, after the Virulence is over, in a Gonorrhœa. Three of them may be taken thrice a-day.

**Pilulæ Barbaroffæ.**

Barbaroffa Pills.

Take Rhubarb, two Ounces; Digrydium, a Dram; Quicksilver, half an Ounce; Musk, ten Grains; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Flower,
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Flower, make them into a Mass for Pills.

Care must be taken, in the Management of this Composition, to incorporate the Mercury thoroughly first with Turpentine. Hercules Saxonia was the Author of this celebrated Prescription. It is very efficacious in a Predominancy of acrimonious Humours, that display themselves in Ulcers, and all manner of Cutaneous Foulnefses. It will likewise be of Service in most Chronic Distempers, a Dram of it being taken every Day for a Month together.

Pillae Cacheticæ.

Pills for an ill Habit of Body.

Take Succotorine Aloes, and Gum-Ammoniac, of each a Dram and a half; Steel prepared with Sulphur, a Dram; Oil of Anifeed, six Drops; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Orange-Keels, of every Dram of the whole Compound make twelve Pills.

The blending of Aloes, in this Composition, with the Gum-Ammoniac and Steel renders it a very good Medicine in regard of the Purpose to be answered from its Title. For by this Means the peccant Matter, that loads the Vessels, and to a great degree obstructs the Circulation of the Blood and Juices, is more expeditiously dislodged, as a Passage is continually promoted for it through the Channel of the Intestines. Wherefore these Pills will be of Efficacy in Hypochondriacal and Hysterial Disorders, and particularly in a Defect of the Menfes. Four or five of them are to be taken every Night at Bed-time.

Pillae Calcaria.

Caftor Pills.

Take Rufia Caftor, two Drams; Salt of Amber, a Dram; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Balsam of Peru, make eight and forty Pills.

Caftor is of noble Use in Medicine, and, being very friendly to the Nerves, is particularly serviceable in Cephalic and Hysteric Complaints, that often owe their Origine to some Disorder in the Nervous System. In these Pills, the Salt of Amber likewise affiſts its Efficacy. Five of them are to be taken twice or thrice a-day.

Pillae Catarrhales.

Pills for a Catarrh.

Take Rufus's Pills, a Dram; Storax Pills, half a Dram; Oil of Cinnamon, two Drops. Make them into twenty Pills.

Through the Evacuation procured by the Rufus's Pills, and a successive Derivation of the Matter by the Intestines, that would otherwise clog the Glands of the Throat and the Organs of Respiration, while the agglutinating and softening Virtues of the Storax Pills are exerting themselves against sharp Rheums, and the Irritations they are accustomed to produce, this is a Composition very well adapted for the producing the Benefit expected from the Title. Three of these Pills are to be taken every Night, while the Disorder is urgent.

Pillae Catharticae.

Purging Pills.

Take Pill-Cochie and the Extract of Rudius, a Dram; Resin of Jalap and Calomel, of each half a Dram; Oil of Anifeed, two Drops; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Balsamic Syrup, out of every Dram of the whole Compound make ten Pills.

Where there is an Indication of Evacuations of this Nature, Four of these
these Pills, taken early in the Morning, will very effectually answer such a Purpose. The Dose may be repeated, increased, or abated, according to the different Circumstances of Age, Constitution, and Sensibility of the Intestinal Fibres.

Pilulae Cephalicae.

Cephalic Pills.

Take the Fetid Pill, fifteen Grains; Resin of Jalap, Castor, and Salt of Amber, of each five Grains; Spirit of Lavender what is sufficient to make the Composition into five Pills.

In all Distempers of the Head, such as Apoplexies, Epilepsies, Paralytic Affections, and the like, as also in Hypochondriacal and Hysterical Disorders, these Pills, taken at one Dose, and repeated occasionably, will be attended with very probable Success. For the principal Ingredient in their Composition, viz. the Fetid Pill, being full of hot and penetrating Parts, will in a particular Manner help to remove whatever Obstructions in the Vessels may be an Obstacle to their natural Mechanical Agency.

Pilulae Chalybeatae Catharticae.

Purging Steel Pills.

Take Scammony prepared with Sulphur, a Dram; Gum-Ammoniac, two Drains; Salt of Steel, half a Dram; Oil of Cloves, three Drops; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Orange-Peels, of every Dram of the whole Compound make ten Pills.

This is a very good Composition for a Chlorosis, or Green-Sicknes; as four or five of these Pills taken in a Morning, and repeated at proper Distances, partly by evacuating the clogging obstructing Matter, and partly by gradually invigorating the whole System of the Body, will almost infallibly remove the Symptoms attendant on that Disorder, such as Shortness of Breath, Paleness of Complexion, &c. They will be likewise serviceable in Hypochondriacal Oppositions.

Pilulae à Cinnabaris.

Cinnabar Pills.

Take Native Cinnabar in fine Powder, three Drains; Castor and Salt of Amber, of each two Scruples; Oil of Marjoram, eight Drops; Balsam of Peru, two Scruples; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Compound Syrup of Pionies, of every Dram of the whole Mass make nine Pills.

Two of these Pills, taken three times a-day, will be serviceable in whatever Complaint, arising from some Disorder of the Nerves, may be habitual in particular Persons; and of course may be properly administered to those that are subject to the Head-ach, or to Vertiginous, Epileptic, and even Paralytic Indispositions.

Pilulae Coccie Minores.

The Leffer Pill-Cochiae.

Take Socotrine Aloes and Scammony, of each two Ounces; the Pith of Coloquintida, an Ounce; Oil of Cloves, two Drains; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Buckthorn, form the Whole into a Mass.

This is a good, warm, useful Purge, and very efficacious on many Occasions; particularly, in Colic Pains, all Viscidities, Watery Humours, and Flatulencies. But, as it is endowed with pretty acid Powers, to prevent the Membranes from being too much irritated, or,
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in other Words, to render its Operation milder, it will be convenient to mix a Grain or two of Opium with the Ingredients. Its Dose is five and twenty Grains, or half a Dram.' Thus the Remark on this Composition in the Medulla Medicinæ.

Pilulae Colici.
Pills for the Colic.

Take Pilulae ex duobus, half a Dram; London Laudanum, a Grain and a half; Oil of Cloves, a Drop. Make them into five Pills.

In a Bilious Colic, it is an admirable Method, and, indeed, an absolutely necessary one, neither to prescribe an Opiate unless blended with some Medicine of a Cathartic Property, nor to order a Remedy of a Cathartic Tendency without keeping the Bowels quiet by the Concomitancy of something of an Opiate Nature. In these Pills there is a just and an exactly proportioned Mixture of each; so that the Anodyne Part of the Composition will be alleviating whatever painful Sensation may be prevailing in the Intestines, while the Purgative one is carrying off the foreign stimulating Matter productive of the Disorder.

But in Hysterick Colics great Caution and Circumspection are requisite; as the least Irritation almost, in those of that Class, from a Purgative of any Force and Efficacy, would be in danger of promoting Convulsions; the whole Business there being to be managed by emollient Fomentations and Anodynes.' See the Appendix to the Medulla Medicinæ Universæ, &c.

Pilulae ex Colocynthis cum Aloe.
The Lesser Pill-Cochia.

Take Socotorine Aloes, and Scommmony, of each two Ounces; the Pith of Coloquintida, an Ounce; Oil of Cloves, two Drums. Let the dry Species be reduced to Powder separately, the Oil mixed among them, and the Whole formed into a Mafs with Syrup of Buckthorn.

This is a good warm useful Purge, and very efficacious on many Occasions; particularly in Colic Pains, all Viticulties, Watry Humours, and Flatulencies. But as it is endued with pretty acrid Powers, to prevent the Membranes from being too much irritated, it will be convenient to mix a Grain or two of Opium with the Ingredients. Its Dose is five and twenty Grains, or half a Dram. See the Medulla Medicinæ, &c. on this Head.

Pilulae de Croco.
Saffron Pills.

Take Extract of Saffron, a Scruple; Flowers of Benjamin, half a Dram; Juice of Liquorice, a Dram; Oil of Aniseed, four Drops; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Balsam of Peru, make them into Pills.

In Disorders of the Breast, and Pulmonary Vessels, from an Insarction of them through a preternatural Siziness in the Blood, three Pills of this Mafs, taken thrice a day, by their warm attenuating Quality may be singularly serviceable, and in a reasonable time procure a full Liberty of Breathing.

Pilulae
Pilulae Diureticae.

Diuretic Pills.

Take Squills, two Drams; Aromatic Species, a Dram and a half, Balsam of Peru, a Dram; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Orange-Peels, of every Dram of the whole Composition make ten Pills.

These, says the Comment on them in the Medulla Medicinae, &c. are effectually detergent, and, nevertheless, a very safe Diuretic: the Balsam of Peru being a strong Bar against any immoderate Relaxation of the Renal Glands, and Urinary Vessels. The Balsam has been much celebrated for Asthmas, Phthisick, and Nephritic Pains, Obstruction of the Menses, Weakness of the Stomach, and the Jaundice. The Blending the Squills with it in this Composition will considerably forward those Intentions. Two or three of these Pills are to be taken Morning and Evening, in Disorders, where Diuretics are indicated.

Pilulae Dysentericae.

Pills in a Bloody Flux.

Take yellow Bees-wax, half an Ounce; Japan Earth and Sperma Ceti, of each a Dram; Sugar of Lead, a Scruple; Oil of Cinnamon, twelve Drops. Form them into a Mafs by the Fire, and of every Dram of the whole Composition make ten Pills.

These Pills will be of Service whenever there is a Predominancy of acrimonious Humours either in the Intestines, or in the Urinary or Uterine Passages; and therefore may be prescribed with Advantage not only in the Disorder specified by their Title, but also in old Gleets, and in the Fluor Albus. Four or five of them are to be taken two or three times a day.

Pilulae Eschphrasticæ.

Deobstruent Pills.

Take Stomach-Pills with Gums, Aloephagine Pills, Gum Guaiacum, and Salt of Steel, of each four Scruples; Salt of Wormwood and Extract of Gentian, of each two Scruples. With a sufficient Quantity of Gum Ammoniac dissolved in Vinegar of Squills, out of every Dram of the whole Composition make ten Pills.

In almost all Chronic Disorders, as they generally proceed from an Obstruction formed in one or other of the Parts, these Pills will be of singular Benefit. From their gently laxative Property they will be serviceable likewise in Hypochondriacal Disorders. Four or five of them are to be taken every night going to Bed, and to be continued for some time.

Pilulae Eschphrasticæ Alteræ.

Other Deobstruent Pills.

Take Species of Hiera Picra, two Ounces; Salt of Steel, half an Ounce; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Extract of Gentian, make them into Pills.

These are adapted to Constitutions inclining to a Jaundice or Dropisy, or to any gross or foul Habit of Body in general, brought on by an intemperate Way of Living. Five or six of them are to be taken Morning and Evening.
Pilulae Ecphrasti Lic. Sylvii.
Sylvii's Deobstruent Pills.

Take Gum Ammoniac strained, two Scruples; Salt of Steel calcined to Whiteness, a Scruple; Myrrh and Castor, of each fifteen Grains; Saffron, ten Grains; Troches of Alhambal, a Dram; Refin of Jalap, and Scammony prepared, of each a Scruple; Oil of Fennel, five Drops; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Elixir Proprietatis, make them into fifty Pills.

This Composition has been in great Esteem ever since the Time of its Author, the celebrated Sylvii, for all Infarctions of the Viscera, and Obstructions of the Nerves. And in Hypochondriacal Affections it is a remarkably powerful Remedy. Four or five of these Pills are to be taken twice a day.

Pilulae Emmenagogae.
Pills to promote the Menstruations.

Take Borax and Myrrh, of each a Dram; Birthwort and Saffron, of each a Scruple; Oil of Pennyroyal, Savin, and Cloves, of each two Drops; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Orange-PEels, out of every Dram of the whole Composition make ten Pills.

These Pills, from their warming and attenuating Property, are effectually calculated for answering the Purpose specified by their Title. Nor will they only be of Service on that Occasion, but likewise in all Hyterical Complaints in general. And, as there is a great Analogy between these and Disorders of the Spleen, they would be also very properly administered to Hypochondriacal Persons. In regard of the Menstrues, three of them are to be taken twice a day for three or four days before the usual Time of their Appearance, and in other Cases the Use of them may be continued for several Weeks together.

Pilulae Febrifugae.
Febrifuge Pills.

Take Powder of Camomile Flowers, two Drams and a half; Diaphoretic Antimony, a Dram; Salt of Wormwood, half a Dram; and, with a sufficient Quantity of the Mucilage of Gum Dragant, out of each Dram of the whole Composition make ten Pills.

Five of these Pills taken thrice a day will be of Service in a cold and impotent State of the Stomach, and by that means will help to restore Digestion. To the same Purpose are the following, viz.

Pilulae Gentianae.
Gentian Pills.

Take Powder of Gentian, two Drams; Salt of Wormwood, two Scruples; Extract of Gentian, a Dram; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Orange-Peels, make the Composition into Pills.

Pilulae Gileadenses.
Gilead Pills.

Take White Sugar-Candy powdered, two Drams; the cold Species of Gum Dragant, a Dram; Balsam of Tolu, two Scruples; Flowers of Benjamin, a Scruple; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Balm of Gilead, make them into Pills.

In an Ulceration of the Lungs, or in any inward Bruises, three or four of these Balsamic and Emollient Pills may be taken twice a day with Advantage. They will likewise be of Service after Delivery.
Pilulae de Guaiaco.

Guaiacum Pills.

Take Gum Guaiacum and Aloes, of each a Dram and a half, and, with a sufficient Quantity of Balsam of Peru, make them into Pills.

Three or four of these Pills, taken every night on going to bed, will keep the Body moderately open, and consequently be of Service in Hypochondriacal Affections, and, indeed, in almost all Chronic Disorders whatever. The Gum Guaiacum of itself is of singular Efficacy; and, being a powerful Promoter of insensible Perspiration, is very well adapted to the Removal of all Complaints arising from any Obstruction in the Cutaneous Pores.

Pilulae Gummoseae.

The Gum Pills.

Take of Opopanax, an Ounce; of Ammoniacum, Galbanum, and Sagapenum, of each half an Ounce; of Myrrh, two Drams; of Asa Foetida and Callor, of each three Drams; of Oil of Amber, a Scruple; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Mithridate, make them into Pills.

All the Ingredients of this Mafs concur to render it effectual in removing Hysterical Disorders. As it is very attenuating and detergent, it will likewise do Service in all Distempers that take their rise from Grumes and Vicidities, which stuff up the Vessels, and obstruct the necessary Motion of the Nervous Fluids. Hence may it be ordered in Asthmatic Complaints, and Infarctions of the Lungs, in the Quantity of about five and twenty Grains to be taken every night at bed-time.

Pilulae Hydroargyri Horstii.

Pills to purge Water.

Take Gamboge, fifteen Grains; Oil of Juniper, two Drops; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Mithridate, make five Pills. Or,

Take Resin of Jalap, five Grains; Gamboge and Salt of Tartar, of each ten Grains; Oil of Aniseed, three Drops; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Balsam of Capaiva, make five Pills. Or,

Take Gamboge, a Scruple; Salt of Tartar, five Grains; Oil of Aniseed, three Drops; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Balsam of Peru, make five Pills.

Either of these Doses is very prevalent, and will drain the Body surprisingly of Watry Redundancies; and must of course be sufficiently beneficial, where the Visera are found, in an Anasarca, and Oedematosus Swellings. But then Doses of this Nature are proper only for Persons of a strong Constitution.

Pilulae de Hydrargyro Horstii.

Horstii's Mercury Pills.

Take Mercury killed with Juice of Lemons, five Drams; Aloes, five Drams; Rhubarb, three Drams; Digrydium, two Drams; Agaric, a Dram; Storax, Cinnamon, Mace, Yellow Saunders, Sarafparilla, Safffras, Musk, of each half a Dram; Honey, a sufficient Quantity; to which add a little Oil of Turpentine.

This Composition is calculated for the Removal of inveterate Glandular Obstructions, and for destroying those acrimonious Humours, which corrupt and ulcerate the Capillaries.

Hence
Hence in all Cutaneous Blotches, in Leprous, and in Scrophulous Cæsas, it may be very successful. The Dose of it is from a Scruple to a Dram.

**Pillæ Hydropicae.**

Pills against the Dropsy.

Take Resin of Jalap, Scammony, Rhabarb, Gamboge, and Calomel, of each half an Ounce; Gum Ammoniac dissolved in the Juice of Flower-de-luce, three Drums; Tartar of Vitriol, two Drums; Maflich, a Dram; Saffron, a Scruple; Spirit of Turpentine, forty Drops; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Buckthorn, mix the Whole into a due Confinence for Pills.

This works very powerfully by Stool, and as it unloads the Body to a great degree of Superfluous Water and Phlegm, it must necessarily be of considerable Service in Dropsies, and all unwieldy Corpulency. However, it requires a robust Constitution to encounter with it, in order to its being administered with Safety. The Dose of it must not exceed two Scruples.

**Pillæ Hystericae.**

Hysteric Pills.

Take Galbanum strained, Afa Fœtida, and Gum Ammoniac, of each a Dram; Caftor, Camphire, and Salt of Amber, of each fifteen Grains; Oil of Amber, four Drops; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Balsam of Peru, out of every Dram of the whole Composition make twelve Pills.

**Pillæ Hystericae Altera.**

Other Hysterical Pills.

Take Powder of Savine, Dittany of Crete, of each a Dram; Myrrh, Galbanum, Gum Ammoniac, and Caftor, of each two Drums; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Orange Peels, out of each Dram of the whole Composition make twelve Pills.

Three of these Pills may be taken twice a day in a defective State of the Manses, or in any other Hystorical Disorder. But they would be entirely foreign to the Affair in case of Pregnancy; for, as they are of a very forcing Nature, they would subject the Patient to an Abortion. In Hypochondriacal Complaints likewise in the other Sex they would be taken to Advantage.

**Pillæ Hystericae Altera.**

Pills against the Jaundice.

Take Tartar of Vitriol, and Cochineal, of each half a Dram; Spanish Soap, two Drams. Make into Pills. Or,

Take Spanish Soap, two Drams; Saffron, Salt of Steel, and Salt of Amber, of each a Scruple; Oil of Juniper, ten Drops. Make into Pills. Or,

Take Turmeric in fine Powder and Saffron, of each half a Dram; Gum Ammoniac dissolved in Vinegar and Spanish Soap, of each a Dram and a half; Oil of Juniper, twelve Drops; and out of each Dram of the Whole make twelve Pills. Or,

Take Tartar of Vitriol and Saffron, of each two Ounces; Salt of Amber, a Scruple; Spanish Soap, two Drams; Oil of Juniper, ten Drops. Make into Pills. Or,

Take Spanish Soap, an Ounce; Oil of Anifeeds, thirty Drops. Make into Pills.

A a a

Let:
Let a Jaundice be never so obli-
nate and invertebrate, five Pills from
any one of these Compositions, taken
thrice a day along with some suitable
Apozem, and continued for a due
Length of Time, will almost infal-
ibly remove it, without the least
Confinement or Inconvenience to the
Patient.

**Pilulae Marcescine.**

Marocostine Pills.

Take Gum Ammoniac, an Ounce
and a half; Myrrh, six Drams; Aloes,
a Pound; Agaric, six Drams; Rhubarb,
three Drams; Saffron, half an Ounce;
Coffus, six Drams; Aloes Wood, two
Drams; Maltich Herb, half an
Ounce. Make a Decoction of the
six last Ingredients in a Quart of
Damask Rose Juice, and a suffi-
cient Quantity of common Water;
which prefs out hard, and put to
it the Ammoniacum and Myrrh,
strained in four Ounces of Vine-
gar of Squills, and with the Aloe
evaporate all together to a due
Confinence.

This Composition is purgative,
deteritive, and de-obitrueent; and
therefore devoted to the Clearing of
the Habit of Body of pituitous and
watry Humours, from the Lodg-
ment of which arise Dropfies, and
several Chronic Diforders. It is also
endued with a peculiar Property of
cleaning the Liver and Kidneys, and
consequently would be properly pre-
scribed in order to cut short Diseafes
incident to thofe Parts. The Dofe
of it is from fifteen Grains to two
Scruples.

**Pilulae Maritales.**

Steel Pills.

Take Salt of Steel, two Drams;
Galbanum strained as much as is

necessary to give a due Confi-
nence; and, with a sufficient
Quantity of Syrup of Orange-Peels,
make into Pills. Or,

Take Salt of Steel, Gum Ammoniac,
of each half a Dram; Zedoary,
and Extract of Gentian, of each
two Drams; and, with a suffi-
cient Quantity of Syrup of Orange-
Peels, out of each Dram of the
Whole make nine Pills. Or

Take Salt of Steel, a Dram; Saff-
fron and Galangal in fine Powder,
of each half a Dram, and, with
a sufficient Quantity of Extract of
Gentian, make them into Pills.
Or,

Take Salt of Steel, a Dram; Aloes,
two Drams; Gum Ammoniac,
half a Dram; and, with a suffi-
cient Quantity of Balfam of Peru,
make them into Pills. Or,

Take Steel prepared with Sulphur,
two Drams; Saffron, half a Dram;
and, with a sufficient Quantity of
Extract of Gentian, make them
into Pills.

Three Pills from any of these
Compositions given twice a day will
be singularly benefitial in a difficult
Eruption of the Memfes in very young
People, or in an obstructed Habit in
regard of Thofe more advanced in
Age. This Form is contrived for the
Convenience of taking the Steel,
which perhaps in any other would
be apt to recoil, or fit very uneafily
on the Stomach.

**Pilulae Melanogege.**

Pills against Melancholy.

Take Black Hellebore, two Ounces;
Colocynth, three Ounces; Boil
These in five Pints of the Phlegm
of Vitriol to the Consumption of
half:
Of half; then boil what can be pressed out to the Consistence of Honey, and put to it Resin of Scammony in fine Powder, and keep stirring with a gentle Heat, till it becomes of a due Consistence for Pills.

In a Degree of Melancholy bordering on Lunacy, where the Faculties want to be rowled in proportion to the Obstinacy of the Disorder, this Composition may be of very great Service. But it is too violent in its Operation to be given with any tolerable Safety in Cases of less Urgency. Should there occur every now and then a Constitution robust enough to bear it, even the most inveterate Chronic Illnesses would in all probability be forced to yield to its powerful Efficacy. The Dose of it is about twelve Grains, and must never exceed a Scrupule.

Pillolar Mercuriales.

Mercurial Pills.
Take five Drams of Quicksilver; two Drams of Strafsbourg Turpentine; and a Dram and a half of Rudius’s Extract.
First grind the Quicksilver with the Turpentine, till it appear no longer; then beat them up with the rest into a Mafs. If the Turpentine chance to be too thick, make use of a little Olive Oil.

Wherever Mercurials are indicated, Pills from this Mafs may be administered with great Prospect of Success; being second to no Form, wherein Quicksilver is wont to be exhibited. They are beneficial in all Venereal Symptoms of the leffer Kind; as likewise in Scorbatic Habits, and Ulcerous Cakes; greatly contributing to the Healing of those loathsome and obstinate Sores. Their Use is to be continued for some Time; which may be done with all the Ease and Safety imaginable. The Dose is two Scruples of this Mafs formed into five Pills.

Pillolar Pastorales.

Pastoral Pills.
Take Powder of Elecampane, Oris, and Liquorice, of each a Scrupule; Saffron and Flowers of Benjamin, of each ten Grains; White Sugar-candy, two Scrupules; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Balm of Sulphur washed, make them into Pills.
Whenever the Lungs want Opening and Deterging, as they frequently do from being stuffed up in consequence of Asthmatic Complaints, and the Catching any sudden Cold, three or four of these Pills taken twice a day will be of Service.

Pillolar Resuscit.

Rufus’s Pills.
Take Socotorine Aloes, two Ounces; Myrrh an Ounce; Saffron, an A a a z Ounce;
Ounce; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Saffron, make them into a Mafs.

This, from its Warmth to the Stomach and Bowels, and its gentle Method of Working, is deservedly ranked among some of our best Purgatives. It is peculiarly made use of in cold Constitutions, and Indigestions; and, by greatly promoting the Menstrual Discharges, will, without any other Assistance, frequently cure a Chlorosis, or the Green-Sickness. The Quantity to be taken of this Mafs is about half a Dram. This Pill, given in moderate Doses, viz., four or five Grains, three Times a day, will, from a Cathartic, become a very good Alterative; and, continued for some Time, will completely relieve any obstructed Habit. See the Medulla Medicine Universal, &c. under this Article.

Pilulae Sanitatis.

Guaiacum Pills.

Take Gum of Guaiacum, and Resin of the same Wood, of each a Dram and a half; Oil of the same, twenty Drops; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Balsam of Peru, make them into Pills.

This is a very convenient Way of conveying the Virtues of that celebrated Drug, Guaiacum, in respect of those Persons, who may not perhaps so well relish the Decoction of it. In a Defect of Perpiration from too great a Siziness in the Blood, after the necessary Evacuations, three of these Pills taken twice a day, from their active and attenuating Property, will scarce fail of being attended with Success; and in certain Rheumatic Pains, where there is no Inflammation, they will be singularly useful.

Pilulae de Sanguine Draconis.

Dragon’s-Blood Pills.

Take Dragon’s-Blood, two Drams and a half; Sugar of Lead and Roch-Alum, of each fifteen Grains; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Strasbourg Turpentine, form them into eight and forty Pills.

These Pills are endowed with a great Stypcticity, and on that account are accommodated to several Disorders proceeding from a preternatural Relaxation of the Vessels. In an immoderate Flux of the Menstrues they are particularly beneficial; and by corrugating the Fibres of the Stomach will very much assist in promoting Digestion. Four of them are to be taken twice or thrice a day. In a Diarrhea Rhubarb ought to precede the Use of them.

Pilulae de Scammonio.

Pills of Scammony.

Take Jalap-Root, a Dram; Scammony and Vitriol of Tartar, of each a Scruple; Chymical Oil of Nutmegs, six Drops; and, with a sufficient Quantity of the more liquid Extract of Gentian, form them into a Mafs for Pills.

This is an efficacious Medicine in a Dropical Habit, for which Purpose it is peculiarly calculated. The Dose of it is from a Dram and a half to two Drams to be taken early in the Morning.

Pilulae de Spermato Ceti.

Sperma Ceti Pills.

Take Sperma Ceti, a Dram; White Sugar-Candy in Powder, two Drams. Grind these well together, and then with a warm Pestle, and a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Ballam, form them into Pills.

Sperma Ceti is emollient, gently deterefive, and vulnerary. Hence it be-
becomes an admirable Medicine in Coughs, that owe their rise to sharp Defluxions, Erosions of the Vessels, and even Ulcerations of them. It is very effectual in inward Bruises, and Imposthumations, as also in Pleurisy, and after Delivery. In Nephritic Cases likewise, by enlarging the Passages, and expelling the gritty, fabulous Matter, it confers great Ease, and will do Service even in Bloody Urine. Three or four of these Pills may be taken twice or thrice a day, and continued according to the Exigency of the Complaint. See Appendix to the Medulla, &c.

Pillulae Spleneticae.

Pills against the Spleen.

Take an Ounce of Gum Ammoniac dissolved in Vinegar of Squills, and evaporated to a due Conistence; Steel prepared with Vinegar, and Extract of Gentian, of each half an Ounce; Tartar of Vitriol and Socotrine Aloes, of each two Drams; Myrrh and Mastic, of each a Dram; Salt of Wormwood, half a Dram; Saffron, a Scruple; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Orange-peels, mix the Whole into a Mafs for Pills.

This is a good de-obstruent Medicine, and consequently may be very serviceable in Hypochondriacal Disorders, as it will likewise in regard of Hysteries. For this Composition we are indebted to Mynficht. Half a Dram of it may be taken every Morning and Evening for some Time. Exercise should accompany the Ufe of it.

Pillulae Spleneticae Altera.

Other Pills against the Spleen.

Take Spikenard in fine Powder, a Dram; Afa Foetida strained and Ens Veneris, of each half a Dram; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Balsam of Peru, make the Whole into a Mafs for Pills. Or,

Take Ens Veneris, four Scruples; Saffron, Long Pepper, Virginia Snake root, and Spikenard, of each a Scruple; Galbanum, four Scruples; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Tincture of Myrrh, form the Whole into a Mafs for Pills.

These are likewise calculated for relieving Hypochondriacal and Hysterical Complaints, being of Efficacy in those Disorders, though obstinate and inveterate. For this End four Pills are to be taken three a day, and the Ufe of them is to be continued for some Time.

Pillulae Stomachicae.

Stomach Pills.

Take Powder of Cinnamon, Mace, and Nutmeg, of each a Scruple; Cloves, Long Pepper, and Balauftines, of each ten Grains; Extract of Gentian, a Dram and a half; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Elixir Proprietatis, form the Whole into a Mafs for Pills.

This will warm the Stomach to a great degree, and consequently be of Service whenever that Organ abounds with Flatulencies from Crudities and Indigestion. Three or four of them may be taken twice a day.

Pillulae Stomachicae Catharticae.

Purging Stomach Pills.

Take Rufus's Pill, a Scruple; Resin of Jalap, and Salt of Tartar, of each five Grains; Oil of Cinnamon, a Drop; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Elixir Proprietatis, make these Ingredients into five Pills.
As Pills are more eligible to several Persons than a Purge in a liquid Form, these will be useful on several Occasions where an Evacuation of that Nature is necessary or convenient, being a Dose that will answer the End gently and mildly, taken early in the Morning, and repeated at proper Distancess as Circumstances may require.

**Pilula Sypética.**

Styptic Pills.

Take burnt alum in Powder, three Drams; Dragon's-Blood powdered, a Dram; and with a sufficient Quantity of White-Syrup, make a Mafs.

From the powerful Astringency and agglutinating Property of these Pills, they are successfully prescribed in most Fluxes and Hæmorrhages. But then Care must be taken not to recur to their Ufe, without the necessary Caution, in regard of Bleeding, Purging, &c. Five of them may be taken Morning and Evening.

**Pilulae Styracea.**

Storax Pills.

Take Storax strained, two Drams; Flowers of Sulphur, a Dram; White Benjamin, half a Dram; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Syrup of Balsam, form them into Pills.

In Irritations of the Glands from sharp Rheums and Defluxions, three or four of these Pills taken twice a day, and the Ufe of them continued for some time, will by their softening and thickening Property put a Stop to the Disorder, and by that Means cut off the Cough that is almost inseparable from it.

**Pilulae Succinatae.**

Amber Pills.

Take Ambergrafe, two Grains; Musk, a Grain; Opium, three Grains; Salt of Amber, and Flowers of Benjamin, of each six Grains; and with a sufficient Quantity of Balsam of Peru, make them into nine Pills.

These are devoted entirely to the Hiccups; three of them being to be taken on the Urgency of that Disorder.

**Pilulae Tartaricae.**

Tartar Pills.

Take Aloes, three Ounces; Gum Ammoniac strained with Vinegar of Squills, an Ounce and a half; Tartar of Vitriol, a Dram and a half; Extract of Rhubarb, half an Ounce. Mix them into a Mafs for Pills.

Whenever the Glands and Capillaries are obstructed by thick and phlegmatic Humours, a Dose of this Composition of Bontius, given from a Scrapule to the Quantity of a Dram, and repeated according to the Exigency of the Case, by its attenuating and de-obstructing Faculty, will be of good Service. This Prescription is adapted likewise to Hypochondriacal and Rheumatic Complaints; and, given in a small Dose, from a Cathartic might become an excellent Alterative. Thus, by being frequently repeated, it would prove of Efficacy in the removing several Chronic Disorders.

**Pilulae Terebinthinae.**

Turpentine Pills.

Take Venice Turpentine boiled in Water to a due Consistence, half an Ounce; Amber, Dragon's-Blood, and Armenian Bole, of each half a Dram; and out of every Dram of the whole Composition make ten Pills.
Chapter XI

Of Lozenges

This Method of exhibiting medicines is contrived for the Gratification of the Palate; there was a variety formerly of officinal compositions under this head, but, being looked upon now as extremely trifling, and of no merit of efficacy, they are entirely excluded by the present Practice. The following forms perhaps may deserve some attention in regard to the I for they are generally prescribed to this end.

Trochæiæ Balsamici.

Balsamic Lozenges.

Take Balsam of Tolu, and Orach Root, each a half an ounce; Dragant and Arabic, of each an ounce; Flowers of Benjamine of Peru, two drams; Sugar-candy, a pound; reduce the whole to a fine powder, and, with the mucilage of quassia seeds and rose-water, make pills for lozenges.

This composition is really poSt of the qualification ascribed to its title; being a most agreeable at the same time a most powerful remedy for coughs, that owe their origin to tickling rheums and fluxions. These lozenges may be taken at pleasure.

Trochæiæ Bœchibi Albi.

White Pectoral Lozenges.

Take of the four greater cold perukes, of each an ounce; half a White Poppy-seed; Pine-nuts, of each a dram; and Starch in fine powder, of three ounces; fine sugar, a pound; beat the seeds into a paste, put to it the powders, and, A a a 4.
Lucilage of Gum Dragant and ofe-water, make the Whole of due Confinience for Lozenges.

This Composition is from Zwel-fer's, and calculated purely for the ef of that very troublesome Sen- n, the Heart-burn. To be taken at pleasure.

**Trochisci Bacchici Nigri.**

Black Pectoral Lozenges.

The of the Four Greater Cold seeds husked, of each two Ounces; white Poppy-Seeds, an Ounce. Our upon thefe in a Marble Mor- for a sufficient Quantity of Juice of Liquorice, diluted with Rose-water to the Confinience of a Syrup, to make them into a soft pulp, which drive through aieve with four or five Ounces more of Pulp of Liquorice; and 1d Strained Storax, an Ounce; powder of Orrice, three Ounces; nife and Fennel-Seeds, of each 1 Ounce; fine Sugar, two Pounds and a half; and make the Whole into a Pafte.

This also has Zwel-fer for its Au- , and stands highly recommend- or its Pectoral Virtues. On the ency of any Cough whatever, it be taken at pleasure.

**Trochisci de Benzoine.**

Troches of Benjamin.

Sugar-candy, a Pound. Melt in Rose-water. Then, taking from the Fire, dissolve in it rained Storax, an Ounce; which r well together; and, when ey are almost cold, sift in fine Powder of Benjamin, six Drams; r rice-root, an Ounce; Mulk, a ruple; and, with a sufficient quantity of the Mucilage of Gum dragant and Rose-water, make em into a Pafte.

This is also a Prescription of Zwel- fer's, and is a very grateful and effi- cacious Balsamic. On which ac- count it might be of great Service, if taken in a due Quantity, in a Con- sumptive Habit, and Diseafes of the Break. It may be used at pleasure.

**Trochisci Cephalici.**

Cephalic Lozenges.

Take Pulvis de Gutteta, and Native Cinnabar, of each half a Dram; Oil of Rosemary, and Nutmegs, of each two Drams; fine Sugar, two Ounces; and, with a suffici- ent Quantity of the Mucilage of the Gum Dragant, make a Pafte for Lozenges.

This is designed for a Relief in a relaxed State of the Nerves, and may be given at discretion.

**Trochisci Hæmoptici.**

Lozenges against Spitting of Blood.

Take Japan Earth, two Drams; Astringent Saffron of Steel, a Dram; Sugar of Lead, and Starch, of each half a Dram; fine Sugar, four Ounces; and, with a suffici- ent Quantity of the Mucilage of the Gum Dragant, make them into Lozenges.

Their Title indicates the Use of these Lozenges, which may be ser- viceable likewise in a preternatural Discharge of the Inteflines. In that Cafe Rhubarb must precede their Administration. They may be ta- ken at pleasure.

**Trochisci Paralytici.**

Lozenges against the Palsy.

Take Sugar in fine Powder, an Ounce; Compound Spirit of Lavender, sixty Drops; Oil of Rosemary, four Drops; and, with a sufficient Quantity of the Mucilage of Gum Dragant,
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Dragant, make them into Lozenges.

In a Tendency to a Paralytic State of the Nerves, these Lozenges may possibly be of some Use. They are to be taken pretty liberally.

Lozenges of the Bark.

Take of the Peruvian Bark in fine Powder, an Ounce; Balsam of Tolu, two Drams; of Gilead, half a Dram; Sugar, half a Pound; and, with a sufficient Quantity of the Mucilage of Gum Dragant, make them into Lozenges.

These are, with very little Alteration, from Dr. Fuller. Their Use is configned to Hectic Indispositions, and a Consumptive Habit of Body.

Restrictive Lozenges.

Take Japan Earth in fine Powder, an Ounce; Gum Dragant, three Ounces; Oil of Cinnamon, a Dram; Sugar of Roses, two Pounds; and, with a strong Mucilage of Quince-seeds, make them into a Pâte for Lozenges.

This is a Composition endued with great Stypicity; and on that account will be of considerable Service in all preternatural Relaxations of the Vesicles, whether of the Stomach, Intestines, Urinary, or Uterine, Passages. Hence these Lozenges take place in an Indigestion, Vomiting, and Fluxes, as also in the Fluor Albus, and, where there is no Virulence, in a Gleet.

C H A P. XII.

Of POWDERS.

Medicines frequently occur in the present Practice under this Form, corresponding almost with every Intention of Cure. For this Reason we shall be pretty copious on this Head, and subjoin a Variety of Prescriptions adapted to the Exigency of the respective Cases, that may arise in the Course of Diseases, and the Treatment of them.

Pulvis Absorbens.

An Absorbent Powder.

Take prepared Crabs' eyes, and red Coral prepared, of each a Scruple. Mix for a Powder. Or,

Take Calcined Hartshorn and White Chalk, of each a Scruple. Fine Sugar, ten Grains. Mix for a Powder. Or,

Take Red Coral prepared, Armenian Bole, and fine Sugar, of each fifteen Grains. Mix for a Powder.

From the general Predominancy of Acidities in the Stomach, Absorbents are of frequent and singular Use. In the Beginning of Fevers, after Bleeding and Vomiting, they are of particular Service; inasmuch as they produce a most agreeable Sensation in the Stomach, by sheathing whatever acrimonious Particles may be exerting their revolting Property in that Organ, and thereby be raising a Commotion in the Blood and Fluids. And, as their finest Parts may possibly enter the Lacteals, and by that Means be communicated
municated to the circulating Mans. their Efficacy will be manifested there by their destroying four foreign Corporules, the main Source of Feverish Fermentations and Inflammations. And in regard of Children, we are deftitute of our principal Support without the Use of Ablorbeents. For their Fevers, and in a manner all their other Distorders, take their rise chiefly from Acidities prevailing in the Stomach and First Passages; for the Removal of which veiling Particles Nothing is to directly adapted as the obtunding and seathing Faculty of Alkaline Substances, such as Crabs-eyes, Coral, Chalk, and the like. The above Forms are only single Doses for Grown Persons, which are to be taken in some suitable Liquid, and repeated every four or six Hours, according to the Circumstances of the Patient. In respect of Children the Quantity of Powder is to be proportioned to their respective Ages. And there is one Conveniency attendant on the Exhibition of these Ablorbeents, which is very worthy our Attention, viz. that, with the least Caution imaginable, there is almost an Imposibility of doing any Injury by prescribing them.

Pulvis Alexipharmacus.

An Alexipharmic Powder.

Take Lapis Contrayerve, a Scruple; Saffron, ten Grains. Mix for a Powder. Or,

Take Virginia Snake-root, fourteen Grains; Caftar and Saffron, of each six Grains. Mix for a Powder. Or,

Take Lapis Contrayerve, and Virginia Snake-root, of each fifteen Grains. Mix for a Powder. Or,

Take Diaphtoretic Antimony, fifteen Grains; Saffron and Camphire, of each five Grains. Mix for a Powder. Or,

Take Bezoardic Powder, a Scruple; Myrrh and Caftar, of each four Grains. Mix for a Powder. Or,

Take Compound Powder of Crabs-Claws, a Scruple; Saffron, ten Grains. Mix for a Powder.

In Fevers of a low, depressed, or Nervous Kind, it will be proper to prescribe Something of the Nature of these Powders; any one of which taken at once, and repeated every four or six hours, along with some Julep corresponding with the same Intention, will greatly contribute to the raising of the Pulse, and to the Expulsion of the Morbific Matter through the Pores of the Skin by a continued Diaphoresis. Should any Twitchings of the Tendons shew themselves at the same time, Blistering to a pretty good Degree ought to accompany the Use of the other Remedies.

Pulvis
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Pulvis Anthelminticus.

A Powder against Worms.

Take Coralline in Powder, and Æthiops Mineral, of each fifteen Grains; and mix for a Dose. Or,

Take Tin reduced to a Powder, ten Grains; Æthiops Mineral, a Scruple; and mix for a Dose. Or,

Take Powder of Tin, a Scruple; Æthiops Mineral, ten Grains; Powder of Savine and Saffron, of each three Grains. Mix for one Dose.

Worms are a common Complaint in Children. When these are predominant, some one of the above Powders, mixed with Treacle for the Conveniency of taking, given twice a day for three successive Days, by way of Preparation for a Purgative Medicine on the fourth, will go near to disarm those Animalcula of their eroding Powers; and, continued in like manner for a few Days longer, will entirely clear the Intestines of them. The Dose is to be increased, or diminished, in Proportion to the Age. See the Appendix to the Modulla, &c.

Pulvis Anticardialgicus.

A Powder against the Heart-burn.

Take white Chalk, six Ounces; Eyes and Claws of Crabs, of each an Ounce and a half; Fine Sugar, half an Ounce; Oil of Nutmegs, six Drops. Mix and make a Powder.

This is from the Pharmacopoeia Batana. The Author of it says, that six Drams of Armenian Bole may be added to it. A Dram of it, in a Draught of Spring-water, will infallibly relieve the Disorder of the Stomach its Title expressive, especially if repeated according to the Continuance or Urgency of it.

Pulvis Antilyssus.

Powder against the Bite of a Mad Dog.

Take Ash-coloured Ground-Liverwort, half an Ounce; Black Pepper, two Drams. Beat them together into a Powder.

This Powder was inserted in the London Pharmacopoeia in the Year 1721, at the Desire of Dr. Mead; whose Method of giving it, as set down in his Mechanical Account of Poisons, is This.

The Patient must be bled at the Arm nine or ten Ounces: and, this Powder being divided into four Doses, one of them must be taken every Morning, fasting, for four Mornings successively, in half a Pint of Cow's Milk warm. After these four Doses are taken, the Patient must go into the Cold Bath, or a cold Spring, or River, every Morning fasting, for a Month. He must be dip't all over, but not stay in (with his Head above Water) longer than half a Minute, if the Water be very cold. After this he must go in three times a Week for a Fortnight longer. Thus by means of a Course easily to be pursued, by preventing the Fever for a long time after the Bite, and constantly provoking a great Discharge by Urine, the Patient may possibly be secured from Danger.' See the Appendix to the Medulla Medicinae, &c.
Pulvis Arthriticus.

A Gout-Powder.

Take Turpeth, Hermodactyls, Senna, Scammony, and Dwarf-Elder feeds, of each equal Parts. Mix and make a Powder.

This is from Dr. Bate's Pharmacopœia, where it is inserted under the Title of Pulvis Arthriticus Turneri. The Dose of it at a Medium is about half a Dram. The Briskness of its Operation renders it very efficacious in dislodging whatever Concretions may be forming themselves in the Joints and Extremities from time to time, from an Accumulation of which obstructing Matter proceed the Arthritic Paroxysms.

Pulvis Astringens.

An Astringent Powder.

Take Tormentil-root, and Japan Earth, of each fifteen Grains; Oil of Cinnamon, a Drop. Mix for one Dose. Or,

Take Balaustines, and Cinnamon in Powder, of each ten Grains; Alum, five Grains. Mix for one Dose. Or,

Take Japan Earth, Armenian Bole, and Dragon's-Blood, of each eight Grains; Oil of Cinnamon, a Drop. Mix for one Dose. Or,

Take Mastic, and Astringent Saffron of Iron, of each ten Grains; Sugar of Lead, three Grains; Oil of Cinnamon, a Drop. Mix for one Dose.

Any one of these Doses may be taken and repeated every six or eight Hours in whatever preternatural Relaxation of the Veissels in either Sex. They would be particularly serviceable in the Fluor Albus, and in an excessive Discharge of the Menstrues in Women, and in preventing an Abortion. In Intestinal Fluxes also, after the Exhibition of Rhubarb, they would, by their corrugating Faculty, be of great Use. The White Drink may accompany their Administration.

Pulvis Balsamicus.

A Balsamic Powder.

Take Balm of Tolu, ten Grains; Myrrh, and Flowers of Benjamin, of each five Grains; and mix for one Dose. Or,

Take Sperma Ceti, and Crab's Eyes, of each a Scruple. Mix for one Dose. Or,

Take Sperma Ceti, a Scruple; Myrrh, ten Grains; Flowers of Benjamin, five Grains. Mix for a Dose. Or,

Take Mastic, and Myrrh in fine Powder, of each fifteen Grains; Flowers of Benjamin, five Grains, Mix for one Dose.

In any husky and tickling Disorder of the Lungs, or Irritation of the Larynx, any one of these Pectoral and lenient Powders may be taken two or three Times a day, along with some Linseed Tea, or Barley-water, sweetened with a sufficient Quantity of the White Syrup.

Pulvis Basilicus.

The Royal Powder.

Take Diagrydium, Cerufs of Antimony, Cream of Tartar, and Mercurius Dulcis, of each equal Parts. Mix them into a Powder according to Art.

This is extracted from the Pharmacopœia Bateana. The Mercurius Dulcis, says Dr. Quincy, ought to be well rubbed in a Glass Mortar by itself first; because, by the Weight and Minuteness of its Parts, it cannot be brought fine enough in Mixture with anything besides. And the finer
finer it is reduced, its Operation is always the milder. This is one of the best Purges for gross-bodied Children that are apt to breed Worms, and have large Bellies. For though the Ingredients are efficacious, its Operation will be mild and safe enough. It wonderfully clears the Bowels of Slime, andfetches out those viscid Humours which obstruct the Mesenterial Glands, and in a great measure the Lacteals themselves; which is often the Cafe in Children, and is attended with a hard Belly, flinking Breath, frequent Fevers, and a Decay of Strength in the lower Parts. Those flight Intermittents, which such are subject to, will much sooner be cured by such a Purge than by the Bark: for the Purge actually reaches and wears away the Cafe, but the Bark pens it up; and, by curing only while such Restriction continues, gives room for a Return with much greater Aggravation. This Cathartic is likewise very proper for Rheumatic and Gouty Persons, for whom it is best made into Pills, to be taken over night, or some Hours before rising, that they may sleep upon them. They greatly dissolve the viscid Lenton of the Juices, and prevent their settling upon the Joints to do farther Mischief. It may be given to Children from fix to fifteen Grains, and to Grown Persons from fifteen Grains to two Scruples in a Bole, or mixt with some Syrup. For the Weight of the Mercury will sink it to soon in a thin Vehicle, as to subject it to be lost; especially as its Bulk is hardly discernible at the Bottom of the Cup or Glass.

Pulvis Bezoardicus.

Bezoardic Powder.
Take Compound Powder of Crabs Claws, a Pound; Oriental Bezoar prepared, an Ounce. Make them together into a Powder.

In Fevers of the Eruptive Kind, the Small-pox particularly, it is necessary to restrain the Inflammation of the Blood, and at the same time assist the Expulsion of the Matter through the Skin. For the promoting both these Purposes this Powder and Nitre will be found of Use; in the Proportion of two Parts of the Former with one of the Latter: though sometimes these are mixed in equal Quantities. An Adult may take half a Dram of the Powder thus mixed three or four Times a day; the Dose being lessened for Children, and is attended with a hard mixed three or four Times a day; Belly, sinking Breath, frequent Fevers, and a Decay of Strength in the agreeably to their Age. To this lower Parts. Thofe flight Intermittents, which such are subject to, will be increafed to a violent Degree, much sooner be cured by fuch a Purge than by the Bark: for the Purge actually reaches and wears away the Cafe, but the Bark pens it up; and, by curing only while such Restriction continues, gives room for a Return with much greater Aggravation. This Cathartic is likewise very proper for Rheumatic and Gouty Persons, for whom it is best made into Pills, to be taken over night, or some Hours before rising, that they may sleep upon them. They greatly dissolve the viscid Lenton of the Juices, and prevent their settling upon the Joints to do farther Mischief. It may be given to Children from fix to fifteen Grains, and to Grown Persons from fifteen Grains to two Scruples in a Bole, or mixt with some Syrup. For the Weight of the Mercury will sink it to soon in a thin Vehicle, as to subject it to be lost; especially as its Bulk is hardly discernible at the Bottom of the Cup or Glass.

Pulvis Cantianus.

The Countefs of Kent's Powder.
Take the black Tips of Crabs Claws gathered in June, and Contrayerva Root, of each two Ounces; Pearls, red and white Coral, Crabs Eyes, all levigated with Juice of Lemons, of each an Ounce; White Amber and Cryffals, levigated with Rofewater, of each an Ounce; Hartthorn, calcined to the utmost Whitenefs, and levigated with Citron-juice, harpened with Spirit of Vitriol, an Ounce; Occidental Bezoar and Lemnian Earth, of each half an Ounce; Cerufs of Antimony, two Ounces; Amber-greafe, a Dram and a half; Musk, ten Grains. Let the Whole be exactly mixed together, and made into a Pafle with the Jelly of Vipers Skins, tinged with Saffron, and
and formed into little Balls, to be dried and kept for use.

This is borrowed from the Pharmacopelia Batana, and is a very powerful Diaphoretic. On which account it will be of good Service, in all Eruptive Fevers, where the Expulsion of the Morbid Matter from the Centre to the Circumference wants to be promoted; and, in regard of the Small-pox and Measles, it is a most noble Medicine on such Occasions. The Dose of it is from ten Grains to half a Dram in any suitable Liquid, to be repeated as the Urgency of Affairs may require.

Pulvis ad Calvum.
A Powder against Bruises.

Take Sealed Earth, Dragon's Blood, and Mummy, of each an Ounce; Sperma Ceti, half an Ounce; Rhubarb, three Drums. Mix and make a Powder.

This is from Dr. Batz, and is to be given, after Bleeding, to the Quantity of a Dram in a Dose, and repeated every six or eight Hours, whenever there is an Apprehension of any inward Contusion from sudden and accidental Injuries, where Topical Applications are impracticable.

Pulvis Carminatius.
A Carminative Powder.

Take Anise-feds, and Sweet Fennel-seeds, of each a Dram; Cinnamon, Nutmeg, Cloves, and Saffron, of each half a Dram. Make all into a fine Powder for eight Doses. Or, Take Aniseed, and Sweet Fennel-seed, of each half a Dram; Nutmeg and Cinnamon, of each a Scruple; Long Pepper and Cloves, of each six Grains; Mastic, a Scruple. Make all into a fine Powder for six Doses. Or,

Take the thin yellow Rind of Seville Oranges, and Cummin-feed, of each ten Grains; Castor, five Grains; Long Pepper, one Grain. Mix and make a Powder for one Dose.

Where Flatulencies are predominant in the Stomach or Intestines, as they are frequently in regard of Hypochondriacal and Hysterical Persons, any one of these Powders will be of Benefit in order to disperse them. Proportionally dosed, they will likewise be serviceable in the Gripes of young Children, and may for that End be mixed with their Food.

Pulvis Catharticus.
A Purging Powder.

Take Refin of Jalap and Scammony, of each five Grains; Cream of Tartar, five and twenty Grains; Oil of Cloves, a Drop. Mix and make a Powder for one Dose. Or,

Take Jalap-root in Powder, two Scruples; Oil of Cloves, a Drop. Mix for one Dose. Or,

Take Jalap-root, a Scruple; Gamboge, ten Grains; Cream of Tartar, half a Dram. Mix and make a Powder for one Dose.

These are of the rougher Kind; but are very proper nevertheless in a Dropical Habit, or where the Body is overloaded with phlegmatic and obstraining Humours. They are to be taken early in the Morning, and to be repeated as the Case may require.

Pulvis Catharticus pro Pueris.
A Purging Powder for Children.

Take Rhubarb, Refin of Jalap, and Calomel, of each equal Parts; Loaf-Sugar, the Weight of the Whole.

This
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This is a very safe and at the same time a very efficacious Purge for Children. For it will evacuate to a great degree whatever slimy Humours may be lining the Coats of the Intestines, productive of Gripe and Worms. The Dose is from ten Grains to a Scruple, in Proportion to the Age. The Ingredients should all be powdered separately, and very fine.

Pulvis Catharticus contra Vermes.

A Purging Powder against Worms.

Take Worm seed, an Ounce; Coraline and Mechoacan, of each two Drams, Calomel, two Drains and a half; Resin of Jalap, a Dram; Auleeds, a Dram and a half; fine Sugar, half an Ounce. Mix and make the Whole into a Powder.

This is like the former, is also an excellent Purge for Children, and calculated purely for ridding the Bowels of what may harden them, or produce Worms in their Cavities. The Dose is from fifteen Grains to a Dram.

Pulvis Cephalicus.

A Powder for the Head.

Take Species Dianbrae, and Compound Powder of Crab's Claws, of each a Dram; Oil of Cinnamon, a Drop. Mix and make a Powder to be divided into six Doses.

Take Marjoram, and Arabian Starchles-Flowers, of each five Grains; Nutmegs, three Grains; Mullard two Grains; Oil of Rosemary, one Drop. Mix and make a Powder for one Dose.

Take Nutmegs, a Dram; Cinnamon, half a Dram; Mace, Cloves, Marjoram, Betony, Rosemary, and

Lavender-Flowers, of each ten Grains. Make the Whole into a fine Powder, to be divided into five Doses. Or,

Take Pulvis de Gutteta, fifteen Grains; Cañor, and Troches of Myrrh, of each six Grains; Saffron, three Grains; and make a Powder for one Dose.

Take Milletoe in Powder, and Native Cinnamon, of each half a Dram; Salt of Amber, and Calor, of each five Grains. Make a Powder for one Dose.

Take Troches of Myrrh, fifteen Grains; Saffron, Cañor, and Salt of Amber, of each five Grains; Oil of Rosemary, a Drop. Mix and make a Powder for one Dose.

These are all consecrated to the Relief of the Nerves; and, consequently, will be of Service in any Disorders of the Head that owe their Origin to some preternatural Relaxation of their Sytem; and will guard against Fumes and Vapours arising from Indigestion, and a cold Stomach, which, by consent of Parts, frequently affect the Head in a very particular Manner. Mornings and Evenings are the proper Seasons for the Taking of them.

Pulvis contra Calculum.

A Powder against the Stone.

Take Crabs-Eyes, and Pearls prepared, of each half an Ounce; Snail-Shells, two Drains; Millepedes, a Dram; Salt of Amber, a Dram and a half; Nutmegs, two Drains. Mix and make a Powder.

This is a safe and good Diuretic Composition, and, by enlarging the Urinary Passages, will be serviceable on many Occasions, that shall make
a Call for Medicines of this Nature necessary. The Dose of it is from a Scruple to a Dram in any convenient Liquid; which must be repeated twice or thrice a day according to the Exigency of the Case.

Pulvis Cornachini.
The Pulvis Cornachini.

Take Sulphurated Diagrydium, ten Drams; Diaphoretic Antimony, six Drams; Cream of Tartar, two Ounces and a half; and make them together into a Powder.

Thus stands this Prescription in Bate, where this Powder is recommended in the Treatment of almost all Dis- temperers that require Purgation. Its Dose is from half a Dram to two Scruples, and upwards.

Pulvis Diaturpethi.
Compound Powder of Turpeth.

Take Turpeth, Jalap, and Hermione- da Gill-Roots, and Tartar of Vitriol, of each Equal Quantities; and make them into a Powder.

Every Ingredient in this Composition concurs to render it efficacious in clearing the Joints of viscid Cohe- sions, and scouring even the remotest Parts of whatever Lodgment may be formed in the Vessels through a pre-ternatural Siziness in the Humours, or an unfual Activity in the Circulating Fluids. Hence may it be of Service in Arthritic Cases, and, from the Bristness of its Operation, very much so in a Dropeical State of the Body. It may be taken from ten Grains to a Scruple.

Pulvis Diureticus.
A Diuretic Powder.

Take Crabs-Eyes prepared, a Scruple; Sal Prunelle, twelve Grains, Mix into a Powder for one Dose.

Take Millepedes prepared, Sal Prunelle, and Spermum Ceti, of each eight Grains; fine Sugar, a Scrup- le. Mix and make a Powder for one Dose. Or,

Take Marsh-mallows-root in Powder, two Drams; Crabs-Eyes prepared and Sal Prunelle, of each a Dram; fine Sugar, a Scruple. Mix and make a Powder to be divided into six Doses.

In Gonorrhæas attended with a Heat of Urine, which they generally are before the Virulence is car- ried off, Medicines of the Nature of these Powders, along with an Emul- sion, Barley-Water, or any Liquid of that Kind, by their cooling and relaxing Property will very much contribute to the removing that uneasy Sensation. And in Obstruc- tions likewise from Gravel, by widening the Urinary Passages, they will be of Benefit.

Pulvis Emmenagogus.
A Powder to promote the Menstrues.

Take Salt of Steel and Myrrh, of each eight Grains; Saffron and Caftor, of each five Grains; Oil of Savine, a Drop. Mix and make a Powder for one Dose. Or,

Take Powder of Black Hellebore, ten Grains; Savin, Castor, and Saffron, of each five Grains; Salt of Steel, three Grains. Mix and make a Powder for one Dose. Or,

Take Borax and Saffron, of each ten Grains; Salt of Amber, four Grains; and make a Powder for one Dose.

Any one of these Doses may be taken twice a day in a Glass of
White-wine, whenever the Uterine Vessels are obstructed, and the Menstruues on that score defective. Their Use is to be continued for some time.

Pulvis Epilepticus.

A Powder for the Epilepsy, or the Falling Sicknells.

Take Wild Valerian Root in Powder, two Scruples; Cinnabar of Antimony, a Scruple. Mix.

The warm and aromatic Qualities of the Valerian Root render it useful in many Intentions. Its Efficacy as a Sudorific is supported by the Tincture both of the ancient and present Practice. This Root is also detereive, and diuretic, and good in all Obstructions of the Viscera. In Hysterical, and Convulsive Fits, where the Spirits are hurried on with great Impetuosity, it will sometimes do wonders. And in Nervous Complaints, particularly those of the Epileptic Kind, it has few Equals. The mixing this Antimonial Preparation with it forwards the Exertion of its Virtues, and constitutes a most excellent Powder, to be taken Night and Morning. See the Medulla Medicinae Universalis, &c. from whence it is borrowed.

Pulvis Febrifugus Certus.

The Sure Febrifuge Powder.

Take Virginia Snake-root, two Drams; Contrayerva, Gentian, Zedoary, Citron-Seeds, Carduus, and Occidental Bezoar, of each a Dram; Peruvian Bark four Ounces. Mix and make a fine Powder.

This is from Dr. Bate's Dispensatory, where it stands directed to be taken to the Quantity of a Dram every four hours in the Intermittions of a Fever in a Glass of Wine. The accompanying the Use of the Bark with warm Attenuants cannot fail of being serviceable on frequent Occasions, as by this Means a great deal of the Morbid Matter is evacuated through the Pores of the Skin, which would otherwise perhaps be exerting itself afresh in several successive Paroxysms.

Pulvis Hydropogus.

Powder to Purge Water.

Take Cream of Tartar, an Ounce; Mechoacan and Jalap, of each six Drams; Dwarf-Elder-Seeds, half an Ounce; Gamboge, a Dram and a half; Nutmeg two Drams. Mix and make a Powder.

Where a Constitution is strong enough to bear such forcible Medicines, this Powder may prove of singular Efficacy in promoting a Discharge of Watry Humours and Redundancies, that clog and overload the Body in a Dropical Habit. It will likewise be a serviceable Purge in a Jaundice. The Dose is from a Scruple to a Dram in a Glass of White-wine.
Grains of Paradise, two Grains. Make into a Powder for one Dose. Or,

Take Wild Valerian-Root, and Cassamuniair-Root, of each eight Grains; Compound Powder of Myrrh, ten Grains; Saffron and Caftor, of each three Grains. Make into a Powder for one Dose.

Any one of these Powders may be given in a Glass of White-wine twice a day to Persons subjected to Hysterical Disorders, which they are particularly calculated to relieve. But as they are of a pretty forcing Nature, they are highly improper in a State of Pregnancy, for fear of their causing an Abortion.

Pulvis Hystericus Odoratus.

The sweet Hysterical Powder.

Take Cassamuniair-Root, a Scruple; Aromaticum Rosatum, ten Grains; Musk and Camphire, of each three Grains. Make into a Powder, for one Dose. Or,

Take Pulvis de Guttera and Native Cinnabar, of each fifteen Grains; Musk and Camphire, of each four Grains. Make into a Powder for one Dose. Or,

Take Aromatic Species, a Scruple; Camphire and Salt of Amber, of each three Grains. Make into a Powder for one Dose. Or,

Take Borax, ten Grains; Aromatic Species and Saffron, of each five Grains; Salt of Amber, Musk, and Camphire, of each three Grains. Make into a Powder for one Dose.

Where Sweets of this Kind are not entirely disagreeable, some one or other of these Powders, taken in any Liquid twice or thrice a day, will often in Hysterical Disorders in Women, and Hypochondriacal Com-

Pulvis Hystericus Vulgarius.

A Healing Hysterical Powder.

Take Sperma Ceti, half an Ounce; Cætor and Saffron, of each three Grains; fine Sugar, ten Grains. Make into a Powder for one Dose. Or,

Take Zedcary in Powder, a Scruple; Compound Powder of Myrrh and Sperma Ceti, of each fifteen Grains; Balsam of Peru, two Drps. Make into a Powder for one Dose. Or,

Take Sperma Ceti and fine Loaf Sugar, of each half a Dram. Mix for a Dose.

These are devoted to the Use of Lying-in Women, and by their peculiarly vulnerary and cleansing Faculty will be of Service on those Occasions, by preventing any Disorder that might otherwise arise in the Uterine Vessels. Any one of them may be taken twice a Day in a little Pennyroyal-water.

Pulvis Infracassat.

An Incrassating Powder.

Take Seeds of Henbane, and of White Poppies, of each six Grains; Sealed Earth and Bole, of each ten Grains; Sugar of Roses, eight Grains. Make into a Powder for one Dose. Or,

Take Solomon's- Seal and Comfrey- Root, of each ten Grains; Armenian Bole and Japan Earth, of each five Grains. Make into a Powder for one Dose. Or,

Take Marshmallows-Root, Gum-Arabic, and Dragon's-blood, of each five Grains; Armenian Bole, ten Grains.
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Grains: Make into a Powder for one Dose.

In an involuntary Discharge of Urine, in a preternatural Attenuation of the Fluids, or any internal Hemorrhage, a Medicine of the Nature of these Powders, taken twice or thrice a day in any proper sub-astringent Liquid, or made into a Bole with some convenient Syrup, will be experienced to afford the desired Relief; especially if the Use of it be continued for a Length of Time proportioned to the Degree of the Distorder.

Pulvis Martialis Compositus.

Compound Powder of Steel.

Take Steel prepared, six Drams; Aloes-wood and Nutmegs, of each half an Ounce; Cloves and Mace, of each two Drams; Sugar, two Ounces. Powder and mix according to Art.

Chalybeates are of the Class of very powerful Deobstruents, and consequently of great Efficacy in a Chlorosis, Suppression of the Menstrues, and all Cachexies, either in regard of the Male or Female Sex. From their warming and invigorating Faculty they likewise are greatly instrumental in restoring a decayed Constitution. The Dose of this Powder is about a Dram to be taken from some time every Morning in a Glass of White-wine.

Pulvis Partum Provocans.

A Powder to help Delivery.

Take Cinnamon and Saffron, of each an Ounce; Borax, four Ounces. Mix into a Powder according to Art.

A Dram of this Powder, where Labour-Pains are defective, taken in any suitable Vehicle, will scarce ever fail of giving Relief, in case there be no Obstacle in the Way to Delivery from some preternatural Position of the Fetuses. Of course it is a Medicine much in vogue for effecting the Purpose expressed by its Title.

Pulvis Purpureus.

The Purple Powder.

Take Burnt Hartshorn, white Amber, red Coral, and Pearl, of each an Ounce; Eyes and Claws of Crabs, of each two Ounces; Saffron, ten Grains; Cochineal, two Scruples. Make all into a Paste after levigating them finely with Jelly of Hartshorn; and form it into little Balls, to be dried for Use.

This Composition stands very well recommended in Fevers, incident either to Children or Grown Persons, and in the Small-pox, and Measles. The Dose for Children is from ten Grains to a Scruple, and for Adults from a Scruple to a Dram.

Pulvis Solutus.

A Solutive Powder.

Take Tartar of Vitriol crystallized, an Ounce; Cream of Tartar, half an Ounce; Refin of Jalap, two Drams; Jalap-root, half an Ounce; Mace, a Dram. Mix into a Powder according to Art.

This Powder is possessed of a Diuretic no less than Cathartic Property; which renders it very serviceable in several Distorders, particularly in a Dropitical Habit of Body, and a Tendency to the Jaundice. The Dose of it is from a Scruple to a Dram.
Pulvis Splanchnicus.

A Powder for the Viscera.

Take Spikenard, Saffron, Maltich, Long Pepper, and Rhubarb, of each five Grains; Turmeric, ten Grains. Mix into a Powder for one Dose. Or,

Take Spikenard, Cinnamon, Maltich, and Rhubarb, of each six Grains; Saffron, five Grains. Mix into a Powder for one Dose. Or,

Take Rhubarb, ten Grains; Cinnamon, Maltich, Salt of Steel, and Saffron, of each five Grains. Mix into a Powder for one Dose. Or,

Take Cinnamon, Spikenard, Salt of Steel, Saffron, and Rhubarb, of each five Grains. Mix into a Powder for one Dose.

These are devoted to obstructed Viscera, and may be of Service in Dropflies, or a Jaundice. Any one of them may be taken every Evening for a Continuance either made into a Bole, or mixed with some suitable Liquid.

Pulvis Sputandius Alter.

Another Sneezing Powder.

Take Flowers of Lavender and Clove-July-flowers, of each two Drams; Lillies of the Valley, Flowers of Sage, Betony, Rosemary, and Tops of Marjoram, of each half a Dram; Cinnamon, Aloes-wood, Yellow Saunders, and White Hellebore-root, of each a Dram; Aromatic Species, two Drams; Oil of Rhodium-wood, and Nutmegs, of each three Drops. Mix into a Powder according to Art.

This makes a pleasant Cephalic Snuff, and may be taken at pleasure.

Pulvis Stomachicus Amarus.

A Bitter Stomachic Powder.

Take Powder of Gentian-root, fifteen Grains; Yellow Peel of Seville Orange, eight Grains; Saffron, five Grains. Mix into a Powder for one Dose. Or,

Take Gentian-root, and Bay-berries, of each ten Grains; Galangal and Saffron, of each five Grains. Mix into a Powder for one Dose. Or,

Take Camomile Flowers, Gentian-root, and Winter's bark, of each ten Grains; Saffron, four Grains. Mix into a Powder for one Dose. Or,

Take Gentian-root, Nutmeg, and Roch-Alum, of each a Scruple; Oil of Cinnamon, a Drop; Cochineal, five Grains. Mix into a Powder for one Dose.

From the warm and invigorating Property of these Powders, they are prescribed with Advantage in a prematurely Relaxation of the Stomach.
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mach. They will likewise be of Service in a languid State of the Blood and Juices, and help to prevent a Dropical Habit. Any one of them may be taken on these Occasions twice a day.

Pulvis Vermifugus.
A Powder against Worms.

Take Rhubarb, Coralline, and Worm-seed, of each equal Parts. Mix and make a Powder according to Art. Or,

Take powdered Tin, Coralline, and Worm-seed, of each equal Parts. Mix and make a Powder according to Art.

Either of these Powders will answer the Purpose specified by the Title, and constitute a very proper Medicine for Children. The Dose is from ten Grains to half a Dram in Proportion to the Age, to be taken once a day for some time.

C H A P. XIII.  Of T I N C T U R E S.

This is a very direct Method of extracting the Virtues of a Variety of Drugs, and that without the least Inconvenience or Difficulty. The following Forms are selected from a Number of less Efficacy, and may, it is hoped, be thought to deserve the Reader's Attention, as they may be rendered subservient to several Intentions of Cure.

Tinctura Anti-Phthisica.
An Anti-Hectic Tincture.

Take Salt of Steel and Sugar of Lead, of each four Ounces. Put them into a Matrafs with a Quart of good Brandy. Digest for twenty Hours in order to make a beautiful Tincture.

As Hectical Indispositions are ever accompanied with a great Relaxation of the Solids, and Fusion of the Fluids, this Tincture, from the Property it is endowed with of bracing the Former and of giving a firmer Texture to the Latter, is, as it were, specifically adapted to the Relief of them; so that it is no Wonder it should be frequently prescribed on those Occasions. And, indeed, it will be serviceable in whatever Case that may call for Medicines of an astringent Nature. A Teaspoonful of it may be taken twice a day in a Draught of Spaw or Bristol-Water.

Tinctura Asthmatica.
An Anti-Asthmatic Tincture.

Take Roots of Elecampane, Florentine Orris, Seeds of Anise, Caraway, and Liquorice, of each two Ounces; Raisins stoned, a Pound; Sena, fix Ounces; Aniseed-water, fix Pints. Digest for four Days, and then strain off the Liquor, which keep for Use.

Where an Asthma is prevailing in a Corpulent Habit of Body, two Spoonfuls of this Composition, taken over night and repeated the next Morning, will in all Probability, if continued according to the Exigency of the Cafe, prove of no small Benefit. The Prescription is Dr. Bar's, with this Alteration only, that the Carduus, which is an Ingredient in his Receipt, is here omitted; by reason it is apt to render the Medicine very disagreeable to the Stomach.

Tinctura Bezoarica.
The Bezoardic Tincture.

Take Roots of Elecampane, Angelica, Zedoary, and Virginia Snake-root, of each an Ounce and a half; B b b 3 Saffron,
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This is an excellent Medicine in a Supplication of the Menstrual; and in a particular Manner serviceable in regard of Sanguine Constitution, where the Exhibition of Chalybeates would be attended with pernicious Consequences. The Dose of it is from fifty to eighty Drops twice a day in any suitable Liquid.

Tinctura Paralytica.

An Anti-Paralytic Tincture.

Take Cantharides in Powder, two Ounces; Seeds of Bishop's-weed, six Drams; Rectified Spirit of Wine, a Pint and a half. Digest them together for some days, and then strain off the Liquor for Use.

This is devoted entirely to External Embroacations, where the Parts are become numbed or paralytic. It is stimulating to a great degree, and on that score highly proper to be used, in order to restore the stupefied Fibres to their former State of Sensibility. It is apt to excoriate if much rubbed on the Part; but without any ill Consequence on that account.

Tinctura Rhubarbari Vinosa.

The Tincture of Rhubarb in Wine.

Take Rhubarb, two Ounces; the Leffer Cardamom-seeds, half an Ounce; Saffron, two Drams. Inflame these Ingredients three Days without Heat in a Quart of White Wine, and then strain for Use.

Tinctura Hellebori.

Tincture of Hellebore.

Take of Black Hellebore Root, two Ounces; Salt of Tartar, a Dram; Cochineal, a Scruple; Smaller Spirit of Wine; a Pint. Draw out the Tincture by a warm Heat.

Saffron, an Ounce; Myrrh, Cinnamon, and dried Citron-peels, of each six Drams; Leaves of Scor- dium and Rue, of each half a Handful; Venice-Treacle, three Ounces; Opium, two Drams; Rectified Spirit of Tartar, fifteen Ounces; Spirit of Vitriol, three Ounces; Spirit of Elder-berries and of Juniper-berries rectified, of each eighteen Ounces. Digest them well together, and in the filtered Liquor dissolve Salt of Amber, an Ounce; Camphire, two Drams; and keep it close stop for Use.

This is taken from the Pharmacopia Batanea; and, as Dr. Quincy says, ' is an admirable Alexipharmic, and very convenient to give in Extemporaneous Draughts or Mixtures, from two Drams to an Ounce in a Dose. It has in it all that can be expected or wished for, to answer the Intentions of a Cordial and Cephalic. Where therefore a Person is almost spent with Struggling under a Fever, or the Nerves are even convulsed, it is very proper to be given. And in the Beginning also of an Acute Dilemper, it will, with proper Diluters, as soon as any thing, raise a Sweat. The Camphire and Salt of Amber are admirable Ingredients, and in very few Officinal Prescriptions besides, though the Latter is often in occasional Practice. This is not much known in the Shops, but highly deserves Encouragement, being preferable to most of Those in Use.'

Rhubarb, (says the Appendix to the Medulla, &c. from whence this is taken) ' being an excellent Strengthener of the Stomach and Bowels, is a powerful Help in Fluxes of all Kinds, and an efficacious Medicine against any disempered Contents of the Intestinal and Mesenteriac Glands. It is likewise a serviceable Remedy in the Jaundice, be-
ing celebrated by several Authors for its Property of Purging the Liver. Nor is it void of Diuretic Qualities, as it frequently passes through the Kidneys so much, as very evidently to discover itself in the Urine. On which account it is of Benefit in Obstructions of the Reins and Ureters. It is a good Purge against Worms, and will clear away those Crudities in the Bowels, which are apt to generate them. This Tincture is a very convenient Form of conveying its Virtues: which may be given to an Adult in the Quantity of about two Ounces, Half to be taken over night, and to Children a Spoonful or two at a time, in Proportion to their Age.

Tintura Sacra.

Tintura Sacra.

Take Socotrine Aloes powdered, an Ounce; the Leffer Cardamom-seeds and Virginia Snake-root, of each a Dram; Cochineal, a Scruple; White-wine, half a Pint. Digest these in a Sand-heat two Days, and then strain for Use.

In all Wind and Flatulencies of the Bowels creating troublesome Colicky Pains, this Tincture, by its discoursing Warmth in the first place, and its evacuating the slimy Humours in the next from whence those disflending Pains proceed, will produce very agreeable Effects. But Care must at the same time be taken, that no Inflammation be subsisting in the Bowels; which a hot, aloetic, Purgative, as this is, would undoubtedly increase. In that Case Bleeding would be requisite. Other main Advantages might be derived from this Remedy in several Chronic Disorders, were it managed so as to make it become an Alterative; which is done by giving it in small Quantities. For by this means it would enter the Lacteals, and circulate with the Mass of Blood, without exerting its Cathartic Property in the Intestines. Hence it would be serviceable in the Jaundice, Asthmatic Complaints, and whatever Vicidities of the Juices, or Infections of the Vessels; as it could not but very powerfully break and deterge the Humours in the minute Canals, so as to fit them for Evacuation, in a Manner the most agreeable to Nature. If the Intention be to purge with it, the Dose is about two Ounces, half to be taken over night.

CHAP. XIV.

Of Clysters and Injections.

Clysters are of very antient Practice, and correspond with several Intentions of Cure. They are conveyed immediately to the Part that is often principally affected, and are of course adapted in an especial Manner to the Relief of the Complaint. The following are what are chiefly in Use.

Enema Anthelminticum.

A Clyster against Worms.

Take Colocynthida, tied up in a Rag, a Dram and a half; Savin and Rue, of each a Handful. Boil these Ingredients in a Pint of Water to half a Pint; to which add Chymical Oil of Wormwood, fifteen Drops; the Leffer Pill Cocchina, a Dram; Syrup of Damask Roses, an Ounce; Oil of Camomile, an Ounce and a half. Mix for a Clyster.

When Ascarides are lodged in...
the Rectum, where they are frequently very troublesome, a Clyster of this Nature injected every day for three or four Days will in all Probability, from its intense BITTERNESS, destroy the very Seeds of them.

Enema Carminativum.

A Carminative Clyster.

Take Camomile Flowers, a Handful; Bay-berries and Juniper-berries, of each an Ounce; Sweet Fennel and Cummin Seed, of each half an Ounce. Boil these in a sufficient Quantity of Water to strain off ten Ounces; to which add Oil of Aniseed, two Drams; Sallet Oil, an Ounce and a half; Brown Sugar, a Spoonful. Mix for a Clyster.

In Colics, arising from a flatulent Distention of the Intestines, this Clyster will prove of singular and immediate Service, all its Ingredients concurring to that End.

Enema Catharticum

A Purging Clyster.

Take Common Decoction, (described pag. 511.) ten Ounces; of the more Simple Pills of Coloquintida, a Dram and a half; Syrup of Buckthorn, an Ounce; Oil of Juniper, two Drams; Oil of Camomile, an Ounce. Mix for a Clyster. Or,

Take Common Decoction, ten Ounces; Antimonial Wine, two Ounces; Sal Gem, half an Ounce; Oil of Camomile, an Ounce. Mix for a Clyster. Or,

Take Common Decoction, three Ounces; of the more Simple Pills of Coloquintida, a Dram; Antimonial Wine, two Ounces; Sal Gem, half an Ounce; Oil of Amber, two Drams; Oil of Camomile, an Ounce. Mix for a Clyster.

Wherever prevail dry Gripes, and an obstinate CONFUSION accompanied with a great Degree of Pain, any one of these Clysters may be very properly administered.

It has been controverted more than a little, says Dr. Quincy, how high in the Intestines Clysters may extend their Influence: and by all it is agreed that they get not beyond the Valve of the Colon, unless the PERISTALTIC Motion, with the Disposition of that Valve, be quite inverted; as in some Cases it so manifestly is, that Clysters have been thrown up by Vomit. But if it be supposed that they reach no farther than the Rectum, it may easily be conceived how they help to fetch down the Contents of the whole Intestinal Tube, by irritating and pulling the Fibres of the Rectum so forcibly, that they are shook quite to the remotest Part. And strong Clysters are supposed to assist in Apoplexies, and other great Disorders of the Head, not so much by the immediate Discharge they make, as by pulling and shaking the whole Nervous System; which promotes their natural Vibrations, and throws off a great deal of adhesive superfluous Humours, as Water may be shook off a Sheet. In such Cases therefore Clysters cannot well be made too strong.

Enema Communis.

The Common Clyster.

Take Water, three Quarters of a Pint; Linctive Elecruary, an Ounce; common Salt, three Drams; and mix for a Clyster. Or,

Take common Decoction for Clysters, ten Ounces; Honey of Mercury two Ounces; common Salt, half an Ounce; Oil of Camomile an Ounce; and mix for a Clyster. Or,

Take
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Take Common Decoction for Clysters, twelve Ounces; Pills of Coloquintide with Aloes, a Dram; Oil of Camomile, an Ounce and a half; and mix for a Clyster.

Either of these will to all Intents and Purposes efficaciously fall in with the View of unloosing the Bowels of their costive Contents; and consequently procure immediate Relief on many Occasions to the Patient. A Remedy of this Kind, whenever Nature calls for one, is to be injected warm.


Take Starch, a Dram and a half. Dissolve it in fix Ounces of boiling Water; and, adding two Drams of Venice Treacle, prepare a Clyster.

The Venice Treacle in this Composition, says the Editor of the Medulla Medicinae, &c. from the first Class in a Bloody-Flux; inasmuch as by its Opiate Quality it renders the Bowels insensible of the Action of those acrid, pungent, Particles, that corrode their delicate Texture: While the Gluey Faculty of the Starch furnishes a Sort of plastering to the gaping Mouths of the Vessels, and effectually closes their Orifices. As an Inflammation, in some degree, ever accompanies those Sanguinary Discharges, Bleeding (and That, sometimes, repeated) must by all means precede every other Attempt of Cure whatever.

Enema Emollienti. An Emollient Clyster.

Take Milk, ten Ounces; Oil of Camomile, three Ounces; Pulp of Cassia, an Ounce. Mix for a Clyster. Or,

Take thin-strained Gruel, ten Ounces; Oil of Olives, three Ounces; Pulp of Cassia, an Ounce; Brown Sugar, a Spoonful. Mix for a Clyster. Or,

Take fat Mutton-Broth, ten Ounces; Oil of Sweet Almonds, four Ounces; Brown Sugar, a Spoonful. Mix for a Clyster. Or,

Take Linseed Oil and Oil of Camomile, of each four Ounces; Oil of Turpentine and Aniseed, of each two Drams. Mix for a Clyster.

In a Bilious or in a Convulsive Colic a Clyster of the Nature of these will be very properly injected, inasmuch as by its lenient and relaxing Quality it will allay the Acrimony of corroding Humours in one Case, and quiet the vellicating Spasms of the Nerves in the other.

Enema Refringens. A Reftringent Clyster.

Take Diascordium without Honey, half an Ounce. Dissolve it with the Yolks of two Eggs in eight Ounces of the White Drink, and mix for a Clyster. Or,

Take Balaustines and Red Rose-Leaves, of each half an Ounce; Pomegranate Peels, an Ounce; Burnt Hawthorn, two Ounces. Boil these in fourteen Ounces of strong Mutton Broth to eight Ounces: In which dissolve Diascordium without Honey, half an Ounce, and the Yolks of two Eggs; and mix for a Clyster. Or,

Take strong Sheep’s-head Broth, six Ounces; Powder of Cinnamon, a Dram; Japan Earth, half a Dram,
Jaundice. Now, from being gifted with such strong, penetrating, and detestive Power, besides ridding the Bowels of their excessively concreted Contents, it may, perhaps, partly by its Stimulus on those very tenible Fibres, partly from its finest Particles being absorbed by the Intestinal Vessels, not a little contribute towards compassing the intended Purposes. In Dry Gripes also, where the Faces are very indifferent, and the Patient's powers, beside what he suffers from the continual bleeding, determination to an immediate Defec, and preventing an increased Inflammation, which generally ends in Death. It must be injected, like all other Remedies of this Tribe, warm.

Enema Saponacellum.

A Soap Clyster.

Take half an Ounce of Soft Soap, and dissolve it in ten Ounces of warm Water.

This is taken from the Medulla Medicinae, &c. together with the following Comment on it.

Soap is made by an Incorporation of Oil, or fat Substances, with Thos of a different Nature, by the Mediation of a Lixivious Salt. This Composition, therefore, consisting of an Union of two Bodies of very opposite Textures, readily unites with the Fluids of any Kind: wherein by the Subtility of its Parts, and the Roughness of its Salts, somewhat softened with Oil, it penetrates and deters the most minute Passages. And because such Alkalious Salts abound with fiery Particles in their Composition, it divides and rarifies the most obstinate and grumous Vicidities: on which score it is devoted to Obstinate Cases, particularly, to the

Enema Terebinthinatum.

A Turpentine Clyster.

Take the Decoction of Camomile Flowers, ten Ounces; Turpentine dissolved in the Yolk of an Egg, half an Ounce; and half an Ounce of Honey. Mix for a Clyster. Or,

Take the Common Decoction for Clysters, ten Ounces; Turpentine dissolved in the Yolk of an Egg, an Ounce; Oil of Juniper, two Drams; Oil of Turpentine, a Dram; Syrup of Marshmallows, two Ounces; Brown Sugar, an Ounce. Mix for a Clyster. Or,

Take Milk, eight Ounces; Turpentine dissolved in the Yolk of an Egg, half an Ounce; Linseed Oil, three Ounces; Syrup of Marshmallows, two Ounces; Oil of Turpentine and Anisefeed, of each two Drams; Brown Sugar, an Ounce. Mix for a Clyster.
Turpentine, abounding with warm, aromatic, and subtle particles, might, perhaps, deterge too much, and even abrade the fibrous texture, were it not mixed with the yolk of an egg, in order to take off from the violence of its properties, and check its activity. A second motive for thus mixing it, is to divide it, so as to make it easily unite with an aqueous vehicle, which of itself it will not do. Thus managed, it is second to no medicine in the world, as an ingredient in a suppository, where the patient labours under an oblique and inveterate obstruction in the kidneys, or urinary passages, from gravel, and sabulous matter, frequently enough incident to those parts. The above prescriptions, under such circumstances, often procure instantaneous ease.

As to injections, the parts for receiving them are the ears, penis, and womb. The operation is performed either by a syringe, or clyster-pipe, agreeably to what may best correspond with the part to be injected.

**Injicio Auricularis.**

An injection for the ears.

Take rosemary-water, a pint; Hungary water, an ounce; honey, two ounces. Mix for an injection. Or,

Take white-wine, a pint; Hungary-water, half an ounce; honey, two ounces. Mix for an injection.

The ears are to be gently syringed with either of these injections made moderately warm, whenever the hearing is obstructed by any lodgment of wax in their cavity. To facilitate the exit of the morbid matter, three drops of the following mixture may be instilled into the ears for several nights together, and kept in with a little cotton, viz.

- Take oil of bitter almonds, a dram;
- Oil of amber, rosemary, and marjoram, of each a drop.

Mix.

**Injicio ad Gonorrhœam.**

An injection for a gonorrhœa.

Take compound powder of ceruse, three drams; camphire, a scruple. Dissolve them in twelve ounces of spring-water for an injection. Or,

Take the root of marshmallows and linseed, of each two drams. Boil them in a pint of water to the consistence of a syrup: then strain it off for an injection.

Either of these compositions, used two or three times a day, will be very serviceable in a gonorrhœa, in order to supple the urethra, allay the heat of urine generally attendant on that disorder, guard against the erosion of purulent matter discharged by a venereal ulcer, and prevent a cordee.

**Injicio Uterina.**

An injection for the womb.

Take compound powder of ceruse, two drams; sugar of lead, a scruple. Dissolve them in a pint of barley-water in which has been boiled a handful of red rose-leaves, for an injection. Or,

Take roman vitriol, two drams; armenian bole, an ounce. Boil them in a quart of smith's forge water to a pint: filter it when cold, or let it stand and settle, for an injection.

These
These are calculated for the Relief of the Womb, when subjected to a Defluxion of troublesome Humours, as it frequently is, especially after the Ceasing of the Menstrues. To be injected once a day, on those Occasions, and their Use to be continued according to the Duration of the Disorder.

CHAP. XV.

Of Gargles and Golleryums.

The former of these are con signed to the Mouth and Throat, the latter to the Eyes. We shall be as concise as may be in regard to these Articles, and only exhibit Forms that are agreeable to the present Practice.

Gargarifma Detergens.

A Detergent Gargle.

Take Barley-water, a Pint; Honey, three Ounces; to which add occasionally two Ounces of Vinegar, or two Drams of the Spirit of Sal Ammoniac. Mix for a Gargle. Or,

Take Spring-water, six Ounces; Rose-water, two Ounces; Syrup of Mulberries, an Ounce and a half; Oil of Vitriol, fifteen Drops. Mix for a Gargle. Or,

Take Verjuice, half a Pint; Syrup of Raspberries, two Ounces. Mix for a Gargle. Or,

Take Spring-water, Half a Pint; Rose-water, two Ounces; the Whites of two Eggs beaten fluid; Sal Prunellæ, a Dram; Syrup of Mulberries, two Ounces. Or,

Gargarifma Emollieus.

An Emollient Gargle.

Take Linseed, half an Ounce. Boil it till it is almost of the Consistence of a Syrup; then strain the Liquor, and add two Ounces of Honey, for a Gargle. Or,

Take the Roots of Marshmallows, Liquorice, and Pearl-barley, of each an Ounce; Gum Arabic, half an Ounce; Figs, N°. eight. Boil these in three Pints of Water to a Pint and a half; and to the strained Liquor add three Ounces of the Syrup of Marshmallows, for a Gargle. Or,

Take Quince-feeds, two Drams. Beat them in a Mortar, with half a Pint of Spring-water, and two Ounces of Rose-water; then add three
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three Ounces of Syrup of Mulberries, for a Gargle.

When the Mouth is sore, parched, and dry with a Fever, any one of these Gargles will be very useful to cool and supple the Parts; and ought to be retained for that End as long as conveniently it can.

Collyria.

Lotions for the Eyes.
Take Spring-water, half a Pint; White Vitriol, ten Grains. Shake these together, and make a Lotion for the Eyes. Or,

Take Compound Powder of Ceruf, a Dram; Rose-water, two Ounces. Or,

Take Calamine levigated, half a Dram; Rose-water, two Ounces. Or,

Take Tuttie levigated, half a Dram; Rose-water, two Ounces. Or,

Take White Vitriol and Sugar of Lead, of each five Grains; Rose-water, two Ounces. Shake these together, and make a Lotion for the Eyes.

In all Inflammations of, and sharp Defluxions on, these Organs, any one of these cooling and repelling Washes may, after Bleeding and Blistering, be used at discretion. And, to render them still more efficacious, it may not be improper to have recourse to internal Diuretics at the same time.

CHAP. XVI.
Of Embrocations and Fomentations.

Embrocations are Applications to any diseased Part, in order either, by their penetrating and irritating Faculty, to remove whatever Lodgment there may be of cold obstructing Matter underneath the Skin, or else to ease Pain, or, as in paralytic Numbnesses, to excite, if possible, a lively Sense of Feeling. The following respectively correspond with these Intentions.

Embrocation Attenuating.
An Attenuating Embrocation.

Take Wood-ashes, two Ounces; strong White-wine Vinegar, eight Ounces. Digest these together, so as to make a Lixivium, which filter for Use. Or,

Take Oil of Tartar per Deliquium, an Ounce; Spirit of Sal Ammoniac, two Drams; Spirit of Wine, eight Ounces. Mix for Use.

In cold Swellings, Either of these rubbed well upon the Part will help to break the close Texture of the Humours, and put them either on making their Exit through the Cutaneous Pores by Perspiration, or for being returned by the circulating Blood. But where there is the least Degree of an Inflammation subsisting, an Application of this Nature would be altogether improper.

Embrocation Anti-Arthritic et Rheumatica.
An Embrocation for the Gout and Rheumatism.

Take Rectified Spirit of Wine, six Ounces; Spirit of Scurvy-gras, two Ounces; Spirit of Sal Ammoniac, half an Ounce; Caftile Soap scraped thin, an Ounce; Camphire, six Drams; Opium, a Dram; Saffron, half a Dram. Digest these together, shaking them between whiles, for three or four Days; then let the Liquor settle clear for Use. Or,
Take Castile Soap, an Ounce; Camphire, two Drams; Opium, a Dram and a half. Digest them for three Days in half a Pint of Spirit of Wine, and then pour off for Use.

These are very penetrating, attenuating, and at the same time anodyne; and consequently are in all respects qualified for alleviating Arthritic and Rheumatic Pains. Rubbed upon the Part they will procure a great Relaxation of the aggrieved Fibres, and promote a very comfortable Diaphoresis, and a Discharge of course of some of the Morbid Matter.

**Embrocation Anti-Paralytica.**

An Embrocation for the Palsy.

Take Hungary-water, an Ounce; Spirit of Lavender and Spirit of Saffron, of each two Drams; Appolectic Balsam, a Scruple; Oil of Cloves, ten Drops. Shake them all well together. Or,

Take Camphorated Spirit of Wine, eight Ounces; Venice Treacle, an Ounce; Oil of Cloves and Marjoram, of each fifteen Drops. Digest these together for three or four Days, and then pour off for Use. Or,

Take Spirit of Wine, four Ounces; Distilled Vinegar and Hungary-water, of each an Ounce; Oil of Cloves, ten Drops. Mix them together for Use.

Either of these is to be well rubbed in with a warm Hand to the Part affected, in order to restore to the Fibres their lost Elasticity, and to communicate a fresh Activity to the flagrating Nervous Fluids.

Fomentations differ from Embrocations, inasmuch as Embrocations are prepared with a Spirituous, Fomentations principally with an Aqueous, Menstruum. Again, they are more extensively applied, and operate in a much larger Field than Embrocations. The following are what are supported by Practice, and correspond with several Medicinal Intentions of Relief.

**Fotus Anthelminticus.**

A Fomentation against Worms.

Take Common Wormwood, Tansey, and Savin, of each a Handful; Bear's-foot, half a Handful; Colloquintida and Aloes, of each a Dram; and boil them all together in three Pints of Water to a Quart, and then strain for Use.

The intensely bitter Steams of a Fomentation of this kind, infinuating themselves through the Pores of the Common Integuments into the Abdomen, will generally prove so offensive to those eroding little Animals, that take up their Residence in the Intestines, as frequently to determine them to make a precipitate Exit along with the Stools. It must be applied warm, and repeated as Circumstances may require.

**Fotus Arthriticus.**

A Fomentation in the Gout.

Take Sage, Rosemary, Camomile, Mugwort, St. John's-wort, and Common Wormwood, of each six Handfuls; Bay-salt, three Handfuls; and boil these Ingredients in three Gallons of Water to two: then strain for a Fomentation. Or,

Take Ground-pine and Southernwood, of each four Handfuls. Boil them in three Quarts of Water to two. In the strained Liquor dissolve Salt of Tartar and Sal Ammoniac, of
of each two Ounces, for a Fomentation.

Either of these Fomentations is to be used hot once or twice a day in an Arthritic Paroxysm, in order to supple the pained Part, and, by relaxing and softening the Cutaneous Pores, to facilitate the Exit of the Gouty Matter. As to Applications of a repellent Nature, they are never to be made use of on these Occasions, as they will unavoidably throw back the Morbid Load on some of the principal Viscera, and of course subject the Patient to the immediate Danger of Life.

**Fomentation Carminativa.**

A Carminative Fomentation.

Take Camomile Flowers, two Ounces; Juniper and Bay-berries, of each an Ounce; Crude Sal Ammoniac, half an Ounce. Boil these in three Quarts of Water to two, adding at last Seeds of Sweet Fennel, Caraway, Cummin, and Anise bruised, of each half an Ounce; and to the strained Liquor add Common Spirit of Wine, a Pint.

In any Kind of Colic attended with an obstinate Colitheness, and Swelling of the Belly, this Fomentation, by softening the Membranes, and giving liberty for the imprisoned Vapours to fly off, will be of singular Service. It is to be applied very warm, and may be accompanied with some emollient Liniment.

**Fomentation Corroborans.**

A Strengthening Fomentation.

Take Shavings of Sassafras and Guaiacum, of each an Ounce. Boil them in two Quarts of Water to three Pints. To the strained Liquor add Mother of Thyme, Marjoram, Rosemary, and Lavender, of each a Handful; Mustard-seed, half an Ounce; Nutmeg and Mace, of each a Dram and a half; Cloves, a Dram. Make a hot and close Infusion for two Hours, and then strain off; and, as it is used, drop in the Spirit of Sal Ammoniac, a sufficient Quantity to render it quick.

This is devoted to any sprained or paralytic Limb, for which Purpose it seems to be very well adapted. It must be applied warm, and the Use of it continued according to the Degree and Obstinacy of the Disorder.

**Fomentation Difficentia Communis.**

The Common Difficent Fomentation.

Take St. John’s-wort, Common Wormwood, and Centaury, of each a Handful; Bay-berries, two Ounces; Camomile and Elder Flowers, of each half a Handful. Boil these in three Pints of Water to a Quart. To the strained Liquor add Common Spirit of Wine, half a Pint, and mix for Use.

This is the usual Remedy our Surgeons have recourse to, when they would dislodge whatever Humours may be collected on any particular Part; which is effected partly by their making an Exit by means of an increased Transpiration, to a great degree, in consequence of an Application of this Sort, partly by being rendered fluid enough to be returned by the circulating refluent Mias.

**Fomentation Difficentia Alter.**

Another Difficent Fomentation.

Take Common Wormwood, two Handfuls; Sr. John’s-wort, Centaury, and Camomile Flowers, of each a Handful; Bay-berries, four Ounces; common Ashes, half a Pound.
Pound. Boil these in two Quarts of Water to one Quart; and to the strained Liquor add Spirit of Wine, half a Pint; and Spirit of Sal Ammoniac, as it is used, what is sufficient to quicken it.

This takes place in gross Hydropic Habits, where the Legs, from the Coldness of the Blood on such Occasions, and Flux of Humours on those Parts, would be liable, from the least Hurt or Injury, to contract a Mortification, unless guarded against by Fomentations of the Nature of this: viz. very hot and very penetrating.

**Fomentation for an Erysipelas, or St. Anthony's Fire.**

Take the green Tops of Elder Flowers, or the inner Bark of the Tree, four Handfuls; and boil either of these in three Quarts of Water to two Quarts. In the strained Liquor dissolve an Ounce of Soap, for a Fomentation.

This is penetrating, attenuating, and relaxing, and consequentially entirely calculated for removing the Disorder intimated by its Title. The Vicidity that obstructs the Capillaries in this Case it will destroy to a great degree, and promote a Discharge of the included Humours, by opening a Passage for them through the Pores of the Skin.
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*Fœtus Hæmorrhoidalis.*

**A Fomentation for the Piles.**

Take Hounds'-tongue, Plaintain, Yarrow, and Elder-leaves, of each four Handfuls; Pomegranate-Peels, an Ounce. Boil them in Water and Red Port Wine, of each three Pints to two Quarts. In the strained Liquor dissolve Alum, half an Ounce; Sugar of Lead two Drams; for a Fomentation.

The cooling Quality and Altringency of this Fomentation render it very proper for an Application to the Hæmorrhoidal Veins, when the Discharge from them becomes immoderate. It will likewise be of Service to the Uterine Vessels, in a too abundant Flux of the Menstrues.

*Fœtus Hæmorrhoidalis Alter.*

**Another Hæmorrhoidal Fomentation.**

Take Onions and Linseed, of each four Ounces; Henbane, Nightshade, Yarrow, and Houseleeks, of each two Handfuls. Boil them in a Gallon of Water to two Quarts; and in the strained Liquor dissolve Opium two Drams; for a Fomentation.

In the dry Piles, accompanied with great Heat and Pain, this Fomentation, applied pretty warm to the Part, will by its suppling and relaxing Property soon procure Ease, and forward the Exit of the offending Matter by Transpiration.

*Fœtus Sanguinæm Sistiens.*

**A Fomentation to stop Bleeding.**

Take strong White-wine Vinegar, a Pint. Dissolve in it over the Fire Salt Petre, an Ounce; Camphire, a Dram.

This, applied cold to the Breast, will frequently put a Stop to a Bleeding at the Nose.

*Fœtus Scorbucionis.*

**An Anti-Scorbutic Fomentation.**

Take Ground pine and Henbane, of each two Handfuls; Winter's-bark, half an Ounce; Horseradish Root and Earthworms, added at last, of each two Ounces. Boil these in three Pints of Lime-water to a Quart; and to the strained Liquor add Spirit of Scurvy-grass, two Ounces; Opium, a Dram; for a Fomentation.

In Scorbutic Pains, where internal Medicines have proved ineffectual, a Fomentation of this Kind, applied to the affected Parts, and continued in Proportion to the Obstinacy of the Disorder, will very often bring the desired Relief, by infinuating itself through the pores of the Skin, and destroying the Salts, that are continually eroding the Vessels with their pungent Acrimony.

*Fœtus Stomachicus.*

**A Fomentation for the Stomach.**

Take Red Port, a Pint; Brandy and White-wine Vinegar, of each half a Pint; Dried Mint and Wormwood, of each half a Handful; Billett-root, half an Ounce; Pomegranate Peels, two Drams; Cloves, Mace, Nutmeg, and Cinnamon, of each a Dram; Venice Treacle, half an Ounce. Let these stand in close Maceration for two Hours, and then strain off for Use.

In flatulent Distensions of the Stomach, from a preternatural Relaxation of that Organ, a hot Application of this Fomentation to the Region of the Part affected will be attended with all imaginable Success; and
CHAP. XVII.

Of Oils, Liniments, and Plasters.

HE present Practice has reduced these Articles to a much narrower Compass than formerly. However, we shall subjoin such Forms as may be of any real Efficacy in regard of the Intentions they are expected to answer.

Oleum Aerous. An Oil to help the Hearing.

Take Oil of Bitter Almonds, a Dram; Oil of Nutmeg, Cummin, Marjoram, and Amber, of each two Drops; Civet, two Grains. Mix them well together.

Three Drops of this Mixture instilled every night into the Ears, help to bring away the Wax that obstructs the Auditory Passage. It is generally made use of previously to Syringing.

Oleum Cephalicum. A Cephalic Oil.

Take Balsam of Peru, a Dram; Oil of Sage, Rosemary, Marjoram, and Nutmeg, of each four Drops; Campfire, fifteen Drops. Mix these well together.

This rubbed on the Temples and Nostrils will assist in certain Nervous Catches, and put the Spirits on exerting themselves, that were before quite languid, and, as it were, flagnated.

Oleum Cosmeticum. A Cosmetic Oil.

Take Oil of Bitter Almonds, four Ounces; Oil of Tartar per Digestum, two Ounces; Oil of Rhodium, six Drops. Shake all well together, till they are entirely mixed.

When Specks and Pimples deform the Surface of the Skin, a Mixture of this Nature is a specific Remedy, carrying along with it at the same time an extreme Smoothness and Whiteness. The Use of it is to be continued according to the Exigency of the Case.

Oleum Cremoris. Oil of Cream.

Take the Inner Green Bark of Elder fresh-gathered, three Handfuls; the best Cream, a Quart. Boil them well together till the Cream turns to an Oil: then boil it over again with fresh Bark.

In the Piles, and whatever inflammatory Tumours, this Preparation takes place; being a great Cooler, and a Promoter of Transpiration at the same time.

Oleum Paralyticum. Paralytic Oil.

Take Oil of Amber and of Saffrara, of each a Dram; Oil of Rosemary, Marjoram, and Origanum, of each a Scruple; Oil of Cloves, Nutmegs, and Pepper, of each fifteen Drops. Mix all well together.

This is to be rubbed in thoroughly on the Part affected: in which Case it may possibly prove singularly beneficial.
Of Oils, Liniments, and Plasters.

Oleum Viride.
The Green Oil.
Take Linseed Oil, a Pint; fine Verdigrase, four Drams. Boil them together till the Verdigrase is dissolved.

This is very detergent, and the use of it conformed to contused and lacerated Wounds, and to foul Ulcers.

Linimentum Cosmeticum.
A Cosmetic Liniment.
Take Oil of Sweet Almonds, two Ounces; Spermaceti, three Drams; Oil of Rhodium, four Drops. Mix for a Liniment.

This will effectually answer the end as a Cosmetic, and keep the skin soft, smooth, and free from specks and freckles.

Linimentum ad Fovear.
A Liniment for the Small-pox.
Take Oil of Sweet Almonds, two Ounces; Spermaceti, three Drams; Oil of Rhodium, six Drops. Mix for a Liniment.

This, applied with a feather from time to time to the Scabs on the decline of the Small-pox, will be of singular Service in preserving them from Pitting, and keeping the skin soft and supple.

Linimentum Hemorrhoidale.
A Liniment for the Piles.
Take Ointment of Marsh-mallows, an Ounce; Sugar of Lead, a Dram; Opium, a Scruple; Oil of Amber, and Aniftated Balsam of Sulphur, of each ten Drops. Mix for a Liniment.

This, on the part affected being anointed with it between whiles, will procure great Relief in the Disorder specified by its Title.

Linimentum Ophthalmiticum.
A Liniment for the Eyes.
Take fresh unsalted Butter, four Ounces; White Wax, an Ounce; Prepared Tuttly, half an Ounce; and two Scruples of Camphire. Mix for a Liniment.

In inflammations of the Eyes, this is an efficacious and at the same time a very safe Medicine. It is to be applied gently twice or thrice a day.

Emplastrum Arthriticum.
A Gout Plaster.
Take Cummin, Plaster, half an Ounce; Rhen, a Dram; Yellow Wax, half a Dram. Melt these together, and, when they are almost cold, stir in Turpentine, a Dram; Volatile Sal Armoniac, two Scruples; Camphire, a Scruple; and Oil of Amber, fifteen Drops. Mix, and make a Plaster according to Art.

In obliterating Sciatic Pains, this Plaster, applied to the part affected, has been frequently known to be of good Service. And, indeed, as it stands as well recommended as any thing of this Class for effecting the end proposed by its Application, there is no necessity for multiplying Forms of this Intention.

Emplastrum Nuchale.
A Plaster for the Neck.
Take White Pitch, two Drams; Galbanum, and Venice Turpentine, of each half a Dram; Black Pepper,
Pepper, and Mustard-feed powdered, of each a Scruple; and Oil of Origany, two Drops. Mix, and make a Plaster.

Where the Eyes are subjected to Rheumy Defluxions, this will be properly applied to the Nape of the Neck by way of Relevation. And laid on likewise behind the Ears, it will be often very serviceable in Pains from the Teeth.

Empaflurum Roborans.

A Strengthening Plaster.

Take Rupture-Plaster, an Ounce; Oxycroceum, half an Ounce. Mix, and make a Plaster.

In Pains and Uneasiness in the Back threatening an Abortion, in a Gonorrhæa, Fluor Albus, or any other Weakness of those Parts, this Plaster applied to the Loins seldom fails of procuring Relief. It must be suffered to remain as long as it will stick.

Empaflurum Suppedane.

A Plaster for the Feet.

Take Galbanum and Cephalic Plaster, of each an Ounce. Mix, and make two Plasters for the Soles of the Feet.

Where the Head is very much affected, as it is wont to be in protracted Fever, an Application of this Nature to the Feet is frequently of immediate Service; especially, where they begin to grow cold. For, by thus stimulating those Parts, they acquire an instantaneous Warmth; and while the Circulation of the Blood is promoted briskly that Way, it must of course flow with less Inximity towards the Head.

CHAP. XVIII.

Of CATAPLASMS AND UNGUENTS.

Cataplasma Anthelminticum.

A Cataplasm for Worms.

Take Venice-Treacle, half an Ounce; Wormseed powdered, two Drams; Hepatic Aloes, a Dram; Oil of Wormwood, twenty Drops. And, with a sufficient Quantity of Honey, make a Pultice.

Where the Belly is hard and swelled in young Children from Worms, This Application to it, by this its softening and loosening Quality, and the Penetrating of its bitter Particles into the Intestines, is often experienced to dislodge them. Hence it becomes a very serviceable Expedient, as such Children generally are exceeding averse to the Taking of internal Medicines.

Cataplasma Auricularium.

A Cataplasm for the Ears.

Take Onions roasted and pulped, an Ounce and a half; Saffron, a Scruple; Oil of Amber, fifteen Drops; Powder of Cummin-seed, and Ointment of Marshmallows, of each three Drains. Mix, and make a Pultice.

This is to be applied to the Ears, on the Gathering of any Matter on the Inside of those Organs, the Discharge of which, when come to its full Maturity, it will greatly facilitate.
Chap. xviii. Of Cataplasms and Unguents.

Cataplasma Emollientia.

An Emollient Cataplasma.

Take Pulp of Cassia, an Ounce; Ointment of Elder, two Ounces; Sperma Ceti, half an Ounce; Powder of Agaric, and Album Grecum, of each half an Ounce. Mix, and make a Cataplasm.

In a Swelling and Inflammation of the Throat, or in a Swelling of the Face, spread on a thick double Cloth, and applied to the Part affected from Ear to Ear, will, after proper Bleeding, be near to afford considerable Relief. Purging and Blistering between the Shoulders may accompany the Use of it.

Cataplasma Podagricum.

An Anti-Arthritic Cataplasma.

Take Black Soap, four Ounces; Yolk of Eggs, No. ii. Saffron, a Dram; Oill of Spike, an Ounce. Mix, and make a Pultice. Or,

Take Honey, and Black Soap, of each two Ounces; Mustard-seed, half an Ounce; Opium, two Ounces; Camphire, a Dram; and, with a sufficient Quantity of the Unguentum Martiatum, make a Pultice. Or,

Take Black Soap, two Ounces; Honey, and Salt of Tartar, of each half an Ounce; Opium, three Drams; Camphire and Saffron, of each two Drams; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Unguentum Nervinum, make a Pultice.

As these Applications are calculated not only for procuring Ease to the pained Part, but for promoting also the Exit of the Morbific Matter by Perpiration, they may be made use of to a very great Advantage in regard of alleviating a most exquisite Torment, and at the same time with all imaginable Safety.

Cataplasma Sambuciunum.

A Cataplasm of Elder.

Take Green Leaves of Elder, four Ounces; and boil them in Milk, till they become very soft. Then strain, and beat them to a Mash, to which add Ointment of Elder-flowers, three Ounces; Camphire in Powder, a Dram. Mix, and make a Pultice according to Art.

This is devoted to an Erysipelas, in which Kind of inflammatory Swellings the Application of it to the Part affected is attended generally with extraordinary Success, as it will cool, ease, and relax it to a great Degree. Bleeding should precede, and Purging and Blistering accompany, the Use of it.

Cataplasma Sinapinum.

A Mustard-seed Pultice.

Take Flower of Mustard-seed, and an equal Portion of Oatmeal, and, with a sufficient Quantity of Vinegar, make a Pultice.

This, says the Medulla Medicinae Universalis, &c. from whence it is borrowed, applied in a Sciatica to the Part affected, will greatly warm, irritate, and sometimes blister it, and consequently be of real Advantage, as by this Means is promoted a free Perpiration, and the offending Matter gradually thrown off by the Pores of the Skin. Bleeding and Purging, in Proportion to the Pain and Stubbornness of the Disorder, should precede the Application of it. It may be of Service in paralytic Cases; and by its stimulating Faculty forward the Circulation of
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Unguentum Pforicum.

An Ointment for the Itch.

Take four Ounces of Crude Brimstone; two Drams of Sal Ammoniac finely powdered; and, with a sufficient Quantity of Hog's lard, work them up into an Ointment.

In those Cutaneous Eruptions, says the Medulla, &c. termed the Itch, this Ointment, rubbed in well on the Parts affected, will be attended with the desired Success, though the Disorder be never so inveterate; and for Eafe, Safety, and Expedition, gives place to no Application whatever, that can be made use of in order to remove that troublesome Complaint. Physick ought to accompany the Unction and Bleeding to precede it.
A

Copious INDEX

OF THE

ARTICLES used in Physick, Surgery, both in Latin and English, and of Diseases, with numerous References to their Remedies.

To avoid the Perplexity of searching for any Particulars required, attending Three Indexes, and their referring to one another, we have thrown Our's into One only: And this directs to the Columns of the Page, distinguished by i for the first, and ii for the second.

The Diseases and References to the Remedies are also more particularly pointed out, where requisite; as, for Instance, in the Menstruous, whether to promote, or restrain them: So in Fevers, whether intermittent, putrid, &c. But where there is no such Distinction, preceding the Figures directing to the Page, it is mostly to be understood, that the Disease in general is intended.

It may not be improper always to view over the whole Column directed to, because the same Word many times occurs more than once therein.

It ought to be observed, that the Words, more immediately preceding the Figures, often lead to the initial Words; as, for Instance, Abortion, to promote, i. 133, i. — to prevent, 665, ii. — are to be read. To promote, or to prevent Abortion: Again, Animals, poisonous, to keep at a Distance, 257, ii. — is to be read, To keep at a Distance poisonous Animals: And so of the rest; after which Directions, it is presumed, even the younger Pupils can make no Mistakes.
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INDEX.

160, i.-162, i.-162, ii.
163, i.-167, i.-175, f.
176, i.-179, ii.-181, i.
182, i.-196, i.-199, ii.
201, i.-203, ii.-204, ii.
210, i.-173, i.-215, ii.
212, ii.-223, ii.-222, ii.
229, ii.-237, i.-233, ii.
237, i.-249, i.-242, ii.
243, ii.-249, i.-242, ii.
253, ii.-257, i.-262, ii.
285, ii.-286, ii.-287, ii.
288, ii.-290, i.-298, i.
305, ii.-307, i.-312, ii.
312, ii.-313, i.-313, ii.
313, i.-316, i.-316, ii.
340, ii.-355, i.-356, ii.
388, ii.-409, ii.-447, ii.
419, i.-509, ii.-577, ii.
487, i.-517, i.-517, ii.
Cowflips, 28, i.-Great, ib.
Crab, Scl, 323, ii.-River, ii.
Crab-tree, 224, ii.

Cybros, 334, ii.
Grabs-claw, compound Powder of, 334, ii.

Cra-fish, or Croesus, 328, ii.
Cramp-shin, 328, ii.

Cramp, 158, i.-174, ii.
176, i.
Crane, 338, i.
Crane's-bill, 209, i.-Muffet, 209, ii.
Cranges, 334, ii.
Cream of Tartar, 437, ii.

Cremor Tartari, 608, i.

Creffes, Garden, 244, ii.-
Meadow, 176, ii.-Water, 244, i.-Winter, 259, i.
Greta, 384, i.

Cricket, 338, ii.-Baulm, 332, i.

Criticism, 195, i.

Crocidos, (Crocodilus,) 334, ii.
Cowr Satyria, 195, ii.

Coccus Martin Aupetris, 637, i.

Afriquirum, ib. - chironomus, nel Metallumum, 649, i.
- Lotus, ib. -Metal lumum Mixtus, 649, ii.
Crow, Carrion, 328, i.
Crow-foot, 209, i.-274, ii.
- Balbous, ib. - Water of Meadow, 458, i.

Crudities of the Stomach, 194, i.-198, ii.-215, ii.
224, i.-223, ii.-229, i.-239, i.

Crystal Tarteri, 608, i.

Crytalization described, 30, ii.-its Use, 32, i.

Cryallus, (Crythal,) 385, i.

Cubeb, (Cubens) 197, i.

Cuculus, 334, ii.

Cucumis, 197, i.

Cucumber, 197, i.

Cumbrellas, Wild, Juicy of, 201, ii.

Cumbirica, 197, i.

Cuckow, 334, ii.

Cuckoow, 334, ii.

Cuckoo-point, 151, ii.-

Compound Powder of, 533, ii.

Cunnium, 197, i.

Cumnin, 197, i.-Catal plain, 583, i.- Phaent, 570, i.-Scedii, 583, ii.-
585, ii.

Camine, 334, ii.

Cup-Moss, 243, ii.

Cystern, 197, i.

Current, Red, 275, ii.-
Black, ib.-Jelly of, 58, i.

Calyps, 197, i.

Cure, Fruit, 154, i.-168, ii.

Cawtanous, Disorders, partic-ular Remarks thereon, 142, ii.-

Eruptions, 151, ii.-168, ii.-
Asperities, ib. -Diseases, 176, i.-Disorders, 204, i.-
213, ii.-227, ii.-Blas­mophies, 293, i.-Disorders, 265, i.-Eruptions, 287, ii.-

Diseases, 204, ii.-450, ii.-
Eruptions, 311, ii.-
Foulneftes, 233, ii.-

Tumours, 350, i.-Disorders, 360, ii.-Diseases, 169, ii.-
417, ii.-418, ii.-549, i.-
Uterations and Excro­
riations, 570, i.-Cates, 576, i.-Eruptions Chroni­

cal, 619, i.-Disorders, 643, ii.-Infected, 646, i.-
Chro­
ical Disorders, 643, ii.-

Foulneftes and Eruptions, 667, i.-673, i.-Eruptions, 688, ii.-Bioteches, 72, i.

Cuttle-fish, 334, i.

Cydela, 195, i.

Cylindrus, 335, i.

Cyme, 288, i.

 Cypress, 268, i.

Cypereus, 198, i, ii.

Cypresia, (Cypresia-tree) 198, ii.

Cypitis, Troches of, for Mit­teridade,

Cutis-genita, 198, ii.

Cutis, 198, ii.
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INDEX.

Agle, What, 43, i.

Ague, 149, i.

Airs, Disorders of, 25, ii.

Airs, 141, i. 146, i.

Airs, 152, i. 156, i.

Air, 162, i. 167, i.

Air, 180, i. 195, i.

Airs, 204, i. 208, i.

Airs, 220, i. 228, i.

Airs, 227, i. 230, i.

Airs, 240, i. 244, i.

Airs, 247, i. 250, i.

Airs, 255, i. 260, i.

Airs, 267, i.

Airs, 270, i. 275, i.

Airs, 279, i. 290, i.

Airs, 308, i. 310, i.

Airs, 312, i. 320, i.

Airs, 321, i. 324, i.

Airs, 329, i. 330, i.

Airs, 331, i. 341, i.

Airs, 337, i. 339, i.

Airs, 348, i. 349, i.

Airs, 350, i. 356, i.

Airs, 367, i. 374, i.

Airs, 395, i. 419, i. 420, i.

Airs, 424, i. 442, i.

Airs, 490, i. 517, i.

Airs, 541, i. 563, i.

Airs, 569, i. 605, i.

Airs, 691, i. 693, i. 718, i.

Airs, 745, i.

Airs, 789.

E.

Elecampane, 529, i.

Elephant, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 519, i.

Elephantiasis, 526, i.

Elephant, 335, ii.

Elephant, 519, i.

Eldest-berries, Rob of, 529, i.

Eldest-berries, Rob of, 529, i.

Eldest-berries, Rob of, 529, i.

Elder-berries, Rob of, 529, i.

Elders, Common, 482, i.

Dwarfs, 283, i.

Oil of, 565, i.

Oil of, 577, i.

Oil of, 577, i.

Oil of, 577, i.

Oil of, 577, i.

Ointment, 567, i.

Ointment, 567, i.

Ointment, 567, i.

Elephant, 519, i.

Elephant, 519, i.

Elephant, 519, i.

Elephant, 519, i.

Elephant, 519, i.

Elephant, 519, i.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.

Elephantiasis, 335, ii.
Redness, 339, i. ii. — Ophthalmia, 344, i. — Disorders, 344, ii. 345, i. — Saffron, 346, ii. — Albigo, 347, i. — Specks, 348, i. — 349, ii. — 350, i. — Defluxions, 351, i. — Dimness, Redness, and Pains, 352, ii. — Dimness, and Excretions, 353, i. — Cataracts, and Albigo, 354, i. — Redness and Specks, id. ii. — Fertilus, 356, ii. — Saffron, 350, i. — Celsom and Defluxions, 351, ii. — 352, i. — Specks and Dimness, 350, i. — Continual, 353, ii. — Ointment for, 573, i.

F
Felce, to paint, 146, i. to cleanse from Scrota and Scars, 203, ii. — Rheums, 214, i. from Spots, 232, i. — to clear, 268, ii. — Redness of the, 329, i. — to make agreeably white, 318, i. — to clear from Spots, and Erimelhes, 322, i. — 329, i. — Freckles and Excretions, 330, ii. — Spots, 334, i. — Red, 352, i. — Dicians of, 372, i. — pimpled, 479, ii. — Fetol, to promote the Excretion of, 337, i.

Fagus, 204, i. v.

Fasting-Down of the Uterus, or Amen, 221, i. 229, ii.

Fasting-Sicknes, 168, i. 263, i. 344, ii. — 414, ii. — 461, ii. — Powder against, 521, i. 737, i.

Fomes Canina, 442, ii.

Fats, Preparation of, 443, ii.

Feaves, Disorders of, 150, i. — 164, ii. 214, i. 215, ii. 230, ii. 244, i. 245, i. 260, i. 269, ii. 270, i. 278, ii. 306, ii. — Alerities of, 310, i. — 312, ii. 326, i. — Inflammations of, 335, i. 336, ii. — Excretions of, 347, i. — Fermentation described, 38.

Fennel, Fennel-cine, 205, ii. — Flower, 246, ii. — Hog's, 261, i. — Giant, 204, ii. — Sweet, 205, i. — Water, 266, i. — Oil of, 585, ii.

Fenugreek, 206, i.

Pern, 205, i.

Ferret, 360, i.

Fertilus, 204, ii. — i.

Fetid, Volatile Spirit, 476, ii.

Tincture, 488, ii. — Pills, 551, i.


Feverfew, 237, i.

Fibres, to strengthen, 132, i. — 212, i. — to relax, 234, i. — 236, i. — to strengthen, 262, i. — to relax, 269, ii. — to strengthen, 282, i.

Ficus, 204, ii.

Fig-tree, 206, ii.

Fig-wort, 289, ii.

Filia, 205, i.

Filtration described, 38.

Filipendula, 204, ii.

Fire described, 5.

Fire-Stones, 410, ii.

Fir-tree, 126, i.

Fulvus Lucrinary, 309, ii.

Filzula, 276, ii. 282, ii. — 343, i. — 357, ii. 567, i. — 614, i.

Fitz, Fainting, 163, i. — 177, i. — 228, i. 235, i. — 239, i. — 365, i. — 465, ii. — 469, ii. — 467, ii. — 616, i.

Five fingers, 259, ii.

Flag, Sweet, 150, i.
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Flatulencies, 132, ii. - 135, i. - of the Abdomen, 147, i. - of the Stomach, ib. - 148, ii. - 153, ii. - to diffuse, 170, i. - 177, i. - 184, i. - to prevent, 185, ii. - 197, i. - to dissipate, 200, ii. - 221, i. - 238, i. - 243, i. - 244, i. - 245, i. - 257, i. - 259, ii. - 300, i. - 314, ii. - 315, i. - 324, i. - 329, ii. - 331, ii. - 350, ii. - 442, ii. - 457, ii. - 465, ii. - 476, ii. - 509, i. - 541, ii. - 552, ii. - 579, i. - 673, ii.

Flax, 234, ii. - Purging, 232, i.

Flax, to destroy, 138, ii. - 306, i.

Flax-wort, 271, i.

Flats, proud, to take down, 498, i. - 526, ii. - 567, i. - 569, ii. - What will increase it, ib. - i. - to take away, 625, i.

Flax, Spaniard's, 324, i.

Flint, 414, i.

Flax-weed, 295, ii.

Florentina Orna, 222, ii.

Flores Matricidae, 628, i. - Sulphuris, 632, ii. - Leto, ib. - Martis, 638, i.

Flores Salis Amnonici, 617, i.

Flores Salis, 205, i.

Flower-gentle, 442, ii.

Flower-de-luce, 222, i.

Flowers, the Four Cordial, 446, i.

Fluellen, Female, 309, i. - Honey of, 526, i.


Fluxes, how checked, 49, ii. - 128, i. - Uterine, 142, i. - Grippage, 144, ii. - Uterine, 156, ii. - of all Kinds, 167, ii. - Bloody, 162, i. - of all Kinds, 188, i. - 193, ii. - 198, i. - 198, ii. - 208, ii. - 211, i. - 219, ii. - 229, ii. - 239, ii. - 242, ii. - 243, i. - Immoderate of the

Menses, 248, ii. - of the Belly, and Uterus, 249, i. - of the Uterus, ib. - 250, i. - of the Belly, 257, i. - of all Kinds, 259, ii. - of the Belly, 261, ii. - Uterine, ib. - of all Kinds, of Blood, 262, i. - 268, i. - Bloody, 270, i. - of the Belly, 270, i. - of the Uterus, ib. - of the Belly and Uterus, 272, i. - of all Kinds, 275, i. - of the Belly, ib. - of all Kinds, 276, i. - 277, i. - of the Belly, 294, ii. - of the Belly, and Uterus, 295, i. - 304, i. - of the Belly, 305, i. - 307, ii. - 309, ii. - 310, i. - 312, ii. - 321, ii. - 330, ii. - 337, iii. - of all Kinds, 357, i.

Fly, 349, ii.

Fumiculum, 205, ii.

Fumum Graecum, 206, i.

Fetus, to expel, 150, ii. - 170, i. - 186, i. - 188, ii. - 208, i. - 228, ii. - 231, ii. - 233, i. - 244, ii. - to retain, 255, ii. - to expel, 260, ii. - 278, ii. - 278, i. - 317, ii. - 339, i. - 333, ii. - to strengthen, 342, ii. - to expel, 343, i. - to expel, 461, ii. - 503, ii. - 538, i.

Fomentation, Common, 537, i.

Folia Communis, 517, i.

Fos, 360, ii.

Fox-glove, 200, i.

Fractures, 243, i. - 268, i. - 284, i. - 337, i. - 337, ii. - 352, i. - 395, i.

Fragaria, 226, i.

Frankincense, 249, ii.

Fraxinus, 206, ii.

Freckles, 144, i. - 156, i. - 202, ii. - 204, i. - 222, ii. - 224, ii. - 227, ii. - 334, ii. - 335, ii. - 343, ii. - 346, ii. - 354, ii.

Fretting the Skin, 576, i.

Frog, Common, 533, i.

Tree, ib.

Frog-splash-water, 438, ii.

Froth, or Foam, of the Sea, 386, i.

Foliga, 207, i.

Fomaria, 207, i.

Fumitory, 207, i.

Fungus, 207, ii.

Furor Uterinus, 174, i.

Pefon (and Liquefaction) de- scribed, 39.

G.

Agates, 385, ii.

Galanga, 207, ii.

Galingal, Great, and Common, 207, ii.

Gallbladder, Obstructions of, 154, i. - 203, i. - 339, ii.

Galling, 330, i.

Gamboe, 208, i. - Pills of, 571, i.

Gambogium, vid. Guttta Gambia.

Cangreos, 379, i.


Garlic, 135, i. - Syrup of, 518, ii.

Garulmis, 495, i.

Gas Sulphuris, 632, i.

Gastrinae Berberis, 527, ii. - Comus Cerovii, 528, i. - feo Mica Cydonium, ib. - Rhathoe, ib.

Genista, 208, ii.

Genital Organs, Weakness of, 272, i.

Gentian, 209, i.

Gentiana, 209, ii.

Gentian-root, Extract of, 594, ii.

Geranium, 209, i.

Germander, 183, i. - Tree, 301, ii. - Water, 228, ii.

Germander, Water, Species of, without Opium, 538, ii. - with, ib.

Gills, feb Sal Vertioli, 627, i.

Ginger, Syrup of, 526, i.

Glauber, 209, ii.

Glandes, indurated, 646, i. - Difeases of, 648, i.

Glans Unguentaria, 209, ii.

Glasis, Muscovy, 392, i.

Glasis,
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I rumours, 292, ii.

Hippocrates, 217, i. — 224, i.

Hippocrates, 217, i. — 243, i. — 249, i. — Melianias, 246, ii. — 297, ii. — 353, i.

Herrings, 338, i. — 329, ii.

Hiccup, 197, i. — 198, i. — 239, ii. — 243, i. — 509, i. — 726, ii.

Hira Plera, 537, ii. — Powder of, ib. — Tincture of, 495, i.

Hips. Conferve of, 530, ii.


Hirundo, 338, ii.

Hirundo, 339, i.

Hoadenelles, 136, ii. — 144, i.

ii. — 164, i. — 197, ii. — 213, i.

ii. — 243, i. — 227, i. — 234, ii.

ii. — 242, i. — 255, ii. — 257, ii.

ii. — 271, ii. — 273, ii. — 296, ii.

ii. — 699, i. — 713, i.

Hog, 352, i.

Hog's-fennel, 261, i.

Holly-roe, Treec, 131, ii.

Holly-wood, 213, i.

Honey and Water, their good Effect, 160, i.

Honey, Clarification of, 450, i.

Honeys, 526, i.

Honey-fuckle, 175, ii.

Hoopo, 360, i.

Hops, 213, i.

Hordeum, 249, i.

Horehound, 236, ii. — 237, i.

ii. — Bafe, 206, ii.

Horminum, 219, ii.

Horner, 334, ii.

Horfe, 336, i.

Horfe-radifh, 193, ii.

Compound-Water of, 469, ii.

Horfe, founded, 290, ii.

Hound-fifth, 337, i.

Hound's tongue, 198, i.

Houfe-leek, 290, i.

Humours, Choleric and Serous, 276, i. — 280, ii. — Melancholic and Serous, 198, i.

Hungary-water, 470, i.

Hurts, inward, 356, ii.

Hyacinthus, (Hyacinth) 219, ii.

Hydragogue, 490, i. — 529, ii.

Hydrocele, 266, i.

Hyfyacamum, 213, ii.

Hypericum, 220, i.

Hypobedria, 314, ii.

Hypotension, 201, i.

Hypertension, 201, i.

Hypnotic and Poisonous Plants, 226, ii.

Hypochondriac and Choleric Disorders, 226, ii.

Hypochondriacal Pains of, 235, ii.

Hypochondriacal Pains of, 235, ii.

Hypochlors, 220, ii.

Hypostasis, 220, ii.

Hypopygia, 220, ii.

Hypopygium, 220, ii.

Hypopygium, 220, ii.

Hypopygium, 220, ii.

Hypothis, 220, ii.

Hypothy, 220, ii.

Hypothy, 220, ii.

Hypothy, 220, ii.

Hypothis, 220, ii.

Hypothis, 220, ii.

Hypothis, 220, ii.

Hypothis, 220, ii.

Hypothis, 220, ii.

Hypothis, 220, ii.

Hypothis, 220, ii.

Hypothis, 220, ii.

Hypothis, 220, ii.

Hypothis, 220, ii.

Hypothis, 220, ii.

Hypothis, 220, ii.

Hypothis, 220, ii.

Hypothis, 220, ii.

Hypothis, 220, ii.

Hypothis, 220, ii.

Hypothis, 220, ii.

Hypothis, 220, ii.

Hypothis, 220, ii.

Hypothis, 220, ii.

Hypothis, 220, ii.

Hypothis, 220, ii.

Hypothis, 220, ii.

Hypothis, 220, ii.

Hypothis, 220, ii.

Hypothis, 220, ii.

Hypothis, 220, ii.

Hypothis, 220, ii.

Hypothis, 220, ii.

Hypothis, 220, ii.

Hypothis, 220, ii.

Hypothis, 220, ii.

Hypothis, 220, ii.
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Affect of—Of Wound, to, 180.

Affection, 239. II. To Diforders of, 240. II.
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Nitrum, 406, i.—Fixatum, 601, i.—Virrulatum, 625, i.
Nitri, to kill, 215, i.
Nocca, 350, i.
Nostrils, Obstructions of, 613, i.
Nummularia, 247, i.
Nutmeg, Oil of, 589, ii.
Nutmeg-tree, 247, i.—Water, 468, ii.
Nutritum—Ointment, 571, ii.
Nuts, Indian, 150, i.—Earth, Kipper, Pig, Hawk, 167, ii.
Virginia, 248, i.—Yomic, ib.
Nux, 247, i.
Nymphæa, 248, i, ii.

O.

OAK, 272, i.—of Cappa-
docia, 142, i.—of Jer-
usalem, 163, i.—the Gall, 272, i.
Oak-Leaf, 241, i.
Oats, 153, i.
Obstructions, to remove, 179, i.
—195, i.—207, i.—ib.
—269, i.—276, ii.—277, i.
—283, ii.—294, ii.—of the
Spleen, 209, ii.—general, 316, i.—335, ii.—339, ii.
—344, ii.—377, i.—395, ii.
—396, ii.—402, ii.—414.
—432, i.—502, ii.—655, i.
—593, ii.—648, li.—659, i.
ii.—of the Womb, 672, ii.
ii.—of the Menisc, 718, i.
—general, ib. ii.—of the
Nerves, 719, i.—in general, 722, i.—725, i.—of the
Uterine Veil, 737, i.
Ochrea, 406, ii.
Ocyrum, 242, ii.
Oenanthæ, 248, ii.
Ophiogogus, an Inflammation
of, 406, i.
Ofia Helmontiana, 564, ii.
Oil of Earth, 407, i.
Oils, in general, 538, i.
Thos obtained by Expressi-
on, 482, ii.—by Infusion
and Decoction, 561, ii.
—Distilled, 881, i.—and Ef-
fential, 589, i.
Ointment of Artes, 568, ii.
—of three Ingredients, 572, ii.
Ointments, Rules for making, 567, i.—of divers Kinds, ib.
ii. & seq.

Oker, Yellow, 406, ii.—Red,
410, ii.—Englisch, 421, i.
Olea, 249, i.
Oleaster, 249, ii.
Oleum Terre, 407, i.—Aegy-
dalarnum Dulceum, 560, ii.—
Asphlatite, 561, ii.—Ame-
thonum, —Hyperi, —Lith-
orum Alburnum, —Resarum
Rubrum, —Rutaceum, —
Hyperic, ib. —Lumbecorum,
562, i.—Mucilaginum, ib.
—Mucilaginis, ib. —San-
bucinum, ib. —Viride, ib.
—Asphlatii, 585, i.—Car-
vi, —Caryo-phyllem, —
Cinnamonum, —Curtis Lino-
um, —Comini, —Florum
Chamaemeli, —Famiculis, sec.
—Hystopi, —Lavandula, sec.
—Lignum Saffrani, —Media, —
Marjorana, —Mentha, —
Nucis Moschatae, —Origi-
en, —Pulegii, —Rorii Mar-
ini, —Rutie, sec. —Semi-
nun Aulis, ib. ii.—Bacae-
rum Tuniperi, 885, ii.
—Terebinthina, 592, i.—
Aethereum et Balsamum, ib.
ii.—Glauci, 593, i.—Ca-
pasa, Compositum, ib.
—Buxi, ib. ii.—Benzoini, ib.
—Latierrum, 594, i.—Pi-
cis Barbaradentis, ib. —Per
Deliquium, 600, i.—Cornu
Cervi, 610, i.—Animalium,
615, i.—Fulgis, 616, i.
Cera, 618, i.—Vivipal, 626, i.
—Succhin, 633, ii.
Olibanum, 249, ii.
Olive-tree, 249, i.—Wild, ib.
i.
Omphacium, 250, i.
Onions, 182, i.—Barren, ib.
Onyx, (the Onyx Stone) 407, i.
Opalus, (the Opal) 407, i.
Operation of Medicines
described, 48, i, & seq.
Obites, (the Obite) 407, i.

Ophthalmic Ointment of Sir
Hants Share, 573, i.
Ophthalmia, 275, i.—276, ii.
—344, ii.—391, ii.—413, ii.
—Ophiogeloium, 250, ii.
Optum, 250, ii.—bad Effects
of it, 151, ii.—strained,
450, ii.—Tincture of, 493, ii.
Opobalsam, 157, i.

Opleidelae, 563, ii.
Opopona, 252, ii.
Oracce, White, 154, ii.—
Stinking, ib.
Orange-pearl, Simple Distilled
Water of, 457, ii.—Syrop
of, 519, ii.—ib. —of the
Juice, 520, i.—Candied,
531, i.
Orange-tree, 155, ii.
Origamum Creticum, (Origan-
ym of Cret) 252, ii.—Oil of,
585, ii.
Orange, 253, i.
Orchanes, 253, ii.
Orchus, 253, i.
Orpiment, 370, ii.
Orpine, 300, ii.—Bale, 296, ii.
Orchthopiae, 170, i.—182, i.
—201, i.—220, ii.—215, ii.
Oxyn, 263, ii.
Ophimunda Regalis, (Ophim-
unda Royal) 253, ii.
Ophel Traveler, 407, ii.
Ophelites, 407, ii.
Oporto, 350, i.
Ofrich, 357, i.
Ofris, 254, i.
Otter, 345, ii.
Ovi, 350, i.
Owl, the Barn or White,
350, i.—the Grey, 360, i.
Ox, 320, i.
Oxalis, 254, i.
Ox-eye, Daifey, 229, ii.
Ox-lips, 258, i.
Oxyacanthus, 254, i.
Oxycrocus, 581, i.
Oxypathetum, 254, i.
Oxymel ex Allii, (White Car-
llicke) 527, i.—Poterale,
(Potoral) ib. —Seillitcum,
(of Squill) ib. ii.—Simplex,
(Simple) ib.
Osy, 254, i.
Oyster, 350, i.

P.

Pæonia, 254, i, ii.
Paigles, or Cowllips, 258, i.
Pains, in the Stomach, 127, ii.
—of the Head, 133, i.
—167, i.—173, i.—187, ii.
of the Breast, 197, ii.—of the
Sides, 208, i.—Exterior of
the Stomach, 227, i.—of
the Sides, 234, ii.—of an
Ophthalmia, 257, i.—to af-
fewge, 262, ii.—of the
Head, 267, ii.—270, ii.
INDEX.

Plague-water, 467, i.
Platters, Rules for making, 567, i. — of divers Kinds, 577, i. & seq.
Planters, Great, 267, i.
Plants, 267, i. — Extract of, 504, i.
Plateaun, 267, ii.

Pleurics, 523, i. — 64, ii. —
129, i. — 144, i. — 172, ii. —
173, i. — 193, ii. — 221, i. —
222, ii. — 231, ii. —
242, i. — 253, ii. — 255, ii. —
257, ii. — 261, i. — 269, ii. —
271, i. — 297, ii. —
289, i. — 292, ii. — 301, i. —
306, ii. — 307, i. —
309, i. — 310, ii. — 311, ii. —
313, i. — 318, ii. — 330, i. —
336, i. — 345, ii. — 350, ii. —
352, ii. — 356, ii. —
359, i. — 406, i. — 616, i. —
659, ii. — 676, i. — 680, i. —
725, i.

Plover, the Great, 338, i.
Plumage, (Plumage) 409, ii.

Plumbers, 409, ii.

Poiriers, 410, i.
Pockwood, 211, i.

Pofferis, 50, i. — 63, ii. —
129, ii. — 143, i. — 147, ii. —
153, ii. — 193, i. — 219, i. —
234, i. — 243, ii. — 245, i. —
262, i. — 267, ii. — 282, i. —
288, ii. — Volatile, 289, i. —
295, i. — 324, ii. — 330, i. —
332, i. — 335, ii. — 336, i. —
345, ii. — 347, ii. — 349, i. —
353, i. — 356, ii. — 353, i. —
374, i. — 386, i. —
389, i. — 389, ii. — 395, i. —
413, ii. — 419, ii. — 420, i. —
421, ii. — 612, i. — 631, i. —

Poley, Mountain, White, 268, i.

Polemicum, 268, i.
Polium, 268, i.
Polygalas, 268, i.
Polygama, 268, i.
Polygama, (Polygama of the Oak) 268, ii.

Popianum, 574, ii.

Pomegranate-tree, 210, ii.
Pomphiex, 410, i.
Pompion, Common, 259, ii.
Poppar, 269, i. — Ointment of, 574, ii.

Poppies, White, Syrup of, 522, i. — Wild, 523, i. —
Red, ib.

Poppy, White, 257, i. —
Black, ib. — Red, ib. ii.

Populus, 269, i.

Porcupine, 340, i.

Porphyrites, Porphyry 410, i.
Porium, 269, i.

Portulaca, 259, ii.

Potential Cautery, 410, i. —
Pregnancy, 517, i.

Preferment, 329, ii.

Pristis of Horset's when shod, 567, i.

Prime Vies, Disorders of, 339, i. — 448, ii. — 152, ii. —
153, i. — 155, i. — 170, i. —
179, ii. — 235, ii. — 236, i. —
i. — 404, ii. — 478, ii. — 535, ii. —
i. — 608, i.

Privet, 230, i. — Evergreen, 132, i. —
Eastern, 133, i.

Principia Uteri, 290, ii.

Prickes of Horset's, when shod, 567, i.

Prune, Damask and Common, 270, i.

Prunelle, 270, i. — Salt, 623, ii.

Prunus, 270, i.

Purgatives., 144, i. —
Of the Lips, 323, ii. —
ii. — Running, 384, ii. —
Cutaneous, 397, i. — 613, ii.

Putrefactions, 174, i. — to re-
fill, 200, ii. — 208, ii. —
245, i. — 247, i. — 269, ii. —
275, i. — 279, ii. — 309, i. —
315, ii. — 331, i. — 336, i. —
339, ii. — 354, ii. — 374, i. —
i. — 404, ii. — to preferve
from, 412, i. — 413, i. —
432, ii. — 470, ii. — 478, i. —
507, ii. — 523, ii. — 620, i. —
i. — 623, i. — 631, i. —
i. — 633, i.

Putty, 414, ii.

Pyreticum, 271, ii. — 272, ii.

Pyrites, 410, i.

Pyro, 273, i.

Pyrus, 272, i.

Q. O

Uail, 334, ii.

Quararian, ii.

Quadragesimal, 52, ii. —
136, i. — 190, i. — 206, ii. —
215, i. — 217, i. — 245, i. —
270, i. — 290, ii. — 294, i. —
310, ii. — 317, ii. —
323, i. — 335, ii. — 343, ii. —
390, i. — 624, ii. — 640, i. —
404, i.

Quotidians, 246, ii. — 294, i. —
323, ii. — 404, i.

Quercus, 272, i.

Quick-grass, 210, ii.

Quick-hand, 156, ii.

Quicksilver, 356, i. — Anti-
dote against it, 294, i. —
Purification of, 638, ii.

Solution of, 639, i. — Calx
of, ib. — Calcinat, ib.

Quince—
Salt, Spirit of, 629, i. — Sea.
Glauber's Spirit of, ib. —
Spirit of, Coagulated, 623, i. — Sweet Spirit of, 621, ii.
Salt- petre, Decotion of, 513, ii.
Salts, Essential and Fixed, 598, i. — Preparations of, ib.
Sap, 165, i.
Sap-stick, Spirit of, 619.
Salts, Essential
Sand in Sanders, 284.
Salvia Draculi, 165, i.
Sallugia Draculi, 165, i.
Salt-fruits, 285, i.
Sage, 431, i. — Amygdalinus, 608, ii. — Helmontianus, 171, i. — Tartaricus, 608, ii.
Saponaceous Liquid, 565, ii.
Saponaria, 285, i.
Saphire, Spirit of, 619.
Sap, 431, i. — Amygdalinus, 608, ii. — Helmontianus, 171, i. — Tartaricus, 608, ii.
Saponaceous Liquid, 565, ii.
Saponaria, 285, i.
Saphire, Spirit of, 619.
Sap, 431, i. — Amygdalinus, 608, ii. — Helmontianus, 171, i. — Tartaricus, 608, ii.
Saponaceous Liquid, 565, ii.
Saponaria, 285, i.
Saphire, Spirit of, 619.
Sap, 431, i. — Amygdalinus, 608, ii. — Helmontianus, 171, i. — Tartaricus, 608, ii.
Saponaceous Liquid, 565, ii.
Saponaria, 285, i.
Saphire, Spirit of, 619.
Sap, 431, i. — Amygdalinus, 608, ii. — Helmontianus, 171, i. — Tartaricus, 608, ii.
Saponaceous Liquid, 565, ii.
Saponaria, 285, i.
Saphire, Spirit of, 619.
Sap, 431, i. — Amygdalinus, 608, ii. — Helmontianus, 171, i. — Tartaricus, 608, ii.
Saponaceous Liquid, 565, ii.
Saponaria, 285, i.
Saphire, Spirit of, 619.
Sap, 431, i. — Amygdalinus, 608, ii. — Helmontianus, 171, i. — Tartaricus, 608, ii.
Saponaceous Liquid, 565, ii.
Saponaria, 285, i.
Saphire, Spirit of, 619.
Sap, 431, i. — Amygdalinus, 608, ii. — Helmontianus, 171, i. — Tartaricus, 608, ii.
Saponaceous Liquid, 565, ii.
Saponaria, 285, i.
Saphire, Spirit of, 619.
Sap, 431, i. — Amygdalinus, 608, ii. — Helmontianus, 171, i. — Tartaricus, 608, ii.
Saponaceous Liquid, 565, ii.
Saponaria, 285, i.
Saphire, Spirit of, 619.
Sap, 431, i. — Amygdalinus, 608, ii. — Helmontianus, 171, i. — Tartaricus, 608, ii.
Saponaceous Liquid, 565, ii.
Saponaria, 285, i.
Saphire, Spirit of, 619.
Sap, 431, i. — Amygdalinus, 608, ii. — Helmontianus, 171, i. — Tartaricus, 608, ii.
Saponaceous Liquid, 565, ii.
Saponaria, 285, i.
Saphire, Spirit of, 619.
INDEX.

Spurge, 296, ii. — the Burning
of, 457, ii.
Spurges, 304, ii.
Spumaria, 296, ii.
Spurnia, 357, i.
Squill, or Sea-oonion, 288, ii.
Squills, 357, i.
Squills, Baking of, 451, i.
Exciication of, ib. — Oxymel
of, 557, i. — Pils of, 554, i.
— Syrup of, 524, ii. — To-
ches of, 556, ii. — Vinegar
of, 482, ii.
Stacy's, 296, ii.
Staphis, 296, ii.
Stath, 322, ii.
Stagnation of Honours, 402, i.
Stannum, 414, ii. — Pulaera-
tum, 635, i.
Staphis, 296, ii.
Staphylinos, 392, i.
Starch, 144, ii. — Lohoch of,
547, i.
Star-gem, 370, ii. — Stone,
Star-wort, Golden, 754, ii.
Star, or Starlight, 357, ii.
Starky's Pils, 553, i.
Stave's ace, 296, ii.
Stattes, 383, ii.
Steel, 395, i. — Prepared with
Sulphur, 637, ii. — Tarta-
rized, 637, i. — Tincture of,
491, i. — Ludovicius, 492, i.
Steel-ruft prepared, 638, ii.
Steelari Lapis, 270, ii.
Sterility, to remove, 142, i.
Stickling Plasters, 577, i.
Stick lac, 222, ii. — Seed-lac,
ib. — Shell-lac, 233, i.
Stings, poisonous, 239, i.
— 244, i. — of a Horse, 334, ii.
— of a Scorpion, 343, 4.
— 344, ii. — of Serpents, 353, i.
— of a Scorpion, 356, i.
— of Serpents, 339, ii.
Strobilus Arabicus, 296, ii.
Stomach, Dilordes of, 62, i.
— 131, ii. — 135, i. — 136,
— 136, i. — 139, ii. — 143, i.
— 146, ii. — 148, i. — 158,
— 158, ii. — 159, i. — 169,
— 175, i. — 175, ii. — 176,
— 177, i. — 179, ii. — 180, c.
— 181, ii. — 182, ii. — 183,
— 187, ii. — 188, i.
— 188, ii. — 191, i. — 193, i.
— 195, i. — 197. i. — 198,
— 198, ii. — 202, ii. — 205,
— 207, ii. — 209, i.
— 213, ii. — 223, i. — 229, i.
— 229, ii. — 230, ii. — 231, i. — 236, i. — 237, ii. — 244, i.
— 256, ii. — 257, i. — 271, i.
— 274, ii. — 275, ii. — 276, ii.
— 277, ii. — 279, ii. — 293, ii.
— 294, i. — 298, i. — 299,
— 300, i. — 312, i. — 334, i.
— 321, i. — 334, ii. — 335, i.
— 336, i. — 337, i. — 346, i.
— 357, i. — 358, ii. — 395, i.
— 406, i. — 479, i. — 429, i.
— 442, i. — 461, ii. — 466,
— 468, i. — 489, i. — 508, i.
— 514, i. — 520, i.
— 549, i. — 556, ii. — 605, i.
— 616, i. — 664, i. — 679, i.
— 691, i. — 718, i. — 725, ii. — 729, i.
— 734, ii. — 749, ii. — 742,
— 753, ii.
Stomach Pils, 554, i. — Pla-
ister, 582, i.
Stomachatic Elixir, 505, i.
— Tincture, 496, ii.
Stone, the Eagle, 362, ii.
— Star, 370, ii. — the Jew's,
387, i. — the Armenian, ib.
— the Asian, ib. — the Toad,
388, i. — Milk, 389, i.
— the Baffard Eagle, ib. — the
Blood, ib. — the Azure,
390, i. — the Honey, 391, i.
— Memphis, ib. — White-
marking, the Nephritic, ib. —
the Perugian, the Cleaving,
392, i. — Spunge, ib. — the
Green, ib. — Another, White-
marking, 394, i. — the Spleen,
407, ii. — the Green,
410, i. — the Pa-
mite, ib. — the Red mark-
ing, ib. — the Unicorn
424, i.
Stone, 134, i. — 136, i.
— 143, i. — 145, ii. — 428, ii.
— 150, i. — 151, i. — 159,
— 161, ii. — 162, i. — 165, i.
— 169, i. — 178, i. — 181, i.
— 182, i. — 195, i. — 197, i.
— 199, i. — 203, i. — 205, i.
— 208, i. — 210, i. — 211, i.
— 220, ii. — 222, ii. — 227, ii.
— 232, i. — 236, i. — 238, i.
— 239, i. — 244, i. — 245, i.
— 254, ii. — 255, ii. — 259, ii.
— 260, i. — 262, ii. — 299, i.
— 299, ii. — 301, i. — 305,
— 308, i. — 309, ii. — 318,
— 319, i. — 328, ii. — 331,
— 332, i. — 333, ii. — 336,
— 339, ii. — 343, ii. — 344,
— 345, ii. — 347, i. — 348,
— 349, i. — 350, ii.
— 351, i. — 352, ii.
— 354, ii. — 358, i. — 359, ii.
— 360, i. — 372, ii. — 383,
— 392, i. — 395, ii. — 414,
— 429, ii. — 443, ii.
— 513, i. — 519, i. — 536, i.
— 597, i. — 607, ii. — to pre-
vent the Generation of,
620, i. — 625, i. — 674, ii.
— 695, i. — 735, ii. — 752, i.
Stone-gler, 393, i.
Stones, in Human Bodies, — their Concretion prevented,
74, ii.
Storax, Straining of, 451, ii.
— Gum, Oil of, 592, ii.
— Pils, 554, ii.
Storax-tree, 297, ii.
Storks, 332, i.
Strains, 234, ii. — 564, ii.
— 581, i.
Stramonium, 297, i.
Stranguries, in an Horse, 334, ii.
Strangries, 134, i. — 142, ii.
— 146, ii. — 159, ii. — 214, ii.
— 238, ii. — 262, ii.
— 257, i. — 291, i. — 293, ii.
— 294, i. — 295, ii. — 323, ii.
— 328, i. — 444, ii. — 537, i.
— 620, i. — 677, 706.
Strawberries, 206, i.
Strengt, to create, 143, i.
— to restore, 158, i. — 292, i.
— 339, i. — 442, i.
Strengthening Plaster, 582, ii.
Strictures, 234, i.
Struma's, 321, ii. — 397, i.
Stupors, 251, ii. — 257, ii.
— 326, ii.
Sturgeon, 357, ii.
St selection, 357, ii.
Stenurus, 357, ii.
Styes, from the Eye-lids to,
364, i. — 613, i.
Styptic Powder, 538, i.
— Tincture, 496, ii. — Water,
481, ii.
Styrax, 297, ii.
Sue, 299, i.

Sohh.
INDEX

Sublimation described, 42.
Proper Vessels for it, 43, i.
Succe Antifeebility, 529, i.
Sucrimum, & Carab, 414, ii.
Sucrimum Nigrum, 385, ii.
Sucoy, Garden, 186, ii.
— Wild, ib. — Syrup of, with Rhubarb, 520, ii.
Succis Glycyrrhiza, 528, ii.
— Prunorum Syphoethrum, feu
Acetia Germanica, ib.
Sudorific, Dose, 218, i. — 501, ii.
Sudorifc Tinufure, 499, i.
Suffusions, to remove, 332, i.
Sugar, Syrup of, 524, ii.
Sugar-cane, 278, ii.
Sugars, 533, i.
Sulphur, 416, ii.
Sulphur Auratum Antimoni, 654, ii. — Precipitatum, 632, ii.
Sulphur, Balfam of, with Oil of Turpentine, 633, i.
— Simpble Balfam of, 632, ii.
Flowers of, 639, ii. — Flowers of, Walked, ib. — Liver of, 639, i. — Milk of, ib. ii.
— Ointment of, 576, i. — Precipitat, 632, ii. — Preparations of, 630, ii. — Spirit of the Bell, 631, i.
Troches of, 557, i.
Sulphurated Water, 631, ii.
Sumach, Finchc or Red, 194, ii.
Sun-burn, 224, i.
Sun-flower, 194, i. — 205, i.
— Dwarf, 215, ii.
— Suppurating Catalpam, 583, ii.
Suppurations, 295, i.
Swallow, 339, i.
Swallow-wort, 153, i.
Swan, 335, i.
Sweaty, to excite, 152, ii. — 153, i. — 206, ii. — 222, i. — 223, i. — 240, ii. — to check, 242, i. — to promote, 263, i. — 307, i. — 319, i. — 405, i. — 456, i. — 463, ii. — 483, ii. — 606, i.
— 615, ii. — 625, i. — 562, i. — 675, i. — 676, i. — 679, i.
— 680, ii. — 683, i. — 691, ii. — 701, ii. — 703, i. — 706, i. — 708, ii. — 709, i.
— 720, i. — 742, ii.
Swellings, Cold and Glandu- lous, 25, ii. — Oedematous, 50, i. — 74, i. — 166, i. — to mitigate, 382, i. — of the
Piles, 185, i. — Strumous, 209, i. — Strumous and Scrophulo- lous, 234, ii. — Erythpe- laneous, 283, i. — Oede- matous and Erythpeleaceous, 283, i. — Strumous, 317, i. — of the Parotid Glands, 328, ii.
Swoonings, 616, i.
Sypnum, 299, i.
Syncope's, 442, ii.
Sypho's Rules for making, 518, ii.
Rhamno Cathartico, ib. — to Syphyto, ib. — Violat- rum, ib. — Zinculatoris, 546, i.
T
Abbele Cardiagica, 557, ii.
— Dietrageracantii, 531, ii.
Acacmabae, 213, ii.
Altem, 418, i.
Althaspis, 577, ii.
Althamus, (Tamarind-tree) 299, ii.
Tamarindus, 209, ii. — with Sera, Decoctions of, 574, i.
Tamariskus, (Tamarisk) 299, ii.
Tannetum, 303, i.
Tansley, 300, i. — Wild, 256, ii.
Tar, 256, ii. — Barbedes, 419, i. — Ointment of, 574, ii.
— Water, 418, ii.
Taraxacum, vi. Den Leonis, 530, ii.
Tare, Common, 309, ii.
— White, ib. — Strangle, 310, i.
Tarragon, 200, ii.
Tarras, 386, i.
Tartar, 437, i. — of Cream of, 608, i. — Cryals of, ib.
— Emette, 653, i. — Ley of, 650, ii. — Liquor of, or the Oil, 607, ii. — Preparations of, 598, i. — Regenereted, 601, ii.
— Sal of, 600, ii. — Soap of, 608, ii.
— Soluble, or Tartarized, 606, ii. — Spirit, Oil, an
Fixed Salt of, 599, i.
— Tinufure of the Salt of, 519, i. — Harvey's Tince- ture of the Salt of, ib.
— Vitriolated, 604, ii.
— Tartarum Emeticus, 658, ii.
— Tartarv, 437, i. — Regenera- tus, 601, ii. — Solubilis, 610, ii.
— Tartar-fustus, 608, ii. — Tri- tria, 604, ii.
— Taxus, 300, i.
Tea-plant, 502, i.
Tea-plant, Manured, 200, ii.
— Teeth, to fatten, 129, i.
— 159, i. — 162, i. — Kottes- nes of, 168, i. — to prepare
185, i. — to fatten, 201, i. — to cleanse, 224, i.
— fatten, 229, i.
— to prepare, 245, i.
— fatten, 255, i. — Differs
of, 231, i. — to clean, 29 i.
— to fatten, 309, ii. — 311, i. — to cleanse, 318, i.
— to facilitate the Expra- tion of, 343, ii. — to white
343, ii. — to fatten, 382, i.
— to clean, 431, i.
— fatten, 483, i. — Differs
of, 483, ii. — to white
625, i. — to fatten, 630, ii.
— Telepium, 300, ii.
— Tellina, 358, i.
— Tench, 358, ii.
— Tendons, to mollify, 299.
— Punctures of, ib.
— mollify, 351, ii. — 334, i. — to revolve the Indurate
of, 335, i. — Stiffness
353, i. — Pains or Contr.
Ureters, to cleanse, 181, ii.

Urines, Causes hindering its Discharge, and what promotes it, 72, ii. — Discharges involuntary to help, 101, i. — when Indications of a Fever, 136, i. — Bloody, 132, i. — to refrain, ib. — to temperate the Acrimony of, 134, i. — to promote, ib. — Retention of, ib. ii. — to provoke, 176, i. — 143, ii. — 145, ii. — 146, ii. — to expel, 148, ii. — Difficult Discharges of, 155, ii. — to provoke, 159, ii. — 160, i. — 164, i. — 165, ii. — 169, ii. — Bloody, 167, ii. — 170, i. — to provoke, 177, i. — 178, ii. — 179, ii. — 181, i. — 184, ii. — 186, ii. — 187, i. — 190, i. — 195, i. — to take off its Heat and Sharpness, ib. — to promote, ib. — 197, i. — ib. ii. — 198, ii. — Involuntary Discharges of, ib. — to provoke, ib. — 199, i. — 200, ii. — 203, i. — 205, ii. — 207, ii. — 208, ii. — Difficult Discharges of, 209, ii. — Heat and Retention of, 210, i. — Bloody, 214, i. — 215, ii. — 218, ii. — to provoke, 219, i. — 229, i. — 231, i. — Difficulty of, ib. ii. to provoke, 232, i. — to refrain, ib. — to provoke, 233, i. — Sharpness of, 234, ii. — Suppression and Heat of, 236, i. — Retention of, 238, ii. — 239, i. — Heat of, ib. — to provoke, ib. ii. — 244, i. — 246, ii. — Heat of, 248, i. — to provoke, 253, ii. — 259, ii. — 261, i. — Bloody, 261, i. — to provoke, ib. — 269, ii. — Heat of, 269, ii. — to provoke, 271, ii. — 275, i. — Obstructions of, 277, i. — 278, i. — Suppression of, 288, ii. — to provoke, 289, i. — Acrimony of, 290, i. — to provoke, 293, i. — ib. — 294, i. — Bloody, ib. ii. — to provoke, 295, ii. — 297, i. — ib. Bloody, 299, i. — to provoke, 303, iii. — 304, i. — 307, i. — Bloody, 308, i. — 312, ii. — 315, ii. — Involuntary, 331, i. — to provoke, 333, ii. — Involuntary, 335, ii. — to provoke, ib. — Suppression of, 337, ii. — to provoke, 338, i. — Difficulty of, 347, i. — Incontinence of, 344, ii. — to provoke, ib. — Involuntary, or Nocturnal Flux of, 349, i. — 350, ii. — 352, i. — to provoke, ib. — 354, i. — Suppression of, ib. — Incontinence of, 355, ii. — Bloody, 356, ii. — to promote, 404, ii. — Obstructions of, 413, i. — Heat of, 420, ii. — to provoke, 443, i. — 420, ii. — 620, ii. — 623, ii. — 624, ii. — 625, i. — 634, i. — Bloody, 636, ii. — to provoke powerfully, 643, i. — 667, i. — 670, i. — 761, i. — 762, i. — 765, ii. — 766, i. — 767, ii. — 769, i. — Bloody, 762, ii. — Scalding of, 884, i. — Heat of, 891, i. — 707, ii. — to work forcibly by, 710, ii. — 711, ii. — to promote a Discharge of, 752, i.

Urethra, 360, i.

Urethra Granit Humani, 313, i.

Uterine Disorders, 154, ii. — 163, i. — 170, i. — 172, ii. — 183, ii. — 189, i. — 194, i. — 199, i. — 205, i. — 206, i. — 207, ii. — 221, i. — 231, ii. — 232, ii. — 233, ii. — 234, i. — 235, i. — 236, ii. — 242, ii. — 243, i. — 244, ii. — 250, i. — 252, ii. — 256, ii. — 276, vi. — 277, i. — 278, i. — 293, i. — 303, i. — 305, ii. — 323, i. — 324, i. — 329, i. — 334, i. — 335, ii. — 336, i. — 343, i. — 349, i. — 356, i. — 409, i. — 414, ii. — 420, i. — 473, i. — 503, i. — 519, i. — 538, i. — 539, ii. — 665, i. — 669, i. — 737, i.

Vulnery — Water, 470, i.

Vulnus, 360, ii.

Vultur, (Vulture) 360, ii.

Wound, Relaxation of, 230, ii. — 235, i. — Inflammation of, 339, i. — Turnours of, 340, i. — a Falling down of, 416, ii.

W.

Wake-Robin, 151, ii. — Wallflower, 229, ii.

Watching, continual, 168, ii. — 297, i. — immoderate, 465, i.

Warmth to the Feet and Hands to restore, 174, i.

Warm-vein, 393, ii.

Water, described, 3.

Water-cresses, 244, i.

Water-melon, 189, ii.

Water-wagtail, 348, ii.


Warts, how to exipitate, 19, i. — 54, ii. — 216, i. — 249, ii. — 273, ii. — 280, ii. — 314, ii. — 318, i. — 324, i. — 344, i. — 350, ii. — 613, i. — 659, i. — 664, i. —

Wafep, 359, ii.

Wax, Butter of, 617, ii. — Oil of, 618, i.

Wecbf, 349, ii.

Whale, 318, ii.

Wheat, 306, i.

Wheat-rose, 383, i.

White Cerate, 683, ii. — Ligniment, 592, ii. — Ointment, 597, ii. — with Camphire, 568, i.

Whiter, see Fluor Albus.

White-Thorn, 295, ii.

Whitless, 353, i.

Whitlow-grafs, Rue, 259, i.

Whortle, Black, 307, ii.

Wilding, 234, ii.

Wind, to expel, 142, i. — 143, i. — 147, i. — 177, i. — 179, ii. — 197, ii. — 207, ii. — 223, i. — 225, i. — 673, i. — 689, ii. — 700, i. — 717, ii. — 725, ii. — 734, ii. — 743, i. — 758, ii. — 753, ii. —
INDEX.

Water, 440, i. — Rectified
Spirit of, 477, i. — with
Campshire, 508, ii.

Winter-Cherry, 334, i.
Inter’s Cinnamon, 194, i.
Zinter-green, 272, i.
Wood, 209, ii.

Wolf, 345, i.

Womb, Disorders of, 176, i.

— 257, i. — bed, ii. — 672, ii.
— 694, i. — 743, ii.

Women, in Child-bed, 283,
ii. — 183, ii. — Depraved Ap-
petite of, 200, ii. — Weak-
ness of Stomach, 282, i. —
with Child, 654, ii.

Women, young, Disorders of,

— 165, ii. — Malaria, 189, ii.
— Cachexy, 282, i.

Wonderful-water, 468, ii.

Wood, Nephrite, 209, ii.

Wood-bine, 175, ii.

Wood-cock, 338, ii.

Wood-eater, 358, ii.

Wood-lace, 346, ii.

Wood-roof, 154, i.

Wood-sorrel, 129, i.

Woods, Deception of the, 512, ii.

Worm, the Gally, 344, i.

— the Earth, 344, ii.

Worm-powder, 538, ii.

Worms, Remedies against,

— 24, ii. — 127, i. — 135, i.
— 137, i. — 140, i. — 155, ii.
— (in Corn, to kill, 163, ii.) — 165, ii. — 170, ii.
— 177, ii. — 178, ii. — 181, ii.
— 186, i. — 193, ii. — 199, ii. — 200, i. — 205, i.
— 208, i. — 220, ii. — 234, ii.
— 239, ii. — 242, i. — 244, ii.
— 251, i. — 273, ii. — 285, ii.
— 288, ii. — 292, ii. —
300, i. — 304, i. — 316, ii.
— 320, ii. — 321, i. — 331, i.
— 351, ii. — (in Yincs, 365, ii.) — 367, i. — 384, ii. —
396, ii. — (in Cattle, i.) —
398, i. — 414, ii. — 423, ii.

Wormseed, 285, i. — White,
193, ii.

Wormwood, 127, ii.

— Extract of, 594, ii. — Oil of,
563, ii. — Salt of, 598, ii.

Wormwood-water, Compound,
465, ii. — Simple, 456, ii.

Wounds, 193, ii. — 140, i.
— 140, i. — 150, ii. —
158, ii. — ib. — 162, ii.
— 164, ii. — 167, i. — 174, ii.
— of the Legs, 176, i.

Recent, 176, ii. — In genera-
l, 198, i. — 201, i. — 202, ii.
— 209, ii. — 220, i. —
227, i. — 231, ii. — 239, ii.
Recent, 249, ii. — Simple, 255, ii. — in general, 259, i.
— 260, i. — Recent, 260, ii.
— in general, 261, ii.
— 267, i. — 268, ii. — 270, ii.
— 272, ii. — 277, ii. —
285, i. — 288, ii. — (Envenom-
ated, 289, i.) — in general, 294, ii.
— 295, i. — 296, ii. — 299, ii.
— 303, ii. — 304, ii. — to con-
solidate, 308, ii. — in ge-
neral, 309, i. — to depurate,
311, i. — in general, 317, ii.
— to abstrude and conso-
fidate, 324, i. — 333, i.
Recent, ib. ii. — in general,
334, ii. — to conglutinate,
339, ii. — 340, ii. — to anoint
with, 341, ii. — Old, to
chlear, 344, ii. — to con-
glutinate, ib. — 350, ii. —
to dry, 351, ii. — Recent,
of the Eyes, ib. ii. — in gen-
eral, 352, ii. — of the Head,
360, ii. — to cicatrize, 373, ii.
— to dry, 384, ii. — Recent,
to conglutinate, 385, ii.
— Fresh, to heal, 419, ii.
in general, 436, ii. — to
deterge, 476, i. — to defend
the Naked Parts in, 560, ii.
— Gunshot, 567, i.

X.

Osbymacanthus, 314, i.
Xylolasmum, 314, i.

Y.

Arrow, 240, ii.
Yellow Basilicon, 569, i.

Yellow, Cerate, 583, ii.
Ointment, 571, i.

Yew-tree, 360, i.

Z.

Acmiba, 314, i.
Zea, Spleza, 314, ii.
Furin, ib.

Zedaria, 314, ii.
Zingi, 315, i.
Zingiber, 315, i.